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TO MY WIFE

PREFACE
A NEW commentary upon one of the books of the Old
Testament seems to call for a few words in justification
of its appearance, and for an indication of the special
features which it aims at offering. The Book of Judges
is not a book which has suffered from neglect on the part
of scholars in the past : indeed, the last thirty years have
witnessed the accession of much valuable work devoted
to its elucidation. The Commentary by Professor Moore
( I 89 S)-to cite but a single example-is, by general
consent, one of the most thorough and scholarly volumes
even of so eminent a series as the International Critical
Commentary. Biblical science, however, does not stand
still. We are-or should be-daily widening the basis
of our research.
Fresh knowledge of the languages,
literature, and antiquities of the peoples who were kindred
to Israel, by race or by environment, is constantly being
brought within reach; and the Old Testament scholar
who would keep abreast of the possibilities of Biblical
interpretation must spread his nets wide if he is to gather
in the available material for his studies.
For myself, I can say with truth that such first-hand
acquaintance with the Babylonian and Assyrian language
and literature as I have been able to acquire during the
past fourteen years or so, has revolutionized my outlook
upon Old Testament studies. The possibilities for fresh
investigation offered within this sphere, together with an
instinctive preference for study of the Biblical sources
themselves, prior to consultation of that which has been
written about them by other scholars, have, I hope, imparted some measure of originality to my work ; though
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originality, as an end in itself, was not what I was
striving after. I have, so far as I was able, made myself
acquainted with the work of my predecessors in the same
field ; and I trust that I have regularly discharged the
duty incumbent upon every scholar by making due
acknowledgment to them whenever I have cited their
opm10n. An apparent exception to this rule may be
found in the introductory discussions on the composition
and sources of the various narratives contained in the
book; but here I have always worked out my own conclusions and argued them in detail, and anything like
a regular citation of my agreement with, or divergency
from, other scholars must have led to undue prolixity,
and would only have tended to confuse the reader.
I trust that the somewhat lengthy § 6 of my Introduction, on ' External information bearing on the period
of Judges,' may not be deemed superfluous to the purpose of the commentary. The · Book of Judges occupies
a position on the borderland between history and legend.
In order to place our feet on firm ground, and gain as
much as may be for veritable history, it is most important
to examine the external sources, so far as they are accessible, which bear upon the condition of Cana'an and its
inhabitants at and before the period covered by the book.
It is important also-in view of the frequent reference
made in the commentary to Babylonian influence and
analogy-to understand how it was that such influence
had permeated Cana'an to so large an extent at this early
period. Throughout my work I have had in view, not
merely the elucidation of the text of Judges, but as
thorough an investigation as I could make of the early
period of Israel's residence in Cana'an for which Judges
forms our principal text-book. My volume, therefore,
may perhaps be described as a collecti<,?n of material for
this early history rather than as a commentary pure and
simple; and if this view is taken of it I shall be content.
Since the basis of correct exegesis of the Old Testa-
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ment consists in a sound philological knowledge of
Hebrew, and such knowledge is mainly advanced through
comparative study of the cognate Semitic languages, considerable attention is devoted in the notes to questions of
comparative philology. In discussions which fall under
this head I have adopted the plan of transliterating both
the Hebrew words and those from cognate languages
which are brought into comparison with them, in order
that the Hebrew student who is unacquainted with the
cognate languages may be able, to some extent at least,
to appreciate the argument. A table explaining the
method of transliteration is given on pp. xxxi f., and an
index of the transliterated forms will be found at the end
of the volume. The use of Hebrew and other Semitic
types has been minimized as far. as possible, in the hope
that the commentary may prove useful, not merely to
Hebrew scholars, but to the larger class of Biblical
students who are ignorant of the language. Whenever a
quotation is made in the original it is accompanied by a
translation.
Among the notes on the text there will be found some
which are of very considerable length, e.g. those on the
Ashera (p. 195), the Ephod (p. 236), the representation
of Samson as a N azirite (p. 342 ), the line of the Midianites' flight, and the site of Abel-meJ:iolah (p. 219), as
well as some of the other geographical notes, and many
of the textual notes upon the Song of Deborah. Notes
such as these have been expanded without compunction, because I believed that I had new light to throw
upon very difficult problems ; and readers who are really
desirous of getting to the bottom of such problems will
not, I think, quarrel with me upon this score.
It is possible that one of the Additional Notes-that
on the use of writing in the time· of the Judges, and the
antiquity of the Alphabetic Script (p. 2 S3)-may be
thought to hang upon rather a slight peg in the reference
to writing in eh. 8 14, so far as the necessities of the corn-
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mentary are concerned ; but the many-sided interest of the
subject and the manner in which it has entered into recent
discussions (some of them not untinged with controversial
bias) seemed to call for an explicit statement of the
facts, and of such deductions from them as appear to be
justified. The notes on ' Yahweh or Yahu originally an
Amorite Deity' (p. 243), and ' Early identification of
Yahweh with the Moon-god' (p. 249), form integral parts
of my theory as to the Ashera; and I am unaware of
any source of information which brings together the facts
which I was desirous of marshalling.
Among those to whom I owe thanks for assistance
rendered in the preparation of this commentary, there
are two whose help has been of a very special character.
Dr. Driver read through the whole of my new translation of the text of Judges (which I completed before
beginning to write the notes upon it), and made many
suggestions which materially improved it. He also saw,
in one form or another, all or most of what I have written
on chs. I-8 ; and since he was without stint accessible
to all who desired to consult him, I was accustomed
constantly to discuss points of difficulty with him, and
many of my conclusions and theories embodied in the
commentary have, needless to say, much profited through
his advice and revision. Dr. C. J. Ball has undertaken
the heavy task of reading the whole of my proof-sheets
and discussing them personally with me. All that my
book owes to him it is impossible for me adequately to
estimate; a small part of it may be seen in the number
of fresh suggestions which he has allowed me to include
in my notes.*
When all has been said, ·however, my debt to these
two scholars for actual co-operation in the work put into
my book is but a tithe of what I and the book owe
to them in· a wider sense. Enjoying as I did the close
friendship of Dr. Driver from the year that I came up

*

Cf. pp. 114,119,122,129,144,148,250,325,421, 476f.
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to· Oxford as an undergraduate until the year of his
death, I cannot but feel that most of what I have learned
in method and thoroughness of scholarship is due to
his teaching and example. Under Dr. Ball I began as
a schoolboy to study the elements of Hebrew ; under
him some twenty years later I began to grapple with
Assyriology, and the marvellous gifts which he possesses
as a teacher caused the early stages of a study which
might otherwise have seemed tedious and repellent to
appear in the light of an easy and fascinating pastime.
I have also to express my grateful thanks to Professor
L. W. King for much advice upon ma_tters connected
with Babylonian studies. He has read, in particular,
§ 6 of my Introduction and all my Additional Notes
which deal with the influence of Babylonian civilization
upon Cana'an; and my confidence in the lines which
I have taken in dealing with this side of my subject has
been greatly strengthened by his approval and support.
Professor R. W. Rogers of Drew Theological Seminary,
Madison, New Jersey, whose regular visits for research
in the Bodleian Library have made him as much a son
of Oxford as of the United States, was in residence here
during the greater part of the years 1913-14. During
our long friendship we have grown accustomed to discuss
the Biblical questions in which our common interests lie ;
and I owe much to his judicial mind and expert knowledge of Assyriology.
With my wife I have talked over many of the points,
both small a11d great, which have arisen in the course of
my researches ; and the book owes not a little to her
quick apprehension, sound common sense, and unerring
feeling for style and lucidity.
Finally, I must thank the Trustees of the British
Museum for permission to reproduce the seal-cylinder
impressions figured in Plate III., and the two teliefs
from the Report on excavations at Carchemish, edited
by Dr. D. G. Hogarth, which appear in Plate V.;
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M. Leroux, the publisher of Delaporte's Catalogue des
Cylindres orientaux . . . de la Bibliotheque Nationale, for
a similar permission in the case of the seal-cylinder
impressions given in Plate II. ; the Committee of the
Palestine Exploration Fund for kindly allowing me to
make the sketch-map of the district round Gibe' ah
(opposite p. 465) upon the basis of their large surveymap; and the British Academy for permission to make
use of the map of Western Asia which has oeen prepared
for my Schweich Lectures.
C. F. B.
OXFORD,

Easter- 1918.
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ADDENDA
p. 17. Ck. 1 17• Against the identification of ~ephath with Sebaita
(Esbeita), cf. Lawrence in PEF. Annual, iii. (1914-15), p. 91, who
points out that the site Esbeita cannot have existed before the
Christian era.
p. 29. Footnote*· The disappearance of the k in

:l'f?~ 'Akzib = ez-

Zib is highly remarkable. Kampffmeyer (ZDPV. xv. p. 31) suggests
that, as a first stage, k may have been weakened into (! (as in
Mikmash==modern MulJmas) and then into~, the first syllable being
eventually treated as though it were the Ar. Article (cf. ed-Damiyyeh
for 'Adam, er-Res tan for Arethusa, etc.).
p. 62. Note on 'the I:littites . . . mount Lebanon.' Meyer, IN.
pp. 332 ff., defends the 1!l text in Judg. 3 3, Josh. 11 3, which places
the I:Iivvites in the Lebanon district, and proposes to substitute
'1h ' I:Iorites,' on the authority of ('1i- in Gen. 34 2, Josh. 9 7, passages
which, as they stand in ;!l, place the I:Iivvites in central Cana' an
(Shechem and Gibe' on). The introduction of the I:Jorites into these
latter passages is opposed by Kit., GVI. 2 i. p. 37, n1, upon good
grounds.
p. 69. Footnote on iti~. The common biliteral element DAR,
TAR, etc., underlying a series of triliteral roots has been noted and
further illustrated by Ball, SemiHc and Sumen·an (Hz"lpreckt Annz"versary Volume, pp. 4 I f.).
p. 88. Ck. 4 7• The root-meaning of Heb. ndfzal is stated by BDB.
to be unknown. It seems obvious that the root Sm must be allied
to
in the sense 'to pierce,' and that nd!zal therefore properly
denotes a cutting or borz"ng : cf. especially Job 28 4, if ndhal is there
rightly understood as meaning a mine-shaft. Other instances of
allied Y'El and l/ doubled verbs (i.e. of the same biliteral differently
triliteralized) are ~t:)) 'to drip,' and New Heb. ~Elt:) whence n~~

,,n

'drop' ; 10) 'to weave' and 1:JC 'to intertwine' ; YEl) and YYEl 'to
break in pieces' ; MY) and nny 'to shine, be brilliant' ; ::ip) and ::i::ip
'to curse.' Similarly, )"El and i''l/, MEl) and mEl 'to breathe'; YEl)
'to break in pieces,' and YlEl 'to be dispersed' (by breaking) ; YY)
and YlY 'to shine, blossom' ; ip) and iip 'to bore, dig.'
xiii

xiv
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p. 95. Add to the list of authorities, P. Haupt, Die Schlacht von
Taanach, pp. 193-225 of Studien zur semit. Philo!. u. Religionsgesch.
Julius Wellhausen . .. gewidmet, 1914- (He treats the text of Judg. 5
with the greatest freedom, subjecting it to a drastic rearrangement.)
p. 96. On the analogy to Hebrew poetry offered by the old AngloSaxon poetry, and by Piers Ploughman, cf. Gray, Forms of Hebrew
Poetry (1915), pp. 128 ff.
p. 158. The extreme variation in the number of unstressed syllables
which may accompany a stressed syllable in Hebrew poetry, according to our theory, is well illustrated by the passage from Piers
Ploughman quoted by Gray, Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 130 :' On Good Friday I fynde I a felon was y-saved,
That had lyved al his life I with lesynges and with thefte;
And for he beknede to the cros, I and to Christ shrof him,
He was sonner y-saved I than seint J ohan the Baptist;
And or Adam or Ysaye I or any of the prophetes,
That hadde y-leyen with Lucifer I many longe yeres,
A robbere was y-raunsoned I rather than thei alle,
Withouten any penaunce of purgatorie I to perpetual blisse.'
Here we find not merely ~ ~ ~ .!.. ~ (' and for he beknede,' 'that
hadde y-leyen '), but even ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .!.. ~ (' withouten any penaunce ').
The resemblance is rather striking between the line
'Withouten any penaunce of purgatorie I to perpetual blfsse'
and v. 9b of the Song of Deborah,
.hammithnaddabhtm ba' am

I barrakhu

Yahwdh.

p. 210. Ch. 7 5·6• Mez, ZATW. xxi. (1901), pp. 198-200, notes the
fact that Ar. kara' a, which is formally identical with Heb. kara' 'bend
down' (used in our passage in the description of one form of drinking), has the meaning 'drink with the muzzle in the water,' i.e. by
sucking the water in, as is done by ruminants, and animals such as
the horse and ass, in contrast to Ar. walaga 'lap with the tongue'
(equivalent in meaning to Heb. la~a~), the method of drinking practised by the dog, as well. as by the wolf and other beasts of prey.
His conclusion is that 'those that bent down ('l/i::l) upon their knees
to drink water' put their mouths into the water like cattle; whereas
the lappers (t:l 1i'i'S~i1) were those who flung the water into their
mouths with their hands-this being (in his opinion) the nearest
approach to lapping, the actual practice of which is impossible for
a human being, These latter, he thinks, were chosen on account of
this dog-like or wolf-like characteristic as betokening their fitness for
the enterprise ; and he seeks to fortify this inference by quotation of
two Ar. proverbs which compare a razzia with the licking of a wolf,
i.e. in respect of its lightning-rapidity, as appears from another
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proverb, 'more swiftly than a dog licks its nose.' Mez's arguments
are reproduced, with additional remarks, by McPherson, JA OS. xxii.
(1901), pp. 70-75; and the two articles are cited as authoritative in
Gesenius-Buhl, Handworterbuch 16 (1915) s.v. l)i::,. BDB., s.v. l)i::,,
compares the Ar. verb, and offers (with a query) the suggestion that
it may bear a derivative sense, the ground-meaning being 'kneel to
drink.'
Objection may be made to the identification of Heb. kard in our
passage with Ar. kara' a on several grounds.

n,n~,

1. The phrase
11::,;,:i 'll y;::, 1 i~~ 'who bendeth down upon
his knees to drink' is very different from the Ar. usage of kara'a, in

which the verb is always followed by the prep.

J

'in'-' drink with

the muzzle in the water, or, in a vessel' (c£ the Dictionaries of
Freytag, Lane, Kazimirski). McPherson, who perceives this difficulty,
thinks that 11::,;:i ,11 may be a later scribal expansion, l)i::, 1 i~~
t:l 1~
meaning 'who drinks putting his mouth to the water.'
Such an English rendering would seem to require , an original
p',f i1l:)~~ "lif~, the Heb. sentence as given by McPherson meaning

n,n~,

rather 'who puts his mouth in the water as regards drinking.' But,
if l)"l::, really has the meaning of the Ar. verb,
is obviously
redundant ; whereas, on the other hand, the omission of t:l 1~:l, which

n,n~,

is demanded on the analogy of the Ar. •WIJ, appears to be fatal
to the theory. It cannot be doubted that the expression 11::,;,:i ~ll lli::, 1
is original, and has the meaning which it possesses elsewhere
( I Kgs. 8 34, 2 Kgs. 1 13, Ezr. 9 5).
2. The philological analogue of Heb. kara' appears to be the Ar.
raka'a (as rightly recognized by Ges., Thes., Ges.-Buhl, though not
by BDB.), with transposition of radicals (c£, probably, the converse
transposition in Ar. fi,ard a, which is surely to be compared with
Heb. ra[i,d, and not with fi,ara' as in BDB.). If, however, kara'a
bears a derived sense 'kneel to drink,' we are faced by the phenomenon that the root with more primitive meaning has undergone
transposition, whereas the presumably later derived form has not.
Again, if the point of connexion between Heb. kara' and Ar. kara' a
is that the latter properly means 'kneel to drink' (BDB.), such a
posture is true of the camel only, but not of the ox, sheep, goat,
horse, ass, or of the wild ruminants. We must suppose, therefore,
that kara' a got its specialized sense through observation of the
camel only; but of this there seems to be no trace in Ar. Such a
sense as 'bow the head or neck' (true for the other animals
mentioned) would be expressed by another verb.

3. Mez's theory, in postulating that Heb. kara' denotes the putting
the mouth into the water, is obliged to assume that the lappers, in
contrast, put their hands to their mouths (retaining, therefore,
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cil.:i in the position which it occupies in J!!). But no
amount of special ple.ading can make it appear that the scooping of
water into the mouth with the hand has any resemblance to lapping
'as the dog lappeth.'
If these arguments are sound, the resemblance between Heb. kara'
and Ar. kara' a is probably merely fortuitous ; and the com12arison
with kara' a should be expunged from Heb. Lexicons, or at any rate
marked as highly precarious.
CM 1:l

p. 2r4. Note on eh. 7 15• In explaining Heb. Hbhro, 'its elucidation,' by comparison of Bab . .sabru, sabrdtu, it is of course not intended to affirm that Jebher is actually the formal equivalent of
Jabru, i.e. a Shaph' el from a so-called triliteral form (M'1:l), since such
nominal termination. What is
a form would naturally exhibit a
affirmed is that there are in Heb. originally-biliteral forms which
have been triliteralized by prefixed ~ in the sense 'make,' which is
the preformative employed in this sense in the Shaph' el. This has
already been pointed out by Ball in his article Semitic and Sumerian
in the Hi!precht Anniversary Volume, pp. 54 £ -,::,-~ 'to make the
action of seeing' is precisely on the analogy of :i:i·[!i 'to make the
action of reclining,' from root KAB=:l:l in l:j:l::i 'to bend, bow down'
(c£ also :i::i~, l:j:l~);
'to weigh,' properly 'to make light' (c£ SSv),
i.e. 'to heave, lift.' We may add the ordinary Heb. ,::i-~ (not
included in Ball's list) 'to make the action of breaking' (c£ Ar. bara
'to fashion by cutting,' Heb. '1'1:l, Bab. pardru 'to break or shatter').
The distinction between '1:lt!i, properly 'make+ see' or 'make+
bright' ( cf. ,- ,::, 'to make bright,' Bab. bardru 'to be bright' ;
'1:l"t!i 'to make bright,' or, internally, 'to show brightness'),* and the
ordinary Heb. '1:l~, properly 'make+ break,' is the same as exists
between Bab. ka-pdru 'to be bright or brighten,' Pi'el kuppuru,
Heb. .,~~ properly 'to make bright, purge,' so 'to atone' (c£ the

i1"'

Sv-~

evidence adduced by the present writer in ET. xxii. pp. 325 ff.), and
Bab. ka-pdru 'to cut.' The identity in form combined with diversity
iµ meaning is explained by the fact that there is a Sumerian BAR,
PAR with the idea of 'brightness' (standing in syllabaries for baru
'to see,' bardru 'to shine,' namaru 'to be bright,' nuru 'light,' etc.),
and another Sumerian BAR, PAR which is distinct (at least as known
to us) in meaning, and carries the idea of 'breaking, splitting,' etc.
(standing in syllabaries as the equivalent of pardru 'to break,'
kapdru 'to cut,' paldku 'to divide,' !Jasdsu 'to cogitate-animam
dividere,' pardsu 'to decide,' etc.).

* For the connexion be.tween seeing and briglztness, cf. Heb. '1lN 'to be bright'

= Bab.

amdru 'to see' (a. relation in form like that between Heb. '11~ Bab.
namdru, both 'to shine'). When a man sees clearly again after faintness, his
eyes are said to become bright: cf. 1 Sam. 14 27.29, Ps. 13 3 {JI').
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p. 221. Discussion of I Kgs. 4 12• The writer, having independently
suggested that the words 'which is in proximity to ~arethan' have
been accidentally transposed and should properly refer to 'Abelmel:10lah,' now notices that the same conjecture has been put forward
with a query by Prof. Moore inJBL. xiii. (1894), p. 79, n 9 •
pp. 253 ff. Since the printing of Addit. note on 'The use of writing,
etc.' there has appeared a valuable article by J. H. Breasted entitled
The Physical Processes of Wn'ting in the Early Orient and thez'r
Relation to the Origin of the Alphabet, in AJSL. xxxii. (July 1916),
pp. 230-249. Breasted deals, on pp. 241 ff., with Assyrian Reliefs
depicting scribes writing cuneiform on a clay tablet (cf. our Addit.
note, p. 255), and he regards the second scribe, who is occasionally
present, using pen, ink, and scroll, as an Aramaean (cf. our Addit.
note, p. 256,footnote; Description of the Plates, p. 495).
p. 255. Footnote*. The form of the stylus used for writing cuneiform, and the method of using it, have been discussed by P. Zehnpfund,
Ueber babylonisch-assyrische Ta.felschreibung, in Actes du 8e Congres
International des On'entalistes tenu en 1889 a Stockholm et a Christiania (1893), pp. 265-272; J. de Morgan, Note sur Proct!des techniques
en Usage chez les Scribes babyloniens in Recueil de Travaux, xxvii.
(1905), pp. 240 f.; A. T. Clay. Documents from the Temple Archives
o.f Nippur (1906), pp. 17-20; L. Messerschmidt, Zur Technik des
Tonta.felschreibens in OLZ. (1906), cols. 185-196, 304-312, 372-380.
The fact that the wedges were made by impression merely, without
drawing, which is emphasized by the present writer, is confirmed by
Clay : 'To produce long horizontal wedges for the purpose of filling
out lines, as was frequently done, it is not necessary to draw the stylus
over the soft clay. By simply lowering the handle it is possible to
make a wedge as long as the stylus' (p. 20).
p. 332. Addendum to Additional Note on the Women's Festival of
fudg. 11 40 • The conclusion that the myth of Demeter and Kore is
to be connected, in its origin, with the myth of !star and Tammuz
may be substantiated by the_ following facts :( 1) The brilliant discovery of Ball (PSBA. xvi., 1894, pp. 195 ff.)
that the Sumerian name of Tammuz, DUMU.ZI* (Bab. Du'uzu,
Duzu i) is identical with the Turkish domuz 'pig,' and that there is•
thus an 'original identity of the god with the wild boar that slays him
in the developed legend,' is confirmed, quite independently and along

* Usually explained to mean • Son of life,' or as an abbreviation of DUMU ,.
ZI.ABZU, 'True son of the deep water.' It is possible that one or the other of
these meanings may have been read into the name after its original signification
had been forgotten.
•
:t On the evolution of the name-forms in Sumerian and Semitic, cf. Zimmern,
Der Bab. Gott Tamuz, pp. 703 f.
b
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totally different lines, by Robertson Smith's scarcely less brilliant
conjecture that the pig was originally regarded as the theriomorphic
representative of the deity. 'My own belief,' says this latter writer,
'is that the piacular sacrifice of swine at Cyprus on April 2 represents the death of the god himself, not an act of vengeance for his
death. . . . Adonis, in short, is the Swine-god, and in this, as in
many other cases, the sacred victim has been changed by false interpretation into the enemy of the god' (Religion of the Semites, 1 p. 392,
n 1 ; id. 2 p. 411, n 4). Among the Greeks 'the pig is the victim specially consecrated to the powers of the lower world' (Farnell, The Cults
of the Greek States, iii. p. 32). The ceremonial of the Thesmophoria,
celebrated by women in the cult of Demeter and Persephone, is
especially noteworthy in this connexion. Lucian's scholiast states
that 'At the Thesmophoria it is the fashion to throw living pigs into
the underground sanctuaries ... and certain women called avrAT/rpiai
descend and bring up the decaying remnants and place them on the
altars : and people believe that the man who takes (part of them) and
mixes them up with his grain for sowing will have an abundant harvest.
And they say that there are serpents down below about the vaults,
which eat the greater part of the food thrown down' (quoted from
Farnell, op. dt. p. 89 ; cf. also Miss Harrison, Prolegomena to the
Study of Greek Religion, 2 eh. iv.). Here it is questioned whether the
swine were regarded merely as gifts to Kie earth-goddess, or as incarnations of the divinities themselves. The former view is taken by
Frazer (SjJz"rits of the Corn, ii. pp. 16 ff.); while Farnell regards the
evidence as insufficient to esta,blish it, and supposes· that 'as these
goddesses may be supposed to have partaken of the swine's flesh that
was thrown down to them, the remnant would be regarded as charged
with part of their divinity, and would be valuable objects to show
(? strew) over the fields. But no Greek legend or ritual reveals any
sense of the identity between Demeter and the pig' (op. cit. pp. 90 f.).
We may remark, however, that, at any rate from the Semitic side,
the method of sacrifice-the throwing down of the living animal-is
wholly in favour of the theriomorphic conception. The slaying of the
victim by a method which avoided bloodshed, or which might be
interpreted as an act of self-immolation, suggests that it was a totemanimal too sacred to be slaughtered by any in.dividual worshipper
(cf. Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites,2 pp. 418 ff.).* The
~erm µ.lyapov, or µ.ayapov, which is used to describe the underground
caves (ra µ.iyapa) into which the pigs were thrown, and also the
adytum of the temple at Delphi where the oracular responses were

* The reference in Isa. 654. 66 17 to the eating of swine's flesh by the renegade
Palestinian Jews or Samaritans, probably in early post-exilic times, reprobates
the practice not simply bec11.use the animal was regarded as unclean upon arbitrary or sanitary grounds, but as a definite act of idolatry; and there can be little
doubt that the allusion is to the ceremonial partaking of the flesh of the totemanimal in Tammuz-ritual. Cf. Cheyne, Prophecies of Isaiah, ad loc.
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received, seems to be distinct from the Homeric term fl,•'Yapo11, which
denotes a large chamber, hall, or palace, and has been supposed with
considerable probability to be the Phoen. and Heb. m•'a,-a, Ar.
mujara, 'cave,' with -y for rough .V in transliteration, as in raCa = nt.V,
etc.* ; and, if this is so, the Semitic connexions of the rites of which
we are speaking receive further substantiation.
(2) One of the titles most frequently applied to Tammuz in
Sumerian dirges is AMA.USUMGAL.ANNA. This means lit.
'Mother, great serpent, heaven,' i.e. 'the divine Mother who is the
.great serpent.' t Tammuz is also occasionally equated with the
goddess KA.DI. Now KA.DI (as has been noted by Jensen, KB.
vi. 1, p. 565) is stated in iv. 2 R. 30, No. 2, Obv. 18 and Rev. 6 to be a
deity.of the Underworld; according to v. R. 31, 30 she is identical
with the divine Serpent (ilu firu) ; from a text published by Schei!
(Textes Elam.-Simit., 1• serie, p. 91, I. 23) we gather that the Serpent
is the 'child' (mtru), or, it may be, the 'messenger' (ftpru) of KA.DI;
while, according to v. R. 46, 29, the constellation of the Serpent represents the goddess Ereskigal, the counterpart of the Greek Persephone
as mistress of the Underworld. For the Greeks also, however, the
serpent is the incarnation of the earth-goddess Ge, the prototype of
Demeter (cf. Farnell, ojJ. cz"t. pp. 9 f.); and, as is clear from the
passage relating to the Thesmophoria which we have already quoted,
'this animal that was once the incarnation of the earth-spirit remains
the familiar representative of the chthonian goddesses of the Olympian
period' (Farnell, ojJ. dt. p. 91). Further comment is needless.
p. 340. Note on $or' ah. The city $a-ar-{ta, mentioned in the T.A.
Letters, together with A-ia-lu-na, i.e. Aijalon (Kn. 273), can hardly be
other than the Biblical $or'ah. It may be questioned, in view of the
concurrence of the vocalization of $a-ar-{ta with the modern $ar'ah,
whether the Biblical form ought not likewise to be vocalized not
illtilt
but illtiit
$ar' ah. Cf. eJi ~apaa.
T ; T
T : p. 351. Note on eh. 14 6• To the parallels adduced for the method
employed by Samson in rending the lion, add the duplicated figure
rending a lion on the seal-cylinder impression figured in Revue
d'Assyriologie, xxx. (1916), Plate 1, fig. 6.
p. 359. Since the footnote dealing with the ,8ovyo11la-myth was
written, there has appeared an article on the subject by A. E. Shipley
in Journal of Pht"lology, xxxiv. (1915), pp. 97-105.
p. 4o8. J. Halevy, REJ. xxi. (1890), pp. 207-217, treats the narrative
* Cf. Robertson Smith, Religion of tit£ Semites,2 p. 200; Lagarde, Symmicta,
ii. p. 91; Muss-Arno!!, Semitic Words in Greek and Latin, in Trans. of tke
American Pkilol. Assoc. xxiii. (1892), p. 73; Boisacq, Diet. Etym. de la .langue
Grecque, p. 617.
::: Cf. Zimmern, Der Ba5. Gott Tamiiz, p. 7, n2; Langdon, Tiwlfil'ttz and
lsktar, pp. u4 ff.
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of Judg. 17, 18 as a single document, and regards it as probably the
work of a Judaean patriot and convinced partisan of the Temple at
Jerusalem, who aimed at defaming the rival Israelite sanctuaries of
Bethel (Micah's temple) and Dan by imputing to them a discreditable
origin-both of them owed their origin to a theft ; whereas the site
of the Temple at Jerusalem was honestly purchased by David at a
high price (2 Sam. 24 27 ). Halevy's arguments are ingenious but not
convincing.
J. A. Bewer (The Composition of Judges, Chaps. 17, 18, in AJSL.
xxix. (1913-14), pp. 261-283) attacks the critical theories of compilation or of interpolation in this narrative, maintaining that 'the story
is a unity throughout with very few redactional touches (17 6, 18 la.bf:1,
and possibly 18 29af:1-b). His arguments do not lead the present editor
to modify his conclusions, as expressed in pp. 442 ff., in any respect.
The credit must, however, be given to Bewer of recognizing the
Levite's name in Ce-' i) tmn of 17 7, which he emends cl::i7tli'- ~-H11
'and he was a son of Gershom'-thus anticipating the suggestion
made independently by the present writer in his note ad Zoe. Bewer
also favours the emendation l1i~~ for Y11$~, which has been adopted
in 18 39•
p. 430. Footnote+ on N ephtoal). = Lifta. Another instance of the
change of n to l in a modern Ar. name as compared with its ancient
equivalent is seen in Shunem = Solem. On the loss of the final !t
after a long vowel cf. KampffIJ;J.eyer, ZDP V. xv. p. 26, who cites the
similar disappearance of the l/ in nb.r-it:i~ (Josh. I 3 50 ) by the side of
the normal 31b.r-it:i1-t
' ' ...
- : ; ...•
p. 442. Chs. 19 1-21 25• To the authorities named add J. A. Bewer,
The Composition ofJudges, Chap. 19, in AJSL. xxx. (1914-15), pp. 8193; The Composition ofJudges 20, 21, id. pp. 149-165. The narrative
is regarded as 'derived from one old, in the main reliable, source,
which was worked over by a late theocratic editor. It is not improbable that a still later annotator, imbued with the same spirit as the
editor, inserted a few characteristic interpolations.'
p. 462. Ch. 19 9 note on 'the day bath waned, etc.' The connexion
of Heh. MEii with Bab. rabu or rapzt 'to sink' (of the sun setting)
has been affirmed (since the printing of our note) by Haupt in AJSL.
xxxiii. (Oct. 1916), p. 48. Haupt also connects r<pha'im with rapu
as meaning 'those who have "sunk" into their unseen abode' (as
is done by the present writer in note on 'Teraphim,' p. 421, after the
suggestion of Ball), though he denies connexion between r<pha'im
and T'raphim. Since Haupt makes no reference to Ball's remarks
in Proc. Brit. Acad. vii. p. 16 (a paper read before the British
Academy on June 3, 1915, and published shortly afterwards); we must
assume that the two scholars have independently reached similar
conclusions.
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p. 486. Ch. 20
Note on 'the crag of Rimm on.' The ordinary
identification with Rammon, three and a half miles east of Bethel, is
opposed by W. F. Birch (PEF. Qy. St., 1879, pp. 127-129), who makes
a strong point of the use of sela' 'crag' or 'cliff' as denoting 'a rock
more or less perpendicular' (cf. 2 Chr.25 12, Jer. 51 26 , Ps. 141 6 ). He
states that there is no such cliff at Rammon, which Stanley (Sinai
and Palestine, p. 214) describes as 'a white chalky height,' and Rob.
(BR. 3 i. p. 440) as 'a conical chalky hill'; and maintains that this
want is a fatal defect in the identification of this site with 'the crag
of Rimmon.' All that is left, therefore, in favour of the identification
is the identity of name : but modern place-names indicating the
presence of a pomegranate tree (Rummaneh) or group ·of such trees
(Rumman), happen to be extremely common in Palestine (the present writer has counted eighteen such in S WP, Great Map); thus
by itself identity of name argues nothing.
The claims of Rammon to be the site mentioned in our narrative
were investigated by Finn (Byeways in Palestine, 1868, pp. 205 ff.),
who visited the spot in order to inquire for a cavern which might be
capable of containing six ·hundred men for four· months. He saw
four (not large) caverns, and was told of two others ; and his conclusion was that 'all the refugees might sleep in these places if
there was no village at the time, which seems probable.' On Finn's
return from Rammon, the guide told him of a vast cavern in the
Widy Suwenit capable of holding many hundred men, near which
there is a watercourse half-way down the precipice (cf. p. 208). This
cave, which is known as Mugaret Gel-a'y, has been carefully investigated and described by H. B. Rawnsley (PEF. Qy. St., 1879, pp.
118-126). It occupies a precipitous position on the south-west side
of the Widy Suwenit, and is near a spring which affords an adequate
supply of water. There is a current tradition in Geba' that the cave
will hold six hundred men, and the main entrance-cave is said to
afford shelter for sixteen flocks of one hundred sheep each. Ra wnsley
thought that six hundred men might hide there in case of emergency;
while three hundred could find ample lodging.
This is the site which Birch (in the article above mentioned)
advocates as the real 'crag of Rimmon.' If he is correct, we have
an explanation of the question raised by eh. 20 43 , why the pursuit
of the Benjaminites ceased when they had reached a point to the
east of Geba', viz. the fact that at this point they would disappear
over the side of the Wady Suwenit, and reach their refuge. It certainly seems improbable that, when the fugitives could reach such a
stronghold as this at a comparatively short distance (four or five
miles) from Gibe'ah, and were at any rate in its immediate neighbourhood when they came 'east of Geba',' they should have travelled
double the distance in order to reach Rammon, which can in no way
be compared as a defensive position.
ERRATA.

. 1 26. For' u~el-ay' read' el-Ga'y.'
p. xx1,.

PRINCIPAL ABBREVIATIONS EMPLOYED
I. TEXTS AND VERSIONS

The Hebrew consonantal text, as represented by all
MSS. and printed editions.
The same as supplied with vowels and accents by
the Massoretes. Ordinarily, Jt! represents the
Massoretic text, unless the reading in question
depends upon vowels or accents, when ffl is
employed.
Variation in reading between Jt! and ffl is represented
in the usual way, viz. by
K•thibh, the 'written,' i.e. consonantal, text.
The 'read' text, i.e. the emendation of the Massoretes.
The Greek (Septuagint) version (ed. Swete, 1887).
Different MSS. are represented by (!JiA (Alexandrinus, edd. Brooke and McLean, 1897); (!Ji"
(Vaticanus), etc. (!JiL=the recension of Lucian as
edited by Lagarde (cf. p. cxxvi.).
The Greek version of Aquila ;
,,
,,
Symmachus;
,,
,,
Theodotion ;
cited from Field, On'genis Hexaplorum quae
supersunt (1875).
The Old Latin (pre-Hieronymian) version, fragments of
which have been collected and edited by Sabatier
(BibHorum ... Latinae Versiones, vol. i. 1751),
and Vercellone ( Van·ae Lectlones Vulg. Lat. Bib!.,
vol. ii. 1864). JLL=Codex Lugdunensis (ed. UI.
Robert, 1881-1900), as cited by Kit. BH.
The Syro-hexaplar version (ed. Lagarde, Bibliothecae
Syriacae, 1892).
The Syriac (Peshi!t/1) version.
The Targum of Jonathan on the Prophets (ed. Lagarde,
ProjJ!,etae Chaldat'ce, 1872; Praetorius, Das Targum
zum Buch der Rt'chter, 1900). This Targum is
sometimes cited as i!P. W0 = the Targum of Onkelos
on the Pentateuch.

Kt. .
./{'re.
(!Ji

'A.

~-e.
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Copt.
A.V..
R.V..
O.T..
D
D2
E
E2
H
J
JE
R0
RE2
RJE
R•
P
X
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The Latin version of Jerome (Vulgate).
The Arabic version (based on .s•).
The Coptic version.
The Authorized version.
The Revised version.
Old Testament.
2. SOURCES.
The Deuteronomist.
A later hand influenced by the former.
The Elohistic narrative in the Hexateuch, Judg., and
1 Sam.
Later work by a member (or members) of the Elohistic
school.
The Law of Holiness in Leviticus.
The Jehovistic (or Yahwistic) narrative in the Hexateuch, J udg. and 1 Sam.
The combined narrative of J and E-a symbol used
when it is not possible, or not necessary, to distinguish the sources.
The Deuteronomic redactors of Kgs. and of JE in
Josh.
Redactor of the school of E 2, the principal editor of
Judg. (c£ pp. xii ff.).
Redactor of J and E in the Hexateuch, Judg., and
1 Sam.
Redactors of the Priestly school (influenced by the
Hexateuchal document P) of Judg. and Kgs.
The Priestly document in the Hexateuch.
An unknown source in Judg. 20, 21 (cf. p. 457 £).

3. AUTHORITIES.
[See also the literature cited at the head of the various sections of the Commentary. The works there mentioned are cited, within the section to which
they refer, by the authors' names only.]

AJSL.-The American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures (vols i.-xi., entitled Hebraica, 1884-95).
AJTh.-AmericanJournal of Theology (1897 ff.).
Bach.-J. BACHMANN, Das Buch der Richter (1868).
Vol. i. on chs. 1-5 is all that ever appeared.
Baethgen, Beitriige.-F. BAETHGEN, Beitriige zur Semitischen Religlonsgeschichte (1888).
BDB.-F. BROWN, S. R. DRIVER, and C. A. BRIGGS, A Hebrew and
English Lexicon of the Old Testament (1891-1900).
Ber.-E. BERTHEAU, Das Buch der Richter und Ruth (2nd ed.,
1883): Kurzgef. E.xeget. Handbuch zum A.T.
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Black-J. S. BLACK, The Book of Judges (1892): The Smaller
Cambridge Bible for Schools. Containing suggestions by W.
Robertson Smith (RSm).
Bochart, Hierozoicon.-S. BOCHARTUS, Hierozoicon; sive Bzpertitum
Opus de Animalibus Sacrae Scnpturae, cum notis E. F. C. Rosenmi.iller (1793-6).
Bohl, KH.-F. BOHL, Kanaaniier und Hebriier: Untersuchungen
zur Vorgeschichte des Volkstums und der Religion Israels auf
dem Boden Kanaans (1911).
Br.-R. E. BRUNNOW, A Classified List of all Simple and Compound
Cuneiform Ideograms (1887-9).
Breasted, AR.-J. H. BREASTED, Ancient Records of Egypt (5 vols.,
1906-7).
- - Hist. Eg.-A History of Egypt (1906).
Bu., [Comm.].-K. BUDDE, Das Buch der Richter (1897): Kurzer
Hand-Commentar zum A.T. herausg. von K. Marti.
- - RS.-Die Bucher Richter und Samuel, ihre Quellen und ihr
Aufbau (1890).
Buhl, Geogr.-F. BUHL, Geographie des Alten Paliistina (1896).
Burch.-M. BURCHARDT, Die Altkanaaniiischen Fremdworte und
Eigennamen in Aegyptischen (1909-IO).

Camb. Bib.-The Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges.
CH.-J. ESTLIN CARPENTER and G. HARFORD-BATTERSBY, The
Hexateuch according to the Revised Version . . . with Introduction, Notes, etc. (1900).
CH.I, CH.E, etc., refer to the lists of Words and Phrases
characteristic of J, E, etc., as contained in vol. i. pp. 185 ff. In
such references the number following is the number in the list
CIS.-Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum (1881 ff.).
Le Clerc-J. CLERICUS, Veten·s Testamenti Libri Histon"ci (1708).
Cooke-G. A. COOKE, The Book of Judges (1913): Cambridge Bible.
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p. 78.
- - NSI.-A Text-book of North-Semitic Inscriptions (1903).
Cor.-C. CORNILL, Introduction to the Canonical Books of the Old
Testament, trans. by q. H. Box (1907).
COT.-E. SCHRADER, The Cuneiform Inscnptions and the Old
Testament, 2nd ed., trans. by 0. C. Whitehouse (1885-88).
CT.-Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets, etc., in the British
Museum (1896 ff.).
Davidson, Syntax.~A. B. DAVIDSON, Hebrew Syntax (1894).
DB.-A Dictionary of the Bible, ed. by J. Hastings (1898-1902).
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(Schweich Lectures, 1908).
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Black (1899-1903).
Ehr.-A. B. EHRLICH, Randglossen zur Hebriiischen Bibel (voL 3,
1910).
ET.-Expository Times (1889 ff.).
Ew., HI.-H. EWALD, The Hz'story of Israel (Eng. trans. of vols.
i.-v., 1869-7 4).
- - DAB.-Die Dichter des Allen Bundes (2nd ed., 1854-67).
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Frankenberg-W. FRANKENBERG, Die Compositz'on des Deuteronom.
Richterbuches (Richter ii. 6-xvi.) nebst einer Kritik von Richter
xviz'.-xxi. (1895).
Garstang, Hittites.-J. GARST ANG, The Land of the Hittites (1910).
Ges., Thes.-W. GESENIUS, Thesaurus Philologicus Criticus Ling.
Hebr. et Chald. Veteris Testamenti (1826-58).
G.-K.-Gesenius Hebrew Grammar as edited and enlarged by the late
E. Kautzsch, 2nd English ed. revised in accordance with the
28th German ed. (1909) by A. E. Cowley (1910).
Gra.-H. GRATZ, Emendationes in Plerosque Sacrae Scnpturae
Veteris Testamenti Libros, ed. G. Bacher: (fasc. tert 1894).
Gress.-H. GRESSMANN, Die Anfiinge Israels (1912-14), Part I. 2 of_
Die Schnjten des Allen Testaments, edited by various scholars.
Hall,NE.-H. R. HALL, The Ancient History of the Near East(r913).
Holzinger-H. HOLZINGER, Richter 2 6-16 31 untersucht, as quoted
from the manuscript by Budde in his Commentary.
Hommel, AHT.-F. HOMMEL, The Andent Hebrew Traditi<>n as
i'llustrated by the Monuments, trans. by E. McClure and L.
Crossle (1897).
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Testamenti Libros (1777).
HP.-R. HOLMES and J. PARSONS, Vetus Testamentum Graecum
cum Varii's Lectionibus (1798-1827).
ICC.-The International Critical Commentary.
JAOS.--:Journal of the American Onental Society (1851 ff.).
Jastrow, RBA.-M. JASTROW, jr., Die Religion Babyloniens und
Assyriens (1905-12).
- - RBBA.-Aspects of Religious Belief and Practice in Babylonia
and Assyn·a (1911).
JBL.-Journal of Biblt"cal Lz"terature and Exegesis (189off.).
Jensen, Kosmologie.-P. JENSEN, Die Kosmologie der Babylonier
(1890).
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- - BJ.-De Bello Judaico.
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JQR.-Jewish Quarterly Revz"ew (1888 ff.).
JTS.-Journal of Theological Studies (1900 ff.).
KAT. 3-H. ZIMMERN and H. WINCKLER, Die Kellt"nschrzften und
das Alte Testament (1903).
Published as the 3rd ed. of E. Schrader's work which bears
the same title (see under COT.), though really an entirely new
work in plan and contents.
KB.-Keilinschnftliche Bibliothek: Sammlung von Assyrischen und
Babylonischen Texten in Umschrift und Ubersetzung, ed. E.
Schrader in collaboration with various scholars (vols. i.-vi. 2 (1),
1889-1915).
Ke.-C. F. KEIL and F. DELITZSCH, Bibli{al Commentary on the
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Van"is Lectionibus, 2 vols. (1776-80).
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Heh.,
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Syr.,.
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OTHER ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGNS,

•.

Arabic.
Aramaic.
Assyrian.
Babylonian.
Egyptian.
Hebrew.
New Hebrew, the language of the Mishna, etc.
Syriac.
et aliter or et alii.
'17:'iJ) 'and the rest' ; used when a Heb. quotation is incomplete.
Sign of abbreviation in Heb. words.

The sign t after a series of Biblical references means that all
occurrences in the 0. T. of the word or phrase in question have been
cited.
Biblical references are given in accordance with the numeration of
chapter and verse 'in the English versions. When this varies in the
Hebrew, the variation is usually noted: thus, Hos. 14 2, JI:! 3•
The first and second halves of a verse are specified as, e.g., v. 1a,
1
v. \ the guide to such division being the Heb. accent Athna!t,, which
halves the verse. When it is necessary to refer to quarter-verses,
these are specified as, e.g. v. 1a", v. 1atJ, v. 1h", v. 1hf1, the dividing factor
being usually the accent Zalfe.Ph, which commonly halves the Athna!t,and Sillu~-clauses.
In the translation of the Hebrew text the following signs' are
employed as indications of correction :-

Emenllations are placed between r 1•
Additions are placed between
Excisions are indicated by [ J.
Italics are used in the ordinary way to mark emphasis; and not,
as in AV., R.V., as an indication that the words so marked are not
represented in the original.
A small superlinear figure attached to the title of a work (e.g.
Driver, Tenses 3 ) denotes the edi#on to which reference is made.
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VOWELS.

Long.

Hebrew
W. Aramaic

}a' a,- e, e,
A

-

. _a,£, ,a
a,£, ,a

Syriac
Arabic
Babylonian

A

A

i, 0 •

•

o,

u

Short.

Half-vowels.

a, e, i, o, u

a, e, oor a,,,o

a, e

a, i, u, and modifications to
e and o where usual.

a, e, £,,a·

a, e, i, u

In Hebrew place- and personal names the familiar forms of
A. V. and R. V. are usually retained ; except that ~ is always represented by ~ and not z, certain letters are marked by diacritic points
(thus M=q, ~=t, O=s, i'=~), and l1 is regularly marked by', except
where it already stands as g (i.e. g = ~ through the influence of(!!;;, as
in

MjP =raCa, Gaza).
1

N is occasionally represented by'.

name nl/'1 is regularly represented by Yahweh.

The divine

INTRODUCTION
§ 1. Title, Scope, and Place in the Canon.

THE title of the Book is in 3'1! tl 1 t!El~, Sophe{im, whence comes
The principal ·versions render
our English title 'Judges.'
(/Ji KPITAI; 1T Li?er Judicum, Hebraice Sophetim; £1'
;.£lm

l-i--?

~ A..1~ 1;.0~? . ~ 1;.m...l .....1.6? 'The book of the
Judges of the children of Jsrael, which is called in Hebrew
Sophe{£m.'
The title Sophe{im is doubtless derived from eh. 2 16 ff., which is
due to the main editor (RE 2 ; cf. § 4), who employs the term' Judges,'
not in the sense in which we are accustomed to use it in English of
officials who decide legal cases and act as arbitrators between man
and man, but with the meaning 'VindicatrYrs,' or 'Deliverers' from
the power of foreign oppressors.* There exist, however, passages
in the Book, not due to this editor, in which the term is used in
the more general sense of 'Arbitrators' or' Magistrates' (cf. further,
on this distinction in usage, p. 1, footnote). In this latter sense, the
Carthaginian title sujes (suffes), plur. sujetes (i.e. tl;?1~, tl 1p~1~),
as cited by Livy and other Latin writers, has been aptly compared.
On the occurrence of the term in Phoenician inscriptions, cf. Cooke,
NSI. pp. 115 f.:j:
The Book of Judges deals with the period during which the
tribes of Israel were still struggling to maintain their footing in
Cana'an, before they had attained such an amount of cohesion among
themselves as entitled them to rank as a nation rather than as a
collection of separate units, and enabled them to establish their
independence against the foreign races by whom they were sur.rounded. During this period we repeatedly find one or more of
the tribes falling under the foreign yoke for a time, until the uprising of some one of sufficient personality to revive and unite the
* In some passages Heb. Mosia' 'Saviour' is used by the editor as an alternative
title (cf. eh. 3 9.15); and we also find the verb hMia' 'to save' similarly used as a
synonym of' to judge.'
::: Jensen (ZA. iv., 1889, pp. 278 ff.) quotes evidence in proof that in Assyr. stipi{u
was tised to denote the commander of a host. Cf. KAT. 3 pp. 647, 650,
(
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scattered energy of the clans, and thus to enable them to shake
themselves free. Such leaders (the Soph"{im, 'Judges'), after the
success of their efforts, seem generally to have continued to hold a
position of authority which, though doubtless merely local and
uninvested with the prerogatives of the kingship of later times, yet
represents a stage of development preparatory to the monarchy;
just as their partial success in uniting the tribes to take common
action against the foe is a stage towards the later unity which made
possible the ideal of a nation organically combined under the rule of
one king.
Of the three divisions of the Hebrew Canon-the Law, the
Prophets, and the K"thubMm, 'Writings' (Hagiographa)-the Book
of Judges _finds its place among the Prophets. This second division is sub-divided into two parts, each of which is reck9ned a.s
~ontaining four books-' the Former Prophets,' consisting of Joshua',
Judges, Samuel, and Kings; and 'the Latter Prophets,' comprising
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Eze~iel, and 'the Twelve.'
.
The justification of this inclusion of Judges among the Prop)lets
is found, as in the case of the other books assigned to ' the Former
Prophets,' in the fact that the mere compilation of an historical
record was not the purpose with which the book was put into
shape, but rather the inculcation of the religious truths which were
to_ be deduced from Israel's past history. It is abundantly evident
that the ancient narratives (for the most part) which form the basis
of the history, and also-and especially-the editorial framework
into which these older narratives have been fitted, are the work of
the Prophetical schools or guilds of Israel which, in pre-exilic times,
"'.ere the chief literary conservators of the records of nationa~
history. The lines along which the religious bearing of Israel's
past history is worked out in Judges are indicated in the sections
which follow.
§ 2. Structure.

The Book of Judges opens with a section extending from eh. 1 1
to 2 5, which describes the settlement of the tribes of Israel. in the
promised land, and pictures this settlement as very gradual and
partial, and as effected, in the main, through the independent
efforts of individual tribes. The facts which are thus narrated are
stated in v. 1 to have taken place 'after the death of Joshua''; but
it is. clear that the standpoint of v. 1 is not the standpoint of the
main part of the narrative, which pictures the tribes as starting
their movements from 'the City of Palms,' i.e. Jericho (v. 16 ), or from
Gilgal in the near neighbourhood (2 1 ) ; i.e. from the position in
which they were stationed after their first crossing of the Jordan,
and which forme\i their hea,dquarters during their inva,sion of the
hill-country, as narrated in Josh. 4 19 P, 96, 10 6-7-9-15 JE, 1043,
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14 R • It is obvious, moreover, that the narrative of eh. l ca.itnot
be corre4i,ted with the narrative of the conquest of Cana'an 1:1n~r
Joshua', as this now stands in the Book of Josh.; since this latter
pictures lhe conquest as the work of the tribes of Israel as a whole,
and as much more complete and far-reaching than is pictured iiQ
Judg. 1. Clearly, therefore, Judg. 1 1 to2 5 cannot originally have
stood as the proper sequel of the closing chapter of Josh., which
pictures the death. of Joshua' as taking place subsequently to the
dispersion and settlement of the tribes throughout the land of
Cana'an; but is out of place in its present connexion, and really
offers another account of the original settlement in the land, in
many respects different from that which is found in Josh. as that
Book now stasnds.
Looking, however, at the next section of the Book, which runs
from eh. 2 6 to 3 6 , we seem at once to discern the true sequel to
Josh. 24 ; this section opening, in vv. 6· 9, with an actual repetition of
the words of Josh. 24 28· 81, with one slight variation in order. That
these vv. 6•9 are not a later insertion from Josh., but stand in proper
connexion with the narrative which immediately follows them in
Judg. 2, requires no proof. While v. 6 reiterates the mention of
Joshua''s dismissal of the people to their homes after his final
exhortation to them at Shechem, as narrated in Josh. 24 1 ff., v. 7
states that they remained faithful to his injunctions during his
lifetime, and the lives of the elders who survived him, and vv. 8· 9
give a summary account of his death and burial. The narrative is
iml\lediately taken up by v. 10 , which states that, after the death
of the surviving elders mentioned in v. 7, there arose a new generation that did not know Yahweh nor the work which He had done
for Israel, and thus were guilty of defection from His service, as
related in vv. 11 ff.
In these latter verses the narrator propounds his philosophy of
Israel's history in general terms. We are told that defection from
Yahweh and the worship of the deities of Cana'an (the Ba'als and
'Ashtarts) led to divine punishment which took the form of
deliverance into the hand of foreign oppressors; punishment was
followed by repentance and appeal to Yahweh for deliverance;
Yahweh thereupon raised up a 'Judge,' i.e. a saviour or vindicator
(cf. § 1), who effected deliverance by the help of Yahweh; but,
wh-en the Judge died, defection from Yahweh again ensued, and
the same cycle of punishment, repentance, and deliverance was
re-enacted.
If we examine the narratives which follow after this introductory.
section, forming the main body of the Book, we find that this
'pragmatic' scheme of history (as it has been styled),* which has
been stated in general terms in the introduction 2 11 ff., is applied
* The term 'pragmatic' is used as defined in The Concise Oxford IJictionar.y
of Current English: 'treating facts of history with reference to their. practical
lessons.'
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to particular cases .as they occur, the striking phraseology of the
general introduction being, for the most part, repeated practically
verbatim in the introductions to particular narratives (cf.•pp. 54 ff.
of the notes). Of such a character are the introductions to the
narratives of 'Othniel, 3 7 ff., Ehud, 3 12 ff., Deborah and Bara~, 4 1 ff.,
Gide'on, 6 lff., Je"phthal_i, 10 6 ff. (perhaps originally intended as an
introduction to the judgeship of Samuel; cf. note ad loc.), and
Samson, 13 1• Corresponding to these introductions to the narratives, we find that more or less stereotyped formulae are employed
at their close, referring to the subjugation of the foreign oppressor,
and the length of the period during which 'the land had rest' :
so, after the victories of 'Othniel, 3 11 , Ehud, 3 30 , Deborah and
Bara~, 4 23 , 5 31\ Gide'on, 8 28 • Elsewhere, as a variation, the
length is given of the period during which the Judge 'judged
Israel': so of Jephthal_i, 12 7a, Samson, 15 20 , repeated in 16 31 b,
the so-called 'minor' Judges, 10 2a. 3, 12 8· 11 · 14 ; cf., in 1 Sam., 'Eli 4 18,
Samuel 7 15 •
It will readily be noticed that the religious pragmatism of the
main introduction and the special headings is not characteristic of
the histories as a whole. In these the religious motive, in so far
as it is put forward, is of a much more ingenuous and primitive
character. Yahweh commissions men to act as deliverers, and His
Spirit incites them to deeds of valour; but, if we except certain
special sections, such as 6 7-10 and 10 6•16 (this latter a much
expanded form of the ordinary introduction to a narrative), we
find that the conceptions of sin, punishment, and repentance, so
far from being prominently brought forward, are altogether ignored
and unmentioned. In the history of Samson, in particular, the
conception of the hero as a divinely appointed deliverer of his
people seems little suited to the narrative; since his actions, so
far as his personal volition is concerned, are wholly dictated by
his own wayward inclinations, and he does not in any way effect
deliverance or even respite from the foreign yoke.
We observe also that, whereas the stereotyped introduction to
the various narratives speaks as though the apostasy of Israel from
time to time, and their ensuing punishment, were national and
general, the actual illustrations adduced in the narratives themselves are, at any rate in most cases, merely local, some particular
tribe or group of tribes falling temporarily under the dominion of
a foreign oppressor, but Israel as a whole (i.e. the entity of twelve
tribes, which is clearly intended by 'the children of Israel' of the
introductory formula) being unaffected.
It is obvious, t,herefore, that the main narratives of the Judges
and their exploits cannot emanate from the author who was
responsible for the framework in which they are set, which enforces
the lesson already sketched in a preliminary way in chs. 2 6-3 6, containing (as we have noticed above) the original introduction to the
Book. Clearly, the main narratives represent older material, which
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has been utilized by a later editor for the working out of the
religious philosophy which he reads into Israel's past history.
The work of the editor who was responsible for the pragmatic
introduction, 2 6-3 6, and the framework of the narratives following, extends no further than the history of Samson, the last of the
Judges. The final narratives of the Book, viz. the story of Micah
and the Danites, chs. 17, 18, and the story of the outrage at Gibe'ah
with its consequences, chs. 19-21, though in the main of the same
literary character as the other old narratives, do not serve to
illustrate this editor's scheme as laid down in his general introduction, and altogether lack traces of his hand as seen in the
stereotyp~d introductions and conclusions to the stories of the
Judges. We must conclude, therefore, that these two stories,
though derived ultimately from the same history-book (or books)
as the other old narratives, were not embraced within the main
editor's Book of Judges. There is reason for supposing that this
editor also omitted, as alien to his purpose, the story of Abimelech,
eh. 9 (substituting in its place the brief summary which is found
in eh. 8 33•35 ; cf. p. 266), and such exploits of Samson as are now
related in eh. 16 (cf. p. 338). These stories must have been
re-inserted into Judg. at a later period-very possibly by the
editor who added the later Introduction to the Book which we now
find in ehs. 1 1-2 5 • This later editor appears also to have been
responsible for the brief notices of the 'minor' Judges contained
in 10 1·5, 12 8· 15 (the reasons for supposing that the 'minor' Judges
did not belong to the main editor's scheme are given on pp. 289 f.).
The notice of Shamgar, eh. 3 31, seems to have been inserted at a
still later period (cf. p. 76).
§ 3. The Old Narratives.
From examination of the old narratives which form the basis of
the history of Judg. the fact at once emerges that the main
editor is dependent, not upon a single source, but upon two main
sources, sections from which have been pieced together without any
thoroughgoing attempt to harmonize existing inconsistencies in
detail; much as different documents have been combined into a
sjngle history in the Pentateuch and Josh., and in 1 Sam. The
proof of this fact has been sufficiently established in the special Introductions to the various sections of the Book which follow in the
Notes. The most noteworthy illustration is the history of Gide'on,
chs. 6 1-8 28 ; but a similar combination of two different narratives
may also be traced in the stories of Ehud, eh. 3 7· 30, Abimelech, eh.
9, Jephtha4, ehs. 10 17-12 7, and (in the Appendix to Judges) in the
narratives of chs. 17, 18, and 19-21.*
.* The prose-history of Deborah and Baralj:, eh. 4, likewise exhibits combination
with elements derived from another narrative, relating probably to different events.
It is not unlikely, however, that this combination was effected when the story was
still in the oral stage: cf. pp. 81 ff.
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It is generally rooognized that the main characteristics of the old
narratives thus combined in Judges are similar to those of the old
'Prophetical' narrative which runs through the Pentateuch and
Josh. (the Hexateuch); and which is formed, likewise, by combina.
tion of two main documents, one of which must be supposed to
have emanated from the Kingdom of Judah, and probably took
shape as a written document cir. B.c. 850 (the reign of King
Jehoshaphat); while the other is doubtless the work of the prophetic schools of the Northern Kingdom, and should probably be
dated, in the main, somewhat later, i.e. cir. B.C. 750 (the reign of
king Jerobo'am II. and the period of the writing prophets, 'Amos
and Hosea'). The former of these two narratives, owing to its
predilection fo,r the divine name Jehovah or Yahweh, is commonly
known as the Jehovistic or Yahwistic narrative, and cited under
the symbol J; while the latter, which exhibits a preference for the
divine title Elohim ('God'), is termed the Elohistic narrative, and
is cited as E.*
Since J and E carry the history of Israel from the earliest times
down to the death of Joshua', and were certainly not put into
writing until some centuries after the latter event, there is no a
priori reason why they should be supposed each to have terminated
with the narrative of Joshua"s death: but, on the contrary, when
we find in Judg. and I Sam. a similar combination of two old
narratives possessing much the same characteristics as J and E, the
question is at once raised whether these narratives should not be
regarded as the proper continuation of J and E in Josh.; J and E
thus representing, in their original forms, continuous prophetic
histories of the nation of Israel down to the foundation of the
monarchy, if not further.! Observing, moreover, that the closing
verses of Josh., eh. 24 28 •31 E, are repeated practically verbatim in
Judg. 2 6· 9 , the point at which the main editor opens his history,
and that these verses point both backwards and forwards-Israel
served Yahweh in accordance with the injunctions of Joshua''s
speech, which is detailed at length in Josh. 24 1 ff. E, during the
lifetimes of Joshua' and the elders who survived him; but the
setting of a period to this service immediately raises the question
* For the evidence upon which these approximate dates are assigned to J and E,
cf. CH. i. pp. 107 f., 117 ff.
The purpose of the present argument being merely to suggest that the old narratives of Judg. are essentially of a piece with J and E in the Hexateuch, we are not
here concerned to inquire whether these same two narratives continue later than
1 Sam. 12, which forms the close of the history of the circumstances which led to the
institution of the monarchy in Israel. 1 Sam. 1-12 stands in essential connexion
with the history of Judg., and examination of the old narrative of Judg. cannot be
carried out apart from some consideration of these earlier chapters of 1 Sam. With
regard to 1 Sam. 13 ff. it will he sufficient here to remark that a similar combination
of two narratives runs on to the end of the book; whereas 2 Sam., on the contrary,
consists, in the main, of a single very early source narrating the court-history of
David.
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what hapj:>ened after the elders were dead, which forms t'li:e subject
of the book of Judg. as a whole (cf. the direct transition from
Judg. 2 6-9 to v. 10, on which see p. 52)-we may fairly claihi that
the fact that the document E of the Hexateuch continues beyond
the end of Josh., and provides material for the history of Ju'dg.,
seems to be placed beyond the range of controversy.
A similar conclusion must be drawn with regard to the c'onipanion-document J. The fact is generally admitted that the old
document which forms the basis of the later introduction to Judg.,
chs. P-25, is derived from J (cf. pp. lf., 47ff:), and that the concluding portion of this old account of the settlement of the tribes
of Israel in Cana'an has been utilized by the main editor in his own
introduction, eh. 2 23 a, 3 2a. 5a.o (cf. pp. 52, 55). These concluding
verses, however, tell us that, as the result of the survival of sorn.'e
of the races of Cana'an, 'the children of Israel dwelt in the midst of
the Cana'anites; and they took their daughters to themselves for
wives, and their own daughters they gave to their sons; and they
served their gods '; and this seems to indicate that some account of
Israel's defection from Yahweh, and the consequences thereby
entailed, must have followed in J. Since, therefore, the main. editor
knew and employed the J document thus far, the inference is that
he also made use of its material for his subsequent history.
The fact that the main editor thus appears to have utilized both
J and E in his introduction to Judg. does not, however, amount to
a demonstration that the old narratives which follow must necessarily be derived from the same documents. Such a conclusion can
only be based upon detailed examination of each separate story,
and this has been attempted in the Introductions prefixed to each
section of the book in the Notes. It may be freely acknowledged
that the evidence which can be adduced in proof of it is not of
equal cogency throughout. Close connexion with J is undeniable
in 6 11-24 (p. 177), 13 2· 25 (pp. 336 f.), the main narrative in
19 (pp. 443 ff.), and parts of 20 (pp. 455 ff.); and the same is true of
E in the main thread of 2 6-3 6 (pp. 52 ff.), 6 7-10 (p. 17 7), 8 22.23.21a13b
(pp. 183f.), 106·16 in the main (p. 294), 11 12· 28 (pp. 303, 310-317).
In other parts of the composite narrative the criteria are frequently
very slight; ,vhile occasionally they are practically non-existent,
and the only ground which we have for assigning a narrative to J
is the fact that the parallel narrative seems to emanate from E, or
vice-versa. This, however, is a state of affairs which we find also in
the Hexateuch, where it frequently happens that, while the fact i~
clear that we are dealing with a narrative composed of elemerlt.s
derived from the two Prophetical sources, yet criteria for accuril.te
distinction of these sources are hardly to be discovered.*
* This is especially the case with tlie JE narrative contained in Josh. 1-12.
Cf. CH. ii. pp. 305 ff. ; Driver, LOJ'.9 pp. 104 ff. (who with characteristic caution does
not attempt to separate the two sources).
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It is scarcely necessary to emphasize the fact that when we refer
to J and E we must think, in each case, rather of a school of
historians than of a single historian. Clearly, neither J nor E in
the Hexateucb is homogeneous throughout; both of them must
have made use of pre-existing material, written as well as oral, the
product of very various ages, and embodying divergent and sometimes conflicting traditions.*
Illustrations from Judg. of the use of earlier material in J are
seen in the Samson-stories, chs. 14-16, which have been edited and
fitted with a strongly characteristic introduction, eh. 13 (pp. 337 f.),
and in one of the narratives in chs. 19-21, which appears to be constructed throughout upon a basis of earlier J narratives (p. 456).
Similarly, the Song of Deborah, eh. 5, is obviously much older
than the accompanying prose-narrative, eh. 4, though both appear
to belong to E (p. 83); and the inference that the former was
excerpted from an ancient written source (probably a collection of
poems such as ' the Book of the Wars of Yahweh ' mentioned in
Num. 21 14), is confirmed by the fact that the prefixed statement as
to the occasion on which the song was composed, seems to have
been excerpted with it from the old source (cf. note on v. 2 ). Again,
the E 2 element which is so clearly marked both in Judg. and in
1 Sam. 1-12 (originally a part of the history of the Judges; cf. p. 294),
can never have formed an independent document, but presupposes
the earlier history of E, to which it forms a religious expansion
and interpretation. This incorporation of earlier material and the
existence of more than one hand in J and E are sufficient to
explain the unequal distribution of characteristic phraseology, and
also the occurrence in certain sections of striking words and phrases
which are not found elsewhere in the histories. t
While, however, J and E undoubtedly embody the work of two
schools of prophetic historians, it is natural to suppose that the
work of these schools has survived through being gathered together
into two continuous prophetic histories; and that it was these two
* Cf. CH. i. pp. 108ff., 119ff. Skinner (Genesis (ICC.), pp. 181 f.) points ont that
J seems to embody a tradition which knew nothing of the Flood, and also (cf. pp.
418, 450, 570) one which ignored the sojourn in Egypt and the Exodus. The discussion in Addit. note, pp. 44 ff. leads us to the conclusion that J has embodied an
ancient Calibbite tradition narrating the conquest of the Negeb by a northward
movement from Ij:adesh-Barnea•, and that this has been modified in J as we know it
by later influences. Such examples of composite authorship might be multiplied.
t Such are not frequent; but we may notice that the Divine title 'Yahweh
S•bha'oth,' which occurs in 1 Sam. 13.11, 44, Hi 2, 17 45 , as also in 2 Sam., is not
found at all in the Hexateuch and Judg. ; and 'Belia!,' which occurs in Judg. 1922,
2013; 1 Sam. }16, 212, 1021, 25 11.2s, 30 2•, is only found in the Hexateuch in
Dent. 13 H, 15 9• The instances from Judg. of words not found in JE in the Hexateuch which are cited by Kit., Studien und Kritike.n, 1892, pp. 57, 61; Konig in
DB. ii. pp. 811 b-812b, would not be significant enough to te.11 against our theory
even if that theory involved the supposition that J and E were respectively the composition of a single hand throughout.
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documents, and not two collections of disconnected narratives, which
were wrought into one by the redactor R 1E. There is thus a sense
in which it is perfectly legitimate to speak of 'the J writer' and
'the E writer,' i.e. the actual individuals who were responsible for
the composition of the continuous history-books ; and since, as we
have seen, evidence points to an original uninterrupted sequence
between the Hexateuch narratives of J and E, and the narratives of
J and E in Judg., we may without excessive boldness maintain
that, when we use the symbols J and E in Judg., they have for
us no less definite meaning than they possess for us as titles of
documents in the Hexateuch. *

§ 4. The Editors.
The portions of Judg. which we assign to the main editor, who,
as we have seen (§ 2), is responsible for the pragmatic setting of the
book, are as follows : Introduction: eh. 2 6b (in part).lla.Haba.16.17,
Framework: chs. 3 7· 11, 3 12-10a (working up extracts from the
old narrative), 3 20 , 4 1· 4 (working up old extracts), 4 23· 24,
5 31 b, 6 1•6 (working up old extracts), 8 28· 33· 35 , 10 6•"+, 11 33 b,
131,15 20 •
Modern critical scholars unanimously regard this editor as a
member of the Deuteronomic School, i.e. as influenced by the standpoint and phraseology of Deuteronomy: thus the signature which
is generally adopted for him is R 0 (Deuteronomic Redactor). The
present writer has, however, convinced himself that this view is
not correct. Deuteronomy was (in his opinion) unknown to our
* That we have in Judg. the continuation of the documents contained in the
Hexateuch was maintained by J. J. Stahelin, Specielle Einleitung in die kanon.
Bucher des A.T. (1862), pp. 66ff., and by E. Schrader in de Wette's Einleitun_qin
die Bibel, A. u. N. T. (1869), pp. 337 ff. The subject was first systematically worked
out for different parts of Judg. by Ed. Meyer, Stade, and Biihme in articles in
ZATW. (cf. references in the present Commentary, pp. 1, 176, 293, 335). The merit
of attempting to distinguish J and E throughout the book belongs, however, to
Budde in his Richter und Samuel (1890); and Budde's view has been accepted in the
main by Cornill, Moore, Nowack, and Lagrange. Kue. ( Ond. § 19 13) speaks with
some scepticism of the theory, and it is opposed by Kittel in Theol. Studien und
Kritiken, 1892, pp. 44ff.; RH. ii. pp. 14ff.; GVJ2. ii. pp. 15 ff., and by Konig,
Einleitung in das A.T., pp. 252 ff.; DB. ii. pp. 811b-812b. 'l'he arguments
advanced by these two latter scholars, however, would for the most part only be
valid if J and E were to be regarded as each the work of a single individual-a view
which is maintained by no one. Cf. e.g. Kittel's argument that the history of
Abimelect cannot be from E, because in it Shechem is a Cana'anite city, whereas in
Josh. 24 E 2 it is Israelite; or, again, that in view of Gen. 22 E, the story of
J ephthal;i' s sacrifice of his daughter can hardly belong to the same source.
::: It is impossible in 106-16 to be sure how much is due to the main editor and h6w
much to his source, E2: cf. p. 294. Most scholars assign a larger portion of the
section to the editor.
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edito·r. The influence which really moulded his thought and
diction was the influence of the later Ephraimitic school of prophetic teachers, whose work is generally marked as E 2 • Thus the
signature which is adopted in the present commentary to mark the
work of the main editor is RE 2 (Redactor 'of the fate Ephraimitic
School). The grounds upon which this view is based have now to
be stated.
The passages in Judg., 1 Sam. 1-12, which are characteristically
the work of E2 are as follows :-J udg. 2 6(in part).,-10.rn.20.21, 6 1-10,
8 22.23.27aJl\ 10 6-16 (in the main), 1 Sam. 7 1•14, 81·22, 1017-27a, 12 1-25. *
These passages are united together by a common phraseology and
theological outlook, the characteristics of which, so far as they
distinguish the passages in J udg., are noticed on pp. 55, 177, 183 f.,
294; cf. further Bu., RS. pp. 180 ff., Driver, L01'9• p. 177. Their
connexion with Joshua''s last address, as related in Josh. 24
(generally assigned, except for a few minor details, to the later
stratum of E, i.e. E 2) is very close; and more especially is this the
case with 1 Sam. 12, which relates Samuel's last address before his
retirement from the office of judge after the election of Saul as
king. The following comparison illustrates the closeness of connexion between the two chapters :Josh. 24 1 And they took their stand before Yahweh.
1 Sam. 12 7 And now take your stand, that I may plead with you
before God.
Josh. 5 And I sent Moses and Aar'on.
Sam. 8 And Yahweh sent Moses and Aaron. (Cf. 11 And Yahweh
sent J ertibba'al, etc.).
Josh. 6 And i brought forth your fathers out of Egypt.
Sam. 8 And they brought forth your fathers out of Egypt.
Josh. 7 And they cried 'unto Yahweh.
Sam. 10 And they cried unto Yahweh,
Josh. 8 And they fought with you. 9a And he fought with Israel.
Sam. 9b And they fought with them.
Josh. 1ob And I delivered you from his hand.
Sam. 11 b And he delivered you from the hand of your enemies.
Josh. 14 And now fear Yahweh, and serve him in integrity and in
truth.
Sam. 24a Only serve Yahweh, and serve him in truth with all your
heart. 14. If ye will fear Yahweh and will serve him.
Josh. 16 Far be it from us to forsake Yahweh.
Sam. 23 Far be it from us to sin against Yahweh.
* Oihltting, in Judg., 6 25-32, 35h, 7 2-7, passages which, though assigned to E2 upon
adequate gi-ounds, have not the same special characteristics as the passages above
cited.
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Josh. 17

For Yahweh our God, he it is that brought up u's and our
fathers from the land of Egypt, from the h'ouse of
bondmen.
Sam. 6 Yahweh
that brought up your fathers
from the land of Egypt.
Josh.17 And who did these great signs before our eyes.
Sam. 16 Behold the great thing which Yahweh is about to do before
your eyes.
Josh. 22 • And Joshua' said unto the people, Ye are witnesses against
yourselves. And they said, We are witnesses.
Sam. 5. And he said unto them, Yahweh is a witness against you,
and his anointed is a witness . . . And rthey 1 said,
He is a witness.
This correspondence between the phraseology of the two addresses
-which is so close as to make it obvious that they must both
have assumed their present form at the hands of the same -author,
or else that 1 Sam. 12 must have been modelled upon Josh. 24is of the first importance in proof that 1 Sam. 12, and the sections
in Judg. and 1 Sam. which are similar to it, are rightly to be
regarded as pre-Deuteronmnic. * The fact is familiar that JE in
Josh. has been edited by a redactor of the Deuteronomic Scholl!
(R 0 ), and the portions of Josh. which are the work of this redactor
bear unmistakably the impress of the thought and phraseology of
D. Now though there already existed in his source the farewelladdress of Joshua' which belongs to E 2 (eh. 24), R 0 was so little
satisfied with this as an adequate expression of the Deuteronomic
ideal that he inserted side by side with it (eh. 23) another address
of his own composition in which he enforces that ideal in language
which repeats and echoes the language of D almost sentence by
sentence. It is worth while to give a full summary of the D phrases
in this address in order to exhibit what is properly to be understood
as the influence of D upon the members of its ' school' :Josh. 23 3 • 'Ye have seen all that Yahweh your God did.' Ct
Deut. 29 2 (jffl, 3 21, 4 8 ; 'That which Yahweh thy God did,'
Deut. 7 18, 24 9, cf. 11 4·5 •
v. 3• 'For Yahweh your God, He it is that fighteth for you.' So
v. 10, Deut. 3 22 t.
v. 5 • 'As Yahweh your God spake unto you.' So v. 10. Cf. Deut.
1 21, 21, 6 3.19, 9 s, 10 9, 1125, 12 20, 15 6, 18 2, 26 18.19, 27 s, 29 18 ('112),
31 3 ; Josh. 13 14·33 , 14 12 , 22 4, all R 0 ; Judg. 2 15 D2, 1 Kgs. 5 5· 12
(~19.26), 8 20 ; 2 Kgs. 24 13 , all R 0 .t
* That the presentation of Samuel as we have it in this narrative in l S~tn. wll8
familiar to Jeremiah and his hearers is clear from Jer. 15 1 , where Samuel is cottpl'ed
with Moses as a typical intercessor on behalf of Israel ; for he only appears in this
light in 1 Sam. 7 s rr., 1219.23, and not in the older narrative with which this is combined. Cf. Cornill as cited by Bu., RS. p. li8; Driver, LOT.9 p. 178.
:t In several of these passages R. V. renders 'promised' for 'spake' ; tiiit the verb
is in every case the same in the Hebrew.
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v. . 'All that is written in the Book of the Law of Moses' (a
direct reference to the Deuteronomic Code). Of. Josh. 1 7· 8, 8 31. 34 R 0 ;
1 Kgs. 2 3 ; 2 Kgs. 14 6 RD.
v. 6 . 'So as not to turn aside therefrom to the right hand or to the
left.' Of. Deut. 17 20 ; also 5 32 (~29), 17 11, 2814; Josh. 1 7 RD;
2 Kgs. 22 2 RD.
v. 8• 'Cleave to' (.::l i,.::i,, of adherence oo the worship of Yahweh).
Of. Deut. 4 4, 10 20, 11 22, 13 4 ( ~ 5), 30 20; Josh. 22 5RD; 2 Kgs.
18 6 RD. Of adherence to idolatry, or to the representatives of it,
v.1 2 ; 1 Kgs. 11 2 ; 2 Kgs. 3 3 RD.
v. 9• 'And Yahweh hath dispossessed from before you nations great
and mighty.' Of. Deut. 4 38, 91, 11 23. *
v. 11 • 'And ye shall take great heed to yourselves.' Of. Deut.
4
2 t.
v. 11 • 'To love Yahweh your God.' Of. Deut. 10 12 , 11 13·22 , 19 9,
30 6· 16-20 ; Josh. 22 5 RD.
v. 13 . 'Until ye perish.' Of. Deut. 28 20 -22 •
v. 13• 'Which Yahweh your God hath given you.' Of. vv. 15·16 ;
Josh. 18 3 RD; with' about to give you' (or' thee,'' us,'' them'), constantly in Deut.
·
v. 14• 'With all your heart and with all your soul.' Of. Deut. 11 13 ,
13 3 ( ~ 4 ); Josh. 22 5 RD; 'with all thy heart, etc.,' Deut. 4 29, 6 5,
10 12 , 26 16, 30 2· 6· 10 ; 'with all his heart, etc.,' 2 Kgs. 23 25 RD; 'with
all their heart, etc.,' 1 Kgs. 2 4, 8 48 ( = 2 Ohr. 6 38 ) RD; 2 Ohr. 15 12 ;
'with all the heart, etc.,' 2 Kgs. 23 3 (=2 Ohr. 343l)RD.
v. 14• 'There hath not fallen one word out of all the good words,
etc.' Of. Josh. 21 45 ( ~ 43 ) RD; 1 Kgs. 8 56 RD.
v. 15 • 'Until He destroy you.' Of. Deut. 28 48 ; 'to destroy you'
(Yahweh as subj.), Deut. 9 s.19.25, 28 63.
v.1 6 • 'Shall go and serve other gods, and worship them.' So
1 Kgs. 9 6 ( = 2 Ohr. 7 19) RD; cf. Deut. 11 16, 17 3 : 'serve other gods,'
Josh. 24 2·16 E; Judg. 1O 13 E 2 ; 1 Sam. 88, 26 19 ; Deut. 74, 13 6·13
(~ 7.14), 28 36 -64 ; Jer. 16 13, 44 3 ; 'other gods,' with 'serve' closely
following with suffix of reference, Deut. 8 19, 13 2 (3'!/ 3), 28 14, 30 17,
31 20 ; Judg. 2 19 D 2 ; 1 Kgs. 9 9 ( = 2 Ohr. 7 22 ) RD; 2 Kgs. 17 35 RD;
Jer. 11 10, 13 10, 16 n, 22 9, 25 6, 35 15 ; 'other gods,' without 'serve,'
Ex. 20 3E, 23 13 E; 2 Kgs. 5 17 (Ephraimitic); Hos. 3 1 ; Judg.
2 17 RE 2 ; Deut. 5 7, 6 14, 112s, 18 20, 311 8 ; Judg. 2 12 D2; 1 Kgs.
11 uo, 14 9 ; 2 Kgs. 17 7.31. 3s, 22 17 ( =2 Ohr. 34 25 ) all RD t.
v. 16• 'And the anger of Yahweh be kindled against you.' Of.
Deut. 7 4, 11 17.
v. 16 . 'And ye perish quickly from off the good land which He
hath given you.' Of. Deut. 1117. 'The good land,' Deut. 1 35, 3 25,
4 21.22, 6 18, 8 10, 9 6_

The close and constant echo of the phraseology of Das seen
in this address-which is equally characteristic of other portions of
* Heb. h6ri§, translated 'hath dispossessed,' is rendered by R. V., sometimes
'possess,' sometimes 'drive out.' Cf. note on 1 19 .
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Josh. belonging to this redactor, and also of the handiwork of the
Deuteronomic redactor of Kgs. *-sufficiently illustrates what is
properly to be taken as the work of 'the Deuteronomic School.' It
is evident at a glance that it is to the pre-Deuteronomic address
Josh. 24 E 2, and not to Josh. 23 RD, that the address in 1 Sam. 12
and the kindred sections in Judg. and 1 Sam. exhibit a close
affinity ; and that therefore we have not erred in marking them as
E 2, and in regarding them as dating from a period prior to the promulgation of Deuteronomy. It is true that the religious ideas of E 2
and Dare in many points closely kindred, and that there are a certain
number of phrases which are common to them (such e.g. as 'Yahweh ·
your God,' 'other gods,' 'forget Yahweh,' etc.) ; but the explanation of this surely is that the thought and phraseology of E 2 have
exercised a well-marked influence upon D. Had the opposite been
the case-i.e. had our so-called E 2 been modelled under the influence
of D, it would be difficult to explain why only a'limited number of
characteristic D phrases were employed, whereas thl) most striking
ones (as seen in RD in Josh. and Kgs.) are wholly absent. As a
matter of fact, a large number of the ideas and phrases which characterize E 2 are already to be foun_d in Hosea' t ; and it is doubtless
to the influence of Hosea' and his school that we owe the presenta* Cf. the long list of phrases characteristic of RD in Kgs. which is given by the
present writer in his article 'Kings I. and II.' in DB. ii. pp. 859 ff.
::: The following is a rough list of phrases and thoughts contained in Hosea· which
have influenced E 2, as well as somewhat later thought (D and Jeremiah):Defection from Yahweh characterized as whoredom, 12, 2 2-5 (ill 4-7), 412.15.ls, 5 u,
6 10, 91_
'The Ba'als,' 213.17 (l!! 15. 19), 112; 'the Ba·al,' 13 1.
'Go after,' of adherence to false worship, 2 5.13 (l!! 7.l5); of following Yahweh,
1110_
Verb 'love' (:J.i1~) applied to Yahweh's feeling for Israel, 31, 9 15, 111, 14 4 (Jt 5);
cf. subs. ' love,' 11 •.
'Yahwe:li, their God,' 3 5,710; 'Yahweh, thy God,' 129 (l!l 10), 13 4, H l(l!! 2).
'Forget,• of defection from Yahweh,• 21 3 (l!! 15, 'Me she forgat '), 4 6 (' Thou hast
forgotten the tOra of thy God'), 814 ('Israel forgat his maker'), 136 ('they have
forgotten Me').
' Practices' ( t:)1;,;,111~) with evil connotation, 4 9, 5 4 , 7 2, 9 15, 12 2 (ll! 3 ) ; cf. J udg.
2 19E2; Dent. 2820; eighteen occurrences in Jer.
'They have forsaken to observe Yahweh,' 410.
'Return unto Yahweh,' of repentance, 61, 7 10 , 14 1. 2 (ll! 2 ·3 ) ; 'unto God,' 5 •.
· I desire mercy (ion) and not sacrifice ;
And the knowledge of God more than burnt offerings,' 6 6; cf. 1 Sam. 15 22 E2.
Verb' cry,' of supplication to Yahweh, 7 14, 8 2•
'Transgress covenant,' 6 7, 8 1.
'Provoke' (O'il::li1, obj. 'Yahweh' understood) 12 14 ; characteristic of D.
Reference to the deliverance from Egypt, 2 15 (l!! 17), 111, 12 9 (ll! 10), 13•.
Depreciatory reference to the paraphernalia of cultus, 3 •, 10 1. 2•
Depreciatory reference to the existing form of kingship as opposed to the Theocratic ideal, 84-10 (as emended; cf. p. 184), 10s, 1310.n (cf. Judg. 822.~ E 2 ; 1 Sam.
8 6.7, 1019, 1211.19 E2).
Antipathy to bull-worship of Northern Kingdom, 8 5.6, 105, 13 2 (cf. RD in Kgs.).
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t~Qn o.f lsra,ePs early history as it appears in E 2, and (it ~y well
be) ttltimately the Deuteronqmic revival itself.*
No,w, even a cursory examinat~on of the phraseology of the main
editor of Judg. makes it clear that this is modelled upon. the E 2
sections whi<;h we have been discussing. The address of l Sam. 12
especially, which properly rounds off the history of the Judges
with the final address of Samuel, the last of their number, after the
election of the first king, seems to have been used by our editor as
the type to which he sought to ()Onform his pragmatic setting of
Judg. Examination of his phraseology in detail yields the following
resttlts : 1. 'Did that which was evil in the sight of Yahweh,' Judg. 2 11,
3 7-12, 4 \ 6 1, 10 6, 131, all RE2• Elsewhere, Num. 32 18 JE 1; l Sam.
15 19 E 2 ; 2 Sam.. 12 9 ; Deut. 4 25,9 18,17 2, 31 29 ; twenty-two occurrences in R°'s framework to Kgs., and parallel passages in 2 Chr. ;
Jer. 32 30, 52 2 ; Isa. 65 12, 66 4 ; Ps. 51 4 (JI:! 6).
2. 'AJJ.d they forsook Yahweh, and served thf:l Ba'als and the
'Ash.tarts,' Judg. 2 13 E 2 (worked in by RE 2). Cf. 1 Sam. 12 10 E 2,
'We have sinned, because we have forsaken Yahweh, and have
served the Ba'als and the 'Ashta:rts'; so very similarly (exc. om.
'and the 'Ash tarts'), J udg. 10 10 E 2 ; with inverted order, 'and
they served the Ba'als and the 'Ashtarts . . . and forsook Yahweh,'

* The present writer is of the opinion that the origin of Deuteronomy is to be
sought in the prophetic school, not of the Southern, but of the Northern Kingdom,
and that we have a gradually developing stream of thought represented by E, Hosea·,
E2, and finally D. If this view is correct, the composition of D must have taken
place s01µe time subsequently to the fall of Samaria and the end of the Northern
Kingdom. Sargon only claims to have carried captive 27,290 of the inhabitants of
Samaria, and definitely state~ that he allowed the remainder to retain their possessions (1 inusunu, of doubtful meaning), set his officers as prefects over them, and laid
upon them the tribute of the former kings (cf. Winckler, Sargon, p.101; Rogers, OP.
p. 331). Doubtless (as was the case with Nebuchadne~~ar's first deportation from
Jerusalem; 2 Kgs. 24 12-14) those whom he removed were the politically influential
and the skilled artificers; and he would have no reason for interfering with the
members of the prophetic order, who belonged to the poorer classes, and would hardly
have been clustered in and about the capital city. During the period after B.c. 722,
Samaria remained the centre of an Assyrian province, with a population to some
extent leavened by foreign settlers (cf. Winckler, Sargon, pp. 5, 21; Rogers, OP.
p. 326). The mairily late narrative of 2 Kgs. 1724-41 , which reads almost as though
the foreign element were iu sole possession and the religion of Yahweh had died
out, is without doubt coloured by bitter antipathy to the Samaritans of later times.
But, in fact, a not inconsiderable body of Israelites had survived the conquest;
amongst wqom, the prophets of the north may be supposed to have continued their
literary labours quietly and unobtrusively, setting their hopes upon a future when
the whole of Israel (both of the north and of the south) should be united in faithful
worship of Yajiw,eh at one common centre. The grounds upon which this theory is
based hav.e 11Qt y:et be.en publis)Ied by the writer, but he hopes to produce them in
the near future in a work entitled The Prophetic School of Northern Israel and the
Mosaic Tradition.
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Judg. 1_0 E2; 'eerved the Ba'als and the 'Ashtar;ts' ~µpled w~th
'forgat Yahweh' (cf. No. 3), Judg. 3 7RE 2.
(a). '~cwsoo~ Yahweh' occurs elsewhere in Judg. 2 12 D 2 (l?aseQl
on E 2 v.1s), Josh. 24 16 E 2 ; Isa. 1 4 ; 1 Kgs. 9 9 ; 2 ~gs. 212 2, both
RD; Jer. 2 11.19; 2 Chr. 7 22, 21 10, 24 20-24, 28 6; cf. 'forsakex;s. 0~
Yab,w:eh,' Isa. 1 28, 65 11 ; 'forsook Him_' (Yahweh as obj.), 2Chr.1310,
24 25 ; 'shall forsake Him,' 1 Chr. 28 9 ; 2 Chr. 15 2 ; 'His forsakers,'
Ezr. 8 22 ; 'Thy forsakers,' Jer. 171 3 (both referring to. Yahweh);
'ye (they) have forsaken Me' (Yahweh as speaker), Judg. 10 13 E 2 ;
1 Kgs, 11 33 ; 2 Kgs. 22 17 both RD; Jer. l16, 5 7-19, 16 llbis, 19 4;
2 Chr. 12 5, 34 25 ; 'hast forsaken Me,' Deu.t. 28 20 ; 'shall forsake
Me,' Deut. 31 16 (source 7).
.
·
·
Similar phrases are 'forsook to observe Yahweh,' Hos. 4 10 ;
'forsook the covenant of Yahweh,' Deut. 29 25 (3'!! 24 ); Jer. 229;
'forsook the commandments of Yahweh,' 1 Kgs. 18 18 RD; 'forsook
my fora,' Jer. 9 13 (~12 ).
(b) 'The Ba'als and the 'Ashtarts,' 1 Sam. 7 4E2 (obj. of 'put
away').
'And the 'Ashtarts,' coupled with 'put away the fqreign gods
from your midst,' 1 Sam. 7 3 E 2.
'The Ba'als' alone, Judg. 8 33 RE 2 (obj. of 'went a whoring after'),
Hos. 2 13-17 (3'!!15·19 ), 11 2 (obj. of 'sacrificed to'), 1 Kgs. 18 18 ; Jer.
2 23, 9 14, 31! 13 (in each case obj. of 'went after'); 2 Chr. 17 3, 24 7,
28 2, 33 3, 34 4.
3. 'And they forgat Yahweh their God,' Judg. 3 7 RE 2, based on
1 Sam. 12 9 E2.
'Forget Yahweh' occurs elsewhere, Deut. 6 12, 3 11. 14.19; J-er. 3 21;
Isa. 51 13 ; 'forgat (or forgattest) l\je' (Yahweh as speaker), Hos.
2 13 (31! 15 ), 13 o; J er. 2 32, 13 25, 18 15 ; Ezek. 22 12, 23 35 ; 'forgotten
Thee' (Yahweh as obj.), Ps. 4411 (3l!l8), .
4. 'And the anger of Yahweh was kindled against Israel,' Judg.
2 14, 3 8, 10 7 RE 2, based on 2 20 E 2. Elsewhere, Num. 25 8 E or J·,
32 13 JE1; 2 Kgs.13 3 RD.
·
'The anger of Yahweh was kindled' occurs again in Num.
11 10 J ~, 12 9E, 32 10 JE 1; Deut. 29 27 (3'!! 26 ); Josh. 7 1 RP; 2 Sam. 6 7
= 1 Chr. 13 10 ; 2 Ohr. 25 15 ; Ps. 106 40 ; cf. 'and Yahweh heard,
and His anger was kindled,' N um. 11 1 E; 'and the anger of God
was kindled,' Num. 22 22 J revised; 'and the anger of Yahweh (or.
my anger) shall be kindled,' Deut. 7 4, 11 17, 31 17; Josh. 23 rn RD.
5. 'And He gave them into the hand of spoilers, and they spoi).,ed
~hem,' J udg. 2 14 RE 2.* Cf. 2 Kgs. 17 2° RD, 'and He gave th~m,
into the hand of spoilers.'
· 'Give into the hand' (of delivering up enemies; Yahweh as
s?bj.) is found again in RE2, Judg. 6 1 (of ¥idian), 13 1 (of, Fhilist~nes), and is frequent elsewhere both m pre- and post-Deut.
literature.
6

* It is doubtful whether this phrase belongs to

RE 2 ,

It may be lattl!: cf. p. 56.
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6. 'He sold them into the hand of,' J udg. 2 14, 3 8, 4 2RE 2, based
on Judg. 1O 7 E2, 1 Sam. 12 9 E 2; cf. Judg. 4 9 E. 'Sold them'
(sc. 'to their enemies'; subj. 'their Rock,'=' Yahweh'), Deut.32 30 .
7. 'Their enemies round about,' Judg. 2 14, 8 34 RE 2, based oil
1 Sam. 12 11 E 2 ; cf. 2 Sam. 7 1; Deut. 12 10, 2519; Josh. 23 1 R 0 •
8. 'And the children of Israel cried unto Yahweh,' Judg. (2 16),*
39- 15, 4 3t, 6 6 RE 2, based on Judg. 1O1°E2; 'and your fathers
cried unto Yahweh,' 1 Sam. 12 8 E 2 ; 'and they cried unto Yahweh,'
1 Sam. 12 10 E 2; Josh. 24 7 +E, Ex. 14 10 E (source of preceding).
Elsewhere, with Israel as subj., Ps. 107 6 +.1 3.19 .23 +; cf. 2 Ohr.
13 14 :l:; Hos. 8 2 ; Mic. 3 4 •
9. 'Yahweh raised up judges,' J udg. 2 16 RE 2, 218 D 2 (based on
v. 16 ); 'Yahweh raised up a saviour,' Judg. 3 9·15 RE 2. No close
parallel. c1pn is used, with Yahweh as subj., of raising up men to
fill particular positions in Deut. 181 5-18 (a prophet), Jo~h. 5 7RP (the
sons of those who died in the wilderness), § I Sam. 2 35 (a faithful
priest), 2 Sam. 7 12 = 1 Ohr. I 7 11 ( thy seed as king), I Kgs. 11 14· 23
(an adversary), 1 Kgs. 14 14 (a king), Am. 2 11 (prophets and
Nazirites), Jer. 6 17 (watchmen), 23 4 (shepherds), 23 5 (a righteous
sprout), 29 15 (prophets), 30 9 (a king), Ezek. 34 23 (a shepherd),
Zech. 11 16 (id.).
10. 'Went a whoring after' (of intercourse with deities other
than Yahweh), Judg. 2 17, 8 33 RE 2, 8 27E 2, Ex. 34 15-16 J, Deut. 31 16
(source 1), Lev. 17 7, 20 5bis (both H), Ezek. 6 9, 20 30, l Ohr. 5 25 .~
ll. 'They turned aside quickly from the way,' Judg. 2 17 RE 2•
Of. Ex. 32 8 E 1, source of Deut. 91 2-16.t
12 (a) 'Was (were) subdued,' Judg. 3 30 (Moab), 8 28 (Midian),
11 38 (the children of 'Ammon), all RE 2, based on 1 Sam. 7 13 E 2
'and the Philistines were subdued.' The verb (l/):J) Niph'al) is
used elsewhere in a passive sense in 1 Ohr. 20 4, 2 Ohr. 13 18, Ps.
106 42 . In other occurrences the sense is reflexive (' humble oneself').
(b) 'God subdued' (l/1):JM Hiph'il) Judg. 4 2s RE2 (Jabin, king of
Oana'an). Of. Deut. 9 3, 1 Ohr. 17 10, 2 Ohr. 28 19 , P~. 81 14 (~ 15 );
with David as subj., 2 Sam. 8 1= 1 Ohr. 18 1.
13. 'And the land had rest' (r,~n ~i'l:lnl), J udg. 3 11 -30, 5 31,
8 28 RE2 • Of. Josh. 1123, 1415R0 cnr.,n,r.,r., n~pl:I r,~m), Isa. 14 7,
Zech. 1 11, l Ohr. 4 40, 2 Ohr. 14 1.o (~ 13 23, 14 5).
As the result of these statistics, it appears that phrases N os. 2, 3,
6, 8, 10, 12 appear definitely to be modelled upon 1 Sam. 12 or
other sections of E 2, or at least to be drawn from a similar source
* Restored here upon the analogy of parallel passages.
for 1/?llt'l•

+With the variant spelling 1/?ll~'l

§ Here, however, the context seems to demand

C'!:li'M 'that arose,' in place of

C'/?M•
Of. the characteristics of Hosea' given in Footnote+, p. xiv,
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of inspiration; and Nos. 4, 7, 9, 11, 13, while too general to form
the basis of any inference, at the same time fully fit in with the
theory of E 2 influence. There remain Nos. 1 and 5, which, taken
by themselves, may seem to support the theory of D influence. We
observe, however, that No. 1, while frequent in Deut. and R 0 in
Kgs., is by no means the creation of the D school, as the occurrences
in 1 Sam. and 2 Sam. show ; while No. 5, which is doubtfully
assigned to RE 2, is paralleled merely by the single occurrence from
R in Kgs., and no weight can be laid upon the connexion.
Evidence thus surely indicates that the main editor of Judg. did
his work under the influence of E 2 prior to the promulgation of D ;
such connexion with D as he exhibits being due to the fact that he
contributes to the stream of prophetic thought which resulted
ultimately in the latter work. Some traces of the work of a genuine
Deuteronomic hand are to be found in the introdu~tory section to
Judg. (cf. 2 12· 14hi9· 15· 18· 19, 3 la.a, marked as D 2); but these are clearly
distinct from, and later than, the work of RE 2 (cf. p. 55).
It is clear that RE 2, though the principal editor of Judg. as we
know the book, was not the first editor who brought together the old
narratives of ,T and E and combined them into a continuous whole.
The story of Abimelech, eh. 9 1•57, which was known to RE 2 and
omitted by him from his work as alien to his purpose, was already
a composite narrative, containing elements from the two ancient
sources (cf. pp. 267 f.) ; and the same is true at any rate of the
story of Micah and the Danites, chs. 17-18, which undoubtedly
belonged to the original history of the period of the Judges, though
it was not utilized by RE 2• We must conclude, therefore, that there
existed a composite history of the Judges prior to the work of RE2 ;
and since we have found reason to believe that the double strand of
ancient narrative in Judg. is of a piece with JE in the Hexateuch
(cf. § 3 ), it is natural to assume that J and E in Judg. were first
brought together as part of a c_ontinuous history of the origins of
Israel by the redactor of the same sources in the Hexateuch, RJE.
The handiwork of this redactor is also to be traced in the combination of the two strands in 1 Sam. 1-12, which doubtless originally
formed the concluding part of the history of the period of the
Judges.
·
Traces of R1E, as we find them in Judg., are for the most part
harmonistic merely,* and he does not seem to have been dominated
by any definite pragmatic purpose akin to that of RE 2 • Whether
he set the narratives of individual Judges in a stereotyped framework is doubtful. It, may be noticed, however, that the closing
formula in the narratives of JephthaJ:i (12 ,a) and Samson (16 31 h),
'And he judged Israel x years,' occurs in the same form at the close
of the judgeship of 'Eli, 1 Sam. 4 isb (cf. also of Samuel, 1 Sam. 7 16 ),
and is therefore presumably prior to RE 2 (whose regular concluding
formula is 'and the land had rest x years') ; while, on the other
0

* Cf. references in Index to

RJE

d

under 'Redactors of Judges.'
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hand, the fact that the statement generalizes the· scope of the
Judges' influence (over Israel, and not merely over one or more
tribes) is an indication that it is later than the old narratives themselves, and therefore in all probability redactional. *
The date of the redaction of Judg. can only be approximately
determined. E 2, which exhibits strongly the influence of Hosea',
must be subsequent to that prophet, who flourished cir. B.C. 750-735,
but not necessarily very long subsequent. It is reasonable to
suppose that RJE may have done his work of combining J and E
(including E 2 ) cir. B.C. 700 or a little later. RE 2 may then be
placed cir. B.C. 650. The book took its final form at the hands of
the editor (or school of editors) imbued with the priestly conceptions of post-exilic times, for whose work we use the symbol R".
The extent of Rp's work, has been sufficiently indicated in the final
paragraph of § 2. Of. also references in the Index under 'Redactors
of Judges.'
§ 5. Chronology.

In attempting to estimate the length of the period covered by
the Book of Judg. we turn naturally to examine the chronological
data supplied by the editors, which may seem at first sight to afford
us an exact basis for our calculations. Unfortunately, however,
this is not the case.
In 1 Kgs. 6 1 we find a statement from the hand of the priestly
reviser of the book + that the period from the Exodus until the
building of the Temple in the fourth year of Solomon was 480
years. Addition of the data which we possess for this period gives
the following result:Wanderings in the wilderness,
Conquest under Joshua',
Oppression of Cushan-rish'athaim (3 8 ),
Interval after deliverance by 'Othniel (3 11 ),
Oppression of 'Eglon (3 14 ), •
•
•

40 years.
Not stated.
8 years.
40 ,,
18 ,,

* A difference is to be discerned in the use of iiapha/ 'to judge,' iiuphe/ 'judge' by
and RJE, For RE 2 a 'judge' is so termed as a vindicator or deliverer (cf. eh.
216.17.1s, 3 lO); but in the passages above noticed which we assign to RJE 'to judge'
means simply to exercise the judicial functions qf a magistrate or ruler. This latter
11sage is also found in the mention of the periods covered by the minor Judges
(eh. 10 2-3, 129,11.1•), where RP seems to have copied the formula of RJE, since it is
scarcely possible that the brief notices of these Judges, the whole conception of which
.belongs to the post-exilic school of thought, should have existed in RJE's Book of
Judges (cf. pp. 289 f.). We assign to RE2 the notice of eh. 15 20, which states that
Samson 'judged Israel . . . twenty years' ; but this simply means that RE2, when he
deliberately rejected the Samson-stories which now stand in eh. 16, concluded his
narrative with RJE's formula which we find in eh. 1631h,
::: Evidence is conclusive that the verse in question belongs to the latest additions
to Kings. 'Cf; NHTK, pp. 58f. ·
P,.E2
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Interval a:fter deliverance by Ehud (3
Oppression of Jabin (4 3),
•
•
•
Interval after deliverance by Deborah (5 31 ),
Oppression of Midian (6 1), .
.
•
Interval after deliverance by Gide'on (8 28 ),
Reign of Abimelech (9 22 ),
Tola''s judgeship (10 2 ), •
Ja'ir's judgeship (10 3 ),.
•
Oppression of 'Ammon (10 8 ),
Jephthal;'s judgeship ( 12 7 ),
Ib~a.n's judgeship (12 9),
Elon's judgeship (12 11 ),
'Abdon's judgeship (12 14),
Oppression of the Philistines (13 1 ),
Samson's judgeship (15 20 , 16 31 ),
'Eli's judgeship (1 Sam. 4 18 ),
Samuel's judgeship,
Reign of Saul,
Reign of David (1 Kgs. 2 11 ),
•
Portion of Solomon's reign (1 Kgs. 6 1),
30 ),

80 years.
20
40 "
7 "
40 "
3 "
23 "
22 "
18 "
6 "
7 "
10 "
8 "
40 "
20 "
40 "
"
Not stated.

"
40 years.
4
"

Here we have a total of 534 years, exclusive of three periods of
unstated length, representing the domination of Joshua', Samuel,
and Saul.
As regards the first of these indefinite periods-we find that, at
the beginning of the wilderness-wanderings, Joshua' first appears
in the old narrative of E, Ex. 17 8 ff., as the leader of Israel in the
battle with the 'Amale¼:ites at Rephidim, and subsequently, in
the same E narrative, as Moses' attendant (cf. Ex. 24 13, 3217, 3311),
being described in 33 11 by the Hebrew term na'ar which can
hardly denote more than a youth approaching man's estate. If we
are justified in combining these two representations-a warrior,
and yet a very young man-we may picture him as about 20 years
old at the time of the Exodus ; and adding to this the 40 years of
the wanderings, we get an approximate 60 years; which, subtracted from his age at his death, 110 years (Josh. 24 29 =Judg. 2s E),
gives 50 years as the period of his leadership in the conquest of
Cana'an. According to eh. 2 7· 10, however, a further period of
indefinite length has to be assumed between the death of Joshua'
and the oppression of Cushan-rish'athaim; since we are here
informed that Israel remained faithful all the days of the elders
that outlived Joshua', and apostasy only began after the death of
the latter.
The length of Samuel's judgeship must have been considerable.
According to 1 Sam. 7 15, 'he judged Israel all the days of his life';
?-nd it was not until he was an old man that he appointed his sons
m his place, and their mismanagement of affairs led to the demand
for a king (1 Sam. 8 lff., probably E 2). We have no data, however,
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for forming an approximate estimate of the duration of this judgeship; and, similarly, we are unable to arrive at the length of Saul's
reign by any reference, direct or indirect, in the 0. T. Such a
note of time was desiderated by the scribe who added the gloss
which stands in 1 Sam. 13 1, framed upon the analogy of the
recurring formula in Kgs. :-' Saul was x years old when he began
to reign, and he reigned y years over Israel.'*
If we add 50 years for Joshua''s judgeship to the 534 years, ·the
result is 584 years, without reckoning the two (or, if we take
account of eh. 2 1.1o, three) periods of undetermined length, which,
upon the lowest computation, can scarcely have amounted together
to much less than 50 or 60 years.+ This is far too long to have
formed the basis for the calculation of 480 years for the period
given in 1 Kgs. 6 1• Yet it is probable that the author of this late
addition to Kgs. had precisely the same data as we now possess.
Thus Noldeke ( Untersuchungenzur Kritik des A. T., 1869, pp. 173 ff.)
supposes that the calculator followed the oriental practice of ignoring periods of oppression and usurpation, and so cut out of his
reckoning the periods during which Israel is said to have served
Cushan-rish'athaim, 'Eglon, Jabin, Midian, 'Ammon, the Philistines,
and the reign of Abimelech-in all a total of 114 years.§ Subtracting this from the 534, and allowing 40 years (evenly or
unevenly divided) for Joshua' and Saul, and 20 for Samuel, Noldeke
reaches the total of 480 years.
Moore (Comm. xli. f.) agrees with N_oldeke in his omissions; but
differs in thinking that, .for the Judaean author of the chronology,
the rule of Saul, like that of Abimelech, was regarded as illegitimate and so not reckoned; and that for 'Eli's judgeship we should
follow QJi rather than ;tf, and read 20 years and not 40 years.
Then, upon the supposition that J oshua''s life fell into three' periods
* 'l'he formula as it stands in l'i! is simply a skeleton, both of the requisite numbers
being omitted, as in the rendering given above. The word 'nC'1 is probably corrupt
dittography of the following t:l')~ 'years; ; and we are scarcely justified in rendert:l;J:l~~ .•.
ing 'x and two years,' since this would require

i'1a~

:); The history of 'Eli's family during the periods of Samuel and Saul requires a
considerable lapse of time. The death of'Eli synchronizes with the death of his son
Phinehas in the battle of Aphek (1 Sam. 4). Since Phinehas was still an able-bodied
man, his son Ahitub must have.been a young man at most at this date, Yet according to 1 Sam. 14 3, it is Al_iitub's son Al_1ijah (apparently=AJ:time!ech of ck, 22 11 ) who
is priest in the early or middle part of Saul's reign ; and at the slaughter of the priests
of Nob, Abiathar, the son of AJ:time!ech and grandson of AJ:ti~ub, escapes to David
carrying the Ephod with him, and is old enougl, to exercise the priestly office on
David's behalf by manipulation of the sa.cred lot.
§ Wellh. (Prolegom,ena, p. 230) has noted the striking fact that, after making the
necessary assumption that the 40 years of Philistine domination coincide with the
judgeship of •Eli, and include that of Samson, the total of the remaining foreign
dominations, viz., 71 years, nearly coincides with the total assigned to the minor
Judges, viz., 70 years ; and he infers that the latter were intended to take the place of
the former in the scheme of reckoning.
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of 30+40+40 years, he assigns 40 years for the conquest of Cana'an
under Joshua'; and gives 40 years for Samuel's judgeship on the
ground of the importance of his work, and the hct that he is
represented as an old man when he died, and is said to have
'judged Israel all the days of his life.' This produces the required
total of 480 years.
These and similar calculations can only, however, possess a
relative importance; since it is evident that the author of the
statement in I Kgs. 6 1 must have been employing an artificial
method of reckoning. We know that the Exodus probably took
place under Mineptal,t, the successor of Ra'messe II. (cf. p. civ);
and, on the other hand, we are able, by aid of Assyrian
chronology, to determine approximately the date of Solomon's
accession.* These data force upon us the conclusion that the
period which we are considering cannot really have occupied much
more than 250 years; or possibly, if the Exodus took place not
under Mineptal,t, but subsequently to his death, an even shorter
space of time.
Evidence also lr,ads us to conclude that the instances of the oppression of the Israelites by various foreign races, and of deliverance and
respite effected by the Judges, were in most, if not in all, cases,
local rather than.general. Thus, supposing that the terms of years
mentioned are based upon accurate information, it is highly probable
that they not infrequently coincide with or overlap one another.
Thus, e.g., the south Palestinian tribes may have been suffering
from the oppression of the Philistines while the east Jordan tribes
were exposed to the encroachments of the 'Ammonites. The period
* Mineptah's reign is dated by Petrie B.c. 1234-1214, and by Breasted B,c. 12251215. Solom:on's accession must be placed cir. B.c. 970. This latter date is obtained
by back-reckoning from the earliest 0. T. date fixed by Assyrian chronology, viz.
B.C. 854, the date of Ahab's presence at the battle of Karkar in alliance with Bir-idri
of Da]llascus, the Biblical Ben-Hadad II. Ahab is uiost· likely to have been allied
with Ben-Harlad at the end of his reign, when, as we are informed J:,y 1 Kgs. 22 1 ,
after the treaty concluded between the two kings as related in 1 Kgs. 20 33-34, 'there
continued three years without war between Aram and Israel.' It may be plausibly
assumed that this period of three years was really less. 1 Kgs. 22 2 states that 'in the
third year' Ahab determined to recover by force of arms from Ben-Hadad the city of
Ramah of Gil~'ad which he had failed to cede in accordance with his compact. It
is not unlikely that the first of the three years as reckoned was really the remnant of
the year which elapsed after the treaty of 20 33 r., so that there remains only one full
year for the working of the alliance in the form of a combined resistance to Assyria.
Now Ahab reigned 22 years according to the Biblical reckoning; therefore 854 must
have be~n his 21st year, 853 according to the predating method (i.e. the reckoning of
the still unexpired portion of the year in which a king came to the throne as his first
reigning year) being his 22nd year and also the 1st year of Ahaziah. Back-reckoning
from B. c. 854 according to the chronology of 1 Kgs., with reduction of the length of
each reign by one year to allow for predating (which comparison of the synchronis_ms
of the reigns of the two kingdoms proves to have been the historian's method of
reckoning) gives B.C. 931 for the accession of Jerobo'am and Rel_,obo'am, and B.C. 970
for the accession of Solomon whose reign is given as lasting 40 years.
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of the Philistine oppression extended not merely over the judgeship
of Samson, but also over that of 'Eli; and, at any rate partially,
into the periods of Samuel and Saul. Possibly Samson and 'Eli
may have been contemporaries. This is a consideration which by
itself suggests to us the futility of any attempt to construct a
chronology of the period upon the evidence which we possess.
But are the data given in the Biblical sources to be relied upon
as defining with accuracy the various periods to which they are
referred 1 The fact can scarcely escape notice that the number 40
or its multiple occurs with singular frequency. Thus, 40 years
represents the length of the wilderness-wanderings, of the peace
enjoyed after the victories of 'Othniel, Deborah, and Gide'on, of the
Philistine oppression, of 'Eli's judgeship, and of the reigns of David
and Solomon. Ehud's judgeship occupies twice 40 years, and that
of Samson half 40. This fact suggests to us that 40 years may be
employed as a round number, representing approximately the
length of a generation. Bearing this in mind, we notice that the
480 years of 1 Kgs. 6 1 is also a multiple of 40, viz. 40 X 12, i.e.
twelve generations. That twelve generations were supposed, as a
matter of fact, to cover the period in question appears from the
genealogy of Aaron and his successors in 1 Chr. 6 3· 10 (;17 5 29· 36),
where twelve names are given between Ele'azar the son of Aaron
and 'Azariah, who is specified as 'he that executed the priest's
office in the House that Solomon built in Jerusalem.' These twelve
generations might naturally be reckoned as follows: (1) Moses,
(2) Joshua', (3) 'Othniel, (4) Ehud, (5) Bara~, (6) Gide'on, (7) Jephtha}_t, (8) Samson, (9) 'Eli, (10) Samuel, (11) Saul, (12) David, these
being the twelve national leaders who were specifically divinelyappointed; and that this scheme-or something like it-was in the
mind of the chronologist is suggested by the facts that six of these
generations (viz. 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12) are actually reckoned as 40 years,
and a seventh, viz. Joshua', may also have been so reckoned _if we
suppose that his llO years fell into periods of 30+40+40 years.
Such a scheme, however, if it was ever fully worked out, may have
been subsequently vitiated by various influences, e.g. the desire to
exclude Saul as illegitimate, and the raising of the number of
Judges within the Book of Judges to twelve by the addition of the
minor Judges in an attempt to find representatives for each of the
twelve tribes of Israel.
This discussion may suffice to illustrate the hopelessness of any
attempt to construct a chronology of our period from the Biblical
sources available. We can only, as we have already noticed,
conjecture that the total length of the period from the Exodus to
the fourth year of Solomon was approximately 250 years; but for
the formation of a chronological scheme within this period, or even
for a conjectural estimate of the length of that portion of it which
is covered by the Book of Judges, we are absolutely without data.
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§ 6. External information bearing on the period of Judges.

Our knowledge of the history of Cana'an at this period, as
derived from extra-Biblical sources, is for the most part such as
can be drawn by inference from evidence which properly concerns
an earlier period.
·
We possess no certain evidence as to the earliest settlement of
Semitic peoples in Cana'an. The earliest Semites of whom we have
authentic knowledge in Babylonia were settled in Akkad in the
north. The recently published dynastic lists from Nippur prove
the existence of an early tradition relating to a succession of
dynasties in Babylonia from post-diluvial times, which had their
seats at Kis, Erech, Ur, Awan, and other cities.* There is obviously a large element of myth in the tradition ; + but, if we may
judge from the royal names that are preserved, it would seem that
the earliest rulers of Kis, Erech, and Ur were noncSemitic. Unfortunately, the lists are too fragmentary to admit of any estimate of
the date at which Semites made their appearance in Babylonia.
We first find them enjoying full political power in the north, under
~he famous Semitic dynasty of Akkad, which was founded by
Sarru-kin or Sargon I.,§ around whose name a number of traditions
clustered in later times. It is related that 'he subdued the country
of the West (sun-setting) in its full extent,' II i.e. the Mediterranean
sea-board including Cana'an; and this tradition has now been
proved to have an authentic basis. 'ii Other famous rulers of the
* Cf. Poebel, Historical Texts (Univ. of Pennsylvania Mus. Publ., Vol. iv. No. 1,
1914), pp. 73 ff.
::: In addition to the occurrence of the names of gods and demigods among the early
rulers, the chronological calculations of the early scribes of Nisin, who compiled the
lists in the twenty-second century B.c., present a striking resemblance to the chronological system of Berossus with its mythical and semi-mythical dynasties: cf. King,
Bab. p. 114, n 1 ; pp. 116 f., ns.
§ The name Sargon is the Biblical form (used in Isa. 20 1 of the Assyrian king of
the 8th century B.C.) of the Babylonian name Sarru-ukin or Sarru-kin. A not quite
complete list of the early Semitic rulers of Akkad (and of other Babylonian dynasties)
was published by Schei!, Oornples rendus de l'Acad. des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres,
1911 (Oct.), pp. 606 ff., and Revue d'Assyr., ix. p. 69. This document proves the
correctness of the Neo-Babylonian tradition that Sarru-kin, or Sargon, was the
founder of the Dynasty of Akkad. It used to be assumed that he and two other
early Semitic rulers were kings of Km, on the strength of the title §ar KIS which
they bear in their inscriptions; but it is now clear that this should always be read
far kis§ati, 'king of the world,' a title to which they laid claim in virtue of their
power as kings of the dynasty of Akkad (cf. King, Britannica Year-Book, 1913, pp.
256 ff.). The powerful king Sar-Gani-sarri (or Sar-Gali-sarri), with whom Sargon I.
used to be identified, was not the founder, but a later ruler, of the Dynasty of Akkad.
II For tha inscription, cf. King, Ohron. ii. pp. 3 ff. ; Rogers, OP. pp. 203 ff.; TB. i.
pp. 105 ff.
'II Cf. the highly important series of inscriptions of kings of Agade (Akkad) recently
published by Poebel (np. cit. eh. vi.). In one of these Sargon, in ascribing his con.
quests to the god Enlil, says, 'and he gave him the upper land, Mari, Yarmuti, and
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same dynasty were Naram-Sin,* and Sar-Gani-sarri, who was probably his grandson. We have contemporary evidence of the activity
of the latter in Amurru or the West-land. t
While Akkad in the north of Babylonia was thus dominated by
Semites, Sumer in the south was still occupied by the people who
are known to us, from their habitat, as Sumerians; a non-Semitic
race possessing an advanced civilization, to which the Semites who
succeeded them owed an incalculable debt. The date at which the
Semites gained the ascendancy in Akkad is a matter of uncertainty.
It may have been at some time in the fourth millennium B.c.; and
was at any rate not later than the earlier decades of the third
millennium.§
The early common home of the Semites, prior to their dispersion
throughout western Asia, was probably central Arabia; II and the
fact that the first Semites who are known to us as occupying Babylonia are found to be settled in the north and not in the south,
lends colour to the theory that they may represent a wave of
Semitic immigration into Babylonia which first entered the country
not from the south but from the north-west. ,I If this was so, these
Semites, after quitting their early home, may have first traversed
Cana'an and northern Syria, leaving in all probability settlements
Ibla, as far as the cedar-forest and the silver mountains. Unto Sarru-kin, the king,
Eulil did not give an adversary' (pp. 177 ff.). Here 'the upper land' is the Westland, so-called, apparently, as reached by going up the Euphrates. Poebel adduces
reasons for taking' the cedar-forest' to be the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, and 'the
silver mountains' the Taurus (cf. pp. 222 ff.).
* According to the Nao-Babylonian tradition, Naram-Sin was the son of Sargon.
This is possible; but it may be noted that two other members of the house probably
occupied the throne between Sargon and N aram-Sin ; and if so, eighty or ninety years
separated Naram-Sin's accession from that of his father.
;J: A tablet of accounts from Tello is dated 'in the year in which Sar-GanHarri
conquered Amurru in Basar.' Cf. King, Sum. and Akk. p. 225.
§ The <late which was formerly accepted by scholars is that which is given by
Nabonidus, the last king of Babylon (B.C. 550), who states that, when digging in the
foundations of the temple of the rnn-god at Sippar, he discovered the foundationmemorial which had been laid by Naram-Sin 3200 years previously (for the inscription, cf. KB. iii. 2, pp. 102 ff.). 'l'his would place Naram-Sin's date B,C. 871i0.
Modern investigation, howenr, has tended to discredit Nabonidus' statement; and
though the reduction of a thousand years or more which at one time was suggested
is doubtless too drastic (cf. the discussion iu Rogers, HBA. 6 i. pp. 494 ff.), it is quite
possible that Nabonidus' calculation is a good deal too high (resulting, it may be, in
part from the reckoning of early contemporaneous dynasties as though they were
consecutive). Indeed, the evidence of the recently-discovered dynastic lists has been
interpreted by King as supporting the view which would place Sargon's accession not
so very much before the end of the fourth millennium B.C. But, in the present ve,·y
partial state of excavation in Babylonia, it is possible that we may still be totally
uninformed with regard to a period of considerable length in these early times.
II For a summary of the.views which have been put forward on this subject, and
the authol'ities who support them, cf. Barton, Semitic Origins, pp. 1 Jf. ; Rogers,
HBA.6 i. pp. 452 f.
~ Cf. King, Sum. and Akk. p. 55.
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in these districts in their wake; or they may have come up from
Arabia along the western bank of the Euphrates, where in later
times we find settlements of Aramaeans, and may have left the
further west, including Cana'an, wholly untouched.*
Be this as it may, we cannot point to a period, within the range
of our historical knowledge, when Cana'an was unoccupied by a
Semitic population. Excavation of ancient sites in Palestine has
revealed the fact that the earliest inhabitants were neolithic cavedwellers who burned their dead, and who were therefore probably
non-Semitic; + but how long this race continued to occupy the
country cannot be estimated with any approach to certainty.§
We stand on surer ~round in speaking of a later wave of Semitic
migration northwards and westwards from Arabia, which founded
* Evidence is lacking in justification of any definite theory as to the approximate
date of the earliest migrations of the Semites north waril and .westward. The use of
the Semitic Babylonian language in the inscriptions of the early rulers of Akkad
implies the lapse of a period of indefinite length (probably many centuries) since the
first departure of their ancestors from Arabia, to allow for the development of this
language. We may contrast, in this respect, the later immigration into Babylonia of
the' Amorites' who founded the First Dynasty of Babylon (cf. pp. lviii ff.); the West
Semitic language spoken by these immigrants (as evidenced by their proper names),
with its Arabian affinities, implying a much less remote separation from the parent•
stock. An interesting point in connexion with the earliest settlement of Semites in
Babylonia, is the fact that the closely shaven Sumerians always represent their
deities as bearded, and therefore, appar~ntly, as Semites (cf. figures in King, Sum.
and Akk. pp. 47 f. ; Hall, NE. plate xiv. p. 1!04). The significance of this fact is
as yet unelucidated; but the theory (put forward hy Ed. Meyer, Semiten und
Sumerier; Abhandl. d. k. p. Akad., 1906) is somewhat plausible that these Sumerian
deities may have been Semitic in origin, and that there may therefore have been a
Semitic population in Babylonia even prior to the coming of the Sumerians. This
theory is criticized by King, Sum. and Akk. pp. 47 ff.; and favoured by Jastrow,
Heb. and Bab. Traditions, pp. 8 f. A further fact which admits of no doubt is the
ultimate linguistic connexion between Sumerian and many of the primitive biliterals
which can be proved to underlie Semitic triliteral roots (cf. Ball, Semitic and Su'IIUrian
in Hilprecht Anniversary Volume; 8humer and Shem in Proceedings of the British
Academy, 1915). This must carry back the connexion between Sumerians and
Semites to a hoary antiquity; but the study of the subject is not at present sufficiently advanced to admit of any theory in explanation.
Of. Vincent, Oanaan, pp. 73 ff., 208 ff.
§ The primitive inhabitants of the bill-country of Se'ir, to the south of Cana'an,
who were dispossessed by the children of 'Esau, are called lfOrim in Deut. 212.22
(cf. Gen. 146, 2620-30); and the view has frequently been advocated that this name is
connected with Heb. IJOr 'hole,' and denotes 'Troglodytes ' or ' cave-dwellers' ; but
this is highly precarious. More probably lfOrim is to be connected with the name
ijaru, which was a designation applied by the Egyptians to a portion of southern
Palestine. Of. Miiller, AE. pp. 137, 148 ff., 240; Jensen, ZA. x. pp. 332 f., 846 f.;
Hommel, AHT.. p. 264, n 2 ; Paton, Syria and P11,lestine, p. 37 ; Meyer, JN. pp.
330 f.; GA. 2 I. 2, p. 600; Kit., GVJ.2 i. p. 36; Lehmann-Haupt, Israel, p. 87, al.
Connexion of ]JOrim and .{Jaru with lJarri=Aryans, proposed by Winckler, MDOG.
xxxv. pp. 49 ff., and adopted by Gemoll, Grundsteine zur Geschichte Jsrads, p. 17, is
very improbable. Of. Meyer, GA,2 I. 2, p. 601; Kit., GVJ.2 i. pp. 37 f. The I_Iorite
genealogies in Gen. 36 20-30 consist of Semitic names.
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a dynasty at Babylon, and was also responsible for peopling the
region to the west of the Euphrates, including the Mediterranean
sea-board, with a race who were doubtless the ancestors of the
Amorites of Biblical times.*
The First Babylonian Dynasty, which probably lasted from cir.
B.C. 2225 to 1926,t consisted of eleven kings. The fourth and fifth
of these kings bear good Semitic Baby Ionian names, A pil-Sin (' son
of Sin,' the moon-god) and Sin-muballi~ (' Sin gives life'); but the
remaining names are foreign, and present close analogies to Arabic
and Hebrew. Thus three of them, fiammurabi or Ammurabi,
A mmiditana, and Ammizaduga, contain the element A mmu or A mmi
which is familiar to us from its occurrence tn Arabic and Hebrew.
Oases of its occurrence in Hebrew proper names are 'Ammi'el,
'Ammihud, 'Ammizabad, 'Amminadab, 'Ammishaddai, and perhaps
'Amram. The meaning of this 'arnm in Arabic is 'paternal uncle' ;
in Hebrew perhaps more generally 'kinsman' (on the father's
side), since the term is used in the plural in the expression
;"\!;)~_'.) 'and he was gathered to his kinsmen,' Gen. 25 8, al.§
If proof were needed that these Arnmi-names were foreign to the
Babylonians, it would be found in the fact that a list exists in
which a Babylonian scribe has explained the names ljammurabi and
Ammizaduga by what seemed to him to be their Babylonian equivalents; the former by Kirnta rapasturn, 'a widely-extended kindred,'

,,~v·,~

* We say 'Amorites • because they are thus described (' men of the land of
A.murru ') by the Babylonians (cf. p. !ix); but the use of this term does not imply
the holding of any theory as to a racial distinction between 'Amorites' and
'Cana•auites' (such e.g. as that the Cana'anites were in origin the earliest Semitic
settlers in Syria-Palestine, prior to the coming of the Amorites ). Since the name
Amurru applie<l to Syria-Palestine is certainly older than the flowing into this region
of the Semitic wave of which we are speaking (cf. Bohl, KH. p. 33), the name
'Amorite' wou!rl be equally suitable to the (assumed) earlier Semitic population
inhabiting it. We are wholly in the dark as to the original racial distinction (if such
existed) between Cana'anite and Amorite ; and speculations on the subject are of the
nature of guess-work pure an<l simple. On the geographical and literary distinctions
in the usage of the two terms, cf. p. 3 (0. T. ), p. 41 (extra-Biblical).
:t This reckoning results from King's discover_v that the so-called 'Second• Babylonian Dynasty (of' the Country of the Sea,' i.e. Lower Babylonia), which lasted three
hun<lred and sixty-eight years, was partly contemporary with the First Dynasty and
partly with the Third (KaMite) Dynasty: cf. Ghron. i. pp. 93-113. Previously, the
three dynasties had been assumed to have been succsssive, and the beginning of the
First Dynasty was place,! cir. B.C. 2440. In view of this new evidence, King assumed,
as the most probable conclusion, that the Third Dynasty immediately succeeded the
First (cf. op. cit. pp. 136 f.; followed by Meyer, GA. 2 I. ii. pp. 341 ff.; Hall, N.E.
pp. 28, 192 ff.), and so dated the First Dynasty B.c. 2060 to 1761. Now, however,
in the light of further evidence, he concludes (as already conjectured by Ungnad,
$DMG. lxi. pp. 714 ff., and Thureau-Dangin, ZA. xxi. pp. 176 ff.) that the Second
Dynasty, though partly contemporary with the First and the Third, yet dominated
Babylonia for a period of about one hundred and sixty years. Cf. the full chronological discussion in Bab. eh. iii.
§ On 'Ammi-names in Semitic, cf. Gray, .EB. 138 ff.
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and the latter by Kimtum kettum ' a just kindred.' * More probably the names really contain a predicative statement :-Hammurc
abi, 'the (divine) kinsman is great,' Ammizaduga, 'the"'(divine)
kinsman is just.' Both names, so far as the form is concerned,
might have occurred in Hebrew, the former as 'Ammirab or 'Amrab,
the later as 'Ammi~adol_l:. t
Space forbids our examining in detail the remammg names of
this dynasty; but we may notice in passing that Abi-eshu' (the
name of the eighth king) is the exact equivalent of the Hebrew
Abishua', and that in the seventh name Samsu-iluna, 'Samsu is our
god,' we have the Arabic form of the suffix of the 1st plural in
iluna, tl:;ie Babylonian form being iluni. The second name Sumula-ilu, is only satisfactorily to be explained from Arabic, the la, as
in Arabic, giving emphasis to the predicative statement-' The
Name (Ka.T' e~ox~v) indeed is god.'
In addition to the evidence afforded by these king-names, we
have abundant evidence in the proper names contained in the
documents belonging to this dynastic period, which proves the
influx into Babylonia of a very large foreign element.§ Many of
these display the same characteristics as we have found in the kingnames-a close resemblance to Hebrew, and more particularly to
Arabic; especially to the forms of southern Arabic which are
known to us from inscriptions (Minaean and Saoaean). \l
The question which we now have to ask is, Who were these
foreign immigrants, and from what region did they enter Babylonia 1
There exists a tablet belonging to the reign of Zabum (the third
king of the dynasty) which deals with a dispute between two contending parties about a certain piece of property. In this document the names are of the characteristically foreign type of which
we have been speaking, and they are described as 'men as well as
women, children of Amurru' (istu zikarim adi sinnistum mare A-murru-um). ~ The Babylonian name Amurru (=Sumerian MAR.TU,
'West-land') was applied by the Babylonians to the whole region
west of the Euphrates including Syria and Palestine, and bounded
on the west by the Mediterranean (cf. Addit. note, p. 41). We
infer, therefore, that the First Babylonian Dynasty was founded by
foreign conquerors from Amurru, the country to the west of the
Euphrates, who entered Babylonia probably from the north-west,
just as the earlier wave of Semitic immigration appears to have
* Cf. v. R. 44, col. 1, 11. 21, 22.

t p,~~11

is known as a South Arabian name: cf. Ranke, Early Bab. Personal
Names, p. 27. According to Weber, the name ::ii~V occurs in a South Arabian
inscription: cf. 0LZ. x. (1907), 146 ff.; MVAG., 1907, 2, pp. 95 ff.
·
§ Cf. Ranke, Early Bab. Personal Names; Thureau-Dangin, Lettres et Oontrats.de
l'Epoque de la Premiere Dynastie Babylonienne.
II Cf. Hommel, AHT. eh. iii ; Grundriss, pp. 129 ff. ; Ranke, Early Bab. Peraonal
Names, pp. 27 ff.
~ Cf. Ranke, Early Bab. Personal Names, p. 33.
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done. The presence of two Babylonian names among the foreign
names of the other kings is no doubt due to the fact that the
immigrant settlers gradually tended to assimilate their language
and civilization to the superior civilization into the midst of which
they entered. *
The language spoken by these immigrants, which we have seen
to be illustrated by their proper names, has been variously described
* It is worth while here to call attention to the later prevalence and persistency of
the Semitic Babylonian language as proof of the deep-seated influence of the first
Semitic settlement; just as we have already (p. lvii, footnote*) called attention to the
development of this language as we first know it (in the inscriptions of the early
rulers of Akkad), as proof of the long-prior antiquity of the separation of this branch
of Semites from the parent-stock. Neither of these facts, it may be thought, has
received sufficient attention; and they are most strikingly overlooked by Myres in
The Dawn of History-a little book which, for all its imaginative power and grace of
style, is somewhat superficial and unreliable when dealing with/acts as they concern
Sumerians and Semites (chaps. 4 and o). It is not 'possible to discover with certainty
the period of emigration' from Arabia (p. 106) of the first Semitic wave which
entered Babylonia; such records as we possess of the dynasty of Akkad do not
suggest a recent occupation of the country, nor does it appear that Sargon of
Akkad was leader of a horde of 'Mesopotamian nomads' (p. lll). The remarks
(p. 106) as to the modifications which produced the different Semitic languages are
somewhat obscure, but they certainly seem to suggest that these modifications took
place in the course of ages at the fountainhtad, i.e. ex hypothesi in central Arabia (it
is difficult to attach any other meaning to the statements that 'the intervals between'
the successive Semitic migrations from Arabia 'have been sufficient to ensure that
the characteristics of "Semitic" speech, which is common to all emigrants from
Arabia, should have had time to alter slightly,' and that 'these successive groups of
dialects retained their peculiarities-and if anything added to them-after. their
separation from the parent language'), while each offshoot from the parent•stock as it
were registered and retained the particular stage of linguistic development which
had been reached at the date of its breaking off, with such later modifications as
are implied by the parenthesis, 'and, if anything, added to them.' If this statement
were at all true to fact, then Arabic (whether we call it the latest offshoot or the
residuary representative of the parent-language) ought to exhibit the most advanced
condition of phonetic decay-whereas it is a commonplace that the reverse is true,
and that in many respects this language exhibits the most primitive formations.
Clearly the truth is that the parent-stock, owing to its comparative immunity from
outside influences ensured by the monotony of the desert, remained in a relatively
unmodified condition through incalculable ages; whereas the offshoots, so soon as
through migration they became subject to such influences, underwent a more or less
rapid modification. This is the reason why (as already noted, p. lvii, footnote*) we
must conclude that the Semitic Babylonian of the dynasty of Akkad, which is substantially the Semitic Babylonian of later times, indicates that the users of the
language, when we first meet with them, had long been separated from the parentstock ; whereas the language of _the Western Semites who founded the First Dynasty
of Babylon (as evidenced by their proper names; of. pp. !viii f.), which exhibits
striking resemblances to South Arabian, as known to us some 1500 years and more
later, indicates that this branch of Semites, when they come into the light of history,
must have left the common home comparatively recently. The influence of environment upon a Semitic language is most strikingly illustrated by Aramaic, which from
the accident of its position has experienced the most rapid development (or decay),
and has been most receptive of external influences. Lastly, Myres' statement that
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as Soath Arabian, Cana'anite, Amorite, or West ,Semitic. Of these
titles, the two latter are no doubt the most suitable.*
It cannot. be· doubted that this Amorite or West Semitic tongue
was the ancestor of the Hebrew language of later times, which, as
is well known, was not the speech of the Israelites only, nor shared
by them only with other 'Hebrew' races, which are represented in
Genesis as closely related to them-e.g. the Moabites, whom we
know from Mesha"s inscription (cir. B.C. 850), to have spoken a
language which only differed dialectically from the Hebrew of the
Old Testament; but, as is apparent from the 'Cana'anite glosses'
of the Tell el-Amarna Letters to which we shall shortly refer,
and from the Phoenician inscriptions of much later times, was but
one form of the common language of at least the southern portion
of the Mediterranean sea-board.+ This is a fact which seems to be
recognized in Isa. 19 18, where the Hebrew language is designated
as 'the language (lit. "lip") of Cana'an.'
'
There is evidence which suggests-if it does not certainly prove
-that from the time of fiammurabi onwards the First Babylonian
Dynasty ruled not only over Babylonia, but also over Amurru.§
The whole of Sin-muballit's reign and a great part of that of
:ijammurabi were occupied with a long struggle with the Elamites
for the possession of southern Babylonia.Ii Kudur-Mabuk, king of
western Elam (Emutbal), having conquered the city of Larsa,
installed his sons, Warad-Sin and Rim-Sin, successively as its rulers;
and the power of Elam was gradually extended over the neighbouring city-states until it embraced eventually the whole of southern
and central Babylonia. It was not until ijammurabi's thirtieth
year that he was able to effect a turn in the tide; but his success
was then so decisive that be not only captured Larsa but even
invaded the land of Emutbal and defeated the Elamites upon their
own ground. Now we know that the Elamite Kudur-Mabuk styled
himself ADDA of Amurru, ,I just as he styled himself ADDA of
Emutbal. Precisely how much the claim to this title implied we
are unable to affirm ; but, however much or little of an historical
element we may find in the much-debated eh. 14 of Gen., it can
' the second wave of emigration . . . overflowed and washed out, as it were, whatever was left of the first' (p. 113) is seen to be very wide of the truth when we consider that the language of the first wave (S~mitic Babylonian) became the dominant
language of Babylon and Assyria as long as these kingdoms lasted,
* 'Amorite' (or more correctly 'Amurrite': cf. p. 168) is a proper designation of
the language of Amurru, as also of its people.
That Aramaic, which, as known to us from the close of the ninth century B,O,
and onwards, was the speech of the Semitic, races inhabiting the more northerly
portion of the Mediterranean sea-board (north and north-e&St of the LehanoDB) was
also at an earlier period merely a dialectical. form of the language of Amurru, is
suggested in the discussion of Addit, Note, pp. 173ft'.
§ Cf., on this question, Winckler, AF. i. pp. 143-152.
II Cf. the detailed account given by King, Bab. pp. 150 ff.
~ Cf. i. R. 2, No. 3; GT. xxi. 33; Rogers, GP. pp, 247f,
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hardly be denied that it affords ground for the assumption that
Amurru, even as far south as south-eastern Oana'an, was at one
time under the suzerainty of Elam and subject to a yearly tribute.*
After l:Jammurabi's successes and the consolidation of his power, we
,find him claiming a like suzerainty over Amurru. The Diarbekirstele, which bears a portrait of him, describes him as 'King of
Amurru ' without any further title. Ammiditana, a subsequent
king of the same dynasty, is likewise termed 'King of the land of
Amurru.' + !jammurabi was not merely a conqueror, but in the
best sense an organizer and ruler; and it is probable that any region
over which he claimed the title of 'king' was not a mere sphere
for occasional razzias aimed at the collection of booty and tribute, §
but would experience, at least to some extent, the benefits of his
good government and civilizing influence. II
" The name of Chedorla;omar (Kudur-Lagarnar), who is represented as leader of
the confederation, is genuinely Elamite in formation, though the bearer of it is other·wise unknown (on the supposed discovery of the name, cf. King, Hammurabi, i.
pp. livf.). The name of the goddess Lagamal occurs fairly frequently in proper
names on contract-tablets of the First Dynasty period (so several times on tablets in
the library of St. John's College, Oxford; cf. also Ungnad, Babylonische Britfe,
No. 249; Beitrlige zur .Assyr. vi. 5, p. 95). 'Amraphel, King of Shin'ar' is generally
accepted as t):ammurabi. 'Arioch, King of Ellasar' may be Warad-Sin of Larsa,
since Warad-Sin might be represented in Sumerian form by ERI.AGU (cf., however,
King, Hammurabi, i. pp. xlix if.). 'Tid'al, king of peoples' (Heb. gOyim), may
have been a 1:[ittite chieftain. His name has been plausibly connected with Dudbalia, a name which is borne in later times by one of the last rulers of the 1:[ittite
empire (cf. Sayce's note in Garstang, Hittites, p. 324, n,4). The term gOytm may
represent the Bab. umman Manda, i.e. semi-barbarian hordes from the north. On
the historical probability of such an alliance as is pictured, cf. King, Bab. p. 159;
Rogers, HBA. 6 ii. pp. 83f.: Skinner, Genesis (100.), pp. 257!f. The Larsa
Dynastic list recently published by Clay (Miscellaneous Inscriptions in the Yale
Babylonian Collection, 1915, pp. 30ff.), seems to prove that Warad-Sin was considerably anterior to :ijammurabi.
+Of.Winckler, AF. i. pp. 144-146; King, Hammurabi, pp. 195f., 207f.; Jeremias,
OTLAE. i. p. 322; Bohl, KH. p. 35.
· § Against the view of Hogarth, The Ancient East, pp. 24f.
II The list of cities mentioned in the prologue to .flamrnurabi"s Code enables us to
form an estimate of the extent of his empire during the latter years of his reign. It
includes the principal religious centres not only of Akka,l and of Sumer as far south
as Eridu, but stretches northward to Assur and Nineveh and westward to Aleppoif, as is generally supposed, this city is to be understood by :ijallabim (Kl). Both
Aleppo and also, probably, 'the settlements on the Euphrates,' which he claims to
have subdued, would be reckoned as part of Amurni. The fact that no more
southerly cities of Amurru are enumerated is, it must be confessed, a point whicl1
may be advanced against the view which is advocated above. May we, however,
explain the omission by the fact that in Amurru, which, as contrasted with Snmer
and Akkad, was a comparatively new and uncivilized country, there existed no
ancient and celebrated centres of culture, the deities of which !jammurabi was
concerned to propitiate 1 At any rate he specially distinguishes the west Semitic
deity Dagan as 'his creator' (bani§u).
.
A striking example of the influence of the Semitic Babylonian language upon the
language of Cana' an (Hebrew), which it is difficult to assign to any other period than
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We have, then (it may be assumed), in the First Dynasty of
Babylon a dynasty of 'Amorite' origin, bearing sway both. over
Babylonia and (from the time of ijammurabi) over Amurru to the
west as far as the Mediterranean sea-board. This dynasty, as facts
abundantly prove, must have fallen rapidly under the influence iof
Babylonian civilization. It will be sufficient, in this regard, to
allude to the legal Code of ijammurabi, in which the far-reaching
and highly-detailed character of the legislation proves (as indeed
we know from extraneous evidence) that the great king was not
the initiator of the whole system, but embodied earlier elements,
many, if not most, of which were doubtless due to Sumerian
civilization.* These facts help us to understand two phenomena
that of the First Babylonian Dynasty, is seen in the uses of the Bab. Permansive (in
form identical with the Heb. Perfect) and Praeterite (in form identical with the Heb.
Imperfect), as compared respectively with the uses of the Heb. Perfect and Imperfect with waw consecutive. The Bab. Permansive, like the Heb, Perfect, essentially
regards an action as existing apart from any idea of time-relations ; whereas the Bab.
Praeterite, like the Heb. Imperfect with waw consecutive, comes into use as soon as
an action can be brought into a time-relation, i. e. can be regarded as springing out
of a defined point in time. A good illustration of the two usages in Bab. may be
seen in the opening lines of the Creation-epic, where Permansives describe the condition of things prior to creation (la nabtt, la zakrat, la kiffura, la §e', la §upa, etc.),
hut Praeterites are employed so soon as the actions of creation begin to take their
start out of conditions as defined by the Permansives (so i{,,ilj;a-ma, ibbana-ma, etc.).
Since the mode of thought thus defined in language is peculiar to Babylonian and to
Hebrew (with which we may group the inscriptions of Mesha' and of Zakir: cf.
p. 174 ), and is otherwise unknown in Semitic, it is reasonable to explain the connexion as due to the influence of the older civilization upon the you~ger at a specially
formative period in the history of the latter.
* Cf. e.g. what is known as to the reforms of Urukagina, Sumerianpatesi of Laga~,
cir. B.C. 2800: King, Sum. and Akk. pp. 178 ff. The fragment of a Sumerian code
of laws (published by Clay, Miscellaneous Inscriptions in the Yale Bab. Coll., 1915,
pp. 18 ff.) also contains instructive evidence upon this point. The fragment preserves
nine laws. Two of these, which fix compensation for injury resulting in miscarriage,
are condensed in :ijammurabi's Code; the latter also adds other laws on the subject
to suit the peculiar conditions of Babylonian society under the First Dynasty.
Another law, dealing with compensation for the loss of a hired boat, is amplified to
form four laws in the Code. Two of the newly-recovered Sumerian laws, relating
to the loss of a hired ox, are practically reproduced in the Code; while others on
unfilial conduct, elopement, and seduction find Semitic Babylonian parallels in
certain features, but no precise equivalents. One law, which provides for the payment of his portion to a son who renounces his sonship, and which enacts his subsequent legal separation from his parents, is not paralleled in the Code, but, as Clay
points out, is strikingly illustrated by the parable of the prodigal son in Luke .1511.
'l'he Sumerian Code bears the title 'the law of Nisaba and !Jani.' Nisaba was
patroness of writing, and !Jani in later periorls is described as 'lord of the seal' and
'god of the scribes': they may well have been patrons of law under the Sumeriane.
It is noteworthy that Nisaba is here mentioned before her consort, a fact which
suggests that he was a deity of less consideration. The divine name lJani occurs
in proper names of the Dynasty of Ur and the First Dynasty of Babylon; and we
know of a West Semitic kingdom of IJana (later !Jani) on the middle Euphrates not
far from the mouth of the ljabftr (cf. King, Bab. pp. 129 ff.). If the Sumerian god
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which, in later times, are very striking: (i) the infiuence of Babylonian
civilization upon Cana'an, and, eventually, upon Israel, both in regard
to legislation and also to legends and early traditions ; * and (ii) the
use of the Babylonian language and the cuneiform script in Syria
and Cana'an as a medium of communication in the fourteenth
century B.C. (as witnessed by the T.A. Letters), and probably also
in later times.+
The empire of ijammurabi was maintained, on the whole, unimpaired under his son and successor Samsu-iluna. This king,
however, experienced considerable trouble in the south, both from
the Elamites and also from the people of the Sea-country on the
borders of the Persian Gulf, where a ruler named Iluma-ilu appears
as the founder of an independent dynasty. After Samsu-iluna
the power of the First Dynasty gradually declined. Its fall was
hastened, if not actually brought about, by a raid of the I,Iittites, §
an Anatolian people from beyond the Taurus, who now for the
first time appear upon the arena of western Asia. JI The reins of
government in Babylon seem then to have been seized by the
dynasty of the Sea-country to which we have already alluded
(reckoned as the Second Babylonian Dynasty in the Kings' list;
cf. Footnote t, p. !viii). This dynasty may be inferred to have been,
in the main, Sumerian, perhaps with a certain Semitic admixture.~
After a lapse of some 160 years the Sea-country rulers were
:{Jani was ultimately of West Semitic origin-a possibility which these facts seem to
suggest, we have recovered a very noteworthy result of Sumerian contact with the
west prior to the age of !Jammurabi. It should be added that, though the Sumerian
Code is undated, both script and contents suggest a rather earlier date than that of
the First Dynasty.
* It does not of course follow that the 'Amorites' were in all respects debtors to
the earlier Babylonian civilization, and contributed nothing of their own. Certain
elements, both in their civilization and in their traditions, may be, so far as we know,
distinctively Amorite in origin. If it were possible to analyse the sources of the
traditions which are unmistakeably common in origin to the Babylonians on the one
hand and to the Cana'anites and Hebrews on the other, we should, in all probability,
distinguish three successive sources from which, in turn, material has been drawn:(i) Sumerian, (ii) Semitic Babylonian, (iii) Amorite. Clay, in his book Amurru, the
Home of the Northern Semites (1909), seeks to prove that Amurru was the cultural
centre of the Northern Semites, and that 'the influence of Babylonian culture ·upon
the peoples of Canaan was almost nit' (p. 91); but this is a paradox.
Cf. Hommel, AHT. pp. 45 f.
§ A chronicle published by King states that 'against Samsu-ditana the men of the
land of (:Jatti <marched>, against the land of Akkad.' King connects this statement with the fact that in later years the Kasilite king Agum-Kakrime brought
back the imaged of the god Marduk and his consort Sarpanitum from the Hittite
state of :ij&ni in northern Syria, and installed them ag~in in the temple of Esagila at
Babylon. Cf. Ohron, i. pp. 148 f. ; ii. p. 22.
II For possibly older references to the ljiittites (time of ijammurabi) cf. Footnote*
on Gen. 14, p. lxii, and Garstang, Hittites, p. 823,
~f The names of the first three kings and of the last king are Semitic, while the
remaining seven are Sumerian,
·
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driven out of Babylon by Kassite invaders from the east who
founded a new dynasty (the Third Dynasty) which lasted for the
long period of 576 years, and is to be dated cir. B.C. 1760-1185.
The latter part of this period is therefore coincident with part of
the period covered by the Book of Judg.; and it is possible that
in Judg. 3 7-11 we may have the echo of a Kassite raid upon the
west in which the name of the raiding chieftain has been perverted by late Jewish ingenuity (cf. p. 64). The fact seems to be
established that the Kassites were, in origin, Indo-Germanic; *
but they speedily adapted themselves to the Semitic Babylonian
civilization, though their king-names remain, with few exceptions,
Kassite throughout the dynastic period. The Kassite success in
conquering Babylon was probably due in large measure to their
possession of horses and chariots ; and the foundation of their
dynasty marks the introduction of the horse into Babylonia, and
thence very speedily into Syria and Egypt. t
·
The domination of Egypt by the Hyksos, and their subsequent
expulsion, have an important bearing upon the history of Cana'an
at the period of Babylonian history with which we have been
dealing. That the Hyksos were Asiatic Semites may be regarded
as certain; but that they were uncivilized nomads pouring into
Egypt directly from Arabia is unlikely. If Manetho's explanation
of the name Hyksos as 'shepherd-king' (from Hyk=' king' and
sos=' shepherd')§ be approximately correct, II it was probably
applied by the Egyptians to the invaders in contempt and derision.
The fact that, according to Manetho, the first Hyksos king, Salitis,
rebuilt and fortified the city of Avaris in the Delta (probably the
modern Tell el-Yahndiyyeh in the Warly 'fumilat ,I) becau~e he
* Of. Hall, NE. p. 201.
v
:t Bab. slsi! 'horse,' is regularly written ideographically ANSU. KURRA; and the
accepted conclusion is that this Sumerian equivalent means 'ass of the mountain,'
and preserves record of the fact that the horse was introduced into Babylonia from
the high-lying steppes of central Asia, across the eastern mountains. Though it is,
of course, an elementary fact that ANSU means 'ass,' and that KURRA may mean
'mountain,' the analogy of parallel cases in which ANSU is prefixed as a determinative before the names of other beasts of burden (the mule and camel) serves to
cast doubt upon this explanation, and to suggest that ANSU.KURRA is properly to
be understood as 'ass-like animal (i.e. beast of burden) called KURRA.' KURR A
is then, in all probability, a foreign name for the horse, introduced into Babylonia
together with the animal which bore it. It is tempting to associate the name with
Persian ghmtr, Hindi ghor-khur, Baluchi ghur or ghuran, Kirghi kmlan-names
which are applied to the onager. The transference of a name from one animal to
another of kindred (or even of diverse) species is not without analogy.
§ Cf. Jos., 0. Ap. 1. 14 .
. :I On this interpretation sos is probably the Egyptian .liasu, a term applied to the
Asiatic Bedawin. Breasted (Hist. Hg. p. 217) objects to this explanation, and
suggests that the real meaning of Hyksos is 'ruler of countries '-a title which ij'yan,
one of the Hyksos kings, often gives himself on his monuments. Cf. Griffith in
l'SBA. xix. (1897), pp. 296 f.; W. M. Muller in M V AG., 1898, 3, pp. 4 ff,
~ Of. Petrie, Hyksos and Israelite Cities, pp. 9 f.
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feared the incursion of 'the Assyrians' (a term loosely used to
denote the dominant power in Babylonia at the time)* seems
to be an indication that the Hyksos had connexions beyond the
borders of Egypt in a north-easterly direction, i.e. throughout
Cana'an and northern Syria; and inasmuch as we find them, after
the reduction of Avaris by Al_imosi 1., next making a stand in
Sharul_ien (i.e. no doubt the city of that name mentioned in
Josh. 19 6 as assigned to Sime'on in southern Judah) where they
are besieged for three years, and finally defeated by Al_imosi in
northern Syria, :j: we have good ground for concluding that they
were, in origin, the more or less civilized people of Amurru, and
that their line of retreat lay, as was natural, into the land occupied
by their kindred.§ This conclusion is strengthened by the fact
(accepted by Egyptologists) that it was they who introduced horses
and chariots into Egypt, and that Al_imosi succeeded in expelling
them by turning this powerful engine of warfare against them. As
we have already noticed, it was the Kassites who introduced the
horse into western Asia, and the peoples of Amurru must speedily
have obtained it through their Mesopotamian connexion. The name
of the most important Hyksos king known to us, Hyan, is certainly
Semitic, II and among the scarab-names of king's or autonomous
chieftains collected by Petrie ,r there occurs Y plp-hr or Y lpb-hr which
may represent a Semitic Ja'cob-el-a name which raises speculation
on account of its Israelite connexions. Another name, 'nt-hr, seems
to represent' Anath-el. **
The length of the period oovered by the Hyksos invasion and
domination of Egypt is most uncertain. Petrie t+ accepts and
defends Manetho's statement that five hundred and eleven years
elapsed from their first invasion to their ultimate expulsion; but
* Cf. Hall, NE. p. 215, n a,

+Cf.

the autobiographies of the two Egyptian officers named AJ;imosi, who took
part in this war: Breasted, AR. ii. §§ 1 ff.
§ The cause originally conducing to the invasion of Egypt by the Western Semites
can only be conjectured. Hall may be correct in supposing that the almost contemporary incursion of the KaMites from Iran and the Hittites from Asia Minor into
Mesopotamia and northern Syria 'must have caused at· first a considerable di~placement of the Semitic population, which was pressed south-westwards into southern
Syria and Palestine,' with the result that it 'burst the ancient barrier of Egypt':
NE. p. 212. Cf. also Luckenbill, AJTh. xviii. (1914), p. 32.
II The name is borne by an Aramaean king of Ya'di in northern Syria in the ninth
century B.c., and is written !Ja-ia-ni in the annals of Shahnaneser III. (cf. RB. i.
p. 170), and ~'M in the inscription of Kalumu, the succeeding king of Ya•di
(on which cf. p. 174).
,r Cf. Petrie, Hyksos and Israelite Cities, pp. 68 f. and Pl. LI.; Hall, NE. p. 217.
** Cf. Spiegelberg in OLZ. vii. (1904), 131 ; Hall, NE. p. 217. There seems to be
no justification for Spiegelberg's proposal to interpret the Hyksos name Smlj:n as
Sime•on (loc. cit.; Aegypt. Randglossen zum A.T. p.12), since the equivalent
appears to be unproven ( on the equivalents of Eg. t, cf. Burch. §§ 113 f.).
Cf. Hist. Eg. pp. 204, 228; Historical Studies, p. 14.
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Ed. Meyer and his followers* allow conjecturally no more than a
hundred years. Hall j: seems to have good sense on his side in
arguing for a figure between these two extremes-perhaps about
two hundred years. The accession of Al;tmosi r., who expelled them
from Egypt, is dated cir. B.C. 1580. §
Invasion of Palestine and Syria, thus begun by Al;tmosi I., was
carried further by subsequent kings of the Eighteenth Egyptian
Dynasty. It is a moot point whether Amenl;totp r. (cir. B.C. 1559),
the successor of AJ;tmosi, undertook a Syrian campaign; but his
successor, '.fl.rntmosi I. (cir. B.C. 1539), advanced victoriously
through Syria as far as Naharin, i.e. the district between the
Orontes and the Euphrates (cf. note on 'Aram-naharaim,' eh. 3 7),
and set up a boundary-tablet on the bank of the Euphrates to mark
the northern limit of his kingdom.II Such incursions of Egyptian
kings into Syria, though productive of booty, fai-led to bring the
Western Semites permanently under the Egyptian yoke or to ensure
payment of a regular tribute.
It was '.fl;tutmosi III. (cir. B.C. 1501), the most famous king Egypt
ever had, who, after a long period of inaction enforced upon him by
the powerful Queen l;Iatsepsut, with whom he was associated as
ruler, began on her death a series of seventeen campaigns in Syria
(cir. B.C. 1479-1459), resulting in its thorough conquest and consolidation as a part of the Egyptian Empire. ,i In the first of these
he met a confederation of north Palestinian kinglets, under the
leadership of the Prince of }5:adesh-possibly an immigrant l;Iittite
from the north; a combination which r~minds us of the league of
the kings of northern Cana'an under Sisera, as recorded in Judg.
A battle at Megiddo, graphically described, resulted in his complete
success, and Megiddo was invested and soon fell into his hands.
The list (on the walls of the Temple of Amon, at Karnak) of 'the
people of Upper Retenu [southern Syria, including Palestine] whom
his majesty shut up in wretched Megiddo' contains a hundred
and nineteen names, and is of great geographical interest.**
Among the names occur Y-'-~-b-'ti-r(f and Y-s-p-'ti-rg (Nos. 102
* Cf. Meyer, GA. 2 I. ii. p. 2'93; Breasted, Hist. Eg. p. 221.
:t: Cf. Hall, NE. pp. 23ff., 216f., 218.
§ The accession-dates given for Egyptian kings are those of Breasted, whose chronological table at the end of his History of the Ancient Egyptians, 1908 (an abbreviation of the History of Egypt, 1906) may usefully be consulted. The only deviation
is in the !lates given for Amen}_iotp I. and 'J.'}_iutmosi I., where a complicated question
of succession arises, involving the reign of 'J.'}_iutmosi II. (who for our purpose is a
nonentity) in relation to that of 'J.'}_iutmosi III. Cf. Hall, NE. pp. 286 ff., whose
conclusions are assumed, and whose dates, as given in the Table, p. 228, have been
adopted.
II Cf. Breasted, AR. ii. §§ 79, 81, 85.
~ Ibid. ii. §§ 391 ff.
"* Cf. Muller, AE. pp. 15i ff.; Die Palastinaliste Thutmosis Ill., M VAG., 1907,
1. Petrie, Hist. Eg. ii. pp. 320 ff., attempts to find a systematic arrangement in the
list, and offers identifications, many of which must be deemed highly precarious.
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and 78), which have been read respectively as Ja'cob-el and
Joseph-el. * The remainder of this campaign was occupied with
the reduction of three cities on the southern slopes of the
Lebanon.
The second, third, and fourth campaigns seem to have been fully
spent in consolidating the conquests of the first. During the
course of the second campaign it is interesting to note that '.f}:i.utmosi received a present (which he describes as 'tribute') from the
far-off kingdom of Assyria, which at this period was beginning to
rise into prominence. Northern Syria, however, with ~adesh on
the Orontes as a centre of disaffection, still remained untouched ;
but the fifth campaign made substantial progress towards this objective through the reduction of the coast-cities of Phoenicia. The
sixth campaign is highly important as marking the first transport
of the Egyptian army by sea to Syria. The establishment of a
base in the Phoenician harbours meant that thenceforward Thutmosi could get within striking distance of northern Syria after a
few days' sail; and the hold of Egypt upon the coast-land of
western Asia was thus materially strengthened. In the sixth
campaign ~adesh was captured after a long siege. The account of
this campaign is interesting as preserving record of '.f}:i.utmosi's
policy for securing the future allegiance of Syria. The sons of the
conquered chieftains were carried back to Egypt to be educated, in
order that, imbued, as it was hoped, with Egyptian ideals and
sympathies, they might in time succeed their fathers as faithful
vassals of their suzerain.
After a seventh campaign directed against Arvad and Simyra,
'.f}:i.utmosi reached, in his eighth campaign, the climax of his successes. Advancing into Naharin, he met and defeated 'that foe of
wretched Naharin,' i.e., probably, the king of Mitanni,t captured
Carchemish, and crossing the Euphrates, set up his boundary-tablet
upon its eastern bank beside that of '.f}:i.utmosi I. 'ffeta the Great,'
i.e. the I;Iittites of Cappadocia, now sent him presents; -and it is
even possible that he may have received them from Babylon.§
+~mtmosi's remaining campaigns in Syria were occupied in quelling
revolts and generally consolidating the broad territory which he
had won.
Egypt's Asiatic Empire was maintained unimpaired under the
* The latter equivalence is very doubtful, since the sibilants do not correspond.
Nos. 35 and 18, which have been read S-m-'-n and understood as Sime'on, ·appear to
lack the' (l)). W. M. Miiller (Die Palastinaliste Thutmosis III.) transcribes both
as Sa-ma-na. Cf. his remarks on p. 15.
Cf. Breasted, AR. §§ 476, 479; Hall, NE. p. 241. W. M. Miiller regards the
view that the king of Mitanni was overlord of the whole of Naharin as questionable:
cf. AE. p. 251.
§ It is a di ➔ puteri question whether we should find allusion to 'tribute of the chief
of Shiu'ar,' or whether the reference is to Singara, i.e. the modern Gebel Singar,
north-west of Nineveh. Cf. Breasted, AR. ii. § 484 (footnote); Hall, NE. p. 242.
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next two Pharaohs, Amenl.1otp II. (cir. B.C. 1448) and +l.rntmosi IV.
(cir. B.C. 1420), though both these monarchs had to quell rebellions
which broke out in northern Syria and N aharin at or shortly after
their accessions.*· The authority of Egypt was, however, effectively
maintained by official representatives and garrisons in the larger
towns; and the system of allowing the Syrian cities a large measure
of autonomy under their petty chieftains proved, on the whole, to
be justified. The marriage of +l;rntmosi IV. with the daughter of
Artatama, king of Mitanni in northern Mesopotamia, + was a
judicious measure which gained for Egypt an ally upon the northeastern limit of her Asiatic kingdom; and it was probably owing
to this that Amen]:iotp III., the son of +J:iutmosi by his Mitannian
queen, succeeded to the empire without having to meet any insurrection on the part of the turbulent elements in Naharin.
For the reigns of Amen]:iotp III. ( cir. B.C. 1411). and his successor
Amen]:iotp IV. (cir. B.C. 1375), we possess the evidence of the correspondence discovered at Tell el-Amarna in Egypt in 1887,§ which is
of unique importance for the history of Syria and of the surrounding countries of western Asia in their relation with Egypt. At
this period (as the T.A. Letters first proved to us II) the language
of diplomacy and commerce in western Asia was Babylonian, and
correspondence was carried on in the cuneiform script, written
upon clay tablets. Many of these letters are addressed to the king
of Egypt by the independent rulers of the neighbouring kingdoms
of western Asia-Babylonia or Kardunias (to give the kingdom its.
Kassite name), Assyria, Mitanni, etc.-who were naturally concerned to preserve good diplomatic relations with Egypt. These,
* Cf. Breasted, AR. §§ 780 ff. ; 816 ff.
:t Cf. T.A. Letters, Knudtzon, No. 29, II. 16 ff.
§ The most recent edition of the T.A. Letters is that of J. A. Knudtzon, Die elAmarna Tafeln (1908-15), which takes the place of H. Winckler's edition (KB. v,
1896) as the standard edition for scholars. 'l'he cuneiform text of the Berlin collection of tablets has been published by Abel and Winckler, Der Thontajeifund von
El-Amarna (1889), and that of the British Museum collection of tablets by Bezold in
Budge aud Bezold, Tel el-Amarna Tablets in the Brit. Mu8. (1892). All the original
tablets were exhaustively collated by Knudtzou for his transliteration and translation of
the texts. Bohl, Die Sprache der Amarnabriefe (1909) is important for philology.
II Since the discovery of the T.A. Letters a few cuneiform tablets have been found
at various Palestinian sites which have undergone excavation (cf., for the more important ones, Rogers, GP. pp. 278 ff.). The most important evidence for the widespread use of cuneiform Babylonian is found in the great store of tablets discovered
by Winckler in his excavation of the site of the ancient Hittite capital (flatti)
at Boghaz Keui east of the river Halys in Asia Minor. The first instalment of
autographs of these documents has been published very recently (H. H. Figulla
and E. F. Weidner, Keilschrijttexte a,is Boghazkoi, parts 1 and 2, Oct. 1916) ;
but prior to this we possessed only Winckler's account of them in M/J00. xxxv.
(Dec. 1907), containing extracts from some few which appeared to the discoverer
to be among the more important. A fairly full abstract of this account has been
translated into English in the A nnital Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1908
(some misprints in proper names).
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though of first importance for the history of the times, do not here
concern us, except incidentally. It is interesting, however, to
notice the way in which such constant correspondence could be
conveyed backwards and forwards through Syria, together with the
valuable presents with which the letters were often accompanied,
apparently without great risk of miscarriage.* There exists a passport-letter, addressed by an unnamed king-very possibly the
king of Mitanni t-' to the kings of Cana'an, the servants of my
brother' (i.e. the king of Egypt), exhorting them to see that his
messenger, Akiya, receives no hindrance, but is safely and speedily
forwarded on his way to the Egyptian court (cf. Kn., 30).
It is the correspondence of the subject-kinglets which brings most
vividly before us the condition of Syria at the time, and the causes
which were leading to the gradual weakening of Egypt's hold upon
her Asiatic possessions. In the reign of Amenl:10tp III. the Egyptian
empire was at its zenith, and the luxury and magnificence of the
kingdom had never been surpassed. This, however, was due to
the continuous efforts of the Pharaoh's warlike ancestors: he seems
himself to have been content to enjoy the fruits of past achievement, and not to have been greatly concerned with the maintenance
of the tradition of empire-building. Thus already in his reign we
discern the beginning of movements which were destined ultimately
to bring about the decline of Egypt's suzerainty over Syria.
It was under Amenl.10tp IV., however, that the crisis became
.acute. This king is remarkable as the introducer into Egypt
of a new form of religion, a kind of philosophic monotheism which
centred in the worship of the solar disc (called in Egyptian Aton).
Repudiating his own name, he adopted the name Abnaton (' Spirit
of Aton'); and having removed his capital from Thebes, where the
power and influence of the old religion were naturally at their
strongest, he founded a new capital, some three hundred miles lower
down the Nile and about one hundred and sixty miles above the
Delta, to which he gave the name Agetaton (' Horizon of Aton').
This is the modern Tell el-Amarna. Wholly absorbed in his religious
speculations and in domestic life, the king cared little about the fate
of his Asiatic provinces; and letters from the native princes and
governors of Syria speak again and again of the growing spirit of
disaffection towards Egypt, or beg for assistance in the face of
open revolt.
* There are, as might be expected, some complaints of molestation and robbery.
Thus we find that the caravan of Salmu, the messenger of Burnaburias, king of
Kardunias, was twice plundered on ·the way to Egypt in E11:yptian territory (SyriaPalestine), and compensation is demanded of the Egyptian king (Kn. 7). On a later
occasion (during the unsettled period of the north Syrian revolt) the merchants
of Burnaburias were robbed and murdered (Kn. 8). Asur-uballit, king of Assyria,
says that Egyptian messengers have been waylaid by the Sutft, a nomad people
(Kn. 16). Some of the Syrian chieftains express their willingness to provide provisions and safe escort for caravans (cf. Kn. 226, 255).
Cf. Weber's discussion in Knudtzon, pp. 1072 ff.
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The trouble arose principally from the encroachments of the
I_Iittites upon northern Syria. As we have already remarked, in
alluding to an incursion of this people into Babylonia some five
hundred years earlier (cf. p. lxiv), the I_Iittites were an Anatolian
race whose principal centre lay west of the Taurus, in the region
which is known to us later on as Cappadocia. Our knowledge of
them has been placed on a new footing in recent times (1907)
through the excavations of Winckler at an ancient site near the
modern village of Boghaz Keui, which proved to have borne the
name of flatti, and to have been the capital of the I_Iittite kingdom.* We are i;till, however, at a loss as to the racial origin of
the I_Iittites. Their physiognomy, as depicted on their own and
on Egyptian monuments-a prominent nose, high cheek-bones, and
a retreating forehead and chin-are closely reproduced at the
present day among the Armenians. They were certainly nonSemitic; and it does not seem probable (as has been variously
suggested) that they were of Iranian or Mongolian origin. The
inscriptions upon rock and stone, which are assumed (with practical
certainty) to be I_Iittite work, are written in a peculiar pictographic script, and are still undeciphered. Attempts at decipherment have been made by several scholars upon different lines ; t
but they have not met with general acceptance or yielded results
which are capable of utilization. The I_Iittite language, as written
in cuneiform on tablets found at Boghaz Keui, and in the Arzawa
letters which were found among the T.A. correspondence, cannot
be connected with any known language.§ Fortunately, a large
number of the documents from Boghaz Keui are written in
Babylonian ; and it is these which have so largely extended our
knowledge.JI
* Cf. MDOG. XXXV. pp. 12 ff.
:t: Cf. especially the articles by Sayce in PSBA. xxv.-xxvii. (1903-5).
§ Knudtzon has argued from the Arzawa letters that the language is lndoGermanic (Die zwei Arzawa-Briefe, die altesten Urkunden in indogermanischer
Sprache, mit Bemerkungen von S. Bugge und A. Torp, 1902); but the theory has
failed to gain acceptance (cf. e.g. the criticism of Bloomfield in American Journal
of Philology, xxv. pp. 12 ff.), and, according to Weber (Kn. p. 1074), the author
of it himself had some misgivings with regard to it. F. Hrozny (MDOG. lvi,,
December 1915, pp. 17-50) maintains the same conclusions upon the evidence of the
J:Iittite documents from Boghaz Keui, which he is engaged in transcribing; but until
some part at least of the rich material from Boghaz Keui has become the common
property of scholars, it is impossible to pass judgment upon the theory. Hrozny
has been criticized by Bork, OLZ., 0kt. 1916, 289ff., and by Cowley in a paper read
before the Royal Asiatic Society in December 1916, which is as yet unpublished: cf.
brief abstract in JRAS. for January 1917, pp. 202 f. The important SumerianAkkadian-Hittite vocabularies from Boghaz Keui, published in transcription by
Delitzsch f~r the Berlin Academy (Abh,andl. k. p. Akad., 1914, 3), though of the
greatest value for our interpretation of Hittite words, have not thrown any further
light upon the linguistic affinities of the Hittite language.
II The fullest and most recent book on Hittite excavation and history is Garstang,
The Land of the Hittites (1910). See also King, Bab. pp. 225-41; Hall, NE. eh.
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Of the early history of the I;Iittites we know nothing. Probably
they formed at first a collection of semi-independent tribes, loosely
united by the bond of a common extraction, and only temporarily
acting together under one leader on such occasions as the raid on
northern Syria and Babylonia which brought about the downfall of
the First Babylonian Dynasty, cir. B.c. 1926 (cf. p. lxiv). .ijattusili r.,
who was kip.g of the city of Kussar* (cir. B.c. 1400), was succeeded
by his son Subbiluliuma, who bound the l;[ittite clans into a strong
confederation, and whose reign of probably some forty years (cir.
B.C. 1385-1345) was a career of conquest resulting in the creation
of an empire which lasted under one dynasty for nearly two
hundred years.
In the latter years. of Amenl~otp III. we find Subbiluliuma
crossing the Taurus, and leading his forces to the attack of northern
Syria. The safe retention of Naharin as an Egyptian province
depended, as we have noticed (p. lxix), largely upon the goodwill of
the king of Mitanni; and the alliance which had been contracted
through the marriage of '!'l.rntmosi IV. with a Mitannian princess
had been further cemented by the union of Amenl_iotp III. with
Gilu-!:fipa, sister of Tusratta, the reigning king of Mitanni, and
subsequently with Tadu-fiipa, Tusratta's daughter, who, after the
death of Amen]_iotp III., became a wife of his successor, ~naton.j:
Tusratta, however, had succeeded to a kingdom weakened by
internal intrigues, his brother, Artassumara, who reigned before
him, having been assassinated. He was strong enough to repel the
!:fittites from Mitanni for the time being,§ but could not prevent
Subbiluliuma from invading Naharin, where the projects of the
l;[ittite king were furthered by another brother of Tusratta, named
(like his grandfather) Artatama. This prince, having very possibly
been implicated in the murder of Artassumara,vhad been obliged to
fly from Mitanni to Naharin, and, with his son Sutatarra, and grandson Itakama, of whom WI;\ hear later on as prince of Kinza or Kidsa
(i.e. the district of which the principal city was }5:adesh on the Orantes)
welcomed the opportunity of intriguing with the I;Iittites against
Tusratta. Further south, in the district of the Lebanons, AbdV

viii. ; Hogarth, article 'Hittites' in Encyc. Britann. 11 vol. xiii. ; Weber in Kn.,
pp. 108 ff.; Ed. Meyer, Reich und Kultur der Chetiter (1914); Luckenhill, AJTh.
xviii. (1914), pp. 24 ff. For the Boghaz Keui documents, cf. Winckler, MDOG. xxn. ;
OLZ. xiii. (1910), 289 ff. For an account of the excavations at Boghaz Keui, cf.
Puchstein, Boghazkui: die Bamverke (1912).
* The site of this city is unknown.
Unlike the Mitannian wife of Thutmosi IV., who was the mother of Amenhotp III.,
both Gilu-{Jipa and Tadn-flipa ~c~upied the position of inferior wives oniy. The
influential Tii, who was chief wife of Amenhotp ur. and mother of Ahnaton, seems
to have been of Semitic origin on her father'; side. Nefertiti, the quee; of Agnaton,
is now known to have been his full sister (the daughter of 'rii); and Petrie's Yiew
(Hist. Eg. ii. p. 207) that she is identical with Tadu-.ijipa is thus disproved; cf.
Hall, NE. pp. 255 f., 258, n 2•
§ Cf. Kn. 17.

+
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Asirta, who was chieftain of Amurru,* perceived that his own
interests would best be served by making common cause with the
];Iittites, and attacking the rulers of the Phoenician coast-cities, who
were loyal to Egypt. For a t,ime this Amorite prince and his son
Aziru managed with amazing astuteness to pass themselves off as
faithful vassals of Egypt, in spite of the urgent representations of
Rib-Adda, the governor of Gebal, who displayed the utmost energy
in the Egyptian cause. Amenl:wtp III. seems at length to have
been convinced of the true state of affairs and to have despatched
an army; and the tension was temporarily relieved.t Under
A!,naton, however, no such help was forthcoming ; and the
Phoenician cities fell one after another into the hands of the
Amorites.§
Meanwhile in the south affairs were little better; local dissensions
were rife among the petty Cana'anite princes, and we find them
engaged in active intrigue against their suzerain, and at the same
time sending letters to the Pharaoh full of protestations of loyalty
and accusations against their neighbours. So far as we can judge,
ARAD-!Jiba, the goverI1'or of Jerusalem, stood faithfully for the
interests of the Egyptian king; but he seems to have stood
almost alone. His letters make urgent and repeated requests for
the despatch of Egyptian troops, and state that unless they ean
speedily be sent the whole country will be lost to Egypt. The part
played by the ];Iittites and Amorites in the north is filled in the
south by a people called :§abiru.11
The Habiru are mentioned under this name in the letters of
ARAD-ijiba only.,i He states that they have plundered all the
king's territory and occupied his cities ; unless the king can send
troops before the end of the year, the whole of his territory will
certainly fall away to them. Certain of the vassals, notably one
Milkili and the sons of Labaya, are accused of conspiring with the
§:abiru and allowing them to occupy the king's territory; and the
district of Shechem ** seems to be specified as having thus passed
into their hands. The cities of Gezer, Ash~elon, and Lachish
* On the sense in which the term Amurru is used in the T.A. Letters, cf. p. 41.
:!: Of. Kn. 117, 11. 2lff.
§ For a fully detailed account of the movements of Subbiluliuma, and the north
Syrian rebellion, cf. tbe admirable section in Hall, NE. pp. 341 ff., whose view of
the relation of Artatama and his descendants to the reigning king of Mitanni is
followed above.
II Most writers refer to this people as fl"abiri; but, as Knndtzon points out (cf.
p. 45, n), out of the seven (or eight) passages in which they are mentioned the form is
lfabiru in the two cases in wbicb the name stands as a Nominative, !:Jabiri (with the
Genitive termination) being in all occurrences an oblique form. So Dhorme, RB.,
1909, p. 67, n2.
'IT This series of letters has been translated into English by Ball, Light from the
East, pp. 89-93, and by Rogers, GP. pp. 268-278.
** (Md.tu) Sa-ak-mi, according to Knudtzon's reading (289, 1. 23). Winckler (185)
fails to make satisfactory sense of the passage.
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appear to have been implicated in assisting them.* Indeed,
ARAD-ij"iba states that he has been obliged to tax the king's own
high commissioner with playing into their hands, and that on this
account he has been slandered to the king. In this last reference
(Kn. 286, II. 16 ff.) the question addressed to the commissioner' Wherefore lovest thou the flabiru, and hatest the city-governors~'
-sets them in contrast to the latter,+ who represented the delegated authority of Egypt.
The question of the identity of the Habiru has aroused greater
interest and keener discussion than any.....other point raised by the
T.A. Letters. Were they, as has often been alleged, identical with
the Hebrews, i.e. with the clans which are pictured in Gen. as the
descendants of Abraham the Hebrew, who may very well have been
pressing into Cana'an at about this period 1 Were they even (as
has been more boldly suggested§) the tribes of Israel engaged under
Joshua' in the invasion and conquest of the Promised Land 1 The
acceptance of this latter view involves the abandonment of the
commonly received conclusion as to the date of the Exodus, and the
placing of this event at least some two hundred years earlier (cf.
pp. cxvif.).
The philological equivalence of (amelutu) ffa-bi-ru II with '':i-?V
'ibhri, 'Hebrew '-or rather, since the form is not a gentilic, with
i ..;t.V, 'Ebher, (!Ji E(3(p (Gen. 10 21 , 11 14, al.)-is perfect. About this
there can be doubt at all. ,r
* This is an inference only; though a fairly certain one. In the letter in question
(Kn. 287) there comes a break of about eight lines, after which ARAD-!Jiha continues, 'let the King know that all the shtes are leagued in hostility against me.
Behold, the land of Gezer, the land of Ashkelon, and Lachish gave unto them food,
oil, and everything that they needed ; so let the King have a care for his territory,
and despatch bowmen against the men who have done evil against the King my lord.'
Here it can scarcely be doubted that the object implied in 'gave unto them' is the
ij:abiru, who must have been mentioned in the missing passage. So Weber in Kn.
p. 1337.
::: The term !J,azan(n)u, !Jazianu, plur. !J,azan1'-tu, is doubtless the same as New
Heh. ?i,azzan, which means inspector or overseer. Of. the reference to Ja•cob as a
'city-overseer' (?i,azzan matha) under Laban, quoted by Buxtorf, Lexicon, s.v. from
Baba m~ia. The ordinary New Heh. usage of ?i,azzan to denote a synagogue-overseer
or minister is technical and secondary. Besides the title ~iazanu, the ordinary title by
which the Syrian and Palestinian vasRal-chieftains describe themselves to the Egyptian
king, and are described by him (cf, Kn. 99), is amelu, 'man' of such and such a city.
To outsiders they are karrd,ni 'kings' (cf. Kn. 30), a title which is familiar to us as
applied to them in the 0. T., and which was doubtless always claimed by them when
independent of the suzerainty of Egypt.
§ So, most recently, Hall, NE. pp. 409ft'.
II Ameliltu 'men,' or sing. amelu 'man,' are used as Determinatives before the
names of tribes or classes.
~ Handcock (The Latest Light on Bwle-lands, pp. 79-81) is mistaken in supposing
that 'the crucial point' in the identification is whether the Heb. l/ can be equated
with the Bab. [l, and in concluding that such an equation' is totally at variance'
with 'the ordinary rules of philological transmutation' ; and his pronouncement-
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Discussion of the identity of the ijabiru with the Hebrews is
closely bound up with another question of identification. As we
have observed, the (amelutu) lfa-bi-ru (or -ri) are only mentioned in
this form (i.e., their name only occurs spelt out syllabically) in the
letters of ARAD-.§:iba. Many other letters, however, mention a
people whose name is written ideographically (amel11tu) SA.GAZ,
who occupy a position as freebooters and aggressors against constituted authority identical with that occupied by the fiabiru.
The question is whether SA.GAZ is merely the ideographic method
of writing lfabiru, and the reading lfahiru to be assumed wherever
the ideogram occurs. The importance of this is to be found in the
widespread character of the aggressions of the SA.GAZ. If the
ijabiru are identical with them, they must have permeated not
merely southern and central Cana'an, but also Phoenicia and
northern Syria; for the SA.GAZ are mentioned, e.g., with especial
frequency in the letters of Rib-Adda of Gebal as employed by
coming as it does in a popular work-is liable to mislead. Granted that the l) in
is probably soft (as may be assumed from the QJi form 'E,BpaZos), we have, in

'".ltV

addition to Kinal!M=)l!~f (rightly cited by Handcock) the following examples of
Bab. [!.=Heb. soft l) among the Cana'anite !glosses' in the T.A. Letters :-M-na-ia=
')'P. ; !Ja-pa-ru (also a-pa-r1t)=-,~? ; fla-zi-ri=-,~'lt¥ (-,'¥?) ; zu-ru-u!J= l,'1-,!
(cf. references in Bohl, Die Sprache der Amarnabriefe, p. 15). Cf. also ba-a!}-lum=
in the proper names Pu-ba-afi,-la (Kn. 104, 1. 7), and Mu-ut-ba-alJ.-lum (Kn.

,p~

255, 1. 3); and the place names (dlu) $a-ar-!Ja (Kn. 273, 1. 2I)=i'1P7¥,
(dlu) gi-ni-a-na-bi (Kn. 256, 1. 26)=:laP,

t'P.,

the

:l}P,

Qli

:2:apaa;

of Josh. 1121, 1550; (dlu)

Sa-am-!Ju-na (Kn. 225, 1. 4) perhaps=)111'?~, Jos. (Vita, 24) ::!:1,uwv1ds, modern
Semftniyyeb, five miles west of Nazareth, p~rhaps the Biblical

11,9~,

Josh. 11 1,

12 20 , 19 13, which appears in Q!iB as :!:v,uowv (cf. Bnhl, Geogr. p. 215); (alu) Ta-af!,[nu-ka] (Kn. 208, I. 14)=Ta'anakh (Tell Ta'annuk). Were it necessary to go outs.ide
the T.A. Letters, we might add to this list by such Amorite proper names in First
Dynasty tablets as l.Jammurabi, where the first element in the West Semitic ~t.!ll'
(cf. lfa-mu-ni-ri by the side of Am-mu-ni-ra in the T.A. Letters); A-bi-e-§u.11,l!, (by
the side of A-bi-e-su-')=l)~W':lN • Ya-di-ih-el=,t-tl)'i' (cf. 1 Chr. 7 6 rr,, 11 12 21 ,

-

. -: '

..,

.. -:

·:

'°,

262); Ya-as-ma-a!J-(ilu)-Da-gan=)nfl?lf\ etc.

As for the vowels-they offer no difficulty. Dhorme's statement(RB., 1909, p. 72)
that lJabiru is a participial form is unwarranted (we never find it written lf.a-a-bi-ru,
i.e. lfd,biru). fjabiru is of course not a gentilic form like Heb. sing. 'ibhri, plur.
'ibhrt,n(the Bab. gentilic form would be lJabira; cf. p. lxxxi), bnt a substantive form
like -,~p 'Jbher (the eponym of 'ibhrt) with the nominative case-ending. The short i
vowel ln J!abiru might very well vary: cf. Armu, Aramu, Arimu, Arumu=Heb.
C)~ 'A r<tm. A good analogy for .{!abiru=-,~V. may be seen in Btt .Adini=

1,y·n,~,
from the

Beth- 'Eden (probably

l'JP.

n¥

should be

ljP.,

of Gen. 2: cf. Miiller, AE. p. 291, n ').

but is differentiated by flit
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Abd-Asirta and Aziru in the reduction of the Phoenician cities.*
The view that SA.GAZ is to be read as lfabir11, which has always
been regarded with favour by the majority of scholars, is now
generally supposed to have been placed beyond question by
Winckler's discovery of the interchange of the two terms in documents from Boghaz Keui. This scholar states t that, besides
mention of the SA.GAZ-people, there is also allusion to the
SA.GAZ-gods, and that as a variant of this latter there exists the
reading ildni lfa-bi-ri, i.e. '!Jabiru-gods.' This discovery, while
certainly proving a general equivalence of the :ffabiru with the
SA.GAZ, does not, however, necessarily involve the conclusion that
SA.GAZ in the T.A. correspondence was always and everywhere
understood and pronounced as lfabiru : indeed, the contrary can be
shown to be the case.
In a syllabary given in ii. R. 26, 13 g-h, (amelu) SA.GAZ is
explained by 1ab-b[a-tum], 'robber' or 'plunderer.' In another
tablet the ideogram is glossed by !!:ab-ba-a-te. § No doubt the
common Bab. verb sagdsu, which means to destroy, slay, and the like,
is a Semiticization of the Sumerian ideogram; and the element
GAZ, which in its pictographic form clearly represents a cutting or
striking weapon, has by itself the values daku, 'to kill, fight, strike,'
ma!Jdru, 'to smite, wound' (Heb. rno), etc. II Possibly the root
b,aMtu, from which b,abbatum is derived, though it regularly means
'to plunder,' may have an original connexion with the root /y,bf
which runs through Heb., Aram., and Ar., with the sense 'to strike
or beat,' in which case the root-sense of b,abbatum would be 'cutthroat' rather than 'thief' (the two actions are commonly united
among the nomad tribes of the Arabian desert). That (amelu)
SA.GAZ has its normal value in the T.A. Letters is placed beyond
a doubt by the occurrence in a letter from X,apaQi of Gezer (Kn.
299, 1. 26) of the form (amelu) SA.GAZ.MES(-tum).,T Here -tum
is a Phonetic Complement,** pointing to a Bab. equivalent which
ends with this syllable, a fact which indicates b,abbatum and excludes
lfabiru (or -ri). In view of this we may infer that in a passage in
* A summary of all alJusions to the SA.GAZ is given by Weber in Kn. p. 1147.
::: Cf. MDOG. xxxv. p. 25, n. For the former, cf. Figulla and Weidner, Keilschrifttexte I, No. 1, Rev. I. 50; No. 3, Rev. 1. 5; for the latter, No. 4, Rev. col. iv. I. 29.
§ Cf. R. C. Thompson, The Reports of Magicians and Astrologers of Nineveh and
Babylon, i. No. 103, Obv. 7.
11 Cf. Br. 4714 ff.
'IT MES, which means 'multitude,' is used as the sign of the plural.
** A Phonetic Complement is often used in cuneiform in order to obviate doubt as
to the precise Bab. word or form denoted by an ideogram. Thus, e.g., the name
Uta-napistim, which is commonly written ideographically UD.ZI, often has the
syllable -tim added to indicate that ZI has the value napistim. MU, which means
'to speak' in Sumerian, and so can be used for the Bab. zakaru with the same meaning, may be written MU (-ar), MU (-ra) to indicate the precise form of the verb
izakkar, izakkara. Thus perfect clearness is gained without the labour of writing
the forms sy llabically i-zak-kar, i-zak-ka-ra.
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a letter from Dagan-takala (Kn. 318) in which he begs help of the
King of Egypt-' Deliver me fromv the mighty foes, from the hand
of the (amelutu) SA.GA.AZ.MES, the robber-people (amelutu
'!Ja,ba-ti), the Sutft (amelutu Su-ti-i) '-we have, not the specification
of three distinct classes of foes, but of two only, arri,elutu "fJa-bf!:-li
being simply an explanatory gloss on (amelutu) SA.GA.AZ.MES.*
We conclude, then, that wherever the ideogram SA.GAZ stands
in the T.A. Letters, the equivalent that was understood and read was
not lf.abiru but l.Jabbatum, 'the robber-people' or 'brigands.' It is a
different question whether the flabiru were included among the
people who could be classed as "f,pbbatum. That this is to be affirmed
appears to be certain from the equivalent 'SA.GAZ-gods'=' ljabirugods' discovered by Winckler in the documents from Boghaz Keui
(cf. p. lxxvi). When, further, while ARAD-fiiba refers exclusively
to the encroachments of the Habiru and does not mention the
SA.GAZ, other princes in the 's'outh refer in a· similar connexion
and in similar terms to the encroachments of the SA.GAZ and
make no allusion to the ijabiru, the inference is inevitable that the
terms ljabiru and SA.GAZ refer in these letters to one and the
same people. +
We must notice next that SA.GAZ, though meaning 7Jabbatum,
'robbers,' is not, as used in the T.A. Letters, a mere class-term
(i.e. applicable to any body of people, of whatever race, who might

* It is true that amil4tu !}a-ba-ti is not preceded by the diagonal wedge which as a
rule marks a gloss; but this is sometimes omitted (cf. Kn. 148, 1. 31; 288, 1. 34. In
288, 1. 52, the wedge follows the gloss at the beginning of the next line). The fact
that Dagan-takala (or his scribe) did not know the ideogram GAZ, and so was obliged
to write GA.AZ (which only occurs in this passage), favours the view that he may have
glossed the ideogram in order to avoid misunderstanding. Dhorme (RB., 1909, p. 69)
compares Kn. 195, II. 24 ff., where Namyawaza offers to place his SA.GAZ and his
Sutu at the disposal of the Pharaoh. 'These in fact are the two designations which
describe the soldiers of the irregular and rebel army. There is no ground for regarding the !Ja-ba-ti as a third gronp. Everything thus favours reading,GAZ or SA. GAZ
as !fabbatu.' In Kn. 207, 1. 21, we actually find (ainelu) GAZ-MES followed by the
diagonal wedge and then the syllable f::a-, after which the tablet is broken and
illegible.
:t Cf. especially ARAD-lj:iba's statement, 'Behold, this deed is the deed of Milkili
and the Rons of Labaya, who have given up the King's territory to the !Jabiru' (Kn.
287, 11. 29 ff.), with the statement of Biridiya of Megiddo, 'Behold, two sons of
Labaya have gi[ven] their money to the SA.GAZ' (Kn. 246, 11. 5 ff.). Cf, also the
words of Labaya, 'I do not know whether Dumuya has gone with the SA.GAZ'
(Kn. 254, 11. 32 ff.) ; and of Milkili, 'Let the King my lord know that hostility is
mighty against me and Suwardata; and let the King deliver his land out of the hand
of the SA. GAZ' (Kn. 271, 11. 9 ff.); a~d of Belit-UR. MAlj. MES (Ba'alath-Leba'oth !
Cf. Josh, U, 32, 19 s. UR. MA g. MES means 'lions'), 'the SA. GAZ have sent to
Aijalon and Sor'ah, and the two sons of Milkili were nearly slain' (Kn. 2m, ll. 18 ff.),
The fact that LalJaya and Milkili should themselves represent their relations with the
SA.GAZ somewhat differently from ARAD-tJ:iba and Biridiya is only to be expected.
The statements of ARAD-.fiiba-' Let the King hearken unto ARAD-!:Jiba tby servant, and send bowmen, and bring back the King's territory to the King, But .if
there he no bowmen, the King's territory will certainly fall away to the 1).ahiru'
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adopt a bandit-life), but is definitely employed of a tribe or tribes
from a particular locality, and united by racial affinity. This is clear
from the fact that the ideogram is followed in two of its occurrences
by the affix Kl, 'country or place,'* which is used both with the
names of countries and districts and with the names of tribes emanating from such districts. In one occurrence of ijabiru we likewise
find Kl added, t marking the term similarly as racial and not merely
appellative. We may assume, then, with confidence that the connexion between the :ijabiru and the SA.GAZ was a racial one;
though it does not necessarily follow that all the SA.GAZ were
.§:abiru-since, on the evidence which we have reviewed, there is
nothing to forbid the theory that the ijabiru may have been but a
single clan of a larger body of people called SA.GAZ.§
Is it probable, then, that the {Jabiru were merely the southern
branch of the racial movement into western Syria represented by
the aggressions of the SA.GAZ 1 That they had gained a footing
not only in the extreme south (the district round Jerusalem) but
also in central Cana'an is clear from the facts that they are mentioned as in occupation of Shechem (cf. p. lxxiii), and that the prince
of Megiddo expresses anxiety as to their movements (cf. p. lxxvii,
footnote). But there is another reference in one of ARAD-Hiba's
letters whieh seems to identify them with the SA.GAZ still further
north. 'When there was a ship (or a fleet?) at sea,' he writes,
'the king's strong arm held the land of Nagrima and the land of
Kapasi (1); but now the fiabiru hold all the king's cities' (Kn. 288,
11. 33 ff.). I/ Here the allusion undoubtedly is to the Egyptian fleet
which, since the victorious campaigns of '!-'J:iutmosi 111. had possessed
a base in the Phoenician harbours (cf. p. lxviii), and enabled the
Pharaoh to reach Naharin (Nabrima) with little delay and suppress
any inclination to revolt in the extreme northern part of his Asiatic
empire. Now, however, in the absence of this fleet, the fiabiru are
in the ascendant, and are holding either the cities of N al:}rima in the
north, or (more probably) the Phoenician cities which it was necessary for Egypt to hold in order to maintain her footing in the ports.
Adopting this latter hypothesis, we see at once that the SA.GAZ
to whom Rib-Adda of Gebal so constantly alludes as employed by
the Amorite chieftains Abd-Asirta and Aziru for the reduction of
(Kn. 290, II. 19 ff.); 'Should there be no bowmen this year, the King my lord's territories are lost' ( Kn. 288, 11. 51 ff. )-are strikingly similar to the statement of
Bayawa, 'Unless Yanhamu [the Egyptian plenipotentiary] arrives this year, the
entire territories are lost to the SA. GAZ' (Kn. 215, 11. 9 ff.); and it can hardly be
doubted that the refe.rence in each case is to the same peril.'
* Kn. 215, 1. 15; 298, 1. 27.
Kn. 289, I. 24.
§ So Dhorme, RB., 1909, p. 69.
II The rendering here adopted is that which is generally accepted (cf. Winckler,
Ball, Rogers, etc.), from which there seems no reason to depart. It is difficult to
believe that Knudtzon's rendering is correct; still less that of Ungnad in TB. i.
p. 133.

+

ERRATA.
p. lxxix, L

,,

For 'erdanu' read 'Serdanu.'

10.

footnote

11

After' op. cit. supra' add 'p. 73.'
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the Phoenician cities were lJabiru, as well as the southern aggressors.
This is a point of the first importance for the elucidation of the
Habiru-question.
"The close connexion of the SA.GAZ-lJabiru with the people
called Sutft is evident. Both peoples are in the service of Namyawaza as mercenaries (Kn. 195, 11. 27 ff.); both commit aggressions
upon Dagan-takala (Kn. 318), and, apparently, upon Vapagi of
Gezer (Kn. 297-99). Rib-Adda of Gebal, who complains repeatedly
of the aggressions of the SA.GAZ, also states that one Pagura has
sent Sutft who have killed his erdanu mercenaries (Kn. 122, 11.
31 ff). Concerning the Sutft we happen to be fairly well informed.
We learn. from a chronicle that the Kassite king Kadasman-lJarbe 1.
(cir. end of the fifteenth century B.C.) 'effected the conquest of the
marauding Sutu from east to west, and destroyed their power, built
fortresses in Amurru; etc.* Adad-Nirari I. of Assyria (cir. B.c.1325)
states that his father Arik-d~n-ili 'conquered the whole of the widespreading }5:.utu, the Aglamft, and Sutu.' t The Aglamil are known
to have been an Aramaean nomadic or semi-nomadic people. The
I;Iittite king Hattusili II. makes 'the Aglamil-peril' his excuse for
having ceased diplomatic relations with the king of Kardunias
(Kadasman Enlil II.§). Tiglath-Pileser I. (cir. B.C. 1100) tells us
that he defeated 'the Aramaean Aglamil' who inhabited the district
in the neighbourhood of Carchemish. \I It is clear from these
references that the Sutil must have been a nomad tribe inhabiting
the northern part of the Syrian desert to the west of the upper
Euphrates~; and with this agrees the statement of Asur-uballi1
that the Sutil have detained the messengers of Agnaton (Kn. 16, 11.
37 ff.), since the Egyptian envoys would have to cross the desert on
their way to Assyria.
Now the Egyptian term for the Semitic nomads of the Asiatic
desert is sasu, a word which seems to be foreign to the language,
and which has been plausibly connected with the West Semitic root
i1~~ Sasa, 'to plunder.'** The Sasu, then, are simply 'the plun* Cf. Winckler, AF. i. p. 115. Winckler makes Kada~man-tJarbe the second king
of that name (cir. B.C. 1252); but cf. King, Bab. p. 243, n 1.
Cf. Tablet, 11. 19 f. in KB. i. p. 4; Budge and King, Annal~ of the Kings of
Assyria, p. 6; and, for the reading Arik-den-ili and not Pudi-ilu, King and Hall,
Egypt and Western Asia, p. 396.
§ MDOG. xxxv. p. 22. Text in Figulla and Weidner, Keilschrifttexte 1, No. 10,
Obv. 11. 36 f.
.
II Cf. Annals, v. 11. 44 ff. in KB. i. p. 32; Budge and King, op. cit. supra.
'I[ It is generally supposed the Shoa' and lfoa' of Ezek. 23 23 are the Suti'l and ~nti'l.
On the Suti'l in relation to the Aramaeans, cf. Streck, Ueber die iil,teste Guchichte
der Aramiier, in Klio, vi. (1906), pp. 209 ff.
** Cf. Muller, AE. p. 131; Meyer, IN. p. 324. The Semitic root is only known
to occur in Heb. where it is fairly frequent. Meyer (Zoe. cit., n 1) notices the
interesting fact that it is used in 1 Sam. 14 48, which relates Saul's conquest of the
Amalekite Bedawin on the border of Egypt:-' he smote 'Amale~, and delivered
Israel from the hand of his plunderer' (~i1P,\!}),
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derers or brigands' ; and the agreement of this designation with the
Bab. °f!:abbatum, which, as we have seen, is the equivalent of the
ideogram SA.GAZ, can hardly be merely accidental (cf. p. lxxxviii).
While, therefore, the meaning of SA.GAZ favours the conclusion
that the appellation belongs to a nomad people, the connexion of
the SA.GAZ with the Sutu suggests that, like these latter, they
belonged to the north Syrian desert, the region which both cuneiform and Biblical records associate with the Aramaeans. These
facts should be taken in connexion with the further facts that the
SA.GAZ are principally mentioned as employed by Abd-Asirta
and his sons, and that the land of Amurru, over which these
chieftains held sway, extended (as Winckler has proved from the
Boghaz Keui documents*) from the Lebanon eastward across the
Syrian desert to the Euphrates, thus embracing precisely the
northern part of the desert inhabited by Aramaean nomads. Thus
the conclusion that the SA.GAZ-and therefore the Habiru-were
Aramaean nomads seems to be raised to a practical certainty.!
Now the 0. T. definitely connects the ancestors of the Hebrews
with the Aramaeans. Abraham is not himself termed an Aramaean, but he has Aramaean connexions. Rebe~ah, the wife of his
son Isaac, is brought from Aram-naharaim, and is the daughter
of Bethuel, the son of Nal;wr, his brother (Gen. 24 J.). Bethuel is
termed 'the Aramaean' (Gen. 25 20 P, 28 5 P), and so is his son
Laban, the brother of Rebe~ah (Gen. 31 20 · 24 E). Ja'cob's wives are
Aramaeans (the daughters of Laban), and he himself is called 'a
vagabond Aramaean' (i~~ '~'}~, Deut. 26 5 ). On his return from
Paddan-Aram he re-enters Can~'an bearing the new name Israel
(Gen. 32 28 J, 35 10 P) together with his many sons (or clans), and
takes up his abode at or near Shechem, concerning his relations
with which city variant traditions are extant.§ The mere fact,
then, that the situation pictured in the T.A. Letters is that
Aramaean nomads are flocking into Syria-Palestine and taking
* MDOG. xxxv. pp. 24 f.

Cf. also King, Bab. pp. 237 f.

+That Abd-Asirta and his sons were aspiring to raise Amurru to the status of an
independent kingdom like the powerful kingdoms on its borders was the opinion of
Rib-Adda, as appears from Knudtzon's reading of three passages in his letter~, as
interpreted by Weber (cf. Kn. p. 1101; so Dhorme, RB., 1909, p. 69). In Kn. 76,
ll. 11 ff., Rib-Adda says, ' Who is Abd-Asirta, the dog, that he should seek to take for
himself all the cities of the King, the Sun 1 Is he the king of Mitanni, or the king of
Kllssu [Kardunias] that he should seek to take the King's land for himself?' In Kn.
104, II. 17 ff. ; 116, 11 67 ff., we find similar rhetorical questions with regard to the sons
of Abd-Asirta, the last passage adding comparison with 'the king of ij:ata,' i.e. the
Hittites. Comparison of these three passages one with another proves that this interpretation is correct, rather than that offered by Winckler, which suggests that
Abd-Asirta and his sons were acting in the intensts of the king of Mitanni, etc. The
passages, then,. indicate the wide scope of Abd-Asirta's schemes, and also suggest that
he and his sons were largely responsible for organizing the flow of the Aramaean
tribesmen westward into Syria-Palestine.
§ Cf. note on' Shechem,' pp. 269 f.
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forcible possession of many of its cities might by itself lead us
plausibly to infer that the southern wing of this immigration probably included the ancestors of Israel-more especially since ARADtJ.iba states that they (the !Jabiru) are in possession of the land of
Shechem (cf. p. lxxiii). When, moreover, we add to this the fact that
the equivalence between the names' flabiru 'and' Hebrew' is perfect
(p. lxxiv f.), the inference is surely raised to a high degree of
probability.
The only fact which should make us hesitate in assuming the
identity of the flabiru with the Hebrews as proved beyond the
possibility of a doubt is the occurrence of the term !Ja-bir-a-a, i.e.
a gentilic form 'ijabiraean,' in two Babylonian documents; in each
case in application to men who bear Kassite names-"ijarbisi~u *
and Kudurra. + If, as it is reasonable to suppose, [f.ci-bir-a-a is the
gentilic of !Jabiru,§ the fact that the only two names of :jj:abirupeople that are known to us should be Kassite · is certainly remarkable; and the conclusion that the ijabiru were Kassites has
been adopted by several scholars.[[ Recently, Scheil has published
a tablet bearing a brief memorandum which mentions the ijabiru
(amelu lfa-bi-ri exactly as in the T.A. Letters) at Larsa in the reign
of Rim-Sin, six centuries earlier than the T.A. Letters. ,I This
scholar's conclusion (based on this occurrence and on the Kassite
names above-mentioned) is as follows :-' The lj:abiru were in origin
an Elamite, Kassite, or Lower Mesopotamian people . . . . In any
case they served among the forces of the Elamite dynasty at Larsa.
Without doubt they were also employed in the far countries to
the west, where the supremacy of Kudur-Mabuk, Bammurabi,
Ammidit.ana, etc., maintained itself with more or less authority,
thanks to the presence of armed troops.' The proof that Kassite
troops were stationed by these monarchs in Amurru (SyriaPalestine) is, however, non-existent; and still less (apart from the
* Cf. iv. 2 R. 34, 2 ; and, for a transliteration and translation of the document,
Winckler, AF. i. pp. 389-396. The letter, written by an unnamed Babylonian king,
mentions a king of As!yria named Ninib-'l'ukulti-Asur, who seems to have reigned
towards the end of the thirteenth century B.c. (cf. Johns, Ancient Assyria,
pp. 66 ff.), i.e. during the latter part of the Kassite period in Babylon.
:t Cf. Schei!, Recueil de Travaux, xvi. (1894), pp. 32 f. The name occurs on a
boundary-stone of the time of Marduk-agi-erba of the Fourth Babylonian Dynasty
(B.C. 1073).
§ Hommel, however, regards the similarity between !Jabiru and !Jabira as purely
fortuitous, taking the latter to mean an inhabitant of the land of :ijapir or Apir, i.e.
ihat part of Elam which lay over against eastern Arabia. Cf. AHT. p. 236;
Grundriss, p. 7.
II So Halevy in Journal Asiatique (1891), p. 547; Schei! in Recueil de Travaur,;,
Zoe. cit. ; Hilprecht, Assyriaca (1894), p. 33, n. ; Reisner in JBL. (1897), pp. 143 ff. ;
Lagrange in RB. (1899), pp. 127 ff.
'IT Rev\te d' Assyriulogie, xii. (1915), pp. 114 f. The memorandum runs: 'There are
4 (or 5 !) garments for the officers of the !jabiru,which lbni-Adad . . . has received.
Levied (1) on the property of the temple of Samas by lli-ippalzam. [Month of]
Nisan, 11th day, [year of] Rim-Sin, King.'
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assumption that the .ijabiru were Kassites) can the presence of such
troops in the west be proved for six centuries later.*
* It is true that ARAD-t!iba speaks of the outrages committed by the Kasi people,
who seem on oue occasion nearly to have killed him in his own house (Kn. 287,
11. 32 f., 71 ff,); aud Biridiya of Megiddo apparently couples them with the
SA.GAZ as in the pay of the sons of Labaya (Kn. 246, II. 5 ff. : the reading is
uncertain, as the tablet is broken; but traces of Ka- can be seen after amel(tt mat).
Since, however, Rib-Adda of Gebal more than once begs the Pharaoh to send him
Kasi troops to protect Egyptian interests in Phoenicia (Kn. 131, I. 13; 133, I. 17;
conjecturally restored in 127, I. 22), and in one of these passages (133, I. 17) Ka-[si]
is a gloss upon [Me-lu-]lfa, i.e. Ethiopia (Heh. 0~::i Kus), it can scarcely be doubted
that the people of identical name mentioned by ARAD-lJib:t and Biridiya were likewise Sudanese mercenaries at the disposal of the Egyptian high-commissioner, who
may well have proved themselves hostile and troublesome to the governors of
Jerusalem and Megiddo. It must be recollected that ARAD-fiiba actually charged
the high-commissioner with favouring the ijabiru and hating the city-governors
(Kn. 286, II. 16 ff.).· The identity of the Kasi with the Sudanese mercenaries in all
these passages is assumed by Weber (Kn. pp. 1100 f.), There is the same ambiguity
in regard to the term (Kushite or Kassite) in cuneiform as exists in the case of the
Heh. 0~::i (cf. p. 64,footnote).
Sayce (ET. xv., 1903, pp. 282 f.) bases his theory that the !.Jabiru were 'Hittite
condottieri' upon a discovery which he claims as the result of his attempted decipherment of the Hittite inscription~, viz. that the name Kas was used throughout the
~Iittite region,' the kings of Carchemish, for example, calling themselves 'kings of
the country of Kas.' He takes references in the T. A. Letters to the land of Kasilu
(Kassi in oblique forms) to refer to the land of the f.[ittites, alleging that reference
to Babylonia (ordinarily assumed) is out of the questiou, since this is called Kardunias
-in answer to which it is sufficient to remark that the full title claimed by the
kings of the Third Babylonian Dynasty, as appears from a short inscription of
Kara-indas I. (cir. B.c. 1425) is 'King of Babylon, King of Burner and Akkad, King
of Kassu (Ka-as-su-u), King of Kardunias' (cf. iv. 2 R. 36 [38], No. 3; Delitzsch,
Paradies, p. 128). Sayce then claims that the Kasi people of ARAD-tJiba's letter
are identified with the ijabiru in the passage in which the writer, having accused
Milkili and the sons of Labaya of giving the king's land to the ijabiru, then goes on
to say, 'Behold, 0 King my Lord, I am righteous as regards the Kasi people: let the
King ask the high-commissioner whether [or no] they have dealt very violently and
brought serious evil to pass' (Kn. 287). Most readers, however, must surely infer
that the passage, on the contrary, distinguishes between the two peoples. Why
should the writer apply different appellations to one people in successive sentences?
Obviously ARAD-ij:iba, having rnade his own ~cet1sation against his enemies, then
proceeds to deal with an accusation which they have made against him-probably
resistance to the Sudanese troops of Egypt involving bloodshed, as we may infer from
his later statement that they had nearly killed him in his own house. The letters
from the Canaanite princes are full of such mutual recriminations. Equally groundless is the statement that the sons of Arzawa-who rr:ust certainly have been Hittites
(cf. pp. lxxxiiif. )-mentioned in one letter (Kn. 289= Winckler 182+ 185) take the place
of the ijabiru in other letters. The passage in question says, 'Behold, Milkili, does
he not revolt with the sons of Labaya and the sons of Arzawa to give up the King's
territory to them''/ Here, if the sons of Arzawa are :{Jabiru, we should surely draw
the same inference with regard to the sons of Labaya. In two of the three other
pass,.ges in question, however (Kn. 287, 290, 289, 11. 21 ff.= Winckler, 180, 183, 185),
the sons of Labaya are distinguished from the IJ:abiru, for the former are associated
with Milkili in giving up the King's territory to the latter.
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There is no reason, so far as we can say, why Rim-Sin should not
have employed Aramaean (Hebrew) tribesmen as mercenaries cw.
B.C. 2100. Abraham 'the Hebrew,' who is assigned to this period
in Gen. 14, is earliest associated with the city of Ur (Gen.
11 28· 31, 15 7) on right bank of the Euphrates and bordering on
the Syrian desert, with which Larsa on the left of the river was
closely connected.* There were SA.GAZ in Babylonia in tJammurabi's reign, and their overseer bore a Semitic Babylonian name,
Anum-pi-Sin. + If such tribesmen came later on into the regular
employ of the Kassite kings, it would not be strange if some of
them adopted Kassite names.§ We find, then, in this last mentioned
evidence, no insuperable objection to the identification of the Habiru
v
with the Hebrews in the widest sense of the term.JI
Another fact which we have learned from the T.A. Letters, and
which is of high interest for the history of Cana'an in the {>eriod
prior to the Israelite settlement, is that a large and influential
portion of the population of Syria-Palestine at this time was nonSemitic. That part of this foreign element was ~ittite is now
placed beyond a doubt. We have already alluded to 'the sons of
Arzawa' and 'the sons of Labaya' as leagued with the tJ"abiru in
rebellion against the constituted authority of Egypt. There exists
among the T.A. correspondence the copy of a letter addressed by
Amen~otp III. to Tarbundaraba, king of Arzawa (Kn. 31). This
letter is written for the most part in a language which we must
infer to be the language of the addressee ; and the fact that this is
~ittite has now been certainly proved by the discovery of a number
Lastly, Sayce's statement that lJabiru (-ri) cannot be a proper name because it is
not Habird (a gentilic form) is directly contradicted by the fact that we have
Suta (-tt), A!Jla1nu (-mt) which are certainly tribal names and yet are not gentilics
(on these people, cf. p. lxxix); his explanation of the name as meaning 'confederates'
(like Heb. ~,abher, plur. 7J,abhertm, the ordinary philological equivalent for which in
Bab. is ibru, which occurs in the T. A. Letters. Kn. 126, 1. 16) is ruled out by
the occurrence of the gentilic lfabird with the two Kassite names which we have
already noticed (p. lxxxi), since such a gentilic cau only be formed from a proper name,
and is excluded no less by the occurrence once of (amUutu) lfa-bi-ri (Kl) which
marks the name as racial (a tribe from a particular district: cf. p. lxxviii); and his.
linding in this last-mentioned method of writing the name an indication of the
association of the 'confederates' with the city of Hebron (assumed to mean 'confederate-city') takes no account of the fact that w~ cannot dissociate !Jabiri (Kl)
from the two occurrences of SA.GAZ (Kl) which we have discussed with it.
* A regular part of the title claimed by Rim-Sin is 'he that cared for Ur.' Cf.
Thureau-Dangin, Die Sumerischen und Akkadischen Konigsinschriften, pp 216 tt·.
:t Cf. King, Hammurabi, no. 35; Ungnad, Babylonische Briefe, no. 26, with noteb,
§ Cf. Winckler, KAT.3 p. 197, n 1 • Knudtzon (p. 47, n S) maintains (against
Schei!) that the name of Kudurra's father, which is read as Ba-~-is, seems not to· be
Kassite.
II Discussions of the flabirn and SA.GAZ which take fullest account of availab,e
evidence are Winckler, Gl. i. (1895), pp. 16-21; AF. iii. (1902), pp. 90-94; KAT.•
(1903), pp. 196 f.; Knudtzon, pp. 45-53; Weber in Knudtzon, pp. 1146-1148, 1336;
Dhorme in RB., 1909, pp, 67-73; Bohl, KH. (1911), pp. 83-96.
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of documents in the same language among the Boghaz Keui docli•
ments. The precise position of Arzawa is at present unascertained;
but it seems to have been a subordinate I_Iittite kingdom in Asia
Minor.* 'The sons of Arzawa' can .hardly mean anything else
than 'men from the land of Arzawa.' :j: Labaya, on the other
hand, seems to be a personal name. There are three letters from
Labaya (Kn. 252-254); and the first of these, though mainly
written, like the others, in Babylonian, is so much coloured by a
curious foreign jargon that in places it is incomprehensible. Another letter, written wholly in the Arzawa language and undeci phered (Kn. 32), mentions the name of Labaya three times; and
the position of the earliest occurrence of the name in the first
line leaves little doubt that the writer was Labaya himself.
, Other non-Semitic names in the Syrian and Palestinian lettersSuwardata, Yasdata, Zirdamyasda, Artamanya, Ru~manya, Manya,
Biridaswa, Biridiya, Namyawaza, Teuwatti, Subandu, Sutarna, etc.
-appear to be Aryan; and some of them have certainly been
identified as such.§ They are found throughout Cana'an as well as
to the north of the Lebanons. Suwardata, who was in antagonism
to ARAD-fliba of Jerusalem, was chieftain of Kelti, i.e. in all
probability the Biblical ~e'ilah (1 Sam. 231, al.) some eight miles
north-west of I_Iebron. Biridiya and his brother(?) Yasda~a were
princes of Megiddo. Ru~manya was prince of the city of Saruna,
a name which is identical with the Biblical Sharon, the maritime
plain north of Joppa. The presence of this Aryan element in Syria
and Palestine is doubtless to be connected with the fact that the
kingdom of Mitanni was at this period dominated by an aristocracy
who described themselves as !Jarri, i.e. Aryans, bore Aryan-sounding names, and venerated the Aryan deities Mitra, Varuna, Indra,
and the Nasatya-twins. II The bulk of the Mitannian population
appears, however, to have been related to the I_Iittites, and very
possibly owed its origin to the. I_Iittite invasion of western Asia in
* Cf. Winckler in OLZ. ix. p. 628 ; MDOG. xxxv. p. 40 ; and especially the
detailed discussion of Knu<ltzon, Die zwei Arzawa-Briefe (1902), pp. 16 ff.
t Similarly the appellation A rzawiya applied to the chieftain of Ruhizzi (probably
in central Syria) seems to mean 'the Arzawnn' {cf. Kn. 53, 54, al.).
§ Hall (PSBA. xxxi., 1909, p. 234; cf. also NE. p. 410, n 5) identifies Suwardata
or Suyardata with the Aryan Surya-dil.ta, i. e. 'Sun-given' ('H;\,oowpos). Bohl (KH.
p. 17, n 1 ) quotes G. J. Thierry ·as comparing Biridaswa with Sanskrit Brhad-a,wa
'(He who owns a) great horse.' Biridiya appears to contain the same first element.
'l'he element Arta in Artamanya is seen in the names ArtaMumara and Artatama
of the Aryan dynasty of Mitanni: cf. the Old Persian ArtakMatra {Artaxerxes) from
arta 'great' ,and fhliafr/), ' kingdom.' The second element appears in Manya and
Ru~manya. Sutarna, the father of Namyawaza, bears a name which is also borne by
a member of the Mitannian dynasty. Namyawaza may be compared with Mattiuaza
of the Mitannian dynasty. Cf. Hommel, Sitzungsberichte der k. bohm. Gesellsch., 1898,
vi, ; E. Meyer, Zeitschr. f. vergl. Spmcliforschungen, xiii (1909), pp. 18 ff. ; Weber in
Kn. passim.
II Cf. Winckler, MDOG."xxxv. pp. 37 ff., 51; OLZ. xiii. 289 ff. The names occur
in Figullaand Weidner, Keilschrijttexte 1, No. 1, Rev, II. 55f.; No. 3, Rev. I. 24,
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the 20th century B.C., which, as we have seen (p. lxiv), brought
about the end of the First Babylonian Dynasty;* or, it may be, to
a still earlier settlement of I;Iittites, superimposed upon an older
population. This I;Iittite population was governed, but not absorbed, by its Aryan conquerors, just as the Semitic population of
Babylonia was governed by the Kassite aristocracy who doubtless
belonged to the same wave of Indo-European invasion that founded
the Aryan Dynasty of Mitanni. The language of Mitanni appears
to be neither l;Iitt.ite nor Indo-European, but is said to have connexion with the V annic or Caucasian type.+
Now it seems to be clear that prior to the conquests of 'fl;rntmosi I. and 'fl;rntmosi m. the kingdom of Mitanni extended southwest of the Euphrates, and included Naharin, if not some portion of
Syria still further south. We have noticed, in speaking of the
campaigns of +1?-utmosi III., that the leader of the forces of Naharin
was probably the king of Mitanni (cf. p. lxviii). The glosses which
occur in the letter from the inhabitants of Tunip prove that
Mitannian was the language which was ordinarily spoken in this
Syrian city.§ The inference is plausible that the cessation of the
West Semitic Babylonian predominance in Amurru, which is marked
by the fall of the First Babylonian Dynasty cir. B.C. 1926, laid this
region open to Mitannian (i.e. I;Iittite-Aryan) influence .and occupation, the permeation of this strain in the population extending
ultimately up to the frontier of Egypt. The campaigns of the
Pharaohs of the Eighteenth Dynasty curtailed and eventually
destroyed Mitannian claims to suzerainty in Arnurru, confining the
Mitannian kingdom to the eastern side of the Euphrates. The
I;Iittite-Aryan strain still, however, formed a well-marked element
in the population of Syria and Cana'an ; and there should be no
doubt that it is this strain which is denoted in the O.T. by the
term 'I;Iittites,' when this term is used in enumeration of 'the
seven races' inhabiting Cana'an at the time of the Israelite occupation (cf. eh. 3' note).11
* The I_Iittite state of Han, on the middle Euphrates was apparently the outcome
of this invasion. Cf. King, Bab., p. 210, n '·
t Cf. Jensen, ZA. v. (1890), pp. 166-208; vi. pp. 34-72; Bri\nnow, ZA. v. pp. 209259; Sayce, ZA. v. pp. 260-274; PSBA. xxii. (1900), pp. 171-225; Messerschmidt,
MVAG., 1899, 4; Bork, MVAG., 1909, 1 and 2.
§ Cf. Messerschmidt, MVAG., 1899, 4, pp. 119 ff. Tunip has been placed as far
south as Ba'albek in the Lebanon-district, and as far north as Tinnab, some 25 miles
to the north of Aleppo. 'fhe largest consensus of opinion would locate it in the
neighbourhood of Kadesh on the Orontes. Cf. Weber's discussion in Kn. pp. 1123ff.;
and, for Egyptian ~vidence, Millier, AE. pp. 257 f.
II The proved existence of I,Iittites in southern Cana' an in the 14th century B. c, is
not, of course, a proof that they were there 700 years earlier in the time of Abraham
(assuming this to have been the period of l:Jammurabi), as is pictured in Gen. 23 P
where they appear as inhabitants of Hebron; nor can this be reiiarded as proved t1ntil
it can be shown that there is good ground for believing Gen. 23 to be based on contemporary information, or until external contemporary information has been brought to
light. For if (as there is reason to believe) Gen. 23 owes its composition (or even its
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The existence of this Hittite-Mitannian element in Cana'an
seems to throw light upon the origin of another people enumerated
among' the seven races,' viz., the Jebusites of Jerusalem. The fact
that ARAD-ijiba the. governor of Jerusalem bears a name of this
class seems to be clear. The Sumerian ideogram ARAD 'servant,'
which forms the first element in his name, proves that the second
element fiiba (also written ijeba) is a divine name. There can be
little doubt that this is the I;Iittite-Mitannian goddess tJipa or
ij.epa, who figures in the names of the Mitannian princesses Giluijipa and Tadu-ijipa (cf. p. lxxii), and in that of Pudu-:ijipa, the
wife of the I;Iittite king ijattusili n.; and who is enumerated
among the great deities in the Boghaz Keui documents.* The name
of the Jebusite of David's time, ilJl'J~ Arawna (2 Sam. 24 20-22.23.24)
or il;t)~ Aranya (Kt., 2 Sam. 24 18); ~hich is certainly non-Semitic,
is I;Iittite in appearance: we may perhaps compare the I;Iittite
king-names Arandas and Arnuanta for the first, element in the
name.+ On the other hand, Adoni-f?ede~ of Josh. 10 (cf. Judg. 1 5-7)
present form only) to an age much later than the time to which it refers, the possibility
that the author or editor may have assumed the conditions of a later age for the more
or less remote periorl of which he is writing has obviously to be taken into account.
Cf. the way in which the Philistines are represented in Gen. 26 (J in the main) as
inhabitants of the maritime plain in the Patriarchal period, although evidence leads us
to conclude that they did not settle in Palestine until a much later date ( cf. pp. xciiff. ),
While making this criticism of Prof. Sayce's contention that the historical fact
that there were J:Iittites at J:Iebron in Abraham's time can now be proved (cf. ET.
xviii. pp. 418 ff.; HOM. pp. 143 f.; and elsewhere), the fact should be noted that,
while the historical existence of Hittites in southern Palestine at any period bas been
called in question by many schoiars, Prof. Sayce has the merit of having all along
maintained its truth upon evidence which might have been patent to all at least since
the discovery of the Boghaz Keni documents (which certified the fact that the Arzawa
language was a Hittite dialect), if not since that of the T.A. Letters. There is no
a priori reason ·(so far as we know) why there should not have been Hittite clans in
southern Cana'an before 2000 B,C,; and evidence that such was the case· may yet come
to light. Sayce's evidence (Biblical World, Feb. 1905, pp. 130 ff.; cf, Archaeology,
p. 206) in proof that the Hittites were already settled in southern Palestine at least
as early as the Twelfth Egyptian Dynasty (cir. 2000-1788 B.c.) breaks down under the
criticism of Breasted, AJSL. xxi. (1905), pp. 153-158. Cf. also W. M. Miiller, OLZ.
xii. (1909), 427 f.
* Cf. MDOG. xxxv. p. 48. The reason why we transcribe the first element of
ARAD-ij:iba's name according to its value as a Sumerian ideogram is that if, as the
honorific mention of !jipa implies, he was a J:Iittite-Mitannian, the ideogram probably stands for the Hittite or Mitannian word for 'servant,' which is unknown to
us. Hommel (Sitzungsberichte der k. bohm. 0esellsch., 1898, vi, p. 10) and Dborme
(RB., 1909, p. 72) propose the form Arta-ij:epa (cf. Artassumara, Artatama,
Artamanya); while Gustavs (OLZ., 1911, 341 ff.) offers the form Put-i-{fepa, the
Mitannian root,put being interpreted by Bork (MVAG., 1909, 1, p. 126) in the sense
'to serve.' Cf, Weber in Kn. pp. 1333f. The ordinarily-accepted form Abdi-Hiba
is based upon the assumption that the man was a Semite, which is very improbable.
:t: It is likely that the termination in Aran-ya may be hypocoristic, the name
bearing the same relation to a fuller form such as Aran-das as Aki-ya does to AkiTesub, Aki-izzi, Gili-ya to Gilu-ijepa, and Biridi-ya to Birid-aswa.
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is good Semitic, and so is .Malki-f?ede¼- (Gen. H 18), if this can be
accepted as the genuine name of a king of Jerusalem.
Now Eze1>:iel, in characteri,zing figuratively Jerusalem's idolatrous
career from the earliest times, states at the opening of his description, 'Thy father was the Amorite, and thy "mother a I_Iittite'
(Ezek. 16 s; cf. v. 45 ). This statement has been often understood to
be merely metaphorical--morally considered, Jerusalem may be said
to have affinity with the early heathen races of Cana'an. In the
light, however, of the facts which we have just noticed, viz. : the
mixture of I_Iittite and Semitic names amon:g the pre-Israelite
inhabitants of Jerusalem as known to us, it becomes highly probable
that Eze}f.iel's words preserve an ethnographical fact, and that the
Jebusites of Jerusalem actually derived their origin from the
amalgamation of two strains, Amorite and I_Iittite.*
By the end of A9naton's reign Egypt had practically lost her
hold upon the whole of her Asiatic dominions. North of the
Lebanons Subbiluliuma. had thoroughly consolidated the I_Iittite
domination. Aziru's duplicity in posing as the supporter both of
Egyptian and of I_Iittite interests had at length proved disastrous
to him, and the I_Iittite king had attacked and defeated him and
reduced Amurru to vassalage. + The murder of Tusratta in a
court-conspiracy, producing anarchy in Mitanni, gave Subbiluliuma
the opportunity of intervening in the affairs of that kingdom ; and
having placed Mattiuaza, an exiled son of the late king, upon the
throne, he married him to his daughter and assumed to himself the
role of suzerain.§ Subbiluliuma seems not to have attempted to
extend his domination to Cana'an; and here the ijabiru and other
turbulent elements in the population were left to work their will
unchecked by any effective control by Egypt. The death of
Agnaton was speedily followed by the sweeping away of the new
religion which he had endeavoured to impose upon Egypt, and the
restoration of the ancient cultus. The reigns of the succeeding
Pharaohs of the Eighteenth Dynasty, Sakere, Tut'angaton, and Ay,
cover in all a period of not more than eight years (cir. B.C. 13581350), during which the power was really in the hands of the
Amon-priesthood at Thebes, and the reigning monarchs themselves
were little more than figureheads. Tut'an!}a.ton (the change 0f
whose name to Tut'anhamon marks the re-establishment of Thebes
0
as the seat of government and the triumph of the god Amon), mar
possibly have attempted an expedition into Cana'an as well as into
Nubia; for under him envoys from Syria are represented, together
* Cf. Sayce, Archaeology, p. 205; Hommel, Grundriss, p. 55; Jeremias, OTLAE. i.
V

p. 340; Bohl, KH. p. 26; Luckenbill, AJTh. xviii. pp 57 f.
Cf., for the circumstances, MDOG. xxxv. p. 43; Weber in Kn. pp. 1134 f. ;
Hall, NE. p. 350 ; Bohl in Theologisch Tijdschrift, 1916, pp. 206 ff. Text in Fignlla
and Weidner, Keilschrifttexte 1, No. 8.
§ Cf. MDOG. xxxv. p. 36; Bohl in Theologisch Tijdschrift, 1916, pp. 170 ff. Text
in Figulla and Weidner, Keilschrifttexte 1, Ob,. ll. 48 ff.
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with Ethiopians from the south, as bringing tribute,* and J.IaremJ:_teb
is described, when commander-in-chief of the Egyptian forces, as
'king's follower on his expeditions to the south and north
country.' t
It is doubtful, again, whether J.IaremJ:_teb, § who succeeded Ay
(cir. 1350), attempted to wage war in Syria. The name of ljeta (the
J.Iittites) appears in a list of names belonging to his reign, and the
captiv(ls whom he is represented as presenting to the gods of Egypt
may include some Asiayics,11 It was probably J.Iareml:_teb who concluded the treaty with Subbiluliuma (written S'-p'-rw-rw in Egyptian)
to which reference is made in the treaty of Ra'messe II. with
Hattusili ( cf. p. xci).
Ra'messe I., the founder of the Nineteenth Dynasty, must have
been an old man at his accession (cir. B.C. 1315), and his reign of
two years or less was uneventful. His son and successor, Sety I.
(cir. B.C. 1313), early turned his attention to the recovery of
Egypt's Asiatic dominions. At· the beginning of his reign he
received a r~port of the condition of affairs in Cana'an :-' The
vanquished Sasu, they plan rebellion, rising against the Asiatics of
lj."aru. They have taken to cursing and quarrelling, each of them
slaying his neighbour, and they disregard the laws of the palace.' ,r
This report, which summarizes the situation in Cana'an as we have
it in the T.A. Letters, is of high interest as indicating that the
SA.GAZ-ijabiru of tg.e latter were identical with the people whom
the Egyptians called Sasu, i.e. Asiatic Bedawin. **
Pushing through tge desert without delay, Sety easily routed
the outposts of the Sasu, and then marched through the whole
length of Cana'an, conquering or receiving the submission of
various fortified cities on hjs route. A boundary-stone discovered
by G. A. Smith, at Tell es-Sihab, 22 miles due east of the southern
end of the sea of Galilee, proves that he must have extended his
arms east of Jordan to the J.Iauran.:::t His main object, however,
was to regain possession of the Phoenician coast-cities, in order that,
* Cf. Breasted, AR. ii.§§ 1027ft'. The fact that the tribute of the north is represented as presented to the Pharaoh by the two viceroys of Nubia creates suspicion
that it may have been added, in imitation of earlier representations, as the conventional pendant of the tribute of the south.
t Cf. Breasted, AR. iii. § 20.
§ J:lltrem}_teb, who first rose to position as a general and administrator in the
reign of Agnaton, seems to have been the real wielder of power during the reigns of
the weaklings who succeeded this monarch. On the death of Ay he succeeded to the
kingship as the nominee of the priesthood of Amon (to whose worship he seems
all along to have adhered), and his position was legitimized by marriage with a
princess of the royal line. Cf. Breasted, Hist. Eg. pp. 399/f.; Hall, NE. pp.
310 ff.
11 Cf. Breasted, AR. iii. § 34.
'If Cf. Breasted, AR. iii. § 101.
** Cf. the remarks onp. lxxix as to the identity in meaning of 8,rnu with SA.GAZ==
{jabbatitm.
:J:+ er. PEF.Qy.St., 1901, pp. 347/f.; 1904, pp. 78ft'.
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following the example of 'fl_rntmosi III., he might obtain a naval
base for the provision of reinforcements in a future campaign
against the further north. This successfully accomplished, he
returned to Egypt with his captives and spoil.
Resolved in a second (undated) campaign to try conclusions with
the l;Iittites-whose king, Mursili (Eg. M-r'-s'-r'), the son of
Subbiluliuma, had succeeded to the throne after the brief reign of
his brother Arandas-Sety advanced between the Lebanons, and
for the first time Egyptian and l;Iittite forces met in conflict. Sety
claims to have reached Naharin; but since he did not gain any
decisive success against the l;Iittites, we may suspect that this is an
exaggeration. After this campaign Sety concluded a treaty with
Mursili,* the terms of which probably left Cana'an and Phoenicia
to Egypt, and the whole of Syria north of the Lebanons to the
J:Iittites. During the remainder of Sety's reign (which lasted some
21 years in all) we hear of no further campaign in 'Syria. It is interesting to note that Sety (like Ra'messe II.) mentions a district
called 'A-sa-ru, corresponding to the hinterland of southern
Phoenicia !-precisely the position assigned in the Old Testament
to the Israelite tribe of Asher (cf. eh. l31 note).
.
His successor, Ra'messe II. (cir. B.C. 1292), was fired with the
ambition of recovering Egypt's Asiatic empire as it had existed at
the end of the reign of the great conqueror 'fl_rntmosi III. This was
a task more difficult than ever before. The l;Iittite king Mursili,
and his son and successor Muwattalli (Eg. Mw+n-r'), profiting by
the long period of peace, had occupied }5:adesh on the Orontes as a
frontier-fortress, and rendered it a very formidable obstacle to be
overcome by an Egyptian army advancing northward between the
Lebanons. Of Ra'messe's earliest moves we know no more than
the fact that a limestone stele, cut in the rock at the mouth of the
Nahr el-Kelb near Berftt, bears the Pharaoh's name, and is dated
the fourth year of his reign.§ This shows that, like bis father Sety,
his initial move was to follow the policy of 'Prntmosi III. and to
make sure of his hold upon the Phoenician cities; but whether
this cost him any fighting we have no means of determining. In
any case, his ulterior object was sufficiently obvious to forewarn
the J:{ittite king; and when next year he advanced against northern
Syria in order to try conclusions with the l;Iittites, Muwattalli II had
* Mentioned in the treaty of Ra'messe n. with lJ:attusili. This speaks of a treaty
with Muwattalli; but there can be no doubt that the name is an error for Mudili;
cf. Breasted, AR. iii. § 377, note c.
:\: Cf. Miiller, A E. pp. 236 ff.
§ Another stele in the same place has been thought to be dated' year 2' (so Petrie,
Hist. Eg. iii. p. 46), but the date should more probably be read 'year 10.' There was
but one campaign before that against Kadesh in 'year 5.' Cf. Breasted, AR.§ 297.
II Hall makes Mursili the I_littite · king whom Ra'messe met at ~adesb, and
supposes that he died shortly after, 'crushed by the disaster that had befallen his
armies' (NE. p. 361); but the treaty of tlattusili with Ra'messe certainly speaks as
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mustered an army of- some 20,000 including his north Syrian
dependants and allies from Asia Minor, among whom we recognize
Dardanians (Dardeny), Lycians (Luka), Mysians (Mesa), Kataonians
(Ka~awaden), and Cilicians (Kelekes). The bad strategy displayed
by Ra'messe nearly involved him in defeat, his first and second
divisions (the first led by the king himself) encountering a surpriseattack from behind the city of 15-adesh, whilst the third and fourth
divisions were still straggling some miles in the rear. The second
division appears to have been cut to pieces in the first onset of the
l;[ittites, while the first division (already in camp) was largely put
to flight; but the personal bravery of Ra'messe (rallying no doubt
his own bodyguard and some part of the first division) succeeded
in holding the foe at bay until reinforcements arrived, when the
aspect of affairs was changed and the l;[ittites were beaten off with
heavy losses. Next day both armies seem to have been too exhausted to renew the combat; and Ra'messe bad to be content to
return to Egypt without attempting to reduce the fortress of
Kadesh.*
· It is easy to see that this campaign, though much magnified by
Ra'messe on account of the personal part which he played in retrieving the issue of the battle, must have been somewhat disastrous
to the prestige of Egypt in Syria. We are not surprised, therefore,
to find that within the next year or so the whole of Cana'an, stirred
up doubtless by l;[ittite influence, was in revolt; and in his eighth
year Ra'messe had to undertake a campaign for its reconquest, and
was obliged to lay siege to and reduce even a city so far south as
Ash~elon.
Pushing northward, he then captured a number of cities in the
district of Galilee, among which we recognize the name of Beth'Anath (cf. eh. l33 note), and seems also to have extended his arms
into the Lebanon-district, for he records the conquest of a city
named Dapur 'in the land of Amor' (Amurru), which was garrisoned
by ];Iittites.:j: Possibly the stele discovered by Schumacher at
though peace had been broken in the time of Muwattalli (Breasted, AR. iii.§ 374),
and this is the view which is taken by Breasted (Hist. Eg. pp. 423 ff.), Garstang
(Hittites, p. 343), Luckenbill (AJTh. xviii. p. 49), and King (Bab. p. 235).
* The fullest accounts of this battle (with plans and Egyptiau reliefs) will be
found in Breasted, AR. iii. §§ 298 ff. ; The Battle of Kadesh (Decennial Publications of
the University of Chicago, 1904); Hist. Eg. pp. 425 ff.; Petrie, Hist. Eg. iii. pp. 47 ff.
The view commonly held (cf. Petrie, Hist. Eg. iii. p. 61; Breasted, AR. iii.
§§ 356 f. ; Hist. Eg. p. 436; Hall, NE. p. 362) that Dapur is the Biblical Tabor in
the plain of Esdraelon is not very probable. Heb. n is not usually represented by
Eg. d (no instances cited by Burch.), nor ~ by Eg. p (ve,ry rare; cf. Burch. § 50);
and the fact that this city alone is distinguished as 'in the land of Amor' surely
dissociates it from the group in which it occurs. No ]:littite remains have been discovered further south than Restan, north of the Lebanons. Elsewhere Dapur is
associated with Kadesh: cf. Miiller, AE. p. 221. We find Tabor normally spelt
among the Asiatic names in the great list of Ra'messe III. at Medinet Habu: cf.
W. M. Miiller, Egypt. Researches (1904) Pl. 65, No, 27; Burch. No. 1083.
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~eh Sa'd in the Hauran,* about three miles north of Tell 'Astara
ma"y have been set up during this campaign.
'
The records for the following years are scanty, but it is clear
that they witnessed a long and arduous struggle to recover northern
Syria from the ~ittites. Ra'messe must have advanced into
Naharin as far as Tunip, conquered this city. and then lost it
again; for in a subsequent campaign we find him once more capturing it, together with Katna and Arvad, and claiming to have
subdued the whole of northern Syria and Naharin.:j: It is unlikely
that he retained possession of his conquests for any length of time.
Muwattalli, though he might be temporarily worsted, was by no
means beaten, and probably wrested back most if not all of the
captured territory as often as Ra'messe returned with his army to
Egypt. At length, in or shortly before the twenty-first year of
Ra'messe's reign, Muwattalli died and was succeeded by his brother
ijattusili II. (Eg. !J-t'-s'-r'), who immediately proposed a treaty
of peace which the Egyptian king was not loath to accept. The
Egyptian text of this treaty is engraved on the walls of Karnak
and the Ramesseum, and has long been known§ ; and parts of a
copy in cuneiform Babylonian were discovered among the l,Iittite
archives at Boghaz Keui.l\ It is a diplomatic document of the
highest interest, dealing in legally phrased clauses with obligations
of alliance and the mutual right of extradition of emigrants and
political refugees. Both parties are placed upon a footing of exact
equality-a fact which proves that neither had any permanent
advantage to claim as the result of many years of conflict. There
is no definition of the boundary-line between the two kingdoms ;
and our inference must ge that it remained as defined or recognized
in the earlier treaties of Subbiluliuma (cf. p. lxxxviii) and Mursili (cf.
p. lxxxix), to which the present treaty refers. Thirteen years later
Ra'messe married the eldest daughter of Hattusili, and the
H.ittite king actually accompanied his daughter to Egypt for the
ceremony. ,i
During the remainder of Ra'messe's long reign of sixty-seven
years he was never again obliged to take the field in Syria.** His
son Minepta}:t was an elderly man when he succeeded him (cir. B.C.
1225), and his accession seems to have been the signal for a revolt
in Cana'an, which he quelled in his third year. Minepta}:t's reference
* Cf. ZDPV. xiv. pp. 142ff.

+

Cf. Breasted, AR. iii. §§ 363 ff.
§ Cf. Breasted, AR. iii. §§ 367 ff. ; Petrie, Hist. Eg. iii. pp. 63 ff.
II Cf. §[DOG. XXXV. pp. 12 f.
~ Cf. Breasted, AR. iii. §§ 416 ff.
** To the reign of Ra'messe II. is assigned the composition of the document contained in Papyrus Anastasi 1., which gives an imaginative and satirical description
of the perils and difficulties attendant upon travel in Palestine. This document,
which is of the highest interest on account. of the typographical aud descriptive information which it·offers, has been most recently edited by A. H. Gardiner, Egyptian
Hieratic Texts, &ries I. Part I. (1911 ).
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to this campaign is, from the Biblical point of view, of the highest
interest, for in it we find Israel mentioned among Palestinian
localities-Pe-kanan (i.e. 'the Cana'an '), Ashl5:elon, Gezer, Yeno'am,
ijaru (i.e. southern Palestine)-as plundered and subdued.* Mineptal}.'s statement is 'Israel (y-s-r-'-r) is desolated, his seed is not,' i
and the name Israel is marked by the Determinative which means
'men,' showing that it denotes a people and not a country.
The next event which is of interest for Biblical history is the
settlement of the Philistines in Cana'an. Already in the reign of
Mineptal:_i we can trace the beginning of a migratory movement
among the peoples of the north-eastern Mediterranean. Mineptal:_i
was obliged, in his fifth year, to repel an extensive invasion into
the western Delta on the part of the Libyans, together with various
peoples who came by sea to assist in She raid, thossi who are named
being the 'Al5:aywasa, Turusa, Luka, Sardina, and Sakalusa.§ After
a lapse of nearly thirty years we find that history repeats itself,
and the Libyans, profiting by the period of confusion and weakness
which ensued in Egypt after the death of Mineptal:_i (cir. B.C. 1215),
again invaded the western Delta in force in the fift,h year of
Ra'messe III. of the Twentieth Dynasty (cir. B.C. 1193), assisted by
sea-rovers called Pulasati and '.!'akkara,// some of whom joined the
land forces of the Libyans, whilst others entered the Nile-mouths
in their ships. Ra'messe claims a decisive victory against these
* The inscription in which this reference occurs was discovered by Petrie in 1896,
and a full account of it was given by him in the Contemporary Review for May of the
same year. Cf. also Petrie; Hist. Eg. iii. p. 114; Breasted, AR. iii.§§ 602 ff.
In the expression 'his seed is not,' seed seems to mean posterity ; and the phrase
does not mean 'their crops are destroyed,' as explained by Petrie and many scholars
after him. This is clear from the fact that the same expression is used five times
elsewhere of other conquered foes (cf. Breasted, AR. iii. § 604), e.g. of the seapeoples who endeavoured to invade Egypt in the reign of Ra'messe III., of whom this
king says, 'Those who reached my border are desolated, their seed is not.' Here
reference to 'crops' is obviously out of the question.
§ Cf. Breasted, AR. iii. §§ 569 ff.
The 'A¼aywasa are probably the 'Axa,Fol,
Achivi, or proto-Greeks; the 'ruruifa may be the Tvp,rYJvol or Tyrrhenians, whose
migration from Asia Minor to Italy probably took place at about this period; the
Luka, as we have already noticed (p. xc), are certainly the Lycians; the Sardina
were perhaps originally from Sardis in Asia Minor, and subsequently gave -their n:ime
to Sardinia (some of them had been in the employ of Egypt as mercenaries since the
days of AJ:!~aton: they appear in the T.A. Letters as amOlu Serdani; cf. Kn. 122,
I. 35); the Sakalusa were probably from Sagalassos in Asia Minor (Sagalassian mercenaries are perhaps intended by §dbO !Uu Sef!;Zali, 'soldiers of the city of Se!)lal '),
mentioned by Abd-Asirta in one of his letters, Kn. 62; so Hall in PSBA. xxxi. p.
231, nB6). Cf. Miiller, AE. pp. 357 f., 372 ff.; Hall, NE. pp. 68 ff., 377. On the
-sa and -na terminations of many of these names as nomir,al suffixes in Asia Minor
(illustrated by the Lycian -iizi, -aza, etc.), cf. Hall, Oldest Civilization of Greece,
pp. 178 f.
II Or Zakkala, if Hommel (PSBA. xvii., 1895, p. 205; Grundriss, pp. 28, 32, n4)
is right in connecting with the city-name Za¼¼alfi, mentioned in a Babylonian
inscription of the Ka.Mite periorl (the same that has already been cited for the name
:ijarbisihu: cf. p. lxxxi).
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combined forces.* But a greater peril awaited him. In his eighth
year he had to meet a threatened invasion of the sea-peoples, which
was clearly no casual raid, but a migration on a large scale. The
invaders came both by land, moving down the coast of Syria, and
also by sea, the land-contingent bringing their families and possessions in heavy two-wheeled ox-carts. 'The isles were disturbed,'
Ra'messe tells us, and ' no one stood before their hands,' even the
I:[ittites being mentioned as wasted before their advance. 'They
set up a camp in one place in the land of Amor [ Amurru]. They
desolated his people and his land lik~ that which is not. Their
main support was Pulasati, '.J:akkara, Sakalusa,. Danauna, W asasa.
These lands were united, and they laid their hands upon the land
as far as the Circle of the Earth. Their hearts were confi<lent, full
of their plans.' t Ra'messe equipped a fleet to meet the invaders,
an~ marched into Cana'an himself at the head qf his lanq-army,
which was composed partly of Egyptians and partly of Sardina
mercenaries. Somewhere upon the coast of Phoenicia a battle was
fought in which Ra'messe was victorious; and his army, having
accounted for their foes by land, turned their arrows to the assistance of the Egyptian ships which were engaged in a naval battle
inshore in one of the harbours. § Ra'messe thus succeeded for the
time in checking the southern progress of the tide of invasion; but
it cannot have been long afterwards-whether later in this Pharaoh's
reign or in the period of national decay which supervened at his
death-that the immigrant tribes pressed on and occupied the
whole of the maritime plain of Cana'an from Carmel to the border
of Egypt, extending ultimately, as it seems, across the plain of
Esdraelon to Beth-she'an (cf. p. 24).
However much doubt may attach to the identification of the
other invading tribes, II it is certain that the Pulasati (written
Pw-r'-s'-1 or Pw-r'-s'-ty) are the P•listim of the O.T. The Philistines
were recognized by the Israelites as immigrant settlers, and their
earlier home is said to have been iiJ:l~~ Kaphtor (Deut. 2 23 , Am. 97 ),
* Cf. Breasted, AR. iv. §§ 35 ff.
:t Cf. Breasted, AR. iv. § 64.
§ Cf. the Egyptian relief as figured by Rosellini, Mofl.umenti dell' Egitto, i. Pl.
cxxxi.; Maspero, Melees, p. 469; Macalister, Schweich Lectures, p. 119.
II The name 'J)kkara has been connected by Petrie (Hist. Eg. iii. p. 151) with the
place-name Zakro in eastern Crete, and this view is favoured by Hall (NE. p. 71).
The older identification with the T<vKpol of the Troad, adopted by Lauth, Chabas,
Lenormant, and ultimately by Brugsch (cf. references in Maspero, Melees, p. 464, n3)
may also connect this people originally with Crete, whence the Trojan Tencer is said
to have come (Virgil, Aen. iii. 11. 102 ff.): cf. Hall, Oldest Civilization of Greece,
p. 176. Maspero (Revue Critique, 1880, p. 110) and Breasted (Hist. Eg. p. 477) think
of the pre-Greek Sikeli or Sicilians. The Danauna may have been the Ao.vo.ol, as is
commonly thought, in spite of the fact that there was a settlement of them in Cana'an
some two hundred years before this date (cf. p. xcv). On the Sakalusa as the Sagalas'
sians, cf. p. xcii. Most difficult of all to identify are the Wasasa, who Hall thinks
may be 'the people of Fa~6s (Waxos), the 'Oo.f6s of Herodotus and 'A~6s of later days,
a prominent city of Crete' (cf. op. cit. p. 177).
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which is defined in Jer. 47 4 by the term'~ 'i, always applied to the
islands and coast-lands of the Mediterranean. The identity of
Kaphtor with the Egyptian Keftiu,* and of both with the island of
Crete, admits of no reasonable doubt; but it is not unlikely that the
ancestors of the Philistines had at one time or another connexion
with the mainland of Asia Minor, especially with Lycia and Caria
(which may, indeed, be included under the term Keftiu, if, as Hall
states, it is derived from an Egyptian word meaning 'behind,' and
so denotes somewhat vaguely 'the back of beyond'). t The term
'J:l".1.'.\l K"reth£, which is often applied in the O.T. to a section of the
Phiiistines (especially David's foreign. bodyguard), bears a close
* The absence of the final r in Keftiu as compared with Kaphtor is explained by
Spiegel berg ( OLZ. xi. 426 f.) as due to elision ; and this seems more probable than
the rival explanation offered by Wiedemann (OLZ. xiii. 53) that Kaphtor is the
Egyptian Kaft-lj,or 'Upper Kefti' (like Retenu-lJ,or 'Upper Retenu '), since it is more
likely that the Israelites learned the name directly from the Philistines themselv'i,S
than through an Egyptian medium. W. M. Muller (MVAG., 1900, p. 6) cites the
Ptolemaic form Kpt'r with retention of r.
:J; The men of Keftiu figured on Egyptian tombs of the Eighteenth Dynasty period
bear striking resemblance to the Minoans, the remains of whose civilization have
been excavated at Knossos and other sites in Crete, and the vases which they carry
are identical in workmanship. It is impossible, however, to regard the Philistines as
identical with these Keftians. The former, as represented in Egyptian reliefs, are
quite unlike the latter, and always wear a high feathered headdress, such as, according to Herodotus (vii. 92) was worn at the battle of Salamis by the Lycians (1repl
rij1T1 K<,PaAjG", 1rlXovs 1rrepo11T< 1rep1EG're<f,avwµlvovs), whom the same writer believes to
have come originally from Crete (i. 173). Of. the feathered headdress worn by the
figures depicted on an Assyrian relief from Kuyunjik of the seventh century B.c. :
Layard, Monuments of Nineveh, 2nd Series, Plate 44. Herodotus also states that the
Carians came to the mainland from the islands, and were originally subjects of King
Minos (i. 171 ; cf. also Strabo, xiv. 2, 27), and he ascribes to them, among other
inventions borrowed by the Greeks, the fastening of crests on helmets--which, however, were clearly quite different from the feathered skull-caps of the Lycians and
Philistines. A head with feathered headdress, identical with that of the Philistines,
forms one of the pictographs upon the clay disk discovered by Pernier in the palace
of Phaestos in Crete. The human figures included among the pictographs on this
disk are non-Minoan in outline and costume, and the signs as a wbole differ considerably from those of the Minoan signary. Whether the disk should 'be regarded as a
record of a peaceful connexion between the l\-finoan lords of Phaestos and some neighbouring race enjoying a parallel _form of civilization,' or as 'the record of an invading
swarm, the destroyers perhaps of Phaestos itself,' is a question which cannot at
present be settled. Of. Evans, Scripta Minoa, i. pp. 22-28, with Plates xii. and xiii.
, The Aegean pottery which has been discovered at sites in Palestine which come
within the Philistine sphere (Tell es-Safiyyeh, Gezer, 'Ain-sems) is of the inferior
style called 'Late Minoan m.' i.e. beio~ging to the period subsequent to the destruction of Knossos which marks the end of • Late Minoan u.' cir. H.c. 1400. Late
Minoan III. style, which follows immediately on Late Minoan II,, was very possibly
the inferior imitation of Minoan art already developed in south-western Asia Minor
by the invaders of Crete, who may have been the ancestors of the Philistines.
On the Keftian and Philistine questions, cf. Hall in Annual of the Brit. School rtt
Athens, viii. (1901-2), pp.157-188; NE. pp. 68-74; Macalister, The Philistines; their
History and Civilization (Schweich Lectures, 1911, published 1914), chap, i.
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resemblance to 'Cretan,' and is so rendered by ('li in Ezek. 25 u
Zeph. 2 5 ; and an allied tribe, also employed as mercenaries by th;
Judaean kings, bore the name '''.9 Kari (2 Sam. 20 23 Kt., 2 Kgs.
11 4· 19 ), i.e. Carians.
The O.T. tells us nothing as to the other sea-peoples allied with
the Philistines; but we gather from the narrative of the Egyptian
Wenamon (cf. p. xcvi), that there was a '.rakkara settlement at Dor
a little south of Carmel about eighty years after the invasion. It is
possible that the Danauna may have settled on the sea-coast to the
north of Phoenicia, where, as we learn from a letter of Abimilki of
Tyre to Agnaton, there was a settlement of them some 200 years
earlier.* So late as the latter half of the 9th century B.c. Kalumu
king of Ya'di in northern Syria was harassed by the king of the
Danonim (tl'JJi 7~t.,), and was obliged to hire the assistance of the
king of Assyria t-a fact which favours the inference that this
people is to be looked for somewhere upon the north Syrian littoral.
After having successfully repulsed another invasion of the Libyans
(this time in alliance with the Masawasa, a north African people
dwelling to the west of the Libyans), which took place in his
eleventh year, Ra'messe III. undertook (probably within the next
year or two) a second campaign in Syria concerning which our very
scanty information is derived solely from pictorial reliefs. § He
seems to have stormed and captured several fortified cities, one of
which is described as 'in the land of Amor,' whilst another, which
is represented as surrounded by water, is probably }5:adesh. Two
others are pictured as defended by I;Iittite troops, and one of these
bears the name Eret.
After the death
Ra'messe m. the Twentieth I;>ynasty was continued by a series of nine rulers, all of whom bore the name
Ra'messe (rv-xn). The total period covered by their reign was
under 80 years (B.C. 1167-1090); and since in the whole line there
was not one monarch possessing the slightest vigour or initiative,
the power of the empire suffered a swift and irretrievable decline.
Early in Ra'messe xn.'s reign we find that a Tanite noble named
N esubenebded has made himself ruler of the whole Delta-region,
* Cf. Kn. 151, 11. 49 ff. Abimilki's words are, 'The King my lord has written to
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me, "What news hast thou of Cana'an 1 Send me word." 'l'he king of the land of
Danuna is dead, and his brother has become king in succession, and the land is at
rest.' It is generally assumed that the 0. T. reference·s to the Philistines as occupying
the maritime plain of southern Cana'an in Patriarchal times (Gen. 2132,34 R, 26 J;
cf. also Ex. 13 16 E, 1514 J) are necessarily anachronistic; but the fact that there were
Danauna in Syria some two hundred years before the days of Ra'messe In. should
give us pause before we assert this categorically, since for aught we know there may
have been an earlier Philistine settlement just as there was an earlier Danauna settlement. The existence of such an earlier Philistine settlement has been argued by
Noordzij (De Filistijnen, p. 59), mainly on the ground that by the time of Samson
and Saul the Philistines were already largely Semitized.
:): Jnscription of Kalumu, 11. 7 f. Cf. references p. 17 4, footnote *.
§ Cf. Breasted, AR. iv. §§ 115-135.
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while at Thebes the supreme power is in the hands of the highpriest of Amon, I_Iril,ior by name.
A document dated in the fifth year of this reign (cir. B.C. 1114) is
of the highest interest to us as illustrating Egypt's total loss of
power and prestige in Syria.* This is the report of a certain
W enamon, an official despatched by I_Iril,ior to Phoenicia in order
to procure timber from the Lebanon for the sacred barge of Amon.
The report, which is a chapter of misfortunes, is undoubtedly
authentic, and was apparently drawn up to explain the emissary's
waste of time and ill-success in accomplishing his errand.
Starting from Thebes in charge of an image of the god named
'Amon-of-the-Way,' W enamon goes to Tanis, and on exhibition of
his credentials Nesubenebded and his wife Tentamon give him a
passage on board a trading-vessel commanded by a Syrian in order
that he may reach Gebal and obtain the timber from Zakar-ba'al
(Eg. T'-k'-r'-b-'-r), the Phoenician prince of that city. In the course
of the voyage the ship touches at Dor, which belongs to a settlement of the '.Iakkara under a prince named Badyra, or, it may be,
Bod'el (Eg. B'-dy-r'). t Whilst the ship is in harbour one of the
crew steals Wenamon's money, amounting to 5 deben of gold and 31
deben of silver,§ and decamps. Wenamon interviews Badyra and
endeavours to make him responsible for the robbery, on the ground
that it took place in his harbour; but the '.!'akkara prince not
unnaturally disclaims all obligation to make good the money, while
politely promising to search for the thief. After waiting in harbour
nine days without result, Wenamon is obliged to continue his
journey. Unfortunately at this point there comes a lacuna in the
·MS.; but we are able to gather from what remains II that the ship
put in at Tyre, and that either here or at some other port \V enamon
met some '.!'akkara travellers bearing a bag of silver amounting to
30 deben, and incontinently seized it as surety for his own money.
Arrived at Gebal, Zakar-ba'al refuses to see him, and sends a
message, 'Begone from my harbour ! ' W enamon waits patiently
for nineteen days, in spite of daily orders to depart; then one of
the youths in the prince's retinue falls into a prophetic frenzy, and
demands that the god, and the messenger of Amon who has him in
* The Golenischeff papyrns, discovered in 1891 at El-flibeh in Upper Egypt. For
translation and discussion, cf. W. M. M(iller in M VA G., 1900, 1, pp. 14-29;; Erm an in
Zeitschr.fur aegypt. Sprache, xxxviii (1900), pp. 1-14; Breasted, AR. iv.§§ 557 ff.;
Maspero, Contes populaires de l'Egypte (4• ed. 1911), pp. 214-230; Popular Stories
of Ancient Egypt (trans. of preceding by Mrs. Johns, revised by Maspero, 1915),
pp. 202-216.
:t In favour of taking the name as Semitic ,~,:::i we may compare the Phoenician
names MiM~J:i:J Bod-'Astart, ni;,,t:ii:J Bod-Mel½art, mni:::i Bod-Tanith. i:J
is probably a shortened form of i:::ii: 'servant of': cf. Cooke, NSI. p. 41.
§ That is (according to Petrie, Hist. Eg. iii. p. 197) about £60 in gold and £12 in
silver.
II Maspero (op. cit.) offers a conjectural restoration of the missing section.
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his care, shall be brought into the presence of Zakar-ba'al. Thus
1V enamon, who, having abandoned hope of accomplishing his
mission, is loading his belongings on to a ship bound tor Egypt, is
stopped by the harbour-master and ordered to remain until the
morning. He is then granted an interview with Zakar-ba'al, who,
in spite of the prophecy, is by no means disposed to receive him
with open arms, but demands his credentials which he has foolishly
left in the hands of Nesubenebded and Tentamon, and asks why he
and his god have been sent, not in a special ship, but in a mere
merchant-vessel, in which he might easily have been wrecked and
have lost the image of the god.* On Zakar-ba'al's inquiring his
business, he replies, 'I have come after the timber for the great and
august barge of Amon-Re, king of gods. Thy father did it, thy
grandfather did it, and thou wilt also do it.' Zakar-ba'al admits
that this is true, and professes himself quite willing to do businessat a price; then sending for the journal of his lathers he proves
from it that they were paid in full for all the timber which they
supplied, and were under no obligation to supply anything freely to
Egypt as overlord. t This documentary evidence is clinched by an
argument which is very noteworthy as proving how utterly the
Phoenician cities had shaken off the Egyptian suzerainty. 'If,'
says Zakar-ba'al, 'the ruler of Egypt were the owner of my
property, and I were also his servant, he would not send silver and
gold, saying, "Do the command of Amon." It was not the payment of rtribute 7 which they exacted of my father. As for me, I
am myself neither thy servant nor am I the servant of him that
sent thee. If I cry out to the Lebanon, the heavens open, and the
logs lie here on the shore of the sea.'§
W enamon blusters in vain ; even the production of the image of
Amon, and the solemn assurance that the life and health which the
god is able to bestow is of far greater value than a mere moneypayment, are without effect. He agrees, therefore, to send his
scribe back to Egypt with a request to Nesubenebded and Tentamon
to despatcl). various goods in payment for the timber; and, as an
earnest that he is ready to perform his side of the bargain, Zakarba'al embarks a small part of the timber on the ship by which the
messenger sails. The goods arrive from Egypt in due course, and
Zakar-ba'al immediately gives orders that the timber shall be felled
and dragged down to the shore. When all is ready for embarka* The precise meaning of Zakar-ba'al's remarks about the ship seems to be open to
<loubt. The interpretation adopted above is based on the rendering of Breasted.
The keeping of this journal by Zakar-ba'al and bis ancestors, coupled with the
fact that among the goods supplied him from Egypt in payment for the timber are
500 rolls of papyrus, is of the first importance in proof of the high antiquity of the
use in Cana'an of an alphabetic script written upon papyrns or leather, alongside of
the use of cuneiform Babylonian written upon clay tablets. Cf. Addit. Note on
'The use of writing in Cana' an at the time of the Judges,' p. 258.
§ The actual q notations here given are derived from Breasted 's translation.
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tion he sends for W enamon, and points out that he himself has
done as his .fathers did, whereas the Egyptian can scarcely make
the same claim. Then somewhat sarcastically he congratulates
W enamon on being more fortunate than his predecessors-certain
messengers of ljamwese (probably Ra'messe rx.) who were detained
in the land seventeen years until their deaths: and he suggests that
W enamon should go and see their tomb t
W enamon, however, having secured his timber, is only bent on
embarking it as soon as possible and setting sail; but, unfortunately
for him, before he can accomplish this, eleven ships of the '.rakkara
appear outside the harbour with the object of stopping his departure
and arresting him-doubtless on account of his seizure of the silver
belonging to the '.rakkara travellers.* W enamon is in despair; but
.Zakar-ba'al manages to enable him to embark and slip through
their fingers. His ship is then driven by a contrary wind to the
land of Alasa (probably Cyprus); and here he is (or fancies that he
is) in imminent danger of death at the hands of the islanders, and
only escapes through finding some one who understands Egyptian,
and who interprets his words to the queen of the country. At
this point, unfortunately, the MS. breaks off; and we do not know
what further adventures W enamon encountered before he managed
to reach Egypt.
This narrative of W enamon-lengthy as it is even when reduced
to a mere summary-has seemed .worthy of inclusion both on
account of its intrinsic interest as exemplifying Egypt's loss of even
the shadow of authority in her former Asiatic dominion, and also
because, illustrating as it does most vividly the condition of
civilization in Cana'an, it falls into the middle of the period covered
by the Book of Judges, and happens to be the solitary piece of
extra-Biblical evidence known to us which belongs to that period.
The reason why-whilst earlier centuries have proved comparatively
rich in extra-Biblical material bearing on the history of Syria and
Palestine-the period of the Judges of Israel is thus so barren is
not far to seek. We have arrived at an age in which no external
great power was strong enough or free enough to interfere in the
affairs of Cana'.an. This period extends from the early middle part
of the twelfth century B.C. (end of the reign of Ra'messe III.) down
to the middle of the ninth century B.C. when the co-operation of
Al;tab of Israel in the league against Shalmaneser III. of Assyria
(B.C 854) foreshadows the speedy interference of this great power
in the affairs of the small kingdoms of Cana'an.:j:
* The narrative here suggests that a previous attempt to arrest Wenamon bad been
made by the 'fakkara, and that the account of this has disappeared in the lacuna in
the middle of the MS.
The incursion into southern Cana' an of the Pharaoh of whom it is recorded in
1 Kgs. 91a that he captured Gezer and presented it as a dowry to his daughter on
her marriage with Solomon (early middle part of the tenth century B.O. ), and the
invasion of Judah and Israel by Sbisha½ (Sheshonk r.) in the reign of Re~obo'am of
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The decline of Egyptian power we have outlined. The }:Iittite
empire, shaken to its foundatio,,s by the irresistible movement of the
sea-peoples of which WIJ have already spoken (cf. p. xciii), appears to
have been wiped unu, perhaps some two decades later (cir. B.C. 1170)
through the invasion of a people whom the Assyrians called
Muskaya,* the Meshech of the Old Testament (Gen. 10 2, al.), and
the Mo<Txo, of Herodotus (iii. 94; vii. 78), who were probably akin
to the Phrygians of later times. Thenceforward Carchemish became the chief centre of }:Iittite civilization ; but there were other
independent or semi-independent principalities throughout northern
Syri~, extending apparently as far south as }5:adesh on the Orontes,
the former frontier-city of the great }:Iittite empire. t The rulers
Judah (latter half of the same century), as recorded in 1 K~s. 14 25 and upon the
walls of the temple of Amon at Karnak, are isolated incidents merely, and do not
mark a recrudescence of Egyptian power in Palestine.
* Tiglath-Pileser I tells us that in the first year of his reign (cir. B.c. 1120) he
attacked and defeated 20.000 Muskaya and their five kings who fifty years previously
had held the lands of Alzi and Purnkuzzi, and after a course of unbroken victory had
'come down' and seized the land of Kummu!J (Commagene, south of the Taurus
ancl north of Mesopotamia): cf. Budge and King, Annals of th~ Kings of Assyria,
pp. 35 f.; KB. i. p. 18. Jn later times their land, to the north-west of KummuJ! on
the borders of Cappadocia, is known as Musku or Musku: cf. for collected references
Delitzsch, Paradies, pp. 250 f. It is on Tiglath-Pileser's information as to this
Muskaya-movement-coupled with the facts that Arnuanta, who must have reigned
cir. B.C. 1200 or a little earlier, is the last Hittite king whose archives have been found
at Boghaz Keui, and that both Boghaz Keui 'ancl Carchemish exhibit signs of destruction
and subsequent reconstruction at a period not much later than Arrn1anta-that the
conclusion is based that the Muskaya were the destroyers of the Hittite emphe.
Cf. Hogarth, The Ancient East, p. 38; Garstang, Hittites, p. 53·; King, Bab.
p. 241.
This conclusion depends on the emendation of 2 Sam. 24 6, according to which
the northern limit of David's kingdom extended 'to the land of the l:[ittites, unto
I~adesh' (reading i1~j~ Cl 1fll'.1~
after QliL in place of the unintelligible
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'land of Ta~tim l:[odshi' of £lr1), There is no reason fer
doubting the restoration 'unto Kadesh '-with Driver (1.VHTS. 2 ad Zoe.) and otherson the ground that David's kingdom could not have extended so far north, the
ordinary northern limit of the kingdom of Israel being Dan (probalJly Tell el-Kady,
south of Hermon; cf. notes on 'Laish,' eh. 18 7, and on 'from Dan, etc.,' ch.·20·1),
which is o~e hundred miles south of Kadesh, if, as is probable, the latter city is to
be located on the Orontes at a point a 'little south of the lake of Homs (cf. Maspero,
.Melees, pp. 140 f.). The ideal northern limit of the kingdom, which ~as realized in
the reigns of David ancl Solomon and again in that of Jerobo'am 11., was 'the entry
of l:[amath' (cf. eh. 3 3 note), which is clearly proved by eh. 3 3, Josh. 13 5 to have
been the northern and not the southern end of the pass (el-Buka') between the
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon ranges. The attempt to identify 'the er;try of Hamath'
with Merg •Ayyftn, the southern mouth of el-Bu~il: (so e.g. van Kasteren, RB. 1896,
pp. 23-36; cf. Buhl, Geogr. p. 66), produces the ridiculous result that the termin'US
a qua in these two passages (' mount Ba'al-1:[ermon,' eh. 3 3 = 'Ba'al-Gad,' Josh. 13 6 )
and the t,rminus ad quem are in the same locality, or at most separated by five
or six miles only; and how' all Lebanon' can be said to lie between these two points,
or, so situatecl, to be 'eastward' of 'the land of the Gebalites,' passes comprehension.
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of these prinripalities are 'the kings of the I_littites,' mentioned in
1 Kgs. 10 29 , 2 Kgs. 7 ".
Lastly, Babylon and Assyria were, during the period of the
Judges as also two centuries earlier, so much engaged in mutual
suspicions or open hostilities, that they had no scope for raids of
conquest in the west. The Synchronistic History of Babylonia and
Assyria* is a record of boundary-treaties and their violation, of
invasions and counter-invasions, sufficiently preoccupying to absorb
the main output of each kingdom's energy so long as their power
remained, upon the whole, fairly evenly balanced. Taking a comprehensive survey of the four centuries from B.C. 1400 to B.C.
1000,+ we observe that the tendency of Babylon is towards decline
of power, whereas the tendency of Assyria is towards the gathering
of strength and energy, which gives promise of the predominant
position which she was to attain in western Asia from the ninth
until nearly the close of the seventh century B.C. This may be
largely explained by difference of temperament, the strong infusion
of Sumerian and Kassite strains in the Semitic blood of the
Babylonians apparently tending towards a peace-loving and mercantile disposition; whereas such infusion as entered into the more
purely Semitic blood of the Assyrians seems to have been furnished,
at the beginning of their national history, by an Anatolian strain,
which has been plausibly supposed to account for the lust of war
and ruthlessness which distinguished them so markedly in comparison with their southern kinsmen.§
With the rejection of the southern end of el-Buka' as 'the entry of Hamath,' and
acceptance of the northern end, van Kasteren's attempt to trace a !in~ south of the
Lebanons for the ideal description of Israel's northern boundary in Num. 34 7ff. P,
Ezek. 47 i 5 rr. breaks down entirely. Furrer's attempt (ZDPV. viii., 1885, pp. 27-29)
to find the line north of the Lebanon-region and including it is probably approximately correct, except that he goes too far north in placing 'the entry of Hamath'
at er-Restan (Arethusa), nearly fourteen miles north of Homs (which wou ld bring
Kadesh-if it is to be sought at the site above indicated-i°ieariy thirty miles within
the border), and in identifying Ziphron of Num. 34 g with Safraneh, by the expedient
of placing it be,fore and not after $edad of v. 8 , i.e. the modern $adad. Probably
the boundary crossed the Orontes near Ribluh (modern Ribleh) some twenty miles
0

south of J:Iom~ (cf. Ezek. 6H, reading iltl~=1-".I i:p~I?), ran east_-south-east to
Sadad, and then to the modern Zifran, described by Wetzstein (Reisebericht iiber
Hauriln und Trachonen, p. 88) as an extensive ruined site fourteen hours north-east
of Damascus. That such a northern extension of territory could be and was claimed
by David as the result of his successful wars with the Aramaeans and his treaty with
To'i, king of J:Iamath (2 Sam. 8, 10) is extremely probable-more especially if the
territory of Aram-$obah is to be placed approximately in the neighbourhood of
Homs (cf. Ni:ildeke in EB. 280).
· * This chronicle has been edited by Peiser and Winckler in KB. i. pp. 194 ff.
Cf., on this period of Assyrian and Babylonian history, Budge and King, Annals
of the Kings of Assyria, pp. xxiv-lvi; King, Records of the reign of Tukulti-Ninib I.;
Bab., cbaps. vii., viii. ; Rogers, HBA. 6 pp. 109-132, 144-179; Johns, Ancient
Babylonia, pp. 94-106; Ancient Assyria, pp. 50-78; Hall, NE. pp. 368-370, 3843E9, 398f.
§ Cf. King, Bab. pp. 139 ff.
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In the first half of the thirteenth century B.c. the rise of Assyrian
power was remarkably rapid, culminating in the reign of TukultiNinib I. (cir. B.C. 1275), who actually conquered Babylon and held
it for seven years. This monarch's reign, however, terminated in
rebellion and civil war which brought about a period of retrogression, during which Assyria had to suffer at least one serious
invasion by the Babylonians.* In the reign of Asur-dan I. (cir.
B.C. 1167) the power of Assyria began to revive, t and reached a
height never before attained in the reign of Tiglath-Pileser I. (cir.
B.C. 1120), the first really great empire-builder of this kingdom.
Tiglath-Pileser's conquests, however, extensive as they were (including Babylon, and great tracts of country to the north and northwest of Assyria, even as far as the land of J5_umani in the Taurus
region), did not reach so far south-west as the land of Cana'an,
where at this period the tribes of Israel were slowly gaining their
footing under the Judges; though he came into conflict with
Aramaean tribes in the neighbourhood of Carchemish and drove
them westward across the Euphrates, and the fact that he claims to
have set sail on the Mediterranean in ships of Arvad, and to have
slain a great dolphin or whale,§ indicates some extent of penetration into northern Syria. After Tiglath-Pileser I. we possess
practically no knowledge of the course of Assyrian history for a
hundred and thirty years ; and the silence of the Synchronistic
History as to Assyrian victories is a sure indication that the kingdom must have undergone a long period of decline. II
Failing thus the interference of any great power in Syria and
Palestine for a period of some three centuries, a unique opportunity
was afforded to the smaller peoples of the country to settle down
and consolidate their power. In the north the Aramaeans, whose
gathering force and westward migratory movements came into
evidence in the period of the T.A. Letters, now spread both eastward across the Euphrates into the district of lj:arran and southwestward into Syria, north and east of the Lebanons, founding in
northern and central Syria a number of small principalities interspersed among the principalities which, as we have seen, were the
survivals of the great I:Iittite Empire.~ Sonth of the Lebanons
'' According to the Syuchronistic History, Adad-sum-na~ir of Babylon slew Enlilkudur-usur of Assyria in battle, and besieged the city of Assur (cir. B.c. 1213). It
is probable that this reassertion of Babylonian power was continued under bis
immediate successors: cf. King, Bab. p. 244; Rogers, HBA. 6 p. 125; Hall, NE.
p. 385.
t He attacked Babylonia and captured several cities from Zarnarna-surn-iddin, the
last king of the Kassite Dynasty. This defeat of Babylon was doubtless contributory to the fall of the Third Dynasty, which took place shortly after at the hands of
the Elarnites.
§ Cf. 'Broken Obelisk,' col. iv. ll. 2f. (Budge and King, op. cit., p. 188.)
II Cf. Budge and King, op. cit. p. lvi.
'II Our knowledge of north Syrian history is far too scanty to enable us even to
draw inferences as to the relative strength and persistency of the l_littite and
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opportunity favoured the southern branch of the Aramaean stock
which is known as the Hebrews, among whom the tribes of Israel
formed an important element. It is a fact worthy of notice that the
Book of Judges, in recording the experiences of Israel in their
struggle to obtain a footing in Cana'an, makes no sort of allusion to
any collision with, or aggression at the hands of, a great power such
as Egypt or Assyria-as might well have happened had the information embodied in the book been merely vague and anachronistic.
The absence of such allusion-which, as we have seen, is in strict
accord with the historical circumstances of the period-should considerably strengthen our confidence that the course of history as
described is in the main based upon a trustworthy tradition. The
historical value of this tradition is discussed in the special introductions to the various sections of the book.*
Aramaean elements. Even the evidence of proper names is fallacious, since it is
likely that, where Aramaean influence was strong, the I_Iittites may eventually have
undergone Semiticization and have adopted Semitic names, just as we know that the
Philistines did. It is at any rate a fair conjecture that it was in the far north
(neighbourhood of Carchemish) that the Hittites longest retained their individuality,
while further south Aramaean influence n{ore speedily prevailed, as much by peaceful
penetration as by conquest. I_Iamath, which-until the recent discovery of a I_Iittite
inscription at er-Restan (cf. Garstang, Hittites, p. 85, n 2 )-was the most southerly
site at which I_Iittite remains were known, is a state concerning which it is possible
to bring together a few facts bearing on this question. Originally an important
I_Iittite centre (on the I_Iittite remains, cf. Garstang, Hittites, pp. 93 ff.), it was probably still purely I_Iittite in David's time (B.O. 1000), since its king To'i or 'l'o'u was
anxious to secure David's support against the encroachments of the Aramaeans
(2 Sam. 8 9 f=l Chr. 18 9 f). The name 'l'o'i may well be identical with the name which
appears in the T.A. Letters as Tngi, and is borne by the regent of Mitanni during the
minority of Tusratta (Kn. 17, I. 12); cf. Luckenbill, AJTh. xviii. p. 57. The next
king known to us is Irgnleni, mentioned by Shalmaneser III. as allied against him with
Bir-idri (Ben-Hadad rr.), AJ_iab, etc., at the battle of ~arJi:ar (B.o. 854). His name
is not convincingly Semitic, though we cannot affirm it to be Hittite. Zakir, King of
I_Iamath (a little before B.o. 800), whose inscription we posiess (cf. p. 173), bears a
Semitic name and writes in Aramaic, though some at any rate of the seven kings
with whom he is at war are also Aramaeans (' Bar-Hadad the son of Hazael'=BenHadad III. of 2 Kgs. 13 24 ; l!'~i:l='Bar-Gns, probably='Arami the son of Gus'
mentioned by Shalmaneser m., KB. i. p. 170-a fact not hitherto noticed; and
'the King of Sam'al '). Later Kings of Hamath are Eniel (who paid tribute to
Tiglath-Pi!eser IV., B.C. 738), and lln-bi"dl or Ya'n-bi'di (subdued by Sargon, B.o.
720), both of whom bear .Semitic names. Here, then, from the time of Zakir
onwards, we have evidence for the Semiticization of Hamath ; but whether this
implies an Aramaean conquest or merely a gradual assimilation it is impossible to
determine.
* Taking a comprehensive and summary survey of Judges as a whole, we may confidently conclude that the figures of Deborah and Bara~, Gide'on-Jernbbaal, 'Abimelech, and Micah are historical, and that the narratives concerning them contain a
very solid substratum of fact. The same may be affirmed with considerable probability
of Ehud and Jephthal_i; though in the case of the narrative of the latter it remains
ambiguous whether the enemy was 'Ammon or Moab. Balance of probability inclines (in the opinion of the present writer) against the historical character of
Samson ; though in any case the picture which is drawn of relations between
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Thus we conclude our survey of the condition of affairs in
Oana'an and the surrounding countries prior to and during the
period of the Judges of Israel. It is probable that the reader may
notice a seeming omission : viz. that throughout we have advanced
no theory as to the relation of Israel's early traditions to the course
of history with which we have been dealing. This has been intentional. Throughout the section our aim has been to bring together
relevant information derived from sources contemporary with the
events to which they refer. The early traditions of the 0. T.
(and here we are speaking of the traditions of Gen. to Josh.)
are embodied in sources which, in their written form, are certainly
many centuries later than the events which they narrate. Opinions
vary greatly as to their historical value; but, whatever view be
held upon this question, it can hardly be disputed that, for our
present purpose, the wi-ser course is not to . mix contemporary
historical evidence with other evidence into the interpretation of
which the theoretical element is bound to enter in a greater or less
degree.
This principle, however, calls for a certain qualification. External
history of Cana'an, though unfortunately very barren of information bearing directly upon the early movements of the tribes of
Israel, does offer a few facts which call for correlation with the
O.T. traditions; and the interpretations of these facts-especially
in their chronological relation to the Exodus and the settlement
in Cana'an-has its bearing upon the historical period covered by
the Book of Judges. The facts in question have been mentioned
as they occur. It may be convenient here to tabulate them :J a'cob-el, the name of a Hyksos chieftain, before
p. !xvi).

B.C.

1580 (cf.

Israelites and Philistines possesses a real historical interest. '0thniel and the five
minor Judges, Tola', Ja'ir, Ib~an, Elon, and' Abdon, are undoubtedly not in<lividuals
but personified clans. Shamgar, the son of 'Anath, is proved to be an historical
name by the allusion in eh. 5 6 ; though, since this bare allusion is probably all that
the author of the late insertion in 3 31 had to go upon, it is at least as likely that he
was a foreign oppressor as a deliverer (cf. p. 113). Comparison of the contemporary Song of Deborah with the parallel prose-narrative in eh. 4 affords incontrovertible
evidence of the large amount of genuine history which may be found in the old
prose-sources (cf. p. 82), even though (as we must probably assume) they were
banded down orally for many generations before being committed to writing; and
it is a fair inference that other old narratives whio,h contain intrinsic evidence of
their appropriateness to the circumstances of the period (e.g. the J narrative of
Gide'on, and the stories of Abimelech and Micah) are no less historical. The only
narrative which appears not to possess any historical value is the story of the outrage
at Gibe'ah and the ensuing vengeance taken by Israel on the tribe of Benjamin; since
the oldest form of the story (which we assign to J) is clearly constructed in close
imitation of earlier J narratives, and appears to offer marked evidence of a special
motive, viz. animosity to the memory of Saul. Even here, however, it would be bold
to assert categorically (especially in view of the Shiloh-story in 2119ff,) that no historical elements at all have entered into the narrative.
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Ja'cob-el and Joseph-el (1), place-names in Cana'an, cir. B.C. 1479
(cf. pp. lxvii f.).
..
l:Jabiru pressing into Syria-Palestine,cir. B.C. 1375 (cf. pp. lxxiu ff.).
Samguna, a place-name in Cana'an, cir. B.C. 1375, possibly=
Sime'on (cf. p. lxxv, footnote).
The name Asher occurs in western Galilee, cir. B. c. 1313 (cf.
p. lxxxix).
Mineptal_i defeats a people called Israel in Cana'an, cir. B.C. 1223
(cf. p. xcii).
·
The question of prime importance to us here is the terrninus a quo
which we are to assign to the period of the Judges. This depends
upon the date at which the Exodus is placed; and on this point,
fortunately, we possess reliable information. Ex. 111 J states that
the Israelites, under the system of forced labour imposed upon
them, 'built for Pharaoh store-cities, Pithom and Ra'amses '; and
Naville has proved that the site of Pithom (called in Egyptian
P-etom, i.e. 'the abode of Etom,' a form of the Sun-god) was the
modern Tell el-:Masgft~a, in the east of the Wady 'ftlmilat, near the
ancient frontier of Egypt, and that the founder of the city was
Ra'messe II.* Thus, granted the historical truth of the Israelite
tradition (and in such a matter there is no reason to suspect it), it
follows that Ra'messe II. (cir. B.C. 1292-1225) was the Pharaoh of
the oppression, and his successor Minepta]:i (cir. B.C. 1225-1215),
probably the Pharaoh of the Exodus.t
If this is so, however, we observe at once that the external
allusions above noted, which seem to refer to the presence of
Israelite tribes in Cana'an, are all prior to the Exodus; and that
at any rate the last two appear to postulate the existence there of
Israelite elements which must have been distinct from those that
made their escape from Egypt under Minepta]:i. Asher is occupying in the reigns of Sety I. and Ra'messe II. the precise position in
Galilee which, according to later Biblical tradition, was allotted to
him after the settlement in Cana'an effected through the conquests
of Joshua'; and a people named Israel forms a tribal element in
Cana'an (as is implied by its mention in the midst of Cana'anite
* Cf. Naville, The Store City of Pithom and the Route of the Exodus (eel. 1, 1885;
ed. 4, 1903); W. M. Miiller in.EE. 3782 ff.; Sayce in DB. iii. pp. 886 f.; McNeile,
Exodus ( Westm. C01nm.), p. xciii; Driver, Exodus (Camb. Bib.), pp. xxx, 4.
So at least we infer from Ex. 2 23,419 J, which indicate that, in the view of the
narrator, the Pharaoh of the Exodus was the next after the great oppressor. Obviously, however, we cannot postulate the same degree of accuracy for this conclusion
as for the statement of Ex. J ll, Mineptah's reign was not very long (about ten years) ;
and supposing that the Exodus took place not under him but in the period of weakness and anarchy which immediately followed his reign, we cannot be sure that the
J writer would have known of this, or, knowing it, would have thought it necessary
to make the point clear. In any case, however, it is obvious from the Hebrew narrative that the Exodus followed at no long interval after the death of the Pharaoh of
the oppression.

+
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place-·names *) at a date nearly coincident with (or rather earlier
than) the Biblical Exodus.
The conclusion that the historical Exodus from Egypt did not
include the whole of the tribes which were subsequently known
as 'Israel' is not, however, to be drawn from these external references merely, but is inherent in the earliest traditions of the
O.T. itself, if they be read between the lines. It is clear that
the conception of Israel as a unity of twelve tribes, effectin~ the
conquest of Cana'an in a body under the leadership of ,Joshua, can
only have arisen long after these twelve tribes had been welded
into a political whole under the monarchy. Indeed, we can trace,
in the -different strata of the Biblical narratiYe, the growth and
hardening of this conception.
The oldest account of Israel's settlement in Cana'an, as we have
it in J udg. 1 1-2 5 from the narrative of J, reprt;isenting as it does
Israel's occupation as very gradual and partial, effected largely by
the individual efforts of each of the tribes rather than by a great
united movement, differs widely from the impression produced by
R 0 in Josh., according to which the whole of Cana'an, except the
maritime plain and the Lebanon district (cf. J osb. 13 1-6 ), was conquered by the combined tribes under the leadership of Joshua' ; and
the impression produced by the theory of R 0 has been heightened
and stereotyped in the document which forms the main part of
Josh. 13 15 -21 42 , in which a post-exilic priestly writer (P) represents
the detailed allocation of the whole of Cana'an among the tribes as
the work of Joshua' subsequent to the conquest (cf. pp. 1 f.). In
choosing between these differing conceptions of the conquest of
Cana'an, we cannot hesitate for an instant in selecting the presentation of J as nearer to the truth, and in explaining that of R 0 and
P as coloured by the circumstances of later times. It is true t-hat
even J, as we have the historian's work in ,Tudg. 1 (cf. the original
form of the narrative as reconstructed in A ddit. note, p. 4 7), seems
to represent the tribes as assembled at Gilgal (2 1 ) or at Jericho
( 1 16), and as starting their individual efforts from this point largely
under the direction of Joshua' (cf. eh. 13, note); but that this conception sits very lightly upon the narrative is clear. Careful
examination of the movements of separate tribes in the light of
all available Biblical information proves e.,q. that Judah must have
conquered his inheritance, not by moving southward from Jericho,
but by moving northward from ~adesh-Barnea' into the Negeb, and
subsequently into the district of J:Iebron (cf. .Addit. note, p. 44)therefore independently of J osbua'. The settlement of halfManasseh east of Jordan, in northern Gile'ad, which the later
• In view of the grouping in which the reference to Israel occurs, the altetnative
explanation which suggests itself-viz. that we may have here Minepta"1's version of
the Exodus, the disappearance of Israel in the waterless desert being, from the
Egyptian point of view, regarded as equivalent to their extinction-may be dismissed
as out of the question.
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sources in the Biblical narrative assume to have been decided
upon by Moses and confirmed by Joshua' (cf. Deut. 3 13, Num.
32 33 RP,* Josh. 13 29· 3 l P), is shown by the J narrative of the settlement (if Josh. 17 14· 18 as slightly modified, and, in sequence, Num.
32 39 . 41. 42, Josh. 13 13, are rightly assigned to it: cf. pp. 49 ff.) to
have been really an overflow-movement from the west of Jordan
owing to want of room in the latter district; and though the J
narrator himself assumes that the movement was made at the
advice of Joshua', the reference to the Machir-clan of Manasseh
in Judg. 5 14 as still west-Jordanic in the time of Deborah leads
us to infer that it did not take place until some time after Joshua''s
death (cf. note on 'Machir,' pp. 134 f.).
Concluding, therefore, as we seem bound to do, that the representation of Joshua' as the head of a united body of twelve tribes,
their leader in the conquest of the main part of Cana'an, and the
subsequent arbiter as to the precise extent of their heritages, is a
comparatively late conception, finding little or no support in the
earliest information which we possess, the way is prepared for the
further inference that the tribes which he did lead across Jordan
to the conquest of a footing in Cana'an were :Qrobably a part merely
and not the whole of the elements which went to form united Israel
in later times; and, since tradition is doubtless correct in making
him the successor of Moses in the leadership of Israel, that therefore the Israelites whom Moses led out of Egypt at the Exodus
were not the whole of Israel, as the term was subsequently understood; but that certain elements which eventually formed part of
the nation must have gained their heritages in Cana'an by other
means and at other periods.
This inference, which, as we have seen, is pressed upon us by the
extra-Biblical evidence which seems to postulate the existence of
Israelite tribes already settled in Cana'an at the period when the
tribes eventually delivered from bondage by Moses must have
been still in Egypt, is further borne out by the evidence of the
0. T. The tribe Asher, which appears from Egyptian evidence to
have been settled in its permanent heritage by the reign of Sety r.,
i.e. about one hundred years before the Exodus, belongs to the group
of tribes which Israelite tradition represents as descended from the
sons of handmaids and not full wives-a tradition which can hardly
mean anything else than that these tribes were regarded in later
times as holding an inferior position in the Israelite confederacy,
perhaps because they were not purely Israelite by race. The terms
in which Dan-another member of the same tribal group-is mentioned in the old poem called 'The Blessing of Ja'cob,' Gen. 49 16,
are best explained as meaning that full tribal rights in the con* Num. 32, which appears to be a mixed narrative formed by combination of JE
and P {cf. Driver, LOT. 9 pp. 68 f. ; Gray, Numbers (IGO.), pp. 425 If.) deals throughout with the negotiations of Gad and Re'uben alone. It is only in v33 that halfManasseh is introduced-evidently by a very late hand.
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federacy, though eventually won, were not won until some little
time at least had elapsed after the final settlement of all the tribes
in Cana'an (cf. p. 392). Other facts which make in the same direction are the detachment of the handmaid-tribes Gad, Dan, and
Asher from the common interests of Israel in the time of Deborah,
as evinced by their failure to respond to the call to arms (Judg.
5 17 *) ; and the names of these same three tribes, which point to
their primitive adhesion to forms of cultus other than pure Yahwehworship (cf. pp. 197, 392).t In J's account of the settlement,
Asher, Naphtali, and Dan are very far from appearing in the light
of recent and successful invaders. The two former 'dwelt in the
midst. of the Cana'anites,' i.e. it is the Cana'anites who hold the
predominance, both in numbers and in power§; while the lastnamed is actually ousted from his territory and driven up into the
hills (eh. 1 31 · 34).\I Gad is. unmentioned.
* Naphtali, the remaining handmaid-tribe, forms an exception-probably because,
owing to his geographical position, his interests were directly concerned.
:l: If there was a god Asher who was a form of the Moon-god (as is suggested by the
evidence brought together on pp. 196 ff.), he may also have been regarded as a particular aspect of the God Yahweh (cf. p. 197, footnote*; Addit. note, p. 249) by the
Cana'anite worshippers of that Deity; and this may explain why the symbol of his
(assumed) consort Ashera was so often set up by the side of Yahweh's altar, and also
the keen antipathy with which the Ashera was regarded by the exponents of the
ethical (Mosaic) form of Yahweh-religion. For the theory of two forms of Yahwehreligion, one long indigenous in Cana'an and marked by naturalistic characteristics,
the other, highly ethical in character, owing its origin to Moses (or rather to the
revelation vouchsafed to him), and introduced into Cana'an by the Israelite tribes
who came under Moses' influence, cf. the present writer's article in JTS. ix. (1908),
pp. 321 ff. If Dan, however, is a title of the Sun-god (cf. p. 392), then here we can
trace no connexion with Yahweh, however remote ; and it is open to conjecture that
this tribe may not have embraced the worship of Yahweh until their migration to the
north and forcible appropriation of Micah's sacra and his Yahweh-priest, whose worth
had been proved for them by the oracle indicating the success of their undertaking.
If the interpretation of eh. 18 5 suggested in the note ad Zoe. is correct, the Danite
spies do not ask for an oracle from Yahweh in the first place, but from the Teraphim
('eloMm); and it is the latter which returns the answer as from Yahweh. As to Gad,
the god of Fortune, in relation to Yahweh we can affirm nothing.
§ Contrast the statement with regard to Ephraim (eh. 1 29), from which we learn
that, though this tribe 'did not dispossess the Cana'anites that dwelt in Gezer, • yet
• the Cana'anites dwelt in the midst of Ephraim,' and not vice-versa.
II Steuernagel (Die Einwanderung der israelitischen Stamme in Kana.an, pp. 28f.)
has suggested with some plausibility that, since N aphtali and Dan were originally one
tribe (Bilhah), and Dan at first dwelt south-west of Ephraim, N aphtali's earliest
home was probably in tlie same neighbourhood, and he, like Dan, eventually had to
seek a new home further north. 'fhus, in the statement of Judg. 133 that 'Naphtali
did not dispossess the inhabitants of Beth-shemesh and Beth-'anath,' the reference
may be to the southern Beth-shemesh (' Ain-sems ). The mention of these two cities
in the north in Josh. 19 38 P is then a later assumption based on the fact that
Naphtali later on occupied a northern position. This view gains some support fro~
the blessing of Naphtali in Deut. 33 23_, Possess thou the Sea and the South
(i,t::,; 1 i:l1ii1 01). Here Naphtali (according to Steuernagel) appears, like Dan, to
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Not merely the four handmaid-tribes, however, but probably also
some of the tribes which were reckoned as full members of the
Israelite confederacy, may be conjectured to have taken no part in
the historical Exodus. The northern tribe Zebulun stands in J's
narrative (eh. 1 30 ) on much the same footing as the handmaid-tribes
Asher, Naphtali, and Dan; i.e. so far as the information offered us
is concerned, he is tlure in Cana'an maintaining a precarious footing
among the Cana'anites, and nothing is told us as to bow he came to
be there. Another northern tribe, Issacbar, is unmentioned in the
document as we know it; and the same is true of the trans-Jordanic
Re'uben.. In fact, the only tribes of which the J writer records
conquests fall into two groups: (1) Judah and Sime'on, and (2) the
house of Joseph. We have found reason to believe that the conquests of the first group took place not under Joshua' from the east
of Jordan, but by a northward move from ~adesh-Barnea'. The
house of Joseph, on the other hand, is explicitly connected with
Joshua' in the part of the narrative which now stands in Josh.
15 14- 18 ; and there are indications which suggest that the southern
campaign as described by JE in J osh.-viz. the conquest of Jericho,
'Ai, and Bethel, and the defeat of the Amorite league at the descent
of Beth-l;wron-was really carried out by these Joseph-tribes under
Joshua''s leadership, and not by united Israel (cf. 1 22 notes).
It is clear that the tradition which connects the Joseph-tribes
with Egypt is primitive and authentic. Whether they were the
only tribes which suffered under Egyptian bondage and were
delivered by Moses is a further question. We find in early times
certain Israelite or related clans dwelling in the south of the N egeb
close to the borders of Egypt. These are the north Arabian
clans which ultimately went to form the tribe of Judah (~enites,
Jeral].me'elites, etc.; cf. p. 45); the remnant of Sime'on which,
after a tribal disaster in central Cana'an, appears to have sought
a home in the extreme south, in the neighbourhood of the Judahclans (cf. eh. 1 3 note); and probably the remnant of Levi-as we
may conjecture from the early association of this tribe with
Sime'on in the raid on Shechem with its disastrous results, and
from its subsequent association chiefly with the· tribe of Judah
(cf. A ddit. note, pp. 436 ff.). Whether any of these Israelite clans
crossed the frontier into Egypt we cannot say for certain ; but
considering the comparatively hard conditions of existence in the
region south of the Negeb, and the readiness with which permission
be hard-pressed by foes, and the wish is expressed for him that he may exert his
power and conquer the Philistine maritime plain (yam) and the dar,1111, i.e. the Shephelah, which is so designated in late Jewish usage (cf. Neubauer, Geographie du
Talmud, pp. 62 f. ; Buhl., Geogr. p. 85, and references to Daroma iu OS., where we
find cities such as Eleutheropolis, 'Anab, Eshtemoa', and $i½lag assigned to the
region). On the ordinary assumption that Naphtali is here pictured as occupying his
final northern position, 'sea' is explained as the sea of Galilee ; but no commentator
has succeeded in offering a plausible explanation· Of darum..
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to pass into the region of Goshen (the Wady '!'t'lmilat) was granted
by Egyptian kings of the Empire-period to similar tribes when
impelled by stress of famine,* it is highly probable that they ma,y
have crossed and recrossed on more than one occasion-as often in
fact as the pinch of hunger compelled them to seek a more fertile
pasture-land, or the return of favourable seasons lured them back
to the nomadic life to which they were accustomed. Evidence that
Sime'on was in Egypt at the period of the oppression may perhaps be found in the Joseph-story, according to which Sime'on
is the brother selected to be bound and retained as a hostage
(Gen. 42 24· 36 E). That Levi, at least in part, was also there, seems
to follow with the acceptance of the traditional view of the identity
of the earlier secular tribe with the later priestly body (the view
maintained in Addit. note, p. 436), since Moses was a Levite, and
the Egyptian names borne by him and by ~hinel,tas offer valid
evidence both for the historical existence of the bearers and for
their Egyptian connexions (cf. eh. 20 28 note, and footnote). Tradition
is clear that some of the elements which subsequently went to
form the tribe of Judah (e.g. the 1}:enites) were not in Egypt but
in the wilderness (Midian); though it is conceivable that other
elements of the tribe may have taken part in the Exodus. In any
case there is good reason to believe that the Joseph- and Judahgroups were associated at 1}:adesh-Barnea' for a considerable period,
and together came under the influence and teaching of Moses
(cf. Addit. note, pp. 439 f.).
Another point, which for our purpose it is important to notice,
is the fact that the 0. T. traditions represent the migration of
Israel's ancestors from their early home in the east westward into
Cana'an, not as a single movement completed in a short space of
time, but as a series of movements extending over a very considerable period. Assuming (as we are bound to do) that these
early traditions deal in the main with the movements of tribes
under the guise of individuals, i the earliest of these tribal moveCf. the inscriptions mentioned on p. 439, footnote *.
:!. The explanation of individuals as personified tribes, and of their doings as tribal
movements, which is in fact forced upon us in regard to much that is related in the
patriarchal narratives (cf., as typical instances, the accounts of Abraham's descendants bv his second wife, Keturah, Gen. 25 lff., and of the relations of Ja·cob's 'sons'
with Shechem, Gen. 34), in~st of course not be pressed to account for every detail in
the stories ; since some elements may possibly be due to the admixture of reminiscences as to actual individuals (tribal leaders, etc.), and a good deal in the setting
of the stories (especially of those which are most picturesque and lifelike) undoubtedly
belongs to the art of the story-teller. The literature which deals with this subject
is endless. It is sufficient here to refer to the Introduction to Skinner's Genesis (IOO. ),
pp. iii-xxxii, and to Kittel, G Vl. 2 i. pp. 386-455, as offering markedly sane and
judicious estimates of the character of the Genesis-narratives. Guthe (Gesch. des
l'olkes Isr. pp. 1-6) lays down canons for the interpretation of the narratives in their
historical reference to tribal movements which are helpful so long as the qualifications
above suggested are borne in mind·.
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ments is represented by the journey of Abraham (Abram) and his
nephew Lo~ from ij"arran into southern Cana'an- a movement
which tradition regarded as responsible for the formation of the
different divisions of the 'Hebrew' race, Ja'cob, Edom, Moab, and
'Ammon, not to mention various Arabian tribal groups to whom
Israel acknowledged a relation more or less remote. Now the
tradition embodied in Gen. 14 makes Abraham contemporary with
.ffammurabi (Amraphel), dating him therefore cir. B.C. 2100. The
traces of lunar worship in early Hebrew religion centre primarily
round the Abraham-tradition, and undoubtedly connect Abraham
with Ur and tfarran, and with the First Dynasty period (cf. the
facts cited in Addit. note, pp. 249 ff.). Whether, therefore, we
regard Abraham as an historical clan-chieftain or as the ideal personification of the clan itself, there is good ground for believing in
the historical truth of a Semitic clan-movement at this period from
Ur to ij.arran, and thence to southern Cana'an (Be'er-sheba'). And
since, as we have seen (pp. lxxxi, lxxxiii), there were tJabiru in
Babylonia as early as the time of flammurabi and Rim-Sin, it is
reasonable to conclude that this migration was (as the O.T. tradition
represents it) the beginning of the Hebrew westward movementitself but a part of the larger Aramaean movement which indisputably continued during a period of many centuries.
A subsequent accession from the east seems to be represented by
the arrival of the Aramaean tribe Rebe~ah, who, by union with
Isaac, Abraham's 'son,' produces the two tribal groups. 'Esau-Edom
and Ja'cob. These for a while dwell together in southern Cana'an,
until the hostile pressure of the former compels the latter to cross
the Jordan in the direction of his ancestral home, where, in course
of time, he unites with fresh Aramaean elements (Ja'cob's wives).
Ultimately the whole tribal body thus formed moves once more
towards Cana'an, impelled as it appears by the westward pressure
of other Aramaeans (the pursuit of Laban), with whom eventually
a friendly treaty is formed, fixing the tribal boundary at or near
Mi~pah in Gile'ad.* When this Hebrew group, thus modified by
fresh accessions, once more enters Cana'an, it no longer bears the
common name of Ja'cob, but is known as Israel.!
We may now observe that this tribal interpretation of early
Israelite traditions-taken in broad outline as ihey stand, and with* Cf., for the interpretation of early tradition embodied in this paragraph,
Steuernagel, Die Einwanderung der israelitischen Stlimme in Kanaan (1901),
~§ 6 ff. Steuernagel's book is a far-seeing and suggestive examination of early
Israelite tradition which merits careful study.
::: It is possible, as Steuernagel assumes, that the Le'ah- and Zilpah-tribes · may
h:ive been in Cana'an earlier than the Bilhah- and Ja'cob-Rachel-tribes, and, coming
subsequently to be r~garded as 'brothers' of the latter, were not unnaturally traced
back to a common 'father.' Thus, owing to priority of settlement, Le'ah comes to
be reo-arded
as the earlier wife, while Rachel is the more closelv united and better0
loved wife. Cf. op. cit. p. 54.
·
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out any shuffling or rearrangement to fit in with a preconceived
theory-offers us a chronological solution of most of the facts
derived from extra-Biblical evidence (pp. ciii f.) which seem to have
a bearing upon the history of Israel's ancestors. If the Hebrew
immigration into Cana'an represented by Abraham really took
place as early as cir. B.O. 2100, it is natural that a tribe called
Ja'cob, descended from Abraham, should have given its name to
a site Ja.'cob-el in southern or central Cana'an by B.O. 1479.*
And if the Ja'cob-tribe, having again crossed the Jordan eastward,
returned to Cana'an at a later period increased by fresh Aramaean
accessions, this may well have been in process of happening, cir. B.O.
1375, when, as we know from the T.A. Letters, an Aramaean people
called :ijabiru were pressing into Cana'an, and gradually gaining
a footing there upon a semi-nomadic basis (i.e. transitional between
the nomadic and the settled stage), much as Ja'.cob-Israel and his
'sons' are represented in Gen. as doing.+ The fact that Ja'cob, in
making his westward migration, is pressed by the Aramaean Laban
agrees with the T.A. presentation of the Habiru-movement as of
a part with a widespread Aramaean move~ent as represented by
the SA.GAZ and the Sutft; and the seizure of the district of
Shechem by the :ijabiru (cf. p. lxxiii) may well be identified with the
events of which we have an echo in Gen. 34, 48 2 1. 22 • Indeed, the
latter passage can hardly be explained except upon the assumption
that the Shechem-district, which eventually came in post-Exodus
times to form part of the possession of the Joseph-tribes, had been
captured at an earlier period by another section of Israel. Finally,
the allusion to Israel as a people in Cana'an in the reign of Minepta}:t,
cir. B.O. 1223, agrees with the Biblical tradition that Ja'cob on his
second entry into Cana'an assumed the new name Israel. If it be
merely a coincidence that prior to the flabiru-invasion we have
external evidence for Ja'cob in Cana'an, while subsequently to it
we have like evidence for Israel, it is certainly a remarkable one.
A further question upon which we have not yet touched concerns the period at which the Joseph-tribes broke off from the
rest of Israel and migrated to Egypt. It has commonly been
* The name Ja'cob (Ya'atob), like Isaac (Yif?i,iit), Joseph, etc., is a verbal form
implying the elision of-'el, 'God,' as subject of the verb. Of. the personal and placename Yiphtalj, (Judg. 11 1 ff., Josh. 15 43) with the place-name Yiphtalj,'el (Josh.
19 14,27), and the place-name Yabneh (2 Ohr. 26 6 )=Yabn•'el (Josh. 1511), Other examples of tribal-names thus formed are Yisra'el and Yisma'el (but probably not
Y•ralj,rn•'el; cf. P- 252). Other place-names so formed are Yizr•'el, Y•tab§''el (Neh,
1125=..{Cab§''el, Josh.15 21 , 2 Sam. 232()) Yotthe'el (Josh. 1538, 2 Kgs. 147), Yirp•'el
(Josh. 18 27). On the transference of tribal names to places or districts, cf. Burch.
ii, p. 84. The West Semitic names Yaf!tub-el, Yatub-el (without expression of Jt,
which is represented in the first example by !J), Yatubmn (hypocoristic, exactly like
Ja'cob) occur in early Bab. documents; though we cannot be quite sure of their
equivalence to Ja'cob, since the syllable tub may also stand for tup, k-ub, kup. Of.
Ranke as cited by Gressmann, ZATW. xxx. (1910), p. 6.
Of. Kit. G VJ,2 i. p. 410.
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assumed that this must have taken place during the Hyksos
domination. This conclusion is based partly upon the assumption
that the entry of Semitic tribes into Egypt would have been most
likely to have occurred under the Hyksos, who were themselves in
all prob~bility Asiatic Semites; partly upon the fact that the
duration of Israel's sojourn in Egypt, as given in Ex. 12 40 P, viz.
430 years, if reckoned backward from the probable date of the
Exodus in the reign of Minepta!).-say, from B.C. 1220, gives
B.C. 1650 as the date of entry, which falls well within the Hyksos·period, whether we adopt the long or the short scheme of reckoning
that period (cf. p. lxvi). If, however, we are correct in identifying
the immigration of Israel and his 'sons' into Cana'an with the
invasion of the :§"abiru, cir. R.C. 1400, and if, again, it is the
fact that the O.T. traditions preserve a substantially correct
recollection of the order of events (as we gathered from our preceding discussion), then it appears that Joseph did not break off
from his brethren and go down into Egypt until after the :§"abiruinvasion, i.e. perhaps two centuries after the expulsion of the
Hyksos by A!).mosi I., the founder of the Eighteenth Dynasty. It
is remarkable, indeed, that if the Pharaoh under whom Joseph is
represented as rising to power was a member of the Hyksosdynasty, the 'new king, who knew not Joseph' (Ex. 18), and
instituted an era of oppressive measures in order to chec~ the
increase of Israel, is found, not in Al_imosi I., who expelled the
hated Semitic invaders, but in Ra'messe II. of the Nineteenth
Dynasty, nearly 300 years later. The Biblical estimate of 430
years for the duration of the sojourn in Egypt belongs to the
latest stratum of the narrative, and is clearly bound up with a
purely artificial· system of calculation (cf. p. cxvi). A different
tradition is preserved in the ~ text of the passage, where the
addition of the words Ka< J11 YU Xa11aa11 makes the 430 years include
the whole patriarchal period as well as the sojourn in Egypt; and
since on the Biblical reckoning the former lasted 215 years, the
latter is therefore reduced to a like period. This reckoning would
give us n.c. 1435 as the date of the entry, i.e. during the reign of
Amenl_iotp II.
Increasing knowledge of the history of Egypt during the Empire
proves beyond a doubt tbl.J,t the period of the Eighteenth Dynasty,
from the reign of 'fl_iutmosi III. onwards, when Cana'an was a
province of Egypt and the intercourse between the two countries
was (as we learn from the T.A. Letters) close and constant, is in all
respects suited to the condition of affairs which, according to the
Genesis-tradition, brought about the entry of Israel's ancestors into
Egypt. The Egyptian inscription noticed on p. 439 footnote, in
which Asiatic refugees crave, and receive, admission into Egypt,*
belongs either to the reign of I_Iareml_ieb or to that of one of the
successors of A!}naton under whom I_Iareml_1eb held the position of
* Cf. Breasted, AR. iii. §§ 10 ff,
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general. Here the Asiatics beg the Pharaoh to grant them a home
within the border of Egypt 'after the manner of your fathers'
fathers since the beginning '-a statement which indicates that it
had long been customary for the Pharaohs to grant such admission.
Under Amen]:totp III., when the power and luxury of the Empire
were at their height, the development of trade between Syria and
Egypt left its mark upon the Egyptian language through the
introduction of a large Semitic vocabulary.* The Semitic population of Egypt must have been considerable, partly drawn thither
by trade and partly as slaves, the captives of Asiatic campaigns.
'As this host of foreigners intermarried with the natives, the large
infusion of strange blood made itself felt in a new and composite
type of face, if we may trust the artists of the day.' :j: Some of
these Semitic foreigners rose to important positions of trust and
authority in the state. Such were DO.du and Yanbamu, two high
officials bearing Semitic names who are often mentioned in the
T.A. Letters.§ Indeed, the position of the latter, who was high
commissioner over Yarimuta, a great corn-growing district,11 offers
several points of analogy to the position of Joseph as pictured in
Gen., and he has been thought with some plausibility to be the
historical figure round whom the story of Joseph's rise to power in

*

Cf. Breasted, Hist. Eg. p. 337.

:t Cf. Breasted, Hist. Eg. p. 339.
§ On the name D11du, cf. p. 291. Yanhamu may stand for l:ll/)', which is known
as a Sabean proper name: cf. Weber in Kn. p. 1171.
II Yarimuta was reached by sea from Gebal, and thence the Gebalites imported the
necessities of life, especially corn, for which, when reduced to straits, they were
obliged to barter their sons and daughters, and the furniture of their houses (a fact
which reminds us of Gen. 47 18 ff.): cf. references given by Weber in Kn. p. 1153.
The view that Yarimuta lay in the Delta, and was possibly identical with the land
of Goshen, is favoured by Niebuhr in MVAG., 1896, 4, pp. 34-36; W. M. Muller in
11,fVAG., 1897, 3, pp. 27 f.; Weber in Kn. p. 1153; Dhorme, RB., 1909, p. 370;
Hall, NE. p. 346. If, however, it is the same as Yarmuti in 'the upper land' to
which Sargon of Akkad lays claim in the inscription recently published by Poebel
(cf. p. Iv, footnote 'IT), it can hardly have lain in the Nile-Delta, but must be sought
upon the Syrian seaboard. Poe be! suggests 'the plain of Antioch, along the lower
course and at the mouth of the Orontes river' (op. cit. pp. 225 f.). The resemblance
of the Biblical name nioi 1 Yarmuth is striking; and so is that of the Benjaminite
clan-name n10 1i1 Y•rim6th or Y•rem6th. The former was a Cana'anite city of
some importance (asHociated with Jerusalem, J:Iebron, etc., in Josh. lQ3.5.23JE), and
situated in the Shephelah (Josh. 15 35 P)-a fact which would seem to exclude comparison with the maritime Yarimuta, unless (as is not impossible) the name was
extended to denote not merely the city but the southern maritime plain which afterwards belonged to the Philistines, and which was, and still is, an excellent corn,growing country : cf. the description of it by Eshmun' azar, king of $idon (quoted on p. 387,
footnote*), which suggests that $idon was dependent upon the district for its cornsupply. Whether, however, Yarimuta actually lay within the borders of Egypt or
not, the fact that Yan!}amu was constantly in Egypt and in close touch with the
Pharaoh as a high official of the court remains undoubted : cf. the conspectus of
allusions to him given by Weber in Kn. pp. 1169 ff,
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Egypt was constructed.* If, then, we may assume that the entry
of the ,J oseph-tribeR into Egypt took place during the flourishing
period of the Empire,t it is likely that the change of policy under
Ra'messe n., which led him to take measures to oppress and to
check the increase of the Hebrews, may have been dictated by the
fact that the loss of Egypt's hold upon her Asiatic empire, which
resulted from the weakness of Ahnaton aud his successors, tended
to make the presence of a con~derable body of Semitic aliens
upon the north-east border of Egypt a menace to the safety of
the state.§
While, however, our theory places the entry of the Joseph-tribe
into Egypt considerably later than the Hyksos-period, this does not
forbid the view that earlier ancestors of Israel may have been in
Egypt with the Hyksos. If Abraham represents a Hebrew migration to Cana'an some centuries before the Hyksos-invasion of Egypt,
and if this invasion was a southward movement of the people of
Amurru (cf. p. !xvi), it seems not at all unlikely that some of Israel's
ancestors, who (as tradition informs us) occupied southern Cana'an,
* Of. J. Marrpiart, Chrono/ogische Untersuchung,n (Philologns Zeitschr. fur das
class. Alterthum: 811pplementband vii. 1899), pp. 677-680; Winckler, Abraham als
Babylonier, Joseph als Agypter (1!!03), p. 31; Cheyne in EB. 2593; Jeremias,
OTLAE. ii. pp. 72 ff.; Weber in Kn. p. 1171.
Evidence does not allow of our fixing a more exact date. We naturally infer
that it was after the invasion of Cana'an by the ijabiru had begun, if this is rightly
identified with the entry of the tribes of Israel into that country; but the T. A. Letters,
though they show us this invasion in full flow, afforcl no evidence as to the date at
which it began. The theory that the people (marked as foreigners by a Determinative)
called 'Apuriu or'Apriu in Egyptian inscriptions were the Hebrews, which was first
advanced by Chabas (Melanges Egyptologiques, I. Ser., 1862, pp. 42-55; II. Ser.,
1864, pp.108-165), accepter! by Ebers (Aegypten itnd die Biicher Mose's, 1868, p. 316;
Dnrch Gosen zu1n Sinai 2, 1881, pp. 505 f.). and then generally contested anrl rejected
by Egyptologists, has been revived by Hommel (AHT. p. 259), and supported with
strong arguments by Heyes (Bibel unrl Agypten, 1904, pp. 146-158 ), and is regarded as
plausible by Skinner (Genesis (ICC.), pp. 218 f.). Driver, Exodus (Camb. Bib.) pp. xli f.),
and other Biblical scholars; though among modern Egyptologists Maspero (Melees,
p. 443, n 3 ; Conl.es populaires, p. 119, n. 3 ) and Breasted (AR. iv. § 281, n•) definitely
reject it, while W. M. Miiller (EE. 1243) more guardedly refuses to decide either for
or against it. The chief objection to the identification seems to be found in the
representation of Heb. b by Eg. p; but that this interchange, thongh rare, does
actually occur is proved by Heyes (cf. np. cit. p. 148; his best instance is Eg. J;urpzt=
Heb. J;erebh, 'sword'): cf. also Burch. § 50. The 'Apuriu find mention in inscriptions ranging from the reign of Thutmosi III. to that of Ra'messe IV. (cir. B.C. 1167):
thus, if they were really the Hebrews, the inference must be that some Hebrews
(not necessarily Israelites) remained behind in Egypt after the Exodus. Of. the
discussion by Kit. (GVI. 2 i. p. 453, n2), who concludes that, though they may have
been Hebrews in the wider sense, they can hardly have been Israelites. The inscriptions picture them as performing (like the Hebrews of Ex. J llff.) heavy manual
labour in connexion with the building operations of the Pharaohs, especially the
quarrying and transportation of stone. Ddver (op. cit.) gives a convenient conspectus
of the passages in which they are mentioned.
§ Of. Spiegelberg, Der Aufenthalt Israels in Aegypten (1904), pp. 35 ff.
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may have been implicated in it. The tradition of Gen. 1210-20 J
which brings Abraham and his wife and followers to Egypt in tim~
of famine, looks not unlike an echo of the Hyksos-period; and the
way in which the patriarch is represented as escorted out of the
land may not impossibly amount to the placing of the best interpretation upon a dismissal which may really have been an expulsion
-possibly based on a vague recollection of the actual expulsion of
the Hyksos by A!:Jmosi r. If this is so, it is not impossible that the
Hyksos-chieftain Ja'cob-el may have been a representative of the
Ja'cob-tribe.
Thus the only extra-Biblical allusion to Israel's ancestors for
which, cin our interpretation of the Biblical tradition, we fail to find·
an explanation is the supposed occurrence of Jmleph-el as a placename in Cana'an, cir. B.C. 1479; since, on our theory, the Josephtribe can scarcely have been in Cana'an at 'this date. The
interpretation of Y-s-p-'a-ri as Joseph-el is, however, as we have
noticed (p. lxviii), of very doubtful validity.
The view which makes Ra'messe II. the Pharaoh of the oppression, and Mineptal_i, or one of his immediate successors, the Pharaoh
of the Exodus, though favoured by the majority of scholars, is not
universally accepted. The fact is certainly rel,llarkable that, if we
take the Biblical scheme of computation as it stands, and adding
480 years to B.C. 967 (which is fixed with approximate certainty
for the fourth year of Solomon : cf. p. liii, footnote), in accordance
with the statement of 1 Kgs. 6 1 R\ obtain B.C. 1447 (in the reign
of Amenl_iotp II.) as the date of the Exodus; then add 430 years
for Israel's residence in Egypt (cf. Ex. 12 40 P), and obtain B.C.
1877 (in the Hyksos-period according to Petrie's longer scheme of
chronology, though earlier according to Breasted and Hall) for the
entry into Egypt ; then add 215 yearB for the, Patriarchal period
(according to Gen. 12 4b, 21 5, 25 2tih , 4 7 oa, all P*), and obtain B.C.
2092 for Abraham's departure from tf arran; this last date falls
within the reign of ij:ammurabi (ci:r. B.C. 2123-2081) in accordance
with the tradition of Gen. 14. Thus Hommel t adopts the reign
of Amenl_iotp II. for the Exodus.
It should not, however, escape our notice that the one fact which
makes this computation remarkable is the approximate correctness
of the exterior dates, viz. that 1125 years appear accurately to
represent the period from a date in !Jammurabi's reign to a date
in Solomon's reign. This is probably not the result of accident,
but may well be due to the fact that a Jewish chronologist livi?g
in Babylon during the exile may easily have obtained from Balry'* According to this scheme Abraham is seventy-five on his departnre from lJarran,
and one hundred at the birth of Isaac ; Isaac is sixty at the birth of Ja'cob, and
Ja'cob is one hundred and thirty when he enters Egypt with his sons.
:t: ET. x. (1899), pp. 210 ff. Hommel assigns in each case a date nine years later
than those given above. Orr, Problem of the Old Testament (1908), pp. 422-424,
adopts the conclusion& of Hommel.
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Ionian sources the figure which represented the perrod from
tJammurabi to his own day.* This, however, argues nothing for
the correctness of the sectional periods within the external limits.
The back-reckoning to Solomon is of course based upon the
(approximately correct) chronology of Kgs.; but the Babylonians
could supply no information as to the date of the Exodus, or of
Israel's entry into Egypt, or of the lives of the patriarchs. As we
have seen (§ 5) in discussing the period assigned in 1 Kgs. 6 1 for
the Exodus to the fourth year of Solomon, 480 years is a purely
artificial computation, based on the theory of twelve generations of
forty years each, and worked out within the period by the use of
suspiciously recurrent periods of forty years. lf, however, we cannot
find even an approximately historical basis for the Biblical chronology of this period, why should we pin our faith to the correctness
of the earlier periods given for Israel's sojourn in Egypt (based,
apparently, on the assumption of four generations of one hundred
years each ! t), and for the lives of the patriarchs ? The reign of
Amenl:wtp II., when Egypt's hold upon her Asiatic empire was at
its strongest immediately after the victorious reign of +J:.tutmosi III.,
may well be thought to be the least probable period for the Exodus
and settlement in C3:na'an by force of arms.
Another view as to the date of the Exodus is represented by
Hall (NE., pp. 403 ff.), who attempts to revive the theory of
Josephus (C. Ap. r. 14) by connecting the Exodus with the expulsion of the Hyksos; and further supposes that the aggressions of
the ljabiru, as we read of them in the T.A. Letters, are identical
with the invasion of Cana'an by the Israelites under the leadership
of Joshua'. This theory is obliged to do great violence to the
Biblical tradition ; for not only are the circumstances of AJ:.tmosi's
expulsion of the Hyksos widely different from the Biblic'.11 account
of the Exodus, but, in order to dispose of the inference (based on
Ex. 1 11 ) that Ra'messe II. was the Pharaoh of the oppression, the
names Pithom and Ra'amses have t.o he explained as 'the interpretations of a scribe who knew their names as those of Egyptian cities
which existed in his time in and near the land of Goshen' (p. 405),
and, to bridge the interval between AJ:.tmosi 1. and AmenJ:.totp nr.,
the 'forty' years in the wilderness (probably intended to represent
the length of a generation§) have to be expanded to nearly two
hundred years (p. 408), and thus the possibility of a real historical
connexion between Joshua' and Moses is necessarily excluded.
On the identification of J oshua"s conquests with the Hahiruinvasion we cannot, as Hall confesses (p. 410), identify antof the
persons mentioned in the one source with those who are mentioned
* The care and accuracy with which the Babylonians preserved their chronological
data, even back to the earliest period of their history, are familiar facts. Cf. Rogers,
HBA.6 i. pp. 470ft'.
Cf. Driver, Exodus (Oamb. Bib.), p. xiv, and notes on 627, 12•0.
§ Cf Num. 14 26 ·35 JEP, 3213 P, Deut. 21', and the remarks on p. !iv,
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in the other.* The question whether the character of the Habiruaggressions closely resembles the Biblical narrative of Israel'sdoings
as depicted in Josh. must be largely a matter of individual opinion.
In the view of the present writer the position of ljabiru and
SA.GAZ in Cana'an is more nearly analogous to that of the floating,
semi-nomadic population which has at all times formed a feature
of Palestine-a population living at peace with the settled inhabitants of cities and villages when the country is under a strong
government, though even then ever ready to seize the opportunity
for blackmail and petty aggression ; but a really dangerous element
when affairs are unsettled and the government is weak or nonexistent, and without scruple as regards selling their services for
warfare and intrigue to the highest bidder. Such a relation
towards the Cana'anites-normally peaceful, but sometimes aggres* Orr ( The Problem of the Old Testament, pp. 423 f.) likewise holds that the invasion
of the !Jabiru • synchronises very closely with the conquest of Cana'an by the
Israelites,' and finds in this 'a coincidence of much importance.' It is curious
that this writer, whose book is a defence of the historical character of the O.T.
against the attacks of criticism (cf. especially eh. iii.), and who rightly (in the
opinion of the present writer) objects to the sweeping statement of Kuenen thnt 'the
description of the Exodus from Egypt, the wandering in the desert, and partition of
Canaan . . . to put it in a word, are utterly unhistorical' (cf. p. 57), should fail to
observe that the identification of the Habiru-invasion with that of Israel at once cuts
at the roots of the historical character of the old narratives in Josh. Comparison
of the names of Cana'anite kin~s in J ash. and the T.A, Letters, where we have information from both sources, yields the following result:Book of Josh.
Jerusalem

Adoni-,~edel~ (103)

Lachish

Yaphia' (103)

Gezer
}:la~or

Horam (1033)
Yabin (111)

T.A. Letters.
ARAD-!Jiba (Kn. 285 ff.).
Yabni-el (Kn. 328).
{ Zimrida (Kn. 329).
Yapabi (Kn. 297 ff.).
Abdi-Tirsi (Kn. 228).

Here, since the T.A. names, as derived from actual contemporary letters, must
necessarily be correct, the Biblical names, if referred to identically the san,e period,
are ipso facto declared to be false; and if this is the fact with every name which can
be tested, what ground have we left for holding that any names, or indeed any facts,
mentioned in the Biblical account of the conquest of Cana'an are of the slightest
historical value? The only supposed historical gain arising from identification of
the ijabiru-invasion with the conquests of Joshua', is that it fits in well enough with
the late Biblical scheme of chronology which we have already discussed (p. cxv); yet,
while we can attach a real historical value to an ancient narrative in which the main
outline (i.e. as concerns names, scenes, and actions) appears to be approximately
true to fact, even though chronological data are lacking (as in J and E upon the view
which we maintain), it is <lifficult to see what importance can be attached to the
maintenance of a chronological scheme which (on the test of external evidence) at
once wrecks the historical character of the narratives to which it is applied. To do
Dr. Orr justice, it is probable that he did not realize the further implications of his
argument as they are here pointed out; yet, if this is so, what is the value of an
argument which, basing itself upon the supposed itientity be1" <Ell t"o sets ol circumstances as pictured in Biblical and extra-Biblical sources, neglects rn obvious a
precaution as the comparison of the names of some of the principal actors!
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sive-appears more nearly to correspond to the position of Israel
in Cana'an in patriarchal times (cf. for the aggressive side, Gen. 34),
than to the invasion of the Joseph-tribes under Joshua' which,
when we have made all allowance for the exaggerations of R 0 , was
still a definitely organized campaign of conquest. In any case,
since, as we have seen (cf. pp. Ixxv ff.), it is impossible to separate the
lj:abiru from the SA.GAZ, or to deny that the former were, at
least to a large· extent, identical with the latter, the !!abiruinvasion must have extended over a far wider (more northerly) area
than did Israel's career of conquest even as interpreted by the
later editors of the old narratives in Josh.
The outstanding advantage which seems to accrue from Hall's
theory of the Exodus, as also from that of Hommel, is that we
gain a far longer period for the course of events from the Exodus
to the fourth year of Solomon, for which, as we have seen, the late
author of 1 Kgs. 61 assigns 480 years, but which, if we place the
Exodus under Minepta}_t, cannot really have covered much more
than 250 years (cf. p. liii). Considering, however, the facts
noticed on pp !iii f., no valid reason can be advanced in proof that
a longer period than 250 years is required. On the other hand,
supposing that we identify Joshua' 's conquest of Cana'an with the
:ijabiru-invasion, we are faced by the very real difficulty that
the Syrian campaigns of Sety I. (which dealt primarily with the
ij.abiru-aggressions; cf. p. Ixxxviii), Ra'messe II., Minepta}_t (who
actually defeated Israel), and Ra'messe III. all fall within the period
of the Judges; yet, while much is told us in Judg. of the aggressions of comparatively petty antagonists, not a word is said as to
any collision with the great power of Egypt. Such an omission,
. which, on the theory of the Exodus which we adopt, is an argument
from silence which may be taken to favour the general authenticity
of the narratives of J udg. (cf. p. cii), must surely be deemed very
strange if we are to throw Israel's occupation of Cana'an under
Joshua' back to the period of the T.A. Letters.

§ 7.

The Permanent Religious Value of Judges.

The religious value of any O.T. Book may be considered under
a twofold aspect-(1) its place in the record of Revelation, i.e. the
historical evidence which it affords as to the evolutionary process
through which the religion of Israel attained its full growth; and
(2) the extent to which its teaching is fitted to awaken a response
in the human conscience of to-day. The value of the first aspect
may be defined as evidential; that of the second as spiritual. Both
these aspects are to be discerned in most of the O.T. writings;
though it goes without saying that each aspect is not equally prominent in all. "\:Vithout <loubt the Prophetic writings exhibit the
fullest combination of the two aspects, invaluable as they are, both
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as marking stages in the development of Israel's reiigion, and also
as making a direct appeal, whether it be to the collective or to the
individual conscience, which can never become obsolete.
It should not, however, escape our notice that here there exists
some amount of interaction between the two aspects. The spiritual
value of the teaching of the Prophets has (as the outcome of modern
critical study of the 0. T. Scriptures) been greatly enhanced through
the understanding of the circumstances of the times which called it
forth, and of the relation which it bears to earlier thought.
In other parts of the O.T. literature we observe the one aspect
greatly predominating over the other. Thus, e.g. a very large
number of the Psalms, owing to an entire absence of historical
allusions or any similar criteria of date, are difficult to place in
their historical, or even in their logical, position in the line of
religious development; yet at the same time th~ir abiding spiritual
worth, as evidenced by the manner in which they touch men's souls
to-day, causing them to vibrate in spiritual sympathy, and voicing
their highest and deepest aspirations in relation to God, is as
great as that of any part of the 0.T. Conversely, some portions
of the historical literature-and perhaps most markedly the Book
of Judges-are insignificant in their direct spiritual value as compared with the Prophets and the Psalms; yet their importance for
the understanding of the historical evolution of Israel is unique.
Taking the O.T. as a whole, however, we notice, in part as compared with part, the same kind of interaction between the two
aspects of religious value as we observed especially in the Prophetic
writings when considered by themselves. The Psalm which voices
the most inward feelings of Christian faith, invaluable as it is in
itself, attains an enhance<l value when the fact is clearly recognized
that it is the product of a stage in a long line of religious development, for the tracing of which the historical books, as analysed and
understood by modern critical methods, are of prime importance.
For the question is at once raised how, out of beginnings exhibiting
elements that are crude, primitive, and it may be even repulsive,
there can have sprung to being thoughts and aspirations which, as
-the expression of all that we understand by Religion, have never
been surpassed; and the only possible answer is found in the
recognition of an inward Principle of Divine Inspiration, guiding
and determining the course of Israel's religious evolution. Conversely, such a record of Israel's early history as the Book of
Judges, which, taken by itself, might (so far as its religious aspect
is concerned) be deemed to possess a value not much deeper than
that represented by the interests of the anthropologist or stud~nt
of comparative mythology, becomes, in the light of that wh~ch
O.T. Religion taken as a whole has produced (e.g. the level of faith
and practice represented by the Prophets and Psalms), of deep,
if not of vital, importance for the study of the antecedents of
historical and practical Christianity.
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(1) The value of Judg. for the history of Israel's social and
religious evolution is obvious. The .Book covers a period of transition from the unsettled and disintegrated tribal life to the more or
less organized federation of tribes on the way to be moulded into
a nation. The extent of the disintegration of the tribal units
which afterwards went to form the nation can only be gathered
from Judg., and would hardly be realized by us if we only
possessed the records contained in the Pentateuch and Josh. in
the form in which they have come down to us. We see the tribes
acting to a large extent independently of their fellows, settling
down as best they could in the midst of an alien population, which
for the most part they seem to have been unable to subdue,
adopting forms of religious cultus which were coloured by the
beliefs and practices of their heathen neighbours, if not identical
with them. When, however, a period of oppression at the hands
of a foreign foe and of desperate misfortune supervenes, the man
whom the crisis produces as leader and deliverer, and who at
least in some cases (witness the Song of Deborah) succeeds in
rousing the scattered tribes to such a measure of common action
as foreshadows the later unity of Israel as a nation, acts in the
name and at the instigation, not of some local Oana'anite or
Israelite Ba'al, but of Yahweh, the warrior-God w:qose 'ancient
seat was found, not within Oana'an, but at Mount Sinai in the
desert-region of Se'ir, external to the land of Israel's settlement
(cf. eh. 5 4 ).
Here, then, are raised problems which press for solution before
we can attain any really satisfactory grasp of the development of
the early religion of Israel. How did Yahweh, whose earlier sphere
of influence appears to have been conceived as extraneous to the
land of Oana'an, come to be regarded as asserting and maintaining
His influence over Israel, and in Israel's favour, when the tribes
were settled in the land of their inheritance 1 What was there
in Yahweh's character and claim which enabled Him at times of
special crisis to exercise a imifying influence over the scattered and
somewhat heterogeneous elements out of which the nation of Israel
was eventually produced 1 How was it that, when evidence points
to the recognition of 'gods many and lords many,' and that not
merely among the earlier .Oana'anite inhabitants, but among the
tribes of Israel themselves, in spite of all, the worship of Yahweh,
fostered apparently by crisis and misfortune, emerged as the
dominant religion, and came (amid such unpromising surroundings) to be of the lofty spiritual and ethical character which we
find exemplified in the Prophetical writings of the eighth century
B.C. and onwards 1 Biblical history, as we know it, claims to
supply answers to these questions. A special Providence, a chosen
people, a unique Revelation made at an early period in the history
of the race to a leader and teacher endowed with exceptional
qualifications for his office-these are factors which tradition
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pictures as guiding and determining the evolution ; and however
much modern scientific study may modify our conceptions of the
process, it will be found that, apart from the recognition of such
factors, the history of Israel's religious development remains an
insoluble enigma.
(2) While, however, it is true that there is nothing in Judg.
which makes a direct spiritual appeal to men's consciences at the
present day at all comparable to that which is made by the teaching
of the later Prophets, the fact must not be overlooked that the
book is placed in the Hebrew Canon among 'the Former Prophets,'
and occupies this position because it is history written with a
purpose, and that purpose a religious one (cf. § 1). This religious
purpose stands out very prominently in the main redactor's philosophy of history, according to which neglect of Y ahweh's ordinances and the worship of strange gods lead to punishment, but
true repentance is followed by a renewal of the Divine favour.
The fact that God deals with nations in accordance with their
regard or disregard for His moral laws offers a lesson the emphasizing of which can never become superfluous, especially at such
a crisis as that through which the world is passing at the present
time (1918). If it be objected that the editor of Judg. is reading
into past history the standpoint of his own much later time, and
drawing conclusions as to Yahweh's moral government which could
not have been drawn by Israel in the time of the Judges, it may
be replied, firstly, that the lesson as deduced by the editor would
remain for the instruction of subsequent ages, fortified by the
teaching of the later Prophets and of our Lord Himself, as well
as by the experience of history, even if the historical data upon
which it is based were only susceptible of such an interpretation
in the light of more developed experience of Yahweh's moral
dealings with His people; but, secondly, that it is by no means
certain (in view of what has been said above on the personality of
Moses and his inculcation of ethical Yahwism as of the nature of
historical postulates in the evolution of Israel's religion) that at any
rate some part of Israel (e.g. those, such as the Joseph-tribes, who
had incontestably come under the influence of Moses) were unconscious that, in rejecting Yahweh and following the Ba'als and the
'Ashtarts, they were lapsing from a higher form of religion to a
lower, and infringing the covenant into which Israel had entered
with Yahweh as the outcome of the signal deliverance from Egypt,
and the events which immediately followed it. It should be
noticed that the doctrine of sin, chastisement, repentance, and
salvation is not confined to the main redactor's pragmatic setting,
but is worked out and emphasized by the lessons of past history in
portions of the book which belong to the later school of E-ch. 6 7•10,
10 6•16, and in parts of 1 Sam. which seem to emanate from the
same hand, and doubtless originally belonged to the same connected work-1 Sam. 7 2-14, 8 7, 8, 1018.l9•, 12 1-25 _ These passages,
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as we have already noticed (§ 4), are closely connected in thought
with the formuloo of R1'' 2, and seem to have supplied their model.
If we go back to the most ancient parts of the narrative, we find
the utmost emphasis laid upon the fact that the Judges act in the
Divine strength which inspires and supports them, enabling them
to gain the victory against odds which, from the human point of
view, might seem to be insuperable. It is Yahweh who commissions them either by a prophetic message ( 4 6) or by a Selfmanifestation (6 nff., 13 sff. ), who promises His presence and
support (6 14· 16), and vouchsafes special signs in confirmation of
His promise (6 17 ff. 3Gff., l3 19 ff·). His Spirit 'comes upon' them
( 11 29 ; cf. 3 10 RE2), or 'clothes itself in ' them ( 6 34 ), or 'rushes
upon' them (14 6· 19, 15 14 ), or strengthens them in answer to prayer
(151s.rn, 16 2srr,). He goes forth before His host in the visible
manifestations of nature (5 4· 5 ; cf. 4 14), discomfits (4 15 ) and gives
into their hands their foes (3 28 , 6 9· 15, 83•7, 11 30 , 12 3 ; with 'before
me' in place of 'into my hand,' 11 9 ), and gives them victory (15 18 ).
It is this fact that the achievements of the Judges were wrought
in reliance upon the Divine guidance and power which impresses
the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and enables him to regard
them as the heroes of Faith :-'the time will fail me if I tell of
Gide'on, Bara~, Samson, Jephthal,t; . . . who· through faith subdued kingdoms, . . . from weakness were made strong, waxed
mighty in war, turned to flight armies of aliens' (Heb. 11 32 · 34 ).
Without inquiring too closely into the ethical character of this
'faith' as viewed from the Christian standpoint, it is sufficient for
us to reflect that it fulfilled, in relation to the age which produced
it, the function which is fulfilled by the quality as we understand
it at the present in the full light of Revelation ; and thus we are
still able to number these ancient heroes among the 'great cloud of
witnesses' whose example and inspiration may help us to 'run with
patience the race that is set before us.'

§ 8. Hebrew Text and Ancient Versions.
Hebrew Text. If we except the Song of Deborah, the Heb. Text
(~) of Judg. may be said to be well preserved, being comparable
in this respect with the narrative-portions of Josh. and Kgs.,
and superior to Sam. Such corruptions as occur are due to tbe
ordinary causes which have affected the Heb. Text of the 0. T. as
a whole, and a rough classification of them may be not without
value for the purposes of textual criticism; though the fact must
be borne in mind that, from the nature of the subject, anything
like an exhaustive and well-defined classification is out of the
question. Reference is made throughout to the pages of the
Commentary where the points in question are discussed.
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l. A.lteraJ,ion.

Confusion of letters:-::i for :it, pp. 122, 136;::,, for !.:l, p. 114;
, for ::i*, pp. 123, 149, 486 ; 1 for o, p. 231 ; 1 for 1*, pp. 39, 119,
225,428,434;;, for•*, pp. 212,383,461; i1 for , 1 t, pp. 479,
485; ;, for w, p. 366; , for ::i*, p. 157; , for n, p. 62; ~ for ot,
p. 112;, for: ,t, pp. 122, 123, 131,186,273; ::i for,*, p. 388,
483; , for ,, p. 156; , for o, p. 122; , for n, p. 226; o for N,
p. 364; !.:) for::,,, p. 390; O for,, p. 123; , for 1, p. 419; , for,*,
p. 328; , for n, p. 115; o for ·et, p. 232; c for,, p. 365; ll for IV,
p. 233; El for )*, p. 112; Y for ::l, p. 212; Y for, (or y for )'t),
p. 435; Y for ll+, p. 282 (cf. p. 207); Y for El, p. 366; Y for p,
p. 128;, for i,*, pp. 33, 219, 365 (cf. pp. 65, 122); i for p, p. 217;
r, for N*, p. 281 (cf. p. 325); r, for ,, p. 319.
Here the examples marked * are most likely to have arisen in
the ancient script, and those marked +in the square script. Many
examples, however, can hardly be explained as due to similarity,
and may have arisen from such an accident as the obliteration or
illegibility of a letter, combined with the influence of the context
in determining what the original word in which it occurs may have
been. Such a case is no doubt to be seen in the substitution of
, for original o in 11,n;, for Cl'1ni'I, eh. 8 12 •
Transposition of letters :-pp. 33, 119, 120, 128, 129, 133, 225, 312,
.
326, 491 (cf. p. 208).
Transposition of clauses :-pp. 102, 120, 124, 210, 387, 417.
Confusion of similar words and forms:-pp. 65, 74, 119, 129, 132,
227, 228, 277, 279, 280, 323, 361, 429, 459, 463, 471, 474, 478,
4 79, 480, 484, 485.
.
Substitution through propinquity :-pp. 137 (i::lt!'C'' for ,,nEi,), 369
(n,op::i for mit:1::i), 376 (n,,,n for c,•n), 4 74 (•~::ii!' for ~::ii!!).
Wrong division (a) of words:-pp. 119 f., 136,150,230,474,484;
(b) of sentences :-p. 130.
Error due to the use of abbreviation in writing :-pp. 119 f., 123 f.,
129, 149, 150, 307, 466.
Error in vocalization:-pp. 90, 93,114,120,130,147, 152£., 188,
230, 278, 287, 316, 317, 326, 334, 372, 488, 492, 493.
Grammatical solecisms :-Masc. for Fem., pp. 93, 321, 493 (cf.
p. 129); Fem. for Masc., p. 383 bis, 463; Sing. for Plur., pp. 226,
229, 463, 474,492; Plur. for Sing., pp. 61, 68, 285, 287, 310, 347,
348, 480, 483; False Tense, pp. 73, 214, 383, 483.
Intentional perversion :-pp. 5, 58, 64, 65 f., 228, 434, 461 (cf.
p. 32).
2. Insertion:

Dittography (a) ofwords:-pp. 61,225,475,482 (cf. p. 68); (b) of
letters:-pp. 90, 114, 316, 470, 482 (cf. p. 35).
Doublets :-pp. 57, 130, 139, 232, 327, 350, 351 f., 415, 423 f.,
474, 485.
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Other marginal notes inserted in the text :-pp. 113, 350, 382, 415,
428 (cf. p. 484).
Insertions explicative of an already corriipt text:-pp. 148, 151, 327,
366, 470.
Unclassified :-pp. 142, 152, 273.
3. Omission.
Homoeoteleuton:-pp. 380, 470.
Haplography of letters :-pp. 282, 472.
Unclassified omissions (a) of single .words or parts of words :-pp. 17,
205, 319, 326, 369,427 f., 473; (b) of sentences or parts of sentences:PP· 22, 38, 140, 209, 490.
The Septuagint. The fact has long been remarked that in the
($; version of Judg. the uncial MSS. A and B exhibit a divergency
which is without parallel in any other part of the O.T., and which
raises the question whether they should not be ranked as two
distinct translations from the Hebrew. The learned Septuagint
scholar J. E. Grabe, writing in 1705 to Dr. John Mill, Principal of
St. Edmund Hall, Oxford, deals with the subject of this divergency,
remarking 'Omnibus mediocriter tantum Graecae linguae peritis
primo intuitu patet Vaticano et Alexandrino codice duas diversas
dicti libri versiones, vel saltem duas editiones saepissime ac multum
inter se discrepantes contineri.' This Epistola ad Millium, which
runs to 56 quarto pages, aims at establishing the fact that Cod. A
represents the genuine ($; text; while Cod. B offers the recension
of Hesychius, which, as we know from the often-quoted statement
of Jerome, was current in Egypt at the time when he wrote.
Whatever view be taken as to Grabe's conclusions, the fact can
hardly be disputed that he raised a very genuine problem when he
emphasized the divergency of A and Bin Judg.-a problem which
calls for serious consideration before ($; can satisfactorily be employed for the elucidation of the text of the book.
The divergency between the two ($; versions of Judg. was most
thoroughly exemplified by P. de Lagarde in his Septuaginta Studien,
Erster Theil, 1891, in which he printed the two texts of chs. 1-5 on
opposite pages, thus exhibiting their variation in as striking a
manner as possible. Lagarde did not rest content with reproducing
merely the texts of the two uncials A and B. Together with A he
grouped the Aldine and. Complutensian editions, the five cursive
MSS. which appear in the notation of HP. as 108, 19, 54, 118, and
29, and the Armenian (Arm.), Old Latin (11), and Syro-hexaplaric
(.$h) versions. With B he associated the text of the Sixtine edition,
the Codex Musei Britannici Add. 20,002, the Catena Nicep~ori, and
the short extant fragments of the Sahidic and Bohairic versions.
Lagarde printed the texts of A and B in extenso, and recorded in
footnotes the variants which are found in his other authorities for
each respective version of the ($; text.
Professor Moore, in the course of his studies in preparation for his
Commentary on Judg., had reached independently the same con-
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clusions ·as Lagarde in a paper read before the Society of Biblical
Literature in May 1890; and when his Commentary appeared in
1895 he offered an enriched conspectus of the MS. and other
authorities which represent each version respectively. His summary conclusion as to the '1Ji- versions is as follows:-' I say versions;
for Lagarde has demonstrated in the most conclusive way, by
printing them face to face through five chapters, that we have two
Greek translations of Judges. It would probably be going too
far to say that they are independent; the author of the younger
of them may have known and used the older; but it is certain that
his work is not a· recension or revision of his predecessor's, but
a new translation.' *
The editors of the Larger Edition of the Cambridge Septuagint,
Messrs. Brooke and M'Lean, have decided that it would be impossible to present the textual evidence for the (!Ji text of Judg. clearly
if the text of B alone were taken as a standard; the readings of
MSS. which contain the A recension being treated as variants.
They are therefore proposing to follow the plan inaugurated by
Lagarde, and to print the text of A and B on opposite pages.!
Pending the preparation of this edition, they have published
(1897) a trustworthy edition of the text of A in Judg. which
forms the most available source for purposes of collation. The
prima facie conclusion of these scholars as to the relationship of
the two versions is as follows:-' No final verdict can as yet be
pronounced, but a preliminary investigation of the earlier chapters
leads to the surmise that the true text of the Septuagint is probably
contained neither in the one nor in the other exclusively, but must
* Moore's notation is a~ follows:1. Older 1!1i version: Uncials:
l!liA=Cod. Al~xandrinus.
Q!iP (or l!liC• in SBOT.)= Cod. Coislianus=HP. X.
l!liv (or l!liB• in SBOT. )=Cod. Basiliano- Vatican,ts=HP. XL
(!liS (l!li 6' in SBOT.(=Cod. Sarravianus=HP. IV, V.
Cursives in three groups :
(!li 1 =HP. 19, 108, 118, the Complutensian Polyglot, and Lagarde's
Libr. V. T. Canon. pars prior, 1883 (cf. p. cxxvi).
Q!iM (or QliLp in SBOT.)=HP. 54, 59, 75, 82, and the fragments of a
Leipzig uncial palimpsest.
l!li 0 (or (!liVn in SBOT.)=HP. 120, 121, and the Aldine edition (Venice,
1518).
2. Younger l!u· version : Uncials :
Q!iB(or (!liVin SBOT.)=Cod. Vaticanus.
Q!iG (or (!liBm in SBOT.)=Cod. Mus. Brit. 20, 002.
Cursives:
Q!iN =HP. 16, 30, 52, 53, 58, 63, 77, 85, 131, 144, 209, 236, 237, and the
text printed in the Catena Nicephori (Leipzig, 1773).
:l: Since the above was written, the part containing Judges has appeared (1917).
The editors have not carried out their original intention, but have printed the text
of B in full, and have given prominence to the variant readings of the A-text by the
use of Clarendon type.
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be sought for by comparing in detail, verse by verse, and word by
word, the two recensions, in the light of all other available evidence,
and especially of the extant remains of the Hexapla.'
. So much may suffice to illustrate the stage at which the question
of the two (!Ii ·texts of J udg. has arrived at the present time. We
may now proceed to statement of the main results which seem to
accrue from examination of the two texts.
The outstanding fact is that the text of Cod. A, together with
other members of the same family as noted by Lagarde and Moore,
is really identical with that text of (!Ii which Lagarde has, with
high probability, argued to be the recension which was the work
of Lucian, the presbyter and martyr of Antioch-a recension which
Jerome states to have been current in Constantinople and Asia
Minor, as far west as Antioch.
The stages by which the recovery of Lucian's recension was
effected were as follows. Vercellone, in his Variae Lectiones Vulgatae
Latinae Bibliorum Editionis, Tom. ii. (1864), p. 436, had remarked
that the four (!Ii MSS. which appear in HP. notation as 19, 82, 93,
and 108 exhibited a text which very frequently coincided with the
extant remains of JS; and that this is also the case with the (!Ii text
of the Complutensian Polyglot, which has been shown to be based
substantially upon HP. l 08.
When W ellhausen published his
Text der Bucher Samuelis (1871), he commented on the fact that
the same four MSS. frequently offered readings which are intrinsically more probable than those contained in Cod. B. Ceriani in
1863 had suggested (Hexapla, p. lxxxvii) that the recension of
Lucian was contained in these MSS.; but it was not till 1883 that
Lagarde published his Librorum Veteris Testamenti Canonicorum, pars
prior, containing the (!Ii text of the 0. T. from Genesis to Esther
based upon these four MSS. with the addition of HP. 118. In his
preface to this work the editor pointed to the numerous agreements
between the readings of these five MSS. and the Biblical quotations
of St. Chrysostom, who, since he was a priest of Antioch and bishop
of Constantinople, may be presumed to have made use of that
recension of (!Ii- which was current in Antioch and Constantinople,
viz., as Jerome informs us, the recension of Lucian.
Of the five MSS. upon which Lagarde bases his text of Lucian,
118 is complete for Judg., while 19 and 108 exhibit considerable
lacunae. 82, which is also available for Judg., is placed by Moore
in another group of the A version family, which he distinguishes by
the signature (!!iM. We have already noticed that the three Codd.
19, 108, and 118 are cited by Lagarde for his A group in Septuaginta
Studien, together with the Complutensian (based upon 108), and JS,
the correspondence of which with Lucian's recension in the other
historical books has been noted.*
* Cf. the examples cited by Driver for Samuel in NHTS. 2 pp. lxxvii-Jxxx and by
the present writer for Kings in NHTK. pp. xxxvi-xl.
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Adequate discussion of the characteristics of the two Qli versions
and their relation one to the other demands a separate treatise.
It is only possible here to state summarily the conclusions which
seem to result from comparison of the two texts.
1. They are distinct translations, in the sense that each presupposes the independent use of a Heb. original.
2. The two Heb. originals, while possessing much in common
which differentiated them from ~' yet varied in many important
particulars. That used by QJiB was the nearer to ~- That used
by QliAL exhibited many readings which possess the stamp of
originality.*
3. Though the two Qli texts may be classed as distinct translations
in the sense above specified, they exhibit identities in rendering
which cannot be the result of chance, and which indicate that the
younger translation (whichever that may have been) was made by
the aid of reference to the older.
4. Both translations, and perhaps especially that represented
by QliA\ have been exte,nsively worked over, and contain many
doublets.
The Vulgate (1-J), Peshittd (.~,P), and Targum (m'.) are of but slight
critical value as compared with the two Qli texts, since all represent
recensions of the original Heb. much more closely akin to ~ ; and
their main importance lies in the early traditions of interpretation
which they embody. The principal characteristics of these versions
may be gathered from modern works and articles (such as those of
DB.) which deal with the textual criticism of the O.T., and need
not be noticed here. It is worth while, however, in the case of
,SP-a version of which we possess no authoritative critical text,
and of the origin of which little is known-to point out certain
affinities with other versions which are apparent in the text of
Judges.
1. Affinities with Qli are fairly frequent, especially with the version
represented by QliAL_ +
2 1. ')l n,vt:-t. ,SP prefixes l..~ ~l ~en. Of. QJiB Tao€ ,Uyei
KVpLO<;.
5 8. o•il)t!'

on, Tt:-t

;6P l;:!.m? ~ ~,-.010.

Kp£0,vov, 3E, 'velut panem hordeaceum,' .$1•

* This version (as represented by (!!iA\

l;:.!.m?

Of. QliAL w, apTOv
~?

~l-

.ii", Jl.) preserves superior readings to lll and·
in the following passages in Judg. :-54-14 , 75·6, S•, 1011, 1120.34, 122.3, 1323,
1411.19 156 1619.24 173 192.3.30 2015.33 In 512 1126.35 1816 1625 189 the readings of
the ve~sio~ have ;lai~s to co~sideratlon, thou,gh the; are ~ot actually adopted in the
present commentary Cf. notes ad loc.
t The same phenomenon has been noted in the .i:o• text of Sam. by Driver, NHTS. 2
p. lxxi, and in that of Kgs. by the present writer in NHTK. p. xxxii. I.n citations
from ,i;P the text of Walton's Polyglot has been collated with that of Ceriani's facsimile of the Codex Ambrosianus,

to
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5 11 . mm1. ,SP .,4'\ta>h 'which he multiplied.' Cf. <$-8 av~'r/crov.
7 5• At end of verse .$P adds frJ-,>,.!:)f ~cn....~.of (i:i, ,nu~ nn).
So (!liAL, _$h.
7 22. mnoil ,:i:it ,SP omits l, with {!JiB, 3£L.
9 48• n,o,ipil. ,SP
(ci,i,;i). So (!liAt, .$\ 1J.
10 1 • mi 1:i. ,SP 01?? ;,!:) (understanding ,,,, to mean 'his
uncle'). Cf. <!li vlos 1T'arp,1.oEAcpov avr_ov, 1J 'patrui Abimeleeh.'
1011. ,SP agrees with (!liAt, .$\ 3£\ JJ in omitting IO and taking
list of nations as subj. of rim,.
10 34 • ,)oo. .SP ~ ~ (moo). So (!liA\ £h.
11 35 • ,SP sides with {!JiB, JJ (cf. note ad Zoe.).
12 3 • l11t!'10 1)1N ,:,. lt..~ .0;.£)? ~ ~ ? (l1 1t!'10 rN 1:, ). So

¼-3

{!JiA\ ,$h,
14 3• 1011. ,SP ~ (1011). So (!JiL.
14 7• ,:i,,,
,sr ~ o · o~o.

,,,t

Kai

So (!Ji

KaL

Karf/J'r}<Tall

V,aA'r]<Tal',

14 15 • 1111:lt!'il. ,SP ~~; ( 1lf1:lii1). So (!liBA, 3£L.
15 3• 0011. ,SP \ ~ (c:io11). So (!JiA\ 1J.
15 6. i11:IN nNt ,SP ciia.!:lf ~ o (i1 1:IN n1:i l"IN1).
(!liA\ ,$h,
20 16&,

,SP omits iln:1 . . . Cltil

,:io with

(!Ji,

So

Jtt11188·,

JJ.

2. There are clear instances of affinity with i!r-and this of
a character which is not to be explained merely by the fact that
both versions are Aramaic, or by the probability that both may
have been influenced by a similar Jewish tradition of exegesis,
but which suggests actual connexion between the two.*
3 3, al. 1)iC. ,SP l,Jo~. i!r 1)im.
3 19• ,,oil 11,N

1,

ir,c ,:i,.

;oP

~h ~ ~1 1;Ac:o? 1~

~ ~- i!r N:i,o 1r.i11 N,So, 1, n 1N Nine, No)n!l.
3 25. t!',:i ,11 ,,1M. ,SP ~ o;/:,::;o. i!r 1)C ,11 ,:i1,,Nt
5 25. o,,,,N ,~c:i. ,SP 1 ~ l~- i!r N'i:I) ,,,£1:i.
5 2s. 1:i:i,. ,SP ~;.!:)? 0 1 ~ ~ - i!J: 1,:, Nic1c, 1ilt:i1ni.
6 26 • il:JilfO:I. ,$P f;,.m.o, i!J'.: Niic:,.
7 18• )lV,J" mil1,.
~~o j.,.~ i;:,:. i!r o,i, 10 N:i,n
)lV,) ,,, ,11 N1)n1m 11 •
1s 6. c:i:i,, ,, n:i). .SP ~;01
l-,.~. i!r 1,:in,,N 11 ri,nN.
1
20 4s. cino , 110. .SP l-,. ;a.,o ~ ~1 o ~ . i!r r) 1,o) J1i1 11,i,o.

ip

"°/::..J

* Cf, for Sam. NHTS. 2 pp. lxxi f. and for Kgs. NHTK. pp. xxxiv f,
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I. r-2.

5. Survey of Israel's settlement in Cana'an.

Besides the Commentaries, etc., cited throughout the book, cf. Eduard
Meyer, Kritik der Berickte iiber die Eroberung Palaestinas, ZATW. i. (1881),
pp. 117-146; L. B. Paton, lsra,l's Conquest of Canaan, JBL. xxxii. (1913),
pp. 1 -53.

This section was added by a post-exilic editor of the Priestly
school of thought (RP) as a fresh introduction to his new edition of
the history of the Judges. The introduction is composed in the main
of extracts culled from the old J udaean document (J) of the ninth
century B.C. J's narrative originally gave an account of the first
settlement of the tribes of Israel in Cana'an, describing the gradual
and partial ·manner in which it was effected. Extracts from the same
narrative are found in the Book of Joshua', several of them being
parallel to passages in Judg. 1, and, where not identical in wording,
appearing in a more original form. Thus Josh. 15 14·19 =Judg.
1 20.10b (in part)-11-15; Josh. 15 63=Judg. 1 21; Josh. i610=Judg. 1 29;
Josh. 17 11 ·13 = J udg. 1 27·28. Further extracts from the same narrative,
not contained in Judg. 1, are found in Josh. 13 13, 17 14· 18, 19 47, and
probably in N urn. 32 39.41. 42, The original form of J's narrative of the
settlement in Cana'an has been very skilfully reconstructed by Bu. :
c£ Additional note, p. 47.
The reason why the old narrative of J did not appear in full in Josh.
doubtless was that, as picturing the settlement in Cana'an as the work
of individual tribes, and as only very partially effected, it conflicted
with the view taken by the Deuteronornic editor (R 0 ) of JE in Josh.,
according to which practically the whole of the promised land, with
the exception of the maritime plain, was summarily conquered by all
Israel in a series of campaigns under the leadership of Joshua'; and
was even more sharply opposed to the presentation of affairs as given
by the Priestly writer (P) in Josh., which makes the accurate delimitation of the conquered territory among the twelve tribes to have
been settled by Joshua' after the conquest. Cf. further Introd.
pp. xxxiv f.
In utilizing J's matter for his introduction to Judges, RP regards it
as referring, not to the first settlement in Cana' an, but to the outcome
of events 'after the death of J oshui ' (v. 1). Thus, in order to illustrate
(from his point of view) the slackness of Israel in failing to carry out
A
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what they mi;;ht have accomplished in obedience to Yahweh's command, he alters in several passages J's statement that they 'could not
dispossess' the Cana'anites into 'did not dispossess.' So in vv. 21. 27 as
compared with the parallel passages in Josh.; and doubtless also in
v. 19 (cf. note). RP also adds statements with regard to the conquest
of Jerusalem (v. 8 ) and the Philistine cities (v. 18 ) which actually conflict with statements from J which he incorporates (vv. 21.19 ). Cf.
further notes following.
The standpoint of eh. 2 1·5 is clearly that of RP. The severe censure
of Israel as a whole on the ground that they have wiifully neglected
Yahweh's command by failure to extirpate the inhabitants of Cana'an
is of a piece (Bu. RS. p. 20) with the deliberate alteration of 'could
not dispossess' into 'did not dispossess' noticed above. The
representation of the tribes of Israel as apparently assembled in one
body at Bethel (cf. note on 2 1) is at variance with the narrative of Jin
eh. 1, which represents them as scattered throughout the land, and
each making its own settlement as best it could. The speech which
is put into the mouth of the Angel of Yahweh appears to be a free
composition by Rr, based upon reminiscence of passages in the
Pentateuch and J ash. (cf. notes ad Zoe.). Wellh., however, is doubtless
correct in recognizing ( Comp. 3 p. 2 JO) that in vv. 1a. 5b we have genuine
fragments of the old narrative of J, d'escribing the removal of the
religious centre of Israel from Gilgai to Bethel after the conquest of
the latter city by the house of Joseph, as narrated in I 22 ff.
The purpose of RP's introduction is to explain the unsettled condition of affairs as related in the narrative of Judges, by the addition
of details known to him which had not been incorporated by the main
editor (RE 2 ) in his introduction, eh. 2 6 -3 6 •
The following words and phrases are to be noticed as characteristic
of J :-' the Cana' anites,' as a general term for the inhabitants of
Palestine, 1 1 (see note); 'the Cana' anites and the Perizzites' coupled,
1 5 (note) ; 'at the first' (i1~,nn:i), 1 1 ; 'deal kindly with' (lit. 'do
kindness with,' t:ll/ iOM i1C'l/), 1 24 ; 'dependencies' (lit. 'daughters,'
nn:i), 1 27 , five times; 'and it came to pass, when' (l.:J 1n1,), 1 28 ; 'dwelt
in the midst of' (:1"1i':l :lC-1), 1 29-30 -32 -33 ; 'prevailed' (lit. 'was heavy,'
i:l:l),
I.

1 35 ;

I.

'the Angel of Yahweh' (i1li1 1 11-t~~),

RP

21.( 4>.

Cf. CH 1•

Now after the death of Joshua', J the children of

I, 1. after the death ofJoshua'. As related in Josh. 24 29-30 (E). RP
assumes that he is taking up the history from the point reached in
the closing chapter of J ash. The proper continuation of J ash. 24 is
found, however, in RE''s introduction to Judg., contained in eh. 2 6 ft.,
where vv. 6·9 are nearly verbally identical with J ash. 24 28-31,29-39• So
far from dealing with events which happened subsequently to Joshua''s
death, the old narrative of J pictures Israel as still at Gilgal (2 l), or
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Israel enquired of Yahweh, saying, 'Who shall go up for us-first
against the Cana'anites to fight against them?' 2. And Yahweh
said, 'Judah shall go up: behold, I have given the land into
his hand.' 3. And Judah said to Sime'on his brother, 'Go up
with me into my lot, that we may fight against the Cana'anites,
close by at Jericho (1 16 ), shortly after the passage of the Jordan and
before the tribes had entered upon their inheritances.
the children of Israel enquired, etc. Literally translated, v. 1 runs,
'And it came to pass, after the death of Joshua', and the children of
Israel enquired, etc.', the use of 'and' to introduce the sentence to
which the time-determination refers being idiomatic in Hebrew.
Thus, apart from RP's note of time, the sentence is to be rendered,
'And the children, etc.' This may have formed the commencement
of J's narrative of the tribal conquests: cf. Additional note, p. 47.
enquired of Yahweh. The reference doubtless is to consultation
of the oracle by means of the sacred lot; cf. the use of the phrase
in I Sam. 14 37, 22 10, 23 2, 30 8, etc. This lot was cast by means of
U rim and Tummim, as appears from the undoubtedly original form
of I Sam. 14 41 , preserved by '11i. Here Saul's address to Yahweh runs,
'0 Yahweh, God of Israel, wherefore hast thou not answered thy
servant to-day? If this iniquity be in rne, or in Jonathan my son,
0 Yahweh, God of Israel, give Urim; but if it be in thy people Israel,
give Tummim.' Cf. also 1 Sam. 28 6• Thus Urim and Tummim were
apparently two concrete objects employed in connexion with the
Ephod. Cf. 1 Sam. 14 18, where '1JiBL preserves the true reading
'Ephod' in place of 'Ark of God' in ;!t. On the nature of the
Ephod, cf. note on eh. 8 27 •
Who shall go up. From the Jordan valley, which is the point of
departure in v. 16, into the hill-country to the west. The expression
'alii 'go up' is used, however, in a general way of a military expedition. Cf. eh. 123, 18 9, 1 Sam. 7 7, Isa. 36 10, al.
against the Cana'anites. The use of' Cana' anite' as a general term
to describe the inhabitants of the country west of Jordan is characteristic of J ; while E uses 'Amorite' in the same general sense.
When greater accuracy is deemed desirable, the Cana' anites are defined as the dwellers in the lowlands, i.e. the maritime plain and the
Jordan valley, and the Amorites as inhabitants of the hill-country
which lies between. So in Num. 13 29 (prob. R 1E), Josh. 11 3 (R0 );
c£ Deut. 1 7. 19. 20, Josh. 51, 13 3· 4 (both R 0 ). The inhabitants of the
mountain-range east of Jordan and north of the Amon are described
as Amorites by E and by writers influenced by this source (R18 and
school of D ). Upon the evidence as to the use of the terms from
extraneous sources, cf. Additional note, p. 41.
3. into my lot. J, like E and R O and P in Josh., doubtless represented the partition of Cana' an among the tribes of Israel as decided
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and I also will go up with thee into thy lot.' So Sime'on went
with him. 4. R• And Judah went up; and Yahweh gave the
Cana'anites and the Perizzites into their hand; and they smote
them in Beze]s:-ten thousand men. 5. J And they came upon
by lot under the direction of Joshua'. Cf. Introd. p. cv. The position
and (ideal) extent of Judah's 'lot' is described in Josh. 15 1· 12 P. It
was bounded on the east by the Dead Sea and on the west by the
Mediterranean, while the northern border ran from the Jordan near
its junction with the Dead Sea, and passing close to the south of
Jerusalem (which fell within the territory of Benjamin), terminated at
the Mediterranean near Jabne'el (Yebna). The southern border is
noticed under v. 36 'from the Crag.'
So Sime'on went with him. The cities assigned to Sime' on in
Josh. 19 1·8 (P) fall within the territory of Judah; and most, if not all,
of them are reckoned to Judah in Josh. 15 26-32.42 (P). The tribe of
Sime' on seems to have been very small. The story of Gen. 34 (J
and P combined) probably reflects an early attempt made by this tribe
and the tribe of Levi (Additional note, p. 437) to settle in central
Palestine ; when an attack made upon the Cana' anite city of Shechem,
in violation of friendly treaty, provoked (as we may infer from
Gen. 49 7 J) such reprisals on the part of the Cana' anites as decimated
the aggressors and caused the dispersion of the remnant of their
clans to seek a settlement in other parts of the land. As to when this
Shechem-incident may have occurred, cf. Addz"tional note, pp. 437 ff.
In the so-called 'Blessing of Moses,' Deut. 33 (E), dated by Driver
(Deut., ICC., p. 387) either shortly after the rupture under J erobo' am r.,
or during the mid-die and prosperous part of the reign of J erobo' am rr.
(c. 780 B.c.), Sime' on is not mentioned at all; unless we follow the
suggestion of ~AL in v. 6h, and read, 'and let Sime'on be few in
number' (l\,tlr.,t!' for 11nr.,. The rendering 1ro'Avs Iv dpdJµ,o/ rests on a
false interpretation of i!:lCr.) as implying a large number).
4. The verse seems to be a summary statement by RP of the result
of the campaign, based upon the information afforded by J in the
following verses.

5. And they came upon Adoni-beze(< in• Bezef<. The name Adonibeze¼: is open to grave suspicion, since nowhere else do we find a
Hebrew proper name which describes a man as 'lord' of his city or
country. The form of name which we should expect as a compound
of Adoni is 'such and such a deity is lord': cf. Adonijah, 'Yah or
Yahweh is lord,' Adoniram, 'the High one is lord,' and in Phoenician
Adoni-eshmun, 'Eshmun is lord,' etc. It is conceivable that Beze¼:
may have been the name of a local Cana' anite deity; but such a
deity is otherwise quite unknown, and it is scarcely possible that the
city should bear the name of the deity, without some such prefix as
Beth, 'house of' (cf. Beth-'anath, Beth-dagon). Moreover, no city
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Adoni-beze~ in Beze~, and they fought against him, and smote
named Beze]i: in southern Palestine is mentioned elsewhere in the O. T.;
and the Beze]i: of r Sam. I r 8 (the modern 5irbet lbzi]i:, seventeen miles
N.N.E. of Nablus on the road to Besan) cannot be the place
intended, since Judah and Sime' on are represented as moving in
a westerly or south-westerly direction from Jericho (v. 16), into the
territory allotted to Judah. A site ljirbet Bez]i:eh, six miles S.E. of
Lydda, has been advocated by Conder (S WP. Mem. iii. 36), but
this seems too far to the west to have been the scene of action.
The mention of Jerusalem in v. 7, as the city to which the king was
taken, apparently by his own followers (cf. note), after his mutilation
by the Judaeans, makes it probable that we have here to do with
Adoni-$ede]i:, king of Jerusalem, who is named in Josh. ro 1 (E) as the
head of the confederacy against Joshua'in southern Palestine; in which
case we would seem to have an account of his fate different from that
given by E in Josh. ro 22 ff. The view that, in Adoni-$edel,<, $ede]i: is
the name of a Cana'anite deity is plausible, but the evidence is inconclusive. Cf. Additional note, p. 41. Adoni-$ede]i: may denote' my
lord is righteous' (lit. 'is righteousness ' ; in accordance with the
common substitution of substantive for adjective in Heb.), or' lord of
righteousness.'
If Adoni-$ede]i: be the original form of the name in our passage,
the form Adoni-beze]i:, unless merely due to accidental corruption, is
probably an intentional perversion made by a late scribe in order to
cast ridicule upon the name of a heathen deity. $ede]i:, either the
deity's name, or ascribing 'righteousness' to the heathen divine 'lord,'
is changed into beze(i, a word unknown to us in Heb., but very likely
existing with the meaning 'pebble' or small 'fragment' of stone, as
in Syr. bez(ili, Aram. biz(ia, perhaps in jesting allusion to the material
and helpless idol : cf. Hab. 2 19, where the idol is described as a
'dumb stone.' Such perversion of the title of a heathen deity is
most probably seen in Baal-zebub, 'lord of flies,' 2 Kgs. r 2· 3·6· 16, for
an original Baal-zebul (cf. BE£X(,{3ov>., Mk. 3 22 and parallels, Matt.
ro2o), 'lord of the mansion' (temple, or heavenly abode; applied to
Yahweh's abode in r Kgs.8 13, Isa. 63 15 : cf. Cheyne in EB. col. 407 f.);
and in the substitution of boseth, 'shameful thing,' for Ba' al where
it occurs in proper names, as in Ishbosheth in 2 Sam. 2 8, etc., for
Eshba' al, r Chr. 8 33, 9 39, and in other cases : cf. the present editor's
Outlz'nes qf 0. T. Theology, pp. 27 f. Similar instances of the
perversion of names in jest are noticed in eh. 3 8 note. The form
All,:,m/1,C•" has been adopted by (l]i in Josh. ro (2 codd. All,:,m(<fJ£1(;
so Josephus and other writers: cf. Mo., Comm., p. 17).
Upon this view of the origin of the name Adoni-beze]i:, it is
probable that the words 'in Beze]i:' were added still later as an
explanatory gloss, when the proper name had come to be understood as 'lord of Beze]i:.' The statement 'they came upon Adoni-
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the Cana'anites and the Perizzites. 6. And Adoni-beze~ fled;
and they pursued after him, and captured him, and cut off his
thumbs and his great toes. 7. And Adoni-beze~ said, 'Seventy
kings, with their thumbs and their great toes cut off, used to
pick up food under my table: as I did, so hath God requited
me.' And they brought him to Jerusalem, and he died there.
8. RP And the children of Judah fought against Jerusalem, and
$ede¼:' does not necessarily postulate mention of the locality where
the encounter took place, though this may have existed in the full
narrative of J. Bu. would supply 'the king of Jerusalem' after the
proper name.
The Cana' anites and the Pen"zzites. The two terms are so coupled
only in J, Gen. 13 7, 34 30 t : the occurrence in v. 4 (RP) being adopted
directly from J in v. 6•
The view that the Perizzites were a remnant of the pre-Cana' anitish
inhabitants of Palestine (cf. Kautzsch in Riehm, HWB. 2 ii. p. 1211)
is based upon insufficient grounds. More probably the term, like
p'razt in I Sam. 6 18, Deut. 3 6, denotes the dwellers in unwalled
hamlets; just as the term I:Iivvites appears to denote communities
of tent-dwellers (cf. note on eh. w 4 ).
6. cut off his thumbs and hi"s great toes. Le Clerc and commentators after him compare the statement of Aelian ( Var. Hist. II. 9)
that the Athenians voted to cut off the thumb of the right hand of
every one of the Aeginetans, that they might be unable to carry a
spear, but able to propel an oar. Similar mutilations of prisoners of
war are noticed by Mo. ad loc. Probably, however, La. is correct in
concluding, with Calmet, that the mutilation was intended to degrade
the captive to the position of a punished slave, rather than to prevent
the bearing of arms ; though the latter motive may also have been
operative.
7. Seventy kings. A large round number. Cf. note on eh. 8 30•
as I did, etc. There is perhaps an etiological connexion between
the tradition of Adoni-~ede¼:'s speech and the name which he bears ;
the idea of 'measure for me_asure' being suggested by 'the Lord is
righteous' (i.e. just; cf. use of term in Deut. 25 16, al.).
they brought him to Jerusalem. The subject of the verb must be
Adoni-~ede¼:'s own followers; since J, the author of the narrative
tells us in v. 21 =Josh. 15 63 that the J udaeans were unable to conquer
Jerusalem. It is likely, however, that RP referred the verb to the
victorious Judaeans, and so introduced his statement as to the
conquest of Jerusalem in the verse following.
8. And the children of Judah fought against Jerusalem, etc. This
statement by RP is obviously incorrect. So far from the city having
been captured and set on fire, we are told by J in Josh. 15 63 that the
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took it, and smote it at the edge of the sword, and the city they
set on fire. 9. And afterward the children of Judah went down
to fight against the Cana'anites dwelling in the hill-country and
the Negeb and the Shephelah. 10. And Judah went against
sons of Judah were unable to dispossess the Jebusites dwelling in
Jerusalem (so v. 21 , with the variation 'did not dispossess' noticed
in the opening section). With this failure to capture Jerusalem agree
the facts of history as otherwise known to us. In the old story of
Judg. 19 Jerusalem or J ebus is a 'city of the J ebusites, ... the city of
foreigners who are not of the children of Israel' (vv. 10· 12). And in 2 Sam.
5 6 ff, the capture of the city from its J ebusi.te inhabitants is related as
one of the great achievements of David. Even R 0 in Josh., who
relates in 10 2811· the capture and destruction of the cities of three of
the kings who took part in the southern confe.deracy (10 3 E), viz.
Lachish, 'Eglon, and J:iebron, makes no statement as to the capture
of Jerusalem; though it is true that the king of Jerusalem is included
(v. 10) in the list of vanquished kings given in Josh. 12.
at the edge of the sword. J:,it. 'according to the mouth of the
sword' (S of norm in 'ElS as in iS:i~ 'tiS lit. 'according to the mouth
of his eating,' Ex. 16 18),·/;, 'as the s~v~rd·d~vours,' viz. without quarter.
9. the children of Judah went down. Jerusalem is 2593 feet above
the Mediterranean sea-level, J:iebron (v. 10) 3040 feet ; and the intervening country rises slightly on the whole rather than falls. Thus
the expression 'went down' would be in this respect inappropriate.
The writer, however, is thinking, not merely of the much lower N egeb
and Shephelah, but also of the fall in the hill-country from the
central plateau on which Jerusalem stands, both westward towards
the Shephelah, and towards the wilderness of Judah in the direction
of the Dead Sea.
the Negeb. The arid steppe-region extending from a little south of
J:Iebron, where the hill-country gradually sinks, to ~adesh-Barnea'
about fifty miles south of Be'er-sheba' on the border of the desert.
The root :l~) in New Heb. and Aram. means' to be dry or parched';
and N egeb accordingly must denote 'the dry region' : cf. v. 15 where
springs of water are named as a desideratum. From the standpoint
of Palestine 'the Negeb,' or, 'towards the Negeb,' is a common
designation of the south. Negeb is in R.V. always rendered 'the
South' (with capital S); but its application to a particular region
of southern Palestine requires the retention of the Hebrew term.
the Shephelah. A term meaning 'lowland,' and, according to
Smith (HG. pp. 201 ff.), properly applied to the low hills or downs
lying between the Judaean hill-country to the east and the maritime
plain (called 'emef, 'the Vale,' by J in v. 19 ) to the west-a region
which, as distinct both from hill-country and plain, was constantly
debatable ground between the Israelites and Philistines. Smith
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the Cana'anites who dwelt in I:Iebron: (now the name of I:Iebron
clearly proves the distinct character of this region, as separated
from the hill-country of Judah by a series of valleys running southward from Aijalon, a distinction which does not exist north of Aijalon,
where the hill-country slopes down directly into the maritime plain.
Yet there are indications that the use of the term Shephelah was not
always or at all times thus limited in its application. As Buhl (Geogr.
p. 104, n 164) remarks, the specification of the cities in the Shephelah
in Josh. 15 33 ff. points to a wider application, especially vv. 45-47 which
include the Philistine cities with their neighbouring villages as far
west as the sea and as far south as the wady of Egypt (wady el-'Aris);
these latter verses indicating the linguistic usage of the term at the
period at which they were penned, even if they be regarded as a later
interpolation. The same inference may be drawn from the '1lr rendering 1rEriiov or T/ 1r<ciLVTJ, and from Eusebius' statement ( OS. 296 10) that
the term includes all the low country (1r,l'i1vT)) lying about Eleutheropolis (Bet-Gibrin) to the north and west.* On the other hand, the
fact must not be overlooked that Ob. 19, 2 Chr. 28 18 appear expressly
to distinguish the Shephelah from the territory of the Philistines (the
maritime plain); and the same seems to be true of Zech. 7 7, which
refers to the period when the Shephelah was inhabited by Judah.
The usage of the term thus appears to have fluctuated between a
wider and narrower application, the wider and looser usage probably
being relatively later.
10. And Judah went, etc. J's account of the conquest of l:Iebron
and Debir is found in Josh. 15 14 · 19• There, after a statement by a
late Priestly writer (v. 13 ) that Caleb was given I:Iebron or l}iriatharba' as his portion, we read :-' 14- And Caleb dispossessed from
thence the three sons of 'Ana¼:, Sheshai, and A]:iiman, and Talmai.
15
· And he went up thence against the inhabitants of Debir, etc.,' vv.
15 -19 being verbally identical with J udg. I 11 · 15 , except for the variation
,,,, 'and he went,' J udg. 1 11, for !,y1i 'and he went up,' Josh. r 5 15,
and the addition mJr.> l~Pil, 'who was younger than he,' in J udg. 1 13,
after the words 'the brother of Caleb.' The parallel ,to v. 14 of Josh.
is found in J udg. r 20 b and the names of the sons of' Ana¼: at the end
of v. 10•
Judg. I 20 •, 'And they gave I:Iebron to Caleb, as Moses had said,'
is J's statement upon which Josh. 15 13 is based by a late redactor
who inserted the narrative of J into the midst of the P document in
Josh. The original form of J's narrative is found if we place Judg. 120 •
before Josh. 15 14-19 : cf. Additional note, p. 48. The dislocation in
J udg. I by which v. 20 comes later on instead of prior to v. 10 • nd is due
to RP, who, by his insertion of vv. 9-10 down to 'and they smote,'

* Buhl's further objections to Smith ·s view appear to be satisfactorily met by
the latter writer in Expositor, 1896, pp. 404 ff.
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formerly was ~iriath-arba' :) and they smote J Sheshai and Al;timan,
doubtless intended to represent the whole tribe of Judah as acting in
concert.
Qebron. The modern el-ljalil, i.e. 'the Friend,' an abbreviation
of 'Town of the Friend of God' (the Mohammedan title for Abraham),
about eighteen miles a little west of due south of Jerusalem.
now the name of Qebron formerly, etc. So exactly Josh. 14 16 (in
a section 14 6·15 RD, but probably a later note). The statement that
l}:iriath-arba' was the same as I;Iebron is also found in Gen. 23 2, 35 27,
Josh. 15 13-54, 207, 21 11 (all P), and the name appears in a list of cities
inhabited by the children of Judah in N e):_iemiah's time, N eh. 11 25 t.
J{iriath-arba'. The name means 'City of Four'; and there can
be little doubt that 'Four,' like 'Seven' in Be'er-sheba', 'Well of
Seven,' is a divine title. Probably both 'Four' and 'Seven' represent aspects of the Moon-god, the former referring· to the four phases
of the moon, the latter to one quarter, or the seven-day week. For the
evidence upon which this view is based, cf. Addi#onal note, p. 43.
The view generally adopted that 'City of Four' means Tetrapolis,
fourfold city or city of four federated tribes, is based merely upon
conjecture; and no evidence can be adduced in support of it, unless it
be found in the fact that the name I:Iebron may possibly be explained
as ' association' or 'federation.' The Priestly writer in Josh. l 5 13,
2 l li 1tl would appear to suppose Arba' to have been the ancestor of
the' Ana¼:ite clans originally inhabiting I;Iebron ; and in Josh. 14 15 1tl
Arba' is stated to have been 'the greatest man among the· Ana¼:ites.'
In all these passages, however, (lJi- reads 'the metropolis of 'Ana¼:,'
or 'of the' Ana¼:ites' (µ7J-rponoX,s = Cl~ 'mother,' i·.e. 'mother-city,' as
in 2 Sam. 20 19) ; and Mo. argues with reason that this was the original
reading, and that the alteration in 1ll is due to a scribe who m1s~nderstood the sense in which the term ' mother' is used.
Sheshai, and Afziman, and Talmai. Described in v. 20 as 'the
three sons of 'Ana¼: '-a statement with which the three proper names
were originally connected in J's account Cf. the first note on v. 10.
The reference is to three' Ana¼:ite clans rather than to three individuals. In Num. 13 29 (JE) the spies, and notably Caleb (cf. note on
v. 12 ), come across the same three in their reconnaissance of I;Iebron
-a fact which perhaps has its bearing upon the question of Caleb's
conquest of I;Iebron (cf. Additional note, p. 46). Mo. speaks of the
· Ana¼:ite names as 'of distinctively Aramaic type ' ; but it is more to
the point to observe that they seem to exhibit the influence of North
Arabia. It should be noticed that names with the termination -ai, as
in Talmai and Sheshai, appear to have been specially numerous
among the Judaeans, and not least among the Calibbite and Jera]:_ime'elite elements of this mixed tribe. Cf. <the genealogy of I Chr. 2,
and notice besides I;Iushai, 2 Sam. 15 32, al., and the Gittite Ittai,
37 as
3
2 Sam. 1 5 19, al. The name Talmai occurs in 2 Sam. 3 , I 3
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and Talmai. 1 1. rAnd they went upl thence against the inhabitants of Debir. (Now the name of Debir formerly was
borne by a king of the Aramaean state Geshur (probably north of
Gile' ad), and Talmi has been found in inscriptions from el-' Olil. near
Temil. as the name of two kings of Li]:i]:iyil.n (D. H. Miiller, Epigraphische Denkmd!er aus Arabien, p. 5, quoted by Sayce, HCM.
p. 189 n.). The Nabatean form is Talmu or Talimu: cf. CIS. ii.
321, 344, 348. The name is cl~sely akin to Bab. ta!imu, Sam.
Nim, 'uterine brother'; cf. Aram. Bar-tulmai (Bartholomew).
Sheshai ('~~' (!JrL ~£CT£1, B ~£(T(Tfl, Josh. 15 14 eli"L ~ovCT£L, A ~ovCTai.
Num. 13 22

(!JrL ~£CT£L,

8

~fCTa-o.

C£ Shashai, 'l!-'ei Ezr. 10 40

- T'

(!JrBA ~£CT£L,

34 )

identical with (!JrB ~fCTflr, A ~£CTU£Lr of I Esdr. 9
is apparently a
variation of the name Shtsha or Shavsha (~~'~, ~~)~) borne by a
Judaean of the time of David and Solomon (1 Kgs. 4 3, 1 Chr. 18 16);
and names with this termination -a (with final ~) are likewise characteristic of Judah (c£ 1 Chr. 2 ), and point to North Arabian influence,
which may thus be supposed to have been operative in southern
Cana' an as early as the time of the• Analj:ites. Shavsha (more original
than Shisha: cf. NHTK. p. 38) undoubtedly stands for Shamsha,
i.e. ' the Sun' ; cf. Aram. Ki-favas (t::"1~1:J) for Bab. Ki-samas in
an inscription of B.C. 504: C/5. ii. 65 (cited by Cheyne in EB.
4433). Sheshai, which, as the eli variants indicate, may have been
originally Shavshai, Shashshai, or Shishshai ('~~. 1W~, 1~~),
may be compared with the late Bab. sas"stt for samstt, ' sun.' It is
worth noticing that the Heb. Samson (properly Shimsh6n ; Bab.
~amsil.nu, BDB. s.v.) perhaps 'Sun-man,' and the place-name
Beth-shemesh, ' House of the Sun,' also belong to southern Palestine.
In A]:iiman the element man is probably the name or title of a
deity, perhaps Meni, the god of.fate or destiny mentioned in Isa. 65 1~
C£ the goddess Manothu in the Nabatean inscriptions; Ar. Manil.t,
~uril.n 53 20• The name belongs to the familiar class which claims
relationship to a deity:-' Brother of Man,' or 'Man is my brother.'
The occurrence of the name (11;"1:1~!) in the list of Levites in I Chr.
9 17 is probably an erroneous dittography of the following
' and their brethren.'
'

II.

And they went up.

place of J!t

Reading ~y~, with

(!JrB

and

II Josh.

cm1n~,
... .. -:-'
15 15, in

:J~~,.- The singular verb-is taken by RP to refer, as a
•,••·

collective, to the tribe of Judah mentioned by him in v. 10 ; but in the
original narrative of J it referred to Caleb. C£ the first note on
v.10.

Debir. The site commonly accepted for Debir is e.!:-iil.hariyyeh,
which lies about eleven miles south-west of I;Iebron, and which 'may

1.

II.]

~iriath-sepher.)
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12. And Caleb said, 'He that smiteth ~iriath-

be regarded as the frontier town between the hill-country and the
Negeb' (Smith, HG. p. 279; cf. Trumbull, Kadesh-Barnea, pp. 104 f.).
This identification depends merely upon conjecture. It suits the
connexion in which Debir stands in Josh. 15 48· 51 with Socoh (the
modern Suwekeh), 'Anab (Anab), and Eshtemoh (elsewhere Eshtemoa', probably the modern es-Semu'), which are all in close
proximity, and the narrative of vv. 14 ff. (c£ note on v. 15); but is
opposed by the fact noticed by Sayce (DB. i. p. 578a) that Petrie found
no traces at e-1,-Zahariyyeh of anything older than the Roman period.*
It may also be observed that, while I;Iebron stands 3040 feet above
the sea, the elevation of e.1:-Zahariyyeh (2150 feet) is nearly 900 feet
lower, and the descent from the former site to the latter appears, in
the main, to be gradu,;il and continuous. t Thus, if the reading 'And
they went up from thence (i.e. from I:Iebron) to Debir' is correct, the
identification of Debir with e.1:-?;ahariyyeh would seem to be excluded,
unless we regard the expression 'went up' as used in the general
sense of making a campaign (cf. note on v. 1), an explanation which
the precise 'from thence' (C~)?) may be thought to render somewhat
improbable. The only site south of I;Iebron which seems to stand
on a higher elevation is Yuga (3747 feet) ; but this corresponds in
name at least with the Biblical Jugah, Josh. 15 55, 21 16•
fs:i1iath-sepher. As vocalized, the name appears to mean 'bookcity': QJiAL n-oA,r -ypap,p,arwv (and so QJiBAL in Josh. I 5 15·rn, and in
15 49, where J!! reads Kiriath-sannah, probably a textual error);
11, 'civitas litterarum'; ~h 'city of writings'; m: 'archive-city.' Upon
this slight basis, merely, Sayce builds the theorythat the city'must have
been the seat of a library like those of the great cities of Babylonia
and Assyria,-a library which doubtless consisted in large measure

* Conder's statement ( Tent Work, p. 245) that the name Debir 'has the same
meaning' as e1,-Zahariyyeh is wholly incorrect. It may be true that the name of
the modern village is ' derived from its situation on the "back" of a long ridge.'
!,akr means •back,' and g_akar is applied to ' the exterior and elevated part of a
stony tract' (so Lane), both words being derived from a verb ifiakara, • to be
outward, exterior, apparent.' But Debir, on the contrary, can only be explained
from Ar. dabara, ' to be behind,' whence dabr and dubr, 'hindmost or back
part,' and is the same, apparently, as the Heb. word used in I Kgs. 6 16 al. as
the older name of the most holy place in Solomon's temple, which, upon this
etymology, may be rendered 'shrine.' The contrast in sense between the two
roots is clearly seen if we compare ;akir, 'exterior' (commonly opposed to
bafin, 'interior') with dabr, 'the location or quarter that is behind a thing'
(so Lane).
Cf. SWP. Great Map, xxi. Smith (loc. cit.), though regarding the identification of e.1:-~ahariyyeh with Debir as probable, describes the journey from
I;Iebron as a descent • ov€r moors and through wheat-fields, arranged in the
narrower wadies in careful terraces, but lavishly spread over many of the
broader valleys.'

+
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12. 13.

sepher, and taketh it, I will give him 'Achsah my daughter as
wife.' 13. And 'Othniel, the son of ~enaz, the RP younger
of books on clay which may yet be brought to light' (HCM. p. 54).
If the name really meant' city of books,' or rather' records,' we should
expect the form 0 1,E:io n1,i, (I,:iriath-s•pharim : cf. I,:iriath-y"'ar1m);
and it is possible th~t' the- piur. 0 1.,!)0 may have been written in the
abbreviated form ,,E:lo, which came to be mistaken for the singular
(cf. footnote § on p. 124). l!li0 in this passage reads Kapiauuw<pap,
i.e., apparently, Kiriath-sopher, 'city of the scribe' ; a name which
W. M. Muller would recognize in the Egyptian Bai-ti-[u-jJa-i'ra,
'house of the scribe' (AE. p. 174). This vocalization of the Heb.
name is in itself more probable.
12. And Caleb said. The statement evidently points back to an
earlier mention of Caleb in J's original narrative. Cf. the first note
on v. 10• Caleb is called 'the son of J ephunneh the I,:enizzite' in
Num. 32 12 (P), Josh. 14 6-14 (RD). In JE's narrative of the mission of
the spies to explore the Negeb (Num. 13, 14) he is the only spy mentioned by name, and the only one among the number who maintains
the possibility of the conquest of the 'Anali:ites inhabiting the region
(Num. 13 30 ). In the later narrative of P, which is interwoven with
that of JE in these two chapters, and in which the twelve spies (one
for every tribe, and all named) explore the whole of Cana' an, Joshua'
is associated with Caleb (the representative of Judah) in urging the
immediate conquest of the land. Cf. for the analysis of the narrative, Gray, Numbers (ICC.), pp. 128 ff. In Josh. 14 6·15 (RD based on
JE) Joshua' grants J:Iebron to Caleb in response to his request, and
in remembrance of the promise of Moses made to Caleb after the
return of the spies.
Caleb's clan of the I,:enizzites appears from Gen. 36 11 to have
belonged to the Edomites, and, like the allied clan of the J eral)me'elites (1Chr.2 9 -18 -42 ), still remained distinct from Judah in the early days
of David : cf. 1 Sam. 27 10, 30 14• Evidence seems to indicate that
the I,:enizzites, like other elements which went to form the mixed
tribe of Judah, really entered and settled in the Negeb by advancing
northward from the neighbourhood of I,:adesh-Barnea', and that the
tradition which makes the granting of J:Iebron and Debir to Caleb
subsequent to and dependent upon the invasion and conquest of
Cana' an under Joshua', represents a later adjustment of facts. Cf.
Additional note, p. 44.
13. • Othniel, the son of I{enaz. The reference is probably, as in
the case of Caleb, to a I,:enizzite family rather than an individual.
'Othniel is named in eh. 3 9 as the deliverer of Israel from a foreign
oppressor.
the younger brother of Caleb. The sentence may be construed
grammatically as referring either to I,:enaz (so ~) or to 'Othniel

'tliE 1360K OF JUDGM
J brother of Caleb, took it: and he gave him' Achsah his daughter
as wife. 14. And when she came, fhe1 incited rher1 to ask of
her father a field: and she lighted down from off the ass ; and
Caleb said to her, 'What wouldest thou?' 15. And she said to
him, 'Grant me a present; for thou hast set me in the land of
the Negeb; so give me springs of water.' And Caleb gave her
the upper springf1 and the nether springfl,
(so lJ'); but, since Caleb is himself called 'the 1):enizzite' (cf. note
above), it seems clear that he too is regarded as a descendant or
'son,' of 1):enaz, and that Caleb and· Othniel are ranked as brothers.
This was the view of RP, who added, after 'the brother of Caleb,' the
words 'who was younger than he' (so eh. 3 9), in order to explain how
the fact that· Othniel married his own niece did_ not imply a great
disparity in age. R"'s addition is not found in the parallel narrative
of J in Josh. Cf. the first note on v. 10•
he gave him· Achsah, etc. Probably the story implies the union of
two families of the }5:enizzites.
14. when she came. Apparently, as Mo. suggests,· Achsah is pictured as arriving to meet her father and her future husband from
some place of safety, such as I;Iebron, where she had been left during
the attack on Debir.
he incited her. Reading i1M'O'' with (!Ji, U,, .$h, lJ' here, and lJ' and
T '.'

•

:-

some MSS. of (!Ji in II Josh. I 5 18, in place of 11:! 'she incited him.' The
correction is necessary in view of the fact that the request, as narrated, comes from 'Achsah.
I 5. a present.
Lit. 'a blessing,' in the tangible form of a gift.
The expression is so used in Gen. 33 11 (E), I Sam. 25 27, 30 26,

Kgs. 5 1•.
thou hast set me, etc. The character of the district (Negeb, 'the
dry region' ; cf. v. 9 note) justifies the request.
spn'ngs of water. The Heb. word gulloth, here rendered 'springs,'
2

is otherwise unknown, and the meaning can only be inferred from
the context.* It may perhaps be an old Cana'anite word which
dropped into disuse in later Hebrew; or, as Mo. thinks, 'a proper
name of alien origin' (so Bu.).
the upper spring and the lower spring. Reading n~~ sing. with

- ·•,

the old fem. termination, as is demanded by the sing. adjectives
n•~l1
This old termination, as seen in gullath, is frequent,
. . and M'l'lMl'l,
: -

.

* Cf., however, '} in Cant. 4 I2b, which, if not merely a corruption of l!,
'garden,' which occurs in the first half of the verse (as presupposed by l!li, lJ, ,'i;P),
probably means 'spring' ; ~l1) ,~ parallel to O~MM r1tr.i
1

..

T
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16. And fI:Iobab the l ~enite, the father-in-law of Moses,
as Bu. remarks, in Cana' anite place-names, e.g. $ephath, Ba' alath,
$arephath: cf. NHTK. p. 42 f. II Josh. r5 19 has the plur. 'the
upper springs, etc.' The springs in question have been plausibly
identified with the springs of Seil ed-Dilbeh between I;Iebron and
e~-~ahariyyeh, 'on the north, the 'Ain Hegireh with a shadoof for
irrigation, and on the south the 'Ain Dilbeh, a square pool covered
with weeds ' (Smith, HG. p. 279, n 2). Cf. S WP. Mem. iii. p. 302.
Mo. notices the fact that these springs are somewhat nearer to I;Iebron
than to e2,-~ahariyyeh, and appositely remarks that the story 'is
told to explain or establish the claim of 'Achsah, a. branch of the
l):enizzite clan' Othniel of Debir, to waters which by their situation
seemed naturally to belong to the older branch, the Calebites of
I_Iebron.'
r6. And Ifobab the l{enlte.

Reading

l)lj;l1'1
•

No. (cf. eh. 4 11 ), in place of 111

l)lj) l):l~

...

" -

::i::ini with Mo., Bu.,
T

:

'And the children of l):enite,'

··:'
which cannot be original, since the gentilic adjective' l):enite' cannot
be used of an individual without the Article, which is tacitly inserted
in R.V. The words, 'the father-in-law of Moses,' which follow, seem
to demand mention of the proper name. "1iA\ S:,h read, 'And the
children of I;Iobab the l):enite,' a text which suits the pl. verb ~~ll,
' went up,' in v. 16a, but not the sing. ::i~_:! :J~.:\ 'and he went anTd
dwelt,' in v. 16b. 6'B reads 'Jethro' in place of 'I;Iobab.' These·
variations suggest that the original of 6' already lacked the proper
name, and that the lacuna was differently supplied in different MSS.
(Stu., Meyer); though it is possible that the reading 'Jethro' represents the substitution of the better known name of Moses' father-inlaw, in place of I;Iobab (Mo., La.). The reading of 6'AL is adopted
by La., Kit., and may be original : but the sing. verbal forms in v. 16b
favour the reading adopted above; and it is easy to suppose that the
pl. verb in v. 16a has been altered from sing. 11?J' to suit the subject
as it stands in

111.

Meyer (IN. p. 90) emends

l:~1 simply,

and thus

reads, 'And l):ain, the father-in-law of Moses, went up, etc.'; but, as
Mo. notices, the mention of ' I;Iobab the }$:enite' in eh. 4 11, whether
it be original or a later gloss, depends upon and substantiates the
reading in our passage, Moses' father-in-law being elsewhere
described not as a l):enite but as a Midianite.
}$:ain occurs as the tribal name of the ~enites in eh. 4 11 , N um. 24 22
(JE). The name may denote a worker in metal, and perhaps indicates that this form of industry was characteristic of the tribe. For
the theory that the story of Cain (1):11.in) and his descendants (Gen. 4 J)
was intended to explain the nomadic life of the ~enites and their skill
as artificers, cf. Cheyne, EB. 621 f. f' ~kinner, Genesis (ICC.), pp. II I ff.
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riweht up from the City of Palms with the children o_f Judah
in;o the wilderness of Judah which is in the N egeb of' Arad; and
the father-in-law of Moses. Moses' father-in-law, when first introduced in Ex. 2 18 (J), is called Re' uel. The document E, which takes
up the narrative in Ex. 3, speaks of him by the name Jethro; and
this name is uniformly employed elsewhere in E. Num. rolID (J)
mentions 'I;Iobab, the son of Re'uel, the father-in-law of Moses.'
Here it is ambiguous whether the title 'father-in-law' refers to
I;Iobab or Re' uel ; and, if this passage stood alone in mentioning
I;Iobab, we should naturally refer the title to Re' uel in agreement with
Ex. 2 is, and regard I;Iobab as brother to $ipporah, Moses' wife, and
brother-in-law to Moses. But from J udg. 4 11 the title 'father-in-law'
is clearly seen to refer to I;Iobab. It is true that R.V. text, in order
to solve the difficulty, renders 'brother-in-law'; but this is quite
unwarrantable. The Heb. term employed, ~iithen, is the same as
the Ar. 1atin, properly 'circumciser,' the original reference being to
the nomadic custom by which the father-in-law performed the rite of
circumcision upon the bridegroom (Heb. ~iithiin, 'the circumcised')
shortly before marriage. Probably I;Iobab is the true name of Moses'
father-in-law according to J, and Re'uel is a remoter ancestor-perhaps the clan-name.
went up. Cf. note on v. ', 'who shall go up.' The 3rd sing. i1Sl/
is read in place of pl.
in ~- Cf. the first note on this verse.
TT
0

~'¥

the City of Palms.
Mentioned again in eh. 3 13, Deut. 34 3,
Chr. 28 15 t, the two latter passages showing the reference to be to
Jericho. Jos. (BJ. rv. viii. 3) alludes to the 'many kinds of datepalms, differing from each other in flavour and name,' which flourished
in his day in the neighbourhood of Jericho, owing to the fertilizing
influence of Elisha''s fountain. Other references are collected by
Smith, HG. p. 266, n 4• At the present day the palms have entirely
disappeared. The site of Jericho is undoubtedly the modern Tell
es-Sultan, a large mound which lies in the Jordan valley five miles
east of Jordan, and at the foot of the central range of hills, close to
the mouth of the Wady el-~elt, which affords a passage into the hillcountry of Ephraim, and is thought to be the ancient valley of 'Achor.
Just below Tell es-Sultan lies the 'Ain es-Sultan, which must be
identified as Elisha''s fountain. The modern Jericho (Eril;ta) is a
squalid village lying one and a half miles to the south.
with the children of Judah. Num. ro 29 ff. (J) records Moses'
invitation to I;Iobab to throw in his lot with Israel, and join in the
occupation of Cana' an.
into the wilderness of Judah which is in the Negeb of 'Arad. The
description is somewhat obscure, and the text may be suspected; but
the case for its rejection is not convincing. Mo. regards the state•
ment as 'self-contradictory,' because 'the wilderness of Judah, the
2
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17. And Judah went

barren steeps in which the mountains break down to the Dead Sea,
and the N egeb are distinct regions.' The fact that in Josh. 15 21-62 (P),
the territory of Judah is divided into 'the N egeb' (vv. 21 · 32 ), 'the
Shephelah' (vv. 33 · 47 ), 'the Hill-country' (vv. 48 •60 ), and 'the Wilderness' (vv. 61. 62 ), would seem at first sight to draw such a distinction;
but the precise term, 'the wilderness of Judah,' only occurs once
again in the O. T. in the·heading of Ps. 63, and is there applied to
the scene of David's wanderings during his outlaw life, including
doubtless 'the wilderness of Ziph' ( 1 Sam. 23 14, 26 2 ; Tell Zif), 'the
wilderness of Ma'on,' in the ''Arabah south of J eshimon' (1 Sam. 23 24,
25 1 eJiB; Tell Ma'in), close to Carmel (1 Sam. 25 2 ; el-Kurmul, about
one mile north of Ma'ln), 'the wilderness of 'En-ged-i' ( I Sam. 24 1 ;
'Ain Gidi). Ziph, Ma'on, and Carmel are assigned in Josh. I 5 55 not
to 'the Wilderness' but to 'the Hill-country.' The wilderness of Ziph
and of Ma'on may be thought of, then, as the region immediately
eastward of these cities breaking down towards the Dead Sea; but,
if this part of the Wilderness actually took its name from two cities in
the Hill-country, it might be said to extend into the Hill-country, and
(conceivably) to be 'the Wilderness of Judah which is in the Hillcountry.' 'Arad is to be identified with Tell 'Arad, 'a barren-looking
eminence rising above the country around' (Rob. BR 3• ii. p. 101),
which lies seventeen miles nearly due south of l:febron, and about half
that distance due south of Ma'on. Some eight miles south-west of Tell
'Arad is el-Mill), which is probably the City of Salt (Heh. 'ir hammt!la!i) mentioned in Josh. 15 62 as one of the six cities in 'the Wilderness.' 'En-gedi, the only other one of these six cities which can be
identified, lies approximately twenty miles north-east of Tell 'Arad,
and the three sites are so placed that a line drawn from 'En-gedi to
el-Mill) would fall upon Tell 'Arad (cf. Map IV). Thus it would s~em
that 'Arad (though assigned to the Negeb in the possibly composite
passage, Num.21 1 JE) might have been included in "the Wilderness'
if it had been enumerated among the cities of Judah in 'Josh. 15.
Just as the wilderness of Ziph and Ma'on appears to denote not
precisely the region in which these cities were situated, but the barren
country to the east which bordered upon them, so the N egeb of 'Arad
may denote that part of the Negeb bordering upon 'Arad to the south,
into which the wilderness of Judah might be said to extend (cf. 'the
N egeb of the ~enites,' 1 Sam. 27 10).
All suggested emendations of the passage base themselves, to some
extent, upon eJi. eJiB reads Elr ,-;,v lpr,µ,ov TrJV oocrav iv T«ji vane· Iovaa,
;; fU'T'LV ,.,., t<aTa,8a<rEo>r Apaa.
eJiA\ jSh (besides omitting ;; icrnv)
transpose Iov3a and place it after lpr,µ,ov as in ~ ; but the word is
marked with an asterisk in .Sh, and it seems clear that (!JiB represents
the more original form of &. Hence La. reads :m::i ;~~ ;:;ii~::i
i;P, ,~;r., i11~il'., 'into the wilderness which is i;' 'the._. N'ege•b:

7
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with Sime'on his brother, and they smote the Cana'anites who
inhabited $ephath, and devoted it to destruction. And the name
Judah at the descent of 'Arad'; van Doorninck ( Theo!. Literaturzeitung, 1884, p. 2n), followed by Bu. (RS. p. 10) -,c:,;~ ili~ill ,:n,o
•••

-:

T

:

-

:

•

i,11 i,io:n 'into the wilderness of Judah which is at the descent of
'A;~d.'- 1/ is not clear, however, considering the site of Tell 'Arid,
to what 'the descent of 'Arad' could refer. The Heb. term rendered
'descent' is used in Josh. 10 11, Jer. 48 5, and probably also in Josh. 75,
of a steep pass between mountains. La.'s contention that 'if Tell
'Arid is on a plain, the plateau descends not far off from it, towards
the east,' is not very convincing as to the appropriateness of the
expression in this connexion. Examination of the rendering of <!li 8
can scarcely fail to suggest that the words TTJV oo~av ,v r,;; vor<:> and
ff ,ur,v ,.,,.1 Kara/3au£wr represent a double rendering of a single phrase
in the Hebrew; in which case ,,,oJ or i,oJ (ln-l wra/3auEwr) is
simply a corruption of J))J (lv riji vor<:>), the resemblance between the
two words in the ancient character being not remote. Mo. regards
i,10J as an old error for .,J10J, 'into the wilderness,' as in Josh. 8 24 <!li.
In his view i-il/ -i::iio::i 'into the wilderness of' Arad' represents the
T-:

-

! •

!

original text; J))J "le'~, 'which is in the N egeb,' is a gloss to 'Arad
from Num. 21 1 introduced into the text in the wrong place (£.e. before
instead of after ''Arad '); and "lJ10J, 'into the wilderness (of),' being
thus left without a genitive, has finally been explained by the addition
of ili,il', 'into the wilderness of Judah.' Mo.'s view is adopted by
No., Kit., and approved by Bu. in his Comm., except that Bu. favours
retention of the words J))J ,ci~ after i,11, thus reading, 'into the
wilderness of'Arad which is in the Ntgeb.'
with the 'Amale{<ites. Reading 1 pS011il-n~ with all recent corn. " T -: T

"."

mentators. The reading occurs as a doublet (p.Era rov Xaov Ap.aAYJK)
in (!JiN, 1L\ Copt. The l'.Cenites are found among the 'Amalel:dtes in
1 Sam. 15 6, and are associated with them in Bala' am's prophecy
(Num. 24 2o.i 1 JE). ~, 'and he went and dwelt with the people,'
gives no intelligible sense. Heb. ha-' am, 'the people,' is doubtless
a remnant of the original reading ha-'i(malelj,i.

17. ,?ejJhath. Only mentioned here. The ruined site Sebaita,
nearly thirty miles south of Be'er-sheba, is favoured by many; but
there is no philological connexion between this name and the Heh.
$ephath. In this respect nothing can be alleged against Rob.'s
finding of the name (BR 3• ii. p. 181) in na¼:b e~-$afa (' pass of the
smooth rock'), a steep pass upon the route from Petra to I;Iebron,
east-north-east of the gebel el-Maderah ; though no trace has been
discovered of a city bearing the name.
and devoted it to· destruction. The Heh. verb is the Hiph'Il
(causative) modification of a root lj.aram which does not occur in
l3
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of the city was called I:Iormah.

[1. 17.

18. RP And Judah took Gaza

Heb. in the simple stem, but the sense of which may be illustrated
from Ar. In Ar. !zaruma means 'to be forbidden, prohibited, unlawful,' then 'to be sacred or inviolable.' Hence, in the first sense,
l;artm denotes the forbidden or private part of a house, i.e. the
women's apartments ; mal;ram is a female relation who comes
within the prohibited degrees, and whom therefore it is unlawful
to marry; el-Mul;arram is the first month of the Mohammedan
year, during which fighting is prohibited. In the second sense we
may notice !zaram, the sacred territory of Mecca, el-mesgid el-!zardm,
the sacred mosque. In Heb. the causative he!z'rim means to make
a thing unlawful or taboo, by devoting it to God, and is commonly
applied, as in this passage, to Israel's action in their religious wars,
when the foes and their cities were devoted to wholesale destruction,
and sometimes the cattle also (cf. Josh. 6 21 , 1 Sam. 15 3), though not
always (cf. Deut. 2 34· 35, 3 6-7). Inanimate objects coming under the
sacred ban were destroyed by fire ; or, as in the case of gold and
silver, and utensils of metal, dedicated to Yahweh's sanctuary (Josh.
6 24 : the latter half of the verse appears, however, to be an addition by
R 0 to the older narrative). Everything so devoted was called !zt!rem,
'devoted thing' ; and appropriation of any such !zt!rem was thought
to incur Yahweh's dire displeasure, and could only be expiated by
death, as in the case of 'Achan (Josh. 7 1 ff.). The verb is used in·
a precisely similar sense by Mesha', king of Moab, when relating his
treatment of a captured Israelitish city :-' And Chemosh said to me,
"Go, take N ebo against Israel" ; and I went by night, and fought
against it from break of dawn until noon, and I took it and slew the
whole of it, 7000 men, and .. ,; and women, and ... , and damsels ;
for to 'Ashtar-Chemosh had I devoted it (nnr.,;nn, he!z'ramtiha) ;
and I took thence the vessels of Yahweh, and dragged them before
Chemosh' (Moabite Stone, II. 14-18).
And the name of the city was called I:formah. Tradition connects
the name with the root !zaram in the sense 'devoted to destruction.'
Possibly the original meaning of the name may have been 'sanctuary'
or 'sacred area.' Cf. Ar. !zaram noticed above. The site of I;Iormah
has not been identified.. This narrative seems to be a duplicate of
Num. 21 1·3 (JE), which is probably the immediate sequel of Num.
14 40-t5 (JE), and which places the conquest and extermination of the
Cana' anites inhabiting a district of the N egeb, and hence the origin
of the name I;Iormah, immediately after the mission of the spies, who.
according to JE, were sent out from }$:adesh-Barnea'. Probably th~
position of the narrative in N um. is the more original, and points to
the capture and settlement of a portion of the N egeb by J udaeans
(Calibbites) who advanced northwards from }$:a'desh at some time
prior to the occupation of Cana' an by the Israelite tribes who entered
from the east under Joshua'. Cf. further Additional note, p. 44.
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and the border thereof, and Ash¼.elon and the border thereof,
and 'E~ron and the border thereof. 19. J And Yahweh was with
Judah, and he gained possession of the hill-country; for (he was)
not (able) to dispossess the inhabitants of the Vale, because they
18. And Judah took Gaza, etc. The three Philistine cities here
specified (the modern Gazzeh, 'As¼:alan, and 'A¼:ir) are all situated
in the maritime plain, i.e. 'the Vale,' the inhabitants of which v. 19 tells
us Judah c~mld not dispossess. Josh. 13 3 (Rn) informs us that these
three citfes, together with Ashdod and Gath, remained uncaptured by
Joshua' ; and in J udg. 3 3 'the five lords of the Philistines' are included among 'the nations which Yahweh left to test Israel by them'
(3 1). There is no suggestion that Judah first captured the cities
and then failed to hold them ; and it thus seems probable that v. 18 ,
like the statement as to the capture of Jerusalem in v. 8, is a mistaken editorial insertion. (!Ji corrects to Ka, oh EKA1Jpo110µ,11cu11.
'Effron. The (!Ji form is A,cKaprov, while the name appears in the
Assyr. inscriptions as Am¼:aruna; and these two facts taken together
suggest that the Heb. vocalization should be 'A¼:¼:aron for 'Am¼:aron,
the double If representing assimilated m, or the m arising through
dissimilation of double If.

19. he gained possession. The Heb. verb horis (causative of yaras)
means 'to cause to inherit or possess,' with the collateral idea of
causing succession to the inheritance of the previous owner, and so
disinheriting or dispossessing him. This double sense is illustrated
by the present verse, where 'gained possession of' and 'to dispossess'
are both represented by the same verb in the Heb. In v. 27 a single
occurrence of the verb is applied, by a kind of zeugma, both to cities
(Beth-she'an, Ta' anach), for which the rendering 'gain possession of'
would be the more suitable, and to the inhabitants of cities (Dor,
Ible' am, Megiddo), with regard to whom this rendering is impossible,
and the sense postulated is 'dispossess.'
he was not able to dispossess. ~ has simply 'not . . . to dispossess,' the governing verb

S~•

T)

'was able,' being absent.

It is

theoretically possible to translate the Heb. as it stands 'was not for
dispossessing,' i.e. 'could or did not dispossess' (cf. Driver, Tenses,
§ 204); but since we know, from the parallel narrative in Josh., that in
vv. 21. 27 an original 'could not dispossess' has been altered by RP into
'did not dispossess' for dogmatic reasons (cf. introd. note to section),
it is reasonable to conclude that such an alteration was intended by RP
in this case also, and that he has carried it out imperfectly by simple
excision of the verb
perfect ~•1in, as in

S~: (we should have expected emendation to a

vv.21.21).

the Vale. The Heb. 'emelf, lit. 'depression,' is applied to a wide and
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20, 21,

had chariots of iron. 20. And they gave I:Iebron to Caleb, as
Moses had said : and he dispossessed from thence the three sons
of 'Ailai5:. 21. But the Jebusites dwelling in Jerusalem the
open vale or lowland country, and here denotes the maritime plain to
the west of the hiil-country of Judah, or, more accurately, to the west
of the low foothills which lie between the Hill-country and the Vale
(cf. note on 'the Shephelah,' v. 9). Cf. further, p. 203, .footnote.
chan'ots o.f iron. These are also mentioned as forming the most
effective part of the military equipment of the Cana' anites. inhabiting
the vale (eme(?) of Jezreel: Josh. 17 16 (J); cf. Judg. 4 3• Among the
steep and narrow passes of the Judaean hill-country they would have
been useless: though in I Sam. 13 5 the Philistines are described as
bringing them up into the central hill-country as far as Michmash,
doubtless through the pass of Aijalon. Here the incredibly large
number of 30,000 chariots given by 3!t, appears in il!r\ i\" as 3000.
The Aramaeans in later times found chariots ineffective among the
hills surrounding Samaria : r Kgs. 20 23 · 25•
20. And they gave l;lebron to Caleb.
Cf. Josh. 14 6· 15 (R 0 based on
JE).
as Moses had said. Referring back to Num. 14 2-1 (JE): cf. Deut.
36
1 , Josh. 14 9.
the three sons o.f 'Ana(?. Sheshai, Al)iman, and Talmai, mentioned
in v. 10 • nd, which is the proper sequel to v. 20 in the original form of
J's narrative (cf. the first note on v. 10). Heh. 'ctna~ means 'neck' ;
and it may be inferred that b'ni ?J.na(? properly denoted 'long-necked
(i.e. tall) men.' Cf. the spies' description of their size and stature in
Num. 13 113 (JE), and the rendering of il!r vlov~ yiyavrrov in Deut. 1 28 •
21. the JebuHtes.
Nothing is known of this people beyond the fact
that they appear as the inhabitants of Jerusalem here and in II Josh.
15 63, and in the narrative of David's capture of the city, 2 Sam. 5 6 ff.
'Araunah the J ebusite' still lived at or just outside of Jerusalem after
David had captured it and made it his capital (2 Sam. 24 16 ff.); and
very possibly the Jebusites, after their expulsion from the stronghold
of $ion (the south-east hill), which became the city of David, were
still allowed to dwell upon the (presumably unwalled) south-west hill,
which is styled 'the cliff (lit. "shoulder") of the Jebusites' in Josh.
15 8, 18 16 (P). In J udg. 19 io.u, 1 Chr. II 4-6 the name Jebus is given to
Jerusalem as an earlier name of the city. In the Tell el-Amarna
tablets, however, we find the name Urusalim regularly employed so
early as cir. B.c. 1400. Cf. further, on the J ebusites, Introd. pp. lxxxvi f.
the children o.f Judah. Reading 'Judah' in place of ' Benjamin'
with II Josh. I 5 63• The alteration in 3!t has been made in accordance
with Josh. 18 16 (P), which, in describing the lot of the children of
Benjamin, makes the border run south of Jerusalem so as to include
the city, and mentions it among the cities belonging to the tribe
in v.2s.

1.
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21

children of
did not dispossess : and the Jebusites dwelt
with the children of rJ udah1 in J erusalern, unto this day.
22. And the house of Joseph also went up to Bethel: and
rJ udah 7

did not dispossess. An alteration of 11 Josh. 15 63 'were not able to
dispossess.' Cf. introd. note to section.
dwelt . . . unto this day. To what period does this note of time
refer? We can scarcely imagine Jebusites and Judaeans dwelling
side by side in Jerusalem prior to the capture of the ancient stronghold by David; and in fact in the old narrative of Judg. 19 11 ·12 Jebus
is described as 'the city of foreigners who are not of the children of
Israel,' and so likely to prove inhospitable to the Levite in need of a
night's lodging. On the other hand, the fact that J ebusites remained
at Jerusalem after the capture of the city by David (cf. note on 'the
Jebusites' above) appears to have ·been due rather to David's
clemency than to the inability of the J udaeans to dispossess them.
This consideration, however, may have been overlooked by the writer
of J ; and it seems the more probable view that the note refers to a
period subsequent to David's capture of the city.
the house ofJoseph. So v. 35, Josh. 17 17 (J), 2 Sam. 19 20, 1 Kgs.
Am. 5 6• The reading of (!Ii, oi vlol Iroo-71cf,, is probably an
alteration under the influence of the plural verb 'went up' (~~P.~1).
The term may be used to include not merely Ephraim and Manasseh,
but also Benjamin. Cf. 2 Sam. 19 20, where Shime' i, the Benjaminite
( 16 11 ), speaks of himself as belonging to the house of Joseph.
went up to Bethel. Sc. from Gilgal : cf. v. 1 note; eh. 2 1• Bethel
is the modern Betin,* about ten miles north of Jerusalem; and 'Ai,
the first city captured in the hill-country, according to Josh., lay immediately to the east of Bethel (Josh. 7 2, 8 9-12 JE; cf. Gen. 12 8 J).
The narrative seems to picture an independent attack made by the
Joseph-tribes upon the hill-country; and it is not improbable that it
originally formed part of a longer account in which this section of
Israel carried out its campaign under the leadersh.ip of Joshua'. This
is the view of Bu., who suggests that J's narrative originally ran
'went up to 'Ai,' and then followed on with an account of the capture
of· Ai, as in Josh. 8, before mentioning the reconnaissance and capture
of Bethel (v. 23). Cf. RS. pp. 57 f., and see further Additional note, p. 48.
The mention of the men of Bethel in Josh. 8 17 as joining with_ the .
men of' Ai in repelling Israel's attack upon the latter city is clearly a
late gloss, which finds no place in (!Ii, and is out of harmony with the
context. We have no account in Josh. of the capture of Bethel, but
Josh. 12 16 (R0 ) mentions the king of Bethel in the list of kings
smitten by Joshua·.
22.

l 1 28,

* For the modification of the final -il to -£~, cf. Zer'ln for Jezre•el, lsri\'ln for
Tsra'el (in Birket Isra'in at Jerusalem), Bet Gibrin, • House of Gabriel," and
Wady Isma'in (lshma'el).
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Yahweh was with them. 23. And the house of Joseph made a
reconnaissance at Bethel. (Now the name of the city formerly
was Luz.) 24. And the watchers saw a man coming out of the
city, <and they laid hold on him> and said to him, 'Show us,
we pray thee, the way to enter the city, and we will deal kindly
with thee.' 25. So he showed them the way to enter the city, and
they smote the city at the edge of the sword; but the man and
and Yahweh was with them. Cf. v. 19, 'and Yahweh was with Judah'
(with n~ ='with' in place of l:l~ll v. 22). (l)iAL Kal Iovaar /J,fT, avrwv.
Bu. (RS. pp. 58 f.; Comm. p. 11, followed by Kit. HH. i. p. 269;
G VI. 2 i. p. 570) makes out a good case for the suggestion that under
both readings, 'Yahweh' and' Judah,' there lies an original' Joshua'.'
If, as is generally acknowledged, Josh. 1714·18 belongs to this narrative, some mention of Joshua' is to be expected. A sufficient reason
for the excision of the name of Joshua', and the substitution of the
reading of our text, is furnished by the fact that RP professes to be
giving an account of events which happened 'after the death of
Joshua'' (cf. introd. note to section).
23. made a reconnaissance. The same Heb. verb tur is used of the
exploration of Cana'an by the spies (hat-tdnm, Num. 146) in the parts
of Num. 13, 14 which belong to P. In this passage we have the
Hiph'rl (causative) modification of the verb, which, if not merely an
error for the simple stem (r1•n•1 for l1ln'l), may mean 'caused a reconnaissance to be made.' (l)iL ml 1rap•vifJaXov (so (l)iBA with doublet Kal
KOTf<TK<o/aVTO), '.f:T 'cum obsiderent,' suggest a reading ')l
'and

~)r:t

the house of Joseph encamped against Bethel.' Cf. the rendering of
(l)i in eh. 9 60•
now the name ef the city formerly was Luz. Cf. Gen. 28 19, 35 6,
48 3, Josh. 18 13, all P, or redactional notes based on P-a fact which
has led Mo. (SBOT.), No. to mark the statement here as due to RP.
The reference to Luz, however, in v. 26 J clearly points back to an
earlier mention of the name in the same document. For conjectures
as to the meaning of the name Luz, cf. EB. 2834.

24. and they laid hold on him.
or

~mtQN'l

So

(l)i

,cal ,XafJov avrov,

i.e. t:i

~trN'~

(cf. v. 6), which, as Bu. remarks, may easily have fallen

out before ~,~N'l
:
_, 'and they said.'
the way to enter. So Mo. The Heh. m•bho (lit. 'place or act of
entry') might mean 'entrance' (so R. V. ), as in 2 Kgs. II 16, 16 18 al. ;
but, as the position of the city-gate must have been obvious to the
spies, the expression prbbably means, as Mo. remarks, 'the most
advantageous point for an assault or surprise.'

25. at the edge ef the sword.

Cf. v. 8 note.

1. 26. 27.]
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all his clan they let go. 26. And the man went to the land of
the I:littites, and built a city, and called its name Luz: that is
its name unto this day.
27. And Manasseh did not dispossess Beth-she'an and its
26. the land of the f:littites. The I;Iittite principalities (relics of the
earlier mighty empire which embraced a great part of Asia Minor
arid northern Syria) extended as far south as l}:adesh, near the sources
of the Orontes in the Anti-Lebanon. The northern limit of the kingdom of Israel in David's time seems to have extended 'to the land
of the I:Iittites unto l}:adesh' (2 Sam. 24 6, reading i1~J~ tl'J:l':11'.I

n~

after l!JiL in place of the unintelligible text of 111)- On the I;littites,
cf. further Introd. pp. lxxi f., lxxxiv ff., xcix f.
called its name Luz. The site of this northern Luz is unascertained.
As Mo. -notices, modern names compounded· with the Ar. lauz,
'almond,' are not infrequent, and any attempt at identification must
therefore be wholly unreliable.
27. And Manasseh did not dispossess, etc. Upon the use of the
verb horis, here rendered 'dispossess,' c£ note on v. 19• Beth-she'an,
which received the Greek name Scythopolis in Macedonian times
(cf. l!li's gloss fj /u,.,v °SKv0wv 1roi\,f), is the modern Besan, situated
above the Jordan valley at the mouth of the Wady Galud, which
descends south-east from the plain of Esdraelon; Taanach, now called
Ta'annuk, lies some s~venteen miles a little north of due west of Besan,
upon the southern edge of Esdraelon, and about eight miles northnorth-west of the Wady Bel'ameh, which probably preserves the
name of the ancient Ible'am; * Megiddo, coupled with Ta'anach in
eh. 5 19, Josh. 1 z 21 , I 7 11, I Kgs. 4 12, is now identified with Tell elMutesellim (' the mound of the governor'), five miles north-west of
Ta'annuk, an important site commanding the pass from the plain of
Sharon to the plain of Esdraelon, which the recent excavations of the
German Palestine Exploration Society (vol. i. of the Report 1908)
have shown to have been a fortified city of the Cana' anites many
centuries before the Israelite occupation of Palestine. The statement
of Josephus that Dor was situated on the Mediterranean seacoast,
near Carmel (Ant. VIII. ii. 3; cf. C. AjJ. ii. 116), is confirmed by the
Egyptian narrative of Wenamon, the envoy of I:Iril:_lor of Thebes
(cir. B.C. 1114), who in his voyage from Egypt to Phoenicia puts in at
the harbour of Dor (Breasted, AR. iv. § 565 ; c£ Introd. p. xcvi).

* The modern Yebla, north-west of Besan, proposed by Conder (S WP.
Mem. ii. p. 98) as the site of Ible'am, is philologically less probable. The drop•
ping of the final syllable with its guttural l) might be paralleled, however, by the
modern el-Glb for Gibe'on.
in Be\'ameh, cf. the form

For the dropping of the preformative

I

T: •

Cl¥?~~
,ttpi~'.

of

tll/,::1 Bile'am I Chr. 670 (!l! 55), and Zer'ln for

•

T •'
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dependencies, and Ta'anach and its dependencies, and the
inhabitants of Dor and its dependencies, and the inhabitants of
OS. places the site eight Roman miles from Caesarea (283 3 ), and this
tradition is preserved in the identification with the modern Tanturah,
which lies north of Caesarea at a little less than eight English miles.
The term Naphath (Naphoth) Dor (I osh. II 2, 12 23, 1 Kgs. 4 11 ), if
rightly explained to mean 'the heights of D or,' is difficult to account
for upon this identification, unless it is applied to the outlying flanks
of the Carmel-range some distance inland from Tanturah.
As the text stands, it is rather strange that Dor, lying in the
extreme west, should be interposed between the two cities Ta'anach
and Ible'am, which occupy a central position in near neighbourhood
to one another. Thus it is probable (as Mo. suggests) that the
mention of Dor originally stood last, as in I Chr. 7 29, which is probably based upon this passage. With this change, the .cities are
mentioned approximately in their geographical order from east to
west ; and it is noticeable that they must have formed, with their
dependencies, a strong belt of fortresses separating the central tribes
of Israel from the tribes in the north. We learn from the narrative
of Wenamon that the inhabitants of Dor at this period were not
Cana' anites but Takkara, a western people who invaded Cana' an at the
same time as the Philistines, and who were probably allied to them
(cf. Introd. pp. xcii f.). This fact, coupled with the fact that we find
Beth-she'an in the hands of the Philistines at the end of Saul's reign
( 1 Sam. 31 10 ), suggests the possibility that the whole series of cities
extending from Sharon across the plain of Esdraelon may have
belonged to these western invaders in the times of the Judges.
The account of the inheritance of West Manasseh, as given in
Josh. 17 (J and P combined), is somewhat perplexing. This much,
however, is clear, as stated by P (vv. 9· 10). It was bounded on the
west by the Mediterranean ; on the north by the territory of Asher,
which, we are told in Josh. 19 26 P, extended as far as Carmel ; on the
south by the territory of Ephraim, the boundary line being the Wady
l)'.:ana, i.e. it need not be doubted, the modern Wady Kana* running
into the N ahr el-'Auga, which reaches the sea a few miles north of
Joppa. The eastern boundary is stated to have been the territory of
Issachar; and it is here that our information is too slight and perplexing to allow of any certain inferences as to the delimitation.
According to J in Josh. 17 11 , the towns along the southern edge of the
plain of Esdraelon which Manasseh was unable to conquer were
(though rightly belonging to Manasseh) 'in Issachar and in Asher.'
dependencies. Lit. '<laughters,' a term applied to smaller cities or
hamlets dependent upon the larger fortified cities. The use of the
expression is characteristic of J. Cf. CHJ 88.

* The Ar. name is spelt with K, but it seems likely that this is a transcriptional error for I{, which is found in the Heb. name.
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Ib_le'am and its dependencies, and the inhabitants of Megiddo
and its dependencies; but the Cana'anites persisted in dwelling
in this lanp.
28. And when Israel was waxen strong, they
impressed the Cana'anites for labour-gangs, and did not dispossess them at all.
29. And Ephraim did not dispossess the Cana'anites who

persisted.

The Heb. verb (~ 11:t\M) is used in this special sense in

17 12 and in v. 35 t of this chapter. Elsewhere, when used of
an action undertaken of one's own accord, it has the sense to resolve:
cf. Gen. 18 27 -31 (R.V. 'I have taken upon me'), Deut. 1 5 (R.V. 'began');
and ·we may infer therefore for the special usage with which we are
dealing the sense to carry out one's resolution, so persist. When the
verb is employed of an action undertaken at the instance of some one
else, to consent is the appropriate rendering:' cf. eh. 17 11, 19 6,
2 Sam. 7 29, 2 Kgs. 5 23, 6 3 (R. V. 'be content' in all passages except
2 Sam. 'let it please thee').

II Josh.

28. labour-gangs. The Heb. term mas denotes a levy of men
impressed for task-work, rather than the task-work itself (as in
R.V.): cf. especially the phrase mas 'obhedh, 'toiling labour-gang,'
Gen. 49 15, Josh. 16 10, 1 Kgs. 9 21 • Such a levy was imposed upon the
Israelites in Egypt (cf. Ex. 1 11, where, as Mo. points out, the term
0'~'?
should be rendered 'gang-foremen' rather than 'task-

'Jr

masters' R.V.), and by Solomon not merely upon the Cana' anites (as
stated in 1 Kgs. 9 16-22 ) but also upon the Israelites for the purposes of
his extensive building operations : cf. 1 Kgs. 5 13 ( 27 J!l),
and did not dispossess them at all. The Heb. construction
(ll!i•:li1 i:,6 l!i•~li11, Infinitive Absolute emphasizing the finite verb)
lays stress upon the fact that the expulsion of the Cana' anites was
left absolutely unaccomplished. R.V., by its rendering 'and did not
utterly drive them out,' suggests that the expulsion was partially but
not completely accomplished, a sense. which is directly at variance
with the meaning of the Heb.
29. Ephraim. The account of Ephraim's heritage as given in
Josh. 16 5 ff. P is somewhat confused and perplexing: cf. Hogg in EB.
1319. Here we need only notice that the tribe occupied the central
part of Cana' an, its northern boundary marching with that of Manasseh
along by the Wady ~ana (cf. note on Manasseh, v. 27 ) to the sea,
while the southern boundary, starting from the Jordan near Jericho,
met the territory of Benjamin and Dan, apparently turning north or
north-west at Gezer. Cf. further p. 222.
Gezer. The modern Tell Gezer, situated in a commanding position
to the east of the maritime plain of Philistia, upon an outlying.spur of
the low hills of the Shephelah, about eighteen miles west-north-west
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dwelt in Gezer; but the Cana'anites dwelt in the midst of them
in Gezer.
Zebulun did not dispossess the inhabitants of ~itron, nor

30.

of Jerusalem. The identity of the site with the ancient Gezer, inferred
from the identity of the modern Ar. with the ancient Heb. name, was
placed beyond doubt by the discovery in 1871 by Clermont-Ganneau
of the inscription 'the boundary of Gezer,' cut in ancient Heb. characters upon several of the rocks at a short distance from the site :
cf. Macalister, Bible Sidelights from the Mound of Gezer, pp. 22 ff. ;
Driver, Schweich Lectures, p. 46. The site of Gezer has been
excavated by Mr. Macalister under the auspices of the Palestine
Exploration Fund (1903-1905, 1907-1909), and a detailed Memoir has
recently (1912) appeared. For a convenient summary of the discoveries, cf. Driver, op. cit.
The excavations have shown that Gezer was inhabited by a race
of cave-dwellers as early as cir. B.C. 3000. It is first mentioned in
history as captured by TI:iutmosi Ip. (cir. B.C. 1501-1447). Among
the Tell el-Amarna letters (cir. B.C. 1400) there are several from
Yapabi, king or governor of Gezer, whci appeals for help against a
people whose name is written ideographically SA.GAZ, and who are
generally supposed to be identical with the ijabiru (cf. Introd. pp.
lxxv ff.). Mineptal;i claims to have captured Gezer upon the celebrated
'Israel' stele: cf. Breasted, AR. iii. § 617. This must have been cir.
B.C. I 223, a few decades before the Israelite invasion of Cana' an under
Joshua'. The failure of the Ephraimites to capture Gezer is confirmed by I Kgs. 9 16, where we learn that the city was still in the
hands of the Cana' anites in the days of Solomon, when it was taken
and burnt by the Phara' oh who was king of Egypt at that time, and
given as a dowry to his daughter on the occasion of her marriage
with Solomon. These facts are for us difficult to reconcile with the
statement of R 0 in Josh. 10 33 that, when Horam king of Gezer came
to the assistance of Lachish, 'Joshua' smote hiqi and his people until
he had left him none remaining.'
but the Cana'anites . . . Gezer. Q]i adds Kal lyiv£To (aim;;) £ls
cf,opo11. II Josh. 16 10 \ 'but the Cana'anites dwelt in the midst of
Ephraim unto this day, and became toiling labour-gangs': probably
the more original form of J's statement. The words 'unto this day,'
if they 'do not necessarily imply a time prior -to the destruction of
the city by the Egyptians' (Mo.), at any rate seem to point to the
earlier monarchic period. Cf. note on the same expression in v. 21 •
30. Zebulun. The description of Zebulun's territory given in Josh.
19 10ft. P is obscure. The southern boundary was contiguous with the

territory of Issachar along a line which ran east and west across the
plain of Esdraelon in the neighbourhood of Mount Tabor; while on
the south-west the boundary marched with the territory of Manasseh,
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the inhabitants of Nahalol; but the Cana'anites dwelt in the
midst of them, and became labour-gangs.
31. Asher did not dispossess the inhabitants of'Acco, nor the
north-west with the territory of Asher, and north, and apparently east,
with that of Naphtali. Jos., however, states (Ant. v. i. 22) that their
inheritance included the land which reached as far as Gennesaret,
as well as that which lay about Carmel and the sea (cf. Gen. 49 13) •
./{i{ron ... Nahalol. Neither site has been identified. Nahal61
(perhaps meaning 'watering-place' of flocks ; cf. plural c•~~!:1.~.
Isa. 7 19) appears in Josh. 19 15, 21 35 as Nahalal. G 8 fiooµ,ava in the
present passage must have read Dimnah, which is coupled with Nahalal
in Josh. 21 36• In Josh. 19 15 ~a nath seems to stand in place of ~i tron ;
but neither name occurs elsewhere. The Jerusalem Talmud (Megillah, i. 1) identifies Nahalal with Mahlul; and ft>r this the modern
Ma'lul, 3~ miles west of Nazareth, has been advocated by Schwarz
and others,* and 'Ain Ma.hi!, about the same distance north-east of
Na~areth, by Conder.
In the same passage in the Talmud ~agath is said to be ~etinith
or ~etonith t (cf. Qli 8 Kamva0 in Josh. 19 15), a site which may be the
modern ijirbet ~uteineh to the west of the plain of Esdraelon § :
cf. Neubauer, Geographie du Talmud, p. 189. The view put forward
in the Babylonian Talmud (Megillah, 6a) that ~itron is the same as
~ippori (Sepphoris), i.e. the modern ~effuriyyeh, 3~ miles north of
Na~areth, is opposed by Neubauer (op. cit. pp. 191 f.) upon the ground
of a tradition (preserved in the same passage in the Talmud) that the
tribe of Zebulun complained that, while Naphtali had been granted
fields and vineyards, they had only been granted mountains and hills.
~ippori, however, was famed for its fertility; and hence Neubauer
argues that it must have belonged not to Zebulun but to Naphtali.
31. Asher. The tribe is mentioned as inhabiting western Galilee
in the lists of the Egyptian kings, Sety I. and Ra' messe II., prior to

* The substitution of Ar. ' for Heb. k requires substantiation; and this is also
needed as regards the interchange of n and m in Nahalal, MahlO.l, if the two
forms are to be regarded as philologically connected.
Editions vary as to the form. :i:;:.etonith (or :i:;:.etunith) is given by Neubauer
toe. cit., and by Mo. and Cheyne (EB. 2654) following him. The Krotoschin
edition (1866) has n•)10P, :i:;:.etonith, but the Jitomir (1866) and Petrokov (1899)
editions read n•)'OP, :i:;:.etinith. The reference given by Neubauer from the
Tosefta (Sotak, ck. 15) to n•)10P ~"N, •a man of :i:;:.etonith,' should be, as a
matter of fact (Pazewalk edition, 1881), n•)O'P l=l, •a son of r:;:_itnith,' with
var. lect. n•)Op, r:;:_itnith or r:;:_atnith.
§ The Heb. :i:;:.etlnith corresponds exactly to the Ar. :i:;:.uteineh if this latter is
to be _regarded as a diminutive. Cf. for the vowel change modern Ax. keflfak
for kufeifak, 'little basket' : Wright, Comparative Grammar, p. 89.
~attath may very likely have arisen from an original ~attant or r:;:.agint: cf.
bath from bint, and, for the lengthening of the a, 'am for 'amm.
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inhabitants of $idon, nor Al).lab, nor Achzib, nor f.{elbah, nor
the Israelite invasion under Joshua'; cf. Introd. p. lxxxix. The position of Asher's inheritance is described in Josh. 19 2rn. P. It seems to
have been a strip of country reaching southward to Carmel, where it
joined the territory of Manasseh, and apparently bordering the sea
as far north as Achzib and Mal).aleb (cf. note following on Al).lab ).
Farther north the western boundary must have been formed by the
territory of the $idonians, while the east and south-east boundary-line
was formed by the territory of Naphtali and Zebulun. Probably the
limits thus defined are largely ideal, a considerable portion of the
territory which they include belonging properly to the Phoenicians;
cf. note on v. 32 •
'Acco. The modern 'Akka, situated on a rocky promontory at the
northern extremity of the bay of 'Akka, the south side of which is
formed by the promontory of Carmel. The town received the name
Ptolemais during the Greek period; cf. OS. 224 75• The Acre of
the Crusaders is a modification of the modern Ar. name ; c£ Smith's
article in EB. 3967 ff. 'Acco is wanting in the text of ~ in
Josh. 19 24 · 31 , but should probably be restored in place of 'Umma
in v. 30•
,$idon. The modern $aida, about twenty-five miles south of
Beirut.
A!ilab . . . I:felbah. The two names are so similar that they look
like variations of the same name. Schrader (COT. i. p. 161) and
Delitzsch (Paradz"es, pp. 283 f.) compare the name Mal!,alliba mentioned
by Sennacherib in a list of Phoenician cities which capitulated to
him in his third campaign: Taylor Cylinder, Col. ii. I. 38; c£ KB.
ii. p. 90. Sennacherib names 'Great $idunnu (cf. il~'J )Ii•¥, Josh. 19 28 )
little $idunnu, Bit-zitti, $ariptu ($arephath, 1 Kgs. 17 9· 10, Ob. 20,
Lu. 4 26 ; the modern $arafand), Ma!}alliba, Ul!u, Akzibi,
Akku'; and the order running from north to south should place
Maballiba somewhere between $arafand, which lies eight miles south
of $idon, and Achzib (c£ note following), some thirty miles farther
south. Mo. hazards the conjecture that the name may have been
'the old name of the Promonton"um album of Pliny, the modern Ras
el-Abyacj., midway between Tyre and Achzib,' a suitable site for an
important town. The name may be connected with Heb. !iiilabh,
' milk,' in allusion to the whiteness of the headland.
The strange S:inr., of Josh. 19 29 (me!iebel; R.V. 'by the region';
'l:aporm

marg. 'from I;I;b~j ') is almost certainly a corruption of

:iSno
.. -: - '

Mal).aleb (cf., in support of the transposition, (!JiB a,ro AEfJ); and this
fact lends support to the view of Millier (AE. p. 194, n 4), La. that the
name should be so read in our passage, as against that of Mo. that
Ma!)alliba, Al).lab, I;Ielbah were existing variations of the same name.
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Aphi15-, not Rel:wb: 32. but the Asherites dwelt in the midst of
the Cana'anites inhabiting the land; for they did not dispossess
them.
33. Naphtali did not dispossess the inhabitants of BethAchzib. The EKa11r,ra of OS. 224 77, a form in which the a seems
to preserve the Aram. pronunciation. The modern identification is
ez-Zib, eight and a half miles north of Accho.*
AjJhi/j. Mentioned (in the form Aphe¼;) with Re}:iob among the
cities of Asher in Josh. 19 30• That the Aphe¼; of I Sam. 29 1 is the
same (as suggested by Bu., La.) is scarcely likely, as this latter is
probably to be sought in northern Sharon t (Smith, HG. p. 350), and
would therefore lie too far to the south. On the other hand, as Mo.
points out, the modern Af¼;a, north of Ber(it (probably the Aphel_-: of
Josh. 13 4), 'is much too far north for the present t:ontext and that of
Josh. 19 30.' The name Aphe¼; appears to have been by no means
uncommon.
Re/:tob. The site is unknown. Muller cites the occurrence of
the name in Egyptian lists; AE. p. 153. That the Beth-re}:iob of
eh. 18 28, 2 Sam. 10 6 , inhabited by Aramaeans (probably the Re}:iob
of Num. 13 21 ), cannot be the same as the Asherite Rel.iob is perhaps
too positively asserted by Mo. The identity is assumed by N oldeke
in EB. 279.
32. the Asherites dwelt, etc. In the case of Asher it is not claimed
that the Cana' anites eventually became a subject people. The
maritime cities mentioned in v. 31 belonged to Phoenicia throughout
the period covered by the history of the kingdom of Israel. In the
Song of Deborah (eh. 5) the reference to Asher in v.17 (' Asher sat still
by the shore of the seas, dwelling beside his creeks') seems to indicate
that the Asherites dwelt among the Phoenician Cana' anites in a condition of dependence ; and being thus unmolested by the central
Cana' anites, refused to make common cause against them with the
other Israelite tribes.
33. Naphtali. The territory of Naphtali is described by P in
Josh. 19 32· 39• It lay to the north of Zebulun, and was bounded by
the territory of Asher on the west and by the Jordan on the east.
The predominance of the foreign element in the region of Naphtali
and Zebulun, as in that of Asher, is indicated by the title G•tu
hag-goyzm, 'the District (circuit) of the Nations' applied to it in

* If the name comes from the Heb. root

:l!?,

Aram.

:l'J?,

as is suggested

by the form EKoi,r,ra (cf. the word-play of Mic. 1 14 in the case of the southern
Achzib), we should expect eg-!?lb. The substitution of z for!] in modern Ar. is,
however, not unparalleled.

+Probably Josh.

1218

ought to read

1~~ Jli~~ p~~ :J?';', •The

Aphe~ pertaining to Sharon, one'; cf. Buhl, Geogr. p.

213,

n 674•

king of
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shemesh, nor the inhabitants of Beth-'anath; but they dwelt in
the midst of the Cana'anites inhabiting the land; and the
inhabitants of Beth-shemesh and Beth-'anath became labourgangs for them.
34. And the Amorites pressed the children of Dan into the
Isa. 9 1 (3!! 8 23 ), or, in short form, hag-Galt!, Josh. 20 7, 21 32 ; 1 Kgs. 9 11 ;
1 Chr. 6 76 (3!1 61 ), whence the name Galilee.
Cf. also 'I;Iarosheth
of the nations,' eh. 4 2· 13· 16, probably in Zebulun ; cf. note ad loc.
Beth-shemesh ... Beth-'anath. Both sites are unidentified (cf., however, Introd. p. cvii, .footnote 11)- Beth-'anath occurs in the Egyptian
lists of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties ; cf. Muller, AE. pp.
193, 195, 220. 'Anath is the name of a goddess, possibly the same as
the Babylonian An tum or Anatum, consort of Anu, the god of heaven,
and chief of the first triad of gods (Anu, Enlil, and Ea); cf. J astrow
in DB. v. p. 538 b, and RBA. i. p. 143. Further traces of the cult
of this goddess in Cana' an are preserved in the southern 'Anathoth
('Ana.ta, two and a half miles north-north-east of Jerusalem), and in the
proper name Shamgar ben-'Anath, eh. 3 31 , 5 6• She was worshipped in
the fifth century B.C. by the Jewish garrison stationed at Elephantine
on the southern border of Egypt. We meet with the compound name
'Anath-bethel, in which the deities 'Anath and Bethel (treated as a
divine name) are probably equated;* and 'Anath-yahu also occurs.
Probably she was 'the queen of heaven,' who, according to
Jer. 44 16 ff., was worshipped by the Jews who dwelt in Pathros, i.e. in
Upper Egypt, where Elephantine was situated. Our information
as to this Jewish garrison and its religious cultus is derived from
recently discovered Aram. papyri which were edited in 19II by
Sachau under the title Aramiiische Papyrus und Ostraker aus einer
jiidischen Militiir-Kolonie zu Elephantine. Cf. the present editor's
article in Church Quart. Rev., July 1912.
but they dwelt. eJiA\ _$h Kat 1caT4i1e71u,v Iupa71A, very possibly the
original text; cf. note on Josh. 13 13, which belongs to the same
narrative, in Additional note, p. 51.
34. the Amorites. The term is used, here and in v. 35 , as a general
name for the pre-Israelite inhabitants of Palestine, who elsewhere in
this section (vv. 1· 3·6· 17· 27 · 28 · 29· 32·33 ; cf. also V'I!. 4·9 from the editor RP) are
described as Cana' anites, in accordance with the regular practice of J.
Such a use of 'Amorites,' on the contrary, is characteristic of E
(cf. note on v. 1 ); and the difficulty of accounting for this deviation
in usage on the part of J has led Meyer (ZATW. i. p. 126) to conclude
that vv. 34 •36 are the work of a later hand. So Stade, G VI. i. p. 138 n.
Against this view Bu.'s arguments (RS. pp. 15 ff.) are cogent; notice

* Such a compound deity is seen in 'Ashtar-Chemosh, mentioned on the
Moabite Stone, I. 17.
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hill~country ; for they did not suffer them to come down into
J's phrases in v.3°-'persisted in dwelling,' as in v. 27, Josh. 1712,
'became labour-gangs,' as in vv. 30 -33, Josh. 16 10 ; and the fact that
v. 34 clearly forms the lowest grade in a descending scale-in vv. 27 •30
the Cana' anites remain in the midst of Israel, and eventually become
subject; in vv. 31 -33 Asher and Naphtali dwell in the midst of the
Cana' anites, the inference being that these latter retained the predominance, whether in power or in numbers (c£ notes on vv. 32· 33 );
in v. 34 the 'Amorites' actually oust the Danites from their territory.
It is probable that J originally wrote 'Cana' anites' in these two verses*
(Xavavaios is the reading of HP. 55 in v. 35), and that the substitution
of 'Amorites' is due to a later hand, under the influence, it may be
conjectured, of the textual corruption 'Amorites' for 'Edomites'
in v. 36•
pressed the children of Dan, etc. Josh. 19 41 · 46 P assigns sixteen or
seventeen (3!!) cities to Dan, all of which, so far as they can be
identified, lie in the Shephelah and vale-country to the east of the
territories of Benjamin and northern Judah. Out of this list, however,
$or'ah, Eshta'ol, 'E~ron, and Timnah are assigned by P to Judah in
Josh. 15 33-45 -67 • In the narrative of Samson the Danites appear to be
confined to a small district about $or' ah and Eshta'ol, immediately
contiguous to the hill-country, while Timnah is occupied by Philistines
just as 'E~ron is elsewhere. We may infer that the Amorites or
Cana' anites who, as our narrative informs us, forced the Danites into
the hills, were themselves suffering from the encroachments of the
Philistines on the west. The Philistines, who entered Cana' an about
the same time as, or a very short time before, the Israelite invasion
under Joshua' (cf. Introd. pp. xcii ff.), must naturally have driven such
of the original Cana' anite inhabitants of their territory as escaped
extirpation (cf. Deut. 2 23 ) eastward towards the hill-country, where
they would come into conflict with the Danites, who may have made
their settlement prior to J oshua''s invasion (cf. Introd. pp. cvi £). Josh.
19 47, which originally formed part of J's narrative, informs us that finally
a large portion of the tribe of Dan, if not the main portion, finding
their district too narrow (read Cl~~ . • . i~.:t 'was too strait for
them,' in place of3!! C~~ . .. ~~.:~, R.V. 'went out beyond them'),
migrated to the extreme north of Palestine, conquered the city of
Leshem (or perhaps Lesham: cf. eh. 18 7 note), and established themselves in and about the city, which they renamed Dan. This migration
is further related in eh. 18, where the conquered city is called Laish
(vv. 7. 27), and seems already to have taken place at the period to which
the Song of Deborah relates (cf. note on eh. 5 17 ). Thenceforward
Dan figures in the common phrase 'from Dan to Beersheba'' as the
northernmost limit of Palestine.
* Meyer appears now to incline to this view : cf. / N. p. 525, n '·
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the Vale. 35. And the Amorites persisted in dwelling in Har1:ieres, in Aijalon, and in Sha'albim : yet the hand of the house
the Vale. Cf. v. 19 note.
35. persisted in dwelling. Cf. v. 27 note.
Har-!zeref. The name means 'hill of the Sun,' and the fact that
1;,eres =semes has Jed Stu. and others after him to identify the site
with Beth-shemesh (' house or temple of the Sun'), i.e. the modern
'Ain-sems (' spring of the Sun') which occupies an elevated site to
the south of the Wil.dy ~aril.r (vale of Sore¼:), where it opens out upon
the Shephelah. This identification is favoured by the fact that
Beth-shemesh is mentioned with Sha' albim in I Kgs. 4 9, and 'Irshemesh (' city of the Sun,' doubtless the same as Beth-shemesh) with
Sha' albim and Aijalon in Josh. 19 41 -0 , just as Har-1.)eres is in 01.1r
passage.
eJiAL represents CiM iM::l by lv roo 8pn Tov Mv[p],nvwvor (so ~h),
e!i- 8 by £1/ T<f {;pE& r,ii d;rpa;1an (with the doublet £1/ re;; Mvpo-,vwv,),
i.e., in the first case cin hadaf, 'myrtle,' in the second win !zeres,
'potsherd' in place of .CiM !zeres; both variations being._.possibly
attempts to get rid of th~ . .reference to the Sun with its idolatrous
implications (so La.). Why such a reference should have been found
more objectionable in the case of !zeres than in that of semes is. not
obvious : but it cannot be merely accidental that Timnath-1.)eres of
J udg. 2 • appears in II Josh. 24 30 and in J esh. 19 60 as Timnath-seral.)
(MiC a transposition of the consonants of C"'IM). +
Aijalon. The identification of Rob. (BR 3• ii. pp. 2 53 f., iii. pp. r 44 f.)
with the modern Yil.lo, seven miles north-north-east of'Ain-sems and
in the south of the 'vale' into which the pass of Beth-1.)oron opens out
('the vale of Aijalon,' Josh. ro 12) is universally accepted. The name
'Ayyiil6n perhaps means 'haunt of deer' ('ayyal). How e!i arrived at
the rendering 11.pKo, is obscure, unless this may be regarded as a
corruption of ol aopKo, § (for the normal al lfop1ea~~). e!i, however,

*

a,

*

Cf. the gloss 'quod interpretatur testaceo,' which appears in '.l:T.
It must be considered doubtful whether '£,- ha-hereJ, 'city of destruction,'
in Isa. 19 18 lll is also to be considered as an alteration of an original 'tr ha-ljerei,
'city of the Sun,' i.e. Heliopolis. The phrase 'one shall be called' implies that
one of the five cities mentioned is to be distinguished by a name which denotes
its special character as representative of the worship of Yahweh ; and this consideration weighs in favour of the view that the reading of 6, 1r6X,s ao-eoe,c, i.e.
i':~i'.1 i'~, 'city of righteousness' {as it were 'the Egyptian Jerusalem': cf.

t

Isa. I 26), is likely to le the original reading. Cf. Gray's acute discussion of the
passage in Isaiah (ICC.) ad toe. This, however, may have been afterwards
altered to 'tr ha-!Jeres in allusion to Heliopolis, and the reading of lll, 'tr ha-hereJ,
may represent a still later stage.
§ o o6pKos is found in Nicolaus of Damascus (B.C. 16), 46, 47; Dioscorides
(cir. A.D. 6o), 2, 85; Testamenta XII. Patriarcharum n21 D: cf. Sophocles,
Greek Lexicon s. v.
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of Joseph prevailed, and they became labour-gangs. 36. And
the border of the fEdomites 1 was from the ascent of · A~rabbim,
confines l!opKat to the Heb. rbi, 'gazelle,' with which the 'ayyal is
often coupled, but never confused.
Sha'albim. Site unknown. The name appears in Josh. 19 42 as
Sha'alabbin, and probably means 'foxes' : cf. Assyr. selibu, Ar.
ta'lab, and the rendering of (!Ii al a;\w1r•KH, Apart from this placename, the fact that the word was used in Heb. would be unknown to
us, the ordinary Heb. word for 'fox' being Ht'al.
prevailed. Lit. 'became heavy.'
36. the border of the Edomites.

Reading •~'1toti1 in place of

1!1 •;btoti1
'the Amorites' with Bu., Kit. (HH. i."p. 268), Buhl
•
•::T
•
(Edomiter, p. 25), No., La., etc. The reading TO opwv rou 'Aµ,oppalov
o 'Iliovp.a'iot is found in (!lrA\ the group of MSS. cited by Mo. as (!liM,
Arm., Eth., i\h (with obelus before 6 Ill.), and this is adopted by
Hollenberg, ZAT W. i. p. 103. But the writer's interest is centred
upon the footing gained by the tribes of Israel in Palestine, and the
frontier between Amorites and Edomites would scarcely concern
him in this connexion ; while such a use of the term 'Amorite' is
contrary to the practice of J: cf. v .. 34 note. It cannot be doubted
that he is indicating the line along which the frontier of the southernmost tribe (Judah) marched with the frontier of Edom. •i~li'ti1 is an
easy corruption of •~itoti1, and the versions as cited above present
a doublet. A similar confusion occurs between t:l"ltot 'Edam' and
t:lili't 'Aram' : 2 Sam. 8 12·13 (cf. v. 14, r Chr. 18 11-12, p's. 6o heading),
Chr. 20 2, 2 Kgs. 16 6•
'
from the ascent of 'Alj'rabbim. Usually identified with the Na.1$:b
e~-$afa, a steep pass which runs up northward out of the Wady
el-Fi]:::rah: cf. note on $ephath v.17. An obvious objection to this
identification lies in the fact that the frontier of Edam cannot be said
to commence from this point, since this would leave out of account
the twenty-five miles or so which intervene between the mouth of the
Na]:::b e~-$afa and the southern extremity of the Dead Sea at which
the frontier is stated to begin in N um. 34 3, Josh. I 5 2 P. The same
objection applies, in an enhanced degree, to the more westerly
Nal:;:b el-Yemen, advocated by Trumbull (I{adesh-Barnea, p. III).
More probably we should find the ascent in the Wady el-Fi~rah,
which Trumbull (op. cit. pp. 94 f.) describes as 'a wady which ascends
south-westerly from the 'Arabah, from a point not far south of the
Dead Sea, and which separates Palestine proper from the 'Azazimeh
mountain tract, or Jebel Mu]:::rah group. The northern wall of this
wady is a bare and bold rampart of rock, forming a natural boundary.'
Scorpions ('alj'rabbim) are said to abound in this district,
C
2
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from the Crag and upwards.
from the Crag. Here we seem to have a second starting-point for
the frontier-line between Judah and Edom, i.e. upon the most natural
hypothesis, the other extremity of the frontier, farthest removed from
the ascent of' A¼:rabbim. The identification of has-sela', 'the Crag,'
has caused difficulty. Clearly the reference cannot be to the city of
Petra,* which was the capital of the N abataeans from cir. B.C. 300
until the second century A.D. ; for Petra lies some fifty miles a little
east of due south of the southern end of the Dead Sea, among the
mountains of Se' ir to the east of the 'Ara bah ; whereas the researches
of Trumbull in connexion with his identification of the site of l):adeshBarnea' at 'Ain-1):udes, nearly fifty miles south-south-west of Be'ersheba' (generally accepted), have proved beyond a doubt that the territory of Edom must have extended for a considerable distance west of
the' Arabah : cf. Trumbull, f:Cadesh-Barnea, pp. 106 ff.; Buhl, Edomiter,
pp. 23 ff. The course of the southern boundary of Judah is described in
detail in Num. 34 3 ·6, Josh. 15 1· 4 P. From these passages we gather
that its eastern extremity was the southern 'tongue' of the Salt Sea, and
that thence it took its start
Josh. 15 3) to the south of the ascent

(t-t~;1

of• A¼:rabbim (i.e. upon the identification of the ascent proposed above,
upon the south side of the Wady el-Fi¼:rah ; the wady, or at least its
north side, being claimed by Judah: cf. the analogy of Deut. 3 16,
'the middle of the wady being also a boundary'), made a turn
(~~'?1 Num. 34 4) south of this ascent and passed on to ~in (an
unkn.own site), and reached its extremity in this direction (1'1;~~il'I
Num. 34 4) south of l):adesh-Barnea'. It then took a new start
N um. 34 4), presumably to the west or north-west, and passing

(tot~;1

on by a number of unidentified sites, took a turn (~l?m to the 'Wady
of Egypt,' i.e. the Wady el-'Aris, and found its end (1'1;~~n) at the
sea (the Mediterranean; Num. 34 5). Here the line along which the
frontier of Judah marched with that ofEdom was, it must be assumed, in
its course west-south-west from the Dead Sea along the Wadyel-Fi¼:rah,
and then south-south-west to a point just south of l):adesh-Barnea' ; and
it is noteworthy that, in the narrative of Moses' embassy to the
king of Edom (Num. 20 14 ff. JE), he states that the Israelites are 'in
l):adesh, a city in the extremity of thy border.' The natural inference

* Whether Sela· (without the article) in Isa. 161, 4211 is the name of a city is
very doubtful. Cheyne (EB. 4344) takes the word as a collective term, referring
to the country as a whole-' the rocks.' In 2 Kgs. 14 7, which relates Amaziah's
defeat of the Edomites in the Valley of Salt and the capture of has-Sela', the
reference, if.it stood alone, might most naturally be explained as referring to a
city; but II 2 Chr. 25 12 takes has-Sela' to be ' the crag' from the top of which
the captured Edomites were cast headlong.
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And the Angel of Yahweh went up from Gilgal unto

is that hai-sela', 'the Crag' of our passage, which formed one extremity of the frontier-line between Judah and Edom, is the same as
hai-sela' 'the Crag' at or close to }5:adesh, which tradition regarded
as the crag which was smitten by Moses (Num. 20 8· 10· 11 JEP). This
conclusion, reached independently by the present editor, is also that
of Buhl (of. cit. 25) and La.
Bu., Mo. regard the t::> in Jhonr., as due to dittography of
the preceding t::> in 0 1::l'ij:l.!1, and emend .!1~~~ 'to Sela'.' Mo. conjectures that the site of has-Sela' may have been the modern
e~•$afiyyeh, near the southern end of the Dead Sea ; but his description of this as 'a bare and dazzling white sandstone promontory
a thousand feet high' (derived from Buhl, of. cit. p. 20) is stated by
La. to be incorrect ; and moreover, if, as he supposes, the ascent of
'A~rabbim is the Nal_-:b e~-$afa, the boundary-line between the two
points as specified extends for not more than twenty-five miles, and
the description must be regarded as merely fragmentary.
and upwards. Upwards towards the first point of departure, the
ascent of 'Al_-:rabbim. As La. remarks, 'On indique deux points de
depart, c'est-a-dire Jes deux extremites de la frontiere nord, et n~.110
marque tout le reste d'une fac;on indeterminee.'
If the emendation 'to Sela' ' noticed above be adopted, the sense
in which n~.110, is used is inexplicable, since Mo.'s rendering 'and
beyond' cannot be justified. Bu. emends n~~m in this sense.
T: TT

2,

1-5. Upon the relation of these verses to the preceding narrative

cf. introductory note to

I lff.

1. the Angel of Yahweh.
The expression is characteristic of J.
E's phrase being 'the Angel of God.' So used, it is always definite
(not 'an angel of Y.'; still less a human messenger-W 'the prophet
of Y.'), and denotes Yahweh Himself in manifestation to man. That
this is so appears from a number of passages, both in J and E.
Thus in eh. 6 'the Angel of Y.' of vv. 1 1.1ui. 22 (' the Angel of God,
v. 20) ='Yahweh' of vv. 14-16-23 ; in Ex. 3 'the Angel of Y.' of v. 2 =
'Yahweh' of vv. 4a. 7, and 'God' of E's narrative, vv. 4h. 5.ai.; in Gen. 16
'the Angel of Y.' of vv. 7-9-10, who appears to Hagar speaks as Yahweh
in the 1st person (' I will greatly multiply thy seed,' v. 10), and is
referred to a,s 'Yahweh' in v. 13 ; and in E's narrative of Hagar in
Gen. 21, 'the Angel of God,' v. 17, makes a similar promise in his own
name, v. 18 ; in Gen. 22, 'the Angel of Y.' of v. ll speaks as Yahweh in
v.' 2 ; in Gen. 31 u. 13, 'the Angel of God' says 'I am the God of
Bethel'; in Gen. 48 15· 16 E, Jacob's reference to 'the Angel who
delivered me from all evil' is parallel to 'the God before whom my
fathers walked,' etc. To these passages we may add the account of
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the appearance of the Angel of Y. to Manoal). in eh. 13, if it be
assumed that R.V. is right in rendering in v. 22 'We must surely die,
for we have seen God.' Possibly, however, "elohim may here denote
no more than 'a god' 'or divine being' : cf. note ad loc. and
ell. 6 12•
There are, however, a few passages in which a distinction appears
to be drawn between Yahweh and His Angel. So in Gen. 24,
Yahweh sends His Angel before Abraham's servant vv. 7· 40 (yet in
vv.21.•s the servant acknowledges that it is Yahweh who has led him);
in Num. 22 31 Yahweh uncovers Bala' am's eyes so that he sees the
Angel of Y. In Ex. 23 23 Yahweh promises to send His Angel before
Israel, who is described in 23 20 as 'an Angel'

(:J~?~ indef.; but,

according to elf, F, Sam., 'mine Angel' as in v. 23 ~). Similarly 'mine
Angel' of Ex. 32 34 is described as 'an Angel' in 33 2 (eli 'mine
Angel'), and appears to be something less than Yahweh's full manifestation; since Yahweh says in v. 6 'If I go up into the midst of thee
for one moment, I shall consume thee,' and it is only as the result of
importunate intercession on the part of Moses that Yahweh promises
'My Face shall go' (33 14 ), i.e., clearly, Yahweh Himself as distinct
from His Angel.*
It must be observed, however, that both in Ex. 23 and 32, 33, the
narrative largely consists of redactional matter which is relatively late
as compared withJ and E (cf. the analysis of CH. ad loc.); and probably
at the period to which this redaction belongs, the tendency to modify
reference to Yahweh's self-revelation to Israel by the introduction of
an intermediary was already operative. It is not unlikely, indeed (as
suggested by the alternation of' the Angel of Y.' with' Yahweh' in the
passages first noticed), that the original conception of the Angel
represents an early attempt (imperfectly carried ·out) to interpose such
an intermediary, where the primitive narratives simply spoke of
Yahweh Himself as appearing and holding direct intercourse with men.
If this is so, we may trace a very early anticipation of the far more
drastic introduction in the Targums of the 'Memra' ('Word') of
Yahweh in passages where reference to Yahweh's direct communication with man was offensive to the taste of later times.
from Gilgal. Gilgal was the headquarters of Joshua' and the
Israelites during the invasion of the hill-country, and before the tribes

* If Isa, 63 9, as the passage stands in ll!, could be relied upon as original, it
might be argued that the Angel of Yahweh has the same meaning as His Face,
since 'the Angel of His Face' can scarcely mean anything but ' the Angel who is
His Face,' i.e. His manifestation (so Davidson in DB. i. p. 94 b: 'One in whom
His face (presence) is reflected and seen'). The rhythmical structure of the section
in which this passage occurs, however, confirms the text of Q!i ov 1rpeo-{3vs ov/U
4'Y)'EAOS, ciXX' 4VTOS (u.,,,m <lVTOIJS, i.e.

Ot~in ,,~~

<·~> :J~?~' ,,~ N~,

• It was li()t an envoy or angel, but His Face that saved them.' Thus • His Face'
is contrasted with any other form of manifestation, such as that of an angel.
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And he said, '<I visited you indeed, and> brought

had effected a settlement in the land : cf. Josh. 4 19 P, 9 6, 10 6.7.9.15
JE, IO 43, 14 6 Ru. The name is preserved in the modern Birk~t
('pool') Gilguliyyeh, three miles east-south-east of the ancient site of
Jericho, and about the same distance west of the Jordan. Several other
places in Palestine bore the same name: cf. EB. s.v. Gilgal, which
in Heb. always has the definite article prefixed, 'the Gilgal,' doubtless
denotes 'circle' (cf. Heb. galgal, 'wheel'), and seems to refer to a
circle of stones of a primitive religious character. The Gilgal of our
passage was probably so named from the stones which tradition
related to have been set up by Joshua' at the first 'lodging piace'
(Josh. 4 3·8 J) after the passage of the Jordan, which is stated (4 19 P)
to have been Gilgal. The explanation of Josh. 5 9 J, which connects
the name with the 'rolling away' of the reproach of uncircumcision
(Heb. gall6th£, 'I have rolled away,' from root gala!), is merely a play
of words, such as is frequent in J's narrative.
unto Bethel. 1t:! 'unto hab-Bochim': but (1) it is unnatural that
the name should be given before the occasion which was its cause is
related, and (2) ~ preserves the name Bethel in the doublet brl rov
KAav8µ.wva ,cal in-! Bat81/A, and since there can have been no reason
for the introduction ~f this latter if in-! rov K. (t'.e. the reading of 1!:!)
already stood in the text, we may infer (with most modems) that
'unto Bethel' was the reading of eli's original. Adopting this reading,
the passage comes into connexion with the narrative of eh. 1 22 ff.,
which relates the capture of Bethel by the house of Joseph. The Ark,
which was the visible symbol of Yahweh's presence, was carried up
from Gilgal and found a resting-place at Bethel, where sacrifices were
offered to Yahweh (v. 6b). The Ark is still at Bethel in the narrative of
eh. 20 27 : cf. also 20 18, 21 2• Of the circumstances which led to its
removal to the Ephraimite sanctuary of Shiloh, where it appears in
1 Sam. 3 3, we have no information.
After in-! Bm811A ~ has the addition ,cal ln-l rov ol,cov lupa1/A, It is
probable that this is merely an accidental doublet of ,N M\l (so Mo.),
in an imperfectly legible MS. being mistaken for a contraction
the
of ,N1e,1 such as ''1• A similar process has taken place in Deut. 32 8 l!!,
where ,Nie,1 1)::l iE:ICO' 'according to the number of the children
of Israel,' appears in ~ as ,cara tlp18µ.ov tlyyiAoov 8£ov ('N 1):::1), which
probably represents the original text.* Bu., regarding the addition

,N

as genuine, would restore

,N1ci1
n1.:1-!iN\
• and so Kit., La. If this
" T: •
••
•t: '
!iN1w1
is an alteration ·
•• T: •

is correct, it is likely, as Bu., No. suggest, that
•

* If the passage pictures the ' Sons of God,' or subordinate angelic powers, as
guardians of the foreign nations, the contrast offered by the following .clause,
'But Yahweh's portion is his people,' becomes more pointed and effective.
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you up from Egypt, and brought you in unto the land which I
of an original l:)~i\ and the passage notes the fact that it was 'unto
the house of Joseph' that the Angel of Yahweh went up, i.e. they had
the charge of the sacred Ark.

I visited . . . up. Reading 1:1:in~ nSv~, 1:1:,n~ 'l'lii't:! iij,e in
place of 111 1:1:in~ nSl/~. The resto~;tio~ -i; Tpu;~/;' co~j'e~tural ;T but
•,• : ...
-.--: the use of the Heb. Imperfect in 111 is inexplicable, since a future
signification ' I will bring you up' is impossible ; nor is it natural to
explain the tense here as used pictorially to describe the event as still
in progress-a usage which is not uncommon 'in the language of
p~etry and prophecy' (cf. Driver, Tenses, § 27), but is scarcely suited to
a plain statement of fact such as the present. That an omission in
the text was suspected by the Massoretes is perhaps indicated by the
~j,C!l or lacuna in ffl before nS11~.* It is natural to suppose that l
consecutive originally stood before the Imperfect, in continuation of
some event of which the statement has fallen out of the text of 111This missing statement was supplied by Bottcher (Neue e.xeget. Krit.
Aehrenlese) from Ex. 3 16, Gen. 50 24, his restoration running iij,e

n.~P,~ ii;,N! Cl?~~ '~;i'.'..~, 'I visited you indeed and said, "I will
bring you up, etc."'; t and this suggestion has the advantage of
accounting for the omission by homceoteleuton, the scribe's eye
passing from iO~'l to iO~t The text adopted above is that of
Doorn. (who followed Bottcher in part), and is favoured by Bu., Oort.
It makes, with its continuation, a statement in nearly identical terms
of the fulfilment of the promise of Gen. 50 24 E : 'God will indeed
visit you, and bring you up out of this land unto the land which he
sware to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob.' Cf. Ex. I 3 1~ E.
Other suggestions have been made as to the text. Stu. simply
'I said, "I will bring you up,"' and cites in favour of
inserts 'l'lir.l~
• : - T
this v. 3, ' And furthermore I said.' So also Ber. La. substitutes the
Perf. for the Imperf., reading ,n,,11n ':l)~ 'It was I who brought
•

•••:: •,•

•

T

you up'-a cutting of the knot. Mo. thinks that, since the speech of
the Angel is 'a cento of qu_otations and reminiscences,' it is possible
that the author copied Ex. 3 17 •, 'I will bring you up,' without correct-

* l!liB supplies this lacuna by the words T&.o, Xt!-yfl Kvptos, and the same words
are found in .i)P, Ar. This, however, does not solve the difficulty of the Heh.
_tense. l!liAL, .1,h Kvp,os dv,f3if3ao-,v K.r.X. turn the verbs into the 3rd person, but
inconsistently preserve rst person Kai lyw ,l1ra in v. 3-a fact which tells against
the originality of the preceding variations from 'J!l.
:): Bottcher offers the alternative
of you and said, etc.'

n.~P.~
· ·

iONl Cl:l:l 'l'liM1l ' I made choice
., T

•

' -

T

2.

2,
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sware unto your fathers ; and I said, "I will never break my
covenant with you. 2. And ye-ye shall not make a covenant
with the inhabitants of this land; their altars ye shall break
down." But ye have not hearkened to my voice: what have ye
done ? 3. And furthermore I said, " I will not drive them out
from before you, but they shall be radversaries1 to you, and
their gods shall be a trap to you."' 4. And it came to pass,
ing the tense: but we have no reason to suspect RP of such gross
carelessness.
the land which I sware unto yourfather. Cf. Ex. 33 1 JE, Num.
14 23' JE, 32 u P, Deut. I 35, IO u, 3 I 20.21.23, 34 4 JE, Josh. I 6 JE.
I will never break, etc. For the expression, cf. Lev. 26 44 H. The
precise reference, however, is not to H, but to the covenant of Ex.
27 J : 'for after the tenor of these words I have made a covenant
with thee and with Israel.' Cf. note following.

34

2. And ye, etc. A quotation from Ex. 34 12.ua : 'Take heed to thyself, lest thou make a covenant with the inhabitants of the land
whither thou goest, lest it be for a snare in the midst of thee: but
their altars ye shall _break down.'

3. And furthermore I said. The reference is to Josh. 23 13 R 0 ,
Num. 33 65 P.
adversaries. Reading O'ilb with Qli, 11, F, ~, ffimg, Stu., Ber.,
Doorn., Mo. (in SBOT.),
Kit., Ehr., in place of ;!! O'"llh. Cf.
Num. 33 oob P o:inN
~ii~ 'and they shall act as your adv·e·r~aries.'
•,• : •,•
-:T:

N·;.;

According to the regular meaning of 0'")~ in Heh., the statement of
;!! can only be rendered 'they shall be to you as sides.' R. V. expands
this into 'they shall be [as thorns] in your sides,' with marg. ref. to
Num. 33 65• Such a sense cannot possibly be inherent in ;!! as the
text stands, though it is legitimate to suppose, with Mo. (Comm.),
Bu., La., that 0'"1'ltS may be the remnant of an original reading
o:i•"l'lt!l 0 1) 1)'!rS a~· :in Num. 33 55 a:
•••

" • !

cf. Josh. 23 13 R 0

• • ! •

•

•

•

W1'
T :

o:i•"l'lt!l t:)t:lbiS 'and they shall be ... ·as a scourge on your sides.'

......

:

.. :'

Delitzsch (Prolegomena, p. 75) compares

o•~~ with Assyr. 1addu, 'net,

snare, trap' ; but this word is not elsewhere found in Heh., and the
improbability of its occurrence here is enhanced by the fact that we
expect to find in this passage (as elsewhere in the speech) a reference
to an earlier warning. Gratz emends 0'?'?~? 'as thorns.'
a trap. The metaphor is that of bird-catching, and the Heh. term
lit. 'fowling instrument,' is commonly parallel to pa!z, i.e.
probably a form of clap-net still employed in Palestine, and bearing

mo#s,
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as the Angel of Yahweh spake these words unto all the children
of Israel, that the people lifted up their voice, and wept. 5. So
they called the name of that place Bochim. J And they sacrificed there to Yahweh.
the same name fa!!, in A.r.: cf. Baldensperger in P EF. Qy. St. 1905,
p. 38. BDB. and Driver on Am. 3 5 explain mo#I as the lure or bait,
a rendering suggested by Am. 3 5 J!! (where the text, however, is
almost certainly at fault*), but impossible in Job 40 24 , 'pierce his
nose with mo!t'Iim,' and in Ps. 64 5 'they tell of hiding mo!?'sim (a
bait or lure is to be displayed not hidden), and inappropriate (to say
the least) in Ps. 18 5, where the m#'sd maweth (II 'nooses of She'ol ')
are a terror and not an attraction. Since the root ya*as is evidently
connected with n#aI 'strike,' the two verbs being variant triliterals
of the biliteral r.:ip, it is probable that m#es denotes some form of
trap in which the release of a spring or support caused the striking
(knocking down or piercing) of the victim.::;
5. Bochim. Meaning 'weepers.' Stu. is probably correct in suggesting connexion with the 'Allon bakhuth, 'oak of weeping,' which
is stated in Gen. 35 8 E to have been 'below Bethel.'
And they sacrificed, etc. C£ note on Bethel, v. 1•

* As the text stands in JI, the passage runsShall a bird fall into a palJ upon the ground,
When there is no m/J!fes for it?
Shall

apalJ spring up from the ground,
Without surely capturing?

It is impossible, however, to think that Amos could have written anything so
awkward as the repeatedpalJ; and as a matter of fact the word is omitted by (Iii
in the first clause : el 1rerre'ira1 6pveov i1rl r1)v yijv 11.vw i~wroO. With this omission
there disappears the necessity of explaining m/J!fiiI as something in the nature of a
lure.
:l: Dr. Driver has privately communicated the following note:-' As to m/JlfeJ,
the last words of my note in Am. p. 158 leave, I fear, an incorrect impression on
the reader: but I have corrected it in Exodus (Camb. Bib.) on 107. It seems to
me to be something like whafwe should call a trigger, with a bait upon it, which,
whether touched by the bird, or pulled by the fowler, caused the trap, or net, to
close upon the bird (cf. the illustration, Am. p. 157). The m/JlfeI certainly was
destructive; but it seems certainly to have acted as a lure to entice to disaster
(Ex. 107, 23 33 , 1 Sam. 18 21); and it is this double aspect of it which suggests to
me that it was the trigger properly, but often spoken of as including the bait upon
it as well. Job. 40 24 suggests that it had a sharp point-possibly it struck the
bird with this : it was sufficient to be the means of catching a bird, but not to
pierce the nostril of the hippopotamus. n"!faJ in.Aram. is to strik,; and hence
the idea that it was a boomerang: cf. BDB. s. v. ~p, : but the view in this article
seems to me doubtful. I see that BDB. under m/J!fiiJ do say "prop. a bait or
lure"; but "prop." seems to me to be wrong ; this is only a secondary idea.'
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EXTERNAL EVIDENCE FOR THE USE OF THE TERMS
'CANA'AN' AND 'THE LAND OF THE AMORITE'
(c£ eh. I 1 note)

For the Egyptians Pe-kanan, i.e. 'the Cana'an,' denoted 'the entire
west of Syria-Palestine' (Breasted, AR. iii. § 87), while the corresponding ethnographical term seems to have been extended beyond
the low-lying maritime region to the population of Western Syria as
a whole, as in the usage of J. The Egyptian term Amor was applied
to the mountainous district of Lebanon.
The early Babylonians, as far back as the time of Sargon of Akkad
(about the end of the fourth millennium B.c.: cf. Introd. p. Jvi, footnote
§), knew Syria and Palestine generally as Amurru.*• In the T.A. Letters
(cir. B.c. 1400) the term Kina!}bi, or Kinagna, Kinabni (t'.e. Cana'an),
is applied to the Phoenician coast-land, while Amurru (the land of the
Amorites) is not applied to Palestine as a whole, but denotes the
'Hinterland' of the northern Phoenicians, i.e. the mountainous district
of the Lebanons, and also, as now appears from the cuneiform
documents recently discovered at Boghaz Keui, the region still
farther east, i.e. the Syrian desert and its surrounding districts, as far
as the border of Babylonia: cf. Winckler in MDOG. xxxv., Dec. 1907,
pp. 25 f. Possibly these facts may have a bearing on the distinction
of usage between J and E ; the former embodying the tradition of
the south which Jay outside the sphere of the Amorites, while the
latter presents the tradition of the northern tribes : cf. Winckler,
GI. i. pp. 52 ff. See further, on the extra-Biblical evidence as to the
usage of the two terms, Jastrow in EB. 638 ff.; Meyer, GA. 2 i.§§ 354,
396; Bohl, KH. pp. 2 ff., 31 ff.; Muller, AE. pp. 177, 205 ff., 218 ff.,
229 ff. ; Weber in Kn. pp. 1132 ff.

$EDEi} AS A DIVINE NAME (cf. eh.

16

note)

,_~,o

The view that, in j,11 1.)1~ Adoni-~edel_-:, j,11
Malki-~edel_-:,
$edel_-: is the proper name of a Cana' anite deity is commonly held, but
the evidence cannot be said to be conclusive. The following occurrences
of $id¼: or $edel_-: in compound proper names may be noticed :
1'0i'11 $idl_-:i-milk on a Phoenician coin, cir. B.C. 449-420, Cooke,
NSI. p. 349 ; Sabaean ';,~j,11 $id¼:i-el, Hommel, Siid-ar. Chrestq,n.
quoted by Cooke, loe. cit.; Aram. l01i'1~ $idl_-:i-Ramman, CIS. ii. 73

* The name Amurru is commonly represented by the Sumerian MAR. TU,
'west land' ; but evidence shows that from the earliest times MAR. TU was
read and pronounced as Amurru among the Semitic Babylonians: cf. Bohl,
KH. pp. 32, 33·
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(le~ers i''l not quite certain), cf. EB. 'Names·,' § 36; Phoenician
'1.::i'lp'l:ir $id\{:i-dakar, quoted by Baethgen, Beitrdge zur Sem. Religionsgesch. p. 128 (without re£ to source); and the following instances from
cuneiform literature quoted by Zimmern in KAT. 3 p. 474: $id\{:a,
king of Ash\{:elon, a contemporary of I;Ieze\{:iah, KB. ii. 91; Rab-$id\{:i
in T.A. Letters, Knudtzon, no. i70 (given as Ben-$id\{:i by Winckler,
no. 125 in KB. v.); $id\{:i-ilu as the name of an eponym, B.C. 764,
cf. Winckler, KT. p. 59 ; $ubi-~id\{:i, Johns, Deeds, no. 6, rev. 3.
From these we can scarcely separate the Israelite ,n,p'lY $id\<:~Yahu or M'i''lY $id\{:i-Yah.
The conclusion that $ede\{: is the proper name of a deity is based
upon a statement of Philo of Byblos that the Phoenicians had a deity
named ~vavK. This writer (quoted by Eusebius, Praep. Evan. i. 10),
in the course of a lengthy account of the Phoenician Pantheon, based
upon information derived professedly from Sanchuniaton, remarks
that 'A1ro .-OVTWV [ AfLVVOr Kal Mayor] ywia·Bai M ,a-rop Kilt ~vavK,
TOVT£CTT<V EVAVTOV Ka£ a[Kaiov. O~TOL T~V TOU aMr xrija-,v ,vpov. Here
~vavK and M,a-rop are shown to correspond to the Heb. words 1ede{l
'justice,' and mesiir 'uprightness.' The statement that these deities
'discovered the use of salt '* seems to indicate no very profound
acquaintance with their origin and characteristics ; and definite
information thus failing us, it is natural to suspect the influence of
Babylonian thought, in view of the fact that for the later Babylonians
kettu t 'justice,' and mesdru 'uprightness' appear as the 'sons' of
Samas the Sun-god (cf. KA T. 3 pp. 224 n 1, 370), a theory which would
seem to imply hardly more than that these attributes were characteristic of Samas, or at most that they might be venerated in connexion with his worship : c£ the manner in which ijammurabi
pictures himself as deriving his legal code, the embodiment of
Justice, directly from Samas. Not very dissimilar are certain statements in the Psalms with regard to Yahweh: 'Righteousness (or Justice,
1ede{l) shall walk before him,' 85 13 ; 'Righteousness (1ede{l) and
J udgment are the foundation of thy throne,' 89 14, cf. 97 2 ; 'Righteous·
ness (1ede{l) and Peace have kissed,' 85 10•
But, granted the existence of a W. Semitic deity $ede\<: §=Bab.
Kettu, the inference by no means follows that, where $ede\{: occurs
" Possibly we may trace connexion with the M~t., n1;.::, 'covenant of salt'
(Num. 18 19 P, 2 Chr. 135), in which ~edelf 'righteousness,' and·mesar 'uprightness' would naturally be involved. Cf. La., ERS. 2 p. 421. Upon the ceremonial
use of-salt in covenants, cf. Gray's note on Numbers loc. cit.

+

Kettu for kentu,
W. Semitic fedelf.

v kdnu=Heb. I':,.

Kettu is the Bab. equivalent of the

§ p'lY, i. e. :;iede¼: or ~iddi¼:, occurs as a masc. proper name in Sabaean
(cf. CIS. iv. no. 287, 11. 2, n, 15, etc.); and this is perhaps to be explained as
contracted from ~~i''lY, a form which we have noticed above as occurring in
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in compound proper names either predicatively or m the genitival
relation, it must refer to this deity. 'Justice ' or 'Righteousness'
sannot have been pictured as the exclusive possession of the son of
Samas, and it is reasonable to assume that the attribute may have
been predicated of other deities. Thus few would dispute that
$id~i-Yahu means, not' Yahu is the god $ede~,' but simply 'Yahu is
righteousness' (i.e. righteous), the name corresponding in form
precisely to I:liz~i-Yahu, 'Uzzi-Yahu, 'Yahu is strength' (strong).
Analogously it may be inferred that $id~i-Ramman denotes 'Ramman
is righteousness.' It would seem to follow, therefore, that where
$ede~ is coupled, not with a proper name, but with an honorific
title such as 'adoni, melekh, or 'el, it is at least as probable that the
meaning intended is' the (unnamed) Lord, King, or God is righteous'
as that we are to find reference to (the god) $epe~ described as
Lord, etc.

THE MEANING OF THE NAME l):IRIATH-ARBA'
(cf. eh.

I 10

note)

The evidence which goes to prove that in l):iriath-arba', i.e. 'City of
Four,' 'Four' is a divine title is as follows. The name naturally
suggests comparison of the Assyrian Arbela between the Upper and
the Lower Zab. The name of this city is written in cuneiform (dlu)
Arba' ilu, '(city) Number Four God.' Here it is beyond doubt that
the numeral Four is employed as a divine name or title. The
inference that l):iriath-arba' is to be explained similarly is strengthened
by comparison of the place-name ,~~,~ r,1~ 'Beth-Arbel' of

.. : -

..

Hos. 10 14 (perhaps situated near Pella on the east of Jordan), where
we find the name Arba-ilu apparently taken directly from the
Assyrian or Babylonian, since the V of the Hebrew V~")~ is wanting.*
Winckler (GI. ii. pp. 39 ff.), who adopts this explanation of l):iriatharba', further explains Be'er-sheba' in like manner as 'Well of Number
Seven God.' Thus fresh light is thrown upon the subject. A god
Sibitti, i.e. 'Number Seven,' was known to the Babylonians at the
period of the First :Dynasty. Thus, for example, we find such uames
Sabaean. It is worthy of observation that, in the inscription cited, the name
stands in close conjunction with Ot:l~~ir.,, i.e. according to Derenbourg,

vi~

)..i"

'Vir Solis' (Ar. l.r~
I Imru-eJ-Jems), to be explained as 'vir Solis
cultor' : cf. discussion in ClS, /oc. cit.

*

Cf. ,~ Isa. 461, Jer.

,P,7, Heb_·· ',!)~.

502, 5144 ,

taken directly from Bab. Mlu=Aram.
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as Warad (ilu) Sibittim, £.e. 'servant of (God) Sibitti': ThureauDangin, Lettres et Contrats de l'lpoque de la j)remiere dynastt"e
Babylonienne, p. 50: cf. further references in Jastrow, RBA. i. p. 173.
The meaning of Four and Seven as divine titles is elucidated by
the welJ-known fact that the name of Sin, the Moon-god, is commonly
written in cuneiform as '(God) Number Thirty,' thirty days being the
conventional length of the lunar month. It is probable that, as
Winckler thinks (op. cit. p. 48), Four and Seven represent different
phases of the Moon-god, the former the four phases of the moon, the
latter the seven-day week as a lunar quarter. Evidence that the
worship of Sibitti extended to the West is to be found in the fact that,
in the list of kings of the West whom Tiglath-Pileser IV. mentions as
paying tribute, the king of Gebal bears the name Sibittibi'l~ i.e.
'Number Seven is lord': cf. Rost, Tiglath-Pileser, p. 26. The
evidence here brought together is based upon the present editor's
note in JTS. xii. pp. 118 f.
THE CONQUEST OF THE NEGEB (cf. eh.

1 16 -17

notes)
The account of the conquest of 'Arad in the N egeb which is given in
Judg. 1 16· 17 cannot be considered apart from the very similar account
which is found in Num. 21 1-3 (J). This latter narrative states that,
during the period of Israel's sojourn in the wilderness, the king of
'Arad advanced against them, apparently because they were encroaching upon his territory, fought against them, and took some of them
prisoners. Israel thereupon vowed a vow that, if Yahweh would
deliver up the Cana' anites into their hand, they would place their
cities under a ban (lzerem), and utterly destroy every inhabitant.
Success attended their arms ; the vow was carried out ; and the name
of the district was thenceforth known as I;Iormah, a name in which
there is ·an assumed connexion with lzerem.
This narrative, which implies a northward advance of Israel from
}$:adesh-Barnea' into the Negeb, is at variance with the preceding
narrative (N um. 20 14· 21 JE), which apparently pictures the whole of
the Israelites as turning southwards from }$:adesh, in order to compass
and avoid the land of Edom. It is also difficult to understand why
an immediate settlement in the conquered territory was not effected
by at least a portion of the Israelites, when the whoie of the Cana' anites
inhabiting it had been put to the sword.
The author of the introduction to Deut., who apparently bases his
information upon E, gives, in 1 41 ·46, an account of a disorganized
attempt made by the Israelites to conquer the Negeb, after the
failure of the mission of the spies, and against the express command
of Moses. This was repulsed by 'the Amorite who inhabited that
hill-country,' Israel being put to the rout, and beaten down 'in Se' ir
as far as I;Iormah.' This narrative corresponds with Num. 14 40-46,
which apparently combines elements from J as weIJ as from E, and
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in which the foe appears not as 'the Amorite,' but as 'the' Amale½:ite
and the Cana'anite' (v. 45 a). No mention is made in Deut. of
Israel's subsequent success, and their extirpation of the inhabitants
of the district ; and we are probably correct in inferring that these
details were not contained in the E source.
The question is further complicated by the account of the conquest
of' Arad which occurs in J udg. r 16·17• Here it is the tribes of Judah
and Sime' on, together with the l):enites, who are related to have
effected the conquest, moving southwards from the City of Palms
(i.e. Jericho) subsequently to the passage of the Jordan under Joshua'.
As in the narrative of N um., however, the origin of the name I;Iormah
is explained by the fact that the Cana' anites inhabiting a city
(previously named ~ephath) were smitten, and the city placed under
the ban and utterly destroyed.
The narratives of Num. 21 and Judg. are obvibusly parallel, and
cannot, as they stand, be reconciled. It is easy to supply a reason
for the occurrence of the narrative in J udg. as a duplicate to that in
Num., viz., the view that the conquest of Cana'an under Joshua was
the first settlement in the land of any of the tribes. of Israel : but, if
the narrative of J udg. be taken to be correct in its present position,
it is not easy to divine why the narrative of Num. should have come
in at that particular place.
Adopting, then, the view that the conquest of' Arad in the Negeb
took place through a tribal movement northward from the neighbourhood of l):adesh, the inference becomes plausible that this movement
was effected, as related in J udg., by the tribes of Judah and Sime' on
in alliance with the l):enites. It is a well-known fact that the tribe of
Judah consisted of ~ixed elements : the genealogy of r Chr. 2
includes among the descendants of Judah the North Arabian tribes
of the l):enites and J era]:ime'elites, and the clan of Caleb which was of
l):enizzite, i.e. of Edomite, origin (cf. Gen. 36 11). Whether or not
these clans originally formed an integral part of the tribe of Judah, it
is clear that so early as the days of David they were regarded as
standing in a very intimate relation to the tribe. In r Sam. 27 7 ft.,
which relates David's stay as an outlaw with Achish king of Gath, we
read that David made pretence to Achish that his occasional raids
were directed 'against the Negeb of Judah, and against the Negeb of
the J era]:ime'elites, and against the N egeb of the l):enites' ; and
Achish remarks to himself with satisfaction, ' He hath made ltis
people Israel utterly to abhor him ; therefore he shall be my servant
for ever.' Again, in r Sam. 30 26· 31 , David s~nds presents 'of the
spoil of the enemies of Yahweh' to the Judaeans of the Negeb,
including the J era]:ime'elites and the l):enites.
If, then, clans which originally inhabited the region south of the
Negeb are subsequently found occupying the Negeb and forming
part of the tribe of Judah, what is more probable than that this
change of locality was effected through conquests gained in the
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Negeb in a movement directly northwards, as is suggested by the
narrative of Num. 21?
We seem, in fact, to be upon the track of a Calibbite tradition,
embodied in the Judaean document J, which originally narrated the
way in which this northward movement was effected by the clan of
Caleb, and probably other kindred clans. It may be conjectured
that this tradition lies at the bottom of the older (JE) narrative of the
spies which is combined with the P narrative in Num. 13 and 14.*
In this older narrative (in contrast to that of P) it is the Negeb only
which is explored ; Caleb is the only spy who is mentioned by name ;
and it is Caleb only who maintains, against the opinion of the other
spies, that the conquest-of the district is quite a feasible undertaking,
in spite of the race of giants-the sons of · Ana½:-inhabiting it :' We can easily go up and possess- it, for we are well able to overcome it' (Num. 13 30 ).
As a matter of fact, the conquest of these sons or clans of· Ana½:
and their cities is directly ascribed to Caleb in Josh. 15 14· 19 =
J udg. 1 20 -10b (in part), 11 -15 from the narrative of J. Is it not, then, at
least a plausible the·ory that the original Calibbite story related that
Caleb, after first spying out the N egeb, then proceeded to go up and
conquer it?
It seems probable that the present form of the combined JE narrative of the spies, which makes the project of conquest fail in spite of
Caleb's protests, is due to the theory that the conquest of any part of
Cana' an did not take place until the country as a whole was invaded
by a combined movement from the east made by the whole of the
tribes under the leadership of Joshua'. This theory, as we have seen,
accounts for the present form of J udg. 1 16-17, which makes the conquest of the N egeb to have been effected through a movement which
took its start from Jericho.
It is the Judaean document J which embodies the Calibbite tradition
in Num. 21: cf. 'the Cana'anite' in v. 1• The Ephraimite E, on the
other hand (which is naturally the principal repository of the Joshua' tradition), from which is drawn the narrative which is found in
Deut. 1 41 •46 ( cf. 'the Amorite' in v. 44), while mentioning the defeat
of the Israelites, knows nothing, or at any rate will have nothing, of
the subsequent victory 'as narrated by J.
Our inference, then, is that clans which went to form the tribe of
Judah (including North Arabian clans then or subsequently embodied
in the tribe) advanced northward from }$:adesh-Barnea'; and, in combination with the remnant of the tribe of Sime'on (which, after a
disastrous attempt to effect a settlement in Central Palestine, appears
to have moved southward: cf. note on 1 3), conquered the territory of
· Arad, and settled down in it, afterwards advancing their conquests

* In Gray's Numbers (ICC,), pp. 13off,, the two narratives of the spies
are arranged in parallel columns, and will be found each to read nearly continuously.
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still farther north, into the country which is known to us later on as
the hill-country of Judah.
If this inference be true, it will help to explain to us a very striking
fact in the later history, viz. the isolation of Judah and Sime' on from
the rest of the tribes. From the Song of Deborah, which celebrates
the great victory over the forces of Sisera, it is clear that an organized
attempt was made on that occasion to unite the tribes of Israel against
the Cana' anites. Ten tribes, including the tribes from the eastern side
of Jordan, are mentioned, either for praise as having taken part in the
contest, or for.blame as having held aloof: Judah and Sime' on alone
remain unnoticed. We must infer, therefore, that at that period they
were so far isolated from the rest of the tribes that they were not even
expected to take part in the common interests of Israel, and therefore
received no call to arms.
This single instance is in itself so striking, that we need do no more
than allude briefly in passing to the fierce rivalry which is pictured as
existing between the men of Israel and the men of Judah in the days
of David (2 Sam. 19 41 ·43 ), and to the fact that the superficial union
between Judah and the rest of the tribes which was effected under
Saul, David, and Solomon, was readily dissolved at the commencement of Rel:10bo' am's reign.

THE ORIGINAL FORM OF J'S ACCOUNT OF THE SETTLEMENT OF THE TRIBES OF ISRAEL IN CANA'AN
Bu. has displayed great skill and critical insight in reconstructing
J's narrative in the form in_ which it may be supposed originally to
have stood : cf. RS. pp. 84 ff. The following reconstruction is
indebted to him throughout, but exhibits in detail such variations as
have been adopted in the notes on the text, with citation of Bu.'s
· readings in the footnotes.
And the children ot Israel enquired of Yahweh,
saying, 'Who shall go up for us first against the
12
Cana'anites to fight against them?' And Yahweh
said, 'Judah shall go up: behold, I have given the
13
land into his hand.' And Judah said to Sime' on his
brother, 'Go 11p with me into my lot, that we may
fight with the Cana' anites, and I also will go up with
16
thee into thy lot.' So Sime' on went with him. And
emended after they came upon Adoni-~ede¼:,a the king of Jerusalem,
and they fought against him, and smote the Cana'anJosh. 101
I6
ites and the Perizzites. And Adoni-sedeka fled; and
they pursued after him, and captu;ed him, and cut
r7
off his thumbs and his great toes. And Adoni-~ede¼:a

Judg.

{

1laflb

a

Bu. 'Adoni-beze~.'
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I 19

after
Josh. 15 63
I 21

{

20.I0b/,l

1
{ 11

{

Josh. 15 14

1 11 after
Josh. 15 15

I 12
{

II Josh. 15 16

{

IIJosh.15 17

{

II Josh. 15 18

I 13

114

1~•
{ 11

Josh. 15 19

I 22

123a

b-l,

said, 'Seventy kings, with their thumbs and their
great toes cut off, used to pick up food under my
table : as I did, so hath God requited me.' And
they brought him to Jerusalem, and he died there.
And Yahweh was with Judah, and he gained possession of the hill-country; for he was not able to
dispossess the inhabitants of the Vale, because they
had chariots of iron. But the Jebusites dwelling in
Jerusalem the children of Judah could not dispossess;
and the Jebusites dwelt with the children of Judah in
Jerusalem, unto this day.
b And they gave l;lebron to Caleb, as Moses had
bidden b : and he dispossessed from thence the, three
sons of · Anal!:, Sheshai, and Al;timan, and Talmai.
And he went up thence against the inhabitants of
Debir. (Now the name of Debir formerly was
l):iriath-sepher.) And Caleb said, 'He that smiteth
l):iriath-sepher, and taketh it, I will give him 'Achsah
my daughter as wife.' And · Othniel, the son of
~enaz, the brother of Caleb, took it : and he gave
him 'Achsah his daughter as wife. And when she
came, he incited her to ask of her father a field : and
she lighted down from off the ass ; and Caleb said
to her, 'What wouldest thou?' And she said to him,
'Give me a present ; for thou hast set me in the land
of the N egeb ; so give me springs of water.' And
Caleb gave her the upper spring and the lower spring.
And I;Iobab the l):enite, the father-in-law of Moses,
went up from the City of Palms with the children
of Judah into the wilderness of Judah which is 'in
the N eg;b of 'Arad'; and he went and dwelt with
the Amalel_-:ites. And the border of the Edomites
was from the ascent of 'Al_-:rabbim,a from the Crag
and upwards. d
And Judah went with Sime'on his brother, and
smote the Cana' anites who inhabited $ephath, and
devoted it to destruction. And the name of the city
was called I;Iormah.•
And the house of Joseph also went up to' Ai : and
Joshua' was with them. . . . • And the house of
Joseph made a reconnaissance at Bethel. (Now the

Bu. 'And to Caleb, the son of .~enaz, there was given an inheritance

among the children of Judah, namely I:Iebron.'

Bu. ' at the descent of' Arad.'
Bu. • to Petra and beyond.'
• Here Bu. is probably right in supposing that the document originally related
the conquest of'Ai, as in Josh. 8.
c-c

d-d
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I 25

2la
2 5b
l 27

{

II Josh.

{

II Josh.

{

II Josh.

17 11.1 2

128

17 13

l 29

16 10

Josh. 17 14

name. of the city formerly was Luz.) And the
watchers saw a man coming out of the city/ and
they laid hold on him,' and said to him, 'Show us,
we pray thee, the way to enter the city, and we will
deal kindly with thee.' So he showed them the way to
enter the city, and they smote the city at the edge of
the sword ; but the man and all his clan they let go.
And the man went to the land of the f.Iittites, and
built a city, and called its name Luz : that is its
name unto this day.
u And the Angel of Yahweh went up from Gilgal
unto Bethel: and they sacrificed there to Yahweh.v
And Manasseh could not dispossess Beth-she'an and
its dependencies, and Ta' anach and its dependencies,
and the inhabitants of Ible' am and its dependencies,
and the inhabitants of Megiddo and its dependencies,
hand the inhabitants of Dor and its dependencies h ;
but the Cana' anites persisted in dwelling in this land.
And when Israel was waxen strong, they impressed
the Cana' anites for labour-gangs, and did not dispossess them at all.
And Ephraim did not dispossess the Cana' anites
who dwelt in Gezer: but the Cana' anites dwelt in the
midst of Ephraim i unto this day/ and became toiling
labour-gangs.
k And the house of Joseph spake unto Joshua',
saying, 'Why hast thou given me but one lot and
one territory for an inheritance, seeing that I am

/-/ Not adopted by Bu. The passage is supplied from (!I;: cf. note ad Zoe.
z-1r This is placed by Bu. at the close of the narrative, after mention of the
settlement of the other tribes.
h-h Bu. follows the order of JI,
For the reasons for the transposition, cf.
note ad loc.
f-f Omitted by Bu.
k The fact that Josh. 1714-18 was originally derived from the J narrative is
clearly shown by the phraseology : cf. Bu. RS. p. 32. That the subject in v, 14&
should be 'the house of Joseph' and not 'the children of Joseph' appears from
v. 17 and from the singulars ,, 'to me,' ,~~, 'and I,' etc., in v. 14h and else-

. -:-

.

where. It is impossible, however, to derive any consistent sense from the
section as it stands in JI. The house of Joseph complain that they have only
received one lot, which is insufficient for their numbers, the extent of this lot
being further diminished owing to the fact that part of it falls in the vale, where
the Cana'anites are too strong to be ousted by them owing to their possession
of iron chariots (cf. Judg. I 10, 43 ). Joshua', in acknowledging the justice of their
protest, recommends them to 'go up' into the forest and cut down for diem~
selves (v. 15), this forest being further described as ,~ 'hill-counu-y:' in ·v. 18 •
That the reference, however, cannot be to any part of the hill-country we~t of
Jordan appears to be clear. The situation presupposed is that the west Jordan
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Josh. 17 16

Josh. 17 17
Josh. I 7 18""
Josh. I 7 16aflb

Num. 32 39

a great people, forasmuch as hitherto Yahweh hath
blessed me? The hill-country doth not suffice for
me : and all the Cana' anites that dwell in the land of
the vale have chariots of iron, both they that are in
Beth-she'an and its dependencies, and they that are
in the vale of Jezre'el.' And Joshua' said unto the
house of Joseph, ' Thou art a great people, and hast
great power: thou sha!t not have one lot only. For
the hill-country of Gile' ad shall be thine : get thee up
into the forest and cut down for thyself there ; since
the hill-country of Ephraim is too narrow for thee.'
1 Then Machir the son of Manasseh went to Gile' ad,
and took it,Z and dispossessed the Amorites that were

country has already been allotted among the tribes, and the house of Joseph
have not found the difficulties of gaining a footing in the portion of hill-country
(in contrast to the vale) allotted to them to be insuperable. Thus Bu. suggests,
with great plausibility, that the hill-country which Joshua' invites them to conquer
is the hill-country of Gi!e'ad, which is appropriately described as iJ/~ forest or
jungle-land: cf. 2 Sam. 18 6.S. 17. As the result of Joshua"s suggestion there
follows the conquest of districts in Gile'ad by different clans of Manasseh, as
described in the passages from Num. given above, which may plausibly be taken
as the continuation of our narrative. If Bu.'s view of the situation be correct,
• Gile'ad' in Josh. 17 18• may be supposed to have been excised by the priestly
redactor of this section of Josh., to whom is due the general dislocation of
the J passage in question. Marks of his hand are to be seen in the plurals v. 14,
'And the children of Joseph spake' (an alteration, noticed above), v. 16•, 'And
the children of Joseph said' (addition necessitated by the dislocation of v.15),

~)~ 'to us' (alteration of '~ 'to me'), in the explanatory 'to Ephraim and to
T

•

Manasseh,' v. 17 , and in the P phrase

1'n~~r-\ •its
T

goings out,' v. 18•.

The

!

main part of this final verse, with its five times repeated '.:J and its apparent
ascription of iron chariots to the Cana'anites inhabiting the hill-country, appears
in its present form to be due to this editor as a weak summary of kis view of the
situation, viz. that what is contemplated is a further extended conquest west of
Jordan. The words of v. 15 t:l'~EliM1 '!iElM yi~:i 'in the land of the Perizzites
and the Rephaim,' which are wanting in l!li, are probably merely a corrupt

r~

1.:J, 'since the hill-country of
doublet of the following -t:l'iEl~ jM 1~
Ephraim is too narrow for thee.'
Bu., to whom is due the merit of this reconstruction, varies in the following
details. Inv. l6a he retains
'to us' of l!!, and reconstructs v. Jllb by the help

~)?

of v. 18b : - ' And the Cana'anites which dwell in the vale I cannot dispossess, since
they are too strong for me. For they have chariots of iron, both they that are
in Beth-she'an,' etc. After v. Isb he adds the words of v. 18•, 'and its goings out
shall be thine.'
t-t

Ji!

~~~?~1

... i'?I?

'?.f

~:J?:l.

l!li, however, Ka.I hropev071 vlos Ma.xELP

.• Ko.i O,.a.fJe1• a.vTfiv, points to the text adopted above, which is favoured by

the singular verb

~i•l

in l!!, and by the parallelism of vv.

41.42.
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therein. And J a'ir the son of Manasseh went and
took the tent-villages thereof, and called them the
tent-villages of Ja'ir. And Nobal:i went and took
l):enath and its dependencies, and called it N obal;i
after his own name. But the children of Israel m did
not dispossess the Geshurites and the Ma' acathites;
but Geshur and Ma' acath dwelt in the midst of
Israel, unto this day.

Josh. 13 13

I 30

Zebulun did not dispossess the inhabitants of
l):itron, nor the inhabitants of Nahalol; but the
Cana' anites dwelt in the midst of them, and became
labour-gangs.
Asher did not dispossess the inhabitants of 'Acco,
nor the inhabitants of ~idon, U:or Mal:ialeb, 0 nor
Achzib, nor Aphi~, nor Rel:iob : but the Asherites
dwelt in the midst of the Cana' anites inhabiting the
land; for they did not dispossess them.
Naphtali did not dispossess the inhabitants of Bethshemesh, nor the inhabitants of Beth-' anath; but they
dwelt in the midst of the Cana' anites inhabiting the
land; and the inhabitants of Beth-shemesh and Beth, anath became labour-gangs for them.
And the Cana' anites P pressed the children of Dan
into the hill-country; for they did not suffer them to
come down into the vale. q So the border of the
children of Dan was too strait for them q; and the
children of Dan went up, and fought with Lesham,
and took it, and smote it at the edge of the sword,
and took possession of it, and dwelt therein ; and
they called Lesham, Dan, after the name of Dan
their father. But the Cana' anites P persisted in
dwelling in Har-1:ieres, in Aijalon, and in Sha' albim:

I 34

Josh. 19 47

I 35

m Possibly the original may here have read 'the children of Manasseh.'
The
reading 'in the midst of Israel' (with reference to the clans of Manasseh) in the
latter half of the verse is favoured by the analogy of l!liL in Judg. 133 which reads,
with reference to Naphtali, Kai KO,TipK'f/lTEV fopa.,x, in place of JI
simply.
Cf. RS. p. 39,
.., ..•

::iw,,

n H~re Bu. supposes a lacuna for the account of the settlements of Benjamin
and then Issachar.

• Bu. reads AJ;ilab, and adds I;Ielbah after Achzib, as in l!!,
" Bu. ' Amorites,' as in JI!.
q-q

Reading

cn,n~
TT-;-

,,::i~
;

,y_~!,

in place of JI

N.~'.~,

Bu., following QI;, reads

Cl~!? 'i''~!~

'so they made the border of their inheritance too strait for them.'
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yet the hand of the house of Joseph prevailed,r and
they became labour-gangs.
So Yahweh left these nations, not expelling them
quickly, only on account of the generations of the
children of Israel, to teach them war.• And the
children of Israel dwelt in the midst of the Cana' anites ; and they took their daughters to themselves
for wives, and their own daughters they gave to
their sons ; and they served their gods.
2. 6-3. 6. Introductz"on to the Hz"story of the Judges.
This section forms the introduction to the Book of Judges as it
left the hand of the main editor (R E 2 ): cf. Introd. p. xxxv. That it is
not homogeneous is clear even from a cursory examination ; but the
analysis is difficult, and scholars are not agreed upon points of detail.
The narrative of the Book of Joshua' is resumed in 2 5-v by repetition of Josh. 24 28 ·31 • The two passages are identical except for small
verbal variations, and for the different order in which the verse occurs
which states that the people (Josh. ' Israel') served Yahweh during
the lifetime of Joshua' and the elders who survived him (in Josh. 24 31
after the mention of Joshua's death, in J udg. 2 7 before it). Critics
are agreed in assigning this section to E, with the exception of
Judg. 2 7 = Josh. 24 31 , which is regarded as editorial. That this verse
should belong to E is demanded, however, by the E narrative in
Josh. 24 16· 24 : cf. especially vv. lSh. 19.2 1. 22 -24• If, according to E, the
people, in response to Joshua''s last appeal, pledged themselves to
serve Yahweh, the narrative of E (upon the assumption that it went
on to relate the history of the Judges: cf. Introd. p. xxxviii) must
have stated that this promise was carried out up to a certain point.
Such a statement is found in J udg. 2 7•
The same conclusion as to the origin of this verse appears to be
demanded by what follows. Judg. 2 10, which forms the natural
continuation of v. 9 in the E narrative, certainly presupposes v. 7 :
cf. especially v. 7, 'who had seen (Josh. 'known') all the great work of
Yahweh which he had wrought for Israel,' with v. 10, 'who knew not
Yahweh nor yet the work which he had wrought for Israel.' To assign
v. 10 as well as v. 7 to the main editor (whether we call him R 0 , or,
according to our theory, RE') seems to be forbidden by the fact that
v. 10 is a necessary link in the introduction to E's narrative of the
Judges, which, as appears below, can be traced in the verses which
follow, and which may be expected to read continuously, since there
is no reason to suppose that RE• felt the need of excising any portion
of it. Moreover, if v. 7 be editorial and not part of E, it is not clear
• Bu. adds ' against the Amorites.'
• Here Bu, adds the list of natiOlls given in 3 3, which we assign to RD,
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how it came to be incorporated both in Josh. and Judg.; for in each
case the editor was presumably drawing directly from the preDeuteronomic work of R 1E.*
The small variations between the two recensions of these verses
may be dismissed in a few words. It is clear from the narrative of
Josh. 24 that 11. 28 was originally intended by E to round off and
conclude the account of J oshua''s last words which precedes; and
for this purpose the statement that 'Joshua' dismissed the people
every man to his inheritance,' is obviously sufficient. In Judg. 2 6,
however, this sentence, which concludes a section of E, is taken by
Ru to introduce what he has to »arrate about the events which
followed the settlement. It may be assumed, therefore, that the
expanded form of v. 6b represents an adaptation due to RE•. The
disappearance from v. 8 of the E phrase, 'and it came to pass after
these things,' which occurs in the corresponding v. 29 of Josh. 24, is
of course due to the fact that the 'things' referred to have no place
in J udg. If J udg. 2 10 be rightly regarded as forming part of E, it
follows that 2 7 is in its original position with regard to its context,
since the connexion between 2 10 and 2 9 cannot be broken. The position of Josh. 24 31 must therefore have been altered by the redactor.t
In the verses which follow, a difference in the point of view is
evident. In vv. 11· 19 Israel's punishment for idolatry is that they are
delivered into the hands of the surrounding nations; as we find, in
fact, to be the case in the narrative of the Judges which follows. In
vv. to.n, however, the punishment consists in Yahweh's refusal to interpose any further in order 'to dispossess any from before them of the
nations which Joshua' left when he died'; obviously meaning the races
still remaining within the land after the settlement of the tribes and
their merely partial conquest. This aspect, then, of Yahweh's relation
to Israel is not strictly apposite to what follows in J udg., in so far as
it cannot have been specially framed in order to introduce the events
which follow in the book; these events, as we have noticed above,
serving rather to illustrate the former point of view.
Moreover, the purpose for which the nations still remaining after
Joshua''s death are here stated to have been left by Yahweh is not
that of 2 11 ·19, where the surrounding nations are employed in order
to punish idolatrous Israel. It is stated in 2 2', 3 1· 4 to be 'in order
* The only solution, upon the assumption of the Deuteronomic origin of the
verse, would seem to be that it may have been inserted in Josh. by a later band
in order to make Josh. 24 28·31 square exactly with Judg. 26·9. The converse
process (insertion from Josh. into Judg.) is excluded by the facts noticed above.
The only reason for the assigning of v. 7 to the editor appears to be the occurrence of the D phrase 'who bad prolonged days' ; but there is no reason why
this phrase should not have been adopted by the D school from E (just as other
phrases, e.g.
other gods,' have been), and in fact it cannot be
proved that the similar phrase 'that thy da,s may prolong themselves' in
Ex. 20 12 did not originally belong to E.
In l!li 8 of Josh. the verse stands in the same position as in Judg.

c•,n~ c•n,~ •
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to prove Israel by them.' The method of' proof,' however, is explained
in two different ways. In 2 22, 3 • it is a religious probation-to test
the adhesion of Israel to Yahweh's precepts ('the ways or commands
of Yahweh'); but in 31. 2 it is explained simply as directed towards
keeping the successive generations of the children of Israel exercised
in the use of arms, and is therefore, it may be inferred, devoid of any
strictly religious purpose. These remaining nations, again, which
form Yahweh's instrument of probation, appear, as mentioned in 3 3,
to be (with the exception of 'all the Cana' anites') surrounding nations,
inconsistently with 2 20· 23 , but in accordance with 2 11 · 19, where it is
these nations that form Yahweh's instrument of punishment. Once
more, 3 6 harks back to the point of view of 2 20-23, and it is the races
within Cana' an with whom the writer is concerned.
Looking once more at 2 11 · 19, the existence in these verses of a duplication of statement can hardly escape notice. Thus v. 13 repeats v. 12,
and vv. 18· 19 are in substance the same as vv. 16 -17• If, however, we
remove one set of duplicates, viz. vv. 12·18- 19, it will be found that the
remainder, with the exception of vv. 14b.B- 15, is nearly identical in
wording with the pragmatic framework of the book as seen in the
introductions to the histories of the various judges. The closeness
of the parallel may best be seen by a comparison with 3 7·9 : 2 11 And the children of Israel did that which was evil in the sight
3 7a And the children of Israel did that which was evil in the sight
2 12 of Yahweh, and they forsook Yahweh
and served the
3 7b of Yahweh, and they forgat Yahweh their God, and served the

2 Ha

38
2

Ba' als and the 'Ashtarts.
Ba' als and the 'Ash tarts.

And the anger of Yahweh was
And the anger of Yahweh was

14a kindled against Israel, and he delivered them into the hand
kindled against Israel,

38

2 14 a

38
2

of spoilers and they spoiled them, and he sold them into
and he sold them into

14a the hand of their enemies round about.
the hand of Cushan-rish' athaim, king of Aram-naharaim : and

38

38

the children of Israel served Cushan-rish' athaim eight years.

2 16

<And the children of Israel cried unto Yahweh,> and Yahweh
39
And the children of Israel cried unto Yahweh, and Yahweh
2 16 raised up judges,
and they saved
3 9 raised up a saviour for the children of Israel, and he saved
2 16 them from the hand of their spoilers.
39

them .•.

This framework 1s due to the main editor, who appears (as has
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been argued in the Introd. pp. xli ff.) to have been a representative of
the later school of E.
The words in 2 14a· 16, which find no parallel in 3 7·9 (' and he delivered
them into the hand of the spoilers and they spoiled them' ; 'from
the hand of their spoilers'), may be by a later hand (D 2 ; cf. 2 Kgs.
17 20); but it is more likely that they belong to RE•, who in referring
to Israel's enemies generally at the commencement of his history,
may be expected to use some emphasis and even repetition (2 14a).
The clause missing in ~' 'And the children of Israel cried unto
Yahweh,' seems necessary to complete the nexus, and has been
supplied in accordance with 3 9 -15, 43, 6 6, 1010.
The verses, however, which appear not to have originally formed
part of this writer's scheme, viz. vv. 12· 14b/l. 15-18-19, are just the verses
which exhibit very markedly the phraseology of Deuteronomy* ; and
we can hardly err therefore in regarding them as ,additions made in
later times by a member of the Deuteronomic school (D 2).
2 20 -3 8 is very difficult to analyse with any certainty.
If, as seems
probable, E's narrative in 2 6·10 is continued by v. 13 (notice E's
expression 'the Ba' als and the 'Ashtarts'), vv. 20-21 form the appropriate
sequence. Notice the opening phrase, 'So the anger of Yahweh was
kindled against Israel,' which has formed the text of the editorial
expansion of RE• in vv14a.16.17,
Of the two ·methods of probation noticed above, that which
consists in religious proving (3 4) may be regarded as due to E (M~? in
this sense is characteristic : cf. CH.JE 192 a). The somewhat awkwardly inserted interpolation 2 22 , which also refers to this religious probation, is marked by its phraseology as Deuteronomic. The alternative
method of probation (' to teach them war,' 3 2") as devoid of religious
purpose, may be judged to be older than the other, and is therefore
probably to be assigned to J. This seems to connect on to 2 23a;
which may very well be the sequel to the J narrative in 1 1-2 5, which
gives a detailed account of the foreign races within Palestine which
the different tribes were unable to expel. Notice the expression
'these nations,' clearly referring to nations just previously mentioned.
The immediate sequel to 3 2a is 3 5a. 5, which relates how Israel settled
down among the Cana' anites, intermarrying with them and adopting
their religious practices (' Cana' anites,' J 's general term for the
inhabitants of Palestine : cf. 1 3 note. Notice also the J phrase
'dwelt in the midst of'). 2 ~3b (back-reference to 2 21 b), and 3 5b (list
of races) exhibit the hand of the redactor of J and E.
The summary of nations' which Yahweh left to prove Israef by
them,' 3 1a. 3, must be due to D 2 : cf. the similar Deuteronomic
summary in Josh. 13 2 ff. Finally, the awkwardly placed explanatory
glosses in 3 lb.!b seem to be due to the latest hand of all (RP).

* Cf. especially the phrases 'go after other gods,' vv_ 12.10, 'vex Yahweh,' v. 12 ,
'as Yahweh had spoken and as Yahweh had sworn to thern,'v. 15•. Cf. CH. 0 85,
91, 107b; phrases of R 0 in Kings in DB. ii. pp. 860 f., nos. 32, 39•
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6. E So Joshua' dismissed the people, RE• and the children
of Israel went E every man to his inheritance RE• to possess the
land. 7. E And the people served Yahweh all the days of
Joshua', and all the days of the elders who outlived Joshua',
who had seen all the great work of Yahweh which he had wrought
for Israel. 8. And Joshua' the son of Nun, the servant of
Yahweh, died, aged one hundred and ten years. 9. And they
buried him within the boundary of his inheritance, in TimnathJ:ieres, in the hill-country of Ephraim, on the north of mount
2, 6. dismissed the jJeojJlf, From Shechem ; where, according to
Josh. 24 1•28 E, they had been assembled by Joshua' to receive his final
charge.

7. the elders. The sheikhs of the various tribal clans who were the
representatives of permanent official authority in matters social and
religious. They appear from the earliest times, both in J (Ex. 3 16-18,
12 21 ) and E (Ex. 17 6·6, 18 12, 19 7, 241. 9-14).
outlived. Lit. 'prolonged days after.' Upon the use of the
phrase in this passage, cf.footnote, p. 53.
who had seen, etc. II Josh. 24 31 'who had known, etc.' So in our
passage <!Ii <'yvwuav, '.ET 'noverant.' The expression 'all the great
work of Yahweh' probably includes (as Mo. notices) not merely the
conquest of Cana' an, but also the wonderful events of the Exodus and
wilderness-wanderings. Cf. Deut. 11 7, where the same phrase is
employed with regard to these latter.
8. the servant of Yahweh. This title, which is only applied to
Joshua' here and in II Josh. 24 29, is very frequently used with reference
to Moses: so in Deut. 34 5, Josh. 1 1 (both E), Josh. 1 13-16, 8 31.33,
0
2
l l 12, 12 6, 13 8, 14 7, 18 7, 22 ·4·5 (all Rn), 2 Kgs. 18 12 (R ), 2 Chr.
3
29
30
6
9
,
~
,
1 ,24 (cf. 'servant of God,' 2 Chr. 24 , Neh. 10
Dan. 9 11 ).
It is applied to David in the headings of Pss. 18 and 36, and to the
nation of Israel in Isa. 42 19 t. Similarly, 'my servant' or 'my
servants' (in Yahweh's mouth), 'his servants' are employed as a
description of the outstanding figures of Israel's history, especially
the prophets, and the idealized representative of Israel in Isa. 40 ff.;
the idea embodied being. that of vocation to a special mission : cf.
the editor's Outlines of 0. T. Theology, pp. 112 ff.
9. Timnath-!zerei. II Josh. 24 30 and 19 60 Timnath-seral;l, doubtless
an intentional metathesis made by a later scribe : cf. note on Harl;leres, eh. I 35• The same alteration appears in a few MSS. of~' and
in '.F, ,SP in our passage.
The site of this city is uncertain. . Christian tradition, as represented by Eusebius and Jerome, identifies it with the Timnah of
Gen. 38n (OS. 261 33 0aµ,va), i.e. the modern Tibneh, ten miles northwest of Bethel. About three miles to the east of Tibneh is Kefr Isua',

2.

IO. II. 12. 13.]
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Ga'ash. 10. And also all that generation were gathered unto their
fathers ; and there arose another generation after them who knew
not Yahweh, nor yet the work which he had wrought for Israel.
1 r. R 82

And the children of Israel did that which was evil in
the sight of Yahweh, [) 12. D 2 and forsook Yahweh the God of
their fathers, who had brought them out of the land of Egypt ;
and they went after other gods, of the gods of the peoples who
were round about them, and bowed themselves down to them ;
and they vexed Yahweh. 13. E And they forsook Yahweh, and
i.e. 'Joshua''s village.' Samaritan tradition, however, claims as the
site the modern Kefr I;Iaris, some nine miles south-south-west of
Nablus, which is said to have been the burial-place of both Joshua'
and Caleb. Cf. Buhl, Geogr. p. 170.
mount Ga'ash. The site is unknown. 'The wadys of Ga' ash' are
mentioned in 2 Sam. 23 30 = I Chr. II 32 ; and these Buhl conjectures
to be the valleys close to Tibneh on the west : Geogr. p. 101.
10. were gathered unto their fathers. Elsewhere the expression
used (in every case in P) is 'gathered unto his kindred' (\1~;,) ;
so Gen. 25 8-17, 35 29, 49 33, Num. 20 24, Deut. 32 50 ; cf. Num. 2713, 31 2•
II. At the end of the verse, J!;l (with the Versions) adds 'and they
served the Ba' als,' a statement which is redundant by the side of
v. 13, and probably represents an early accidental repetition.
12. went after ... round about them. A reminiscence of Deut, 6 14•
the Ba' als. Reading plur. c1,11::i, (cf. v. 11 h J!l) in place of the
sing. ,p;;i?.* The title Ba'al signifie~ •, ~~ner' or 'possessor,' and was
I 3.

applied by the Western Semites to a deity as owner of a special
sphere of influence, whether in the heavens, e.g. Ba'al-zebul, 'owner
of the (heavenly) mansion' (cf. I 5 riote), and, among the Phoenicians
and Aramaeans, Ba'al-shamem, 'owner of the heavens'; or of a
special locality or city where his worship was practised, e.g. Ba'alI;Iermon, and Phoenician Ba'al-$idon, Ba'al-Lebanon, etc. ; or of a
special property, e.g. Ba'al-berith, 'owner of a covenant' worshipped
at Shechem, eh. 8 33, 9 4 ; Ba'al-Gad, the name of a locality where the
Ba'al was worshipped as the god of fortune, Josh. II 17, 12 7, 13 5,
The plur. 'the Ba'als' refers to the different local Ba'als among the
Cana' anites. Upon the use of the title as applied to Yahweh in early
times, cf. the present editor's Outlines of 0. T. Theology, pp. 27 ff.
* Mo. emends 'served the Ba'als, etc.,' into 'burned incense (\it,P,,)
to the Ba'als, etc.,' on the ground that ' , i:ll/ for i.:,.11 with accus. is unexampled.' But, as Bu. rightly remarks, even if the occurrence of the verb with
this constr. in Jer. 44 3 be regarded as a gloss (as by Mo.), the constr. is found
twice over in

1

Sam. 4 9 (probably E) : o::,, \i.:,.y i~N:, C1i.:,.i,

,i:lltn f!l·
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served the Ba'alfs 7 and the 'Ash tarts. 14. RE• So the anger of
Yahweh was kindled against Israel, and he gave them into the
hand of spoilers, and they spoiled them, and he sold them into
the hand of their enemies round about, D • and they were not
Ba'al being thus not the proper name of a deity, but a title applied
to many local Cana' anite deities, it is impossible to define any special
characteristic which may have been common to all. We can only
infer from such passages as Hos. 2 5.s. 12 (7- 10.1 4 11?) that the Ba'als were
commonly regarded as the givers of agricultural fertility, and were
therefore worshipped in a round of agricultural festivals: cf. eh. 9 27 •
This view is confirmed by the common connexion of the Ba'als with
the 'Ashtarts, on which see note following.

the 'Ashtarts. The local forms of the goddess 'Ashtart. The
vocalization 'Ashtoreth, which meets us everywhere in ffl, is an
intentional alteration made by the introduction of the vowels of
b"ti'1eth, ' shame' or 'shameful thing,' in order to indicate that this
word is to be substituted in reading. ()Ji, however, always renders
~ Aurapr1J, which doubtless nearly preserves the true pronunciation.*
The same substitution of the vowels of Mseth has been made in
Malech for Melech, 'king,' the god in whose worship the Israelites
made their children to pass through the fire ; and the word Mseth is
substituted for Ba'al in Hos. 9 10, Jer. 3 2\ I I 13, and in the proper
names Ishbosheth, Mephibosheth, Jerubbesheth : cf. note on 'J erubba' al, eh. 6 32•
There can be no doubt that a principal (if not the principal) conception embodied in the Cana' anite 'Ash tart was that of the mothergoddess, to whom was due the fecundity of nature. This may be
inferred from the expression 'a'1t•nJth 1onikhii, i.e. either the 'breeding
ewes' or 'the ojfspn'ng of thy flock,' Deut. 7 13, 28 us. 51 t ; and also
from the special characteristics of the numerous small figurines,
apparently of this goddess, which ·have been unearthed in the excavation of city-sites in Palestine: cf. Driver, Sehweieh Lectures, pp. 56 ff.;
Vincent, Canaan, eh. iii.; TB. ii. pp. 81 ff. Whether the ~dhesim and
~dhesiJth, i.e. the temple-prostitutes of both sexes belonging to the
Cana' anite religion, were specially devoted to the service of 'Ashtart
is not certain. The Bab. !star, however, had her female prostitutes,
who bore the title /jadistu or !Jan·mtu: cf. KAT. 3 p. 423.
Old Testament writers seem to regard 'Ashtart as specially a
Phoenician deity: so I Kgs. 1 I 5-33, ''Ashtart the goddess of the
$idonians': c£ 2 Kgs. 23 13• Her worship was, however, very widely
diffused among the Semites. She is the Bab. !star, the one goddess

* An original 'Ashtart may have come to be pronounced 'Ashtarath or
'Ashtereth.

i1;1;1~¥~

Be•eshterii for

il?J;l~f

M'~ Beth-'Eshtera in Josh.

probably preserves one original form of the name.
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able any more to stand before their enemies. 15. Whithersoever they went out the hand of Yahweh was against them for evil,
as Yahweh had spoken, and as Yahweh had sworn to them; and
they were in sore straits. 16. RE• <And the children of Israel
cried unto Yahweh,) and Yahweh raised up judges, and they saved
who holds her position as it were in her own right, and not merely as
the somewhat shadowy consort of a god. Different localities in
Babylonia were famous for the worship of !star, who thus appeared,
under various localized forms, as the !star of Erech, of Nineveh, of
Arbela, etc. The principal aspects under which she was regarded
were as the goddess of war (she is spoken of as Mlit ta!;azi, 'mistress
of battle,' and her chief epithet is *an'ttu, 'warrior': see references in
Muss Arnolt's Diet., and, for a representation of the goddess under this
aspect, TB. ii. p. 80) and goddess of love or mother-goddess (cf._Herodotus' statement (i. 131. 199) that the Assyrians called her MvA1T..a,
i.e. muallidat, 'she who causes to bear'). This latter aspect of the
Cana' anite 'Ashtart we have already noticed : of the existence of the
former in Cana' an we have no evidence ; though it may be noticed
that the Philistines, after their victory over Israel and the death of
Saul, hung Saul's armour in the temple of 'Ash tart ( 1 Sam. 31 10 ).
The plur. iJtarati came to be used in Babylonian in the general sense
'goddesses' (a point of resemblance to the Heh. plur. 'Astaroth);
and even the sing. !star is sometimes employed to denote 'goddess,'
alongside of ilu, 'god,' especially in the penitential psalms : cf. z'lsu
u t'starsu zenu i'ttisu, 'his god and his goddess are angry with him' :
Muss Arnolt, s.v. istarn.
The same deity is seen in the Sabaean 'Athtar, the Aram. 'Attar,
and in the Moabite compound form 'Ashtar-Chemosh. With regard to
'Athtar, Barton (Semitic Origins, pp. 123 ff.) has made out a plausible
case in proof that the mother-goddess came to be transformed into a
male deity; but his argument that the same phenomenon is to be
observed in the Moabite deity (only mentioned once in Mesha''s
inscription, I. 17) is not equally convincing: cf. op. cit. pp. 141 ff.

15. Whithersoever they went forth. Sc. to battle. So Le Clerc
' quamcumque expeditionem aggrederentur' ; Mo. 'in every campaign,' and similarly Stu., Bach., Bu., La. For ~'ll' 'go forth' in this
military sense, cf. eh. 5 4, 2 Kgs. 18 7, Deut. 28 25•
as Yahweh had spoken, etc. Cf. Deut. 28 25, and, generally, the whole
tenour of that chapter.
16. And the chz'ldren of Israel cn'ed unto Yahweh. This clause is
not found in 1!! or Verss., but forms elsewhere a regular element in
the pragmatic scheme of RE 2 , and can scarcely be dispensed with in
the present connexion. Cf. introd. to the section.
;udges. The two verbs sapha{ 'judge,' and hosia' 'save,' are used
interchangeably by RE 2 with reference to Israel's deliverers.

6o
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17. 18. 20. 21.

them from the hand of their spoilers. 17. But even unto their
judges did they not hearken ; for they went a whoring after other
gods, and bowed themselves down to them : they turned aside
quickly from the way wherein their fathers had walked, obeying
the commandment of Yahweh: they did not do so. 18. D' And
when Yahweh had raised up judges for them, Yahweh would be
with the judge, and would save them from the hand of their
enemies all the days of the judge: for Yahweh would be moved
to pity because of their groaning by reason of them that crushed
and oppressed them. 19. But when the judge died they would
turn back, and deal more corruptly than their fathers, in going
after other gods to serve them and to bow themselves down to
them : they did not let fall any of their practices or of their
stubborn way. 20. E So the anger of Yahweh was kindled against
Israel, and he said, ' Because this nation have transgressed my
covenant which I commanded their fathers, and have not
hearkened to my voice, 2 r. I also will no more expel any from
before them o( the nations which Joshua' left when he died':
a,nd they saved th,m. (!Ji real <'o·w<TEV alrrovs Kvpios. Possibly
original (so La.); cf. v. 18, where Yahweh is similarly subject of the
verb.

17. wmt a whoring. A frequent metaphor for intercourse with
other deities and unfaithfulness to Yahweh. So again in eh. 8 27- 83•
tltey turned aside quickly, etc. For the phrase, cf. Ex. 32 8 (E ?),
Deut. 9 12.1 6.
18. would be with, etc. The verbal sequence in the Heb., in this
and the following verse, describes what happened on repeated
occasions.
would be moved to pity. R. V. 'for it repented the Lord' _does not
adequately express the sense of the verb. Cf. the use of the same
verb ( Oi:,?) in eh. 2 r 6·16, Jer. 1 5 8, Ps. 90 13•

a<>, have transgressed my covenant. I.e. the divine constitution
given to Israel by Yahweh at I;Ioreb or Sinai, upon the basis of which
(i.1, upon condition of the faithful performance by Israel of the
ordinances of the constitution) Yahweh undertook to make Israel his
peculiar people. The two sides of the covenant are tersely summarized in Deut. 26 17•19•
21. left wJt1n he- died. Lit. 'left and died.' The Heb. constr. is
very peculiar. <!Ii, in place of 110'1\ 'and died,' reads 111 rfi -yii· real
alf>ijrcrv (in connexion with the verse following Toii ,rnpa<Ta& re.T.X.).
Here Iv rj -yii is most likely only an insertion explanatory of the
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2 2. D in order to prove Israel by them, whether they would
keep the way of Yahweh to walk rtherein1, as their fathers kept it,
or not, 23. J So Yahweh left these nations, not expelling them
quickly, RJE and did not give them into the hand of Joshua'.

3. 1. o• Now these are the nations which Yahweh left to prove
Israel by them, RP even all who had not experienced all the wars
of Cana'an ; 2. J only on account of [) the generations of the
preceding

1mTEAnr£11 :

but 1Ca1 &tflijico =M!~!, i.e. the opening word of

v.23 'and

(Yahweh] left,' which must have stood in immediate connexion with v. 21 before D 2 ' s insertion (v. 21 ) was made. It is possible,
therefore, that D 2 took up this word to introduce his insertion
(meaning perhaps to write 0'.,1'~:!), and explained 'So he left them

in order to prove Israel,' etc. This may then be supposed to have
become subsequently corrupted into nr.i1~ in ,i. Such a repetition by
an editor of the words of the older source as the text of his expansive
comment is seen in Rn•: 'So the anger of Yahweh was kindled
against Israel'; a statement which introduces vv. 14· 16-17 prior to the
occurrence of the same phrase in v. 20 E.
La. emends n~!! for nb:!, and connects the verb closely with the
preceding sentence : 'que Joshue a laisse subsister "en repos"' ; but
this is scarcely possible.
22. therein. Reading sing.
in place of JI;! plur. c~.

;:):ii

with some MSS. and 6:, JL, l:T, 16,

3, 2. on account of the genel'ations, etc. I.e. the generations successive to the one which had been responsible for gaining the first
footing in Cana' an ; as is explained by RP's gloss, 'such namely as
formerly knew nothing thereof.' The text adopted is that of&, 7r).1711

/M

Tar j'£V£1lS

vlrov Iupar,.A.

IC,1',).,

So JL.

JI;! inserts

np"!

after

il!I?~,

and this can only be rendered with ,SF, t!t, R.V. 'only that the generations of the children of Israel might know' ; what they were to know
being left to be understood inferentially from the context, viz., the art
of war, as the following sentence states. But the constr. 'that they
might know (sc. war) to teach them war' is impossibly harsh, and
the fact that np:i 'to know' is omitted by 6: points to its beiiag
merely an erroneous dittography of ni'i'IJ 'generations' (so Oort, No.,
Kit., Ehr.).
Mo. (and so Bu.) would prefer to read J1r-!_ instead of n4,;'I, arid
to regard cir.,~~ as a gloss on the former word, thus obtaimng the
text nr.in,r.i ~ttii-" 13:;i nl."I WI?~ i,, 'merely in order that the children ~/'1~ra;l •~igh~ h~;e -;x'peri~nce of war.' This of course
I
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children of Israel, to teach them war, RP such namely as formerly
knew nothing thereof:-3. D 2 the five lords of the Philistines,
and all the Cana'anites, and the $idonians, and the· fJ:Iittites 1
dwelling in mount Lebanon, from mount Ba'al-l:Iermon unto the
simplifies the passage, and says all. that is required to convey the
writer's meaning; but it may be doubted whether we are justified in
so far altering the text against the evidence of <!Ii, which gives us a
quite comprehensible construction.
knew nothing thereof. Lit. 'had not known them.' The 'them'
refers to RP's previous 'all the wars of Cana' an' in v. 1 ; and he uses
the plur., regardless of the fact that the sing. 'war' intervenes in the
old source (v. 2• ).
3. the five lords of the Philistines. The rulers of the five principal
Philistine cities are always distinguished by the title siren-a title
never used in any other connexion. Tlie word is not, so far as we
know, susceptible of a Semitic derivation; the old view (c£ Ges.
Thes.) that it is the same as the Heh. siren, 'axle' of a wheel
( 1 Kgs. 7 30, and in the cognate languages), and that the princes are
so called as being, as it were, the axles or pivots of the state, being
both unlikely in itself, and also (presumably) precluded by the fact
that we do not find the title used elsewhere among the Hebrews or
other Semitic peoples.
This being so, it is likely that the title may be of native Philistine
origin. ,SP
i![: 'Ji~ rendet rupavvoi, and it is thus a plausible
conjecture that siren is simply rupavvos reproduced in a Hebraized
form. (!Ji renders uarpan-ai, uarpa1rE1ai, apx.ovTEs (most usual in <!li 8 ),
and urpaTf/yo{ (once); 11', satrapae, reguli, principes.
Upon the Philistines and their origin, c£ Introd. xcii ff.
the Qittites dwelling in mount Lebanon. 3'!I and all Verss. 'the
l:livvites.' In Josh. 11 3 we find mention of 'the l:livvites under
l:lermon in the land of Mi~pah.' In this latter passage (!Ji 8 reads
'l:littites,' making the opposite change (l:livvites for I;Iittites) in the
list of races dwelling in the central hill-country of Palestine which
immediately precedes. In other passages in which the I;Iivvites are
mentioned in such a way that they can be more or less definitely
localized, they appear as inhabitants of Central Palestine : so in
Gen .. 34 2 (P) the term is used of the Shechemites, and in Josh. 9 7 (J)
of the Gibe' onites. Thus, in both passages where I;Iivvites are
mentioned in 3'!! as dwelling in the neighbourhood of Lebanon and
I;Iermon,* modern scholars take the view that the true reading should
be I;Iittites (1nm, may easily have been-confused with 'lMi'l; cf. (!Ji 8

l.Jo~,

* 'The land of Mi~pah '. in Josh. II 3 seems to be the same as • the valley
(Heb. bifii) of Miweh' in v. 8 ; i.e. probably the southern portion of the great
plain between the two Lebanons now called el-Buljca' in Ar.: cf. Warren in
DB. iii. p. 402.

3. 5.)
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entry of I;lamath. 4. E And they served to prove Israel by them,
to know whether they would hearken to the commandment of
Yahweh, which he commanded their fathers by the hand of
Moses. 5. J And the children of Israel dwelt in the midst of
the Cana'anites, RJE the I:littites, and the Amorites, and the
i>erizzites, and the I:livvites, and the Jebusites. 6. J And they
took their daughters to themselves for wives, and their own
daughters they gave to their sons; and they served their gods.
in Josh. II 3 ). The f.[ittite principalities extended as far south as
~adesh in the neighbourhood of the Anti-Lebanon (c£ Introd. p. xcix);
and it is likely that f.[itiite clans may have penetrated into the Lebanondistrict, which is ideally reckoned as part of the promised land.
from mount Baal-J:[ermon ... J:[amath. The northern extremity
of Israel's inheritance, which still remained unconquered after the
campaigns of Joshua', is described in Josh. 13 6 (RD) as 'all Lebanon
eastward [sc. of the land of the Gebalites], from Baal-Gad under
mount f.[ermon unto the entry of f.[amath.' Josh. II 17, 12 7 (RD)
mentions Ba' al-Gad as the extreme northern limit of the territory
subdued by Joshua'. Here Ba' al-Gad is probably the same as Ba' alI:Iermon, and this is supposed to be the modern Banyas (Greek Paneas,
OS., 217 40 ; in N. T., Caesarea Philippi), a grotto near the sources of
the Jordan where the ancient worship of Gad was superseded in later
times by the worship of Pan; cf. Rob. BR. 3 iii. pp. 409 ff. f.[amath,
frequently mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions as Amattu or
ljammatu, is the modern Barna, situated on the Orontes about II5
miles north of Damascus. 'The entry of f.[amath' is mentioned
several times as the ideal northern limit of the kingdom of Israel
(Num. 13 21, 34 8 ; Josh. 135, I Kgs. 8 66 =2 Chr. 7 8, 2 Kgs. 14 25, 1
Chr. 13 6, Am.6 14, Ezek. 47 20,48 1 t); probably because it represented
the actual northern limit of the kingdom as Solomon inherited it
after the conquests of David ( 1 Kgs. 8 65 ), and as it was regained in
later times through the victories of Jerobo' am n. (2 Kgs. 14 25 ). It is
doubtless (as Rob. BR. 3 iii. p. 568, points out) the northern extremity
of the pass between the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon ranges. The
descriptions here and in Josh. 13 6 are obviously intended to cover
all the Lebanon-district from south to north. C£ Introd. p. xcix,
footnote i,
5. the Cana'anites, etc. To the term 'Cana' anites' used by J as a
general designation of the inhabitants of Cana' an (c£ 1 3 note) R 1E
adds the catalogue of races which, when complete, enumerates the
'seven nations' of Cana' an: cf. Deut. 7 1, Josh. 3 10, 24 n.* Here the
Girgashites are missing. On the races mentioned, c£ references in
Index.
" Driver, on Deut. 7 l (ICC.), gives a conspectus of all the passages in which
the enumeration occurs, noticing the order and omissions.
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J. 7-11. 'Othniel
This narrative exhibits throughout the characteristic phraseology
of RE 2 's pragmatic scheme. Indeed, RE' appears to have possessed
no further information than the names of the oppressor and deliverer,
and the length of the periods of oppression and subsequent peace.
The name Cushan-rish' athaim, signifying 'Cushan of double wickedness,' or, as we might say, 'the double-dyed barbarian,' excites
suspicion; l¼nd, if genuine, can scarcely be preserved in its original
form. The subjugation of Cana' an by a kingdom so remote as that
of Mesopotamia might have been expected to have left further traces
than we here possess: and it is strange that the deliverer from this
foe from the north-east should have been found in a ~enizzite from
the extreme south; a member of a clan whose connexion with the
northern and central tribes of Israel appears at this time to have been
of the slightest (cf. pp. 44 ff.). Hence many critics have supposed
that the editor was altogether without authentic information, and, in
order to fill up a blank in his scheme of history, chose the name of
'Othniel, which had the advantage of being well known, and, at the
same time, of giving a Judge to Judah. Such an hypothesis does not
explain the origin of Cushan-rish' athaim, a name which can scarcely
be the product of mere invention.
Of the attempted explanations of this name which have been put
forward, the most plausible is that suggested by Ball (ET. xxi. Jan.
1910, p. 192), who compares the Kassite name Kashsha-rishat (cf.
Ranke, Early Babylonian Personal Names, p. 244, n.7). The Kassites
were foreign invaders of Babylonia, probably from Elam and the
farther East, who founded the Third Babylonian Dynasty, which
lasted from cir. B.C. 1760 to cir. u85: cf. Introd. p. !xv. Their name
appears in cuneiform as Kassu; and there can be little doubt that
this is the Heb. l!i~::i Kt2s (Cush) mentioned in Gen. 10 8 as the
'father' of Nimrod, whom the writer regards as the founder of
civilization in Babylonia.* The name Kashsha-rishat happens, in
the occurrence cited, to belong to a woman; but both elements in
the name are familiar in other names, both masc. and fem. Thus
the element Kash is seen in Kash-tiliash, which occurs twice among
the king-names of the dynasty. Such a name would have been
represented in Heh. as 11~'Tl!i~ or nrp1!-l!i~::i, and would thus
readily have lent itself to the jesting modification which is found
in J!l, As Ball remarks, 'on any computation, the period of the

* The passage belongs to J; and it is probable that tbis writer's Kus is uncon•
nected with the l;Iamitic Kus of Pin v.6, Cf. Skinner(Genesis, ICC., p. 208), who
remarks that 'it is conceivable that in consequence of so prolonged a supremacy,
Ka!! might have become a name for Babylonia, and that J's knowledge of its
history did not extend farther hack than the Kassite dynasty. Since there is no
reason to suppose that J regarded Kas .as J:Iamitic, it is quite possible that the
name belonged to his list of Japhetic peoples.'
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7. RE• And the children of Israel did that which was evil
in the sight of Yahweh, and forgat Yahweh their God, and served
the Ba'als, and the r' Ash tarts 7. 8. And the anger of Yahweh was
kindled against Israel, and he sold them into the hand of
Cushan-rish'athaim, king of Aram-nabaraim : and the children of
Judges, that is to say, the period of the settlement of Israel in
Canaan, falls within that of the Cassite or "Cushite" domination in
Babylonia. Although nothing is known at present of any expedition
westward on the part of these Babylonian Cushites, it is quite possible
that the story of Cushan-rish' athaim's oppression of Israel may preserve an· indistinct memory of such an historical episode.'*
The only other suggestion as to Cushan-rish' athaim which needs
be noticed is that proposed by Klostermann (GVI.p.119), who, working
upon the suggestion of Gra. that Aram should be Edom (confusion
of Ci~ and
as in 2 Sam. 8 12-13, 2 Chr. 20 2, 2 Kgs. 16 6 : in this
case 'naharaim' must be regarded as a later gloss ; notice its omission in v. 10), supposes that there may have been an Edomite king
named Cushan,t and that rish'athaim may represent an original rosh
hat-temani, i.e. 'chieftain of the Temanites' (C'T,Vt!li from '?12'!:),:Jeh).

c,~

This king, he thinks, may be identical with 'I;Iusham (C~~) of the
land of the Temanites' mentioned in Gen. 36 34• This· view is
favoured by Marquart, Fundamente israelt'tischer und jiidischer Geschichte, p. 1 l ; Cheyne, EB. 969 ;. and (as regards the emendation
'Edom ') by La. Granted that the emendations based upon the
proper name are highly precarious, it is at any rate possible that an
encroachment upon southern Palestine by the Edomites may have
occurred at this period ; and, if so, the deliverer might naturally be
found in a clan (the }5:enizzites) which was allied to or incorporated
with the tribe of Judah.
3, 7. the'Ashtarts. Reading n\;J:tci.l/i1
with two MSS. and F ('the
T ! - T

'Ash tarts' are regularly mentioned elsewhere by E or RE 2 in connexion
with 'the Ba'als': cf. 2 13,10 6, 1 Sam. 74, 12 10) in place ofJ!! n\"1ci~i1
•• -:T

'the 71.sheroth.' The plur. of 'Ash era (on which cf. eh. 6 25 note) is
usually 'Asherim (nineteen occurrences); while 'Asheroth is only
found twice besides: 2 Chr. 19 3, 33 3•
8. Cushan-rish'athaim. See introduction to the section. A similar
distortion of the name of an enemy in order to cast ridicule upon him
* In the passage cited by Ball from the T.A. Letters which appears to connect
KaJwith Na!Jrima (i.e. the Biblical Aram-naharaim), 'as by rights belonging to
the Pharaoh's empire' (according to Winckler's reading in KB. v. I8r, I. 35:
·cf. also KAT,3 195), the mention of KaJ cannot be substantiated, since the actual
reading is Ka-pa-si: cf. Knudtzon, Dieel-Amarna Tafe/11, 288, 1. 36.
Cf. the use of Cushan as a tribal name parallel to ' the land of Midian' in
Hab. 37.

+
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IO, II.

Israel served Cushan-rish'athaim eight years. 9. And the children
of Israel cried unto Yahweh, and Yahweh raised up a saviour for
the children of Israel, and he saved them, to wit 'Othniel the son
of ~enaz, Caleb's Re younger RE• brother. 10. And the spirit of
Yahweh came upon him, and he judged Israel; and he went
forth to war, and Yahweh gave into his hand Cushan-rish'athaim,
king of Aram; and his hand prevailed against Cushan-rish'athaim.
And 'Othniel the son of
1 r. And the land had rest forty years.
~enaz died.
is probably to be seen in the Aram. name s~:m, Isa. 7 6, properly
Tab'el, i.e. "El is wise' (cf. Tabrimmon, 'Rimmon is wise,' 1 Kgs.
1 5 18 ), but vocalized by ffl as Tab'al in order to suggest to Jewish
readers the Heh. meaning 'good for nothing.' Other instances of a
like perversion are perhaps to be seen in Zeba]:i and $almunna
(eh. 8 6 note), and Adoni-beze¼: (eh. 1 ° note).
Aram-naharaim. 'Aram of the two rivers,' mentioned elsewhere,
Gen. 24 10 (J), Deut. 23 4 ( 5 1!!), 1 Chr. 19 6, Ps. 60 titlet. The two
rivers (if the dual form be correct) are the Euphrates and possibly the
Chaboras (Heh. I:Iabor, 2 Kgs. 17 6, 18 11 ). The land of Nal}rima or
Narima is repeatedly mentioned in the T.A. Letters, and the same
designation is found in the Egyptian Naharin, which seems to have
been used of the district both east of the Euphrates and west as far as
the valley of the Orontes: cf. Muller, AE. pp. 249 ff. Possibly, as Mo.
suggests, the dual form in Heh. may be a later artificiality (cf. riSl!i~i'
for tl~~~i'.), and the original form may have been a plur. N'h~rim:
'Aram of the rivers,' i.e. the upper watershed of the Euphrates.*
R. V. 'Mesopotamia' (as eJiA\ '.El') is too wide, since this term appears
to have been used by the Greeks to cover the whole vast district
between the Euphrates and Tigris : cf. references cited by Mo.
9. 'Othniel, etc. Cf. I 13 notes.
10. And the sjJin't of Yahweh came upon him. The divine incentive
to deeds of superhuman valour. The same expression is used of
Jephtha]:i in eh. 11 29, and, with emphatic and pictorial description of
the force of the divine access, of Gideon_, 6 34 (it 'clothed itself in
him'), and Samson, 13 26 (it 'began to impel or smite him'), 14 6-19, 1514
(it 'rushed upon him' : the same verb 1ala!_z is used of the rapid
onslaught of fire in Am. 5 6).
judged Israel. Avenged and vindicated them, as the verse goes
on to relate.
11. forty years.
I.e. for a whole generation : cf. Introd. p. !iv.

* The reason adduced by Mo. (followed by Cooke), viz. that there is no trace
of a dual form in the Egyptian Naharln, is based on the argument of W. M.
MUiler, AE. pp. 251 f. In EB. 287, however, the same authority states that
the form might equally well be read as Naharen, i.e. a dual form.
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3.

12-30.

Ehud.

An ancient narrative is introduced by RE 2 in vv. 12-1°•, in which
we find the editor's characteristic phraseology combined with
material derived from his source. RE• also closes the narrative
in his usual manner in v. 30• That the old narrative is not a unity,
but combines elements derived from two sources, was first recognized
by Winckler (Alttest. Untersuehungen, pp. 55 ff.); and this view is also
taken by Mo., Bu. (Comm.), No. The most striking evidence for
this is found in vv. 18· 20• In v. 19b • Eglon is surrounded by his retinue,
and Ehud manages to gain a private interview by ~tating that he has
a secret communication (inO iJ1) to make to the king, thus securing
the dismissal of the bystanders. In v. 20, however, Ehud comes in
unto him (, 1,~ ~J), apparently from outside, and finds him sitting
alone in his roof-chamber ; whereupon he announces that he is the
bearer of a divine communication (C 1 i1SK iJ1). Having noticed
this indication of a double narrative, we can scarcely fail to observe
that v. 19• interrupts the connexion between v. 18 and v. 19b. Clearly
Ehud, after dismissing his own retinue (11. 18), at once takes steps to
secure a private audience (v. 19b). If v. 19• were really part of this
narrative, we should expect 11. l9b to be introduced by the statement
that he re-entered the king's presence. As the narrative stands, the
sequence is somewhat abrupt. The natural sequence to v. 19• is v. 20•
This, when directly connected with v. 19•, may have run 7Soi1 SN NJ''
'And he came in unto the king.'
Other traces of a double source may be seen in v. 22b by the side of
v. 23•, and in v. 28 following upon v. 27 • In v. 27 Ehud musters his forces,
and we are told that 'they went down with him from the hill-country'
into the Jordan valley. In v. 28 he invites them to come down, only
then explaining the purpose of the muster; and we are again told
that 'they went down after- him.' Traces of two accounts of Ehud's
escape have been supposed to exist in v. 26 ; but these are not so
obvious.
Beyond these points, it is difficult to discover further indications
which might aid in discrimination of the sources ; and phrases peculiarly characteristic of either J or E do not happen to occur in the
narrative. Bu. (RS.) notices that the verb i'10i10ni1 'tarry' in v. 26 is
confined to J when it occurs in the Pent;t~~ch. (Gen. 19 16, 43 10 ;
Ex. 12 39 ). Rather more significant as a mark of J is the expression
in v. 28 which relates the holding of the fords of the Jordan against
Moab, as compared with eh. 12 6•:
J~,o, l'Wi1 nliJllO n~
,,:i,1,
c,,~K,
r,,,;, n,iJllO n~ ,v,, ,:i,,,

,,.:i,,

C£ als6 eh. 7 24 (also J), as emended in our text, nK c;,S
l'li 1i1 n\i:Jl)O. Here the use of the , as a kind of dativus ineommodi
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12.

I 2. RE• And the children of Israel again did that which
was evil in the sight of Yahweh: and Yahweh strengthened 'Eglon
king of Moab against Israel, because they had done that which
was evil in the sight of Yahweh. 13. And he gathered unto him
the children of 'Ammon and 'Amalel5-; and went and smote
Israel; and fltook possession of the City of Palms. 14. And the

('against' or 'to the detriment of') is rather striking. It must be
acknowledged, however, that criteria upon which to base a detailed
analysis are wantfng; and nothing can be affirmed with even approximate certainty as to the composition of the narrative beyond
the fact of the existence of a few fairly clear indications that two
sources have been employed. The old narrative as a whole is therefore marked in the text as JE.
3. 12. Yahweh strengthened 'Eglon. The same verb (/:tizz#:) is
used in Ezek. 30 24 ofYahweh's 'strengthening' the arms of the king
of Babylon as an instrument of punishment.
13. 'Amalelf. A marauding Bedawi people dwelling in the south of
the Negeb (Num. 13 29, 14 25 RJE. 43-45 JE), in the neighbourhood of the
~enites (eh.1 16 note, l Sam. 15 6) and the tribe of Sime' on (1 Chr. 4 13).
Israel is related (Ex. 17 8 ff. E, Deut. 25 17·19 ) to have first come into
conflict with them soon after the Exodus upon arriving at Rephidim,
which must have been close to I;Ioreb or Sinai-a fact which tells in
favour of the location of the holy mountain somewhere in the neighbourhood of ~adesh-Barnea' in the south of the Negeb: c£ note on
eh. 5 4. David, whilst dwelling at $i¼:Iag in the Philistine country,
made forays against the 'Amale¼:ites ( 1 Sam. 27 8 ), and suffered reprisals
in his turn (1 Sam. 30). 3!l in eh. 5 14, 12 15 suggests that 'Amale¼:ites
may at one time have been found in Central Palestine ; but c£ note
on the former passage. The 'Amalel~ites are again mentioned as
invading Israelite territory during the period of the Judges in
eh. 6 3-33, 7 12, where they appear in conjunction with the Midianites
and ' all the children of the East,' nomadic peoples like themselves
with whom it is natural to find them associated. In the present
narrative there is no further allusion to 'Ammon or 'Amale¼: ; and it is
possible that RE 2 may have amplified the account of the invasion by
the addition of the names of these peoples. Ni:ildeke (EB. 128)
suggests that 'Amale¼: in this passage may have arisen from an
ancient dittograph of 'Ammon (p,ol/l poll).

and took possession

J!! (and so W) plur.

ef.

went and smote, etc.'

w:t:!

Reading sing.
with l!li, '.!J, in place of
~P has plur. verbs throughout v. 13b, 'they

~ei·ti2_

3. 15.]
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children of Israel served 'Eglon king of Moab eighteen years.
15. And the children of Israel cried unto Yahweh, and Yahweh
raised up for them a saviour, to wit Ehud the son of Gera, the
Benjaminite, a left-handed man: JE and the children of Israel

the Ci'ty of Palms. Jericho, as in eh. 1 16 (cf. note). The qiention
of Jericho in this connexion suggests that the city can scarcely
have remained unbuilt and unfortified after its destruction by Joshua'
until the days of AJ:iab, as might be inferred from 1 Kgs. 16 34 taken
in connexion with J oshua''s curse in Josh. 6 26 (JE) ; for the allusion
to it.s capture by 'Eglon seems to imply that it was a fortified city,
the possession of which was employed as a vantage-ground for the
oppression of the surrounding country.
15. Ehud the son of Gera. Gera appears as a son (i.e. clan) of
Benjamin in Gen. 46 21 (P), and as a grandson in 1 Chr. 8 3 ; while
Ehud himself is found in the obscure genealogical lists of 1 Chr. 7 10,
8 6 (7 10 would make him the great grandson of Benjamin, but here the
name is probably due to an erroneous marginal gloss : c£ Curtis,
ICC. ad Zoe.). These facts need not be weighed against the
historical truth of our narrative, as though Ehud were simply a clanname of Benjamin round which the narrator had woven his story;
since it is much more probable either that the name has been introduced by the Chronicler into his genealogy directly from J udg., or
that a clan in subsequent ages traced its descent from the individual
Ehud (so Bu. RS. p. roo; Mo.). The fact, however, that Ehud is called
'son' of Gera very likely means that he was member of a clan of
that name, and not that Cera was actually the name of his father.
Similarly, in David's time, Shime'i the Benjaminite was a 'son of
Gera,' 2 Sam. 16 6, 19 16·18, 1 Kgs. 2 8•
left-handed. Lit. 'bound (i.e. restricted) as to his right hand.' The
adj. 'i/ter,* 'bound,' is used by itself in New Heb. in the sense 'lefthanded' or 'lame' (restricted in the use of a foot), and belongs in
form to the class of words descriptive of bodily defects, e.g. 'iwwer

* The verbal form ,~~ is not, as stated by Mo., cognate with Cl~~, but
rather belongs to a series of triliteral roots from an original DAR, TAR, TAR,
:;5AR, SAR, ZAR, with the .,sense 'go round,' 'surround,' and hence, in some
instances, 'bind' (a form of surrounding). So il'1 (Ar. dara and its derivatives,
e.g. dar, 'dwelling,' or properly circle of buildings round a court; Bab. duru,
' wall' as encircling; Heb. dor 'generation' as periodic, dur 'ball' as being
round), probably , - , , (whence d•r/Jr 'swallow,' perhaps as flying round in
circles), ii-n, ii-) ; il~, ,~-~. i~-,!1, i~-p (Ezek. 46 22); ilM, in-:,;
i1::;, i-ill, ill-~, ill-.!1, ill-n, ill-p (bind harvest); io-~; i1t (compress),
ir-~, ir-n (Aram.). Notice, especially in the l;,AR series, the ascending scale
of initial gutturals employed to differentiate the modifications of the original
sense of the biliteral root.
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sent by his hand tribute to 'Eglon king of Moab. 16. And Ehud
made himself a sword with two edges, a cubit long; and he
girded it under his raiment on his right thigh. 17. And he
presented the tribute to 'Eglon king of Moab: now 'Eglon was
a very fat man. 18. And when he had finished presenting the
tribut~, he sent away the people who were carrying the tribute.
'blind,' 'illem 'dumb,' pi.ssea!J 'lame,' etc. ; but that the peculiarity
did not involve any defect in skill appears from the reference to the
700 left-handed Benjaminites in eh. 20 16• ~ renders dµ,rpoT•pol'J,giov
(-Ug,o,), 'ambidextrous,' in both passages; and similarly F here
' qui utraque manu pro dextera utebatur,' but in 20 16 'sinistra ut
dextra proeliantes.' Cf. the description of the Benjaminites in
1 Chr. 12 2•
tribute. The Heh. min!Ja 1s used elsewhere in this sense in
2 Sam. 8 2.6, 1 Kgs. 4 21 (1!! 5 1), 2 Kgs. 17 3•
In other passages the
word has the meaning of a present offered voluntarily in order to gain
the favour of the recipient : cf. Gen. 32 13, 1!! 14, 2 Kgs. 8 8, 20 12• In
the sacrificial terminology of the Priestly Code min!Ja denotes the
meal-f!ifen'ng.
16. two edges. Lit. 'two mouths' : c£ the expression 'a sword of
mouths,' Prov. 5 4, Ps. 149 6, and the phrase noticed in eh. 1 8•
a cubit long. The Heh. term gomedh (only here in O.T.) is
explained by the Jewish interpreters as a short cubit, i.e. the length
from the elbow to the knuckles of the closed fist : cf. Mo. in J BL.
xii. p. 104. The measure thus corresponds to the Greek ,ruyµ,q,
approximately 13½ inches. ~ renders rrm0aµ,ijs To µ,ij,ws ahijs,
'a span long'; but, as Mo. (following Stu.) appositely points out,
'the description of 'Eglon's corpulence (v.17) is pertinent only in
relation to the fact that a long dirk was buried, hilt and all, in his belly.'
F offers a curious and obscure paraphrase, intended to explain the
character of the sword : 'gladium ancipitem, habentem in medio
capulum longitudinis palmae manus,' interpreting gomedh as a handbreadth and referring it to the hilt. j6P ~fo ..a:).£l..O is interesting
as reading gamadh (cf. Ar. gamada, 'cut off' ; Aram. g'madh,
'contract') in place of gomedh : 'he curtailed its length.' Such a
proceeding on the part of Ehud, for the purpose of more effectively
concealing the weapon under his raiment; would be perfectly intelligible : still, the consideration noticed above seems to demand a
precise mention of the length of the sword, as in 1!!.
under his raiment. Heh. maddim is the loose outer garment,
outside of which the sword was usually worn : cf. 1 Sam. 17 39.
18. he sent away the people, etc. The tribute was doubtless paid in
kind (most probably in farm-produce) and would require a number of
bearers. In later times, when Moab was subject to Israel, the
tribute consisted in the wool of one hundred thousand rams and one

1
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19. -But he himself returned from the graven images which are
near Gilgal; and he said, 'I have a secret communication for
thee, 0 king.' And he said, 'Silence!' And there went out
from him all who stood by him. 20. And Ehud came in unto
him: now he was sitting by himself in his cool roof-chamber.

hundred thousand lambs : 2 Kgs. 3 4• A representation of a train of
envoys of J ehu, king of Israel, bearing tribute to the Assyrian king,
is to be seen upon the black obelisk of Shalmaneser III. ( cf. Driver,
Schweich Lectures, p. 17), and in this case the tribute is very costly
(consi.sting largely in vessels of gold: cf. NHTK. p. 377), in accordance with the resources of the kingdom of Israel in J ehu's time.
19. graven images. This is the meaning which is regularly borne
by the Heb. p•sU£m elsewhere (twenty-one occurrences). In itself the
term simply denotes 'carved things,' and might refer to figures in
low relief carved upon standing stones, possibly some of the stones
from which Gilgal derived its name (c£ note on eh. 2 1). The connexion in which the p'stlfm are mentioned is, however, rather
striking : it is when Ehud reaches this point that he dismisses his
retinue; and later on (v. 26 ) when he has passed it he gets clear
away, and so escapes. Both references, especially when taken
together, can scarcely fail to suggest a comparison with the
sculptured boundary-stones which have been found in Babylonia (cf.
OTLAE. i. p. 11; Jastrow, REBA. pp. 230, 385 f.), and to raise the
possibility that the p•smm may have marked the limit of the sphere
of Moab's influence, beyond which comparative safety was attained.
Such a theory could not hold if the narrative were a unity ; since,
according to v. 13, Jericho, three miles west-north-west of Gilgal, was
in the possession of Moab. But, as we have noticed, the story clearly
seems to have been derived. from two sources, and the source to
which the references to the p•sutm belong may have differed as to
this point ; or the words 'which are near Gilgal' may be a later and
erroneous identification of the site of the.p'sUim.
A. V., R. V. render 'quarries,' apparently following m: t-t~::i~nr.,.
(!Ii dm'> Twv "fAV'Tl"Tow, F 'ubi erant idola,' support the ordinary meaning of the word. $:;P , \ , m 0 employs the same word as J!!,
'a secret communication. Lit. 'a word of secrecy.'
Silence I The command (Heb. has, onomatopoetic, like English
'hush ! ' or 'ssh ! ') is addressed by 'Eglon to his retinue.
20. roof-chamber. The Heb. 'dliyyii is explained by the same term
'ulliyya, 'illiyya in Ar., in which it denotes a room built on the top of
the flat roof of a house, with windows on every side for the free
passage of air. Cf. Mo., who quotes authorities for the use of such
roof-chambers in the modern east. The purpose of this 'dliyyii is

[3.
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And Ehud said, 'I have a communication from God for thee.'
And he rose up from his seat. 21. And Ehud put forth his left
hand, and took the sword from his right thigh, and thrust it into
his belly. 22. And the hilt also went in after the blade, and the
fat closed over the blade ; for he drew not the sword out of his
belly. And he went out into the vestibule. 23. And Ehud
further defined by the term ham-m•flera (i1;r.tpi'.1 n:~P,), lit. 'roofchamber of coolness.' The size and character of the windows in
such a chamber is indicated by 2 Kgs. 1 2, where we are told that
king A]:iaziah accidentally fell through the lattice-window (il':l:J~i:)
in his 'aliyya.
TT·

a communication from God. Lit. 'a word of God.'
he rose up, etc. The action seems to have been intended as a mark
of reverence for the divine oracle.
2 I. put forth, etc. The movement of the left hand to the right side
was unlikely to arouse suspicion.
22. the hilt also went in. As Mo. remarks, 'the dirk was doubtless
without either guard or cross-piece.'
into the vestibule. Heb. hap-parJedhonii only here. The precise
rendering 'vestibule' is conjectural, but there is no reason for doubting the originality of the Heb. word. There is an Assyr. word
parasdinnu, the exact meaning of which is similarly unknown ; but
(according to Delitzsch, HWB. p. 546) we have the equivalents pa-raaJ-din-nu== KIRRVD.DA in Sumerian, i.e. some form of cavity or
opening. ParJ•dhonii may therefore be assumed to denote a means
of exit ; though exactly what we cannot say. La., adopting this
explanation, assumes that the term denotes the window. But the
form of the Heb. word (with i1 locative) implies that it was something
into which and not simply through which Ehud passed; and, moreover, there seems no reason why the writer should not have used the
ordinary word l;zallon, 'window,' if this had been his meaning.
The rendering which we have adopted is given by l!lr, r~v 1rpouralia
(from which apparently R.V. marg. 'the ante-chamber'), 'A. 1rapauralia,
I. £ls ra 1rpo0vpa. We cannot, however, certainly assume that the
meaning of the word was familiar to the translators, since it is not
unlikely that the rendering may have been dictated by the accidental
resemblance of the Greek word to the Heb.*

*

This is a consideration which appears not infrequently to have influenced the
Driver (NHTS.• p. 270) notices <axapir'TJP for i!:l~~ probably

<IT translators.

read as
Ps.

72 14

if~~

2

Sam. 619, opbravov for

l~;"! r

Sam. r3 21 ,

al. ; to which we may add ro1rcf.t,ov for T~ Ex.

l?~ Judg. 511,611.

28 17

T;o;os

for

:Jr-1

al. ; <JK'T)vouv for
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went · out into the colonnade, and shut the doors of the roofchamber upon him, and lockredl them. 24. Now when he had
gone out, his servants came; and they looked, and, behold, the
F, m: * seem to have read or understood hap-jJereJ (Ex. 29 14 ;
Lev. 4 11, 8 17, 16 27 ; Num. 19 5, Ma!. 2 3 t) in place of hap-pars"dhona :
'and the faeces came out' sc. from the anus, as is said to be the
ordinary consequence of a wound in the abdomen (cf. Mo.). This
emendation is adopted by Noldeke, Mo., Bu., Kent; but the objections
advanced against it by No. are valid; t and in any case it can scarcely
stand in view of the support given to 31! by the Assyr. parallel.
,SP 'and he went out }tastily' (b....~a,~) is a bad guess.
R. V. 'and it came out behind' depends upon a mtre conjecture made
by a number of the older commentators (cf. Mo.'s enumeration), and
involves a violation of grammar (::lJ~CJ , the sword' i~ fem., and can
scarcely be the subject of the masc.

~~.:1 'and it came out').

23. into the colonnade. Or' portico.' Heh. ham-misd'rona only here.
The meaning of the term is almost as obscure ;is the meaning of that
last discussed, to which it probably corresponds in the parallel narrative. The Heh. root sadhar means 'to arrange in order or in a rank,'
and is so used in New Heh., Assyr., and Aram. We have cognate
·substantives in all these languages meaning 'arrangement,' 'rank,'
or 'row' (in Ass yr. 'line of battle') ; and it may thus be inferred that
misd'ron, in accordance with its form (substantives with preformative
t.'.l commonly denote the place of the action implied by the verbal form),
may mean 'place of rows' (sc. of pillars), i.e. 'colonnade.' This is
the rendering of sp ksus/'ron, i.e. €vur6s. Qli TOVS lJianrayµbovs
recognizes the meaning of the root, but is at a loss for an intelligible
rendering. F 'per posticum' (perhaps an error for 'per porticum ').
m: ~iic:i~S, i.e. l€il5pa. R.V. 'into the porch.'
.
and locked them. The Heh. construction (S~~\ Perfect with Weak
waw) is irregular.

We should expect

Si,Jll . but it is quite possible
Sv~l in continuation

that the form intended is the infinitive ·~b~~~ute

T:

*

m:·s rendering, however, 1'~t::-' il'S:i~ 'cibus ejus ejectus,' is merely an
illustration of the Rabbinic method of explaining an incomprehensible word by
analysis (~J~ 'dung' and
'to cast out'), as is rightly noticed by Stu.,

il1'?

Ber., No. The translator therefore had the same reading before him as that
of "ll!.
! 'Schon· Holzinger hat darauf aufmerksam gemacht, dass diese Aenderung
in t::-'i~il nicht ohne Bedenken ist, insofern t','i~il gewohnlich den Thiennist,
nicht aber den Menschenkoth bezeichnet, man wlirde auch.ein l)t.'.lt.'.l oder-doch
das Suff. am Subj. erwarten ; endlich ist es auch nicht leicht zu verstehen, wie
unter dem Einfluss von m,icr.iil das urspr. t!-'i~il in i1J'1t!-'i~il verderbt
werden konnte.' No. offers no explanation of the difficult word.
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[3. 24. 25. 26. 28.

doors of the roof-chamber were locked: and they said, 'Surely
he is covering his feet in the closet of the cool apartment.'
25. And they waited till they were ashamed; and, behold, he
opened not the doors of the roof-chamber: so they took the key
and opened them, and, behold, their lord was fallen down on
the ground dead. 26. But Ehud had escaped while they tarried,
and had passed the graven images, and escaped to Se'irah.
27. And when he arrived, he blew the trumpet in the hillcountry of Ephraim, and the children of Israel went down with
him from the hill-country, and he before them. 28. And he
said unto them, 'rcome downl after me, for Yahweh hath given
of the preceding i~perfect with waw consecutive : lit. 'and locking,'
for 'and locked.' For this idiomatic construction, cf. Davidson,
Hebrew Syntax, § 88; G-K. § r 13 z. A precisely similar construction is found in eh. 7 19, tl'")~i'.1 ),'\El~1 n\;~\l!i~ ~JJ~Q:!, 'and they blew
the trumpets and brake (lit. "and breaking") the pitchers.' Adopting
this slight change of one vowel-point, there is no reason to suppose,
with Mo., that the words 'are, as the false tense proves, the addition
of a scribe, who, observing that the doors were locked (vv. 24· 25 ),
missed an explicit statement here that Ehud locked them.'
24. he is coverz'ng his feet. The same euphemism is found in
1 Sam. 24 3•

25. till they were ashamed. Or, 'to the point of confusion':
Heb. t!ib-il]. The expression here implies the perplexity and
apprehension caused by an occurrence which is inexplicable. As
we might say, they were at their wit's end. There are two other
occurrences : - 2 Kgs. 2 17, 'they urged him till he was ashamed '
(such was the importunity of the disciples that Elisha had no longer
the face to refuse their request); 2 Kgs. 8 11, 'And he steadied his
countenance, and set (it on him) till he was ashamed' (Elisha looked
I;Iazael out of countenance).
the key. A flat piece of wood with projecting pins corresponding
to holes in the wooden cross-bolt into which the pins of the socket
fall when the door is locked. When the key is inserted into a hollow
in the bolt and pushed upwards, the pins of the key push up the pins
of the socket, and the bolt is released. For a full description and
illustrations, cf. DB. ii. p. 836.
26. had passed, etc.

Se' irah.

Cf. note on v. 19•
The site is unidentified.

28. come down after me. Reading ''Jq~ ~,~ with eli KaT<i{l11n
o-rriuw ,-,.ov (cf. the following, 'and they came down after him'), in
place of 1!l '1~~ ~El;!, which can only mean 'pursue after me.'

3. 29. 30.]
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your ·enemies, even Moab, into your hand.' So they went down
after him, and took the fords of the Jordan against Moab, and
suffered no man to pass over. 29. And they smote of Moab at
that time about ten thousand men, every stout and every valiant
man; and there escaped not a man." 30. RE 2 So Moab was
subdued that day under the hand of Israel. And the land had
rest eighty years.

R. V. renders ' Fallow me' ; but such a meaning for the verb cannot
be paralleled.
took the fords, etc. Cf. ch.-7 24 (note), 12 5. The coup was designed
to prevent the escape of the Moabites who occupied Israelite territory
west of Jordan (cf. v. 13h), and at the same time to prevei;it the despatch
of assistance to them from the land of Moab.
29. And they smote, etc. The statement implies that the army of
occupation west of Jordan was cut to pieces, but scarcely (as RE•
seems to imply in v. 30 ) that the land of Moab was invaded and
subdued.
30. eighty years.
two generations.

3. 3 I.

A round number representing, approximately,

Shamgar.

It is quite clear that this brief notice formed no part of the Book
of Judges as it left the hand of RE•. The story of Ehud must have
been directly connected by RE• with eh. 4 1 : 'And the children of
Israel again did that which was evil in the sight of Yahweh, when
Ehud was dead.' We miss, moreover, RE"s pragmatic introduction
and conclusion, and no hint is given as to the length of the period
of oppression or of the subsequent period CJf tranquillity.
The name of Shamgar the son of 'Anath is, however, certified as
historical by its occurrence in the Song of Deborah, which alludes to
the desolate condition of the country 'in the days of Shamgar the
son of 'Anath' (eh. 5 6); though, for all this passage tells us, Shamgar
may have been a foreign oppressor (see below as to his name) and
not an Israelite judge. The exploit recorded of Shamgar bears
striking resemblance to that of one of David's heroes, Shammah the
son of Agee (2 Sain. 23 llff.), and also to Samson's feat with the jawbone at Ramath-lel:_ii (eh. 15 14 ff-). In all three cases the success is
recorded to have been gained against the Philistines. It should be
noticed, also, that the Song of Deborah, though mentioning Shamgar,
says nothing about any encroachment of the Philistines, who seem at
this point to appear too early in the narrative. It may be added that,
since the Song deals with the Cana' anite aggressions in N. Palestine,
it is the less natural to connect Shamgar with the Philistines in the
south.
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The name Shamgar is certainly non-Israelite. It bears close
resemblance to the I;-Iittite Sangara or Sangar (KB. i. pp. 107, 159),
which we find as the name of a king of Carchemish in the reigns of
Ashurna~irpal and Shalmaneser m. (ninth century B.C.). It is perhaps worth noticing that S<'lme codd. of F read Sangar; and so Jos.
Ant., v. iv. 3 ~avayapM. 'Anath as the name of a goddess has been
noticed under eh. 1 33 • The use of the name as a masc. proper name,
without such a prefix as 'ebhedh (' servant of 'A.': cf. Baethgen, Beitriige,
pp. 52, 141), may seem strange to us, but is certainly not unusual (as
stated by Mo.), since Anatum occurs several times among the names
of the period of the first Babylonian dynasty : three occurrences are
cited by Ranke, Early Babylonian Personal Names, p. 66, and three
(one probably the name of a woman) by Thureau-Dangin, Lettres et
Contrats de tepoque de la premiere dynastie Babylonienne, p. 15.* The
name also occurs at the close of one of the T.A. Letters; ana Ana/£
fulma kibi, 'To Anatu speak salutation' (No. 125 in Winckler's ed.,
KB. v. p. 236; No. 170 in Knudtzon's ed.).
Granted that eh. 3 31 forms no part of RE"s history, it is a further
question whether this allusion to Shamgar as a judge of Israel is due
to the same hand as introduced the five 'minor' judges in eh. 10 1-5,
12 8· 15 (RP: c£ note on 10 1· 5). It is noteworthy that, according to
RP's scheme, the number of judges is twelve (the tribal number)
without Shamgar; since RP, who reintroduced the story of Abimelech
into the book (pp. 263, 266, 268), clearly intended him to rank as a
judge: c£ eh. 10 1, 'And there arose after Abimelech to judge Israel,
etc.' Moreover, as Mo. remarks, the verse which tells Shamgar's
brief story exhibits 'none of the distinctive formulas of the list 10 1· 5,
12 8· 15 ; and what is more conclusive, Shamgar is not embraced with
them in the final chronological scheme of the book ; neither the
period in which he wrought deliverance for Israel nor its duration
is given.'! Thus it seems likely that the verse is an insertion made
subsequently to the work of RP; possibly, as Bu. suggests (RS. p. 166,
and Comm.), by a scribe who wished to dispense with the reckoning
of the wicked Abimelech among the twelve judges. Notice, as a
mark of the later hand, the ~1i1-t:1t 'he also saved Israel.' This
interpolator probably extracted the name Shamgar the son of 'Anath
from the Song of Deborah, upon the supposition that he was an
Israelite hero, and may have based his exploit upon the similar

* If the termination -atum is really an hypocoristic affix, as is supposed by
Ranke (op. cit. pp. 14 f.), it is possible that 'Anath, Anatum, used as a personal
name, may he not really the name of the goddess, but an hypocoristic abbreviation of a personal name compounded with the name of the god Anu, e.g. Anummalik, 'Anu counsels,' Anum-gamil, 'Anu spares,' etc. Cf. Sinatum, Sinnatum
(Ranke, op. fit. pp. 153, 162), by the side ofSin-malik, Sin-gamil, etc.
Jos. (Ant., v. iv. 3) states that he died within a year of his election as judge,
an assertion which is clearly intended to explain the absence of the usual chronological note.

+
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3 I. · Gl And after him came Shamgar, son of' Anath, who smote
of the Philistines six hundred men with an ox-goad. And he also
saved Israel.
exploit of Shammah the son of Agee which we have already
noticed.
Mo. (journal of the American Oriental Society, 1898, p. l 59) notices
that certain recensions of l!li: (codd. 44, 54, 56, 59, 75, 76, 82, 106, 134
HP.; sub obel. 121), together with SSh, Arm., Slav., have the account of
Shamgar's exploit a second time after 16 31. Here it appears with the
introductory formula Kal av<<TTY/ µ,.-a Tov ~aµfwv ~•µeyap vios Evav,
which corresponds closely to the formula of eh. ro 1, 'And there arose
after Abimelech to save Israel,' etc. Comparing this with 'the awkward and unparalleled'
(l!li: dve<TTY/) of 3 31, Mo. infers that
the position and form of the reference to Shamgar, as .it stands in 16 31
in the authorities cited, is the more original:-' There is thus good
reason to think that the verse at first stood after the story of Samson,
and was subsequently, for some reason, removed to a place between
Ehud and Barak.' More probably the notice, as it stands in 3 31 11!
(depending, as we have s~en, upon the allusion in 5 6), was subsequently moved to a position after 16 31 because it seemed to refer to
the period of the Philistine domination ; and the introductory formula
was at the same time squared with that which is found in 10 1.3.
Nestle UTS. xiii. pp. 424f.) cites a chronicle (published by Lagarde,
Septuaginta Studien, ii. pp. 21 ff.) which originated in the Vandalian
Church of Africa in A.D. 463, as stating both that Shamgar of 3 31 was
an oppressor oflsrael, and that Shamgar the Judge succeeded Samson.*
These statements are (according to Nestle) of much greater antiquity
than A.D. 463, that which places the judge Shamgar after Samson
being at least as old as Julius Africanus (cir. 140 A.D.).
ox-goad. Heb. milmad!t hab-balfar. The word malmedh (assumed
Absolute form) occurs only here, and must be supposed to denote
literally 'instrument of instruction or training.' In Hos. 10 11 the
verb from which it is derived, limmedh, is used of training a heifer
to the yoke. Elsewhere the word for 'goad' is dorbhan, 1 Sam. 13 21
(also used in New Heb.), dorbhond, Eccles. 12 11• The modern
Palestinian ox-goad is a wooden pole eight or nine feet long, shod
at one end with a metal point and at the other with a metal blade
for cleaning the ploughshare. Cf., for figures, EB. p. 78; DB. i. 49.
1ffi:A\ EKTOS /J,D<TXWV (nov) (3owv, JSh, JL, read ,~~~
for
-: .

,,,n~ 'i1''

,~s~~-

* After allusion to Ehud, the chronicle states, 'deinde servierunt regi Semegar
annis xx. hie occidit ex alienigenis in aratro boum octingentos viros et defendit
filios Israel.' The reference to Samson is followed by a second allusion to
Shamgar, this time as Judge:-' Deinde Sampson filius Manoe . . . qui plus
occidit in morte sua quam quod in vita sua. deinde Samera iudicavit eos anno
uno. hie percussit ex Allophylis sescentos viros praeter iumenta et salvum fccit
et ipse Israel. deinde pacem habuerunt annis xxx.'
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4. 1-5. 31. Deborah and Baralf.
Besides the Commentaries, etc., quoted throughout the book, cf. Cooke, The
History and Song ef Deborah, 1892 ; Driver, in Expositor, 1912, pp. 24 ff., 120 ff.

RE"s hand is seen in the introduction, 4 1-4, which contains certain
facts derived from the old narrative, and in the conclusion, 4 23 ·24

5 31b.
In the material employed by RE• we are fortunate in possessing
not merely a prose-narrative of presumably the same date as the other
lengthy narratives relating to the exploits of the Judges (eh. 4), but
also a poetical description which is generally accepted as a contemporary document (eh. 5),* and which must therefore be regarded
as a peculiarly valuable picture of the condition of affairs during the
period which followed the settlement in Cana' an.
In both accounts the main facts are the same. Each opens with
reference to a drastic oppression of Israel on the part of the Cana'anites.
Deborah, the 'mother in Israel' of the poem, is clearly the instigator
of the effort to shake off the foreign yoke, just as Deborah the
'prophetess' is in the prose-narrative. In both Bara~ is leader of the
Israelite troops against Sisera the leader of the Cana' anites. In both,
again, the battle and the rout of the Cana' anites takes place in the
plain of Megiddo, Sisera subsequently meets his death at the hand
of a woman named Ja' el, and a period of pastoral prosperity follows
upon Israel's victory.
There exist, however, a certain number of somewhat remarkable
discrepancies between the two narratives, which we must proceed to
notice. According to the prose-narrative, the principal oppressor of
Israel was Jabin, king of l:[a~or in North Palestine, a city probably
situated near the lake l:[uleh (doubtfully identified with the waters of
Merom), and about three and a half miles south-south-west of ~edesh
of Naphtali. This narrative states that the captain of Jabin's army
was Sisera 'who dwelt at l:[arosheth of the nations,' i.e. probably ell:[ari!iyyeh on the right bank of the lower ~ishon, and north-west of•
Megiddo. The fact is remarkable, however, that no mention of Jabin
occurs in the poem, in which Sisera only is named. It is clear, too,
that Sisera is there regarded not merely as the captain of the
Cana' anite army and the viceregent of a higher power, but as himself of kingly rank. His mother, when she is pictured as anxiously

* Cf. Wellh. Comp. 3 p. 218, n.: 'In proof that the Song is a contemporary composition, we may cite in the first place 58, where the whole number of the fighting
men of Israel is given as 40,000 (in the Pentateuch 600,000), and also the fierceness of the passion 5 25 - 27 , and the exultation over the disappointed expectation
of the mother, 5 2Sfr. "Only some one actually concerned, who had experienced
the effrontery of an insolent oppressor directed against himself, could express
himself with this glowing hatred over a dead foe; not a poet living some
centuries later" (Studer, p. 166).' Such arguments as have been advanced
against the contemporary character of the poem are insignificant : cf. Mo. pp.
129 f. ; La. p. 114.
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awaiting his return after the battle, is attended by princesses (S 29);
and, if the emendation which is adopted in the last clause of v. 30 may
be regarded as correct, it is stated that he will bring back with him
' two dyed embroideries for the neck of the queen,' i.e. for his mother
or wife. Kings of Cana' an are represented as taking part in the
battle (v. 19); but they only receive brief mention, and are obviously
subordinate to Sisera, whose fate occupies nearly a third of the whole
poem.
There is also a striking difference in the two narratives as to the
tribal connexions of Deborah and Baral;::. According to the prosenarrative, Deborah dwells between Ramah and Bethel in the hillcountry of Ephraim, far to the south of the scene of action ; while
Bara¼: belongs to }5:edesh of Naphtali, west-north-west of lake l:luleh
and not far from I:Ia~or. In the poem, however, v. 15, though admittedly somewhat obscure, at any rate seems to indicate that both
Deborah and Bara¼: belonged to the tribe of Issachar, which, as
occupying a region which extended southward from the plain of
Megiddo (Josh. 19 17•23), was naturally a principal sufferer from the
aggressions of the Cana' anites.
Again, there is a difference as to the Israelite tribes which are said
to have taken part in the battle. According to the prose-narrative,
Bara¼: is enjoined to take with him 10,000 men of the tribes of
N aphtali and Zebulun only (v. 6) ; but from the poem we gather that
a grand muster of all the tribes was attempted, with the exception of
Judah and Sime' on in the south, which were probably at this time
remote from the interests of the other tribes (cf. p. 47). Those which
responded to the summons, and bore their part in the combat, were
the tribes surrounding the great plain, viz. Ephraim with Benjamin,
Machir. (i.e. West Manasseh), Zebulun, Issachar, and Naphtali
(5 14.15.18).
It is also supposed by some scholars• that there is a slight difference as to the scene of the battle. In the prose-account Baral;::
sweeps down from Mount Tabor to the north of the plain, and the
battle takes place on the right bank of the }5:ishon (vv. 14· 15). According to the poem, the scene is 'at Ta' anach by the waters of Megiddo'
(v. 19), i.e., if regarded as a precise definition, on the left bank. This,
however, if really a discrepancy, is a very minor point, and need not
be taken seriously into account.
Lastly, a point which Wellh. (Comp. 3 p. 217) regards as' die Hauptdifferenz' between the two narratives, and which has been made
much of by a large number of scholars, is probably no discrepancy
at all. According to the prose-narrative, when Sisera after his flight
arrives at the tent of I:Ieber the }5:enite, Ja' el, I:Ieber's wife, welcomes
him with protestations of friendship, his request for a drink of water
is met by the offer of curdled milk, and Ja' el allows him to lie down
and sleep in the tent, undertaking herself to stand at the tent-door
and put any chance pursuer off the track of the fugitive. As soon,
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however, as Sisera is fast asleep, Ja' el takes a tent-peg and mallet,
and going softly to him so as not to wake him, hammers the peg
through his temples so forcibly as to pin his head to the ground.
Most modern critics think that we have in the poem a different
description of the death of Sisera. Here it is supposed that Ja' el is
pictured as approaching him from behind as he is eagerly drinking,
felling him with a blow from a mallet, and then beating his head to
pieces. This view is based principally upon the line rendered in
R. V. 'at her feet he bowed, he fell, he lay,' where the three verbs
would accurately describe Sisera's coming down on his knees under
the blow, falling forward on his face, and lying prone. It necessitates,
however, a very forced explanation of the peg, 11'1 1 (a point rightly
emphasized by Kue., La., and Kit., GVI. 2 ii. 79 n 1), making it to
denote the wooden handle of 'the workman's mallet' (if that be the
meaning of the Heh. expression). The statement 'She smote
Sisera, crushed his head, shattered and struck through his temples'
(v. 26 ; see note) agrees well with the prose-account as describing
the effects of driving a wooden peg through her victim's temples ;
whilst, had Sisera been struck down from behind, he wo1Jld naturally have fallen on his face, in which case the smashing and piercing
of his temples is not so easily explained. It may be added that

r:i

the Heh. il 1~J'1
scarcely admits of the rendering 'at her feet.'
It properly means 'between her feet' (or 'legs': cf. the only other
sense in which the expression is used, Deut. 28 57 ), and rather describes
Ja' el's straddling over Sisera's recumbent body in order to deliver the
fatal blow than the idea that he fell prone 'at (i.e. before) her feet.'
Probably the expression is intended to emphasize the indignity of his
death. Thus it appears that it is unnecessary to find variation
between the prose and poetical accounts as regards this' event,
beyond that which may naturally be referred to the licence of
poetry.
Looking now at the prose-narrative alone, we cannot fail to notice
that it contains serious internal discrepancies. Sisera, the captain of
the host of Jabin, lives at a great distance from him (assuming that
I;Iarosheth and I;Ia~or are rightly identified), thirty-four miles in a
direct line without taking account of the detours which are necessary
in traversing a rugged and difficult country. Deborah, living between
Ramah and Bethel (the former five miles, the latter ten miles, north
of Jerusalem), sends to Baral~ at J:Cedesh of Naphtali, more than
ninety miles to the north. Bara¼;: musters his troops at J:Cedesh in
the heart of the enemy's country, and must have marched them
unmolested close past the gates of I;Ia~or in order to reach Mount
Tabor, thirty miles to the south. After the rout of the Cana' anites,
Bara¼;: pursued the fugitives up to (1.ll) I;Iarosheth, twelve miles or
more west-north-west.
Sisera meanwhile flees north-north-east
towards I;Ia~or, thirty miles distant ; but instead of seeking safety in
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the f~rtified city of his sovereign Jabin, he prefers to find it in the
tent of a stranger, although this is quite close to l):edesh (v. 11 ), and
he must therefore have passed by I;la$or in his flight. Here he
meets his death ; and Bara~, in spite of the delay which his pursuit
of Sisera's army in a different direction might have been expected to
cause, seems all the time to have been close on his heels; for the
narrative apparently pictures him as arriving at Ja' el's tent shortly
after the murder.
These difficulties for the most part disappear with recognition of
the fact that Jabin king of I;la$or has really no place in our narrative,
but belongs to quite a different narrative which has been erroneously
interwoven with it. The shadowy figure of Jabin plays no real part
in the story. His position was plainly something of a puzzle to
RE'; for whereas the old narrative makes him ',king of I;Ia$Or'
according to the theory of RE, he was 'the king of Cana' an, who
reigned in I;la$or' (v. 2), i.e., apparently, a kind of superior monarch
who was overlord of the many petty kings of the Cana' anite cities.
Yet we never hear elsewhere of Cana' an as a political unit. Kings of
separate cities such as Jerusalem, Jericho, 'Ai, etc., are constantly
mentioned, but never a king of Cana' an.
We meet with Jabin king of I;la$Or in Josh. r r 1·9, where he appears
as head of a coalition of Cana' anite kings in North Palestine which
was defeated by Joshua' near the waters of Merom. This narrative
is derived in the main from JE (whether J or E is doubtful), but ha5
been amplified by R 0 in his usual manner (vv. 2 • nd 8h), in order to
intensify the magnitude of the coalition and the thoroughness of
Joshua''s conquest. It seems probable that the references to Jabin in
J udg. 4 are reminiscent of the victory recorded in Josh. r r. Possibly
the original form of this narrative may have made Zebulun and
Naphtali the chief actors in the defeat of Jabin, i.e. it may have
related a separate tribal movement akin to those which are
recorded in the J document in Judg. r, and possibly originally
forming part of it. If this is so, a parallel may be found in the
account of the conquest of Adoni-$ede~ in Josh. rolff. as compared
with that of J udg. r 5ff, ( cf. note on v. 6 ).
We have already noticed the discrepancy between the prose and
poetical narratives as to the homes of Deborah and Bara~. It is not
unlikely that in eh. 4 5 we may have a gloss introduced by a late hand
confusing Deborah with another Deborah, Rebe~ah's nurse, who is
recorded in Gen. 35 8 to have been buried under an oak below Bethel.
There was a city named Daberath belonging to Issachar, Josh. 21 28,
r Chr. 6 72 (J!l v. 67 ), one of the boundary-points between Issachar and
Zebulun, Josh. 19 12, and this is identified with the modern Debiiriyyeh
at the west foot of mount Tabor. Possibly there may have beP'I a
cJnnexion between the name of this city and the name of the prophetess. The fact that the name l):edesh ('sanctuary') was applied
to several different places has led some scholars to suppose that,
F
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while Bata¼:'s city is rightly named l):edesh, an error has arisen as
to the particular l}:edesh in question. Thus Wellh., Reuss, Cooke
think that the reference is properly to l}:edesh of Issachar (Josh. 12 22,
1 Chr. 6 12, J!! v. 57 ), i.e. the modern Tell Abu l}:udis, two and a half
miles south-east of Tell el-Mutesellim (Megiddo), and about the same
distance north of Ta' anach. Smith's objection (HG. p. 396 n.) that
this l}:edesh 'was too near the battle and too much under the hills of
Manasseh for Sisera to flee there' is not very weighty; but a consideration which appears to be fatal to this theory is the strong
improbability that Bara¼: could have ventured with impunity to
muster a large force of poorly armed Israelites (eh. 5 Sb) within so
short a distance of Ta' anach and Megiddo, two of the most important
of the Cana' anite fortified cities (eh. 1 27 ; cf. eh. 5 19), and could then
have marched his army across the open plain to Tabor thirteen miles
to the north-east; this too at a time when travel was beset with the
utmost danger and difficulty even for the peaceful and inoffensive
wayfarer (eh. 5 6 ). Conder (Tent Work, p. 69), mainly on the ground
of a highly precarious identification of Ba;;'annim with the modern
Be;;;;um (c£ note on eh. 4 11 ), suggests that 'the l}:edesh of the narrative where Bara¼: assembled his troops' is the modern l}:adis * ' on
the shore of the sea of Galilee, only twelve miles from Tabor'; and
this view is favourably regarded by Smith (loe. cit.). But, taking
into consideration the proximity of l}:edesh of Naphtali to I;Ia?or,
the conclusion which most commends itself is that l}:edesh properly
belongs to the history of the Jabin-campaign which took place in the
farther north (c£ Josh. IIlff·), and is therefore unconnected with our
narrative. Indeed, the character of Bara¼:'s force of mountaineers,
and the fact that they 'deployed' upon mount Tabor (cf. note on
eh. 4 6), make the supposition probable that this mountain (or possibly
Daberath at its foot) was their first mustering place, and that they
arrived at it in their tribal detachments, and (as mountaineers
would naturally do) in open skirmishing order under cover of the
night.
Supposing the view taken above to be the true explanation of the
discrepancies between the prose and poetical narratives, the course
of events appears to become reasonably clear. As Driver remarks,
'this view of the relation of J udg. 4 to Josh. 11 does not materially
modify the picture which we form from J udg. 4 and 5 respecting
Deborah and Bara¼:, and their victory over Sisera : it leaves the
general representation untouched, and merely bids us disregard a
few elements in eh. 4 which have properly no connexion with Sisera.'
There is no essential difference between the two accounts. The
scene of action is laid in and about the plain of Megiddo. The
Cana' anites with their strong cities in and bordering on the plain
(eh. r 27) oppress the surrounding Israelite tribes. A deliverer •is

*

...J:.:.'" d.J._J:;;.. (sic);

cf. SWP. Name Lists, p.

128.
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found· in the tribe which, owing to its situation, had been the greatest
sufferer. Possibly Bara¼: had at one time been a captive in the
hands of the Cana anites (cf. eh. 5 12h note), and therefore his call to
action and readiness to obey the summons are the more easily to be
understood.
As to the source from which the prose-narrative was derived-the
indications of phraseology, so far as they go, seem to point to E.
Thus we may notice v. 4 i1N 1:lJ i1t!'N, lit. 'a woman, a prophetess';
cf. N1:lJ t!-'1N 'a man, a prophet' in eh. 6 8 : v. 9, 'for into the hand of
a woman shall Yahweh sell Sisera' (the phrase is generally characteristic of R'", but is found in 1 Sam. 12 9 E 2 with which R 8 ''s
connexion is very close: cf. Introd. xii ff.): '1 Ci1 1\ 'and Yahweh discomfited'; cf. 1 Sam. 7 10, Ex. 14 24, Josh. ro 10 (all E), Ex. 23 27
(JE or E), Deut. 2 15• Cf. also the phrase, 'and all the people that
were with him' with the same phrase in eh. 7 1•a (apparently characteristic of the E narrator; cf. also 7 2•· 19, 8 4). It should further be
noticed that 1 Sam. 12 (E 2) presupposes a narrative of the oppression
of Sisera (v. 9), and also probably alludes to the deliverance effected
by Baral~ (ifwe follow elr, £Pin reading Bara¼: in v. 11 in place of the
unknown Bedan). In v. 11 the allusion to l;Iobab (J's name) is doubtless a gloss derived from eh. 1 16•
The fragments of the Jabin-narrative may be derived from J
(a_s noticed above); but it is at least as probable that the combination of reminiscences of this campaign with the account of the victory
of Deborah and Bara¼: was effected when the story was still in the
oral stage-in which case the narrative as a whole must.be assigned
to E.* We may notice that in 1 Sam. 12 9 (E 2) Sisera is already
described as 'captain of the host of l;Ia~or'; but the assumption is
open that these words may be a later gloss. Ps. 83 9 combines Jabin
with Sisera, but is probably not earlier than the post-exilic period.:):
The poetical narrative, which was probably at first preserved in
written form in a collection of poems compiled in the northern
kingdom, may be reasonably supposed to have been subsequently
incorporated in E.
0

4. r. RE' And the children of Israel again did that which was
evil in the sight of Yahweh, when Ehud was dead. 2. And
4, 1. when Ehud was dead. RE"s narrative connects immediately
on to the end of the story of Ehud, 3 30• C£ note on 3 31 •
* An attempt at analysis has been made by Bruston, 'Les deux Jehovistes.'
Revue de Theo!. et Philos. 1886, pp. 35 ff., but has not met with acceptance:
cf. Bu. RS. 70, n 2.
::: Similarly 'Oreb and Ze'eb are combined with Zeba.J;i and ~almunna in fl. 11, as
in the present form of the Gideon-narrative. The Psalm is plausibly regarded
by Cheyne as referring to the events narrated in I Mace. 5 : cf. Origin of tlu
Psalter, pp. 97 f.
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Yahweh sold them into the hand of Jabin the king of Cana'an,
who ruled in I:Ia~or ; and the captain of his host was Sisera, and
he dwelt in I:Iarosheth of the nations. 3. And the children of
2. Jabin the king of Cana'an, etc. RE' states his view that Jabin
was not simply 'king of I;:Ia~or,' as might be inferred from v. 17
(cf. Josh. II lff.), but 'king of Cana an,' i.e. overlord of the various
city-kings of northern Cana' an, whose royal city was I;:Ia~or. This
statement is intended to explain the perplexing relationship of Jabin
to Sisera : cf. introd. to the narrative, p. 8 r.
.f:laror. This city is named in Josh. 19 36 among the cities assigned
to Naphtali, and immediately precedes l):edesh in the list. The name
is very possibly preserved in the modern name of the valley Merg
('meadow') el-I;:Iagireh, south-south-west of l):edesh on the northern
side of the Wady 'Auba which runs into the lake of I;:Ifi.leh, and in
Gebel ('hill') I;:Iagireh immediately to the east of the 'meadow.'
There are no traces of an ancient city upon this hill, and it is therefore supposed that I;:Ia~or may have been one of the ruined sites upon
the hills still further east: cf. Buhl, Geogr. p. 236.
and the captain of his host, etc. The statement gives the narrator's
view of the relationship of 'Sisera' of the one narrative to 'J abin' of
the other.
Sisera. The name has the appearance of being I;:Iittite in origin.
Cf., with the same termination, Sangara (noticed under eh. 3 31 ), and
Targulara, the name of a king of Gurgum in northern Syria who was
a contemporary of Tiglath-pileser IV. : Rost, Tiglath-jJileser, p. 13,
al.; KB. ii. p. 21.* The resemblance of the name to Bab. seseru,
sisseru, 'child or youth,' is rather striking (Delitzsch, Prolegomena,
p. 199, Rem. 3), but may be merely accidental. The name Sisera
occurs again in Ezr. 2 53 = N eh. i 5 in a list of N ethinim (foreign
Temple-slaves) who returned to the land of Judah after the Exile .
.f:[arosheth of the nations. Probably el-I;:Iaritiyyeh, a large double
mound on the northern bank of the l):ishon, commanding the narrow
passage between Carmel to the south and the hills of Galilee to the
north, which connects the plain of Esdraelon with the plain of Acre :
cf. Thomson, LB. pp. 436 f.. Buhl's objection to this identification
(Geogr. p. 214), on the ground·that according to 4 13 the city cannot have
been situated near the l):ishon, hardly seems to carry weight ; and the
circumstances of Sisera's rout as depicted in 5 21 are entirely in favour
of such a site : cf. note ad foe. The name I;:Iarosheth is probably
connected with Heb. l;zoref ( I Sam. 23 15·16·18·19, 2 Chr. 27 4), Ass yr.
* We cannot follow Mo. and Cooke in adding the I;Iittite names cited by
Miiller (AE. 332) from Egyptian sources which appear to end in -sira,
lj-ta.-si-ra, May-ra-sl-ra, etc., since we now know from the cuneiform tablets
discovered at Boghaz Keui (cf. MDOG. Dec. 1907) the.t the name which
appears in Egyptian as ij-ta•si-ra is really ijattusili, and May-ra-si-ra
Mursili,
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Israel cried unto Yahweh: for he had nine hundred chariots
of iron ; and he oppressed the children of Israel with rigour
twenty years.
4. And Deborah a prophetess, the wife of Lappidoth-she was
IJurfu or !Jursu, 'wooded(?) mountain-ridge' (cf. Delitzsch, Prolegomena, p. 180)-an appropriate description of the wooded hills of
Galilee below which el-1:lari!iyyeh is situated.*
The city was doubtless called I:Iarosheth of the nations, as a
Cana' anite city which formed, as it were, the gateway into the
maritime plain which remained 1n the possession of the Phoenicians
(eh. 1 3 1. 32 ). Cf. the name 'district of the nations' noticed in note on
eh. I 33•
3. ehan·ots of iron. Cf. eh. 1 19 note.
twenty years. Approximately half a generation.
4. Deborah. The name means 'bee.' Mo. compares the Greek
name MiX,uua, which was applied to the priestesses of Delphi, and
to those of Demeter, Artemis, and Cybele : cf. references in Liddell
and Scott s.v. On the possible connexion of Deborah with the city
of Daberath, c£ introd. to section, p. 81.
the wife of Lappidoth. The fact that Lappidoth means 'torches,'
or possibly 'lightning-flashes' (cf. Ex. 20 18), while Bara¼: is the
ordinary term for 'lightning,' led Hilliger (Das Deborah-lied, Giessen,
1867) to make the precarious suggestion that Lappidoth and Bara¼:
are one and the same man, and that in the original form of the
tradition Bara¼: was the husband of Deborah. This view is favoured
by Wellh. (Comp. 3 p. 218), Bu. (RS. p. 69), Cooke.
she was judging. The verb fapha{ is here used (as commonly elsewhere in Heb.) in the sense in which we normally speak of 'judging,'
i.e. (as explained in v. 5) of deciding cases between man and man.
Since, however, RE 2 regularly uses the verb in the sense 'vindicate,'
or 'save' from a foreign oppressor (cf. notes on 2 16, 3 10), Mo. believes
that this must have been the original sense in this passage ; and
since the participle n~tiel (expressing continued action-' was
T

:

judging') would be inappropriate in this sense, he proposes ,to
vocalize as a perfect, n~til!i-'it was she that judged (i.e. saved)
T

: IT

Israel at that time.' But if this sense had been intended, RE•, who
does not unnecessarily vary his phraseology, might naturally have

* The modern name I:Iari.!,iyyeh.appears to mean' ploughed or cultivated land,'
the Heh. and Assyr. word noticed above being apparently unknown in Arabic.
This fact, however, is no obstacle to the explanation of the Heh. name which is
given in the note, or to the identification with el-I:Iari!iyyeh; since the substitution of a similarly sounding name for an old name of unknown meaning may
very easily occur: cf. note on 'the rills of Megiddo,' eh. 5 19.
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judging Israel at that time. 5. Gl. And she used to sit under
the palm tree of Deborah between Ramah and Bethel in the
hill-country of Ephraim, and the children of Israel came up unto
been expected to have written i'l~!lbi
T :
up a judge' : c£ eh. 2 16, 3 9-16,

'1

op

1,

'And Yahweh raised

"."T_,

5. she used to sit. The verb yafabh is used in the.sense of presiding as judge. C£ I Kgs. 21 8, 'who presided (lit. sat) with Naboth'
(so v. 11 ); Isa. 28 6, 'for him that presides (sits) over the judgment';
Ps. 9 7 (1!! v. 6), 'Yahweh sitteth for ever' (cf. the parallel clause, 'He
hath prepared his seat for the judgment ') ; Am. 6 3, 'the seat of
violence' (i.e. of unjust judgment). R. V.'s rendering, 'she dwelt
under the palm-tree' is therefore inadequate and misleading. The
tree was doubtless a sacred tree under which the oracle of Yahweh
might be expected to be ascertained. Such a tree is seen in the
elon more, 'terebinth of the oracle(tora)-giver' near Shechem,
Gen. 12 6J, which is perhaps the same as the Non m•'on•ntm,
'terebinth of the soothsayers' mentioned in Judg. 9 37•
the palm-tree of Deborah. Deborah, Rebe~ah's nurse, is stated in
Gen. 35 8E to have been buried under an oak (Heb. 'allon) below
Bethel; and hence the tree became known in later times as 'allon
bakh-ath, 'the oak of weeping' (cf. 2 6 note). This tree, as Ewald
points out (HI. iii. p. 21, n 4), appears to be alluded to again in
1 Sam. 10 3 as 'the terebinth (Heb. 'elon) of Tabor' ; since it can
scarcely be doubted that 'Tabor' (i,::in) is an error for 'Deborah'
(i'l"ll:li). The context shows that the tree was on the way to Bethel
and not far from Ramah ; whereas Tabor lies more than fifty miles
to the north. The difference between 'allon and 'elon is one of
vowel-points merely.
We have already noticed that the allusion in our passage to 'the
palm-tree of Deborah between Ramah and Bethel' seems to be based
upon a late confusion between the two Deborahs (c£ introd. to section).
Whether the palm-tree (Heb. tomer) of Deborah can be the same as
the famous tree of the two other passages is somewhat more doubtful.
Evidence seems to show that, throughout the O.T., the words 'allon,
'alla are generally used to denote the oak (of various species), and
'elon, 'ela, the terebinth (cf. EB. 4975); but it is not impossible that
these terms may have been used at times to describe other kinds of
tall and conspicuous trees. In favour of such a possibility it may be
noticed (1.) that the Aram. 'tlana (the equivalent of Heb. 'elon)
denotes 'tree' in general ; and ( 2.) that the name 'elzm (the plur. of
'Na), which occurs as a place-name in the narrative of the wildernesswanderings (Ex. 15 27 ), is apparently so-called because there were
seventy palm-trees there. Cf. Wellh., Prolegomena, p. 234 n.
Ramah. The modern er-Ram, five miles due north of Jerusalem.
Bethel. Cf. note on eh. 1 23 ,
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her for judgment. 6. E And she sent and called Bara~ the son
of Abino'am from ~edesh of Naphtali, and said unto him, 'Rath
not Yahweh the God of Israel commanded, " Go, and open out
upon mount Tabor, and take with thee ten thousand men of the
6. Barafi. C£ note on Lappidoth, v. 4• The Punic Barcas, the
surname of Hamilcar, has been compared; and also the Sabaean Cpi:i
and Palmyrene pi:i. C£ references in BDB. p. 140.
.l{edesh of Naphtali. The modern l):adis, four miles west-northwest of the lake of I;Ii'J.leh, and about three miles north-east of Merg
el-I;Ia<;lireh (cf. note on I;Ia~or, v. 2).
open out. The Hebrew verb mafak means to draw out or extend,
and is used both intransitively and transitively. The passages in
which the verb is intransitive are Job 21 33, R.V., 'and all men shall
draw after him,' where the idea seems to be that of a long-extended
or never-ending line (c£ Shakespeare, Macbeth, iv. 1, 'What! will
the line stretch out till the crack of doom ?'); and the present passage
and eh. 20 37 , where the expression is used iri a military sense. In
the latter passage the meaning can scarcely be mistaken, for here the
verb is used of the manner in which the ambush advanced against
the city of Gibe' ah in order to capture it. Extension into column
would be out of place as a fighting formation ; therefore extension
or opening out into line must be what is intended; i.e. into loose
skirmishing order such as would be best adapted for the attack of
light-armed mountain troops. The modern military term is deploy,
from the French dtfployer= Latin displicare. The verb mafak in
this sense has been conjecturally restored in eh. 5 14•.
The same verb is used in its transitive sense in v. 7, 'And I will
draw out unto thee, etc.' Here the sense may be 'cause to advance
in a similar extended order,' or, more probably, 'draw forth' or
'attract.'
upon Mount Tabor. The rendering 'open out upon, etc.' preserves
the ambiguity of the preposition .:i in the Hebrew; the sense being
either 'advance in open order (so as to come) upon mount Tabor'
(prep. of rest after verb of motion), i.e. mount Tabor is the objective
of the movement described by the verb : or 'when upon mount
Tabor, open out' ; i.e. mount Tabor is the point from which this
strategic movement preparatory to advancing into the vale is to
commence.
Mount Tabor is doubtless the modern Gebel et-T6r ('mountain')
on the north-east side of the plain of Esdraelon. Its altitude is only
1843 feet, and it rises 1312 feet above the plain; but it forms a very
conspicuous object owing to its isolation and its peculiar domed
shape which is noted by Jerome ( OS., 156 33 ); 'est autem mons
in medio Galilaeae campo mira rotunditate.' As Smith remarks
HG. p. 394), 'It is not necessary to suppose that Bara~ arranged his
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sons of Naphtali and of the sons of Zebulun ?' 7. And I will
draw out unto thee unto the wa:dy ~ishon Sisera, the captain of
Jabin's host, with his chariots and his multitude, and I will give
hini unto thine hand."' 8. And Bara]i:. said unto her, 'If thou
men high up Tabor; though Tabor, an immemorial fortress, was
there to fall back upon in case of defeat. The headquarters of the
muster were probably in the glen, at Tabor's foot, in the village
Deburiyyeh.'
of the sons of Naphtali, etc. The poem, eh. 5, differs in describing a
general muster of the tribes. Cf. introd. to the present narrative, p. 79.
7. the wddy lfishon. The Hebrew term which is here represented
by the Ar. wddy is nd!tal. Beith the Arabic and Hebrew terms denote
a winter-stream or torrent (e!r xnµ,appovs), or the valley-bed of such a
stream; which may vary from an insignificant depression to a precipitous ravine (such as is seen, e.g., in the wady l):elt), which marks
the action of water at a period when the rainfall of Palestine was
much heavier than it is at present.
It is only the larger streams of this character (e.g. the Yarmu¼:,
Jabbo¼:, and Amon) which constantly contain an abundant flow of
water. Many of them fail in the summer-months, leaving the valleybed dry, or nearly so; but in winter they may possess considerable
volume, and are liable after storms or lengthy rains to swell suddenly
to the dimensions of swift and dangerous torrents. Many wadys,
again (e.g. the l):idron), though of considerable depth, are now quite
dry, or only occasionally contain a little water. A.V., R.V., render
nd!zal variously by 'brook,' 'stream,' 'river,' 'flood,' 'valley.' The
. Ar. term wddy is here adopted as preserving the same ambiguity as
is possessed by the Hebrew term. Cf. further, Addenda, p. xiii.
The character of · the wady l):ishon is described by Thomson
(LB. p. 435). Its higher reathes are fed by the winter-streams which
descend from the hill-country to the south of the great plain; but the
most important source is the perennial spring of Genin ('En-Gannim),
which, however, is insufficient to provide a constant flow during
summer and autumn. 'I have crossed,' says Thomson, 'the bed of
the Kishon (even after it enters the plain of Acre) in the early part
of Apri!J when it was quite dry. The truth is, that the strictly permanent· Kishon is one of the shortest rivers in the world. You will
fin_d the source in the vast fountains called Sa'adiyeh, not more than
three miles east of Haifa. They flow _out from the very roots of
Carmel, almost on a level with the sea, and the water is brackish.
They form a deep, broad stream at once, which creeps .sluggishly
through ·an impracticable marsh to the sea; and it is this stream
which the traveller crosses on the shore. Of course, it is largely
swollen during the great rains of winter by the longer river from
the interior.'
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wilt go with me, I will go; but if thou wilt not go with me, I will
not go.' 9. And she said, ' I will go with thee : howbeit, glory
shall not accrue to thee upon the course which thou art taking ;
for into the hand of a woman shall Yahweh sell Sisera.' So
Deborah arose, and went with Bara¼. to ~edesh. 10. And Bara¼.
summoned Zebulun and Naphtali to ~edesh; and there went
up after him ten thousand men : and Deborah went up with
8, 'If thou wilt go, etc.' 'The presence of the prophetess will not
only ensure to him divine guidance (v, 14 ), but give confidence to him
and his followers' (Mo.). (!Ji makes Bara¼: add a reason for his
demand: iiri' OVK ollla r~v ~µ,ipav €V D •vol!o'i rov· ayyiXov Kvpior
µ,•r' lµ,ov,

The fact that this sentence is clearly an incorrect* translation of

n~

1

•

i11i1 1
•.•:-

:J~>o n1S~il 011-n~
-:-

-

•:-

•:

1/:ll)'il
•:

-T

~s

I~
•

'for I know not the day
-

whereon the Angel of Yahweh shall prosper me,' proves that the
translator must have had a Hebrew original before him; but Bu.,
Mo. (SBOT.), No. are probably right in regarding this as an early
gloss, intended to obviate an unfavourable interpretation of Bara¼:'s
demand.

i!C's paraphrase of v. m.,a is very similar : mn 1"1 ~:i~>o ~~n

10ij, ~n>~~> i'~J 'Hath not the angel of Yahweh gone forth to make
[thy way] prosperous before thee?' The phrase, 'the Angel of
Yahweh' (a J phrase) is somewhat unexpected, if the narrative is
rightly assigned to E; and seems, moreover, to presuppose 5 23 •, where
metrical reasons compel us to regard it as due to textual alteration.
The passage is accepted by Houbigant, Gratz, Stu., Frankenberg, La.
9. howbeit, glory, etc.. In spite of Mo.'s contention that the context
betrays no sign of disapproval, it is difficult to escape the common
impression that the unpalatable information is produced by the
prophetess at this juncture in consequence of Bara¼:'s want of alacrity
in accepting the divine mandate. As La. paraphrases, 'You wish
for a woman's help, and it is a woman (though a different one) who
shall have the honour.'
to J{edesh. Upon the view that the }5:edesh here referred to is not
}5:edesh of Naphtali, but another }5:edesh nearer to the scene of the·
battle, cf. introd. to chapter, p. 82. ·

Lit. 'at his- feet,' i.e., as we might say, 'at his heel.'

10. after him.
So 5 15, 8 6, al.

* The translator reads
-

:J~>o
T

(St. Absol.) and treats it as object of tl'e verb,

: -

making illMI the subject; while regarding
'with me.'

in~

(accus. •me') as the prep.
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him. 1 I. Now I:Ieber the J5:.enite had separated himself from
J5:.ain, Gl. from the sons of I:Iobab, Moses' father-in-law, E and
had pitched his tent as far away as the terebinth of rBa~'annim l
which is near J5:.edesh. 1 2. And they told Sisera that Bara~ the
son of Abino'am had gone up to Mount Tabor. 13. And Sisera
summoned all his chariots, even nine hundred chariots of iron,
and all the people who were with him, from I:Iarosheth of the
nations unto the wady J5:.ishon. 14. And Deborah said unto
Bara~, 'Arise; for this is the day whereon Yahweh bath given
Sisera into thine hand: bath not Yahweh gone forth before
1 r. had separated himself from J:{ain.
The statement explains
how a member of a clan which normally inhabited the Negeb (cf. I 16 )
came to be found in northern Cana' an.
Qobab, Moses' father-in-law. R.V. text 'brother-in-law,' quite
unwarrantably : cf. note on 1 16•
the terebinth of Bafannim. Vocalizing 11? Cl'~P¥~ 11,~, in place of

ffl

t:1•~~~~ 'N (cf. Josh. 19 33 ), R.V. 'the oak (marg. terebinth) in

Za'anannim,' where :i is regarded as the preposition.
been intended, however, we should have expected
article) 'the (well-known) terebinth'; * not simply

If this had

11,~~ (with
11,~, which

the
can

only mean 'a terebinth.' The locality (otherwise unknown) is described in Josh. 19 33 as on the border of Naphtali; a fact which
suggests, as Mo. remarks, that I;Ieber the l}:enite belonged originally
to the story of Ja bin.
Conder (S WP. Mem. i. pp. 365 f. ; Tent Work, p. 69) identifies
Ba~'annim with the modern Be~~um, four miles west of the l}:adis which
is south-west of the sea of Galilee. There is not, however, any philological connexion between the names ; and the proposed identification depends partly upon the view with regard to l}:edesh which we
have noticed in the introd. to the chapter (viz. that it is not :i}:edesh
in Naphtali, but another l}:edesh nearer to the scene of the battle), and
partly upon the fact that A.V. renders 'elon 'terebinth' erroneously
as 'plain,' and there is a plain· (Ar. sahel) called el-A]:ima close to the
.south of Be~~um.t

14- hath not Yahweh gone f;rth before thee .t

The scene gains

* Mo. compares i1?';~ '-~~~ 'the tamarisk in Ramah,'
;,iE:lll::1
i~N
i1,Ni1
'the terebinth which is in 'Ophrah,'
T:T:
•••-:
T"T

+

1

Sam.

22 s, 3113,

eh. 6 11 , etc.

Driver (Expositor, Jan. 1912, p. 32, n 2 ) exposes the manner in which the
extraordinary error which identifies 'the plain(!) of ?:aanaim' with the plain
called Sahe! el-Al,ima has penetrated into several modern maps.
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thee?' So Barali:- went down from mount Tabor, and ten
thousand men after him. 15. And Yahweh discomfited Sisera,
and all his chariots, and all his army, at the edge of the sword
before Bara]i:- ; and Sisera alighted from his chariot, and fled
away on foot. 16. And Bara~ pursued after the chariots and
after the army as far as I:Iarosheth of the nations : and all Sisera's
much in vividness if we may suppose (with Thomson, LB. p. 436) that
Deborah, as she speaks, points to the gathering storm, which appears
to have burst in the face of the foe at the commencement of the
battle: d eh. 5 4·6 ·20 ·21 (notes); Jos. Ant. v. v. 4. Yahweh's connexion
with the phenomena of the storm, especially when He goes forth to
battle before His people, is well marked in the O.T.: cf. Josh. 10 11,
1 Sam. 7 10, Ps. 18 9 ff., etc., and the present editor's discussion in JTS.
ix. p. 326.
·
15. at the edge of the sword. The phrase ::i-in 1El~ (on which cf.
note on 1 8) may possibly here be a corrupt dittography of the following j:1"1::l 1JEl~, 'before Bara¼:' ; but Mo. goes too far. when he states
that it' appears incongruous with the verb' (Cl1 1', 'discomfited').*
16. And Bara[i pursued, etc. The circumstances of the rout
appear to have been as described by Thomson (LB. p. 436) :-'The
army of Sisera naturally sought to regain the strongly fortified
Harosheth of the Gentiles, from which they had marched up to their
camping-ground a short time before. This place is at the lower end
of the narrow vale through which the Kishon passes out of Esdraelon
into the plain of Acre, and this was their only practicable line of
retreat. The victorious enemy was behind them ; on their left were
the hills of Samaria, in the hand of their enemies ; on their right was
the swollen river and the marshes of Thora ; they had no alternative
but to make for the narrow pass which led to Harosheth. The space,
however, becomes more and more narrow, until within the pass it is
only a few rods wide. There, horses, chariots, and men become
mixed in horrible confusion, jostling and treading down one another;
and the river, here swifter and deeper than above, runs zigzag from
side to side of the vale, unti,l, just before it reaches the castle of
Harosheth, it dashes sheer up against the perpendicular base of

* In the other occurrences of the phrase, it is used with the following verbs :l1:::ll1 'smite,' Num.
11\i.12.14, 19 47;
2

Kings.

1025;

Judg.
Jer.

21 24;

217;

'render prostrate,' Ex.
Josh.

621; 1

Sam.

Deut.

13 16a, 20 13 ;

Josh. 8 24",

1 8.25, 1 8 27, 2 0 87.48, 2110; 1

1 58;

Job

1718 ;

~~~

115.17;

01,nn

~'}~

Sam.

'slay,' Gen.

10 28.30.S2.86.S7.19,

2 2 10;

34 26;

2

Sam. 151';

e'?~ (.? ~~~~)

'ban. or 'utterly destroy,' Deut.

•raJi':".'Josh.

not inappropriate after COl1 'discomfit.'

824•,

13l6b;

Judg. 4 1st. It therefore appears

[4. 17. 18.
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army fell at the edge of the sword; there was not left so much
as one. 17. But Sisera fled away on foot unto the tent of Ja'el,
the wife of I:Ieber the ~enite: for there was peace between Jabin
king of I:Ia~or and the house of I:Ieber the ~enite. 18. And
Ja'el came out to meet Sisera, and said unto him, 'Turn in, my
lord, turn in unto me; fear not.' So he turned in unto her into
Carmel. There is no longer any possibility of avoiding it. Rank
upon rank of the flying host plunge madly in, those behind crushing
those before deeper and deeper into the tenacious mud. They stick
fast, are overwhelmed, are swept away by thousands. Such are the
conditions of this battle and battle-field that we can follow it out to
the dire catastrophe.' Doubtless the storm (c£ note on v. 14 ) was
responsible for the sudden swelling of the ~ishon, and the reduction
of the plain surrounding it to a quagmire, in a manner which has
frequently been observed by travellers. Cf. also Smith HG. p. 395 ;
Ewing in DB. iii. p. 5a.
17. unto the tent ofJa' el. Sisera's refuge cannot have been greatly
remote from the scene of the battle ; especially since v. 22 represents
Bara¼: as not far behind in pursuit, though having previously
accomplished the rout of the Cana' anite army before J:Iarosheth. C£
the discussion in introd. to the chapter, pp. So f.
18. Turn in. Or, perhaps, more correctly, 'Turn aside.' Ja'el
persuades Sisera to desist in his flight, and take shelter in the tent,
without his previously having asked admission.
a fly-net. The Heh. word, s•mikha, is a t'1.1ra~ Xey6µ,£vov, and the
meaning adopted is based upon philological considerations, and
accords with the context.* A net to keep off the flies would be more
essential for the rest and comfort of a hot and weary man than anything of the nature of a rug or coverlet. '1li 8 lm{3oXaiq>, '1JiAL lv Tfj
lUpp£L a,rrij~ 'with her leathern covering' (a rendering commonly used
elsewhere to translate i1l,111 1 'tent-curtain'; so ,Sh 6-L::....? 1~~),
ll., 'in pelle sua,' F 'pallio,' ,SP ~ with the coverlet,'
W ~nJlJ:l, id., Ar. ~b.iil ld.; A. V. 'mantle,' marg. 'rug or blanket,'
R. V. 'rug.' All these appear to be guesses guided by the context.
Gra.'s emendation ;,o.:m:i:n 'with a coverlet,' is unnecessary.
·: : . - '

4

1

'

* An original biliteral 10, 1b 'interweave,' 'intertwine,' appears both as the
l".11 form 110, 1lb, and as the l1 doubled 1.:JO, 1.:Jb. There can be no
doubt that the ,J 1:lb, whence i1.:J:lb 'net-work• (as interwoven) represents
the same root internally triliteraliz~d 'by the labial :l which is akin to l; cf.

s~ei

and

S:il!i
._.

'

both meaning 'skirts,' from an original biliteral

s~.

i1.:JT 1r.lb
• ! )

from ,J 1r.:ib, may exhibit the same root 11!1 internally triliteralized by r.;i,
which is also close akin to l : cf.. for the same internal triliteralization, Bab.
namdru by the side of Heb. 1lJ, both meaning 'shine.'

4,; '.19.

20:

21.)
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the terit, and she covered him with a fly-net. 19. And he said
unto her, 'Give me, I pray thee, a little water, for I am thirsty' :
and she opened her bottle of milk, and gave him to drink, and
covered him. 20. And he said unto her, 'Stan 1d 1 at the door
of the tent, and it shall be, if any man come and ask thee, and
say, "Is there any man here?" that thou shalt say, '.'No."'
21. Then Ja'el the wife of I:Ieber took a tent-peg, and took a
hammer in her hand, and approached him softly, and struck the
peg into his temple, and it went down into the ground; for he
was fast asleep Iand exhausted 1 : so he died. 2 2. And, behold,
19. a bottle of milk. The beverage is described in 5 26, in one
clause as milk, in the other as l:zem'a 'curds,' i.e. the leben which is the
choicest drink of the modern Bedawin, and is said to be most
delicious and refreshing, but to possess a strongly soporific effect :
cf. Conder, Tent Work, pp. 69 f.

Stand. Reading fem. '".l'?P in place of masc. ibP,. Ehr.'s
proposal to point as Infin. Absol. ib¥, used, as occasionally elsewhere,
20.

in place of the Imperative, is possible : cf. Davidson, § 88 b; G-K.
§ 113 bb.
21. Then Ja'el, etc.
On this account of the death of Sisera, as
compared with that which is given in the poem, 5 26· 27 , cf. the discussion in introd. to chapter, pp. 79 £
a tent-peg. The peg would be made of wood, and the hammer
would be a heavy mallet, also of wood, as at the present day.
'Among the Bedawin, pitching the tent is woman's business, and so
no doubt it was in ancient times ; the mallet and pin were accustomed
implements, and ready to hand' (Mo.).
for he was fast asleep. In place of this (IJiAL renders Ka, avror
a1rE<TKap,uEv (' made a convulsive movement') dva µ,iuov rwv -yovarwv
((IJiL 1ro~wv) avrijs. This seems to represent a paraphrastic attempt
at interpretation of the somewhat uncommon Ci'1) ((l!i 8 igEur&is) in
the light of eh. 5 21.
and exhausted. Vocalizing l:)ll'l
with Mo., Bu., No., in place
•• T:
spite
of
the prevalent accentuation*
of ;Di( l:)ll'l
or
l:)ll'l
which,
in
-TTT_,

* According to Kit., BH., 4 Mss·. place the pause upon cii) and connect
l:)ll'l with T'lO'l.

A. V. renders the sentence ' for he was fast asleep and weary.
So he died,' and similarly R. V. marg. (with the variation 'in a deep sleep'): but
it must be emphasized that, as
is pointed in j)lf!, it cannot denote a· state

1:\¥!1

existing coincidently with that which is described by the participle

01;?

'fast

asleep'; but only some further resultant state, the l consec. having the force
• and so.'
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as Bara~ was pursuing Sisera, Ja' el came out to meet him, and
said to him, ' Come, and I will show thee the man whom thou
art seeking.' And he came in unto her; and, behold, Sisera was
fallen down dead, and the peg was in his temple. 23. RE• So
God subdued on that day Jabin the king of Cana'an before the
children of Israel. 24. And the hand of the children of Israel
bore rr{ore and more severely upon Jabin the king of Cana'an,
until they had destroyed Jabin the king of Cana'an.
(connecting with the preceding t:liiJ Nlill rather than with the
following r,t, 1l), can only be understood (as by R.V. text) in connexion
with what follows : 'so he swooned and died.' But to speak of a man
whose head had been practically shattered by the tent-peg as swooning before death ensued, appears almost ludicrous.
23. So God subdued, etc. The concluding formula of R 02 • In this
passage only we get the active verb with subject God ('elohim a mark
of the E school ; but variants exist in (!Ii : cf. Kit., BH.) in place of
the passive, 'was (were) subdued,' eh. 3 30 , 8 28 , I 1 33 •
24. until they had destroyed, etc. It can scarcely be doubted that
RE• (like R O in Josh.) tends to exaggerate the far-reaching effects of

the victory. So far as the old narrative is concerned, it does not even
mention the capture of the city of I;larosheth.

5.

1-31. Deborah and Baralf: the triumph-song.

Besides the Commentaries, etc., quoted throughout the book, and the
authorities cited at the head of the introd. to 41-5 31 , cf. * C. F. Schnurrer,
Dissertatio inauguralis philologica in Canticum Deborae, 1775 ; republished in
Dissertationes philologico-criticae, 1790, pp. 36-96 (his discussions are marked by
learning and good sense): J. B. Kohler in Eichhorn's Repertorium .fiir Biblische
und Morgenlandische Litteratur, vi. 1780, pp. 163-172 (a criticism of Schnurrer.
Translation and very brief notes) : J. G. von Herder, Brie.fe das Studium der
Theologie betreffend (1780), 4• Ausg. 1816, i. pp. 65-75 (a literary appreciation);
Vom Geist der ebraischen Poesie (1783), 3• Ausg. von K. W. Justi, 1825,
pp. 237-243 (translation with scanty notes): G. H. Hollmann, Commentarius

* The compilation of a list of ·nineteenth-century authorities upon the Song
necessarily goes back to Schnurrer at the end of the eighteenth century; since
this scholar's work is very outstanding, and has had considerable influence upon
his successors. For earlier writers, cf. Justi, as noticed above, and Bachmann,
pp. 298 f. Reuss, in his Geschichte der heil. Schrift. A. T., names a considerable
number of additional nineteenth-century writers on the Song; but the present
editor has not been able to find their works, either in the Bodleian Library, or
in Dr. Pusey's library, which Dr. Darwell Stone, Principal uf Pusey House, has
kindly made accessible to him. The fact, however, that these writers are either
not cited at all, or only very occasionally cited, by subsequent scholars, may
perhaps justify the assumption that their contributions to the study of the Song
are ofno special importance.
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philologico-criticus in Carmen Deborae, 1818 (very scholarly and thorough):
K. W. Justi, National-Gesdnge der Hebrder, ii., 1820, pp. 210-312 (he gives,
pp. 1t7-225, a full list of earlier writers on the subject from the commencement
of the eighteenth century; and his commentary offers a serviceable conspectus of
their opinions): H. Ewald, Die Dichter des Alten Bundes (1839), neue Ausarb.
1866, pp. 178-190 (his translation often happily reproduces the original rhythm.
Very brief notes): G. Boettger, Commentarius exegetico-criticus in Deborae canticum, in Kiiuffer's Biblische Studien, i. pp. n6-128, ii. pp. 81-roo, iii. pp. 122-148
(down to v. 23), 1842-4 (he adds little or nothing to the work of earlier scholars);
J. von Gumpach, Alttestamentliche Studien, 1852, pp. 1-138 (lengthy, but not
very discriminating): J. G. Donaldson, Jashar, 1854, pp. 237-240, 261-289
(comments of no special value): E. Meier, Uebersetzung und Erkldrung des
Debora-Liedes, 1859 (his comments are often suggestive): G. Hilliger, Das
Deborah'.Lied ubersetzt u11td erkldrt, 1867 (he makes no special contribution of his
own): A. Muller, Das Lied der Deborah; eine philologische Studie, in Konig.,berger Studien, 1887, pp. 1-21 (a protest against the attempt to extract a
rendering from a corrupt text at all costs-having mainly in view the second
edition of Bertheau's commentary on Judges, which app~ared in 1883); M.
Vernes, Le cantique de Debora, in REJ. xxiv. 1892, pp. 52-67, 225-255 (he
regards the Song as a very late production-not earlier than the fourth or third
cootury B.c.-based upon the prose-narrative in eh. 4): C. Niebuhr, Versuch
einer Reconstellation des Deioraliedes, 1894 (highly fanciful*): H. Winckler,
AF. i. (1893-97), pp. 192 f., 291 f.; GI. ii., 1900, pp. 127-135 (many original, but
not very convincing, emendations); P. Ruben, JQR. x. (1898), pp. 541-558
(emendations based on very rash philologizing) : K. L. Stephan, Das DeboraLie.d, 1900 (his original suggestions are not happy): A. Segond, Le cantique
de Debora, 1900 (painstaking, but fails at crucial points): V. Zapletal, Das
Deboralied, 1905 (he deals somewhat arbitrarily with the text in order to produce
a uniform scheme of three-beat stichoi ; and his Hebrew forms and constructions are often very curious): Ed. Meyer, IN. pp. 487-498.
On the metrical form of the poem, cf. J. Ley, Die metrischen Formen der
hebrdischen Poesie systematisch dargtlegt, 1866, pp. 160-171 ; Grundziige des
Rhythmus, des Vers- und Strophenbaues in der hebrdisc!ten Poesie, 1875, pp.
214-219: G. Bickell, Carmina Veteris Testamenti metrice, 1882, pp. 195-197;
Dichtungen der Hebraer, i., 1882, pp. 27-31 : C. J. Ball,. The formal element in
the Hebrew Lyric, 1887: H. Grimme, Abriss der biblisch-hebrdischen Metrik, in
ZDMG. 1896, pp. 572-578: J. Marquart, Fundamente israelitischer und judischer Geschichte, 1896, pp. 1-10: D. H. Muller, Der Aufbau des Dei>ora-Liedes,
in Actes du XI• Congres Internal. d'Orientalistes, 1897 (1898), iv. pp. 261-272:
E. Sievers, Studien zur hebraischen Metrik (part i. of the writer's 1'detrische
Studien, 1901), pp. 418 ff.: J. W. Rothstein, Zur Kritik des Deboraliedes und
die ursprungliche rhythmische Form desselben, in ZDMG., 1902, pp. 175-208; ·

* The poem, in its original form, is thrown back by Niebuhr into the fourteenth
century B.C. Sisera becomes a king of Egypt-Sesu-ra, the (supposed) last
representative of the Eighteenth Dynasty ; who revived Agnaton's cult of the
Solar-disk, which had been abandoned for the old religion of Egypt under
Sesu-Ra's predecessors, Amen-tut-anb and Ay; and whose accession was
signalized by a combined attempt of the kings of Cana'an to throw off the
Egyptian yoke(' <Sisera, king of Egypt), chose new gods; then was there war
at the gates< of Egypt>'). Sesu-Ra is supposed to have quelled the Cana'anite
opposition; but subsequently to have suffered defeat at the hands of the Hebrew
tribes under Bara('. It goes without saying that the text of the poem bas to undergo
somewhat violent treatment before this view of affairs can be extracted from it,
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437-485 i 697-728 i 1903, pp. 8r-1o6; 344-370; N. Schlogl, Le chi:lpitrt! V d,l
livre ties Ju1;es, in RB., 1903, pp. 387-394 (a common-sense; criticism of Rothstein): E. G. King, Early Religious Poetry of the Hebrews, 19rr, pp. 8·14: G. A.
Smith, The early Poetry of Israel (Schweich Lectures, 1910), 1912, pp. 80-90.

The historical circumstances presupposed by the Song, as compared with the prose-narrative of eh. 4, have already been discussed
in the general introd. to 4 1-5 31 • It remains to say something about
the metrical form of the poem. As a preliminary, we may notice
that, while v. 1 and v. 31 b are obviously the work of editors, the former
being due, in all probability, to RJE, and the latter to RE•, v. 2 also,
which is usually regarded as the opening couplet of the poem, is
more probably an ancient introduction, extracted, together with the
poem itself, from the old song-book in which it was contained
(cf. note ad foe.). The poem thus possesses two introductions of a
different date in v. 1 and v. 2, and its true commencement is found
•

3

mv..

The fact may now be regarded as well established that Hebrew
poetry, besides such long-recognized characteristics as parallelism in
thought, etc., possesses a definitely marked metrical or (perhaps more
accurately) rhythmical system. Attempts which have been made to
discover a strict form of scansion by feet may be said to have resulted
in failure : investigation has rather proved that ancient Hebrew possessed no regularly quantitative system of metre, but rather a system
in which so many ictus or rhythmical beats occur in each stichos,
while the number of intervening unstressed syllables is governed
merely by the possibilities of pronunciation.*
The existence of such a system in the poetry of an ancient Semitic

* This system is exactly illustrated in English by Coleridge's Christabel, on
the rhythm of which the poet writes:-' I have only to add that the metre of
Christabel is not, properly speaking, irregular, though it may seem so from its
being founded on a new principle: namely, that of counting in each line the
accents, and not the syllables. Though the latter may vary from seven to twelve,
yet in each line the accents will be found to be only four. Nevertheless, this
occasional variation in number of syllables is not introduced wantonly, or for the
mere ends of convenience, but in correspondence with some transition, in the
nature of the imagery or passion.' In illustration of this system, as worked out
In the poem, we may quote
'They crossed the.moat, and Christabel
Took the key that fitted well ;
A little door she opened straight,
All in the middle of the gate ;
The gate that was ironed within and without,
Where an army in battle array bad passed out.
The lady sank, belike through pain,
And Cbristabel with might and main
Lifted her up, a weary weight,
Over the threshold of the gate :
Then the lady rose again,
And moved, as she were not in pain.'
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language is well illustrated by the Babylonian epic pdems, where the
regular rhythmical form appears to consist in four beats to the line.*
Thus, e.g., we may cite (Gilgamef-epic, xi. 9. 10):

lupteka Gtlgamef amdt ni~trti
u pirtsta fa i"Zlni kdsa lu#ika
' I will unfold to thee, Gilgames, a w6rd of secrecy,
And a decfsion of the g6ds will I tell thee-e'en thee.'
Or, with a fewer number of syllables to the line (id. xi.

21.

22):

kikkif kikkif tgar tgar
ktkkifu fimtma igaru l;issds
'Reed-hut, reed-hut ! wall, wall !
Reed-hut, Hsten ! wall, attend!'
This four-beat measure is well recognizable in Hebrew, and is
prominent in the Song of Deborah, about three-eighths of the poem
being so composed. The rhythm, as it appears in the original, may
be illustrated from v. 6 :

har£'m naz'lu' mipp'ni Yahweh
mipp'nl Yahweh ''lohi Yisra'tl
The measure appears to be especially characteristic of such
examples of Hebrew poetry as may be supposed (upon other
grounds) to be among the most ancient ; and the influence of the
Babylonian pattern may here be conjectured to have been operative,
or even a more remote tradition common to both peoples. As illustrations from other early poems we may cite Ex. 1 5 lb : :j:

'astral' Yahweh ki ga'6 ga'a
sds w•rokh'bh8 ramd bhayydm
'I will sfng to Yahweh, for he hath trfumphed, hath triumphed;
The h6rse and his rfder hath he whelmed in the sea';

* Cf. Zimmern, Ein vorlauflges Worf iiber babyloniscke Metrik, in ZA. 1893,
pp. 121-124; Weiteres zur babyloniscken Metrik, in ZA. 1895, pp. 1-20. In the
latter article, the author publishes a nee-Babylonian text in which the stichoi are
divided by three vertical lines into four parts. This division can, in his opinion,
serve no other purpose than to indicate the four verse-members (feet); and thus
we have an actual proof that the Babylonians consciously reckoned lines of four
beats in one species of their poetry.
The major part of this poem is so composed, Sievers (op. cit. pp. 4o8 f.)
contrives to fit nearly the whole of it to this measure.

+
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and 2 Sam. 1 22 from David's lament over Saul and Jonathan, which
is mainly composed in this measure:

midddm l;i«latfm mel;itlebh gibborim
#feth Y•honathan lo nas6gh 'al;i6r
w•l;ierebh ~a'zil lo thaft2bh re/lam
'From the blood of the slain, from the fat of the strong
The bow of Jonathan turned not back,
And the sword of Saul returned not void.'
Together with the four-beat measure we also find, in the Song of
Deborah, a three-beat measure into which about five-eighths of the
poem is cast. We may instance v. 4 :

Yahweh b'feth•ka misse£'r
b'fa'dh•khd miss'dht 'Edh6m
This is the most frequent form of Hebrew measure, the Book of
Job and a great number of the Psalms being written in it. Couplets of
this form may account for the term 'hexameter' as used by Josephus.*
The three-beat measure appears, like the four-beat measure, to be
of considerable antiquity. We find it, for instance (combined with
an opening line of four beats), in the ancient 'Song of the Sword'
which is ascribed to Lamech in Gen. 4 22 f 1·, and evidently celebrates
the invention or acquisition of weapons of bronze and iron by a people
in the nomadic stage :

* Jos. applies the term (Ant. IV. viii. 44) to the •Song' (Deut. 32) and
•Blessing' (Deut. 33) of Moses, in both of which the three-beat measure is well
marked. He also states (Ant. II. xvi. 4) that Ex. 15 is composed 'in hexameter
verse,' a statement which is true only of a very minor portion of the poem
(cf. vv.2.sbc.16cd), the greater part being composed, as we have already noticed,
in the four-beat measure. David is said (Ant. VII, xii. 3) to have composed
'songs and hymns to God of several sorts of metre: some of those which he
made were trimeters, and some were pentameters.' Here the trimeter of course
is the three-beat measure considered as a stichos and not as a couplet (hexameter);
while the pentameter is the so-called .l(ina (elegiac) measure which is well exemplified, e.g. by Ps. 42-43; cf. v. 2 :
• Thirsteth my s6ul for G6d,
For the G6d of my Ufe,
When shall I c6me and beh6ld
The face of G6d.'

The former measure is reckoned either as trimeter or hexameter because each
three-beat stichos is complete in itself, and the two lines of the couplet are usually
parallel in sense; whereas in the. pentameter (3+2) the second line completes the
sense of the first,
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'Adha w'.$illa J<md'an Mlt
n'se L!mekk luiazfnnii 'imriithi
ki '£f hardghti l'phi/t
w'y!ledh /'!idbburathf
ki Jibh'athdyim yu#am J{dyin
w•Lemekh Jibh'{m w'Jibh'a
''Ada and $flla, hear my vofce;
Wives of Lamech, give ear to my w6rd :
For a man have I slain for my w6und,
And a b6y for the sake of my bruise:
If seven times Cain be avenged,
Then.Lamech full seventy and seve11.'
Occasionally we find couplets in the Song of Deborah composed of a four-beat line followed by a three-beat line (4 + 3); cf.
vv. 4h.l 6h• 18-26h. 27a. Instances of the reverse order (3 + 4) occur in vv. 6•· 9•
Combination of these two forms of measure is found similarly in
Ex. 15. Other metrical forms employed in Hebrew poetry do not
come under consideration in the present connexion.
The fact that Hebrew vocalization, as known to us from :!fll, represents a somewhat artificial system of pronunciation which is due to the
method of cantillation practised in the Synagogue from early times,
does not invalidate the conclusions above illustrated as to the metrical
form of Hebrew poetry; since there is no reason to suppose that the
number and position of the accentual beats were essentially altered to
suit the pronunciation of :!fll. We are not altogether without evidence
as to the pronunciation of Hebrew as a spoken language, but can
draw well-founded inferences, partly from comparative philology, and
partly from evidence derived from the transliterations of Amorite and
Hebrew words which are found in Babylonian and Assyrian inscriptions (Amorite proper names on Babylonian First Dynasty Tablets ;
' Canaanite glosses' on the T.A. Tablets ; Biblical names in Assyrian
Annals), and of proper names and place-names in (!Ji. Such evidence
indicates that the main difference between the original and the traditional pronunciations consisted in the occurrence of short vowels in
positions in which we now find either tone-long vowels or else vocal
sh'wa. Such a couplet as that quoted above from the Song of
Deborah, v. 5, was probably pronounced in some such form as

harrim nazalti mzppandy Yahwdh
mzppandy Yahwdh 'elahdy Yi.mill
This, however, does not, for our purposes, vary essentially from the
pronunciation of :!fll. Cf. further, Additional note, p. 158.
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The theory of Hebrew rhythm here exemplified is substantially
that which has been expounded in detail by Sievers (op. cit.), and
which is now very generally adapted by scholars.* Sievers gives
(pp. 418 ff.) his view of the rhythmical form of the Song of Deborah,
which agrees throughout with that which has been arrived at by the
present writer (prior to consultation of Sievers' version), except in a
few minor particulars which depend upon individual views as to the
original form of certain passages. The translation which follows
aims at reproducing the rhythm of the original, in so far as this can
be done consistently with a strictly accurate translation. Here and
there a faithful reproduction of the rhythm (which might have been
* Ball's rendering of the Song (published nearly thirty years ago) proceeds
upon the assumption of a more strictly metrical method, his lines falling into
regular iambic feet, with an occasional anapaest or trochee. Such a theory must
now give way in favour of that which is adopted above; yet the writer's method
deserves notice, if only as a tribute to his exceptional command of English style
in his reproduction of what he conceives to be the metrical form of the original.
We may cite, by way of illustration, vv. 25 ''·• the account of Sisera's murder:Maim sha'al, !Ja.lab nathana;
Basifl 'addfrim hiqriba !Jem'ah:
Yadah [sam61] layyathed t!sblegenn
Wim!nah lalmuth ·amil!m;
Wahalama S!s'ra mal}aqa rosh6,
Umajpfa wagall:1.fa raqqath6.
Bein raglaiha kara•, nafal, shakab;
Bein raglaiha kara·, nafal:
Basher kara•, shamrmahl nafal shadud.
' He asked but water, milk she gave ;
In lordly platter sbe presented curds.
Her left hand to the tent-pin soft she lays,
And to the workmen's maul her right;
Then smote she Sisera and brake his head ;
She struck, and pierced withal his temples through.
' Betwixt her feet he bowed, he fell, he lay;
Betwixt her feet he bowed, he fell;
E'en where he bowed, he fell. slain violently.'
A similar system of syllable-reckoning is found in the Syriac metres, the
invention of which is ascribed by tradition to Bardesanes (born 154 A.D. ).
Bickell counts syllables in the same way as Ball; but his feet (in contrast) are
trochaic, and he takes great liberties with the Hebrew forms in order to fit them
into his system. Thus vv. 24ft. run, according to this system, as follows:-

Teborakh minnasim Ja'el,
M!nnas!m b'ohl t'b6rakh !
Majm saal, chalab natana ;
B'sefl -ddir hfqr'ba chem'a.
Jadah, l'jated tmachiinna;
V!minah lehalmuti 'amelim.
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obtained through a paraphrase) has to give way in favour of a faithful
rendering into English.
That the poem was intended to exhibit a kind of strophic arrangement is very probable. On examination of its contents, it appears to
fall into the following divisions:( 1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

vv. 3· 5• Introduction-Praise of Yahweh, ·who is pictured as
setting forth from His earthly seat to the help of His
people (9 stichoi).
vv. 6·8. Israel's oppression by the Canaanites prior to the
rising of the tribes ( 11 stichoi).
vv. 12·9-u. Summons to a retrospect of Yahweh's 'righteous
acts' in giving victory to His people ( 11 stichoi).
vv. 13·16a. Muster of the clans-The patriotic tribes (9 stichoi).
vv. 16h·18• Reproach of the recreant tribes, who are contrasted
with Zebulon and Naphtali, whose bravery was most conspicuous (10 stichoi).
vv. 19•21 • The battle (9 stichoi).
vv. 22-23• Flight of the foe (6 stichoi).
vv. 24· 27• Ja' el's deed extolled-The fate of Sisera ( 11 stichoi).
vv. 28 · 30• The poet gloats over the anxiety and vain expectation of Sisera's mother (11 stichoi).
v. 31 a. A concluding couplet (supposed by some to have been
added to the poem in later times).
V'hal'ma Sls'ra', mach'qa roso,
V'mich\~a v'chil'fa raqq'to.
Ben raglaha kira', nafal,
Ve-sakhab ladrer,
Ben raglaha kira', nafal;
Baa~er kari', lfam nafal sadud.

This typically German rhythm lends itself admirably to his translation :• Jahel sei von Frau'n gepriesen,
Von den Frau'n im Zelte !
Statt des Wassers gab sie Milch ihm,
Rahm in macht'ge Schale.
lhre Hand griffnach dem Pflocke,
Und den Hammer fasste ihre Rechte.
• Und sein Haupt zcrschlug sie hammernd,
Quetschte seine Schlafe.
Sisara fie!, stiirzte nieder,
Lag zu ihren Fiissen,
So vor ihr dahingestrecket,
Blieb er. WO er fie!, zerschmettert liegen.'
Marquart's system likewise takes such liberties with the position of the ictus
as would be capable (by the aid of emendation, where deemed necessary) of
producing almost any desired result from any Hebrew poem to which it might
be applied.
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Here we notice that, out of the nine divisions or strophes into
which the poem falls, four, viz. N os. 2, 3, 8, and 9, are of exactly the
same length, viz. eleven stichoi. Every strophe, except Nos. 5 and 7,
contains a single line; and in N os. 4, 6, 8, and 9 these single lines
correspond with a break in subject, rounding off the strophe. Such
a measure of uniformity suggests that, in its original form, the poem
may have been more completely uniform. Thus, e.g., it seems probable
that v. 12 in strophe 3 originally stood before vv. 9·11-an arrangement which brings the single stichos v. uc to the end of the strophe.
This gives a very natural order :-Deborah, Bara~, the military commanders, 'the people' or rank and file of the fighting men, and then
typical representatives of the community in time of peace-the sheikhs,
the wayfarers, and the village-maidens. We must not, however, Jay
too great stress upon such an arrangement, since it seems fairly clear
that it was not hard and fast throughout the poem. Few would doubt
that strophe I stands substantially in its original form. In this case
the strophe may be said to fall into two parts, 1a (v. 3) and 1b (vv. 4-6 );
and it is 1a, and not 1b, that the poet has rounded off with the single
stichos.
The variation in length of strophes 1, 4-7, and more especially the
very marked comparative brevity of No. 7, suggests that the poem
has undergone a certain amount of mutilation in transmission--a
conclusion which is also rendered highly probable by the very corrupt
condition of the text in the middle part of the poem (vv. 8· 16), which
has been the despair of a multitude of commentators.
It is perhaps needless to remark that the emendations adopted in
the translation are not claimed as offering more than a reasonably
possible solution of textual difficulties which are in some cases so
considerable that they may well be regarded as beyond the reach of
remedy.* When confronted by difficulties of such a character there are
three courses which are open to the translator. He may endeavour
to force a meaning out of ffl as it stands, in defiance of the ordinary
rules which govern Hebrew philology; he may abandon the passage
as hopeless, and leave a lacuna in his translation; or he may seek,
by aid of the ancient Versions, or (in default of such aid) by means of
reasonable conjecture, so to emend the text that it may satisfy at once
the demands of the Hebrew language and the requirements of the
context. The third course has been adopted as most appropriate to
a commentary of which the aim is the elucidation of the Biblical text
by all the aids which modern research has placed within our reach.

* The very corrupt condition of portions of the poem may be taken as an
indication that it was derived by E, not from oral tradition, but from an ancient
written source which may already have been partially illegible when it was drawn
upon by the historian. Cf. the similar phenomenon in David's lament over Saul
and Jonathan, 2 Sam. I I7ff., and Solomon's words at the dedication of the
Temple, I Kgs. 8 12· 13-poems which we know to have been extracted from an
ancient song-book, viz. the Book of Jashar.
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Then sang Deborah and Bara\i: the son of Abino'am
on that day, saying,
E (When long locks of hair were worn loose in Israel ; when
the people volunteered.)
RJB

Bless ye Yahweh !
3.

Attend, ye kings ; give ear, ye rulers :
I - to Yahweh I will sing,
Will make melody to Yahweh, the God of Israel.
4.
· Yahweh, in thy progress from Se'ir,
In thy march from the field of Edom,
Earth quaked, yea, heaven rrocked 1,
Yea, the clouds dropped water.
5. The mountains rshook l before Yahweh,
[) Befor~ Yahweh, the God of Israel.
6.

7.

8.

rFrom1 the days of Shamgar hen-' Anath,
rFroml the days of rold, caravansl ceased.
And they that went along the ways used to walk [] by
crooked paths.
Villagr es l ceased in Israel ;
ceased;
Till thou didst arise, Deborah,
Didst arise as a mother in Israel.
rArmourers had they none ;l
rArmed men failed from the city :l
Was there seen a shield or a lance
Among forty thousand in Israel?

Awake, awake, Deborah!
Awake, awake, sing paean l
Rise up, Bara}i:, and lead captive
Thy captrorsl, 0 son of Abino'am !
9.
rcome, ye l commanders of Israel l
Ye that volunteered among the people, bless ye Yahweh !
10. rLetl the riders on tawny she-asses [<review it,)]
And let the wayfarers [<r recall it to mind ! 1)]
1 1. [] Hark to rthe maidens laughing1 at the wells !
There they recount the righteous acts of Yahweh,
The righteous acts of his rarm l in Israel.[]

12.

I04

13.
14.

15.
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Then down fto the gates gatl the nobles;
Yahweh's folk rgat theml down mid the heroes.
From Ephraim fthey spread out on the vale1 ;
'After thee, Benjamin!' mid thy clansmen.
From Machir came down the commanders,
And from Zebulun men wielding the truncheon [].
And fthy 1 princes, Issachar, were with Deborah;
And fNaphtali1 was leal <to) Bara~:
To the vale he was loosed at his heel.
<Utterly reft) finto l factions was Re'uben;
Great were rhis searchings1 of heart.

16.

Why sat'st thou still amid the folds,
To hear the pastoral pipings? []

q.

Gile'ad beyond the Jordan dwelt,
And Dan [] abideth by the ships.
Asher sat still by the shore of the seas,
Dwelling beside his creeks.

18.

Zebulun is the folk that scorned its life to the death,
And N aphtali on the heights of the field.

19.

20.

21.

22.

On came the kings, they fought ;
Then fought the kings of Cana'an;
In Ta'anach, by the rills of Megiddo;
The gain of money they took not.
From heaven fought the stars;
From their highways they fought with Sisera.
The torrent J5_ishon swept them off;
[)flt faced them 1, the torrent 15-ishon.
fBiess thou1, my soul, the might <of Yahweh!)
Then loud beat the hoofs of the horser s1 ;

rOff1 gallopred 1, roffl gallopl'edl his chargers.
23.

Curse ye, rcurse ye l Meroz ! []
Curse ye, curse ye her towns-folk !
For they came not to the help of Yahweh,
To the help of Yahweh mid the heroes.

[5.

5. I. 2.]
24.

25.
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Most blessed of women be Ja'el, []
Of tent-dwelling women most blessed !
Water he asked; milk she gave;

In a lordly dish she proffered curds.
26.

Her hand to the peg she put forth,
And her right to the maul of the workmen ;
And she smote !:Mera-destroyed his head,
Shattered and pierced through his temples.

27.

'Twixt her feet he bowed, he fell down, he lay prone;
'Twixt her feet he bowed, he fell down.
Where he bowed, there he fell down undone.

28.

Out through the window she leaned and exclaimed,
The mother of Sisera out through the lattice :
'Wherefore delayeth his car to come?
Wherefore tarrieth the clatter of his chariots ? '

29.

Her wisest princesses makf e7 answer,
Yea, she returneth her reply:[]

30.

'Are they not finding-dividing the spoil?
A damsel-two damsels for every man :
A spoil of dyed stuffs for Sisera,
A spoil of dyed stuffs embroidered;
Two dyed embroideries for the neck of fthe queen.l'

31.

So perish all thy foes, Yahweh:
But be fthy l friends like the sun going forth in his might.

R 82

And the land had rest forty years.

s, I. Then sang Deborah. That the poem was actually composed
by Deborah does not appear to be probable : cf. note on v. 7b.
2. When, etc. The view which is taken in the translation given above
is that this statement forms no part of the poem, but simply states the
occasion on which it was composed, viz. when the Israelites consecrated
themselves with unshorn locks (see below) to fight the battle of Yahweh,
and made spontaneous offering of their service. The form of the
sentence (Infinitive Construct with :::tin a temporal clause) is exactly like
that which is employed in stating the supposed occasions of several
of the Psali:ns in the 'David' collection. So Ps. 3, 'When he fled
from Absalom his son' (')' \n;~f) ; Ps. 34, 'When he changed his
conduct before Abimelech, etc.' ()' \nl~!Pf): Ps. 51, 'When Nathan
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the prophet came unto him, etc.' (J' Ni:lr); cf. also Pss. 52, 54, 57,
59, 6o, 63.*
Bar'khu Yahweh, 'Bless ye Yahweh!' may then be regarded as
the title of the poem, indicating that it is a song of thanksgiving ;
just as in certain Psalms we find a prefixed Hal'lu Yah, ' Praise
ye Yah ! ' which is not strictly part of the Psalm itself, but indicates
its contents, viz. a song of praise: cf. Pss. I06, l l 1, l 12, al. Title
and note of occasion appear to have been taken over by the E
writer from the old song-book (perhaps 'the Book of the wars of
Yahweh,' Num. 21 14) in which the poem was contained. The
ordinary view, which makes this verse the opening couplet of the
poem, is opposed by its somewhat abrupt character, in contrast
to v. 3 which forms a natural opening (cf. Ex. 15 1\ 'I will sing to
Yahweh, etc.'); and also (and especially) by the difficulty of finding
a suitable rendering which does justice to the Hebrew construction.
It is very doubtful whether the rendering of R.V., 'For that, etc.,
bless ye Yahweh' (i.e. Thank Yahweh that such spontaneous service
was rendered) can be justified, no parallel to the use of the Infinitive
Construct with :l in such a sense seeming to exist.:): The only
natural rendering of 'J' l/iEl:l is that which makes it a temporal
clause: 'When, etc., bless ye Yahweh'; i.e. when Israel offers
spontaneous service, bless Yahweh as the true source of the noble
impulse, just as He is the true giver of victory; and (implicitly) do
not ascribe the movement to human merit (cf. eh. 7 2). The impulse
described by the verb hithnaddebh, i.e. voluntary service in Yahweh's

* Since writing the abov:e note, the present editor has discovered that a similar
view was put forward by William Green, Fellow of Clare Hall, Cambridge, in
1753 ( Tke Song of Deborah, reduced to metre). Green treats v. 2 as a statement of
the occasion of the poem, and renders vv. 1.2,
'Then sang Deborah and Barak
The son of Abinoam, on that day,
When they set Israel free, (and)
The people willingly offered themselves,
saying, Bless ye Jehovah.'
His note on the passage runs as follows:-' The second Period contains the
title and occasion of the Song, as may be seen by comparing it with the titles of
the Psalms, many of which run as this does. See titles of the 3rd, 34th, 51st,
and other Psalms. The Song plainly begins at Period the third.'

:!: We should expect

Sll

with the Infin. Constr. (cf. Ex. 17 7

',-nN onit!l)-,l,'

'on account of their try;ng Yahweh,' Arn. r 3 t:)~"1-Sl) 'on acc:un/of ;hei:
threshing'), or

il!iN-Sl/ or

~i:Jl/ i~N-Sll 'b;c:us~ 'they
T

•:-:

-

j~II(

~:~

alone, with the finite verb ( cf. Ex. 32 36
made,' Ps. 144 12 0 1l/'~):al ~)'l:l j~II(
'•:•

''T

•,•-:

'For that our sons are like young plants'). Bu. asserts (against Mo.) that it is
permissible to render :l ' on the ground that' after 7i:l ; but he quotes no
illustration of such a usage.
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cause, is ascribed to the influence of Yahweh in I Chr. 29 14. It
would be precarious, however, to argue from so late a passage to the
passage with which we are dealing ; and, in any case, such an
explanation involves reading more into our verse than perhaps it
may reasonably be supposed to contain. Mo. suggests that the
pref. :i. might here be rendered 'with' :- 'with long streaming locks
in Israel, with free gifts of the people, praise ye Yahweh '-a rendering which, even if it be possible, does not commend itself as at all
probable.
When long locks of hair were worn loose. Heb. biphroa' p'ra'oth.
The construction is literally that of an impersonal active verb :
'When one let loose long locks, etc.'
Much discussion has taken place over the meaning of substantive
and cognate verb. The grounds upon which the rendering given
above is adopted are as follows. In Bab. pirtu (plur. piretu, pirttu)
means 'long hair' (of the head) : cf. Gilgamef-epz'c I. col. ii. 36,
where it is said of the wild man Engidu that 'his long hair is arranged
like a woman's' (uppus pirttu kzma sinnisti; lit. 'he is arranged as to
the long hair, etc.'). The same subs. is seen in the Ar. far•·' long hair'
of a woman, 'full or abundant hair' (Lane). In Heb, pera' occurs in
Num. 6 5 with reference to the Nazirite: R.V. 'All the days of his
vow of separation no razor shall come upon his head : until the days
be fulfilled in which he separateth himself to the Lord, he shall be
holy, he shall let the locks (,Pera') of the hair of his head grow long.
Similarly, Ezek. 44 20 : R. V. 'Neither shall they (the priests the sons
of $ado].<:) shave their heads, nor suffer their locks (,Pera') to grow long ;
they shall only poll their heads.' In all these cases (Bab., Ar., and
Heb.) the meaning of the substantives is undisputed.
A plur. form par'oth, Construct State of p•ra'oth in our passage with
fem. termination (cf. Bab. pirtu, plur. piretu), is found in Deut. 32 42 ;
and the meaning has been held to be equally ambiguous in Deut. and
Judg. In the passage of Deut. (where Yahweh is the speaker) Driver
renders as follows :' I will make mine arrows drunk with blood,
And my sword shall devour flesh,
With the blood of the slain and of the captives,
From the long-haired heads of the foe.'
The Heb. phrase in the last line is ros paroth, lit. 'head of long
locks.'
There is no dispute that the verb para' has the meaning let loose,
unbind long hair in other passages: cf. Lev. 106, 21 10, 13 46,
Num. 5 18• It is also used metaphorically in the sense of letting
loose people by removing restraint from them, in Ex. 32 26 (twice).
Syr. p'ra' means 'to sprout,' and late Ar. fara'a is quoted in this
sense* (cf. references in BDB. s.v. lli!:l II.).

*

The roots l)i!:l and Mi!:l 'sprout' may be ultimately connected.
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This is the case for the rendering which has been adopted in the
text with some confidence. As Black remarks (after W. Robertson
Smith), 'The expression . . . refers to the ancient and widespread
practice of vowing to keep the head unshorn until certain conditions
had been fulfilled (c£ Acts 18 18). The priests [c£ the passage from
Ezek. already cited) were prohibited from making such vows because
they might interfere with the regular discharge of the priestly
functions ; but with warriors in primitive times the unshorn head was
a usual mark of their consecration to the work which they had undertaken, and their locks remained untouched till they had achieved
their enterprise or perished in the attempt (cf. Ps. 68 21 ). War among
most primitive peoples is a sacred function, and this was specially
the case in Israel where Jehovah was the God of Hosts.'
This interpretation, which was probably intended by :E. lv Tei>
avaKaXv,J,a<T0ai K£tpaXas (c£ Q!i;B 'A1r£KaAvcp0,, aTrOKO.Avµ.µ.a), is also
adopted by Cassel, Wellh. (Isr. u. Jud. Gesch2• p. 97), Vernes, No.,
La., Cooke ( Comm.), Gress., and, on Deut. 32 4~ (according to Driver),
by Schultens, Knobel, Keil, and by R. V. marg. 2.
The principal rival interpretation is 'For that (or when) the leaders
led.' This appears in QJiAL, e., lv Tcji t1.p~a<T0m apx'JYovs, and is adopted
by R.V., Schnurrer, Herder (1780), Hollmann, Ges., Ros., Donaldson,
Meier, Ewald, Hilliger, Bach., Reuss, Ber., Oet., Bu., Stephan,
Kit., Zapletal, Kent, Smith, and apparently given the preference by
Mo. on Judg. ; and in Deut. by R. V. (' From the head of the leaders
of the enemy'), Schultz, Kamphausen, Dillmann, Oet., Steuernagel. It
depends upon the fact that in Ar. the verbfara'a has the sense overtop or surpass t'n height, and then become superior in eminence, nobility,
etc. ; and hence is derived the subs. far', noble or man of emt'nence
(Lane).*
If this rendering is correct, it is at any rate remarkable that, where
so many occasions for mentioning leaders or chieftains occur in the
O.T., both in poetry and prose, this particular term should be found
only in the two passages specified, and should in both of them be
open to a considerable measure of ambiguity.
Other explanations may be dismissed in a few words. Kimchi, and
several older modern commentators (Kohler, Herder (1825), etc.),

* There can be little doubt that this root is the same as that from which the
subs. 'long hair' is derived, the common idea being that of luxuriant growth.
Cooke makes a mistake in attempting (with some of the older commentators)
to connect the Aram. tJ•~l,''1~!:i which is used in m:0 Deut. 16 18 to translate the
• T

Heh.

1:1''11:5~
•:

:

'

'officers' (in subordinate position) ; since the sense here intended

is vindices (from

l,'':,~

'to avenge'), alongside of Heb. tl 1 ~~i!i, Aram.

r~!"!

'judges.' Cooke adds a reference to Ex. 20 5 in I!!: J ; but this is quite off the
point, IP;~!:i here having the sense 'vindictive,' in the phrase, 'a jealous and
vindictive God.'
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following the rendering of $P, 'For the vengeance wherewith Israel
was avenged,' explain 'For the vengeance (lit. vengeances) which
was taken in Israel,' i.e. the avenging of their wrongs. Similarly, in
Deut. 32 42 R.V. marg. offers the rendering, 'From the beginning of
revenges upon the enemy.' But this sense of the verb l)1E:l, though
common in Aram., cannot be paralleled in Heh., in which na(i?am is
the regular term for 'avenge.' Lastly, Le Clerc, Michaelis, Justi, Stu.,
von Gumpach, assuming the meaning of the root to be to loosen in a
general sense, would render' For the freedom (freedoms) which was
wrought in Israel.' Such a sense, however, cannot be supported.
volunteered. The Heb. hithnaddebh, which is used, as here, in
2 Chr. 17 16, Neh. II 2, in the sense of offering one's self willingly to
perform certain services, occurs in I Chr. 29 (Passim), Ezr. 1 6, 2 68,
3 6 t with the meaning qjjer freewill qjjerings (n'dhabhoth) for the
Temple. Cf. also, in Bib. Aram., Ezr. 7 13-15-16 t.

3. ye rulers. Heh. roz'nim, which is connected with an Ar. root
meaning 'to be weighty, grave, firm in judgment,' is only employed
in the 0. T. in poetical or elevated diction. It is parallel to 'kings'
(as here) in Hab. 1 10, Ps. 2 2, Prov. 8 15, 31 4, and to 'judges of the
earth' in Isa. 40 23 t. Cf. Bab. urzunu (ruzzunu?), rUJJUnu, 'mighty,
dignified,' cited by Dyneley Prince, JBL., 1897, pp. 17 5 ff. ; Langdon,
AJSL., 1912, pp. 144 f.
1 - unto Yahweh I will sing, The fo,st 'I' is a nominativus
pendens. R.V., 'I, even I will sing, etc.,' is incorrect.
will make melody. Heh. zimmer is used of playing an instrument
(cf. Ps. 33 2b, 144 9b, 147 7b, al.), as well as of singing. Hence the
rendering adopted is preferable to the more specific rendering of R. V.,
' I will sing praise.'
4. Yahweh, when, etc. Yahweh is pictured as marching to the
assistance of Israel from His ancient seat in the south (as rightly
observed by Hollmann), which is placed by the poet in 'Se'ir' or 'the
field of Edom.' That this seat can be no other than Sinai (of J and P)
or I;Ioreb (of E and D), as is assumed by the author of the ancient
gloss 'This is Sinai' in v. 6b, cannot be doubted. The old poem
called 'the Blessing of Moses,' Deut. 33, is very explicit. It opens
with the quatrain' Yahweh came from Sina~
And beamed forth unto them from Se' ir ;
He shone forth from mount Paran,
And came from rMeribath-~adesh.l'
Here Sinai is grouped with Se'ir, i.e. the mountain-range of Edom
which runs north and south, from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of
'Al_;:aba; '!'ith a mountain (or mountain-range) belonging to Paran-perhaps Gebel Fa.ran, among the mountains to the south-east of
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~adesh ; and with Meribah of ~adesh,* i.e. ~adesh-Barnea', which
was close to the border of Edom: cf. Num. 20 16h, and note on 'from
the Crag,' Judg. 1 36•
The evidence of the 'prayer' of Habal_s:l_s:ul_s: is similar. This opens
with the statement' God came from Tema_n,
And the holy one from mount Paran.'
Teman, which etymologically means 'the right hand side,' or South
country, from the standpoint of Cana' an, is the name applied to a
district of Edom, as appears from Ezek. 25 13, Ob. 9•
If the site of Mount Sinai is to be sought among the mountains of
Edom, not far from ~adesh-possibly in the Gebel el-Mal_s:rah group
to the south-east of 'Ain ~udes (cf. Map V.), this is consonant with
several other statements contained in the O.T. For instance, Moses
comes to Mount I:Ioreb when feeding the flock of his father-in-law,
the priest of Midian (Ex. 3 1 E) ; and Midian appears to have been
situated north-east of the Gulf of 'Al_s:aba, in the neighbourhood of the
hill-country of Se'ir.t Israel's first conflict with the 'Amalel_s:ites is at
Rephidim close to Sinai (Ex. 17 Sff. E); and the 'Amalel_s:ites are
mentioned elsewhere as inhabiting the region immediately south of
the N egeb, in the neighbourhood of the ~enites and Sime' onites :
cf. note on ''Amalel_s:' eh. 3 12• The story of Moses striking the rock
at ~adesh is given as the origin of the name Meribah in Num. 20 1-13
(JEP), and is closely parallel to the story of his striking the rock at
Rephidim close to Sinai, Ex. 17 lb- 7 (JE), where the name Meribah
is similarly given; and it is impossible to think otherwise than that
the two narratives are duplicates of the same tradition. Cf. further
Sayce, pp. HCM. 262-272.
The traditional site of Sinai is Gebel Musi in the south of the
peninsula of Sinai, more than 150 miles south of ~adesh ('Ain
~udes), and considerably over 100 miles from the southernmost
district of Edom, and from the land of Midian. The only evidence

* Jlll

reads

t::i'ij,
...

n::l:liO
i.e. 'from ten thousands of holiness,' which is
: ... ,

paraphrased by R. V., 'from the ten thousands of holy ones.' C!li, however,
renders <rvv µ,vp,ci,,r,v Kao?Js, and it is clear that a place-name is required by the
parallelism with the three preceding stichoi. This can be scarcely other than
~'}~ n;i1~tp7?: cf. Deut. 3251, Ezek. 47 rn, 4828; Ps. rn632.

:l: The statement of Ex. 3 1 that Moses 'led his flock to tke back of the wilderness' implies that the mountain of God lay to the west of Midian. The Moo,ava
or Mao,aµ,a of Ptolemy (vi. 7), i.e. the Madyan of the Arabic geographers, lies
east of the gulf of'AJ,.aba and south of the mountain-range of Se'ir; but the land
of Midian may in all probability have extended further northwards along the
eastern side of Se'ir. Thus a mountain west of Midian might be situated in Se'ir
to the east of the "Arabah: but the tradition which associates Sinai with Kadesh
and Paran, seems rather to favour the district of Edom which lay to the ~est of
the ·Arabah.
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Ill

in the O.T, which may be said to tell in its favour, ill so far as it is
incompatible with the evidence given above associating Sinai with
}5:adesh, is the statement of Deut. 1 2 that 'it is eleven days from
l:Ioreb by way of the hill-country of Se'ir to ~adesh-Barnea' .' It may
be noticed also that P in Num. 33 16·36 places twenty stations between
Sinai and ~adesh ; but this is discounted by the fact that the old
narrative JE knows nothing of these stations, and only mentions
Tab' erah ( N um. 11 3 ), ~ibroth-hatta'avah (N um. 11 34 ), and l:Ia~eroth
(Num. II 35 ), as intervening.*
The tradition which connects Sinai with Gebel Musa cannot be
tr~ced beyond the monastic period. It seems to have been in the
fourth century A.D. that Christian communities began to settle in the
Sinai peninsula, and monasteries were established in the neighbourhood of Gebel Musa, and also of Gebel Serbal in the west of the
peninsula, which, in the opinion of many authorities, possesses the
earlier claim to have been considered the traditional Sinai. Upon
this question, cf. Driver, Exodus (Camb. Bib.), pp. 186 ff. t
the field of Edom. The phrase c\i~
nib (parallel to ' Seir,' a
~-= •• :
mountain-district: cf. preceding note) suggests an original connexion
between Heb. siidhe, ordinarily rendered 'field,' and Bab. sadlt,
'mountain.'§ Cf. also v. 18, 'on the heights of the field' ; N um. 23 14,
'unto the field of the watchmen' ($ophim), further explained by 'unto
the top of Pisgah,' mentioned as a point of view; Deut. 32 13, 'produce

* i:;:_adesh is not mentioned at the end of Num. 12 or the beginning of 13.
Num. 12 16 says that 'the people journeyed from I;Ia~eroth and pitched in the
wilderness of Paran,' and ck. 13 then at once commences to relate the mission of
the spies. But that it was i:;:_adesh from which, according to the old narrative,
the spies were sent forth is clear from 13 26, where they return to i:;:_adesh, and
from 32 s, where they are definitely stated to have been sent forth from i:;:_adeshBarnea'.
::: An expansion in l['s paraphrase of v. 5 shows that the translator must have
supposed Sinai to be a very small mountain, and therefore could not have known
the tradition identifying it with Gebel Milsa or 6ebel Serbal. The passage runs,
'Mount Tabor, Mount I;Iermon, and Mount Carmel were in a fury one with
another, and were saying one to another, the one of them, "Upon me shall His
Skekkini1 dwell; and me it becometh"; and another, "Upon me shall His
Skekkina. dwell; and me it becometh." He caused His Shekki,ui to dwell on
Mount Sinai, which is weaker and smaller than all the mountains.'
§ Heb.

b= Bab. sis

seen also in l/:li!'=seM 'be sated', l'li!'= Ju'u 'sheep',
-

•• T

•,•

~,b=Idtu 'rebel', :1 1~=sebu 'hoary', r, 11!' 'plant'=Iiatu 'shoot' from
sdf!u 'grow', ,~b~=sumUu 'left side', -,¥~ 'hair'=Mrtu 'hairy skin',
j:)b=sa#u 'sack', i:i,b=sard_pu 'burn', ,i;, 'prince'=sarru 'king', and
in- other cases in which-~he connexion is not so obvious. Cf. the way in which
loan-words in Hebrew from Assyrian represent Jby C; e.g. l\)/1:? for Sargdnu,
etc.: cf. the present editor's note in ITS. xi. p. 440.
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1 21 a,

of the field,' parallel to 'the heights of the earth'; 2 Sam.
where
we should perhaps read 'ye fields of fdeathl, (n~'? ''}ip), parallel to

'ye mountains of Gilboa''; Jer. 18 14, 'Shall the snow of Lebanon fail
from the rock of the field.?' In all these cases the more original
meaning 'mountain' appears to be prominent. C£ Barth, Etymologzsche Studien, pp. 65 f.; Winckler, AF. i. p. 192; Peters, JBL.,
1893, pp. 54 ff. The reason why siidhe came to denote more generally
'field,' i.e. open country, usually uncultivated pasture or huntingground, probably was that the usage sprang up in Palestine where
this type of country is found in the hills as opposed to the vale ('emel!),
which doubtless was then, as it is now, appropriated for arable purposes. A parallel may be found in the fact that, for the Babylonians,
the same Sumerian ideogram KUR stands both for sadu, 'mountain,'
and matu (Aram. miitha), 'country'; a fact which points the inference
that for the original users of the ideogram their 'country' was a
mountain-country.
Earth quaked. The reference is not to Yahweh's manifestation
in storm and earthquake at the giving of the Law on Sinai or l;Ioreb
(Ex. 19 16 ff., Deut. 4 11 ·12, 5 22 ff,), as has been supposed by many
scholars-a fact which would have no special significance in the
present connexion, but to his appearance in these natural phenomena
upon the occasion with which the poem deals. As we have already
noticed (4 14 note), the fact that a thunder-storm burst in the face of
the foes, and materially assisted in their discomfiture, may be inferred
both from the poetical and prose-narratives. The statement that
'the earth quaked' need not be taken more literally than the companion-statement that 'the heaven rocked'; and may well be a
poetical description of the apparent effect produced by the rolling
peals of thunder.
rocked. Reading ~)ir.i~ with (!!iLNa! lrapaxBri (cf. (!!iA £~£<J"ra8ri),
I, 'turbatum est,' Bu., Mo., Oort, No., in place of J!t ~!)t:)) which
means 'dropped' or ' dripped,' and is the word used in the f~llowing
stichos-a fact which doubtless accounts for its erroneous occurrence
in our passage. The Heb. root mugh, suggested by the Versions
above cited, is the same as the Ar. maga, which, as applied to the
sea, means 'be in a state of commotion,' 'be agitated with waves,' 'be
very tumultuous' (Lane). Marquart, Ehr. read ~t:)jr.,~ 'were shaken.'
5. shook.

Vocalizing

~bi~

(as in Isa. 63 19, 64 2) with

(!Ii

lua>..£v8riuav,

a.!:.1, lL 'commoti sunt,' j5P ~?, m: ,vr, Ar. i.=-,,c~:., and most
J J••'
modems, in place of ffl
'flowed down,' which has the support
~h

of '.ET 'fluxerunt.' *

~,r~

* It is possible that ~,t) as vocalized by ill! may be intended as a weakened
form of ~bf) • cf. ~r.ir' f~; ~tlir n,::u for nbJ) in Gen. n 6,7; G-K. § 67 dd
T )
:1T
T'
T; IT
T
T
•
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Before. Yaltwelt, etc. 311 opens the clause with the words ')'D nt
i.e. if part of the original, 'Yon Sinai before Yahweh, etc.' Th~ u~~
of the pronoun i1f deiktikos can be paralleled (cf. BDB. s.v. i1t 2);
but, as Mo. remarks, 'would only be natural if Sinai were in sight.'
The chief objection, however, to the originality of the words is the
fact that they are metrically superfluous, since they make the stichos
to contain five beats ; * whereas, with their omission, the verse is
perfectly balanced. It can hardly be doubted that ') 10 i1T is simply
a scribe's marginal note which has crept into the text, and which is
to be understood predicatively, 'This is Sinai' ( cf. ~- rovriCTn ro ~,va),
i.e. 'This refers to Sinai,' viz. the mention of the mountains in the
first sti~hos of v. 6• The inclusion of this gloss in the text must have
happened fairly early, since it appears in the same position in all the
Versions, and also in Ps. 68 8, which is copied from our passage.+ This
view is adopted by von Gumpach, Donaldson, Ball,' Mo., Bu., Oort,
No., La., Kit., Cooke, Gress. Winckler and Marquart read ') 1 0 t),
'Sinai trembled,' and modify Yahweh's title in order other~i~e t~
shorten the stichos (Winek. 'before Yahweh '-tautologous with
parallel stichos; Marq. 'before him'-three beats only in the stichos).
Kit., BH. proposes (after Gra.) to read lit for nt-' Sinai quivered,'
and to delete mn\
T

•••

6. In the days of Shamgar, etc. Cf. note on 3 31 , where the fact is
remarked that the name Shamgar is non-Israelite, and may very
likely be I;Iittite in origin. We have also noticed (4 2 note) that Sisera
may very possibly be a I;Iittite name; and these two inferences, taken
together, lend colour to the theory, propounded by Marquart, and
afterwards worked out by Mo. U A OS., 1898, pp. 1 59 f.), that Shamgar
may have been a foreign oppressor, and Sisera his immediate successor, if not his son:. both being members of a I;Iittite dynasty ruling
in Cana' an, to which the Cana' anite city-kings, at least in the vicinity
of the great plain, were vassals.
From the days of old. 11! reads 'In the days of Ja' el'; but this
can scarcely represent the original text. As Mo. appositely remarks,
'it ·is singular that the name of this Bedawi woman should be
coupled with that of Shamgar. And how can the period before
the rise of Deborah be called the days of Ja'el, when the deed which
made her famous was only the last act in the deliverance which
Deborah had already achieved? The best that can be said is
that, although Shamgar and Ja'el, both of whom in different ways
wrought deliverance for their people, were living, they did nothing
to free Israel from the tyranny of the Cana' anites until Deborah

*

i1f would count as one beat only.
Ps. 68 is probably not earlier than the Maccabaean period. Ball has made
out a strong case for finding its occasion in the events narrated in I Mace. 5 ur.,
cir. B.C. 165; cf. JTS. xi. (1910) pp. 415 ff.
l)'C

t

H
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appeared.' The difficulty is enhanced if Shamgar was not really an
Israelite Judge, as supposed by the author of the gloss in 3 31, but
(as is suggested by his name; cf. note) a foreign oppressor. Many
commentators would escape the difficulty by excising the words
'in the days of Ja'el' as a gloss suggested by vv. 2411• Here, however, we find ourselves upon the horns of a dilemma. If we excise
no more than these words, with Geddes, Bickell, Cooke, Marquart,
Bu., Mo. (Comm., but not SBOT.), No., we then have a stichos consisting of two beats only, n,n,t-t ,,,n 'caravans ceased '-which is
scarcely possible. If, on the other hand, we also excise 'the son of
'Anath' from stichos a (with Kit.), and then read a b as a single
stichos, 'In the days of Shamgar caravans ceased' (rhythmically
correct), we are unable to point to the source whence 'the son of
'Anath' was derived by the late author of 3 31 •
Assuming the cclrrectness of the suggestion noticed above, that
Shamgar was a foreign oppressor preceding Sisera, it is feasible
to regard the ' of 'll' as due to dittography of the final letter of 'C':l,
and to find in ,11 the first two letters of oSi,) 'old time' (so Ball,
privately). Then, reading in both stichoi ''?'~ for ''?'~ (confusion of
C and :l is frequent; cf. examples cited by Driver, NHTS. 2 p. lxvii.)
we obtain the text adopted above. It may be objected to this that
0S11 'C'C suggests too remote an antiquity. Yet cf. the expression
t:l"ll m::i,n 'the desolations of old time,' Isa. 58 12, 61 4, an expression
covering a period of not more than fifty to seventy years. It would
be natural for the poet, after the great victory, somewhat to exaggerate the duration of the oppression.
Suggested substitutions of another proper name for the name Ja' el
(e.g. 'Ja'ir,' Ewald, HI. ii. p. 365; ''Othniel,' Grii..) do not call for
comment.

caravans.

Vocalizing

nln,~
:

with most modems, in place of

I

nlnit-t 'ways' or 'paths'of~*

'Or'{tii. (cf. Gen. 37 26, Isa. 21 13) is
the T;~tive participle fem. sing. of 'ara{t 'to journey,' and is used
collectively to denote a travelling c;ompany. The aggressions of the
Cana'anites put a stop to commercial intercourse in Israelite territory.
nlnit-t ,Sin of :!M, i.e. 'the ·ways ceased,' is interpreted by R.V. 'the
high~ays ';ere unoccupied' ; t but to make 'ceased' to mean 'ceased

* The same change has to be made in Job 6 19, where lltCT-1 nlnit-t
T

be

'n Mln-;i~.

Similarly, in Job

(II ib 'a sojourner') in place of
••

3132

we must read

n,~, ~.
-

"

~ should

: T

'=1~~? 'for the wayfarer'

which can only mean 'for the way.'

T

:t R.V. marg. offers the rendering 'the caravans ceased'; but it should be
noted that this involves a tacit adoption of our emendation, and cannot be got
out of ~ as it stands.
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to be used' is a forced expedient which cannot be justified. Such an
idea would have been more naturally expressed by a different verb :
cf. Isa. 33 8, 'The highways lie desolate (ni~~~ ~!;)~~), the wayfaring
man ceaseth.'
·

They that went, etc. Even the private wayfarer could only find
safety by taking 'crooked,' i.e. devious and roundabout, paths.
crooked paths. Lit. 'crooked ones,' 'paths' being naturally inferred
from the context. So in Ps. 125 5 ch~pSpl/ 'their crooked (ways).'
T

1!!

inserts n\n;N 'paths' before
T T:

-:

ni~pSpl/
-:

--:)

- -;

but this spoils the rhythm

by introducing a fifth beat into the stichos. The omission is
favoured by Mo. (who quotes Briggs, Ley, Grimme), Bu., No.,
La., Cooke.
7. Villages. Reading n\ti!:l with four MSS. of
.$' ~
'open (i.e. unwalled) places,' i!r 'N•n'l'!:l ''ii' 'village-towns,' and many
moderns. P•razoth (cf. Ezek. 38 ", Zech. 2 4 (1!! 8 ), Est. 9 10 t) are the
unwalled hamlets which the Israelites dwelling round about the plain
of Esdraelon were compelled to inhabit owing to their failure to
capture the fortified cities of the Cana' anites : cf. eh. 1 27 ff. Such
hamlets, being unprotected, were speedily swept out of existence by
the foe ; and we are left to infer that, as happened during other
periods of oppression (cf. eh. 6 2, 1 Sam. 13 6), the Israelite inhabitants
must have been driven to take refuge in the caves and fastnesses of
the hills.
1!! )IT;~, which occurs again in the suffix-form \)\T".1~ in v. n, has
·been explained as a collective 'peasantry,' 'rural popiilation' (hence
R. V. marg. 'villages') ; but the coupling of the plur. verb
: ITJ
'ceased' with the sing. collective subject is extraordinarily harsh, and
can scarcely be justified.* Bu., who retains )'ITi!:l, feels constrained
to alter the verb into the sing. S1~ (cf. (IJ;AL lEl>..,rrE <ppa(rov). nj:)i'l'
mTi!:l in v. 11 is likewise only susceptible of a very forced explanation :
-'the righteous acts of (i.e. pertaining to) his peasantry,' £.e. 'his
righteous acts towards the peasantry.' The rendering of (IJ;B l3vvaTol
v. 7, 19' 'fortes' vv. 7-11, Ber., La., and several of the older commentators,+ R. V. text, 'rulers' (or 'judges') v. 7, 'his rule' v. 11, may be

ffl,

~s,n

" A parallel may perhaps be found in I Kgs. 5 3 (JI 17 ), ~i1:l:l0
ieiN
n~n!,!l)ry
\ T :
':,' -:
T T : •
• the state of warfare (sing.) which surrounded (plur.) him,' which can only be
explained upon the supposition that the writer, in speaking of war.fare, had
implicitly in his mind the foes (plur.) who were its cause, and. so lapsed into the
plur. verb. Cf. NHTK. ad loc.

! This interpretation is given by Rabbi Isaiah (in Buxtorf, Rabbinic Bible):

n\ieooo en, n,•no ,,,nw n\iwcc 1,w, ,,n,!:lS

e''l • and it is possible
to interpret it in the sense of "rule," viz. that they ceased to have rule.'·
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compared with ,r,e in Hab. 3 14, where the meaning 'his chief men,'
'rulers,' or 'war;i;~s' is given by <!lr, 'P, S5P, m:, and is agreeable to
the context. Such an explanation is not without philological support*
(as stated by Mo.); yet if the root ?iEl was really employed in Heb.
in the sense 'decide' or 'judge,' it is somewhat strange that no clear
occurrences of it are to be found .

. . . ceased. · As 3l! stands, the word is connected with the preceding stichos : 'Villages ceased in Israel, they ceased'; and the Versions
all presuppose the same text. Sinee in v. 7b, however, we have ·a
perfectly balanced distich, it seems obvious that v. 7a must originally
have formed a similar distich, the first stichos beginning, and the
second ending, with
'ceased' (cf. the similar structural arrangement in the distichs vv. 21 a· 24 ) ; though what the subject of the second
i:,in was we have no means of conjecturing.

,,,n

Till thou didst arise. 'J:lt?i'. is doubtless intended by ffi for 1st
pers. sing., as rendered by :SP, m:, A.V., R.V., 'until I arose.' The
objection that, inasmuch as the poet addresses Deborah in v. 12, it is
scarcely possible that she can here be the speaker, is sufficiently
answered in the words of Herder, who, writing ofv. 12, remarks, 'Just
as Pindar so often arouses himself, his '<piAov ij.-op,' just as David so
often summons heart and soul, when both are preparing themselves
for the highest flights of their song ; so Deborah wakes herself as she
now commences the actual description of the battle, and as it were
endeavours once more to fight the valiant fight.' A real objection to
taking •nr.,p as the first pers. has, however, been advanced by Houb.,
viz. that, if this had been intended, we should have expected the 1st pers.
pronoun, ili):li 'JIit, instead of ilil:li simply (cf. Dan. 10 7, 12 5) : and
it is perhaps preferable, therefore, to take the verb as the older form of
the 2nd pers. fem. sing. (for .r-,r.,p: c£ Jer. 2 20, where 'l'li:ll!' •.r-,pm
:

:

-

must be regarded as 2nd fem. sing.; Mic. 4 13,

'J:1'?2q;:_,1:

•

: -

T

'

•

! - •

G-K. § 44 h),

as is done by most modems. (!Ji ioos o~ avfo·.-11 (B, according to Swete,
avau.-fi), lL 'donec surrexit,' '.El' 'donec surgeret,' presuppose il!::li' or
possibly npp_ If this is original, we must suppose that it was ;It~red
into 'J:lt?i'. (intended as the 1st pers. sing.) in 11! under the influence or' the heading in v. 1, 'Then sang Deborah and Bara¼:' (so
Wellh.).

* Ar.faraza means to separate, divide, and th«:n, apparently, decide: cf. Lane
s.v. 2.8. Bab. parasu (with which cf. Heb. paras, 'divide') means to decree,
judge, give decisii1n; and piristu=decision. Sum. GARZA, MAR.ZA=Bab.
par1u, i.e. a divine decree or institute in Temple-worship: cf. Br. 5647, 5836;
Muss-Arnolt, Diet. p. 8366. We thus have evidence that the sense divide,
and thence decide, runs through the differently modified Semitic root prs (pr.i),
fr/, pr:,,
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Reading

Cl'~D: Cl~? \"lPD,
-,,yr., c1~r.in \,rN
• ••

•

••• -:

: JT

The text of 1!! here offers perhaps the greatest crux in the poem. As
it stands, it can only be rendered, ' One chooses (or shall choose) new
gods (or God chooses new things); then battling (??) of gates.' The
rendering of A. V., R. V., 'They chose new gods ; then was war in the
gates,' proceeds upon the assumption that the verb ,n:i' is an imperSQilal Imperfect used_ pictorially of a past event, and that

en,

is

employed in place of the ordinary ;,r.in,r.i in the sense 'war' ; 'war
T

T;

•

of gates' being interpreted as 'war in the gates.'

If' en, or

C!.1?* is

really intended to convey this sense, it is best to regard the form as
an Infinitive Pi'el, used in place of a substantive, in accordance with
the explanation of Schnurrer, 'tune factum est rl, oppugnare urbes
(Israeliticas).' The meaning then is that apostasy from Yahweh to
the service of strange gods was punished by the siege of Israel's cities
by the Cana' anites ; a thought which is akin to the pragmatism of RE>.
It is true that the 'new gods' may be paralleled by Deut. 32 17, 'They
sacrificed . . . to gods whom they knew not, to new ones that came
up recently'; and the idea of choice of gods other than Yahweh is
found in eh. 10 14 (E 2).t But, apart from the difficulty of construing
the Hebrew in this sense, the stage depicted as 'war in the gates'
hardly suits the condition of abject submission already described in
vv. 6· 7, or the statement as to the absence of weapons among the
Israelites in 'V. Bb. Still less probable is the explanation of Ewald
(and so Meier), who regards

Cl'f1)~

as referring to judges, so called

as God's representatives§ ('heilige Richter'), and somewhat prosaic-

* The common reading is

en,·
J"."T '

but thirty-six

MSS.

read

en,
.l'"T

or

en,
•0•JT

(Kit., BH. ). We should expect the Infin. Pi'el to be en,· but no other
instance of the Pi•el of this verb exists.
, .. - '
Possibly a scribe may have endeavoured to restore an illegible text under the
influence of these two passages (Cooke, Mo.).
§ Cf. the present writer's Outlines of 0. T. Theology, pp. 15 f. The use of
'eliJkim in the passages quoted from Ex. 21 6, 22 8-9 ( 'The Book of the Covenant'),
is susceptible, however, of a different and probably preferable explanation, viz.
the household-gods (Teraphim), which were possibly connected with the practice
of ancestor-worship, and whose cultus appears to have existed among the Israelites in early times apart from any conception that the allegiance due to the
national God Yahweh was thereby contravened. Laying these passages aside,
the only certain instance of the employment of 'elokim to denote judges is
Ps. 82 6.

+
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ally makes the passage state that the outbreak of hostilities was coincident with the appointment of new judges (Deborah and Baral_{).
The evidence of the Versions is somewhat conflicting. eli8 , m: support substantially the text of 1!!, and the interpretation of it given by
A. V., R.V. eli 8 ren.ders £~E'Al~avro BEotJ~ Kaivovr, ME l1ro'A,µ7Juav 1ro'Anr
apxovrwv. Here
is probably a corruption of ron (as in HP. 58),
and 1ro'Anr a corruption of 1rv'A.ar. 1rv'Aar apxovrwv is most likely to
be the result of a doublet (eiil/1:1 'gates' ; e1ib 'princes') ; the

on

• T:

• T

second rendering coming into the text from the margin as /J.pxovras,
and then being altered to the genifive to make sense.* l1ro'A.lµ7Ju«v
may be a rendering of

en,

of ffl, regarded as Infin. Constr. Pi'el ;

or it may represent an ori~inal

,on,

(or

-: T

'tin,

regarded as an abbie-

viated plural) ; unless it be considered as a corruption of l1ro'A.,µ1JuEv,
as is suggested by F, 'et portas hostium ipse [Domin us] subvertit,'
where the translator had before him a text identical with 1!!, but
treated

en,

as the Perfect

on,
•

T

The lengthy paraphrase of
•

m:

appears to have behind it a text in no way different from ;lflf[ :-' When
the house of Israel desired to serve new errors [i.e. idols), which had
lately been made, with which their fathers had not concerned themselves, the peoples came against them and drave them from their
cities, etc.' Here the description of the idols clearly points to the
fact that the paraphraser had Deut. 32 17 in his mind. The same
text and interpretation are offered in stichos a by eJiAL fipfriuav BEotls
Kaivovs. The rendering of this stichos which makes 'God' the

subject of the verb is offered by .SP

ll~ l~l ~•

'God

chooses a new thing,' F ' Nova bella elegit Dominus' ; and has been
adopted by a few of the earlier commentators, who understand e1~,n
'new ones,' either as 'new judges,' or 'new things' (properly Ml~n ;
cf. Isa. 42 9,48 6 ; sing. Isa.43 19, Jer. 31 21 )-i.e. a new mode of action,
viz. deliverance through the agency of a woman.t This rendering,
however, is opposed by the fact that 'Yahweh,' and not 'God,' is
employed elsewhere throughout the poem with reference to the God
of Israel.
Another interpretation of the stichos b is offered by eJiAL al. oos /J.prov
KplB,vov, lL 'velut panem hordeaceum' (so ,Sh); .SP ~ ,:::->~a:tO
i.e. the last two words of~ are vocalized as e1ii/b en, 'barley-

l;.!:J:0?;
bread.'

This has led Bu. to propose the emendation· e;ii/~ . . en,
•

:

••• •••

,r~
- T

* HP. cite four Codd. Arm. as reading lLpxo,ns 1r6'1,.ew,.

+

Kemink (as quoted by Donaldson) seeks to find the clue to the passage in
this conception ; but emends e1~in into e 1~~i1 -• God makes choice of
women' (Deborah and Ja'el).
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'The barley-bread was spent,' upon the view that the , of ,tN has
been omitted through haplography. The verb ,tN is employed in
this sense in I Sam. 9 7 ; and barley-bread is typical of the Israelite
peasantry in the Midianite's dream, eh. 7 13, doubtless as forming
their staple sustenance. In harmony with this suggestion, Bu. conjectures that stichos a may have run ~,,n CJlil)N 1 n::lt 'The sacrifices
•• T

•

•::

••

:

•

of God ceased,' i.e. through lack of the wherewithal to provide them.
Apart, however, from the objection to the use of ' God' instead of
'Yahweh,' which we have already noticed, such a distich, though not
at variance with what follows in the next distich, yet stands in no
necessary connexion with it. Such a connexion has been sought
by Lambert (REJ. XXX. p. 115) in his emendation of stichos b
ci1-,y cir.in, tN ; according to which the sentence would run on into
"T

•• - : -

T

the following distich :-' Then unto five cities was there seen a shield,
etc.' But such an overrunning between distich and distich is contrary to analogy. La., Schlogl, Kent, in following Lambert, reject
stichos a altogether ; and combine stichos b with the following distich in such a way as to form a single distich of the whole:' Then there was not seen a shield for five cities,
Or a lance among forty thousand in Israel.'
The emendation adopted above has been made at the suggestion
of Dr. Ball, who observes that the only guide which we possess
as to the original sense of the distich is found in the succeeding
distich, 'Was there seen a shield, etc.' This immediately recalls
the similar account of the drastic disarmament effected by the
Philistines at the commencement of Saul's reign, as recorded in
1 Sam. 13 19·22, which relates that 'no armourer (or smith, ~':I~) was
found throughout all the land of Israel : for the Philistines said, Lest
the Hebrews make them swords or spears' ; but all the Israelites
were obliged to go down to the Philistines in order to sharpen their
agricultural implements. 'So it came to pass in the day of battle
that there was neither sword nor spear found in the hand of any of
the people that were with Saul and Jonathan : but with Saul and with
Jonathan his son there was found.' The resemblance between Cl 1W1M
'new things' and Cl 1~,n 'armourers' is patent; ,n::i1 may have arisen
through transposition of the letters of ,,en, and cinSN from cinS or

cinSN.
..... -:

As a parallel clause we have the statement that 'Armed

men failed from the city '-a natural result of the absence of armourers
and the vigorous oppression exercised by the Cana' anites. Cl 1~'?r! is
the term employed of the armed warriors in the Midianite camp, ·eh.
7 11•

Possibly

ciie,ir.,n ,,tN
•

•., -:

: IT

may have been written in abbreviated
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form '~On '~T~ (cf.footnote, p. 124); while the letters of i')lt., may be
supposed to have suffered transposition O'i)l.
Marquart already has our o•~n ; * but rearranges vv. 7a-sa in a
•

TT

manner which scarcely commends itself. Supposing v.1b to be a
later gloss, he follows v. 7• (as in }!!) by the first two words of stichos a
of v. 8• in the form o•~tii,c \Mi::l' : 'Village-life ceased in Israel; They
•

T

: : •

fled into tents .. .' His next distich then runs, 'The barley-bread
was spent; Armourers ceased in the land' ( <Y1~f) l:l•~.~ \~;~).
Here the first word is from v. 7a, the ;/>econd from v. 8•, and the third
supplied by conjecture. Other suggested emendations need not here
be noticed.
Was there seen, etc. The Imperfect i"l~';'.. isfrequentative-whenever
and wherever one might look, this condition of affairs existed. The
curious reading of (!JiL ( occurring with variations in other recensions
of "1i), u,cl1r11 vmv{aoov liv &cp0fi ,cal u,poµau-rqs, has undoubtedly arisen
from an original text u,cl1Tqv lcw Woo ,cal uipoµarr-rqv, reading i"l~i~ l:l~
·.· :·.·
.
'Do I see,' for i"l~';~. l:ll:t, which may be original (so Marquart, Gress.).
In its present form (!JiL seems to have undergone the following process.
A scribe noted the variant liv &cp0fj (the reading of "1i 8 ) upon the
margin of his MS. This was subsequently copied into the text; and
since lcw Woo was superfluous by the side of liv &cp0fi, u,cl1rqv lav Woo
was corrupted into u,ci1r11 vmvlaoov, thus supplying a nominative to
&cp0fi ; and, in accordance with this, uipoµau-rqv became u,poµau-rqs.
Among forty thousand. Hollmann comments upon the contrast
between the number of able-bodied men in Israel as here given, and
the large numbers of the Pentateuchal narrative: Ex. 12 37b, Num.
11 21 (J) 600,000; Num. 1 46 (P) 603,550.
The modest assessment
of our passage is, as he remarks, a strong argument for the contemporaneousness of the poem with the events which it celebrates.
So Wellh. as already quoted (p. 78,jootnote).
12. This verse is placed before vv. 9·11 for the reasons noted on

p.

l02.

Awake, awake, Deborah! On the supposed incompatibility of this
address with Deborah's reputed authorship of the Song, c£ note on
v. 7, 'Till thou didst arise.' 'The variation of accent-here z1rf 21rf,
but in the next stichos fir£ drt-is a rhythmical device: c£ G-K.
§ 72 s.
Thy captors. Vocalizing ':!'?~, with .SV, Michaelis, Wellh., Stade,
Black, Bu., Kit., No., Marquart, Segond, La., Ehr., Smith, Cooke (Comm.),
Gress. : cf. Isa. 14 2
their captors.' ffl

on•::ib"S
o•::i~
\'m
••• "
:
•
T:

'and they shall be captors to

1;7~, i.e. 'thy band of captives' rather than ' thy

* The same emendation was offered by von Gumpach in 1852.
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captivity' (R. V.), offers a sense which is perfectly legitimate, and can
be paralleled elsewhere (cf. Num. 211, 2 Chr. 28 17, fs. 68 18, Jl! '9);
but misses the fine paradox which is gained by the easy emendation.
It is by no means improbable that Bara¼:, like Gide' on (cf. eh. 8 !Sff.),
may have had his own private wrongs to avenge as well as those of
his peopl~.
A number of interesting variants are offered in this verse by
'1JiAL al., ,Sh. Taking '1JiAL as typical, it runs ,g•y•ipov, ,g•y•lpov, A•fJfJwpa,
A,g.y.lpov (L ,g,yELpov) µ,vpta&as JLETU Aaov, ,g.-y.lpov, ,g.y.lpov (A adds
AaAEL) µ,•r' 11lij~· EJILUXVWJI A,gavaurauo Bapax (L ,gavturas O B.) Kal
Aivluxvuov (L rnriuxvuov) A•fJfJwpa TOIi Bapax, Kal alxp,aAWTL(E
alxµ,aAwulav uov, vlos AfJ111E£µ,. Other noteworthy variants are the
addition of CTOV after JJ,ETU Aaov, and '" luxv"i in place of EJILUXVWJI,
Here we must eliminate the doublet of stichos b, ,g•y•lpov, ,g•y•Ipov,
AaAEL µ,•r' 1/Jijs, which represents insertion of the J!l tradition (cf. '1liB);
and, since La. is probably right in regarding lv,uxvwv, with variant
iv luxvi, and ,vluxvuov as doublets of an original ,,, luxv• uov in
stichos c, we can scarcely err in also excising ml ,vluxvuov . . .
Bapax, the addition of A•flfl"-'Pa rov Bapax being an attempt to explain
the corrupt lvluxvuov. Thus, the original Heb. which lies behind
this recension of '1!i may have run as follows : i1i\J"T •;~l,' •;~l,'
T

:

b~~

•

•

nlJ?; ''?P~

P';~ o~p

1W¥

tll,'~•J~-pl ';J'J~ i1J~~

- . -:

·.·

::

...

··-:

'Awake, awake, Deborah !
Arouse myriads among the people !
In thy strength arise, Bara¼:!
Lead captive thy captive-band, son of Abino' am ! '
So La., with the addition of ;•~~' µ,•r' 1/Jijs, at the end of stichos a.
Mo. (SBOT.) reads tlf (?
place of ';!JW::l..

'9)fP)

for tl¥~, and

i'!~

'Take courage' in

:·-.:

It is a moot point whether such a text is superior to J!l, as Mo.,
No., La., Zapletal, Cooke (Comm.) think. Mo. rests his argument
mainly upon the fact that 'Here Deborah is not summoned to sing a
song-whether of battle or of victory-but to arouse the myriads of
her countrymen, which certainly agrees better with the words
addressed to Bara¼:.' This is true, if we suppose that the poet
pictures himself as addressing the chief actors pn'or to the battle ; but
the obvious inference to be drawn from J!l, as it stands, is that he is
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rather addressing them as he voices his song, i.e. subsequently to the
victory, calling upon Deborah to recount the main facts in poetic
strain, and upon Bara~ to fight his battles o'er again. Nor is it any.
objection to this view that in such a case the verse should stand at
the commencement of the poem (where it is placed by Niebuhr): cf.
the words of Herder already cited under v. 7 note on 'Till thou didst
arise.' A point which should not escape notice is that it is somewhat
strange if the poet here alludes to 'myriads among the people,' even
in hyperbole, when previously (v. 8) he has placed the whole available
fighting strength of Israel at the moderate assessment of forty
thousand. m.::i.::i, may quite easily have arisen as a corruption of
n,,:i, or of •i:ii, and tll/::1 (among the people) come in later in explanation of the 'myriads.' It thus appears that there is no sound
ground for abandoning the lucid text of~9. Come, ye commanders.

Reading;

'P.Ph'?

•i,pn, •::i,

~:i?, as privately sug-

gested by Ball. ~ ••: ! •• 'My heart is t~ the commanders,'
i.e. (presumably) it turns or goes out towards them: cf. F 'Cor meum
diligit principes Israel.' The ellipse of the verb is illustrated by
Schnurrerfrom Ps. 141 8 •~•ll mn• i''K 'Unto Thee, Yahweh, (are)
mine eyes.' Such a use of 'heart,' as denoting sympathetic attraction, is perhaps not quite without parallel in Hebrew ( cf. 2 Kgs. ro 15),
though 'soul' (nephef) is more usual in such a sense (cf. l Sam. 181,
Gen. 34 3·8, al.): but the invitation, 'Bless ye Yahweh!' of stichos b
favours the supposition that the commanders are addressed in
stichos a; and the imperative
forms a natural and appropriate
opening to the invitation to thanksgiving.

,:i,

commanders. M•!zo!j•#m are the imposers of ljulj#m, 'statutes'
or 'enactments.'
that volunteered.
10.

Cf. v. 2 note.

'1JiAL ol

avva<TTa, reads tll.?'".l~iJ.

Let the n"ders, etc. Reading

Wb'' r,iih~ 11l)11K •.::i:,i
•

T

:

-:

.. :

.::i,-,11 ~:i•~h ':J1"1-,l/ ,:,,;,,
••

-

•

T

._, '."

-

••:

:

As the verse stands in 3!/, it offends against parallelism and rhythm.
The imperative ~r,•i? (rendered by R. V. 'Tell of it') comes at the end
of stichos c of a tristich referring to three classes of people previously
mentioned; and the rhythmical form of the tristich is 3 + 2 + 3 beats.
which affords the only instance of
Moreover, stichos b,
a two-beat stichos in th~ p;e~; ~;nnot, as it stands, be explained with
any approach to probability. The substantive madh, to which the
plur. middtn must be referred, is derived from a verb nuidhadh, 'to
measure,' and denotes 'measure' (Jer. 13 25 , lit. 'the.portion of thy

r"lr.i-,ll •.::i~•
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measures'), or more usually 'garment,' as in eh. 3
so-called as
lengthy or wide (cf. Ar. madda, 'to extend or stretch'). R.V. 'rich
carpets,' however, has no more basis than the mere supposition that
a word which usually means a spreading garment may also denote
any spreading piece of woven material, and that such a rendering is
suitable to the context. But even the appropriateness of this assumption may be questioned. The two other classes mentioned are
travellers along the roads, which, in contrast to their former condition (v. 6), may now be used with impunity. These classes appear
to cover all the population-the wealthy magnate who rides, and the
plain man who walks. Is it appropriate that between these two
classes there should be interposed reference to a third class of persons
who are vaguely defined as those who sit (presumably indoors) upon
carpets? It is true that some have explained middin as 'saddlecloths' or 'housings,' thus making the clause a further description of
the riders ; but this is excluded by the fact that the verb yasablt, 'sit,'
is never used in Hebrew of riding an animal.
The Versions afford no help -towards elucidation. ~BL ,ca0i}JJ,Evo,
'.Ef 'et sedetis in judicio,' m:: ~~·, ,11 ::ino, r,::inno,,
'and are associated in order to preside overjudgment,' read )i"1'?, which
may mean 'strife,' but scarcely 'judicial procedure.' ~A represents
rio by AUJJ,n-ryvwv, 'covered chariots,' lL 'in lecticis,' apparently a guess
£Tri 1<pm1plov (so $h),

influenced by the context;* $p
home '-a guess.

l ~ ~~O

'and ye who sit at

The emendation offered above proceeds upon the assumption that
the strophe vv. 12-9-11 contains an invitation to a retrospect of the past
deliverance ; as is evident from vv. 11 .12• If, then, the word ~n•f?
at the end of v. 10 means 'review' sc. the past deliverance, whether in
thought or in speech (see note below); and having regard to the fact
that so much of the remainder of the verse as can be translated contains reference to two classes of persons which, as we have noticed,
appear to include the whole population ; it is reasonable to assume
that the complete verse was originally a disticlt, in which the two
classes are mentioned in parallel sticho~ and summoned to take part
in the retrospect. In other words, we may expect to find in the obscure
rio ,11 •:it!'• a parallel to in•~ 'review.' The resemblance to the
phrase ::i,-,11 ~::iti• 'let them recall it to mind,' is obvious ; the only

:i.,

real diff~~en~e-~h~t between
and rio-being accounted for by
the fact that the resemblance between and i is very close in the old

:i.

character, and that between , and O not remote.
* Or possibly reading O•~~ ; cf. Isa. 66 20 , Num. 7 s
rendering of this word in the Isa. passage.

:i.,

read as

io may

iv Xaµ.n-1,va,s is the 1!1i
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have been taken for •io, an abbreviated form of the plural (cf. footnote § below).
If we have in ~::i~: a jussive, 'let them recall,' etc., it is probable
that in place of the imperative ~n•b we should like,»'ise have a jussive
form ~nib: 'let them review.' But if -::i, ,.11 ,::iiv 1 belongs to stichos a

,n

and 1iv 1 to stichos b, the former contains five beats and the latter
three beats. We may assume therefore that an erroneous transposition has taken place, the rectification of which gives us four beats in
each stichos. That such errors of transposition have often occurred
in copying MSS. cannot be doubted. The explanation is that a scribe
erroneously copied the latter part of stichos b in place of the corresponding part of stichos a; and then, in order to avoid spoiling the
appearance of his MS., transposed the omitted part of stichos a to
stichos b. Such an erroneous transposition has clearly taken place in
Ps. 35 6 ·6, where v. 5a, 'Let them be as the chaff before the wind,' should
be followed by v. 6b, 'And the Angel of Yahweh pu;suing them'; and
v. 6a, 'Let their way be dark and slippery,' by v. 6h, 'And the Angel of
Yahweh pushing them down.'* Similarly, in v. 7 of the same Psalm,
'a pit' has been transposed from stichos b, where 'digged' now has
no object, to stichos a, where 'they have hid' already has its proper
object 'their net.' Cf. also the transposition which is rectified in
Judg. 7 6, with note ad loc.
tawny she-asses. A.V., R. V., 'white asses.' The adjective t!zoroth
occurs only here in Heb., but comparison of the Ar. shows that it
denotes light reddish-grey, or white flea-speckled with red (µt(lra the
colour, fa(lur a she-ass so coloured). t Asses of this colour are rare
and highly prized at the present day in the East; and their mention in
this passage implies that their owners are persons of rank and means,
travelling at their ease in a time of peace. The she-ass is preferred
for riding purposes as more tractable than the entire male. §

* nni always means to pusk or tkrust for the purpose of casting down :
cf. BDB. s.v. R. V. 's rendering, • driving tkem on,' is intended to give a suitable
meaning, as the half-verse now stands (clearly 'chaff before the wind' cannot be
• pushed down'); but is quite unwarranted by the usage of the verb elsewhere.

+Lette (quoted by Hollmann) cites Firuzabadius:

~ i,:)lJ~

J.! I )yS1~

~ J ~ •{a!Jur is used of a camel or she-ass in which there is white
and red.'
§ The reading of ®: 8 brl 5vou 011\elas µ€11''1/µfJplas is interesting as seeming to
prove that n,in'lr n,Jn~ must have stood in the Heb. MS. used by the translator in the abbreviated form 'in'lr 'Jn~, which was read as 'ii1'lr 'Jn~ and
then interpreted as tl~':'Q~ lh~. Similar abbreviations of plural terminations
are presupposed in v. 8•/l ('IVr..in •,r~), v. 1o ('::!' misread as ir..i, and then
treated as shortened plur. 'it:.l), v. 11 ('pnm), v. 22• ('ii1i 'il'li), On the
use of abbreviation in Heb. MSS., cf. Ginsburg, lntrod. to 11.fass.-Crit. Bible,
eh. v.

&. 11.l
re.view it.
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The verb

rt'~

may mean to talk about anything or to

any one, as in Ps. 69
1!!), 'They that sit in the gate talk about
me'; Job 128, 'Speak to the earth, and it shall instruct thee'; or
to muse or meditate upon some topic, as in Ps. 77 6 ( 7 1!!), 'I will muse
with my heart'; Ps. 119 78 , 'I will muse upon thy precepts'; al.
Hence in our passage the verb may mean 'think about it' (,SP Q.J;)
or 'talk about it' (Qli" lii7J-yii<T0,, A cp0t!-y~a<T0ai, L ,cp0i-y~a<T0,, 'B' 'loquimin~' m; )'Vn~r.:il), and the rendering 'review it' is adopted as applicable either to thought or speech, and therefore equally ambiguous.
The Heh. leaves the object of the verb to be understood from the
context, both here and in the corresponding expression in the parallel
stichos ; but English idiom obliges us to supply it as 'it.' Obviously
it is the recent deliverance, which is defined in v. 11 under the term
'the righteous acts of Yahweh.' There is not the slightest ground
for doubting the originality of the verb n•~, as has been done by some
scholars.
12

(1 3

recall it to mind. Lit. 'bring it back to (or upon) heart,' the heart
being regarded by the Hebrews as the seat of the intellectual or
reflective faculty. The same expression, with Sv 'upon,' as here,
occurs in Isa. 46 8 ; but is more frequent with ,~ 'unto' : * cf. Deuti,
4 39 301, 1 Kgs. 8 47, Isa. 44 19, Lam. 3 21 •
I I.

Hark ... wells _I Reading

c•~~l!fr.:i
Sip
. -.: - I'~
.. n\pn~r.,
-:;

As

1!l stands, c•~~nr.,
. : - : Sipr.,. can only be explained upon the most

improbable assumptions. The difficulty is twofold. In the first
place, it seems impossible to assign a satisfactory sense to II?· The
suggestions which have been put forward may be grouped as follows:
has been explained as denoting (1) Separation; 'Away from or

II?

Far from' (c£ for this usage, BDB. s.v.1 b); (2) Substitution;' Instead
of' (as though for ni'~'?: this is an explanation which is of very
doubtful justification, nry):l being commonly used in such a sense);
(3) Comparison; 'More than' (BDB. 6); (4) Origin; 'By reason
of' (BDB. 2 e); (5) Partition; 'Something of' (BDB. 3).
Secondly, we have no clue to the meaning of c•~~nr., which can
. :

-:'

only be conjectured.! The rendering of A.V., R.V., 'archers,' is that
which is adopted by Kimchi and Levi hen-Gershon, and by Luther,

Sv

* The prepositions
and ,~ are frequently used interchangeably after a
verb of motion. Cf. cases cited in NHTK. p. rn.
Several of the modern explanations of the word were already debated by the
m~di.eval Jewish commentators. Cf. Tanchum, as cited by Ges., Thes. p. SII,

+
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Ges., Justi, Ke., Ber., Oet., Cooke, etc. It appears to go back to the
interpretation of {!!:, l''1'J •~~no 'those who shoot arrows,' which,

. . .. : - : '

though occurring in v. 8 ( or as a gloss to v. 8 ; cf. note to Praetorius'
edit.), is doubtless based upon our passage, and interprets c•~~no
as a denominative from rti 'arrow.' Adopting this explanation, the
rendering least open to objection is that of R.V., 'Far from the noise
of the archers.' Justi renders somewhat similarly, 'Instead of the
noise of the archers' ; and, in favour of this, Hollmann cites Gen.
49 22 -23-a passage which seems similarly to refer to the disturbance
of pastoral peace by the attacks of hostile archers (there described
as c•in •Sy::i lit. 'owners of arrows'). Hollmann rightly objects,
. . ··-:-'
however, to the use of It.? in place of n,:i):l.
Other interpretations of c•~no base themselves upon the rootsense of the verb r~n, which is that of dividing. Among these, the
most widely adopted is 'those who divide the spoil' (Schnurrer,
Kohler, Hollmann, Hilliger, Stu., von Gumpach, Bach., Bickell, Kent).
All that can be said in favour of this interpretation has been said by
Hollmann, who compares the Ar. verb !zarra, which means in Conj. nr.,
'share a portion with some one else, give to some' one else'; Conj. 1v.,
'give (to some one else) one's portion' ; and the substantive !z.irrah,
'portion.' As parallels for such a sense, Hollmann cites Isa. 9 3, j!! 2
(' as men exult when they divide spoil' ; already cited by Ges.), Isa.
33 23 -24, Ps. 68 12, j!! 13 ; and giving II? a comparative meaning, he renders 'prae jubilo sortientium ... ibidem canant laudes Dei.' An obvious
objection (noted by Meier) is that the crucial word

'?rf 'spoil' has to

be supplied by conjecture, and that the ordinary term for 'dividing'
spoil (occurring with object,,~· in all the passages cited by Hollmann,
and also in v. 30 of the Song) Ti~

i'~':'.

Some commentators, again (Mena]:iem quoted by Rashi, Boettger,
La.), have been attracted by the use of the verb in Prov. 30 27-R.V.
'The locusts have no king, yet go they forth all of them by bands'
(r~'l"I, lit. 'dividing [themselves] into companies or swarms,' BDB.).
Thus c•~no is thought to. mean 'those who range themselves' in
battle-array, or 'divide' the army into companies. Whatever sense,
however, is attached to ii? in this connexion, it remains an enigma
why these military operations should be carried out at the places of
drawing water.
From this point of view, the explanation of Ros., 'those who divide
(the flocks) at the watering places,' is more comprehensible. Vernes,
who also adopts this explanation, paraphrases the verse, '" Chantez
par-dessus la voix des distributeurs aux auges," c'est-a-dire : chantez

D, II,]
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de tcms vos poumons, plus fort encore que ne crient ceux qui distribuent et font ranger Jes troupeaux pres des auges ou ils vont s'abreuver
a la tombee du jour.' Having thus expressed his idea of the meaning
of the passage, Vernes refers to the rivalry existing between shepherds
in watering their flocks, which leads to frequent _disputes. But such
a comparison of the singing of the praise of Yahweh with the angry
shouts of rival shepherds is altogether grotesque.
Herder thinks that c•wno may have the sense, 'those who apportion,' sc. water to their flocks ; and having rendered m•~ in the
preceding verse 'denkt auf ein Lied,' he ·gives to IO a partitive sense,
and makes the clause resumptive onn•~ :-'Ein Lied zum Gesange
der Hirten die zwischen den Schopfebrunnen Wasser den Heerden
theilen aus.' A similar connexion with in•~ (already suggested by
(!Ji- 8 lJ,qyiia-0, d1rli cpwvijs K.T.A., (!JiL lq,0,y~aa-8, <pwv~v K.T.X., .SP, Ar. as
noticed below) is sought by Meier, who quotes, as a parallel to such
a partitive usage oflO, Ps. 137 3, 'Sing us one of the songs (i'tY'?) of
Zion.'* Such an overrunning from the one distich to the other is,
however, in the highest degree improbable : and, moreover, since
the words, 'There they recount, etc.,' in stichos 2 cf v. 11 can only
refer to what goes on at the places of drawing water, the gist of the
passage (according to this interpretation) is that the classes of people
mentioned in v. 10 are summoned to relate (in•~) how another class
of people are relating (i)n'), etc.-a very awkward and unpoetical
conception.
Lastly, as probably based on the idea of division inherent in the
verb r;ln, we may notice the rendering of (!Ji, dvaKpovoµ.ivwv, i.e.,
apparently, 'singers' or 'players' (c£ the use of the verb elsewhere
in (!Ji: 2 Sam. 6 14-16, I Chr. 25 3-5, Ezek. 23 42 )-an interpretation which
suggests that )";ln may have had the sense of marking the intervals of
the musical scale : c£ the use of the Lat. dividere by Horace, Odes
r. xv. 15, 'Imbelli cithara carmina divides' ; and the 'septem discrimina vocum' of Virgil, Aen. vi. 646, i.e. probably the seven notes
of the scale. So also Shakespeare, I. Henry the Fourth, iii. 1 :
'ditties highly penn'd,
Sung by a fair queen in a summer's bower,
With ravishing division, to her lute.'

Romeo and Juliet, iii. 5 :
' Some say the lark makes sweet division ;
This doth not so, for she divideth us.'
Ewald, who adopts the rendering 'singers' upon the authority of

* Meier does not, however, agree with Herder as to the meaning of C'Wno;
but be revocalizes the form as 01~~,:T'? (a supposed derivative of rno), and
renders • Feindezerscbmettrer ' !
·· ·
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e!r, offers a very improbable explanation of the ground-sense of the
verb, those who keep time or order, and hence rhythm ; quoting in

rin of Prov. 30

support of his view

27,

which has already been noticed

1

above: cf. HI. ii. p. 355 n ; DAB. i. p. 180.
The other Versions were evidently very puzzled by the stichos.
l:1''s rendering, 'ubi collisi sunt currus, et hostium suffocatus est exercitus,' is obscure.

l lPl \':-0

S:,P (connecting with in't::i) renders ~ ~

~?

~O ~?

a.J;

'Meditate upon the words of the

researchers, who are among the learned' ; and this appears in Ar.
as ' Consider some of the words of those who investigate the books
of the learned.' Here the idea of dividing which is proper to y1n
appears to be understood as referring to investigation (as in Heb.
,~~) ; and 'the places of drawing water' seem to be metaphorically
explained as the founts of knowledge. The paraphrase of m: clearly
understands the verse to mean that the scenes of former hostile
outrages are now consecrated to the praises of Yahweh; but the
rendering is too vague and diffuse to admit of detailed elucidation.*
This survey of the interpretation of the stichos may serve to show
that every artifice has been employed by s~holars, ancient and
modern, to extract a suitable meaning from f!l, and that the best suggestions possess only the slightest of claims to serious consideration.
It is probable, therefore, that the text has suffered corruption. The
emendation offered above is based upon the acute suggestion of
Bu. (adopted by Marquart) C1j,n1r.,

. -:- :

,,p

'Hark! the merry-makers.'

Here the change in the verbal form is but slight ; and the rejection
before ~,p has the support of eJrA <p0ii'gau-0E (eJrL lrpB,,,gau-0£) <pwvf,v,
i.e. apparently
in•t::i.
properly 'a sound of . . . ! ' is then
employed as in Gen. 4 10, Isa. 134, 40 3-6, 52 8 ; Jer. 4 15, 10 22, 25 36, 50 28 ;
Cant. 2 8, 5 2 : cf. G-K. § 146 b.

,,p

,,p,

The reason why we have adopted the fem. form n\pnl£r., 'laughing
-:

-:'

maidens,' in preference to the masc., is because it appears more
natural to find the girls of the village (ha.f-.fo'abhoth,, 'the maidens
who draw water' ; cf. Gen. 24 11.1 3) at the maf'abbim, 'places of
drawing water,' than representatives of the male portion of the community (unless it be supposed that the c•pnl£r.> are the shepherds,

* It

has not been deemed necessary to discuss the Rabbinic interpretation of

C'l£l£nr.> advocated by Schultens (as quoted by Ros., etc.), which, regarding
the word as a denominative from

Y~,

explains it as meaning 'those who cast

lots with arrows'; nor the suggestion (also current in Rabbinic circles) which
surmises a connexion with r~~ 'gravel,' in the sense 'gravel-treaders.'
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watering their flocks). A fem. form is as likely as a masc., if it may
be supposed that the plur. was written in abbreviated form 'pn~p (c£
footnote§, p. 124) ; and the fact that the masc. plur. verbal form mi\
' they recount,' follows in the next clause, does not militate against
such a supposition, since there are many cases in which the
masc. form of the 3rd plur. Imperfect is employed in preference to
the fem. with reference to a fem. subject preceding (c£ the cases
collected in G-K. § 145 u). Other suggested emendations need not
be noticed.

at the wells. Lit. 'between or among the places of drawing water.'
The subs. maf'abbtm is a ilrra~ Xey&µ,,vo,,, but there is no ground for
doubting its genuineness ; since it is a regularly formed derivative from
the verb Ja'abh, 'draw water,' which is of frequent occurrence. For
j':!l usually' between,' in the more general sense' among,' cf. Hos. 13 16,
.. ,
'
Ezek. , 9 2, 31 3, Cant. 2 2-3•

they recount. The verb tinna, which occurs again in a similar
sense in eh. 11 40 (' to commemorate the daughter of Jephthal:i ') is
doubtless the same as the Syr. tanni, which corresponds to the Ar.
tanna, 'celebrate' ; the root-idea being 'do a second time.' The
normal Heb. equivalent of the Syr. and Ar. should be Hnnii; and a
Heb. Jana (the }5:al or simple stem-form) does occur several times in
the sense 'repeat,' as the regular equivalent of the Ar. and Aram.
verb. The form tinna must therefore be regarded as a pronounced
Aramaism ; but is not on that account necessarily to be condemned,
since it is reasonable to suppose that the North Israelite dialect was
to some extent tinged by Aramaic influence. Cf. further Additional
note, p. 171.
(!Ji liw,rnvutv, JL 'dabunt,' ,SP ~b.J, vocalize the form as rn;i:,
which is adopted by Marquart ; but this is very improbable. 'F, 'ibi
narrentur justitiae Domini,' takes the form as a passive, and makes
' 1 n,p,~ the subject .. m:, ,,, ~n,:ir ~ll 11,r, supports ffl.
.

the righteous acts of Yahweh. The acts by which Yahweh manifests
His covenant-faithfulness-in this case by vindicating His people
against the national foe. The meaning of the expression is best
illustrated by its occurrence in I Sam. 12 i, with the description of
Yahweh's dealings with Israel which follows, in substance corresponding with the pragmatism of RE•. Cf. also the use of the same
phrase in Mic. 6 5•
his arm.

Reading

;y;,~

as suggested privately by Ball, in place

of J!? i)it,e the difficulties of which have already been noticed under
:

.,

'

v. 7 note on 'Villages.' The phrase the arm of Yahweh, as descriptive
of His might exhibited in the deliverance of His people, is familiar in
the O.T. Cf. Ex. 15 16, 'By the greatness of thine. arm they [Israel's
I
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12. 13.

foes] are as still as a stone'; the characteristic phrase of Deut., 'with
a mighty hand and with a stretched out arm'; Isa. 51 9, 'Awake,
awake, put on strength, 0 arm of Yahweh'; al.
At the end of the verse j!! adds an additional stichos,
Min•-cv
c•,V19>
~'li'
tNT 'Then down to the gates gat the people of
T
:
• T : ! IT
Yahweh.' This clearly belongs to the description of the tribal muster,
which commences with v. 13 ; and the similarity of the stichos to
stichos a of that verse, which, as it stands, is obviously somewhat
corrupt, proves it to be a marginal variation which has been subsequently copied into the text. We observe similar variants of a single
stichos in vv. 15b, rnb.
'12.

For the notes on this verse, cf. pp.

13. Then down . . . heroes.

120

f.

Reading

C'i'"IN C'il.'19> ~'li' tN
• T:

c•;i::i~::i

-

1,-.,.,,

-T

: IT

T

mn•-cv
•••: -

-

It is not clear what illl intends by the vocalization of the twice
repeated '1 2:. Jewish interpreters explain th'e form as apocopated
Imperfect Pi'el of

1177

'to have dominion' (from full form

n,~'.), the

Pi'el, which does not occur elsewhere in Heb., being employed causatively, 'cause to have dominion.'* That this was intended by illff
seems very probable, since we may thus explain the awkward and
ungrammatical connexion of CV with c,,,.,N, as due to the necessity
of making MiM' the subject of the verb in stichos b, just as He must
have been assumed to be in stichos a :'Then may He cause a remnant to have dominion over the
nobles-the people ;
'May Yahweh cause me to have dominion over the heroes.'
Or possibly it may have been supposed that the apocopated form
has the sense of a full Imperfect: 'Then He shall cause, etc.'
The awkwardness and improbability of this need not be laboured.
It may suffice to remark that, since vv. 14.1 6 describe the advance of
the tribes in ordinary narrative-form, employing Perfect tenses, we
naturally expect to find the same inethod adopted in the present
passage. This is a consideration which sufficiently refutes the
alternative explanation of 'li' as Imperative }5:al of 'li' 'go down'
-

:

-T

* We should expect ;';~ (apocopated Imperf. Hiph'il) in such a sense (cf.
Isa. 41 2 )-a form which is here adopted by von Gumpach.
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(in place of the normal Imperative i'J), as adopted, e.g. by Hollmann,
who regards the verse as the words of Deborah prior to the battle : ' Tune ego : "Descendite residui nobiliurn populi, Jeh ova descende
rnihi cum heroibus."' A further difficulty is found in the use of the
word
'remnant,' a term ordinarily applied to a survivor (or

i•:~

survivors) after a defeat in battle; but here, it must be supposed,
employed to denote Israel's exiguous forces, implicitly contrasted
with what they might have been but for the long-continued aggressions of the Cana' anites.
It need not be doubted that the true text of the verse is indicated
by v. 11 c, which we have already noted as a marginal variation to v. 13•
This variation appears, in fact, to represent the combination of two
originally separate marginal notes ; viz. o•i11tsi, ~,,, fN as a variant
0

of

i•:~

i"}~

r~,

and i1'i1'

the separated i1'i1'

op

T

:

-

: IT

T

'the people of Yahweh,' a variant of

op, which is found in 20 MSS. of ffl.

agreeing with ffl in reading

~8, though

i•:~, supports the vocalization of,.,,

as

a Perfect, and the view that Ol/ goes with i1li1' and forms the subject
of stichos b ; and further reads ;, (i.e. the 'ethical' dative, referring
to the subject of the verb-cf. BDB . .s. ,. 5h-rather than 'for Hirn,'

i.e. Yahweh) in place of '' in stichos b-a correction which is
obviously to be adopted :TOTE KUT<f3TJ KUTClATJp,p,a

TO!S

l<rxvpo,s'

Xaos Kvplov KaT<{3TJ almii lv To,s Kpamw,s.

The restoration of the verse as given above is, as regards stichos b,
generally adopted by modems, and is scarcely open to doubt.
Stichos a may perhaps be held to be open to criticism as regards
the sense which it yields. Since the verb ~,,' 'went down,' as
:JT

employed in v. 14, refers to Israel's downward onset from mount
Tabor (cf. eh. 4 14h), the meaning must be the same in the present
passage ; and 'to the gates' can therefore only refer to the gates of
the foe-it was down to the very gates of such Cana' anite cities
as Ta' anach and Megiddo (cf. v. 19) that the Israelites advanced in
their first spirited onslaught. If this interpretation be held to
be improbable, it is difficult to see how the text can otherwise be
explained.
Other conjectural emendations of stichos a have been made. Thus
Mo. (followed by Bu., No., Gress.) thinks that , ,,,~ represents an
original ,Nib• and, supplying ~ before o•i•iN, he obtains the sense,
•• T: •'

'Then Israel went down like the noble.'

Kit., in BH., offers the
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suggestion Ci1'1:·b
1'il!I 'Ii' t~ 'Then let a remnant dominate those
•••
••
:
• T
: :
T
00

who dominated them.'
14. From Ephraim ..• vale.

Reading

i,r.i11::i ~::icir.i
••• •• T

:

IT

c•,~~
• -

:

•,•

•~r.i
"

0

~' as it stands, is incredibly concise. The literal rendering is 'From
Ephraim their root in 'Amale½;:' ; which is explained, by inferring the
necessary verb from v. 13, 'From Ephraim came down those whose
root is in 'Amale¼:.' The explanation of' their root in 'Amalel~' is also
a grave stumbling-block. The Bedawi people called 'Amalek in the
0. T. appear elsewhere as inhabiting the desert-region south of the
Negeb (c£ note on eh. 3 1'); and it is to this region that Saul marches
in order to carry out his commission to destroy 'Amale½;:, as recorded
in I Sam. I 5. In the present passage we seem to be told that the
'root' of the tribe of Ephraim (or a portion of it), which inhabited
central Palestine, was 'in 'Amale½;:,' i.e. we must infer that they dwelt
in the midst of the 'Amale½;:ites. Yet elsewhere, in enumerations of
the foreign races inhabiting Canaan, we find no allusion to the
'Amale¼:ites ; though, in view of the bitter hostility which existed
between Israel and them (cf. Ex. 17 15·16 E; 1 Sam. 15 2·3), it is scarcely
possible that they should have been unmentioned if they had inhabited
Cana' an in any considerable numbers. It is true that they are pictured
in eh. 6 3 -33, 7 12 as invading the land together with the Midianites and
'children of the East' ; but here they appear in their normal character as roving nomads, making periodical forays at the time when
the Israelites' crops were ready for reaping, and bringing their camels
and tents with them, as- Bedawi tribes would naturally do. The only
passage which can be adduced as possibly supporting the allusion to
'Amale¼: in our passage, is the reference in eh. 12 15 to Pii athon
(probably the modern Far'ata) as situated 'in the land of Ephraim,
in the hill of the 'Amale¼:ite.' How this locality obtained its name is
unknown to us. It may have been so named as the scene of an
encounter with Amale½;:ite clans which had entered Cana' an upon
such a foray as is described in the story of Gide' on. But even on the
supposition that it was ·so named as the settled abode of 'Amale½;:ites,
the very nature of the reference compels us to regard it as a very
limited district in comparison with the whole territory occupied by
Ephraim ; and though, upon this view, it might be possible to speak
of 'Amale½;: as having his root in Ephraim, the converse statement, as
we find it in ~, seems to be out of the question.
In face of this difficulty, we may obtain help from eJiA\ e., which,
Cciit!i
'their root in 'Amale½;:,' read •riµ,wp~rraro
in place of i,Sr.,11::i.
••T-:T!T
ll!!_L
( \'.II

,

,

fT1Jl,WP'7<TOVTO

)

,

'

OVTOVS

,

fV

'\ ,~

l<OLI\OOL,

•
t.e.

j>?P.~ C)~"?P:',
""'

•

•

,

,

fTLJJ,Wp'7U'OTO
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avrov~ being doubtless a somewhat

free rendering of the verbal form
'rooted them out,'* which is rendered more literally by QJ;B l~£pl{©cru,
1
avrovs. Here i''-'Y~
..... ,- 'in the vale,' affords excellent sense (cf. v. 6);
and though we can scarcely accept

Cl~;~, it

can hardly be doubted

that the translator is right in assuming that a verbal form is here
needed.t ClC'iC' may easily have arisen as a corruption of t:Ji:d~
'they spread out or deployed,' the verb which is actually used of
skirmishing advance of the Israelite tribes upon this occasion in
eh. 4 6 (cf. note). Winckler (followed by Marquart, Bu., No., Kit.,
Zapletal) proposes ~;~ 'they travelled or passed along,' from the

th~

root ;~r.:,i, which is well known in Assyr. as saru and in Ar. as sara,
but only occurs once in Heh., viz. Isa. 57 9, and there very doubtfully.§
La.'s suggestion

o•~•?r

'captains'-' From Ephraim (there were)

captains in the vale '-is opposed by the facts that' it fails to supply
the desiderated verb; and that Cl'C'''C', so far as can be judged by
the occurrences of the term, appear to have been a class of officers
connected with chariots (cf. NHTK. p. 139), of which the Israelites
possessed none at this period.

'After thee, Benjamin!' The words

l''?~~;i ';J')t\~

are viewed with

suspicion by many recent commentators ; but, as it seems, without
just cause. They occur again in Hos. 5 8, where the prophet is
describing the hasty preparations for battle, in face of the Assyrian
invasion:' Blow the horn in Gibe' ah,
The trumpet in Ramah ;
Raise the battle-cry, Beth-aven,
"After thee, Benjamin ! "'
Here the sense which we attach to the verb ~Y'i.~ ' Raise the
battle-cry,' is that which it possesses in Josh. 6 5 .rn.16. 20, 1 Sam. 17 2o.&2,
Isa. 42 13, z Chr. I 3 15 ; cf. J udg. I 5 14-; and the natural inference is
that the words 'After thee, Benjamin ! ' which immediately follow,
represent the old Benjaminite battle-cry; both in Hosea', and also,

* It can scarcely represent

c,;;,~

(sic for

o.,~~), as La. supposes.

+ClWiC' is similarly treated ~s a verbal form.. by 'l:1', 'delevit eos in Amalec';

and apparently by the paraphrase of m:, 'From the house of Ephraim arose
Joshua' the son of Nun at the first-he made war with the house of 'Amale~;
after him arose king Saul of the house of Benjamin-he destroyed the house
of 'Am ale~.'
§ Cheyne, Marti, Box emend 1:101'1' 'And thou didst anoint thyself to
•

••• T -

(the god) Melek with oil,' in place of 'icil'll 'And thou didst journey.'
• ·•• T -
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by inference, in the Song of Deborah. So G. A. Smith, The Twelve
Prophets, on Hos. 5 3• If this be so, the meaning may be, 'Benjamin
(the tribe) takes the lead; let others follow!' or,' After thee, Benjamin
(the eponymous ancestor), we (the tribesmen) follow!' For 'J~t:t
'after' used of following a leader in battle, cf. eh. 4 14, r Sam. r I 7•
As the battle-cry stands in the Song, the precise sense may be
'(The cry) "After thee, Benjamin!" (was) among thy clansmen';
or, 'Those from Ephraim spread themselves in the vale "after thee,
Benjamin,"' i.e. the Benjaminites headed the Ephraimites, as their
war-cry would have them do.
Many scholars (Hollmann, Kohler, Justi, Ros., Stu., Kit., Ber.)
explain '.:J 7'iM~ 'After thee (Ephraim) came Benjamin'; but, apart
from the improbability that the same expression should occur here
and in Hosea' in different senses, it is unlikely that the poet should
address the tribe mentioned in the previous stichos (and there
alluded to in the 3rd pers.), and not the tribe with which the present
stichos deals.
In place of -:p~~t:t, QJiAL az. offer the reading afJEX(/)ou uov (connected
with 1<0,Xafl, in the preceding line), i.e. -:pi:,~ 'Thy brother, Benjamin,
among thy (Ephraim's) clansmen.' This is adopted by Bu., No.,
La., Kent, Cooke (Comm.), but is in no way preferable to}!!.*

thy clansmen. i''-''-'ll. The plur. form regularly denotes 'kinsmen';
as e.g. in the phr~;;= 'he was gathered to his kinsmen' ('''f!I),
Gen. 25 8, al. Upon the view that i'';19P, (for
Aram. influence, cf. Additional note, pp. 171 ff.

1•~!')

is a mark of

Machir. Mentioned in Josh. r7 1h· 2 RP as the first-born son of
Manasseh, and in Num. 26 29 P as the only son-a description
which implies that Machir was the predominant clan of the tribe of
Manasseh. Both passages associate Machir with the land of Gile' ad
east of Jordan; in Josh. he is 'the father of Gile' ad'

(ip~~i'.:I i.e.

clearly

the district, and not a person), and is termed 'a man of war,' possessing 'the Gile' ad and the Bafhan'; in Num. the fact that Machir
inhabited this region is expressed by the statement that he 'begat
Gile'ad.' In the same passage of Num. (vv. 30tf-) six grandsons (sons
of Gile' ad) are assigned to Machir, of whom at any rate ·Shechem i
and i'ezer, i.e. Abi'ezer (c£ Josh. 17 2 RP) pertained to the territory of
the western division of Manasseh. In Josh. 17 lb. 2 we find that the

7•n~

* Bu. supposes that
came to be altered into 7'iM~ owing to the
influence of Hos. 5 8• Winckler and Marquart reject '.:J 7'iM~ altogether
(as a gloss from Hos.), much to the detriment of the poetry.
Vocalized Cl~~' whereas the city is always Cl~~ ; but the identity of the

+

two cannot be doubted.
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six grq,ndsons of Machir, according to P in Num., are set doY.'Il as
his younger brothers.
Supposing that this late evidence were all the information which
we possessed with regard to Machir, we should naturally infer that
this predominant section of Manasseh settled first in Gile' ad, and that
it was only subsequently that some of its clans made their way into
central Cana' an west of Jordan. If, however, the reconstruction of
the original J narrative of the tribal settlement in Cana' an, which we
have adopted from Bu., is substantially correct, and N um. 32 39·41 ·42
forms the sequel of Josh. 17 16 f 1·, which certainly belongs to this
narrative ; then Manasseh first of all effected a settlement in the hillcountry west of Jordan, and it was only subsequently to this that
the clan of Machir, together with Ja'ir and Noba):i, · finding their
west Jordanic territory too exiguous, pushed their way to the
east of Jordan and made settlements there (cf. Additional note,
PP·· 49 ff.).
In our passage in the Song, it can hardly be doubted that Machir
refers to west Manasseh. If this is not the case, there is no other
allusion to this part of Manasseh ; and supposing that a tribe so
intimately associated with the scene of battle had refused its aid, it
would certainly have been bitterly censured in the Song. On the
other hand, Gile' ad east of Jordan is mentioned, independently of
Machir, and is censured for holding aloof (v. 17 ); the reference probably being to the tribe of Gad, which inhabited the southern portion
of Gile' ad. We seem therefore to have choice of two hypotheses:
either the term 'Machir' is used in the Song, by poetic licence, of
Manasseh as a whole, and here refers to west Manasseh to the
exclusion of Machir in Gile' ad ; or, the Manassite settlements at this
period were west of Jordan only ; and the migration of Manassite
clans (Machir, J a'ir, N oba}:i) to the east of Jordan, which the J
document already referred to supposes to have been carried out
under the direction of Joshua', really only took place later than the
victory of Deborah. This latter hypothesis seems to be preferable ;
since we have already noticed (p. 45) that the J document, as we
know it, adopts the view that the whole tribal settlement of the
Israelites took place under the direction of Joshua'.
Ultimately Machir was closely, and probably exclusively, associated
with the east of Jordan. According to the genealogy of I Chr. 7 14·16, *
Machir is the son of Manasseh by an Aramaean concubine ; and
Machir's son Gile' ad takes a wife named Ma' acah, i.e. the Aramaean
clan of the Ma' acathites, which, together with the Geshurites, the
children of Israel were unable to expel from Gile'ad (Josh.13 13 J).
This means, without a doubt, that ultimately the Machir-section of
Manasseh became closely fused by intermarriage with the Aramaeans

* The text of this passage, as it stands in JI, is somewhat confused and corrupt;
but the solution is fairiy transparent: cf. Curtis, ICC. ad. toe.
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who remained dwelling in the territory east of Jordan ; c£ the way in
which the genealogy of r Chr. 2 includes North Arabian clans, such
as Jera]:tme'el, among the descendants of Judah.

the commanders.

Heb. m•Mff•J,dm, as in v. 9 (note).

men wielding. The Heb. verb mos'khim is here satisfactorily
explained from Ar. masaka, 'to grasp and hold,' which is in like
manner construed with the prep. :l, c£ Ges., Thes. s.v. 2. The explanation favoured by Mo., La., Smith, 'drawing the truncheon'
(c£ for constr. with :l, I Kgs. 22 34, 11~i':l 1e'r.l e''~l 'and a man drew
a bow') is hardly so natural; and still less so the interpretation
of Ges. (dou~tfully), Cooke, No., Kit., 'marching along with the
truncheon,' in supposed accordance with the use of masak noticed
under eh. 4 6•
the truncheon.

Vocalizing

~?~:P.

and omitting

,~b.

Heb. sebhef

here denotes the wand of office-a term which, in two other poetical
passages (Gen. 49 10, Num. 21 18), has for its parallel m'/:to#lf (the
word which, in the plur., is rendered 'commanders' in the parallel
stichos), in the sense commanders sta!J.
After sebhef ~ adds sopher-' the truncheon of the muster-master'
(lit. enumerator)-an addition which is correct as regards sense, but
spoils the rhythm by the introduction of one beat too many ; and
must therefore be regarded as a gloss.
15. And thy princes, Issachar.

Reading '~•

1•ibll: cf. iL 'Princi._. T

:

pales tui, Issachar.' Such a direct address to the tribe imparts
vigour and life to the description of the muster; c£ vv. l4a/l, 16". ffl
'ei•.:1 •ibl 'And my princes in Issachar,' is an awkward expression,
:

-T

!

and can scarcely be original. The force of' my princes' is obscure ;
since it is unlikely that the poet, who elsewhere sinks his individuality,
intends thus to identify himself specially with the tribe of Issac.har.
Ew., Ros., in defence of jJR, treat Deborah as speaking ; but in this
case the words 'with Deborah' which follow are superfluous ; since
it is impossible that the prophetess should, in one breath, allude to
herself both in the first and. third persons. Ges. and Hollmann
follow Kimchi in taking
as a poetical plur. form for the ordinary

•~-I?

0'!1? ;

but the existence of such forms is more than doubtful, the

cases cited being otherwise explicable (cf. G-K. § 87 g).

Qli", Ka<

apx•ryol '" Ia-a-axap, seems to presuppose the vocalization 'e,•:i •ibll
!

•• T

:'

a variant which is found in some Heb. MSS. teste Ginsburg. Such a
use of the Construct State before the prep. :l may be illustrated by
l,'!1,b:l •in 'Ye mountains in Gilboa' ,' 2 Sam. 1 21 ; i•~J;i.!l nnr.ib 'joy
-

:•-

••T

"T-

-::

in harvest,' Isa 9 2 : cf. G-K. § 130 a. This reading, which is
favoured by Rabbi Tanchum, has been adopted by the majority of
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moderns (Schnurrer, Justi, Stu., Ber., Miiller, Cooke, Oet., No., La.,
Kit., etc.).
l:T 'duces Issachar,' .s!,P ;,!:l.CXl.. ~,o;, i1i:: i:ltt't!'' •.::r,:i,, seem
to have read 'et'' •;b, simply, and this is adopted by Michaelis and

h

""T

:

Mo. ; but it is hardly likely that so simple and obvious a reading
should, if genuine, have suffered the alteration which we find in ffl.
Bu. connects 'tt"':l 'it!!' with i!lO from the preceding stichos ; and
thus obtains the reading 'c,•:i •;b ~i!lO, ' Count the princes of
Issachar' (sc. if you can !). This ~~enda~ion (followed by Marquart)
of course necessitates the taking of the words Mi:ii CV into the next
stichos (see note following). Such an emphasis upon the innumerable princes or leaders of Issachar (not to speak of their followers) is
scarcely, however, in accord with the poet's moderate assessment of
the whole fighting force of Israel in v. 8• Winckler's emendation of
'it!!' into ~iWI 'and they journey' is altogether improbable ; cf. note
':

on the supposed occurrence of this verb in v. 14, 'From Ephraim . . .
vale.'

with Deborah . . Bu. reads op m place of CV of ffl-' the people
(i.e. clansmen) of Deborah,' comparing the use of op in v. 18" So
Marquart.
and Naphtali was lea! to Baral;:.

Reading

P;??

j~

'~0~~\

Naphtali is here conjecturally restored in place of Issachar. That
Naphtali, 'le nom le plus essentiel de cette histoire' (Reuss: cf. v. 18),
should be altogether unmentioned in the strophe which describes t1',e
heroic response of the patriotic tribes, appears highly improbable ;
and it is equally unlikely that the poet should have been guilty of the
prosaic inelegancy which is ·occasioned by the repeated mention of
Issachar in the parallel stichoi. If the statement of the prosenarrative that Bara~"belonged to l):edesh of Naphtali is part of the
original story, and not due merely to the combination of the Jabintradition (cf. p. 82), the mention of Naphtali in connexion with Baral!:
is what we should expect. The substitution of Naphtali for Issachar
is also favoured by Stu., A. Muller, Mo. (SBOT), D. H. Muller, No.,
Driver, Kent, Cooke (Comm.), Gress.

pi in the sense 'steadfast,' and so 'reliable' or 'honest,' is found
several times in Heb. : c£ especially Gen. 42 u.i 9. 31. 33. 34 , where Joseph's
brethren say ~~~~~ Cl'?~ 'we be honest'; Prov. 15 7, 'The heart of
a fool is not ~eliable'

()~-~>: [I 'The lips of the wise disperse

knowledge'); and the expression

l~-~> i~~

Cl':?,"'!

'things which

were not right,' 2 Kgs. 17 9• The adj. kenu· i~ also ~ery frequent in
Assyr. in the sense 'reliable' or 'faithful,' and in Syr. kin has the
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meaning 'steadfast,' 'just.' On this interpretation of l~ we obtain,
with no more serious alteration of the text than the addition of ~
before j,i::l, the sense 'lea! to Bara½:' as an excellent parallel to 'with
Deborah' in stichos a.
The view that p is the substantive which elsewhere in the O.T.
has the meaning 'base' or 'pedestal,' here used metaphorically in the
sense 'support' or 'reliance,' is as old as the Jewish commentators* ;
and has been adopted by many of the earlier modern commentators
(Kohler, Herder, Hollmann, Justi, Stu., etc.). Schnurrer likewise
regards p as a substantive; but connects it with the Ar. verb

kanna, 'to cover or protect' (c£ Heb. ganan), and so explains in the
sense 'bodyguard' or 'escort.' This root, however, is not otherwise
known in Heh. (Ps. 80 16 is scarcely an instance).
The explanation of l~ as the adverb 'so' or 'thus' appears to be
impossible, as ffl now stands. RV. renders 'As was Issachar, so
was Bara½:' ; but this meaning cannot be extracted from the Heb.
without the addition of before i::l~~, ; and even so it is, as Mo.

1

remarks, 'difficult to imagine a worse anticlimax.' Scarcely less
feeble is the sense which is gained by No. through the insertion of
Cl¥ before j,i::l : 'and N aphtali was similarly with ~ara½:.' (!J;B omits
i::l~~,, ; and connecting j,i::l p with the following stichos, offers
the rendering ovrws Bapa,c ,v ,coii\a,nv ri'll'E<TT£Li\Ev ,v 'll'O<T1v alirov.

Following this suggestion, von Gumpach, Gra., Grimme combine
the stichoi and read
n~ei j,t.:ll,'::l j,i::l pi. Since, however, it

,,,~,::i
T:-:

,,,~,:::i

-••.

"o""T

TT••

i" difficult to believe that'
has here any other meaning than 'at
his heel' (cf. 4 10 note), we may in this consideration find evidence for
the view that the expression refers back to the mention of Bara½: in
the preceding stichos, as in ffl.
eli\ ~h, omitting all traces of stichos b, represent stichos c by
•~a'll'E<TTEL/1.f 'll'<(ovs avrov ,ls T~V Koti\a<'la, i.e. ,,,~,
T: -

n~t
-

•

j,t.:IV::l.

On

•••" T

the supposition that this is original, the active verb and the suffix of
the object demand a subject, which might be found in i'':t p of ffl
(so La., but reading j,i:::11).

Or it is conceivable that the letters

j,i:::IJ:J might conceal an,,original ''1'1!:iJl • and stichos b would then
,

T

: - :

'

run, 'And Naphtali despatched his fpotmen to the vale.'

Such a

* Cf. the statement of R. Tanchum (apud Schnurrer); 'Some think that )::l,
signifies those upon whom Baral/c rdied, and whom he had as his followers;
from that meaning of the word l::l which is found in Ex. 30 IB i~::ll ;j1::,'
[' a laver and its base '].
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stichos, however, does not offer so good a parallel to stichos a as
that which we have adopted with but little alteration of 31:! ; and
we may reasonably doubt a reconstruction which involves the
annihilation of the single stichos at the close of the strophe which
appears elsewhere to be characteristic of the poem ( cf. p. 102).

he was loosed. The subject of the verb is the tribe mentioned in
the preceding stichos, which we have assumed to be Naphtali,
Bara½:'s own contingent. The verb
(used similarly in the

n~w

active, of releasing a bird, Gen. 8 7-8, De~~: 22 7, or beast, Ex. 22 4,
Lev. 16 22 ; or pent up waters, Job I 2 15) vividly describes the sudden
onrush of the tribe at the moment when Bara½:'s word of command
unleashed it, as it were, from restraint.

at his heel.

Lit. 'at his feet' : cf. 4 10 note.

Utterly rejt into factions, etc.

1:n~,
.. :

Reading

n1~,- t1,. iit1)
- .
:

:

ii!:l)
:

.

31:! offers an isolated four-beat stichos, which may be rendered
'In the clans (or districts) of Re'uben great were the resolves of
heart.' As this stands, Heb. jJ'laggoth, lit. 'sections,' may be compared with the use ofp'luggoth in 2 Chr. 35 5 of the 'divisions' of the
priestly families for the purpose of Temple-service. So i![: renders
11'l/it.::i 'in the family.' The cognate Bab. pulug[g]u and pulukku
denote a 'division' or 'district' of a country; Phoenician )'tl id.
This seems to be the meaning intended by l!li 8 in v. 15 Eis Tas µ,•pl<Jas
(v. 16 ,ls <J,aip<<rflr, 'A. id., l!JiL v. 15 lv rn'is <J,aip<<r<<TLV are ambiguous), .$$P

ll°'-._~•

Ar. ~.....:;

J.1.

R.V.'s rendering of p'laggoth by

'water-courses ' depends on the use of the term in Job. 20 17, and the
meaning of the cognate p'lii.ghim, 'canals' (lit. 'cuttings'), which is
found in Isa. 30 25, Ps. 1 3, al. This meaning, however, is not so likely
in the present connexion as that given above. •pp:, (which occurs
··:.
again in this uncontracted form in Isa. 10 1 ; cf. 1,r.,r.,y for ,;p!1ll! v. 14),
from an assumed sing. pry (Ar. !zi#) = the norm;!
'stat;te,' i.e.

;,h

'action prescribed,' must here be taken to mean actions prescn'bed for
oneself, i.e. resolves (so BDB.). Such a usage of the term is, however,
unparalleled elsewhere. The stichos recurs in v. 16 where it is
clearly a marginal note offering two variations, which has crept into
the text. One of these variations is ,,pn 'searchings' or 'questionings,' in place of •ppn • and this is p;°dbably correct, and has been

c,

··:·'
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adopted above. ' Searchings of heart' must be taken to mean, not
(as we might use the phrase) anxious self-questionings, but the
ascertaining of the views of others, or, as we should express it, interchanges of opinion. The trait of indecision and ineffectuality is noted
as characteristic of Re'uben in Gen. 49 4a. The other variation 1"11lS£i,
appears, as the text stands, to be less natural than 1"11lS£i.:i, though it
is possible to explain , in the sense 'at ' ; cf. Cl,~, =,,n,, 'at the shore
of the seas,' in v. 17 ba.
It may be regarded as certain that this single stichos cannot originally have stood by itself without a parallel, at the commencement of
the strophe which deals with the tribes which failed to respond to the
summons to arms : and if it was composed, as we now find it, as a
four-beat stichos, we must suppose that a similar corresponding
stichos, which originally preceded it, has wholly disappeared from
the poem. The possibility that the stichos represents the remains of
two parallel stichoi cannot, however, be overlooked : and since the
characteristic rhythm of the other couplets of the strophe is clearly
4 + 3 beats, it may be inferred that this measure was also employed

.:i, 1ij:)M (or .:i, 'i'i'M) forms a single beat;

in the opening couplet.

but, if we add a suffix to .:i>, we obtain two beats-#fri libbo, lit.
'the searchings of his heart,' i.e. 'his searchings of -heart.' Thus it is
reasonable to suppose that i.:i, 1ij:)M 0 1,iiJ may represent the threebeat stichos b ; and, if this is so, we have the last two beats of stichos
a in l.:11t,ti 1"11JS£l,. Now, ' Great were his questionings of heart '
suggests, as a parallel, divisions of counsel in regard to the summons
to arms on the part of the clansmen of Re'uben ; and this is just the

sense which may properly be attached to 1"11lS£i, 'into divisions,' i.e.
into divergent opinions, or into parties giving opposed counsels, or,
as we should say, factions (so l::T renders 'diviso contra se Ruben') :
cf. Syr. pul!lgll 'division,' which may mean hesitation, and also
uxlup,a.

What is desiderated, therefore, to supply the first part of the
stichos is some verb meaning was divided or was rent asunder; and
this may very likely have been ii£lJ which may well have been

- : .'

emphasized by a preceding· Infinitive Absolute iii;i?.

ii£lJ
supplies a suitable parallel to
- : . ii£lJ
:.

c,,;,a
. :

The emphatic

in stichos b; both

statements laying stress upon the extent of Re'uben's fruitless discussions and differences of opinion. The use of the prep. , 'into' after
a verb expressing division can be abundantly illustrated (cf. , mm
'divide into,' Gen. 32 8
'rend into,'

2

Kgs.

;

2 12 ; ,

,

nm ' cut up into,' Judg. 19 29 ;

i1:!li1- ·, smite into,' Isa. 11

15 ).

,

ll~P

l"liJStl, m~;

therefore be regarded as the ~ore original reading ; and 1"11JS£l.:i may
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be thought to be a correction-as more naturally expressing the sense
'in' or 'among,' which seems to be required by ~16. the folds. Heh. misp•thdyim. The meaning assigned to the
word is purely conjectural. It suits the context here (cf. the stichos
following), and in the one other occurrence, Gen. 49 14, where the
tribe of Issachar is compared to 'an ass of strength (lit. bone) lying
down amid the misp'thdyim. And he saw rest that it was good, and
the land that it was pleasant, etc.' In Ps. 68 14 (apparently based
upon our passage) a cognate term is used:-' Will ye lie (or When ye
lie) among the Jephattdyim ?' Both forms are duals, and may refer
to ,some kind of double pen, with an inner and outer enclosure:
Roediger in Ges., Thes. 1471, compares G•dherothdyim, used as a
proper name in Josh. I 5 36, and meaning 'two fences,' or 'double
fence.' G'dheroth is a term employed of sheep-fplds (cf. Num.32 16-36,
I Sam. 24 4, al.) constructed for permanent use out of solid material
(cf. Num. 32 16, 'We will build sheep-folds'); and it is possible, as
Roediger suggests, that misp•thdyim may have been the name applied
to temporary folds made of hurdles. This explanation of the term,
which is as old as David Kimchi, is adopted by the majority of
modems.
The rival interpretation is 'ash-heaps,' such as are found in close •
proximity to modern Palestinian villages. This is based on the fact
that there is a subs. 'aspoth, meaning 'ash-heap,' or 'refuse-heap,'
occurring in I Sam. 2 8, Ps. I I 3 7, Lam. 4 5, al., which is supposed to
be cognate. The advocates of this interpretation do not seem, however, to have explained the connexion of the village ash-heap with
pastoral amenity and the tending of flocks ; nor the use of the dual,
which appears, upon this view, to be quite anomalous. Were there,
regularly, two ash-heaps to each village or encampment?
The Versions were puzzled by misp'thdyim, and seem to have
guessed at its meaning. <!li 8 rijs l'kyoµ.las ; (!JiL transliterates rwv
µ.o<T<pa0aiµ. (Aµ.o<T<pai0aµ.) ; 'A. rwv KA~pwv (so (!Ji in Gen. 49 14, Ps. 68 H;
F in the latter passage 'inter medios cleros ') ; ~- rwv µ.eraixµ.lwv ;
F 'inter duos terminos, ; j!,P

u~ ~

paths' (so in Gen.); Ar. J_;k\l i.:J~~ id.;
boundaries' (similarly in Gen.).

'between the foot-

~ ro,nr,

r::i

'between the

the pastoral pipings. Heb. s'rzil6th 'adharim, lit. 'the hissings or
whistlings of (i.e. for) the flocks.' In Latin sibila, 'hissings' or
'whistlings' is used similarly of piping to flocks upon a mouth-organ
of reeds : so Ovid, Met. xiii. 784 f :
'Sumptaque arundinibus compacta est fistula centum;
Senserunt toti pastoria sibila montes.'
Cf. also ' sibila cannae,' Statius, Thebais vi. 338.

The Latin term 1s
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also employed by Columella, De Re Rust., ii. cap. 3, of whistlz"ng to
oxen to induce them to drink more freely after work :-' Quern
[cibum] cum absumpserint, ad aquam duci oportet, sibiloque allectari,
quo libentius bibant.' Cf. the way in which whistling or music will
cause cows which are difficult milkers to yield their milk more freely
(a fact noted e.g. by Hardy, Tess of the D'Urbervilles, eh. 17).
These parallels suggest that Heb. feriftJth here refers to playing to
flocks upon a mouth-organ or pipe-probably the 'ughabh, which is
explained by W 'abbubha, l:T 'organon,' as a reed-pipe-the purpose
being to conduce, in one way or another, to their physical well-being
by the charm of the shrill music ('ughabh probably gains its name
from its sensuous effect: cf. the meaning of the root in Heb. and Ar.).
Thus the indolent Re'ubenite is pictured as charmed into inaction by
the music of the shepherd's pipe.
The Heb. root does not occur elsewhere in connexion with flocks ;
but the verb .saralj: is used in Isa. 5 26, 7 18, Zech. 10 8, of the employment of hissing or whistling, as a signal. Hence some have thought
that the reference in our passage is to whistling (not piping) in order
to call the flocks together. But why should the sound of such
shepherd's calls be represented as keeping Re'uben at home?
Heb. .s'rili/Jth bears striking resemblance to the Greek uiipiyt, which
· has been supposed by Lagarde and Lewy (cf. references in BDB.)
to be derived from the same Semitic root srf; but it is more likely
that both words are independently onomatopoetic from the sound
which they describe. Cf. the English word shriek.

17. Gz"le' ad. The reference appears to be to the fribe of Gad, and
not to East Manasseh (cf. note on 'Machir,' v. 14). The history of
JephthaJ:i (10 17-12 7) shows us Gile'adites, who presumably were
Gadites, inhabiting the southern portion of Gile' ad, in proximity to
the land of 'Ammon. On the use of the term 'Gile' ad,' cf. eh. 10 17
note. Gad is read in place of Gile' ad by .SP, Arm., Goth:, and a few
codd. of (!Ji; while Ar. interprets Gile' ad as referring to Re'uben.
And Dan abideth by the ships. Omitting m~~ before the verb with
two Heb. MSS., l:T, W, Ar., and with ,seas it nToTw stands.* J!!, which
has the support of <!Ji, offers a fine and vigorous line with its rhetorical
query, 'And Dan-wherefore abideth he by the ships?' But elsewhere throughout the strophe the scheme of rhythm in the couplets
appears to be 4 + 3 beats ; and, if we adopt the reading of J!!, we
have here, exceptionally, a stichos b containing four beats instead of
three, which is improbable.

* ;,P reads

h • '?lCO

;¼,, "j.J~

~O 'And Dan to the harbour

JJ~

j.i~

draws ships'; but the resemblance of
'to the harbour' to
'wherefore?' suggests that this latter may have been the original reading, and
that the altPration may have been induced by the context.
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-The reference to Dan in connexion with ships may be taken to
indicate that clans of this tribe had already made their migration to
the extreme north of Cana' an, as related in eh. I 8, Josh. 19 47 J ; since,
if the tribe was still dwelling only in the south, it is difficult to understand how they can have become seafarers (cf. note on eh. 1 34 ).
Even the supposition that the Danites carried on trading by sea from
their northern home (though supported, as Mo. notes, by the following couplet with regard to Asher) is not without its difficulties ; since
eh. 18 7-28, informs us that Laish, which they conquered, was isolated,
not merely from Aram on the east, but from ~idon on the west;
though it is true that 18 7 at the same time compares the habit of life
of the people of Laish with that of the ~idonians. It is reasonable,
however, to suppose that the Danites, living on friendly terms with
the Phoenicians, may shortly after their settlement have entered
into close relationship with them, and taken sei;vice on board their
ships (so Stu.). It was probably the protection extended by the
Phoenicians to the tribes of Asher and Dan (in return, we may infer,
for service rendered) which made these tribes unconcerned to throw
in their lot with the central Israelite tribes, and respond to the
summons to battle. Bu., who formerly (RS. p. 16) proposed to emend
Mi')~ 'ships' into ,1ni~) 'his pastures,' now (Comm.) adopts the
• T!

T

:

view which we have advocated, and retains the reading of J!!.
Asher sat still, etc. Cf. note on eh. 1 32, 'the Asherites dwelt, etc.'
his creeks. Heh. mij,hriiJiiw, which only occurs here in Heh., is
elucidated by its philological connexion with Ar. furtjah, 'a gap or
breach in the bank of a river, by which ships or boats ascend' ;
firdtj, ' the mouth of a river' (Lane). The verb faratja means 'to
make a notch or incision.' It is possible to explain the possessive
suffix of mij,hriiJiiw as 'its creeks,' referring to 'the shore of the seas'
in the preceding stichos (so Mo.).
18. that scorned z"ts life, etc. The expression is unique, and must
be regarded with suspicion. The verb !zerej,h elsewhere properly
denotes verbal taunting or reproach (cf. BDB. : properly, 'to say
sharp things about' ; connected with Aram. !zarri!j,h, ' sharpen') ;
though it is true that there are passages in which it is used metaphorically of insulting God by injustice to the poor (Prov. 14 31,17 6 ),
or idolatry (Isa. 65 7 ). This latter usage, however, hardly supports
the conception implied in 'insulting' one's own life by exposing it to
risk of death. The Ar. parallels cited by Ros. are not very apposite
(' We count our lives of light value (lanur!JiJu) in the day of battle,'
Hamasa, p. 47, ed. Freytag; tahdwana nafsahu, 'he held his life
of light worth') ; since the expressions there used, so far from
appearing forced and strange, are familiar all the world over.
Phrases used elsewhere in 0. T. of risking one's life are 'he cast
his life in front' ( 1~f~

iwprn~

:J?.~~n eh. 9

17

;

'I placed my life in

my hand,
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c~;i~ ·~~? i1?'~1$D

eh.

12 3,

cf.

poured out his life unto death' (\~~~ n~~~
conceivable that this latter phrase (M.)~~ i~~~

l

Sam. l 9

i1'!¥n)
il;P,~)

5

,

28

Isa. 53

12

21

•

;

'he
It is

may have been

the original reading in our passage ; cf. the use of the Pi'el of the
same verb in Ps. 141 8, 'Pour not out my life' ('~~~ ;pi;i-,~), i.e.
' Give me not· over unto death.' So Ball, who, as an alternative,
suggests the emendation 0':~~ for ~"lM-' devoted his life to death'
(on he(l'nm 'devote' to a deity, usually by destruction, cf. note on
eh. 1 17 )-a striking and vigorous expression which may very well
have been employed, though no close parallel can be cited. Cf.,
however, the words of St. Paul in Rom. 9 3 : 1Jvxoµ,1Jv yap dva0,µ,a
ElvaL aUro~ f-yOJ ci1rO roV Xpr.crroV V1r£p rWv aa£A.<:/)01v µov, KTA. 'Av&.0Eµa
is the regular rendering of (!Ii' for Heh. (l2rem 'devoted thing,' and
dva0,µ,aT/(uv for the verb he(l'rim.

to the death.

Lit. '(so as) to die.'

on the heights of the field. Cf. note on 'the field of Edom,' v. 4•
The use of the expression here is somewhat enigmatical, in view of
the fact that the scene of the battle was the low-lying plain of
Esdraelon (called 'Jme/j?, 'vale,' lit. 'depression,' in vv. 14 -15 ). It can
hardly mean (Cooke, Comm.) that 'the two tribes came fearlessly
down from their mountain-homes prepared to sacrifice · all for the
cause,' because it was not on the heights of their mountain-homes that
they risked their lives. Mo. thinks that the phrase 'may perhaps be
employed here of the mounds and hillocks in the plain, which,
however inconsiderable, were positions of advantage in the battle,
especially as rallying points for the hard pressed Cana' anites before
the rout became complete. These elevations, where the enemy
fought with the ferocity of desperation, Zebulun a~d Naphtali with
reckless hardihood stormed and carried.' It may be doubted whether
any part of the plain itself would have been described as sadht!
(v. 4 note): yet it is quite likely that the battle may have raged round
about the cities of Ta' anach and Megiddo on the edge of the hillcountry; or that many of the Cana' anites, finding their escape to
J:Iarosheth barred by the flooded ~ishon (cf. note on 4 16), may have
been driven into the hills of Galilee, which come down to the right
bank pf the river, and there made their last desperate stand.
19. the kings of Cana'an. I.e. the petty chieftains of the fortified
Cana' anite cities such as Ta' anach and Megiddo, who appear as a rule
to have been mutually independent (cf. the condition of affairs in
earlier times as gathered from the T.A. Letters ; Introd. pp. lxx ff.);
but are here united for action under the leadership of Sisera, who
was, presumably, the king of I;Iarosheth. Cf. the alliance among the
Amorite city-kings of the south against Joshua', as related in Josh. 10.
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The. use of the term 'king of Cana' an' as applied to Jabin in eh. 4 2
by RE2 is different; in that it pictures him as overlord of northern
Cana' an as a whole-a conception which gains no support from the
older narrative. Cf. note ad loc.

In Ta'anach, etc.

On the sites of these cities cf. eh.

1 27

note.

the rills of Megiddo. Lit. 'the waters of M.' The reference
doubtless is to the numerous small tributaries of the l):ishon which
flow down from the hills to the south-east of Megiddo. The modern
Ar. name for the l):ishon is Nahr el-Mu¼:atta', i.e. 'River of the ford
or shallow.' While there is no philological connexion between
Megiddo and Mu¼:atta', we are probably right in inferring that the
modern name was bestowed owing to its assonance with the old cityname of unknown meaning. So Smith, HG. p. 387, n 1• A similar
phenomenon is noted as regards the Heb. name I:Iarosheth compared
with the modern Ar. el-l:lari!iyyeh (eh. 4 2 note).
·
The gain of money they took not. Most commentators interpret
this statement as meaning that they were baulked in their expectation
of spoil. So Mo. : 'it was a most unprofitable campaign for them ;
a sarcastic meiosis. The gains of war were in the ancient world one
of the principal causes of war; cf. Ex. I 5 9.' This explanation is
described by La., not unjustly, as 'pensee tres banale et qui devance
le cours des evenements' ; and it may be added that, if the reference
is to hoped-for spoil, the description of this spoil as 'money' or
'silver' simply is not very natural : contrast v. 30• La. himself adopts
the explanation offered by Rashi and Levi hen-Gershon, that the
kings did not fight for payment like mercenaries, but with the wholeheartedness of men who are protecting their own interests. This is
more probably correct. A third explanation, which is not impossible,
is given by Kimchi, viz. that they did not accept money as ransom
from the Israelites who fell into their hands, but slew them without
quarter-the statement thus emphasizing the fierceness of the combat.
Cf. the way in which Trojan combatants, when vanquished, are
pictured as offering the Greeks a price for the sparing of their lives.
Thus, in Iliad, vi. 46 ff., Adrestus addresses Menelaus :(&iypEL, 'ATpfos vii, CTV a• tlEia aiEai tl1rotva.
7rOAAO. il' •v a<pVELOV 1raTp01i KEtfJ,~ALU IC£trai,
xaAKOS TE xpvcr6s n 7rOAVl</J,TJTOS TE crla,,pos'
TO>v Kiv T"OL xapluairo 1rar~p d.1TEpElu1.' tl.1rotva,
Et K£V

fµf

cwov· 1TE'rrV6oir' E'rrl

V']V<TLV

'Axa,6Jv.

Il. x. 378 ff., xi. 131 ff. are similar.
Several commentators follow Tanchum in understanding be~a' in
the sense 'fragment,' or, as we should say, 'bit' of money (cf. Ar.
ba,j'a, Aram. bi11ua') ; primitive money taking the form of uncoined
ingots, the value of which was tested by weight. Since, however,
K
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there is no parallel for such a meaning elsewhere in the Heb. of the
O.T., in which be,sa' occurs with frequency in the sense 'gain made
by violence, unjust gain, profit' (BDB.), it seems preferable to
acquiesce in the ordinary meaning, which is quite suitable to the
context.
20. From heaven fought the stars, etc. The break between the
stichoi is obviously to be placed upon 0 1::i:,i:,n, which gives 3 + 3

beats to the distich; and not, as by ffl, on ir.,n,~ (so R.V., 'They
fought from heaven, The stars in their courses fought, etc.'); since
this offends against rhythm by offering 2 + 4 beats.

From their highways.

Winckler proposes to emend Cri~c:,~r., into
T

•

:

•

cri,f~r.> 'from their stations.' The term proposed, mazzaloth (cf.
T

: -

•

Kgs. 23 5), is elucidated from Bab., in which manzazu denotes a
'place of standing,' from nazdzu 'to stand' ; and a fem. form
manzaltu ( = manzaztu) is found, e.g. in iii. R. 59, 35a : 'The gods
in heaven in their mansions (manzaltifzmu) set me.' These heavenly
mansions or stations are identified by Delitzsch (Prolegomena, p. 54)
with the zodiacal stations; while Jensen (Kosmologie, pp. 347 f.) thinks
that they denoted rather the stations of certain fixed stars and
planets, lists of which are found in the Bab. inscriptions. In Ar.
manzil denotes a ' lodging •place ' or 'mansion ' ; and the plur.
al-mandzil is used of the twenty-eight mansions of the moon. Thus
2

the occurrence of cri,f~r.> in our passage would be appropriate to
T

: -

•

the ,context ; and it is possible that the reading of ~ may represent
the easy substitution of a common term for the more unusual word :
but since Cri~c:,~r., of ~ yields a good sense, the alteration is
T

•

:

•

unnecessary.
21. The torrent l(ishon, etc.
Cf. Thomson'i; description of the
probable circumstances of the rout, as cited under ·eh. 4 16• A
description of the l):ishon is given under eh. 4 7•

swept them otf. The Heb. verb garajJh does not occur elsewhere;
but the meaning which it. bears is elucidated by the usage of the Ar.
,J

verb Jara/a.
<..,

away';

Thus Ar. says
'GJ,

~..J\

c.,,,....,,,

,,,

,J

-,s.

,JC.,,,,.,,,,

.,,,

JJ::\.JI w_r:--

'the torrents swept it

~

--;!r.'~ (...iw~\ Wr,

'it swept away men like

t/ie sweeping away of a torrent' (Lane). The sense attached to
Aram. g'raph (here employed by ,SP) is similar. (!!iB •Ei<TvpEv ailrovs,
(!!iAL lEi/3aA£v alirovs, '.ET 'traxit cadavera eorum,' render with
approximate accuracy. m:, more freely, ;,~-,::in 'shattered them.'

5.
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it faced tltem, the torrent J{ishon. Reading )II!-''~ !,i::q Cl?'\~. As
0'0~'1~ !,,:,~ is a source of great difficulty. The root tdm
in Semitic ha~ the meaning 'to be in front or before.' Hence, in
Heh., the subst. lpfdhem means, locatively, what is in front (opposed
to 'a!wr, that which is behind), Ps. 139 6, Joh 23 8 ; and, especially, the
East, this being the region which (possibly as the direction froin
which the sun rises) was regarded as in front in reckoning the
quarters of the compass*; or, temporally, what is before, i.e. 'ancient
or former time' (Bab. f;;udmu is employed in both these senses).
From f;;edhem comes the denominative verb f;;iddem, which means
to be in front and also to confront in a hostile sense (cf. the Ar.
'af;;dama, 'cause to advance against the enemy').
The substantival form {<"dhftmim only occurs in our passage ; and,
in accordance with the sense of the root, the main explanations of
na!zal /;:'dhumim are two : ( 1) 'torrent cif antiquity' (lit. ef ancient
times) is adopted by (l]i H xnµ,appovs apxalrov (perhaps 'men of old
time'), m: (' the torrent at which signs and mighty acts were wrought
for Israel from ancient times'), Kimchi (' the torrent that was there
from ancient times'), R.V. ('that ancient river'), Michaelis, Justi,
Boettger, Bach., Reuss, Oet., Vernes, etc.; (2) 'torrent of (hostile)
encounters,' suggested by Abulwalid, and adopted by Schnurrer, Kohler,
Hollmann, Ros., von Gumpach, Donaldson, Ber., Kit., etc.
Why the ~ishon, rather than any other stream, should be spoken
of as an ancient torrent is not clear. The only obvious explanation is
that in the mind of the poet it had a long history behind it ; and this
explanation is also demanded by the rival rendering 'torrent of
encounters,' which would seem to imply that many historical battles
had taken place in the neighbourhood of the ~ishon. At the present
day such a title as 'torrent of battles' would be appropriate to the
~ishon ; since we know that, as a matter of fact, the vale of Esdraelon
is the historical battle-field of Palestine : cf. Smith, HG. pp. 391 ff.
But the inference that the Hebrew poet knew of traditions of ancient
battles in this loca:lity, such as that of Tl;mtmosi III. against the
prince of ~adesh and his allies (cf. Introd. p. lxvii), appears somewhat precarious.
Other explanations of na!zal /;:'dhlemim have been offered. Thus
Meier, Cooke, Grimme, Driver render ' the onrushing torrent,' and,
similarly, Smith, Segond, 'the torrent of spates.' It is doubtful,
however, whether such a sense can be maintained. The verb f;;adama
in Ar. may mean 'to advance,' and 'to be bold in attack' ; but always
with the implied idea of going_in front cif (leading), or coming in
front cif (meeting), some one else; and the transference of this idea to
an onrushing stream is somewhat remote. Still less probable is the

J!l stands,

* Similarly, me'd/Jor, 'behind'=' on the west,' Isa. 9 12, lll 11; ydmin, 'the
right'=' the south,' Ps. 89 12, 11113, al,

tit
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sense, 'winding (i.e. self-confronting) torrent,' adopted by Herder.
The fact (noted by Mo.) is, however, worthy of observation that in
Ar. fi!adztm (identical with our form) means a man who is first in
attacking the foe, and so, brave, courageous. Thus the Heb. phrase
would mean 'the torrent of heroes,' if, as might be the case, the
word was employed in Heb. in the Ar. sense.*
The Versions not already noticed are not helpful : l:T 'Cadumim';
5$P ~;..0? (with; erroneously for?), Ar. id.; l!li\ e. 1cacJ17u-"µ; f.!!iL
1<.ali'}µ£Lµ; 'A. 1<.av<rwvwv ( connecting with Cl'':'~ 'east wind').
The emendation adopted above follows the private suggestion of
Ball; and has been independently adopted, as regards t:l'?':J~, by Ehr.t
It assumes that it is natural to find in the stichos a ve~bal parallel
to t:l!:l1~ of stichos a ; and that the first occurrence of Sm is an
erro~e,~us insertion, made to explain the substantive t:l'0~'1~, when
this latter had taken the place of the verbal form CO"li'. The form of
the distich, with its identical term and inverted o~de~ in the parallel
stichoi, may be compared with v. 24 •
.It is true that the sense obtained through the emendation involves
something of a hysteron-proteron ; since, strictly speaking, the torrent
'came in front of' the Cana' anites in their flight before it 'swept them
away' in_ their attempt to cross it: yet we have no right to demand
an accurately logical sequence from the poet; and it is legitimate to
explain the second verb as to some extent explanatory of the firstthe torrent swept them away because it confronted them in their flight.
The numerous other emendations which have been offered need
not be noticed.

Bless thou, my soul, the might of Yahweh I

Reading 't::i!:l~ ':J"1:ll'l
•

: -

•

: IT:

ill.~~ Ti/. J!! Ti/ 'tp~~ '?;:J:l is barely intelligible. The Imperfect
'-?;;l:1 has been taken as a pictorial description of past events (R.V.
marg. 'thou hast trodden down' ; properly, 'thou treadest down' :
cf. the use of the Imperf. in Ex. 15 5 ~O'C:J' r,bl,r-, 'The deeps cover
·-.: -:

:

them' !-where the tense, in describing a past event, emphasizes
'the process introducing it and preliminary to its complete execution' : Driver, Tenses, § 27a); or as a Jussive in place of the Imperative (so R. V. text 'March on'). Ti/ is taken either as the direct

* On nouns of this form used in H_eb. in an active sense, cf. G-K. § 84• m. It
is worth while to remark that, in miphra, v. 17, gdraph v. 21 , we have instances of
words of which the meaning would be obscure, were it not for the clear elucidation
offered by AI.

+

So also (since the writing of the above note) Gressmann in Die Anfiinge
Israels, p. 186. Rothstein adopts the same verbal form in the plur. ; but
emends the remainder of the line beyond recognition- t:ll"l:l:al10 t:l'O ~O"li'
T
:
: ..
•.,.
:
'
• The waters confronted their chariots.'
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accusative (R. V. marg. ), and explained as abstract 'strength' for
concrete 'the strong' (so F 'Conculca anima mea robustos ') ; or as
an adverbial accusative 'with strength' (R. V. text, ~Pl'i'Ti:l : cf. G-K.
§ 118q). Upon either interpretation we have, if not 'simple bathos'
(Mo.), at any rate a very weak conclusion to the strophe; and, as Mo.
rightly remarks, 'most inappropriate as the conclusion of vv. 20 ·21 ,
which tell how heaven and earth conspired to destroy Sisera.' On
the other hand, the sense offered by the stichos as restored above,
viz. an ejaculation of thanksgiving to Yahweh as the controller of the
powers of nature which assisted Israel, is very suitable to the context ;
and may be compared with Ex. 15 6, where, after allusion to the overwhelming of the Egyptian hosts by the Red Sea (as the Cana' anites
wer~ overwhelmed by the l):ishon), the poet exclaims' Thy right hand, 0 Yahweh, is glorious in power;
Thy right hand, 0 Yahweh, dasheth in pieces the enemy.'
The use of the Jussive (1:i,:i.n) in place of the Imperative is scarcely
to be termed 'rare' (Mo., referring to ':liiTi): cf. eh. 7 17a, Hos. 14 2, 11! 3
(t(l!'Ti Juss. coupled with the Imperat. nj:l); Ps. 51 8 ·9, 111 9 -10 (Juss. three
times, alongside of the Imperat. four times in the two following
verses); Ps. 71 2a (Juss. twice; parallel to Imperat. twice in v. 2b);
71 20 •21 • It is possible, however, that the Imperative may have been
originally written : cf. •ei!:lJ ':li::l in Ps. 103 u.
'

! -

'

! IT

The corruption of •:i,,-:i,r, into 1:liin is likely; :i. and i being very
similar in the old character. i1'i1' Tl/ may have been written'' Tl/, and
the '' subsequently omitted through accident. That i1'i1 1 was sometimes thus abbreviated into '' is proved by Jer. 6 11, where mn• n~n
of 11! is read as •n~n by Qli; and by Judg. 19 18, where mn• n•:i. is
clearly an error for •n•:i. Cf. Driver, NHTS. 2 p. lxix. n 2•
Mo.'s suggestion, combining part of the preceding stichos,
Tll •~!:)J ':)i"I c•~~,p
(similarly La.) is condemned, if by nothing
"

: -

-

T

•

:

,m
- -

else, by the monstrosity

•~~r*

The emendation of Ruben (adopted

by Cheyne, ]QR. x. p. 566; EE. 2652) is an example of how not to
use the Assyr. dictionary.
22. loud beat. Lit. 'hammered' (sc. the ground). Cf. the English
expressions, 'the hammer of countless hoofs' ; 'to hammer along the
road,' used of pushing a horse to a fast pace on the hard road. R.V.
and most modems render 'did stamp.'

The Versions treat

'1~,n

: \T

either as passive (QJiB ,vE1rofJiu-fJTJuav, AL d1rEKD1TTJuav,

m:

e.

dvEKO?TTJuav,

t(!:l,nl!'t( 'were drawn off,' £.e. possibly pulled or broken off) or

* The fem. subst. l!'!:lJ occurs some forty-nine times in the O.T. in the plural
with the fem. termination, and never with the masc. termination ; the form Cl'l!'!:l)
in Ezek. 13 20 being clearly an error for Cl 11!'!:lT1 'free.'

[5.
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22,

intransitive (l:T 'ceciderunt,' ~" ~ , Ar. bi...-all meaning 'fell,'
or, as we should say 'stumbled'; cf. the rendering of ~P). Similarly,
Kimchi explains that the form is 'a stative ; as though he said, the
horses' hoofs were battered (''-''m) through excessive
the battle.' The same view is taken by other Jewish
and is adopted by A.V., 'Then were the horsehoofs
Mo., who favours this interpretation, vocalizes the verb
~,:,~;, (Pu'al not elsewhere found).
:

·•,

galloping in
interpreters,
broken, etc.'
as a passive

Against it, we may remark that

horses' hoo.fs are not very likely to be injured by excessive galloping,*
more especially on a plain which must have been largely in the
condition of a swamp owing to the heavy rain-storm (cf.eh.4 14 note);
and further, if the poet meant that they were broken or bruz'sed, he
would scarcely have expressed this by stating that they were hammered
through themselves striking the ground.
Probably a passive sense is given to
by the Versions and early
interpreters owing to the prep. l'-' 'from' or ' through' of the succeeding stichos as it stands in ,!!, which seems to denote the source
of the action denoted by
Cf., however, the note following.

,,.,,n

,,.,,n,

Smith, who adopts the vocalization as a passive ~'-'~~' renders as
an active 'thudded' ; but this term, which commonly denotes the
dull, dead fall of a heavy body, is not very happy.

the horses.

Reading plur. i:l'l?~O with Bu., Kit. BH., Gress., by

taking over the '-' from the commencement of the following stichos.
Cf. eli\ ~h.
off galloped, off galloped.

Kit., BH.

Reading ~iM"I ~iM':! as suggested by
-:IT

Cf. eJiB u1rovlifi ,u1r£vuav.

a galloping horse in N ah. 3 2•

-:1T'

The verb ini occurs again of

1!l reads

niiM'=I niiM'=I'-' 'through the
-: .-

-:1-.

galloping, galloping' (Suspended Construct State: cf. Gen. 14 10).
It seems likely, however, that the '-' belonging to i:l'OlO at the end of
the preceding stichos came erroneously to be prefixed to liMi
and this was then treated as '1iMi 'linir.,, i.e. as an abbreviated plur.
substantive (on the use of such abbreviations, cf. footnote §, p. 124).
Adopting our emendation, the couplet offers two stichoi parallel in
sense, and it may be noticed that such parallelism (either synonymous
or climactic: cf. Additional note, p. 169) is characteristic of the poem;

,,n,,

* The modern Syrian horse has particularly good legs and feet, and is usually
shod with plates; but in ancient times horses appear to have gone unshod.
Isa. 5 28 refers to the hardness of the hoofs of the Assyrian horses (' like flint'), as
a proof of their power to resist wear and tear; but whether this implies that
trouble was common with the feet of ordinary horses is doubtful.

5. 23.]
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wher.eas the synthetic form of parallelism, which is offered by ~ in
this distich, is comparatively rare (cf. vv.sb.16a.19b).
The repeated daharu daharu is intended to represent the threefold beat of a horse's gallop ; and does so most accurately with the
main z"ctus on the third beat ; as in the final movement of the
overture to Rossini's Guillaume Tell. Virgil represents the gallop
by the familiar dactylic line, Aen. viii. 596,
'Quadrupedante putrem sonitu qua tit ungula campum' ;
and this dactylic rhythm is adopted by Charles Kingsley in My
Hunting Song:
' Hark to them, ride to them, beauties l as on they go,
Leaping and sweeping away in the vale below';
but the dactylic measure is not quite so true as the anapaestic. In
Ps. 68 11 ~ 12 we find the measure ~ .!.. ~ ; yiddr5dhun yz'ddiJdhun,
' Kings of hosts are running, are running,' which is again intended
to represent the sound of a cavalcade galloping away in the distance.
This reminds us of the rhythm of Browning's How they brought the
Good News from Ghent to Az'x;
'I sprang to the stirrup, and Joris, and he ;
I galloped, Dirck galloped, we galloped all three.'

'

his chargers. Heb. 'abbiraw, lit. 'his strong ones.' The term is
used elsewhere of horses in J er. 8 16, 47 3, 50 11• Horses at this
period were employed in chariots, and not (so far as we know) for
riding purposes ; but since the functions of chariotry in warfare were
akin to those of cavalry in later times, the rendering 'chargers' may
be held to be justified.
23. Curse ye, curse ye Meroz ,I
of

~

nin~
T

:

:JN~r.l ir.lN
-:

-

-

T

Reading iiiN Tiir.l ~iiN in place

riir., ~iiN '" Curse ye• M~~oz" ! ' said the
••

Angel of Yahweh,' which is plainly unrhythmical (five beats). Such
an allusion to the Angel of Yahweh in this ancient poem is also
somewhat unexpected (cf. eh. 2 1 note, end). Probably
became
corrupted into ir.lN 'he said' ; and the natural query 'Who said?'
was answered by supplying a subject-'the Angel of Yahweh.'
Meroz is only mentioned here, and the site is unidentified. The
modern Mura~~a~, four miles north of Besan, which is doubtfully
advocated by Buhl (Geogr. p. 217) after Guerin, is not philologically
connected with the Heb. name ; and conjectures that Meroz is the
corruption of some better known name (cf. the suggestions cited by
Mo. SBO T.) are necessarily futile, since we have no guide as to the

,,.,N
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locality of the city. It is highly probable that the curse took practical
effect, and the city with its inhabitants was destroyed by the Israelites,
and never subsequently rebuilt. Cf. the fate of Penuel (eh. 8 8· 9· 17 ) and
Jabesh of Gile'ad (eh. 21 8· 12) in similar circumstances.

For they came not to the help of Yahweh. Possibly Meroz was
situated somewhere upon the line of the enemy's flight; and, like
Succoth and Penuel on the occasion of Gide' on's rout of the Midianites
closed its gates when it might have aided by cutting off the fugitives,
or by supplying the pursuers with much needed refreshment.
mid the heroes. Heb. bag-J;ibborim as in v. 13• So R.V. marg.
'among the mighty.' R. V. text 'against the mighty' is less probable.
24. Most blessed of women be J a'el. J!!'s addition of 'the wife of
I;Ieber the ~enite,' which spoils the balance of the couplet, is a prosaic
gloss derived from eh. 4 17•

tent-dwelling women. Lit. 'women in the tent.' Cf. the phrase 'the
tent-dwellers' applied to the Bedawin on the farther east of J orclan in
eh. 8 11 • Mo. compares the Ar. expression 'ahlu-lwabar, 'the people
of the hair-cloth tents.'

JS .

a lordly dish. Lit. 'a dish of (i.e. fit for) nobles.' Heh . .Mphel
occurs once again in eh. 6 38 to denote the dish or basin into which
Gid' eon wrung the dew from the fleece. The word is used in the
cognate languages in a similar sense. Cheyne's emendation (EB.
2313) 'a bowl of bronze' (iiN deduced from Bab. urudi1) is
uncalled-for.
curds.

Cf. clz. 4 19 note.

26. Her hand to the peg, etc. Against the view that this description of Sisera's death is essentially different from that of eh. 4 21 ff., cf.
pp. 79 f. Cooke's contention (Comm.) that 'according to the parallelism of Hebrew poetry her hand and her n'ght hand mean the same
thing; and so should nail and workme1fs hammer,' cannot be substantiated. Cf. Prov. 3 16 :
'Length of days is in her right hand;
In her left-hand are riches and honour.'
So also Cant. 2 6, 8 3• The only difference in our passage is that the
poet has chosen to use yadhiih 'her hand' instead of s'moliih 'her left
hand.' (§B\ iL, F, Ar. explain correctly as 'her left hand.'
she stretched forth. Heb. mn,t!ir-i
apparently a plur. form, but
T : - :
• ,
probably intended for a sing.*

* The view that in this and a few other cases we have the remains of an
emphatic form of the Imperfect, akin to the Ar. modus energicus ,, ya!ftulanna

5. 26.]
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• the maul of the workmen. Heb. halmuth 'dmelim. The expression
has caused difficulty. The term halmuth, from halam 'to hammer,'
should represent the implement described under the term ma*{lebheth
in eh. 4 21 , i'.e. a hammer or heavy wooden mallet ; but elsewhere in
Heb. substantives ending in -uth are secondary formations denoting
abstract qualities*; cf. G-K. § 86 k. The real existence of a concrete
derivative from halam is, however, a reasonable assumption ; and
possibly the true form of the subst. should be halmath. The Heb.
verb 'amal, from which 'dmelim is derived, commonly means to toil
(i.e. to labour, with the accessory idea of weariness or painful
endeavour) ; and all its occurrences are, with possibly one exception
(see below), very late. The subst. 'amal, which occurs both in early
and late literature, usually denotes, in its earlier occurrences, trouble;
and the sense toil or labour is only found in the later literature,
especially Ecclesiastes. The subst. 'amel (of which our form is the
plur.) means a labourer in Prov. 16 26, and is coupled with the cognate
verb :-'The appetite of the labourer laboureth for him.' This
passage occurs in the central section of Prov., which many scholars
regard as pre-exilic; though a considerable body of opinion views the
whole book as the product of post-exilic times. The word occurs
twice in Job in the sense sufferer; and, in an adjectival sense, toiling,
five times in Ecclesiastest. Hence the occurrence of 'amelim in our
passage is commonly regarded with grave suspicion. Mo. remarks,
'C 1:>0lt does not mean artisans (smiths, carpenters), but men who
are worn out, or wear themselves out, with toil and hardships ;
"hammer of hard-working (or weary) men" is a singular metonymy
for a heavy hammer ! '
Such a statement overlooks the fact that the cognate languages
prove that the root can be used in the general sense of work, apart
from the connotations noticed above. Thus Ar. 'amila means 'to
for the ordinary ya!ftulu, is rejected by G-K. § 47 k; yet seems, at least in our
passage, to be by no means improbable. Cf. the Phoenician form 1001'\
occurring in the inscription on the sarcophagus of Eshmun'azar king of ~idon
(CIS. I. i. no. 3, 11. 5 f.) :-1)~ :,:,~r., n:>lt T :,:,~o:, 100111 :>fl(l 'and let
him not superimpose upon this resting-place the chamber of a second restingplace." 100111, which recurs in ll. 7.21, may be compared with the Ar. modus
energicus II. yalftulan. Cooke (NSI. pp. 34 f.) treats )00111 as a suffix-form
'carry me'; an explanation which involves a highly forced and unnatural treatment of the context.
If il)M:>~n be not an energetic form, the alternative is to vocalize it as a

suffix-form il~M:>~z:i and to treat ;:,i 1 as an accusativus pendens :-' her hand,
T •: T

:

• J

TT

to the peg she stretched it forth.'

* The forms are mostly late. A complete list of them is given by Konig,
Lekrgebiiude der hebriiiscken Sprache, ii. I, pp. 205 f.

[5. 27. 28.
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work or make,' 'amal 'work or occupation,' 'amil 'artisan'; Aram.
'amal 'to labour'; Bab. nimelu * 'the produce of work,' i.e. 'gain
or possession.' There is no difficulty, therefore, in supposing that
'amelim may denote' workmen' generally, without the connotation of
toil or weariness.
The meaning of the phrase is correctly elucidated by .S,P

1~?

1~1;U

'to the carpenter's mallet,' Ar. id., m; rn!:lJ"'I Nn!:lT1N' 'to the

mallet of the smiths,' F 'ad fabrorum mal!eos' (treating nll~,n as a
plur. ). (!JiB, 'A. £ls u<j,Dpav 1eo1r1oovTc,w interpret C',r.ill in accordance
with customary Heb. usage. (!JiAL £ls d1r0Toµ.its 1caTa1<01rwv (L ,cam•
1eo1rTwv) misunderstands.

she smote.

Lit. 'hammered.'

destroyed. Heb. ma(la!;a, which only occurs here in the O.T., is
explained from New Heb. and Aram. 'wipe out or erase,' Ar. ma(la!;a
'utterly destroy, annihilate.'
pierced through. The Heb. verb (liilaph commonly means to pass
on, or pass away; but is here used transitively 'passed (i.e. pierced)
through.' This usage is substantiated by Job 20 24, 'The bow of bronze
pierces him through' (ta(ll'phehu), where 'bow' is used metonymical!y
for the arrow which is shot from it. Mo. explains 'demolishes,' lit.
'causes to pass away,' quoting Isa. 24 6 ph ~!:),n in support of the
: IT

causative usage. This, however, probably means 'they have passed
by (i.e. overstepped) the ordinance' (cf. II nhin ~1:lll 'they have
:

jT

transgressed the laws ') and not 'they have abolished' it.
27. 'Twixt her feet, etc.

The passage is discussed on p. So.

undone. Driver's rendering.
with violence.'
28. and exclaimed.

Heb.

Heb. sadhudh means lit. 'treated

:i~:~!. The verb yibbebh, which only

occurs here in O.T., is explained from Aram., in whichyabbebh means
'blow the trumpet,' and also 'raise a shout' ; being used in this
atter sense by .S,P to translate Heb. P'".l~ in eh. 7 21, 1 Sam. 4 5, 17 20 ;
Ps. 47 2, 66 1,' al. In New Heb. the verb means 'to lament' over a
corpse. Thus F renders 'et ululabat,' .S,P ~ O , Ar. -.::-.ili>.

loo, 1,.c...~, m:

~P'"'l r.i,

* With nimdu with preformative n from· .J,r.iY, cf. nimeffu from
nimedu from .J"'IOY.

,,Jpr.,y,

0

(!JiA\ however, renders ,ea, 1eauµ.av8avEv, .S,h

5. 29. 30.]
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'and looked attentively'; i.e., apparently, ~~i::,~ or l?.i11)'.lJ:I~. This
latter verb is adopted by Klostermann, Marquart, No., La., Zapletal,
and is favoured by Bu. and Cooke (Comm.).

the lattz'ce. Heh. ha-'efnabh. The precise meaning of the term is
uncertain. It occurs again in Prov. 7 6 (II (lallon 'window,' as in our
passage); and in Ecclus. 42 11 t, where it is mentioned as a means of
gazing on the street. The conventional rendering, which we have
adopted, is that which is given by (.11,A\ e., lM. 'l'ijs l3,KrnwTijs (so, in
Prov., '.ET' cancellos '). m: ~n•v~, apparently' wood-work,' perhaps has
the same meaning. (.11,B, however, renders lnos Tov To~iKov 'through
the loop-hole ' ; while '.ET 'de coenaculo,' .SP ~~ ~
think of an upper chamber or colonnade (~vun,s).
tarrieth. On the Heh. form ~i.~~ (for ~i~~ or

~iQ~), cf. G-K. § 64 h.

the clatter. Heb. pa'•mt, lit. 'strokes,' here no doubt refers to the
hoof-beats of the chariot-horses.
29. Her wisest pn'ncesses. As Mo. remarks, 'there is a fine irony
in the allusion to the wisdom· of these ladies, whose prognostications
were so wide of the truth.'

Reading plur. m•Jl11'1

make answer.

T •.•-:1-'

in place of ffl ;mvr-,

T•:-:1-

, answereth her' (sing. with suffix), which is impossible after the
plur. n•niib nio:,n An equally possible alternative is to emend
T

"."

T

:

-

•

np7r:, for niO?r:t-' The wisest one of her princesses answereth her.'
So '.ET ' Una sapientior ceteris uxoribus ejus' ; .SP

N:-0 , ') ;,

i ll>0...,~\ ; Ar. id.
Yea, she returneth her reply. She tries to quiet her anxiety by
making herself the most reassuring answer. 1!l adds ;:,7 'to herself,'
which destroys the balance of the couplet by adding a fourth beat to
the stichos.
30. A damsel, two damsels. Heb. ra(lam (which elsewhere in O.T.
means 'womb') occurs in plur. with the meaning 'girl-slaves' in the
inscription of the Moabite stone, I. 17.

for every man.
say, 'per head.'

Lit. 'for the head of a man' ; i.e., as we might

of dyed stujfs embroidered. Lit. 'of dyed stuffs, embroidery,' the
two substantives being in apposition.

Two dyed embroiden·es. Lit. 'a dyed piece of two embroideries.'
This may be understood as the dual of what would be in the sing. 'a

[5. 30.
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dyed piece of embroidery' (i1~~: v;i~), the dual termination of the
second (genitival) subst. sufficing to throw the whole compound
expression into the dual. Cf. sing. .:i~ n•~ 'a father's house or
family,' plur. ni.:i~

n•~

'families': G-K. §

124

r.

R.V.'s rendering,

'of divers colours of embroidery on both sides' (the explanation of
Kimchi and Levi hen-Gershon), can hardly be correct.
The manner in which the terms meaning 'dyed stuff' and 'embroidery' are repeated and combined in the three final stichoi of the
strophe is somewhat strange; and various alterations and omissions
have been proposed. We need only notice the reconstruction suggested by Bu., which reduces the three stichoi to two, each containing
three beats : -

~;~'~?
1

C:P?~ 11~~ '~~

'1~mt,
CWJj:)'1
i1~j:)'1
•T-:
•-T:•
T:•

"t:i

' Spoil of a piece or two of dyed stuff for Sisera ;
Spoil of a piece or two of embroidery for my neck.'
Here 'J~ '.:t~ and 'P'1 'P'1 are brought into exact analogy with
'a damsel or two.' It may be questioned, however,
whether this rearrangement is not too precise and formal to represent
the original. 1!!, as it stands, is susceptible of the rendering which
we have given in the text; and in its repetition, which may be
paralleled by v. 27, it exhibits affinity to the climactic parallelism which
is so marked elsewhere in the Song (cf. Additional note, pp. 169 f.).
It may be intended to represent the way in which the women's
thoughts run on in prospect of the spoil. Cf. the passage from
Virgil, Aen. xi. 782, cited by Ros. and others :-

c•n~n, en,

' Femineo praedae et spo!iorum ardebat amore.'

,Jei 'queen' (cf. Ps. 45 9, 1!! 10,
after the suggestion of Ewald:·in place of ffl
'spoil.'

for the neck of the queen.
6
2 ),

Reading

'?~

Neh.
So Ber., Wellh., Stade, Oet., Oort, Schliigl, Kit., Driver, etc. The
reading of ffl can only mean 'for the neck of the spoil,' which fails to
yield sense ; since it is impossible to follow Michaelis, Schnurrer,
Ros., and several of the older commentators in explaining 'the spoil'
as referring to the beasts of burden captured from the foe, which are
to be led in triumph decked with the dyed raiment, etc. ; nor is it
likely that Justi is right in suggesting (after Mendelssohn) that 'the
spoil ' refers to the captured damsels previously mentioned. Levi
1,11.::i ' owners of spoil ' ; and similarly
ben Gershon explains as
Hollmann supposes an ellipse of t::-' 1~ before
man of spoil'

,,C!'

,,c,_,

5. 31.)
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( cf. A. V. 'meet for the necks of them that take the spoil ') : but such
an ellipse is impossible. It would be easier to follow W. Green (1753)
in vocalizing as an active participle ,~~ 'spoiler' ; as is suggested
by the rendering ;6"

1101,.6? 1,o~ ~

(Ar. id.).

Kimchi explains

'for the necks of the spoil' as equivalent to 'on the head of the spoil,'
the sense intended being that 'the garments are placed on the head
of the spoil to give them to the captain of the host.' He thus seems
to regard 'the spoil' as referring to the captives generally; an explanation which is without analogy. R.V., 'on the necks of the
spoil,' apparently assumes that the passage means that the garments
are 'on the necks of the spoil (captives or slain?) before they become
a booty ; but the explanation of ;, as 'on' (' belonging to') is very
harsh and improbable.
'1lr 8 T<p rpaxriA'f) UVTOV (A 71"Epl TPO.XTJADV avrov) <Tl<VA.a; lL 'circa
131::l~
cervices ejus spolia' ; i1[: ;,,,,~
,,,,~ nt::i ; i.e.

'2~ ('' ;~~~~) ;,~~'¥~

,v )')

'for his (i.e. Sisera's) neck as a spoil'; and

this is adopted by Meier, Hilliger, Stu. Q!iL rrEpl rov rpaxTJAov avrov,
i.e. ;,~~~, omitting
so No., La., Kent. The original of Ji,
T-: '

,,e,; :
TT

'supellex varia ad ornanda colla congeritur,' is not clear.
Further, Donaldson, Reuss, Gra., Smith, etc., read

,,r.:i ,,~~~, 'a
TT

•

T-:

spoil for my neck' ; while Bu., Cooke adopt the reading ,,~~~, 'for
• T-:
my neck' simply.
31. So perish, etc. The couplet is regarded by Meier, Winter
(ZA TW. ix. 223 ff.), Bu., etc., as an addition, in the style of the
Psalms, made to the poem in later times. It cannot be doubted,
however, that it forms a most effective conclusion. As Mo. remarks,
the single word 'So' brings the whole course of events before our
eyes again, culminating in Sisera's 'death by a woman's hand, disgrace worse than death ; the anguish and dismay of those who loved
him,' which the poet, with consummate art, leaves to the imagination
of the reader. It is true that the idea embodied in the phrase 'thy
friends' (lit. 'those that love thee') first comes into prominence at a
later age (Ex. 20 6, the explanatory extension of the Second Commandment, probably E 2 ; Hosea', and Deuteronomy) ; but it by no
means follows that it was wholly unthought of in much earlier times.

thy ftiends. Reading ':'J\::li1N with lJ, ;6P, in place of ffl ''::li1N 'his
friends.'
An echo of the couplet is probably to be found in the first three
verses of Ps. 68, which later on (vv. 7· 8•13 ) shows traces of the influence
of the poem.
'." - :

T •:
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A DETAILED EXAMINATION OF THE RHYTHM
OF THE SONG OF DEBORAH.
A more detailed presentation of the rhythmical scheme of the Song
of Deborah, and the extent to which this scheme is reproduced in
our English rendering, may be of interest, as illustrating the method
of early Hebrew poetical composition. As we have already remarked (p. 96), ancient Hebrew poetry, like English poetry, possesses no regularly quantitative system of metre ; but is characterized
by the occurrence of so many ictzts or rhythmical beats to the line,
the intervening unstressed syllables being governed by the possibilities
of pronunciation rather than by any strict rule. It is feasible, however, both in Hebrew and English, to divide the stichoi into 'feet,'
with a view to a more accurate observation of the correspondence
which may be obtained between the original and its translation ; and
an attempt has been made to do this in the comparison which is
offered below.
Such a division of the Hebrew original into 'feet' also serves to
illustrate the position of the ictus and its relationship to the accompanying unstressed syllables. It may be noticed that the Song
contains, in all, 298 'feet.' Of these, by far the most frequent concatenation of stressed and unstressed syllables is '.,,! '.,,! .!., i.e. the
anapaest,* this 'foot' occuring 115 times. Closely similar to this is
the 'foot' which contains an additional syllable as a weak (unstressed)
ending, i.e. ~.!.'.,,!; and this is found 13 times. Further, we find,
with an additional unstressed syllable before the ictus, '.,,! '.,,! '.,,!.; 31
times ; and, with a weak ending, '.,,! '.,,! '.,,! .!. '.,,!' twice. Rarely, four
unstressed syllables precede the ictus ; '.,,! '.,,! '.,,! '.,,! .!., 4 times ; but there
is no instance of such a 'foot' with an additional syllable as a weak
ending. Next to the 'anapaest,' the most frequent 'foot' is the
'iambus,' '.,,! .!., this occurring 77 times ; and, corresponding to this
with a weak ending,'.,,!.!.'.,,!, 25 times. Not infrequently, a word of a
single syllable may bear the ictus, unaccompanied by any unstressed
syllable; .; 12 times. Such an ictus may be followed by a weak
ending,.!.'.,,!' 19 times.+
It thus appears that, out of the 298 'feet' in the poem, 192, or
nearly two-thirds, are either '.,,! ~ .!. or '.,,! .!. in form ; and it will be
found that this proportionate relationship of stressed to unstressed

* The term 1 anapaest' is used loosely to denote two unstressed syllables
followed by the stress, and not necessarily two short syllables followed by a
, long; since it is possible in Hebrew for an unstressed syllable to be long
by nature.
·
In this analysis, Furti,,e Patka~ is not reckoned as a weak ending. Thus
maddzia~ is reckoned as~.!., not as~.!..~-

+
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syllables is (speaking generally) characteristic of other examples of
Hebrew poetry. The reason why an anapaestic or iambic 'foot,'
with such variations as we have noted, is characteristic of Hebrew
rhythm, depends upon the fact that the Hebrew tonic syllable is
always _either the ultimate or penultimate syllable of a word, the
accented ultimate being by far the most frequent (in the Song 239
instances, as against 59 instances of the accented penultimate);
while the throwing of the accent farther back than the penultimate
syllable is wholly unknown. It is thus impossible to find a dactylic
'foot,' .!.. !:e! !:e!; while the trochaic 'foot,' .!.. !:e!, is, as we have seen,
comparatively uncommon. In English, on the contrary, the accented
penultimate or antepenultimate syllable greatly prevails over the
accented ultimate ; and a dactylic or trochaic measure is therefore
natural, and indeed, at times, unavoidable. The comparative
prevalence of dactylic or trochaic 'feet' in our English rendering of
the Song will be found to be the feature which most markedly
militates against close approximation to the Hebrew original.
Fortunately, however, the English language is rich in weighty monosyllables ; and the use of these enables us largely to reproduce the
effect of the Hebrew rhythm by bringing the ictus down to the final
syllable of the 'foot.'*
The fact is familiar to students that the system of Hebrew vocalization, as known to us from ffl, represents the artificial product of the
synagogue-system of cantillation ; and only preserves the original
pronunciation of living Hebrew in a very modified form. We are
able, however, partly by the help of comparative philology, and
partly by the aids to which reference has been made on p. 99, to
infer with a fair approximation to certainty what. the spoken pronunciation of the language must have been like ; and an attempt has
been made to reproduce this pronunciation in the transliteration of
the Hebrew original. It should be remarked that this transliteration
only claims substantial accuracy in so far as it substitutes full short
vowels in open syllables for the tone-long vowels and vocal sh•wa of
ffl : but the evidence at our disposal is not sufficient to enable us to
dogmatize as to the precise vocalization of many word-forms at the
period represented by the Song; and many of the forms which are
* The conclusions here adopted assume that the practice of spoken Hebrew,
as regards the position of the tone, is substantially preserved in :l)lll. We must
not, however, overlook the possibility that the synagogue-system of cantillation
may to some extent have affected the position of the tone-syllable, tending to
throw it forward to the end of the word; and it is conceivable that, when
Hebrew was a spoken language, the practice with regard to the tone conformed
to that of Arabic, viz. that the accent was thrown forward till it met a long
syllable, and if no long syllable occurred in the word, the accent rested on the
first syllable. Such a system would to some extent modify our conclusions as to
the different types of 'feet' represented in the Song : and, leading as it would to
a multiplication of' feet' of the form .!..!:e! and even .!..!:e!!:e!, would result in a closer
approximation of the Hebrew rhythm to the English rendering.
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given must be regarded as only approximately accurate (c£ the
philological remarks which are added at the close of this note).
It is, however, the relationship of the unstressed syllables to the
ictus-bearing syllable, and not the precise quality of the vowels of
such syllables, which is of importance to us in our presentation of the
rhythmical form of the Song ; the latter question, though of supreme
importance to philology, being only of subordinate interest as regards
our present subject.
Lastly, it may be observed that the short vowels which take the
place of tone-long vowels and vocal sh'wa in our transliteration,
though represented as full vowels, may very likely have been
pronounced in some cases with extreme brevity (as in Arabic), and in
others very possibly slurred together in utterance. The effect of such
a slurring would be to diminish the number of unstressed syllables
(making e.g.~~~.!. sound as ~~L), but would in no way essentially
alter the character of the rhythm.

It will be noticed that, in the four-beat stichoi, we have placed a
double line of division, halving the stichos. This indicates the
caesura, which is characteristic of this form of rhythm ; and which
ordinarily marks a break in sense, sometimes considerable, as in
vv. 3a. 4ba, where the first half of the stichos is parallel to the second ;
but at other times very slight, and amounting to little more than the
taking of breath at the half-way point. Stichoi also occur occasionally
in which the caesura is purely formal, sense requiring a connexion
rather than a break. So in v. 10a (caesura between subst. and adj.),
vv. 1iaoc. 31b (between Constr. St. and its following genitive).
Lest it should· be thought that the fact that the caesura is purely
formal in v. ioa, where w~ have re-arranged the text, is an argument
against the arrangement, it may be remarked that the occurrence
of such formal caesuras can be substantiated elsewhere. Thus we
have Ps. 45 2b:
'My tongue is the pen

3.

4.

5.

I of a

ready writer.'

Jumu'zi I malakhtm II ha'ztnu I rozinbn
'anokht I !Yahwah 11 'anokht I 'a!tra
'azammer I !Yahwtih 11 'elahdy I Yisra'el
Yahwah I batethikhd I misSe'tr
ba1a'dikhd I missadM I 'Adh6m
'tir~ I ra'dsa II gam-Jam!m I nam6ghu
gam-'abhim I na/aphd I mdyim
hamm I nazalzi II mippandy j Yahwdh
mippand_v I Yahwdh ii 'elahdy I Yisra'el
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Ps. 89 IBb:

1t,,n 1 1')El 1 ,1tc1 m;,,

'Yahweh, in the lfght

Ps.

161

I of thy countenance shall they walk.'

1013a:

c1n,N

y~

rN) nt:i-,y
I the wkked,

1

'Wherefore contemneth

Geld?'

Similarly, Babylonian, which ordinarily marks the caesura very
clearly, offers occasional instances of a formal kind merely. Thus,
Gilgamef-epic xi. 121:

ki df;:bi ina p11!Jur I ildni limutta
I of the gelds an evil thing.'

'When I decreed in the assembly

Id. xi.

182:

dtta abkdl I ildni lfurddu
'Thou, 0 sage

I of the gelds, thou warrior.'

Creation-epi'c iv. 11 :
zananutum frfat I pardk ildni-ma
'Abundance is the desire I of the sanctuary of the gelds.'
Id. iv. 31:

alik-ma sa Tidmat I napfdtuf puru'ma
' Gel, and of Tiamat

I her lffe cut off.'

I~ may be noted that, in the English rendering, the ordinary
English accentuation of proper names has been adopted, rather than
that of the Hebrew, in cases in which the latter would appear scarcely
tolerable in the conventionalized forms to which the English reader is
accustomed. In other cases, in which this difficulty is less acute or
non-existent, the Hebrew accentuation has been retained.

3.

4.

5.

Attend, I ye kings; II give ear, I ye rulers:
f- I to Yahweh II f I will sing,
Will make melody I to Yahweh, II the Geld I of Israel.
Yahweh, I in thy progress I from,Se'ir,
In thy march I from the field I of Edom,
Earth I quaked, II yea, heaven I rocked,
yea, the clouds I dropped I water.
The mountains I shook II before I Yahweh,
Before I Yahweh, II the God I of Israel,
L
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miyyamdy I Samgdr I ben-'Andth
miyyamdy I 'oldm II l;zadhalu I 'oral;zoth
wholikhdy I nathibhoth llyelakhu I 'alj:allj:alloth

7.

l;zadhalti I parazoth

8.

hadhalti
'ddh I sa#dmti I Dabhord
falj:lj:dmti I 'em I b Yisra' il
l;zasarti I lahum I l;zarraftm
'azalu I l;zamuftm I me'tr
maghtfn I 'im-yirrdi I warumal;z
b'arbd'im I 'dlaph I bYisra'il

12.

9.
10.
1 I.

13.
14.

I 5.

16.
17.

18.

I b Yisra'il

'tin I 'tin I Dabhord
'tin I 'tiri I dabban·-str
/j:um I Bar# I wafabh!
fobhdyka I bin I 'Abhinu'am
lakhu I mul;zolj:alj:dy I Yisra'il
hammithnaddabhtm I ba'dm II barrakhti I Yahwdh
rokhibhdy I 'athonoth II 1al;zoroth I yastl;zu
wholikhay I 'al-ddrakh llyaftbhu I 'al-libh
lj:ol I mu1al;zl;zalj:oth II beyn I mas'abbtm
Jam I yutannfi II 1adhalj:oth I Yahwdh
1adha/j:oth I zuro'o I b Yisrail
'az-yaradhti I lafa'artm I 'addirim
'am- Yahwdh I yaradh-lo I baggabbortm
minni-'Ephr!m I mafakhti I ba'imelj:
'al;zardyka I Binyamin I ba'amamdyka
minni-Makhtr I yaradhti I mul;zol;zaffelm
umizZabhulun I mofikhtm I bafebhe!
wasardyka I Yissakhdr I 'im-Dabhord
waNaphtdli I kin I laBhardlj:
ba'imelj: I fulldl;z I baraghldw
naphrodh I naphrddh 11 laphalaggoth I Re'ubhin
· gadholtm 11:zelj:erdy I lt'bbo
ldmma I yafdbhta !,I biyn I hammafpat!m
lafamoa' I sarilj:oth I 'adhartm
Gal'ddh I ba'ibher II hay Yardin I fakhfn
waDhdn I yaghur I 'oniyyoth
'Afir I yafdbh 11 lal;zoph I yammtm
wa'dl I maphr~dw I yafkun
Zabhuliin I 'am-l;zarrdjJh II naphfo I lamtith
waNaphtalf I 'al-maromdy I sadh!
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6..

7.

8.

12.

9.
JO.

I I.

13.
14.

15.

16.
17.

18.

From the days I of Shamgar I ben-'Anath,
From the days I of old, II caravans I ceased
And they that went I along the ways II used to walk
crooked paths.
Villages I ceased I in i srael;
ceased;
Till thou I didst arfse I Deborah,
Didst arise I as a mother I in Israel.
Armourers I had they I none ;
Armed men I failed from the I cfty:
Was there seen I a shield I or a lance
Among I forty thousand I in Israel?

I by

Awake, I awake, I Deborah!
Awake, I awake, I sing paean!
Rfse I Bara~ I and lead captive
Thy captors, I O son I of Abino'am !
Come, I ye commanders I of Israel!
Ye that volunteered I among the people,11 bless ye I Yahweh t
Let the rfders I on tawny II she-asses I review it,
And let I the wayfarers II recall it I to mfnd !
Hark I to the mafdens II laughing at I the wells!
There I they recount II the righteous acts I of Yahweh,
The righteous acts I of his arm I in Israel.
Then down I to the gates I gat the nobles;
Yahweh's folk I gat them down I mid the heroes.
From Ephraim I they spread out I on the vale;
'After thee, I Benjamfn ! ' I mid thy clansmen.
From Machfr I came down I the commanders,
And from Zebulun I men wielding I the truncheon.
And thy prfnces, I Issachar, I were with Deborah;
And Naphtali I was lea! I to Baral,-::
To the vale I he was loosed I at his heel.
Utterly I reft into II factions was I Re'uben;
Great were I his searchings I of heart.
Why sat'st I thou stfll 11 amfd I the folds,
To hear I the pastoral I pfpings?
Gile'ad I beyond II the Jordan I dwelt,
And Dan I abfdeth I by the shfps.
Asher I sat stfll 11 by the shore I of the seas,
Dwelling I besfde I his creeks.
Zebulun I is the folk II that scorned its lffe I to the death,
And N aphtalf I on the hefghts I of the field.
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19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
26.

27.

28.

29.
30.

31.
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bd'z, I malakhfm I nal(llimu
'az-nalhamii I malakhdy I Kand'an
baTa'ndkh I 'al-zndy I MagiddiJ
bd1a' I kdsaph I lo-la[<t'iftu
min-Jam!m I nalftamii I hakkiJkhabhtm
mimmaHllothdm I nalftamii I 'im-Sisard
ndftal I .¥zf&n I garaphdm
{<addamdm I ndftal I .¥zf&n
Tubarrakhf I naphft II 'oz I Yahwdh

'az-halamii I 'a{<ibhdy I sustm
daharii I daharii I 'abbirdw
'urru I Mer&z I 'ar&r
'urru I 'ar&r I yofibhdyha
ki-lo-bd'u I la'ezrdth I Yahwdh
la'ezrdth I Yahwdh I baggabborfm
tuburrdkh I minnaftm I Ya'el
minnastm I ba' uhul I tuburrdkh
mdyim I Ja'dl II ftaldbh I nathiina
bast!phel I 'addirlm II ha{<n-'bha I ftem'd
yadhdh I layathfdh I taslaftdnna
wyamindh I lhalmdth I 'amiltm
whalamd I Sisard II ma!za{<d I roJiJ
umaft~d I wa!zalaphd I ra{</fath&
beyn-raghldyha I kard' II naphdl I sakhdbh
beyn-raghldyha I kard' I naphdl
ba'Jer I kard' II Jam-naphdl I Jadhiidh
ba'ddh I haftall&n II nas{<aphd I wattuyabbdbh
'em I Sisard II ba'ddh I ha'efndbh
maddzia' I biJJeJ II rakhabh6 I labho
maddfia' I 'alJl.laru llfta'amdy I mar{<abhothdw
ftakhamoth I sarrothdyha I ta'ndyna
'aph-ht I taftbh I 'amardyha
haM I yam1u'ii llyuftalla{<u I saldl
niftam I raftmatMm 11 lariJJ I gdbar*
Jaldl I 1abha'tm I laSisard
Jaldl I 1dbha'tm I ri{<md
1dba' I n'{<math!m II la1awwardy I Jeghdl
ken I yobhadhii II kol-'oyabhdyka I Yahwdh
ulohabhdyka I ka1hh II hasfdmas I baggaburath&

*. Possibly this couplet should be regarded as consisting of trimeters rather
than tetrameters:halo-yamfu•..; I yu!Jallalpi I Jalal
rdffam I raijmathJm I laros-gabar.
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19..

20.
21.

22,

23.

25.
26.

27.

28.

30.

31.
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On came I the kings, I they fought ;
Then fought I the kfngs I of Cana' an ;
In Ta'anach, I by the rflls I of Megfddo;
The gafn I of money I they took not.
From heaven I fought I the stars ;
From their highways I they fought I with Sfsera.
The torrent I ~ishon I swept them off;
It faced them, I the torrent I ~ishon.
Bless thou, I my soul, ii the mfght I of Yahweh!
Then loud beat I the hoofs I of the horses ;
Off galloped, I off galloped I his chargers.
Curse ye, I curse ye I Meroz !
Curse ye, I curse ye I her towns-folk !
For they came not I to the help I of Yahweh,
To the help I of Yahweh I mid the heroes.
Most blessed I of women I be Ja' el,
Of tent-dwelling I women I most blessed !
Water I he asked; ii milk I she gave;
In a lordly I dfsh Ii she proffered I curds.
Her hand I to the peg I she put forth,
And her rfght I to the maul I of the workmen ;
And she smote I Sfsera II -destroyed I his head
Shattered I and pierced I through his temples.
'Twixt her feet I he bowed, II he fell down, I he lay prone;
'Twixt her feet I he bowed, I he fell down.
Where I he bowed, II there he fell down I undone.
Out I through the wfndow II she leaned I and exclaimed,
The mother I of Sfsera II out I through the lattice:
'Wherefore I dela yeth 11 his car I to come ?
Wherefore I tarrieth II the clatter I of his chariots'?
Her wisest I princesses I make answer,
Yea, she I returneth I her reply:
'Are they not I finding II -divfding I the spoil?
A damsel- I two damsels II for every I man :
A spoil I of dyed stuffs I for Sisera,
A spoil I of dyed stuffs I embroidered;
Two dyed I embroideries II for the neck I of the queen.'
So perish I all II thy foes I Yahweh:
But be thy friends I like the sun II going forth

I in his strength.
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The following notes are offered in explanation of the Heb. forms
adopted in the transliteration.
3. sumu'd, for ffl sim'tt. Comparative philology points to such a
form : cf. Bab. /fu/ultt ; and Ar. u*tuM, where the need for the
prosthetic vowel was the direct result of the slurring away of the first
short u vowel. That Heb. /f:'tol was once pronounced lfutul may also
be inferred from Origen's translit. of o,:i?, Ps. 35 1 by >..ooµ. (o in
translit. answering to u).

malakhim, with two d's in open syllables, for ffl m•lakhim.
throughout the poem, paraz6th, !zakham6th, etc.
ha'ztntt ; or possibly ha'zand.
is obscure.

So

The origin of the i of the Hiph'il

rozinfm. The ii of the Act. Particip. (from an original d ; cf. Ar.
{ldtil) was of early development in Heb. : cf. the T.A. 'glosses'*
zttkini = t;;ib, ttbil = >?~, where the a is the nearest approach to the
representation of o in cuneiform script.
'anokhi; perhaps originally accented 'anokhi.
Moabite stone and Phoenician inscriptions.

Cf. 1)~ of the

6. !Yahwdh. It is here assumed that, before the weak letter\
the short vowel of the preposition is merged by crasis with the
following short vowel. Cf. T.A. badiu = \i•::i (gloss on Bab. ina
{ldtisu). A similar crasis is assumed before th~ weak i1 in wholikdy,
etc. Whether such a crasis took place before l1 is perhaps more
doubtful. A possible instance is to be seen in the Precative Particle
•::i if this really stands for 'll::1 'supplication' ; and, similarly, the
~;me
is usually regarded : as a contraction of mll; (cf. Syr.

n,,

* The so-called 'Cana'anite glosses' in the T.A. Letters (which might preferably
be termed 'Amorite,' as relics of the language of Amurru: cf, lntrod. pp. Ix f.)
are words and phrases in the language which is the prototype of Hebrew,
occurring in the letters which were written in the cuneiform script and in the
Babylonian language by the petty kings and governors of Cana'anite cities to
their suzerain, the king of Egypt. We may infer that the scribes who were
responsible for the writing of these letters were themselves Canalanites, to whom
the Babylonian was a foreign language, acquired (as evidence shows) not always
very perfectly. Thus, they often employ a Canaanite word as an explanation or
gloss of the equivalent term in Babylonian which precedes it in the letter; or
even occasionally substitute a Cana'anite term for the Babylonian, for which
they were probably at a loss. These 'glosses' are of great value, not only as
forming the earliest relics of the Hebrew language which are known to us, but
also because (inasmuch as they are written syllabically in the cuneiform script)
they embody the vocalization as well as the consonants of the forms. A complete list of the T.A. glosses will be found in Bohl, Die Sprache der Amarnabriife, pp. Bo ff.; cf. also KA T. 3, pp. 651 ff.
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lei!..;). The crasis is of regular occurrence in Bab., where e.g. belu
stands for the West Semitic b''el, bd'al.
'azammer. The last vowel probably l or a. Thee of the Pi'el in
ffl is a late and artificial development. So late as the time of Origen
this vowel is regularly represented in translit. by£ and not by '7 (contrast the Act. Particip. }$:al, where '7 always appears: e.f[. Noorr!jp).

'eldhdy, for ffl ''lohe. For a in place of o, c£ Ar. ildh, Syr. 'eldhd.
That ; was originally the diphthong ay is clear from comparative
philology.
4- bt¥ifhikd, bf¥a'dikhd. The connective vowel before the suffix is
given as t, the Genitive case-ending after the preposition, as in
Bab. and Ar.
missadM.

That

i1'J~

was originally

'1~

might be conjectured

from the sporadic occurrence of the latter form in ~ as a poetical
archaism. The early existence of the more familiar form is, hawever, witnessed by the T.1}.. fa#= ni~ as a gloss to the Bab. ugari.
•,' T

'Adhom.

For the initial short vowel, cf. Bab. Adumu.

'draf, for~ 'eref. It must be regarded as an open question whether
the segholate nouns were pronounced at this period with a helping
vowel after the second consonant (as in fill, and in the form which we
have· adopted), or in the monosyllabic form (e.g. 'dr1) which is assumed
to be the original (cf. Ar. 'arrj, the philological equivalent of

n~)-

Origen uniformly represents this type of noun as monosyllabic : e.g.
aps= t)~, l,EPX = :J~l, etc.; the only exceptions being formed by
words which have a guttural as second or third radical; e.g.
etc. On the other hand, the much earlier

iaal, = i,:i~, pey£ =

vn,

evidence of (l]i exhibits a uniform representation of the helping vowel;

e.g. IacjJ£8 = MEl'
...... , Aap,£X = :JO~
...... , etc.
bafnu =

19;1,

Among the T.A. glosses we find

1u'ru = ;;:,~, fa!Jri = ;p~, segholate forms with case-

ending, just like Ar. 'ard""· Taking, however, a Hebrew proper
name of the classical period such as ~i1!R!i:1 (meaning, apparently,
'Yahu is strength, or my strength'), where the first element l;tizl;i
must be assumed to be a segholate noun of the form l;tlze{? (for the
normal l;t6ze{? ; cf. fem. l;tez{?a by the side of l;toz{?a), we find that the
helping vowel after the z which appears in the (l]i translit. E(uias is
confirmed by the Assyr. translit. in Sennacherib's inscription,* where
the name is spelt out as lfa-za-l;i-ia-u or (ja-za-fi'i-a-u. In face of this
conflict of evidence, it appears preferable to retain the helping vowel in
* The Taylor Cylinder, col. ii. 1. 71 ; col. iii. 11. n, 29; cf. KB. ii. pp. 92, 94.
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segholate forms,* vocalizing, as e!i suggests, form I as in 'draf ; form
2 as in siphel, v. 26 ; form 3 as in 'uhul, v. 24 (cf. e!i forms Bapaa,
E(Ep, Zoyop).
ra'dsa. The pausal form is retained, here and elsewhere (nalhdmti,
la!Jd/:tti, v. 19 ; nathdna, v. 25), as probably characteristic of the original
pronunciation. Origen recognizes such pausal forms in his transliterations; e.g. ,aa{3f3TJpov= ri:!li'_ The existence of the pausal

... - :

accent in Bab., as indicated by the doubling of the succeeding
consonant, also seems to be clear; cf. Delitzsch, Assyr. Gramm.
§ 53 c. In Ar. the pause introduces certain formal modifications.
Jam!m, in place of ffl samdyim. For the dual termination -em,
cf. Phoenician COC!'.

na{aphJ, in place of ffl nafphi?, as in Ar. ; and so in similar verbal
forms throughout the song. Possibly such a form may sometimes
have been pronounced natphd: cf. T.A. gloss mafHu for ma!JafU
(lYMO); The Bab. Permansive form is similar.
mdyim; or possibly mim : cf. T.A. gloss mima, miJma (spelt out
mi-ma and mi-e-ma). Moabitic, however, represents the' in f'O, a
fact which perhaps indicates a pronunciation such as we have
adopted (i.e. the pronunciation of ffl).

5. harrim, for ffl harim. Similarly, i is doubled in yirra'e, v. 8,
barrakhd, v. 9, etc. It cannot be doubted that ancient Heb. found no
more difficulty about the pronunciation of double , than does Bab.
and Ar. Cf. the T.A. gloss /Jarri= ii1 with Genitive case-ending;
and the e!i transliterations 'Aµ,oppaior= '')b~ pronounced 'Amurn·
(native of the land of Amurru); Xappav= I;~, cf. Bab. lfarrdnu.

7. 'Im; or possibly 'imm (Origen, EJL). Similarly, magh!n, v. 8, may
have been pronounced maghinn, '6z, v. 21, 'uzz (Origen, oC), etc.
9 ff. mu/:tolfa!,:dy, mu1a/:t/:talf6th, yutannti. The short preformative
vowel of the Pi'el is represented by u, as in Ar. Cf. the T.A. gloss
yukabid=

,-?.~;-

II.

zuro'6.

For vowel of first syllable, cf. T.A. gloss zune!J.

13. bag,lfabborim; or ·possibly baggabbarfm as in Ar.: but it is
probable that original a had already in most, if not in all, cases
become ii; as it certainly had in the case of the Act. Particip. l):al :
cf. note on rozinfm, v. 3• The original a of the sharpened first
syllable of the subst. was probably not yet thinned to i, as in ffl.

* It is, as a matter of fact, difficult to conceive that a form like 'ar1 can ever
have been pronounced without a helping vowel under the r, supposing this r to
have been trilled; and, in the same way, iipht cannot be pronounced as a true
monosyllable, but naturally becomes stphel.
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Many instances may be drawn from (!]i showing that the thinning of
an original a in a toneless closed syllable into i is a late development : cf. Map,aµ. = C~iO Maxµ.ar = t!'0::10 I'aAaaa = iV~~ etc.
T: • '

T

!

• '

T: •)

I 5. naphr6dh naphrddh. On the analogy of the fact noticed in the
preceding note with regard to substantives, it may be assumed that
the original a of the preformative of Niph'al was unthinned to i (so
nalltamd, V, 19 ; nas~aphd, V, 28 ; cf. the T.A. glosses na~1apu,
[na]af1apti); and the same inference may be drawn with regard to
the preformative vowel of the Perf. Hiph'il (hakrtbha, v. 25 ), and the
sharpened first syllable of the Perf. Pi'el (ltarraph, v. 18 ; faddamdm,
v. 21 ; 'altltard, v. 28 ). In the case of the preformative vowel of the
Imperf. ~al we have evidence from the T.A. glosses that the original
a of the preformative was, at that period, preserved as in Ar., yazkur
standing for i!l):. Hence, in v. 17 we vocalize yas~un for ):al~'. of iii{,
and in v. 30 yamiu'd for ~~'ltO\
·
: :

.

26. taslaltanna, vocalized upon the analogy of the Ar. modus
energicus I. Cf.footnote, p. 152.

roso. That an original ra's (as presupposed by the Ar. ra's) had
already developed into ros in Heb. is proved by the T.A. gloss
rusunu 'our head,' where the u of the syllable ru represents o.

THE CLIMACTIC PARALLELISM OF THE SONG
OF DEBORAH.
The purpose of this note is to call attention to a characteristic of
the Song which is somewhat infrequent in Hebrew poetry, viz. the
recurrence of a form of parallelism which has been not inaptly termed
Climactic. In this form, stichos b of a distich does not offer a more
or less complete echo of stichos a in different words (Synonymous
parallelism) ; nor, on the other hand, is it merely formally parallel to
stichos a, while in matter it offers an advance in thought (Synthetic
parallelism). Instances of such forms of parallelism are to be found
in the Song; but do not call for special comment.* In Climactic
parallelism, however, stichos b is partially parallel to stichos a, but
adds something further which completes the sense of the distich,
thus forming, as it were, a climax. In the following examples this
principle is carried out to a varying extent, in a manner which adds
to the vigour and movement of the poetry. In order that the method
may be the more clearly observed, the stichoi are divided into sections upon the basis of parallel and non-parallel parts ; and the

* On the various forms of Hebrew parallelism, cf. Driver LOT. 9 pp, 362 ff,
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parallel parts are placed one beneath the other, while the non-parallel
sections stand separately. It may thus be observed that the nonparallel portion of stichos b is intended to round off and complete the
whole distich.
5. The mountains shook / before Yahweh,
Before Yahweh, / the God of Israel.
6. From the days of Shamgar ben-'Anath
From the days of old,
I caravans ceased.
7b. Till thou didst arise,
Didst arise

I

Deborah,
/ as a mother in Israel.

9. Come, / ye commanders of Israel,
Ye that volunteered among the people, / bless ye Y.
1 I.

There they recount / the righteous acts of Y.,
The righteous acts of his arm / in Israel.

12a. Awake, awake,

I Deborah;

Awake, awake,
12b. Rise up, Bara~,
0 son of Abino'am,

I sing paean!

Iand lead captive

I thy captors!

18. Z. is the folk / that scorned its life to the death,
And N.
on the heights of
the field.

I

Ithey fought
Then fought / of Cana' an.
From heaven fought
Ithe stars

19a. On came the kings,

the kings

20.

From their highways they fought
23. For they came not

I to the help of Y.
To the help of Y.

I with Sisera.

I mid the heroes.

I

28. Out through the window leaned and exclaimed
out through the lattice
the ~other
of S.

I

30. A spoil of dyed stuffs for Sisera,
A spoil of dyed stuffs
Dyed stuff for the neck of the queen

I

embroidery,

Itwo embroideries.

C£ also v. 27 , where the single word ,,,~ 'undone' in stichos c forms
the climax to the description of Sisera's death and humiliation.
Driver (LOT.9 p. 363) remarks that 'this kind of rhythm is all but
peculiar to the most elevated poetry' ; and quotes, as instances occurring elsewhere, Ps. 29 ", 92 ~ 11:l 10, 93 3, 94 3, 96 13, 113 1• 'There is
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something analogous to it, though much less forcible and distinct, in
some of the "Songs of Ascents" (Ps. 121-134), where a somewhat
emphatic word is repeated from one verse (or line) in the next, as
Ps. 1 21 lb.2 (help); v. 3b.4; v. 4b.6a; v. 7.Ba; 122 2b.3a, etc.'
Observation of this structural device cannot fail to suggest that the
emendations and excisions proposed by some scholars, merely for the
sake of removing repetitions, should be received with the utmost
caution. Thus, e.g. when Rothstein emends mnSJ in v. 19aa into
t:!'111['] ' [ and] they set the battle in array,' on the ground that 'das
natiirliche rhythmische Empfinden straubt sich dagegen, in beiden
Halbversen das gleiche Verbum zu lesen,' he is proceeding upon
an assumption which belies the most salient characteristic in the
parallelism of the Song.

THE LANGUAGE OF THE SONG OF DEBORAH.
In considering the language of the Song, one broad general principle has first to be laid down; viz. that, since Hebrew literature,
as known to us from the O.T., is extremely exiguous, the Hebrew
vocabulary which we possess doubtless represents only a somewhat
limited part of the vocabulary which must have been in regular, if
not in common, use in the written and spoken language. This is a
consideration which is substantiated by the large number of lJ.rra~
Aeyoµ,£va which occur throughout the O.T.; and its importance is
enhanced when it is applied to one of the very few monuments of the
earliest period of the literature which happen to have survived. In
discussing the text of the Song, we have noticed a number of words,
the meaning of which can only be elucidated by recourse to the
evidence supplied by the cognate languages. Thus, 1t!'O 'grasp,'
v. 14, C1Y'1!:l0 v. 17 , l:!'1) v. 21 , pno v. 26, and possibly c 10,ip v. 21 , are
explained from the Arabic ; n,J,!:) v. 15 possibly from Babylonian and
Phoenician usage, but more probably from Aramaic; c1,011 v. 26 in
a sense common to Arabic, Aramaic, and Babylonian, but not to
earlv Hebrew as otherwise known to us; :J::11 v. 28 from Aramaic and
Ne; Hebrew; and en, v. 30 from Moabitic. C1:J~t!'O v. 11 is elucidated only by our knowledge of the meaning of the verb in Hebrew;
while the signification of c 1n!:lt!'O v. 16 can only be vaguely guessed.
These facts do not, of course, imply that e.g. the list of words which
are explained from the Arabic are to be regarded as Arabisms, i.e. that
their use in the Song is due to the influence of Arabic; but simply that
Hebrew and Arabic being from a common stock, and our knowledge
of the Arabic vocabulary being much more extensive than our knowledge of the Hebrew, Arabic helps us to explain some of the otherwise
unknown Hebrew words, which may have been, and very likely were,
in common daily use at the early period represented by the Song.
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Further, the fact urged by Vernes, in his argument for the late
date of the Song, that a number of the words employed in it occur
elsewhere, mainly or exclusively, in the third division of the Hebrew
Canon-the K•thubhim, is really destitute of significance as bearing
upon the date. Hebrew poetry, like the poetry of other languages,
has its choice words and expressions which are not commonly
employed in prose; the great bulk of the Hebrew poetry known to
us in the O.T. is contained in the K•th11bhim (Pss., Job, Cant., Lam.);
and at least two-thirds of the words cited by Vernes in proof of his
thesis are cited because they occur in these poetical books.*
There are, however, a few forms in the Song which are to be
regarded as dialectical. Of those which have frequently been cited
by scholars in time past, the termination
in l'~I? v. 10, and the

r--:-

supposed Absol. plur. termination

1--=-

in

2~

1

v. 15, have disappeared

under our criticism of the text; but there remain the Relative t!i v. 7
for the ordinary iei~ • ll'IOi' v. 7, if rightly regarded as 2nd fem. sing.,
·.·

-:

' .:

-

for the normal 1'10i'. the form ':JIOO.l/ v. 14 (cf. Neh. 9 22 ·24 ) with dis:

!

- )

•,• T -:

similated ~, for ':Jll@P ; and, most remarkable of all, ~~1]~ v. 11, where
comparison of the cognate forms in Arabic and Aramaic, and the
actual occurrence of the normal form in Hebrew (il~~ 'to do a second
time'), lead us to expect ~~~:-

It should be observed that the Song

is not the only example of pre-exilic literature in which these forms
occur. The Relative ei is found again in eh. 6 17, 7 12, 8 26, in 2 Kgs. 6 11
(if the text is sound), and throughout Cant. (which, however, may be
post-exilic). Instances of forms resembling ll'IOi' for 1'10i' have been

.: -

: :

-

quoted in note ad loe. from Mic. 4 13, J er. 2 20• Forms from verbs l/
doubled exhibiting dissimilation, like ':JIOOl/ are seen in 1i,i,n Isa. 10 1
•,• T - : '

(as in the variant for

1,,n

Jer. 17 3,

1,i,n
.. : .

"

! •

7
1,-,n
.. : - Num. 23 , JE, al.,
6 4. ~~n1 is substantiated

in the Song, v. 15);

11,,;, Deut. 8 9 ; 1SS~ Jer.
0

b~.-~\~ry~ in eh.

I·-~~~: (if

original;

~i, note).

-:

The claim that these forms are proofs of the late date of the

* Most of the remainder occur in the prophets, who also naturally at times
employ terms which would not be used in plain prose. In citation of his
references to various books, Vernes frequently does not state all the facts, or
states them incorrectly. Thus tP;, which is assigned to Pss. and Ezek., occurs
also in the pre-exilic prophets Am. 91, Nah. 15, Jer. 4 24 , 816, 1010, 5046, 5129;
l~.';I, assigned to Pss., Prov., Chron., is, needless to say, very frequent also in
the earliest literature;

S!lo
..... , assigned

to Chron., Neh., Pss. (where it does not

occur), is only found again in Judg. 6 38 E ; and so on.
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Sang (Vernes), and the assertion that they are late alterations of the
text, (Rothstein), are, therefore, equally unwarranted; and scholars
generally recognize the fact that the Hebrew of northern Cana' an
must have exhibited certain dialectical peculiarities-as indeed is
seen to be the case in the lengthy narratives in Kings which must
have emanated from the prophetic schools of the Northern Kingdom:
cf. NHTK pp. 208f.
Many scholars, however, while admitting· the existence of such
dialectical forms, express their doubts as to the possibility of so
marked an Aramaism as
in an early poem, and are inclined to

~~l'.:I:

regard it as a textual corruption; and it is somewhat surprising to
find so learned and judicious a scholar as Mo. asserting roundly
that 'as equivalent of Heb. me, the word is not conceivable in
old Hebrew.'
Such a statement appears to imply a preconceived conclusion as to
the sharp differentiation between early Hebrew and early Aramaic
which, in default of evidence, we are scarcely justified in drawing.
Indeed, it may be claimed that such evidence as we do possess as to
the relationship between the two languages at a later period (and
therefore, a fortion·, at this period) tends all in the other direction;
i.e. it is more likely that, if we possessed ample evidence as to the
character of the Hebrew or Cana' anite,* and the Aramaic, which were
spoken at this period, we should find that both languages existed in
dialectical forms exhibiting so many common characteristics that we
should (at any rate in some examples) find it difficult, if not impossible, to draw a distinction between the two, and to say, 'This is
Hebrew (Cana'anite), and this Aramaic.'
The discoveries of recent years have given us some insight into
the character of the language spoken, at about the eighth century
B.C., by some of the small Aramaean states which lay to the north
of Israel. Thus, we have the Hadad-inscription of Panammu, king
of Ya'di in northern Syria, dating from about the middle of the
eighth century B.C., and the two inscriptions of his son Bar-rekub
(towards the end of the same century), who seems to have been king
of Sam'al as well as of Ya'di (unless the two places are to be regarded
as identical). These were discovered near ZengMy in the years
1889-91.t Next, an inscription of Zakir, king of r.Iamath and
La'ash, cir. Soo B.C. or a little earlier, was discovered in 1903 by
Pognon, and published by him in 1907.§ And, most recently, an

* The fact is well recognized that Hebrew is ' the language of Can 'aan '
(cf. Isa. 19 18); and that Phoenician, Moabitic, etc., are examples of the same
language, with dialectical variations.
Cf. E. Sachau in Ausgrabungen in Sendsckirli, 1893, D. H. Miiller, Die
altsemitiscken lnsckriften von Sendsckirli, 1893; Cooke, NSI. pp. 159-185.
§ Pognon, Inscriptions Stmitiques de la Syrie, de la Mtfsopotamie, et de la
region de Mossoul, 1907, pp. 156-178; cf. also DrivP-r in Expositor, June 1908,
pp. 481-490; Lidsbarski, Ephemeris, iii. pp. 1-n.

+
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inscription of Kalumu, an earlier king of Ya'di of the latter half of the
ninth century B.c., has also been discovered in the neighbourhood of
Zengirly.*
The language of the inscriptions of Panammu and Bar-rekub,
kings of Ya'di during the eighth century B.C., is clearly Aramaic of a
kind, though distinguished by certain marked characteristics which
connect it with Hebrew (Cana'anite) rather than with later Aramaic.
Into these characteristics we cannot here enter in detail ; but it
may be noticed that, in the three ordinary equations, Ar.

..i =Aram.

i=Heb. t; Ar. ..!.>=Aram. n=Heb. ~; Ar. ~=Aram. ~=Heh. 'lt,
it is to Hebr~w and not to Aramaic that the Zengirly dialect conforms.
The use of~ where Aramaic ordinarily employs r, (e.g. :i~• for :ir,1,

~i'~ for ~i'r,) is, we· may observe, the converse of the employment of
the form ~~r,• in the Hebrew of the Song, where we should expect
~~~~-

t

-:

T~rning, however, to the inscription of Kalumu, who may have
preceded Panammu as king of Ya'di by nearly a century,§ we find
that his language is Cana' anite throughout, closely resembling Phoenician as known to us from inscriptions of the fourth century B.C. and
later, though marked by a few Arama1sms such as the use ofi~ 'son'
in place of )~.
The language of Zakir's inscription associates itself most closely
with Aramaic, though offering points of contact with Cana' anite
similar to those which are found in the inscriptions of Panammu and
Bar-rekub ; and in addition so remarkable a Hebraism as the use of
the Imperfect with l consecutive, a construction which is elsewhere
only found in Biblical Hebrew and in the inscription of Mesha', king
of Moab.
These facts-and more especially the remarkable alteration in the

* First edited by F. von Luschan in Ausgrabungen in Sendsckirli, 19n; cf.
also E. Littmann, 'Die Inschriften des Konigs Kalumu,' in Sitzungsberickte der
Konig!. Preuss. Akad. der Wiss., 19n, pp. 976-985; M. Lidsbarski, • Eine
phonizische Inschrift aus Zendschirli,' in Ephemeris fur Semi!. Epigrapkik, iii.
pp. 218-238 (he gives a list of other writers on the inscription, p. 22 0 n.).
Kalumu is mentioned in the shorter inscription of Bar-rekub, in a passage
which, prior to the discovery of his inscription, was not unnaturally unintelligible
to editors. Bar-rekub says (II. 15 ff.), 'And a good house my fathers, the kings
of Sam'al, did not possess; they had only the house of Kalumu, and it was
their winter-house and their summer-house: so I built this house.'
Cf. further on the dialect of these inscriptions, Cooke, NSJ. pp. 184 f.
§ Kalumu's father, tJayan the son of Gabar, paid tribute to Shalmaneser m.
in B.C. 854 (cf. KB. i. pp. 170 f.); and seems to have been succeeded by his son
Sha'il, before the accession of Kalumu.
Bar-rekub states that his father
Panammu, as well as himself, was a contemporary of Tiglath-Pileser, who
reigned from 745-727 B.C.

+
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language used by the kings of Ya'di in the course of a century or so
-are sufficient to make us surmise that, if the characteristics of socalled Aramaic in the 8th and 9th centuries B.C. were such as we
have noticed; in the 12th century B.c. (i.e. at about the period of the
Song of Deborah) Aramaic may scarcely as yet have been differentiated from Hebrew as a separate language, but the two may have
appeared as somewhat closely related dialectical forms of the one
language which was known to the Assyrians as 'the tongue of
Amurru.'
Before, therefore, we pass an opinion as to the possibility or
impossibility of 'Arama1sms' in the Song of Deborah, we have to
take account of the following facts :( r) Evidence shows that even so much as three hundred years

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

later than the date of the Song, the 'Aramaic' spoken
by states in northern Syria was more nearly related to
Canaanite or Hebrew than was the Aramaic of later times.
The northern, or, more accurately, central, Palestinian Hebrew
of some three hundred years later, albeit that we know
it as the literary language of the prophetic schools (1 Kgs.
17-2 Kgs. 10), offers certain dialectical peculiarities akin
to Aramaic.
The Song is probably the only existing instance of a piece
of literature belonging to this early period which emanates
from the extreme north of Palestine, and was perhaps
composed by a member of a tribe (Issachar ?) which may
have been in Canaan without a break from its earliest
settlement in the west ; and had not, like the Josephtribes, undergone the segregation from external Semitic
influences involved in the sojourn in Egypt (c£ Introd.
pp. cvi ff.).
In any case, the northern tribes of Israel dwelt in close
association (cf. eh. 1 3otf.) with the Cana' anites of the north,
who may have been considerably influenced linguistically
by their Aramaean neighbours, just as these latter were
doubtless influenced by them.
There were Aramaea,n clans closely contiguous to Israel not
only on the north, but east of Jordan-the Geshurites and
Ma' acathites-clans which ultimately became united to
East Manasseh by intermarriage (c£ note on 'Machir' 5 14
at end"). Some of these clans may already have used the
later Aram. n for Heb. ci in cases in which the Ar. equivalent is -::..,, and may have passed on some of their
terms as loan-words to the Israelites.
Judg. 12 6 is actual proof that there existed dialectical peculiarities among the Israelites in regard to the pronunciation
of the sibilant~ (sibbdleth for shibboleth).
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Bearing these facts in mind, we may recognize the existence of
'Aramaisms' in the Song as a natural phenomenon, and may well
pause before we condemn a form such as
as impossible in a very
early example of northern Israelite literature.·

~~!1:

6. 1-8. 28. Gide'on.
Besides the Commentaries, etc., quoted throughout the hook, cf. W. Bohme,
Die tilteste:Darstellung in Ricki. 611-24 und 13 2-24, und ikre Verwandtscka_ft mit
der Jakveurkunde des Pentateuck, ZATW. v. (1885) pp. 251-274; H. Winckler,
Die Quellenzusammensetzungder Gideonerztihlungen, AF. i. {1893j pp. 42-59.

The narrative of the oppression of Midian and the deliverance
effected by Gide' on is highly composite throughout. In no other
section of Judges is the existence of two documents bearing the
characteristics of J and E more clearly evident, and the criteria for
determining the main lines of analysis are fairly decisive; though in
details there remains considerable scope for difference of opinion.
6 1-6. Here RE•, whose regular introductory formulae occur in
opens the narrative with a statement of facts derived from
his old sources. We notice certain similarities to the narrative of J
in I Sam. 13 5· 6, to which eh. 7 12 J (' like the sand which is upon the
sea-shore for multitude') is also related. The fact, however, that
there is some duplication of statement (cf. v. 3 'there would come up
Midian' with v. 6 , 'For they and their cattle used to come up';
v. 4, 'And they encamped against them, and destroyed the produce
of the land' with v. 5, 'with their tents, . . . and they came into the
land to destroy it'), and the somewhat curious combination of tenses
in the Heb.,* suggest that elements from more than one source have
been combined; and these it is useless to attempt to unraveq
vv.1. 6\

* After ~,l/l ... n,l/l ... M•Ml in v. 3 we should expect ~n•neJMl , .. ~,ni
T!

TT!

TT!

•:•:

T

:

in v. 4•, more especially as these statements are continued by ~,•~~~ N'l
in v. 4 b. The frequentative oonstruction continues the narrative in v. 5~
~~:ir~l
.. , -:-) and this is followed in v. 5b by an imperfect with l conT

~,y,

secutive ~N:l!! 'and they came into the land, etc.', which, as summarizing in
brief the result of these repeated raids, might stand in the same narrative in
continuation of preceding frequentatives ; but at the same time is just as likely
to have been taken from another narrative which spoke of a single invasion, or
viewed the repeated invasions as a single fact {cf. ~n•n~:! .. ,
v. •).

~,q:1,

::: It is possible (cf. Bu. RS. p. 107) that the narrative may contain later glosses.
Thus nl1l/~M n~l 'and the caves' may be explanatory of nl1MJ~i1 n~
'the crevices,' or erroneous dittography of it. In v. 3b it is not unlikely that
the text originally ran

l''l/ !'1~ n,l/l 'then would come up Midian against

them' simply, and that later insertion of

oip •,:ii i''~l/l

necessitated the
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6 7·10•

'rhe retrospect of Israel;s past history and the polemic
against their idolatry are in the style of the later strata of E which
closely approximates to the style of RE•, and, indeed, appears to have
formed its model (cf. Introd. pp. xii ff.). We may compare generally
Josh. 24, 1 Sam. 10 17·19, 12. Cf. especially the phraseology of
vv. Sba. 9a with I Sam. IO 18• The phrases 'bring up or bring out from
Egypt,' 'from the house of bondmen,' 'oppressors,' 'Yahweh your
God,' 'Amorite' used as a general designation of the inhabitants of
Cana' an, are characteristic of the school of Hosea'; c£ Introd. p. xiv.
Possibly v. 7 may be due to RE• ; c£ v. 7a with v. 6b : still, the phrase,
'cried unto Yahweh,' is originally due to E 2 ; cf. 1 Sam. r 2 10, Josh. 24 7•
Moreover, the expression
S!,' 'on account of' in v. 7b is characteristic of E: cf. CH.E II r.*

n,,~

6 11•24• This s_ection dearly stands in no original relationship to
the foregoing. Contrast, in v. 13, Gide' on's unconsciousness of any
apparent cause for Israel's misfortunes, with the unnamed prophet's
denunciation of Israel's idolatry as the crying cause of these misfortunes. The narrative generally has close affinities with eh. 13
and Gen. 18 1 ff., which belong to J. Special J phrases are 'the
Angel of Yahweh,' vv. 11 -1 ~-•1. 22 (' the Angel of God' in v. 20 is probably an accidental variation: c£ note ad Zoe.); 'If now I have found
grace in thy sight,' v. 17 ; 'Oh, my lord' (•Ji tot '::l), v. 15 : cf. CHJ 4,
31a, 56b.
It is probable (as supposed by Bu., Mo., etc.) that this narrative
may have undergone some later modifications and additions, the
main purpose of which was to imply that the divine character of
Gide' on's visitor was evident from the first, and was at once recognized by Gide' on : cf. notes on the text. The precise extent of these
secondary additions being highly debatable, no attempt has been
made to indicate them in the text. Winckler's theory that two
distinct narratives are here combined throughout does not commend itsel£
6 25· 32 is clearly distinct in source from the foregoing. In 6 24
Gide' on builds an altar to Yahweh, which is still, when the narrator
writes, to be seen in 'Ophrah of the Abi' ezrites, and was, w.e may
certainly infer, the only altar to Yahweh there. In v. 26, however, he

,Sy,.

awkward resumption
Adoption of this conclusion does not, however,
oblige us to supposi, that the similar detailed description of the foe in v. 33•, 7I2ao.
is likewise due to later interpolation; though it is possible that this may be so.
* Stade (GV/. i. p. 182) remarks that the introduction of anonymous persons,
such as the prophet of this section, into the narrative, is always a mark of late
date. This consideration has weight as regards the lateness of the narrative in
comparison with the earlier parts of E; but by no means compels us "to regard
the section as later than E•, in face of the evidence connecting it with E 2 which
is noticed above.
M
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is commanded to build an altar to Yahweh in place of the Ba' al-altar,
as though no other Yahweh-altar existed in the place, though (if
vv.26 ff. are really the sequel of 6 11 ·24 ) he had only just previously
built such an altar to Yahweh. Since 6 11 ·24 belongs to J, we may
infer, therefore, that 6 2;·32 comes from E; and with this agrees the
polemic against Ba' al-worship which characterizes it, and which perhaps justifies us in regarding the section as belonging to the same
stratum of E as 6 7·11, i.e. E'. In addition to the phrase 'Yahweh
thy God' in v. 26 ( cf. v. 10), Bu. notes as an E phrase, 'rose up early
in the morning' ('ip:i:i l~1:J~1lJ, v. 28• The name J erubba' al, which
first appears here, seems to belong to E: notice 71, 8 29, 91.2.5.16.10.24.67,
1 Sam. 12 11• RE' combines Jerubba'al Gide'on 8 35•: cf. RJE's gloss,
'that is, Gide' on' in 7 la.
6 33 , describing the incursion of Midian, etc., as in v. 3b ( cf. footnote),
7 12a, belongs in all probability to E: cf. note on 7 1• J's narrative,
in 6 11 · 24, presupposes that the. Midianites are already on the spot, and
ravaging the country, at the time of Gide' on's commission.
6 34, describing Gide' on's muster of his small force from the clan of
Abi' ezer only, is to be assigned to J; while
6 36, which pictures the muster of a large force from all Manasseh,
Asher, Zebulun, and N aphtali, presupposes the narrative of 7 2· 7 ( on
which see below), and must therefore, in its present form, be assigned
to E'. It seems likely, however, that the verse is composite (cf. the
repeated

n,l:i
-

T

:i~,~~

01

•

T:

'and he sent messengers'); and that the

-

first half, which speaks of a muster from the tribe of Manasseh,
belongs to the original narrative of E, which may have been closely
akin to J in assuming that Gide' on drew his force from purely local
sources. The ~~;,-o~ 'it also' (the tribe of Manasseh) is RJE•s link
with the preceding v. 3'.
6 36· 40, which gives an account of a request by Gide' on for a sign of
God's favour, can scarcely belong to the narrative 6 11 · 24 which contains the account of the Theophany. This latter also narrates the
request for and the granting of a sign ( vv. 17 ff.) ; and in face of this
the second sign appears less marvellous and also superfluous. Probably it belongs to a narrative in which the call of Gide' on was
related as taking place in a different manner, perhaps through the
medium of a vision. Since 6 11 ·24 belongs to J, we shall scarcely err
in assigning 6 36· 40 to E, especially in view of the fact that throughout
it uses 'God' (ha-'elohzm vv. 36 -39, 'elohim v. 40 ) and not 'Yahweh.' It
may be observed, however, that Gide' on's words in· v. 39a bear close
resemblance to the words of Abraham in Gen. 18 30 · 32, usually assigned
to J.*
* According to Bu. (RS. p. 1n) the words are probably a gloss derived from
this passage. La. remarks that the words 'and I will speak only this once' are
more appropriate to the Genesis-passage where the conversation is prolonged.
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'7 1 appears to belong to E.. Notice the connexion with 6 33• The
invaders arrive and make their encampment as specified; Gide' on
then musters his force, and they make their encampment : it then
remains to notice the relative positions of the two camps. 'The vale'
of 7 lb is 'the vale of Jezre' el' of 6 33h.
7 2•7• Looking at the account of the muster (6 35), and the methods
employed to reduce the large force from 32,000 to 10,000, and finally
to 300, and reading it in the light of the narrative which follows, we
can scarcely fail to_ trace indications of discrepancy. Thus, in 7 23 we
are informed that, on the flight of the Midianites, 'the men of Israel
wer~ called to arms from Naphtali, and from Asher, and from all
Manasseh,' and joined in the pursuit. Yet these are the very tribes
which, according to 6 35, had already been mustered by Gide' on, and
the great bulk of whose representatives must, acc<;>rding to 7 2•7, have
been dismissed, and scarcely have had time even to reach their
homes. It should be noticed, again, that in 8 2, where Gide' on
contrasts the achievement of his own small force with that of the
Ephraimites, he speaks of his force as 'Abi' ezer.' It is of course
possible that under this title he may be simply referring to himself as
representative of the clan ; yet the allusion can scarcely fail to convey
the impression that his army as a whole was composed largely if not
solely of Abi' ezrites. Reading this in connexion with 6 34 which
narrates the muster of the clan, the theory becomes plausible that
the original narrative may have made Gide' on draw his force
from his own clan only; and that this may account for the smallness
of its numbers, until reinforced, when the pursuit was taking place,
by accessions from the other clans of Manasseh, as well as from the
other tribes mentioned (cf., however, note on 7 23). Thus, the passages
which narrate the first muster from Manasseh, Asher, Zebulun, and
N aphtali (6 35 ), and the reduction of the large force to a very small
one, must, upon this view, be supposed to belong to another and a
later narrative.
We have assigned 6 36 partly .to the original E (the muster of
Manasseh), and partly to E 2 (the muster of the other tribes mentioned). The latter half of this verse, as narrating the muster of a
large force from several tribes, is obviously intended to pave the way
for the narrative of 7 2· 7, which is to be assigned in like manner to
E 2• That the narrative of E 2 has been fitted into, and is to some
extent dependent upon, the older E, may be inferred from the echo
of the phrase of v. 1, 'all the people that were with him,' in v. 2, 'the
people that are with thee.'
7 8• The first part of this verse ( down to 'their trumpets') is
obviously intended to explain how Gide' on came to have so many
trumpets and pitchers (if the emendation adopted in the text be
accepted) as are presupposed by 7 16 ; and since, in the narrative of
the night-attack, there is good reason to believe that the trumpets

l~O
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belong to one account and the pitchers to the other, this portion of 7 ~
must be regarded as due to the redactor of the two main narratives,
i.e. RJE. The rest of the verse is to be assigned to E 2 ; the latter half
being resumptive of the narrative of the older E which was broken at
7 Jb by insertion of the later intervening narrative.
7 9· 14• The older narrative of E, resumed, as we have noticed, in
7 8\ is here continued. The relative positions of the two camps having
been defined, the Midianite camp as below that of Gide' on in the vale,
the way is paved for the narration of Yahweh's command, 'Go down
into the camp, etc.'* Cf. 6 25 for the introductory formula of v. 9,
'And it came to pass the same night, etc.'
7 15· 22,' The account of the night-attack is very involved, and it is
impossible to regard it as a unity. Bu. remarks, 'To carry a burning
torch in a pitcher turned upside down over it requires two hands; thus
there is no hand left for the trumpet, or vice-versa. In the same way,
it is impossible at once to blow a horn and to raise the battle-cry'
( Comm. p. 60). These objections to the integrity of the narrative are
to some extent answered by La. ; ::: yet the fact remains that throughout the narrative there occur repetitions which can only be accounted
for by the supposition that two parallel accounts have been closely
interwoven. Thus v. 17a is repeated by v. 17 h,8 ; vv. 19ba. 2oa,. by v. 22aa ;
v. 21b gives an account of the effects of the night-alarm which differs
from that which is given by v. 22•.s; and v. 22 h can scarcely be anything
else than the combination of two variant accounts of the line of flight.
Probably, therefore, the view is correct which regards the pitchers
and torches as belonging to one account, and the trumpets to the
other. The ruse connected with the pitchers and torches has about
it an air of originality and verisimilitude, and Gide' on's small force
(according to J's account) would be more likely to find pitchers or

* The obvious transition from 7 1h, as noticed above, seems to be the only safe
argument upon which this section is assigned to E. Bu. (Comm.), who takes
the same view as to the source of the narrative, adduces as evidence the nightscene, the dream, and its interpretation; though rightly remarking (against
Winckler) that the use of ha-'l!ohtm •God' (not Yahweh) in the mouth of a
• Midianite in v. 14 is destitute of significance as a criterion. Such evidence, however, is not very weighty. A night-scene from J immediately follows in one of
the narratives of the night-attack ; and though it is true that E in the Hexateuch
seems to display a fondness for the narration of revelations vouchsafed in nightly
visions, this fact by no means renders improbable the occurrence of a like incident in J. The section is assigned to J by Mo., though the majority of scholars
appear to be of the opinion of Bu.
::: La. suggests that, if the pitcher had a hole in it, the torch could be passed
through the hole and held by the hand underneath the pitcher; and moreover,
even if both hands were needed for this operation, the trumpet might at the same
time be suspended from a bandolier. When the pitcher is broken, one hand is
surely sufficient to carry the torch, and it is then that the trumpet is blown.
Further, it goes without saying that it is possible to desist from blowing the
trumpet in order to raise the battle-cry (p. 136),
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jars ready to their hand than a sufficient supply of trumpets (the
statement of v. 8 must be regarded as the work of RJE) : hence we
shall probably be right in assigning the pitchers and torches to J,
and the trumpets (perhaps under the influence of Josh. 6 12 ff-) to the
later narrative of E. We may then make the following allocation.
To J belong v. 16 with the exception of 'trumpets and' inserted by
R 1E in joining the two narratives (notice as a J phrase 'three bands,'
lit. 'heads' l:l 1W~i, as in eh. 9 34·37 , I sa·m. uu, 13m·, all probably J)
v. 17a, v. 20 (from 'and they brake,' etc.) with the modification which
is due to the insight of Bu. (substitutipg :iin::;i for y;pn~ niiE>it1/i1
and_ omitting :,.in after
._.

•.·

~~,p~,- '• cf. v.
: :·

•,: •: -

18 b.B),

-

: •

T

- '

'and in their right hand

the sword ; and they cried, " For Yahweh and for Gide' on l "' This
is directly continued by v. 21 ; and, possibly with some small intervening omission, by v. 22h.B which recounts the direction of the enemy's
flight. To E must be assigned v. 15 (continuing the previous E narrative), v.17\ which is continued by v. 18 down to 'all the camp,' v. 19
down to 'the trumpets,' and v. 22 down to 'Beth-shittah,' which relates
in due sequence how all the three hundred took up the trumpet-call
of Gide' on's band (read nii~it;i~ ni~~iJ l!i~~ \Y~~~n, and the effect
which the demonstration had upon the foe. All that remains over
appears to be the work of RJE in joining and harmonizing the two
narratives. Thus, mention of the trumpets had to be inserted in v. 16
and in v. 20 (' the trumpets to blow,' leading to the alteration ·of J's
account above noticed); and mention of the battle-cry and the breaking of the pitchers from J needed to come into vv. 18-19, which are
otherwise derived from E ; just as mention of the trumpet-blowing
by the three bands had to be duplicated from E's account in v. 22a,
and inserted at the beginning of v. 20, which is derived from J. If
this- scheme be adopted, it will be found that the two accounts run
parallel, and are each nearly continuous, as may be seen from the
connected narrative of each which is given in the notes ad loe. This
view of the combination of J and E assumes, as we have already
noticed, that the statement of v. 8, which (if the emendation adopted
in the text be correct) mentions both pitchers and trumpets, is the
work of RJE.
7 23• This mention of the call to arms of the neighbouring Israelite
tribes is inconsistent with E's narrative in 6 35, 7 2-7 ; since according to
this narrative these are the tribes whose representatives had bten
summoned in the first place, and then, for the most part, disqiissed
(cf. under 7 2·7). This objection does not hold against assigning the
verse to J ; though, as a matter of historical fact, it may be doubted
whether Gide' on, who seems to have planned his attack in the first
instance with the aid of his own clan of Abi' ezer only, would have
been able, in the course of a hurried pursuit towards the south-east,
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to have summoned the tribes of Naphtali and Asher who dwelt to the
north of the scene of action. Possibly, therefore, the verse may be
a later gloss, or may have originally mentioned only 'all Manasseh.'
7 24-8 3• The difficulty noticed under the preceding verse does not
apply to the summoning of Ephraim which is here narrated ; since
the position occupied by this tribe would enable them to intercept the
fugitives in time, as is related. The source of the narrative seems to
be indicated by Gide' on's allusion in 8 2 to his achievement as 'the
vintage of Abi' ezer,' from which we are justified in assuming that we
have the sequel of the account which pictures the rout of Midian as,
in its inception, the unaided work of the clan of Abi' ezer; i.e. the
account of J.* It is clear, however, that 7 25 is, in part at least, the
work of RJE; the statement that the heads of 'Oreb and Ze'eb were
brought to Gide' on beyond the Jordan being obviously an attempt to
harmonize the narrative with 8 4ft. which comes from a different source.
Probably the statement 'and they pursued Midian' is also due to the
same hand, with allusion to 8 4ff_ According to J's narrative, the task
of Ephraim seems to have been simply to hold the fords; and there is
no indication that the pursuit was pushed across the Jordan. On the
other hand, v. 25ba, 'and the heads of 'Oreb and Ze'eb they brought
unto Gide' on,' appears to belong to J ; more especially if the opening
of 81, 'said unto him' (with back-reference to Gide' on's name in 7 25b)
is in its original form.
8 4·11• The impression which 8 1· 3 leaves upon us is that the rout
of Midian is completed and pursuit at an end. The capture and
execution of 'Oreb and Ze'eb may be said to constitute the chief
honours of the victory. A lull in the proceedings of victorious Israel
affords occasion for the recriminations of the Ephraimites. Yet in
8 rn. we find Gide' on crossing Jordan, and in hot pursuit of two
Midianite kings, Zebal:_i and $almunna', previously unnamed. And
not only so, but his chance of success appears so remote to the men
of Succoth and Penuel, upon whom he calls for refreshment for his
weary force, that they meet his request with a taunting refusal (v. 6).
The conclusion is irresistible that the narrative of 8 4·21 belongs to a
different account from that of 7 24 -8 3 , and that Zebal:_i and $almunna'
in the one account take the place of 'Oreb and Ze'eb in the other.
If 7 24 -8 3 is rightly assigned to J, the assumption is that 8 4· 21 belongs
to E; and in favour of this conclusion there may be cited the
incredibly large numbers in v. 10, which accord with the narrative
of 7 2·7 where Gide' on's large force is reduced to 300 in order that his
victory may partake of a miraculous character. t As a mark of E's

* La. recognizes that this section belongs to J, but other scholars very strangely
assign it to E.
It is not unlikely that the older narrative of E has been amplified by E2 in
this section also, though evidence decisive of such amplification is lacking. Cf.,
however, the E section vv. 22-27 which follows.

+
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na.rrative we may notice the phrasing of v. 4, 'And the three hundred
men that were with him,' compared with 7 laa. 2•· 19• The mention in
v. 21 of 'the crescents that were upon the necks of their camels' is a
point of connexion with v. 26, which belongs to a section which
undoubtedly comes from E.
As we read this section, we can scarcely fail to notice that it presupposes the prior narration of incidents which have disappeared
altogether from the Gide' on-narrative as known to us. Gide' on's
inquiry of the Midianite kings as to the fate of his brethren (v. 18)
demands that some account of their murder must originally have
existed in this narrative, and supplies a new motive for Gide' on's
taking action against the Midianites, viz. the prosecution of the bloodfeud which naturally devolved upon him. Such a motive, however,
is by no means inconsistent with his role as the divinely appointed
deliverer of Israel. Similar personal considerations enter into the
actions of Samson which are ascribed to him as 'Judge' or vindicator
of Israel; and may possibly have also influenced Bara¼:, if, as seems
likely, he was at one time a captive in the hands of the Cana' anites
(cf.5 12, note). We have already noticed (cf. under 6 36· 40 ) that in E
the account of Gide' on's call is missing, that which is derived from J
(6 11 · 24 ) having taken its place. Probably E's account of the call was
closely combined with the account of the personal outrage which is
presupposed by 8 18 ff. This is a further point which connects our
narrative with E rather than J ; since, if it belonged to the latter,
we might reasonably expect to find some reference to the family-feud
in J's account of Gide' on's call in 6 11•24 ; and Gide' on would scarcely
have professed to regard himself as the man least suited for the task
entrusted to him (v.1_5). It may be added that the obviously sincere
description of Gide' on's kingly bearing given by the Midianite kings
in 8 18 is hardly consonant with his position as we gather it from J's
narrative in 6 11· 24•
8 22 ·27• This section seems clearly to· exhibit the hand of E 2 in
vv. 22.23.21&/lh. In v. 22, the fact that 'the men of Israel' (i.e. the tribes
as a whole; cf. note ad toe.) join in requesting Gide' on to become
their king, invests his victory with a wider importance than it seems
to have possessed in either of the older accounts. Cf., as a mark of
E 2, the use of the verb ~Jl'IV~ii1 'thou hast saved us.' In v. 23, the
idea that the appointmentT ~f a human ruler is inconsistent with the
true conception of the Theocracy, is characteristic: cf. 1 Sam. 8 6·7,*

* The view put forward in this passage, that Israel's request for a king amounts
to a dqinite rejection of Yahweh's kingship-' They have not rejected thee, but
they have rejected me, that I should not be king over them '-stands in striking
contrast to the standpoint of the parallel and older narrative from J, where
Yahweh Himself grants a king as a mark of favour and pity: cf. 9 16, where
Samuel is instructed with regard to Saul, 'Thou shalt anoint him to be leader
over my people Israel, and he shall save my people out of the hand of the Philistines: for I have looked upon my people, because their cry is come unto me.'
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and passages in Hosea' in which the appointment
of a king appears to be regarded as a wilful act, closely bound up
with Israel's defection from Yahweh-Hos. 8 4·10,* 10 3, r3 10 f. As a
matter of fact, Gide' on's sons do seem to have become hereditary
sheikhs of Shechem, by virtue of the office transmitted by their father:
cf. eh. 9 ", where the verb miifal, 'rule,' is the same as is employed in
8 23, 'I will not rule over you, etc.' The polemic against the Ephod
in v. 27 , with the special term employed to describe defection from
Yahweh, ~~f:! 'and they went a whoring,' is also characteristic of
2) ;

E 2 : cf. Introd. p. xlv.
There is no reason, however, to doubt that the main part of vv. 22 · 27
belongs to an older narrative: and since the verses which we assign
to E 2 are based upon this older narrative, the inference is clear that
the latter must be assigned to the older stratum of E. The connexion
between v. t 6b and v. 21 h.S has already been remarked.
8 2s. The concluding summary of RE•, couched in his usual style
and phraseology.

6. 1. RE• (JE) And the children of Israel did that which was
evil in the sight of Yahweh: and Yahweh gave them into the
hand of Midian seven years. 2. And the hand of Midian pre6. I. Midian. On the situation of the land of Midian, as lying
to the east or north-east of the gulf of 'A\{:aba, in the northern part of
the modern l:Iigaz, cf. footnote, p. I 10. The nomadic Arabian clans
of Midian were regarded by the Israelites as related to themselves,
though somewhat remotely. Midian is reckoned in Gen. 25 1· 6 J as
one of the sons of Abraham by his second wife, or concubine (v. 6,
I Chr. 1 32 ), 1$:eturah; just as Ishma' el is also Abraham's son by the
concubine Hagar. The Midianites of our narrative are classed as
Ishma' elites in eh. 8 24 ; and' similarly, in the story of Joseph and his
brethren, Gen. 37 2,tt., while the J narrative relates that Joseph was
sold, at Judah's suggestion, to Ishma'elite traders, the E narrative
makes him to have been kidnapped by passing Midianites. It thus
appears that some amount of vagu\!ness existed in the minds of
Israelite historians in their definition of these Arab tribes: and with
this inference agrees the fact that, whereas the land of Midian which
formed the home of Moses during his exile from Egypt lay far to the
south of Cana' an (cf. also r Kgs. II 18), Gen. 2 5 6 describes Abraham
as sending away the sons of the concubines (including Midian) 'eastward, into the land of the east'; and similarly, one of the Bala' am-

* Hos. 8 10 should almost certainly be emended· (after (!J;) ~l/r.:,

C'':1~, :J?P !:J~l? ' that
and princes.'

,~"ln1,

they may cease for a little from anoin~i~g a

ki~~
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vai1ed against Israel : because of Midian the children of Israel
made themselves the crevices which are in the mountains, and
the caves, and the strongholds. 3. Now it used to be that, when
Israel had sown, there would come up Midian, and 'Amalel<., and
the children of the East; they would come up against them.
4. And they encamped against them, and destroyed the produce
of the land as far as Gaza; and they would leave no means of
sustenance in Israel, neither sheep, nor ox, nor ass. 5. For they
narratives embodied in Num. 22-24 (JE) pictures 'elders of Midian'
as forming the retinue of Bala¼:, king of Moab (22 4.7; cf. also the late
narrative of P in Num. 31 1·12 ). See further, on this point, Skinner,
Genesis (ICC.), p. 349.
·
2. because of Midian, etc.
The limestone-hills of Palestine are full
of caves of various shapes and sizes, which are partly natural and
partly artificial. The writer of our narrative traces the origin of these
caves to the Israelite refugees, for whom they formed welcome hidingplaces. Cf. 1 Sam. 13 6 J.
crevi'ces. Heb. minharoth, a lJ..,..a~ )..,y&µ.,vov, is explained from the
Ar. minhara or minhar, lit. a place hollowed out by water.

3. Now it used to be, etc. The Heb. tenses employed in vv. 3· 5 for
the most part denote recurrence ; but there are some exceptions
which probably point to a combination of two originally separate
narratives. Cf.footnote * p. 176.
there would come uj> Midian, etc. The Arab tribes from the east
of Jordan commit similar depredations upon the peasant-proprietors
west of Jordan at the present day, pitching their tents in the Wady
of Jezre'el and the Wady Serrar a little further north, as is described
in our narrative, 7 1.1 2• Cf. Thomson, LB. pp. 447 f.
and 'Amale(i, and the children of the East. Possibly a later insertion in the narrative: cf.jootnote +p. 176. On 'Amale¼:, cf. eh. 3 12 note.
The expression 'children of the East' is used again in I Kgs. 4 30
~ 5 10 (cited for their proverbial wisdom), Isa. II 14, Jer. 49 28 (II ~edar),
Ezek. 2 5 4·10, Job 1 3, as a general description of the Arab tribes to the
east of Jordan, extending as far as the Euphrates ; but in Gen. 29 1 E
'the land of the children of the East' is applied to the district of
N. Mesopotamia in which I;Iaran was situated.
4. as far as Gaza. I.e., as far as the south-western extremity of
the Philistine territory. According to this statement, the Midianite
incursions must have extended over the greater part of Palestine.
The remainder of the narrative, however, appears to confine them to
central Palestine ; and Gide' on's exertions rid the country .of them at
one blow. Possibly, therefore, the reference may be due to a later
editor, who was thinking of incursions of Arab tribes from the south
('Amale¼:ites ?) ; and it may have been this hand which was responsible
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and their cattle used to come up, with their tents, randl would
come in like locusts for multitude; and both they and their
camels were without number: and they came into the land to
destroy it. 6. And Israel was brought very low by reason of
Midian; and the children of Israel cried unto Yahweh.
7. E' And when the children of Israel cried unto Yahweh by
reason of Midian, 8. Yahweh sent a prophet unto the children
of Israel: and he said to them, 'Thus saith Yahweh, the God
of Israel, "I brought you up from Egypt, and I brought you
forth from the house of bondmen, 9. and I rescued you from the
hand of Egypt, and from the hand of all your oppressors; and
I drave th"em out from before you, and gave you their land.
10. And I said to you, 'I am Yahweh your God; ye shall not
fear the gods of the Amorites in whose land ye are dwelling':
but ye have not hearkened to my voice."'
11. J And the Angel of Yahweh came, and sat under the
for the allusion to '' Amale½: and the children of the East,' in addition
to Midian, in the earlier part of the verse.

5. with their tents. Lit. 'and their tents.' In the verbal form
which follows, 'and would come in,' we adopt the reading of ]f•rt

~~.::n.
T

($:AL,

i\\ e., 1L presuppose

~~::I' which would govern
• T'

Cl"l'>il~,
•,• .,T; T :

'and their tents they would bring in, etc.' Since this reading, however, seems to make the following 'like locusts for multitude' refer to
the tents and not to the Midianites (as in 7 12), it must be regarded
as inferior to that which is adopted above. It is possible, however,
that Kt. may indicate the l):al
'they used to come in,' the

~~::i:

asyndeton being due to careless piecing together of the parallel
narratives.
8. a prophet. Lit. 'a man, a prophet' or 'a prophet-man.' Cf. 'a
prophetess-woman,' eh. 4 4•
I brought you up, etc. It is characteristic of E 2 to base admonition
and rebuke upon a retrospect of God's mercies as vouchsafed to
Israel in their past history. C£ Josh. 24 2ff., Judg. rnllf., 1 Sam.
2 27-28,* rnl7ff., 12 m_ This method is further developed in Deuteronomy; probably owing to the influence of the school o'r thought
represented by E 2• C£ Introd. p. xiv.
II. the Angel of Yahweh.
Upon the conception involved in this
title, and its alternation with 'Yahweh' simply in vv. 14 ·16 -23, cf. note
on eh. 2 1.

* r Sam. 2 ~7-36 is commonly regarded as later than E
adequate reason.

2,

though without
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terebinth which was in 'Ophrah, which belonged to Joash the
Abiezrite; and Gide'on his son was beating out wheat in the
wine-press, to save it from Midian.
12. And the Angel of
Yahweh appeared unto him, and said unto him, 'Yahweh is
with thee, thou mighty man of valour.' 13. And Gide'on said
unto him, 'Oh, my lord, if Yahweh z"s with us, why, then, hath

the terebinth. Heb. ha-'ela; possibly 'the (sacred) tree,' without
specification of its species : cf. note on 'the palm-tree of Deborah,'
eh. 4 5• The terebinth or turpentine-tree (Pistacia terebinthus, L.) is
frequent in Palestine, where it often grows to a large size ; and, since
it usually stands in isolation, it forms a prominent landmark. Many
of these trees are regarded as objects of veneration at the present
day. Cf. Tristram, Nat. Hist. pp. 400 f.
'Ophrah. The site is unknown. It may be inferred from eh. 91. 2
that it was not far from Shechem. Neither Far'ata, six miles westsouth-west of Shechem (S WP. Mem. ii. p. 162), nor Far'ah as preserved
in the name of the wady to the east of Shechem (Bu.), are philologically probable ; the former name accurately corresponding to the
Biblical Pir'athon. The designation ''Ophrah of the Abi'ezrites'
(v. 24, 8 32 ) is perhaps intended to distinguish the city from the Benjaminite 'Ophrah mentioned in Josh. 18 23 P (so Kimchi).
•
whi"ch belonged, etc. The reference is to the terebinth, and not to .
the city of 'Ophrah.
the Abtezrite. Abi'ezer is named in Josh. 17 2 as a clan of
Manasseh-a fact which also appears from v. 16 of our narrative.
The clan is referred to the Machir-division of Manasseh in Num.
26 30 P, 1 Chr. 7 18 : cf. note on 'Machir,' eh. 5 14•
was beating, .etc. The Heb. !za,bha{ 'beat out' (with a stick) is
similarly used of threshing grain in a small quantity in Ru. 2 17 • The
ancient wine-press (Heb. gath) was a trough hewn out of the solid
rock, in which the grapes were trodden by the foot ; the expressed
juice flowing down a channel into another trough at a slightly lower
level, the wine-vat (Heb. yelj:ebh). The use of a wine-press in a
sheltered situation for the beating out of wheat was less likely to
attract the attention of marauding Midianites than the ordinary process of threshing with a wain drawn by oxen (or an ox and an ass),
upon a threshing-floor in an exposed situation open to the wind.
13. If Yahweh is with us. Heb. ~)~l1 ',
T •

i,,,.
••:

The use of 1 before
:

td_'.-lit. 'And is Y. with us'-imparts a touch of sarcasm to
Gide' on's response which it is difficult adequately to reproduce in
English. Cf. 1 Kgs. 2 22, 'Why, pray, askest thou Abishag the
Shunammite for Adonijah ?' (iloS,, lit. 'And why'); 2 Kgs. 7 19,
' Pray, if Yahweh were to make windows in heaven, could this thing
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all this happened to us? and where are all his wondrous works
which our fathers recounted to us, saying, "Did not Yahweh
bring us up from Egypt?" But now Yahweh bath cast us off,
and given us into the hand of Midian.' 14. And Yahweh turned
unto him, and said, 'Go in this thy strength, and save Israel
from the hand of Midian : have not I sent thee? ' 15. And he
said unto him, 'Oh, my rJlord, whereby can I save Israel?
come to pass?' (i!Jm, lit. 'And lo'). Other instances are cited in
NHTK p. 20.
which our fathers recounted to us. Cf., for the phrase, Ps. 44 1
(3'!! 2 ), 78 3• The injunction is laid upon Israelite fathers to recount to
their children the facts of the deliverance from Egypt in Ex. 12 26· 27 ,
13 8-14-15 (R1 E ?), Deut. 6 20 ft. It is possible that Gide' on's speech, as it
stood originally in J, may have been expanded by a later hand in
v.I3b.

14. Yahweh. <!Ji 9 AL o llyy,Ao~ Kvplov. Cf. v. 16 note.
have not I sent thee _9 Since these words embody a direct commission from Yahweh, it is supposed by many scholars that Gide' on
must at once have recognized that he was being addressed by
Yahweh or His Angel; and that the passage is therefore inconsistent
with 22, where it is stated that it was only after the miracle of v. 21
that Gide' on recognized who his visitor was. The whole section,
vv.n-2•, having clearly undergone some amount of re-editing (cf. notes
following), it is quite likely that this passage may be due to the later
hand; as also the words 'I will be with thee' in v. 16, which recall
Ex. 3 12 E. While, however, the narrative assumes that Yahweh, in
order to appear visibly to Gide' on, clothes Himself in human form, it
does not necessarily follow from thi~ that He should dissemble His
presence by couching His commission in the form in which it would
be delivered by an intermediary, such as a prophet (' Hath not
Yahweh sent thee?'). On the other hand, even though Yahweh
should give His commission directly, as He is represented as doing,
here and in v. 16, by the narrative as it now stands, it would obviously
require something more surprising than this direct commission (viz.
the portent of v. 21 ) to convince Gide'on that he was actually the
spectator of a Theophany.
While, therefore, we may suspect conflation of the narrative in the
passages under discussion, it is a mistake to speak dogmatically and
to say that they cannot originally have stood alongside of v. 22•

v.

15. my lord.

Vocalizing 'J'i~ in place of
•

-: '

'J1~ of :!M, i.e. 'my
T

-:

(divine) Lord.' The vocalization of :1M is intended to indicate that
Gide' on by this time recognized that his visitor was Yahweh Himself;
but it is clear from v. 22 that this was not the case until the occurrence
of the events narrated in v. 21 • The form which we have adopted is
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behold my family is the weakest in Manasseh, and I am the
least in my father's house.' 16. And Yahweh said unto him,
'I will be with thee, and thou shalt smite Midian as one man.'
the ordinary title of respect (like our 'sir'), and is so vocalized by
:Vlfl in v. 13•
behold, my family, etc. Mo. compares I Sam. 9 21 ; and remarks
that 'the protestation is, no more than that of Saul, to be taken too
literally. Both the following narratives imply that the hero's family
was one of rank and influence in the clan.' The word rendered
'family' properly means' thousand' (Heb. 'tleph); and occurs in connexion with tribal organization in I Sam. 10 19 ('by your tribes and
by your thousands'), the following •1:,v. 20-21 showing it to be synonymous with mifpa!;.a, the ordinary term for a clan or family within the
tribe. Cf. also the use of the word in Mic. 5 2 (' the thousands of
Judah,' among which Bethlel).em is a small 'thousand' or 'clan').

the weakest. Heb. S-:r;, which R.V. renders 'the poorest.' The
- -'
adj., however, suggests not merely poverty, but also paucity of
numbers and lack of influence in the affairs of the tribe as a whole.
16. And Yahweh ... 'I will be with thee.' l!JrBA Kal £i1r,v 1rpos avTov
0 ayy£AOS Kvplov, Kvp1os £0'TUL P,£TCL O'OV, If this had originally stood in
the Heh. text, it is very unlikely that it would have been altered into
the reading of ,!! ; and we should rather regard the readings of l!lr,
here and in v. 14, as due to the harmonizing tendency which is elsewhere frequently manifested in this Version. l!JrL ,$h agree with ,!I in
the present passage. As we have already remarked (eh. 2 1 note), it
is not unlikely that the original narrative spoke throughout of
Yahweh Himself as appearing to Gide' on and holding intercourse
with him ; and that the introduction of 'the Angel' represents an
early attempt to modify the text which has not been thoroughly
carried out in ,!!.
'I will be with thee.' Cf. note on 'have not I sent thee?' v. 14.
The precise words 101,I i1 1i1~ 1:i are found in Ex. 3 12, E's narrative
of the Theophany to Moses at Mount l;Ioreb : cf. also Josh. I 5 R 0 •
In each of these passages, the writers, in using the verbal form 'ehyeh
' I will be,' probably have in view the significance of the name
Yahweh as denoting progressive revelation, as is explained in Ex. 3 14
in the formula 'ehyeh 'dfer 'ehyeh 'I will be (or become) what I will
be.' While, however, the latter formula refers to the revelation as a
whole, as it is to be unfolded throughout the history of the chosen
people, and the course of this revelation is intentionally left undefined,* in the former expression we have a particular phase of the

* Cf. the similar phrase 'I will have mercy upon whom I will have mercy,'
Ex. 33 19 J, which implies that God refuses to define beforehand a course of
action which will be determined by his sovereign will. Similarly, 'ekyek 'lifer
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17. And he said unto him, 'Prithee, if I have found grace in
thy sight, make me a sign that thou art speaking with me.
18. Depart not hence, prithee, until I come unto thee, and
revelation clearly stated-Yahweh promises that He will be with each
of three chosen servants, Moses, Joshua', and Gide' on.
R.V. renders 'Surely I will be with thee' (so in Ex. 3 12, 'Certainly,
etc ') ; but it is preferable to regard the 1,? as simply introducing the
direct narration, like /Jn recitativum in Greek. Such a use of 1,? is
frequent: cf. examples collected in N HTK. p. 6; BDB. s.v. Ib.
as one man.
For the expression, cf. eh. 201.s.u, Num. 14 15,
Sam. 117, 2 Sam. 19 14, ,!1 16, Ezr. 31, Neh. 8 1 t.
17. Prithee, if I have found, etc. Here ' prithee' represents the
Heb. precative particle nit, which comes in the protasis of the sentence
after the conjunction 'if,' and is rendered 'now' by AV., R.V.-' If
now I have found grace, etc.' Such a rendering, however, can
scarcely be held adequately to represent the precative force of the
particle*; and the rendering 'prithee' has therefore been adopted,
the fuller' I pray thee,' sometimes employed as a rendering by A.V.,
R. V., (cf. v. 39, 8 6, al. t) being less suitable as making too much of
the monosyllabic particle. It is obvious that, so far as the particle
expresses entreaty, it properly refers to the request which is formulated in the apodosis; but its use at the commencement of the
protasis is probably intended to place the speaker in the attitude of a
suppliant from the moment that he opens his mouth.
make me a sign that thou, etc. As the narrative stands, the request
seems to indicate Gide' on's dawning consciousness that his visitor is
a supernatural being, and his inability (owing to his uncertainty) to
'ehyeh implies that God is absolutely self-determined, and that what He will be
is to be revealed at His own good pleasure. Cf. the present editor's criticism of
Dr. Davidson's interpretation of the two phrases { Theology of the 0. T., p. 56), in
JTS. vi. p. 466.
* For the use of 'now' in the rendering of A. V., R. V., cf. the illustrations
collected in the Oxford New Eng. Diet., vi. s.v. II. 9, where the adverb is used
• In sentences expressing a command or request, with the purely temporal sense
weakened or effaced': e.[;. Shakespeare, Love's Labour's Lost, II. i. 124, 'Now
faire befall your maske' ; Tempest, 111. i. 15, 'Alas, now pray you worke not so
hard ••. pray now rest yourselfe.' The usage is similar in modern colloquial
speech, in such a form of request as 'Now, don't forget!'
In v. 39 A. V., R. V. the rendering ' I pray thee' stands side by side with the
rendering 'now'-• Let me prove, I pray thee, but this once with the fleece; let
it now be dry only upon the fleece.' In 7 3 A. V., R. V. nd is rendered 'Go to,'
as in Isa. S 5, Jer. 18 11 (on the use of this obsolete expression, cf. DB. ii. 194a);
apparently because the rendering 'I pray thee' was felt to be unsuitable in the
mouth of Yahweh. There is no reason, however, why' prithee' should not be
employed in these passages also as the conventional introduction of a request
(or a command couched as such), which is what nd amounts to in Heb.

+
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bring my present, and set it before thee.' And he said, 'I will
abide until thou returnest.' 19. And Gide'on went in, and made
ready a kid of the goats, and unleavened cakes of an ephah of
express himself clearly through fear of giving offence. He desires
confirmation of his surmise, but does not quite know how to phrase
his request, or what kind of sign to expect, because he is not yet clear
as to the character of the stranger.
In what follows, however, in v. 18 there is no reference to a sign,
the sign of v. 21 being clearly unexpected by Gide' on ; and the act of
grace which is asked of the stranger is to stay while a meal is prepared for him, the conversion of which into a sacrifice does not seem
to be anticipated. It is likely, therefore, that, as Mo., Bu., etc., think,
v. 17h may be an editorial addition,* and that originally v,17a was
directly connected with v. 18a-an arrangement which would make
the passage closely parallel to Gen. 18 3 J, 'Prithee, if I have found
grace in thy sight, prithee pass not away from thy servant.'
18. my present. The Heb. minl;tii frequently denotes a gift voluntarily offered (cf. note on 'tribute,' eh. 3 15); but it is somewhat strange
to find it applied to· hospitality offered in the form of a meal. It is
possible, therefore, that the term is intended to denote (sacnjicial)
qffen'ng (so QJr T71v 0v<Tiav, F 'sacrificium '), and that its employment is due to editorial alteration in view of the fact that the
meal actually did become a sacrifice : cf. note preceding. Bu. conjectures that, in place of' and bring my min!za,' the original narrative
may have used the words 'and bring unto thee a morsel of bread' :
cf. Gen 18 5•
19. made ready, etc. If we regard this description as referring to
the preparation of an ordinary meal, we must suppose that the cakes
are unleavened as necessarily prepared in haste ; and that the broth
is probably the liquid in which the meat was boiled (Kimchi), which,
as containing much of its nutritiousness, would not be wasted. Bi:ihme,
however, finds in the ingredients of the meal the three forms of
sacrificial offering-flesh-offering, meal-offering, and drink-offering,and therefore regards v. 19a/l (' the flesh ... pot') and v. 20 as a later
addition to the narrative, inserted for the purpose of giving to the
meal the character of a religious offering. This view is also favoured
by Bu. Against it, Mo. remarks, 'if the object was to convert
Gide' on's hospitality into a sacrifice, it would have been done unmistakably. In no ritual that we know was meat presented in a basket
(as unleavened cakes were) or a libation made of broth. It is conceivable that such rites existed in this early time ; but not that such
a description proceeds from a later edition. I find in the words, how" The unusual relative particle tU, as in 8 26 , is thought to mark the passage
as a gloss.
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meal : the flesh he put in a basket, and the broth he put in a
pot; and he brought it out unto him under the terebinth, and
presented it. 20. And the Angel of God said unto him, 'Take
the flesh and the unleavened cakes, and set them on yonder
crag, and pour out the broth ' : and he did so. 2 1. And the
Angel of Yahweh stretched k>rth the end of the staff which was
in his hand, and touched the flesh and the unleavened cakes;
and fire went up from the rock, and devoured the flesh and the
ever, no certain evidence of a sacrificial intention ; even ~~~1 [' and
presented it'] is properly used of bringing food to one, p~t-ting it
within his reach ( Gen. 27 25 ).' The question must be held to be
doubtful ; cf. note following.
an ephah. A dry measure, corresponding to the liquid measure
called bath, each containing the tenth part of a fziJmer: cf. Ezek. 45 11•
Its content was probably about a bushel. Such a quantity of flourweighing some 45 lb., and sufficient to make about twenty-three of
our ordinary loaves-is hugely in excess of the needs of the occasion ;
and possibly this consideration should be held to weigh in favour of
the opinion that the writer has in view a religious offering rather than
an ordinary meal prepared for a single individual.
20. The Angel ef God.
The expression is that which is commonly
employed by E (cf. eh. 2 1 note); J's phrase, which is elsewhere employed throughout this narrative, being 'the Angel of Yahweh' (so
here eJiA\ .$h, l!/). Probably the present variation is merely due to
transcriptional accident (Mo.), and does not indicate a difference
of source.
'Take the flesh, etc.' This ritual as here prescribed can scarcely
fail to suggest to us the ancient rock-altar with cup-marks on its surface for receiving libations, such as have been discovered in the
excavations of various ancient sites in Palestine : cf. Driver, Schweich
Lectures, pp. 66 f. ; Vincent, Canaan, pp. 94 ff. ; TB. ii. pp. 2 f.
Possibly, therefore, the origin of the legend should be traced to the
fact that such a rock-altar existed at' Ophrah in later times, and that
its consecration as such was popularly ascribed to the occasion here
related. If this is so, however, why are we told in v. 24 that Gide' on
subsequently built an altar to Yahweh on the site? Perhaps we
should find in these facts (as Wellh. thinks) an indication of the composite character of the narrative.
21. stretched forth . . . in his hand.
We may note the verbal
similarity to I Sam. 14 27-also J.
and fire went up, etc. The supernatural fire is a token of the
Divine acceptance of the offering as well as of the power of the
Deity: cf. 1 Kgs. r8 2zff., Lev. 9 24, 2 Chr. 7 1• In the similar narrative of eh. 13 19·20 it seems that Manoal). kindles his sacrifice in the
ordinary way.
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unleavened cakes: and the Angel of Yahweh departed from his
sight. 22. And Gide'on perceived that he was the Angel of
Yahweh; and Gide'on said, 'Alas, Lord Yahweh! forasmuch as
I have seen the Angel of Yahweh face to face.' 23. And Yahweh
said to him, 'Peace be to thee; fear not. Thou shalt not die.'
24. So Gide'on built there an altar to Yahweh, and called it
Yahweh shalom. Unto this day it is still in 'Ophrah of the
Abi'ezrites.

from the rock. The fact that 'the crag' (has-sela') of v. 20 is here
called 'the rock' (ha1-1ur) is noted by several commentators ; but it
scarcely seems necessary to infer diversity of source from this small
variation.
and the Angel of Yahweh departed, etc. Cf. clz. 13 20, where the
Angel ascends in the flame from the altar, and disappears.
22. And Gide'on perceived, etc. Here we have a clear indication
that it is only after the portent related in v. 21 that Gide' on recognizes
the supernatural character of his guest. Ct: note on 'my lord,' v. 15•
'Alas, etc.' For the idea that no human being can see God and
survive, unless through an exceptional manifestation of the Divine
favour, et: eh. 13 22f., Gen. 1613 J,* 32 30 J!l 31 J, Ex. 24 9-11 J, 33 18-23 J.
E in Ex. 20 19 extends the danger of death to the hearing of the voice
of God: cf. Deut. 4 33, 5 25· 26• We may notice also the words of Isa'iah
in Isa. 6 6• On the other hand, Ex. 33 11 E states that 'Yahweh used
to speak unto Moses face to face (Cl?~-,~ C1~~. as in our passage),
as a man speaketh unto his friend.'
23. And Yahweh said, etc. It is rather strange to find Yahweh
again speaking after the departure of His visible representative
(v. 21 b/l); and there is no indication that the voice is to be understood
as coming from heaven, as inferred by Kimchi and Levi hen-Gershon.
It seems likely, therefore, that vv. 22 · 24 may be due to a later hand,
in explanation of the name of the altar, Yahweh shalom. Cf. the
inference already drawn, in the note on 'Take the flesh, etc.' v. 20, as
to vv. 20-21 in relation to vv. 22•24•
24. Yahweh shalom. The meaning is 'Yahweh is peace,' i.e.
'is peaceful' or 'well-disposed.' For this use of Jalom (substantive
in place of adjective), cf. Ps. 120 7,

' I am peace; but when I speak,
They are for war.'

* In this passage we ought probably to follow Wellh. in emending Hagar's
words 111:(j 1;nl:(
J

•

! T

•• - ; -
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lived after my vision?'

N

C)i'1 'Have I actually seen God and
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25. E' And it came to pass the same night, that Yahweh said
to him, 'Take ften men of thy servants 1, and a bull [] of seven
25. And it came to pass the same night. Cf., for the exact phrase,
eh. 7 9, 2 Sam. 7 4, 2 Kgs. 19 35• 'The same night,' if the expression
is an integral part of the source (E2 ; cf. the same phrase in v. 40 E),
probably refers to the night following the day on which the unnamed
prophet uttered his denunciation (vv.7· 10 ). It is possible, however,
that the phrase may be the redactional formula of R 1\ and may refer
to the Theophany which immediately precedes in the narrative as it
at present stands.
' Ten men ... years old. The text of J!! is here incomprehensible,
and can only be naturally rendered 'the bull of the ox which belongeth
to thy father, and the second bull of seven years old.' Only one bull,
however, is mentioned in vv. 26 -28 ; and apart from the difficulty involved
in the expression 'the bull of the ox,'* it is impossible to divine why
Gide' on should be ordered to take this first mentioned animal, seeing
that it is not utilized in any way in the narrative which follows. R.V.•
(in agreement with Ew., Stu., Ke., etc.) explains the conjunction ,
'and' in the sense 'even,' thus making the reference to be to one
animal only; but it is more than doubtful whether such a rendering
is legitimate.:j:
Clearly the text of 1!! must have suffered corruption ; but the
Versions seem to have had practically the same text before them,
and thus afford us little or no help.
&B, TOJJ µ.ocrxov TDJJ ravpov /5s i<rTLJJ rcii rrarpi crov ,wl µ.ocrxov lJ,vTEpov
irrra,rij, agrees in all respects with J!I. The only important variations
offered by (!JiAL are TOJJ µ.ocrxov TOJJ O"LTEVTOJJ in place of TOJJ µ.ocrxov TOJJ
ravpov, and the omission of ,wi before the second µ.ocrxov. This at
any rate yields an intelligible sense ; 'the second bull of seven years
old' being taken as a further definition of 'tpy father's fatted bull,'
and the reference thus being to one animal only; though why the

* A somewhat similar collocation is seen in Ps. 69 31, JI 32, 1~ 1ilY'? •more
than an ox-bull.' Here, however, parallelism and rhythm compel us to divide
the stichoi at iitv'?, and, probably, to read 1~'-? in place of 1~ : • And it shall please Yahweh more than an ox;
<More than> a bull that bath horns and parted hoofs.'

:t A few cases can be cited in which the conjunction I appears to have such
an explicative force ; but they are rare, and in most cases the text is open to
suspicion. Cf. I Sam. 17 40 , 'and he put them into the shepherd's bag which
he had, even into the scrip'
Ramah, even in his city'

§ 154, n lb.

(t:!~i'?~-?~); I Sam. 28 3, 'and
(h',!f~~-) See further BDB.

they_burled him in
s.v. \, I b; G-K.
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years old, and pull down the altar of Ba'al which belongeth to
thy father, and cut down the Ashera which is by it. 26. And
animal in question should be described as 'the second,' with assumed
reference to an unnamed 'first' bull, remains obscure. It should be
noticed, however, that T6v µ,ouxov T6v u,TwTov simply represents the
rendering of (!iiAL in v. 28, t'.e. •~t:!iil -,51;, 'the second bull' read as
• •• -

i!?Wi'.:I ,~;:r 'the fatted bull.'

T -

It seems obvious, therefore, that the

text of (!iiAL has suffered correction after v. 28, and that we have no
real elucidation of 3tl's ,\t:!i;,--,51 'the bull of the ox.' Some MSS.
of eti. represent ')' 1)Clil .,El, by Ka! µ,ouxov £71'm•Tij with omission of
lJd,upov ; and this word is marked with an asterisk in ,$h.

,_~h 1fol

l:T 'taurum patris tui,' ,SSP
'the bull of thy father,'
omitting either .,El or -,,c,n ; or possibly rendering the difficult compound expression by a single term, just as is done by R.V., 'thy
father's bullock,' cutting the difficulty. t'l: simply represents the text
of3tl.
In face of this difficulty, the most satisfactory course seems to be
to follow Kue. (in Doorn., p. 70 n.) and to restore the text after v. 27 aa,
C'?~ l/~~ ,~~ 1•~1Y,?2 C'~J~ i1-:1~P, n~, omitting ')Clil 'the second'
as an insertion made subsequently to the textual corruption which
introduced apparent mention of two bulls : cf. for this latter point,
the evidence from the Versions above cited. Gide' on is commanded
to take ten men of his servants, and in v. 27 it is stated, with no more
than the necessary variation in wording, that he took them. Such
detailed repetition is characteristic of Heb. story-telling, as of Babylonian; and is a feature which, so far from appearing tautologous,
adds a certain .vivid picturesqueness to the narrative. It will be
sufficient here to compare eh. 7 lOb.nb: ' " Go down, thou and Purah
thy lad, unto the camp" . . . So he went down, he and Purah
his lad, etc.'
Kue.'s emendation is favoured by Bu., Oort, Mo. (Comm.), Kit.,
Gress.; but Mo. (SBOT.), La. prefer to read simply IOIY~ ,en-n11t np
'Take the fatted bull.'
.. T
T .,.
the Ashera. The 'ashenY. (plur. usually 'asherim; in two late
passages, 2 Chr. 19 3, 33 3 'asheroth; Judg. 3 7 probably a textual
error for 'ashtiiroth; cf. note ad toe.) was an idolatrous object, the
precise character of which is very doubtful. The most lucid reference is Deut. 16 21 , where it is enjoined, 'Thou shalt not plant an
Ashera-any kind of tree (or wood) beside the altar of Yahweh.'
We thus gather that the Ashera was a wooden object (cf. v. 26 of the
present context), possibly a tree-trunk or pole, which was 'planted,'
or, as 2 Chr. 33 19 has it, 'set on end' in the ground beside an altar
(cf. the present passage). This inference is borne out by the various
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verbs which are employed to describe the destruction of the Ashera,
e.g. it might be 'cut down' (v. 26, 2 Kgs. I 8 4, 23 14 ), 'chopped down'
(Deut. 7 5, 2 Chr. 143, J!l2, 31 1), 'plucked up' (Mic. 5 14, J!l 13), 'pulled
down' (2 Chr. 34 7), or 'burnt' (Deut. 12 3, 2 Kgs. 23 15). It is commonly supposed, upon this evidence, that the Ashera was a symbol
of, or substitute for, the sacred tree which was regarded by the early
Semites as the abode of a deity ; much as the m~1ebha or standing
stone preserved the idea that the deity was accustomed to inhabit
stones or rocks. Upon the unsatisfactory character of this inference,
cf. Mo. in EB. 331.
There are passages in the 0. T. in which Ashera seems to be used
as the name of a Cana' anite goddess. Thus, in 2 Kgs. 21 7 mention is
made of 'the graven image of the Ash era' placed by Manasseh in
the Temple. 2 Kgs. 23 7 perhaps speaks of women weaving 'shrines'
(battim, lit. 'houses') for the Ash era; and the Ba' al and the Ash era
are coupled together as the objects of idolatrous worship: 1 Kgs. 18 19,
2 Kgs. 23 4•
We find the name Asirtu or Asratu in Babylonian as the name of
a goddess, who was doubtless of Amorite origin. In an inscription
dedicated to Asratum on behalf of ljammurabi, in which this king
is specially designated as king of Amurru (the west land), the goddess
appears as 'bride of the king of heaven' (kallat far fame), and as
'mistress of sexual vigour and rejoicing' (bNit kuzbi u ufsi) : cf.
Hommel, Aufsiitze und Abhandlungen, ii. p. 21 I. The name AbdAsirta = 'servant of Ash era' is borne by the chieftain of Amurru
who figures prominently in the T.A. Letters (cf. Introd. p. lxxii ff.); and
the name (ilu) Asratum-ummi = '(the goddess) Asratum is my mother'
is found three times as a feminine name on contract-tablets of the
First Babylonian dynasty: cf. Thureau-Dangin, Lettres et Contrats de
l'ijJoque de la jJremiere dynastie Babylonienne, p. 16. Special interest
attaches to a passage in one of the Bab. tablets discovered at
Ta' anach, which runs, 'If the finger (=omen) of Asirat point, then let
one mark and follow': cf. Rogers, CP. p. 282; TB. i. p. 128. The S.
Arabian goddess Atirat is doubtless the same as Ashera, and appears,
according to Hommel, to have been consort of the moon-god (cf. op.
cit. pp. 207 ff.). In an Aram. inscription from the N. Arabian Terna
her name is Asira (Cooke, NSI. pp. 195 ff.; La., ERS. 2 pp. 122,
502 f.).
The relation of the Ashera-cult to Yahweh-worship, and the connexion of the Ashera as a wooden symbol (pole or tree-trunk) with
the goddess of this name are very obscure questions; but the following theory may be advanced. Evidence goes to prove that the God
Yahweh was known and worshipped by the 'Amorite' immigrants
into W. Syria (Amurru), whose original home was probably S. Arabia,
and who founded the First Dynasty at Babylon (cf. Additional note,
p. 243). The presumption is at any rate very strong that Yahweh was
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identified with the moon-god Sin, whose predominance at this period
is attested by the preponderance of proper names compounded with .
Sin in the First Dynasty tablets (cf. Additional note, p. 249). But,
as we have just observed, Atirat seems to have been the consort
of the moon-god in S. Arabia ; and the same conclusion may be
drawn as to Asratum from her title 'bride of the king of heaven' in
the inscription of ijammurabi above quoted. Quite possibly, therefore, Ashera may have been worshipped among the Amorites inhabiting Cana'an as the consort of Yahweh; and this fact would
account both for the setting up of her symbol beside the altar of
Yahweh, and also for the bitter hostility with which her cult was
regar!fed by the prophets as exponents of the true (Mosaic) Yahwism.
The use of the normal expression il"1c/~il 'the Ashera' in 0. T. is
strange as applied to a goddess; but th;·~;planation probably is that
it was employed to designate the symbol of the goddess (the pole or
tree-trunk), which was perhaps not usually carved to represent her
features ; though this may occasionally have been the case (c£ 'the
graven image of the Ashera,' 2 Kgs. 21 7, noticed above), as with the
stone pillars of J:::Iat]:ior at Serabit (cf. Petrie, Researches in Sinai,
plates 95, 101, 102, 103, I I 1), and the totem-poles of certain savage
tribes at the present day.* Possibly the 'horrible object (Heb. miphli,seth) for an Ashera' erected by the queen-mother in the reign of Asa
( I Kgs. I 5 13 ) was a pole carved with certain features which were more
than usually revolting to the exponents of the purer form of Yahwism.
Whether the Amorite il"1CIN 'Ashera stood in any connexion with
the originally Babylonian n,nc,y 'Ashtart (!star), or was quite distinct
from her, is a question which cannot at present be settled. The two
names are unconnected.t The name Ashera probably designates the
goddess as the giver of good fortune : c£ the sense attaching to the
root "1CIN in Heb. In this connexion it is worth while to recall
the passage above cited from the Ta' anach tablet, where the finger of
Ashera points the way to the right or prosperous course.
There can be little doubt that, as has often been remarked, the
tribal name Asher was originally connected with the deity of good
fortune (a masc. form of Ashera ?), just as the name Gad is derived
from a similar deity. Indeed, it seems highly probable that, just as
the latter name is explained by iJ~ 'with (the help of) Gad ! ' in
Gen. 30 11 J, so the somewhat strang~ expression ''1~N~ 'in my good
luck ! ' (i.e. by somewhat forced inference, ' I am in l~~k
Gen. 30 13 J,

!'),

* The reason why no example of an Ashera has been unearthed in excavation,
whereas the occurrence of maffibhoth, or standing stones, has proved very
fri,qnent, doubtless is that the former was always made of wood, which necessarily
perishes in the damp climate of Palestine.
:l: Haupt's attempt to connect the two names (JAOS. xxviii. pp. II2 ff.) does
not commend itself. Cf. the criticisms of Barton (IA OS. xxxi. pp. 355 ff.).
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build an altar to Yahweh thy God upon the top of this stronghold
in due form, and take the bull [], and offer it up as a burnt
offering with the wood of the Ash era which thou shalt cut down.'
27. So Gide'on took ten men of his servants, and did as Yahweh
had spoken unto him ; and, because he feared his father's household and the men of the city, so that he could not do it by day,
he did it by night. 28. And the men of the city rose up early
in the morning, and, behold, the altar of Ba'al was broken down,
and the Ashera which was by it was cut down, and the bull []
was offered up upon the altar which had been built. 29. And
they said one to another, 'Who hath done this thing?' And
when they had enquired and searched, they said, 'Gide'on the
is an intentional alteration of an original i1'1W~!l 'with (the help of)
T ••

-:-

Ash era!'* : cf. Ball ad loc., SEO T. p. 84. This passage, then, would
suggest that part of the 'good fortune' brought by Ashera was connected with success in child-bearing ; a characteristic which connects
the goddess, at least in function, with !star under the aspect of
Mylitta, i.e. muallidat: cf. p. 59 note. i
26. this stronghold. The Heb. ma'oz (from the root 'ilz 'to take
or seek refuge') seems here to denote a natural fastness, i.e. an
inaccessible crag, rather than a fortification. Cf. 1ur ma'oz, 'rock of
fastness,' Isa. 17 10, Ps. 31 2, J!! 3.
z'n due form. Heb. bam-ma'•rakha, i.e., apparently, lit. 'in the
(proper) arrangement.' The verb 'arakh, from which the substantive
is derived, when used in a sacrificial connexion, may mean to arrange
the logs of wood upon an altar (Gen. 22 9), or the portions of the
sacrificial victim upon the wood (Lev. r 8-12 6 5 ). The altar-pyre thus

* Or possibly

-,~i;tf

'With (the help of) Asher!' i.e. the masc. form of Ashera.

Hommel (op. cit. p. 209) is inclined to think that traces may be found in 0. T. of
Asher as a surname of Yahweh in several old poetical passages, especially in
·
Deut. 33 29, which he renders,
'[Yahweh] is the shield of thine help,
And Asher the sword of thine excellency.'
Such an explanation certainly relieves the difficulty of

1m~~ ::11~ -,~~~,

where -,~~' as vocalized in :1111\, is taken for the relative pronoun ; R. V. 'And
that is the sword, etc.'-a very awkward and unpoetical construction.
:I: The view that tht, name Ashera is connected with Bab. asirtu • temple,'
perbap$ so called as a 'place of favour,' and that the Ashera was simply a pole
which marked the precincts of such a sanctuary, does not seem to be probable.
If this was the only significance which the Ashera possessed, why should it have
excited_ so much animosity upon the part of the adherents of the purer form of
Yahwism?
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son of J oash hath done this thing.' 30. And the men of the
city said unto J oash, 'Bring forth thy son, that he may die;
because he hath broken down the altar of Ba'al, and because he
hath cut down the Ashera which was by it.' 31, And Joash
arranged is termed ma'arakha in Ecclus. 50 1211., where, in speaking of
Simon the son of Onias, the writer says :
' When he received the pieces from the hand of his brethren,
While himself standing by the pyres ;
Round about him a crown of sons,
Like cedar-plants in Lebanon ;
· And they encompassed him like poplars of the wa.dy,
All the sons of Aaron in their glory,
With the fire-offerings of Yahweh in their hand,
Before all the assembly of Israel ;
Until he finished serving the altar,
And setting in order the pyres of the Most High.
Here the first phrase italicized is ri,:::iiyr., ?ll, and the second
rit:i,110
In Num. 23 4, 'The seven altars have I arranged,' the verb may
be used as in the cases noticed above, of setting in order the altarpyres ; but it is possible that it refers to the arranging of the stones
of the altars, i.e. to the building of them.
In our passage, the context forbids us to interpret ma'arakha of the
altar or pyre as duly arranged ; but it is natural and legitimate to
understand the word as denoting the act of arrangement (whether of
the altar-stones or the pyre), as prescribed by custom.
The explanation of bam-ma'arakha here adopted is that which is
offered by 1L 'in ordinatione,' S:\P 1;.,m.!:), I!!: ~,,c:::i 'in order'; and
is probably intended by (!Ji iv riJ 1rapara~o. F paraphrases 'super
quern ante sacrificium posuisti '-a rendering which seems to accord
with the view put forward by Kimchi, who, having explained the ma'oz
as the crag upon which Gide' on offered the flesh and the unleavened
cakes, then goes on to interpret ma'arakha as the level place on the
top of the crag upon which it was possible to arrange the stones of
the altar. Levi hen-Gershon, explains similarly.
take the bull. Omitting 1~!?CI 'the second'; here and in v. 28 , as

1,1,11

a later gloss.

,,c,t

Cf. note preceding.

30. 'Bring forth, etc.' The voluntary surrender of Gide' on by his
father would have obviated the blood-feud which must have been
entailed if the townsmen had slain him without such consent (Mo.,
Cooke). Mo. quotes a parallel from the life of Mohammed:-' So
the Qoreish at Mecca tried to persuade Mohammed's uncle, Abu
Talib, to withµraw from him his protection, that they might kill the
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said to all who stood by him, 'Will ye contend for Baal? or will
ye save him? Whosoever will contend for him shall be put to
death at morning: if he be a god, let him contend for himself,
because he hath broken down his altar.' 32. So they called him
pestilent agitator without incurring the vengeance of his family'
(Ibn Hisham, ed. Wiistenfeld, pp. 167-169).
3r. ' Will ye, etc.' The pronoun is very emphatic in the original,
the contrast being between the assumed power of the god as contrasted with his would-be avengers. Mo. appositely cites 'deorum
injuriae dis curae,' Tacitus, Annals i. 73.
Whosoever . .. at morning. These words interrupt the connexion
between the first and last parts of the verse (c£ note preceding); and
are probably, as Bu. thinks, the insertion of a zealot for Yahweh who,
not satisfied with so mild a method of procedure as is suggested by
Joash (the leaving of the god to take care of himself if he can), puts
into his mouth the statement that the service of a false god deserves
the death-penalty (cf. Deut. 13).
at morning. I.e., we may infer, the morning of the next day. The
outrage perpetrated upon Ba' al's altar was discovered in the early
morning (v. 28 ), but the investigations implied by v. 29 must have
taken some time; and it was possibly not until the evening that the
deed was brought home to Gide' on.
The phrase i~_::i,:i-ip commonly means 'until the morning' (eh. 19 26,
Ex. 16 23-24, 29 34, al.); but since this sense is here unsuitable, we
must take the force of the pref. il,I to be at (lit. up to) the time indicated-much as we speak of arriving up to time in the sense at the
fixed time. Cf., in a spatial connexion, the use of the prep. SN 'unto'
where we should expect 'at'; 1 Kgs. 6 18, 2 Kgs. 10 14, Ezek. 31 7, 47 7
(cf. note in NHTK. on 1 Kgs. 6 18). This explanation of il,I seems
more probable than the view that it should be taken in the sense
'while the morning (lasts)'; cf. Oi10MOni1 i.11 'whilst they delayed,'
eh. 3 26.
T '
: : •
-

If, however, such passages as eh. 16 2 ii?..!!!1 iltri!), l Sam. l 22
1-i.11 really imply an ellipse of som~ such word as 'wait,' and
i.l!~M
So~
--••T•
-J
,
should be rendered 'Till the morning dawns ! ' 'Till the lad be
weaned!' (cf. note on the former passage); it would be possible
in the present passage to treat ii':lM i.11 similarly as an independent
sentence, placing a break on ntil 1 preceding:-' Whosoever will
contend for him shall be put to death. (Wait) till the morning!
If he be a god, etc' : i.e. if Ba' al is really a god, he will at any
rate have taken action to avenge himself by the next morning ;
therefore it is reasonable to ask for a suspense of judgment until
that time.
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Jerubba'al on that day, saying, 'Let Ba'al contend with him,
because he hath broken down his altar.'
32. Jerubba'al. The meaning, as explained by the narrator, is
'Let Ba'al contend,' an Imperf: J~i: (Jussive J1:)* being employed
for the normal JI:; (Jussive J~:), which would yield the form

'¥~?

J eribba' al. Why, in face of the explicit statement of v. 32b, Mo.

should say that 'by an ingenious etymology the name is made to
signify, Adversary of Ba' al,' is not clear.
It is probable that, while the meaning of the name may really be
'Let Ba'al contend,' or 'Ba'al contends,' Ba'al is here, as often elsewhere
(see below), a title of Yahweh ; and the original purpose of the name
was to place the bearer of it under the guardianship of the Deity:-, Let Ba' al contend,' sc. for the bearer of the name, i.e. be his
advocate. Such a meaning appears to attach to the name Meribba' al ( l Chr. 8 34 , 9 40 ), which is compounded with the participial form
of the verb :--' Ba' al is an advocate,' sc. of his nominee; and,
similarly, we have the name J eho-yarib, i.e. 'Yahweh contendeth,'
I Chr. 9 10, al.
Cf. passages in which the verb rzbh is used of
Yahweh's taking sides on behalf of His ser;ants, or pleading their
cause: so in 1 Sam. 25 39, David, on hearing of the death of Nabal,
says, 'Blessed be Yahweh, who hath pleaded the cause of my
9
reproach ('~~~r J1-:i-n~ J) i~~) from the hand of N abal' ; Mic. 7 ,
'Till He (Yahweh) shall plead my cause'

('?1: J•i:) ;

Jer.- 50 34,

'Their Avenger is strong; Yahweh ~ebha'oth is His name; He shall
surely plead their cause' (t:9•-:i-n~ JI:! JI"!).
Wellh. (TES. p. 31) suggests that the name should properly be
,¥;i~i'. Jerftba' al, which is supposed to mean 'Founded by Ba' al,' or
'Foundation of Ba' al' (the first element from the root i1i 1 : for form,
cf.

,i:me

Penuel, 'Face of God') ; and with this he compares

J eru~l, ; Chr.

20 16 ;

,~1:: J eriel,

1

Chr.

7 2•

,N~i•

This suggestion :ha~

been favoured by several scholars (Mo., Bu., N.o., etc), but is in no
way superior to the explanation adopted above.t
That the title Ba'al, i.e. ' Master' or ' Owner,' was actually applied
to Yahweh in early times cannot be doubted. Thus we have the
name Esh-ha' al or Ish-ba' al, i.e. 'man of Ba' al,' a son of Saul, who
always appears as a loyal worshipper of Yahweh (1 Chr. 8 33,9 39);
Merib-ba' al, son of Jonathan, noticed above ; Ba' al-yadha', i.e. 'Ba' al
knows or takes notice' (sc. of the bearer of the name; 1 Chr. 14 7), a
* Cf., for this form, Prov. 3 30 Kt., and Infin. Constr. J\i Judg.

t

22 22

Kt.

As a matter of fact, the sense to be attached to the element y•ru in Y•diel
is highly uncertain.
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33. E And all Midian and 'Amale¼: an i the children of the East
assembled themselves together; and they passed over, and·
encamped in the vale of Jezre'el. 34. J And the spirit of Yahweh
name borne by one of David's heroes; Ba' al-1}.anan, i.e. 'Ba' al is
gracious' (1 Chr. 27 28 ), one of David's officers; and-most striking
instance ofall-Ba'al-ya, i.e. 'Ya or Yahweh is Baal' (1 Chr. 12 6, ;!t 6),
one of David's heroes. These names, where they occur in Sam.,
have been disguised by a later hand in order to remove the reference
to Ba'al which was (wrongly) taken to refer to a false god. Thus
we find, in Ish-b6sheth for Esh-ha' al, Mephib6sheth for Meribba' al,
the substitution of bo.feth == 'shame' or 'shameful thing' ; cf. Hos.
9 10, J er. 3 24, l l 13, where allusions to the Ba'al have been similarly
disguised. Ba' al-yadha' appears in 2 Sam. 5 16 as El-yadha', i.e. 'God
takes notice.' Hos. 2 16-17, J!t ts. 19, is a passage which witnesses to
such an application of the title Ba' al to Yahweh ; and also to a dislike
of it on the part of the prophets of the higher form of Yahwism, which
was doubtless ultimately instrumental in bringing about a discontinuance of the usage:-' And it shall be in that day, saith Yahweh,
that thou shalt call me 'i.fi (my husband); and shalt call me no more
ba'"li (my Ba' al or Master). For I will take away the names of the
Ba' als out of her mouth, and they shall no more be mentioned by
their name.'
The reason why the name J erubba' al was not similarly disguised by
later scribes doubtless was because it is essential to the point of the
narrative, which is polemical to idolatry. In 2 Sam. 11 21 , however,
we find the altered form Jerub-besheth. Cf. further the present
editor's Outlines of 0. T. Theology, pp. 27 ff.
33. And all Midian, etc. Cf. v. 3 note.
passed over. I.e. crossed the Jordan.
the vale of Jezre'el. The name of Jezre'el 1s preserved in the
modern Zer'in, situated upon an outlying spur of the Gilboa' -range
overlooking the plain (for the termination -in for -el, cf.footnote p. 21).
According to Macalister, however, the modern site cannot actually
represent the ancient city, since the strata do not exhibit an antiquity
so remote as O.T. ti~es (c£ PEF. Qy. St. 1909, p. 175).
'The vale ('emelj;) of J ezre' el' here denotes (as is clear from
eh. 7 I,Sb.I 2 ) the part of the great plain immediately to the north of
Gilboa', where it begins to narrow down before its descent into the
Jordan valley. There are two other occurrences of the term in 0. T. :
Josh. 17 16 J, where the children of Joseph state that the Cana' anites
inhabiting the vale of J ezre' el are too strong for them, owing to their
possession of iron chariots; and Hos. 1 5, where the vale is mentioned
as a battle-field : 'I will break the bow of Israel in the vale of
Jezre'el.' In these passages 'the vale of Jezre'el' seems to mean the
whole extent of the modern Merg ibn 'Amir, just as 'the great plain
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clothed itself in Gide'on, and he blew a trumpet; and Abi'ezer
was called to arms after him. 35. E And he sent messengers
of Esdraelon' * does in Judith 1 8 ; cf. also 3 9, 4 6, 7 3• 'The valley
of Megiddo' (bil/ath M'giddo) is a different designation for the same
plain in 2 Chr. 35 22 , Zech. 12 11• t
34 clothed itself in Gide'on. The same striking phrase occurs in
I Chr. 12 18, 1!! 19, 2 Chr. 24 20• The meaning seems to be that the divine
spirit took complete possession of Gide'on, so that he became, as it
were, its incarnation, and was thus employed as its instrument.
For the different terms used in this book to describe the access of
the spirit of Yahweh upon a 'Judge,' cf. eh. 3 10 note.
and Abi'ezer. Gide' on's own clan, ' the weakest in Manasseh'
(v. 15 ), musters the three hundred who form his sole force, according
to the earlier and more authentic tradition preserved in J : cf. p. I 79.
was called to arms. Heb. PPi:~- The passive (Niph'al) form of
the verb Pllt or Pll'!r, meaning 'to cry out or call,' always denotes a
summons to battle or armed resistance ; the original reference of
the verb probably being to the loud, excited shout of a messenger
who has little time to spare. R.V.'s rendering, 'was gathered together,' is weak and inexpressive.
35. And he sent messengers, etc. On the summoning of the tribes
here mentioned, cf. pp. 178 f.

* Esdraelon, the Graecized form of Jezre'el, is written Eo-opct'7Awv, Eo-op'7AWV,
Eo-p'7AWv, with other variants which are doubtless due to textual corruption. Cf.
the full list in EB. 1391, n 1.
:1: Sniith (HG. pp. 384 ff.) would restrict the 0. T. usage of' the vale of Jezre'el'
to the south-eastern portion of the plain denoted in our passage ( see above); while
supposing that the whole wide open plain was properly termed biJ/d, as in the
phrase b;l/atk M•giddo. This view is based upon the assumption that, while
bik'a (which he renders • Plain or Opening') may denote a broad open valley
surrounded by hills, 'ifmelf (rendered' Vale or Deepening') is 'never applied to
any extensive plain away from hills, but always to wide avenues running up into
a mountainous country like the Vale of Elah, the Vale of Hebron, and the Vale
of Aijalon.' Such a conclusion as regards 'ifmelf (though quoted with approval
by many scholars, e.g. Cooke here; Gray on Num. 14 26 , ICC. ; Driver in DB.
iv. 846a) can scarcely be maintained. In ck. 1 19 (cf. note) 'ifmelf denotes the
whole of the maritime plain to the west of the hill-country of Judah; and the
usage in 134 is similar, and can scarcely be restricted to the vale of Sorel,. or the
vale of Aijalon. In the Song of Deborah, ck. 5 l5c (and v. 14• as emended),
'emek denotes the widest and most open part of the great plain, through which
the Kishon flows. The words of the servants of the king of Aram, 1 Kgs. 20 23,
' Th~ir gods are gods of hills ; therefore were they stronger than we: but let us
fight against them in the plain ( Heb. bam-mifar, lit. 'upon the level ground') ;
surely we shall be stronger than they' (cf. also v. 25 ), are paraphrased by the
man of God (v. 28), 'Because the Aramaeans said "A god of hills is Yahweh,
and not a god of vales"' ('ama[,tm). Here it would be absurd to say that the
reference is to the valleys running up into the hills, and not to the low-lying and
level country generally. Similarly, the 'ifmelf in which the horses are pictured as
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throughout all Manasseh, and they RJE also E were called to
arms after him; E' and he sent messengers throughout Asher
and Zebulun and Naphtali, and they came up to meet them.
36. E And Gide'on said unto God, 'If thou art about to save
Israel by my hand, as thou hast spoken, 37. behold, I am setting
a fleece of wool on the threshing-floor: if there be dew upon the
fleece alone, and it be dry upon all the ground, then I shall
know that thou wilt save Israel by my hand, as thou hast spoken.'
38. And it was so : he rose up on the morrow, and wrung the
fleece, and squeezed the dew out of the fleece, a bowlful of water.
39. And Gide'on said unto God, 'Let not thine anger be kindled
against me, and I will speak only this once : let me make proof,
prithee, but this once with the fleece; let it, prithee, be dry
upon the fleece alone, and upon all the ground let there be dew.'
40. And God did so that night : for it was dry upon the fleece
alone, and upon all the ground there was dew.
36. 'If thou art about to save, etc.' The emphasis on the 'art'
(i.e. 'really art, etc.') is expressed in Heb. by the use of the substantival
form ':J~.~ with the Participle used as a 'Futurum instans.' Cf.
Gen. 24 42 . '.!li"I n•S~o ~.i- ~•-o~ 'Prithee, if thou art indeed about
•

! -

-

• ; -

T

1

;

•.•

•

to prosper my way, etc.' Where such emphasis is absent, the
Participle alone suffices: cf. eh. 11 9, '.l\ •ni~ l:ll'l~ o•:i•l!io l:l~ 'If
ye are going to bring me back.'
·
., · · '
·
37. a fleece of wool. Heb. gizzath haf--!emer denotes a shorn
fleece ; therefore Cooke's suggestion that it was 'perhaps his sheepskin cloak with the wool on it' is excluded.
39. 'Let not thine anger, etc.' On the resemblance of this passage
to Gen. 18 30 -32 J, cf. p. 178 footnote.
let me make proof, etc. The threshing-floor, in all probability a
flat rocky hill-top or prominence, would not collect much dew, and
what little there was would soon evaporate ; whereas the fleece
would naturally collect and hold the moisture. It thus occurs to
Gide' on (after his first test) that the phenomenon may after all be
nothing in the nature of a portent. The reversed condition of things
-a dry fleece upon the wet rock-wiII be much more unexpected;
and therefore more reliable as a sign of supernatural intervention.
pawing the ground, as they stand drawn up in line of battle (Job 39 2 1 ) is clearly
to be regarded as an open plain, like the great Merg ibn •Amir.
While, therefore, it may be true that 'eme~ (lit. 'depression') 'is a highlander's
word for a valley as he looks down upon it,' the further conclusion that the term
is 'never applied to any extensive plain away from hills, but always to wide
avenues running up into a mountainous country,' is, as the facts quoted above go
to show, entirely unwarranted.

7. I.]
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7. 1. And Jerubba'al (RJE that is, Gide'on), E and all the people
who were with him, rose up early in the morning, and encamped
beside the spring of I:Iarod: and the camp of Midian was to the
north of him, <beneath) the hill of the Oracle-giver in the vale.
7. I. Jerubba'al (that is, Gide'on). The original narrative, E, here
employs the name Jerubba' al ; while the insertion of the hero's other
name is due to the redactor of J and E. Cf. p. 178.
the spring of l:farod. Assuming that the description of the position
of the two forces is from the same source as 6 33 E, which describes
the encampment of Midian in the vale of Jezre' el (or that, if 7 la/lb is
from J, both narratives describe the same scene of action), then we
must look for the spring of I:larod upon the southern edge of the
vale, and somewhat above it. These conditions are satisfied by the
'Ain Galud, which Rob. (BR. 3 ii. p. 323) describes as 'a very large
fountain, flowing out from under a sort of cavern in the wall of
conglomerate rock, which here forms the base of Gilboa'. The
water is excellent ; and issuing from crevices in the rocks, it spreads
out at once into a fine limpid pool, forty or fifty feet in diameter. . . .
From the reservoir, a stream sufficient to turn a mill flows off eastwards
down the valley.' Smith states that the spring 'bursts some fifteen
feet broad and two deep from the very foot of Gilboa', and mainly out
of it, but fed also by the other two springs, flows [in J a stream considerable enough to work six or seven mills. The deep bed and soft
banks of this stream constitute a formidable ditch in front of the
position on Gilboa', and render it possible for the defenders of the
latter to hold the spring at their feet in face of an enemy on the
plain' (HG. pp. 397 f.). The name l:farodh is susceptible of the interpretation 'trembling' ; and there is thus no doubt a play upon the
meaning in the narrative which follows : cf. v. 3, 'Whosoever is
fearful and trembling (fztiredh).'
was to the north . . in the vale. Reading nnr-,r.> li~ll'r.> ;S-;w1

p~y~ ilil~il nl,'Jl>.
".' •• T

','

-

-

The text of

: •:

ltl cannot be -o~iginal, ·it bei~~
nlJ~~'?- R. V. text, 'by the

impossible to attach any sense to il~i~~

hill of Moreb' is an unjustifiable perversion of the sense of lr.> 'from' ;
nor does the gratuitous addition of 'onwards' by R.V. marg.-'from.
the hill of Moreh onwards in the valley'-commend itself as at all
probable. The emendation adopted supposes simply that np~Df?
is a scribe's error for nl,'Jl> nnr-,r., • and the reason for its adoption

- : .:

-- .

'

is connected with the probable site of' the hill of the Oracle-giver,' on
which see below.
Bu. emends pr.,y~ ilil~il r,l,'Jl>
li~ltr.> nnr-,r.> i>-n\il 'was beneath
-:•!
•:••T

•:

-

T'

--.

TT

him, north of the hill of the oracle-giver in the vale' (so Kit., No.).
Mo., who supposes that combination with v. Sb is responsible for the
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2. E' And Yahweh said unto Gide'on, 'The people who are
with thee are too many for me to give Midian into their hand ;
lest Israel vaunt themselves against me, saying "My hand hath

disorder of the passage, prefers to read pOl/11
•••••T

n;\~n
•:

-

m,.:i~, ll~io n•n
-:•:

T•

TT

' was north of the hill of the oracle-giver in the vale.' This sense is
given by F (with omission of i'~Y.:!), 'Erant autem castra Madian ,in
valle ad Septentrionalem plagam collis excelsi'; and by ~P (with
retention -of '')

~ ~ " "~ ~ loo, ~~? )b...~o

~~ ) ~ ; elr, m; offer the same text as 3!1.
'The hill of the Oracle-giver'* is generally supposed to be the
Gebel Neby Dal:iy or Little I;Iermon, to the north of mount Gilboa'
across the vale of Jezre' el. If this location is correct, the name may
be connected with the fact that 'En-dor, which in the time of Saul
was the seat of a witch or woman with a familiar spirit ( I Sam. 28 7),
lies in close proximity to the north of Neby Da]:iy. Assuming the
correctness of the reading either of Bu. or Mo. (as noticed above), an
objection to this identification may be found in the fact that we have
already been informed in 6 ~3 that the Midianites were encamped in
the vale of Jezre' el, i.e. if the ordinary assumption is correct (cf. note
ad loc.), in the N ahr Galud to the south of Gebel N eby Da]:iy; whereas
the present passage would place the encampment to the north of the
hill, perhaps not far from Nain or 'En-dor. This difficulty is not much
helped by Mo.'s alternative emendation of our passage (followed by
Cooke), which substitutes np~p for np~~'? and omits ppp1, thus
obtaining the reading, ' was on his north, on the hill of the oraclegiver' ; since it is clear from vv. Bh. 12 that the Midianites were not
encamped upon a hill, but below the Israelites in the vale. The
desiderated sense (making the reference to be to Neby Da]:iy and
placing the encampment of Midian in the Nahr Galud) can only be
obtained by the emendation offered in our text. Adopting this conclusion, the positions of Gide' on and the Midianites exactly correspond
to those of the two hosts in I Sam. 28 4-Saul's army on Gilboa', and
the Philistines at Shunem close under Neby_Da]:iy.
If, however, the present passage comes from J, it is conceivable, as
Mo. points out, that the author of this narrative may have placed the
scene of action, not in the vale of Jezre' el, but somewhere in the near
neighbourhood of'Ophrah,i.e. not far from Shechem. The name Moreh
is elsewhere found only in the neighbourhood of Shechem (Gen. 12 6,
Deut. I I 30, 'the terebinth or sacred tree or trees of Moreh '); though
this is a point which does not carry great weight, since there were
doubtless such 'oracle-givers' in other localities. It is, however,

* Ham-mori= 'the giver of tora.' i.e. decision or counsel purporting to he
dictated by divine or supernatural agency.
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wrought deliverance for me." 3. Now, therefore, prithee proclaim in the ears of the people, saying, "Whosoever is fearful
and trembling, let him return, and decamp from mount fGaludl."'
worthy of note that the introductory narrative of J presupposes (6 11 )
that marauding Midianites were in very close proximity to 'Ophrah
(to which, all the same, they may have come up from their main
encampment in the vale of Jezre' el) ; and that in eh. 7 22 two different
accounts of the line of flight appear to be combined, one of which
may have- been down the Wady Far'ah from the neighbourhood of
Shechem-though, in our ignorance of the localities mentioned, this
cannot be affirmed. Cf. note ad loc.
3. 'Whosoever is feaiful, etc.' For the terms of the proclamation,
cf. Deut. 20 8.
and decamp from mount Galud. Reading ,~,~i1 ·,;,r., iEI~'' The
difficulty connected with 1t! iY,~i1 ii1r.l iEI~'' i; ;wof~id.
T: • -

- "

: •:

'·'

In the first place, if iEI~'' is original, it stands alone in Heb. as
:•:

used in the present connexion ; and scholars have exhausted their
ingenuity in attempting to assign the verb a suitable meaning under
some one of the different roots iEl~ which are known in Semitic.
R.V. text, 'and depart,' seems to be guided by the rendering of
(!Ji ,cal l,cxwp,lrn.
R. V. marg. 'go round about' follows the explanation of Abulwalid, Tanchum, Kimchi (second alternative), etc.,
who connect the verb with the subst. i1i'El~ 'chaplet' or 'fillet'
T

•

:

(Isa. 28 5), upon the incorrect* assumption that this is so-called as
going round the head. A.V., 'depart early,' goes back to Rashi,
Kimchi (first alternative), and Levi hen-Gershon, who, connecting with
the Aram. 1aphra 'morning,' explain the verb as meaning 'to depart
in the early morning.' The only really philological explanation is that
offered by Siegfried and Stade (Hebr. Wiirterbuch, s.v.), who make the
verb the equivalent of the Ar. tfafara, which may mean 'to go quickly,
spring, leap in running' t (Lane). This is plausible, and has been adopted
in our rendering 'decamp' ; since the context seems to offer scope
for an unusual word-perhaps a colloquialism which was calculated
to cast ridicule upon the cowards (like our 'cut and run'). Failing
this explanation, it is possible that iElr1 may be a corruption of i::IP,~1
'and pass on' (Gra.): cf. (!Ji ,cai '"x<»p<iTw, F 'et recesserunt.'
Secondly, the reference to 'mount Gile' ad' as the spot upon which
Gide' on's army was stationed is quite inexplicable. The name iy,~jl
T: ., ' the Gile' ad' is elsewhere confined to the well-known district east of

* The root-meaning of i1i'£1~ is seen in the Ar. tjafara = ' to plait or braid.'

t ~~

is given as a synonym of\~ and

1$"" by the Arabic !exicographists.
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And there returned of the people twenty and two thousand, and
ten thousand were left.
4. And Yahweh said unto Gide'on, 'The people are still
Jordan; and though it is perhaps too bold to say that the same name
could not have been applied to a mountain on the western side of
the river, yet such a coincidence in nomenclature is at any rate
highly improbable. Le Clerc suggests the substitution of -v.a1S~n
,nr-i
: .- ..
'from mount Gilboa"; but against this Stu. (who quotes Dathe) and
Mo. argue with some reason that, since Gide'on's army was actually
encamped upon Gilboa', the naming of the mountain by Gide'on in
his command to depart would be extremely superfluous. Michaelis,
by vocalizing ,~,;, 'quickly' (cf. eh. 2 17-23) instead of 1tJt?, and understanding i.11'~l1 as an accusative of direction, seeks to obtain the
T: • -

meaning of 'flee quickly to Gile'ad,' i.e. escape across the Jordan :
but this is directly opposed by vv. 7-8 (Mo.), where it is stated that the
people were sent back to their own homes.
In face of these difficulties, Mo. proposes to conclude Gide'on's
proclamation with Jid~, and to emend the words under discussion

lilli~
l:l!liit~,.
:.
.. : : ·-

The passage thus runs '" Whosoever is fearful and

trembling, let him return." So Gide'on tested them.' In support of
Mo. compares v. 4b, 'Bring them down unto the water, that I

Cl~;~:!

may test them

(~~~!~~!)

for thee there.'*

This suggestion is

adopted by Bu. (Comm.), No., La., Kit., Kent, Gress. Ingenious and
attractive as it is, however, it can hardly be accepted as satisfactory.
Fo~, firstly, if the name of Gide'on had originally stood in the
sentence, it is incredible that it should have become so illegible as to
be mistaken for 'Mount Gile'ad' ; and, secondly, though the verb
!:)1lt 'test' is appropriate to the method adopted in vv. 4tt., where
the men are selected and segregated in accordance with their
different methods of drinking, the effect produced by Gide'on's
proclamation can scarcely be termed a 'testing' in the same sense,
and it is very doubtful whether the verb !:)1lt could be applied'
to it.
The close resemblance between i.11S~n 'the Gile' ad' and the modern
Ar. name of the spring of I:Iarod,' ·'A.in Ga!ud, together with the
stream which is fed by it-the Nahr Galud-can scarcely escape

* It may be noticed that Rabbi Isaiah ~tates that 1!llt1' is a metathesis of
!:)ilt'' (i.e. apparently, the Niph'al !:)1¥1\ 'and so be tested'), just as we get
view that the verb is a metathesis
the alternative forms bJ::l
.... , Jb::l
.... •
appears to explain the rend~ring ~fl!r, iMJM'.

T·;~:
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many : bring them down unto the water, that I may test them
for thee there : and it shall be, of whomsoever I shall say unto
thee, "This one shall go with thee," the same shall go with thee,
and all of whom I shall say unto thee, "This one shall not go
with thee," the same shall not go.' 5. So he brought the people
down to the water: and Yahweh said unto Gide'on, 'Everyone
who lappeth of the water with his tongue, as the dog lappeth,
thou shalt set him apart ; and everyone who bendeth down upon
notice ; and suggests that Galud may be an ancient name, and may
have been applied, not only to the spring and stream, but also to the
mountain-spur from which the spring issues. If this is so, however,
it is natural to inquire into the etymology of the name. According
to Smith (HG. pp. 397 f. n 2), Boha-ed-Din ( Vit. Salad. eh. xxiv.)
gives the name as 'Ain el-Galftt or 'well of Goliath,' with whose
slaughter by David the Jerusalem Itinerary connects Jezre' el. This is
obviously mere guess-work, and cannot be regarded as a serious
explanation.
Now it is worthy of notice that in Bab. the verb galddu means 'to
be afraid' ; * and, in default of other explanation of the Ar. Ga!ud, it
is by no means improbable that this preserves an old Heb. or
Amorite name, the root-meaning of which was identical with the
Babylonian. Thus 'Ain Galud may have some such meaning as 'the
Coward's Spring'; and 'the Spring of I:Jarod or Trembling' may
have been a variant name with similar meaning. It is not too bold
to assume that the mountain-spur from which the spring issues may
also have borne the name ,~,~i1 ii1 'the Coward's Mount,' and that
T -

-

the story may have been woven round this name; an archaic and
possibly obsolete root being explained by the learned writer in the
sentence 1in1 N7'-'r-l 'Whoso is fearful and afraid.' If this is so, it
•• T:

supplies adequate reason for the mention of the name of the mountain,
viz. the play upon the meaning of Galud in the terms of the proclamation.
may be rendered as by
4. that I may test them. Heb. ~~!li~Nl
.. :: ·.-:
Mo., 'and let me separate them.' The verb farajJh is used of the
smelting process which separates the fine metals from the dross.
,

5.· At the end of the verse, i:i,
iniN )'¥~
'thou shalt set him
T;
•
apart,' is supplied upon the authority of (§A\ .Sh µ,rn<rT1J<rELs ali.-av r<a.-'
av.-ov. So .SP. Cf. also the rendering ofl:T, 'qui autem curvatis genibus
biberint, in altera parte erunt.' The words are necessary to complete
the sense of the final sentence, the 'likewise' of R. V., inserted before
* The cognatega/litu has a similar meaning.
0

~10
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his knees to drink <thou shalt set him apart>.' 6. And the
number of those that lapped [] was three hundred men; but all
the rest of the people bent down upon their knees to drink
water, <putting their hand to their mouth).
'every one that boweth down, etc.,' being unwarranted by the Heb.
text.
6. And the number of those that lapped, etc. J!1 makes 'putting
their hand to their mouth' to refer to 'those that lapped' ; but since
the lapping is stated in the previous verse to have been 'as the dog
lappeth,' it is clear that the words are out of place, since the dog
laps by putting his tongue to the stream. The words are not found in
(1JiA\

.Sb, lL, which read instead OJic:h::i 'with their tongue' ; and
T

:

• )

this may be original: cf. v. 5• Bu. (RS. p. 112, n 3) was the first to
point out that the words 'putting their hand, etc.,' are out of place in
J!!, and should properly apply to those 'who bowed down upon their
knees to drink.' He referred them to the end of v. 5 ; but Mo. is
more probably right in placing them at the end of v. 6• Very possibly the statement was not part of the original narrative, but a later
gloss, written upon the margin of a MS., which crept into J!1 in the
wrong place.
Stade illustrates the posture adopted by those who lapped water
from the spring by a quotation from K. v. d. Steinen : Unter den
Naturvolkern Zentral-Brasiliens, p. 73. Here the writer remarks,
'It was a comic sight to see how the rising generation and their
sisters drank from the Kulisehu : their mouth in the water; supported upon both hands ; one leg in the air ; not unlike young
monkeys' (ZATW., 1896, p. 186). On the other hand, the description given by Moody Stuart (PEF. Qy. St., 1&95, p. 345) of the man
whom he observed drinking in Madeira, though he terms the method
'lapping' (misled by the misplacement in v. 6 which has just been
noticed), really illustrates the method of those who knelt down and
scooped up the water in the palm of the hand :-' One afternoon, in
riding leisurely out of Funchal, there came toward the town a man in
the light garb of a courier from the mountains running at the top of
his speed ; as he approached me he stopped to quench his thirst at a
fountain, in a way that at once suggested the lapping of Gideon's
men, and I drew up my pony to observe his action more exactly, but
he was already away as on the wings of the wind, leaving me to
wonder and admire. With one knee bent before him, and the other
limb stretched out in the same attitude as he ran, and with his face
upward toward heaven, he threw the water apparently with his
fingers in a continuous stream through his open lips, without bringing
his hand nearer his mouth than perhaps a foot and a half, and so
satisfied his thirst in a few moments.' Cf.·further, Addenda, pp. xiv ff.
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7.. And Yahweh said unto Gide'on, 'By the three hundred
men who lapped I will deliver you, and will give Midian into
thy hand; but let all the people go, every man unto his place.'
7. By the three hundred . .. I will deliver you. The grounds upon
which the three hundred were retained and the great bulk of the host
rejected, have formed a puzzle for interpreters since the time of
Josephus. It would be a fruitless task to tabulate the different
suggestions which have been offered; but, speaking generally, it
may be said that the majority of explanations are vitiated (a) by the
misplacement in v. 6 J!l, which has led to a misapprehension of the
two forms of drinking ; and (b) by the presupposition that those chosen
must have adopted a method which marked them out as more ready
and alert, and therefore more suitable for Gide' on's undertaking.*
Granted, however, that the two forms of drinking are correctly
explained in the preceding note, it is obvious that (in so far as the
test was a test of attitude) the main part of the army who knelt to
drink, and raised the water in their hands, were the better suited for
the enterprise, as adopting a method in the practice of which they
were the less likely to be taken by surprise by a lurking foe than
* A striking exception, as regards this latter point, is offered by Josephus, who
explains that those who were chosen were marked out by their conduct as the
greatest cowards, whom it would have been natural to reject : 'And so, in
order that they might learn that the matter was one for His assistance, He
advised him to bring his army about noon, in the violence of the heat, to the
river, and to esteem those who bent down on their knees, and so drank, to he men
of courage, but to esteem all those who drank hastily and tumultuously to be
cowards aud in dread of the enemy. And when Gide'on had done as God
suggested to him, there were found three hundred men who took water in their
hands with fear in an agitated manner ; and God bade him take these men and
attack the enemy' (Ant. V. vi. 3). This explanation, in so far as it assumes that
God made what was, from the human point of view, an unexpected choice, is in
harmony with the explanation which is offered above:
The way in which the two factors (a and b) noted above have operated in
concert in leading an interpreter astray is illustrated by the explanation offered by
Smith (HG. pp. 398 f.): 'Those Israelites therefore who bowed themselves down
on their knets, drinking headlong, did not appreciate their position or the foe;
whereas those who merely crouched, lapping up the water with one hand, while
they held their weapons in the other and kept their face to the enemy, were aware
of their danger, and had hearts ready against all surprise. The test in fact was
a test of attitude, which, after all, both in physical and moral warfare, has proved
of greater value than strength or skill-attitude towards the foe and appreciation
of his presence. In this case it was particularly suitable. What Gide'on had in
view was a night march and the sudden surprise of a great host. ... Soldiers who
behaved at the water as did the three hundred, showed just the common sense
and vigilance to render such tactics successful.' It will be obvious at once that
this explanation exactly reverses the methods employed by the three hundred and
the main body of the army, as stated in the narrative. Those 'who bowed themselves down on their knees' were not 'drinking headlong' ; whereas ' those who
merely crouched' obviously could not lap ' as the dog lappeth.'
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8. RJ& And they took rthe pitchersl of the people m their hand,
and their trumpets ; E 2 and all the men of Israel he sent every
man to his home, but the three hundred men he retained. And
the camp of Midian was beneath him in the vale.
those who rested on their hands or lay prone upon the ground so as
to lap like a dog by placing their mouths to the water. But if we
take into account the fact that the whole narrative is obviously intended to emphasize the lesson that victory results from Divine
assistance and not from the numbers or tactics of the human instruments employed (c£ v. 2), it seems likely that the lapping method,
which, from the purely human point of view, might seem to amount
to criminal carelessness in presence of the enemy, may have been
taken by the narrator as exhibiting trust in the protection and assistance of Yahweh, as opposed to the anxious alertness of those who
believed that their hope of success depended upon themselves. If
this is so, a commentary on the narrative may be found in I Sam.
16 7 : man looks at the outward appearance of fitness ; but God
looks at the heart.
8. And they took the pitchers of the people.

Cf~

after Mo.

11'!

c_p~ ilT~-n-~ ~n~:!

Reading

':!~-n~ ~n~:!

is rendered by R.V., 'So the

people took victuals.' If this meaning were intended, however, we
should expect n,,~
Cl/i! ~np~,. * '1lr, m; offer the rendering 'And they
T ••
T T
:•took the victuals of the people' (i.e. Cf~ n-:i,~-r,~ or Cl?~ ,,~-n~);
i.e. the three hundred took the victuals of the nine thousand, seven
hundred, who were returning home. It is obvious, however, that
Gide' on's little force, which was bent upon a hasty night-attack upon
the Midianite camp, would not encumber itself with so large a quantity of useless provisions ; and it need not be doubted that Mo.'s
suggestion, ':!~ 'pitchers' for ii;'~. is correct. The statement is due
to R1\ who explains how Gide' on's army came to have a sufficient
number of pitchers (J) and trumpets (E) for the ruse which is to be
described in vv. 16ff. Bu. suggests the further emendations n~:! 'And

~np~,
: __ , in agreement with the sing. n~C!i
- . 'he sent'
which follows ; and ci~b 'from their hand' in place of ci111

he (Gide' on) took' for

TT•

to his home.

Lit. 'to· his tents.'

TT:•

Cf. eh. 19 9 note.

and the camp of Midian, etc. Resumptive of v. 1b, after the
insertion of the narrative relating the reduction of Gide' on's army.
C£ p. 180.

* The order verb, obj,ct, suoject, though rare, is occasionally found : cf. cases
cited by Driver, Tenses, § 208, (4). iii'~ n~, however (n~ before the ipdefinite object), cannot be original.
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9. E And it came to pass the same night that Yahweh said
unto him, 'A~ise, go down against the camp; for I have given
it into thine hand.
1 o. But, if thou fearest to go down, go
down, thou and Purah thy lad, unto the camp, r r. and hear
what they say ; and afterward thine hands shall be strengthened,
and thou shalt go down against the camp.' So he went down,
he and Purah his lad, unto the outskirts of the armed men who
were in the camp. 12. And Midian and 'Amale~ and all the
children of the East were lying along in the vale like locusts for
multitude ; and their camels were without number, like the sand
which · is upon the sea-shore for multitude. 1 3. And when
Gide' on came, behold a man was recounting a dream to his
comrade : and he said, ' Behold, I dreamed a dream, and, behold,
a cake of barley-bread was rolling into the cainp of Midian ;
and when it came to a tent, it smote it so that it fell, and it
10. But, if thou fearest, etc.
Ros. appositely compares the passage
from Iliad x. 220 ff. in which Diomedes, in offering to go down to the
enemy's camp, says that he will do so with more confidence and
boldness if he can have a companion :-

Nbr.-op, ep,' 01-pvvEL Kpal!,,, KUL 0vp,os d-y~vo>p
dvl!pwv l!vup,,vio>v l!iivai urparav i-y-yvs ,6vra,
Tpwo>v' aAA' EL rls p,01 avryp
E'lrOLTO ..al /1),Aos·
p,aAAOV 0aA1ro>pTJ KUL 0ap<TaA£6>TEpov e<TTUL.

a,,,,

I I. thine hands shall be strengthened. I.e. 'thou shalt gain courage
and confidence' : c£ 2 Sam. 2 7, 16 21, al.
the armed men. Heb. ha-!zamuJtm occurs again in Ex. 13 18 E,
Josh. I 14, 4 12, R 0 (Num. 32 17 (l!i-, l::T), and has been restored in eh. 5 8•
The root-meaning of the word is obscure; but Ar. /Jamis 'army' is
possibly connected: cf. BDB. s.v. Whether the term !t°'musim refers
to the Midianite warriors as a whole, or only to a special class among
them, is not clear. Mo. thinks it 'natural to"imagine that in such a
raid a part of the invaders, better armed and perhaps better disciplined than the rest, lay along the front of the camp to cover it from
attack.'

13. a cake. The Heb. term, flu! Kt., or flU K're, only occurs
here, and the precise meaning is uncertain ; but the context demands
a flat circular cake or round loaf.
was rolling. The Participle mithhajJjJekh describes the action as
the speaker sees it going on.
when it came to a tent. Heb. idiom says 'the tent,' i.e. the particular tent which actually appeared to be knocked down, and so is
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14. 15. 16-22.

turned it upside down [).' 14. And his comrade answered and
said, 'This is nothing else than [] the men of Israel: God hath
given into their hand Midian and all the camp.'
15. And when Gide'on heard the telling of the dream, and its
elucidation, he bowed himself down ; and he returned unto the
camp of Israel, and said, 'Arise! for Yahweh hath given into
vividly marked by the Definite Article. On this idiomatic usage, cf.
NHTK. on I Kgs. 13 14 ; G-K. § 126 r; Davidson, Syntax, § 21 e.
it smote it . . . upside down. At the end of the verse 1!! adds
S;,~;, Sam 'and the tent fell' (R.V. 'and the tent lay along'), which
'."

T

-T :'

is redundant after the preceding 'so that (lit. and) it fell, etc.,' and is
marked as a gloss by the false tense (Perfect with weak i). The words
are omitted by some MSS. of(!!;'. (cf. Mo., Kit., BH.), and apparently
by F, which renders the whole sentence 'percussit illud, atque subvertit
('~:.!), et terrae funditus coaequavit.' So Mo., Bu., No., Kit., Gress.

,e~1

'and it fell' might also be dispensed with before

;,S.110, m~Eli1 i
1

'and it turned it upside down,' which is all that sense requires. It is
omitted by(!!;'.\ Mo., Bu., La., No., Cooke. .i5P omits m.:i1, as well

as >El1t
14. the men of Israel. 1!!, 'the sword of Gide' on the son of Joash,
a man of Israel'; and so all the Versions. It is unlikely, however,
that the original narrator would picture the Midianite as knowing
the name of the Israelite leader (Mo.); and elsewhere the expression
SN;b1 1!i1N is regularly used in a collective sense, and not of a
•• T: •

•

particular Israelite. The cake of barley-bread clearly represents the
Israelite peasantry as a whole, just as the tent denotes the Midianites
collectively. .:l)~ 'the sword of' may have been introduced from v. 20•

15. i"ts elucidation. Heb. sibhro, only here. We may compare
Bab. sabrlt, fem. sabrdtu, 'seer' or 'interpreter,' which seems to be
formed from subrzt 'to cause to see,' the Shaph'el (Causative) modification of baru 'to see," whence bddt 'seer.'* So Haupt, SBO T.
ad loc. Cf. further, Addenda, p. xvi.
16-22. The reasons for -the detailed analysis of these verses, which
divides the narrative between J, E, and R 1E, have been fully set forth
in the introd. pp. 180 f. We here give the narratives of J and E in
parallel columns, in order that it may be seen how far each narrative
forms an independent whole. Naturally, in the piecing together of

* Kimchi explains 1i.:ll:' from the ordinary Heb. verb i.:ll:' 'break' as,
literally, 'its breaking,'-' for the dream is like a thing which is sealed and
closed up, and the interpretation breaks it and reveals it.' This explanation is
adopted by several modern commentators who are unaware of the Bab. parallel.
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your hand the camp of Midian.' 16. J And he divided the
three hundred men into three bands ; and placed in the hand of
all of them RJE trumpets and Jempty pitchers, and torches inside
two narratives which are nearly parallel throughout, some portions of
each may be expected to have been omitted; but it is remarkable
how very nearly each narrative, as reconstructed, appears to run
continuously, without a break of any importance.

J

E

16

And he divided the three
hundred men into three bands ;
and placed in the hand of all of
them empty pitchers, and torches
inside the pitchers. l7a And he
said unto them, 'Ye shall see
what I do, and shall do likewise.

20 And they brake the pitchers,
and held fast the torches in their
left hand, and in their right hand
the sword; and they cried, 'For
Yahweh, and for Gide' on !' 21 And
they stood every man in his place
round about the camp: and all
the camp awoke, and gave a
shout, and fled 22b/l toward ~eredah, as far as the edge of Abelmel}.olah, by Tabbath.

I7b And behold, when I come
into the extremity of the camp,
it shall be that, as I do, so shall
ye do. 1s When I blow the
trumpet, even I and all that are
with me, then shall ye also blow
the trumpets round about all the
camp.' 19a And Gide' on and the
hundre.d men that were with him
came into the outskirts of the
camp at the beginning of the
middle watch ; they had only
just stationed the guards; 19ba and
they blew the trumpets.

22 And the three hundred blew
the trumpets; and Yahweh set
every man's sword against his
comrade throughout all the camp;
and the host fled as far as Bethshigah.

16. trumpets. Heb. sopharoth, properly 'horns.' The f,Jphii.r
seems to have been the curved horn of a cow or ram; while the
(1-afotra was a long straight trumpet made of metal. Cf. illustrations
of both in Driver, Amos (Camb. Bib.), p. 145.
RJE has already indicated his view in v. Sa as to the source of so
large a number of trumpets and pitchers.
pitchers. Heb. kaddim, earthenware-jars used as water-pitchers
(Gen. 24 14 ff., 1 Kgs. 18 34 , Eccles. 12 6), and also for containing meal
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the pitchers. 1 7. And he said unto them, 'Ye shall see what I
do, and shall do likewise : E and behold, when I come into the
outskirts of the camp, it shall be that, as I do, so shall ye do.
18. When I blow the trumpet, even I and all that are with me,
then shall ye also blow the trumpets round about all the camp;
RJE and ye shall say, "For Yahweh and for Gide'on ! "'
19. E And Gide'on and the hundred men that were with him
came into the outskirts of the camp at the beginning of the
middle watch : they had only just stationed the guards; and
(r Kgs. 17 12 ff-). It is possible that each man may have had his jar
with him as a receptacle for provisions.
torches inside the pitchers. The pitcher would serve to hide the
glowing end of the torch from observation, and at the same time to
preserve it from the wind. Lane (Modern Egyptians, p. 120) quotes
a practice which was in vogue among the police at Cairo about the
time at which he wrote (5th edit. 1860), which throws remarkable
light on our passage :-' The Zabit, or Agha of the police, used
frequently to go about the metropolis at night, often accompanied by
the executioner and the " she~legee," or bearer of a kind of torch
called "she<J.leh," which is still in use. This torch burns, soon after
it is lighted, without a flame, except when it is waved through the
air, when it suddenly blazes forth : it therefore answers the same
purpose as our dark lantern. The burning end is sometimes concealed in a small pot or jar, or covered with something else, when
not required to give light.'
17. Ye shall see what I do. Lit. 'Ye shall see from me,' i.e., as we
might say, 'Ye shall take your time from me.'
18. 'For Yahweh and for Gide'on !' Nine Codd. (de Rossi) of J!!,
some MSS. of <!Ii (cf. Kit., BE£.), !i:\P, ~ read 'A sword for Yahweh,
etc.'-doubtless a harmonistic addition in agreement with v. 20 as it
stands in J!!.

19. the outskirts of the camp. He reserves for himself and his own
contingent the most hazardous task of working across the open plain
to the far side of the Midianite encampment (under N eby Da]:iy? cf.
note on v. 1). The object of the whole stratagem was, of course, to
make the Midianites believe that their camp was surrounded on all
sides by an overwhelming hostile force.
the middle watch. The passage implies that the night was commonly divided into three watches. These watches were probably
each of about four hours' duration, throughout the dark hours ; and
the middle watch would therefore have commenced about 10 P.M.
'The morning-watch' is mentioned in Ex. 14 21 J, 1 Sam 11 n_ In
Roman times the Jews seem to have adopted the Roman system of
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they blew the trumpets, RJE and dashed in pieces the pitchers
that were in their hand. 20. And the three bands blew the
trumpets; J and they brake the pitchers; and they held fast the
torches in their left hand, and in their right hand RJE the
trumpets to blow ; J and they cried RJE ' A sword J for Yahweh
and for Gide'on l' 2 r. And they stood every man in his place
round about the camp : and all the camp rawoke1, and gave a
four watches ; cf. Matt. 14 25 = Mark 6 48, 'In the fourth watch of the
night he came unto them, walking upon the sea.' This fourfold
division is referred to by our Lord in Mark 13 36--,hj,,, µ,<(ToVVKTiov,
aAEKTpo<pwvlaf, npwt.
The Talmud (Berachoth 3 b) discusses the
question whether the night should properly be divided into three
watches, on the authority of our passage, or into four.
20. and in their rz'ght hand, etc. The passage has clearly been
adapted by RJE in his endeavour to combine the pitchers of J with
the trumpets of E. If, according to J, the men held the pitchers in
their left hand, it was natural for RJE (on the assumption that the
two narratives are complementary) to assign the trumpets to the
right hand. This he has done without regard to the fact that idiom
requires n\i~\i!i~ after ~i''!~:l (cf, C''T~~~), and not the accusative

n\i~\~C!.

But granted the inference that the trumpets do not belong

to J's account at all, and taking note of the fact that the battle-cry
of v. 18b is simply 'For Yahweh, etc.', and not' A sword for Yahweh,
etc.,' as in the present verse, Bu.'s suggestion seems very plausible
that the word ::i~~ ' a sword' really gives us the clue to the true
form of J's original narrative, which may have read ::iin!I in place
0

of y\pnS nhEl\&i1-' and in their right hand the sword.' This emend-

: •

T

-

ation could not be adopted in our text without essentially modifying
the composite narrative of RJE ; but has been embodied in the
narrative of J as given above in parallelism to that of E (p. 215).
'A sword for Yahweh, etc.' Originally, 'For Yahweh and for
Gide' on!' as in v. 18• The present form of the battle-cry in this verse
results from RJE>s attempt to combine the narratives of J and E. Cf.
the preceding note.
21.

all the camp awoke.

place of

r'~!l

Reading

'all the camp ran.'

r'i::'~!,

as suggested by Mo., in

The verb

r'~i

is not elsewhere

used in the sense 'run away' ; and is in any case superfluous beside
~Cm!! 'and fled' (the regular verb in such a connexion) at the end of
the verse. The order of ]!!-ran, shouted, fled-is very strange, and
can barely be explained by the supposition that 'ran' means 'rushed
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22.

7

shout, and fled.
22. E And rthel three hundred blew ft he
trumpets; and Yahweh set every man's sword against his comrade [] throughout all the camp ; and the host fled as far as
hither and thither'-fqr which there is no justification. On the other
hand, if we adopt Mo.'s emendation, the description of the awakening,
followed by a wild cry of alarm and precipitate flight, is very effective.
So No., La., Cooke.

and gave a shout and fled. The shout is rightly explained by
Kimchi as a cry of panic. eli, ml lcrf,µ,avav appears to understand
W'':!) in the sense 'gave the signal,' or, as we should say, 'sounded
the retreat.' So Rashi i10 1Jl .vor.:, n.vrin 'an alarm (outcry) for breaking camp and flight.' In rendering 'and fled,' we follow ~-eyg ~O~J!!Adopting Kt.

~0'~;!

(Hiph'fl), we should have to understand this verb

and the preceding in the sense 'and they [the Israelites J raised the
battle-cry, and put [them] to flight.' C£ R.V. The Hiph'Il of OlJ,
without expression of object, as here, is used in eh. 6 11 in a different
sense (' to save [it] from Midian ') ; but in the present passage omission of the object is not very natural. For ~.V':;!. in the sense 'raised
the battle-cry' cf. note on 'After thee, Benjamin,' eh. 5 14.
22.

And the three hundred blew the trumpets.

Reading ~.Vi'n'l

nii!:lilY11 ni~!1li1-t:iSei with '.B', 'Et nihilominus insistebant trecenti ~r'i~i
buc~ini~ pers~~ant~~-; 1!!, nii!:li!Yi1 ni~r.i.. ~Sei ~.Vi'M can only mean
T

-

••

! ! •-'

I :

'And they blew the three hundred trumpets'-though here again
(cf. v. 20 note) we note the use of the Accusative after Vi'n, in place of
the customary :I : c£ vv. 19b· 20•. This :I is supplied in the rendering
of (l!iB, ,ml lcraA'lf'urav lv ra,r rptaKocrlatr Kfparlvatr, which would seem
to suggest 'Jl c&Sc&::i wpn11 · but may very possibly point to a text
. .
. . ·- '
ni~!:l:-r-r.:iS~ niiElilY::i ~vpn11 in which n,~r.:,;,
was really intended
'' -

I !

T

-

~st::,'

: : ,-)

as the subject of the verb, in accordance with our emendation.

and Yahweh set, etc. This verse, as contrasted with v. 21 b, offers
perhaps the most obvio_us mark of divergency between the two
narratives. The camp having fled in a panic (v. 21 b), it is clear that
the same narrative cannot have gone on to state that the Midianites
began to fight friend in mistake for foe 'throughout all the camp' ;
and we are not justified in explaining (with Cooke) that they 'tried to
fly,' and then, 'believing themselves to be completely surrounded,'
turned their arms against one another prior to the flight becoming
general.
throughout all the camp. Reading i1JM!1li1-S.:,3! } with omission of
'.' - : -

the conjunction l, as in eli\ lL\

.sr.

-

T

The l is probably to be explained
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Beth.shittah J toward $erer d 7ah, as far as the edge of Abel-me}:lolah,
(with Mo.) as due to dittography of the last letter of the preceding
word ,nl/"l:l. A.V. renders mnr.,n S::i:i, 'even throughout all the host';
but such an explicative use of , is highly questionable : cf. eh. 6 26
footnote
R. V. 'and against all the host' requires no refutation.
The Heb. term ma!z"nt! (from the verb !t,ana 'encamp') is used
both to denote the camp of an armed host, and also the same body
of soldiers in action, which we should designate a host or army.
Thus it is impossible to employ a single uniform rendering for the
term ; 'camp' being in some connexions the more suitable rendering,
and in-others 'host.' C£ the similar usage of the Greek u.-pa.-o'Tl'•llov.
as jar as Beth-shi!!ah, etc. None of the places mentioned can be
identified with any certainty. Rob. (BR. 3 ii. p. 356, n 3) was the first
to suggest identification of Beth-shigah with the modern Saga, which
lies on the north side of the Nahr Galud in the line of flight towards
the fords of the Jordan. An objection to this, however, may be found
in the fact that (supposing the Midianites to have been encamped
south of ed-Da]:iy in the neighbourhood of Shunem) Saga is barely
seven miles south-east of Shun em, and the nearest fords of the Jordan
(east of Besan), for which the Midianites may have been making, are
some eight miles further east-south-east : whereas the preposition i.11
can scarcely denote 'in the direction of Beth-shittah' (which would
suit Saga), but must rather mean 'up to,' i.e. (as rendered above) 'as
far as,' as though Beth-shigah were in some degree the destination
of the Midianite host-as it might be considered if it were at or near
a ford of the Jordan ; or as far as the fugitives got before they were
intercepted by the Ephraimites (v. 24 ). The name Beth-shigah means
' Place of Acacias' ; and since the acacia is common in the Jordan
valley (cf. the name Shittim 'Acacias' east of Jordan opposite Jericho,
Josh. 21, al., and the modern Gor es-Sesaban ' Vale of the Acacias'
in the same locality), there are many sites, east or west of Jordan, to
which such a name may have been applied in ancient times.
We read nni,~ with 20 MSS. of ~. in place of the common

t-

T

T •• !

reading 11rlii~ 'toward $ererah.'

This further description of the

T T ••:

line of flight 'toward $eredah, as far as etc.,' can scarcely have
originally stood beside 'as far as Beth-shigah' ; and is probably to
be ass_igned to the other sou~ce. $eredah, which is mentioned in
2 Chr. 4 17 in connexion with Succoth east of Jordan (i.e. probably
opposite to it on the western side of the river), is the same as
$arethan in the parallel passage, I Kgs. 7 46 • A $arethan is named
in I Kgs. 4 12, which speaks of 'all Beth-she'an which is in proximity
to $arethan, beneath J ezre' el '-a position which would suit the line
of flight of the Midianite host down the Nahr Galild, as we gather it
from our narrative. In Josh. 3 16, however, the city of Adam, the
name of which is probably preserved in the modern ford ed-Damiy-
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yeh, is said to be 'beside $arethan'; and ed-Damiyyeh is some
twenty-seven miles to the south of Beth-she'an-a position which suits
the allusion to $eredah, 2 Chr. 4 17 = $arethan, 1 Kgs. 7 46, since
evidence seems to indicate that Succoth must have been close to the
Jabbo¼:, perhaps a little to the south of it in the Jordan valley: c£
Driver, Jacob's Route from l;faran to Shechem, in Expos. Times, xiii.
pp. 457-460; more briefly in Genesis, Westm. Comm., pp. 300-302.
Indeed, it is likely, as Mo. suggests, that I Kgs. 7 46 originally mentioned the ford ed-Damiyyeh; the obscure i1~1~i1 i1.'.ll1~!1 (R.V. 'in
T

T

-: T

•• -: -

:

the clay ground') being probably a corruption of;,~,~ n;:ilf~!I
' at the crossing of Adam ah.'
T .- '
·.- ·.--, - '
It is 9,uestionable whether the $eredah of I Kgs. 11 26, which was
the native city of the Ephraimite J erobo' am, can be the same as the
site above discussed. ~ states in I Kgs. 11 43, 12 21b (according to
the numeration of Swete's edition), that J erobo' am's city was Jv r,f,
bp« Etppaiµ,; whereas the $eredah-$arethan of the other passages
must certainly have been in or near the Jordan valley. Van de
Velde's proposed identification of $arethan with ~arn $artabeh
(the ~.'.lt:liD of the Mishna)-on a spur of the hill-country which runs
into the Jordan valley south of the Wady Far'ah and due west of edDamiyyeh, forming a prominent landmark-though unsuitable so
far as identification of the ancient and modern names is concerned,
yet suits geographically all allusions to $eredah-$arethan, except
that in I Kgs. 4 12 : cf. Cheyne in EB. 5383.
Abel-me]:10lah (the native city of Elisha, 1 Kgs. 19 16) is mentioned
in I Kgs. 4 12 as marking one limit of an overseer's district, the other
limit being Beth-she'an. It was evidently south of Beth-she'an; and
is identified by Eusebius ( OS. 227 35 ) with B7]0µ,m,Xa, ten miles from
Scythopolis (Beth-she'an). This is conjectured by Conder (SWP.
Mem. ii. p. 231) to be the modern 'Ain el-I;Ielweh in the Wady elMalil), which is about that distance south of Besan.
There is, needless to say, no philological connexion between
I;Ielweh and Mel)olah (as Conder seems to suppose*) ; the 'Ain
el-I;Ielweh, 'spring of sweet water,' being so called in contrast to the
generality of the springs in the Wady el-Malil), 'wady of the salt
water,' which are salt or brackish.+ The only argument which can
really.be advanced in favour of this site is the very slender one that
it suits the distance froni Beth-she'an as given by Eusebius. But
here the resemblance between -µ,au>..a and Mali]) creates a suspicion
that Eusebius may have fallen into error; and that the only ground for
his identification was the supposition that some site called Beth-Ma.Iii}
in his day, in the Wady el-Malil), preserved the old name Mel)olah.
No theory as to the site of Abel-mel)olah deserves consideration
unless it does justice to the striking expression 'the edge (lit. 'lip,'

* His words are, 'Ain Helweh, the name of which contains the proper radicals
[of Abel Me},_lolah].'
! Cf. Conder, Tent Work, p. 227.
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l1~¥-°) of Abel-mel;tolah,' which is employed in our passage.* This
expression is used elsewhere geographically of the shore (lip) of the
sea, the bank (lip) of a river, and the edge (lip) of a wady. It is this
latter usage which here concerns us. It occurs in Deut. 2 36 , 4 48 ;
Josh. 12 2, 13 9 · 16 ; Ezek. 47 6· 7• All these occurrences, except those in
Ezek., refer to the site of' 'Aro'er, which is upon the edge (lip) of the
wady Arnon,' i.e. the modern 'Ara'ir, which is described by Tristram
(Moab, p. 129) as a desolate heap of ruins, on the northern edge of
the precipitous ravine.j: Such a 'lip,' overhanging a wady, appears
then to be what our writer has in mind in speaking of 'the lip of
Abel-me]:iolah.' Conder, in advocating the site 'Ain el-I;Ielweh,
makes. no mention of any such lip or edge in its vicinity ; and this
question, which does not seem to have entered into his consideration,
should form a subject for future topographical investigation, if this site
is to be maintained.
Another theory as to the site of Abel-me]:iolah may be put forward
as not unworthy of consideration. We have observed above that
12
1 Kgs. 4
mentions both $arethan ($eredah) and Abel-me]:iolah ;
and we have also seen that the statement in this passage that Bethshe'an was 'in proximity to $arethan' causes great difficulty ; since
other allusions to $eredah-$arethan seem to place it much further
south, in the vicinity of the ford ed-Damiyyeh. The supposition that
the words 'which is in proximity to $arethan' (i12l)~,~ S~~ ;~~)
have been accidentally transposed, and should properly follow
'Abel-me]:iolah,'§ has the double merit of dissociating $arethan from
* The importance of the investigation of this expression was first pointed out
to the present writer by Dr. Driver, who, however, advanced no theory as to the
site of Abel-meholah.
The ravine· and its northern edge (in contrast to the southern) afe thus
described by Tristram. 'The ravine of the Arnon does not show till we are close
upon it . . . . The rolJing slopes come close down to the precipitous descent,
the plain being perfectly level on either side, breaking away in limestone precipices to a great depth. No idea of the rift can be formed till the very edge is
reached. As far as we could calculate, the width is about three miles from crest
to crest; the depth by our barometers ·2150 feet from the south side, which runs
for some distance nearly 200 feet higher than the northern edge. . . . We were
much struck by the contrast between the two sides, and this impression was confirmed when, next day, we viewed the southern from the northern edge. The
protrusion of the basaltic dyke has been subsequent to the formation of the wady,
and the continued detaching of its fragments has made the slope less precipitous,
giving a variety to the colouring and the vegetation, wanting on the other side.
The northern bank, on the contrary, looked an almost unbroken precipice of
marly limestone, faintly tinged with the green hue of a very sparse vegetation,
and occasionalJy protruding cliffs and needles, shining pink in the sunbeams'
(op. cit. pp. 1_25 f.).
§ Notice that Beth-she'an is already defined as 'beneath Jezre' el.' It is reasonable, therefore, to suppose that the words 'in proximity to :;;arethan,' instead of
being a second definition of the position of Beth-she'an, should refer to Abelmel_iolah, the position of which is otherwise unspecified.

+
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Beth-she'an, and bringing it into connexion with Abel-mel).olah,
as in Judg. 7 22• The verse then runs, 'Ba ana the son of Al).ilud :
Ta' anach and Megiddo, and all Beth-she'an beneath J ezre' el ; from
Beth-she'an to Abel-mel).olah which is in proximity to $arethan ; as
far as the other side of J o¼:me' am.'
Now we have already noticed, in speaking of the site of $eredah$arethan, that identification with the modern ~arn-$artabeh would
suit all Biblical allusions except that of 1 Kgs.·4 12 as ,!? now stands,
where it is brought into connexion with Beth-she'an. This difficulty,
as we have seen, is removed, if by our transposition we bring it into
connexion with Abel-mel).olah, as in Judg. 7 22 •
Rob. (BR 3• iii. p. 317), in speaking of the view of the northern G6r
(Jordan valley) from a point east of Jordan near Kefr Abil, above the
Wady Ya.bis, mentions the opening of the Wady Far'ah between the
ridge of ~arn-$artabeh to the south, and 'the opposite lower bluff
el-Makhrud' to the north. This el-Makhrfad is the el-Magrfa¼: of the
S WP. Great Map and Name List: cf. Map m. in this commentary.
The term bluff seems exactly to answer to what the O.T. writers
mean by a lip or edge above a wady.
Looking again at I Kgs. 4, which describes the respective spheres
of Solomon's twelve commissariat officers, we notice that, in v. 8, the
hill-country of Ephraim is assigned to Ben-I:Iur. All immediately
north of this, bounded on the south by the line along which the
territory of Manasseh marched with that of Ephraim, seems to have
fallen within the sphere of Ba' ana the son of Al).ilud, whose sphere of
action (v. 12) immediately concerns us.
Now P's account of the boundary between Ephraim and Manasseh
in Josh. 16, 17" is admittedly obscure: but at any rate it seems clear
that the eastern part* of this boundary was practically marked by
the !Jreat Wady Far'ah, which forms an important dividing factor
(notice the allusions in r6 6 to Ta'anath-Shiloh and J anoal).-perhaps
the modern Ta'na and Yanfan; and the mention in 17 7 of' Michmethath which is in front of Shechem '). Ba' ana's district, then, seems
to have embraced the hill-country bounded on the north by the plain
of Esdraelon (Ta' anach and Megiddo: cf. eh. 1 27 note), eastward to
and including Beth-she'an where the vale falls to the Jordan valley
'below Jezre'el'; and then southward to Abel-mel).olah, the 'lip' of
which, if it corresponded to the south-eastern limit of Manasseh, must
have been the 'bluff' of el-Magrfal,<.
If then, the 'lip' of Abel-mel).olah is el-Magrfa¼: (the city itself
perhaps lying above this 'lip' to the north, on some part of the
headland Ras 'Umm el-ljarrfabeh), while $eredah-$arethan is ~arn$artabeh-the northern and southern ramparts of the Wady Far'ah,
where it opens out into the Jordan valley; we then perceive why the
• On the western part of the boundary between the two tribes, cf, notes on
' Manasseh' and ' Ephraim,' eh. r 21, 29,

7.
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edge of Abel-me}:lolah should be mentioned together with $eredah in
the narrative of the flight of the Midianites : and also why (if our
transposition is correct) Abel-me}:lolah should be described as 'in
proximity to' (~~~ 'beside') $arethan in

I

Kgs. 4 12•

The site of Tab bath cannot be conjectured.
It now remains to inquire whether any inference can be drawn
from this verse as to the line of flight which is presupposed. It is
clear that the Biblical indications noticed above as to the positions of
the places mentioned may furnish some guide upon this point, even
though the actual sites defy identification.
We have seen that, according to E, the field of action is laid in the
vale of J ezre' el ; with Gide' on's army upon a spur of Mount Gilboa' to
the south, and the Midianites encamped in the vale-probably below
Neby Da]:iy (cf. 6 33, 7 1 notes). As regards J this is not so clear; the
conjecture being open that this narrative may have laid the scene of
the night-attack near' Ophrah (close to Shechem), and pictured the
flight as taking place down the Wady Far'ah towards the ford edDamiyyeh (cf. the last paragraph to note on v.1, 'was to the north
. . . in the vale'). Laying aside the allusions to Beth-Shitrah and
Tabbath (about which we know nothing), we have such information
as we have gleaned with regard to $eredah and Abel-me]:iolah to
guide our inquiry.
The allusion to !;,eredah-!;,arethan in I Kgs. 4 12, as JI!! stands, suits
the vale of Jezre' eland excludes the Wady Far'ah. On the other hand,
2 Chr. 4 17 = 1 Kgs. 7 46, Josh. 3 16, and I Kgs. 4 12 according to our
re-arrangement, imply proximity to ed-Damiyyeh, and so may seem
to favour the Wady Far'ah as the scene of flight. That ed-Damiyyeh
was, as a matter of fact, used as a crossing by Midian (at least
according to J) is almost necessarily to be inferred from eh. 7 2u.,
where the Ephraimites are invited by Gide' on to hold the fords of the
Jordan against Midian: since it is clear that Ephraim could scarcely
have been summoned to hold a position north of this point ; and, had
the Midianites been making for the fords due east of Beth-she'an,
such a summons would be out of the question, since the foe would
have gained and crossed them before Gide' on's messenger had even
reached the Ephraimite territory.
There remains, however, the possibility that E, like J, may have
represented the Midianites as making for the ford ed-Damiyyeh; i.e.
as turning southwards down the Jordan valley from the N ahr Galild,
and so leaving the fords east of Beth-she'an unattempted, either
through their haste or through ignorance of them. It is significant
that E in eh. 8 4ft. seems to picture Gide' on as arriving at Succoth and
Penuel* directly he has crossed the Jordan; and the inference there-

* Reference has been made earlier in this note to the site of Succoth. With
regard to Penuel, Driver's conclusion is:-' A site, S. of the Jabbo~ near where
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fore is that he crossed at ed-Damiyyeh, after which he struck eastward
'in the direction of the track of the tent-dwellers,' east of J ogbehah
(Agbehat)-a further fact which lends colour to the same conclusion.
The question then is-supposing the sites of $eredah and the 'lip'
of Abel-mel;iolah to have been as we have conjectured (the former at
l}:arn-$artabeh, and the latter at el-Mal}ru~), does the form in which
these sites are referred to give us any clue as to whether the line of
flight was down the Wil.dy Far'ah from 'Ophrah, or down the Jordan
valley from the N ahr Gil.h'.\d-in either case with the ford ed-Dil.miyyeh
as the goal?
It is probably significant that i1 locale is used with $eredah, while
the preposition 1l,' is employed in the reference to the 'lip' of AbelmeJ:iolah ; i.e. while the line of flight was in the direction of $eredah,
it was actually up to or as far as the 'lip' of Abel-meJ:io!ah that the
fugitives reached.* Here is a point which seems to favour the view
that this narrative pictures the flight as down the Jordan valley from
the N ahr Gil.h'.\d ; since this would involve taking the direction of
.i):arn-$artabeh, but at the same time turning off some miles short of
it at el-Mal}ru~ in order to make for the ford ed-Dil.miyyeh.t On
the other hand, had the course of the fugitives been down the Wil.dy
Far'ah, it is difficult to see why the distinction should be drawn in
the form of reference to the two localities.
Evidence is insufficient to guide us to a decision as to whether the
description which we hav.e been considering belongs to J or E. In
any case, however, we are probably justified in concluding that the
the Gh6r route crosses the route from es-Sal\ to the ford ed-Damiyeh, though it
can only be assigned conjecturally, would satisfy the conditions of the Biblical
narrative.' Cf. references cited, and Genesis ( Westm. Comm.), p. 296.
* The same distinction in usage between i1 locale and the prep. 1l,' is to be
observed in Gen, 10 19 J, where it is stated that' the border of the Cana'anite was
from ~idon as thou goes! in the direction o.f Gerar (i1":';t), as .far as Gaza

(i1!J!-1P);

as thou goest in the direction

and ::;eboiim (')1

i1)?19),

as .far as Lesha'

if Sodom

and Gomorrah and Admah

(Y~?-1¥).'

Gerar is some distance

south-east of Gaza; so if Gaza marks the south-west point of the Canaanite
territory, the distinction indicated by the use of i1 locale with Gerar-further
on beyond the boundary-is perfectly correct. The whole definition is, however,
somewhat strange; and, as'Skinner remarks (ICC. ad toe. p. 217), 'would only
be intelligible if Gerar were a better known locality than Gaza.' Hence some
scholars think that i1Jp-ip is a later gloss. With regard to the places which
are named on the south-east we can draw no conclusions, since we are ignorant
of their precise positions.
It is actually at el-Ma!)ril½: that the road down the Jordan valley from the
north intersects the road which, coming from the hill.country to the west, enters
the Wady Far'ah and runs down to the ford ed-Damiyyeh: cf. Map m. ; S TVP.
Great ivlap, sheet xv. ; Smith, HG. Plate v. The name el-Ma\}rO.½: signifies 'the
perforated,' i.e. a rock-cutting through which a road passes.

+
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by Tabbath. 23. And the men of Israel were called to arms
from Naphtali and from Asher, and J from all Manasseh,
and they pursued after Midian. 24. And Gide'on sent messengers throughout all the hill-country of Ephraim, saying,
'Come down to meet Midian, and take r the fords 7 of the Jordan
against them ' : so all the men of Ephraim were called to arms,
and took r the fords 7 of the Jordan. 2 5. And they took the
two princes of Midian, 'Oreb and Ze'eb; and they slew 'Oreb at
GI?

variation between the two narratives, as regards topography, was
by no ineans so great as some scholars have assumed.

were called to arms. Cf. eh. 6 34 note.
from NajJhtali and Asher. Upon the summoning of these tribes,
2 3.

cf. p.

181.

24. the fords of the Jordan.

eh. 3 28 ,

12 5.6,

~

in plaa of

Reading )"li~n nii'.:ll,ltrn~ as in

..

:·

-

rr,~n-n~,
n;::i n1::i••
'":--•::TT

: :

-

..• '

,v c111ln-n~
-

•--

•:

'the

waters as far as Beth-barah, and the Jordan,' tlie meaning of which
has proved a puzzle to commentators. No such site as Beth-barah
is known ; and Mo.'s suggestion that 'the waters' are the perennial
stream of the Wady Far'ah, between which and the Jordan 'the Midianites would be in a cul de sac,' is vitiated by the fact that the lower
part of the Wady Far'ah, which is known as the Wady eg-G6zeleh, flows
into the Jordan some five miles south of the ford ed-Damiyyeh ; and
therefore, if the Midianites were aiming at ed-Damiyyeh, they would
not need to cross the Wady Far'ah stream at all. Even apart, however, from the difficulty of identifying Beth-barah, the whole description is curiously vague and unintelligible. Why are 'waters' mentioned instead of nafzal, wady (if any particular wady is meant) ; and
what is the force of 11,1 'unto' or 'as far as,' which suggests that the
Ephraimites are expected to line 'the waters' for an indefinite distance, as far as the locality specified? Is it, again, possible that 'and
the Jordan' can be original, without reference to any particular ford
or fords?
Our emendation supposes that the letters n~,n;::in::iivr.ir.in are
simply corrupt dittography of n"'I;~~' which can be recognized once
in letters 3 to 7 with transposition· ~f :I and i and corruption of the
latter letter to 1(n::11l,lr.1), Letters 2, 8, 9, 13 preserve genuine letters
of the doublet; this time with i:l in the right order.
25. 'Oreb and Ze'e/;. The names mean 'Raven' and 'Wolf.' It
has been thought that the use of such animal-names presupposes a
primitive totemistic stage of society ; and evidence quoted from
Arabian sources is somewhat striking : cf. Robertson Smith, Animal
worship and animal tn"bes among the Arabs and in the Old Testa•

0

f
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I.

the rock of 'Oreb, and Ze'eb they slew at the wine-vat of Ze'eb;
RJE and they pursued r 7 Midian ; J and the headf s7 of 'Oreb and
Ze'eb they brought unto Gide'on R 1E beyond the Jordan.
8. 1. J And the men of Ephraim said unto him, 'What is
this thing that thou hast done unto us, not to call us when
thou didst go to fight with Midian?' and they chode with him
men!; Journal of Philology, ix. pp. 75 ff. Among examples of tribal
animal-names collected from Suy6.t1's dictionary of gentile names, we
find ?;ib, 'wolf,' son of 'Amr, a sub-tribe of the Azd; ,and Gurab,
'raven,' a sub-tribe of the Fazara : c£ op. cit. p. 79. On animalnames in the 0. T., cf. Gray, Hebrew Proper Names, pp. 86 ff.
the rock of 'Oreb ... the wine-vat of Ze'eb. Conder (SWP. Man.
iii. p. 177) tentatively suggests as possible sites the modern 'Uss
el-Gurab, 'the nest of the raven,' a sharp conical peak some 2½ miles
north of the modern Jericho (Eriba); and Tuwel e~-Ziyab, 'the ridge
of the wolves' (apparently a clan bearing the 'name ei-;-Ziyab), nearly
5 miles north-west of the same point. These sites are probably much
too far south of the scene of action ; and in any case we cannot
attach importance to designations embodying animal-names which
(at any rate in the case of 2;1b, plur. ?;iyab) appear to be elsewhere
in frequent use.*
Reading 'r.,·n~ in place of 'r.,-~~

they pursued Midian.
the heads.

Reading ,~~, in place of the sing.
I

···'

·.•

••

T

3!!.

J!!.

~~,
'

beyond the Jordan. On the manner in which this verse has been
glossed by RJE in order to make it fit in with the narrative of 8 4ff.,
cf. p. 182.
8. I. And the men of Ephraim said, etc. The conduct of the
Ephraimites towards J ephtha}:i, eh. 12 lff., is very similar; and the
grounds alleged for the quarrel, viz. failure to summon them to
the battle in the first instance, are the same. There is no reason,
however, to assume, with some scholars, that one of the narratives is
therefore secondary to the other. C£ Mo. ad loc., who remarks that
in the two stories 'the sequel is as different as can be imagined, and
in each is in entire conformity with the situation.'

* Other instances of the name ' wolf' in place-names in ,)r near the Jordan
valley, as noted in the SWP. Great Map, are :-a second Tuwel ef-i'.'.iyab, s½ miles
due north of Ras 'Umm el-ijarrO.bch (sheet xii.); Me\lJ-e~-Zib, 'the peak of the
wolf,' in the Jordan valley, 3½ miles south-west from ed-Diimiyyeh (sheet xv.);
Wady Unl_<O.r ef lib, 'wady of the water-holes of the wolf,· running from the hillcountry into the Jordan valley about 8 miles south-west of ed-Damiyyeh ; and
Wady Mel_<O.r e;-ilb (with the same meaning), 3 miles further south (sheet xv.).

8. 2. 3. 4.]
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violently. 2. And he said unto them, ' What have I done now
in comparison with you? Is not the gleaning of Ephraim
better than the vintage of Abi'ezer? 3. Into your hand hath
ryahweh1 given the princes of Midian, even 'Oreb and Ze'eb:
and what was I able to do in comparison with you ? ' Then was
their anger against him abated, when he had spoken this word.
4. E And Gide'on came to the Jordan, rand he 7 passed over,
2. Is not the gleanin1;, etc.
The Heb. term 'iJleliJth is confined
to the gleaning of grapes (Mic. 71, Jer. 49 9, Ob. 6, Isa. 24 13) and
olives (Isa. I 7 G), and is never used of the gleaning of grain, for which
another term, ll!;,et, is employed. The point of Gide' on's words is that,
though not called to lend their aid until the rout of Midian was an
accomplished fact, yet the Ephraimites might be sailf actually to have
secured the greater honour, through the capture of the two princes of
the enemy. The fact has already been noted (p. 182) that Gide' on's
allusion to his own small force as 'Abi' ezer' seems to indicate that
this narrative (J) pictured the muster as consisting of Abi' ezrites only
(eh. 6 34), and knew nothing of the gathering and subsequent dispersion
of a very large force from several tribes (E 2).

3. Yahweh. So <!Ji, F, m:, in place of 11.'! 'God.'
their anger. Lit. 'spirit,' or, as we might say, 'temper.' For this
use of Heb. rltaft, cf. Prov. 16 32 , 2 5 28 , Job 15 13, Zech. 6 8, Eccles. 10 4•
4. and he passed over.

Reading

'1:l.l1''
which seems to be pre-:--'
.

supposed by <!Ji, F, ,SP, with Gra., Bu., Oort, No., La., Cooke; in place
of the Participle '1~l/ in 1/.'!. The use of this latter, though grouped
by Driver (Tenses, § 161, (2)) under clauses 'with a participial determination of the subject as the secondary predicate,' is difficult to
justify syntactically ; the Participle here expressing not an action
concomitant with the action expressed by the main verb (N:l.!1 'And
he came'), but resulting from it.* The Imperfect with , consecutive
is the regular construction to express such a sense.

*

Thus such an instance as Jer. 17 25

Cl';i?'i . . . ~N;i~

'shall enter riding'

is evidently different, since here the participle describes the manner if entry; and
Judg. 1 7, Isa. 3622, Jer. 227, al., are similar to this. Perhaps the case most like our
passage is Num.
stationed,') where

Cl';i1? ~N~: 'they came forth stationed (or • so as to be
Cl':;i1? expresses the result of ~N~ : but, in order to make

1627

our passage really parallel to this, we should have to alter the 'At/mat, from

i1J"l'1'i1 to '1:ll/-' came to the Jordan, crossing over' (i.e. 'so as to cross over');
,. Th"":- -

"

and then what is to happen to the latter half of the verse which also exhibits its
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he and the three hundred men who were with him, exhausted
and rramished 7• 5. And he said to the men of Succoth, 'Prithee,
give loaves of bread to the men who are following me, for they
are exhausted; and I am pursuing after ZebaJ:i and $almunna',

exhausted and famished.

Reading l:)l_;!P.';,~ with Q!iA\ .Sh, lJ..L.

So

Haub., Bu., Grii., Frankenberg, Kit., Oort, No., La. This correction
seems almost to be postulated by v. ", where the request for bread is
made of the men of Succoth. In order to justify the reading of J!!, we
have to treat the conjunction l as adversative, as is done by A.V., R.V.,
'faint yet pursuing.' Possibly the alteration of l:)l_;lP,'} into l:)1!;)11
may have been due to the fact that in v. 5 l:IM c1::i111-1:ai i for they a~e
..
.··-: . '
exhausted,' is followed by. ~:fi 1:;i.:i~1, 'and I am pursuing.'

5. Succoth. The actual sites of Succoth and Penuel have not been
discovered ; but evidence goes to show that they must have been not
far south of the Jabbolj:: cf. note on 'as far as Beth-shittah, etc.,'
eh. 7 22.
loaves of bread. Heb. kikk'roth lef,,em means lit. 'rounds' or
'drcles of bread,' i.e. probably, round, flat cakes.
who are following me.

Lit. 'who are at my feet.'

Zebaf.t and $almunna'.

Cf. 4 10 note.

The names n:it and l/~ti,~ mean re- •,•

T ••.;

-

spectively 'sacrifice' (' sacrificial victim') and 'shelter withheld.'*
It is obvious that these forms cannot be original, but must be later
participial determination of the subject, 'Jl l:1 1~~P, 'exhausted, etc.'?

We should

have to treat it as a circumstantial clause : ' He and the three hundred,
etc., were exhausted, etc.'

il,.{:!';,~iJ),

As the verse is accented, however (with break on

we can only render, 'he and the three hundred men that were with

him were crossing over, exhausted and famished' ; the use of the Particip;e

i~l/

being apparently intended to indicate that, at tke time wken tkey were crossing,
they were in the condition described by 'Jl
unnatural.

Mo. suggests that

l:l'!;l.:V,.

This, however, is very

i~f, the Perfect, 'he crossed over,' was originally

a marginal gloss, which, when transferred to the text, was forced into construction by pronouncing

iill.

* For l/~tlt) ,~
T •••:

Num.

14 9,

Ps.

,~ 'shadow' occurs in the sense 'shelter' in Jer. 48 46,

•• •

91 1 ,

shelter of God.'

r.,, cf. G-K. § 52 s.

al.

For the vocalization ,~, cf.

On the Pu'al Participle

ll~p,

'~?¥f B1¥l'el, 'In the

with dropping of preformative

8. 6. 7.]
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the kings of Midian.' 6. And the officers of Succoth said r1, 'Are
the hands of Zeba]:i and $almunna' now in thine hand, that we
should give bread to thy host?' 7. And Gide'on said, 'Well
then, when Yahweh hath given Zeba]:i and $almunna' into mine
hand, I will thresh your flesh together with thorns of the desert and
modifications in jesting allusion to the fate of the kings as related in
v-v. 18 ff. Cf., for similar perversions, notes on Adoni-beze~, eh. I 5, and
Cushan-rish'athaim, eh. 3 8• The original forms of the names can
hardly be conjectured. It is likely, however, that the first three
embody the name of the god $aim,
consonants of $almunna,
who is known to us through inscriptions from Terna in North Arabia :
cf. Noldeke, Berichte d. Berl. Akad., 1884, pp. 813 ff. ; Baethgen,
Beitriige, pp. So f.; KAT. 3 pp. 475 f.; Cooke, NSI. pp. 195 ff.; La.,
.ERS.2 pp. 502 f.
,

o,~,

6. And the officers of !,uccoth said. We must, of course, read
plur. ~,'?~'1 instead of the sing. ,9~•1 in 1!!.
7. Well then. Lit. 'Therefore'; z'.e. 'Since you choose to adopt
such an attitude.'
I wz"ll thresh your flesh together with, etc. The Heh. verb duf,
which is here used, means to tread in threshing; the operation of
threshing being performed either by the feet of cattle, or by the
threshing-drag (moragh) shod beneath with stone or basalt (cf. Isa.
41 15, Am. I 3), which was weighted and dragged round the threshingfloor by oxen (cf. 2 Sam. 24 22 , Hos. 10 11 ), thus separating the grain
and grinding the straw into chaff.* The equivalent Ar. verb dasa
is used generally in the sense to trample with the foot (e.g. of horses
trampling on the slain), and also specifically of thresht"ng grain, either
· by the feet of beasts, or by repeatedly drawing over it the mz'dwas or
threshing-drag (Lane). Bab. da.fu means to tread down or crush.
The preposition rendered 'together with' is nN, which is always
used of accompaniment, and never of the instrument. So F renders
correctly 'cum spinis tribulisque deserti' ; .SP j~~? 4:,~ ~
~O ' upon thorns of the desert and upon briars' ;
~ ')' Ni:iio I.Jt:,
id.
Thus Gide' on threatens that he will lay the men of Succoth 'naked
upon a bed of thorns' (Mo.), and treat them as corn is treated in
threshing, either by trampling them down or by drawing threshingwains over them (cf. Am. 1 3).
R.V. text, in rendering 'I will tear your flesh with the thorns, etc.,'
commits the double error of giving to duf a sense which (so far

~,a..o

,v,

* For illustration and description of the threshing-board as used at the present
day in Syria and Palestine, cf. Driver, Joel and Amos ( Camb. Bib.), pp. 227 f.
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thistles.' 8. And he went up thence to Penuel, and spake unto
them on this wise; and the men of Penuel answered him as the
men of Succoth had answered. 9. And he spake also unto the
men of Penuel, saying, 'When I return in safety, I will break
down this tower.'
10. Now Zebal;i and $almunna' were in ~arl5-or, and their host
was with them, about fifteen thousand men, even all that were
left out of all the host of the children of the East : for they that
had fallen were an hundred and twenty thousand men who
drew sword. 11. And Gide' on went up rtowards 7 the track of
as we know) it never possesses, either in Heb. or in the cognate
languages ; and of rendering n~ 'with' in an instrumental sense, as
is done by Qli ,v rair a1<av8atr 1<.r.A. In v. 16, which relates the carrying out of Gideon's threat, the words used are t:li1:l re,1i 1\ ( on the
emended verb, cf. note ad loc.); and here the ::i might have an
instrumental sense (Qli ,v avro,r) if it were possible to explain the
verb dus ' thresh' in the sense 'thrash' o~ 'flog,' the briars and thorns
being used in place of a stick or flail. As we have seen, however,
this form of threshing is never denoted by dzrs; the verb which
denotes the beating out of corn with a stick being fuiba/: cf. eh. 6 11
note. We must explain ::i, therefore, as meaning (liken~) 'together
with,' a sense which this prep. possesses: cf. BDB. sv. ::i, III. I. a.
fhistles. The precise meaning of Heb. barfanim is unknown; but
the close connexion with fo1e ham-midhbar, 'thorns of the desert,'
demands that the word should denote some kind of prickly plant.
The explanation advocated by J. D. Michaelis, Ges., Thes., etc.,
threshing-sledges shod with fire-stones, is simple guess-work, depending upon a supposed connexion of the word with biiriif, 'lightning.'
10. 1[arfor. The site is unknown. Eusebius ( OS. 272 62) identifies
with Kap1<apla, one day's journey distant from Petra ; but this seems
too far to the south. On the other hand, the ~ar½:ar at which
Shalmaneser III. met and defeated Bir-idri of Damascus and his
allies (KB. i. pp. 172 f.; Rogers, CP. pp. 295 f.) must have been in
the neighbourhood of I;Iamath, and would thus be much too far to
the north.
they that had fallen, etc. The huge number is clearly the exaggeration of a late writer. The expression solejJh !i,erebh, 'that drew sword,'
is a favourite one in the part of the narrative of eh. 20 which is due
to R', and where similar high figures are given : cf. vv. 2-15-17-35 -46 •
Possibly, as Mo. suggests, the latter part of the verse may have been
added by a redactor to harmonize 8 lOa with 7 23tt.
11.

towards the track of the tent-dwellers.

t:l'?';~it,

with Bu., in place of

1!! t:l'?::1~~

Reading

'-~~:l~ij

'-P~ i1f?~

1'.;lj, which offers

8.

12.]
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the tent_r dwellers 7, east of N obal). and Jogbehah; and he smote
the host, whilst the host was careless. 1 2. And Zebal). and
$almunna' fled ; and he pursued after them, and captured the
two kings of Midian, even ZebaJ::t and $almunna', but all the host
rhe devoted to destruction7 • I 3. And Gide'on the son of Joash
the grammatical solecisms of the Article with the Construct State,
and the Passive Participle of the Stative verb which is elsewhere
unknown. The track of the tent-dwellers was doubtless the beaten
track running north and south by which the nomads were accustomed to travel-much like the modern !tagg-route which runs from
Damascus to Mecca. Gide' on, guessing that the fugitives would
make for this track in order to escape southward, struck southeastward from the Jordan valley until he reached it
Noba!t. According to N um. 32 42 J (cf. p. 5 I), N oba]J, a clan of
Manasseh, conquered }$:enath and its dependencies, and called its
name N oba]J. Eusebius ( OS. 269 15) says of }$:enath that it is Elf fo
Kava0a ">..eyoµivry, .•. KELTat l!i Ka£ ETL Kal vvv EV Tpaxoov, 1rAryO'LOV
BoO'rpoov. He refers to the modern el-}$:anawat in the I:Iauran; but
this seems much too remote to be the site intended in our passage :
cf. note following.
Jogbehah. The name is preserved in the modern Agbehat, twenty
miles east-south-east from the ford ed-Damiyyeh at which Gide' on
seems to have crossed the Jordan.
careless. Heb. bita!t, lit. 'confidence,' and so 'confident' of safety,
the substantive being used, as often, in place of an adjective. Cf.
note on Yahweh shalom, eh. 6 24•
12.

he devoted to destruction.

Reading

Scharfenberg (ajmd Mo.), Ewald, etc., for

t:l'".IDr,

as conjectured by

1!! i1".ln~,

which can only

mean (as rendered by R.V. marg.), 'he terrified,' and in illustration of
which 2 Sam. I 7 2, Ezek. 30 9, are cited by Stu., and Zech. 2 4 by Mo.
This, however, is a very weak conclusion to the campaign. The mere
throwing into a panic of Israel's mortal foes (for the second time in the
course of the rout: cf. 7 21.22 ) cannot have been intended by the narrator:
contrast the late narrative of Num. 31 7 P, where every male of Midian
is put to the sword. The corruption of 1!! is an ancient one, being
found in the Versions : (!Ii n l~forryO'•v, '.ET 'turbato omni exercitu
eorum,' ,$P \Ll
I[: l/1!~.
(!liA •~frp,f•v, (!JiL ,~iO'rp,,j,Ev, and
similarly ,$h ::,,-£icn, seem to be corrections of the reading of (!JiB in
order to produce a sense more consonant with the context. Jos.,
however (Ant. v. vi. 5), must have read or understood the passage
in accordance with our emendation ; for his paraphrase is li1ravraf
l!,i(j)0np• TOVf 1ro">..eµ,lovf.
The correctness of ci•in;, (rather than i1n:)i1 Ex. 23 23, Ps. 83 5,
··.-:·.•
.: .'

l,
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returned from the battle, [J 14. and captured a lad of the men
of Succoth, and questioned him; and he wrote down for him the
officers of Succoth and the elders thereof, even seventy-seven
men. r 5. And he came unto the men of Succoth, and said,
'Behold Zeba]:t and $almunna', concerning whom ye did taunt
me, saying, "Are the hands of Zeba]:t and $almunna' now in thy
hand, that we should give bread to thy men that are exhausted?"
16. And he took the elders of the city, and thorns of the desert
as suggested by Mo., 'if an emendation is necessary') is attested by
the doublet which is noted in v. 13•
1.3. returned from the battle.

3$! adds t:liMi1
••• !T •••

n,vr.i,r.,

•• - : - ; I ' '

R. V. 'from

the ascent of Heres.' These words have formed a puzzle to interpreters in all ages. The Versions treat the allusion either as topographical (~, ,SP), or as a note of time, understanding t:liM as the
rare word for 'sun' (F, 'ante solis ortu' ; ~, ~l!>r.ll!> Syr., ~, ill, 'before
the sun had set'). Modern commentators suppose that the passage
is intended to indicate that Gide' on returned from battle by a different
route ; and thus (it is assumed) took the town of Succoth by surprise.
It is astonishing that no one should have perceived that the words
are simply a variant of v. 12 h11, which has come into the text from the
margin. This may at once be seen if we write them below the
original form of v. 12 b/l :
t:liMi1i1JMr.li1,:ll

1:1,nnn,yr., . ,r.i

It will be noticed that the last four letters of the doublet, t:liMil, tend
to confirm the emendation t:)liMi1 which is adopted in v. 12h11.
•·.·:·.·
14. he wrote down for him, etc. A boy or youth captured by
chance, and therefore (we may infer) without any exceptional qualifications as a scholar, writes down the names of the elders of Succoth ;
probably scratching them with a sharp-pointed implement such as a
pin or knife, in the alphabetic (so-called Phoenician) script, upon
a fragment of shale or similar material. This may seem to us to
be surprising, but need not be regarded as incredible. Cf. further
Additional note, p. 253. The rendering of R.V. text, 'he described
for him,' which seems to be intended to obviate the conclusion that
the names were written, is absolutely unwarranted.
the officers of !,uccoth, and the elders thereef. The distinction
between the officers, sarzm (mentioned alone in v. 6), and the elders
?'fi?i!ntm (mentioned alone in v. 16 ) is somewhat obscure. The z'fi?enim
were the heads of families in whose authority the government of the
city was vested. In distinction from these, the sarzm were probably
concerned, not with civil government, but with military organization.
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and. thistles; and rthreshedl therewith the men of Succoth.
I 7. And the tower of Penuel he brake down, and slew the men
16. and threshed therewith.

tlt.1~

Reading Ci1::l t!iii\
••• T

in place of 11?

TT_,

JJ"]i1 'and taught therewith,' a somewhat strange expression

in Heh.* The emendation is supported by the parallelism of v. 7
1):l~'J) 'I will thresh'; and by '1JiB Kal ~A01J<TEV (v. 7 dXoryuw), '1JiA Ka!
Kari~avev, 'and he carded' (v. 7 rnra~av&i). ];T 'et contrivit cum eis,
atque comminuit' (v. 7 'conteram ') may also have read t!iii1 • but the
double rendering of the verb ~uggests the possibility
a paraphrastic explanation of the curious )}1 1\ of J!?. In the same way,
,SP ~~ ~t:.....
'and he tortured therewith' (but v. 7
' I will thresh') ; trr: llii''JJ i)M\ 'and upon them he broke' (var. lee!.
j\i1 1
ii~\ 'and upon them he dragged') the m'en, etc. (but v. 7
t:'\'11:-t\ 'I will thresh'), may perhaps be paraphrases of J!?.
We cannot, however, be sure that by this simple emendation we
have arrived at the original form of the verse. '1ir offers evidence of
another original considerably different from J!?. Thus the verse
runs in '1ir\ KOL ,Xa/3£ [ rovs tlpxovras Ka,] rovs 1rp£u/3vr,povs rijs 1f'OA£0lS
Kai. KUTEal.w~EV allroVs £v Ta'is- dKllvBms rijs- fp~p,ov Kal Ta'is /3apK'7VELµ,
[Ka! KaniJ/o,~av lv avro'is tlviJpas ~oKxw8]. So '1ir\ with rnri~av£v in
place of Kan3iw~£v. ,Sh, JLL are similar. Here we have bracketed
rovs tlpxovras Ka! as a harmonistic addition (c£ v 14 ), and the last six
words as a doublet embodying the 11? tradition. The remainder
seems to represent a Heh. original

T;;/

lo

-oi1

,l1

c1;ii;")~~-n~1

i;")~~

1

~ip•n~ c~~;1

i

p~ 1;i.~rn~ n~'.1

1

'And he took the elders of the city, and threshed them together with
thorns of the desert and thistles.' This has strong claims to consideration as the original text. 11?, 'And he took the elders of the
city, and thorns,' etc., is certainly suspicious; and it is possible that
the verb Cl:11 1\ may have fallen out before '~\ 1ll\i' n~, and that v. 16h
may have been added subsequently as an explanatory gloss.
17. the tower of Penuel. It may be inferred that the city was
unwalled, and the tower was intended as a refuge in case of danger.
Cf. eh. 946!!. 0111.

* Perhaps the nearest parallel to the usage of the verb lJ'Ji! in JI! is r Sam. 14 12,
where the Philistines, on espying Jonathan and his armour-bearer, say, 'Come
up unto us, that we may teach you a thing' (i)'l c:in~ i1l) 1'l\)\); if it is
legitimate to explain this somewhat obscure expression as used with a touch of
irony, 'give you a lesson,' or 'give you something to think about.' Here,
however, we have the addition of the object i)1 ; whereas a similar object is
lacking in our passage.
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20. 21.

of the city. 18. Then he said unto Zeba9 and unto $almunna',
' Where are the men whom ye slew at Tabor?' And they said,
'As thou art so were they: re1ach resembled the children of a
king.' 19. And he said, 'They were my brethren, my mother's
sons: as Yahweh liveth, if ye had kept them alive, I would not
have slain you.' 20. And he said to Jether his first-born, 'Arise,
slay them!' But the lad drew not his sword, for he was afraid,
because he was still a lad. 2 1. And ZebaJ:i and f;,almunna' said,
'Arise thou and fall upon us, for a man hath a man's strength.'
18. 'Where are the men, etc.' Gide' on knows that the Midianite kings
are responsible for his brothers' death ; and he thus challenges them
to produce them alive in order to save their own lives (c£ v. 19 :
so Bu.). The Midianites are aware that they are doomed, and, with
the true savage instinct, glory in acknowledging the murders.
Question and answer thus do not formally correspond; but l:T, :CP,
R. V. 'What manner of men, etc.,' is both impossible as a rendering
of m t:)l~J~~ ;,b1~ ; and also very much weaker than the legitimate
rendering. This latter consideration also tells against the emendation adopted bv Mo. (SBOT.), La. t:)l~)~i1 ~i!:)~ 1~ 'Who, then,
were the men, etc.' ?
·
T •• T

••

•

in Tabor. Mount Tabor, north of the plain of Esdraelon, is some
thirty miles or more to the north of Shechem; near which, as we have
seen (cf. note on '' Ophrah,' eh. 6 8 ), the clan of Abi' ezer must have been
situated. Bu. suggests an original l'~l:l Tebe~ : cf. eh. 9 50•
each.

Reading 'in~~ form "in~.
T

•.•"('

T

'."

Cf. Ex.

22 22,

Num. 15 12•

he said to /ether, etc. Robertson Smith (Religion of the Semites, 2
p. 417, n 3) cites Nilus as stating that the Saracens charged lads with
the execution of their captives.
but the lad drew not his sword, etc. It does not necessarily follow
that Jether had taken part in the battle· ; for it is very probable that
the captives were taken back in triumph to · Ophrah before their
execution. The arming of the lad with a sword may have been
simply in view of the task assigned to him, which he had not the
heart to perform when cailed upon to act.
20.

21. An"se thou. The pronoun is emphatic; and the request of the
Midianites, like their answer in v 18, is a tribute to Gide' on's prowess
and noble bearing.

a man has a man's strength. The rendering of Mo.; lit. 'as the
man, (so) his strength.' l~ 'so,' or ~' is exceptionally omitted.
There is no doubt that Gide' on will slay them at a blow ; whereas a
mere lad might make a bungling attempt. Qli" reads iiri &>s aveipor fi
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So Gide'on arose and slew Zebal,1 and ~almunna'. And he took
the crescents which were upon the necks of their camels.
2
22. E And the men of Israel said unto Gide'on, 'Rule over us,
both thou, and thy son, and thy son's son; for thou hast saved
us out of the hand of Midian.' 23. And Gide'on said unto
them, 'I will not rule over you, neither shall my son rule over
you; Yahweh shall rule over you.' 24. E And Gide'on said
unto them, ' Let me make a request of you : give me every man
the ear-rings of his spoil.' For they had golden ear-rings, because
?lvvaµ.ir ,rnv, i.e. ,;p::n~:i~ t!il~~

1~,

Bu. emends i1J;l~ ;\::,.? 0 1~

'for thou art a mighty man.'

1~

2

which may possibly be original.
This,

though involving no great change of }t?, hardly seems necessary.

crescents. Heb. sahar6nim occurs once besides (Isa. 3 18) in a list
of feminine ornaments. On the form, cf. G-K. § 86g. In Ar. sahr
denotes the new moon; and Aram. Jihara, Syr. sahr£ mean moon.
The crescents were doubtless threaded on necklaces, and worn as
amulets. Similar strings of amulets are placed upon Bedawi camels
and horses at the present day.

22. the men of Israel. The reference is to the tribes of Israel as a
whole-or at least the central and northern west-J ordanic tribes, most
of whom, according to the later narrative (E2 ), had borne a share in
the campaign, and were benefited by its outcome. This, however,
as we have seen, is not the conception of the old narrative J, which
pictures Gide' on's coup de main as carried out with the assistance of
his own clan merely, and invests its outcome with a local, rather than
a general, importance. It is difficult to picture the haughty Ephraimites of J, eh. 8 1· 3, who turn upon the victor in the hour of his triumph,
and whose aggressive indignation has to be calmed by a diplomatic
rejoinder, as taking part in a request to Gide' on to become their king
because he had 'saved' them out of the hand of Midian. The older
narrative of E seems to have agreed with J in making Gide' on's
influence local rather than general. Cf. introd. to the story of
Abimelech, p. 267.
23. 'I will not rule over you, etc.' The conception of Theocracy
here put forward belongs to the later eighth century stage of prophetic
thought. Cf. the discussion on pp. 183 f.
24. ear-rings. Heb. nizem tnay denote an ear-ring (Gen. 35 4 E,
Ex. 32 2-3 E, Prov. 2 5 12), or a nose-ring (Gen. 24 47 J, Isa. 3 21, Ezek.
16 12). Here, as worn by men, the former is the more probable
meaning, since (as Mo. notices) nose-rings appear in the O.T. only as
the ornaments of women. Pliny (Hist. Nat. xi. 50) refers to the
wearing of ear-rings by men in the East. The custom does not exist
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they were Ishma'elites. 25. And they said, 'We will surely give
them.' And they spread out a mantle, and cast therein every
man the ear-rings of his spoil. 26. And the weight of the
golden ear-rings which he requested was one thousand and
seven hundred she~els of gold; beside the crescents, and the
pendants, and the purple garments which were upon the kings
of Midian, and beside the necklaces which were upon the necks
of their camels. 27. And Gide'on used it for an Ephod, and
generally among the Bedawin at the present day; though Mackie
states that, 'in the case of an only son, the ear-ring is sometimes worn
as an amulet in the form of a large silver ring suspended round the
outer ear, with discs or balls attached to the lower half of the ring,
hanging visible below the lobe of the ear': DB. i. p. 633b.
they were Ishma'elz'tes. Upon the interchange between the terms
'Midianite' and 'Ishma' elite,' cf. note on ' Midian,' eh. 6 1•
25. they spread out. <!Ii, iL\ 'he spread out.' So Kit., No., La.,
Gress.
26. one thousand and seven 'hundred she!,!els ef gold. Taking the
weight of the heavy she¼:el at 252.5 grs. troy (cf. G. F. Hill in EE.
4444), the total weight of the golden ear-rings would be nearly 75 lbs.
If reckoned by the light she¼:el, it would be about half as much.
beside the crescents, etc. Mo. regards the whole of this half-verse as
an editorial addition, on the ground that 'this catalogue of things
which were not used in making the ephod is quite superfluous, and
only interrupts the narrative.' A similar view is taken by Wellh. and
Sta., who, taking v21h/l as part of the original narrative, find in it the
origin of the later addition v. 26h. On the other hand, Bu. takes the
last quarter of the verse, 'beside the necklaces, etc.,' to be genuine,
supposing it to be the origin of v. 21 h/l, which he regards as a later gloss.
It is unsafe to express a definite opinion on such a point. The
narrative of E in vv. 22-i7 has, as we have seen, been worked over by
E 2 ; but it is difficult to divine any purpose in such an editorial
addition as this (whether by E 2 or some later hand), beyond the desire
to glorify Gide' on's exploit, which may equally have been present in
the mind of the original narrator. The half-verse may seem to us to
interrupt the proper sequence between v. 26a and v. 27 ; but would this
fact have counted for much in the mind of a narrator who was
fascinated by the richness and variety of the spoil, as reported by
tradition?
27. an Ephod. As regards the nature of the Ephod, evidence is
extremely vague ; and it is even doubtful whether it was everywhere
and at all times the same thing. The Ephod of the Priestly Code
(i.e. of post-exilic, though probably also of earlier, times) is described
(Ex. 28 P) as a decorated vestment, apparently of the nature of an
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apron,* fastened partly by a band at the top round the body
(1 1~¥ ,~~ )n,~~ ::ilf-1'.! 'the band of its attachment which is above
it,' t v. 8), and partly by two shoulder-straps (MiE:llJ:p, v. 7 ). These
latter were probably intended to keep the band of the Ephod in a
position round the wearer's middle well above the loins, and thus to
obviate the possibility of its becoming contaminated with sweat.§
The shoulder-straps appear to have been joined to the apron at its
two upper corners; Ii and their upper ends may have been fastened
to the shoulders of the m•'il (see below) by the two onyx-stones in
filigree settings (vv. 9-12), which very likely served the purpose ·of
brooches. It is possible, however, that the stones were merely
ornamental and symbolical; and, if so, the shoulder-pieces may have

*

The older view regarded the Ephod of P as a kind of waistcoat ; but this

seems to be excluded by the position of the band of its attach~ent

(v.

8 ),

(S~)

11?¥ 'above it'

rather than 'upon it'; anct' likewise by the position of the pouch above
the band (v.2B)-scarcely upon it.

The position of the rings which fastened

the pouch to the Ephod-the two upper ones attached to the shoulder-straps, and
the two lower ones above the band of the Ephod-favours the same conclusion.
The view that the Ephod was of the nature of an apron rather than a kilt, i.e.
that it covered the front of the trunk below the waist and did not extend round
the body and join at the back, depends upon the emendation noticed in footnote II.

:l: This rendering assumes the view that ljefebk is a metathesis of ljebkeffrom
!Jabkaf 'to bind on'; so, 'band.' Cf. Driver's note ad toe. in Camb. Bib. The
sense 'attachment' given to 'apkudda m:tkes the term a s'econdary derivative
from the denominative verb 'apkadk 'to attach the Ephod,' which is used in
Ex. 29 5 , Lev. 87 (11 !fagkar 'gird on').
§ The very curiously phrased injunction in Ezek. 44IBb

l/P::l ~1!M' ~,

-.T-

; :-

'

i.e., apparently, 'they shall not gird themselves with (or in) sweat,' which is
understood by R.V. to mean 'with tkat wkick causetk sweat' (i.e. with woollen
materials in distinction from linen), was understood by the Jewish interpreters to
mean that they were prohibited from girding themselves as high as the arm-pits
or as low as the loins-either positio_n being conducive to sweating-but were
to adopt an intermediate position. So Rashi and Kimchi. This interpretation
is as old as l!rI, which paraphrases the passage

f\10"

l1i1'::l::l'

,:s,

rn,~ )1i1''lt1M ,:s, )1!1)1 ~s1

'and they shall not gird themselves about their loins, but
shall bind themselves about their hearts.' It may well be doubted whether the
passage (the genuiueness of which is open to suspicion) is capable of such an
explanation; yet it is quite likely that the interpretation depends upon a true
tradition as to the ritual position of girding, and the reason by which it was
dictated,

II In Ex.

28 7

we should read plural verbs ~•~:, ~,;~;, referring to the two

shoulder-straps, in place of the singulars

i1.;~:, i;~; of JI!.

ro,,

Cf.

Qli

0110 l-1rwµ£/Jes

<J"vvl-x_ov<J"aL l<J'ona, a.im~ frlpa T1)P frlpa.v, brl
ov<J"1 µipe<J"LP lf71pT<<J'µfva.,.
On the use of the masc. form of the 3rd plur. Imperfect, in place of the fem.,
with reference to a fem. subject preceding, cf. G-K. § 145 u.
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been joined together at the back of the neck so as to form a yoke ; or
else they may have joined the band of the Ephod at the back, and
held it up like braces.
The Ephod is mentioned in connexion with the pouch (t~n,
A.V., R.V. 'breast-plate,' v. 15), which contained the objects known
as Urim and Tummim. This latter was fastened by rings at its four
corners, the two upper rings to the shoulder-straps (vv. 23 ·25 ), and the
two lower to the band of the Ephod (vv. 26•28 ). The dimensions of
the pouch were a span, i.e. about nine inches, square (i,. 16); and
when the Ephod was in place, the Urim and Tummim within the
pouch lay upon the heart of the high priest (v. 30)-a fact which makes
it clear that the band of the Ephod must have been well above the
loins, as has already been indicated.
The material of Ephod, band, and pouch alike, and doubtless also
of the shoulder-straps, was of 'blue, and purple, and scarlet, and fine
twined linen,' interwoven with gold t?read or wire (t:l'>'D~), which
was cut from a plate of beaten gold (eh. 39 3). The pouch was further
adorned by twelve precious stones, set in gold (vv. 17·' 1 ). The Ephod
was girded on over the m''il, a long garment with sleeves, of blue
material (vv. aur-).
Probably similar to this Ephod in form, though doubtless of
simpler workmanship, and (so far as we know) unconnected with any
special means of obtaining an oracle,* was the 'ephodh badh 'Ephod
of linen,' with which the child Samuel was 'girt' (i~J~) when he

t

ministered as a temple-servant (r Sam. 2 18 ); and with which King
David was similarly 'girt,' when he danced ceremonially before the
Ark, whilst it was being brought up from the house of' Obed-edom to
the sanctuary at Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6 14 ). On this occasion David
excited the outspoken contempt of his wife Michal, for exposing his

* There must, no doubt, have been some ultimate connexion between the
'ephodh badh and the oracular Ephod noticed above in the next paragraph; and it
is possible that the former may have been a kind of' dummy' Ephod, typical of
the relationship in which those who exercised priestly service stood towards the
Deity, though actually unequipped with the means of casting lots·(Urim and
Tummim). Foote recalls the fact that the oracular lots in the temple of Fortuna
at Praeneste were mingled and drawn by a child ('quid igitur in his [sortibns]
potest esse certi, quae Fortunae moriitu pueri manu miscentur atque ducuntur' ;
Cicero, De Divinatione, ii. 41, 86: a similar practice is observed in the modern
State-lotteries of Italy and France), and thinks that the child Samuel may have
been entrusted with a similar office. There is, however, absolutely no evidence
of any such practice among the Israelites.
:t The derivation of badh is unknown; but the view that it denotes the material
of which the Ephod was made, and that this was some form of linen, is probably
correct. Foote's theory that badh means 'member,' and so membrum virile,
which the Ephod (the primitive loin-cloth) was designed to cover, is sufficiently
refuted by Lev, 16 4, where the word is applied to the various parts of the priestly
a_ttire, turban included, and evidently describes their material.
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person 'like one of the lewd fellows ' ; and the inference is that he
wore nothing but the Ephod, and that this was of scanty dimensions*
-perhaps not unlike the apron which the Egyptian priest Pe-nl_iesi
is represented as wearing, when performing an act of ceremonial
worship; c£ Perrot et Chipiez, Histoire de !'Art dans l' Antiquite,
i. p. 253.:j: Sellin and Mo. (EB. 1306) suppose that the assumption
of this scanty attire may have been a return to a primitive costume
rendered sacred by its antiquity; much as Mohammedan pilgrims,
so soon as they approach Mecca, are obliged to adopt the simple
loin-cloth which was the primitive dress of the Arabs. §
More doubt has been expressed as to the precise nature of the
Ephod which, in the days of 'Eli, Saul, and David, was regularly
employed in the cultus of Yahweh. The priest is never said to
wear or to be girt with this, but always to bear it (~!;'~ ; I Sam. 2 28,
141, 22 18 II). Abiathar, when he escapes from the ,slaughter of the
priests at Noh, comes down to David with an Ephod 'in his hand'
(1 Sam. 23 6 ). "IT Here 'in his hand' refers to the carrying_ of the
Ephod when not in use; but the verb 'bear' is clearly used ceremonially, and is most naturally to be explained from the use of the
same verb in Ex. 28 12, where it is said that Aaron 'shall bear'
('~ ~i;'n) the names of the children of Israel before Yahweh engraved
upon the stones of the two shoulder-straps of the Ephod ; and similarly (v. 29 ) that he 'shall bear' their names upon the pouch. We
learn from I Sam. 23 6 that the Ephod was used in consulting the
oracle, or 'enquiring of Yahweh'; and from I Sam. 14 it seems, as
in later times, to have been employed in connexion with Urim and
Tummim (in v. 18 QJiBL preserves the true reading 'Ephod' in place of
* The Chronicler {who was evidently somewhat scandalized by the narrative as
it stands in 2 Sam.) clothes David in a m''il M, 'robe of byssus,' in addition to
the Ephod of linen, and omits all allusion to the episode in which Michal plays
a part (r Chr. 15 27 ).
It is worthy of note that Pe-n]:iesi's apron is loosely girt well above the loins,
being apparently supported in that position by a band from the shoulders.
§ In the description given by the Roman lawyer Gains (iii. 192-193) of the
house-search for stolen articles-' furtum licio et lance conceptum '-the leather
apron, ' licium' (' consuti genus quo necessariae partes tegerentur ') is explained
by Ihering as a relic of antiquity-the usual dress of the ancient Aryanspreserved in a ceremonial institution dating from hoary antiquity.
Cf. Tke
Evolution oftke Aryan, pp. 2 ff.
II This last passage, as it stands in ill, speaks of 'bearing the Ephod of linen•;
but it is not improbable that the word badk, which is omitted by QliB, is an erroneous
insertion.
'I[ The passage is in some slight disorder. As it stands in ill, ii•::i ,,, iit~
seems to mean 'an Ephod came down in his hand.' QliB, howe~~r, ;fter th~

+

words 'unto David,' presupposes a text ii~f iit~1 i'J; i1~•l!~, in tl~ ~~i11
'he went down with David to J:(e-ilah, having an Ephod in his hand.' This is
very possibly the original text: cf. Driver, N HTS. 2 ad loc.
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111 'Ark of God'). When asked to consult the oracle, the priest is
told to bring it near (i1tf1~;:i, 14 18, 23 9,30 7); and, when ordered to
desist, the command is' withdraw thine hand' ('97,: l:)b~, 14 19), which
seems to presuppose some form of manipulation in connexion with
the sacred lot. The locus classicus for the use of this latter (Urim
and Tummim) is l Sam. 14 41 (l]r, which has already been noticed
under eh. l 1 note on 'enquired of Yahweh.' Thus, if we are to
explain the Ephod of 1 Sam. by the Ephod of P, it may have been
the receptacle in which the sacred lot was preserved-possibly a
pouch and apron or girdle combined-the prototype of the later
priestly vestment.
The character of Gide' on's Ephod has formed subject for much
discussion. It is commonly supposed that the description of v. 27 can
only be satisfied by the supposition that here the Ephod denotes
some kind of idol, and not simply a vestment and pouch employed in
consulting the oracle. In favour of this view the following points
have been alleged.
If the words ii~t(s 'J 1n1t( t!'l,111 mean that Gide' on made the 1700
shekels of gold into an Ephod, it seems to follow that the Ephod
must have been something of the character of an idol, or possibly an
non-eikonic symbol (~6avov) of considerable size; since so great a
weight of metal cannot have been employed in the manufacture of a
mere belt and apron, with pouch attached, even if we suppose these to
have been heavily overlaid with gold. The verb J~11, again, rendered
. ' and he set it up,' suggests an idol rather than an instrument of
divination which, when in use, was girt on to the body of the priest.
Further, the strong terms of reprobation employed by the writer' and all Israel went a whoring after it, etc.'-though appropriate in
application to the worship of an idol, seem rather strange if they are
to be understood of an object which is mentioned, without a word of
blame, as commonly employed in ascertaining the oracle of Yahweh
in the days of Samuel and David, and the continued use of which in
post-exilic times is specifically provided for in the ritual enactments
of the Priestly Code.
Added to the arguments based upon the reference to Gide' on's
Ephod, there are other references which have been thought to point
in the same direction. The story of Micah and his private sanctuary,
Judg. 17.18, is clearly composite in origin; and the Ephod and
Teraphim of the one narrative are parallel to the graven image and
molten image of the other-or rather to the graven image only, the
molten image being a later addition. In l Sam. 21 10 the sword
of Goliath is preserved in the sanctuary of Nob 'wrapped in a cloth
behind the Ephod'-a reference which may be taken to mean that
the Ephod stood by itself, clear of the wall, as an image would do.
Lastly, the obscure phrase of Isa. 30 22 (probably a late passage),
':110\ n:;ii;;;,~ ~:!~~' R.V. 'the plating of thy molten images of gold,
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is parallel to

i~Si~ 'the overlaying of thy graven images
.

of silver'; the term 'aphudda (cognate to 'eph!Jdh) being interpreted
by R. V. as 'plating' owing to its parallelism with 1ijJp11y 'overlaying'
(for which c£ Ex. 38 17-19, Num. 17 3· 4). If, then, 'aphudda means the
'plating' of an idol, it is inferred that 'ephodh denotes such a plated
idol, i.e. a wooden idol overlaid with metal.
Taking these points in order-it should be observed that, while the
phrase , ile'l) may be used in the sense 'he made into' (cf. especially
Isa. 44 17 ilt!'l) ,~, \T'l''1~r.:i~ 'and the remnant thereof he made into
T

T

••

;

'

":

a god' ; so v. 19 ; cf. also Deut. 9 14, Ezek. 4 9 ), it may equally well
have the sense 'he used for.' This is the sense of the phrase in
I Sam. 8 16, 'Your servants, etc., shall he take and use them for his
work' ; Ex. 38 24, 'All the gold that was used for the, work'; Ezek. I 5 6,
'It (the wood of the vine) cannot be used for work.' Similarly, in
Hos.

2 8 (~ 10 ),

,11::1,
---

~bl) :lilt is more naturally to be rendered 'the
T

TT

gold which they used for the Ba' al' (i.e. in his service) than 'the gold
which they made into the Ba' al' ;

,p~iJ

by itself being nowhere else

used of the image of the false god Thus, the rendering of the
phrase which is adopted in our translation is at any rate quite legitimate; the statement being understood to mean that Gide' on used the
gold not merely in the manufacture of the Ephod, but also in the
provision of such accessories as were necessary for its proper
maintenance as a cultus-object, i.e. a sanctuary and priestly caretaker, etc.
The verb )~1\ whether rendered 'he set it up,' or, as above, 'he
established it' (cf. Am. 5 15 ~~~'? ip~;i ~) 1~;:i 'establish judgment in
the gate'), need not imply that the Ephod was an image; since, upon
the alternative assumption that it was, here as elsewhere, a vestment
employed in ascertaining the will of the oracle, it is not clear what
other verb could have been more suitably employed to describe the
fact that it was kept and used in divination at 'Ophrah. What the
writer wishes to express is that it was there that the Ephod-cult was
'established' ; and any alternative expression, s_uch as 'he placed' or
'kept it at 'Ophrah,' would scarcely have been possible.
The strong reprobation of the Ephod-cult is explained by the fact
that the passage comes from E 2 ; whereas the passages in I Sam.
which seem to regard the Ephod as the natural and appropriate
means of ascertaining the will of Yahweh, belong to the much older
narrative of J. The diffe,ence in point of view is no greater here
than in the two accounts of the institution of the kingship; where,
while J regards the granting of a king as a mark of Yahweh's favour
to Israel (1 Sam. 9 15. 16), E 2, on the other hand, stigmatizes Israel's
Q
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demand for a king as a definite act of rejection of Yahweh (1Sam.87).
It is at least probable, if not certain, that the prophetic school represented by E 2 grouped the Ephod with other conventional forms of
divination, and regarded it with disfavour; and Hosea, whose influence is to be traced in E 2 (c£ .fntrod. p. xiv), makes disparaging
reference to Ephod together with Teraphim (Hos. 3 4). It is generally
acknowledged that in I Sam. 14 1s the original form of the passage is
preserved in (Iii :-ml £l'11'£V ~aovA rf Axw1 1Ipo<Tayay£ ro £<pov/'J· 8n
avrof ~P£V ro £<pov/'J EV rfi ~µ.ipq. EK£{vn ,vwmov l<Tpa71A. In 1!l, however,
01;:i~~~ 1ii~, 'the Ark of God' has taken the place of' the Ephod ' an alteration which must have been purposely made, and that
most probably in order to avoid reference to the consultation of the
will of Yahweh by a form of divination which the corrector of the text
regarded with some disfavour. The fact that, in post-exilic times,
the Priestly Code lays down detailed regulations for the manufacture
and use of the Ephod is not an argument to prove that in late preexilic times the school of E 2 could not have disapproved of its use.
Rather, we may argue that, if P had supposed that the term Ephod
had at any time been used of a definitely idolatrous symbol, such a
term would not have been perpetuated by the Code in reference to a
legitimate instrument of divination. The evidence of the Priestly Code,
therefore, tells in favour of the inference that the codifiers of this
body of legislation were unaware that the term 'Ephod' had been
applied in early times to an idol.
The fact that, in Judg. 17. 18, one narrative equips Micah's sanctuary
with Ephod and Teraphim, while the parallel narrative speaks of a
graven image merely, is no argument to prove that the graven image
was the same as the Ephod. Nor would the case really be
strengthened if the second narrative had originally mentioned (as it
does now) both graven image and molten image; since there is no
reason whatever for supposing that the two traditions were so absolutely at one that graven image and molten image must denote the
same things as Ephod and Teraphim. As Mo. has shown, however,
the molten image is a late addition to the narrative.
In I Sam. 21 10 the statement that the sword of Goliath at the
sanctuary of Nob was 'wrapped in a cloth behind the Ephod' may
very well mean that both sword and Ephod were hanging on a large
peg fixed in the wall (Lotz, Foote, Sellin), the Ephod, as being
constantly in use, hanging outermost.
Lastly, the interpretation of 1:i;,r
n::ii:.,o n"l!:l~ in Isa. 30 22 is very
1•.'T;
- •• - '•, -:
obscure : but on any interpretation the phrase can scarcely carry
much weight in proof that the term Ephod was ever applied to an
idol. Foote argues that i1~!:'l;l never means 'molten image' where,
as here, it is a genitive. It means a 'casting'; and as a genitive it
means that the nomen regens is not carved, nor beaten, but cast.
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established it in his city, even in 'Ophrah; E' and all Israel went
a whoring after it there, and it became a snare to Gide'on and to
his house. 28. RE' So Midian was subdued before the sons of
Israel, and they lifted up their head no more. And the land
had rest forty years in the days of Gide'on.
This conclusion is supported by such phrases as it~~~
of casting,' i.e. 'cast or molten bull' ; it:,!:)~
T •• -

i.e. 'molten gods.'

Thus,

'9?.~!

r,~~~

1 it',,~
••

•::

,a:v.,

lit. 'bull

'gods of casting,'

n:1~~ might mean 'thy cast

band, of gold,' lit. 'the band (attachment) of the casting of thy gold.'
It may be considered doubtful whether the parallelism of '9!:)C,:,
~- : - 1,,oe
.. . :
'thy graven images of silver,' does not tell against Foote's conclusion,
and compel us to explain '9~~\ r,~~~ as' thy molten image of gold.'
But even so, it is likely that it":J!:l~ has the same meaning here as in
T ••• -;

Ex. 28 8, viz. 'attachment' or 'band,' and thus refers to the priestly
band or vestment which was in this case worn by the idol, and not to
an actual part of the idol, such as a metal sheathing-a sense which
is purely hypothetical.
We conclude then that, while the reference to Gide'on's Ephod is
involved in considerable difficulty, there is nothing in the statement,
nor in other statements which we have noticed, to compel us to
believe that it was an idol, or anything else but the ordinary priestly
vestment which was employed in obtaining an oracle.
The explanation of the Ephod here adopted follows, in the main,
the lines laid down by Lotz, RealeneyklojJiidie fur jJrotestantisehe
Theologie und Kirehe, 1898, v. pp. 402-4o6; Foote, JBL., 1902,
pp. 1-47; Sellin, Das israeHtisehe EjJhod (Orient. Studien T. Noldeke
gewidmet, 1906, pp. 699-717): cf. also the brief summary given by
Benzinger, Hebriiisehe Arehiiologie, 2 pp. 347 f.
went a whoring. er. eh. 2 17 note.
a snare. Heb. mo!Jes. er. eh. 2 3 note.
28. On the characteristic phraseology of RE•, cf. Introd, p. xlviii.

YAHWEH OR YAHU ORIGINALLY AN AMORITE DEITY
(ef. note on 'the Ashera,' eh. 625.)
Sayce was the first to call attention (ET. ix. p. 522) to the existence
of the name Ya-u-um-ilu on a Babylonian text of the First Dynasty
period (published in CT. iv. 27). This can scarcely mean anything
else than 'Ya-u is god'; and is thus identical in form and meaning
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with the Hebrew ~~,, Jo'el.

Sayce's conclusion was accepted by

Hommel, who further cited the name lfa-li-pi-um, z:e., probably,
ffa-li-ya-unt,* 'Ya-u is maternal uncle' (Ar. !Jal), as occurring in a
document of the same period (ET. x. p. 42 : the list in which tfa-li-ya-um
occurs is published in CT. iv. 27). .Ya-u-um-ilu was subsequently
cited by Delitzsch, together with the two forms Ya-a'-we-ilu, Ya-we-ilu
(which he explained as meaning 'Yahweh is God') in proof of the
recognition and worship of the God Yahweh in Babylonia in early
times (Babel und Bibel, pp. 46 f.). Upon this evidence Delitzsch
based much too far-reaching assumptions as to the derivation of
Hebrew monotheism from Babylonian sources ; and his conclusions
excited a keen and voluminous controversy. :J: In particular, his
reading of the names Ya-'a-we-ilu, Ya-we-ilu was hotly disputed,
upon the ground that the syllable which he read as WE might be
interpreted as PI, and that the first element of the names Ya-'a-pi or
Ya-pi was probably a verbal form. Early Babylonian usage favours
the reading WE or WA for the disputed syllable rather than PI ;
yet, even so, it is by no means certain that the element Ya-'a-we,
Ya-we in the names in question is a divine name and not a verbal
form. Thus Ranke, who transcribes Ya-'a!J-wi-ilu, takes the
meaning to be '(The) god lives' (assuming an Amorite verb n,n
= Heb. i11M 'to live'); while Hilprecht, reading Ya-'-wi-ilu, understands as 'God has spoken' (Bab. awu or amu 'to speak' ; but in
this case the normal Babylonian form would be iwi, /mi, notya'wi).§
More recently, the publication by Thureau-Dangin of the First
Dynasty tablets preserved in the Louvre II reveals the existence of
the name Ya-wi (we, wa,_ pi.9)-(ilu)-Dagan-J; and association
with the name of the deity Dagan greatly strengthens the case for
regarding the disputed form as a verb-the only alternative being to
suppose that the name identifies a deity Ya-wi with the deity Dagan:
cf. the compounds Hadad-Rimmon, Zech. 12 n, and the Moabite
'Ashtar-Chemosh (Moabite Stone, I. 17). It is thus evident that the
names Ya-'a-we-ilu, Ya-we-ilu cannot be cited with any probability
as instances of compounds containing the divine name Yahweh.
Clay's publication of Personal Names of the Cassite Period(1912),
i.e. the period subsequent to the First Dynasty period, ranging from
cir. B.C. 1760 to u85, throws. further light upon the use of the divine

* The cuneiform sign-group, which has the syllabic value PI in Assyrian
documents of a later period, is commonly used with the value WE, WA, and
YA in Babylonian documents of the Fir.t Dynasty period, and later still into the
period of the T.A. Letters (cir. B.C. r400). For fja-li-ya-um with the common
sign for YA, cf. p. 245 (from Thureau-Dangin, op. cit. infra, p. 22).
For the literature of this controversy, cf. Rogers, Relig. Bab. and Assyr. p. g2.
§ Cf. Ranke, Early Bab. Personal Names oftlie Hammurabi Dynasty, 1905.
II Lettres et contrats de t tpoque de la Premiere Dynastie Babylonienne, rgro.
,i- Op. cit. p. 23. The occurrence of this name and its bearing on the contro•
versy were first brought to the notice of the present writer by Dr. R. W. Rogers.
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nanie Ya-u in Babylonia. He chronicles the forms Ya-a-u, Ya-uba-ni, Ya-u-gu, and the apparently feminine forms ·Ya-(a-)u-tum,
Ya-a-i-tum. Ya-u-ba-ni can only mean 'Ya-u is creator,' the form
being precisely analogous to Ilu-ba-ni, 'The god is creator,' ElHlba-ni, 'Ellil is creator,' etc. The form Ya-u-ba-ni recalls the familiar
name of the king of I;Iamath who was contemporary with Sargon
(B.C. 721-705), (ilu) Ya-u-bi-'-di (Winckler, Sargon, pp. 102, 178),
Ya-u-bi-'-di (id. p. 170), which alternates with I-lu-bi-'-di (£d. p. 6), just
as in Hebrew we find both lQ~in; and lD~?~- Here Ya-u is marked
by the determinative prefix ilu, 'god,' which proves beyond a doubt
that it is a divine name. The element Ya-u; as the first element of a
proper name, appears in Ya-u-!Ja-zi, the Assyr. equivalent of the
Heh. Jeho'aJ:iaz, i.e. the Judaean king 'AJ:iaz, in an inscription of
Tiglath-pileser IV. (c£ Rost, Tiglpth-pileser, p. n). Cf. The form
Ya-u-a which occurs as the representation of the name of the
Israelite king Jehu, in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser m. (cf. KB. i.
pp. 140, n1, 150). The shortening of Ya-u into Ya as the first
element of a proper na.me is seen in Ya-ma-e-ra-a!J, i.e. 'Ya indeed
is the moon,' CT. viii. 17.
In face of this evidence, it is impossible to doubt that Ya-u or
Ya-um (with mimation) is a divine name, and corresponds to the
Heb. -in; or ~i\ the shorter form of the divine name Yahweh,
which regularly occurs as the first element in Israelite proper names,
On the form Ya-u-tum, cf. p. 248.
We find, moreover, a large class of proper names occurring in
Babylonian documents of the First Dynasty and Kassite periods in
which the second element of the name is Ya, Ya-u-a (once), Ya-tum,
Ya-u-tum, Ya-u-ti; the names themselves being precisely parallel in
form to other names in which the second element is indisputably the
name or title of a deity.
Thus, where the relation is that of a genitive following a Construct
State, we may notice A--pil-ya, A-pil-ya-tum, apparently 'son of Ya
or Ya tum,' like A-pil-i-1£-su, 'son of his god.'
A rdi-ya, A rdi-ya-um, apparently 'servant of Ya or Ya-um,' like
A rdi-ildni, ' servant of the gods ' ; A rdi-(ilu )-Marduk, ' servant of
(god) Marduk' ; Ardi-Samas, 'servant of Samas,' etc.
Nur-ya-u-ti, apparently 'light ofYa-u-tu,' like Nur-Ellil, 'light of
Ellil' ; Nur-Istar, N11r-Marduk, etc.
Cases in ¥ohich the relation to a preceding substantive is predicative, the copula being understood, are : A-bt"-ya, A-bi-ya-tum, A-bt"-ya-u-ti, apparently 'Ya or Ya-tum or
Ya-u-tu is father,' like A-bi-ilu, '(the) god is father'; A-bt"-i-H, 'my
god is father' ; A-bi-i-li-Iu, 'his god is father' ; A-bi-e-ra-a!J, 'the
moon is father,' etc.
lfa-li-ya-um, lfa-li-ya-tum, apparently 'Ya-um or Ya-tum is
maternal uncle.'
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Be-H-ya, Be-li-ya-tum, Be-H-ya-u-tum, apparently 'Ya or Ya-tum
or Ya-u-tum is lord,' like Be-li-a-bi, 'my father is lord.'
$ili-ya, $ili-ya-u-tum, apparently' Ya or Ya-u-tum is my protection' (lit. 'shadow'; cf. Heb.
'In the shadow of God'), like

,N,ll::l
.. - '
:

:

$ili-Addu, 'Addu is my p~otection'; $ili-(ilu)-Amurru, $ili-(ilu)Dagan, $ili-Marduk, $iii-Samas, $ilt"-Istar, etc.
Tukulti-ya-u-H, apparently' Ya-u-tu is my help,' like Tukulti-Ellz"l,
'Elli! is my help,' etc.
It is doubtful whether A-!Ji-ya, A-!Ji-ya-u-a, A!J-i-ya-tum, A-!Ji:rau-ti, like A-!Ji-ilu (or -ili), should fall into the first or second of these
classes. A-!Ji-ya might mean 'Ya is brother,' or 'brother of Ya,'
just as A-!Ji-z"lu might mean '(the) god is brother,' or (taking the
ideogram for 'god' as the genitive iii), 'brother of (the) god.' In
favour of the latter supposition we may cite the fem. name A-!Ja-ti-ya,
presumably 'sister of Ya' ; scarcely 'Ya is sister.' Cf. masc.
E-ri-si-ya, 'bridegroom of Ya,' beside the fem. names E-n"-is-ti-(ilu)A-a, 'bride of (god) A-a'; E-n·-is-ti-Addu, 'bride of Addu'; and
Phoenician ,,on 'brother of Milk,'
MN 'sister of Milk,' mp,onn
' sister of M el¼:art.'
A third class, in which the first element of the name is a verbal
fqrm, is represented by I-din-ya, I-din-ya-tum, apparently 'Ya or
Ya-tum has given,' like I-din-ili-su, 'his god has given'; I-dinMarduk, 'Marduk has given'; I-din-(ilu)-Amurru, I-din-Sin, etc.
It must be admitted that the explanation of -ya, -ya-tum, etc., as
divine names is not generally accepted, some scholars (e.g. Ranke
and Clay) explaining them as hypocoristic terminations in substitution for some fuller and more definite form (Ardi-ya thus conceivably
implying Ardi-(ilu)-Marduk, or -(ilu)-Sin, etc.). Against this view,
and in favour of that which is here advocated, the following points
may be made :-

,,on

(r) In cases in which Ya-u, Ya-u-um occur as the first element in
a proper name (as in Ya-u-ba-ni, (ilu) Ya-u-bi-'-di, Ya-u-um-ilu
above cited), the hypocoristic explanation breaks down ; it being
impossible to explain Ya-u as anything else than a divine name or
title. If, then, as has been shown, names ending in -ya, etc., are
identical in formation with names containing as their second element
the name of a god such as Marduk, Sin, Samas, etc., it is reasonable
to infer that -ya as the second element of these names, denotes the
same deity as Ya-u when occurring as the first element in other
names. In fact, as we have seen, the full form A-!J,i-ya-u-a occurs
side by side with A-!Ji-ya. That Ya-u, when occurring as the second
element in a proper name, should normally be shortened to -ya is
precisely analogous to the usage of Hebrew proper names containing
the divine name i1;- (as well as ~i1;-) as the second element,
answering to

-ii1\ _;1

as the first element.

And further, an
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instance of such shortening when Ya is the first element is seen in
Ya-ma-e-ra-a!J, assuming this to mean 'Ya indeed is the moon.'
(2) The forms A-bt"-ya, A-!Ji-ya, Be-li-ya are identical in all reil•M~
il•>lJ::i
il•J~ il•n~ are
spects with the Hebrew il•J~
T•-:'
T•-:>
T:--•
T•-:'
T•-:
variations of the fuller forms ~il•J~ ~il•n~ . and the fact that in
T • -:,

T •

-: )

these Hebrew names the element Ya or Yahu is a divine name
corresponding to the fuller form Yahweh is generally admitted.* It
is difficult, therefore, to believe that the identity in form of the Babylonian names is accidental, and does not involve identity of meaning.
(3) The name A-!Ji-ya-mi occurs in a Babylonian letter from
Ta'anach of cir. B.C. 1450 (cf. Rogers, CP. p. 282; TB. i. p. 129),
borne by the Amorite writer of the letter. Here the element -mi
is probably not to be understood as equivalent to -wi, as has been
supposed, Ya-wi thus answering to Yahweh; but more probably -mi
is the Babylonian enclitic particle which is regularly employed in
letters of this period from Cana' an in place of the normal enclitic -ma.
The purpose of the enclitic, thus used, is to predicate a fact with some
emphasis. Thus A-!Ji-ya-mi would denote 'Ya indeed is brother,' or
'brother of Ya (emphatic) '; cf. Ya-ma-e-ra-a!J, 'Ya indeed is the
moon' above noticed. Ilu-ma-ilu, '(The) god indeed is god';
I-li-ma-a-bu-um, 'My god indeed is father'; I-lt"-ma-a-!J.i, 'My god
indeed is my brother', and the S. Arabian ,~o•::i,~ 'Abi-ma-'el
•• T

(Gen. 10 28,
normal

1

Chr.

>~•;i~

1 22 ),

•

-:

'God is father indeed,' side by side with the

'Abi-'el, 'God is father.'

But, if emphasis is thus

thrown upon Ya, it seems clear that the sense intended is ' Ya and
no one else'; and it is out of the question that Ya thus emphasized
should be simply a hypocoristic termination, and not a genuine
divine name or title.
A further important fact (noticed by the present writer in JTS. ix.
p. 341) is that a Babylonian syllabary ( CT. xii. 4) which gives a
large number of equivalents of the star-ideogram which is the
ordinary symbol for ilu, 'god,' offers as the first of these equivalents
the word Ya-'-u, a form which would appear in Hebrew as ~i1;
Yahz1, the light breathing in Bab. here answering to the Heb. i1.
The second equivalent on the list is Ya-a-ti, which recalls Ya-tum
in the names which ·we have been examining; but which Sayce is
perhaps right in regarding as an etymology offered by the Babylonian
scribe for the (to him) unintelligible Ya-'-u, viz. Bab. yati, 'myself'
(ET. xviii. p. 27; xix. p. 525).
The relationship of the apparently fem. forms Ya-tum, Ya-u-tum
to Ya-u or Ya-'-u is obscure. The following attractive explanation

* Cf., however, Jastrow, JBL. xiii. (1899), pp. no ff., who takes -ya, -yahu as
afformatives.
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has been offered by Sayce :-' By the side of the masculine Yau we
have the feminine Yautum, corresponding with a Hebrew illi1'. And
just as illi1 1 is used in Hebrew for the masculine, so we find Ya(1tum
used not only as a feminine but also as a masculine name. That is
to say, the absorption of the feminine Ya(1tum, il\il\ by the masculine
lil\ il\ 1\ which is fully carried out in Hebrew, is in process of being
carried out in the Babylonian of the Cassite age. How the goddess,
who in so many cases possessed after all only a grammatical exist. ence, came to be identified with the god, I have explained in my
Lectures on the Religion of the Babylonians ; a well-known example
of the fact is the Ashtar-Chemosh of the Moabite Stone. While the
Latin races, like the natives of Asia Minor, seemed to have craved
for a female divinity, the Semites resembled the Teutonic populations
in their tendency to believe only in a male deity' (ET. xviii. p. 27).
The transformation of an originally female deity into a male deity in
the case of the Sabaean 'Athtar has already been noticed in note on
'the 'Ash tarts,' p. 59.*
Babylonian evidence for the worship of the deity Ya-u, Ya-u-tum
( Yq, Ya-tum) appears, then, to be abundant during the First Dynasty
period, and onward into the Kassite period, though not earlier i ; and
this fact lends high probability to the view of Sayce and Hommel that
this deity was first introduced into Babylonia by the 'Amorite'
immigrants, to whom the foundation of the First Dynasty seems to
have been due: cf. .lntrod. pp. !vii ff.§

* Identification of Ya-u-tum, Ya-tum at one time with a female deity (Istar)
and at another with a male deity (Sin) is perhaps to be seen in lstar-ya-ut-tum
( Clay, op. cit. ), Sin-ya-tum ( Ranke and Thureau-Dangin, opp. citt. ).
t The view put forward by the present writer in ITS. ix. p. 342, that the
divine name Ya-um is to be found so far back as cir. B.C. 2700 in Lipus-1-a-um
(or E-a-um), the name of the daughter of Naram-Sin, a priestess of Sin, now
appears to him to be too doubtful to be cited as evidence: cf. Rogers, Religion o_f
Babylonia and Assyria, p. 94 n 1• On Ball's plausible explanation of Ya-u ami!/u
in Gi!games-Epic, Tab. x. Col. iv. I. 17, as' god-man,' cf. ITS. ix. pp. 341 f.
§ It is difficult to escape the impression that the reluctance of some scholarsespecially Jewish scholarn-to recognize the existence of the divine name Yahu or
Yahweh in Babylonian documents of an early period is due to the feeling that
such a fact, if true, must tend to derogate from the uniqueness of Israel's privilege
as the sole recipient of the revelation implied by the name which has always been
regarded as peculiarly the proper name of the God of Israel. In view of this
tendency, and to guard against the misunderstanding of his own position, the
present writer hastens to affirm that the views which he puts forward in this
Addit. note as regards the use of the name in very early times among the people
of Amurru, from whom Israel sprang, and in the followi·ng Addit. note as to the
early identification of Yahweh with the moon-god Sin, do not, in his opinion,
derogate in any respect from the uniquely new signijicance in which the name is
related in Ex. 3 to have been revealed to Moses at I;Ioreb. That revelation, with
its new exposition of the name Yahweh as 'He who will become' (i.e. the God
of progressive Revelation-' I will become what I will become' ; cf. note on
ck. 6 16, 'I will be with thee'), no less than the fulness of moral and spiritual
meaning which Israel's prophets and psalmists were inspired to draw from the
name in later ages, stands unparalleled in the history of Semitic religions ; and is
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EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF YAHWEH
WITH THE MOON-GOD
(C£ note on 'the Ashera,' eh. 6 25.)
We have seen, in the preceding note, how the name Yahu, Yahweh
( Ya-u or Ya-'-u, Ya-u-tum) comes into prominence at the period of
the First Babylonian Dynasty; and evidence appeared to indicate
that the knowledge and worship of this deity in Babylonia was due
to the 'Amorite' immigrants, who may be supposed to have been the
founders of the First Dynasty. It is a noteworthy fact that, while
proper names compounded with the names of various Babylonian
deities such as Samas, Marduk, !star, etc., are frequent at this period,
by far the largest number of such theophoric names are framed in
honour of the Moon-god Sin. Among these, we have already noticed
Sin-ya-tum, which appears to equate or identify Sin with Yatum or
Yahweh. The occurrence has also been cited of the name Ya-mae-ra-a!J, 'Ya indeed is the moon,' i.e. the moon-god Sin.
Now the fact is significant that Gen. 14 makes Abraham, the
traditional ancestor of Israel, a contemporary of !f ammurabi
(' Amraphel), the most celebrated king of the First Babylonian
Dynasty. Biblical records, again, associate Abraham with Ur, the
southern seat of the worship of Sin ; and depict him as moving
thence to ljarran, the northern seat of the worship of the same deity,
before his migration westward to the land of ·Cana' an. Abraham's
movements are represented in the O.T. as dictated by the influence
of a higher form of religion than was current at the time in Babylonia.
His immediate ancestors are stated to have been polytheists, the
worshippers of deities other than Yahweh (Josh. 24 2 E).
!jarran* (Bab. lfarrdnu, 'way or road') appears to have been so
named as the road from east to west, the gateway by which Babylonian
trade and culture penetrated into and permeated the coast-land of
Syria, including Canaan. It possessed a celebrated temple of Sin,
called E. t£UL. ljUL, the antiquity of which is vouched for by
N abonidus, when he tells us that 'since ancient days Sin, the great
lord, had dwelt therein as the abode of his heart's delight.'+ Included
wholly unaffected by the fact that the name itself appears to have been known
and used in earlier times, and among a wider circle of peoples. Cf. on this point,
Rogers, Relig. of Bab. and A ssyr., p. 97; Driver, Genesis ( Westm. Comm.),
p. 409, Exodus ( Camb. Bib.), p. Ii. The document J (as distinct from E) regards
the use of the name Yahweh as primeval; since it states, in Gen. 4 26, that in the
days of Enosh, the grandson of Adam, 'men began to call with the name of
Yahweh,' i.e .. to use the name in invocations. Yet J by no means implies that
the name was used in these early times with anything like the fulness of meaning
which it attained when it became the covenant-name of Israel's God.
* The Hebrew vocalization
.f:Iaran is due to the objection which was felt,

l;~

at the time of the creation of the Massoretic vowel-system, to the doubling of 1 ;
but the Q1i form Xappav makes it certain that, at the time when Hebrew was a
spoken language, the Hebrew and Babylonian forms of the name were identical._
Cf. note on harrim, p. 168.
:t Cf. KB. iii. 2, p. 96 ; Ball, Light from the East, p. 208.
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in the pantheon of ljarran were Sarratu (' the Queen'), wife of the
moon-god Sin, and Malkatu (' the Princess'), a title of the goddess
!star. The names Sarratu and Malkatu are identical in form with
the Hebrew Sarah and Milcah, who are related to have been respectively the wife and sister-in-law of Abraham, and to have joined in
the migration from Ur to Barran (Gen. II 27 ff.). *
The two forms Abram, Abraham, point to Babylonian originals,
the former to Abu-rdmu, the latter to Abu-ra'imu (the Bab. -'- being
represented in Heb. by n; cf. Ya-'-u=~n:>- But rdmu, ra'imu are
variant participial forms of the verb rdmu (Heb. rli/:zam), 'to love or
show pity.' Abram, Abraham may therefore mean 'loving (merciful)
father,' or' the father is loving (merciful).'+ It is at least very probable that the father here originally intended was the moon-god Sin.
The attribute of love or mercy (denoted by this verb) is very characteristic of Sin. We may notice such proper names as Sin-ra-im-u-ri,
'Sin loves Ur(?)'; Sin-ra-im-Uruk (KI), 'Sin loves (the city) Uruk';
Sin-ra-'-im-zer, 'Sin loves the seed (offspring)'; (ilu) Sin-ri-me-ni,
'(the god) Sin, is merciful.' The title' Father' was especially appropriate to Sin. He was regarded as the father of the gods, the
'merciful, gracious father (a-bu rim-nu-u ta-a-a-ru), in whose hand
the life of the whole world rests.'§
Thus, without asserting that the origin of the figure of Israel's
great ancestor is to be found in a personification of the Moon-god
(which indeed it would be rash to do, in view of the fact that the
name was known as a personal name at the period to which Abraham
is assigned by the Biblical narrative ; cf. footnote t), it may at least
be maintained with some reason that the narrative of the movement
which brought the ancestors of the Hebrews from Ur to :Jjarran and
finally to Cana' an, appears to be bound up with the worship of Sin ;
just as it is manifestly bound up with definite adhesion to the worship
of Yahweh, involving the repudiation of the 'other gods' which the
ancestors of Abraham are traditionally recorded to have worshipped.
* Cf. Jensen, ZA. xi. pp. 299 f.; Zimmern, KA T,3 p. 364.

+ This solution

of the meaning of the two forms Abram, Abraham was first
suggested to the present writer many years ago by Dr. Ball. More recently
Ungnad has discovered the name Aba-rama, Abam-rama in Bab. contracttablets from Dilbat of the reign of Ammizaduga (cf. Beitrdge zur Assyr. vi. 5,
1909, p. 60); and here, since the first element is an Accusative, it is probable
that the meaning is 'he loves the father,' the name belonging to a series of Bab.
names thus formed: cf. Ranke quoted by Gressmann, ZA TW. xxx. (1910)
pp. 2 f. Thus Ball's conclusion as to the pure Bab. origin of the name Abram,
Abraham, and his connexion of the second element with the verb ramu, are
confirmed; but the possibility (though not the necessity) is opened that the Heb.
name may be precisely equivalent to the Bab., and should be so interpreted.
Langdon has also noted ( on the basis of Ungnad's discovery) that the variants
-ram, -rii.hii.m are explicable through the Bab. variants ramu, ra'imu: cf. ET.
xxi. (1909), p. 90.
§ Cf. the hymn to Sin in iv.2 R. 9, translated by Jastrow, RBA. i. pp. 436 f.;
Ungnad, TB. i. pp. So f.; Jensen, KB. vi. 2, pp. 90 ff. Rogers, CP. pp. 141 ff.
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The fact which next calls for notice is the close connexion of
Abraham with Be'er-sheba' (Gen. 21 22.31 E, 2 r 32 J, 22 19 E), a connexion which is continued in the narrative of Isaac, where it is
related that Yahweh appeared to Isaac on the night of his arrival at
Be'er-sheba', revealing Himself as 'the God of Abraham thy father,'
and re-affirming the promises made to Abraham (Gen. 26 23 u. J). It
is from Be'er-sheba' that Jacob sets out when he leaves his parents in
order to go to Paddan-Aram (Gen. 28 10 J); and when, in much later
life, he reaches Be'er-sheba' on his way to Egypt, he offers sacrifice
there 'unto the God of his father Isaac,' and is the recipient of a
Theophany in which God once more repeats His covenant promises
made to Abraliam and Isaac (Gen. 46 1· 5 E).
The name Be'er-sheba' means 'Well of number Seven,' l):lr:i

- ·.· '

'Seven,' being here identical with the Babylonian (ilu) Sibitti '(god)
number Seven,' who seems to have represented
aspect of the
moon-god, the seven-day week as a lunar quarter: cf. Addit. note
pp. 43 f. The connexion which might naturally be inferred from
these facts alone between l):ll!i Sheba', 'God Seven,' and Yahweh, is

one

confirmed by the existence -~f the Israelite proper names v::i.01~~
- ·-· . -.-:'
Elisheba', 'God is number Seven,' and especially 11:il!i\i11 J ehosheba',

- ·-·

:

'

'Yahu or Yahweh is number Seven.' We may recall, in this connexion, how Sabbath (the lunar quarter) and New Moon were
observed in later times in connexion with the worship of Yahweh.
Coming now to Moses, we observe that the mountain at which
God revealed Himself to him under the name of Yahweh, which is
calied Sinai in the narratives of J and P, must have been so called on
account of an ancient connexion with the moon-god Sin, who gives
His name to the whole district in which the mountain is situated (' the
wilderness of· Sin'). According to the account of the Theophany
preserved by E, I:Ioreb (as the mountain is called in E and D) is
already, prior to the revelation made to Moses, known as 'the mount
of God' (Ex. 3 1), i.e. it was invested with sacred associations owing
to its connexion with the worship of a particular deity-doubtless the
god Sin. Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, who was a ~enite, is styled
'the priest of Midian,' i.e. the supreme interpreter of the religion of
his tribl? ; and there can be little doubt that the God whom he
worshipped was the God Yahweh, and that the central seat of this
worship was Mount Sinai. No doubt the sacred associations of the
place, and very possibly the conversafion which Moses may have had
with his father-in-law anent the character and worship of the tribal
God, in a great measure prepared Moses' mind for the revelation
which he was to receive.* It is interesting in this connexion to

* The view here put forward that Moses' mind may thus have been prepared,
to some extent, for the Theophany, does not, of course, diminish the extraordinary
and providential character of that Theophany, any more than does the fact that
St. Paul was doubtless reflecting upon the argument of St. Stephen's speech, and
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recall the account of the meeting of Moses with Jethro after the
deliverance of the Israelites from Egypt. Moses gave Jethro an
account of the course of events, laying stress upon the fact that it
was Yahweh who had brought about this great deliverance; and it
is recorded that' Jethro rejoiced for all the goodness which Yahweh
had done to Israel, in that he had delivered them out of the hand of
the Egyptians. And Jethro said, Blessed be Yahweh, who hath
delivered you out of the hand of the Egyptians, and out of the hand
of Phara' oh. • . . Now know I that Yahweh is greater than all gods.'
Jethro then proceeded to take 'a burnt offering and sacrifices for
God : and Aaron came, and all the elders of Israel, to eat bread with
Moses' father-in-law before God' (Ex. 18 su. JE). Here no doubt we
have a sacrificial meal, in token of communion of Israel and the
}::.'enite in the worship of Yahweh, the God of Sinai (Sin's mountain).
These conclusions, with regard to the religion of the }::.'enites, are
strengthened by consideration of the name of the North Arabian
tribe J eral;ime' el, which was closely associated with the }::.'enites, as,
subsequently, with the tribe of Judah: c£ Addit. note, p. 45. We
may infer from r Sam. 30 26 -31 that the J eral;ime'elites were worshippers
of Yahweh. David is recorded to have sent presents 'of the spoil of
the enemies of Yahweh' to the elders of Judah, including 'those who
were in the cities of the J era!;ime'elites and those who were in the
ci_ties of the J::,'enites.' I Chr. 2, which makes J eral;ime'el a descendant
of Judah, i.e. an integral part of the tribe, gives, in vv. 25 -33, the
genealogy of the descendants of Jeral;ime'el, and includes among
them Al;iijah and Jonathan, two names which assert allegiance to
Yahweh. The name Jeral;ime'el is compounded of Yera{z-ma-'el,
' the moon indeed is god.'* Cf. for the formation of the name,
'Abi-ma-'el (noticed p. 247). Thus this tribe of Yahweh-worshippers
bore a name which proclaimed their allegiance to the moon-god.
The description of the Theophany on Mount Sinai, after the ratification of the Book of the Covenant (Ex. 24 9-11 J) is undoubtedly very
ancient, and primitive in conception. It tells us that 'Then went up
Moses, and Aaron, N adab, and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of
Israel; and they saw the God of Israel ; and there was under his
feet as it were a pavement of sapphire, and as the heaven itself for
clearness. And upon the nobles of the children of Israel he put not
forth his hand: and they beheld God, and did eat and drink.' It is
difficult to escape the impression that the imagery is here suggested
by the spectacle of the moon, riding at its full in the deep sapphire
sky; and it can scarcely be objected that such an explanation
involves a more crude and unspiritual conception than that which
the circumstances of the martyr's death, when he received the revelation upon the
Damascus road, affect the character of that revelation as an interposition of
Divine Providence. Each case illustrates the fact that God works through human
agents in order to prepare the way for His signal manifestations in history.
* Cf. Hommel, Grundriss, i. p. 95, n 3.
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seems to be the only possible alternative, viz. that the writer pictured
a revelation in human form.
It would be possible to make kindred speculations as to the
ultimate meaning of other primitive descriptions of Theophaniese.g. Jacob's ladder (Gen. 28 12 E), the pillar of fire (Ex. 13 Zlf. J, 14 24 J),
and the revelation to Moses on Sinai (Ex. 3317-34 7 J). Such speculations, however, would be at the best highly precarious, and are not
needed in order to strengthen this argument for the primitive association of Yahweh with the Moon-god. It is sufficient to observe, in
conclusion, that the opening words in which Yahweh proclaims His
character to Moses in Ex. 34 6, )1)M1 l:J1Mi ~~ n,;,1 n,;,1 'Yahweh,
Yahweh, a merciful and gracious God,' are identical in conception
with the 'Merciful gracious Father' in the hymn to Sin already
quoted (p. 250).

THE USE OF WRITING AMONG THE ISRAELITES
AT THE TIME OF THE JUDGES.
(Cf. eh. 8 14 note.)
The earliest written documents from Cana' an of which we have
knowledge are the T.A. Letters written cir. 1400 B.C. by the petty
rulers of Cana' anite and North Syrian cities to their Egyptian
suzerain Amenl;iotp III., and, subsequently, to his son and successor
Amenl;iotp IV. or AlJnaton (cf. Introd. p. lxix). These are written
in cuneiform Babylonian upon clay tablets. Similar letters, belonging to the same period, have been unearthed at Lachish and Ta' anach.
The earliest known documents written in the West Semitic language
(using this term broadly to embrace Cana'anite or Phoenician,
Hebrew, Moabitic, and also early Aramaic) are very much later. From
Southern Syria we have the Moabite stone, cir. B.C. 850; the Gezer
agricultural calendar, probably not later than the eighth century B.C.;
the Siloam inscription, cir. B.C. 700.* To these we may now add the
ostraka from Samaria of the time of 'Omri and Al;iab, i.e. the earlier
part of the ninth century B.C., facsimiles of which have not yet (1918)
been published; t and a limited number of inscribed seals and jarhandles, the most important of which is the seal from Megiddo

* These inscriptions may conveniently be consulted in NHTS.2 pp. vii. ff.
where further references are given.
! Cf. Driver in PEF. Qy. St., 19II, pp. 79 ff.; and, for a summary account of
the excavations at Samaria, based upon the reports in the Harvard Theo/. /ourn.,
1908-19n, Handcock, The latest light on Bible Lands, pp. 245 ff.
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inscribed' Belonging to Shama', the servant of Jerobo'am,' i.e. very
possibly Jerobo' am II., B.C. 783-743. * To Central Syria belongs the
Phoenician inscription on fragments of a bronze bowl from the
Lebanon, probably of the eighth century B.C. t Northern Syria
offers the inscriptions of Kalumu (latter half of ninth century B.C.),
Panammu, and Bar-rekub (latter half of eighth century B.c.), kings
of Sam'al and Ya'di, and an inscription of Zakir, king of I;Iamath
and La'ash, cir. B.C. Soo.§ These are written in the alphabetic
script which was the prototype of the later West Semitic (Hebrew,
Samaritan, and Syriac) and Central Semitic (Arabic) alphabets, as
also of the alphabet of the Greeks.
It thus appears that we possess no direct evidence for the use of
the alphabetic script in Syria earlier than the commencement of the
ninth century B.C. ; though its wide diffusion throughout Syria in the
ninth and eighth centuries (as proved by the examples above cited)
is a clear indication that its first employment must go back to a very
considerably earlier date.
The fact that, in the fourteenth century B.C., the cuneiform script
was regularly employed in Cana' an in official correspondence with the
kings of Egypt, and even (as exemplified by the Ta anach Tablets II) in
private correspondence between Cana' anite governors, is not in itself
a proof that the alphabetic script was unknown and unused even at
this early period. The Cana' anite practice in this respect may very
well have been parallel to that which existed among the I;Iittites at
about the same periods (as shown by Winckler's discoveries at
Boghaz Keui); these latter employing the cuneiform script and
Babylonian language together with their own hieroglyphic writing.
The reason why cuneiform Babylonian documents have survived
from this early period, whereas no alphabetic West Semitic documents belonging to the same period are known to exist, may
possibly be explain~d by the following facts. The cuneiform method
of writing is the direct result of the material employed for written
documents by the Babylonians and their imitators-this being normally the clay tablet, upon which, when in a damp condition, the
characters were impressed with some form of angular stylus, before
the document was baked or sun-dried. Thus, characters which were
originally pictographs came to assume the form of conventional
combinations of wedges or arrow-heads, the intractability of the
writing material being unfavourable to the preservation of the linear

* For the seals generally, cf. NHTS.2 p. iv. ; TB. ii. pp. ro3 ff.; and for the
Megiddo seal, Tell el-l'1'utesellim: Bericht iiber die . .. Ausgrabungen, i., 1908,
p. 99; Driver, Schweich Lectures, p. 91. For the jar-handles, cf. Driver, op. cit.
pp. 74 f., with references there cited.
Cf. CIS. I. i. 1, pp. 22 ff.; Ball. Light from the East, p. 238; Cooke, NSI.
pp. 52 ff.
§ On these North Syrian inscriptions, cf. further pp. 173 f.
11 Cf. Rogers, CP. pp. 281 ff. ; TB. i. pp. 128 f.

+
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pictograph.* On the other hand, the West Semitic alphabetic script,
also without doubt originally pictographic, has preserved its linear
form because (though capable of being carved, like cuneiform, upon
stone) it was never, apparently, written upon clay tablets, t but with
a pen and ink upon skin or papyrus. But skin and papyrus necessarily perish in the course of ages when exposed to the damp climate
of Syria; therefore, it is well within the range of possibility that such
documents, written in the West Semitic script, may have existed_ at
this early period and subsequently perished, while the cuneiform
tablets survived. Indeed, the striking paucity of written documents
from ancient Palestine may perhaps be explained by the hypothesis
that skin or papyrus were commonly employed for writing purposes ;
and, if this was so, we may be sure that the script employed was the
West Semitic alphabet, and not cuneiform.§

* The present editor has made experiments in the writing' of cuneiform upon
soft putty with a wooden penholder cut to a triangular shape, with one very sharp
angle, the end of the 'stylus' being cut off flat. This is held through the full of
the hand, as the bearded Assyrian scribe is holding his stylus in the bas-relief
figured in Plate I. (from Layard, Monuments o.f Nineveh, ii. Pl. 26). These
experiments have proved to him that the wedges can only be formed successfully
by impression without drawing, the variation in form being affected by differentiating the slope at which the stylus is applied to the putty-the short broad
wedges being formed mainly by the end of the stylus, while the longer and
narrower ones result from impressing the sharp edge of the stylus into the putty
at an angle of approximately forty-five degrees, a still more acute angle (flatter
application of the stylus) being necessary for the production O\ a very long wedge.
Initial attempts to produce the latter by drawing with the stylus resulted in
failure, as the surface of the putty tended to crumble, and the characteristic
clear-cut impression was lost. The same difficulty would obviously stand in the
way of drawing linear pictographs or West Semitic alphabetic characters upon
this kind of material.
:t The only known exceptions are the Aramaic dockets on cuneiform contracttablets of the late Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian, and Achaemenian periods, written,
for the most part, upon the edges of the tablets, so that their contents might be
se_en at a glance when they were stacked upon a shelf. These have generally a
rough appearance, and must have been difficult to draw upon the damp clay.
Their existence certainly does not prove that it was usual to write the Aramaic
script upon clay, bnt simply that it was convenient, in the later stages of the use
of cuneiform writing, to have cuneiform documents so docketed. For these
Aramaic dockets, cf. CIS. II. i. Nos. 15 ff.; J. H. Stevenson, Assyrian and
Babylonian Contracts with Aramaic Re.ferenc, Notes ( Vanderbilt Oriental
Series, 1902); A. T. Clay, Babylonian Expedition o.f the University o.f Pennsylvania, Vol. x. (1904), 'Business Documents of Murashu sons of Nippur dated
in the reign of Darius 11,' pp. 5 ff.; Vol. vm. (1908), 'Legal and Commercial
Transactions dated in the Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian, and Persian Periods,'
pp. 14 ff.; A. T. Clay, 'Aramaic Endorsements, etc.', in Old Testament and
Semitic Studies in Memory o.f William Rainey Harper (1908), Vol. I. pp. 286ff.;
University of Pennsylvania Museum, Publications o.f the Babylonian Section,
Vol. II. No. 1, 'Business Documents, etc.,' by A. T. Clay (1912), Plates n6-123.
§ This latter is very ill-suited for writing with a pen and ink. Layard,
Monuments o.f Nineveh, 2nd Series, Plate 54, represents a fragment of coloured
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The scribes who wrote the T.A. Letters which came from Cana' an
were obviously more at home in using the West Semitic language
than in using Babylonian. This fact is proved by their employment
of Cana' anite 'glosses' on Babylonian terms, or substitution of
Canaanite words when at a loss for the Babylonian equivalent (cf. p.
r66). If, however, they were familiarized with the idea of writing
through their official correspondence in Babylonian, and could write
their own West Semitic language in Babylonian cuneiform syllables,
as is proved by the 'glosses,' and were accustomed to express themselves in West Semitic rather than in Babylonian, why has no
discovery been made of documents in the West Semitic language,
but written in cuneiform upon clay tablets? A reasonable inference
is that no such documents existed ; the West Semitic tongue, if
written at all at this period, being written upon perishable materials
such as skin or papyrus, in the alphabetic script.
There is a fact in connexion with the T.A. correspondence which
may very possibly indicate that the West Semitic alphabet was
actually known to, and normally used by, the Cana' anite scribes of
this period. It is probable that the secretary at the Egyptian court,
whose business it was to read and interpret the Cana' anite correspondence to the king of Egypt, was himself not a native Babylonian,
or a specially trained Egyptian, but a Western Semite like those with
whose correspondence it was his duty to deal. He was possibly a
personal friend of ARAD-ljiba of Jerusalem, who regularly concludes
his letters to the king with a postscript addressed to the secretary,
begging him to impress upon the king's mind the main points with
which his letters are concerned. Thus, in one of his letters he writes
to him, 'Bring thou in plain words unto the King, my Lord. The
King my Lord's entire territory is lost' (Knudtzon, 286). The phrase
here rendered 'is lost,' in Babylonian !fal-!:a-at, occurs, in the same
connexion, in another of ARAD-.ljiba's letters (Knudtzon, 288, I. 52),
and is glossed, for the sake of emphasis, by the Cana' anite a-ba-da-at
(Heb. i1:?~). We can scarcely err in interpreting this emphasis as
pottery on which are a few cuneiform characters -painted with a brush ; but apart
from this no instance is known to the present editor of the writing of the script
otherwise than with a stylus upon clay or stone. In the bas-relief mentioned in
an earlier footnote (cf. Plater.), which is part of a scene representing a bearded
Assyrian scribe taking a memorandum of the spoils of war in cuneiform writing
upon a tablet, this figure is accompanied by another who is writing with a pen
upon a piece of curling material which obviously represents a scroll of leather or
papyrus. The fact that this latter man is beardless marks him as a foreigner
(possibly a eunuch); and it may be inferred therefore that he is writing in a
non-cuneiform script-very possibly in the alphabetic Aramaic script. The two
scribes are thus making a double entry in Assyrian and Aramaic respectively.
The relief in question, which is of the seventh century B. c., is to be found in the
British Museum, Kouyunjik Gallery, West Wall, Nos. 4-8. Nos. 15-17 in the
same gallery evidently contain a continuation of the same series, and here too
we have two similar scribes engaged in the same employment.
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carrying the implication, ' Do not let there be any mistake : when I
say !Jal{i!at, I mean abadat' ; and hence the inference is fair that the
Egyptian king's secretary, like his correspondent, was more familiar
with West Semitic than with Babylonian.
Now among the T.A. correspondence there were found certain
fragments of Babylonian legends which had apparently been written
as exercises in the writing of the cuneiform script by the secretary
of whom we have been speaking, or by some one else holding the
same pos1t10n. These exercises are written in the simplest possible
form, ideograms and compound syllables (i.e. syllables both beginning
and ending with a consonant) being avoided, and the words built up
entirely with simple syllables (i.e. vocalic syllables or syllables containing one consonant only). In illustration we may quote the first
few lines of the story of Nerigal and Ereskigal, which, apart from its
occurrence among the T.A. Letters, would be unk11own to us :-

i-nu-ma i-lu i"s-ku-nu ki-e-ri-e-ta
a-na a-!Ja-ti-Iu-nu e-ri"-es-ki-i-ga-a-al
is-jJu-u-ru ma-a-ar Ii-i-ijJ-ri
ni-i-nu u-lu nu-ur-ra-da-ak-ki
u at-H ul H-li-in-na-a-Ji
Iu-u-ujJ-ri-im-ma li-t"l-gu ku-ru-um-ma-at-ki.
' When the gods prepared a feast,
To their sister Ereskigal
They sent a messenger ;
"Even if we should descend to thee,
Thou wouldst not come up to us ;
Therefore send and take thy portion."'
A native Babylonian scribe, writing in normal fashion, would have
expressed this as follows :e-nu-ma DINGIR.MES is-ku-nu ki-ri-ta
a-na a-!Ja-ti-Iu-nu (DINGIR) e-ris-ki-gal
is-pu-ru TUR JijJ-ri
ni-nu u-lu nu-ur-ra-dak-ki
u at-ti ul ti-H-in-na-Ii
Jup-n·m-ma Hl-{i!u ku-rum-mat-ki.
Here we give the ideograms DINGIR.MES=Bab. z"ldni, TUR=
Bab. mdr, in Sumerian form in order more clearly to illustrate the
normal Babylonian method of using ideograms.·
The use of simple, as distinct from compound, syllables suggests
that the scribe was accustomed to an alphabet rather than to a
syllabary, the simple syllables being for him the equivalents of his
own alphabetic signs. We say the equivalents, because it is obvious
that the West Semitic alphabet, which has no signs to denote vowels,
and which we are accustomed to regard as wholly consonantal, must
really have been regarded-at any rate by its framers apd earliest
ll,
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users-as a simple syllabary, in which each consonantal sign carried
the vowel which was appropriate to the word in which it was used.*
In certain cases, e.g. in ga-a-al for gal, fi-i-ij> for fij>, the T.A. scribe
uses the opportunity afforded him by the Babylonian syllabary of
expressing the vowel even in a closed syllable in which the vowel is
short. He does this because the language is unfamiliar to him, and
it is convenient to be able to employ a phonetic complement; and, in
so doing, he anticipates the history of the development of the written
vocalic system in Hebrew, which was simply the invention of a series
of phonetic complements when the fact that Hebrew had become
comparatively unfamiliar to the Jews necessitated such a course.
Be this as it may, we have definite evidence to prove that by the
twelfth century B.C., i.e. during the early part of the period covered
by the Book of Judges, papyrus was employed in Palestine as a
writing material ; and therefore, we must infer a form of writing
other than cuneiform was known and used. The Egyptian envoy
Wenamon (cir. B.C. I I 14; c£ Introd. pp. xcvi ff.) mentions, among the
presents shipped from Egypt in payment to Zakar-ba' al, king of
Gebal, for timber from the Lebanon, five hundred rolls of papyrus.!
It is evident, therefore, that this Phoenician king knew and valued a
material which could only be employed for writing with pen and ink ;
and there is no reason to doubt that this writing was the ' Phcenician'
alphabetic script. It is interesting to observe that, in the earliest
known examples of this script to which we have already referredthe ostraka from Samaria belonging to the early ninth century B.C.,
the writing is not scratched or otherwise incised upon the sherds, but
written in ink with a reed pen, in a free and flowing style..§
The evidence afforded by philological examination of the terms
employed in Bib. Heb. in connexion with writing is as follows.
The ordinary Heb. verb which means 'to write' is kathabh, the
ground-significance of which is uncertain. This verb may be used
of engraving upon stone (e.g. the two tablets of the ten commandments), or of writing with ink in a book. Other verbs which denote
'to engrave' are !zaraf, !zarath, !zaf:af: ; but the latter verb, as used in
Isa. 30 8 (' inscribe it in a book'), may have come to be applied to
writing in ink. It is worthy of note that the ordinary Bab. and
Assyr. verb 'to write,' fa/aru, is not so used in Heb.; though the

* Thus, if a Western Semite read i:ii, he did not-like modern learners of
Hebrew-think of it as a mere series of consonants d-b-r, to which the addition
of the vowels was a matter of guess-work aided by the context; but he thought
of it as da-ba-rum if it happened to be the substantive meaning 'word,' or otherwise as the context dictated, the decision as to the precise vowel which the written
sign carried being instinctive to a born user of the language, just as the decision
as to a cuneiform sign-group, which, e.g., might have the different values dan,
kal, or rib, was instinctive from its context to the practised reader of Babylonian.
::: Cf. Breasted, AR. iv.§ 582.
§ Cf. Handcock, The Latest Light on Bible Lands, p. 255.
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participial form Jo/'rim, which is applied ~o a class of minor officials
who had to do with the civil and military organization of the people,
perhaps originally denoted 'scribes' or 'secretaries.'
Heb. .Mpher, 'missive, document, book,' is probably an ancient
loan-word from Bab. Jipru, 'missive, message,' which is derived
from Iaplru, 'to send' ; and this very probably points to the
Babylonian origin of the use of written documents among the
Western Semites. Bab. sipru, however, never seems itself to denote
the document or clay tablet on which the message was inscribed;
the regular term for this being dujJjJu. That the Heb. sejJher came,
at a relatively early date, to denote a leather or papyrus document
written in ink, and therefore in the alphabetic script, is clear from
such ·a passage as Ex. 32 32 (prob. J) where Moses is pictured as
petitioning God, 'Wipe me, prithee, out of thy book which thou hast
written' (l;ltf,lf i~~ 17~11l'? ~~ l?IJ'?), the verb 7!1ii(lii. implying the
wiping of something written in ink off a roll of papyrus or leather, and
not the erasure of cuneiform characters from a clay tablet.
The Heh. m'gilla, 'roll,' from gala!, 'to roll' (sometimes coupled
with sepher in the phrase 'the roll of a book') can, of course, only
have been a document of papyrus or leather, written in ink. The
term is earliest used of J eremiah's roll (J er. 36 2 ff.), written in the
reign of Jehoiakim, cir. B.C. 600. This was divided into d'lii.th6th
(lit. 'doors'), i.e. perhaps rectangular 'columns,' or, less probably,
'leaves' (v. 23 ), and the writing is stated to have been in 'ink' (d'yo,
v. 18 ). Eze¼:iel's 'roll of a book,' 'written on the face and on the
back' (Ezek. 2 10 ) is of nearly the same date. It is probably mer.ely
accidental that the term m'gillii. does not occur at an earlier period.
The regular Heh. term for a tablet for writing is lua(l, which is
most commonly applied to the two tablets of stone on which the
ten commandments were inscribed. The term is used besides in
Isa. 30 8- ' Now go, write it on a tablet in their presence, and inscribe
it in a book, that it may be for a future day, rfor a testimonyl* for
ever'; and in Prov. 3 3, 7 3, J er. I 71, in the figurative expression, 'the
tablets of the heart.' In all these passages the reference is to the
making of a permanent memorial : and the inference is that tablets,
probably of stone, were used for such a purpose. No mention of the
use of clay as a writing material occurs in the O.T.
Heb. (!ere{, 'stylus,' Isa. 8 1, must have been, in the first instance,
a graving tool for cutting incised characters upon stone or metal :
cf. the use of the same substantive to describe the tool with which
Aaron 'fashioned' (i~!!) the molten bull, Ex. 32 4 E ; and the Aram.
verb (Iara{, 'to cut or scratch.' The term may, however, have come
to denote a pen for writing with ink. The gil/ii.y6n upon which the
writing is to be done in Isa. 8 1 may have been a polished metal

*
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•• : '

in place of iJ!!

il/S 'for
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tablet (cf. R.V.), if(as is doubtful) the plur. formgilyonim in Isa. 3 23
denotes tablets of polished ·metal used as mirrors (from verb gala in
the sense 'display, reveal') ; but comparison of the Talmudic gilyon,
which denotes the empty margz"n of a page or roll (from verb gala in
the sense 'be uncovered, and so, bare'; cf. Ar. gala) suagests that
Isaiah may have been thinking of the blank page of a book : cf. eJiA
Toµ.ov xaprnv Kaivov.* Heb. 'et, 'pen' or 'stylus,' was probably usually
a reed-pen for writing in ink. Jeremiah, who himself, as we have
seen, used a ' roll' for the writing of his propl}ecies, refers to 'the
lying pen ('ef) of the scribes' ; and we may infer that his own pen
(or rather, that of Baruch) would have been described as 'ef. 'The
pen of a rapid writer,' Ps.451, J!! 2, would naturally be a reed. The
'et, however, might also be an iron stylus for incising characters upon
stone or metal. Jeremiah, in speaking of the ineradicable character
of Israel's sin, says that it 'is written with a pen of iron with diamond
point' (Jer. 17 1): cf. also Job 19 24.t
So far, then, as Biblical evidence is concerned, we ·gather that
written records in pre-exilic times were in special cases engraved on
stone ; but more commonly written in ink upon a roll or book of
papyrus or leather. The earliest definite reference to the employment in a 'book' of writing which could be wiped off, and was
therefore presumably in ink, is Ex. 32 32 (Moses' prayer), which, of
course, does not prove anything more than that the J writer (if the
passage is rightly assigned to him) in the ninth century B.C. supposed
that Moses would think of a book written in ink. It is likely, however,
that J may be embodying an oral tradition emanating from an indefinitely earlier period. On the other hand, we find no reference
whatever to the use of clay tablets by the Israelites, and no hint
that it is in any way reminiscent of the use of the cuneiform script
in early times.
If, as we have seen from the allusion in the story of Wenamon,
papyrus was used for writing in Palestine in the twelfth century B.c.,
it is at any rate very possible that the use of the alphabetic script may

* In either case, the terms are most probably used metaphorically, as is not
obscurely hinted by the expression 'stylus of a man,' i.e. 'human stylus,' and by
v.3 which refers the symbolism to the begetting of a son who is to be named
Maher-shalal-J:iash-baz. The gillay6n of v. 1 is a metaphor, then, for • the
prophetess' of v. 3 , who, if described as a blank page, may very possibly have
been Isaiah's second wife, and not the mother of She'ar-yashub of eh. 73. On
his explanation, the want of apparent connexion between the symboli,m of v.1
and that of v. 3 disappears; and there is no occasion to suppose that the gillayon
was a metal tablet to be set up in some public place, or that the expression
!Jere{ '.enos, 'stylus of a man,' means an ordinary stylus which would write
• common characters, intelligible to all' (as strangely explained by BOB.
p. 355).
::: Heb. 'et is probably connected with Bab. !fat{u, which usually means
'sceptre,' but also, no doubt, 'stylus' (the ideogram which expresses it may
also denote 'scribe'). The cognate verb !fa{.i(u means ' to cut into.•
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have been well diffused throughout the country at the time of the
Judges. How far the art of writing was generally understood and
practised, or had only been mastered by a class of specially trained
scribes, we cannot say. In the Gezer-calendar, however, in which
the months of the year are distinguished by the agricultural operations with which they were associated (' The month of ingathering,
the month of sowing, etc.'), it is generally recognized that we have
the work of a peasant-farmer who was able to write in a fair and
legible hand ; and if such an accomplishment was possible for
a peasant in the eighth century B.C. there is no valid reason for supposing that it would have been impossible for the boy captured by
Gide' on some three or four centuries earlier.
The conclusion that the use of the alphabetic script may quite
possibly have been well-diffused in Cana' an at the time of the Judges
is as much as this note is concerned to argue. The question how far
back the script is to be traced is a much wider one, and is bound up
with the problem of its origin-a problem which has been much
debated, and upon which the paucity of evidence does not at present
permit us to speak with any certainty, It can hardly, however, be
disputed that there exist a few traces of the use of the West Semitic
alphabet at a period far earlier than the earliest of the documents mentioned on pp. 253 f. The alphabetic letters discovered by Schumacher
at Megiddo (cf. Tell el-Mutesellim, p. 109) are dated by Kit. (GVI. 2 i.
p. 120) between the sixteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C. Some of
the signs on fragments of pottery discovered by Bliss at Tell el-I;Iasy
(Lachish) bear a remarkable resemblance to West Semitic letters
(cf. A Mound of Many Cities, chap. ii.); and it is at least highly
doubtful whether they can be dismissed as 'owners' marks' merely.
These pot-sherds were, with but one exception, found exclusively in
the earliest strata of the mound, dated by Bliss not later than
cir. 1600 B.c.*
As for the origin of the West Semitic script, few if any scholars at
the present day would maintain de Rouge's theory which attempted

* The inscription on an Egyptian' statute of I:Iat];,or, discovered by Petrie at
Serabit in the Sinai-peninsula (cf. Researches in Sinai, pp. 129 ff.), and dated
by him cir. 1500 B.C., was discussed by Ball in PSBA., 1908, pp. 243 f., who
took the writing as an early form of Phoenician, and read the first four characters
as innl/, 'Atktar. The publication by Gardiner of further inscriptions from the
same locality now shows that the characters are badly written Egyptian hieroglyphics: cf. Journal of Egyptian Arcka,ology, iii. (1916), pp. r-21. Gardiner
attempts to prove that these signs are the prototypes of an early Semitic alphabet
of Egyptian origin, basing his argument upon the supposed occurrence of n\,y:i,
Ba'alatk, 'Mistress '-the title of the goddess-which recurs in several of the
inscriptions (reading from left to right, or from top to bottom); but his theory,
though supported by Cowley and Sayce, depends too much upon assumption to
carry weight as a plausible solution of the problem of the origin of the alphabet.
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to trace it to the Egyptian hieratic character. The theory of an
origin from the Babylonian, or rather Sumerio-Akkadian, linear
script which was the prototype of the cuneiform syllabary has been
maintained by Ball, Hommel, Winckler, and others. In favour of
this theory many attractive arguments have been adduced,* though
in the present state of our knowledge these cannot be claimed

* Cf. especially Ball, The Origin of the Phamician Alphabet, PSBA., 1893,
pp. 392-408 ; reproduced in revised and abridged form in Light .from the East,
pp. 232-238. Perhaps the most i;triking instances of close resemblance in form
and sound between the linear Babylonian and West Semitic characters are the
following. The Sumerian sign ZI, ZIDA, ZIDE, Bab. Zitu (cf. Heb. $adif,
Greek Zi)Ta) probably represents a flowering reed. There being no consistent
differentiation between z and I in old Babylonian, the difference between the West
Semitic sounds seems to have been effected by taking the upper part (flower) of
the reed for T, and the lower part (a leaf) for ~- The Sumerian sign GAM
( meaning, according to Babylonian lexicographers lfadddu 'to bow down,' and
representing some bowed or bent object, conceivably a broken reed) is practica!ly
identical in form with the West Semitic Gimel. Gimd corresponds to the Greek
rdµµa, a form of the name which is not to be regarded as a modification of an
original raµXa (as suggested by Bevan, EB. 5360), but rather represents a more
primitive form of the name : cf. Ar. Gim. But the Sumerian GAM may also
have been pronounced GAMMA: cf. DUG, DUGGA; IL, ILLA; etc. The
Heb. name Gimel 'camel' may then be taken to be a later modification of the
name GAM, due at once to the similarity in sound and to the fancied resemblan<:e of the sign to the head and neck of a camel. If the names ZijTa,
rti.µµa really find their origin not in West Semitic but in Sumerio-Akkadian, the
linear Babylonian theory of the alphabet may well be regarded to be as good as
proved.
We can, of course, argue nothing from such names of the alphabet as happen
to be Semitic words of known meaning; since these may conceivably have been
bestowed at a relatively late date in the history of the alphabet ( we have already
argued that the name Gimel is probably later than GAM or GAMMA). Thus
the fact that i bears the name Ref ' head,' and not the Cana'anite or Hebrew
name Ros, while it suggests the Bab. refu, is more probably to be explained from
the Aram. resd; the fact being well established that it was the Aramaean development of the alphabet which was the parent of the Hebrew square character-the
k•thdbk 'afft2ri 'Assyrian (i.e. Mesopotamian) script '-rather than the Phoenician
development which resulted in the Samaritan script. 'Pw, the Greek form of
RH, may be compared with Ar. Rd, and with Sumerian RU, the name of the
triangular character which .is practically identical wth the early West Semitic
, Ref. But the Sumerian sign for RU may also bear the value DA, just as
i RH and i Daleth are nearly identical in form in early West Semitic-a fact
which suggests that i and i may have had a common origin, and also that DA
(for DAL? cf. Ar. Ddl) may have been the original name for the latter letter,
this being later on semiticized into the word of known meaning Daleth 'door.'
A point in favour of the linear Babylonian theory which should not be over ..
looked is the fact that we have actual evidence, in the old Persian cuneiform
writing, of the utilization of the cuneiform script for alphabetic purposes. On
the manner in which the syllabary may have been gradually adopted so as to
form an alphabet, cf. Ball, op. cit., and also the facts which we have noticed
above (p. 257) as to the simplification of the syllabary by a Cana'anite scribe cir.
1400 B.C.
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actually to amount to a demonstration. Most recently Sir Arthur
Evans has attempted to prove (Seripta Minoa, vol. i. 1909) that the
Minoan script discovered by him in his excavations at Knossos in
Crete is closely connected with the West Semitic alphabet; and this
writer therefore argues for a Mediterranean origin for the alphabet,
holding it to have been introduced into Cana' an by the Philistines
and other kindred sea-peoples who invaded and settled in Palestine
at the end of the thirteenth and beginning of the twelfth centuries B.C.
This theory assumes the doubtful position that there is no trace of
the use of the alphabetic script in Cana' an prior to the thirteenth
century B.C. ; and, while ignoring the striking parallels, both in form
and sound, between the linear Babylonian and certain of the West
Semitic letters, draws similar paralJels between the Minoan and
West Semitic scripts based on form only, the value of the Minoan
characters being at present undetermined.* Evans also fails to take
account of the possibility that such resemblances as may be traced
between the Mediterranean and West Semitic scripts may conceivably be due to a common dependence, whether direct or indirect,
upon linear Babylonian. +

8. 29-32. RP's introduction to the story of Abimelech.
This short section forms a necessary introduction to the story of
Abimelech contained in eh. 9. As is noticed elsewhere (cf. p. 268),
eh. 9, though derived from the old composite narrative and forming
part of RJE>s history of the Judges, must have been cut out of the
book by R E2 , who substituted the short summary 8 33· 35 in place of it.
We infer therefore that the story of Abimelech, together with ehs.
16-21, was re-inserted into the book by the final editor RP; and if
this is so, this editor must have been responsible for 8 29· 32 introducing
eh. 9, apart from which the information which these verses contain
is superfluous to the narrative. The phraseology of 8 29 · 32 points to
the influence of P : cf. b:!;
'that came out of his loins,' an

•~1•

expression elsewhere (Gen. 46 26, Ex.
'in a good old age,' Gen. 15
25 8 P, I Chr. 29 2~t.

15

15

t) peculiar to P; n:,.1~ ;,:,.1!!,:1
T

T

••

:

(late editorial interpolation), Gen.

* This criticism applies equally to Petrie's recently published theory of the
evolution of the alphabet, by survival, out of a large and widely diffused signary
which had, according to him, its origin in prehistoric Egypt, and drew accretions
from the whole of the nearer East (The Formation of the Alphabet, 1912, published as Vol. III. of The British. Sch.ool of Arch.ceology in Egypt Study Series).
The theory really shows how deceptive arguments from form are when divorced
from value.
Thus, to take one illustration only, the coincidence (if such it be) is at any
rate very remarkable that the Cypriote sign PA, noted by Evans (op. cit. p. r,
n 3; p. 71, no. 4) and compared by him with the same sign in Minoan, is absolutely
identical in form and bears the value PA in Sumerio-Akkad\an.

+
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[8. 29. 30.

29. RP(E) And Jerubba'al the son of Joash went and dwelt in
his house. 30. And Gide'on had seventy sons, that came out of
Naturally RP must have been dependent for his facts upon the
original narrative introductory to the story of Abimelech. This
probably belonged, like the main narrative of eh. 9, to E ; notice the
name J erubba' al in v. 29, as in eh. 9 1.2.5a.5b.16.19.24.57,
8. 29. went and dwelt, etc. Logically, we should have expected
this fact to have been narrated before the account of the making of
the Ephod in vv. 24ff. There is a reason, however, for the order
of events. The Israelites (v. 22 ) ask Gide' on to become their king.
He refuses this (v. 23), but at the same time takes the opportunity
(v. 24 ) of asking for the ear-rings of their spoil ; and it is natural that
this should immediately be followed by the account of the use to
which the gold was put, and the abuse which the Ephod became. It
is not until these facts have been narrated that the writer gets the
opportunity of stating that (instead of accepting the offer of the
kingship) the hero retired into private life, which is what the statement of v. 29 'he went and dwelt in his home' (or, as suggested
by Bu., in•~~
~c:}•\ 'and returned to his home') amounts to ; and
••;
TTthis reference is a natural introduction to the account of his becoming
the founder of a large family (vv. 30 -31 ). To conclude, therefore, that
v. "9 'stands singularly out of place' (Mo.), and 'originally closed the
narrative in vv. 1·3, or that in vv. 4·21 ' (Cooke) entirely misses the
point. The verse might immediately have followed v. 23, but could
not have preceded it.
30. seventy sons. The same number is given for the sons of Al).ab,
Kgs. 10 1. The sons and the grandsons of the Judge 'Abdon are
said to have been seventy in all, Judg. 12 14• In the inscription on
the monument erected by Bar-rekub, king of Ya'di, in honour of his
father Panammu (cf. p. 173) it is stated that seventy brethren (or
kinsmen) of Panammu's father Bar-~ur perished in an insurrection.
Adoni-~edel_{: boasted that he had seventy captive kings picking up
crumbs under his table, Judg. 1 7. We can only conclude that in all
these cases seventy represents a large round number.
that came out of his loins. Heb. yarekh (properly 'hip' or 'thigh')
is here used of the seat of procreative power : so also (in addition to
the other occurrences of the same phrase, cited above) in the phrase
(preparatory to the calling for a specially solemn oath) 'Put thy
hand under my yarekh,' Gen. 24 2·9 J, 47 29 J t, where the reference is
probably 'to an oath by the genital organs, as emblems of the lifegiving power of the deity-a survival of primitive religion' : Skinner,
Genesis (ICC.), p. 341. The force of the expression as used in our
passage is that these sons belonged to Gide' on's clan by male descent,
in contrast to Abimelech, mentioned in the next verse, who belonged
2
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his loins : for he had many wives. 3 r. And his concubine who
was in Shechem, she also bare him a son ; and he made his
name Abimelech. 32. And Gide'on the son of Joash died in a
good old age, and was buried in the sepulchre of Joash his
father, in 'Ophrah r ofl the Abi'ezrite~.
by birth to the clan of his mother: cf. note ad loc. Robertson Smith
remarks that the termfa!Ji(!' thigh' denotes a clan in the Palmyrene
inscriptions and elsewhere in Arabic literature, and contrasts it with
ba/n 'belly' or 'womb' which is similarly used; arguing that 'the
"thigh" or clan of male descent, stands over against the "belly" or
clan of mother's blood': cf. Kinship and Marriage t"n early Arabi(;l, 2
p. 38.

31. his concubine, de. The connexion was not; according to the
custom of the time, an irregular one. It seems to have been a
marriage of a type well known among the early Arabians, in which
the wife does not become the chattel or property of her husband, but
is known as his ~adi!.:a * or 'female friend,' and remains with her
own clan, being visited by her husband from time to time. Samson's
marriage with his Philistine wife (eh. 14) was very possibly of the
same character. In such cases, the children of the marriage belong
to the wife's clan-a fact which has an important bearing on the
events related in eh. 9 : cf. note on v. 2 'your bone, etc.' On ~adil;:amarriage, cf. Robertson Smith, op. cit. supra, pp. 93 ff.
he made his name. Heb.
tlt!l'l lit, 'he set or appointed
his name.' This somewhat pe~uli;r u;;;e (in place of the normal
~;~:1 'he called') is seen again in 2 Kgs. 17 34, N eh. 9 7 ; c£ Dan. 1 7•

,~~-n~

Abimelech. The name, which probably means 'the (divine) king is
father' (sc. of the bearer of the name) is borne by the king of Gerar
in Gen. 20 2 ff. E, 26 1 ff. J. Abi-milki (which is identical) is the name
of the governor of Tyre who figures in the T.A. Letters cir. 1400 B.c.,
and of a prince of Arvad who was tributary to Ashurbanipal: KB. ii.
pp. 172 f. On the use of the element Melekh or Milk in proper
names, cf. KAT. 3 pp. 469 ff.; Baethgen, Beitriige, pp. 37 ff.; Gray,
Hebrew Proper Names, pp. 115 ff. ; La., ERS. 2 pp. 101 ff.
32. in 'Ophrah, etc. Reading niEll/.?1 in place of the Absolute
form iliEll/.?I 1!!. It is possible, however, that the original narrative
-

T

:

T

:

: T !

may have read 'in 'Ophrah' simply, and that the definition 'of the
Abi' ezrites' was added subsequently as a gloss from v. 24, without
altering :iiEll/.?1 into the Construct State.
T

; T

:

* The form !fadaffa given by Cooke is unknown in this sense. He seems to
be making a confusion with !fad,iff, which denotes a gift given by the husband to
the wife on the occasion of marriage.
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33. RE2 And, when Gide'on was dead, the children of Israel
turned back, and went a whoring after the Ba'als, and made
Ba'al-berith their god. 34. And the children of Israel did not
remember Yahweh their god, who had delivered them out of
the hand of all their enemies round about. 35. And they did
not show kindness to the house of Jerubba'al (Gide'on), according to all the goodness which he had shown to Israel.

8. 33-35. RE2•s summary in place o.f the story ef Ab£melech.
These verses, which are clearly marked by their phraseology as
due to RE2, give a summary account of Israel's apostasy based upon
eh. 9 (cf. vv. 33 h. 3••), and evidently intended to take its place; since, if
eh. 9 had stood in RE"s book, such a summary would have been
superfluous. Cf. further Introd. to eh. 9.
8. 33. when Gide'on was dead. Cf. 2 6-10 E, 2 19, 4 1 RE2• According
to the main editor's philosophy of history, apostasy regularly follows
after the death of a judge.
went a whoring. Cf. 2 17 note.
the Ba'als. Cf. 2 13 note.
Ba'al-berith. Cf. 94. The title means 'Lord or owner of the
covenant.' In 9 46 El-berith, 'God of the covenant,' is used. Whether
this deity was thought to preside over a league of Cana' anite cities,
or whether the 'covenant' was between him and his worshippers,
cannot be determined. Cf. Cheyne, EB. 404 for different views.
Ba' al-b~rith, according to eh. 9, was the local Ba'al of the Cana' anites
at Shechem. This narrative, whence RE 2 derives his information,
says nothing about a general defection of the Israelites after the
Ba' al ; the fact being quite clear that the inhabitants of Shechem
were Cana'anites, and that Abimelech obtained and held sway over
them in virtue of his Cana'anite descent. Cf. p. 267.

35. did not show kindness, etc. A summary reference to the facts
narrated in 9 1 ·21 • Here again R E2 misses the point of the narrative,
and assumes that the execution of Jerubba' al's seventy sons and the
appointment of Abimelech as king were due to the Israelites.
Jerubba'al (Gide'on). RE 2 (or possibly some later hand) adds the
name Gide' on in order to make the fact clear that the two names
refer to one and the same man. Cf. the similar insertion in 7 1•

9. 1-57. Tlze story o.f Abimeluh.
Besides the Commentaries, etc., quoted throughout the book, cf. H. Winckler,
AF. i. (1893) pp. 59-62.

This ancient narrative is of the highest interest on account of the
light which it throws upon the circumstances of the early stages of
Israel's occupation of Cana' an. After the death of Gide' on or Jerubba' al, the hegemony which he had exercised over his own clan at
'Ophrah and (as we gather from this narrative) over the neighbouring
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Cana' anite city of Shechem, passed in natural course to his family.
Thus we see Israelite and Cana' anite living side by side in a relationship of mutual toleration if not of friendship. Both races alike are
sufferers from the incursions of the Midianites from without; and,
when a deliverer such as J erub ba' al arises, both races thereafter are
willing to recognize his right to exercise some form of chieftainship
or government. Distinctions of race are, however, by no means
obliterated, as subsequent events prove. Abimelech, half-Cana' anite
by birth, is wholly Cana' anite by tribal custom: c£ note on v. 2•
He uses his racial connexions to incite the members of his mother's
clan at Shechem in his own favour ; and by their aid he wipes out
(with ·one exception) all the other sons of Jerubba'al who by birth
were Israelites, and secures a short-lived kingship over Shechem and
the neighbouring district. The statement (v. 22 ) that Abimelech was
prince 'over Israel' seems to belong to the point of view which regards
Israel at this time as already forming an organic unity, and supposes
that the authority exercised by the Judges was general, and not simply
local. The fact that Israelites as well as Cana' anites were included
under Abimelech's sway is, as Mo. notices, to be inferred from v. 00 ;
but it is clear that the framer of the narrative misses, or at least
fails to pay due regard to, the fact that Abimelech was essentially a
Cana' anite, who used his Cana' anite connexions in order to secure
his local kingship.*
Evidence of the employment of more than one source may be
noticed in the middle part of the narrative. As Mo. points out, the
growth of hostilities between Abimelech and the men of Shechem is
traced to two distinct causes. According to v. 23, God sends an evil
spirit between Abimelech and the citizens of Shechem, which causes
these latter to deal treacherously with their ruler. In vv. 26 -29, however, a new situation is created by the arrival on the scene of one
Ga' al and his family. These new-comers stir up the racial pride of
the blue-blooded Shechemites against the half-breed Abimelech, and
thus foster a revolt. Clearly this second cause is distinct from, and
not cumulative upon, the first. In ·v}5b it is stated that Abimelech
was informed of the treacherous aggressions of the Shechemites ;
and the expectation is created that he will immediately take action.
Instead of this, however, the narrative of Ga' al intervenes, and is
continued down to v. 41 ; at which point, after Ga' al's defeat by
Abimelech and subsequent expulsion from Shechem, he disappears
from the narrative, which is now concerned (vv. 42 ft) with the reprisals
taken by Abimelech upon the Shechemites as a whole.

* Cooke misapprehends this point when he states (p. 98) that 'at Shechem
the native Canaanites were in the ascendant, and yet there was a sufficiently
strong Israelite element in the place to raise Abimelech to the position of ruler.'
. Yet he rightly recognizes (p. 97) that, in the Jadi!fa marriage, 'the children
remained with their mother and belonged to her tribe,' and that ' the narrative
seems to imply that the woman was a Canaanite' (p. 97).
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It will be noticed that v. 42 h, 'and they told Abimelech,' repeats v. 25\
'and it was told Abimelech,' with but trifling variation. We may
plausibly infer that the main narrative, interrupted after v. 25\ is
resumed by RJE in v. 4·2t. Probably v. 42a, 'And, on the morrow, the
people went out into the field,' represents the redactor's attempt to
make what follows read as a continuation of the Ga' al-narrative. It
anticipates v. 43\ 'the people came forth from the city,'-an event
which clearly took place after and not before Abimelech had laid
his ambush as recorded in v.43a,
We conclude, then, with Mo., that the Ga' al-narrative contained in
vv. 26 ·41 is derived from a distinct source. The rest of the narrative
appears to be homogeneous ; and, except for a few later additions
(cf. notes on vv. 16-20, v. 22 ), may well have been derived, as Mo.
supposes, from a single ancient source.*
The source of the main narrative appears to be E : cf. the use of
the name Jerubba'al, which elsewhere belongs to E (cf. p. 178);
'elohinz 'God,' and not 'Yahweh,' vv. 1·23 ·66-57 ; 'with truth and with
integrity' (t:l 1t.:1n:11 nt.:1~::l) vv. 16· 19, a phrase which only occurs elsewhere (in reversed order) in Josh. 24 14 E; 'amii 'bond-maid' v. 18
(J's phrase is sijJh(l,ii in the same sense); and, generally, the emphasis
laid upon the moral that wickedness is sure to meet with its due
punishment. If vv. 1-25-43 -57 were derived from E, the inference is
natural that the Ga'al-fragment, vv. 26-41 , may have belonged to J; but
of this we have no direct evidence, since phrases elsewhere characteristic of J appear altogether to be lacking. It is worthy of notice,
however, that the expression of v. 33 'thou shalt do to him as occasion
serveth' (lit. 'as thy hand shall find,' 71 1 ~1t.:1n 11!1~:,) occurs again
in I Sam. 10 7 ('then do as occasion serveth') which belongs to J.
Ch. 9, like ehs. 16-21, exhibits no trace of the hand of RE', and
clearly did not enter into his pragmatic scheme, as outlined in
eh. 2 6-3 6, and worked out in the histories of the 'major' Judges. That
RE' had the story before him in the earlier composite narrative which
he employed (the work of R 1E) is proved, however, by the fact that he
knew it, and composed a short summary (eh. 8 33 -35 ) which was
intended to take its place. For RE' Abimelech was very far fron;i
being a divinely appointed Judge. The narrative relating his reign
had no interest in conne:x;ion with RE"s religious philosophy of history,
except as illustrating (from his point of view) a period of apostasy
which could fitly be summarized in a few sentences. The re-insertion
of the story into the Book of Judges must have been due to the last
editor (RP; cf. note introductory to 8 29-32 ), who seems to have
reckoned Abimelech among the Judges: cf. the reference in the
introduction to the first of the 'minor' Judges, 10 1a, whose insertion
in the book appears to have been due to this editor (cf. note ad foe.).
* The attempts which have been made by Winckler, Bu., and No. to prove
a more detailed analysis are not convincing; any more than is the argument of
La. that the whole narrative is derived from a single source.

9. r.]
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9. 1. E And Abimelech the son of Jerubba'al went to
Shechem unto his mother's brethren, and spake unto them and
unto all the clan of the house of his mother's father, saying,
9. 1. Shechem. The Roman Flavia Neapolis, and the modern
Nablus,* situated thirty miles north of Jerusalem in the fertile valley
which runs east and west between Mt. 'Ebal on the north and Mt.
Gerizim on the south, forming an easy pass between the maritime plain
and the Jordan valley. Placed at a point at which many important
roads converge, the city must always have exercised considerable
importance : cf. Smith, HG. pp. 332 ff. The narile Shechem, denoting shoulder, probably refers to the position of the city on the
watershed, 1870 feet above the Mediterranean.
The early history of the relations between Israelites and Cana' anites
at Shechem is involved in great obscurity. The city was occupied,
prior to the arrival of the ancestors of Israel west of Jordan, by the
Cana' anite clan of the B•ne-I;Iamor. The natural advantages which
it enjoyed rendered it the principal city of Central Palestine, and the
earliest Israelite clans (the Patriarchs) gravitated thither on their
arrival in Cana' an, and lived on terms of friendship and alliance with
the B•ne-I;Iamor (Gen. 12 6 ·7 J, 33 18 P, 33 19·20 E). These relations
were broken by the treacherous aggressions of the Sime' on and Levi
clans (Gen. 34 j:), which seem to have provoked such retaliation on
the part of the Cana' anites of the district as decimated and dispersed
these Israelite clans, the remnant of them seeking refuge in other
parts of the land (Gen. 49 5· 7 J). On the arrival of the Joseph-clans
in Cana' an and their settlement under Joshua', Shechem lay within
the distdct which they overspread. North Israelite tradition recorded
that the bones of Joseph were brought up from Egypt and buried in
a plot of ground at Shechem acquired by purchase from the B•neI;Iamor (Gen. 33 19 E, 50 24 •26 E, Ex. r 3 19 E, Josh. 24 32 E) ; and
according to a later tradition (Josh. 24 1 E 2) Shechem appears as the
rallying-place of' all the tribes of Israel' on the occasion of Joshua''s
farewell charge. Thus we are probably justified in assuming that
the early relations between the Joseph-tribes and the B•ne-I;Iamor
were of a friendly character. We find, however, that, in the time of
the Judges, Shechem is still in possession_ of the Bene-I;lamor, the
burghers or free-born 'owners of Shechem' (t:l?,~ '~P,~) clearly
belonging to this Cana' anite clan : cf. 9 28 note. The services rendered

* With Nablus as the Arabized form of Neapolis, cf. Yerablus for Hierapolis.

+This narrative is clearly a thinly-veiled description of tribal relations between
Israelites and Cana'anites, at first friendly, then hostile. The two sources
employed in the chapter bear respectively the characteristics of J and P ; but
there are difficulties in the way of correlating the J narrative with the main
document J: cf. Skinner, Genesis (ICC.), pp. 417 f.
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2.

2. 'Prithee speak in the ears of all the citizens of Shechem,
"Which is better for you, that seventy men should rule over
you, even all the sons of Jerubba'al, or that one man should rule
over you? Remember also that I am your bone and your

by Jerubba' al in ridding the country of the Midianite pest benefited
Israelite and Cana' anite alike, and the Bene-I:famor at Shechem were
thereafter willing to acquiesce in Israelite predominance in the district
as represented by J erubba' al and his sons. Abimelech's rise to power
was achieved through the stirring up of racial antipathies between
Cana' anite and Israelite; but the pure-blooded Bene-I:famor were not
able for long to acquiesce in the domination of the half-bred upstart
ruler, and the friction which ensued resulted in the destruction of
Shechem, as related in our narrative.
When next we hear of Shechem, it is an Israelite town in possession
of the Joseph-tribes, and still holds the position of importance which
was the natural outcome of its physical advantages; so that it appears
in 1 Kgs. 12 1 as the city to which 'all Israel' resorts in order to
anoint a successor to Solomon. The tradition in Gen. 48 22 Ewhere the aged Israel on his death-bed bequeaths to Joseph one
shoulder (Heb. Shechem) above his brethren, which he claims to
have captured from the hand of the Amorite with his sword and with
his bow-may have arisen no earlier than the time of David or
Solomon, as a northern Israelite explanation of the way in which
the most favoured spot in Cana' an came into the possession of the
Joseph-tribes-a special gift made by the common father of the
Israelite clans to his most favoured son. The contrast, however,
with the other Ji: tradition noticed above-which speaks of rights at
Shechem acquired by purchase from the Bene-I:famor-is very
striking-and indeed inexplicable. C£ further Introd. p cxi.
The fact that Shechem was not easily defensible against an outside
foe rendered it unsuitable as the capital of the organized kingdom of
Northern Israel; and it was for this reason that' Orriri built Samaria
on a site five miles to· the north-west which his military eye selected
as peculiarly adapted for a fortified capital city.
2.

the citizens ofShechem. Heb. 'e, 1S11;i
lit. the owners of Shechem.
··-: - ,

The same term is used of the citizens of Jericho (Josh. 24 11 E), of
the high places of Arnon (Num. 21 28 E *), of Gibe' ah (Judg. 206),
of l):e'ilah (1 Sam.23 11.1 2), and of Jabesh of Gile'ad (2 Sam.2112).

your bone and your flesh. The same expression is used in Gen.
29 14 J, 2 Sam. 5 1, 19 12 ·13 (~ 13·14); c£ Gen. 2 23 J. As belonging to

* Here, however, l!! is almost certainly corrupt. We need a verb in place
of

1.?P.~ -possibly i1,P.~

Q1i Kai. rnrbmv

seems

t~

'It (the fire) hath consumed the high places, etc.'

have read

i1l/S3
or 11,:ir-il.
T: IT
- : • -

9. 4· 5. 6.]
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flesb."' 3. So his mother's brethren spoke concerning him in the
ears of all the citizens of Shechem all these words : and their
heart inclined after Abimelech, for they said, ' He is our
brother.' 4. And they gave him seventy shekels of silver from
the temple of Ba'al-berith; and Abimelech hired therewith
worthless and reckless men, and they followed him. 5. And he
came unto his father's house at 'Ophrah, and slew his brethren
the sons of J erubba'al, even seventy men, upon one stone: but
Jotham the youngest son of Jerubba'al was left, because he hid
himself.
6. And all the citizens of Shechem and all Beth-millo
his mother's clan and not to his father's (cf. 8 31 note on 'his concubine, etc.'), Abimelech could claim that he was of one race with the
Shechemites (the Bene-I:Iamor; cf. v. 28 ), in contrast to J erubba' al's
other seventy sons who were of Israelite descent (cf. 8 30 note on 'that
came out of his loins').
4. from the temple, etc. The temple, like that at Jerusalem (c£
Kgs. 7 51 , I4 26, I 5 18, al.), contained a treasury in which were accumulated the gifts and fees of worshippers. Possibly also it may
have been the repository of public treasure : cf. the 01rurBol!oµ,os of the
Parthenon at Athens, and the aerarium of the Temple of Saturn at
Rome (cited by Stu.).
Ba' al-ben"th. C£ 8 33 note.
worthless. i-Ieb. re#m, lit. 'empty.' Cf. eh. r r 3 note.
reckless. Heb. po!i,"zim, a participial form, occurs once again in
Zeph. 3 4 ; a cognate subs. pa!i,azi/th is found in J er. 23 32 t ; and
subs. pa!i,az in Gen. 49 4 t. In the latter passage it is said of Re'uben
that he is 'pa!i,az (" wantonness," i.e. "wanton" or "unbridled") like
water.' The cognate root in Ar. means 'to be insolent,' and in Aram.
'to be lascivious '-facts which suggest that the original idea may
have been to overpass bounds, be uncontrolled (cf. the comparison
with water). Cf. Hiph'il hzph!i,iz in Ecclus. 8 2, 19 2•
I

5. upon one stone. The statement (repeated in v. 18) is striking.
Possibly the stone may have been the official place of execution. The
great stone used by Saul for the slaughter of cattle in conformity
with sacrificial rule (r Sam. 14 33 f.) is compared by Mo., who thinks
that 'the very conformity to the precautions taken in slaughtering
animals in the open field shows that the motive was to dispose of the
blood, in which was the life of his victims, in such a way that they
should give him no further trouble. It is an instructive instance of
the power of animistic superstitions.'
6. Beth-mi/lo. Cf. v. 20• A place of this name in the kingdom of
Judah is mentioned in 2 Kgs. I 2 20, 1t! 21 • The Millo at Jerusalem
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assembled themselves together, and went and made Abimelech
king by the terebinth of r the standing-stone l which was in
Shechem. 7. And men told Jotham, and he went and stood on
the top of Mount Gerizim, and lifted up his voice, and cried,
and said to them,
'Hearken unto me, Shechem's citizens,
That so God may hearken unto you.
formed part of the fortifications of the City of David; and if the word
is rightly explained as from the causative stem of the verb male 'to be
filled,' it must be understood as meaning something which fills or
banks up, and so possibly an earthwork : cf. Talmudic mztlithii,
'filled-up ground' ; Bab. mulu, 'earthwork.' Probability, however;
favours the view that the Jerusalem Millo was more than a simple
earthwork-rather, perhaps, a massive fortification on the northern
side of the city where such protection was specially needed. If, in
our passage, Beth-millo has some such sense as 'House (place) of the
fortress,' it may have been identical with 'the Tower of Shechem'
(apparently distinct from the city of Shechem) mentioned in v. i 6•

the standing stone.

Reading i1~~lpiJ with most modems, in place

of ;t! :i~r., which only occurs again in Isa. 29 3 in the sense of a
T ·••

palisade or entrenchment. Possibly the m{¥[ibhii may have been
the stone which tradition stated to have been set up by Joshua'
(Josh. 24 26 E).
7. stood on the top, etc. Not actually on the summit, which is
nearly 1000 feet above Shechem ; but on one of the lofty precipices
overhanging the city (cf. Thomson, LB. p. 473) from which he was
able to make himself heard from below, and at the same time to beat
a safe retreat after speaking.

8-I 5. The parable is intended to contrast the position of J erubba' al
and his sons with that of the mere adventurer Abimelech, and to
predict that nothing but misfortune can result from the course which
has been taken by the Shechemites. The olive, the fig-tree, and the
vine, which are invited in succession to accept the kingship, represent
men who, like Jerubba'al, possess a status which has been won by
service for the public good. These have business more important
than the acceptance and exercise of the office of kingship. On the
other hand, the buckthorn, a low-growing and worthless shrub, is
unequal to the task of affording shelter to the trees ; but only too
likely to be the cause of a forest-fire which may end in the destruction
of all.
The parable is cast into a rhythmical form which is very well
marked. After the summons to attend (v. 7"), which forms a couplet
of 3-beat stichoi, there follow four strophes, corresponding to the

9. 8. 9.]
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8.

Time was when the trees set out
To anoint o'er themselves a king;
And they said to the olive, "Reign thou over us."

9.

But the olive said to them,
"Shall I leave my fatness
r whereby 7 men honour God [],
And go to wave over the trees?"

2 73

applications to the four different trees. The first of these contains
six stichoi ; the second and third, five stichoi ; and the fourth, seven
stichoi. Most of the stichoi contain 3 beats ; but stichos 3 of strophe
I contains 4 beats, and in each strophe the res·ponse of the tree is
given in a long stichos which exhibits 5, or 2 + 3 beats (in strophe 4
perhaps 6, or 3 + 3, beats). The English rendering is intended, as
nearly as possible, to reproduce the rhythm of the original.*
S. Time was . . . set out. The Heh. says literally 'Going they
went,' i.e. the action is introduced with some emphasis, much as we
might say, 'Once upon a time the trees went.'
the olive. The olive, the fig, and the vine are the staple products
of Palestine, upon which its agricultural wealth and prosperity mainly
depend. Cf. G. A. Smith, Jerusalem, i. pp. 299 ff.
9. Shall I leave. Lit. 'Am I to have left,' the Perfect tense being
idiomatically used in Heb. 'to express astonishment at what appears
to the speaker in the highest degree improbable': cf. Driver, Tenses,
§ 19.t
whereby, etc. Reading i!l in place of 1f! I~ with (!Ji EV
1T 'qua,,
m: i1 1Jr.li 'from which,' and omitting 010)~1. This latter, which
spoils the rhythm by causing one beat too. ;;;~ny, has obviously been
introduced from v. 13 \ 'which rejoiceth God and men.' The Imperfect
ii:J::J 1 is impersonal; and is therefore rendered 'men honour.'
men honour God. The reference is to the use of oil in sacrifice
and worship.
to wave. The Heh. nua' denotes the swaying motion of the

n,

* The scheme adopted above agrees in nearly every detail with that offered
by Sievers (Afetrische Studien, i. pp. 388 f.), though worked out independently.
The only difference is that Sievers makes the response of the trees in each case a
6-beat line; in v. 9•{3 by accepting }!! as it stands, and in vv. 11 •/3- 13•{3 by inserting
I)~

n~ini1. Cf. also Rothstein, ZA. xxvi (1914), pp. 22 ff.
1r,binn
is very anomalous. The most probable explanation
• ;
is that 1n~in is the Perfect }::.al, and that the f!ame, of the first syllable,

after

1

+ The form
+

-T:1•.•

of it
falling between the tone and the countertone, is weakened into lfdtej>h Ifame,
through loss of emphasis: so G-K. § 63 k. The view that the form should be
vocalized as a Hiph'H or Hoph'al is less probable.

s
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10.

Then said the trees to the fig-tree,
"Come thou, reign over us."

r.

But the fig-tree said to them,
" Shall I leave my sweetness,
and my goodly produce,
And go to wave over the trees?''

1

1 2.

13.

t9. 13.

Then said the trees to the vine,
"Come thou, reign over us."
But the vine said to them,
"Shall I leave my must,
which rejoiceth God and men,
And go to wave over the trees?"

branches in the wind ; cf. Isa. 7 2•
of authority' (Mo.).

This is 'represented as a gesture

13. must. Heb. tirof, which is frequently coupled with daghan, 'corn,'
and yi~har, 'fresh oil,' as a natural product of the land, seems commonly to denote the grape-juice when first trodden out from the
grapes. In Joel 2 24, Prov. 3 10 it is mentioned as filling the vats ;
and the term yi(iebh, 'vat,' denotes the trough into which the juice
flowed after being trodden out in the gath or 'wine-press '; cf. eh.
6 11 note. The connexion in which tirof is used in the present
passage (' which rejoiceth, etc.') implies that it is regarded as an
exhilarating beverage; and this suggests that the term may have
been used of wine in some degree fermented, as it certainly is in
Hos. 4 11, where it is coupled with 'whoredom' and 'wine' (ydyin) as
something which 'taketh away the heart' (i.e. the intellect). The
fact is well known that the ancients were in the habit of making
a light wine by checking the process of fermentation at an early
stage ; and it may be assumed that tirof may denote such a light
wine, as well as the unfermented juice when first pressed out from
the grapes.
The view that tirof denotes the vine-frui't and not a liquid is
sufficiently refuted by the passages from Joel and Prov. already
quoted. The grapes in their natural state were placed in the gath,
and it was the juice only which flowed into the yikebh, the purpose
of which was to separate the liquid from the solid matter. Cf. further
Driver in Amos (Camb. Bib.), pp. 79 f.

God and men. Or possibly 'gods and men.' The allusion is to
the use of wine in libations at sacrificial feasts, when the god, as well
as his worshippers, was thought to be cheered by the beverage.
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14.

Then said all the trees to the buckthorn,
"Come thou, reign over us,"

1 5.

And the buckthorn said to the trees,
" If in truth ye wish to anoint
me as a king over you,
Come ye, take refuge in my shadow:
But if not, then come fire from the buckthorn,
And devour the cedars of Lebanon."

16. Now, therefore, if ye have dealt in truth and in integrity,
in that ye have made Abimelech king,R1E? and if ye have dealt
well with Jerubba'al and with his house, and if ye have done to
him according to his deserts; 1 7. (in that my, father fought for
15. the buckthorn. A variety of Rhamnus (so e!i, l:T), probably
Rhamnus jJalaestina, a low and straggling bush which is common in
the hill-country of Palestine.
Come ye, take refuge, etc. The irony of the parable culminates in
the absurdity of the invitation, which the buckthorn issues in all
seriousness.
16-20. The application fits somewhat loosely on to the parable;
but such lack of strictly logical connexion as exists is a common
characteristic of Oriental reasoning. The main point of the parable
is that the Shechemites had chosen a king who could not command
confidence and respect ; but who, if treated otherwise than in good
faith (M0~:1 v. 15), was capable of compassing their ruin. The application takes up the theme of the good faith of the Shechemites (M0~:1
v. 16), and points out that this has been markedly absent in their
dealings with Jerubba' al, a man who was, in the highest degree,
worthy of their confidence and gratitude. A fortt"on·, therefore, it
was most unlikely that good relations between them and Abimelech
would last for long ; and, once they failed, th; ruin of both parties
was bound quicklYto ensue. This moral is emphasized in the narrative which follows : vv. 23-24.56.57_
Doorn., Bu., Mo., and others improve the connexion between
parable and application by marking vv. 16b•l 9a as a later addition.
The reference of no~:i 'in truth' or 'in good faith,' in v. 16 is then
the same as in v. 15, i.e. it refers to their good faith towards Abimelech:
'If ye have made Abimelech king, intending to act towards him in
good faith, I congratulate you ; but if not, the parable teaches you
what to expect.'
16. according to his deserts.
hands.'

Lit. 'according to the dealing of his

'!'HE BOott OF JUbG'ES
you, and risked his life, and delivered you from the hand of
Midian; 18. and ye have risen up against my father's house
this day, and have slain his sons, even seventy men, upon one
stone, and have made Abimelech, the son of his bond-maid,
king over the citizens of Shechem, because he is your brother);
19. if ye have acted in truth and in integrity with Jerubba'al and
with his house this day,E rejoice in Abimelech and let him also
reJOice in you. 20. But if not, let fire come forth from Abimelech, and devour the citizens of Shechem and Beth-millo; and
let fire come forth from the citizens of Shechem and Beth-millo,
and devour Abimelech.' 2 r. And J otham ran away and fled,
and went to Be'er, and dwelt there, on account of Abimelech his
brother.
22. And Abimelech was prince RJE over Israel E three years.
23. And God sent an evil spirit between Abimelech and the
17. risked his life. Lit. 'cast his life in front' or' (so as to be) at
a distance' (cf. the use of i~}P in Deut. 32 62, 2 Kgs. 2 15, al.); i.e.
exposed it to the utmost risk, -~ithout a thought of personal safety.
19. his bond-maid. The Heb. 'amii implies a slave-concubine, such
as were Hagar to Abraham, and Zilpah and Bilhah to Ja' cob. As
we have seen, however, eh. 8 31 implies that Abimelech's mother was
a free-woman, dwelling with her clan at Shechem. The misconception involved in the present passage is a point in favour of its
later date.
20. let fire come forth from the citizens, etc. That the buckthorn,
in destroying the other trees, would itself perish, is implied though
not stated in the parable.
21. Be'er. The place intended may have been el-Bireh, twenty-two
miles south of Shechem and eight miles north of Jerusalem, which has
been supposed to be tll.e site of Be'eroth of Josh. 9 17, al. The name,
which means 'well,' was, however, doubtless of frequent occurrence in
ancient times; just as its modern Ar. equivalent is at the present day.

22. was j)n"nce over Israel.
On this statement, as implying a later
conception than that of the original narrative, cf. Introd. to chapter,
p. 267. The early narrative pictures Abimelech as possessing the
authority of a local sheikh over Shechem and the neighbouring
district.

23. God sent an evil spirit. Cf. the evil spirit sent by God upon
Saul, I Sam. 16 14, 18 10 ; and the spirit divinely commissioned to
deceive AJ;iab, in order that he might go up and fall at RamothGi!' cad, 1 Kgs. 22 19 ff.. The view that God, from motives of displeasure,
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citizens of Shechem ; and the citizens of Shechem dealt treacherously with Abimelech. 24. rTo bring 1 the violence done to the
seventy sons of Jerubba'al, and to lay their blood upon Abimelech
their brother, who slew them, and upon the citizens of Shechem,
who encouraged him to slay his brethren. 25. And the citizens,
of Shechem set men in ambush upon the hilltops to his hurt,
and they robbed all that passed by them on the way: and it
was told Abimelech.

may incite men to their own ruin, is frequent in the O.T. Thus He
harden~ Pharaoh's heart (hikbzdh, lit. 'made heavy,' Ex. JO 1 J ;
lj,izzekh, lit.' made strong,' Ex. 4 21, 10 20-27 E or RJE; 9 12, r 1 10, 14 4-8-17 P;
hi(csa, lit. 'made hard or rigid,' Ex. 7 3 P), and similarly He prompts
Sil).on, king of the Amorites, to resist Israel in order that He may
give him -into their hands, Deut. 2 30. So too, in 2 Sam. 241, He is
pictured as inciting David to a pernicious action; in Isa. 19 2-14 He is
said to stir up civil strife in Egypt, and to mingle a spirit of perverseness in the midst of her; and in Ezek. 14 9 He deceives the false
prophet to his own destruction.

~1~;,

24. to bn'ng.
Reading
after eJi Toii brayayiiv, with Gra.,
Oet., La., in order to avoid the' very awkward change of subject in

~b~ and the following Cl~b~-' that the violence ... might come,
and to lay their blood, etc.' The alternative is to follow Mo., Bu., No.,

11!

Oort in retaining 11! ~b7 and deleting Cl~b7 as the introduction of
a scribe who missed the verb governing 091-'That the violence
done to the seventy sons of J erubba' al and their blood might come,
etc.'
encouraged him. Lit. 'strengthened his hands.'
25. set men in ambush, etc. The Shechemites began to set armed
bands in the mountains to rob the passing caravans, thus enriching
themselves at the cost of Abimelech either by injuring his trade or by
interfering with the dues which he was accustomed to exact for the
safe conduct of merchandise through his territory. The force of the
Dativus incommodi
'to his hurt' is very idiomatic, and may be
compared with the use of the preposition in eh. 3 28, 7 24, 12 5, ·' take
the fords of the Jordan to the detn'ment of' (so, against) a foe. R.V.
renders 'set liers in wait for him' (et eh. 16 2 1,-~~iWl) ; and this is
: ·.· ·:explained by Cooke, 'They hoped to catch Abimelech, who apparently
was non-resident, and failing him, they plundered his friends.' This
is very improbable.
and it was told Abimelech. The sequel to this statement follows
in v. 43, after its repetition with slight variation in v. 42 h, as already

1,
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26. J And Ga'al the son of r'Obed 1 came with his brethren, and
they went over into Shechem ; and the citizens of Shechem put
their trust in him. 27. And they went forth into the field, and
cut their vintage, and did the treading, and held a praise-festival,
explained (pp. 267 f.). Otherwise, if we assume the narrative of vv. 26 ff.
to be of a part with v. 25, the information conveyed to Abimelech
seems to have produced no result.
26. Ga'al. Wellh. vocalizes as !,pi Go'al, comparing Ar. gu'al
'dung-beetle': Isr. u. Jiid. Gesch. 2, p. 44. Mo. (SBOT.) notes that
(according to Lane) gu'al in Ar. is 'also applied to a black and ugly
and small man, or to a contentious one.' This vocalization is
favoured by Jos. I'va>..11~ (Ant. v. vii. 3 f.).

'Obed.

Vocalizing

i~l/

with '.£)', in place of illll

i;¥,

The same

form is suggested by (!!;B Io:,/311\ which, as Mo. points out, is probably
an uncial error InBHA for !lBHt..* The form !l/311l3 occurs in HP. 30,
!lfM HP. 56. (!!;AL A/3,l, supports fi)ff. The participial form 'Obed,
'server,' i.e. 'worshipper' of a deity, is well known as a proper
name; whereas the substantive 'Ebed, 'servant,' though used in
composition in' Abdi, 'servant of Yah," Abdiel, 'servant of God,' does
not occur elsewhere by itself, and is unlikely to have been so used. A
less probable view has been put forward by Kue. ( Ond. § 19 5) and
others, who regard Io:,/311>.. as pointing to an original !,p;;1 'Yahweh
is Ba' al '-a name which was offensive to later thought, and was
therefore altered in contempt into 'Ebed, 'servant.' With this view
is involved the supposition that Ga' al, as the son of a worshipper of
Yahweh, must have been an Israelite, whose object was to stir up
the Israelite population of Shechem against the rule of the Cana' anite
'Abimelech. This, however, is plainly refuted by the fact that the
men whose ear Ga' al succeeds in gaining are 'the citizens of Shechem'
('e' 1!,1,1::i, v. 26 ), i.e. the same people who, according to vv. 2·6, made
Abimelech king on the ground that he was their own kinsman (' your
bone and your flesh,' v. 2 ).
27. cut their vintage. Here the plural of kerem, 'vineyard,' is used
by metonymy of the produce of the vineyard, as is indicated by the
fact that it is coupled with the verb ba1ar, which is the regular term
for cutting grapes : cf. Deut. 24 21 •

a praise-festival. If rightly connected with hillel, 'to praise,' Heh.
hilltUim here seems to denote a festival of thanksgiving to the deity.
The term occurs only once besides, in Lev. 19 24 H, in the phrase

* The form

Iwf311/5, for

,~iv

)l!liB Iwf3110), 267, 2 Chr.231,

fl[:J11/5, occurs in

l!liA

in

I

Chr.

2 12(1wic8),37.ll8, II 47

9. 28.]
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and went into the house of their god, and did eat and drink,
and cursed Abimelech. 28. And Ga'al the son of r•obed 7 said,
'Who is Abimelech, and who is Shechem, that we should serve
him? rshouldl not the son of Jerubba'al and Zebu I his officer
rserve1 the men of I:Iamor, the father of Shechem? but why
!;odes hilliUim, 'a holy thing of praise' ; * the reference here being to
the produce of fruit-trees in the fourth year, when it was consecrated
to Yahweh in token of thanksgiving. In Aram. hillfilii denotes a
marriage-song (cf. the use of the Hoph'al hulliil~ in Ps. 78 63 ). Ar.
tahlU is used of a shout ofpraise (ordinarily applied to the pronouncing of the formula, 'There is no god but God'). This term, however,
is connected by Wellh. with hilal 'the new moon,' and is supposed
by him to have been associated originally with the festival in honour
of the new moon : cf. Reste arab. Heidenthums, p. 108.

28. Who is Abimelech, etc.
;V!t Imperative ~,:iv

Reading Imperfect ~,:iy1 in place of
:

-,-

:··

As the text stands in ;V!t, Ga' al's speech can only be rendered as in
R.V.: 'Who is Abimelech and who is Shechem, that we should
serve him? is not he the son of J erubba' al? and Zebul his officer?
serve ye the men of I:Iamor the father of Shechem : but why should
we serve him?' Here 'Shechem' seems to stand as the rhetorical
equivalent of 'Abimelech' : cf. 1 Sam. 25 10, 'Who is David, and who
is the son of Jesse?' This is clearly the view adopted by (!Ji, which
renders Kal rlr i<Tnv vlos ivxEp, for Cl~~ 'l?t We can hardly
assume, however, that a reading

ci~tp-1;

lies beh1nd the (!Ji rendering;

since, as Robertson Smith (quoted by Mo.) has rightly pointed out,
this expression is never used in the sense Shechemite : and that
'Shechem' by itself should be employed as a synonym of' Abimelech'
is incredible. The alternative explanation is to take 'Shechem' as
an antithesis to 'Abimelech'-'we Shechemites'; but, as the text
stands, this is excluded by the fact that there is no similar antithesis
in the answer which Ga'al supplies to his own question (we should
expect, 'is he not the son of J., etc., while we are, etc.'). Further,
the Imperative ~,:;i~ 'serve ye' should naturally be followed by the
2nd person plur., 'but why should ye serve him'; and the occurrence
of the rst person, 'but why should we, etc.,' is at least very awkward.
And again, in ,)m~ ,)i:ll,I) nr.h, the emphasis on the subject of the
verb, as indicated by the personal pronoun, is very great-'but why
should we serve him?' i.e. we in implied contrast to some other

* Probably we ought to place the 'athnalJ upon lfodef, and render, 'And in the
fourth year all its fruit shall be holy (lit. a holy thing), a praise-offering to
Yahweh.'

[9. 29.
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should we serve him?
29. Oh, would that this people were
under my hand ! then would I remove Abimelech, rand would
say1 to Abimelech, "increase thine army, and come out."'
person or persons ; whereas, if the earlier part of the sentence is
correct as it stands in ffl, we should expect the emphasis to be thrown
upon the object of the verb-' but why should we serve him?' (in
contrast to 'the men of I;Iamor, etc.').
Adopting our simple emendation, the following explanation is
plausible. The speech contrasts the antecedents of Abimelech and
Shechem (i.e. the citizens of Shechem, or free-born Bene-I;Iamor)' What is there in Abimelech's antecedents as compared with ours,
that we (pure-blooded Bene-I;Iamor) should serve him (the half-breed)?
Ought not the relations to be reversed, and Abimelech and his placeman Zebu! to serve the hereditary owners of Shechem ?' This is
substantially the explanation of Mo., which has been adopted by Bu.,
La., etc. ; except that these scholars read the Perfect ~,:n, in place
: IT

of ffl

~,~p-' Did

not the son of J. and Z. his officer serve the men

of I;I., etc. ?' i.e. 'he himself was formerly a subject of the old
I;Iamorite nobility of Shechem.' It may be urged, however, against
this reading that it implies that, prior to the election of Abimelech as
king, the ruling class in Shechem had been the Bene-I;Iamor; whereas,
as a matter of fact, vv.1. 2 represent the Bene-I;Iamor as acquiescing
in time past in the rule of the Israelite Jerubba' al and his sons.
Upon the various other explanations and emendations of the
passage which have been offered, cf. Mo. Comm., and especially the
same writer's very full note in SBOT. pp. 46 f. For the most part
they depend upon the mistaken assumption that Ga' al was an Israelite,
and that the rebellion which he was fomenting was an upheaval of
the Israelites against the rule of the Shechemite Abimelech. Upon
this theory, c£ note on '' 0bed,' v. 26•
29. under my hand.

and would say.
in place of

Lit. 'in my hand,' i.e. subject to

Reading

i~~1

ID)" authority.

with <!Ii ,ml Jpro and most modems

3'!! it;iN 1~ 'And he said to Abimelech.' It is clear from

what follows that Ga' al's words are merely a boast which was not
carried into execution until his hand was forced, as related in v. 39•
Bu., however, thinks that, if the words 'and would say to A. "Increase thine army, etc.,"' really formed part of Ga' al's boast, the
challenge which they contain would have preceded and not followed
its result as embodied in the words 'then would I remove A.' He
therefore suggests that the words 'Increase thine army, etc.,' originally
formed part of Zebu!'s message to Abimelech, as related in vv. 32 f.,
and were later on erroneously inserted in their present position,
with the introduction 'and he said to A.' This objection can hardly

9. 3o. 31.]
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30-. And when Zebul, the governor of the city, heard the words
of Ga'al the son of r'Obed 7 ; his anger was kindled. 31. And he
sent messengers to Abimelech at rArumah1, saying, 'Behold,
be maintained. It is obvious that Ga' :1 may first have stated the
main fact, viz. that he would soon get rid of Abimelech if he had the
chance, and then have gone on to boast how he would attain this
end-by challenging him to pitched battle.

30. Zebu! the governor of the city. It is clear from the narrative
that .Abimelech did not reside at Shechem, but at the neighbouring
city of Arumah : cf. vv. 3 1. 41 , with note on the former verse. Zebu!
appears to have been his representative at Shechem. Whether he
was a Cana' anite or an Israelite cannot be determined.
31. at A rumah.

Reading i1ti~•111c,1 (or ilti~i~::,. • cf. v. 41 ) in place of
T

-; -

T

T

'

J!l i19")l;f. R. V.'s rendering of this latter, 'craftily,' is the interpretation of .S:,P ~ - It presupposes that a arr. X.-y. torma,* from the
root riima, ' to deceive,' is used in place of the normal mirmii or
tarmfth in the sense 'deceit.' A.V., 'privily,' follows the majority of
the versions :

(!JiB

ev icpv<fifi, '.ET 'clam,' Qi: TiJ, Ar. ~~-

This rendering

likewise presupposes derivation from the root riimii, upon the view
that an expression properly meaning 'in deceit' is used in the sense
'in secret.' Thus A. V. adds marg. 'Heb. craftily.' So Rashi, Kimchi
(first explanation), and the older commentators generally. Granted,
however, that b•-torma is the equivalent of b'-mirma, such a sense
as 'privily' is illegitimate ; the only possible meaning of the statement
being 'that Zebu! sent to Abimelech a deceptive, and therefore an
erroneous message' (Stu.). But this is excluded by the context,
which makes it clear that the message embodied a true statement
of affairs.
Kimchi (second explanation) and Levi hen-Gershon rightly divined
that what we should expect is the name of the place at which
Abimelech was residing ; and observing that Arumah is named as
his residence in v. 41, supposed that Tormah and Arumah are variant
names of the same city. We may follow most modems in concluding
that iltiin represents a simple corruption of the latter name. (!JiA\
.S:,h µ.Era l!wpwv, i.e. ;,t,~;n::i suggests that the Greek translator may
T

! • '

have used a text in which the , was written as in nr-i,i~J, v. 41 •

*

The form i1)?7l;l is strange if derived from yiltii.

Konig (Lehrgebiiude

I. ii. p. 193) groups it with il~~,r-1 from -vi1)~ Judg. 14 4 il~~r-1 from yi1) 1
Prov. ml, 1413, 1721, Ps. n92B.
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[9. 33· 34•

f'Obed 7

Ga'al the son of
and his brethren are come to Shechem;
and, behold, r they are stirring up 7 the city against thee. 32. Now,
therefore, arise by night, thou and the people who are with thee,
and lie in wait in the field. 33. And in the morning, when the
sun is up, thou shalt rise' early and make an onset against the
city : and, behold, he and the people who are with him will
come forth unto thee, and thou shalt do to him as occasion
serveth.'
34. And Abimelech arose, and all the people who were with
him, by night, and they lay in ambush against Shechem in four
bands. 35. And Ga'al the son of f'Qbedl went out, and stood in
the entry of the gate of the city; and Abimelech rose up, and
The site of Arumah is unidentified. The modern el-'Ormeh (written
with ll and not K*, about five miles south-east of Shechem has
been suggested.
are stirn·ng up. Reading tl'1'llr.l
with Frankenberg, Bu., Mo .
• • !
(SBOT.), No., in place of 1!l Cl'"!¥, which can only mean 'are besieging,' and is so rendered by the Versions. As Mo. points out,
however, the Heb. construction is irregular ,t and the sense 'are
inciting to hostility,' which has been adopted by many commentators,
is illegitimate.

33. make an onset. The Heb. verb piisa/, which occurs again in
our narrative in v. 44 (twice), expresses (as appears from the context
in these and other occurrences) the making of a sudden and unexpected raid or attack. The connexion with Heb. piisa/ 'strip off'
(one's garment) is obscure. The explanation offered by BDB-'put
o.if(one's shelter), i.e. make a dash (from a sheltered place)'-is very
precarious.~
as occasion serveth. Lit. 'as thy hand shall find.'

34. four bands. Lit. 'four heads': cf. p. ·181. So v. 37 b. The
expression, though most frequent in J, is used in the parallel narrative
E in vv. 431•

* Substitution of 31 for K is seen in the modern 'AsJ:;.alan for ancient• AshJ:;.elon,
and in 'Ana for 'Ono. The converse change is seen in 'Endftr for' En-dor.
::: We should expect 1 111M ,11 tl 11'lt, not 1 111M nK tl 11'lt, The only other
occurrence of i,'lt followed by nK of the city is 1 Chr. 20 1 MJ1 nK 1'lt'',
where II 2 Sam. II 11 has the normal
§ New Heb. pasa{, Aram. pesat, mean 'to extend,' and also 'to make plain';
while Bab.pafa{u has the sense 'expunge, obliterate,' sc., writing by smearing
or covering it with clay. The bond of connexion (if such exists) between the
various senses of the root requires investigation.

,v.

9. 36. 37.
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the people who were with him, from the ambuscade. 36. And
when Ga'al saw the people, he said unto Zebu!, ' Behold, people
are coming down from the tops of the hills.' And Zebul said
unto him, 'The shadow of the hills thou seest like men.' 3 7. And
Ga'al spoke yet again and said, ' Behold, people are coming
down from the navel of the land, and one band is coming by
way of the soothsayers' terebinth.' 38. And Zebul said unto
36. The shadow, etc. A taunt suggesting that 'his fears make him
imagine enemies where there are none' (Mo.). Zebul's policy was to
force Ga' al's hand by insinuating that he dared not be as good as his
word: cf. v. 38 •
37. the navel of the land. The meaning of H,eb. /abbttr is elucidated by new Heb. fabbttr, {ibbur, and Aram; fibbura, 'navel.' So
6: 6p,<pa>..os, F 'umbilicus.' The other versions paraphrase :

m:

~ElPln

'stronghold,' .5$P

cru..oo.l

(meaning dubious), Ar.

~ \ 'furthest part.' Rashi and Kimchi explain as a hill or elevation
forming a stronghold, and R. Isaiah as a central position from which
roads diverged. In Ezek. 38 12, the only other occurrence of the
term in 0. T., it is also used topographically, the inhabitants of the
hill-country of Judah being described as 'those dwelling upon the
navel of the earth,' i.e. (from the Israelite point of view) the most
prominent and central part of the Universe (cf. Ezek. 5 6 ), In the
present passage the expression is obviously a closer definition of ' the
tops of the mountains,' v. 36, and probably describes some neighbouring
height (or even heights; for v. 37b seems to indicate that the bands are
coming from different directions) which was regarded as the central
part of the main mountain-range of Cana' an.

the soothsayers' terebinth. Heb. 'elon m•'on•n£m, some well-known
tree which was the seat of the practice of divination. Gen. 12 6J
speaks of a tree called 'Non more, 'terebinth of the oracle-giver'
(cf. for more, footnote p. 206), which was also in the near neighbourhood of Shechem, and may have been identical with the tree
mentioned in the present passage.
The form of soothsaying practised by the m''oni!n is uncertain. If
the Heb. root 'anan is connected with Ar. ganna, 'to omit a hoarse
nasal sound,' m•'oni!n may denote the murmurer or hoarsely humming
one. So Robertson Smith (Journal of Philology, xiv. pp. l 19 ff.),
who states that 'the characteristic utterance of the Arabic soothsayer is the monotonous rhythmical croon called sag', properly the
cooing of a dove.' According to· Wellh., however (Reste arab.
Heidenthums 2, p. 204), the term is to be explained, from Ar. 'anna, 'to
appear,' as meaning dealer in phenomena.
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[9. 38. 4 r. 42.

him, 'Where is now thy boast, in that thou saidst, "Who is
Abimelech, that we should serve him ? " Are not these the
people whom thou didst despise? Pray, go forth now, and fight
with them.' 39. So Ga'a! went forth before the citizens of
Shec-hem, and fought with Abimelech.
40. And Abimelech
pursued him, and he fled before him : and there fell down many
slain up to the entry of the gate. 4r. And Abimelech dwelt in
Arumah: and Zebu! drove out Ga'al and his brethren, so that
they should not dwell in Shechem.
42. RJE And on the morrow, the people went out into the
field : and men told Abimelech. 43. E And he took the people
and divided them into three bands, and lay in ambush in the
38. thy boast. Lit. 'thy mouth.' The Heb. pe, 'mouth,' is used
similarly in Ps. 49 13 (~ 14 ), 'This is the way of them that have selfconfidence, and of those who following them approve their speech
(mouth).' Bab. ptt 'mouth' frequently has the meaning 'speech.'
Are not these the people, etc. The situation is aptly summed up by
Mo. : 'Zebu!, by reminding Ga' al, doubtless in the presence of many
bystanders in that public place, of his former boasts, goads him into
fighting. He had indeed no choice ; if he declined the challenge, his
prestige and influence in Shechem were gone.'
4r. And Abimelech dwelt, etc. Abimelech returned to the city in
which he was dwelling (possibly the narrative may originally have
run '~:::i :::i~.'.1 '~ :J~!1 'And A. returned, and dwelt in A.'), and did
not trouble to follow up his victory, feeling no doubt that Zebu! was
capable of dealing with the situation. Ga' al's incompetence as a
leader having been sufficiently demonstrated by his shameful defeat,
Zebu! had no difficulty in expelling him from Shechem, together with
the other members of his family or clan. Thus the disaffection in the
city, of which Ga' al was the author, comes (at least temporarily) to an
end. 'The citizens of Shechem,' who had been persuaded by the
impostor to adopt him as their leader, were no longer concerned to
support him ; and Zebu! could scarcely have expelled him from the
city without their aid, -or, at any rate, without their acquiescence.
The continuation of the narrative in vv. 4ut., which represents 'the
people,' i.e. the same citizens of Shechem, as still at active hostilities
with Abimelech 'on the morrow,' is thus not of a piece with the Ga' al
narrative. As we have seen (cf. note on v. 25b), vv. 43 ff. are clearly the
proper continuation of the main narrative, which is broken off
at v. 25, and resumed by the Redactor in v. 42•
42. And on the morrow .. : field. On this statement, as representing an attempt on the part of R JE to harmonize his two narratives,
cf. p. 268.

9. 43. 44. '45.]
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field ; and he looked, and, behold, the people were coming out
from the city; and he rose up against them, and smote them.
44. And Abimelech, and rthe band 7 that was with him, made an
onset, and stood in the entry of the gate of the city : and the
two bands made an onset upon all who were in the field, and
smote them. 45. And Abimelech fought against the city all
that day; and he captured the city, and the people who were in
it he slew : and he broke down the city, and sowed it with salt.
43. the people were coming out, etc. Coming out upon one of the
predatory excursions described in v. 25 •

44. the band. Reading sing. t!iN"1~ with 1T and some MSS. of Qli,
in place of 111 plur. ci1t!i~"1l"T 'the bands.' A.ccording to v. 43a,
Abinielech had divided his ;~ailable forces into three bands, and
according to v. 44b two bands attacked the Shechemites in the field
while Abimelech was seizing the gate of the city with his own
contingent.
made an onset. Cf. v. 33 note.
45. sowed it with salt. A symbolic action, apparently intended to
indicate that nothing thereafter was to live and flourish there. The
turning of a fruitful land into a salt desert as the result of a curse is
mentioned in Deut. 29 23, Ps. 107 31 ; cf. Jer. I 7 6, and the story of the
destruction of the cities of the plain in Gen. 19 J. Ros. and commentators after him refer to Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxxi. eh. 7 ; Virgil,
Georg. ii. 238, as mentioning the well-known fact of the infertility of
a salt soil. More to the point, in connexion with our passage, is
Tiglath-pileser I.'s account of his destruction of the city of ijunusa
(Annals, col. vi. 14): 'The three great walls of their city, which with
burnt brick were strongly built, and the whole of the city I laid waste,
I destroyed, I turned into heaps and ruins ; and salt (?) thereon I
sowed';* cf. Budge and King, Annals of the Kings of Assyria, i.
p. 79; KB. i. pp. 36 f. Scheiden, Das Salz, p. 95 (quoted in
EB. 4250) cites the tradition that Padua was sown with salt by Attila,
and Milan by Barbarossa.
Robertson Smith (Religion of the Semites 2, p. 454, n 1) adopts a
* The word rendered 'salt' is (abnu) ~I. PA; and unfortunately we cannot be
sure of the meaning of ~I. PA (or ~I.!JAD), which is most likely the ideographic
form in which an otherwise unknown Assyrian word is written; though the rendering above adopted appears to be the most probable. The Determinative Prefix
abnu, •stone,' marks the substance as a mineral; and there is a variant reading
plur. abne, •stones' (lumps of salt?). The Assyr. azru, 'I sowed (it),' is the same
verb as is used in our passage by the Heb., way-yizra'ehii. The reference in
the Annals of Asurbanipal (col. vi. 79; cf. KB. ii. pp. 206 f.) cited in EB. 4250
from Gunkel, Genesis 2, p. 187, which is supposed by Gunkel to refer to the same
ceremony, is of too doubtful significance to be quoted.
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46. And when all the citizens of the tower of Shechem heard
it, they entered into the crypt of the temple of El-berith. 47. And
it was told Abimelech that all the citizens of the tower of
Shechem had gathered themselves together. 48. And Abimelech went up to Mount $almon, he and all the people who were

different explanation, supposing that the salt was used as a symbol
that the city was consecrated to the deity as a devoted thing (lzerem ;
c£ note on eh. I 17), since the sprinkling with salt has a religious
meaning, as a symbol of consecration, in Ezek. 43 24• This parallel,
which refers to the sprinkling of a whole burnt-offering with salt,
must be deemed of doubtful validity.
-46. the tower of Shechem. This stood, apparently, apart from the
city of Shechem, and was probably (like the tower of Penu~l, eh.
8 9-17) the stronghold of an unwalled hamlet.

crypt. Heb. trialt,. The meaning of the term is somewhat obscure.
In its only other occurrence in the O.T., I Sam. 13 6, it seems to
denote an underground chamber, natural or artificial ; * and this sense
is borne out by the use of rrilt,a in the Nabataean inscriptions to
denote a tomb hewn out of the rock: cf. Euting, Nabatdische
Inschnften, 15 3.4. In Ar. the cognate word ,;larilt, denotes 'a trench'
or oblong excavation in the middle of a grave, in distinction from
lalt,d (an excavation in the side); or it may denote the grave
altogether, as in the benediction 'May God illumine his grave!'
(,;larilt,ahu): cf. Lane s.v.
How such a rock-hewn crypt could have been set on fire is not
evident. Possibly the door may have been in the side.of a rock, with
steps descending into the interior ; and, the faggots being piled
against this door, the fire burnt it through and suffocated the refugees.
Or, if we explain (as we legitimately may do) that the faggots were
placed upon (~Y) the crypt, we may picture a flat trap-door on the
top of which the fire was laid, so that the mass of burning material
eventually fell upon the people in the crypt beneath.
A. V., R. V., in giving the more general rendering 'hold,' seem to
depend upon (!JiAL oxvpwµ,a, '.£T (v. 49 ) 'praesidium.' Abulwalid compared the Ar. rarl:z, 'a lofty building or chamber standing,apart'
(from raralt,a 'to be unmixed, clear,' here used in the sense ' to stand
clear') ; and hence the sense 'citadel' or 'tower' was adopted by
many of the media,val and earlier modern commentators. Most
recent scholars adopt the explanation which is given above.
48. Mount ,<;almon. The name ~almon seems to mean 'the shady'

* In this passage {'ril;im are coupled with borotk, 'cisterns,' i.e. rock-hewn
receptacles for water which, in a disused state, might form effectual hidingplaces.

9. 49. 50.)
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with him; and Abimelech took an axe n in his hand, and cut
a bundle of brushwood, and took it up and placed it on his
shoulder ; and he said unto the people who were with him,
'What ye have seen me do, make haste, do likewise.' 49. And
all the people also cut each his bundle r1: and they went after
Abimelech, and placed them against the crypt, and set the crypt
on fire over them : so all the men of the tower of Shechem died
also, about one thousand men and women,
50. And Abimelech went unto Tebe~, and encamped against
Tebe~, and captured it. 51. Now there was a strong tower in
the midst of the city, and thither fled all the men and women,
-probably a reference to the woods which (as the context shows)
clothed its sides.*
·
an axe. Reading sing. ti"17~;:r with QJiA\ i\h, F, i\r, in place of

Jt! plur. ni~1.1~::t 'axes.' The Heh. idiom says 'the axe,' the Definite
Article being so used with familiar objects which are understood
elements in the situation: cf. Davidson, Syntax, § 21 d; G-K. § 126s;
NHTK. p. I. The idiom may be illustrated in English by the way
in which we speak of 'boiling the kettle'-never 'boiling a kettle.'
The emendation i~"11i'
·.. : - 'his axe,'. adopted by Mo., Bu., No., Kent,
Cooke, is much less idiomatic ; apart from the fact that 'his' is not
pre-supposed by any of the versions above cited.
49. his bundle. Reading fem. in 1ii!i (c£ v. 48 ) in place of ffl ri:ii\!I,
which, as vocal.ized, is intended to convey the same sense, being .
regarded as a masc. form 'ljib with suffix of the 3rd masc. sing. (on the
suffix-form; c£ G-K. §§ 7c, 9re). Probably Jt! should be vocalized
i1?ii!i 'a bundle,' which may be the original text.
against the crypt.

Or possibly, 'upon the crypt'; c£ note on v. 46•

50. Tebe~. The modern Tubas, twelve miles N.E. of Shechem, has
been identified by Rob. (BR. 3 ii. p. 317) as the site which Eusebius
gives as the ancient Tebe~ ; which is described by him as thirteen
Roman ,miles from N eapolis (Shechem) in the direction of Scythopolis
* That the meaning ' to be dark or shady' belongs to the root
from the subst.

tiS~ is clear

m~?~ (for :!illl nw?1) 'deep shade,' and the Bab. root1alamu,
tiS~

'to be dark or black.' Probably Heb.
•image' properly means 'shadow'
(so-called as being blat:k in a land of str~;g lights and shades), since an image
is the shadow or replica of that which it represents. Cf. Delitzsch, Prolegomena,
p. 141; KAT,S p. 475, n6. BDB.'s explanation of ...... as 'something cut

tiS~

out,' based on Ar. 1alama, 'to cut off' (properly 'to extirpate by amputation') is
very far-fetched.
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[9. S3· 54· 55•

even all the citizens of the city, and shut themselves in, and
went up on to the roof of the tower. 52. And Abimelech came
unto the tower, and fought against it, and he drew near to the
door of the tower to burn it with fire. 5 3. And a certain woman
cast an upper millstone upon the head of Abimelech, and brake
his skull. 54. And he called quickly unto the lad who bore his
armour, and said to him, 'Draw thy sword and despatch me, lest
they say of me, "A woman slew him."' So his lad thrust him
through, and he died.
55. And when the men of Israel saw
that Abimelech was dead, they went every man to his place.
(Bethshe' an), OS. 262 44• This identification is accepted by some
modern writers (so, most recently, Cooke) ; but must, on philological
grounds, be deemed highly precarious.*
53. an upper millstone. Heb. pcla!z rckhebh, lit. 'cleft (stone) of
riding,' so-called as riding upon the lower stone (jJcla!z ta!i,tith,
Job 41 24, j!! 16). The complete mill is termed re!i,dyim. The handmill still used in Palestine is formed of two flat stones : a peg in
the centre of the lower one corresponds to a hole in the upper, which
is thus kept in place ; and the upper being turned by a wooden
handle, the corn which is placed between the two stones is ground.
The diameter of the mill is usually about eighteen inches, the upper
stone being of smaller diameter than the lower and two or three
inches thick. These mills are usually turned by women, the performance of such work by men )Jeing regarded as a badge of degradation: Judg. 16 21 , Lam. 5 13, Jer. 52 11 ((!Ji). Cf. Kennedy in EB.
. 3091 ff.
54. Draw thy sword, etc. Similarly, Saul commands his armourbearer to slay him when he perceives that otherwise he must fall into
the hands of the Philistines : l Sam. 3 l 4•
despatch me. Heb. motheth, the causative and intensive form of
muth, 'to die,' always has the sense 'to kill outright.' Cf. especially
1 Sam. 14 13, where it is stated that the Philistines 'fell before
Jonathan, and his armour-bearer despatched them (m'motheth) after
him.'
55. the men of Israel. Abimelech, in succeeding to the power and
influence exercised by J erubba' al and his seventy Israelite sons, may
be supposed to have ruled over Cana' anites and Israelites alike in the
district about Shechem. The feelings of the Israelites against the
B•ne-l;lamor of Shechem and the Cana' anites of the neighbouring

* There is correspondence of one consonant only between Tebe? and Tubas ;
and the t2 in the latter name ought naturally to represent i in Heb. The
modern Ar. form would accurately correspond to a Heh. t::i i~, rather than

1

)"~~ j cf. Cheyne, EE. 5033.
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56. Thus God requited the wi~kedness of Abimelech which he
had done to his father, in slaying his seventy brethren: 58. And
the wickedness of the men of Shechem did God requite upon
their head: and there came upon them the curse of Jotham the
son of J erubba'al.
cities must have been intensified by the fact that the assassination of
J erubba'al's Israelite sons was a Cana' anite movement (cf. p. 267); and,
hostile at heart as they must have been to Abimelech as the Cana' anite
nominee, they would naturally support him when it came to a conflict
with the Cana' anites : and they probably formed the bulk, if not the
whole, of his army. Cf. Mo. ad loc.
56. Thus God requt'ted, etc. It is characteristic of E to draw a
religious moral from the facts of history.
'
IO. 1-5. The' Minor' Judges: Tola' and Ja'ir.

The so-called 'minor' Juclges, Tola' and Ja'ir (ro 1· 5), Ib~an, Elon,
and 'Abdon (12 8· 15 ) appear scarcely to stand upon the same level as
historical personages with Ehud, Bara~, Gide' on, Abimelech, and
Jephthal;i. Tola' is said to have been 'the son of Pu'ah the son of
Dodo, a man of Issachar,' and to have 'dwelt in Shamir in the hillcountry of Ephraim.' In Gen. 46 13 P both Tola' and Pu'ah appear as
sons, £.e., doubtless, clans of Issachar ; and this is also the case in
Num. 26 23 P, I Chr. 7 lff_ J a'ir the Gile' adite, whose thirty sons had
thirty towns called I;Iavvoth-Ja'ir, is the same as Ja'ir the son or clan
of Manasseh who made conquests in Gile' ad which were afterwards
known as I;Iavvoth-J a'ir (£.e. 'the tent-villages of J a'ir '), according to
Num. 32 41 J, Deut. 3 14, I Kgs. 4 13• Elon is described as 'the Zebulonite' ; and in Gen. 46 14 P Elon is a son of Zebulun, and, according
to Num. 26 26 P, founder of the clan of the Elonites. That Ib~an and
'Abdon are also clan-names may be inferred. We know that Ja'ir's
thirty sons represent thirty village-settlements : when we read that
Ib~an had thirty sons and thirty daughters, and that 'Abdon had forty
sons and thirty grandsons, it is reasonable to infer that the writer's
meaning is the same in these cases also. The statement that Ib~an
made outside-marriages for his daughters, and brought in wives for
his sons, doubtless refers to the numerous alliances and connexions
with other clans which were formed by branches of the clan of
Ib~an.
It is a further question whether these 'minor' Judges were included
in the historical scheme of RE 2 • In the survey of the course of
Israel's history during this period which forms the introduction to his
book in eh. 2 11 ·23 (cf. pp. 52 ff.), RE• traces the periods of oppression
by foreign foes to Israel's declension from the service of Yahweh,
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and regards the raising up of the Judges as deliverers as an act of
condescension on Yahweh's part when punishment has been meted
out. This view of history is faithfully followed out by the editor in
the cases of the' major' Judges ; but in the brief notices of the 'minor'
Judges mention of Israel's defection from Yahweh, and the naming
of the particular foes into whose power they were delivered, are conspicuously absent. Of Tola' it is simply stated that he 'arose after
Abimelech to save Israel' ; and of J a'ir even more briefly that he
'arose after him.' Ib~an, who is made to succeed J ephtha]:i, is said
to have 'judged Israel after him'; and the same formula is used of
Elon and · Abdon. Thus it may be inferred with great probability
that the notices of the 'minor' Judges were inserted into the book
subsequently to the redaction of RE 2 • The purpose of the interpolator
may have been to raise the number of the Judges to twelve, and, so
far as possible, to make them representative of the twelve tribes of
Israel. Thus we have
'Othniel
Ehud .
Bara¼:.
Gide'on
Abimelech
Tola' .
Ja'ir
Jephtha]:i
Ib~an .
Elon
'Abdon
Samson

Judah.
Benjamin.
Naphtali.
West Manasseh.
Issachar.
East Manasseh.
Gad.
?
Zebulun.
Ephraim.
Dan.

If the Bethle]:iem which is mentioned as the native city of Ib~an
(eh. 12 8-10) is the Bethle]:iem which is assigned to Zebulun in Josh.
19 15 P, i.e. the modern Bet La]:im seven miles west-north-west of
Naiareth, this city seems to have been on the border between Zebulun
and Asher; and thus Ib~an may have been regarded as the representative of Asher. Re'uben and Sime' on are unrepresented, while
Abimelech properly gives a second representative to West Manasseh;
still, the scheme is sufficiently complete to make it probable that the
theory above suggested was in the mind of the editor who added the
notices of the 'minor' Judges.
Who this editor was may be inferred from the fact that his book
contained the story of Abimelech, and that this usurper was counted
by him as one of the Judges : c£ eh. IO 1• He can hardly have been
other than the editor who reinserted the narrative of Abime!ech
into RE"'s book, i.e. the late editor whom we have characterized
as RP.
For the grounds upon which the notice of Shamgar in eh. 3 31 is to
be regarded as still later than the work of RP, c£ p. 76.
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And after Abimelech there arose to save Israel
Tola' the son of Pu'ah, the son of Dodo, a man of Issachar;
10.

I. Rr

Pu'ah. Heb. i1~~e; so I Chr. 7 1• The form n~~ Puwwah
is given by Gen. 46 13, Num. 26 23• The name is probably the equivalent of Ar. fuwwah, which denotes the species of madder called
Rubia tz"nctorum, L., from the root of which a red dye is derived*
(cf. Lane s.v.; Low, Pflanzennamen, p. 251); whereas Tola', which
means 'worm' in Ex. 16 20 (more commonly fem. Told'ath, cf. Bab.
tu/tu), is used in Isa. 1 18, Lam. 4 5 to denote the crimson dye called
cochineal (properly the insect from which the dye is prepared ; so,
more commonly, fem. Told'ath). The coincidence suggests that
kindred clans adopted kindred totem-objects.
Dodo. This name occurs again in 2 Sam. 23 9 l{'ri= r Chr. II 12 ;
2 Sam. 23 24 = r Chr. II 26• 2 Sam. 23 9 Kt. gives the form Dodai;
and similarly e!i"AL reads ArolJai in II I Chr. The same form is
favoured by the evidence of e!i in 2 Sam. 23 24 and II r Chr. Dodai
occurs in r Chr. 27 4, where the reference seems to be to the same
man as is named in I Chr. 11 12 ( called 'the Al;tol;tite' in both passages).
The form Dodo may be paralleled by Dudu, the name of an official
(probably a Cana' ai:J.ite) in the service of the Phara' oh, which occurs in
the T.A. Letters (cf. Knudtzon, Nos. 158, 164); cf. also ~,, Dada in
Palmyrene (de Vogiie, La Syrie centrale, 93; Cooke, NSI. p. 301),
and the names from cuneiform texts cited in KA T. 3 p. 483.
The meaning of the name has been the subject of some discussion.
The most probable theory regards both Dodo and Dodai as hypocoristic abbreviations of a fuller form such as Dodie! or Dodiyya ( n•ii"l •
10. 1.

T •

cf. ~i1ni"1 Dodavahu,

2

Chr.

20 37 ).

'

The element Dod is then the

same as the subst. which means 'uncle' on the father's side (used in
1 Sam. 14 50, 2 Kgs. 24 17, al.), properly, it may be assumed, 'object of
love' (so in Heh. the word often has the meaning 'beloved,' which is
also seen in Bab. dddu). Thus Dodo, Dodai, may mean 'the god is
uncle' (i.e. kinsman or patron of the bearer of the name) t ; or, conceivably, 'Beloved of the god' : cf., for the latter sense, the name
;,11111 J edidiah, 'Beloved of Yah,' 2 Sam. 12 25 ; and David, i.e., proT:

•:

bably, 'Beloved' (by God). Cf. Cheyne, EB. 1122 ; Gray, Heb.
Proper Names, pp. 60 ff. A passage of interest in this connexion is
found in the Inscription of Mesha', where the Moabite king, in relating
his success against Israel east of Jordan, says, 'The king of Israel
had built 'Ataroth for himself: and I fought against the city and took
it; and I slew the whole of it, even the people of the city, as a gazing-

*

Eusebius explains Puah epv0p&., OS. 200 98 ; Jerome, rubrum, ib. 6£1.
name Dadi-kariba, 'My (divine) kinsman has (or is)
blessed' ; Hommel, AH T. p. 86.

+Cf. the South Arabian
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and he dwelt in Shamir in the hill-country of Ephraim. 2. And
he judged Israel twenty and three years, and died, and was
buried in Shamir.
3. And after him there arose Ja'ir the Gile'adite; and he
judged Israel twenty and two years. 4. And he had thirty sons
who rode on thirty ass-colts; and they had thirty rcitiesl (they
stock unto Chemosh and unto Moab. And I captured thence the
altar-hearth of niii, and dragged it before Chemosh in ~eriyyoth'
(Moabite Stone, 11. 10-13). Here the word niii should perhaps be
vocalized ;:qi"I 'its (divine) Patron,' i.e. the God of the city* (Yahweh?
Cf. 11. 17 f., where, after taking the city of Nebo, Mesha' states that he
took the vessels of Yahweh, and dragged them before Chemosh).
Failing this explanation, niii must be vocalized Dodo, and regarded
as the proper name of a deity, which may (on this hypothesis) perhaps
be recognized in the O.T. proper names above discussed: cf. Baethgen, Beitriige, p. 234; KA T. 3 p. 225.
(!Ii vlos 'tl'arpaaDHpov aliroO, '.F 'patrui Abimelech,' ,SP
treat
Dodo, not as a proper name, but as the subst. meaning 'uncle' with
suffix of the 3rd masc. sing. t : 'son of his (£.e. Abimelech's) uncle.'
Such an explanation is excluded by the fact that, while Tola' is
expressly described as 'a man of Issachar,' Abimelech, so far as he
was Israelite in extraction, belonged to Manasseh. Several minuscules of (!Ii (grouped by Mo. as (!liM) offer the reading Kal aviCTT'7CTEv o
0EOS ••• TOV 0ro;\a vlov <l>ava vlov Kap,E (or Kap1JE) 'tl'arpal,i;\<j,ov alirov,
omitting the words 'a man of Issachar.' Here Kap,E may represent
the name IJ'JR. ~areal;t : cf. 2 Kgs. 2 5 23, Jer. 40 8, al. The origin of

01n ~.

this text is wholly obscure.

Shamir.

The site is unknown.

(!liAL ,., Iaµ,apel9.

4. who rode, etc. A similar statement is made in eh. 12 14 with
regard to · Abdon's descendants. The detail is mentioned as a badge
of rank : cf. eh. 5 ioa.
Reading C'1l' with all Versions, in place of 1!! c1i1i, 'ass·•
-~
colts,' which has ari~en from accidental imitation of the same word
preceding.

cities.

* In the difficult expression in Am. 8 14 'as

the way of Be'ersheba' liveth ! '

'l}}:_1 'way' is plausibly emended by Winckler (AF. i. p. 194 f.) into

'lJ':1"1.

Thls gives the sense' As thy (divine) patron liveth, 0 Be'ersheba',' an excelient
parallel to 'As thy god liveth, 0 Dan': cf. <!Ii o 0e6s uov in place of 'lJj,.

:t This explanation is also offered by '.l:1',
and by a <!Ii doublet in 2 Sam. 23 9. 24 •

.5:iP

in

2

Sam.

23 9-24 , I

Chr. rr 12.26,
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are called I:lavvoth-Ja'ir unto this day), which are in the land of
Gile'ad. 5. And J a'ir died, and was buried in ~amon.
l;lavvoth-Ja'ir. Probably 'the tent-villages of Ja'ir.' Heb. ~awwa
is explained from Ar. #wa', 'a group of tents near together.' Most
likely the I:Iivvites, who are mentioned among the peoples of Cana' an,
obtained their name as originally inhabitants of such primitive villagecommunities.
wht"ch are in the land of Gile' ad. So Num. 32 41, 1 Kgs. 4 13,
1 Chr. 2 22• In Deut. 3 14, Josh. 13 30 Rn the I:Iavvoth-Ja'ir are
incorrectly localized in Bashan. On the origin of this error, cf.
Driver, Deuteronomy (ICC.) p. 55.
5. Xamon. Polybius (v. lxx. 12) mentions a Kamun east of Jordan
as captured by Antiochus the Great :-Kol 1rpoaywv, 1ropi>..0{3, rr,>..>..ov,
Kal Koµovv, KO< r,cppovv. The name of ~amon is very possibly preserved in the modern ~umem, a village six and a half miles west of
Irbid. About one mile north-west of ~umern, a ruined site ~amm
may correspond to the ancient city. It should be noted that the
name r,<f,povv, which is coupled with Koµovv, i.e. doubtless the Ephron
(li"lpf) of I Mace. 5 46, seems to be preserved in the Wady el-Gafr
which lies some two miles north of ~amm.

C£ Buhl, Geogr. p. 256.

IO. 6-16. Further apostasy recez"ves its punishment.
Besides the Commentaries, etc., cited throughout the book, cf. Stade, ZA TW.,
i. (1881) pp. 341-343; Stanley A. Cook, Critical Notes on Old Testament History
(1907), pp. 24 ff., 33 ff., 48 f., 127 f.

This is a section which raises interesting questions in connexion
with the original composition of the history of the Judges. As it now
stands, it was clearly intended by RE• as an introduction both to the
narrative of the oppression of the 'Ammonites and the raising up of
Jephthal_i as judge (eh. 10 17-12 7), and to that of the oppression of the
Philistines and the raising up of Samson as judge (chs. 13 ff.): c£ v. 1•
The ordinary fon;nulre of the pragmatic scheme of RE• may be traced
in full in v. 6 (omitting the specification of 'the gods of' various
nations), vv. 7-10•: c£ the type-form given on p. 54. On the face of
it, however, it is obvious that the whole section cannot have been
composed by RE' for the purpose which it now fulfils in his book.
There is no reason why, at this particular point in his narrative, he
should depart from his ordinary practice of introducing the history of
each particular judge singly and in his regular brief form; and, as a
matter of fact, the repetition of his ordinary formula at the beginning
of the Samson-narrative, eh. 131, renders the mention of Israel's
apostasy leading to the oppression of the Philistines ( 10 6a. 7b«) superfluous in eh. 10. Further, it should not escape notice that, if 10 6· 16 was
actually composed by R E 2 as an introduction to the narratives of the
oppression of the · Ammonites and Philistines in that order, he would
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scarcely have employed the opposite order in v. 7b; 'and he sold them
into the hand of the Philistines and into the hand of the children
of'Ammon.'
Closer examination reveals the fact that the phraseology of the
section is in many points identical with that which characterizes the
later strata of E; especially as seen in Josh. 24, J udg. 6 7-10, I Sam. 7 2-4,
10 17 -19, 12.
The most striking phrases are 'we have sinned' (rni(~M)

vv. 10· 16, as in

I

Sam. 76,

121°;

crnS) v. 12, as in Judg. 6 9,
1 nS~) v. 16 , as in Josh. 242()· 23 ,

'oppress'

Sam. 10 18 ; 'foreign gods' (i.::i~n
Sam. 7 3 ; 'put away' (i 10l"I), in reference to the 'foreign gods,' v. 16, as
in Josh. 24 20 -23, I Sam. 7 3 ( on these phrases as generally characteristic
of E 2, cf. Driver, LOT. 9 p. 177); as well as the retrospect of Israel's
past history, especially the deliverance from Egypt, vv. 1 u 2 , as in
Josh. 24 6 t·, Judg. 6 8, 1 Sam. 10 18, 12 6-8•
Thus it may be inferred that we have, in 10 6 ·16, a section originally
belonging to E's history of the Judges, which was incorporated by
R1E into his composite history, and then used by RE 2 in place of (or it
may be, in combination with) his ordinary brief introductory formula.
The purpose which this section fulfilled in E's history seems to be
indicated by the reference to the Philistines as the oppressors in v. 7b
(so Bu., RS. p. 128); the fact that this people is mentioned first probably indicating that the reference to the children of · Ammon which
follows is a later addition, due to RJE, and intended to make the
section serve as an introduction to eh. 10 17-12 7 as well as to chs.
13 ff.
But, if this is so, this introduction from E to the narrative of a
Philistine oppression cannot have referred to· the Samson-story as
given in Judges, since this is derived wholly from J (cf. p. 336)-apart
from the fact that a section in which the religious motive is so fully
developed can never have been designed to introduce a story of which
the crude and primitive character is almost unrelieved. It is scarcely
open to doubt that E's history of the Philistine oppression is that
which now forms one strand of the composite narrative in I Sam.;
and the proper conclusion to this narrative, as it took form under the
same hand (E'), is found in the account of the deliverance from the
Philistines as effected by Samuel, which is now contained in 1 Sam. 7
(so Mo., p. 276; S. A. Cook).
It is impossible accurately to determine how far RE• felt it necessary to supplement his source ; since, as we have noticed in the
Introduction (p. xlvi ff.), his phraseology is modelled throughout upon
that of E 2 , and therefore cannot with certainty be differentiated from
it. Probably he was responsible for the summary statement of Israel's
apostasy which opens v. 6 ; but the remaining formulre which normally
we associate with his pragmatic introductions were most likely
already existent in the work of E 2 • Thus, for example, v 1 down to
'Philistines,' which is cast in the well-known formulre of RE 2 , must,
I

I
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6. RE• And the children of Israel again did that which was
evil in the sight of Yahweh,E' and served the Ba'als, and the
'Ashtarts,R" and the gods of Aram, and the gods of ~idon, and
the gods of Moab, and the gods of the children of 'Ammon, and
the gods of the Philistines; E 2 and they forsook Yahw.eh, and
served him not. 7. And the anger of Yahweh was kindled
against Israel, and he sold them into the hand of the Philistines,
RJE and into the hand of the children of 'Ammon. 8. E' And
they brake and crushed the children of Israel in that year,
RJE eighteen years, even all the children of Israel who were beyond
Jordan in the land of the Amorites, which is in Gile'ad. 9. And
if our theory of the origin of the section be correct, have already
existed in E's introduction to the Philistine oppression.
The passages in vv. 7•9 which serve to make the section suitable as
an introduction to the narrative of the oppression of the· Ammonites
must be due to the Redactor who placed it before 10 17- 12 7, i.e., we
may assume, RJE. The references in v. 6 to the gods of various nations,
and in vv. 1 1.1 2 to various nations besides Egypt as oppressors (some
of them, e.g. the Philistines and the · Ammonites, out of place in a
retrospect of past oppressions and deliverances) must be due to a
much later hand, to whom the somewhat lengthy record of apostasy
and its outcome seemed adapted for the insertion of such detailed lists.
IO.

6. the Ba' als and the · Ashtarts.

Cf. eh.

2 13

notes.

8. they brake. Heb. ra'ar (once again in 0. T., Ex. 15 6b) perhaps=
ra!Jdru in the T.A. Letters, which Zimmern (KAT. 3 p. 653) regards
as a Cana' anism; cf. Kn. 127, I. 33; 141, I. 31, 'and may the bow-troops
of the King my lord ... shatter (ti-ra-!Ja-ar) the head of his enemies.'
in that year, eighteen years. As Mo. remarks, such a collocation
is impossible. The eighteen years probably belongs to RE"s system
of chronology, referring to the duration of the 'Ammonite oppression ;
while 'in that year is more suitable to the verbs at the beginning of
the verse which suggest a signal catastrophe rather than a longcontinued subjugation and oppression' (Mo.), and probably refer to
the first stage of the Philistine aggressions, as narrated by E 2•
even all the children of Israel, etc. The facts related by RE• in
this verse and v. 9 as to the extent of the 'Ammonite aggressions were
probably derived by him from one of the ancient sources which
narrated the story of J ephtha]:i. Cooke's statement that 'the extension
of the oppression to all the children of Israel on both sides of the
Jordan is probably due to the latest editor' is groundless. The
writer does not refer to the whole of Israel east and west of Jordan,
but to all Israel in Gile' ad east of Jordan, and to certain tribes (Judah,
Benjamin, Ephraim) west of Jordan which (he implies) were some-
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the children of 'Ammon crossed the Jordan to fight also against
Judah, and against Benjamin, and against the house of
Ephraim; E 2 and Israel was in sore straits. 10. And the children
of Israel cried unto Yahweh, saying, 'We have sinned against
thee; [].for we have forsaken <Yahweh) our God, and have served
the Ba'als.' r 1. And Yahweh said unto the children of Israel,
'Did not [] Egypt, RP and [] the Amorites, rand1 the children- of
what harassed by raids, though not oppressed in the same degree as
the inhabitants of Gile' ad. That the Ephraimites at any rate were
interested parties is proved by the narrative of eh. 12 m.
10.

for.

Reading

1~

simply with several MSS. of ffl, and ~, F,

.SV, in place of J!! l,?1 'and because,' R.V. 'even because.'
Yahweh our God. The addition of 'Yahweh' is supported by six
MSS. of ffl, and by ~A, ll\ F. The phrase 'Yahweh our God' is
characteristic of E 2 (as, subsequently, of D) ; and the proper name
Yahweh is desiderated by the contrast with 'the Ba' als.'
r r. Did not Egypt, etc.

Reading

!:)ll:)~?9~ li71lp \~?~ 1':lb.~~) O;'J~~ t-6~
with ~A\ .Sb, lLL, 1T, ,SP, and taking the list as part of the
subject of the verb

-l~n,

-: IT

in v. 12•

So Mo. (SBOT.), No., Kit., Kent.

J!! (supported by~ W, ~-), by reading 17? 'from' before each of the
8

,

peoples enumerated, offers an impossibly harsh anacoluthon, omitting
an indispensable verb, which is supplied by A. V., 'Did not .l deliver
you from the Egyptians, etc.' ; R. V., 'Did not .l save you from, etc.'
1r-iS~n (A.V.) or o:in~
IJ:ll/t:iin
(RV.),
Such a verb, whether o:in~
... : ... . ; - .
·.· : ·.·
.: could not be understood in Heh.; though it is conceivable that its
omission may be due to an error of transcription. Against such
a view, however, is the fact (noted by Mo.) that we should expect
either verb to be followed, not by 17? 'from' simply, but by i~r,, 'from

the hand of.' Thus E 2, with whose work we are dealing, employs
this expression exclusively after S1~;:i 'deliver' both in J udg. and
r Sam.: c£ Judg. 6 9, r Sam.73,10 18, 12 to.a; so Judg. 8 31 RE•. In the
same way p1t?ii ii 'save' is regularly followed by i~r,, in Judg.: cf.
2 16-18,

8 22,

10 12, 12 2 ,

13 5 ; once by the synonymous

;:")~7?, 6 14•

The emendation above adopted has, as we have seen, the predominant support of the Versions, and offers the simplest solution
of the textual difficulty. We cannot, however, exclude the possibility
that 01,~r.,~
. - : . . t-6i!-: of J!! may originally have been followed by

10. 12.]
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'Ammon, and [] the Philistines, 1 2. and the ~idonians, and
'Amale]s:, and rMidian 7E 2 oppress you; and when ye cried unto
me, I saved you from their hand? 13. But ye have forsaken
c:ir,~ 1r,1,11il (cf. eh. 2 1 R",6 8, 1 Sam. 10 18 E 2 ) or c:ir,~ 1r,~~1il (cf.
... : ·.• . '"·.·:·.·
·.·: ......

Josh. 24 6 E 2), 'Did not I brinJ; you up (or, bring you out) from
Egypt?' and that the verb was lost through later blundering insertion
of the names which follow at the end of the verse (so Bu., La., Cooke).
The relationship of v. 11 to v. 12 will then exactly resemble that of v. 8
(the bringing out from Egypt) and v. 9 · (oppression of surrounding
natim;1.s) in I Sam. 12 E 2• In this case the reading of the Versions
which we have followed represents an attempt to make sense of a text
identical with Jll.
the Amon·tes. We find no specific allusion to. the Amorites as
oppressors ; the fact, mentioned in eh. 1 34, of their forcing* the
children of Dan from the vale into the hill-country being scarcely of
sufficient importance, and also not followed by any signal act of
deliverance. Taking 'Amorites' as a general designation for the
inhabitants of Canaan (as is usual in E; cf. note on eh. 1 1 'against
the Cana' anites '), it is conceivable. that the allusion may be to the
oppression of Sisera and 'the kings of Cana' an' related in chs. 4, 5.
Possibly, however, as suggested by ,SP, ,,b~il may be a corruption
•

•.•: T

of 01:;i~i!lO 'the Moabites' (for the Gentilic form, c£ especially Deut.
2 11 ·29 )

or ::l~\t., 'Moab,' since it is rather surprising to find no allusion

to the oppression of this latter people, as related in eh. 312ff_ ~A\
while retaining 01 'Aµ,oppa'ioi, adds 1<a, Mwa/3 after ml 01 v!ol Aµ,µ,wv.
the children of 'Ammon. These are named in eh. 3 13 as aiding
'Eglon king of Moab in his oppression of Israel ; but such a passing
allusion could not have been in the writer's mind-at any rate unless
he had previously mentioned Moab (cf. note preceding). Probably,
like the mention of the Philistines with which it is coupled, the
allusion is to the narrative following; and since reference to
deliverance from the' Ammonites and Philistines (v. 12h) is historically
out of place, we may regard the names as a later careless insertion.
12. the ~idonians. We know of no occasion on which these people
played the role of oppressors of Israel. Possibly, as Mo. suggests,
their insertion here may be due to the mention of $idon in v. 6•
'A malef:. Cf. eh. 3 13, 6 3, where the mentions of' Amale~, though very
possibly later than the main narratives in which they occur (c£ notes
ad loc. ), are earlier than the present passage.
Midian. So ~BAL (~A before• Amale~), and most modems. Some
MSS. of~, .$\ :E., l:T read 'Cana'an'; while .$" reads ''Ammon,'

* ,~n,,,-the same verb as ,~n, ' oppressed'

in

10 12.
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14. 16.

me, and have served other gods; therefore I will no more save
you. 14. Go and cry unto the gods whom ye have chosen;
let them save you iri the time of your distress.'
15. And the children of Israel said unto Yahweh, 'We have
sinned; do thou to us whatsoever seemeth good in thy sight:
only pray deliyer us this day.' 16. And they put away the
foreign gods from the midst of them and served Yahweh: and
his soul was impatient for the misery of Israel.
having omitted the reference to the children of' Ammon and the Philistines in v. 11• 1!l 'Ma'on' is apparently the modern Ma'an some eighteen
miles east-south-east of Petra. The Ma'onites (Heb. M"unlm) are
mentioned in later times as antagonists of Judah (1 Chr. 4 41 , 2 Chr.
26 7 ; and probably also 2 Chr. 20 1) ; but we have no record of any
aggressions by them in the time of the Judges. On the other hand,
mention of the Midianite oppression (eh. 6) is to be expected.
l 4. whom ye have chosen.
For the use of the verb 'choose' in this
connexion, cf. Josh. 24 15 E 2, 'and if it be evil in your eyes to serve
Yahweh, choose ye this day whom ye will serve.'
16.

and served Yahweh.

()Ji"

adds

/Lovw,
l

i.e. i':J:iS as in
-

:

,

1

Sam. 7 4•

his soul was impatient. Lit. 'was short.' So elsewhere of Yahweh,
Zech. II 8 ; of the Israelites, Num. 21 4b. With i::i-r, 'spirit' as subject,
Mic. 2 7, Job 21 4• The antithetical idea-'was patient'-is expressed
by it!i~~ ~'"!~~ 'he prolonged his soul' ; cf. Job 6 11 •
The rendering of (!JiAL,cal ov,c L£v11piur71,n (a£v11piur11uav ,v) r.;, Aa<ji,
,cal AldA1yo,S,vx71u£v (Lro">-.1yo,S,vx71uav) <VT')' IC07T'i' IupaT/A seems to embody a doublet, the first clause being a rendering of t:l?f it:!i~~ i~RJ:11,
and the second correctly reproducing the text and meaning of 1!l-

IO. 17-I2. 7. Jephtha!J.
Besides the Commentaries, etc., cited throughout the book, cf. R. Smend,
Jeftas Botscha.ft an den Konig von Ammon, ZA T W. xxii. (1902), pp. 129-137.

The hand of R Eo is to be seen in 11 33b ( cf. eh. 3 30, 4 23, 8 28 ). In 12 7a
this editor employs the formula which he probably found ·already
existing in the narrative of RJE ( cf. eh. 15 20, 16 31 b, 1 Sam. 4 18!>, 7 10).
Discussion of the ancient source, or sources, of the narrative must
take its start with an examination of 11 12· 28 , which relates the sending by
Jephthal). of an embassy to the king of 'Ammon, protesting against his
encroachment upon the territory of Israel between the Arnon and
the Jabbo~, and substantiating Israel's claim to hold it by right of
conquest from Sil).on, king of the Amorites. It is a difficulty with
regard to this argument, as put into the mouth of Jephthal)., that,
except for the single reference to 'Ammon at the end of v. 15, it refers
throughout not to · Ammon but to Moab. Thus, vv. 17-18 state that
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Israel, in approaching Cana· an from the east, was careful not to
encroach upon the territory of Moab, i.e. the country south of the
Amon ; but was content to conquer and settle in the territory of the
Amorite Si]:ion, north of the Amon and south of the Jabbo¼:. The
appeal of v. 24 is obviously addressed to Moab: 'Those that Chemosh
thy god dispossesseth-wilt thou not possess them? etc.' Chemosh
was the national god of Moab; while the god who stood in this
position to 'Ammon was Milcom. In the same way, reference is
made (v. 25 ) to the example of an earlier king of Moab, Bala¼: the son
of $ippor, who left Israel unmolested in the enjoyment of their newly
acquired territory.
As regards the origin of r r 12-28, two possibilities present themselves.
Either the section is a late insertion into an otherwise homogeneous
narrative, framed in order to establish Israel's claim to the territory
between the Amon and the J abbo¼:-possibly in view of some later
encroachment of 'Ammon* (Mo., Cooke, etc.); or, the section, referring
properly to Israel's relations with Moab, is part of a variant tradition,
according to which Jephtha]:i appeared as a deliverer of the Israelites
in Gile' ad from the aggressions, not of the 'Ammonites, but of the
Moabites. On this latter hypothesis, we may expect to find the strand
which embodies this variant tradition interwoven throughout the narrative as a whole (Holzinger, followed by Bu., Cor., No., Kit., Kent).
The former theory depends upon the fact that J ephtha]:i's speech,
as given in vv. 15-27 , appears to be drawn chiefly from Num. 20.21,
exhibiting, here and there, verbal similarities (cf. notes on text). We
must suppose that the interpolator, finding ready to his hand an
ancient narrative which related the way in which Israel, in making
their conquest and settlements east of Jordan, were careful to respect
the old-established rights of Moab, adapted the facts extracted from
this narrative so that they might apply equally to' Ammon by the mere
insertion of the words 'and the land of the children of 'Ammon' at
the end of v. 16• This theory is vitiated by the fact that, while it is
quite conceivable that the author of the interpolation may have
thought that a narrative which illustrated Israel's care to avoid
infringing the rights of the two kindred peoples, Edom and Moab,
was applicable by inference to their attitude towards another kindred
people (' Ammon), it offers no explanation of the reference to the
example of Bala½:, an earlier king of _Moab, as a precedent, and (most
markedly) it is obliged to assume that the writer is guilty of a gross
error in confusing Chemosh, the god of the Moabites, with the god of
the 'Ammonites. The fact has also been remarked that there is no
evidence to prove that the section is very late in origin. It depends,
as we have noticed, to some extent upon Num. 20 14-21 , 21 I3, 21 -24a, but by

* Mo. suggests that the occasion of the interpolation may have been the
aggressions of the 'Ammonites upon the ancient territory of Israel at the beginning
of the sixth century B.c., as mentioned in Jer.49 1.
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no means slavishly so* ; and the conception of Chemosh in v. 24 as a
national deity, exercising a potency and influence in relation to his
people comparable to that which Yahweh exercises over Israel, may
be paralleled by the conception of the same deity's power within his
own land which underlies the old narrative of 2 Kgs. 3 26 ·27• t It is at
least unlikely that such a view should have found expression at a
period when at any rate in prophetic circles a doctrine of high
spiritual monotheism had gained currency.
Rejecting this theory, then, we are thrown back upon the alternative which regards I I 12· 28 as forming part of an originally distinct
narrative, in which Jephthal;l is raised up to meet the aggressions,
not of the · Ammonites, but of the M oabites. Looking carefully at
IO 17-12 7 as a whole, and examining it in detail, we are led to the conclusion that, while evidence that the narrative is composite throughout
is by no means so obvious as e.g. in the Gide' on-narrative, yet traces
of the combination of two traditions varying in detail really do exist.
Thus we note that, according to II 1-n, Jephthal;l is an outlaw from
Gile' ad, dwelling in the land of Toh, and is fetched thence by the
elders of Gile' ad in order that he may act as their leader in repelling
the 'Ammonite invasion. According to I I 3o. 31. 34 ff., however, his home
is at Mi~pah of Gile' ad; and the fact that he has lived there some
time as a person of consequence, possessing a considerable retinue of
dependents, seems to be indicated by the terms of his oath-' The
comer-forth that cometh forth from the doors of my house to meet
me' suggests some range of possibility as to the projected victim ; and
the idea that this may prove to be his only daughter is sufficiently
remote not to have entered into his reckoning. We may also observe
(with Frankenberg) that the words of Jephthal;l's daughter, u 36,
'Forasmuch as Yahweh hath wrought for thee full vengeance upon
thine enemies,' clearly indicate that J ephthal;l had a personal ground
of quarrel with the · Ammonites ; apart from which, indeed, his vow is
difficult to explain. This fact, however, is hard to reconcile with the
representation of him in I I 1· 11 as an outsider, who undertakes at a
price to organize resistance to the enemy.
Further, IO 17 can scarcely stand in original relationship to 10 18,
I I 1-11 • According to IO 17 , the presence of an invading 'Ammonite
army in Gile' ad has been met by an organized muster of the Israelites
at Mi~pah. The double ~)M'l 'and they encamped,' clearly implies

-:--'

two hostile armies in battle-array: c£ eh. 6 33, 71, I Sam. 41, 171.2,
28 4• From 10 18, however, we learn, to our surprise, that the Israelite
army is without a leader ; and it is only at this stage that the
Gile' adites conclude, after deliberation, that they have no man of their
own fit to undertake command, and are obliged to send their elders to

* Cf. Kue. Ond. § 13 13; § 196.

t

Cf. NHTK. ad toe., and the present editor's Outlines o.f 0. T. Tkeology,
pp. 34 ff.
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the land of Tob to fetch back Jephthal;t. Assuming for the moment
that this difficulty is not insuperable, it is very strange that, while
according to 10 17 the' Ammonite invasion has already taken place, and
the critical conflict is impending, I 1 4 informs us (as though it were a
fresh fact) that 'after a while the children of' Ammon fought with
Israel.' If, however, ro 17 is not really of a piece with 11 1-11, this
mention of the 'Ammonite invasion in I I 4 forms the appropriate
prelude to the mission of the Gile' adite elders to fetch J ephthal;t, as
related in 11 5-11.
J ephthal;t's proceedings, again, as related in 11 29, can only be
explained as actuated by the necessity of raising an army before
attacking the' Ammonites. Yet according to ro 17, as we have seen,
the army is already mustered at Mi~pah.
Thus we seem to have established several points which indicate
that ro 17 has no original relationship to I r 1-11-~9, but belongs to a
different narrative. If this be so, ro 18 can be nothing else than the
clumsy attempt of a redactor to fit ro 17 on to II lff_ The statement
'he shall be head, etc.,' is clearly drawn from 11 8b.*
If, then, 10 17 is distinct in origin from 11 1-11, its proper sequel is
probably 11 12-28, a section which we observed at the outset to be also
distinct from I r 1-11, as making Moab, and not' Ammon, the aggressor.
But 11 30-31 -34 -40 has also been argued to be distinct from 11 1- 11, on
the ground that Jephthal;t the influential householder at Mi~pah is
distinct from Jephthal;t the outlaw. On the other hand, we have seen
that 11 29 coheres with 11 1-11, and not with ro 17• The resumption of 11 29b
may be seen in I I 32a➔ where the redactor of the two narratives picks
up the thread which has been broken by the insertion of 11 30-31• Traces
of the fusion of two accounts may perhaps be seen in 11 33a, since we
appear to have a double terminus ad quem for the rout-' until thou
comest to Minnith,' and 'as far as Abel-ceramim.' Probably 'from
'Aro' er until thou comest to Minnith' belongs to the Moabite narrative,
the 'Aro' er in question being the frequently mentioned city on the
Amon at the northern boundary of Moab which has been mentioned
in v. 26 ; though this is uncertain (cf. note ad loc.). 'As far as Abelceramim' may then be supposed to come from the 'Ammonite

* It is a point worthy of notice that, in the account of the institution of the
monarchy in Israel in I Sam. 8-12, where two practically complete narratives,
from J and E respectively, have been combined, the opening words of RJE's
connective narrative id 11 12-16 are phrased in precisely the same form as
Judg. 101s : , And the people said every man to his fellow, Who is the man
'And the people said unto Samuel,
Who is he
that shall begin to fight with the children of'Ammon?
that said, Shall Saul reign over us?
he shall be head over aJJ the inhabitants of Gile'ad.'
bring forth the men that we may put them to death.'
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narrative, unless it be taken as a further definition of the terminus ad
q11em.

Lastly, we observe that the transition from 11 40 to 12 1 is somewhat
unexpected. The account of the sacrifice of Jephthal:;t's daughter,
and the yearly commemoration of this event which was thereafter
established, seems naturally to wind up the narrative ; and the events
related in 12 1·6 give us the impression of belonging to an originally
different source. We may assign 12 1·6, therefore, to the 'Ammonite
narrative I I 1-11 , etc., and we do this with the more confidence
through observation of the fact that J ephthal:;t's words in v. 3, 'and I
passed over unto the children of' Ammon, and Yahweh gave them
into mine hand,' are an ·echo of 11 29 b· 32.*
Thus we may reconstruct two distinct narratives, which probably
ran originally as follows, square brackets being used where details
have now to be supplied by conjecture.
(I) 10 17, I I 12-28.30.31.33 (in part).34-40.

[The Moabites oppress the Israelite inhabitants of Gile' ad (some
details possibly derived from this narrative by RJE in 10 8 b- 9•).
Jephthal:;t, an influential citizen of Mi~pah, undertakes the defence
of his country. On the rumour, possibly, of warlike preparations
among the Gile'adites], a Moabite army is mustered, and encamps in
Gile' ad; the Israelite force being brought together in readiness at
its leader's native city ( 11 17 ). Before joining battle, J ephthal:;t has
recourse to diplomacy, but without success ( 11 12·28 ). He, therefore,
decides to attack the Moabites; and vows that, if Yahweh will grant
success to his arms, he will offer up a human sacrifice from among
the members of his household ( 11 30·31 ). [The battle results in a
decisive victory for Israel, the rout of the Moabites and slaughter of
the fugitives extending] over a specified area, and including the
destruction of twenty cities (1 I 33 in P•''). On Jephthal]'s return in
triumph to Mi~pah, his only daughter is designated by fate as the
sacrificial victim. Though torn by grief, he is faithful to the terms of
his vow; and a yearly commemoration of Jephthal:;t's daughter thereafter becomes an institution among the daughters of Israel (11 34·40 ).
In this narrative 'the children of' Ammon' has been substituted for
'Moab' or 'the Moabites' t in 10 17, 11 12· 13·107-~8-30·31 , and additions
referring to the children of' Ammon have been made in vv. 15-36 • The
object of these changes· was, of course, to bring the narrative into

* The threat of the Ephraimites in 12 lbJ3, 'we will burn thy house over thee
with fire,' might be supposed to point to the narrative in which Jephthal_i is a
householder in Gile'ad (II Sl,34 ) rather than to that in which he is an outlaw.
This is a point, however, which need not weigh against the conclusion adopted
above; since the first essential of the Gile'adites' compact with their new ruler
( r 1 9.10) would be the granting him a residence at Mi~pah.
While the expression 'the children of' Ammon' is regularly used to denote
the •Ammonites, we do not find 'the children of Moab' used of the Moabites ;
though we know of no reason why such a phrase should have been avoided.
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line with the parallel narrative in which J ephthal:_i appeared as
deliverer from the 'Ammonite aggressions ; and the author of them
was the redactor of the two narratives whom we must assume to have
been RJE_
The source from which this narrative is derived is indicated by
the fact, already noticed, that I 1 12·28 depends very largely upon
Num. 2014·2', 21 13· 21 •24a. These sections belong mainly, if not wholly,
to E ; and thus we are justified in inferring that E is the source of
the narrative which makes use of them.
( 2) I I 1· 11 ( except vv. 1b· 2· 5a, on which see below), I I 29-32b, 33 (in part), 12 1-6.
J ephtha]:i, a Gile' adite without any tribal position owing to the
accident of his birth, becomes an outlaw from Israelite territory, and
takes up his abode in the land of Tob, where he gathers a band of
desperadoes like himself, and gains a reputation as a successful freebooter. The' Ammonites commence hostilities against the Israelites
in Gile' ad ; and the elders of Gile' ad [having made an unavailing
appeal for help to the tribes on the west of Jordan,* and] having no
one among themselves equal to the task of raising and leading an
army, are obliged to have recourse to Jephtha}:t in the land of Tob,
and to entreat his services. He consents upon the understanding
that, if successful, he is to become ruler of Gile' ad, and the compact is
sealed 'before Yahweh' at Mi~pah (11 1· 11 ). After traversing the
country of Gile' ad and East Manasseh in order to raise an army,
J ephtha}:t advances against the 'Ammonites (v. ~9) in order to attack
them; Yahweh gives them into his hand (v. 32b), and he smites them
with a great slaughter as far as Abel-ceramim (v. 33 in part). After the
battle, an armed force of Ephraimites crosses the Jordan and threatens
J ephtha}:t with reprisals, upon the false excuse that he did not summon
them to aid him in the battle with the 'Ammonites. Once more
gathering the Gile' adites to his banner, he puts the E phraimites to
the rout, and seizing the fords of the Jordan, cuts off all fugitives, so
that forty-two thousand Ephraimites are slain (12 1-6).
Since the other narrative must be assigned to E, the inference is
that the present narrative belongs to J ; and in favour of this we may
remark that the arrogant conduct of the Ephraimites (12 lff.) is strikingly
similar to their behaviour to Gide' on as related in the J narrative,
eh. 8 1· 3. A narrative reflecting discredit upon the Ephraimites, and
possibly coloured by tribal antagonism, is more naturally assigned
to a Jud.:ean than to an Ephraimite source.
It only remains to notice interpolations in the narrative which
appear to be very late in origin.
11 lb.2. It is clear from 11 7 that Jephtha]:i's expulsion from Gile' ad was
tribal and not family. The 'brethren' of v. 3 are therefore his fellow-

* It is possible, however, that 1129 in its original form may have related an
ineffectual attempt made by Jepktkalf to gain the assistance of these tribes. Cf.
note ad toe.
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clansmen and not his natural brothers, as seems to be implied by v. 2•
Moreover, it is evident from the use of ' Gile' ad' in vv. 1h· 2, as though
it were the name of an individual, that we have here to do with the
method of narration which characterizes the late priestly school of
writers, in which districts, clans, and cities are spoken of as individuals.
Instances of this method are frequent in the genealogies of P and
I Chr. (cf. for 'Gile' ad' so treated, note on ' Machir' eh. 5 14 ) ; and we
have already found illustration of it in the accounts of the 'minor'
Judges, which, as we saw, emanated from the latest redactor, RP.
The term

i~i•1 'begat,' v.1h, is very characteristic of P. Cf. CH! 30.

It is clear, however, that the main narrative ro 17-1 I 11 is literal and
not figurative, and deals actually with the doings of individuals.
Possibly the reference in v. 2 to J ephthal).'s expulsion, 'and they drave
out Jephthal).' may have been derived from the main narrative (so Bu.);
cf. vJa. On the other hand, it is very possible that v. 7a combined
with v. ta may be the source of the allusion in v. 2, as it comes from the
hand of RP (so Mo.).
II 5a. This half-verse is superfluous by the side of v.4, and has the
appearance of a late gloss. It is omitted by <.JlrAL; while <.Jli 8 appears
to include it and to omit v.'.
11 26a/3. The reference to Israel's possession of Gile' ad as having
lasted undisputed for three hundred years is obtained by computation of the periods of oppression and deliverance (including the periods
assigned to the' minor' Judges) given in the preceding narrative up to
the beginning of the 'Ammonite oppression (exactly, three hundred
and one years). This date must therefore have been inserted by
RP or by some later hand.
12 7h. The record of Jephthal).'s death and burial is given precisely
in the form which recurs in 8 32, ro 2h· 5, 12 12-15, and represents the
regular formula of RP_
It has been maintained by some scholars (cf. Sta., GVI. i. p. 68;
Wellh., ComjJ. 3 p. 224) that the story of Jephthal). is altogether
without historical basis. Tradition supplies no historical details as
to his campaign. The account of his birth (cf. 11 1h, 'Gile' ad begat
J ephthal). ') and death and burial (cf. 12 7b 1!!, 'and he was buried in the
cities of Gile' ad') makes him a shadowy figure who is evidently only
the heros efonymus ofan obscure Gile' adite clan, apparently of mixed
origin (cf. II 1a, 'the son ofa harlot'). The story is supposed to have
grown up round the yearly festival which was customary in the
narrator's time ( 11 39 -40 ), and which was, in origin, a celebration
of the death of the virgin-goddess, for the observance of which in
Palestine evidence is forthcoming from other sources (cf. Additional
note, p. 332).
The probability that the women's festival of later times may have
been erroneously explained as commemorative of the sacrifice of
Jephthal).'s daughter does not, however, compel us to conclude that

10. 17.]
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the story of this sacrifice was invented in order to account for the
festival. The fact of such a sacrifice is not inherently improbable.
There is ample evidence to prove that human sacrifice was not
altogether unknown and unpractised among the Israelites in early
times (cf. Additional note, p. 329); though it seems to have been
sufficiently rare to have evoked the feeling of horror which is implicit
in the narrative. It is at least as likely that an originally independent
tradition of the death of Jephthal)'s daughter may have come to be
associated with a festival the idolatrous origin of which was forgotten,
as that the story is a deliberate invention without historical basis.
The absence-or rather, the paucity-of details as to Jephtha]:i's campaign is no argument against its historical truth. It might equally be
urged, on the other hand, that a mere inventor would have found no
difficulty in supplying such details.
·
These considerations have their weight even upon the assumption
that the narrative is derived from a single source. If, however, as
has been argued above, we have a combination of two somewhat
variant traditions from J and E, the case for an historical basis for
the tradition is greatly strengthened ; more especially as one of these
narratives appears (at any rate in the form in which we know it) to
have been independent of the story of the sacrifice with its commemorative festival. The details of I 1 1b, 12 7b, which are cited by
Wellh. in support of his theory of a clan-myth, have been shown
above to be additions which are due to the post-exilic hand RP.
IO. 17. the children of 'Ammon.
This is the ordinary designation
of this people ; 'Ammon by itself occurring only twice, viz. I Sam. I I 11
(but Qli, ,SP 'the children of 'A.'), and the late (probably Maccabean)
Ps. 83 7, J!l 8• The land of the children of 'Ammon (in Assyr. inscriptions Bit Amman, or, in short form, Amman) lay immediately east of the
territory captured by the Israelites from Si]:ion king of the Amorites,
which formed the southern part of Gile' ad, between the Amon and the
Jabbo]:::, and from which Si]:ion appears previously to have expelled
the Moabites (cf. 1 I 13 note). The boundary between the two territories
is given in Num. 21 21 (Qli) as Ja'zer; * a city which Eusebius places
ten Roman miles west of Philadelphia and fifteen miles from l:[eshbon
(OS. 264 98 ). The site intended seems to be the modern Birbet $ar

* Qi; 5n lai'TJP 5pw. v1wv Aµµwv fonv. ll1 'll •).:,. ~1.:i) tl/ •:i 'For the border
of the children of A. uas strong,' gives an unsuitable sense in the context; and
Q!i's reading itl/' (of which tl/ is a relic) is generally adopted.
Josh. 1325P (probably influenced by David's conquests, as related in 2 Sam.·
10. n) assigns to the tribe of Gad ' half of the land of the children of 'Ammon as
far as' Aro er which is to the east of Rabbah.' In contrast with this, Deut. 2 19
represents Moses as forbidding the Israelites to encroach upon 'Ammonite
territory.

u
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and

encamped

m

Gile'ad.

ttO. 17.

And the children of Israel

-a name which may possibly preserve a relic of the ancient name, in
spite of the difference of sibilant.* The name 'Ammon is preserved
in the modern 'Amman, the site of Rabbah or Rabbath-'Ammon, the
chief city of the 'Ammonites, which was rebuilt in the second century
B.C. as the Roman city Philadelphia, considerable remains of which
still survive.

were called to arms. Cf. 6 34 note.
Gile'ad. The country immediately east of Jordan, when accurately
described in the O.T., is divided into three divisions-the Mishar or
'Table-land' to the south, Gile' ad (or' the Gile' ad') in the centre, and
the Bashan to the north : c£ Deut. 3 10, 4 43, Josh. 20 8• This division
corresponds with the physical characteristics of the country: c£
especially Smith, HG. pp. 534 £ The Mishar, 'an absolutely treeless
plateau,' covers the southern half of the modern el-Bel½:a, extending
from the Arnon to a line a little north of I;Ieshbon, 'practically
coincident with the Wady I;Iesban' (Smith, HG. p. 548). North of
this, 'the country is mainly disposed in high ridges' of limestone,
'fully forested,' as far as the Yarmu½:. This is the ancient Gile' ad,
the name of which, if rightly connected with the Ar. ga!ad 'hard,
rough,' is to be understood as referring to the geological characteristics of the mountain-ridges (cf. Conder, in Smith, DB. 2 i. 1191a).
North of the Yarmu½: lies the Bashan (c£ Ar. ba{neh 'soft and smooth
ground'), an ancient volcanic region, where 'the soil is rich, red loam
resting on beds of ash,' and the rock black basalt.
Gile' ad is divided into halves by the J abbo½: (c£ Deut. 3 12, Josh. I 2 2· 5,
13 31 ). The southern half, together with the Mishar (i.e. all the
country between the Amon and the Jabbo½:) was conquered by Israel
from Si]:ion king of the Amorites (Josh. 12 2), and became the territory
of the tribes of Gad and Re'uben (Deut. 3 12). According to P in
Josh., the Mishar fell to Re'uben (13 15·23), and South Gile' ad to Gad

* Philological purists question, or even categorically deny, the possibility of
connexion between the names Ya•zer and ,?ar on the ground of the difference
between the sibilants. It is more than doubtful whether such an attitude is
justified. That z and J were very easily confused, both within the Hebrew
language itself and amo.ng the different Semitic languages, is proved by such
variations as Heb. z'lf and llf, z'r and fr, zrb and Jrb (where the variation
appears to be purely accidental, and not to embody any different shade of meaning); Heb. and W. Asam. Jdf/, but Palmyrene and Syr. zdlf; Heb. Jdyidk 1 but
Ar. zdd, Aram. z•wiidkii, Bab. J(z)tditu. If such interchanges as these are
possible, it goes without saying that a place-name preserved for many centuries
by means of popular pronunciation merely may quite conceivably have substituted J for an original z.
If ~dr really represents Ya'zer, the wearing away of the opening syllable with
its weak consonants may be illustrated by Yibl•'ii.m and Bil"ii.m, modern
Bel'ameh; Yizr•'el, mod. Zer'in; 'Ayyii.lon, mod. Yalo; Beth-'e~ed, mod. Bit~ad; 'Aphe~. (probably) mod: Fi~.
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gathered themselves together, and
18. RJE And rthe people of Israel 7 said
' Who is the man who will begin to
of 'Ammon? he shall be head over
Gile'ad.'

encamped in Mi1?pa);i.
every man to his fellow,
fight with the children
all the inhabitants of

(13 24•28 ). North Gile' ad is assigned, together with the Bashan, to
East Manasseh (Deut. 3 13, Josh. 13 29 · 33 P); and was probably conquered
by Manassite clans from the west subsequently to the settlement in
West Palestine : cf. note on ' Machir,' eh. 5 14•
Such is the more accurate application of the term' Gile' ad'; though
it seems at times to have been used with greater elasticity. Thus in
Deut. 34 1 it denotes the whole of the country east of Jordan, as far
north as Dan. : cf. also I Mace. 5 20 ff. Eli,ewhere, again, ' Gile' ad' is
restricted exclusively either to the northern or the southern half of
Gile' ad proper. In the present narrative (as in eh. 5 17 ; cf. note) it
denotes the southern half, including probably the Mishar, £.e. the
whole region between the Jabbo~ and the Amon-the modern
el-Bell_d.. For the classified occurrences of the different usages,
cf. BDB. s.v. The name of Gile'ad survives in the modern
Gebel Gil'ad, the highest part of the mountain-range south of the
Jabbo~.

M£1pah. The site is unknown, and the various conjectures which
have been put forward are devoid of all foundation. The name
means 'place of outlook' (from the root 1aphii 'to look out, watch') ;
hence we may infer that the city was situated on some eminence or
spur of the Gile'ad-range overlooking a wide prospect. The Mi!?pah
of Gen. 31 49 J can hardly be the same, since it must have lain north
of the Jabbo~ on the north-east border of Gile' ad, overlooking
Aramaean territory ; unless, indeed, the verse is a later gloss upon
its context, as there is some reason to suppose : cf. Driver, Westm.
Comm. ad loe.

18. the people of Israel.
i1,1SJ
T

! •

'"Ito
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Reading

St-t"lt!''
•• T!
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Ql,I
in
,..

plac; of Jll

tll.'i1 'the people, the princes of Gile' ad.' Here 'the princes
T

T

of Gile' ad' is usually regarded as a late gloss, explicative of 'the
people,' and intended to connect the verse with I I 6• If this is the
case, however, why do we not read 'the elders of G.,' as in 11 5.1.s.v.10.11?
The term 'princes' is not used elsewhere i.n the narrative. Our
1
emendation assumes that SN"1W1 was misread as
"1W ; and that
01,1, coming thus to be regarded as the Absolute, and not the Construct, State, received the addition of the Definite Article.
For the expression St-t"1W1 01,I, cf. 2 Sam. 18 7, 19 40, Jll 41• In such a
connexion 01,1 'people' has almost the force of 'soldiers' or 'army' ;
cf. BDB. s.v., 2d; NHTK. on I Kgs. 16 15•
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II. r. J Now Jephthal_l the Gile'adite was a mighty man of
valour, and he was the son of a harlot : RP and Gile'ad begat
Jephthal:_i. 2. And the wife of Gile'ad bare him sons; and when
the wife's sons were grown up, they drave out Jephthal:_i, and
said to him, 'Thou shalt not inherit in our father's house, for
thou art the son of another woman.' 3. J And Jephthal_l fled
from his brethren, and dwelt in the land of Tob; and there
11. I. Jephtha(l,.
The name means 'He (i.e. God) openeth' (sc. the
womb?). The fuller form Jephtha]:i-el is cited by Halevy as a proper
name in Sabaean (Eludes Sablennes, 148 1), and occurs as a place-name
in Josh. 19 14 -27 P. Cf. the proper name Petha]:iiah 'Yah has opened,'
1 Chr. 24 16, al.
the son of a harlot. The mother may have been a non-Israelite;
and seems, at any rate, not to have belonged to the father's clan.
J ephtha]:i, as his mother's son, was therefore outside the father's clan
also. Cf. note on 'his concubine,' eh. 8 31 •
and Gile'ad begat, etc. Here the district is personified as father of
Jephtha]:i-a mark of late date for vv. 1h-2, which can have formed no
part of the original narrative: c£ pp. 303 £ Qli 8 , ; , ,yivvT/<TfV rci> raXaall,
QJiA\ ,s$h 1<al [n1<ev rip raAaall, seem merely to represent attempts to
improve the connexion with v. 1•, and not an originally different
"1?.J::11.
text

'~?

3. the land of '[ob. In 2 Sam. JO 6-8 'the men of Tob' are mentioned, together with the Aramaeans of Beth-Re]:iob and Zoba]:i and
the king of Ma' acah, as allied with the •Ammonites in their war with
David. Twf3wv or Tou/3,ov east of Jordan, 1 Mace. 5 13, the inhabitants of which are called Tov8Hvoi or Tov/3.avo[ in 2 Mace. 12 17, is
probably the same district. The Jerusalem Talmud makes the land
of Tob identical with Susitha (Shebiith, vi. 1, fol. 36c), which is
identified by Neubauer (Geographie du Talmud, p. 239) with Hippos
in the qecapolis, i.e. probably the modern Susiyyeh on the eastern
side of the Sea of Galilee. This would seem to suit Sayce's proposed
identification (Records of the Past, 2 v. p. 45) with Tubi mentioned by
TI:iutmosi III. in a list of conquered cities a little before Astiratu, i.e.
Tell 'Astarah, this latter being twenty miles east-north-east of
Susiyyeh. Conder (Heth and Moab, p. 176) and Smith (HG. p. 587)
find the name Tobin the modern et-Tayyibeh, south of the Yarmu~
and some eight miles. a little south of due west of Irbid. Buhl.
(Geogr., p. 257, n 867 ) refers to another et-Tayyibeh, some twenty-three
miles east of Irbid, between Der'a and Bo~ra.
worthless men. Lit. 'empty men,' as in eh. 9 4• 'Worthless' is not
altogether a satisfactory rendering. Heb. re{.?im, as here used, does
not specifically imply moral obliquity; but rather a lack. of the
qualities which command success in the leading of a regular life

11. 5. 6. 8.]
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collected themselves worthless men unto J ephthal_i, and they
went out with him.
4. And after a while the children of 'Ammon fought with
Israel. 5. Gl. And when the children of 'Ammon fought with
Israel,J the elders of Gile'ad went to fetch Jephthal_i from the
land of Tob. 6. And they said to Jephthal_i, 'Come, and be our
ruler, that we may fight with the children of'Ammon.' 7. And
Jephthal_i said to the elders of Gile'ad, 'Was it not ye who hated
me, and drave me out from my father's house? Why then are
ye come unto me now when ye are in straits?' 8. And the
elders of Gile'ad said unto J ephthal_i, 'Therefore have we now
returned unto thee; so go with us, and fight with the children
of 'Ammon, and thou shalt be head over us, even over all the
inhabitants of Gile'ad.' 9. And Jephthal_i said 'unto the elders
of Gile'ad, 'If ye bring me back to fight with the children of
'Ammon, and Yahweh deliver them before me, I shall be head
('ne'er-do-wells'), and possibly also (as suggested by the usage of the
adverbial form rdlpim, 'with empty hands') a lack of material goods
such as property and tribal status. C£ the description of the· men
who attached themselves to David when he was leading the life of an
outlaw in the cave of' Adullam, I Sam. 22 2• These include unsuccessful,
needy, and discontented men, to whom it is not necessary to suppose
that any moral stigma was attached. In 2 Sam. 6 20, 2 Chr. 13 7, d(dm
does seem to denote the absence of specific moral qualities. In
post-Biblical Heh. the term comes to denote intellectual vacuity (c£
the use of uvos in Jas. 2 20 ) ; but is also often used as a general term of
contempt (so probably 'PaKa = ~~''J in Matt. 5 22).
went out with him. I.e. engaged in predatory forays.

5. And when, etc. Literally rendered, the Heh. runs, 'And it came
to pass, when the children of 'A. fought with Israe~ and the elders of
G., etc.,' it being idiomatic in Hebrew to continue with 'and' after
the time-determination, _which is really a parenthesis. Thus, if we
regard the first half of the verse as a later gloss (cf. p. 304), the 'and'
connects v. 6b directly on to v. 4• Cf. the similar note on eh. 1 1 'the
children of Israel enquired.'
6. ruler. Heh. #~in is the philol. equivalent of Ar. #efy-properly one who decides judicially. On the n-termination, c£ Bevan,
ZA. xxvi. (1912). p. 37.
·

8. Therefore, etc. The words contain a tacit admission that they
were in the wrong. At all costs it was necessary to secure Jephthal).'s
aid without further parley. QJiAL oilx ovrws, i.e. r;:? ~6 for 111 r:?.?,
is certainly incorrect.
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[11.

IO, II. 12. IJ.

over you?' 10. And the elders of Gile'ad said unto Jephtha]:i,
'Yahweh shall be hearer between us; surely according to thy
word so will we do.' II. So Jephtha]:i went with the elders of
Gile'ad, and the people set him over them as head and ruler; and
Jephtha]:i spake all his words before Yahweh in Mi~pah.
12. E And Jephtha]:i sent messengers unto the king of RJE the
children of •Ammon,E saying, 'What hast thou to do with me,
that thou art come unto me to fight against my land?' 13. And
the king of RJE the children of' Ammon E said unto the messengers
of Jephtha]:i, 'Israel took away my land when they came up
out of Egypt, from Amon even unto the J abbo¼:, and unto
the Jordan: now, therefore, restore ritl peaceably.' 14. And
IO. hearer.
The expression is used in a judicial sense, as in
Sam. 15 3, Deut. 1 17, al. Cf. the manner in which the compact is
sealed, as related in v. 11 h,

2

I r. and Jephtha!z spake, etc. The reference is to the compact of
v. 10 • Jephtha]:i was not content with a merely casual promise; but
took care that it should be solemnly ratified at the local sanctuary of
Mi~pah, and therefore in Yahweh's presence as 'hearer.'
12. unto the king of the children of· Ammon.
Upon the reasons
which compel us to suppose that the message was addressed to Moab,
and that, throughout vv. 12·28, 'the children of •Ammon ' has been substituted for 'Moab,' cf. pp. 298 f.
What hast thou to do with me? Lit. 'What to me and to thee ? '
i.e. 'What business have we with each other?' the regular idiom
in deprecation of interference: cf. 2 Sam. 16 10, 19 22, ~ 23, 1 Kgs. 17 18,
2 Kgs. 3 13, 2 Chr. 35 21 , Matt. 8 29, Mark 5 7, John 2 4• The ordinary
rendering 'What have I to do with thee?' obscures the sense.

13. Israel took away my land, etc. The excuse had some amount
of justification if, as we gather from Num. 21 26, the territory in question, though captured by Israel from Si]:ion king of the Amorites,
had previously been wrested by Si]:ion from Moab.
from Arnon. The. modern Wady Mogib, which runs into the
Dead Sea from the east, about twenty-two miles from its northern end.
A description of the ravine of the Arn on is given on p. 22 I.
even unto the Jabbolj,. The modern Wady ez-Zerka, the principal
tributary of the Jordan. The distance from the Arn on to the J abbo¼:
is about fifty miles ; and the breadth of the strip of territory from the
Jordan to fiirbet ~ar (assuming this to be the site of Ja'zer; cf. zo 17
note) about sixteen miles.
restore it. -Reading sing. ;:ir,i~ (in reference to
'my land')
with some MSS. of&, lL\ F, i~ place of~ plur. ,ri;i~.:-

1~,~
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Jephthal] sent messengers yet again unto the king of RJE the
children of 'Ammon, 15. E and said to him, 'Thus saith
J ephthal], Israel did not take away the land of Moab,RJE and the
land of the children of 'Ammon. 16. E But when they came
up from Egypt, Israel went through the wilderness unto
the Red Sea, and came to ~adesh. 17. And Israel sent
messengers unto the king of Edom, saying, "Prithee, let me
pass through thy land"; but the king of Edom hearkened not:
and also unto the king of Moab did he send; but he was
unwilling: so Israel dwelt in ~adesh. 18. Then he went
through the wilderness, and compassed the land of Edom and
the land of Moab, and came along the eastern side of the land
1 5.

and the land of the children of' Ammon.

Cf. pp. 299,

302.

16. went through . . . to Kadesh. Bu., following Wellh. and
Holzinger, finds in this passage support for the theory of a more
original narrative of the wilderness-journey, direct from the Red Sea
to ~adesh, which was the scene of the giving of the Law. But, however probable may be the theory which locates Sinai or I;Ioreb in the
near neighbourhood of ~adesh (cf. pp. 109 ff.), no support can justly
be drawn for this or any similar theory from the present passage ;
since Jephthal;i's sole concern was to relate the negotiations which
took place from Kadesh, and any allusion to earlier events of the
journey, e.g. the law-giving at Sinai, would have been wholly out of
place. La. remarks justly, 'Surtout Jephte ne peut vraiment pas
remonter au deluge ; Jes faits du Sina'i n'avaient rien a faire ici : ii
mentionne la sortie d'Egypte par la mer Rouge et arrive aussitot a
Cades, point de depart des negociations.'
17. And Israel . .. Edom. C£ Num. 20 14 E, 'And Moses sent
messengers from }$:adesh unto the king of Edom.'
Pn·thee . . . land. C£ N um. 20 17 E, 'Prithee let us pass through
thy land.'
but the king of Edom hearkened not. A summary of Num.20 18·21 E.
and also unto the king of Moab, etc. We find no account of
negotiations with Moab in Num. or Deut.
Israel dwelt in Kadesh. Cf. Num. 20 1a11 E, Deut. 1 46•
18. Then he went . .. Edom. Cf. Num. ·20 21 b- 22a, 'So Israel turned
aside from him. And they journeyed from ~adesh,' Num. 21 4, 'by
way of the Red Sea to compass the land of Edom.' All that intervenes in Num., from 20 22 to 21 4 down to 'Mount Hor,' is derived from
sources other than E.
compassed. I.e. 'went round,' so as to avoid encroaching upon it.
and came along . .. Moab. C£ Num. 21 11 E, 'and they encamped
. . over against Moab on the eastern side.'
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19. 20,

of Moab, and they encamped on the other side of Amon, and
did not come within the border of Moab; for Amon was the
border of Moab. 19. ft.nd Israel sent messengers unto Si}:ton
king of the Amorites, the king of ljeshbon, and Israel said to
him, "Prithee, let us pass through thy land unto my place."
20. But Si}:ton rrefused 7 rto allowl Israel to pass through his
and they encamped, etc. C£ N um. 21 13 E, 'and they encamped on
the other. side ('1~P.t,?) of f,.rnon, which is in the wilderness that
cometh forth from the border of the Amorites ; for Arnon is the
border of Moab, between Moab and the Amorites.'
19. And Israel sent, etc.
C£ Num. 21 21 · 22 E, 'And Israel sent
messengers unto Si]:ion king of the Amorites, saying, Let me
pass through thy land. . . . By the king's highway will we go
until we shall have passed thy border'; Deut. 2 26 ·2\ 'And I sent
messengers from the wilderness of l):edemoth unto Si]:ion king of
f.Ieshbon with words of peace, saying, Let me pass through thy land :
by the highway only will I go ; I will neither turn aside to the right
hand nor to the left.'

.fleshbon. The modern I;Iesban, sixteen miles east of Jordan and
twenty-four mile's north of the Arnon.
20.

But $i!ton refused, etc.

Reading 'Jl '1::1}.' '~:~'.

rir:, 'o i~9!1;

'~:\!''. p,

c£ Num. 20 i,~p '1::I_P,
1 oii~ 1~9-;1. eFh,.al ov1< q0{>..~cr£
~1c.,v TOV 'IupaTJA l!t£A0iiv 1<TI\, QJiA 1eal ov,c q0iATJ<T£V l!1eA0iiv TOV IcrpaTJA
21

ICTA, .$h

~!;Jn..!

~ ? ~ . t o ~~ j.]o, support !Nr.i 11 for

1t! rr.iNi1 N,1 (l~~=ov

BiAflV in Gen. 37 35, 39 8, 48 19, Num. 20 21, 22 14,
Sam. 13 9, 1 Kgs. 20 35, Isa. 1 20, Hos. I 1 5, and frequently in Jer.), but
clearly did not read 11J::1 'to allow,' as above adopted, since this would
certainly have been represented in translation by llovvm ; c£
Num. 20 21 ,ml QVI< q0D,.,,cr£V ElJc.,µ, llovvat T<j, 'Icrpa.,,x 1rapeA0iiv ICTA.
Num. 21 23 reads i,~p '1::IP, 'c:,1-r,~ 'r:, iJJrN'1 'AndSi]:iondidnot

2

allow Israel to pass through his border'; and it is possible that our
author, having this text before him, and intending to substitute
11!:J

l~~'.1

for

lt9 N,1,

may have accidentally omitted

'C:,1

r,r:, ;

since

tNr.i 1l

the construction '1.:JY
11N
'refused Israel to pass' is quite
unparalleled, and cannot have been intentionally written (l~t,? is regularly followed by the Infinitive). This hypothesis explains the
rendering of (!]iA\ iih, and also the corruption of 1Nr.i1\ first
into J'-?~~1 and then into 1'~~V N'1 in ;t!. An alternative hypothesis

11. 21.]
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border, and Sil;10n gathered together all his people, and they
pitched in Jaha~; and he fought with Israel. 2 1. And Yahweh
the God of Israel gave Sil::10n and all his people into the hand of
is to suppose that the n~ before ,~ie'1 is a corruption of nl:), which
was already existent in the Heb. MS used by (!Ji_ 111, as it stands, is
rendered by R. V. ' But Si]:10n trusted not Israel to pass, etc.' ; but the
Heb. construction is impossible. Had the writer wished to use the
verb rr-i~i1 in this connexion he would have written some such

~'1
~'1

~'1

sentence as 'm ;':l~ ;, llJ?
'e,1:::i. 'o 11~~=~
'But Sil)on
did not trust in Israel, nor suffer them to pass, etc.' Deut. 2 30 ,

i::J. ~~::i:;i~,:i fi::l~!;I

1?12.

't, i1~~

'But Sil)on king of I;Ieshbon was

not willing to let us pass by him.'

and $il;on gathered . .. Israel. Cf. Num. 21 23 E, 'and Sil)on
gathered together all his people, and went out against Israel to the
wilderness, and came to J aha~, and fought with Israel'; Deut. 2 32
'and Sil)on came out against us, he and all his people, to battle at
Jaha~.'
in JahaJ. Heb. i11:;),:f 'in Jah~ah,' with so-called i1 locative
ending. So J er. 48 21, 1 Chr. 6 78, 111 63 ; cf. N um. 21 23, Deut. 2 32
(where, however, the i1 Zoe. may embody the sense of direction towards,
after a verb ofmotion-'to Jaha~'). We find the form ;,~;,1 Jaha~ah,
Josh.13 18• Elsewhere the form is Jaha~; Isa. 15 4, Jer.
Moabite
Stone, 11. 19, 20. The site is unidentified. Our narrative suggests
that the city must have lain on the south-east border of Sil)on's
territory, north of the upper reaches of the Amon, and this view is
supported by its mention in I Chr. 6 78 as a Levitical city in Re'uben
next before }S:edemoth : cf. the reference in Deut. 2 26 to the wilderness
of }S:edemoth (i.e. 'eastern regions') as the district outside Sil)on's
territory to the east from which Israel sent an embassy to him.
Mesha' king of Moab says (Moabite Stone, loc. cit.), 'And the king
of Israel had built J aha~, and abode in it, while he fought against me.
But Chemosh drave him out from before me; and I took of Moab
two hundred men, even all its chiefs, and I brought them up against
Jaha~, and took it, to add it unto Dibon.' This suggests proximity
to Dibon (the modern ~iban), to the east of which the site of Jaha~
is probably to be sought. Eusebius states (OS. 264 94) that the site
was shown in his day between Medeba and Dibon (if this is intended
by A11/3ovs); but this would place it too far to the west, well into the
interior of Sil)on's territory.

4ri\

21. And Yahweh . . . smote them. Cf. Deut. 2 33, 'And Yahweh
our God gave him up before us, and we smote him and his sons and
all his people.' Num. 21 24a E has simpJy 'and Israel smote him at
the edge of the sword.'
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22. 23. 24.

Israel, and they smote them : so Israel possessed all the land of
the Amorites, who dwelt in that land. 22. And they possessed
all the border of the Amorites, from Amon even unto the
Jabbo¼:, and from the wilderness even unto the Jordan. 23. So
now, Yahweh the God of Israel hath dispossessed the Amorites
from before his people Israel, and shouldest thou possess them?
24. Those that Chemosh thy god dispossessethrl-wilt thou not
so Israel possessed, etc. Cf. Num.
the cities of the Amorites.'

21 25

E, 'and Israel dwelt in all

22. And they possessed, etc.
Cf. Num. 21 24b E, 'and possessed his
land from Amon unto J abbo¼-, unto the children of 'Ammon ; for
fJa' zerl is the border of the children of' Ammon' (on the reading, cf.
note on 10 17). In Deut. 2 36 -37 the conquered territory is defined as
extending from 'Aro' er on the edge of the Wady Amon as far as
Gile' ad, i.e. the northern half of Gile' ad, north of the J abbo¼- (on the
variations in the use of the term 'Gile' ad,' cf. note on IO 17) ; and the
fact is carefully noted that no encroachment was made on the
territory of' Ammon, this latter being defined as 'all the side of the
Wady Jabbo¼- and the cities of the hill country': cf. Josh. 12 2 R 0 •
Here the reference must be to the upper course of the Jabbo¼:,
which, starting eastwards in the neighbourhood of ijirbet $ar (Ja' zer)
takes a northward and then north-westward curve before turning due
westward, and thus seems in this passage to be regarded as the
(ideal) boundary between Israel and 'Ammon.*
23. and shouldest thou, etc. The italics, here and in v. 24, represent
great emphasis in the original.
possess them. I.e., of course, 'possess their territory.' So in v. 24 •
24. those that Chemosh, etc. The speaker assumes just as real an
existence for Chemosh as for Yahweh. He is no monotheist in the
proper sense of the term, i.e. he does not hold the doctrine that
Yahweh is the one and only God of the whole earth, and that the
existence of other gods is a delusion. Yahweh is for him, doubtless,
the sole object of Israel's allegiance and worship; but the holding of

* In Num. 21 24h it is doubtful whether' unto Jabbo½:' defines the northern
limit of the territory merely; or, taking a comprehensive survey of the whole
course of the wady, makes the reference to define the northern and eastern
borders. On the latter hypothesis, 'unto the children of 'Ammon' is a further
definition of this north-east border-line in so far as the upper part of the Jabbo½:wady is identical with the border of 'Ammon. The fact, however, that in our
passage in Judg. 'unto Jabbo½:' clearly defines the northern limit of SiJ:ion's
territory, 'from the wilderness' explaining the eastern limit, makes it probable
that the expression is used in the same way in Num., the statement meaningthe strip of territory as defined from south to north, of which the eastern
limit is the land of 'Ammon, marching with SiJ:ion's territory along a line
which runs approximately north. and south through Ja'zer. Cf. Gray, ICC.
ad foe.
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possess them? so, all that Yahweh our God bath dispossessed
from before us-them will we possess. 2 5. Now, then, art
this faith (monolatry) does not hinder him from believing that
Chemosh really stands in the same kind of relation to Moab as
Yahweh does to his own nation; z'.e. he thinks of Yahweh as the
national God of Israel, not as the God of the whole earth. His
religious belief thus differs from that of the eighth-century prophets
and their successors, who proclaim a doctrine of virtual monotheismt'.e. a doctrine which, if not as yet in all respects worked out to its
logical conclusion, yet undoubtedly contains all the elements of a full
belief in the existence of one God only. Further passages in the O.T.
which embody the more primitive conception are noticed and discussed in the editor's Outlines of 0. T. Theology, pp. 34 ff.
Chemosh. Cf. Introd. to the narrative, p. 299. ,Chemosh is always
mentioned elsewhere in the O.T. as the god of the Moabites;
Num. 21 29, 1 Kgs. n7, 33, 2 Kgs. 23 13, Jer. 48 7-13.46 t. In Num. 21 29,
Jer. 48 46 Moab is called 'the people of Chemosh.' In the inscription
of the Moabite Stone Mesha' king of Moab ascribes the oppression of
Moab by Israel to the fact that 'Chemosh was angry with his land'
(I. 5); and the tum in Moab's fortunes which is marked by successes
against Israel is regarded as due to the renewal of the favour of the
god (II. 8 f., 33), who is pictured as directing Mesha''s plan of campaign: 'And Chemosh said unto me, Go, take N ebo against Israel'
(I. 14); 'Chemosh said unto me, Go down, fight against I;Ioronen'
(I. 32). Chemosh is represented as the leader in battle, 'Chemosh
drave him (the king of Israel) out (of Jaha~) from before me' (I. 19);
the population of the city of 'Ataroth is utterly devoted to him as a
'gazing-stock' or spectacle over which he may gloat with satisfaction
(n1,,* I. 12); and the altar-hearth of the divine Patron t of the city
is dragged before him at l):eriyyoth as a trophy (11. 12 f.). In this
mode of thought, and the phraseology in which it finds expression,
we cannot fail to trace close resemblance to the ideas which were
current, in Israel in early times as to Yahweh's relationship to His
people.
Two kings of Moab, as known to us, bear names which are honorific
to Chemosh-Chemoshkan,~ i.e. '(He whom) Chemosh has established' (cf. ~i'1!tf, ~i'1!~t, r:;i;ii'1'., similar forms in honour of Yahweh),

* Probably to be vocalized
verb

n~,
T

n~"!,

a contracted form from

n~~7

from the

Cf. Halevy, Revue Semitique, xiv. (1906), pp. 180 f.; Grimme,

T'

ZDMG. lxi. (1907), pp. 81 ff.
::: Cf. note on' Dodo,' eh. 10 1•
§ The second element in the name is doubtful, the letters being nearly illegible..
The reading adopted is that of Lidsbarski, as the result of a fresh examination
of the stone (cf. Ephemeris fur Semi!. Epigr. i. pp. 3 f.). The old reading,
Chemoshmelekh, seems to be excluded by the fact that there is scarcely room
for more than two consonants. Clermont-Ganneau has suggested Chemoshgad.
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thou at all better than Balali: the son of $ippor, king of Moab?
Did he contend at all with Israel, or did he fight at all against
them? 26. When Israel dwelt in I:Ieshbon and its dependencies,
and in 'Arr o'e lr and its dependencies, and in all the cities
the father of Mesha' (Moabite Stone, I. r), and Kammusunadbi, the
Ass yr. form of Chemoshnadab, i.e. probably 'Chemosh is liberal or
princely' (cf, .:i7~in;, :i1t~~), who is mentioned by Sennacherib as
paying tribute in B.c. 701 (KB. ii. p. 90). The Bab. form (ilu) Ka-musu-sar-u~ur '(god) Chemosh protect the king' occurs in a businessdocument of the sixth yearofCambyses (quoted in KAT. 3 p. 472). Two
seals of doubtful date and genuineness bear respectively the legends
pi~~t,:,, '(belonging) to Chemosh~ede¼:,' 1M1~t,:,!, '(belonging) to
Chemoshye]:it,' in Phoenician characters (cf. Lidsbarski, Ephemerisfiir
Semit. Epigr. i. pp. 136 ff.); and each has a representation of the
winged solar-disk, possibly, as Baethgen ,suggests (Beitriige, p. I 4),
connecting Chemosh with the sun.

dispossesseth. Reading t&'")\' with Mo. in place of 1t! i?i'")i',
R. V. 'giveth thee to possess.' The correction seems to be dem~nded
by the parallel clause in the latter half of the verse, and the final :,
may very probably have arisen through dittography from the initial
letter of ~m:,. On the verb htJrif, meaning both 'to cause to possess '
and 'to dispossess,' cf. note on 1 19.
25. Bala!/ the son of ,$ippor. The story of Bala¼:: and Bala'am,
Num. 22 2 -24 25, is a composite narrative which raises problems of
more than ordinary difficulty. Most scholars hold that the sources
J and E are here combined: but the characteristics of J are not so
well marked as those of E, and the existence of the former source has
thus been questioned; whilst the question of the stages by which the
narrative attained its present form affords scope for considerable
difference of opinion. Cf. Cray's full discussion in ICC. pp. 307 ff.
26. dependencies. Lit. 'daughters.'
commonly characteristic of J.

Cf. eh.

I 27•

The expression is

'Aro'er. Vocalizing, as normally, ilhV in place of the anomalous
j)lf{, The city is the moder~ 'Ara'1r: cf. note p. zzr. It is
commonly mentioned as situated 'on the edge (lip) of the• Wady
Amon,' and. as the southernmost limit of the· territory conquered by
Israel from Si]:ion.
"1.r\ in place of 'in 'Aro' er' reads Iv 'Ia('Jp, and in place of 'by the
side of Amon,' '1JiAL reads ,,,.apa Tov 'IoplJciv'lv, F 'juxta Jordanem'; and
these readings are adopted by Mo. (SBOT., followed by La., Cooke)
on the ground that 'A roer and the A rnon come from v. 18 ( cf.
Num. 21 13 ff); while Jaazer and the Jordan, which are not suggested
by anything in the context, are original.' More probably, as Bu.

il/7~ of
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which are by the side of Arnon,R" three hundred years; E why,
pray, didst fthou l not recover fthem l at that time? 27. I, therefore, have not sinned against thee; but thou doest me wrong in
fighting against me. Let Yahweh, who is Judge this day, judge
between the children of Israel and the children of RJE 'Ammon.'
28. E Howbeit, the king of RJE the children of 'Ammon
E hearkened not unto the words of JephthaJ:i which he sent
unto him.
29. J And the spirit of Yahweh came upon JephthaJ:i, and he
( Comm.) sugge~ts, they represent a later attempt to adapt the argument to Israel's relations with' Ammon, instead of (as was originally
intended; cf. pp. 298 ff.) with Moab. On Ja'zer, as marking the
boundary between the territories of Israel and' Ammon, cf. notes on

ro 17, 11 22•

·

three hundred years. On the source of this figure, cf. p. 304.
why, pray. Lit. 'and why.' On the idiomatic use of, copulative
to give a forcible and sarcastic turn to a question, cf. NHTK. on
I Kgs. 2 22, and note on eh. 6 13•
didst thou not recover them. Vocalizing t:ll'l~:-.-li1 with (!!in lppvu"'
avTovf, Stu., Mo., in place of :fM t:ll'l~:-.-li1 (pl~~~l- verb with object
unexpressed). The sing. verb is in ai;e~~ent with the context, the
subject being, not the particular king of Moab addressed, but the
land of Moab personified as an individual. Cf. 1,. 21a, where 'I' clearly
refers, not to Jephthal;i, but to Israel (cf. v. 15). Strictly speaking, we
should expect a fem. suff. in reference to the 'cities' preceding ; but
such a use of masc. suff. for fem. is not uncommon: cf. G-K. § 1350.
27. I, therefore, etc. For the form and thought of the sentence,
cf. r Sam. 24 12", 'And I have not sinned against thee, but thou art
hunting my life to take it.'
who is Judge this day. Connecting ~~bii} closely with t:l1'i},
as the order of words seems to demand. So Mo. R. V., in agreement with accents (which connect ~E:l\Vi1 more closely with the preceding mi1 1 than with the following o, 1i1), renders 'The Lord, the
Judge, be judge this day,' making 01•,:i to refer to the verb ~i.tp'.

at the commencement of the sentence. For the invocation of Yahweh
as arbiter between two parties, cf. Gen. I 6 5 J, I Sam. 24 12, J!! 13•
29. And the spirit of Yahweh, etc. Cf. eh. 3 10 note.
and he passed, etc. The passage is obscure; but not so obscure as
it appears to those scholars who fail to recognize the combination of two
sources in the narrative (cf. the remarks of Mo., and the paraphrase
of them given by Cooke). Looking at the opening statement of the
verse, 'And the spirit of Yahweh came upon Jephthal;i,' and comparing it with the connexion in which the identical phrase (of' Othniel)
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passed through Gile'ad and Manasseh, and he passed over rto 1
Mizpeh ofGile'ad,and from Mizpeh of Gile'ad he passed over<to)
stands in 3 10, and the similar phrase (of Gide' on) in 6 34, we may justly
infer that what follows refers to Jephthal).'s efforts to raise an army to
meet the· Ammonites: nor is this inference invalidated by the fact that,
according to 10 17, an army had already been mustered (Mo., Cooke),
since, as we have seen, this verse belongs to a different narrative.
Even n 11 •, which, according to our analysis, belongs to the same
source as II 29, cannot be cited to the contrary (as by Mo.), since
'the people' of Gile' ad who made J ephthal). their head can hardly
have been already a fully organized army. They doubtless formed
some part of the material for such an army; but the whole point of
the narrative I I I-JI is that the Gile' adites resorted to J ephthal). because
they possessed no one of sufficient initiative not only to lead but also
to raise an army at all adequate to meet the aggressor. Observing
further that the closing statement of v. 29 (picked up and expanded in
v. 32• after the interposition of a portion of the other source, vv. 30· 31 )
speaks of J ephthal).'s advance to give battle to the · Ammonites, it may
be claimed that our inference that the middle part of the verse refers
to the mustering of the army becomes a certainty.
Granted, however, that this is the case, it still appears most improbable that the narrative stands in its original form. The phrase
'Jl i.11,J rut '1::ll/1l can only be intended to mean 'and he passed
through Gilead, etc.'; but in this sense the construction (i.:J,!1 followed
by the Accusative) is almost, if not quite, without parallel* (the
regular construction is .:J i.:J.11). As the text stands, 'Gile' ad' is here,
as elsewhere in the narrative, the region south of the Jabbo½: (cf. 10 17
note), while 'Manasseh' most probably denotes the r~gion to the
north of the wady, i.e. East Manasseh. We cannot be sure that
clans from West Manasseh had by this time crossed the Jordan and
made their settlement in the east (they had not done so in the time
of Deborah ; cf. note on 'Machir,' eh. 5 14) ; though this is a consideration which need not have weighed with a narrator who may
have assumed that what was true of his own age was also true of an
earlier period. Still, taking note of Jephthal).'s claim in 12 2 to have
summoned Ephraim to his assistance without success (a statement
which seems to presuppose an earlier reference in the narrative from
0

* Possible instances, e.g. Gen. 32 32 ,::-tlJ!:i r,::,t '1.:Jl/ i~N::,, Josh. 16 6
[;,,~ m::-tr,] lnlN t,l.:J)M] i.:J,l,'l, are probably to be understood in the sense
pass by (cf. with the Accus., Judg. 326, 2 Kgs. 69), rather than pass through. In
any case, these passages deal with city-sites, not with widely extended districts
like Gilead and Manasseh. Notice the carefully marked contrast in Num.
20 17 , 21 22 between .:J '1.:Jl/ pass through or traverse a land, fields, vineyards, and
i.:Jl/ with Accus. pass over or &ross the border of a land regarded as a definitely
marked line.
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to the children of 'Ammon. 30. E And Jephth~ vowed a vow
to Yahweh and said, 'If thou wilt indeed give RJE the children
of 'Ammon E into my hand, 3 1. then the person that cometh
forth from the doors of my house to meet me, when I return in
peace from RJE the children of 'Ammon,E shall belong to
Yahweh, and I will offer him up as a burnt offering.'
which it is drawn), it is not unlikely (as Holzinger and Bu. suggest) that
'Ephraim' may originally have stood in the present passage in place
of 'Gile' ad' ; in which case ' Manasseh' will refer to West and not to
East Manasseh. Thus (reading ,~ for T'\~ three times after ,~l.t 1l) the
passage may have run 'and he crossed over (the Jordan) to Ephraim
and to Manasseh, and he crossed over (again) to Mi~peh of Gile' ad.'
The double i~l/ 11, if referring to his crossing and re-crossing the
Jordan (cf. 6 33 ), is thus not redundant.
·
Even so, the passage must have been abbreviated from its original
form, as I 2 2 certainly presupposes prior mention of the fact that the
appeal to Ephraim was fruitless. Probably the narrative was cut
down and mutilated when the two sources J and E were pieced together; and this, possibly, in view of the fact that the narrative E in
ro 17 pictures the Israelite army as already mustered and encamped
at Mi~pah. Such a conclusion at any rate may suffice to account for
the obscurity of the verse, which the view that it 'is a somewhat
unskilful attempt to fasten the new cloth, v. 12-28, into the old garment '
(Mo.), or (otherwise expressed) that 'an editorial hand has attempted
to pick up the thread of the narrative after the long interpolation,
vv. 12 -28 ' (Cooke) certainly does not do.

and he passed over to Mi1peh, etc. Reading ,~ for Jt! n~, as seems
to be demanded by the context. Whatever view be taken as to the
precise form of the description of Jephtha]:i's earlier movements
(cf. note preceding), we can in the present statement scarcely find
anything else than the account of his return to Mi~peh after raising
his army, and immediately prior to his attack upon the foe. The
forms Mi~peh, Mi~pah appear to be used interchangeably with
reference both to this locality and to others of the same name.
to the children of 'Ammon.
twelve MSS. of jt!.

Inserting ,~ before )lOl.t 1 ~~ with

3 r. then the person that cometh forth, etc. Lit. 'the comer-forth
that cometh forth '-a phrase which implies that from the first a
human sacrifice is contemplated. Ros., Stu., and others quote the
remarkable parallel from Servius on Aeneid, iii. 331 : 'Idomeneus de
semine Deucalionis natus, Cretensium rex, cum post eversam Trojam reverteretur, in tempestate devovit diis sacrificaturum se de re,
quae primum occurrisset. Contigit autem, ut filius ejus primus
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32.

RJE

So Jephtha~ passed over unto the children of'Am1i1011

J to fight against them, and Yahweh gave them into his hand.
33. And he smote them E? from' Aro'er until thou comest to
occurreret : quern cum, ut alii dicunt, immolasset, ut alii, immolare
voluisset, et post orta esset pestilentia, a civibus pulsus est regno.'
Cheyne (EB. 2362) cites an Arabian tradition mentioned by Lyall
(Ancient Arabian Poetry, Introd. p. xxxviii): 'AI-Mundhir had
made a vow that on a certain day in each year he would sacrifice the
first person he saw: 'Abid [a poet] came in sight on the unlucky
day, and was accordingly killed, and the altar smeared with his
blood.'
The narrator, though regarding the sequel of the vow-the fact
that the victim should prove to be the hero's only child-as a terrible
tragedy, yet does not seem to hold that such a vow is contrary to the
spirit of Yahweh's religion. It is an extraordinary sacrifice, offered
in a great emergency as a supreme bid for the active co-operation of
the deity. Cf. the Moabite king's sacrifice of his firstborn son as a
last resort (2 Kgs. 3 26 -27 )-a costly sacrifice which is supposed by the
narrator to have been effectual in arousing the god Chemosh, and
thus enabling the Moabites to expel the invaders from their land.*
On tqe further evidence for the occurrence of human sacrifice among
the Israelites, c£ Additional note, p. 329.
33. from 'Aro'er. Besides the frequently mentioned city on the
edge of the Wady Arnon (c£ v. 26 note), there was, according to Josh.
I 3 26 P, another city named' Aro' er to the east of Rabbath-' Ammon, i.e.
in' Ammonite territory. Our ignorance as to the source of the present
statement forbids our making a decision as to which 'Aro' er is here
referred to. If (as we conjecturally suppose) the source is E, then
the reference wiII be to · Aro' er on the Arnon. If, on the other hand,
the passage is an extract from J, the allusion probably is to the• Aro' er
of Josh. 13 25 •
Minnith. The site is unknown. Eusebius (05. 280 44 ) identifies
it with a village called Maav,B, four Roman miles from I:Ieshbon, on
the road to Philadelphia ; a locality which, according to Buhl ( Geogr.
p. 266), would suit the modern ruins which bear the name ljesrum.
Such a position, however, appears unsuitable either to the Moabite (E)
or the •Ammonite (J) narrative. 'Unto Minnith' marks the extreme
limit within which the twenty cities smitten must be pictured as lying;
and clearly these can hardly have been within the invaded tern'tory,
i.e. Israelite cities which had previously been captured and occupied
by the foe. Indeed, upon either view of the site of·· Aro' er, such an
assumption is impossible, since · Aro' er marks the starting-point of
the conquest, which must be presumed to have extended from
" On this explanation of the somewhat obscure passage in
there came great wrath, etc.," cf, NHTK. ad loc.

2

Kgs. 3 n, 'And
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Minnith, even twenty cities,J as far as Abel-ceramim, with a very
great slaughter. RE 2 So the children of 'Ammon were subdued
before the children of Israel.
34. E And Jephtha):l came to Mi~pah unto his house; and
behold his daughter coming forth to meet him with timbrels and
with dances : and she was absolutely an only child; he had not
beside fherl son or daughter. 35. And when he saw her, he
rent his garments, and said, 'Alas, my daughter! thou hast
indeed brought me low, and thou art become the supreme cause
'Aro' er \'.>n the Arnon southward into Moabite territory (if the statement comes from E), or from' Aro' er to the east of Rabbath-' Ammon
presumably further eastward (if it comes from J).
A bel-ceramim. The name means 'meadow of vineyards' ; and
Eusebius ( OS. 225 5) informs us that in his day the~e was a village
named Abel with productive vineyards (d>p,1J dp,11'EAo<popos) six· miles
from Philadelphia (Rabbath-' Ammon)-though in what direction he
does not state. If we may assume that this is a correct identification,
the statement 'as far as Abel-ceramim' is naturally to be assigned
to J.

34. and behold his daughter, etc. So the Israelite women celebrate
the triumph of their people in Ex. 15 201 · E (exactly as here, 'with
timbrels and with dances'), r Sam. r8 61·, Ps. 68 ll (3!1 12 ).
she was absolutely an only child. The Heb. is extraordinarily
emphatic-lit. 'and she only was an only child.' R. V., by omitting
to render the Heb. pi, misses this emphasis altogether.
beside her. Reading i1Jl_fl? with fem. suffix, in place of the erroneous

rnf.t;,

'beside him' of 3!/.

35. brought me low.
very forcible.

So (!!iA\ ,Sh, lL, ,SP.
Lit. 'bowed me down.'

the supreme cause of my trouble.

Heb.

The expression is

'~?llf.

Lit. 'as (in the

character of) my troublers,' the idiomatic :l essentiae (c£ BDB. sub
:l I. 7) followed by the plural denoting intensity (the so-called pluralis
e.xcellentiae). R. V. 'thou art one of them that trouble me' misses the
force of the expression altogether, supposing it to mean 'among my
troublers.' We find exactly the same idiom in Ps. 54 4 (3!/ 6), 'The Lord
is the great supporter of my soul' (Heb. '?.7?0:j!, lit. 'in the character
of the supporters'); Ps. n87, 'Yahweh is for me my great heljJer'
(Heb. 'itl/!I
lit. 'in the character of my helpers'). In both these
T: : ,
passages (as in our passage) the feeble and erroneous r.endering of
R.V. implies that Yahweh is only one among many helpers!
The Heb. verb 'akhar, for which the only general reading is 'to
trouble,' denotes, as its occurrences prove, the causing of poignant

x.:
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[11. 36.

of my trouble; seeing that .I have opened my mouth unto
Yahweh, and cannot go back.' 36. And she said unto him,
'My father, thou hast opened thy mouth unto Yahweh; do to
distress or anxiety. In New Heb. it has the meaning 'to make
turbid'; in Ar. 'akira 'to be turbid.'
The renderings of Jephthal:i's words in (!!iB rapaxfi lrcipa~cir µ£, ,ml
(TV ~s ,v rq'> rapcix<i> µov, ~p .... A..001 .... fulo ~ ~~ rn~o
....-.£::l~ ~ ~a... 'Thou hast utterly overthrown me, and
thou art to-day one of my overthrowers,' '.fJ" 'decepisti me, et ipsa
decepta es,' suggest a Heh. original with the same verb in each
clause. This may have been i:JV ; though in the thirteen other occurrences of this root none of these Versions represent it by the verbs
which they use in this passage. (!!iL's rendering of 1JnVi:li1 Vi:li1,
iµ1rHr>oiJo<rrcir711<.as µo, (so (!!iA in corrupt form, ;oh ~ ~ ,~~,
1L 'impedisti me') certainly suggests '.~J:lT;iP, ; cf. the rendering of

i~\V

o lµ1roiJo,rrar71s in I Chr.
originally run '~J:17:;,P, (i::l~),
by

2 7•

If, however, the first clause

had
or, as suggested by Houb., Gra.,
'JT-1i:ll!i1
i:ll!i1
(no
occurrence
of
Hiph'fl elsewhere), the following
.. : - -: - .. -: clause would be tautological, and we should suspect the existence of a doublet. The rendering of 1i:ll!:l n 11 i1 n~, given by the
(!!iA\ !oh, 1L group, Eis cr1<.wA.ov /y,vov ,v orpBaXµo'ir µov points to
'tP.fl n':~ ~i?_ir;,~, ~i?_it, (rendered by cr1<.wA011 Ex. 10 7, Deut. 7 I 6,
Judg. 8 27 ) being apparently taken by the translator in the sense
of a thorn or sharp-pointed instrument (cf. its use in Job 40 24 ).
More probably the Heh. was intended to mean 'Thou art become
a snare in my sight,' i.e. an almost irresistible temptation to break
the vow made to Yahweh, the existence of which he makes known
to her in the next clause.
m:, 'A., ~-, e. support the text of ;!!, from which there is no good
reason to depart.

I have opened my mouth.
similarly used (with subj.
vows in Ps. 66 14,

The Heb. verb pii~ti 'to open' is

'1:l~tf-' which my lips uttered') of making

36. do to me, etc. Since the father has not actually 1nentioned his
vow to the daughter, Bu. (RS. p. 126) supposes that the narrative
must have undergone abbreviation, the daughter's inquiry as to the
cause of her father's distress, and his explanation of it, having fallen
out. But Mo. is assuredly correct when he remarks, 'To me it seems,
on the contrary, much more in accord with the native art of the storyteller that he lets the situation and a woman's quick presentiment
suffice, without this prosaic explanation.'

11. 37.]
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me according to that which bath gone forth from thy mouth,
forasmuch as Yahweh bath wrought for thee full vengeance upon
thine enemies, RJE even upon the children of 'Ammon.'
37. E And she said unto her father,' Let this thing be done for
me: let me alone two months, that I may go, rand wander free l
upon the mountains, and weep over my maidenhood-I and my
that which hath gone forth, etc.

The same expression is used of a

vow in N um. 30 2 (1!?3).
full vengeance. Heb. 'vengeances '-another case of the intensive
plural. Cf., for other instances, G-K. § 124e.
37. and wander free.

Reading

IJ:l'T:11 with RSm., Kit., Cooke. Cf.

the use of the verb rltdh in Jer.
'we have wandered at large' ; and
Ar. rdda 'to go to and fro.'* 1!! 1r-iii1,
<that I may go and go down
• : -T:
2 31

upon the mountains' is obviously impossible, it being a forced expedient
to follow Kimchi, who explains that 'Mi~pah, where Jephthal}'s house
was, was higher than the surrounding mountains ; or else the verb is
used with reference to the valley which lay between Mi~pah and the
mountains.' t l:T 'circumeam,' ,$P ,,-~oij 'walk about,' m: i 1))n~,
'and wander' (lit. 'extend myself') suggest our emendation 1
but may be simply paraphrasing 1ni, 1, in order to obtain the sense
demanded by the context.
1, is out of place, and should properly stand at
The view that 1
the end of the verse, either as a gloss (Doorn.) or a genuine part of
the text (Bu.), in the sense 'and then I will descend '-i.e. return from
the mountains to offer myself as a willing victim-has nothing to commend it. If it is unnatural to speak of 'descending' from Mi~pah to
the mountains, the converse is equally unnatural ; since Mi~pah, as its
name implies (w 17 note), must have srood on a prominent height.
and weep over my maidenhood. Stanley (Jewish Church, I. Leet. xvi.)
aptly compares the lament of Antigone (Sophocles, Ant. 890), of which

n,,, ;

n,,

* La. emends 1nii;,,, the Hiph'il of the same verb in a similar sense
(Internal Hiph'il as in Ps. 55 3). This form should surely be vocalized 1i,,1q!,
and not

'l:'T11J), as

given by La. ;

,"y

forms without separating vowel being

rare {cf. G~K. § 72k.).

:!: Kimchi actually brings forward the snggestion that •nii1l may be explained
from the verb ri1dk which we have adopted in our emendation,. and quotes
Ps. 55 3 in which the Internal Hiph'il occurs 1 M1~:l i 1i~, ' I am restless (or toss
to and fro) in my murmuring.' He then rejects this in favour of the explanation
noticed above. Rashi is perplexed by the verb 'go down,' and explains that it is
• a term denoting lamentation, an example of which is seen in the passage
(Isa. 15 3) 'on their housetops and in their broad places every one lamenteth,
running down (iJI lit. "going down") in weeping.'
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companions.' 38. And he said, 'Go.' So he sent her away two
months, and she went-she and her companions, and wept over
her maidenhood upon the mountains. 39, And at the end of
two months she returned unto her father, and he did to her that
which he had vow~d, she having never known a man. And it
the maiden's grief is 'the exact anticipation . . . sharpened by the
peculiar horror of the Hebrew women at a childless death-descending
with no bridal festivity, with no nuptial torches, to the dark chambers
of the grave' :-

z, -rvµ/3or, z, vvµ.<p£'iov, z, 1<.a-rau1<.a<p~r
OLK.T)<Ttr a£t<ppovpor, oi 1ropd,oµ.at . . .
K.al vuv ay£t µ.£ a,a X£PWV OVT6l Aa/3wv
lfA£1CTpo11, Uvvµfva1.ov, oVrE ToV yUµov

µ•par >..axovuav,. OUT£ 1ra1l3£lov -rpo<pijr.

my companions. l[erJ inil/1 has the support of the analogous form
v. 38 • For the Kt. f~rm 'ri'l/1 c£ 'n'l/1 Cant. r 9· 15, 2 2 -10·13,
i'."i-, 5•\ 6 4t,
,> -; _,
• T; -)

i1'nil/i in

4

39. and he did to her, etc. Thus the narrator draws a veil over the
final tragedy; but there can be no doubt that he intends to imply
that the sacrifice was carried out. On the various explanations which
have been offered in order to obviate this conclusion, c£ the very full
note given by Mo., pp. 304 £ The earliest Jewish interpreters (e.g.
m:, Josephus) and the Christian Fathers explained the passage in its
natural sense; and it seems not to have been till the Middle Ages
that another solution was sought. Thus Kimchi explains that
J ephtha}:i built a house for his daughter, in which she was kept in
isolation from the world, and. so in perpetual virginity ; and that
annually the daughters of Israel went to visit her and bewail her fate,
This explanation, under differently modified forms, gained acceptance
after Kimchi both among Jews and Christians. But the literal interpretation was never without its supporters, and is now the generally
accepted view.
she having never known, etc. A circumstantial clause, of the form
noted in Driver, Tenses,§ r6o. The emphasis laid on the virginity of
the sacrificed maiden is perhaps bound up with the mythological
motive which very possibly lies at the bottom of the yearly festival.
Cf. Additional note, p. 332.
and it became a custom. Reading j,i"I?
with La. The subject

'l'.lm

of the fem. verb

'i1n1 is neuter; so ex;ctly Ps. 69 11

,,
•

ni~in, 'i1J:l1
T-;-

•

! -

' and it became reproaches unto me.' On the use of the fem. in a
neuter sense, c£ G-K. § r22q. The view of Konig (Syntax, § 323h)
that the subject is the N'i1 of the preceding sentence-' and she (the

11, 40, 12. I.]
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became r1 a custom in Israel ; 40. yearly the daughters of
Israel go to commemorate the daughter of Jephthal;i, four days
in the year.
12.

1.

J And the men of Ephraim were called to arms, and

maiden) became a pattern '-is very unlikely. ~ i'h 1,:,J:11 makes the
masc. j,T'I the subject of the fem. verb-a want of concord which Bu.
would remedy by reading 1 ;:J;1; but this does not give so idiomatic
a phrase as that which we adopt.
Since the 'custom' refers to the women's festival mentioned in v. 40,
it is clear that vv. 39· 40 are wrongly divided, and that j:)n~ 1nm should
stand at the beginning of v. 40• As is noted by Le ,Clerc, Ros, etc.,
the reason for the division adopted by ffl may be gathered from an
addition in l!r, according to which j:)M is explained, not as a 'custom,'
but as an 'ordinance' forbidding the sacrifice of son or daughter,
which is assumed to have been promulgated in order to obviate the
recurrence of such a tragedy: 'It was made an ordinance in Israel
in order that no man should offer up his son or his daughter for a
burnt-offering, as Jephthal_i the Gile' adite did because he did not
consult Phinel_ias the priest. If, however, he had consulted Phinel_ias
the priest, he would have redeemed her at a price.'
40. yearly. Heb. Ml?~~ 01~!~, lit. 'from days unto days,' i.e. 'from
year to year,' in accordance with the idiomatic use of the plural 0 10 1 :
c£ BDB. s.v. 0\ 1 6 c.

the daughters of Israel go. The Imperf. i'l)::l~J:l describes a frequentative action which still recurs in the writeis' ti~e. R.V. 'went,'
i.e. 'used to go' (as though the annual custom had ceased) is certainly
wrong.
to commemorate. On the meaning of the Heb. verb here used, cf.
note on 'they recount,' eh. 5 11• The festival is discussed in Additional
note, p. 332. Since the commemoration most probably took the form
of a ceremonial wailing, we might expect some more specific term
than ni~)J~. If the text should be emended, the easiest alteration
would be ni)~? 'to lament'; c£ the use of the verb in Isa. 3 26, 19 8,
and the substantival forms n•)~\ n•)~J:i 'lamentation and mourning,'
T' - : -

in Isa.

29 2,

Lam.

2 5•

T' -: -

So Ball, privately.

12. r. And the men of Ephraim, etc.
On the resemblance between
this incident and that recorded in eh. 8 111·, cf. note ad loc.

were called to arms.

Cf. note on 6 34.
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2.

3.

passed over to $aphon ; and they said to J ephthal)., ' Why didst
thou pass over to fight with the children of 'Ammon without
having called us to go with thee? We will burn thy house over
thee with fire.' 2. And Jephthal). sai'd unto them, 'I had
a quarrel-even I and my people, and the children of 'Ammon
<oppressed me> sorely; and I rsummoned 1 you, but ye did not
save me from their hand. 3. And when I saw that fthere was
none l to save rr put 7 my life in my hand, and passed over unto
to .'fa_phon, A city of this name is mentioned in Josh. r 3 27 P, together
with Succoth, as lying in the Jordan valley. This is identified by the
Jerusalem Talmud (Shebiith. ix. 2,_fol. 38 d) with ino, i.e. the Amathus of
Eusebius and Jerome, twenty-one Roman miles south of Pella ( OS. 9r 27,
219 7,;), and the modern 'Amateh, situated in the mouth of the Wady
Ragib, about seven miles north of the Jabbo~. But we should have
expected the Ephraimites to have crossed the Jordan south of the
Jabbo~ at the ford ed-Damiyyeh in order to reach Mi~pah; and the
position of Succoth, with which $aphon is associated in Josh. r 3 27,
was probably south of the Jabbo~: cf. p. 220. (Iii", 'A.~-, e., F, .$"
render 'northward,' and this is adopted by R.V. text; but the
rendering appears to be topographically impossible.
without having called us. Lit. 'and us thou hadst not called '-a
circumstantial clause.
we will burn, etc. Cf. eh. r4 15, r5 6•
2. I had a quarrel.
Lit. ' I was a man of strife.'
oppressed me. Supplying 1~~]~, as suggested by (IJiAL fra;:-,ivovv µ,
(so 1L.L, ,$h), with most modems. This verb 'might easily be omitted
by a scribe after llOJ;' (Mo.), and some verb is indispensable, unless
(with F 'contra filios Ammon,'.$" , ~ ~ o.Xl!:. R.V. 'with
the children of A. ') we treat the l as 'wiiw of association' : cf. cases
cited by BDB. s.v. l, I g.

and I summoned you.
4 10·13, 2

Sam.

20 4·5.

Reading Hiph'Il

j!l IJ:al

i'J.'tNl

- : •,•T

!:l~1;Jl!J i'V.!~?, as in eh.

should be followed by o:i•,• 1SN,. -:

'and I cried unto you' (cf. (l]iAL KU! •/3o')Ua 1rpor vµ,ar).
The application made by the Gile' adites to the western tribes of
Israel for help against the · Ammonites finds a close parallel in
I Sam. I 1, where the inhabitants of J abesh of Gile' ad seek help in this
direction against the aggressions of Nal;iash, king of· Ammon.
3. that there was none to save. Reading l11~m rN 1:i witl;i (l]iA\
,$h, .$P, Bu., Oort., No., La., Kit. For the phrase, cf. Deut. 28 29 -31 ,
3
1 Sam. II , 2 Sam. 22 42, Ps. r8 41 , j!? 4Z.
j!l l1 1~0 1J 1N 1:1 'that thou
wouldest not save.'
I _put, etc. Reading 15:ere ni;i't?''tt? in place of the anomalous Kt.

12. 4· 5.]
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the children of 'Ammon, and Yahweh gave them into my hand:
why then are ye come up unto me this day to fight against
me?' 4. Then Jephthal;t gathered together all the men of
Gile'ad, and•fought with Ephraim; and the men of Gile'ad smote
Ephraim []. 5. And Gile'ad took the fords of the Jordan
against Ephraim; and whenever the fugitives of Ephraim said,
'Let me pass over,' the men of Gile'ad said to each, 'Art thou
i1!::l~'Nt On the phrase, as expressive of risking one's life, cf. note on
eh. 5 18, 'that scorned its life, etc.'

4. and the men of Gilead smote Ephraim. After these words
~ adds iltcVJ!::1
11n::i: C1
i!:lN 11n::i
,v,l CJ:IN ci,Elt,tt• 1~1,e
~,r.:itot
I!)
•: - !
• - : •••
;
••
• !
:
'because they said, "Fugitives of Ephraim are ye· Gile' adites, in the
midst of Ephraim, in the midst of Manasseh,"' i.e. the Ephraimites
taunted the Gile' adites with being, in origin, renegade members of
their own tribe, without territorial status, and existing on sufferance
in the territory of Ephraim and Manasseh. But, according to the
earlier narrative, the reason why the Gile' adites smote Ephraim was
not on account of any such taunt (however much this may be supposed to have exacerbated the combat), but because the Ephraimites·
forced battle upon them. It is not clear how the Gile' adites could, in
one breath, be called 'fugitives of Ephraim,' and yet be charged with
living 'in the midst of Ephraim' ; nor, again, is this latter expression,
which seems to suggest that the Ephraimites owned or at any rate
claimed territory in Gile· ad east of Jordan, susceptible of any explanation. The termp'litfm, 'fugitives,' always elsewhere denotes survivors
who have escaped from the battlefield,* and is in fact so used in v. 5•
It is here that we find the solution of our difficulty. In the Heb. the
first four words of the difficult sentence in v. 4, 'N •~•,El ,,otot '.:l
'because they said, "Fugitives of Ephraim,'" are, with one slight
variation (Perfect ,,otot for Imperfect), identical with the words of v. 5
rendered 'whenever the fugitives of Ephraim said.' It can hardly be
doubted that these words from v. 5 have come into v. 4 through an
error of transcription, and then, on the assumption that the subject
of the verb ,,otot refers back to 'Ephraim' preceding, and that the
words 'fugitives of Ephraim' form the commencement of what the
Ephraimites said, the sentence has been conjecturally filled out as we
find it in~- The words are lacking in the 6: MSS. HP. 54, 59, 82,
84, 106, 108, 128, 134, and are marked by an asterisk in ,Sh.
T ;

•

•.• -

• - ;

IT

•

5. took the fords, etc. Cf. eh. 3 20, 7 24•
whenever . . . said.

The Imperfect

,,otot• denotes

recurrence.

* Heb. piilat, 'to escape," seems properly to mean 'to survive,' and to be
identical with Bab. balatu, 'to live.'

[12. 6.
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an Ephraimite?' And if he said, ' No,' 6. they said to him,
'Say now Shibbb!eth,' and he said 'Sibbbleth,' and r was 7 not
rable 7 to pronounce aright. Then they laid hold on him and
6. Say now Shibboleth. The word Shibboleth, which may denote
either 'stream' (Isa. 27 12, Ps. 69 3-16 ), or 'ear of corn' (Job. 24 24,
Gen. 41 6 ff., al.), appears to have been selected at random as an
example of a word commencing with the difficult letter 0 (so Kimchi)•
We have no means of ascertaining the precise sibilant sound which
the narrator represents by O in the Ephraimite pronunciation. It is
possible that it was actually O (an emphatic s), which is the sibilant
which represents the J of some Babylonian loan-words in Heh. (c£
,~;;, =fipru, ;i;7~ =§arganu, etc.). Or, bearing in mind the fact that
the word meaning 'ear of corn,' which is written with 0, I, in Heh.,
Aram., and Bab., is pronounced in Ar. with v-,, s (sunbul, sunbula),
we may conjecture that the Ephraimites may have used the Ar. pronunciation ; but since the narrator could not, in unpointed Heh.,
reproduce the difference between t!i and b, he ~as obliged to write 0
in place of the latter in order to make his meaning clear. Kimchi
states that the people of ~arephath were unable to pronounce ~, I,
and reproduced it as aspirated n, th (i.e. probably ..::..;), and he
suggests that the Ephraimite pronunciation may have been similar.
C£ the view of Marquart, ZATW., 1888, pp. 151-155.
Of the parallels for the test cited by commentators, the most
striking (quoted by Ber., etc.) is the incident of the Sicilian Vespers,
Mar. 31, 1282, when the French were ordered to pronounce ceci e
ciceri, and those who betrayed their nationality by pronouncing c as
in French (sesi e siseri) were immediately cut down.

was not able.

Reading

,::i:_ N'

with £P 1001 v~? e ':-0

F 'non valens,' Gratz, Mo., Bu., Cooke.

J!l ;

1~:

~ l],

N,, lit. 'he could

not fix,' must be taken to imply ellipse of some such object as
l 1E:i 'his mouth,' or i1n~l!i 'his lips.' The view taken by BDB. and
s~me commentators Tth~t the assumed object is
11 13,

:I? 'the heart,'
8, I

18 ,

i.e.

'the mind' (as in the late passages, Job,
Ps. 78
Chr. 29 al.),
and that the expression means 'he did not give attention,' is less
probable. The error in pronunciation was clearly due to dialectical
peculiarity and not to inattention ; it being most unlikely that the
Ephraimites would fail through carelessness if they realized (as they
must have done) that it was a matter of life or death whether they
satisfied the test or not. Apart, however, from the inelegancy of r:i 1
followed by /:i, the use of the simple Imperfect is singular in the
midst of a series of Imperfects with l consecutive. Twelve MSS.

12. 7.]
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slew him at the fords of the Jordan : and at that time there fell
of Ephraim forty and two thousand.
7. RJE And Jephthal:i judged Israel six years. RP And
J ephthal:i the Gile'adite died, and was buried in rhis city1 , <in
Mi~peh of) Gile'ad.
of 1!l in place of
aright.'

r;i;

read

r;i;

'he did not understand how to speak

Then they laid hold . .. Jordan. At this point Bu. (followed by
La.) proposes to insert the words of v . .i CnN 'N 11::)1!,E) ,ioN 1~ 'for
they said, "Ye are fugitives of Ephraim.'" Since, however, the
context deals with each individual case, we should have expected
i1nN 'N t:) 1'~ 'Thou art a fugitive of Ephraim.'
,
7. in his city, in Mi1peh of Gile' ad.

Reading

,v,) i1e~o~ \i l/~
1

T

: •

••

:

•

:

•

:

with Stu., Doorn., Bu., Mo., La., Kent, Cooke. This text has the support
of several· minuscules of Qlr which read ev -rfi ,,.JXn avrov ,v 'i-•<p• (or
'i-ecp) I'aAaall. Here 'i-•cfi• seems to point to a Heb. original in which
the O of i1El~O was obliterated. Jos. (Ant. v. vii. 12) seems to have
used a similar text, for he writes Av-ros lle cip~as ;~ ETTJ TEAEVT~ Kal
8a1TTETat lv rfi avTOV 1Tarp£1l, 'i-e/3ir, · rijs raXall,,vijs ll' £0'TLV aUTTJ, 1!l
1
1•J¥f 'in the cities of Gile' ad,' is impossible ; it being quite illegiti)
mate to render, with A. V., R. V., 'in, one of the cities.' m: follows l!l.
Q!rB
rfi 11'0Aft avrnv £V I'aAaa1t Q!rA\ j$h -rfi 11'0AEL avrov T'aAaall, lL, '.F
'in civitate sua Galaad.' .SP ~ 1.t-..;.0,0 'in a city of Gile'ad.'

•v

•v

HUMAN SACRIFICE AMONG THE ISRAELITES.
(C£ eh.

II 31

note.)

Evidence shows that the practice of human sacrifice (especially the
sacrifice of the firstborn) was not unknown among the Israelites ;
though in historical times it seems to have been very exceptional. In
pre-Mosaic times it was probably more frequent, if not customary.
The Book of the Covenant (Ex. 20 22 -23 33 E), many of the regulations
of which probably grew up in Cana' an at a period immensely earlier
than the age of Moses,* seems expressly to contemplate that the
normal fate of a firstborn son is that he should be sacrificed to

* The standpoint here assnmed is that. the Book of the Covenant represents
very largely the consnetudinary legislation of Cana an from a period long prior to
the entry and settlement under Joshua of those Israelite tribes (chiefly, if not
solely, the Joseph tribes) who had come under the leadership and influence of
Moses, and had thereby gained a higher and purer conception of Yahweh and
the requirements of his religion. This view seems to explain the close connexion
in many points of this early legislation with the Code of l:!ammurabi, which must
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Yahweh. The enactment of 22 29h says, without qualification, 'The
firstborn of thy sons shalt thou give to me' ; and this is immediately
followed by the enactment with regard to the firstborn of animals,
which is couched in precisely similar terms : 'So shalt thou do to
thine ox and to thy sheep : seven days it shall be with its mother; on
the eighth day thou shalt give it to me' (v. 30 ). We know of course
how the former enactment was interpreted elsewhere, and that in early
legislation. The law of J in Ex. 34 20 lays down that 'Every firstborn of thy sons thou shalt redeem' ; and this is repeated in
Ex. 13 13h P. Thus it appears probable that an animal-substitute may
usually have been provided at an early period in Israel's history.
The story of Al:iraham's project-ed sacrifice of Isaac in Gen 22 E was
probably intended to show that the Father of the Faithful had been
ready to make the most costly sacrifice, and God had graciously
vouchsafed to be pleased with an animal in its place. Such a tradition
(if we are justified in regarding it as ancient) was doubtless not without its influence in determining the interpretation of the old regulation. Mic. 6 1•8, if really the work of the eighth-century prophet,
indicates that in the mind of the average Israelite of Micah's day
there still lurked the idea that Yahweh might conceivably be propitiated by the sacrifice of a firstborn son as the most costly form of
offering; but whether this idea was often, or ever, carried into practice
at this period we cannot say. It is quite possible, as many scholars
have thought, that the passage may be due tp a prophetic teacher
(if not in toto, at least as regards a large part of its enactments) have been operative in Syria as well as in Babylonia cir. B.c. 2000 (on ljammurabi as king of
the West as well as of Babylonia, cf. Introd. pp. lxi ff.). It explains also the
extremely primitive character of many of the enactments of the Book of the
Covenant; e.g. 21 6 , 228,9 (llP- 8), where ha-'elohim can scarcely, except on the
most forced exegesis, be explained otherwise than as 'the (household) gods'probably identical with Teraphim. In 216 the scene of the ceremony is clearly
the master's own house (not the local sanctuary), just as it is in Deut. 15 16 '·; the
only diff~rence being that in the later enactment the reference to ha-' elohzm is
dropped, doubtless as offensive to the purer form of Yahwism. In 228 ha-'elolz/m
are agents or means of divination, just as the Teraphim appears to have been
(cf. note on eh. 17 •). If this view of the origin of the legislation of the Book of
the Covenant is correct, we can understand how a code which was probably from
primitive times the property bbth of the Cana'anites and of such Israelite elements
as had not come under the influence of Mosaic Yahwism, may have contained an
enactment enjoining the offering of the firsthorn, \\ohich later on came, under the
refining influence of Mosaic Yahwism, to be interpreted as satisfied by the
redemption of the first born of man by the sacrifice of an animal.
On the view that the history of Israel's religion in early times is the history of
a conflict between the high ethical Yahwism which was the outcome of the teaching of Moses, and a much cruder and more naturalistic form of Yahwism
practised by Israelite tribes which had never been in Egypt nor come under the
influence of the great teacher, cf. an article by the present editor entitled A
Theoryo.fthe Development o.f Israelite Religion in Early Times, .ITS., Apr. 1908,
pp. 321-352.
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during the idolatrous reaction under Manasseh in the seventh century
B.C., when it became the custom to sacrifice children as holocausts to
the god Molech ( cf. 2 Kgs. 21 6, Jer. 3 24, 7 31 , 19 4· 6, 32 35, Ezek. 16 20 -21 ,
23 37-39), *
The same abuse is stated by the Deuteronomi~ redactor of Kgs.
to have been practised in the reign of Al;i.az (2 Kgs. 16 3), and
during the closing days of the Northern Kingdom (2 Kgs. l 7 11 ) ; but
no allusion to such child-sacrifices is made by Isaiah in his prophecies
which seem to belong to Al;i.az's reign, nor by Amos and Hosea' in
their indictment of the sins of the Northern Kingdom ; and it seems
probable, therefore, that R O in Kgs. may be erroneously attributing the
corrupt practice of Manasseh's age to an earlier period. Ps. 106 31 f. is
not evidence that the custom was general throughout pre-monarchic
times ; but we may probably infer from Isa. 57 51· that the seventhcentury practice survived into post-exilic times amqng the degraded
remnant of the Judaean population which was left in Palestine during
the exile. 2 Kgs. 17 31 states that it was in vogue among a section of
the foreign settlers who were introduced into the Northern Kingdom
after the fall of Samaria.
The practice of the rite of child-sacrifice among the Cana' anites is
alluded to in Deut. 12 31, 18 9-10, and forbidden to Israel (cf. Lev. 18 21 ,
20 2 H).
Excavation has brought to light numerous examples of
the burial of infants of about a week old in jars in the vicinity of a
sanctuary.+ These are probably evidence for the practice of the
sacrifice of the first born am~ng the Cana' anites ; though it is only
rarely that the remains of the infants appear to have been subjected
to the action of fire. Another form of human sacrifice which has
been attested by excavation is the foundation-sacrifice, in which the
victim (infant or adult) has been buried (probably alive) in the foundations of a building. An instance of this form of sacrifice among the
Israelites is perhaps to be found in l Kgs. 16 34 ; but, if this be so, the
mere fact that the event is placed on record seems to indicate that it
was very unusual.
* The phrase which is often used in allusion to this form of sacrificett'~:l -i1:i:im, rendered by A. V., R. V., • cause to pass through the fire ' (sometimes -i1;:iyn simply)-has been otherwise explained as though it referred to some
rite of initiation. But the meaning of the expression is more probably ' make
over' (' cause to pass over') to the deity 'by fire' (cf. the use of the verb in
Ex. 13 12) ; and the fact that this really denotes a sacrifice in which the victim
was first slain and then burnt has been.strongly maintained by Mo. (EB. 3184)
by comparison of passages in which the phrase occurs with parallel passages in
which the reference to the slaughter of children is unambiguous. Cf. especially
Jer. 32 35 with 19 5.6; Ezek. 23 37-39 with 16 2<l f,
t Cf. Vincent, Canaan, pp. 188 ff.; Driver, Schweich Lectures, pp. 67 ff. ;
Stanley A. Cook, Religion of Ancient Palestine, pp. 38 ff.; Handcock, Archa:ology of the Holy Land, pp. 368 ff. On the foundation sacrifice generally, cf.
Trumbull, The Threshold Covenant, pp. 45 ff. A different theory as to the buried
infants has been offered by Frazer, Adonis, Attis, Osiris, pp. 82f.
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THE WOMEN'S FESTIVAL OF JUDGES, u. 40.
Whatever be the historical value of the story of the sacrifice of
Jephthal_i's daughter, it is probable that the festival which existed in
the narrator's time, and which he explained as commemorative of
this traditional event, really had its origin in a cultus which was
based upon mythology and not upon history. There is evidence for
the practice of a similar ceremonial in Syria in later times. The
worship of Kop'J, i.e. the heavenly virgin, by the inhabitants of
Shechem is attested by Epiphanius (Adv. haeres. iii. 2, 1055), who
supposed that the ceremonial sacrifice was connected with the commemoration of Jephthal;t's daughter. Porphyry (De Abstinentia, ii.
56) states that at Laodicea on the Syrian coast a virgin was in ancient
times offered to Athena, and that the ceremonial still survived, a stag
being substituted for the human sacrifice. Pausanias (III. xvi. 8)
identifies the goddess who was thus honoured with Artemis, whose
image, he tells us, had formerly stood at Brauron, but had been
presented to the Laodiceans by Seleucus. Robertson Smith (Religion
of the Semites, 2 p. 466) argues that the town of Laodicea was of much
greater antiquity than its re-christening by Se!eucus ; and that, if the
goddess in question had really been Greek, she would not have been
identified with Athena as well as with Artemis. His conclusion is
that she must originally have been a form of the native Syrian goddess' Ashtart (cf. also Frazer's note in his edition of Pausanias, vol. iii.
pp. 340 f.). The connexion of this sacrifice with the I phigenia-legend
(as recognized by Pausanias) is clear; especially with that form of
the legend in which a hind was substituted by Artemis as a sacrifice,
in place of the maiden. It is much more likely that the Greek legend
had its source in Western Asia (like many other elements of Greek
mythology), than, conversely, that the legend, and the rites in which
it was celebrated, penetrated from Greece into the Syrian littoral.
The resemblance between the stories of Iphigenia and Jephthal;t's
daughter has often been remarked : cf., e.g., the series of parallels
drawn by Capellus, Devoto Jephthae, § xii. (Annotata ad Libros Historicos V.T., Tom. ii. 1660, p. 2082). If this resemblance is more
than accidental, it goes far to anticipate the objection which might be
brought against the validity of the evidence which has already been
adduced for the existence in Syria of rites analogous to the women's
festival of J udg. 11 40, viz. that the former is very late in comparison
with the latter; since it is clear, from the early date at which the
legend of Iphigenia appears in Greek mythology, that, if at all
dependent upon Semitic cultus, it must testify to a cultus of very
considerable antiquity.
As to the original significance of this cultus we are altogether without definite evidence, and can only make conjecture. Mo. (p. 305)
·thinks that 'the annual lamentation of the women of Gilead for
J ephthal;t's daughter belongs to a class of ceremonies, the original
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significance of which, often disguised by the myth, is mourning for
the death of a god.' Jeremias (OTLAE. ii. pp. 168f.) would bring
the sacrifice into connexion with the Tammuz-Istar cult.
This latter cult appears to have been inherited by the Babylonians
from their Sumerian predecessors, and is consequently of very high
antiquity. It was borrowed from the Babylonians by the Phoenicians,
among whom Tammuz was venerated under the title Adon 'lord' ;
and from the Phoenicians the Tammuz-lstar myth spread westwards
into Greece, in the well-known form of the story of Adonis and
Aphrodite. We may gather from the O.T. some few traces of the
cult in Israel, where, as elsewhere, it seems pre-eminently to have
been practised among women.* Its central observance was ceremonial mourning for the death of the god, who typified the youthful
sun of springtime, or, according to a variant conception, the luxuriant
vegetation produced by this sun, which is cut off and destroyed by
the fierce heat of the sun of midsummer. This mourning took place
in the fourth month, which falls at or about the summer-solstice
(cf. OTLAE. i. pp. 96 ff.), and which bears the name of Tammuz in
the Babylonian (as in the later Jewish) calendar.+
The cult of !star, as the earth-goddess of fertility, stands in intimate
connexion with that of Tammuz. She appears variously as his virginmother, sister, wife, and lover. Sometimes, indeed, Tammuz seems
to have been regarded as feminine, and bore titles which properly
belong to the goddess.~ The conception seems to vary according as

* Ezek. 8 14 speaks of the women at Jerusalem weeping for Tammuz. In
Isa. 17 10 the phrase tl')Ol/) ll)t:)), which R. V. text translates ' pleasant plants,'
is more probably to be rendered, as in the marg., • plantings of Adonis' : cf. the
Greek 'Ailwv,ilos Kfj,ro,, i.e. pots or baskets containing quick-growing, and
quickly-fading, plants, which were dedicated to Aphrodite as emblems of her
lover's beauty and early death (cf. Plato, Phmdrus, 276 B; Theocritus, 15, n3).
Some would find a similar reference in the allusion to •gardens' in Isa. 1 29. 30.
In Dan. II 37 the phrase C 11!') r,ion • the desire (desired one) of women,'
which the context shows to be the title of a deity, probably refers to Tammuz
(cf. the commentaries of Bevan and Driver ad loc. ). The reference in Zech. 1211
to • the mourning of Hadad-Rimmon in the valley of Megiddo' is obscure, and
the grounds for associating it with the Tammuz-wailing are highly precarious;
while the supposition that an allusion to the ceremonial is to be found in • the
mourning for an only son ' Am. 8 10, and that the formula, of lamentation for the
dead mentioned in Jer. 2218, 34 5 are derived from the cult, is most improbable.
Cf. Baudissin, Adonis und Esmun, pp. 87-93.
:j: Succinct accounts of the Tammuz-myth and ritual in Babylonia are given by
Sayce, DB. iv. pp. 676 f. ; Cheyne, EB. 4893 f.; Zimmern, KA T. 3 pp. 397 f.;
Jastrow, RBBA. pp. 343-350, 37of. For greater detail, cf. Zimmern, Der babylonische Gott Tamiiz (Abhandl. der phil.-hist. Klasse der K. Sachs. Gesellsck.
der Wissensck. xxvii., 1909, pp. 701-738); Langdon, Tammuz and lsktar, 1914.
For the Phoenician form of the cult, cf. Baudissin, Adonis und Esmun, 19n.
For the cult in its wider developments, cf. Frazer, Adonis, Attis, Osiris3, 1914
(many very questionable assumptions).
§ Cf. Zimmern, Tamuzlieder, pp. 2n, 213; Der Bab. tlott Tam1iz, pp. 7 ff.;
Hommel, Grundriss, pp. 387 f., 395; Jastrow, op. cit. pp. 347 f.; Langdon,
op. cit. pp. 16 ff.
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[12. 8.

12,

8. RP And after him Ib~an of BethleJ:iem judged Israel.
9. And he had thirty sons, and thirty daughters he sent abroad,
and thirty daughters he brought in for his sons from abroad :
and he judged Israel seven years. 10. And Ib~an died, and
was buried in BethleJ:iem.
11. And after him Elon the Zebulonite judged Israel; and
he judged Israel ten years. 1 2. And Elon the Zebulonite died,
and was buried in Aijalon in the land of Zebulun.
!star is regarded as the spontaneously-productive virgin (or sexless)
Mother-Earth, or fertility is conceived as the result of union between
Spring-Sun and Earth. When the former conception held force,
Tammuz, as the emanation of Mother-Earth, might naturally be
regarded as virgin and feminine like herself.
The Greek myth of the abduction of Kore-Persephone (a vegetationgoddess) to the Underworld, and her return to the earth in the spring,
is ultimately of Babylonian origin. The relation between Demeter
( originally the Earth-goddess) and Kore (the spring-vegetation) represents one form of the Tammuz-lstar myth, just as the relation between
Aphrodite and Adonis represents another form. It is probable that
the yearly sinking of Kore (or the feminine Tammuz) to the Underworld may at one time have been marked (at least in Syria) by a
virgin-sacrifice, for which in later times another offering (e.g. a hind)
was substituted. We recall the fact already noticed that the sacrifice
of the Shechemites mentioned by Epiphanius, and connected by him
with the sacrifice of Jephthal)'s daughter, was made to Kore. The
emphasis on virginity belongs to the basic conception of the Earthmother herself as virgin or sexless. Cf. further, Addenda, pp. xvii ff.
Among the many virgin-sacrifices of early Greek mythology we
may compare that of Polyxena, who, as her name implies-'she of
the many guests'-is in origin a queen of the Underworld, the wife
of Polydector or Polydegmon (i.e. Hades, so-called as .,,.oX>..ovs 3,xoµ,,vos) : cf. Murray, The Rise of the Greek Epic, pp. 121 f.

12. 8-15. The 'Minor' Judges, Ibfan, Elon, and 'Abdon.
On the ' minor' Judges generally, cf. pp. 289 f.
8. Bethlel.zem. Jos. (v. vii. 13) takes this city to be Bethlel:iem of
Judah; and the same view is assumed by Rashi, Kimchi, and Levi benGershon, who preserve a tradition that Ib~an was the same as Boaz
the ancestor of David. There is, however, a northern Bethlel.lem
mentioned in Josh. 19 16 P which is probably the modern Bet Lal.Im,
seven miles west-north-west of Na?areth, and it is not unlikely that
this may be the city intended. Cf. p. 290.
12. was buried in Aijalon. Possibly the distinction drawn by £!ff
between the name of the judge and that of his city is merely artificial.

12. 13. 15.]
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13 .. And after him 'Abdon the son of Hillel the Pir'athonite
judged Israel. 14. And he had forty sons and thirty grandsons,
who rode upon seventy ass-colts: and he judged Israel eight
years. 15. And 'Abdon the son of Hillel the Pir'athonite died,
and was buried in Pir'athon in the land of Ephraim, in the hillcountry of the 'Amalelj:.ites.
0

reproduces both names as Ai>.."'P., i.e. 1\,1~; So N i:ildeke ( Untersuchungen zur Kritik des A. T., p. 184), Mo., La., Cooke.
(!!i

13. the Pir'athonite. Pir'athon corresponds philologically to the
modern Far'ata, six miles west-south-west of Shechem. The 4.>apalJ"'v
fortified by Bacchides (1 Mace. 9 50 ) appears to have lain further south.

15. in the land of Ephraim. Some (!Ii MSS. here read lv lJpu
Ecppaip. lv yiJ I•AAT/p., This is adopted by Mo. (SBOT.) who supposes
that ev yiJ I,'/1.'/I.T/p. = tl 1?P,I? l'°:!~f• i.e. the land of Sha'alim mentioned in
I Sain. 9 4• In support of this view he adduces the southern position of
Pir' athon, as inferred from I Mace. 960, and the fact that the name' Abdon
occurs in the genealogical lists in Benjamin; 1 Chr. 8 23, 8 30 = 9 36• That
I,X'/1.T/p. = tl 1~P,~ (in I Sam. 9 4, (!!iA :Eaa"/1.np., (!!iL ~,ya"/1.np.) is, however, a
bold assumption ; and, since' Abdon is not an uncommon name, there
is no reason for supposing that the Benjaminite 'Abdon of I Chr. must
be identical with the 'Abdon of the present passage.

in the hill-country of the 'Amale/fites.

13. 1-16. 31.

Cf. p. 132.

Samson.

Besides the Commentaries, etc., cited throughout the book, cf. B. Stade, Ri.
14, ZA T W. iv. (1884), pp. 250-256; W. Bohme, Die alteste Darstellung in
Richt. 6 11-24 und 13 2-24 und ihre Verwandtschaft mit der Jahveurkunde des
Pentateuch, ZATW. v. (1885), pp. 251-274; A. van Doominck, De Simsonsagen.
Kritische Studien over Richteren 14-16, Theo!. Tijdschrift, xxviii. (1894), pp.
14-32.
On the solar-mythological interpretation of the story, cf. (selected bibliography)
E. Meier, Geschichte der poetischen National-Literatur der Hebraer, 1856, pp.
97-108; G. Roskofl, Die Simsonsage nach ihrer Entstehung, Form und Bedeutung,
und der Heraclesmythus, 1860; H. Steinthal, The Legend of Samson (trans. of
an article in Zeitschrift fur Volkerpsychologie, 1862), in Appendix to J. Goldziher,
Mythology among the Hebrews, 1877; F. Baethgen, Beitrage zur semit. Religionsgesch., 1888, pp. 161-173; H. Stahn, Die Simsonsage, 1908; A. Smythe
Palmer, The Samson-saga, and its place in comparative Religion, 1913. *

This narrative introduces us to the period of the Philistine oppression, for the history of which the way has been prepared by the
account of Israel's apostasy in 10 6· 16 ; cf. the reference to the

* Meier and Roskoff are selected as good representatives of the earlier writers
on the subject, who were mainly concerned with drawing out the parallels
between the deeds of Samson and those of Herakles. Steinthal goes much
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Philistines in
.* It was this oppression which led ultimately to
the institution of the kingship in Israel ; and, so far as we can gather
from the oldest sources, the strong hand of the Philistines was not
relaxed to any appreciable extent until some amount of consolidation
had been achieved among the Israelites through the establishment of
the monarchy. The narrative thus occupies its right chronological
position in the Book of Judges, chs. 17-21 being of the nature of an
appendix (cf. Introd. p. xxxvii).
The Samson-narrative, though consisting of a number of semiindependent stories, shows no sign of compilation from parallel and
divergent sources; and the generally accepted view is that it has
been extracted in its entirety from one of the two main ancient
sources of Judg.t That this source was J can hardly be doubted.
Bohme has proved conclusively that eh. 13 must be derived from J.
He notes the striking resemblances which it exhibits to the Gide' onnarrative 6 11 · 24 J-the appearance of the Angel of Yahweh as the
bearer of specific injunctions ; the offering of a kid upon a rock-altar;
the miraculous disappearance of the supernatural visitor, whilst' the
heavenly fire consumes the offering; the terror of the human actors
on realization that they have seen a divine being, and their subsequent reassurance that Yahweh is well-disposed towards them.
Especially striking is the verbal identity between vv. 5 -7 and Gen. 16 11

v. 7

Jin the phrase

p ni,11 i1iM 1JM 'Behold, thou art with child, and shalt

bear a son,' and v. 1sa and Gen. 32 30 J 1oei, ,N~n m no, 'Wherefore,
now, askest thou concerning my name?' Other resemblances cited
by Bohme are, v. 6 1, i 1JM N, ioe, MNl 'and his name he told me
not,' and Gen. 32 30 J 10t:' NJ ni 1JM 'tell me, prithee, thy name ' ;
v. 10 iJnl )"iMl 'and she ran and told,' and Gen. 24 28, 29 12 J, where
the same two verbs are similarly coupled; the association of iMO
'hasten' and )"li 'run' in v. 10, as in Gen. 18 6-7, 24 20 J ; v. 11 1JN iON1l
further than his predecessors in elaborating the solar-mythological theory; and,
while laying himself open to grave criticism in many points of detail, he marks a
distinct stage in the serious treatment of the subject. A valuable criticism of
Steinthal is offered by Baethgen. Stahn is useful as giving a very full bibliography of earlier monographs, with brief summaries of the views of different
scholars. Smythe Palmer deals with the subject in a far more detailed and
systematic way than has been attempted by earlier scholars, bringing together a
large and varied mass of material in support of his thesis. The value of the book
would have been greatly enhanced if this material had been more critically sifted.
The book is weakest in its Semitic philology, suggestions of a transparently
fallacious character being too often accepted and built upon.
* On ro fl- 16 , as originally intended by the E narrator to introduce, not the
judgeship of Samson, but that of Samuel, cf. p. 294.
:): An attempt to prove compilation from the two main ancient sources of Judg.
has been made by E. von Ortenberg, Beil. z. Jahresber. d. Gymn. zu Verder1,
1887; but has not met with acceptance among scholars. The present editor has
not been able to obtain access to this publication,
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and he said, "I'" (i.e. 'I am he'), as in Gen. 27 24 J (elsewhere only
Kgs. 13 u; cf. ':J)l:it ir.lN'l 2 Sam. 2 20). In addition to these, we
may note as characteristic J phrases, i"1li1' 7N,r.i 'the Angel of
1

I

Yahweh,' vv.3,13.15.l6.I7. 18-20 -21 (on C'i"1,Ni"1 7N,r.:i vv.6 o cf. notes), N) m;,
'Behold, now,' v. 3 ; inl/ 'intreat,' v.s, •JiN ':J 'Oh, my lord' v. 8,
i"1T ;,r.:,, 'Wherefore' v. 18 ; c{;CH.J 4, 9, 48, 56b, 89b. Finally, the prolonged barrenness of the hero's mother is a trait which characterizes
the J narrative; cf. Gen. 11 30 (Sarai), Gen. 25 21 (Rebe¼:ah), Gen. 29 31
(Rachel), which are the only occurrences of the adjective i1iPl/
'barren' in narrative outside Judg. 13 2-3•
While, however, eh. 13 thus abounds with indications that it is
derived from J, the literary characteristics of J are absent from ehs.
14-16. These latter chapters are entirely sui generis, full of the rough
vigour and broad humour of the rustic story-teller,,but lacking the
literary grace and finish which distinguish the finer parts of J and E.
It is obvious, moreover, that the religious motive which colours the
narrative of eh. 13 is altogether absent from chs. 14-16. The birthnarrative prepares us for a Gide' on or a Samuel, keenly alive to the
fact that he holds a divine commission, and upheld in his performance of it by consciousness of the divine support. Samson, however,
proves to have no commission at all, and recognizes no higher guide
than his own wayward passions. Again, the fact can hardly be
denied that the story-cycle of chs. 14-16 contains a mythological
element which must be very primitive, and which is, in origin, far
removed from the Yahweh-religion of J (cf. Addit. note, p. 391).
Yet that eh. 13 was written to introduce the narrative of chs. 14-16 cannot be questioned. Had it originally prefaced a Samson-narrative more
in accordance with its own tone, we cannot imagine why this should
have been rejected by a later editor in favour of the present narrative.
Moreover, ehs. 14-16 are not entirely without points of connexion
with eh. 13. We notice 14 4a, the allusion to Yahweh's divine purpose
working unseen through Samson's wayward inclination; and 16 17•
'No razor bath come up upon my head, for a Nazirite of God have I
been from my mother's womb '-a statement which presupposes the
injunction of 13 5-7• These are passages which lie upon the surface
of the narrative, ·and are easily detachable from it without in any way
affecting its sequence. The inference which may be drawn is that
the J narrator made use of an ancient cycle of folk-tales which were
current in his day, incorporating them into his work practically
unaltered from their popular form, except for one or two touches such
as we find in the passages above noticed.
This is the view of van Doominck, who, however, is inclined to
assign to the later narrator not merely the passages above
mentioned, but also Samson's .last prayer to Yahweh 16 28,_.and the
three allusions to his feats of strength as inspired by ·the sudden
inrush of the spirit of Yahweh in 14 6 •19, 15 14 ; whereas on other
y
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occasions (e.g. 15 8, 16 9, al.) he appears to act without any such
mitiative. So drastic an elimination from the ancient folk-tales of
all allusions to Yahweh's influence on the hero (a proceeding which,
to be complete, should include I 5 18 ·19 in its present form) can hardly
be accepted. However much the stories may, in their origin, have
been coloured by the solar-mythological motive, it cannot be doubted
that this motive had long been forgotten by the time that the tales
were utilized by the J writer for his narrative : and, if this was so,
and Samson's feats had come to be related as the actual deeds of an
actual member of the tribe of Dan, it is natural that they should have
come to be explained, like other events of a phenomenal character,
as due to the active co-operation of the Spirit of Yahweh.* Such
a presentation marks a stage midway between the purely pagan (nonYahwistic) conception of the hero, and his adoption by the author of
eh. 13 as the commissioned agent of Yahweh, of which the most
salient feature is the interpretation of his long locks (originally in all
probability a solar trait; cf. Addit. note, p. 404) as the distinctive
badge of dedication to Yahweh, from his birth and even earlier, as
a Nazirite-a conception which it is difficult to regard as originally
inherent in the stories of ehs. 14-16 (cf. note on 13 5).
This view of the growth of the Samson-narrative is indicated in the
text by the marking of the old story-cycle as J1, and the later construction put upon it by the main J narrator (as embodied in eh. 13
and in the touches in ehs. 14-16 above noticed) as J". The next stage
was the full acceptance of Samson as a member of the series of
divinely commissioned Judges by R 1\ whose hand is seen in 13 5\ and
in this editor's ordinary formula ·of conclusion in 16 ,Ib_ The principal
editor of our Book of Judges, RE 2 (whose regular formula of introduction is seen in 13 1), appears to have laboured under a sense of the
moral unsuitability of the hero for inclusion in such a category ; and
thus to have made extensive excisions from the narrative, including
among them the account of Samson's death as a slave of the uncircumcised. Probably he would have been by no means averse from
excluding him altogether, but found his figure too firmly enshrined
in the popular imagination to allow of the practicability of so drastic
a proceeding. RE 2's revised account ended with eh. 15, as we may
see by the occurrence of the concluding formula as to the length of
the judgeship in 15 20, which is the formula of R 1E, adopted by R Ez
from 16 31 h when 16 1·3 Ia was cancelled.:): At a later time the excised

* As a matter of fact, 14 19• is probably to be regarded as a later addition to
the narrative (cf. note ad toe.), but not on the ground that it pictures Samson as
animated by the Spirit of Yahweh ; the particular phrase in which this is
described being probably copied from q 6, where it seems to be an integral part
of the narrative.
:t The considerations which may have influenced RE2 in his inclusions and
omissions from the story-cycle have been well indicated by Bu.:-' Down to the
close of eh. 15, Samson is the husband of one wife, and love to her, along with
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stories.were once more inserted, as we have them in eh. 16, doubtless
by the hand which restored the story of A.bimelech and the Appendix,
ehs. 17-21 (RP; cf. note on eh. 8 29· 32 ).
The Samson-narratives (i.e. the ancient story-cycle, ehs. 14-16)
stand alone in the O.T. as illustrations of a type of story emanating,
not from the literary circle of the prophets, but from the popular
traditions of the country-folk. As Bu. points out (DB. iv. p. 380 a),
'the ideal of the country-hero was exactly the same in Israel then as
it is at the present day. The lion of a village must be first in
success with the female sex, first in bodily strength, courage, and
fondness for brawling, and first in mother-wit.' As has been argued
elsewhere (c£ Addit. note, p. 391), the stories seem to exhibit stronglymarked traces of an ancient solar myth, the original significance of
which had doubtless been forgotten when it was <;1.rawn upon to
enrich the halo of the marvellous with which popular imagination
loved to surround the deeds of the tribal hero. When, however,
allowance has been made for this element in the narratives, there can
be no doubt that they possess unique value as illustrating the villagelife of the time, and the relations between Israelites and Philistines
living in the border-country. The two villages $or'ah and Eshta'ol, on
the edge of the Shephelah, appear as the homes of a small cluster of
Danite clans. The Danites must have been few in number; and it
is very probable that the migration of the main part of the tribe to
seek a new home in the extreme north (as related in eh. 18 2611·, Josh.
19 47 J) may already have taken place. In any case, the Danites of
the south were at this time confined within a very small district;
and, together with the neighbouring clans of Judah, were in subjection to the Philistines, and stood in wholesome dread of sharing the
responsibility of any action which might excite the animosity of their
masters (cf. 15 11 ).
The question must remain open whether any historical reality is to
be attached to the figure of Samson. It can hardly be denied that,
given the existence of a cycle of stories relating to a mythical solar
hero who had come to be popularly regarded as an historical
individual, we have sufficient substratum to account for the whole
Samson-tradition ; such elements in the story as are originally
unconnected with the solar myth belonging quite conceivably to the
local colouring which was the work of popular story-tellers. There
is, however, an abundance of analogy for the accretion of mythologilove to his native land is the motive of all his actions. But in ck. 16 he appears
as the slave of sensual passion, caught in the toils of a succession of paramours,
to the last of whom he even betrays the secret of the divine strength that
animated him. If this itself must have appeared to the mind of RD [our RE2J
quite unworthy of a God-called judge (cf. 2 16·18 '· ), his fate also was an unfitting
one, namely that he should end his life as prisoner and slave of the unbelievers'
(DB. iv. p. 378 b).
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cal tales round historical persons ; and the fact that this is so should
warn us against pronouncing· a categorical opinion that the figure of
Samson is wholly unhistorical.
Such a question is, however, of very slight importance. If we
could grant the historical character of the whole Samson-narrative,
Samson would still not be the initiator or furtherer of any movement,
religious or political, in the history of Israel which would invest his
figure with the slightest historical significance. The real value of the
narrative lies in its local setting, which bears intrinsic evidence of
being very true to life, and in its preservation of a mythical tradition,
akin to that of other Semitic races, of the existence of which in Israel
we should otherwise be ignorant.

13. 1. RE• And the children of Israel again did that which
was evil in the sight of Yahweh; and Yahweh gave them into
the hand of the Philistines forty years. 2. J2 And there was a
certain man of $or'ah, of the clan of the Danites, and his name
13. r. the Philistines. • On the origin of the Philistines, and their
settlement in Cana' an, cf. Introd. pp. xcii ff.
2. a certain man.
Heb. 'one man '-an indefinite use of ,~~
' one' which is usually somewhat characteristic of the North Palestinian dialect ; so in E in eh. 9 53 nnN ill::'N 'a certain woman.' For the
classified instances of inN in this sense, cf. NHTK. p. 209. This
small point cannot, however, weigh against the eviclence already
adduced (p. 336) in proof that our narrative belongs to J. The whole
phrasing of v. 2• closely resembles that of 11. 1 of I Sam. 1-a chapter
which, if reliance is to be placed upon striking parallels in diction
(cf. I Sam. I llb/l with v. 6•«, r Sam. 1 loa with v. 4•/l, I Sam. I 20a13.b«,
3 19•-b/l with v. 24 ), should belong to J rather than (as commonly
supposed) to E. The details added to thf narrative by Jos. (Ant.
v. viii. 2 f.) are apparently derived from his own imagination.
,$or'ah. The modern ~ar'ah, fourteen miles due east of Jerusalem
in the Shephelah, upon an elevation on the northern side of the wady
e~-~arar (the wady of Sore¼:; cf. 16 4), up which the railway from
Jaffa to Jerusalem now travels. Beth-she mesh, i.e. 'Temple of the
Sun,' the modern 'Ain-sems, stands on a corresponding eminence on
the opposite side of the wady, and its proximity may help to account
for the solar-mythological traits which the story of Samson seems to
exhibit (cf. Addit. note, p. 391). From the manner in which ~or'ah is
named with the neighbouring village Eshta'ol in v. 25, eh. 1631, 18Hll
as the home of the Danites, it would appear that they were at this
time ne~rly, if not wholly, confined to these two vilJages. The_ latter
village, if rightly identified with the modern 'Esua' (cf. v. 26 11,()M, is
Jes~ t~n two miles off further up the wady to the north-east. The
Danites must thus have been very few in number ; and it is to be
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was Manoa]:i ; and his wife was barren and had not borne.
3. And the Angel of Yahweh app\:!ared unto the woman, and
said unto her, ' Behold, now, thou art barren and hast not
borne ; Gl. but thou shalt conceive, and bear a son. 4. J2 Now,
noted that they are described, both in this narrative, and in eh. r 8 2· 11· 19,
as a clan (mispafza; sebhe/, 'tribe,' occurs, however, in 18 1.19. 30 ).
Their limitation to this small district on the edge of the hill-country
is explained in eh. r 34 ; cf. further note ad loc.
Manoafz. The manner in which the Manal).tites of $or'ah
('P71i'.1 'l;l~JWi'.1 lit. 'the $or'ite Manal).tites ') are mentioned in r Chr.
2 54 has suggested to many commentators that Manoal). may have
been the eponymous ancestor of the clan-division of the Danites inhabiting $or'ah. It seems, however, to be likely that the connexion
in form between Manoal). and Manal].tites is merely accidental ; the
Manal).tites being a Calibbite clan, a portion of which inhabited the
district of $or'ah in jJost-exilic times.* The Calibbites formed an
element of the mixed tribe of Judah (cf. note on eh. r 12) ; and we are
informed in Neh. rt 29 that $or'ah was one of the cities occupied by
the children of Judah after the Exile.
3. the Angel of Yahweh. Cf. eh. 2 1 note.
but thou shall conceive, etc. The words have the appearance of an

* The composite genealogy of the Calibbites in 1 Chr. 2 42·56 is very problematical; but it seems likely, as Benzinger and Curtis assume (commentaries
ad toe. ; cf. also EB. 630) that vv. 50•5• have to do with the post-exilic Calibbites,
who, owing to the occupation of their former territory by the Edomites, were
obliged after the Exile to settle further north. Thus we find part of the ManaJ;itites
at :;;or•ah (v. 54), and another part in the neighbourhood of ~iriath-je·arim (v. 52;
read 1J:l~~lfi'.1 for n~n~_'f)i'.1). These two divisions are traced respectively to
Salma and Shobal, who are said to have been 'sons,' i. e. clans of Caleb. These
ManaJ;itites can hardly be unconnected with ManaJ;iath, son of Shobal, who is
mentioned in Gen. 36 23 P ( cf. 1 Chr. 1 40 ) in the I:Iorite division of the Edomites.
Though ManoaJ;i is only mentioned by name in Judg. 13 and 16 3 1a, and not in
the old story-cycle of clzs. 14-16, the connexion of his name with Samson and
:;;or'ah must be of respectable antiquity (J2); and if he is really only the eponymous ancestor of the ManaJ;itites, we must assume that, after the migration of
the Danites to the north, the last remnant of the tribe soon disappeared from
:;;or'ah, and that the district was occupied by ManaJ;itites at so relatively early a
period that the J narrator, in writing his introduction to the Samson-stories,
erroneously supposed that this Calibbite clan was Danite in origin. This is most
improbable. The only remaining possibility seems to be the assumption that
the tribe of Dan owed its origin, wholly or in part, to a Calibbite or related
Edomite strain ; but, had this been so, should we not expect Dan to be connected by tradition with Le'ah (like Judah) or at least with her handmaid Zilpah,
rather than with Bilhah-a relationship which seems to imply early connexion
with the Joseph-tribes rather than with Judah?
The name ManoaJ;i is identical in form with the wady el-MunalJ which runs
into the wady :;;arar from the direction of Tibneh (Timnah); but this is perhaps
a mere coincidence.
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therefore, prithee, take heed, and drink neither wine nor strong
drink, and eat nothing unclean: 5. for, behold, thou art with
child, and shalt bear a son, and a razor shall not come up upon
his head; for the lad shall be a Nazirite of God from the womb:
awkward anticipation of the announcement of v. 5• They are probably a gloss (so Bu., Behme, etc.); and it seems likely that they
were absent from the archetype of eli". eJiB now represents them
by ,:al crv">..">..hµ.,f,r, vlov, i.e. ):I n•ii1l-probably an addition from another
translation ; contrast the rendering of n;n ,~n Ufov crv ,,, yaCTTpl
;X.,t, in vv. 2·7 (so Mo.).

5. and shalt bear. On the Heb. Participial form, here and in v. 7,
J:1iS;, cf. G-K. § Sod. It occurs again in the parallel passage
:

:

- :'

Gen. 16n.
a Nazi rite. Heb. niizzr means 'dedicated' or 'consecrated' to the
service of the Deity. The law regulating the Nazirite vow is given
in the Priestly Code, Num. 6 1· 21 ; but it relates to a vow taken for a
limited period only, and not to a lifelong vow like that imposed upon
Samson. According to Num. 6 the Nazirite is bound to observe
three rules : (1) he must abstain from wine and all other products of
the grape, including even the fresh and dried fruit; (2) he must
allow the hair of his head to grow, and must not touch it with a razor
so Jong as his vow lasts ; (3) he must not come near a dead body,
Jest he incur defilement ; no relaxation of the rule being allowed in
the case of the death of father, mother, brother, or sister (wife
and child are not mentioned). Failure to observe this rule, such as
might be incurred through a sudden and unexpected death in his
company, involved the abrogation of his vow. The hair of his head
-which was regarded as the outward symbol of his consecrationwas considered to be defiled, and he remained unclean until the
seventh day, when he shaved his head, and on the eighth day made
a specified offering. This being done, his head was once more consecrated by the priest, and he began again to perform the period of
his vow ; the days which had elapsed before his defilement being
considered to be forfeited. The completion of his vow without defilement was signalized by the shaving of his head and the burning of
the hair on the altar, with the offering of sacrifices and the observance
of due formalities. Such a temporary vow is illustrated by Acts 21 17 ff.;
and that vows of this kind were frequent in post-exilic times is indicated by such allusions as I Mace. 3 49, Jos., Ant. XIX. vi. I;
BJ. II. xv. I.
The literary setting of the law of Num. 6 is, of course, like the rest
of P, post-exilic; but there is no reason to doubt that in substance
the·law is ancient, like so many other Jaws which are codified in P.
We note the resemblance between the regulation laid on Samson's
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mother with regard to abstaining from all products of the vine (cf.
especially v. 14), and the regulation on this point as laid down in
Num. 6 3-4• Apart from Samson, the only allusion to Nazirites in
pre-exilic times is found in Am. 2 n.12, where they are coupled with
the Prophets and spoken of as raised up by Yahweh to their vocation
-the inference being that their vow was a lifelong one. This pas sage shows that the regulation of abstention from wine was fundamental; and this is a trait which connects the Nazirites with the
Rechabites (Jer. 35), with whom they were probably also associated
in enthusiasm for a purer and simpler form of Yahweh-worship (cf.
2 Kgs. 10 1511·), as opposed to the accretions (akin to Ba'al-worship)
which were the outcome of the settled life in Cana' an.* The fact that
I:Iannah, in dedicating her son to Yahweh all the days of his life,
vows that a razor shall not come up upon his head (cf. 1 Sam. 1 11
with Judg. 13 5) has been taken by many to imply that Samuel was
another instance of a lifelong N azirite ; and this inference is
strengthened if the addition of '1li in v. 11, ml olvov Kal µ,,0vap,a ov
1rl,ra,, be regarded as a genuine part of the original text ; but the probability is rather that the passage has undergone amplification 'with the
view of representing Samuel's dedication as more complete' (NHTS. 2
ad loc.). Samuel is called a Nazirite in Ecclus. 46 13 (Heb. text).
It is certainly a somewhat remarkable fact that, whereas such
references as we have to the Nazirite vow in pre-exilic times seem to
regard it as lifelong, the instances which occur in post-exilic times
are temporary merely; + but, in view of the scantiness of the evidence
which we possess, there is nothing in this to indicate that the two
forms of the vow were fundamentally different in conception,~ or did
not coexist throughout Israel's history.

*
!

Cf. the present editor in JTS. ix. (1908), pp. 330 f., 346 f.
The view that St. John the Baptist was a lifelong N azirite is plausible, but
lacks evidence for its confirmation. The description given by Hegesippus of St.
James the Just, the brother of our Lord, represents him as a lifelong ascetic,
and uses language which is certainly based on the 0. T. description of the
N azirite obligations :-Oiiros /le EK Ko,Xlas JJ,rJTpos avroii li1y,os :;;,. Ol,o, Ka!

,rtKepa OUK frLEP, ovoe l!µ,,Pvxo• l!<jwy,. ;Ei;vpov e,rl T7/V KE<j,aX-liv avroD OUK CJ,pf~rJ,
l!Xa,o, ouK iJXel,f;aro, Ka! ~a>.av,l<jJ ouK ixpfirraro. Cf. Eusebius, HE. ii. 23.

§ The most striking difference in the two forms of the vow-viz., that the
temporary vow found its culmination in the hair-offering, whereas in the lifelong
vow such an offering was an impossibility-is more apparent than real. The
conception involved in this form of offering appears to be that the hair, as a
living part of the human organism, represents the man's personality, which is
equally consecrated to the service of the Deity whether the hair is offered by fire
upon the altar at the conclusion of the vow, or remains inviolate upon the
Nazirite's head throughout his life. What is essential to the conception is that
the head of hair must not pass away from the sphere of consecration ai;,.d be
treated as something profane; and this is secured, in the temporary vow, by
ceremonial burning, and, in the lifelong vow, by the death of the Nazirite.
On the conception involved in the hair-offering, cf. Robertson Smith, Religion
of the Semites, 2 pp. 323 ff.
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The failure of Samson to conform to the regulations prescribed to
the Nazirite in Num. 6 has led to the assumption that in ancient
times there must have been an essential difference in the character of
the obligations imposed by the vow. Judging by the narrative of
Samson's life, the only obligation which he recognized was the wearing of his hair unshorn (16 17). He can scarcely be supposed to have
abstained from wine; for at his marriage-festival he gives a feast, the
Hebrew term for which (mi.ft,!, 14 10-12-17, from Jatha 'to drink') means
lit. a drinki,zf[-bout; and that this feast was of the character which its
name implies is expressly indicated by the statement that, in so doing,
he did as other young men were accustomed to do in like circumstances (14 10). It may be inferred also that his slaughter of the
Philistines would have involved him in defilement through contact
with the dead.* The conclusion of Cooke that 'there was nothing
ascetic about the N azirite in the early days,' and that 'abstinence from
wine did not become a mark of this type of devotee till a later time
(Am. 2 12),' does not, however, solve the difficulty. The Samsonnarrative as a whole is not self-consistent on this point. The birthnarrative, eh. 13, agrees well enough with Am. 2 11.1 2, and even with
Num. 6, but cannot be reconciled with chs. 14-16. The injunctiQn
laid upon Samson's mother to abstain from wine and strong drink
and from other products of the vine, and to avoid eating anything
unclean, so far from not being binding on the child (as Cooke
assumes t), is expressly based upon the fact that he is to be 'a

* The question has been raised by Gray (JTS. i. pp. 206 f.) whether Samuel, on
the assumption that he was a Nazirite, could have been bound by the regulations which forbade the drinking of wine and the touching of a dead body. He
'used to be present on festal occasions when it can scarcely be doubted that wine
was drunk, and we are never told that he himself abstained' ; and he ' hewed
Agag in pieces,· and so 'must have suffered pollution.' It is to be observed,
however, that on the three occasions on which Samuel is said to have presided at
a festival-meal(1 Sam. 9Ilff., II 14 r., 162ff.), the meal was in every case sacrificial,
and doubtless very different from Samson's rollicking 'drinking-bout.' If wine
was drunk at such sacrificial feasts, there is no reason why Samuel should not
have abstained. Was every Nazirite who was bound by the law of Num. 6
thereby debarred from taking part in such sacrificial meals during the period of
his vow, or throughout his life if he was a lifelong devotee?
The slaying of Agag was a solemn execution 'before Yahweh' ( 1 Sam. 15 33);
and it is at least an open question whether the slaughter of Yahweh's enemies
carried defilement like ordinary contact with the dead. When war was 'consecrated' (cf. Jer. 6 4 , Joel 3 9, l!I 4 9 ), i.e. a holy war proclaimed, were Yahweh's
'consecrated ones' ( Isa. 13 3), i. e. His warriors, who were under special regulations of purity and taboo (Deut. 23 10· 15, 2 Sam. II II), defiled by active participation in it? The Ark at any rate did not suffer pollution through going into battle
at the head of the army.
It may be admitted, however, that we have not the same ground for assuming the
prohibition of contact with th,:, dead to have been characteristic of the early form
of the Nazirite vow, as we have with regard to the prohibition of drinking wine.
'The restrictions are laid upon the mother; nothing is said about the child
observing them' (p. 132).

+
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and it is he that shall begin to save Israel from the hand of the
Philistines.' 6. J' And the woman came and told her husband,
saying, ' A man [ ] came unto me, and his appearance was like
the appearance of [ ] ra7 god, very awful ; and I asked him not
RJE

N azirite of God from the womb.' If; then, he is bound, through his
mother, by this obligation when still unborn, a fortiori its stringency
is not intended to be relaxed in his after-life. Yet not only, as we
have seen, does he apparently drink wine, but he also eats honey
which has been taken from the decomposed carcase of a lion ; and in
all this the narrator of chs. 14-16 evinces no consciousness that his
hero is infringing the terms of his vocation. The conclusion to which
we are led is that of Kue. (Religion of Israel, i. p. ·308) : 'Is it not
evident from this that Samson has been made a Nazirite, although,
with the exception of this one feature [his long locks], his whole
history is opposed to this conception?' The author of eh. 13 ( which,
as we have seen, is later than the stories of chs. 14-16 which it introduces) seems to have assumed that the long locks with which his hero
was endowed marked him as a Nazirite; and so in the birth-narrative
he represented him as such-this inference being the easier owing to
the fact that his supernatural strength was, according to the old tradition, bound up with the retention of his locks, just as a divine endowment might be granted to a Nazirite on the condition of the faithful
performance of the terms of his vow. The difficulty of accepting
Samson as a Nazirite is in itself a warrant for investigating the
claims of a different explanation of the meaning of his long hair
(c£ p. 404).
begin to save. In using this qualified phrase, RJE (cf. p. 338)
appears to be influenced partly by the difficulty of regarding Samson
as an effective 'judge' (saviour), and partly by the fact that his
history was to contain E's narrative of the signal deliverance under
the judgeship of Samuel (1 Sam. 7; cf. especially v. 13). Mo. explains
'begin to save' as meaning no more than 'be the first to save' (cf.
IO 18 'begin to fight,' also R 1E) ; but this is less likely.
6. a man.

Reading

W'~

simply, with Bu., No., Kit., Ehr. Cf. v. 10,

where the woman alludes. again to the visitor as 'the man.' 31:l
must be intended to mean 'a man of God' (an inspired

C'i11;,~i1 !!''~

C'i11;,~
W'~. (cf.
. ·.·:
4 9), the use of the Definite Article before

m~n,"''~r p;ophet); but this should naturally be
1

Sam.

2 27 ,

9 6,

2

Kgs.

11°,

C'i1'~ making the whole phrase definite-' the man of God,' as in v. 8
and very frequently elsewhere. It is probable that, as Bu. assumes,
C'n,~i1 has been carelessly added from v. 8•
a god. Reading C'i11;,~ with Bohme, Holzinger,
. ·::'

Bu., No., Kit .
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whence he was, and his name he told me not. 7. And he said
to me, "Behold thou art with child, and shalt bear a son; now,
therefore, drink neither wine nor strong drink, and eat not
anything unclean; for the lad shall be a Nazirite of God from
the womb unto the day of his death."'
8. And ManoaI:i intreated Yahweh, and said, 'Oh, Lord,
prithee let the man of God, whom thou didst send, come again
unto us, and teach us what we shall do to the child that shall
be born.' 9. And rvahweh 7 hearkened to the voice of ManoaI:i,
and the Angel of rvahweh 7 came again unto the woman, as she
was sitting in the field; and Manoal:i her husband was not with
her. 10. And the .woman made haste, and ran, and told her
husband, and said unto him, 'Behold the man hath appeared
unto me that came unto me the other day.' r r. And Manoal:i
arose, and went after his wife, and came unto the man, and said
to him, 'Art thou the man that spake unto the woman?' And
The sense intended seems to be' a supernatural being'; so probably
in v. 22• For this use of 'elohim, cf. r Sam. 28 13, where the witch of
'Endor, when she has called up the shade of Samuel (and also,
apparently, attendant spirits; cf. NHTS. 2 ad Zoe.), says, 'I see
'elohim (supernatural beings) coming up from the earth.' 1!l
tl'i1~Ni1
'ljNSr.i
'like the Angel of God' ; but the regular expression
•
•:; T
- ; -

elsewhere in the narrative (vv. 3· 13· 10·16·17· 18·20•21 ; on v. 9, cf. note) is 'the
Angel of Yahweh'; and it appears to be not till v. 21 that ManoaI:i
and his wife even suspect the real character of their visitor (v. 16b; cf.
also eh. 6 22 ).
9. And Yahweh . .. and the Angel of Yahweh.

Reading

m;,, in

both cases for tl'i1,Ni1; in the first case with JL\ l:T, S:\", and in the
second with JL\ ,$P. As Mo. remarks, the substitution of tl 1 i1,Ni1 in

1!l may have been accidentally due to the proximity of tl'i1,Ni1 C''N
in v. 8
10.

the other day.

Heb. ci•~, lit.' on the day,' i.e. the day which

was noteworthy on account of the event with which it was connected.*

*

The use of the Definite Article is somewhat similar in the phrase
(1 Sam. 1 4 , 14 1 , 2 Kgs. 4 8· 11 ·18, Job 1 6 .13, 2lt), where English
idiom renders 'And there came a day when, etc.,' but which literallv means
'And the day was, etc.,' day being defined on account of the events (to be
related) which happened on it. Cf. the discussion in NHTS.2 p. 6.

'Jl Ol'il 'il'l
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he said, 'I am.' 12. And Manoal)- said, 'Now, if thy wordrl
come to pass, what shall be the rule for the lad and his
work?' 13. And the Angel of Yahweh said unto Manoal)-, 'Of
all that I said unto the woman let her take heed. 14. Of all
that cometh of the grape-vine she shall not eat, and wine and
strong drink let her not drink, and anything unclean let her not
eat: all that I have commanded her let her observe.' 15. And
Manoal)- said unto the Angel of Yahweh, 'Prithee let us detain
thee, and make ready before thee a kid of the goats.' 16. And
the Angel of Yahweh said unto Manoal)-, 'Though thou detain
12. Now, if, etc. The 'if' is not expressed in Heb., the two clauses
being placed side by side so as to form a virtual hypothetical sentence
- ' Now, let thy word come to pass, what shall be, etc.,' implies
'Assuming that thy word, etc.' Cf. eh. 6 13, lit. 'And is Yahweh
with us, why, then, etc.,' i.e. 'If Yahweh is, etc.': Driver, Tenses,
~ 149. Perles (Analekten, p. 35) and La. propose to emend n:11 for
I"

i1J;ll/-' At the #me when thy word cometh true, what shall be, etc.'
(cf. Ps.

105 19 ;,~,-~;::,.
T

:

nlJ·ilJ 'Until the time when his word came
.,

-

to pass') ; but the change is no improvement.
thy word. Reading sing. '97?,1 with many MSS. and eli, e., 3L\

'.ff,

,SP,

in place of Jt! plur.

11::91.

the rule for the lad. Heb. ,p~;:i ti~~7?- Heb. misjJii! is here used
in its common sense of ordinance or rule of life. That this should be
the sense intended seems to be demanded by the Angel's answer,
which repeats the injunctions laid upon the woman. So R.V. marg.
'ordering.' R.V. text, 'What shall be the manner of the child?'
interprets misjJii! in the sense which it seems to possess only elsewhere in 2 Kgs. 1 7, 'What is the manner of the man that came up
to meet you?' i.e. 'How would you describe him?' Apart, however,
from the exceptional character of this use of mispii/ as the summary
of dt"stinct£ve characteris#cs, such a sense is less suitable to the context than that which we have adopted.
1 5. make ready before thee. As Mo. observes, the expression is a
pregnant one, equivalent to 'make ready and set before thee.' La.

assumes that 71J£l? 'before thee' implies something further, and so
follows St. Augustine in supposing that ManoaJ:i is contemplating a
sacrificial meal, which the Angel rejects in favour of a holocaust ;
but this view is expressly precluded by v.!6b, where we are told that
ManoaJ:i was unaware of the extraordinary character of his guest.
16. Though thou detain me, etc.

The

J

narratives Gen. 18 1ff.,
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me, I will not eat of thy bread ; but if thou wilt prepare a burnt
offering, to Yahweh shalt thou offer it.' For ManoaI:i knew not
that he was the Angel of Yahweh. 1 7. And Manoal:i said unto
the Angel of Yahweh, 'What is thy name? When thy wordfl

Judg. 6 11 ·24, which have strong points of resemblance to our narrative, differ somewhat as regards the guest's reception of the offer of
hospitality. In Gen. 18 the supernatural visitors accept the offer and
partake of the meal. In Judg. 6 the Angel of Yahweh, after assenting
to Gide'on's proposal, converts the meal into a sacrifice. Here he
refuses the meal, but suggests instead the offering of a sacrifice to
Yahweh. The three narratives thus seem to mark an advance from
a very primitive stage in which Yahweh Himself (cf. Gen. 18 1-13*) is
thought to visit men and accept their hospitality, to later modification
of the naivete of the conception by substitution of the Angel of
Yahweh for Yahweh Himself (c£ note on eh. 2 1 at end), and
conversion of the meal into a sacrifice offered to Yahweh, who
seems in the present passage to be definitely distinguished from
His Angel.
17. What is thy name? . Heh. '9,B~ '7;1, lit. 'Who is thy name?'
-perhaps through a sub-consciousness of the equivalence of the
question to 'Who art thou?' Elsewhere (Gen. 32 28 , Ex. 3 13 ) ;,,:,
is used; and it is possible that i1 and \ which are very similar in
the old character, may have been confused in our passage.
when thy word . .. honour. Heb. '9~)7~?) '9;~'"[ Ni~!"'~. eJiAL,
F, .s•, R.V. 'that when thy words come to pass we may do thee
honour'; and this rendering is adopted by commentators generally
without remark upon the difficulty of justifying it syntactically. The
opening 'that' apparently represents the l of 1lJi~.:i, (so Ros. renders
'si eveniat quod praedixeris, ut honoremus te '), and this would have
been the natural interpretation if the order of the sentence had been
,.,~, ~~ 1 •.:, 1l)1~.:i, 'that we may do thee honour when thy word
cometh to pass' ; but it is more than doubtful whether such a rendering can be extracted from the sentence in its present order. It is
perhaps just possible to render •.:, 'for' and treat what follows as a
virtual hypothetical (c£ note on v. 12, ' Now, if, etc.')-' for, let thy
word come to pass, and we will, etc.' (c£ t!l:), i.e. 'for, when (or if)
thy word . . . we will, etc.'; c£ v. 12 note. On the whole, however,
the rendering adopted above (so Stu.) is the most natural one.
thy word. Reading sing. 1-,~, with. I{•d, many MSS. of 1!!, and
: IT;

eJi, F, ,ss•, in place of Kt. ,,.,~,.
* The confusion in this narrative between the sing. 'Yahweh' (vv, !a.3.!0a.J3.l7.20.22b.ff.)
and the plur. • three men' (vv,2,4,5.8.9a.J6.22a) is very obscure. Cf., however, the
interesting remarks of Skinner, ICC. pp. 302 f.

is.

1S. 19.)
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cometh to pass we will do thee honour.' 18. And the Angel of
Yahweh said to him, 'Wherefore, now, askest thou concerning
my name, set;ing that it is wonderful?' 19. And Manoal:i
took the kid of the goats, Gl. with the meal-offering, J' and
offered it up upon the rock to Yahweh.(J
20. And, when
18. wondeiful. The adj. pil'i occurs only once again in the fem.
Pil'iyya Ps. 139 6,* which illustrates the meaning in the present

passage:' Such knowledge is too wondeiful for me ;
Too high, I cannot attain unto it.'
The root-meaning is separate from the ordinary, and so surpassing
it. For the verbal form in the Niph'al with the, sense surpassing
understanding, c£ Ps. 1311, Prov. 301s, Job 423.
19. with the meal-o.ffering. This use of minfia, which in pre-exilic
literature is the ordinary term for ojfering generally, in the specific
sense of meal-offering, is late, and characterizes the ritual of the
Priestly Code. Bohme is therefore probably correct in regarding the
reference here and in v. 23 as a late addition made for the sake of
liturgical correctness.
and o.ffered it up, etc. Manoa}:l, we must assume, kindles his sacrifice in the ordinary way. Contrast 6 21 • The narrative of Jos. (Ant.
v. viii. 3) is here strongly coloured by recollection of eh. 6 18· 21 •
Manoa}:l regards the offering not as a sacrifice but as a mark of
hospitality. It is the Angel who commands him to place 'the loaves
and flesh, without the vessels,' on the rock, and who by touching it
with the end of his rod converts it into a burnt-offering, then disappearing in the smoke of the sacrifice.
upon the mck. The reference seems to be to a rock-altar: cf. note
on eh. 6 20• Such a primitive rock-altar exists at the present day in the
neighbourhood of $ar'ah: cf. Kittel, Studien zur hebrdischen Archiiologie und Religionsgesckichte (1908), pp. 97-158 (with two plans);
Uber primitive Felsaltiire in Paliistt"na, pp. 243-255 of Hilprecht
Anniversary Tlolume (with photographs).
At the end of the verse 1!! adds, 01~1, ir-il:i~l nilO~ nit:!111, ~,E)o~
•

:

• :

-

T

-: -

•

:

-

'

i.e. 'and doing wondrously, and Manoa}:l and his wife were looking
on.' Here the Participle ~,Elo is without a subj., and cannot have
thus stood originally. '1!i-AL al. Tc;i 0aup.aura 1ro1ovvn (in apposition to
preceding T<j> Kvpi'f' ), '.ET '(Domino,) qui fecit mirabilia,' presuppose

* In these passages Kt. should be vocalized

1,e n~1,e
' I'•''

T

.

O

;

•
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20.

the flame went up from off the altar towards heaven, the
Angel of Yahweh went up in the flame of the altar: and Manoaq
and his wife were looking on, and they fell on their faces to the
ground.
21. And the Angel of Yahweh appeared no more
unto Manoaq and his wife. Then Manoaq knew that it was the
Angel of Yahweh. 22. And Manoaq said unto his wife, 'We
shall surely die, for it is a god that we have seen.' 23. And his

nib.l:S
-:-

1h£i~i1 'who doeth (or who did)· wondrously,' and this is

. : --

adopted by Mo., La., Kent.

Maurer (quoted by Stu.), Oet. suggest

'Jl NSElti N~ill 'He (Yahweh) doing wondrously'; but, as Stu .

.:-

:

remarks, it is awkward to have two circumstantial clauses (this and
the following 'Jl MDtll) thus side by side. Oet. gives as an alternative
'Jl NSEl,l 'and he did wondrously'; cf. eli" i:a1 l11£xoop1cr£v 1ro,ijcra1.
Houbi~nt supplies a subj. 'Jl NSElti illil'l 'and Yahweh did wondrously.' R. V. 'and the angel did wondrously' could only be justified by the insertion of a subj. Nlil or 1NStin. Kit. supposes that the
words are misplaced, and should properly follow v. 2oa_, and the Angel
of Yahweh ascended in the flame of the altar in a most wondetjul
way.' It is, however, very superfluous to state at this point that the
Angel's action was extraordinary.
It can hardly be doubted that' the difficult words are really a
marginal explanation-'doing wondrously'-of the rare adj. pil'i
'wonderful' in v. 18 (jJil'i, lit. 'extraordinary' is explained by the
cognate verb majJhlf, 'making extraordinary as regards doing,' i.e.
acting in an extraordinary way). This has crept into the text in the
wrong place, together with erroneous repetition of the words 'and
ManoaJ:i and his wife were looking on' from v. 20 • So Ber., Bohme,
Oort, Bu.
20.

the altar. I.e. 'the rock' of v. 19 , which was evidently an ancient

place of sacrifice (cf. the use of the verb S1111 'and he offered it up'),
and, as such, may be appropriately described by the term IJ~\r,,.
There is no reason for suspecting the originality of tli.e verse (Stu.),
or for supposing that 'the altar' has been substituted for 'the rock'
by a later hand (Bohme).
went up, etc. The description is more specific than that of 6 21 ,
where the Angel merely vanishes from Gide'on's sight.
We shall surely die. Cf. 6 22 note.
for it is a god, etc. The order of the Heb., ~)'Ni
C'1"l~N
11)
• T
•
•:;
• )
is very emphatic. R.V. renders 'elohtm 'God'; but had this been
intended we should have expected ManoaJ:i to have used the name
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wife said to him, ' If Yahweh had been pleased to kill us, he
would not have received at our hand a burnt offering GI. and
meal-offering, J' and would not rhave instructed us 1 [] r thus1.' []
Yahweh, and not 'elohim: cf. the verse following.
which 'elohzm is probably used, cf. note on v.6.

On the sense in

23. and would not have instructed us thus. Reading

n~ff

~Y;ii1 ~~1

rnJ

in place of 1t/ nNbT T1•0t!ii1
N~ n11:J,
i1~N-,::i-nN
~)Nii1
N~' 'neither
:•
••T;
•••"
T
•:
7;•:;
would he have shewed us all these things, nor would he at this time
have told us such a thing as this.' The difficulty of Jt!'s text is twofold. ( 1) The expression nl):l 'at this time' (omitted in some <!li
MSS., JL, J:T) is very rare, occurring again only in eh. 21 22, Num. 23 23 ,
in both of which passages it causes some little , difficulty and its
originality is questioned. Granted that it means 'at this time' or
'just now,' its position in the sentence is strange, since, referring as
it does very strikingly to m110C1i1 N,, and not to the preceding

N,, . . .

npS N', 'it seems to oppose the hearing, as recent,
to the seeing and the sacrifice' (Mo.). Mo.'s suggested emendation
i1l'lll 1:,i 'for now,' is unsuitable apart from omission of all that prec:des from np, N' to i1,N and the reading of )"!:lM N, for )"!:lM ,,_
'Yahweh is not pleased to kill us; for now he would not have told
us,' etc.
(2) If ')' ,)Nii1 ~,', 'neither would he have shewed us all these
things,' refers to the sights which they had just witnessed, i.e. the
appearance of the Angel and his subsequent proceedings, since it was
on account of this appearance that Manoal). supposed that Yahweh
would slay them, it is obvious that it could not be adduced as a reason
why He would not slay them. If, on the other hand, the verb
' shewed' refers to the information with regard to the birth of the
child and his future, it is superfluous by the side of n~t:l ''l-''OC'i1
'he would not have told us, etc.,' since it says the same thing with
but slight variation.
Q!iA\ JL, 56h render m(ii1
by KU! OiJK &v lcfioon<TEV i,µ,as, which
'and would not have instructed us' ;
points to an original ~)iii1
')Nii1

N'

T

tt,,
N~,
!

8
cf. their rendering of ~)ii''
.. : v. by Kal <pwn<TaTw i,µ,iis.*

,,,,;,
N' and
postulate the
n~t:l ,,,m

The fact that

N'

are synonymous expressions seems to
existence of a doublet. We assume, then, that
was the original reading (cf. ,,,,,, v. 8), and

,)l,11 0i!'i1

N,,

* The rendering is probably due (as Mo., SBOT., observes) to false etymological association of i1i'i1 with i,N. The verb is similarly rendered in 2 Kgs.
12 2, 17 27,28.
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24. And the woman bare a son, and called his name Samson :
and the lad grew up, and Yahweh blessed him. 25. And the

n~r.:,

1~.ll•~t:!'M !:(~, a marginal variant or explanatory gloss, was
subsequently introduced into the text. Later stages of corruption
are represented by the alteration of 1~i1M to ,~~iM (thus making
reference to seeing and hearing in place of the double reference to
hearing), the glossing of the first nl:(7.:, by
nl:(, and its subsequent alteration to n.11.::i, and then to n.11.::,1 when taken to refer to
the words which follow it. The conclusions of Mo. (SBOT.) and
La. are similar.

n,~ ,.:i

24. Samson. ffl Simson. The a-vowel of the English form, which
is found in (!Ii :i:aµ,,J,wv, '.ET 'Samson,' represents the primitive vocalization.* Cf. the name Samsanu cited by Hilprecht, Business Documents of Murdshu Sons of NijJjJur, pp. 27, 70.
The connexion of the name with Simes 'sun' may be considered
certain, and no other proposed explanation is at all plausible t ; but
the precise meaning borne by the name is wholly vague. The view
that it is a diminutive form-'little sun'-is not very probable, the
only analogous formation that can be cited being '£son 'pupil of the
eye'-apparently 'little man' (reflected in pupil)-formed from 'is
'man' : cf._ G-K. § 86 g. More plausible is the suggestion that the
termination makes the form adjectival ; cf. f<adhmon 'eastern' ; from
~edhem 'east' : G-K § 86 f
Samson might then mean 'solar one,'
just as in•-:,; 'Jericho' very possibly means 'lunar' (sc. city)§; but the

precise significance of such a title-whether 'sun-like,' 'solar hero,'
or 'protege of the sun-god '-is obscure. The proximity of Bethshemesh 'Temple of the Sun' to Samson's birthplace (cf. note on
':;;or'ah,' v. 2) suggests the likelihood that the hero's name was, in
origin, honorific of the sun-god. It is possible, indeed, that the name
may be hypocoristic for a fuller Samsi-el, 'Samas is God'; cf. 'Abdon,
eh. 12 13·1•, al., by the side of 'Abdi-el, 'Servant of God,' 1 Chr. 5 15.
Similar South Palestinian names are Sheshai and Shavsha (cf. p. 10),
and possibly Shimshai of Ezr. 4 8.9.I7.2s.

* Cf.

note on baggabborfin, pp. 168 f.

+The statement of Jos. (Ant. v. viii. 4), Ka.I -yev6µ.evov TO 1ra.1iliov ~a.µ,if,wva.
Ka.Xov,nv, luxvpov il'd.1rourJµ,a.lvn TD 6voµ,a., is probably guesswork, it being unlikely
that he connected it with .fainen (Meier) in the sense 'robust': cf. ck. 3 29,
Ewald (HI. ii. p. 396) suggests derivation from New Heb. fiinines, Aram.
sammef' to serve,' in the sense ' servant' of God, i.e. N azirite. Other viewse.g. that the name stands for Sainsom, a reduplicated form from sainifin, in the
sense ' devastator' (cf. Ber.) ; or that it is to be explained from Ar. JainJain,
'vir fortis et audax' (Golius quoted by Ros.)--are philologically impossible.
§ That the denominative termination -6, as seen in 1n•i', is probably an
abbreviation of -on, is suggested by the parallel forms lkfegidd6, lkfegiddon, an<l
the adjectival forms Shtlonl from Shilo, GU6n£ from Gi/6 : cf. Stade, Lekrbuck
der keb. Gramm.,§ 296 e.
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spirit of Yahweh began to impel him in Ma]:ianeh-Dan, between
$or'ah and Eshta'ol.
2 5. to impel him.
I.e. to stir him up by a sudden access of frenzy
in which he was moved to put forth his supernatural strength.
The Heb. verb pa'am is used elsewhere of the disquieting of the
human spirit through anxiety or perplexity; Gen. 41 8, Dan. 2 1·3,
Ps. 77 4 ( ~ 5)t.
Mal;taneh-Dan. Possibly a hamlet dependent upon $or'ah which
was the home of Manoal). ; since the same definition of locality' between $or'ah and Eshta'ol'-is used in 16 31 of the site of the familysepulchre. The name, which means 'the camp of Dan,' is explained
in eh. 18 12 as owing its origin to an encampment of the Danites to
the west of ~iriath-Je'arim, when they were on the march from
$or'ah and Eshta'ol to seek a new home in the ·north. l):iriathJ e'arim, if rightly identified with }$:uryet el-'Enab, is nearly eight miles
east-north-east of $or'ah. The existence in close proximity of two
places bearing the same name Mal).aneh-Dan is very improbable;
and since the connexion in which the name occurs in 18 12 favours
its originality in that passage, it is very possible that it may be an
erroneous insertion in the present context. S. A. Cook's proposal
(EB. 2904 ; Notes on 0. T. History, p. 88) to emend Manal).athDan in both places, and to find allusion to the two divisions of the
Manal).tites, one in connexion with l):iriath-Je'arim (1 Chr. 2 52 ) and
the other at $or'ah (r Chr. 2 54 ), is ingenious but not convincing. As
we have noticed above (footnote, p. 341), the Manal).tites seem to
have been post-exilic Calibbite settlers in these districts, and to have
had no connexion with the tribe of Dan.
Eshta'ol. Commonly identified with the modern 'Esua', not much
more than a mile and a half to the north-east of $or'ah ; cf. note on
$or'ah, v. 2• On the rare (in Heb.) Iphte'al form of the name, which is
possibly to be derived from the verb sa'al 'ask' in the sense 'ask for oneself,' and so may mean 'place of consulting the oracle' (the site of an
ancient sanctuary), cf. the present editor's note inJTS. xiii. ( 1911 ), p. 83.

14. Doorn. and Sta. (followed by Mo., Bu., and most recent commentators) have rightly perceived that the narrative of this chapter
has been extensively worked over, for the purpose of representing
Samson, so far as was possible, in the light of a dutiful son. As the
story stands, it seems as though Samson's parents, though at first
strongly opposed to his wish to marry a Philistine maiden (v. 3), finally
acquiesce and accompany him to Timnah in order to forward his
plans (vv, 5 -lO). There are, however, very obvious difficulties in the
way of accepting such a situation. In v. 5, though Samson is accompanied by his parents, it is he alone who is confronted by the lion ;
and, when he has slain it, his parents are unaware of the fact (v. 6b).
We can only infer that he must have outstripped his parents on'.the

z
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way (Kimchi), or turned aside along a bypath in the vineyards; yet
of this there is no hint in the narrative. In vv.7· 8 the parents disappear altogether; and it is Samson alone who interviews the woman
a,nd arranges the preliminaries of the wedding, returning after a time
to carry it through. In v. 1oa the father appears in a belated way;
but it is Samson who makes the marriage-feast (v. 10b), and acts
throughout on his own responsibility.
The account of the journeys to and from Timnah is also, as the
narrative stands, very confused. After the first visit in company with
his father and mother, the return to $or'ah is assumed but not
mentioned; and v. 8 narrates a second visit to Timnah of Samson by
himself in order to get married (i1nnj:l,). On the way down he visits
the carcase of the lion and discovers the honey; some of which he
gives to his father and his mother. Yet we cannot suppose that he
had returned to $or'ah prior to the actual marriage-festival (vv. 10ff.),
since it was for the sake of this that he went to Timnah, as recorded
in 11. 8 ; nor can we assume that his parents accompanied him again in
v.8, and that he gave them the honey on the way down or at Timnah,
since it is not till v. 10 that his father comes down (from $or'ah).
The narrative at once becomes clear if, with Doorn. and Sta., we
omit 1~t0 11:i~, and read the sing. ~:111 in v. 5 ; omit v. 6b i')i1 ~,,
to i1t:'l/; omit nnnj:l, v. 8 ; read llt:'~t:' in place of li1':l~ in v. 10•, and
omit the name in v. 10b. In fai::e of his parents' opposition to the
match, Samson goes alone to Timnah, and returns after a few days
to his parents' house at $or'ah (v. 8), bringing them some of the honey
which he has discovered on his journey home. The simple removal
of nnnj:l, 'to marry her' in v. 8 at once solves the difficulty noted
above as to the journeys to and fro, by allowing the obvious inference
that it was on his return to ,<;or'ah that he found the honey, and not,
as the interpolator imagined, on going a second time to Timnah,
after a return home unrecorded. He would naturally inspect the
lion's carcase on the earliest opportunity. His second visit to
Timnah, in order to celebrate his marriage, is recorded in v. 10,
which originally ran 'And Samson went down unto the woman, and
he made there a feast, etc.'
There is another point which confirms this view of affairs. From
Samson's request to his parents in v. 2 it is clear that he originally
contemplated a marriage of the ordinary kind, when his father would
have interviewed the father of the maiden and arranged the mohar
(purchase-price), and the bride would have been brought back to the
bridegroo!D's house at $or'ah, where the feast would have been held.
In this case the bridegroom's 'companions' who assisted at the
function would have been young men from his own clan. According
to v. 11 , however, these 'companions' are not Danites but Philistines;
the feast, though provided by Samson, takes place not at $or'ah but
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at Timnah ; and it is there, evidently, that the marriage would have
been consummated (v.!S, reading il"l1Mi1 • cf. note) if Samson had
•

T

:

-

-

J

not left in a rage after the unfair discovery of his riddle. This is still
further borne out by eh. 15 1, where, on regaining his good temper, he
returns to Timnah with a present for his bride, an~ expects to enjoy
the rights of marriage at her father's house. It is evident, therefore,
that after failing to persuade his parents to agree to such a marriage
as he had at first contemplated, he arranges, without their consent, a
marriage of the 1adif;;a type (cf. eh. 8 31 note), in which the custom was
that the bride remained with her own people, the children of the
marriage belonging to the mother's, and not to the father's clan, and
the matriage-contract being frequently for a limited period merely.
This explains the fact that the bridegroom's ' companions ' of v. 11
are Philistines and not Danites. The only difficulty, as this verse
stands, is that they are selected, not by Samson,, but by persons
undefined who seem to have thought it wise to have a strong body of
Philistines on the spot on account of the formidable appearance of
the bridegroom. Here the fact that the narrative has been worked
over is transpar~ntly evident. Probably the verse originally ran,
'And he (i.e. Samson) took thirty companions, and they remained
with him' ; but the policy of representing Samson's conduct in the
best possible light, which seems to have dominated the reviser of
the narrative, has led to alteration of the text-instead of Samson
himself choosing his marriage-companions from among the uncircumcised, they were forced upon him ; and a reason for this has to be
invented and supplied.
As to when the narrative was thus extensively glossed we have no
means of determining. Probably the additions were made in late
post-exilic times (so Mo., SBOT.), though this is by no means
certain. They are marked in the text by the symbol Gl., 1:e. 'Gloss.'
Further interpolations (vv. 14 l.19 ) are noticed in their place.

14.

1.

J1 And Samson went down to Timnah, and saw a

r. Timnah. The form i1n)t.:IM Timnatha with Accusative termination, which is natural in vv. Ia.5a where direction towards is implied
(i1 locative ; cf. Gen. 38 12.1 3.u), is used without this implication in
vv. 1b· 2-5\ Josh. 19 43 ; c£ note on Jaha~, eh. II 20• i1~t.:ln Timnah
occurs in Josh. 15 10-57, 2 Chr. 28 18• Timnah is the modern Tibneh,
in the Shephelah, some four miles south-west of $or'ah. The elevation of $or'ah is r 171 feet above the Mediterranean, while that of
Timnah is Soo feet ; hence the use of the verb 'went down' here and
in vv. 5.uo, and conversely 'went up,' vv. ~- 19, of the homeward journey.
Timnah, which is here a Philistine city, is assigned to Dan in
Josh. 19 43 P; while in Josh. 15 10 Pit appears as a border-city of
Judah. 2 Chr. 28 18 mentions a Philistine raid on the Shephelah and
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2.

3.

woman in Timnah of the daughters of the Philistines. 2. And
he went up, and told his father and his mother, ~nd said, 'I
have seen a_ woman in Timnah of the daughters of the Philistines: now, therefore, get her for me to wife.' 3. And his father
GI. and his moth.er J' said to him, 'Is there not a woman among
the daughters of thy brethren, or among all my folk, that thou
art going to take a wife of the uncircumcised Philistines?' And
the .Negeb in the reign of Al)az, when Timnah and neighbouring
cities were captured from Judah.
a woman. Bu. comments on the uncommon use of z'Ifa here and in
vv. 2a. 7.rn instead of na'•ra 'maiden,' the ordinary term for an unmarried
girl. He suggests that the 'woman' may have been a widow or
divorced wife, or else that the term may be used with a shade of
contempt. The latter suggestion is the more probable ; cf. the application of the term to Delilah in eh. 16 4.
2. get her, etc. The preliminaries of marriage, such as the settlement of the mohar (cf. p. 354), were a matter of arrangement between
the fathers of the suitor and his desired bride : cf. the later version of
the story of Gen. 34, especially vv. 4·6· 8· 12• Samson addresses both
his parents and uses the plur. verb ll1i' 'get ye.' This inclusion of the
mother may be due to J2 in view of her prominence in eh. 13, or to a
later hand for the same reason ; but this is by no means certain.
Though the negotiations rested with the father, there is no reason
why he should not have been to some extent dependent on his wife's
advice. In the following v,3a it is probable that lONl 'and his
mother' is an addition in imitation of v. 2• Notice the sing. suffix of
10V 'my folk' in the father's speech, and the fact that Samson's
response in v. 3b is addressed to his father only.

3. among the daughters of thy brethren. 'Brethren' here==
'fellow-clansmen'; cf. eh. 16 31 , 91. 3, 2 Sam. 19 13• .SP presupposes
11;il$ n1.;:!f 'in thy father's house,' i.e. thy family or clan; cf. 16 31 ,

and very frequently in P and Chr. (cf. references in BDB. p. IIoa).
This is adopted by Bu., No.; but the change is unnecessary.
my folk. &\ .SP, Houbigant, Bu., Oort, No., La., 1~p 'thy folk'
is plausible.

But

1!!

iipp is very natural in the father's mouth; and

it is likely that the reading of &L, ,SP may have arisen under the
influence of the preceding 1111N (so Mo.).
uncircumcised. A term of opprobrium, applied to the Philistines
elsewhere in eh. 15 18 , 1 Sam. 14 6, 17 i 6·36, 31 4, 1 Chr. IO 4• The
Philistines appear to have been the only race known to the Israelites
in early times who did not practice circumcision. Upon the diffusion
of the custom, cf. articles in DB. and EB., and Skinner, Genesis,
ICC., pp. 296 f.
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Samson said unto his father, 'Get her for me; for she it is that
pleaseth me.' 4. J' And his father and his mother knew not
that it was from Yahweh : for he was seeking an occasion against
the Philistines. Now at that time the Philistines were ruling
over Israel.
5. J1 And Samson went down, GI. and his father and his
mother, J1 to Timnah, and 01. they J' came to the vineyards of
Timnah : and, behold, a young lion came roaring to meet him.
6. And the spirit of Yahweh rushed upon him, and he rent it

Get her for me. Heb. ,~-n~ rll:1iN, with very emphatic order of
words-her and none other. Samson will brook no interference with
his wayward inclinations.
pleaseth me. Lit. 'is right in mine eyes.' So v. 7h:
4. And his father and his mother, etc. The whole verse seems to
have formed no part of the original narrative. The first half of the
verse has a back reference to eh. 13, and was added, probably, by the
author of that chapter (P) in explanation of the fact that an inspired
N azirite should have determined to contract such a marriage-alliance
(so Doorn.). To the same hand, probably, belongs the reference to
the Philistine domination (possibly derived from I 5 11 ), which would
be superfluous if due to a later hand than RE 2 in 13 1h, or even than
RJE in 13 &b_
an occasion. I.e. an opportunity for the provocation of hostilities.

5. And Samson, etc. Originally, 'And Samson went down to
Timnah, and came, etc.' Failing to gain his father's co-operation,
he starts off on his own account to contract a fadita-marriage.
Cf. pp. 354 f.
a young lion. r,;,:,~ -,,~~, lit. 'a young lion of the lions' ; cf. the
phrase C'-!l)
.. 1,1·: 'a kid of the goats.'

Heb. k'phir denotes a lion

which has ceased to be a gur or whelp, and has come to full growth
and attained the power of hunting its own prey : cf. especially
Ezek. 19 2· 3 ; also Isa. 5 29, 31 4, Am. 3 4, Mic. 5 7, Ps. 35 17, 104 21 •
6. And the spirit of Yahweh, etc.

Cf. note on eh. 3 10• The verb

fiilaf:z, which is applied to the powerful inrush of the divine impulse

upon Samson here and in v. 19, eh. 15 14, is similarly used with reference to Saul in 1 Sam. ro 6-10, 11 6 J.
he rent it. The Heb. verb. sis.fa' is used in Lev. 1 17 P of tearing
open a bird by its wings, when offered as a whole burnt-offering.
This was done 'without dividing it,' i.e. without tearing it into two
halves. The verb is also employed, together with the cognate substantive, of cleaving the cleft (fesa') of the hoof, i.e. having a cloven
hoof-one of the distinctive marks of sacrificially clean animals.
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as one might rend a kid; and there was nothing in his hand :
GI. but he told not his father and his mother what he had done.
7. J' And he went down, and spoke to the woman; and she
pleased Samson. 8. And he returned after a while GI. to take
her, J1 and he turned aside to see the carcase of the lion: and,
Judging by these usages-especially by Lev. I 17-Samson must have
torn the lion down the middle,* and may be supposed to have done
this by tearing the hind legs apart, precisely as Gilgames' companion
Engidu is represented as doing (Plate II., fig. 4), and also the colossal
figure from Cyprus (perhaps Mell~art-Herakles ; Plate VI.).
In the Jerusalem W fas.fa' is used as the rendering of 11! 1JMW£l'l
'and he bath torn me in pieces' (as a lion rends its · p;ey)~
Lam. 3ll.
as one might rend a kid. Lit. 'like the rending of a kid,' i.e. as
easily as an ordinary man would perform the same action on a kid.
Mo. renders 'as a man tears a kid,' and thinks that this, like Lev. r 17,
may be a reference to some ceremonial act. The whole point of the
description lies, however, in the ease with which Samson's extraordinary strength enabled him to perform the deed, rather than on
the manner in which it was done.
and there was nothing, etc. C£ the representations of Gilgames,
etc., noticed above. Herakles is related to have strangled the
Nemaean lion with his bare hands+ (cf. the references collected by
Bochart, Hierozoicon, i. p. 7 54) ; and Pulydamas of Scotusa in
Thessaly, moved by desire to emulate the feats of Herakles, is said
to have slain a large and powerful lion on Mount Olympus without
weapons (Pausanias, vi. 5).
but he told not, etc. An interpolation of the reviser of the narrative, based upon vv. 9b· 16h, and necessitated by the insertion of the
words 'his father and his mother' in 11. 5• If Samson's parents were
with him on the journey, it would be natural (apart from this statement) to suppose that they would hear of the incident, even if they
did not witness it.
8. and he returned after a while, etc. Omitting the words 'to take
her' as a later addition, the reference naturally is to Samson's return
to $or'ah after his visit to Timnah (c£ p. 354). The phrase l:l'l.?!I.?
'after a while' is used in r r 4, r 5 1 of an indeterminate period, and, as
the latter reference proves, can be used of quite a short period as well
as of a long one (often, specifically, a year; c£ references in BDB.
s. v. l:ll\ 6c ).

* Mo. is not justified in stating that 'he tore the lion limb from limb.' Had
he done this, there would not have been much of the carcase left for the bees to
build in.
Jos. (Ant. v. viii. 5) is possibly influenced by the Herakles-myth when he
6tates that Samson strangled the lion (d:-yXH ra,s x<pa-i).

+
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behold, there was a swarm of bees in the body of the lion, and
there was a swarm of bees, etc. Bees will not build their combs in
putrefying matter ; but probably we are to picture the carcase as
reduced to little more than a skeleton by jackals, vultures, or ants,
and dried by the heat of the sun (cf. Post in DB. i. p. 264 a); or, as
Mo. suggests, 'the body dried up, the skin and shrivelled flesh adhering to the ribs, the belly hollow.' It is true that the few days (presumably) before Samson's return from Timnah would hardly suffice
for the building of combs and the gathering of a considerable store of
honey ; but clearly we cannot press the details of the narrative.
Herodotus' story of the head of Onesilus, which, when an empty
skull, was occupied by a swarm of bees which filled it with a honeycomb (Hist. v. 114) has often been compared by commentators.
An alternative theory is that we have here an instance of the widely
spread ancient belief that bees were generated from putrefying animalmatter (cf. references in Bochart, Hierozoicon, ii. p. 502; Sachs,
Beitrage zur Sprach- und Alterthumsjorschung, i. p. 154; ii. pp.
92 f.) ; the origin of which has been supposed to be due to the fact
that the drone-fly, Eristalis tenax, which is easily mistaken for a bee
by those who are not entomologists, may have been observed to spend
its larval stage within the carcases of large animals.* This view,
* Cf. especially the monograph of Osten Sacken, On the oxen-born bees of the
Ancients (1894). The difficulty which seems to lie in the way of regarding
Eristalis as the supposed 'bee' which was generated from the carcases of cattle
is that the larva of this fly is aquati,, thriving in all kinds of liquid filth, but not
in the solid tissues of a carcase. The body of a dead animal, such as Samson's
lion, would speedily become infested with carrion-feeding larvre, such as those
of Calliphora (the blue-bottle fly) and Lucilia (the green-bottle fly) which bear
no resemblance to bees; but only by Eristalis if it happened to be lying in a
pool of water (as was the case with the sheep, which seems to be the only certified
instance known to Sacken in which this fly has actually been observed hovering
over, or settling on, a carcase), or if the process of putrefac~ion had led to liquefaction of the viscera. It is worthy of notice, however, that the directions given
by Virgil ( Georg. iv. 295 ff.) for the production of bees from the carcase of a
bullock, according to the Egyptian method-the bruising of the body while the
skin remains intact and the apertures of the nose and mouth are carefully
stopped-seem to be aimed at producing a fluid condition of the interior (' solvuntur viscera,' 1. 302) after the lapse of the period during which the carcase is
kept closed up in a narrow chamber; and such a condition would be favourable to the production of Eristalis, supposing that the fly could deposit its eggs
in such a way that the larva could reach this internal fluid (e.g. if the skin of the
bullock eventually burst). As a matter of fact, when, as Virgil goes on to relate,
Aristaeus, who was the first to learn the secret, used this method-or something
like it-to renew his stock of bees, and was successful, we are told (11. 554 ff.)
that
' Hie vero subitum ac dictu mirabile monstrum
Aspiciunt, liquefacta boum per viscera toto
Stridere apes utero et ruptis effervere costis.'
'Bees' thus produced may very well have been Eristalis.
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honey. 9. And he scraped it out into his palms, and went on,
eating as he went. And he came to his father and his mother,
and gave to them, and they did eat: but he told them not that
it was out of the body of the lion that he had scraped the
honey. 10. And GI. his father J' went down unto the woman,
and GI. Samson J' made there a feast, for so were the young men
while accounting for the (supposed) bees, would not explain the honey
in the carcase; yet, once given the existence of such a belief as to the
origin of bees, the story that honey was actually derived from such a
source might easily follow.* It should be remarked, however, that
the ancient theory connected bees specifically with the carcases of
oxen (whence it is termed {3ovyovla), just as it traced the origin of
wasps to the carcases of horses, etc. ; and we nowhere find any suggestion that bees were generated from the bodies of other animals,
e.g. lions.
On the theory that the story of the !ion and the honey has a solarmythological origin, cf. Addit. note, p. 405.
9. he scraped it out. The verb radhii, which only occurs in this
passage in the O.T., is used in post-Biblical Heb. of extracting or
scraping out bread from an oven (if, for instance, it adheres· to the
oven in baking).
And he came, etc. According to Jos. he took three honeycombs
from the breast of the lion, and gave them, not to his parents, but to
the damsel at Timnah, together with the rest of the presents which he
had brought for her. This alteration may be due to the difficulty
noticed on p. 354, viz. that, as the text stands, he was on his way to
Timnah, and his parents were not with him.

w. And his father . . . feast.
Originally, 'And Samson went
down unto the woman, and he made there a feast.' Cf. the discussion
on P· 354·
a feast. i!li-, ~P 'a seven days' feast' is probably based upon vv. 12 .11.
Had there been anything unusual about the length of the festivities
we should have expected it to have been specified in this verse; but
seven days seems to have been the customary period in ancient times
(c£ Gen. 29 27 E, Tob. 11 19), and is still customary at the present day
among the Syrian peasantry (cf. Wetzstein, Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, 1873, pp. 287 ff.); so the duration of the feast did not call for
specification.
for so were the young men, etc. The statement implies that the

* Such a process of legendary accretion is aptly illustrated by Osten Sacken
(op. cit. pp. 18 f.) bya quotation from Massoudi (died A.D. 955 in Cairo) in his
Golden Meadows (translated by Barbier de Meynard and Pave! de Courteille,
Paris, 1861). Massoudi • relates a conversation which took place in Arabia, and
of which this is a fragment; '• Had the bees which produced this honey deposited
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wont to do. 11. Gl. And because they rfeared1 him, they J' took
thirty companions, and they remained with him.
12. And
Samson said to them, 'Prithee let me propound a riddle to
you: if ye can tell it me during the seven days of the feast,
narrator is referring to a custom which was obsolete, or at any rate
unusual, in his own day. This can hardly refer to the giving of a
feast, or to its duration---supposing that to have been originally
specified (cf. note preceding). What calls for note is the fact that the
feast was given 'there,' i.e. at the house of the bride's parents, instead
of at the bridegroom's house (so Mo.).

because they feared him. Reading ini~ cn~,1~ or 'i1:n with
.Sb, Jos. (3,a Mos -rijs luxvos -roii VEaVLG'KOv), and many
moderns. i1~7: is here, as frequently, Infin. Constr.; c£ G-K. § 45 d.
I I.

eJiA\

~

JL\

ini~ c~i~7f

T

T

;•;'

; '

'when they saw him,' is explained by Black, Mo.

'saw what a dangerous-looking fellow he was'; but surely, with all his
coming and going to and fro, the Timnites must have been familiar
enough with his appearance.
On the reasons for which we assume that v. 11 a is the reviser's
addition, and that v. llb originally opened with sing. i1ill:! 'and he
(i.e. Samson) took,' c£ p. 355.
thirty companions. The vlol -roii vvµ.cpwvos, Matt. 9 15, Mark 2 19,
Lu. 5 34• In the modern Syrian peasant-marriage they are termed in
Ar. fabdb al-'aris, 'the bridegroom's young men,' and their number
varies in accordance with the scale of the marriage-festivities, part of
the cost of which they commonly defray. Probably the custom of
choosing a large number of such companions dates from very early
times, when the condition of the country was unsettled, and it was
necessary to provide a bodyguard during the marriage-festival. Cf.
Wetzstein, op. cit. p. 288, n 2•
12. a riddle.
Heb. IJ,idhii, only in this chapter denoting a trivial
conundrum invented to pose ingenuity. The term is used in I Kgs.
ro 1 of the 'hard questions' with which the Queen of Sheba tested
Solomon's wisdom ; while in Ps. 49 4 (~ 5) 78 2, Prov. I 6 (R. V. in
each case 'dark saying') it denotes a perplexing question of ethics
or morals.

it in the body of a large animal?" asked Yiad. The surveyor answered : '' Hearing that there was a hive near the sea-coast, I sent people to gather the honey.
They told me that they found at that place a heap of bones, more or less rotten,
in the cavity of which bees had deposited the honey that they brought with
them."' Sacken's comment is : ' This case, as a parallel to Samson's bees, is
a remarkable instance of the force of imaginative association in the human
brain, and of the sameness of its illogical conclusion under similar circumstances.'
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and find it out, J1 I will give you thirty linen wrappers and
thirty suits of festal apparel. 13. And if ye are not able to
tell it me, ye shall give me thirty linen wrappers and thirty suits
of festal apparel.' And they said to him, 'Propound thy riddle,
and let us hear it.' 14. And he said to them,
GL

'From the eater there came forth something to eat,
And from something strong came forth something sweet.'

andfind it out.

Heh.

t:l{:1~¥'?\

omitted by some MSS. of eli and

by lL\ and marked by an asterisk in i\h, stands in JI:! in a most
awkward position, and must be regarded (with Sta., Mo., etc.) as a
gloss from v. 18b. Had the expression formed a genuine part of the
text, we should have expected 'If ye can find it out and tell it, etc.'
linen wrappers. Heh. fiidhzn (Greek <nv/Jrov) was a large rectangular piece of fine linen, which might be worn either as a garment
or as a sleeping wrap (c£ Mark 14 511-). It is mentioned in Isa. 3 23
among other articles of female attire ; and in Prov. 31 24 as made by
the capable woman, and sold by her to 'the Cana'anites,' i.e. the
Phoenician traders-a reference which perhaps gives us a hint as to
the origin of the term in Greek. The word is well diffused in the
other Semitic languages (Bab., Ar., Syr.), and is used in the Talmud
of a curtain, wrapper, or shroud (cf. references given by Mo.; and for
the last usage, ~f. Matt. 27 59 , Mark 15 46, Luke 23 53 ).
suits offestal apparel. Heh. !za/zphoth beghadhzm, as in 2 Kgs. 5 6 -22 ·2s;
similarly, !za/zphoth semaloth twice in Gen. 45 22 E. Here !za/zphoth is
probably to be explained as meaning 'changes' (cf. the use of the
word in Joh 10 17, 14 14, Ps. 55 19, Jf:l 2°); 'changes of raiment' denoting the best garments, which were only worn on festal occasions, in
distinction from the everyday dress. Cf. the use of the cognate verb
of changing the raiment in Gen. 35 2 E, t:l~1i::i·~9~ ~El1~qry. Less
probable is connexion (suggested by Delitzsch, Assyr. Studien, p. I 12)
with Assyr. !Jaldpu 'to cover,' whence are derived na!Jlapu, na!Jlaptu,
na!Jluptu, all meaning garment or covering; since, on this explanation, we have to regard beghiidhim (or s'miiloth) as standing in
explanatory apposition to !J"lzphoth-a term which, ex hypothesi,
bears the same meaning.
14. A 3-beat distich :-

Vll'hii'okhi!l ya1d ma'akhdl
ume'dz ya1d math6!,:.
And from something strong, etc.

Heh. rp and j,\n9, both of

which are adjectives, are used indefinitely without the Article ; hence
the rendering adopted above rather than that of R.V., 'and out of the
strong came forth sweetness.'
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And they were not able to tell the riddle GI. for rsix 7 days. r 5.
And on the seventh day J1 they said to Samson's wife, 'Beguile
thy husband, that he may tell us the riddle, lest we burn thee
T.11 has normally the meaning 'strong' or 'fierce.' Bochart, however (Hierozoicon, ii. p. 523), remarks that we should expect a paradox
in the contrast between f.11 and p,no, just as we have one between

'the eater,' and i1~.:l~ 'something to eat,' in the first line. He
thinks that fll may have a range of meaning similar to the Latin acer
(which may mean either 'pungent,' or 'fierce'), comparing Ar. mirra
' strength,' and marir 'strong,' from the verb marra, 'to be bitter '
(cf., however, footnote, p. 380); and so he renders 'ab acri prodiit
duke,' and in v. 18, 'Quid dulcius est melle? Et quid acrius est leone?'
The need for such a paradox was felt by ~P, which renders

~:JNi1

~ ~

l;...,µe ~ O 'and from something bitter, etc.' It
might be brought out in English if we were justified in representing
Tll by some such rendering as 'something biting,' where the reference
would of course really be to the biting (i.e.ferocious) lion, but the contrast with 'sweet' would immediately suggest that it referred to
something of a biting (i.e. acrid) taste: cf. the word-play in eh. 15 16•
The difficulty is that we possess no evidence that Tll was used in the
sense acn·d or bitter; yet the question is not set at rest by Mo. when
he remarks that there is in reality only one antithesis in the couplet
(that between 'eater' and 'something to eat'), and that it is unnecessary therefore to make out a perfect antithesis between the adjectives
independently. The rhythmical parallelism of the clauses favours
such an antithesis, in sense as well as in form.*
for six days.

Reading r,t,!it,!i in place of
·.·

..

1!! r,l!i~l!i: 'three,' which
•,•

cannot stand alongside of v. 15 'and on the seventh day.' So
Doom., Mo. The alternative correction is to read 'the fourth day'
in v. 15 ; and this has the support of (!JiB\ lL\ ~P, and most modems.

* It is, at any rate, a moot point whether' az may not have been used in the
sense harsh or acrid, and applied to a flavour. The adj. mar 'bitter,' which is
commonly used of a flavour, denotes a fierce disposition in eh. 18 25 , 2 Sam. 17 8 ,
Hab. 1 6; and, conversely, it may be inferred that 'az, which is commonly used
of a fierce disposition, may also have denoted a bitter flavour. The Ar. parallel
offered by Bochart in illustration of connexion between the meanings strong and
bitter is questionable; yet it seems likely !hat a similar range of meaning may
have been possessed by the Heb. root i1t.!'j:). This has the sense • to be hard,
severe, fierce' (so BDB.); and, in the adjectival form lpife, is used in parallelism. to
'az as a synonym in Isa. 19 4 (' karsk lord . . . fierce king'). The root Nt.!'P,
from which is derived J;;isfu'im 'cucumbers,' was plausibly connected by the Jews
with i11!-'i'; cf. Aboda zara, fol. xi. 1, • Why are they called J;;iffu'im? Because
they are as harsh (f;;ds/n) to the human body as a sword.' Similarly, Pliny (Hist.
Nat. xix. 5) says of cucumbers, • vivunt hausti in stomacho in posterum diem,
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and thy father's house with fire : was it to beggar us that ye
invited us fhither 1 ?' 16. And Samson's wife wept upon him,
and said, 'Thou surely hatest me, and dost not love me: thou
Adopting either emendation, it is impossible, however, to square the
note of time with the narrative which follows, according to which,
when the Philistines have persuaded Samson's bride to extract the
answer of the riddle from her husband, she weeps over him the whole
seven days during which the feast lasts (v. 17 ). Clearly, then, the
Philistines can have made no serious attempt to solve the riddle for
themselves, but must have had recourse to the woman on the day
when Samson propounded it to them. The note of time in vv. 14-10
must be due to a later hand, who, overlooking v.17, supposed that the
Philistines would have spent at least part of the time in attempting to
discover the answer themselves; and we may conclude (with Sta.)
that the narrative originally ran 'and they were not able to tell the
riddle ; and they said to Samson's wife, etc.'
15. was it to beggar us. Heh.

~~[!i-,1;,n.
.. : r: -

For the verb

e,-,, in this

21
20 13, 23 , 30 9•

11

sense, cf. the use of the Niph'al in Gen. 45 E, Prov.
On the exceptional retention of I in the Infin. Constr. .!):al, cf. G-K.
§ 69 m. There is a variant vocalization ~~[!i-,1;,n which apparently
treats the form as Pi'el.
·· :,T! -

hither.

1!!

Reading

C~JJ

with five Heh. MSS.,

~~il-: 'or not ' is irregular in construction ;

{II;,

~~

and modems.

C~
. being usual in

the second half of a disjunctive question: cf. G-K. § 150 g, n 1•
16. surely.

i'., has here an asseverative force, as in Gen.

20 11,

nee perfici queunt in cibis' (both references cited by Ges., Thes. p. 1241 b).
Both these passages refer to indigestibility rather than to flavour; yet there can
be little doubt that there was a close connexion in thought between the indigestibility of the cucumber and its bitter or acrid taste when eaten with the rind or
in an over-ripe state. We may compare the incident related in 2 Kgs. 438-fl,
where, when wild gourds (probably Citrullus colocynthis, L., allied to the
cucumber, the pulp of which is 'intensely bitter,' and forms 'a drastic cathartic,
and, in quantities, an irritant poison'; cf. Post in DB. ii. p. 250) have been
accidentally included in the stew, the fact that 'there is death in the pot' is
recognized by the flavour.
It may be added that this connexion between the Heb. roots i1C!ij:) and ~[!ij:)
is made in full conscious11ess of the fact that in the former the J runs through
Heb., Ar., and Aram., whereas in the latter, Heb. s=Ar. t=Aram. t(for tafter.n
Such a difference does not imply original diversity of root; but may represent
merely a slight differentiation in sound for the sake of marking a variation in the
shade of meaning. Cf. the way in which e.g. the Heb.
1d appears in Ar. as
*a1a 'to cut' in the literal sense, but as *atfa when denoting a metaphorical
'cutting,' i.e. 'deciding.'

*a
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hast propounded the riddle to the sons of my peopie, and thou
hast not told it to me.' And he said to her, ' Behold, I have not
told it to my father or my mother, and should I tell it to thee?'
17. And she wept upon him the seven days during which the
feast lasted; and on the seventh day he told her, because she
presseo. him sorely; and she told the riddle to the sons of her
people. 18. And the men of the city said to him on the
se_venth day, before he entered rthe bridal chamberl,
'What is sweeter than honey?
And what is stronger than a lion ? '
Deut. 4 6, 1 Kgs. 21 25, Ps. 32 6•
clearly not so suitable.

The restrictive meaning 'only' is

18. before he entered the bridal chamber.

Reading n;inil as the
T

:

-

-

1!! nc,;nn 'before the sun went down,' where

fast word in place of

T

: - -

the word for 'sun' is very uncommon (c£ eh. 1 36 note) and of anomalous form (with the old accusative ending). i1~11Ji'.1 (cf. eh. 15 1"), first
suggested by Sta., has been generally adopted; and is supported by
,s•, in which the inexplicable l-,...ool must be an error for
'inner chamber' (iin is so rendered in eh. 16 9·12, 1 Kgs. 20 30, al;
cf. references in Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, s.v. col. 50).*
'The Timnathites waited till the last moment, to heighten their
triumph and his discomfiture' (Mo.).
It would appear from this passage that the marriage was not to
have been consummated until the end of the seventh day of the
festival ; and this also seems to follow from v. 20, where, after Samson
has rushed off in a rage, the bride is at once given in marriage to his
'chief friend,' clearly in order that she may escape the disgrace and
ridicule which would have fallen upon her if the marriage had not
been completed (c£ her father's words in 15 2) ; but otherwise (we
may presume) an unnecessary step to take. Such a custom of
deferring the completion of the marriage is, however (apart from this
instance), unknown to us. Jacob consummates his marriage with
Le'ah upon the first of the seven days (Gen. 29 21 · 28 E); and the same
practice is observed in the modern Syrian marriage (cf. Wetzstein,
op. cit.)

1-Jool

What is sweeter, etc.

A rhythmical 2-beat distich :-

mam-math6/i midd'bhaJ
ume-'dz

me'•ri.

* The editor's attention was called to this point by Prof. Bevan.

[14. 19.
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And he said to them,
'If ye had not plowed with this heifer of mine,
Ye would not have found out this riddle of mine.'
19. GI. And the spirit of Yahweh rushed upon him, and he went
down to Ash~elon, and smote thirty men rfrom thence1, and

Ifye had not, etc. The 3-beat distich is rhymed upon the suffix pf
the rst pers. sing. :lull !taraftem b''e,_r;hlatht
l6 m'1athem !tzdatht.
The rendering 'of mine' for 'my' attempts to reproduce this in
English. C£ the similar rhyme in eh. r6 24•
19. and smote . . . riddle.

OJ;li1'?0,

and omitting

Reading

n\~•?qiJ

ow~
T

after

H?L

for

'

on~ oni~•Sn
'/ • • '

with

(!J;A\

T

•

for

-:

.Sb, Kal lrrat<T<V

lKfiB£v rptU1<.ovra ltvllpas-, KaL EAa/3E rflr urOAar aVrWv 1<.al EawK£ rai.r
l1rayy£li\a<Tt TO 1rpo/ji\7Jµ,a. C£ also F. i!! on~ 'of them,' i.e. of the

Ash~elonites, as assumed from the preceding 'he went down to
Ash¼:elon,' is very awkward ; while

on111Sn

'their spoil' (lit. 'what

was stnpped off them' ; c£ 2 Sam.
is so similar to oni~•Sn that
it is natural to regard it as a corruption, which has led, in turn, to the
2 21 )

addition of ni~•Snn after jn'l (' he gave-not the spoil as a whole,
but-the festal attire'). Adopting our emendation, the use of !M'l
without expressed object-this being inferred from preceding oni~•Sn
-is very idiomatic ; c£, with the same verb, Gen. r 8 7-8, 20 14, 2 r 14, al.
Sta. and Doorn. are probably right in regarding the whole of 11. 19•
as a later addition to the narrative. We need not press the improbability of Samson's actually rushing off in his frenzy to a seaside
town some twenty-three miles distant (c£ eh. I 6 3, where he carries
the gates of Gaza to the top of a hill to the east of I;Iebron some
thirty-eight miles off), getting exactly what he wanted (the suit~ of
festal attire) from the bodies of the slaughtered Philistines, returning
to pay his wager (the same night?), and then departing, still in angry
mood, to his father's house. Nor is the fact that nothing results from
his raid on Ash~elon in the way of reprisal necessarily fatal to the
originality of the verse. It is obvious, however, that the statement
of v. 19h 'and his anger was kindled, etc.,' is curiously weak and
inappropriate when following after v. 19• (the superhuman access of
frenzy denoted by 'Jl nS'.:{r,i ; c£ v. 6 note); but, on the rejection of
v. 19•, it forms a natural description of his rage at the underhand trick
by which the Philistines had discovered the solution of the riddle.
We assume, then, that the original story made Samson depart home

14.

20,

15.
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I. 2,]

took· r their suits of festal apparel1, and gave them [ ] to the
tellers of the riddle. J' And his anger was kindled, and he
went up to his father's house.
20. And Samson's wife was
given to his companion, whom he had made his chief friend.

15. 1. After a time, however, in the days of wheat-harvest,
Samson visited his wife with a kid of the goats ; and he said,
' I will g@ in unto my wife into the bridal chamber.' But her
father would not suffer him to go in. 2. And her father said,
'I verily thought that thou didst hate her, so I gave her to thy
companion : is not her younger sister fairer than she? prithee
in anger without paying the wager, which had not been fairly won ;
and that the addition is due to an interpolator who thought that the
story would be improved if he were represented as paying, and at the
same time inflicting damage on his foes.
20. And Samson's wife, etc.
Cf. note on v. 18.
his companion. The cp/Xos .-ov vvµ.cplov (Jo. 3 29), or, as we should
say, best man ; called in the modern Syrian wedding wazir, i.e.
vizier or charge d'ajfaires (from wazara 'to bear a burden') to the
king, as the bridegroom is termed during the seven days' festival
(Wetzstein, op. cit.).

15. I. in the days of wheat-harvest. This varies in Palestine in
accordance with the elevation, the harvest of the Jordan valley being
considerably earlier than that of the hill-country. In the district of
Timnah wheat-harvest falls (according to La.) from mid-May to midJ une. The season is mentioned in view of the incident of vv. 4 ·5•
a kid of the goats. Cf. Gen. 38 17 ff_ The gift seems to have been
of the kind which was called 1addlf among the ancient Arabians ;
and was probably made to the 1adilfa-wife on each occasion of such
a visit. Cf. Robertson Smith, Kinship,2 pp.- 83, 93.
2.

I verily thought.

Heb.

r,i,r;,~ ib~, lit. 'Saying I said (to

1

myself).' The force of the Infin. Absolute is to emphasize the mental
process by which he arrived at his conclusion-much as we might
say in colloquial English, 'What I thought was, etc.' Cf. Davidson,
Syntax, ~ 86 a.
that thou didst hate her. Here the force of the Infin. Absolute
in the phrase i'ln~~b ~)b can only be expressed by italicizing the
T

,. ;

T

verb ; unless, with Mo., we render 'that thou didst certainly hate her.'
R. V. 'that thou hadst utterly hated her' is very erroneous; the
emphasis being not on the quality of the feeling denoted by the verb
(bitter hatred), but upon the accurate definition of the feeling (h.atred,
and not love). A similar error is perpetrated by R.V. in v. 13 (cf. note).
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[15. 3· 4.

let her be thine instead of her.' 3. And Samson said to them,
'I am quits this time with the Philistines; for I am about to do
them a mischief.' 4. And Samson went and caught three
3. said to them. (!!;'.A\ .s5h, JL\ F read 'said to him.' This, however, is probably an alteration induced by the fact that the woman's
father only is speaking in v. 2• In favour of 1!! cf. v.7. As Mo. remarks, 'It is not necessary to suppose that in either case .the words
were spoken in their hearing ; the threat was addressed to them.'

I am quits, etc.

'11'/?.~

is a Perfect of certitude.

As the brilliant

idea strikes him which, when put into action, will, he forsees, wipe
{!ff all scores which he owes to the Philistines, he speaks of it as an
accomplished fact. Cf. Driver, Tenses, § 13.
The verb ni/il!ii-, as here used, followed by min, means freed from
obligatz"on towards (the obligation in this case being, of course, that
of taking vengeance) ; and it would be best expressed by the old
phrase 'quit of,' as used e.g. in Shakespeare, Coriolanus, IV. v. 89 :' To be full quit of these my banishers,
Stand I before thee here.'
The phrase is used (of gaining freedom from obligation of service) in
Num. 32 22, where Moses, in impressing upon the two and a half
tribes that they can only gain the right to the territory conquered by
all Israel east of Jordan if they in their turn will cross the Jordan
with the other tribes, and help them to conquer the territory to
the west, adds that, when this has been accomplished, 'afterward
ye shall return, and shall be quit of Yahweh and of Israel'
('Nii.!'1r.ll iW1 1r.l 0 1i'J 0Ti 11 i1l).

This sense is expressed by R.V. marg. and by La. R.V. text
follows the Versions, Jewish commentators, and nearly all modems
in rendering, ' This time shall I be blameless in regard of the Philistines, when I do them a mischief'--an interpretation which is bound
up with the rendering of 'Jl ,~~ il~i)-1~ as a temporal clause, which
can scarcely be justified (we should surely expect
shall have done,' etc).

'fl'\!'? '-1l

'when I

il~V is to be explained as Futurum instans;

cf. the rendering given above.
4. three hundred foxes. Since the fox is a solitary animal, it has
been supposed by many that the reference is to jackals, which live
together in large packs, and could be caught in numbers without
great difficulty. It is, however, a very doubtful expedient to attempt
to explain Samson's feats by depriving them of the element of the
marvellous,

15. 5. 6. 7. 8.]
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hundred foxes, and took torches and turned tail to tail, and put
a torch between every two tails in the midst. 5. And he set
fire to the torches, and turned them loose into fthe fields l of the
Philistines, and burned both shocks and standing corn and
vineyards <and) olives. 6. And the Philistines said, 'Who hath
done this?' And they said, 'Samson, the son-in-law of the Timnite; because he took his wife, and gave her to his companion.'
Then the Philistines went up, and burned her and her father's
<house) with fire. 7. And Samson said to them,' If ye do after
this manner, surely I will be avenged of you, and after that I
will cease.' 8. And he smote them leg upon thigh with a
took torches, etc. Commentators generally have noted the remarkable resemblance of the action here ascribed to Samson to the custom
which was observed at Rome during the festival of Ceres, when foxes
with burning torches attached to their brushes were hunted through
the Circus (Ovid, Fasti, iv. 679 ff.). This point is discussed in Addit.
note, pp. 393 f.

5. into the fields. Reading n,,~::i with Bu., in place of 111 r,\t,p:;i
'into the standing corn,' which oc~u~s only here in the plur., and \s
not very suitable before the following statement 'and burned both
shocks and standing corn' ( 119~ sing.).
and vineyards and olt'ves. Reading r,1r, oi::i·ii,1 with (lli, J:T, in
V. \'~nd' also the oliveplace of 111 r, 11 oi::i-iVl (rendered by
yards' ; as tho~Tgh ._.0)~~elsewhere always vineyard- here meant
'yard' or 'plantation' of olives). Vineyards and olives are thus
coupled in Ex. 23 11 E, Deut.6 11, 28 39· 40, Josh. 24 13 E, 1 Sam, 8 14,
25
11
2 Kgs. 5 26, Neh. 5 , 9 •
.Sp, q::: nrip! O'}_~·ip), There is no
reason to suppose, with Mo., that the words 'are· prob~bly an addition
by a later hand, exaggerating the mischief.'

·:f

6. and her father's house. Reading ~ 1:;i~ r, 1;;,,.·r,~1 with many
MSS. of 111, (IJiA\ .Sh, .s!,P, Mo., Bu., etc. (cf. eh. 14 15), in place of
111::i~-r,~1 'and her father.'
T

•

T

•••;

7. surely I will be avenged of you. Heb. o:i::i IJ:lt,j;,J"O~ 1::i.
The particles 0~ 1:J are closely connected, with a . . ;tro~g -~sse~er~tive force, and 1r,t,pJ is a Perfect of certitude: cf. the precisely similar
construction in 2 Kgs. 5 20 (note on construction in N HTK.), Jer. 51 14•
0~ 1:i is so used, followed by the lmj;eifect, in I Sam. 26 10 (note in
NHTS.2), 2 Sam. 15 21 Kt.; cf. also I Sam. 21 6, Ru. 31 2 Kt.
8. leg upon thigh.

Heb.

so/;: denotes
2 A

the leg generally, or specifi-
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[15.

s.

great slaughter, and went down, and abode in a cleft of the crag
'Etam.
9. Then the Philistines went up, and encamped in Judah, and
cally the shank from the knee downwards, as distinct from the thigh ;
while yarekh is used of the thigh, or rather, the whole of the upper
part of the leg from the hip down to the knee (cf. Ar. warik 'hip' or
'buttock'). The only plausible explanation of the difficult expression
Jo!; 'al yarekh is that it is a wrestler's term, akin to the English crossbuttock, which is thus described in the Sporting Magazine, xxx. (1808),
247 A : - ' A cross-buttock in pugilism is, when the party, advancing
his right leg and thigh, closes with his antagonist, and catching him
with his right arm, or giving a round blow, throws him over his right
hip, upon his head.' Cf. D'Urfey, Collin's Walk (1690), ii. p. 74 : ' When th' hardy Major, skill'd in Wars,
To make quick end of fight prepares,
By strength o'er buttock.cross to haw! him,
And with a trip i' th' Inturn maul him.'
Castle (Lexicon heptaglotton, 3716) and Le Clerc connected the
phrase with wrestling; but supposed that the leg (Io!;) of the victor
was impacted against the thigh ('al yarekh) of the vanquished. To
Smythe Palmer (p. 225) belongs the credit of connecting the phrase
with a cross-buttock, in view of the cylinder-seals in which Gilgames
is figured as wrestling with an antagonist, and throwing him across
his own thigh (cf. Plate II., fig. 5).
The Versions were evidently puzzled by the phrase. (!Ji renders
literally Kv~µ.T)v brl µ.T)p6v ; F 'ita ut stupentes suram femori imponerent' ; ~r

~en.:;~ ~r"O

~~ ~ 'from their legs

r~,~

even to their loins' ; i!C r~~Ji Cl)
'horsemen with footmen.'*
Other attempted explanations-such as those of Kimchi, 'shank over
thigh,' as they fell in precipitate flight (or, as we might say, 'heels
over head'), and Ges., Thes., ' in frusta eos concidit ita ut membra
eorum, crura et femora, alia super a!iis disjecta jacerent '-merely
serve to illustrate the lengths to which perverted ingenuity can go.
the crag 'E(am. A city of Judah named 'Etam is mentioned in
2 Chr. r 1 6 as built by Re]:ioboam ; and the order in which the name
occurs, between Bethle]:iem and Te~oa', favours a site at or near the
modern Urtas, near which is a spring called 'Ain 'Atan: S WP. Me1n.
• This rendering inverts the order of the phrase, f61' being interpreted of
those who go on foot (cf. Ps. 147 10 ); while the sense attributed to ydrifkh may
be gathered from the Ar. verb waraka, which (according to Kazimirski, Diet.
Ar.-Franrais) may mean 'Appuyer un c6te du corps sur le dos du cheval et
voyager ainsi.'

1o.

9• II.]
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spread themselves abroad in Le):ii. 10. And the men o,f Judah
said, 'Why have ye come up against us?' And they said, 'To
bind Samson have we come up, to do to him as he hath done
to us.' 1 r. Then three thousand men from Judah went down
iii. p. 43. This, however, is too far removed from the scene of
Samson's exploits. Schick, ZDPV. x. (1887), pp. 143 f., and Hanauer,
PEF. Qy. St., 1896, pp. 162 ff., have plausibly suggested the rock
called 'Ara¼: Isma'in, near fiirbet Marmita, some two and a half miles
east-south-east of $or'ah, in which there is a cave which exactly suits
the description of our narrative. 'The cave is approached by
descending through a crack or fissure in the very edge of the cliffs
overhanging the chasm of wady Isma'in. The crack is scarcely wide
enough to allow one person to squeeze through at a time. It leads
down to the topmost of a long series of rudimentary steps, or small
artificial foot-ledges, cut in the face of the cliff, and descending to
a narrow rock terrace running along the front of the cave, and between
it and the fragments of massive wall (belonging to an ancient
Christian ccenobium)' : Hanauer, op. cit., p. 163.
in

9. and spread themselves abroad. Heb. ~ci~~i, again in this sense
2 Sam. 5is.22.
: ,T•-

in Le!zi. As the narrator is about to record the incident from which,
according to his tradition, the place obtained its name of Llfd 'jawbone,' he uses the name here and in v. 14 proleptically. Probably the
name was originally given to some hill or ridge on account of its
resemblance to a jawbone. Commentators generally compare the
Greek~ Ovov -yva0os-the name of a promontory at the southern end
of Laconia ; cf. Strabo, vm., v. 1. Schick (ZD P V. x. pp. 152 f.)
proposes to identify Lel:_ii with ijirbet e~-$iyyag, a hill with ruins
a little south-west of 'Ara¼: Isma'in. ijirbet e~-$iyyag means 'ruin of
the goldsmiths' ; but such a name is very strange in this locality, and
the view is plausible that $iyyag really represents the ·Greek u""Y"'"•
which is the rendering of Lel:_ii employed by 'A.,~-, Jos. (Ant. v. viii.
8 f.), and by QJi in vv. 14 ff.
Lel:_ii is mentioned again in 2 Sam. 23 11 (emended text*) as the
scene of an exploit of Shammah, the son of Agee, one of David's
heroes, in withstanding and smiting a large number of Philistines
single-handed. On the suspicious similarity between the deeds of
Samson, Shammah, and Shamgar, cf. p. 75,
11.

*

three thousand men. The huge numbers here and in v. 15, eh.

Reading · Now the Philistines were gathered together rto LeJ:i.il' (i.e.

for the very obscure
generally accepted.

l"l'M' of-~.
T-1-

after

Q!iL

e,rl u,a-yova).

n1n,

This emendatio~ \:
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t15. 13. 14. iS. r6.

unto the cleft of the crag 'Etam, and said to Samson, ' Knowest
thou not that the Philistines are ruling over us? What then is
this that thou hast done to us?' And he said to them, 'As
they did to me, so have I done to them.' 12. And they said to
him, 'To bind thee are we come down, to deliver thee into
the hand of the Philistines.' And Samson said to them, 'Swear
to me that ye will not fall upon me yourselves.' r 3. And they
spake to him, saying, 'Nay, but we will bind thee, and deliver
thee into their hand; but we will not slay thee.' So they bound
him with two new ropes, and brought him up from the crag.
14. As soon as he came unto LeJ:ii, the Philistines came shouting to meet him: and the spirit of Yahweh rushed upon him,
and the ropes that were upon his arms became like flax that hath
been burnt with fire, and his bonds melted from off his hands.
15. And he found a fresh jawbone of an ass, and put forth his
hand, and took it, and smote therewith a thousand men. r 6.
And Samson said,
'With the red ass's jawbone rr have reddened them right red 7 ;
With the red ass's jawbone I have smitten a thousand men.'
16 27 are of a piece with the marvellous character of the narrative as
a whole.
13. Nay, but we will bind thee, etc. The use of the Infinitive
Absolute here-lit. 'binding we will bind thee ... but slaying we
will not slay thee '-is intended to emphasize what they will do, in
distinction from what they will not do ; and can only be rightly
reproduced in English by the use of italics. R. V. 'we will bind thee
fast, etc.,' is erroneous in supposing the emphasis to be on the
security of the binding. Cf. the similar error in v. 2 ·(note on 'that
thou didst hate her').

14. melted. Heb. ~l:l'P~L a graphic description of the powerlessness
of the bonds as against Samson's strength.
15. afreshjawbone.

Heb. i1l'1t::) lit. 'moist,' explains how the jawT • : )

bone was suitable for use as a weapon.
would have been too brittle.

Had it been old and dry it

16. with the red ass's jawbone, etc. A 4-beat distich :Bil'hf hah"m8r ham8r himmartim
Bil'~f h;!JamJr .hikkhhi 'eleph-'is.

'l'.17~-

We vocalize the first stichos l:ll.l:17~1'.1 '1i~Q '1i~q~
There
is a play upon the word for ass (!J"mor), which means lit. the reddish•

15. 16.]
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coloured animal, and the verb (#mar; in Pi'el, f:zimmer) applied to the
slaughtered Philistines, which is explained from Ar. fzamara, properly
'to be or to make red,' used e.g. of skinning a sheep so as to make
it appear red, and in Conj. II. (the equivalent of the Heb. Pi'el) of
dyeing a thing red (so Lane). Cf. the use of the P''al'al in Heb. in
Job. 16 16, 'my face is reddened (f:z 0 marm'ru) from weeping.' The
pun is suggested to Samson by the appearance of the blood-stained
corpses.* As an alternative possibility, we might vocalize as ~al
C'J:17r;iq, and regard the verb f:zamar as a denominative from f:z"mor,
with the meaning 'treat as an ass' (in this case, by belabouring
them), a sense which is also possessed by f:zamara in Ar. Thus, if we
were justified in coining (not for the first time t) a verb to ass in this
sense, we might bring out the word-play by rendering :
'With the jawbone of an ass I have thoroughly assed them.'
This explanation is adopted by Levesque (Revue Biblique, 1900, pp.
89 ff.), who reproduces the assonance excellently by use of the French
rosse = a sorry jade and the denominative verb rosser= to beat or
belabour violently, properly, to treat as a jade (c£ Littre, Diet. de
la fang. Franr., 1761) : ' Avec une machoire de rosse, je Jes ai bien rosses.'
So also La.
;ffl

c~.ffJbq iioq

1s rendered by A.V., R.V. 'heaps upon heaps,'

with marg. Heb. 'an heap, two heaps' (c£

c•r,oni en,
• -

upon the assumption that

iioq

C'iOn
•TT:

-

eh. 5 30 ),

-

(though identical with the word for

'ass' preceding) has the same meaning as
suspicious), plur.

T -: -

,9n

Hab. 3 15 (text very

Ex. 8 10 J; and this is the sense which was

probably intended by the vocalization. (!Ji, however, treats the two
words as lnfin. Absol. and Finite verbs, l~a>.El<fioov l~f,).wya avTovr ;
and the other Versions explain C'T1ion as a verbal form :-'.ET 'delevi
eos,' ,$

'2~

~

l~, 'I have

heaped some of them in

heaps,' {![: )'i1)i
'I have cast them in heaps.'
The view that we should read Infin. Absol. ~al, coupled with a
Finite verb, either ~al or Pi'el, is adopted by most modems ; but
very various meanings are assigned to the verb. J. D. Michaelis
)1)T1 10i,

* This explanation occurred to the present editor, and was adopted by him as
given above, before he noticed that he had been anticipated by Zenner, Zeitschr.
fur katk. Theo!., 1888, p. 257, quoted and followed by Cheyne, EB. 2340.
The verb to ass, in the sense 'to call an ass,' is quoted by the New English
Dictionary from G. Harvey, Pierces Supererogation (1592), 57 :-' He . . .
bourdeth, girdeth, asseth the excellentest writers of whatsoever note that tickle
not his wanton sense.'

+
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[15. 17. 19.

17. And when he had finished speaking, he cast away the
jawbone out of his hand ; so that place was called RamathIehi. 18. And he was sore athirst, and called unto Yahweh,
and said, ' Thou hast given this great victory by the hand of thy
servant; and now, I must die of thirst, and fall into the hand
of the uncircumcised.' 19. Then God clave the Mortar that
is in LeJ:ii, and there came water thereout; and when he had
drunk, his spirit returned, and he revived : wherefore its name
(quoted by Ros.) connected the '1lr rendering with Ar. !zamara in the
sense to skin or shave, and this explanation is adopted by Doorn.
(followed by Bu. doubtfully, No., Kit.), 'I have thoroughly flayed or
shaved them.' Mo. (followed by Bu. doubtfully, Cooke), 'I have
heaped them up in heaps'-"10M 'perhaps a casual denominative,
invented for the paronomasia' ; cf. :5r, It is a defect in these and
other explanations, as compared with those given at the beginning of this note, that the play upon !zamor 'ass' is one of sound
merely, apart from any connexion in meaning.
17. Ramath-le!zi,

Here Ramath is explained by ";)~-~~! 'be cast

away,' as though derived from rama 'to cast orthrow'-the name being
taken to mean 'the throwing of the jawbone.' With such a derivation
we should expect the form to be vocalized R•math. Ramath should
be derived from the root rum 'to be high' ; and there can be no
doubt that the name really means 'the height of Le]:ii '; cf. the proper
names i10"1 or i10"1il 'the height,' i15i~t.:lil no, 'the height of the
TT

TTT

•.•:•-

-T

outlook-point,' etc. The story is based upon an unphilological interpretation of the name.

19. Then God clave, etc. The story probably embodies a trace of
solar mythology : c£ Addit. note, p. 406.
the Mortar. Heb. ham-makhte.l'-doubtless a circular depression in
the rock or soil, of the appearance of a mortar, from the side of which
the spring issued. There was a place called,'the Mortar' at Jerusalem : Zeph. 1 11 •
that is in Le!zi. Le]:ii is here, of course, the place, as is proved
by the statement at the end of the verse that the spring was in existence in the narrator's own day. The rendering of F, j5P, A. V., R. V.
marg. suggests that the spring issued from a 'hollow place' in the
actual jawbone.
his spirit returned. Heb. \n•li :l~J;.l!. So exactly in 1 Sam. 30 12
of the return of animation and vigour after faintness. Heb. rua!z is
the essential principle of life, the removal of which from the body
results in death (cf. Ps. ro4 29).
he revived. Lit. 'he Jived.'

15.

20,
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was called 'En-ha~-]s:.ore, which is in Le]:ti, . unto this day.
20. REs And he judged Israel in the days of the Philistines
twenty years.

16.

x. J1 And Samson went to Gaza, and saw there a harlot,

'En-ha/e-/eiire. The name means 'the spring of the caller,' and is
explained by the narrator as referring to Samson ; cf. the statement
of v. 18 'and he called (way-yi/erii) unto Yahweh.' Ha/e-/eiire, however, is the Heb. term for the partridge in I Sam. 26 20, Jer. 17 11 ,
referring to its call-note, which is a familiar sound in the hill-country
of Palestine; and modern commentators (following J. D. Michaelis)
consider that the name of the spring was the Partridge-spring, and
that the explanation given by the narrator, like that of Ramath-lel).i,
represents a later adaptation of the meaning. It \S tempting to suppose that, if ha/e-Mre really here refers to a. bird, 'the caller' may in
this case be, not the partridge, but its near relative the quail (elsewhere called s'law), which is likewise distinguished by a very clear
and resonant call-note.* Bochart (Hierozoicon, ii. p. 99) quotes from
Athenaeus (ix. 47) the myth that Herakles, when slain by Typhon,
was restored to life by smelling a quail-whence arose the proverb
among the Greeks,
~OpTvt e<rw<r£v 'Hpa1<Aijv T0V 1<apup&v.

According to Eudoxus (Athenaeus, loc. cit.), the Phoenicians annually
sacrificed a quail in commemoration of the resurrection of Herakles
in the month Peritius (Feb.-Mar.), at the season when the quail
returns to Palestine in great numbers (cf. Robertson Smith, Religion
of the Semites, 2 p. 449)-a ceremony which is almost certainly to be
brought into connexion with the solar myth : c£ Addit. note, p. 406.
If the quail was thus sacred to Herakles-Mel~art, the poss.ibility is
opened that the bird may have played a part in the story which
related the revival of Samson's vital powers (m,; ::i~n,) ; though, if
this was so, the original connexion was so remote from (or so
explained away by) the narrator that 'the caller' became, not the
bird, but the hero himsel£
20. And he judged, etc. On this notice as the conclusion of the
Samson-narrative in RE 2's book, c£ p. 338.
16. 1. Gaza.

Heb.

qJi ra(a, in which the

i1~V-

The English form of the name is from

r

reproduces the harder form of :S,-a consonant
which, when Heb. was a spoken language, must have repre-

* Cf. Tristram, Nat. Hist. p. 232 : - ' A few remain there [in Palestine]
throughout the winter, but their numbers are suddenly reinforced at the end of
March, when every patch of grass resounds with their well-known peculiar
call-note.'

[16.
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and went in unto her. 2. <And it was told) to the Gazathites,
saying, 'Samson hath come hither.' And they came round about,
and laid wait for him all r day7 in the gate of the city; and they
kept quiet all night, saying, 'when the morning dawns we will
sented two distinct sounds, akin respectively to t_ and

t in

Ar. :

cf. G-K. § 6 e.

The modern Ar. name is Gazzeh (identical with the
Heb. form) ; and the city, which in ancient times was of considerable
importance as a trade-centre on the caravan-routes to Egypt and
Arabia, still possesses a considerable population : cf. Smith, HG. pp.
181 ff.
Gaza is some thirty-six miles south-east of $or'ah.
2.

And it was told.

Supplying 1]'l with

(!JiB

KQL

av7Jyy•X11, (!JiAL KOi

a1r11yyeX11, .Sp ~
m: mnn~, a~d all modems. F reads, 'quod
cum audissent Philisthiim.' 3J,'! is untranslatable without a verb.

1L1o,

all day. Reading

o\•;,·S::i with Kit., in place of ;,S1~;,-S::i
-

T

T ;- -

'all night,'

T

erroneously copied from the latter half of the verse. The point of
the statement 'and they kept quiet all night, saying, etc.,' must be
that during the night they were off their guard, relying upon the
supposition that, so long as the city-gates were closed, Samson could
not escape. It was thus-as they imagined-unnecessary for them
to be back at their post till dawn; but Samson baffled them by
rising in the middle of the night and removing the gates. It must
therefore have been not all night that they laid wait for him in the
gate of the city ; but so much of the preceding day during which,
after Samson's arrival, the gates remained open, and it was necessary
to guard them. We may safely rule out any such explanation of 3J,'!
as that they kept watch all night, but fell asleep at their post (unawakened even by the noise of the tearing up of the gates t), or that
Samson overawed or otherwise quelled their attack-since such
details, had they been presupposed, would certainly have been mentioned in the narrative. Stu. (who was the first to put forward the
explanation above adopted) simply omits the first i1S 1Si1 S::i ; and is
followed by Sta., Doorn., La.
Mo. conjectures that the whole
sentence, ' and they caine round about . . . gate of the city,' is a
later addition 'intended to make Samson's escape the more wonderful by exaggerating the precautions which the Philistines took to
prevent it.' So No.

When the morning dawns. Heh. "li?.~iJ -,\~-,~ may perhaps mean
'Till the morning dawns': with ellips·e of 'Wait,' which is supplied
in translation by (!!;AL •Ews cf,wTOS 1rpw1 µ,E[vwµ,,v.
Cf. note on 'at
morning,' eh. 6 31 • It is unnecessary to follow Mo. (SBOT.) in
supplying i1~1Ji1 (cf. 2 Kgs. 7 9).

16. 3. 4• 5.]
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slay him.' 3. And Samson lay until midnight, and arose at midnight, and laid hold of the doors of the city-gate, and the two
posts, and plucked them up together with the bar, and put them
upon his shoulders, and carried them up to the top of the hill
that is in front of I:Iebron.
4. Now afterwards he lov.ed a woman in the wady of Sore~,
whose name was Delilah. 5. And the lords of the Philistines
came up unto her, and said unto her, ' Beguile him, and see
by what means his strength is great, and by what means we may
3. .and laid hold, etc. C£ the description of the probable construction of the gates given by Mo. The bar let into the two posts, and
stretching across the gates, would keep the latter firmly locked in
position, and enable Samson to carry off the wliole, when plucked
up, 'in one piece.'

in front of .l;Iebron.
always possessed by

I.e. to the east of it-the sense which is

•~~-Sl.1,

except when following the verb ~~~?

(' look out over'); cf. the instances collected by Mo. and by BDB.
p. Sr 8 b. The distance from Gaza to I:Iebron is some thirty-eight
miles ; but this is a mere detail to the narrator. The connexion of
Samson with a point so far removed from the scene of most of his
exploits is obscure, unless we are justified in suspecting a solar motif:
cf. Addit. note, pp. 406 f.
4. the wady of Soref.
The modern wady e~-$arar on the
northern edge of which $or'ah is situated (cf. note on eh. r 3 2). The
name Sore~ (which is the name of a choice kind of grape-vine) is
preserved in ljirbet Suri~,* two miles west of $or'ah.

Delilah. We are not told whether the woman was a Philistine, or
an Israelite in the pay of the Philistines, though the general trend
of Samson's inclinations favours the former supposition. Her name
is Semitic in form; but this affords no indication as to her nationality, since Semitic names appear to liave been largely used among
the Philistines (c£ $id~:1, $ilbel, etc.). On the probable meaning of
the name, and its importance in relation to the mythological element
in the story, c£ p. 407.
5. the lords of the Phili'stines.

Cf. note on eh. 3 31 •

by what means his strength is great.

Heh.

S;,~

in~

i1'f.~.

A. V., R. V. render 'wherein his great strength lieth,' with (!Ji, 'F ; but

* The law which governs the interchange of sibilants in Heb. and Ar. would
lead us to expect ~Ctrl½:. The use of sin the Ar. form is perhaps an indication
that the later Heb. pronunciation of the name substituted C, for b (the two consonants are often interchanged in Heb. ).
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prevail over him and bind him, so as to reduce him ; and we
ourselves will each give thee eleven hundred shel$.els of silver.'
6. And Delilah said unto Samson, 'Prithee tell me by what means
thy strength is great, and by what means thou mayest be bound
so as to reduce thee.' 7. And Samson said unto her, 'If they
bind me with seven fresh bowstrings which have not been dried,
such a rendering would only be legitimate if

,i,fl

were read.*

,ii~

without the Definite Article can only be predicate. 'By what means'
suggests the supposition that his strength depended upon some magic
charm (so Le Clerc, Mo., etc.).

to reduce him.

ini~:¥?.

I.e. to reduce or overcome his strength ; Heh.

This seems to be the meaning rather than A. V., R. V. text

'to afflict him,' marg. 'to humble him' ; Mo., La. 'to torment him.'
Cf. note on v. 19•
will each give thee. 'Each' probably refers to the ji11e lords of the
principal Philistine cities. Cf. eh. 3 3•
eleven hundred shetels of silver. Why this particular sum is fixed,
rather than what we should term a round sum, cannot be said.
Commentators display a singular unanimity in repeating Reuss' suggestion that the meaning is a full thousand, or over a thousand.
If this is so, we can only say that they allowed a substantial margin.
The sum mentioned in eh. 17 2 happens to be the same.
The value of the Heh. silver she~el, as calculated by Kennedy
(DB. iii. 420 a) was about 2s. 9<l.; so the swn promised by each
• of the princes would have amounted to something like £151 in our
money. Money at this period was not coined ; but the value of the
metal was determined by weight. The verb .fal;:al 'to weigh' (from
which the subs. she~el is derived) is commonly employed in
descriptions of money-transactions : cf. Gen. 23 16 P, Ex. 22 16 E,
1 Kgs. 20 39, al.
7. seven fresh bowstrings. For Heb. yether in this sense, cf. Ps. 11 2,
and the usage of the Ar. watar, Syr.yathr&. The bowstrings were, no
doubt, of twisted gut which was still moist (the lit. meaning of t:1 11:J~),
and therefore less likely to fray or break. The rendering of A. V.,
R.V. text 'green withs (withes)'-cf. Jos. K.A~µ.aaw . .. dµ.1rt'Xov-is
improbable in itself and without support in usage. The number seven
was probably considered to have a magical virtue.

* Maurer(apudRos.)cites iM~
'your other brother,' Gen. 4314, as
.. - t:1::l'M~
·.· . -:
an instance of an adj. without the Article qualifying a subs. made definite by a
pronominal suffix. This single instance, however (which may be due to textual
corruption) does not prove the possibility of such a usage in the present
passage.

16. 9•
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then shall I become weak, and shall be like any other man.'
8. Then the lords of the Philistines brought up to her seven
fresh bowstrings which had not been dried, and she bound him
with them. 9. Now she had liers-in-wait abiding in the inner
chamber. And she said unto him, 'The Philistines are upon
thee, Samson!' And he snapped the bowstrings just as a
strand of tow is snapped when it feeleth fire. So his strength
was not known. 10. And Delilah said unto Samson, ' Behold,
thou hast mocked me, and told me lies : now, prithee, tell me
by what means thou mayest be bound.' 11. And he said unto
her, ' If they only bind me with new ropes wherewith no work
hath been done, then shall I become weak, and shall be like any
other man.' 12. So Delilah took new ropes, and bound him
with them, and said unto him, ' The Philistines' are upon thee,
Samson!' Now the liers-in-wait were abiding in the inner
chamber. And he snapped them from off his arms like a
thread. 13. And Delilah said unto Samson, 'Hitherto thou
hast deceived me, and told me lies : tell me by what means thou
mayest be bound.' And he said unto her, ' If thou weave the
seven locks of my head along with the web, <and beat up with
like a~v other man.

Heb.

ci~il ,n~:.i lit. 'like one of mankind.'
TTT

--:,

The alarm is given, not to call out the
ambush, but to test the success of the experiment. When this
proves a failure, the Philistines must, of course, be supposed to remain
in hiding, so that Samson is unaware of their presence, and thinks
that Delilah is merely playing with him in order to gratify her own
curiosity.
when it feeleth the fire. Lit. 'when it smelleth the fire,' i.e. without
actual contact. For the simile, cf. eh. 15 !4b_
•
9. The Philistines, etc.

11.

with new ropes.

Cf. eh. r 5 13•

13. the seven locks, etc. The precise sense in which Heb. ma!zl'jJh6th
is used-whether of natural curls or plaits-is uncertain, the etymology
of the word being obscure.* (!Ii CTEtpas or {3ourpvxovs, '.£T 'crines,' .S:, P

n,

1i) id.
....aia..6,..!::. 'plaits,' ~
We are reminded of the way in
which Gilgames is represented on seal-cylinders, with hair divided
into curling locks; though these are always six in number (not seven,
as stated by Jeremias, Cooke, and Smythe Palmer), three falling on

* The explanation given by BDB. for the sense 'plaits,' ' so called from intertwining, passing through e~ch other, of the strands,' is based on the fact that the
verb l;dlaph, which commonly means 'to pass on or away,' seems in two passages
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the pin, then shall I become weak, and shall be like any other
man. 14. So, when he_ slept, Delilah took the seven locks of
his head, and wove them along with the web,) and beat up with
the pin, and said unto him, 'The Philistines are upon thee,
each side of his face : cf. Plate II., figs. 3, 4, 5 ; Plate III., figs. 1, z.
On the probable solar significance of this characteristic, cf. Addit.
note, p. 404.
I 3,

14. and beat up

ni!:l,n~ l/J~-M
!

! -

- •••

•,•

n,,,"'
T

•

;

The words are necessary to complete both
Samson's directions and also the account of the way in which Delilah
exactly carried them out : c£ the correspondence between his words
and her actions in vv. 7 -8, 11-12, ITb. 19_ They have fallen out of 1!!
through homceoteleuton ; the scribe's eye passing from the first
occurrence of n.:ic~il tJl/ 'along with the web' to the second. The
missing words occur, with variations, in MSS. of (!Ji, and in ll}·, ~h.
We follow the reading of '1li 8 , according to which vv. 13b.l4aa run ,cal
El'Tr'EV 1rpOs aUr~v, 'Eav VcfJ&V?JS' rlls f.1rrll <rELpUs rijs KE<J:,aAijs µov uVv r'f
a,&uµar, KaL €111<.polJu!]S'

,-p 1rauu&.A.q, £Ls rOv

ro'ixov, KaL £uoµai &>i'

frS'

r@v

to have the sense• to pass through (cf. eh. 526note); but the connexion in idea which
is here assumed appears somewhat uncertain (unless-as privately suggested by
Prof. Margoliouth-we may justify such a transition in meaning by the analogy
of the Ar. root marra, 'to pass by or beyond, pass along,' from which are derived
martr 'a rope that is slender and long, and strongly twisted,' 'amarru 'more or
most tightly twisted '-an elative form). The comparison of Ges., Thes., with Ar.
!Jalif, 'contortus, convolutus,' is derived from Golius ; but this meaning is not
given by modern Ar. lexicons. There is an Ar. word !Jalif which means 'a
woman who lets her hair fall down her back behind' (Ar. !Jala.fa meaning 'to
come after, succeed' temporally, and also 'to come behind or at the back'
locally}; and !Jalf denotes 'the location or quarter which is behind' (Lane), and
is used e.g. of .joining the hands behind the back (Dozy). This suggests the
possibility that mal;alaphoth may properly denote locks which .fall down the back.
Cf. the description given of Gilgame~ when, after his conquest of !!umbaba, he
washed and polished his arms, put on fine raiment, and 'caused his long hair to
fall down upon his back' (unaffik kimmatsu eli ;irifu; Tab. VI., I. 2. The
passage is one which unmistakeably embodies a solar motif:. cf. Addit. note,
pp. 3g, f.}. It is worthy of notice that ma!;alapha is, inform, the exact equivalent of
Bab. na!Jlaptu, which denotes something which covers or clothes. Possibly the word
may have existed in Heb. in the sense of trapping or adornment, and may have
been applied to a curl. More probable, however, than any of these suggestions
is connexion with Heb. l;a!aph in the sense to sprout: cf. Ps. 904.5 (~al}, Job 14 7
(Hiph'il)-a meaning which, though explained by BDB. as derived from the idea
to skew newness, is rather to be associated with Bab. elepu, to sprout, applied to a
tree (fa i;i), or to be long. 1~Ni n1!:l,n~ would then properly denote 'the
sproutings (long tresses) of my head': cf. the use of the verb n~i; 'to sprout'
in v.22 of the fresh growth of the hero's hair after it had been cut off.

16. 13. 14.]
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dv0pcl11rrov 0(1'0,v,\s. KOL ,ylv,ro EV Tei> Kotµa(1'001 OVTOV KOL n,o/3,v Ao>..nao
nls ErrTG. t:TELpCls rijs- KErj)a/\ij~ aVroV Kal V<J>avEv Ev r<f> liiUuµa-ri KT/\. Here

,ls rov ro,xov appears to be an explanatory gloss, due to misunderstanding of the meaning of in 1:::i T'\Yi'm (see below) ; but the rest of
the passage presupposes a clear and self-consistent original.* So. Mo.
The text of QliAL offers a conflation between that of Qlr" and a variant text
which is preserved most nearly in the group of MSS. cited by Mo. as
11li:Lp (cf. SBOT.).
In this latter text the most noteworthy variation
is in the commencement of v. 14, KOL holµ1(1',v ovrov Ao>..1l>o, Ko,
KoT<Kpov(l'EV KTA. Hence Bu. reads ':l :·;~J:\l ~n)IVIJ:l\ (cf. v.1 9).
-:

--

.. : - : -

The precise nature of the test which is thus described has been
elucidated by Mo. (Proceedings of the American Oriental Society,
1889, pp. clxxvi ff.; cf. also Comm. and SBOT. So, previously,
Braun, De Vestitu Sacerdotum Hebraeorum, Amstel., 1698, p. 252,
who is followed by Stu.). Mo. seems, however, to ,be incorrect in
assuming that the loom was of the upright kind: cf. Kennedy, article
'Weaving' in EE., who points out that, in the ancient Egyptian
representations, which are given by him (col. 5279), and by Mo.,
SBOT. Eng. trans., p. 86, the looms are really horizontal; though
absence of perspective makes them appear at first sight to be upright.
We should probably picture a horizontal loom of the simplest sort, in
which two pairs of posts firmly fixed in the ground hold the yarnbeam and the cloth-beam respectively. A piece of unfinished stuff
(the massekheth 'web') is standing in the loom; and Delilah, having
manceuvred so as to get Samson to sleep with his head on her knees
beside the loom, weaves his long hair into the warp with her fingers,
and beats it up tightly into the web by means of the yathedh, l.e. the
'pin' or' batten' (a flat piece of wood with a thin edge), so that his
hair actually becomes part of the finished materiaq When aroused

* l:::l::lt!':::l is adopted as the original of iv rcji Ko1µil<TOa, avr6v because :::l::ll!',
properly 'to lie down to rest,' is regularly rendered by Ko,µilv in l!li (151 cases
cited in Hatch and Red path's Concordance); whereas only one passage ( Isa. 5 27 )
is cited in which lt!'I is so rendered.
.
! Cf. the description of a modern Bedawin loom given by Palmer (Desert of the
Exodus, i. p. 125), who, in referring to his visits paid to Bedawin encampments, tells us that 'On one of these occasions I noticed an old woman weaving
at the tent door. Her loom was a primitive one, consisting only of a few upright
sticks upon which the threads were stretched : the transverse threads were inserted
laboriously by the fingers, without the assistance of a shuttle, and the whole fabric
was pressed close together with a piece of wood. Beside her stood a younger
female spinning goats' hair to supply the old lady with the material necessary for
her task.' So, too, Rob. (BR.3 i. 169) relates that 'Just before setting off
[from• A~abah ], we saw in one corner the process of manufacturing the goats'
hair cloth of which the common Arab cloaks are made. A woman had laid her
warp along the ground for the length of several yards, and sat at one end of it
under a small shed, with a curtain before her to ward off the eyes of passers-by.
She wove by passing the woof through with her hand, and then driving it up with
a flat piece of board having a thin edge.'

3$2

tt6. 14. 15.
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Samson!' And he awoke from his sleep, and plucked up [ J
the loom and the web. 15. And she said unto him, 'How
canst thou say, "I love thee," when thy heart is not with me?
three times already thou hast deceived me, and hast not told
me by what means thy strength is great.' 16. And when she
by the alarm, Samson leaps up; and, as he raises his head, he pulls
the four posts of the loom out of the ground, and carries off web and
loom together attached to his hair.
The (!Ji addition •ls rav roixov, noticed above, assumes erroneously
that yiithedh (as in eh. 4 2 1.22, 5 26 ) denotes a peg which Delilah
hammered into the wall (,cal Jv,cpovuns rij 1rauuaA'I' KrA., Ka, ,1r71g,v
r4' 1rau<raA'f' KrA. ; cf. F 'et clavum his circumligatum terrae fixeris ')
in order to secure the web ; and a similar error is probably responsible for the insertion of iM 1i1 in v. 14h ,!I (cf. note). Thatyiithedh,
however, can be used in other senses is proved by Deut. 23 14, where
i.e. the 'crossit denotes an implement for digging. ,SP renders
beam' of the loom to which the warp is attached ; so '([ jO.:l~ in v. 14b,
but in v. 14a ~n.:io 'peg.' The meaning of Heb. masst!kheth 'web,'
from nasakh 'to weave' (cf. Ar. nasaga), may be illustrated by the
usage of the nearly identical form massekha, which occurs in Isa. 25 7
(' the web that is woven over all nations'), 30 1 (' to weave a web'),
and in Isa. 28 20 in the sense of '(woven) bed-spread.' Kennedy
(EB. 5282) supposes that masst!kheth and massekhii primarily denote
the 'warp,' and then by metonymy the 'web,' on the ground that the
post-Bib. Heh. verb hesekh is used of setting the warp in the loom.
This view, however, is opposed by the relation of Heh. nasakh to Ar.
nasa.fa, which certainly means 'to interweave.'

u(lJ,

ffl )~-~~ ilJ;i'.I is intended to mean 'the peg of the
ilJ;i'.I (which is condemned as an insertion by the anomalous

14. the loom.
loom.'

use of the Article with the Construct State) must have been originally
a marginal addition made by a scribe who, taking iM 1 in v. 14• to mean
the peg with which Delilah fastened the web to the wall or ground,
desiderated a reference to Samson's plucking this out when he freed
himself. As we have· seen, however (preceding note) in 1 has quite
a different meaning, and it was the loom itself which Samson
pulled up.
I 5.

How canst thou say, etc.

Cf. eh. 14 16•

when thy heart, etc. Mo. brings out the sense by rendering, somewhat paraphrastically, 'seeing that thou dost not confide in me.'
'Heart,' as he points out, is used not of the affections, but of 'the
inner man with its secret thoughts.' Cf. v.17, 'he told her all his
heart'

16. 17. 18. 19.]
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pressed him sore with her words continually, and urged him, his
soul was impatient unto death. 17. And he told her all his
heart, and said to her, J2 No razor hath come up upon my head,
for a Nazirite of God have I been from my mother's womb :
J' if I be shaven, then my strength will depart from me, and I
shall become weak, and shall be like all other men.' 18. And
when Delilah saw that he had told her all his heart, she sent and
called the lords of the Philistines, saying, 'Come up this once, for
he hath told rme 7 all his heart.' And the lords of the Philistines
rcame up 7 unto her, and brought up the money in their hand.
r 9. And she made him sleep upon her knees, and called for a
man, and rhe 7 shaved off the seven locks of his head; and rhe 7
began rto be reduced\ and his strength departed from him.
20. And she said, 'The Philistines are upon 'thee, Samson!'
And he awoke out of his sleep, and said, 'I will go out as at
17. no razor ... womb. As to the grounds upon which this
passage is to be regarded as an addition to the old story by the
author of eh. 13, cf. pp. 337 f. Its excision from the narrative causes
Samson's answer (' If I be shaven, etc.') to commence in precisely the
same form as in vv. 7-11.rn.
18. hath told me. Reading
of 1!!, and all Versions.

1~

for Kt.

n,, with J{'r!, many MSS.

~,i,,,

came up. Reading -:--, the regular tense form in narration, with
many MSS. of 1!!, in place of the irregular ~,p1.
19. and he shaved off. Reading n~~;!- 1!l n~~l;l! 'and she shaved
off' ; but, if Delilah did this herself, it is not clear why the man
should have been needed.
and he began to be reduced.

Reading ni)~~

'1:!~1

(or ni~~?) with

(!JiAL Kai 1PEaro ra7rnvoDuBai, ,$h ~~ .... ~o. The reference
is to the gradual ebbing away of his strength as he is shorn of his
locks. Cf. v. 5 note, and the use of n~:it in Ps. 102 23 (1!! 24), 'He

,r~1

weakened my strength in the way.' 1!? in\Jl'?
'and she began
to afflict him,' has the support of (!Ji", ,SP, m:, and is paraphrased by F
'et coepit abigere eum, et a se repellere.' Whatever meaning, however, be read into the statement, it involves (corning as it does before
'and his strength departed from him') something of a hysteronproteron ; since it would be only after his loss of strength that
Delilah would venture to treat him with contumely.
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20. 2l. 22.

23.

other times, and shake myself free'; not knowing that Yahweh
had departed from him. 2 I. And the Philistines laid hold on
him, and bored out his eyes; and they brought him down to
Gaza, and bound him with bronze fetters; and he did grind in
the prison-house. 22. But the hair of his head began to grow
when he had been shaved.
23. And the lords of the Philistines gathered themselves
together to sacrifice a great sacrifice unto Dagon their God, and
20. and shake myself free.
The expression suggests that Delilah
had bound him (cf. v. 6), in addition to causing his locks to be shaved
off; and Mo. may be right in his conjecture that a statement to this
effect has been accidentally omitted.

not knowing, etc.

Heb. ')1 i,i1 ~~ ~-1i11 a circumstantial clause.
-y

:'

that Yahweh, etc. Doorn. supposes that \n:i 'his strength' originally
stood in place of 'Yahweh' ; cf. v. IDb,B_ Cf., however, the remarks
on pp. 337 f.
21. and he did gn"nd.
The Heh. j!':1\~ ',:1'.1 implies that this was
his constant occupation. On grinding as a b"adge of degraded servitude, cf. note on eh. 9 53• It is probable, however, that the reference
in Samson's case is not to a mere handmill, but to a heavy mill such
as would usually be turned by an ox or an ass. The reference may
very possibly embody a solar motif: cf. Addit. note, p. 408.
22. But the hair of his head, etc. This statement carries the mind
of the sympathetic reader beyond the immediate blackness of the
hero's fate, by hinting at the denouement in which Samson will
perform his greatest feat of all.
23. Dagon. A Philistine deity who had a temple not only at Gaza,
but also at Ashdod ~ Sam. 5 1, I Mace. 10 83 f. ; I 1 4), and (if the text of
1 Chr. IO 10 is to be trusted) at Beth-she'an.
Beth-Dagon (' Temple
of D.') was the name of a city in the Shephelah which is assigned to
Judah in Josh. 1 5 41 P ; and the same name was borne by a city on
the border of Asher, apparently east of Carmel and not far from the
border of Ze bul un ; Josh. 19 27 P. The former of these names may
show Philistine influence in the Shephelah ; while the latter conceivably indicates the presence of the kindred people called Jakkara, whom
we know to have settled at Dor, a little south of Carmel (cf. Introd.
p. xcvi). Among modern Ar. place-names, we find Bet-Degan*

* Whether this is the same as the Beth-Dagon of Josh. r5 41 is doubtful. It is
so identified by Eusebius ( O.S. 235 14 ), B178 Aa-ywv. <pv'/\fJs Iovoa. Ka< fon vuv
KW/J,'7 µ,e-yl<rr17 Kaq,ap Aa-ywv µ,ern~v Awa--,rb'/\ews rn, Ia,uvlas. The site lies outside the Shephelah properly so called (cf. note on eh. r 9 ) ; but the list of cities in
Josh. in which the name occurs is so confused that we can draw no certain
conclusion.
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five.and a half miles south-east of Jaffa, with a ruined site Dagun a
little further south. One of these, no doubt, is the Bit-Daganna mentioned before Joppa by Sennacherib in his Prism-inscription: cf.
KB. ii. p. 92.
It seems probable, however, that Dagon was not a foreign deity
introduced from the west by the sea-peoples in their influx into
Cana'an, but rather a native Semitic deity, adopted (like Ba' al-zebu!,*
the god of 'E¼:ron, 2 Kgs. l 21·) after their settlement in the land.
There is another Bet-Degan some seven miles east of Nab!us
(Shechem), whither we have no reason for supposing that Philistine
influence ever extended. It can hardly be doubted that Dagon is
identical with the god Dagan, who is known to us from the cuneiform ·inscriptions. Dagan is sometimes connected with the god Anu
(e.g. by the Assyrian kings Samsi-Adad vn., KB. i. p. 174, and Sargon,
KB. ii. p. 38), occupying in relation to Anu the position which is
commonly filled by Enlil, to whom there is reason for assuming that
he was regarded as the equivalent.t Among the T.A. Letters there
are two from a Cana'anite vassal of the king of Egypt named Dagantakala (Winckler, KB. v. Nos. 215 f.; Knudtzon, Nos. 317 f.); and
the name of the deity is especially frequent as an element in proper
names of the Babylonian First Dynasty period, several of which
(e.g. Yasub-(ilu)-Dagan, Yasmab-(ilu)-Dagan, etc.§) appear, from the
verbal forms which they embody, to have been borne by Western
Semites (men of Amurru; c£ Introd. p. !ix); cf. the way in which
ijammurabi, in the introduction to his Code (iv. 27), speaks of Dagan
as his creator (bdnisu). We first meet with Dagan in the theophoric
names of two successive rulers of the city-state of Nisin, I din-Dagan
and lsme-Dagan, dated by King cir. B.C. 2250 (Sumer and Akkad,
Appendix II.). These rulers, though members of a dynasty which
used the Sumerian language II and adopted Sumerian customs, yet
bear Semitic names (meaning respectively 'Dagan has given' and
'Dagan has heard') ; and there is thus some ground for the conjecture of Meyer (GA. 2 I. ii. pp. 501 f.) that the dynasty of Nisin may
have been of Amorite origin, and may have brought the worship of
Dagan with them from the west.~
The view that Dagon was represented as half man and half fish is
based upon supposed connexion of the name with Heb. dagh 'fish,'

*

On this form of the name, as original rather than Baal-zebub of 11!, cf. p. 5.

+ Cf. the full discussion of Jensen, KosmoloA'ie, pp. 449 ff.

§ Cf. the lists given by Thureau-Dangin, Leltres et contrats de l'tpoque de la

Premiere Dynastie Babylonienne.

II Cf. the inscriptions given by Thureau-Dangin, Die Sumerischen und Akkadischen Konigsinsckriften, pp. 204-207.
~ Cf. also for this view, Zimmern, KA T. 3 p. 358; Jastrow, RBA. i. pp. 219 ff.
King, who formerly maintained the Sumeri_an origin of the dynasty of Nisin

(Sum. and Akk., pp. 284, 303), now holds It to have been Semitic (Bab. pp.
131 ff.).
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and first appears in the commentaries of Rashi and Kimchi on
I Sam. 5 ; * but, apart from this assumed etymology, it can claim no
external support. The Assyr. representations of a deity part man
and part fish, figured in Riehm, HWB." i. p. 290, in the article
'Dagon,' represent Ea-Oannes t (cf. the quotations from Eusebius
and Helladius given in OTLAE. i. p. 48), whom we have no reason
to associate with Dagon. More plausible is the association of the
name with Heb. daghan 'corn,' put forward by Philo of Byblos, who
states that Dagon was the inventor of corn and the plough, and was
known as z,vs aporpws. Granted this connexion, we may either
suppose, with Sayce (cf. HCM. p. 326), that the worship of an
originally Sumerian deity travelled westward to Cana'an, and a native
etymology having been found for his name, he 'became a god of
corn, an agricultural deity who watched over the growth and ripening
of the crops•'; or (as seems more probable), that the name of an
originally Amorite corn-deity came to be used to denote corn, much
as the Romans derived cerealia from Ceres, and used the term to
denote 'cereal crops.' It is worth noticing, in this connexion, that
among the Babylonian First Dynasty names there occurs lzralJ-(ilu)Dagan, i.e. 'Dagan sows,'§ a name in which the thought may have
been that the god of sowing sows the seed of a man. Cf. the

*

The difficult passage

lost its head and hands,

I

Sam. 5 4 states that, after the image of the deity had

)'?¥

j~~;i

liJ1 ~'J

'only Dagon was left upon him '

It is upon this passage that
Kimchi bases his statement that Dagon was fish from the navel downwards, and
human above-a view which he cites as a generally received opinion (' They say,

(i.e., apparently, 'belonging to him' or' of him'),

etc.').

Wellh.'s emendation

iJ1

for

liJ1

'only his fishy part was left' ( TES.

ad toe.). supports this view, but has not gained general acceptance. We seem
to need some word meaning 'stump' or 'trunk,' such as is suggested by the l1li'
rendering 1rX71v 'T/ paxis Aa-ywv v1r,Xelrj,0?J. Cf. NH'f'S. 2 ad foe.
:j: Cf. also TB. ii. p. 6o, figs. 99 and 100; and Jastrow, Bild~rmappe zur
Religion Bab. und Assyr., figs. 70a and 95, wh_o takes the figure clad in a fishskin to represent, not the god himself, but his priest.
§ fzra(J probably stands for l/i!'. (J in early cuneiform representations of
Amorite words standing for the weaker as well as the stronger form of l). Cf.
YaJma(J- (ilu) - Dagan already cited= !Jil/7::lt!'', Vadf(J-ilu= s~l/ 1i 1 (as in
1 Chr. 7 6,10, 11 , n •5, 26 2), and cases cited in lntrod. p. lxxv, .footnote.
It may
be admitted, however, that there is not the same certainty that fzra(J is an
Amorite Imperfect as exists in the case of the first elements in such First Dynasty
names as YaJma(J-(ilu)-Dagan, Yafub-(ilu)-Dagan, Yamlik-ilu, Yakun-(ilu)Adad, etc., where the verbal forms are clearly not Babylonian, and, in YaJma(J,
we have the original a of the preformative syllable of the Imperf. ~al preserved
as in Ar. (cf. yazkl(r=i::JI' among the T.A. glosses; p. 169 note). If, as
assumed, /zratz=llil'. we must suppose that in this case the thinning process
from a to i has already taken place. It is po~sible, however, that the form may
be pra:,terite of the Bab. verb zara(Ju 'to shine,'= Heb. nit.
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to rejoice: and they said, 'Our god hath given into our hand
Samson our enemy.' 25. And when their hearts were merry
they said, 'Call Samson, that he may make sport for us.' So
they called Samson from the prison-house, and he made sport
place-name

~N¥,''H;

Jezre'el, i.e. 'the god sows,' which, if (as is doubt-

less the case) it goes back to Cana' anite times, may represent a
dedication to Dagon.* ·
25.24. The change in order of verses follows the suggestion of Bu.
(so No., Kit., Cooke). 'And when the people saw him' (v. 24 ) is out
of place until $amson has been fetched and brought in to the festival
(v. 20 ); but, with the transposition, the reference of v. 24 is most appropriate, and the narrative runs smoothly. La. retains the order of J!?
on the view that the Object in 'when they saw hirh' is the god Dagon,
whose image was carried in procession or otherwise exhibited ; but
this is most improbable.
25. when their hearts were merry. Kt. ::iio 'f (Perfect) and J{•re
::iio:p (lnfin. Constr.) are equally idiomatic. The Massoretes substitute the construction which is found in 2 Sam. 13 28, Hos. JO 1, Est. 1 10,
' possibly failing to recognize ::i,o of Kt. as a Perfect. The occurrences of this Perfect form are often difficult to distinguish from the
Adjective; but the real existence of such a form (verb middle o, like
t::,ii:;i) is proved by the occurrence of the plur. •l:lb, N um. 24 5, Song 4 10•

that he may make sport for us. Whether the reference is to minor
exhibitions of strength and dexterity, or to the exercise of his jesting
proclivities, is not clear. ,SP, Ar. suppose that he was to dance before
them.
and he made sport. Here 11? somewhat strangely varies the spelling

* It is very possible that the passage in the Sarcophagus-inscription of
Eshmun 'azar, king of !;,idon, II. 18 f., should be rendered, 'And, moreover, the
Lord of kings gave us Dor and Jappa, the excellent land of Dagon, which is in
the field of Sharon' (so Schlottmann, Movers, and Blau, as cited in CIS. 1. i.
p. 18). The phrase niiNi1 pi n"iN is taken, however, by most scholars to
mean 'the excellent corn-land.' On this view, the passage seems to illustrate
the fact that the region inhabited by the worshippers of Dagon was principally
noted for its diighiin 'corn' (as is still the case in modern times}-a fact which
has its importance in relation to the view above discussed that Dagon was a
corn-deity.
Sayce (HCM. p. 327) cites a seal preserved in the Ashmolean Museum as
bearing the inscription Ba' al-Dagon in Phoenician letters, together with the
representation (among other symbols) of an ear of corn. The reading is, however, very doubtful. Lidzbarski (Ephtmeris fiir Nordsemit. Epigr., i. p, 12)
thinks that it should more probably be read Baal-regem; whilst the ear of corn
requires considerable ingenuity for its detection,
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before them : and they made him stand between the pillars.
24. And when the people saw him, they praised their god, rand 7
said,
'Our god hath given
Our enemy into our hand,
And him who laid waste our land,
And who multiplied our slaip.'
of the verb, using the form i'M~ which is found elsewhere only in the
Pentateuch (so invariably; thirteen times) and in Ezek. 23 32, whereas in
vv. 25•- 27 we have the ordinary form j,nb. Very possibly the variation
may be due merely to a copyist. It is noteworthy, however, that in

tl~•-~~>

place of ~
i't:1~;1, eJiA\ .$h read rnl lvl1ra,{;ov almi,, i.e. probably
\:i.-~~~!11:'~1 (cf. the eJi renderings of this verb in eh. 19 25, 1 Sam. 31 4,

al.), 'and they made sport of him,' i.e. insulted him. This text
appears to lie at the back of the doublet of eli 8 Ka, lp!1.1ri{;ov avTov
(perhaps a corruption of the reading of eJiAL) which follows after
Kal ,1rai{;,v lv&nrwv avTwv-an accurate rendering of the text of ~Jos. (Ant. v. viii. 12) seems to support the reading of eJiAL when he
states that the Philistines sent for Samson 8n-wr lvv[:Jpl<rwu,v a,mi, n-apa
Tov 1r0Tov. It is conceivable that eJiAL may represent the original
text, and that the variation of spelling in ~ may be due to the fact
that the text has been altered by a later hand.

~,~~•!

24. and said. Reading
with eJiA Kal ,l1rav, in place of ~
•::i 'for they said.' S~ Bu., No.
Clearly the words which

~,r.i~

: JT

•

follow embody the expression of praise, and not simply the reason for
it. .:, and , were frequently confused in the older form of writing :
cf. instances collected in NHTK. p. 177.

Our god, etc. The words fall into a rough rhythm, with recurrent
rhyme upon the suffix -em2 'our' :Nathan '•lohtnil
b'yadhenzt 'eth 'iiy'bhenit
w''eth mahar[bh 'arstm7
wa'afer hi:rbhd 'eth ~alalinu.

Such rhymes are by no means infrequent, especially in short poetical
pieces or proverbial sayings preserved by story-tellers in their narratives. In longer poems they are occasional ; but not used systematically or extensively. Cf. Gen. 4 23, 27 29", 49 6"· 11. 25•a, Ex. 15 2·9, N um.
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26. And Samson said unto the lad that held his hand, 'Suffer
me that I may feel the pillars Gl. whereon the house is supported, J1 and may lean upon them.' 2 7. Now the house was
full of men and women; and all the lords of the Philistines
were there, and upon the roof were about three thousand men
2118a.28,* 23 9a.21b.23, 24 7b.21b.22, Deut. 32 2a.6b.9.25b.30b.35.4la, 33 3.8.JOb.18.25,
Judg. 14 18 h, I Sam. 18 7\ 2 Sam. 1 20h, Occasional instances may be
found in the Psalms; e.g. 2 s.e.n, 6 2, 1 312a.!5.19.2o.21.2s.20.a1.45.47.49.51, al.
The most frequent and approximately systematic use of rhyme is in
the Song of Songs: cf. the present editor's note in JTS. x. pp. 584 ff.

26. that I may feel. .!{•re 11i?'l;i::!1 from WIO (cf. Ps. n5 7; l):.al
Gen. 27 21 t), Kt. l)tjoim
.... ": from ~o·, (otherwise unknown). Since
~~O is the verb ordinarily used in the sense required, it is probable
that we should read ')tvOm
. .. . -:-·

whereon the house is supported. Doorn. is probably right in regarding these words as a gloss from v. 29• Samson would hardly have
risked betraying his purpose by using them.
27. Now the house, etc. Apparently we are to picture a banqueting
hall with one side open to a courtyard, the roof on this side being
supported by a pair of central pillars. Samson makes sport in the
courtyard where he can be seen both by those inside the building
and by those on the roof. Having thus exhibited his powers, he is
brought forward and placed between the pillars-possibly in order
that the lords of the Philistines and the other more important people
within the hall may obtain a closer view of him.
Doorn. regards the latter half of the verse (from 'and upon the
roof, etc.') as a gloss in exaggeration of the foregoing; while Mo.
(followed by Bu., etc.) would delete the middle part (' and all the lords
. . . men and women'), upon the ground that the Article with the
· Participle Cl 1~ii1 then refers naturally to C'~)n, Cl 1~)~n.
It is
difficult to believe, however, in view of the great emphasis in v. 30b
upon the huge number slain, that the verse as thus attenuated is more
* Here we observe the scheme of rhyming lines
3, as in Arabic poetry :-

1, 2,

and 4, with non-rhyming

ki ef yat'' ii meljefb6n_ .
lekabhti milf!!irydth St/Jon
'Jkh•la •Ar Mo'dbh
ba'atJ bam6th 'ArnOn.
Cf. Num. 2421b.22, and the instances cited from the_ Song of Songs in JTS,
loc. cit. p. 586.
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and women, looking on while Samson made sport. 28. And
Samson cried unto Yahweh, and said, 'Lord Yahweh, prithee
remember me, and prithee strengthen me only this once, 0
God, that I may avenge myself upon the Philistines in one
vengeancr e7 rfor 7 my two eyes.' 29. And Samson grasped the
two middle pillars whereon the house rested, and leaned upon
them, one with his right hand, and the other with his left. 30.
And Samson said, 'Let my soul die with the Philistines ! ' And
he bowed himself mightily; and the house fell upon the lords,
and upon all the people who were therein. So the dead that
original in form.
§ 126x.

On the use of the Def. Art. in l:Nrin, cf. G-K.

28. this once. Heb. n:i,::1 t:l!)~~- We should expect MN·!~ t:l!/~~
or t:l!)~~ simply (cf. eh. 6 39, Gen. 18 32 , Ex. ro 17 ).
in one vengeance for my two eyes. Reading it~ 11:1~~ ni:i~ l"l~i'J
for J!! 1?P, 1J.'.l~I? ni:i~ t:l~t· He prays that at one stroke he may
exact an adequate vengeance for his grievous loss. So <!Ji8\ F.
This meaning is adopted by RV. text, but cannot be extracted from
J!! as it stands. J!I can only mean 'a vengeance for (Ht. of) one of
my two eyes'; and this rendering is adopted by R. V. marg., Kimchi,
Rashi, and most modems. But, jester as Samson was, the dignity
and pathos of the context seem to forbid the idea that he is here
facing death with a jest on his lips.

30. Let my soul die.

The use of

1~~~

'my soul' as a choice

synonym for 'me' is frequent in Heb., especially in poetry. The
ntfphef (properly, that which breathes) is the principle of life ·which
animates the basar 'flesh,' and the exit of which results in death. It
is not 'soul ' in the sense in which we use the term, i.e. of the
immortal ego.
he bowed himself. Probably we are to picture Samson as grasping
the pillars with either arm, and then bending forward so as to force
them out of the perpendicular. Mo., who renders o;,1!,v "lj~l!)•l in
•••

Vo 29,

.. -:

•• T • -

'and he braced himself against them,' explains ~.:~ here as

meaning ' he thrust,' supposing that 'standing between the two
columns, he pushed them apart by extending his arms.' Such a
sense attached to i1~) may perhaps be justified by its use to denote
the stretching forth of the hand (Ex. 8 1, Isa. 5 25, al.), though it is
not very natural without expression of the object (' his hands or
arms'); nor is it easy, on this interpretation, to justify r,i:)!,,,
v. 29•
: ,-,
If he pushed the pillars apart, he would hardly have grasped them.
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he did to death at his death were more than those that he
did to death in his life. 31. And his brethren and all his.
father's house went down, and took him, and brought him up,
and buried him between $or'ah and Eshta'ol, in the grave of
Manoa}:l his father. RJE And he judged Israel twenty years.
he did to death. This rendering of n'l?tl (which would ordinarily
be translated 'he slew') is adopted in order to bring out the paradoxical word-play which is intended in the original.
31. went down. Cf. note on 'Timnah,' eh. 141_
between ,$or'ah, etc. Cf. eh. 13 25 note.

THE MYTHICAL ELEMENT IN THE STORY
OF SAMSON
The view has frequently been put forward that the story of Samson
contains many legendary elements derived from the solar mythology
which seems to have been the common property, not merely of the
Semitic peoples, but of other races widely distinct from them. In
this respect, it has been argued, the Hebrew Samson is analogous to
the Phoenician Mel½:art and to the Babylonian Gilgames among the
Semites, as well as to the Greek hero Herakles, the main features
of whose portrait may well have been derived from Semitic sources.*
The subject is one which lends itself very readily to theorizing ;
and there can be no doubt that the arguments which have been
adduced to prove that the whole, or the major part, of Samson's
exploits are based upon a solar myth are insufficiently attested.
When this has been said, it must be affirmed, on the other hand, that
there are certain elements in the story which seem to have been
drawn ultimately from solar mythology; and the evidence that this
-is so can hardly be ignored
The name Samson or Simson, connected as it doubtless is with
Heb. Stfmef 'sun' (cf. note on eh. 13 24 ), has of course been adduced
as an argument for the theory of the solar myth. Bu. (DB. iv.
p. 381 a) maintains on the contrary that the derivation 'tells rather
against than in favour of this view, for it is not the way with a nature* The comparison of the deeds of Samson with those of Herakles is as old as
Eusebius ( Chron., ed. Schoene, p. 54), Philastrius (de Haeres. c. viii), and
Augustine (de Civ. Dei, xviii. 19). That Herakles represents the sun is maintained by Macrobius (Saturnal. I. xx) upon etymological grounds:-' Et re
vera Herculem solem esse vel ex nomine claret. 'HpctKAi)s enim quid aliud est
nisi "Hpas id est aeris KAEOS? quae porro alia aeris gloria est, nisi solis
illuminatio? '
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myth to borrow or even to derive the name of its hero from the
cosmical object which it describes.' Be this as it may, it can hardly
be denied that the name must have been in origin honorific of the
sun, and so must indicate the existence of sun-worship in the locality
-a fact which is indeed attested by the place-name Beth-shemesh,
'Temple of the Sun,' in the immediate neighbourhood of the scene of
the hero's exploits.
We are probably justified in going further, and in associating this
sun-worship, not with an alien Cana'anite clan inhabiting the district,
but with the tribe (or rather clan) of Dan itself. As is well known,
the Heh. Dan means 'Judge,' and is so explained in Gen. 30 6
J or E, 49 16 J. The tribe of Dan is one of the four Israelite tribes
whose descent is traced, not from a wife of Jacob, but from a handmaid-a tradition which is probably to be interpreted as meaning
that these tribes were regarded as not belonging to Israel by fullblooded descent, but as occupying in some way or other an inferior
position among the tribes. Very possibly they were settled in
Cana'an prior to the entry of the Joseph-tribes under Joshua·, and
were only incorporated into the Israelite confederation at a later
period (cf. Introd. pp. cvi f.).
As regards Dan, we may gain support for this view from the old
poem of Gen. 49. The statement of v. 16,
'Dan shall judge his people
As one of the tribes of Israel,'
is scarcely satisfied by the jejune explanation that he shall maintain
his independence as successfully as any other tribe (so, many commentators). It undoubtedly implies that he will vindicate his claim
to be reckoned as an Israelite tribe, i.e. will raise himself out of
a position in which he was looked down upon as outside the full
blood-brotherhood.
Now in the case of two of the handmaid-tribes, Gad and Asher,
it seems clear that the tribal names were originally the names or
titles of deities (cf. the remarks on pp. 197 f.). It is not, therefore,
unlikely that the name Dan referred originally to a divine Judge who
was regarded as the patron of the clan. The god of the Babylonian
Pantheon who was pictured as the Judge par excellence was Samas
the Sun-god, whose common title among the Babylonians and
Assyrians was Dan (i.e. Daian) same u ir1iti, 'Judge of heaven and
earth' : cf. the numerous references under the heading 'Samas,
Richter (Gott der Gerechtigkeit)' in Jastrow, RBA. ii. 2, p. 1098; and
the citations under danu 2 in Muss-Arnolt, Diet. i. p. 258. If, then,
we may assume that the ancient patron-deity of the tribe of Dan was
the Sun-god under his aspect of divine Judge, we shall not be
surprised if we find relics of solar mythology surviving in a
euhemerized form among the folk-traditions of the tribe.
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Can we, however, lay our finger upon any such mythological elements in the story of Samson with reasonable probability? The one
incident which must certainly be interpreted as the product of folkmythology is the fox-story of eh. 15 3- 0• It is impossible to suppose
that this can be unconnected with the ceremonial hunting of foxes
with blazing torches attached to their brushes which took place
annually in the Circus at Rome during the Cerealia, April 19, as
stated by Ovid (Fasti, iv. 679 ff.). Ovid cites, in explanation of this
custom, a tale which he had heard from an old countryman of
Carseoli. A twelve-year-old farmer's son, having caught a vixen-fox
which had repeatedly robbed his father's hen-roosts, wrapped it in
straw. and hay, to which he then proceeded to set fire. The fox,
escaping, rushed through the fields of corn and set them in a blaze ;
hence a law was formulated at Carseoli dealing with the fate of
captured foxes.* Clearly this story is nothing more than a popular
invention in explanation of an ancient rite, the origin and significance
of which had passed into oblivion. Preller (Romische Mythologie,3
ii. pp. 43 £) brings the ceremony into connexion with the Robigalia,
· which were celebrated at the same time of year (April 25), when (as
he states) young puppies of a red colour were sacrificed in the grove
of Robigus, the spirit who was supposed to work in the robigo, i.e.
the red rust or mildew which was so apt to attack the corn when
approaching maturity. Here he seems to be not quite accurate. The
sacrifice of red sucking whelps (rutilae canes), together with an
augury made from their exta (augurium canarium), took place outside the Porta Catularia at Rome, and appears to have been a moveable festival, distinct, at least in origin, from the offering of the exta
of a sheep and a dog at the grove of Robigus, which was situated at
the fifth milestone on the Via Claudia: cf. Ovid's description, Fasti,
iv. 901 ff. Yet the two rites were doubtless closely connected, if not
(at any rate in later times) identified: cf. Warde Fowler, Roman
Festivals, pp. 88 ff. ; Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyc. der class. Altertumswiss., iii. col 1981 (s.v. Cerealia); Wissowa, Religion und Cultus
der Romer, p. 163. The resemblance in colour between the sacrificed
puppies and the foxes is not likely to be accidental ; and it is probable,
as Preller supposes, that both the red puppies which were deemed
an appropriate sacrifice to Robigus, and also the red foxes which
* Precisely what this fate was to be escapes us owing to a corruption of the
text.

The best MSS. read:' Fact um abiit, monimenta manent : nam dicere certam
Nunc quoque Jex volpem Carseolana vetat. ·

Here ' nam dicere certam' yields no sense ; and has been corrected into ' nam
vivere captam,' which is found in some inferior MSS. Other suggestions whic_h
have been offered are 'namque icere captami' 'namque ire repertami' 'namque
urere captam.' 'incendere captam,' etc. Cf. Warde Fowler, Roman Festivals,
p. 78; Postgate, Corp. Pt. Lat. i. p. 519.
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were hunted at the festival of the corn-goddess Ceres, were typical of
the red-coloured blight with its destructive burning properties,* which
in the one case it was hoped might be averted by the sacrifice,i and
in the other was supposed, by a kind of sympathetic magic, to be
chased away so that it might not do damage to the crops.
Now the ancient theory as to the origin of rust was that it was due
to the action of the hot sun upon the corn-stalks when left damp by
the dew.§ The view of Steinthal and Smythe Palmer is thus highly
plausible that, in the incident of Judg. r 5 3·5, Samson plays the part
of the Sun-god with his fiery heat, letting loose the destructive plague
of rust which burns up the standing corn of the Philistines. That
the Roman custom is to be traced ulnmately to a Semitic source
(whence it was derived, possibly, as Bochart, Hierozoicon, i. p. 857,
supposed, through the Phoenicians) may be inferred from the fact
that it took place in the latter part of April-the period when, in
Syria, the corn is approaching maturity and the danger of rust is to
be apprehended, but some considerable time before the crop reaches
such a stage in Italy.II It may well have been, therefore, 'that the
rite was transferred bodily to Latin soil without any rectification of
season to make it significant' (Smythe Palmer, p. ro5).

* Robigo is also termed uredo in Lat., as burning up the crops, just as rust is
dialectically termed brand in Norfolk, Suffolk, and Devon for the same reason
(cf. Wright, Dialect Diet. i. 376). Smythe Palmer (pp. 101 ff.) cites the Greek
">.aµ,1roup1s 'torch-tail' applied to the fox, and compares the German Brand-Fuchs
(occurring dialectically in Eng. as brant:fox), a term which associates the fox with
burning on account of its red colour.
Ovid versifies the prayer which he heard the Flamen Quirinalis utter when
offering the exta at the grove of Robigus :

+

' Aspera Robigo, parcas Cerealibus herbis,
Et trt!mat in summa leve cacumen hun10.
Tu sata sideribus caeli nutri ta secundi
Crescere, dum fiant falcibus apta, sinas.
Paree, precor, scabrasque manus a messibus aufer,
Neve noce cultis; posse nocere sat est, etc.'
§ Cf. Ovid, Fasti, iv. 917 ff. :

'Nee venti tantum Cereri nocuere, nee imbres,
N ec sic marmoreo pallet adusta gelu,
Quantum si culmos Titan incalficit udos :
Tune locus est irae, diva timenda, tuae.'

Pliny (18, 68, ro) mentions this as the commonly accepted view, but contradicts
it: 'Plerique dixere, rorem inustum sole acri frugibus rubiginis causam esse et
carbunculi vitibus: quod ex parte falsum arbitror, omnemgue uredinem frigore
tantum constare, sole innoxio.' Columella (Arbor. 13), Palladius (i. 55), and
Servius (ad. I Georg. 131) supposed the cause to be 'malae nebulae.'
II 'The corn harvest in middle Italy took place in the latter half of June and
in July.'-Warde Fowler, op. cit. p. 154.
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We have dealt at length with this single incident, because it may
be claimed that it proves decisively the real existence of a mythological element in the story of Samson ; and, further, suggests very
strongly that this element is solar in character-an inference which,
when taken in connexion with the known existence of sun-worship in
the locality in which the hero's exploits are laid, and the solar significance of his name (cf. pp. 352, 392), may fairly be claimed to be raised
to a reasonable certainty. The gaining of such a vantage-ground
provides justification for further advance, in the confidence that, however speculative in detail such investigations may be, the theory with
which they are bound up is not in itself illusory, but possesses a solid
basis in. fact. ·
In the notes. on the text, comparison has more than once been
drawn between the exploits or characteristics of Samson and those
of the Babylonian hero Gilgames. The fact that Gilgames is a
solar hero is well established. As he is known to us from the famous
Epic,* he is not identical with Samas, for he is represented as under
the protection and patronage of that deity. ' Samas loves him '
(Tab. I. col. v. 1. 21); he figures as patron to him and to his ·friend
Engidu (n. iii. 27 ff.; VI. 171 ff.); the mother of Gilgames makes
an offering to Samas before her son's expedition against the giant
l:Jumbaba, and asks why the god has placed in her son a heart
which sleeps not, and so dominates him that he incites him to the
most dangerous exploits (III. ii. 8 ff.). Yet there can be no doubt
that the hero is a double of the Sun-god ; and the fact that his
exploits find their ultimate explanation in the passage of the sun
through the heavens is transparently obvious.
Thus, for example, he follows the course of the sun, and goes where
no one but the sun has been. Most important, in this connexion, is the
account of the journey which he undertakes, after the death of
Engidu, in search of the secret of immortality (IX., x.). We find him
arriving at the mountain of Masu, t where scorpion-men guard the
entrance and exit of the sun. In spite of the terrible and deathdealing aspect of these warders, he prevails upon them to admit
him through the gate ; and he journeys for twelve double-hours
along a route where the darkness is dense, until he emerges once
more into the light of day. Here he finds himself in a garden in
which grows the tree of the gods, the branches of which, formed of

* The cuneiform text of the Epic has been edited by Haupt, Das babylonische
Nimrod-Epos. Transliteration and translation with notes by Jensen in KB. vi.
pp. n6 ff. ; Dhorme, Choix des textes religieux assyr. -bab., pp. 182 ff., 100 ff.
Translation and discussion by Ungnad and Gressmann, Das Gilgamesch-Epos.
More orless detailed outlines by Jerem1as, lzdubar-Nimrod; Zimmern, KA T. 3 pp.
566 ff.; Ungnad, TB. i. pp. 39 ff.; La., ERS. 2 pp. 342ff.; Rogers, CP. pp. Boff.
t Mdsu=' twin.· The mountain thus appears to be the twin- (double-peaked)
mountain which appears in representations of the God Sama~ emerging through
the gates of sunrise, which attendants throw open to him: cf. Pl. III., fig. 3.
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precious stones, produce rare fruits. The custodian of this garden is
the maiden Siduri-Sabitu, who sits on a throne by the shore of the
ocean. Gilgames' aim is to cross this ocean, in order to reach the
abode of his ancestor, U ta-napistim (the Babylonian Noa}:!), who,
after surviving the Flood, has, with his wife, been raised to immortality by the gods, and dwells beyond the ocean. He at least may
be expected to possess the secret by which death may be escaped.
In answer to the hero's inquiries as to the possibility of a crossing,
Sabitu replies : ' 0 Gilgames, there hath never been a passage,
And no one, from all eternity, hath crossed the ocean.
The warrior Samas hath crossed the ocean ;
But save for Sam~s, who shall cross ?
Difficult is the passage, laborious its course,
And deep are the waters of death which bar its access.
Why then, 0 Gilgames, wilt thou cross the ocean?
When thou arrivest at the waters of death, what wilt thou do ?'
The ocean, then, is the western ocean which is regularly crossed
by the Sun in his journey towards the region of sunset. The narrative goes on to relate how, by the aid of Uta-napistim's mariner,
Ur-Sanabi, Gilgames succeeds in making the passage, and safely
reaches the abode of his ancestor, from whom he learns the narrative
of the Flood-with which in the present connexion we are not
concerned.
Moreover, Gilgames not only traverses the sun's path, but he
undergoes changes which indubitably illustrate the phases through
which the sun passes during its yearly course. In illustration of this
we may quote first a most important passage at the commencement
of Tab. VI., following immediately after the victory over :Jjumbaba,
of which only a fragmentary account survives in Tab. V.
'He washed his weapons, he furbished his weapons,
He caused his long hair to fall down upon his back.
He doffed his soiled raiment, he.donned his clean raiment,
With . . . ? he clothed himself, and bound on a doublet ;
Yea, Gilgames decked himself with his diadem, and bound on a
doublet.
To the beauty of Gilgames majestic !star raised the eyes ;
"Come, Gilgames, be thou my spouse !
Thy fruit to me, I pray thee, yield !
Be thou my husband ; let me be thy wife !
Let me yoke for thee a chariot of lapis lazuli and gold,
With wheels of gold, with horns of diamond ;
Thou shalt yoke daily the great steeds.
Into our house enter thou mid the perfume of cedar.
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Into our house when thou enterest,
<They that sit on) thrones shall kiss thy feet ;
Beneath thee shall prostrate themselves kings, lords, and
nobles;
The . . . ? of the mountain and land shall bring thee tribute."'
Gilgames rejects Istar's advances, reminding her of the sad fate of
former lovers whom she has quickly spurned and made the victims
of various misfortunes through which their vital force is lost. As
Jastrow (REBA. pp. 127 f.) remarks, 'The tale is clearly a form of
the general nature-myth of the union of sun and earth, which, after a
short time, results in the decline of the sun's force. Tammuz, an
ancient personification of the sun of the springtime, is named as the
first of Istar's lovers ; he becomes her consort and is then slain by
the goddess and consigned to the nether world, the abode of the
dead. The promise made by !star to Gilgames to .present him with
a chariot of lapis lazuli, and to shelter him in a palace of plenty,
unmistakably points to the triumph of the sun when vegetation is at
its height. Tammuz and !star, like Gilgames and !star, thus represent the combination of the two principles which bring about life;
and upon their separation follow decay and death.'*
In revenge for this rebuff, !star persuades her father Anu to send a
heavenly bull to destroy Gilgames ; but the beast is slain by the hero
and his friend Engidu (c£ Pl. III. fig. 2). Gilgames dedicates the
horns to his god Lugal-banda, and returns in triumph to his city of
Erech. Tabs. VII. and VIII. are unfortunately very fragmentary ; but
enough remains for us to gather that Engidu is suddenly afflicted
with some fell disease, and, after taking to his bed, dies at the end of
twelve days. The cause of his malady does not appear from the text
as it now stands ; but we are probably right in inferring that it was
due to the curse of !star, following upon the failure of her first attempt
to punish Gilgames (c£ the account of Engidu's deliberate insult
offered to the goddess, Tab. VII. 11. 178 ff.). Gilgames' grief at the
death of his friend is vividly portrayed at the end of Tab. VII. ; and
from the beginning of Tab. VIII. we learn that its poignancy is increased by the thought that the same fate must ultimately overtake
him also:
' Gilgames for Engidu his friend
Bitterly weepeth and wandereth through the desert :
"Must not I too die like Engidu?
Grief hath pierced mine inward part ;
I fear death, and I wander through the desert.'"

* The description of the chariot is (as Dhorme notes) strikingly similar to
Ovid's description (Metam. ii. ll. 107 ff,) of the chariot of the Sun:' Aureus axis erat, temo aureus, aurea summae
Curvatura rotae. radiorum argenteus ordo,
Per juga chrysolithi positaeque ex ordine gemmae
Clara repercusso reddebant lumina Phoebo. •
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It is at this point that he forms the resolution to seek out his
ancestor Uta-napistim, who by some means (as yet unknown to him)
has gained immortality, and who may possibly be able to hand on
the secret to him. He at once, therefore, sets out upon the journey
which we have already outlined.
In the course of this journey, as indeed prior to it, those whom he
encounters comment in identical terms upon the shocking spectacle
which he presents : *
'Why is thy strength consumed, thy face bowed down?
Thy heart is in evil case, thy features are perished,
And there is sadness in thine inward part ;
Thy face is like that of one that hath journeyed far ;
. . . distress and grief enflame thy face,
. . . and thou wanderest through the desert.'
To each of these inquiries he replies by asking why he should not
appear thus, seeing that he has just lost so close a friend. It seems,
however, to be clear that he is afflicted by something more than grief,
and that in all, probability the disease which has destroyed Engidu
has fastened its hold upon him also. At any rate, when he reaches
Uta-napistim, he is in a terrible condition, as appears from the words
of his ancestor in which he directs the sailor, U r-Sanabi, to take him
to a washing-place where he may bathe and restore his health
(xi. 251 ff.):, The man before whom thou didst walk,
Whose body is covered with boils,
The beauty of whose flesh is marred with scalesTake him, Ur-Sanabi, to the washing-place bring him;
His boils in water let him wash (white) as snow;
Let him cast off his scales, and let the sea bear (them) away;
Fair let his body appear;
Let the turban of his head be renewed ;
With a robe let him be clothed, his garment of modesty;
Until he come to his city,
Until he come to his own way,
Let the garment not become threadbare,+ but let it be newbe new!'
Uta-napistim's directions are followed, and Gilgames is able to
make the return-voyage, reaching Erech in perfect health, and clad
in fair attire. The account of his actually finding, and then through

* So,

some one whose name has disappeared, VIII. v. 7 ff.; Ur-Sanabi, x. iii.
42 ff.
There is every reason to suppose that the same
inquiry should _be restored and put into the mouth of Siduri in x. i. 33 ff.
t Lit. 'throw off grey hair,' i.e. perhaps, its surface-wool, or, as we might say,
lose its nap. A different explanation is given by Haupt, AJSL. xxvi. (1909),
p. 16.
1

ff.; Uta-napistim, x. iv.
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an accident losing, the magic herb by means of which he might have
secured immortality, does not concern our present purpose.
Here, then, we have, in a parable the inner meaning of which is
tranpparently obyious, an account of the sun's triumph in springtime,
followed by its gradual decline in force as it starts on its long journey
towards the waters of death. This culminates in the last stage of
disease when it reaches its goal, where it undergoes a process of
lustration, so that, when it appears once more in the east, it possesses
its original beauty and glory. The meaning of the story of Engidu,
who actually dies as the result of Istar's malic.e, may perhaps not be
affirmed with equal certainty ; but the whole trend of evidence goes
to suggest that he is a chthonic deity, typifying the reproductive
vigour of animal-nature in the springtime, which dies away as the
year passes onward on its course.*
Were it necessary to add anything in support of this clear evidence
that Gilgames is a solar hero, it might be found in 'the material which

* This is suggested by the description of his early life as a companion of the
beasts of the field, and by the satyr-like forlll-half man and half bull-in which
he is represented upon early seal-cylinders: cf. Pl. 11. fig. 5 ; Pl. III. fig. 2. He
is described in I. iv. 6 as luld amllu ' the man of animal-desire.'
It is a hopeless task to attempt to construct a wholly satisfactory and consistent
explanation of the cosmology of the Gilgames-epic; Cf., on this subject,
Jeremias, Izdubar-Nimrod, pp, 66 ff.; Jensen, Das Giigamesch-Epos, pp. 77 ff.;
Zimmern, KA T.3 pp. 566 ff.; Dhorme, Choi:x: des textes religieux assyr.-bab.,
pp. 271 f., 278 f.; Ungnad and Gressmann, Das Gilgamesch-Epos, pp. 154 ff.
The view that the twelve tablets present us with the sun's doings during the
twelve months of the year, and that each of these is associated with its appropriate
zodiacal sign, seems to be improbable. It may be worked out in a few instances, but breaks down in the majority. Thus, Tab. Ill., which relates the
beginning of the adventures of Gilgames and Engidu, might stand for Gemini
(though the cementing of the frienrlship between the two heroes takes place as
early as the end of Tab. 1.); Tab. VI. which contains the !star-incident might
stand for Virgo; and, most strikingly, Tab. XI., the Flood-narrative, for Aquarius.
If, however, the creation of Engidu, who, as we have already remarked, is figured
as half bull, represents Taurus, we should expect to find the account of this in
Tab. u. and not in Tab. I. ; and the Scorpion-men of the mountain of Masu
(Scorpio) should appear in Tab. VIII. rather than in Tab. IX., unless indeed they
stand also for Sagittarius: cf. the representation of a scorpion-man as an
archer on an ancient boundary-stone (v. R. 57; OTLAE. i., fig. 2, p. n), and
also on the seal-cylinders figured by Delaporte, Cytindres orientaux, Pl. XXI. figs.
313, 316. Probably the truth is that some of the incirlents in the Epic do represent the course of the sun through the zodiacal stations, but not (at least in the
form in which the Epic has come down to us} in any consistent order, or, at any rate,
in an order which is marked by the twelve tablets into which the poem is divided.
Again, it seems probable that the incidents of the poem typify not merely the
yearly course of the sun, but that there is a combination of the yearly and daily
courses which it is difficult or impossible to unravet Gilgames' adventure at the
mountain of Masu where he starts a journey of twelve double-hours over the
route of the sun-!!;~rran (ilu) Sam.Ii-is most naturally to be understood of the
daily circuit of twenty-four hours; though, in view of the fact that all the way the
darkness is dense, and it is only at the end of the journey that he emerges into the
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is supplied by the ancient seal-cylinders of Babylonia. On these
we not infrequently find the figures of Gilgames and the Sun-god
used interchangeably in precisely similar settings. One such series
is illustrated on Pl. II. Here in figs. I and 2 we have a figure
described in pictographic writing as ilu Samas, who contends with
antelopes and lions. In fig. 3 Gilgames likewise contends with the
same animals, the arrangement of the figures being identical with
that of figs. I and 2. That the central figure in fig. 3 is intended for
Gilgames is indicated by his full-face representation (peculiar to
figures of Gilgames and Engidu), and by the arrangement of his hair
in six locks ; cf. the Gilgames-figures on Pl. III. figs. 1, 2. There
are similar series which are no less significant.*
light 'before the sun,' we should expect the reference to be to the nocturnal course
of the sun from west to east, which should rather occupy six double-hours or
twelve hours. His journey across the ocean with Ur-Sanabi occupies one month
and fifteen days before he comes to the waters of death. Since the condition in
which we find him at this point, in the last stage of disease, can hardly denote
anything else than the winter-solsti~e, when the power of the sun is at its lowest
ebb, it may be that this voyage represents the half of the winter-quarter; the
corresponding half being occupied by the return of the sun after purification in a
condition to renew once more his yearly course.
It is impossible, again, to attain any degree of certainty in attempting to define
the conception of the Epic as to the earthly counterpart of the heavenly course of
the sun. Jensen places the cedar-mountain where the hero and his friend conquer the giant tJumbaba among the mountains of Elam to the east of Babylonia,
over which the sun rises. Thence Gilgames reaches his city of Erech where he is
at the climax of his glory. From this point Jensen would make him pursue his
course due west across the Syrian desert to the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, which
he regards as the twin-mountain of Masu, and over the whole length of the
Mediterranean Sea to the waters of death-the Atlantic. This view is adopted
by Zimmern; though it is difficult to see how the Atlantic can have come within
the Babylonian horizon. Of course Jensen and Zimmern have the Pillars of
Hercules in their minds; but the Phoenicians must surely have been the earliest
Semitic traders to get so far west. Cther scholars find the name Masu in the
Syro-Arabian desert, which Asurbanipal calls the land of Mas, and describes as
'a place of thirst and languor, wherein no bird of heaven flies, nor do wild asses
and gazelles graze there' : cf. KB. ii. p. 220; Delitzsch, Paradies, pp. 242 f.
Across this they would make Gilgames travel not due west but south.west, till he
reaches South Arabia, where dwells Siduri who is termed Sabitu, i.e. on this interpretation 'the Sabaean ' : cf. Hommel, A HT. pp. 35 f. This perhaps agrees
better with the sun's course as viewed from the northern hemisphere-not due
west across the zenith, but south-west.· Yet the theory of a very early date for the
origin of the Sabaean kingdom is now not regarded as probable.
* Cf., in Delaporte, Catalogue des Cylindres orimtazo: . .. de la Bibliotheque
Nationale, Pl. IV. fig. 4r, a figure described as ilu Samas in conflict with a
human-headed bull; Pl. v. fig. 43, a similar figure unspecified contending
with the same human-headed bull, in company with Engidu contending with
a lion; fig. 45, Gilgames with the human-headed bull (duplicated), and Engidu
with the lion; fig. 44, Gilgames with the human-headed bull together with
a figure like that of fig. 43 contending with another bull of the same kind, and
Engidu with the lion. We may notice also, in Hayes Ward, Cylinders . . . in
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The adventures of Gilgames and Engidu form favourite subjects
for representation on seal-cylinders in the Sumerian and early Semitic
Babylonian period, as well as in later times. The heroes are most
commonly depicted in conflict with beasts-either Gilgames attacks
a _wild bull or water-buffalo while Engidu is similarly engaged with a
lion, or Gilgames by himself is seen in conflict with the latter beast :
cf. Pl. II. fig. 4 ; Pl. III. figs. r, 2. In spite of the fragmentary
condition of parts of the Epic, it affords us ample evidence that the
two heroes were mighty hunters.*
The space which we have devoted to the Gilgames-epic may seem
to be out of all proportion to its importance in relation to the story
of Samson ; but this is not really so. In the first place, it has
enabled us to establish the fact of the existence of a Semitic solar
myth in a form of which the significance is incontrovertible, and the
widespread influence of which in countries adjacent to Babylonia
can easily be demonstrated. In Pl. IV. we have Gilgames as pictured
by the Assyrians ; Pl. v. illustrates the fact that the hero and his
companion were familiar to the I_Iittites of Carchemish ; Pl. VI.
exhibits the movement of the same myth westward to Cyprus, the
colossal figure clearly exhibiting Assyria-Babylonian influence in the
treatment of the beard and hair (cf. p. 498), and in the manner in which
he is rending the lion.+ This last figure is probably rightly identified
with the Phoenician Mel¼:art, whose influence on the Greek myth of
the Library of]. Pierpont Morgan, Pl. v. fig. 22, a figure marked ilu Samas
attacking a lion by seizing its tail and one hind leg and placing a foot on the
back of its neck; Delaporte, op. cit., Pl. III. fig. 22, Gilgames attacking a lion
in precisely the same way (duplicated); cf. also Pl. II. fig. 21.
* Sayce, ET. xxiv. (1912) p. 39, in endeavouring to identify the hero of the
seal-cylinder representations with a supposed Namra-Uddu (i.e. the Biblical
Nimrod) and not with Gilgamd, makes the assertion, 'Gilgames was not
a hunter, and he never struggled with lions or held slaughtered animals in bis
bands.' This statement strangely overlooks the words which are addressed to
GilgameS in VIII. v. 5,
' < In the passes> of the mountain thou didst slay lions,'
as well as the refrain of the hero·s lament over Engidu (cf. x. v. u),
'<My friend who with me> slew the lions, etc.'
Cf. also, in Gilgames' description to Uta-napistim of the difficulties of his
journey (x. v. 3 r f.),
'The kdsu-bird, the bu5u-bird, the lion, the panther, the jackal(?), the stag,
the ibex, the wild bull,
Their <flesh> I eat, and with their skins I <clothe myself>.'
It is highly probable that one of the Tabs. III., IV., or v., whict are very
fragmentary, originally contained an account of a lion-combat, possibly corresponding to the zodiacal station Leo.
::: Cf. the representation of Engidu and the lion in Pl. 11. fig. 4.
2 C
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Herakles in many of its details can scarcely be gainsaid.* The
proved existence of such a solar myth is the most weighty fact which
can influence our decision as to whether solar elements do or do
not enter into the Samson-tradition. In comparing Samson with
Gilgames in our search for solar traits, we are not bolstering up the
merely hypothetical interpretation of one series of traditions by the
scarcely less hypothetical interpretation of another series ; but we are
testing the former series by that which, in the latter, may 1;:,e regarded
as a well-ascertained conclusion.
·
In the second place, for a right estimation of the character of the
Samson-narrative, it is as important to notice the contrast which it
offers to the Gilgames-epic as it is to register the points of resemblance between the two stories. The Gilgames-epic as a whole (and
this is also true of the Herakles-saga) moves in a plane which is
wholly mythical. Gods and goddesses take their part in the sequence
of events like ordinary mortals. The hero and his friend are distinguished as semi-divine by the use of the determinative prefix ilu
'god,' before their names. Indeed, the fact that Gilgames possesses
a divine strain in his blood is more than once emphasized in the
Epic (1. ii. r; IX. ii. 16) by the statement
'Two-thirds of him are god, and his third part is human.'
* Wilamowitz-Moellendorf, in his edition of Euripides, Herakles, i. p. 276
(1st ed., 1889), dismisses the theory of the derivation of the Greek Herakles from
old Babylonian sources with great contempt, having clearly never taken the
trouble to investigate and appreciate the evidence which can be advanced in its
favour. Later on (pp. 290 ff.) he goes on to enumerate the earliest elements in
the Herakles-myth as follows:-( r) the descent of the hero from the highest
gods; (2) the conflict with the lion; (3) the conflict with giants; (4) the journey
to the Underworld, and the conquest of death; (5) the journey to the garden of
the gods. As a matter of fact, as Jeremias (lzdubar-Nimrod, pp. 70 ff.) points
out, these are the very incidents which can be most strikingly paralleled from
the Gilgames-epic. In his 2nd edition (1895) Wilamowitz-Moellendorf makes
grudging concession to Jeremias that 'the resemblance of Herakles to" IzdubarNimrod" is of course remarkable in the highest <legree (allerdings hochst
merkwiirdig). Naturally this also struck the ancients, and necessarily led to
identification, as e.g. the Cyprian representation of the Geryones-adventi:re
demonstrates: Journ. o.f Hell. Stud., xliii. 74.' It may be observed that this concession does not touch Jeremias' point that the earliest elements in the Heraklesmyth (teste W.-M.) are those which find closest parallel in the Babylonian-myth.
Jeremias further remarks· that it is reasonable to hold that, just as we have the
series lstar-'Ashtart-Aphrodite, so we also have the series Gilgames-Samson
-Herakles; a conclusion which may be accepted with substitution of the
Phoenician Mellj:art for the Israelite Samson, the conception of whom can
hardly have had any direct influence on Greek mythology. The line of transference was probably Babylonian-Phoenician-Greek; while Samson, as is
argued abov.e, seems to represent a lateral development of the myth in a very
diluted form. Herodotus (ii. 44) states that he visited the temple of Herakles
at Tyre ; and that this was of very great antiquity, being said to be contemporary
with the foundation of the city, which he places at 2300 years before his time.
That this Herakles was the god Mellj:art (i.e. 'King of the city') admits of no
doubt.

'tl-iE BOOK OF JUDGES
The world in which events are enacted is not our world ; or at any
rate it is ours only in a very remote and symbolical sense.* The
Samson-narrative (and here we are referring to chs. 14-16, apart
from the later-added eh. 13) is markedly different. Samson indeed
performs prodigies of strength which are incredibly marvellous ; but
the whole setting of the narrative, so far from being artificial, is as
fresh and true to life as almost anything contained in the 0. T. It
leaves us no doubt that we are breathing the natural atmosphere of
the border-country between the Israelites and Philistines, and are
witnessing scenes of social intercourse such as must have been of
everyday occurrence at the period with which the narrator deals.+
Again, the author of tht Gilgames-epic was an educated man of
great literary ability. § He had evidently reflected much on the
problems of life and death ; and, had we had occasion to refer to his
speculations as to human mortality, we might have, quoted passages
of wonderful beauty and pathos. He seems to have been versed in
the astronomical knowledge of his day. The technique of the poem
is highly developed, and its descriptive power (a& witnessed e.g. by
the Flood-story) of a very high order. In contrast, the charm of the
Samson-narrative lies in its artlessness, and in the fact that it comes
straight from the lips of the rustic story-teller, whose sole equipment
consisted in a retentive memory, a sense of humour, and a native
power of description. Whether it be possible or not to explain every
detail of the Gilgames-epic as an integral part of the solar myth,
there can be no question that this method, if applied to the Samsonnarrative, goes very widely astray. The whole narrative is so intimately bound up with the occurrences of everyday life, and quite
possibly with the actual doings of an historical individual, that the
fallaciousness of such a method is self-evident.
Thus it is clear that the difficulty of distinguishing the solar traits
in the Samson-narrative is very considerable. A particular incident
may bear resemblance more or less close to a characteristic motif in
the stories of other solar heroes ; but unless it is impossible to regard
it as an actual incident which may have occurred in real life, its interpretation as a solar trait must remain extremely precarious. To take
a single example : Samson slew a lion single-handed, and so did
Herakles, and Gilgames very . possibly slew several ; but, again,
similar incidents are recorded of David (1 Sam. 17 341-) and Benaiah
(2 Sam. 23 20 ) ; and we have, in these latter instances, no ground for
regarding the feat as other than historical, because it is the kind of
feat that a strong and brave man might reasonably accomplish.
Bearing these considerations in mind, we may proceed to notice

* Cf. the last paragraph of the first footnote, P• 400.
:t Cf. the remarks on p. 339.
§ In speaking of the author, in the singular, it is not intended to express any
opinion as to the unity, or composite character, of the Epic, All that is affirmed
is true of the Epic as a whole, whether it be the work of one or more authors.
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certain points in the Samson-narrative which may very well owe their
origin to solar mythology.
Among these the most striking is the conception that the strength
of the hero lies in his long hair, and that when this has been shaved
off he becomes powerless ; just as the sun when adorned with his
rays (which are pictured as hair in the literature of all nations*) is
endowed with great strength, but sinks into weakness when he loses
these in the winter-season. We have noticed how Gilgames, when
he figures as the glorious sun of springtime, is said to wear his long
hair falling down his back; and this hair is prominent in early sealcylinder representations of the Babylon,ian hero, arranged in six
curling locks which fall on either side of his head (cf. Pl. II.
figs. 3, 4, 5 ; Pl. III. figs. 1, 2), with which we may compare the
six rays which are depicted as issuing from the shoulders of the Sungod (Pl. III. fig. 3).
Samson's hair was also arrayed in locks,
though these were seven and not six.t We are not definitely told
that Gilgames loses his long locks when his strength fails him and he
becomes the victim of disease, § though, since they are so prominently
mentioned as a mark of his beauty when at the height of his youthful
power, it is perhaps not an unfair inference that he is to be pictured
as deprived of them in his affliction (cf. the remarks as to his changed
appearance quoted on p. 398). When he is washed clean and free
from disease 'the turban of his head' II is renewed; but no mention is
made of his locks, which, if they were lost, must be pictured as
gradually growing again. The sun does not arrive at its full strength
and glory at the turn of the year. Samson's hair began to grow
again after it was cut off, but some time elapsed before he was able to
put forth his pristine strength. In the note on eh. 13 5 we have
observed how ill the conception of the author of this chapter that
Samson was a N azirite fits in with the portrait of• him which is to be
gathered from the older 'chs. 14-16, and have concluded that the
view that he was under such a vow must probably be regarded as a
later interpretation of the meaning of his long locks. If we are right
in explaining them as an ancient solar trait, we can now understand
why the author of eh. 13, who endeavours to view Samson and his

* Cf. the admirably full body of evidence collected by Smythe Palmer in eh. iv.
:l: We have noticed above (note on eh. 1613) that the statement that Gilgames
wore his hair in seven locks, which seems to emanate from Jeremias(cf. OTLAE.
ii. p. 172), is incorrect. For the possible meaning of Samson's seven locks, cf. the
conjectures put forward by Smythe Palmer, ck. v., who cites instances of the
Sun-god depicted as adorned with seven rays, the most striking of which is
perhaps the Pompeian wall-painting figured by Roscher, Lexikon der griech.
u. rom. Mythol., 2003.
§ Smythe Palmer's statement (p. 221) that when Gilgames • begins to fail and
fall ill' he 'loses his hair in which lay his strength,' unfortunately goes beyond
his facts as they may be gathered from the Epic. It is an inference merely.
II Bab. parsigu Ja [,a*1j,adisu. The term parsigu is used elsewhere of a
bandage.
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doings from the standpoint of a pious Yahweh-worshipper (cf. p. 338),
should have read a different meaning into this characteristic.
Much more doubtfully significant as a solar trait is Samson's slaying of the lion, though greatly emphasized as such by many writers ;
because, as we have already remarked, it is the kind of deed which
might naturally have been performed by a strong man, or might
naturally be ascribed to him, without the involving of any symbolical
meaning. The term which is used to describe the hero's rending of
the lion does seem, however, to suggest connexion with the Gilgamesmyth : cf. notes on eh. 14 6• A similar connexion may possibly be
traced in the fact that the incident occurs early in Samson's career
and immediately prior to his being ensnared by the charms of
Philistine womankind, which leads to his ultimate undoing. Gilgames' lion-slaying feats must, as we have noticed,* have occurred
a little before the !star-incident which marks the ,beginning of the
hero's misfortunes.+
A much clearer trace of solar mythology is to be found in the
story of the bursting forth of the spring at Ramath-lel).i to satisfy

* Cf.footnote*,

p. 401.
present writer can attach no weight at all to Steinthal's theory that the
story of the honey in the lion's carcass belongs to the solar myth with the symbolical meaning that, when the sun is in the zodiacal sign Leo (i.e. in July), honey
is most plentiful. This theory is built up upon a series of assumption1, any one
of which is open to question. It is assumed that no other explanation of bees
building in a carcass is satisfactory; whereas, as we have seen (cf. note on 148),
this may be explained either by the supposition that the carcass was hollow and
sun-dried, or by the ,Bou-yovia-theory. Again, the claim that this explanation
offers the Philistines a possibility of solving the riddle, which is otherwise insoluble apart from a knowledge of the facts, can hardly carry weight. Samson's
wit was not of so high a class that he must be deemed incapable of a very bad,
and so, unfair riddle; especially as the story makes it clear ~hat he was confident
that he would win the wager. And lastly, the assumption that July is the month
when honey is most plentiful seems to be based upon experience of the habits of
bees in the temperate regions of Europe where flowers abound throughout the
summer, and to overlook the fact that in the sub-tropical climate of Palestine the
flowering season ceases and herbaceous vegetation is burnt up by about the middle
of May, after which (presumably) the bees are living on their store of honey, and
the supply is gradually decreasing.
Steinthal's further conjecture that Samson's slaying of the lion typifies the
milder sun of autumn extinguishing his own burning rays (the lion representing
the fierce heat of midsummer) is in itself so incredible that it requires no refutation. It may be noticed, however, that it seems to involve a kind of kysteronproteron ; for the autumnal sun stifles the heat of midsummer before the beeswhich typify the fact that honey is plentiful in midsummer-establish themselves
in the carcass.
At the same time, the fact is undoubted that in Babylonian mythology the
lion is closely associated with the god Nergal, who typifies the hot sun of midsummer ; the choice of this animal being no doubt dictated by its fierce and
destructive disposition, its tawny colour, and its shaggy mane which suggests
not remotely the rays of the sun.
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Samson's need. Abundant evidence exists in proof that springs-and especially hot springs-were associated with the sun or with
solar heroes.* Athenaeus (xii. 512) states that all hot springs which
break forth from the earth are sacred to Herakles : c£ also Diod.
Sic., iv. 23, v. 3; Strabo, pp. 6o, 172, 425, 428; Livy, xxii. 1; al.
The original idea seems to have been that such springs are warmed
by the sun during his nocturnal course under the earth. C£ especially
the account given by Herodotus (iv. 181) and Lucretius (De Rerum
Natura, vi. 848 £) of. the spring of the sun in the oasis of Ammonium
(Siweh) in the Libyan desert, which is cold by day but boiling hot at
night. The point is interesting as definitely connecting Herakles
with the sun. In some cases at any rate (c£ Diod. Sic. foe. cit.) the
traditional connexion with the solar hero was that the springs had
been caused to burst forth in order that he might bathe in them when
weary.
That cold springs were also associated with the sun by the Semites
is proved by the occurrence of the name 'En-shemesh 'the spring of
the sun,' Josh. 15 7, 18 17-the modern 'Ain el-I:I6d 'the Apostle's
spring,' a little east of Bethany on the road to Jericho; and 'Ainsems, the modern Ar. name of Beth-shemesh. Whether the hero
bathes in the warm spring, as does Herakles, or drinks from the cool
spring, as does Samson, the effect is the same, viz. the restoration of
his vitality which through weariness or faintness has reached a low
ebb. The conception seems to be bound up with the restoration of
the sun's power in the springtime : cf. the way in which Gilgames
has to bathe in order to free himself from his disease and renew his
beauty-a figure which, as we have seen (pp. 398 £), typifies the
renewal of the sun's powers after he has reached his lowest ebb at
the winter-solstice.
If any weight may be attached to our suggestion (eh. 15 19 note)
that, in the name 'En-hal~-¼:6re given to the spring of Lel;i, (lore
originally denoted not the partridge but the quail, we seem here to
trace the combination of a kindred mythical conception as to the
return of the sun in springtime. The reason why the quail was
sacrificed by the Phoenicians to Herakles-Mel]:::art in the early spring,
and the reason why Herakles was thought to have been restored to
life by smelling this particular bird, was that the quail was the bird
which-as its Greek name t5prv~, Sanskrit Vartikd 'the returning one,'
denotes-was par excellence the migrant whose reappearance heralded
the return of the sun in the spring. Hence, according to Max
Millier (Science of Language, ii. p. 506) is derived Ortygia (the name
of the island which was otherwise called Delos 'the bright'), which
was regarded as the birthplace of Apollo, the young Sun-god of
springtime.
The incident of Samson's removal of the gates of Gaza, and his
* Cf. the evidence brought together by Smythe Palmer,

eh. xi.
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setting them up on a hill to the east of I;Iebron, is probably connected
with the conception that the sun, in rising, issues through a door with
double gates on the extremity of the eastern horizon. Cf. the representation of the Sun-god Samas passing through such gates, which
are held ·open for him by attendants: Pl. m. fig. 3. The subject is
one which is frequently figured on Babylonian seals. Samson removes the gates after spending the night in company with his
paramour-a conception which reminds us -of the description of the
sun at his rising in Ps. 19 6 (1!! 6 ) :
'And he is like a bridegroom issuing from his bridal chamber;
_He rejoiceth like a mighty man to run the course.'
It is rash to look for any symbolical meaning in the names Gaza
and }:Iebron, these particular cities being probably merely part of the
local setting of the story. It is possible, however, that some particular
hill to the east of I;Iebron may have acquired a name as the hill over
which, from the Shephelah, the sun was regularly observed to rise.
The name of Samson's paramour, Delilah, is of some importance
as exhibiting almost cetta\nly the influence of Babylonian thought
upon the story. Comparison with the Bab. proper names Dalil-(ilu)Iftar, Diltl-(i"lu)-1.ftar,* 'worshipper of !star,' though (so far as the
present writer knows) it has not before been made, is obvious.
Delilah, 'worshipper' or 'devotee,' may be assumed to be a hypocoristic for the full form Delilat-lstar (or 'Astart).t As applied to
a woman, the connotation of this name (at least according to the
original form of the tale) can hardly be mistaken. Delilah must
have been a sacred prostitute devoted to the service of the goddess
(Heb. !?•dkestt, Bab. !?adistu, !Jarimtu, sam!Jatu, or kazratu). The
close connexion of these consecrated female worshippers with !star
in her relations with Gilgames is illustrated by the Epic in the
narrative of Tab. VI. 184 ff. We may compare also Tab. I. iii. I ff.,
where Engidu, whilst living the life of a wild man among the beasts
of the field, is decoyed away by the attractions of such a !Jan"mtu and
adopts a life of civilization. It is Samson's relations with Delilah
which prove the cause of his undoing, just as it is through !star that
Gilgames' misfortunes are brought about. We may compare the way

* Cf. T. N. Strassmaier, Alp!/abetisckes Verzeickniss der Assyriscken und
Akkadiscken Wiirter, 1835 and 1975.
Such a contraction is, of course, common in Heb. proper names: e.g. Nathan
for N<>than'el, or Baruch, 'Blessed' (sc. of Yahweh).
In Dalil-(ilu)-IItar, Datil is an active participle, while DilU in the cognate
form appears to be a substantive •worship' for 'worshipper.' Heh. Delila
might appear at first sight to be a passive form; but this is not necessarily so,
sin~e, as G-K. § 84a/ points out, the form lpitU may result from an original
active lp'f.t/:l as well as from a passive lp'f.tU. At the same time it is likely that
the intransitive or passive meaning of the word (Bab. daldlu properly=' to
submit oneself') would favour the development of such a formation.
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in which the hatred of Hera is the prime cause of the labours and
sufferings of Herakles.
Possibly, though not certainly (since the incident is one which
might very well have happened in real life; c£ p. 403), the story of
Samson as a blinded captive grinding in the prison-house may have
a solar significance, based on the fact that the sun, powerful as he is,
yet covers the same beaten track day after day, and so may be conceived to be the victim of some external compulsion, which obliges
him to perform the same allotted task daily without variation. If,
as seems prob"able, the mill at which Samson grinds is to be
pictured, not as a small hand-mill, but as a large mill which is
ordinarily turned by an ox or ass which travels round and round in an
unvarying track, the analogy is the more striking. Probably the
same idea lies at the root of the story that Herakles was under
compulsion to perform his labours at the bidding of the weak and
tyrannical Eurystheus.
Finally, the account of Samson's death can hardly be dissociated
from the solar myth. The point has been so thoroughly illustrated
by Smythe Palmer (eh. xv.) that it is needless to treat it at length.
By pulling down the western pillars which were thought to support
the vault of heaven* (Job 26 11 ), the sun overwhelms himself and the
world with the darkness of night. The idea is aptly illustrated by
Homer's description of sunset (Il. viii. 485 £):
•

fv 8' frrHr' 'ilKEav<p Aaµ,1rpOv c:f,Uor ~EAloio,
€AKov v'U,cTa µ,EAa,vav frrl. (El8(i)pov d.povpav.
The red glow of sunset probably suggested the idea of a great
carnage wrought by the downfall of the sky-temple; just as, in the
Herakles-myth, it suggested the conception of the hero's glowing
funeral-pyre on Mount Oeta. In the words of Smythe Palmer' We may suppose, then, that some such thoughts as these were
present to the primaeval gazer on the changing drama of sunset.
See! the mighty sun has fallen ! His enemies were too strong for
him! In dying, he has dragged down the bright sky after him!
The pillars of heaven are broken and darkness comes crashing
down ! But see ! the place where he fell is red with the carnage of
his foes ! The clouds which obstructed him and exulted over him are
ensanguined-involved with him in a common ruin!' (o_/J. cit. p. 180).

17. 1-18. 31. The story of Micah and the Danites.
The fact that this narrative is composite is very evident; and it
can hardly be doubted that we have to do with two originally independent parallel narratives (so Vatke,:j: Ber., Bu., Mo., etc.), rather
* We may compare the pillars set up by Hercules at Gades, the westernmost
point of the then-known world.
To Vatke (Die biblische Theulogie, 1835, p. 268) belongs the credit of first
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than with a single narrative which has undergone extensive interpolation (Wellh.,* Kue., La., Gress.). It is not, however, always easy to
disentangle the strands with any certainty, probably because the two
versions of the story were originally closely similar in detail.
According to 17 1 ·4, Micayehu ('i1\:J't:l) restores the stolen silver,
which is then made into a graven image (and a molten image). The
idol (or idols) is placed in Micayehu's own house. In 17 5, however,
we are told that the man Micah (i1::J'r.l a shorter form of ,n•::i•r.i) already
possessed a temple (C'i1~~ n•::i), for which he made an Ephod and
Teraphim, and installed one of his sons as priest. Here we note that
the graven image and molten image of 17 3·4 stand over against the
Ephod and Teraphim of 17 5 ; and the inference that the one pair
may be peculiar to the first narrative (which we may term A), while
the other pair is peculiar to the second narrative (provisionally called
B), is confirmed, rather than the reverse, by the curious way in which
all four are mentioned together in 18 14· 17· 18, and three of them in 18 20passages which have all the appearance of having been filled out by
a redactor. In 18 30-31 the graven image is mentioned by itself, just
as it occurs without the molten image in 18 20 ; and this fact, taken in
connexion with the fact that the verb 'i1'' 'and it was' in 17 4 seems
clearly to refer to a single idol, and not to two (graven image and
molten image), suggests (as perceived by Mo.) that the narrative A
originally referred to a graven image only, and that the molten image
is a late interpolation, possibly made in view of the fact that the silver
was handed over to a 'smelter' (1:\1,~).
Further, it can hardly be doubted that 17 7· 13 combines two accounts
of the appearance of the Levite on the scene. In 17 7 he is introduced as 'a youth' ("Ill~) who was a Levite, who happened to be
sojourning 'there '-i.e., obviously, in Micah's village or the near
neighbourhood of it. In I 7 8, however, where he is termed 'the man'
(e,•~i1), he sets forth from Bethlel;iem of Judah to sojourn where he
may find employment, and chancing to arrive at Micah's home, he is
hired by him as priest (vv. 8· 11a). The terms in which Micah, in v. 10,
invites the Levite to become to him 'a father and a priest' appear
absurdly inappropriate if the latter was very young, as is implied by
the term nd'ar used in v. 7, which denotes little more than a mere boy.
perceiving that our story, as it stands, contains repetitions and discrepancies
which are only to be explained by the hypothesis of the combination of two
parallel narratives. He correctly perceived that the sacra are differently described in the two narratives, though erring in the supposition that the wandering
Levite appears in one narrative only, his place in the other being taken by
Micah's son (eh. 175), who is the Jonathan of eh. 18 30 of the tribe of Manasseh.
The general outline of the two stories is briefly indicated by Vatke, and not
worked out in detail. Mo. ( Comm. pp. 367 f.) gives a convenient summary of the
analyses adopted by different scholars.
* In an appendix to Comp. 3 (pp. 363 ff.) Wellh. adopts the theory of two
parallel narratives.
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As a matter of fact, in v. 11\ where the term nd'ar is next used, it is
stated that 'the youth' became to Micah 'like one of his sons.' We
have here, then, a clear mark of differentiation. According to
17 7.llh.l 2•, a youthful Levite of the clan of Judah [is adopted or hired
by Micah] and becomes like one of his own sons, being installed as
priest. According to 17 8· 11•- 12h.13, a Levite from Bethlel.tem of Judah,
of mature age, is travelling in search of employment when he receives
an offer from Micah which he accepts (v. 11a), and takes up his abode
in his house (v. 12b).* Micah then congratulates himself (v. 13) on
having obtained the services of a Levite-clearly as opposed to those
of his own non-Levitical son (v. 5 ). This last point indicates that
17 s-ua.i 2b.ls belongs to the narrative B, to which we have assigned v. 5 ;
hence 17 7.ub.l 2a is to be assigned to A, to which it is quite suitable.t.
We have thus accounted for the whole of eh. 17 except v. 6-a statement which, repeated as it is, in whole or in part, in 18 1a, 19 1•, 21 25,
is clearly editorial, inserted for the purpose of explaining a condition
of religion and morality which, from the editor's own standpoint, was
a very low one. Whether this editor is the pre-exilic redactor of the
old narratives (R1E), or the post-exilic redactor who added the Appendix (chs. 17-18, 19-21) to Judg., may be considered an open question.
In the view of some scholars (e.g. Kue., Bu., Cor., Driver, LOT. 9,
Cooke) the form of expression used by the editor implies without a
doubt that when he wrote there was a king in Israel, and that therefore his standpoint is earlier at any rate than the close of the Judaean
monarchy. Such a conclusion is questionable. It is obvious that
an exilic or post-exilic editor, surveying the course of Israel's past
history, may equally well have drawn a distinction between premonarchic and monarchic times, regarding the former in comparison
with the latter as an unsettled and disorganized period. Further,
the occurrence of the statement in 17 6 is clearly called forth by the
(from the editor's point of view) irregularities of cultus which the old
narrative relates-the use of images, etc., in Yahweh-worship and the
appointment of a non-Levitical priest. Is it likely that R 1E, living,
as we must assume, at or about the time of the idolatrous reign of
King Manasseh, would have explained such irregularities by the fact
that the kingship had not yet been established, regarding the kingship as a moderating and restraining influence, favouring a relative

* The reason why this half verse is referred to this narrative rather than to
the other is that we are told in 1815• that the youthful Levite had a house of
his own.
It is possible that v.12•" may belong to B, leaving only the words 'and
the youth became his priest' to A. This is a point which it is impossible to
settle decisively. The words 'from Bethlel).em of Judah' in vv. 7.B belong to B ;
cf. v.9h. A's description of the Levite's native place is given more vaguely in the
words 'of the clan of Judah,' v. 7• We may infer, then, that the second
occurrence of 'from Bethlel).em of Judah' (v. 8 ) is redactional, in order to
explain the reference 'from the city,' after the intervening words in v. 7 from A.
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purity of cultus? Such a view is surely more closely allied to the
constitutional and priestly aspect of religion which we see e.g. in a
post-exilic writer like the Chronicler, than to the highly spiritualized
aspect which characterizes prophetic thought in the seventh century
B.c. Again, the position occupied by the statement in 21 25, rounding
off a composite narrative which admittedly contains a large post-exilic
element, suggests that it, like other redactional matter in the narrative,
is due to RP.
The explanatory note in I 8 1h11 (' for there had not fallen, etc.') has
the appearance of a late addition. 18 1ha is naturally continued by
18 2• In 18 2•, however, the description of the spies who are sent out
by the Danites is somewhat unwieldy, and may well be composite.
Comparison of 18 11 • suggests that the words 'from their whole
number, men of valour' are alien to the rest of the description ; for
by their excision this latter tallies exactly with the description of the
band of warriors in v. 11 •. In continuation, the words 'to spy out the
land and to explore it' seem to be redundant by the side of the
following 'and they said unto them, "Go, explore the land"' ; and in
view of the established fact that we are dealing with two parallel
narratives, we may suspect that these are parallel passages from the
two sources. The main strand of 18 2• is marked as B by its parallelism with 18 11• ; and by the fact that it seems properly to be continued
by 18 2b, which belongs to that source. Thus the two insertions,
'from their whole . . . valour,' 'to spy out . . . explore it,' are left
by inference to A, to which the phrase ' to spy out, etc.' seems to
belong in vv. 14•· 17•.
In 18 2b the spies arrive at Micah's house and spend the night
there; but in 18 3 it is when they are near the house of Micah
('O T1'::l Cl,I) that they happen to recognize the voice of the youthful
Levite, and this causes them to turn aside thither (Cl!' 1110'1), i.e.
arrests them on their journey, and turns them out of the way.
Clearly, then, 18 2b and 18 3 are from different sources; and it is
interesting to observe that the former is connected with B by the
rather curious use of the prep. iv in the phrase 'as far as (lit. up to)
the house of Micah,' exactly as in 17 8, 18 13b; and the latter with A
by its reference to 'the youth, the Levite'; c£ 17 7.ub. 12"i'l, 18 15•
The dialogue in 18 3h·6 may be suspected of containing elements
from both narratives. In v. 3h the final question 'and what is thy
business here?' is perhaps redundant after the question preceding.
If, as there is no reason to doubt, the first two questions connect with
v. 3•, and are addressed to the youthful Levite, they belong to A. The
last question may then be assigned to B, from which, in continuation,
vv.4·6 seem to be drawn: notice in v. 4 the reference to the agreement
under which the Levite was hired to become priest, ":'hich recalls
4
13
1710.1a (the phrase Ji1::l? iW1 is common to 17 10- , 18 b); and the
reference in v. 6• to 'the priest,' whereas in A the regular phrase is
'the youth, the Levite.'
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In the description of Laish and its inhabitants in 18 7, the words
'dwelling in security after the manner of the $idonians' are marked
as alien to the preceding by the use of the fem. n:::i~,1, which cannot
refer to Cl.l/i1 'the people,' but must presuppose a reference in its own
source to 1'.l/i1 'the city' (fem.). It is also clear that the phrase
'dwelling in security' is superfluous by the side of 'quiet and secure'
which follows. This latter phrase (Mt:)::!\ t:)p~) refers naturally to 'the
people' (Cl.l/i1 masc.) of the early part of the verse ; cf. Mt:)::J\ t:)p~ Cl.I/ ~.l/
'unto a people quiet and secure,' v. 27 -a passage which, as we shall
see, belongs to B. The remaining statements in the verse appear to
belong to the same narrative ; cf. vv. 1ob. 2saa. We may thus assign
the whole of v. 7 to B, except the intrusive passage 'dwelling . . .
$idonians,' which is presumably derived from A.
r 8 8· 10 presents something of a problem. Most likely 'to $or'ah,
etc,' in v. 8 belongs to a different source from 'unto their brethren.'
The question 'What news have ye?' in v. Sb seems to demand as
answer, not the exhortation of v. 9a~, but the statement of fact 'We
have seen the land, etc.,' v. 9a/3b. The proper continuation of v. 9aa
seems to be found in v. ioaa, which gives a reason for the hortatory
form in which it is couched ; but v. 10a/3, 'for God hath given it, etc.,'
which connects most lamely on to v. 10•a, is admirably fitted as the
continuation of -v. 9h, 'be not slothful to go to enter in to possess the
land.' On removal of this statement, v. 10 h, 'a place, etc.,' falls
naturally into apposition with 'the land is broad,' which, no doubt, it
immediately followed in the original source. This division of sources
yields us two narratives, each of which is practically complete in
itself; as we may see by placing them side by side.

A
8

And they came unto their
brethren, and their brethren said
to them, 'What news have ye?'
9
[ And they said,] 'We have seen
the land, and, behold, it is very
good : and will ye be still ? be
not slothful to go in to possess
the land, 10 for God hath given it
into your hand.'

B
8[

And they came] to $or'ah
and Eshta'ol, 9 and said, 'Arise !
and let us go up against Laish,
for 10 when ye come [thither] ye
shall come unto a people secure,
and the land is broad-a place
where there is no lack of anything that is in the earth.'

Our decision as to the sources is based upon the parallelism of the
one narrative with v. 27a, which undoubtedly belongs to B.
rS 11· 13 read as a single narrative; and this is marked as B by the
recurrence of the phrase 'and they came as far as (i.11) the house of
Micah,' as in r 7 8b, r 8 2h. At the end of v. 12 the words 'behold, etc.,'
which define more precisely the position of Mal;ianeh-Dan in relation
to ~iriath-je'arim, are probably a gloss.
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_ln
we have a combination of two accounts of the theft from
Micah's sanctuary. These seem naturally to divide themselves as
follows:A

B

Then answered the five men
that went to spy out the land,
and said unto their brethren,
'Do ye know that there is in
these houses a graven image?
Now therefore consider what ye
will do.' 15 And they turned
aside thither, and came unto the
house of the youth the Levite, and
asked him of his welfare. 16 And
the six hundred men girt with
their weapons of war were standing at the entrance of the gate :
17•and the five men that went to
spy out the land went up ; they
went in thither, they took the
graven image.

And while the priest was
standing at the entrance of the
gate, with the six hundred men
that were girt with the weapons
of war, 18 these others went into
the house of Micah, and took the
Ephod and Teraphim. And the
priest said unto them, ' What do
ye?' 19 And they said to him,
'Hold thy peace, lay thy hand
upon thy mouth, and go with us,
and be to us a father and a
priest : is it better for thee to be
a priest to the house of one man,
or to be priest to a tribe and to
a clan in Israel?'

14

17b

Here we notice that v. 14• and vY• are connected by the phrase 'to

,n7),

spy out the land' (Y':)~~-n~
which also occurs in v. 2", belonging apparently to the A narrative. Other marks of this narrative are
'their brethren' v. 14, as in v. 8 ; 'they turned aside thither' v. 15, as in
v. 3b; 'the youth the Levite' v. 15, as in v. 3•; cf. 17 7•- 11 b· 12•.S. The
characteristic marks of B are 'the priest' vv_l7b.!8, as in v.aa; 'and
be to us a father and a priest' v. 19, as in 17 10•
Further, it is not unnatural to assume that in v.17 the first object
mentioned, viz. ,c!:li"I 'the graven image,' is original, and that the
others are redactors' additions; whereas, in the curious phrase of v. 18
11!:ll:'ti"I ,o!:l ni:-t, which as it stands can only mean 'the graven image

of the Ephod,' it is probable that ,c!:l has been carelessly
inserted by the redactor, and that the original narrator wrote
tl'Elil1il ni:-tl 11!:ll:'ti"I ni:-t lni'''- This conclusion, which has been
adopted in the distribution of sources given above, thus apportions a
description of the theft to each of the two narratives.
Besides the conflate allusions to the sacra in these verses and in
vY, we have assigned to the redactor 'Laish' in the curious expression 'the land Laish' in v. 14 (Laish of vv. 7· 27 · 29 is a city and not a
land ; and, had the name been assigned to the surrounding district,
the phrase would have been

rt''' )"il:'t

'the land of Laish.'

In A the
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spies explore 'the land' unnamed-cf. vv. 9•.Bh- 17•; the city Laish
belongs to B); 'the house of Micah' v. 10•, explicative (from the
redactor's point of view) of 'the house of the youth, the Levite' ;
'that were of the children of Dan' v. 16h-awkward in position and
redundant.
On the removal of these redactional additions, the whole remaining
text can be made, as we have seen, to fall into two narratives which
read connectedly; yet there are difficulties in the apportionment of
vv. 16· 11 which appear to be insuperable. Closely parallel as the two
narratives doubtless were, it is scarcely credible that the phrase
'six hundred . . . weapons of war' occurred in that form in each
(vv. 16•· 17 h.B); nor, again, that the phrase 'standing at the entrance
of the gate' is common to both, referring in the one (v. 18•) to the
six hundred, and in the other (v_l7ba) to the priest. In v_l7• the
asyndeton
i1t.:IC'
'they went in thither, they took, etc.,' is
extraordinarily harsh in the Heh., and can scarcely be original;
while in v.m the construction 'J' cie,i . . . :Jlr) tn:im 'and the priest
was standing . . . with (lit. and) the six hundred, etc.,' though it is
possible to justify it syntactically (cf. note ad foe.), yet imparts to the
sentence an unnatural appearance.
We must conclude, therefore, that these two verses have undergone
such an amount of alteration-probably owing to textual corruption
and the introduction of marginal glosses-that it is impossible to
ascertain their original form.*
I 8 w- 29 shows no trace of the combination of two narratives.
It is
clearly the direct continuation of v. 19, which, as we have seen, belongs
to B. Notice, as a mark of this narrative, the repeated reference to
'the priest,' vv. 20-2!. 27• Redactional additions are-the introduction
of 'and the graven image' in v. 20• ; the topographical note in v. 28a.B;
and, probably, v. 29 from 'after the name of Dan' to the end. The
final statement, v. 29 \ is framed precisely in the form of Gen. 28 19h.
The two verses 18 30-31 have occasioned considerable discussion.
Clearly, they cannot be the work of a single writer; since, while v. 30,
according to 1!!, speaks of the worship of the graven image as existing
at Dan 'unto the day of the captivity of the land '-i.e., we must sup-

,np,

,~::i

* It is possible, of course, by cutting out portions of vv. 16,17 as marginal
doublets, to reduce the narrative of the theft to a single account, which is then
to be assigned to the source B. Such a measure is suggested by l!li 8 , in which
vv.17.18 run as follows :-Kai a.veflrJ,rav o! 7rfVT€ /J,v/5p,s o! 1ropev8evTEs KaTaG"KE·
if,a,r8a, T1/V -yfJv, Kai ei,rfJXOov he, eis oiKov M«xa,a, Kai o iepeus <G"Tws · Kai
t>,aflov TO -y>.v1rTov Kai Td «t,w/5 Kai TO Bepa<t,«v Kai TO xwvevT6v. Kai ,l1rev 1rpos
aiiTous olepeus, KTA. On the basis of this it is open to conjecture that B's account
1,
may have run inp 1, nr.,e, :J~) rn:im n:i 1r., n 1::i lN:J 1l 1:1 1ei)tti1 neir.in

,,y

'Jl 1i1:li1 l:li11,tt it.:i~ 1l 1:11!:linn nttl il!:lNi1 ntt. Such a process of selection and rejection is, however, too arbitrary to be accepted as a conclusion. QJiL
offers a single account by omission of vv. 17•- 18•; but this may be due to homceoteleuton Kai TO xwveuT6v-cf. (!!iA which offers the full text of lll.
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pose, until B.C. 734, when Tiglath-Pileser IV. overran Northern Israel
and deported the inh~bitants (2 Kgs. 15 2ll; cf. Rost, Keilschnfttexte
Tiglat-Pilesers, pp. 78 ff; Rogers, CP. pp. 320 f.), v. 31 refers it simply
to the period during which the house of God was at Shiloh-i.e. down
to the capture of the Ark by the Philistines and the death of 'Eli, as
related in l Sam. 4 ; after which we hear no more of the sanctuary of
Shiloh, and are probably justified in inferring that it had suffered
destruction (cf. J er. 7 12·u, 26 6·9, Ps. 78 60ff-). Mo. refers v. 31 to the
narrative which we distinguish as A, and supposes that v. 30 belongs
to the other narrative, B, 'the graven image' having been substituted
by an editor for 'the Ephod,' and the reference to the captivity of the
land being also a late alteration (cf. SBOT.). If, however, 'the
Ephod' had originally been mentioned, it would hardly have been
cut out of the narrative ; the redactional practice in regard to the
sacra being that of conflation, and not substitution.
The probable explanation of the origin of the duplication in the two
verses is suggested by Kimchi's conjecture that 'the captivity of the
land' refers to the capture of the Ark and its sequel, upon the basis•
of which lloubigant substitutes )i11$~ 'the Ark' for l').1$~ 'the land.'
'All the time that the house of God was in Shiloh' has been glossed
by the explanation 'up to the day when the Ark went into captivity,'
with reference to the narrative of 1 Sam. 4 : cf., for the use of n,J
'go into captivity' in this connexion, I Sam. 4 21.22, 'glory hath gone
captive from Israel.'* If this is so, it is further probable that v. 31 a is
a marginal gloss on v. 30, offering the variant 10'1!''1 'set up' for 1r.1'i''1
'reared up,' and explaining ,oEli1 as the image made by Micah. The
mention of the name of the priest-' Jonathan, the son of Gershom,
the son of Moses '-is undoubtedly ancient, and must emanate from
one of the old narratives-presumably from the narrative to which
'the graven image' of v. aoa belongs, i.e. A; but it is difficult to suppose that a fact of so much interest (the grandson of Moses) originally found mention at the close of the narrative for the first time.
We should expect the Levite's name to have been mentioned at the
point at which he is first introduced; and very possibly a trace of it
may survive in the final words of eh. 17 7 (cf. note ad loc.).
We may then regard v. 30 down to 'Danites' and v. 31 b as belonging
to the narrative A.
Assuming the existence of a double strand of narrative in the story
of Micah to be proved, the presumption is that the two narratives
were derived, like other double narratives in J udg., from J and E
respectively : yet, owing to the lack of phrases which might guide us

*

Kimchi compares Ps. 7861,
'And He delivered into captivity (':ll!'') His strength,
And His glory into the hand of the adversary.'
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in assigning either narrative to one or other of these sources, 1t is
difficult or impossible to pass any decisive verdict. The only really
characteristic phrase in either narrative seems to be

't1

'to spy out,'

which occurs in 18 2· 14· 17-passages which we have assigned to our
narrative A. This phrase is characteristic of E in the Hexateuch ;
cf. Gen. 42 9-11.1 4.rn. 3o. 31. 34, Josh. 2 1, 6 22 -23 , to which we may perhaps add
N um. 2 I 32 (E ?). The verb is only found in J in Josh. 7 2• It occurs
again in Deut. 1 24, Josh. 6 25 (RJE), 14 7 (R 0 ). Another point which
favours the assigning of this narrative to E is the fact that the
description of the circumstances which led to the making of the idol
in 17 2-4 is almost certainly intended to cast contempt and ridicule
upon it : cf. notes ad loc. A similar motive dominates E's narrative
of the theft of Laban's Teraphim in Gen. 31; cf. vv. 34-35, where Rachel
conceals the idols from her father by sitting upon them. E's opposition to idolatry is well-marked : cf. the references to the putting away
of' strange gods' in Gen. 35 2·4, Josh. 24 14· 25, I Sam. 7 3.4,
As an indication that our narrative B is derived from J, we may
notice the way in which $or'ah and Eshta'ol figure in this narrative
as the home of the Danite clans in 18 2.s.n, as in the Samson-narrative, 13 25, 16 31 • The phrasing of 18 ll ,~nl!'~m iil/i~t.:) 1~iii nn£ll!ft.:)t.:)
is closely similar to 13 2• 1~,ii nn!ll!ft.:)t.:) iil/i~t.:) ,n~ 1!'1~.
If the foregoing analysis is approximately correct, the story of
Micah and the Danites presents a combination of two ancient narratives from J and E which were, in all essentials, strikingly similar.
The whole complexion of the story, in both traditions, is naive and
archaic. With the exception of E's account of the origin of the
graven image in 17 2 ·4, there is nothing in either narrative which
suggests disapproval of Micah's proceedings in establishing a private
sanctuary for the practice of an idolatrous form of Yahweh-cultus;
and this fact, together with the picture of the wandering Levite seeking a livelihood as best he could, and of the movements of the Danites
in search of a new home in the north when (as stated in eh. l 34 J ;
cf. note) the pressure of alien foes rendered their earlier home too
constricted for them, bears upon its face the unmistakeable stamp of
historical truth, unmodified by the thought of a later age. The story,
then, may take rank with the history of Abimelech, eh. 9, as one of
the most ancient and valuable historical sources which we possess
dealing with the conditions of life in Cana'an during the period of
the Judges.
If, as there seems to be no reason to doubt, the tradition which
makes the Levite a grandson of Moses is historical, and if, again, the
reference means that he was Moses' grandson in the literal sense,
and not simply a more remote descendant (' son of Gershom' being
used in the wider sense of descendant), then the narrative must obviously relate to events which took place very early in the period
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covered by the Book of Judges. That this is so is favoured by the
allusion to the tribe of Dan in the Song of Deborah, where it seems
to be pictured as settled in its northern home in security, and so
wrapped up in seafaring interests as to ignore the call to united
tribal action issued by Deborah : cf. eh. 5 11 note. The Danites of
$or'ah and Eshta'ol, as they appear in the story of Samson, were
probably a small remnant left behind in the ancient home after the
migratio~ of the main body of the tribe had taken place (c£ p. 339).

17. 1. E Now there was a man of the hill-country of Ephraim,
whose name was Micay•hu. 2. And he said to his mother,
'The eleven hundred she~els of silver which were taken from
17. r. Micafhu.
which

n;,•i;,

Heb.

~n•:i•r.,
! T

here and in v. 4•

The form, of

•

Micah is an abbreviation, was perhaps originally used

throughout the E narrative.

Another form of the name is

which occurs in Jer. 26 18 Kt. with reference to the prophet

n;;i•i:;,,

n;,•i;,.

2-4. The text of these verses in J!t. is clearly disarranged ; the disarrangement being as old as the Versions. In v. 2" the words spoken by
the mother have fallen out ('Jt~:J n;o~
can only mean 'and didst
also say in mine ears,' iO~ being regularly followed by the words
spoken.* R.V. 'and didst also speak it in mine ears' is an illegitimate
rendering: had this sense been intended, we should have expected
J:ii::l"'I for J:iiO~). In v. 3• Micayehu returns the money to his mother;

Cl"

!

:- •

!

! -

T

in v. 3b~ she declares her intention of returning it to him; and in v. 4• he
returns it to her once more in order that she may hand it over to the
silversmith. Bu. was the first to observe that the words of v. 3h~ 'and
now I will restore it to thee' must be part of Micah's speech in v. 2•. He
places vv. 3b~. 4a after v. 2•, and excises v. 3• as a repetition of 11. 4• (in
Comm. excising also the two \vords ,o~ iO~n, in v. 4h). The reconstruction proposed by Mo. seems to be superior to this, and has been
adopted above. Mo. holds that the missing words of the mother's
adjuration in v. 2•-which Bu. supposes to have been suppressed
owing to the terrible character of the curse (but cf. note on 'didst take
an oath ')-are the words of v. Sha, which have been misplaced in the
general dislocation of the text, and are there introduced by the gloss
m~ iO~nt He agrees with Bu. in placing v. 3h~ after v. 2•, and in
regarding v. 3• as a repetition of v. 4•; but he leaves v. 4• in the position

en,~

* Ex. 19 25 J
;r.,~•l Clli1 ,~ ;ie,r., ii•l is a very curious exception;
and it seems probable that the words spoken by Moses have disappeared in the
piecing together of the sources.

In Gen. 4 8

J i•n~

S::i,n ,~ J'P

iO~•l, the

words spoken by Cain, which are missing in JI, are found in the Versions.
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2.

thee, concerning which thou didst take an oath, and also didst
say in mine ears, <3b". "I do surely consecrate the silver to
in which it stands in 31l, the fact that, by the removal of v. 3ba to v. 2•,
the whole of v. 3 is accounted for, rendering the position of v. 4• before
v. 4b highly suitable.
2. concerning which thou didst, etc. Lit. 'and thou didst, etc.'
The Personal Pronoun of the 2nd fem. sing. preserves the more
primitive form, Kt. IJ:l~, which occurs elsewhere sporadically in O.T.,
and seems to be specially characteristic of the North Palestinian
(Ephraimitic) dialect. Cf. NHTK. p. 208.

didst take an oath.

Heb.

r,1?~- The oath was the solemn promise

to devote the silver to Yahweh's service. Such an oath brought a
curse upon the person who violated it, whether this were the maker of
the oath, or any one else who misappropriated the consecrated thing.
It was, no doubt, the fear of this curse which caused Micah to confess
to the theft and to make restitution; and very possibly his mother
may have suspected his guilt when she made the adjuration in his
hearing. The verb 'iilii invariably means 'to take an oath' before
God ( 1 Kgs. 8 31 = 2 Chr. 6 22, Hos. 4 2, ro 4 ; Hiph'rl, 'cause to take
such an oath,' 1 Sam 14 24, l Kgs. 8 31 = 2 Chr. 6 22 t), and does not
mean 'utter a curse' (R. V. text, Bu.*), i.e. 'curse the thief' (Mo.
Comm.,t Cooke). Had such a sense been intended, it would have
been expressed by another verb (ljillel or 'iirar). The subst. 'ala,
which means 'oath' before Yahweh, may be used in the sense
'curse' ; but only of a curse which results from the violation of such
an oath (different therefore from t'liila, which is used e.g. of the curse
of Jotham, eh. 9 57, and of Shime'i's cursing David, 1 Kgs. 2 s).

I do surely consecrate.

Heb. 1J:l~1Ri'.1 01~;:t.

The Perfect ap-

pears to be used in accordance with the idiom noted by Driver,
Tenses, § 10, 'to describe the immediate past, being generally best
translated by the present.' As the words pass her lips, she has qfected
the consecration. Cf. Gen. 14 22, 'lift up (1.l")b'1_;:t,) my hand to heaven';
l

Sam. 17 10, 'I reproach

{IJ:lEl"!ij) the armies of Israel this day.' It

is of course possible to render as an Aorist, 'I did surely consecrate,'
i.e. in time past, prior to the theft; but it is more likely that the idea

*

Bu. so far misunderstands the meaning of the verb as to suggest tl,at the

form may originally have carried an Accusative suffix

+In SBO T.

11ry1?~

'didst curse him' ( !)

Mo. brings out the correct sense by rendering ' didst make a
solemn declaration'; though this is not so forcible as• didst take an oath,' since
it does not so clearly imply that a penalty was att,,ched to its violation.
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Yahweh from my hand ralonel, to make a graven image RP and
a molten _image ")-E behold, the silver is with me; it was I that
took it; <3h/l. and now I will restore it to thee.') And his
mother said, 'Blessed of Yahweh be my son!' 3. [] 4. So he
of making the silver sacred to Yahweh occurred to her owing to
its loss. If it was not found, she was under no further obligation,
whereas the thief (as noticed above) would bring himself under a
curse.
from my hand alone. Reading 11~~ in place of 1!f \l;~ with qjjAL

.S\ lL\ Mo., La. Mo. seems rightly to explain the point of the restriction implied by the words:-' No one else can fulfil the vow of consecration, and, by having an image made, lift the taboo from the rest of
the silver.' In the phrase 11~? 17;, the speaker says lit. 'the hand
of me, in my separateness '-an idiom which is exactly paralleled by
Ps. 71 16 ~l''IJ' 1np,~ 'thy righteousness alone.' Bu.'s stricture that
1
'my hand ~l~ne •'sh~~ld be ill':JJ' 1i1 is therefore unwarranted.
1!f 1JJ' means 'for my son,: ~'.e. o~ ht"s behalf, in order that he may
benefit by the piety of the action. Assuming 1JJ' to be a corruption
of 1i:::i,, the reading can only have arisen subsequently to the dislocation of the text by which the mother's words appeared to be
spoken after Micah's confession of the theft. The dedication is made
in expiation of his guilt.
a graven image and a molten image. Etymologically pisel denotes
an idol carved or hewn out of wood or stone, while massekha denotes
one which is cast of metal in a mould. In spite of its etymology,
however, pisel may also denote a cast-metal idol (probably sometimes
an idol with a core of wood or base metal overlaid with precious
metal), as is proved by such passages as Isa. 40 19, 44 10 (where it is
connected with the verb nasakh 'to cast'), Jer. IO 14, 5 I 17 ( connected
with fiJreph 'smelter,' the term rendered 'silversmith' in v. 4 of our
narrative). As has been shown above (p. 409), the original E narrative seems to have mentioned a single idol only, termedpisel, which
was cast by the 1oreph out of the silver ; but a later hand, taking plsel
etymologically as a graven image, added u-massekhii on the ground
that the context demanded mention of a cast or molten idol.

with me. I.e. 'in my possession '-an idiomatic usage of the prep.
'with'; cf. cases cited by BDB. s.v. me, 3a.
it was I, etc. Heb. , 1nnp, 1J~. Emphasis is expressed by the use
of the separate Personal Pronoun before the verb.
Blessed of Yahweh, etc. The mother's blessing neutralizes the
curse which would have resulted from misappropriation of the consecrated silver.
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restored the silver to his mother. Then his mother took two
hundred shel$.els of silver, and gave them to the silversmith, and
he made thereof a graven image RP and a molten image : E and
it was in the house of Micay•hu.
5. J And the man Micah
had a sanctuary; and he made an Ephod and Teraphim, and
4. two hundred shefels. We are not told what became of the
remaining nine hundred she~els. Kimchi supposes that the two
hundred she~els were merely the payment made to the silversmith for
making the idol out of the rest of the silver ; while Ros., Stu., Ber.,
etc., assume that the nine hundred she~els were devoted to the building and furnishing of the sanctuary. Mo. thinks that the woman was
under no obligation to devote the whole of the silver to Yahweh' The intention of the dedication (v. 3) was not to devote the whole of
the treasure to the making of an image, but to compel the thief to
restore it by putting the whole under a taboo until she herself had
made, from this silver, an image of Yahweh.' This view is accepted
by Bu., La. There is, however, much to be said for the view first put
forward by Auberlen (Studien und Kritiken, 1860, p. 548), and
adopted by Kue., that, after the woman had got back the silver
through the expedient of consecrating it to Yahweh, her avarice caused
her to seek to fulfil the vow by devoting merely an insignificant portion of it, and keeping back the major part. Cf. the parallel offered
by the action of Ananias and Sapphira, Acts 5. Both mother and
son are thus represented in an odious light ; and it is wholly in the
manner of the E narrator to make his point allusively (cf. Gen.
31 34,35), and not to labour it in a heavy-handed manner.
5. a sanctuary. Heb. C1i'l,i:t rl 1:l 'a house of God (or gods).'
Whether this is to be pictured as a small shrine within, or attached
to, Micah's own house (cf. the parallel narrative in v. 4b/l), or as a
separate building, is not clear.
an EjJhod. Cf. the full discussion in note on eh. 8 27 • Reference
to the present passage occurs on pp. 240, 242.
TerajJhim. The nature of the object, or objects, denoted by this
term is highly obscure. That some kind of idol is intended appears
from Gen. 31 30 -32 E, where Laban accuses Jacob of having stolen his
'gods' ('elohzm); and that this was an image in human form seems
to be clear from I Sam. 19 1311·, where Michal is related to have
placed the Teraphim in David's bed in order to simulate him, and
thus to facilitate his escape from Saul's emissaries. If the Teraphim
of this passage was a complete human figure, we must infer that it
was life-size ; but the life .. sized image of a human head or bust might
have served Michal's purpose almost equally well. Laban's Teraphim,
which Rachel hid by placing them under a camel's saddle and sitting
upon them (Gen. 31 34 E), must, if they were complete human figures,
have been much smaller. Like the plural 'elohtm, the plural Tera-
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installed one of his sons, and he became his priest.
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6.

Re

In

phim may denote one image (1 Sam. loc. cit.) or more than one
(Gen. loc. dt.; cf. the plural suffixes cn1~31 ... cr.it:1n, in v. 34 ).
It is clear that Teraphim were employed as oracle-givers. In
Hos. 3 4, as in our narrative, they are mentioned together with the
oracular Ephod; and in 1 Sam. 15 2a, Zech. 10 2, Ezek. 21 21.22, ~ 26.27
with the form of divination called 1/esem, i.e., as we know from the
passage in Ezek. and the use of the root in Ar., a method of casting
lots by shaking headless arrows out of a quiver. It is possible that
the association of Teraphim with familiar spirits and wizards in
2 Kgs. 23 24 may connect them with the practice of necromancy. The
view that they were a form of household-god is based upon their
occurrence as the property of private individuals (Laban, Micah,
David) ; and many scholars suppose that their cult was connected
with ancestor-worship : cf. Schwally, Das Leben nach dem Tode,
p. 36; Stade, GVI.' i. p. 467; Nowack, Hebr. Archiiologie, ii. p. 23.
Very possibly they were identical with the 'llohtm mentioned in the
Book of the Covenant, Ex. 21 6, 22 8·9, on which cf. Footnote, p. 330.
The derivation of the word t'raphim is obscure. A plausible suggestion connects it with repha'im 'ghosts' or 'shades' of the dead.
If this is so, the root of both. is probably to be seen in Bab. rabu
or rapu, which is used of the sinking of the heavenly bodies into
the Underworld : cf. the use of Heb. i1!')i in this sense in eh. 19 9•
T•raphtm, then, like r<pha'im, will denote, not the weak or flacdd
ones (as the latter term is commonly explained), but those who have
sunk down to or disappeared in the Underworld : cf. the use of the
Ipht 0 'al of rabu in iv. 2 R. 30, No. 2, Obv. 24, 25, (ilu) Samas irtabt
SU ana irJitim mituti, 'The Sun-god sinketh, the Sun-god sinketh,
into the Land of the Dead.'+ So Ball, Proc. Brit. Acad., vii. p. 16.

*

installed. The Heb. phrase mille yadh, lit. 'filled the hand of,' is
the technical expression for installation in the priestly office : cf.
(besides v. 19) Ex. 28 41, 29 9. 29. 33. 35, Lev. 8 33 (all P), Lev. 16 32, 21 10

* The curious explanation of Teraphim which is found in the Jerusalem l!r and
in Pir!f.~ d• Rabbi Eli'ezer (early ninth century A.D. ), identifying the object with
the head of a sacrificed first-born son, pickled in salt and oil, upon the tongue of
which was laid a charm written upon a thin plate of gold, and which was then
hung upon the wall, and worshipped and consulted as an oracle-giver (ef. references in Buxtorf, Lexicon Ckald. Talm. et Rabbin., s.v. C•!')iM), closely corresponds with the description of the rites of the pseudo-~abians of !Jarran, as
known to ns at the period of the Mohammedan expansion ( cf. discussion and
authorities cited in Chwolson, Die Ssabier, ii. pp. 19 ff., 150 ff., 388 ff.), and the
two cannot be independent : hut whether the ~abian rites were of remote antiquity, and, if so, whether they had any connexion with the Teraphim-cult, is
wholly unknown to us.
:t: Here ~U =sanitu=' repetition' (Br. 10840), indicating that the preceding
words are to be repeated, as in the Sumerian text of this bilingual fragment.
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those days there was no king in Israel: every man was used
to do that which was right in his own eyes.
7. E Now there was a youth J from BethleJ:iem of Judah, E of
the clan of Judah, and he was a Levite, and he- sojourned there.
8. J And the man departed from the city, RJE from BethleJ:iem
of Judah, J to sojourn where he might chance : and he came to
the hill-country of Ephraim, as far as the house of Micah, in
(both H), N um. 3 3 P, 1 Kgs. I 3 33 , I Chr. 29 5, 2 Chr. I 3 9, 29 31 , and
metaphorically of the consecration of an altar, Ezek. 43 26 t. The
expression is usually supposed to refer to the ceremony of filling the
hands of the person to be consecrated with the choice portions of
the sacrifice for a waive-offering : cf. Ex. 29 22 · 25, Lev. 8 25 · 28 (both P).
These portions are called millu'im in Ex. 29 34, Lev. 8 28•
In Bab. and Assyr. inscriptions, however, the same phrase umalli
{?ata is used more generally in the sense of entrusting authorz'ty to
any one, usually with some one of the gods as subject. Thus, e.g. it is
said of Adadnirari 1v. sa (z"lu) Asur malkut la sanan umallu {?atussu
'whose hand (the god) Asur filled with an unrivalled kingdom' (KB.
i. pp. 188, 190): cf. Muss-Arnolt, Diet. i. p. 542, where other examples
are cited.
6. In those days, etc. On this statement as the work of the latest
redactor, RP, cf. p. 410. The statement is no doubt called forth here
to explain the (from the late priestly standpoint) grave irregularity
of the appointment of a non-Levitical person to exercise priestly
functions.

7. Bethlel;em of Judah. The modern Bet-La]:im, five miles south
of Jerusalem. The definition 'of Judah' is perhaps intended to distinguish the city from the northern Bethle]:iem of Zebulun, on which
cf. eh. 12 8 note.
of the clan ofJudah. The difficulty raised by this statement that
the Levite was a Judaean by birth is discussed in Addit. note, p. 436.
and he sojourned there. Heb. o~-1} ~~m. The statement implies
that he was enjoying the rights ;f p~otecti~n extended to an alien
ger or sojourner by the clan with which he dwelt. C£ the parallel
narrative in v. 8 ~~r.)I
1~~::l 1~}~
Considering, however, that in
~
T

'

•••

-; -

T

0

the present passage the words t:l::!' 1) contain the identical letters
of the name t:lt:iil Gershom (cf. the explanation which is offered of
:1··

the meaning of the name in Ex. 2 22 J), and also that the mention of
the Levite's name at the end of the narrative (eh. 18 30 ) and not at the
beginning is very strange, it is possible that t:lt::' 1)
may be a
relic of an original oei7,n; lO~ii1; ir.>~-\ 'and his name was Jonathan, the son of Gershom.' Cf. Addenda, p. xx.

~,m
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order to accomplish his errand. 9. And Micah said to him,
' Whence comest thou?' And he said unto him, 'I am a
Levite from Bethle}:iem of Judah; and I am going to sojourn
where I may chance.' 10. And Micah said to him, 'Abide with
me, and be to me a father and a priest, and I will give thee ten
8. in order to accomplish his errand.

Heb. bi"l nibll, lit. 'to
:-

-:-

'

make (or do) his way.' C£ Isa. 58 11~;;' nib)!p 'not doing thy
ways' (i.e. 'thy wonted pursuits '-less specific, but yet parallel).
Heb. dt!rekh, which is frequently used in the sense of journey (c£
cases cited by BDB. s.v. ';J'J'.':r 2), here seems to be used of the object
of the journey, just as it i~ ·in eh. 18 6· 6 (noted by Mo.) and, more
generally, in Deut. 28 29, Josh. I 8, 1 Sam. I 8 14, al. The· point of the
statement is, of course, not that the Levite came' to Micah's house
with the specific expectation of finding work there and nowhere else,
but that up to arriving at that point he had not as yet accomplished
the object of his journey, and so had it in view. The rendering here
adopted is favoured by Mo. (Comm.), Ehr.
R.V. renders' as he journeyed,' and so Mo. (SBOT.) 'in the course
of his journey,' and this explanation is generally adopted : but it is
opposed (if not precluded) by the facts that such a use of an Infin.
with S appears to be unparalleled,* and that the phrase 'make a
journey,' though natural enough m English, is not found elsewhere
in Heb.
13

IO.

a father.

For the title as a term of respect, cf. BDB. s.v.

:nt, s.

1,,;,

addition at the end of the verse, ... - 1 ,,,
... ___ , is clearly a
corrupt duplication of
,~i•l at the commencement of v. 11
The

~

1,,;,

(so most modems); bein~..~arked as such by the repeated

,S;,, and

1

*No.objects (against Mo., Comm.) to the explanation which we have adopted,
and renders (in accordance with R.V., etc.) 'auf seine Reise,' asserting that

Mlt:-'ll' is a gerundial usage of the Infin. with ~. and should fall among the
cases cited in G-K. § n4 o. In the very miscellaneous list of cases embodied

S

in this section, the uses of the Infin. with
may be classified as follows:Purpose ('in order to'), Lev. 815, 1 Sam. 2036 , Ps. 63 3 , 101 8 , 104 14 '•, Prov. 2 8 ;
Reference or closer definition (' as regards' or 'through'), Gen. 3 22 , 18 19, 34 7- 15,
Num. 1436, 1 Sam, 12 17, 1433, 195, 2 Sam. 3 10, 1 Kgs. 2 3 '·, 14 8 , Jer. 447f,,
Ps. 7 818, 103 20, 1 n6, Prov. 834, Neh. 1 318; Consequence ('so as to'), Ex. 23 2 ,
Lev. 5 4,22.26, Prov.

18 •.

If, however,

his journey,' such a usuage of

,:iii Mlt:-'llS really means 'in making

Sis circumstantial, and cannot be brought under

any of the preceding categories.

Such a rendering makes Mlt:-'llS the equivalent

of Mlt:-'l):, or Mlt:-'ll::l (or, more properly, of lnl~•i,:, or lMlt:-'l/::l),
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I I.

13.-f8.

I.

shekels of silver a year, and a suit of apparel, and thy living.' []
r 1. And the Levite consented to dwell with the man; E and the
youth became to him like one of his sons. 1 2. And Mical).
installed the Levite, and the youth became his priest, J and was
in the house of Micah. 13. Then said Micah, 'Now I know
that Yahweh will do me good, seeing that the Levite hath
become my priest.'

18. 1. RP In those days there was no king in Israel; J and in
those days the tribe of the Danites were seeking them an
inheritance to dwell in; RP for there had not fallen unto them
unto that day <a land) for an inheritance among the tribes of
Israel. 2. J And the children of Dan sent from their clan five
by the unsuitability of the verb to the context. The words could
only mean 'and the Levite went,' i.e. 'departed' (c£ Gen. 18 33, 34 17,
1 Sam. 143, 15 27 , al.). R.V. 'went in' (sc. to Micah's house) would
require ~~!t at least. The words are omitted by J:T.
I 1. consented. On the usage of the Heh. verb ho'il, c£ eh.
on ' persisted.'

1 27,

note

13. Now I know, etc. A Levite as priest is regarded as highly
desirable, but not as vitally necessary.
18. 1. In those days ... Israel.
Mo. refers RP's statement here
to the close of the preceding part of the narrative, in reference to the
(from the later point of view) ritual irregularities which are there
related. His view is that' Jerome erroneously joined the words to
the following : " In diebus illis non erat rex in Israel, et tribus Dan
quaerebat possessionem sibi, etc." ; and was naturally followed in the
division of the chapters which was introduced in the Latin Bible in
the thirteenth century, and from it into the printed Hebrew Bible.'
This conclusion is adopted by No., La., Cooke. It may be observed,
however, that, while the full form of the comment concludes a
narrative-section in 17 6 and 21 25, the shorter form (as in this passage)
opens the narrative of eh. 19. It is not clear why the statement sheuld
not be intended to explain the independent and lawless action of the
Danites as related in eh. 18.

in

for there had not fallen, etc. The subject of the verb is missing
J!l, We must supply r'J~ 'a land' with Stu. : for the constr.

;,,m:i ri~ i1,ti)

cf. Num. 34°< Josh. 13 6· 7•

Qli

on OiJI(.

••• KAT/povoµ.fo possibly presupposes a text in which

subject in place of 1!l

;,,m:i.

fllf'll"f(TfJI

avTfi

i1,m stood

as

18.

2.
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men E from their whole number, men of valour, J from $or'ah,
and from Eshta' ol, E to spy out the land and to explore it ; J and
they said unto them, ' Go, explore the land ' : and they came to
the hill-country of Ephraim, as far as the house of Micah, and
spent the night there. 3. E When they were by the house of
Micah, they recognized the voice of the youth, the Levite : and
they turned aside thither, and said to him, 'Who brought thee
hither? and what doest thou in this place? J and what is thy
business here?' 4. And he said unto them, 'Thus and thus
hath Micah done for me, and he bath hired me, and I am
become his priest.' 5. And they said to him, 'Prithee enquire
2. from their whole number.
I.e. representatives of the whole
clan (its several branches). Heb. ff•fotham m'eans lit. 'their extremities'-a 'condensed term for what is included within extremities
=the whole' (BDB. s.v. i1llp). The idiom is well elucidated by
Num. 22 41 , 'and he saw from thence the uttermost part of the
people' (C¥Q ;,~~), i.e. by implied inclusion, the whole of them.
Cf. NHTK. on I Kgs. 12 31 •
from .<;or'ah and from Eshta' ol. Cf. notes on I 3 '- 25•
to spy out. Heb. riggel is a denominative from rt!ghel 'foot,' like
Lat. vestigare from vestigium. On the usage of the verb as
characteristic of E cf. p. 416.

3. When they were by . . . they recognized. Heb. 11 1:J t:ll,I i10i1
nom i1:J10, lit. ' They were by the house of Micah, and they
recognized.' The great emphasis upon the Personal Pronoun in
each clause throws the two clauses into vivid antithesis, the object
being to emphasize the circumstances in which the fact narrated
in the second clause took place. This usage is very idiomatic : cf.
Driver, Tenses, §§ 168, 169.
by the house. Heb. 111:J Cll, lit. 'with the house,' i.e. close to it. For
this idiomatic use of the preposition, cf. eh. 19 11 (' near Jebus '),
Gen. 35 4, J ash. 7 2, 2 Sam. 20 8, I Kgs. 1 9, al.
they recognized the voice. The view put forward by Stu. that Heb.
1/ol, 'voice,' here means dialect, by which the Danites recognized the
Levite as a Judaean and not an Ephraimite, is most improbable.
The obvious meaning is that they happened to have known him
personally before, when he was living in Judah. Cf. for the closeness
of local association between the tribes of Dan and Judah, eh. 15 9 ff,
and what is thy business here t Heb. i1£l
i10', lit. 'and what
to thee here ? '
, , 1:in

1'

5. Enquire of God. Cf. note on eh. I 1• We note the fact that,
while the Danites' request is' Enquire of 'elohim,' the response (v. 0 )
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of God, that we may know whether our journey on which we
are going shall be prosperous.' 6. And the priest said to them,
'Go in peace: before Yahweh is your journey whereon ye go.'
is 'Before Yahweh is your journey, etc.' Here, though the ordinarily
unquestioned conclusion is that 'elohzm denotes 'God,' and is synonymous with 'Yahweh,' the possibility presents itself that the two terms,
as they stand, may embody a distinction with a difference. The reference of 'elohim may be to the Teraphim, regarded as the medium
rather than the source of the divine response : cf. the use of ha-'elohim
in Ex. 21 6, 22 8· 9 (noted on p. 330), and Micah's reference to
'my gods,' v. 24 (cf. Gen. 31 30-32 E), as well as Beth-'elohim, eh. 17 5,
if this means properly 'house of gods.' If this be so, the force of
the prep. J may very possibly be 'by' or 'through' : cf. N um.
27 21 P, 'He (Joshua') shall stand before Ele'azar the priest, who
shall enqui're for him by the judgment of the Urim before Yahweh'
(illil 1 1)t, C1i\t(il ~Ell!-'tlJ

i,

,11(1!'\); Ezek. 21 21 (J!! 26 ), 'He (the king
of Babylon) enquired through the Teraphim' (O'ElinJ ,~t!I; here
it is of course possible to render 'he enquired of the Teraphim ');
I Sam. 28 8, where Saul says to the witch of 'Endor, ' Prithee divine
for me through the familiar spirit' (J\~J '' ~) 1tl\Cj:l), and, with
reference to the same incident, 1 Chr. 10 13, 'and also, for that
he (Saul) enquired through the familiar spirit' (J\~J
C)i). *
Upon this explanation, the Danites say,' Enquire through 'elohim'
(or, vocalizing C•il~~::I 'through the 'elohim '), and the Teraphim,

,i~C',

•

•,•; T

when thus interrogated, returns the answer, 'Before Yahweh is
your journey whereon ye go.' Even with retention of the ordinary
sense of sa'al b', 'enquire of,' the primary meaning may be, 'Enquire
of the oracle '-a sense which likewise implies that 'elohtm is not
identical with Yahweh, but simply voices His attitude towards the
project of the Danites.
A distinction in phraseology, identical with that of our passage, is
drawn in eh. 20 18, 'They enquired of (or through) 'elohim . . . and
Yahweh said'; cf. also I Sam. 14 37, 2 Sam. 16 23•

our journey.

I.e. the object of it, 'our errand' : cf. note on eh. 17 8,

6. before Yahweh. Heb. n6kha!z, ~endered 'before,' means lit. 'in
front of' or 'opposite.' So Mo., 'under the eye of Yahweh.'

* Here, whatever be the precise meaning of '/Jbh, ·rendered 'familiar spirit' (on
which cf. N HTK. p. 354; Driver, Deuteronomy, ICC., p. 226; T. W. Davies in
EB. u20 f.), it is clear that the enquiry is made through and not o/the '/Jbh.
The response comes from the spirit of Samuel, and the '/Jbk acts merely as
intermediary.
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7. So tile five men went, and came to Laish, and saw the people
that were therein, E dwelling in security, after the manner of the
$idonians, J quiet and secure, and there was no r want of any1 Heb. 0~~ means 'lion.'

7. Laish.

In Josh. 19 47 J the name is

given as Cl~? Leshem-a variant form which ought probably (as
suggested by Wellh., De gentibus et familiis Judaeis, p. 37) to be
vocalized

c0,
T

i.e.,

'"'

00 1,
T

mative termination: cf.

Lt.sham, the same name as

0,,

••

with for-

•-

c91v.

'E/am from

~'.P

'ayi! 'bird of prey'

(sc;> Gray, Heb. Proper Names, p. 93).
Eusebius and Jerome locate Laish or Dan four Roman miles from
Paneas (the modern Banyas) on the way to Tyre (OS. 114 2\ 249 32),
and state that it is here that the Jordan bre;i.ks forth (OS. 136 11,
275 33). The site intended is no doubt the modern Tell el-1).aqy, an
oblong mound, from the western side of which there issues a copious
stream which forms one of the sources of the Jordan.* Jos. (BJ.
IV. i. 1) knows this site as Daphne, and states that its springs,
beneath the temple of the golden bull, supply water to the little
Jordan, which flows into the great Jordan. This identification is
accepted by Rob. (BR. 3 iii. pp. 390 ff.) and most modern writers.
The Ar. name 1)-aqy, which like Heh. Dan means 'judge,' may
possibly offer a point of connexion. Smith (HG. pp. 473, 480) prefers
to find the site of Laish-Dan at Banyas,+ on the ground that the
meadows and springs of the upper Jordan could not be held against
an enemy without also holding Banyas and its castle; but, as Cheyne
not unjustly remarks (EB. 997), 'From Judg. 18 we do not gather
that Laish was a place of exceptional natural strength ; its inhabitants were a peaceful folk, who trusted not in their fortress but in
their remoteness from troublesome people like the Danites.'

dwelling.

On the fem. form

n~~\', as implying a fem. antecedent

;1¥~ 'the city,' in the source from which the extract is derived,
cf. p. 412.

in security.
Heh. n~::i,
- •,•T •

I.e. without apprehension of danger from outside.

and there was no want ... earth.

Reading

i?'"'f

;\o,:ir,, l'~~

y;~::,. ;i:!,i~ as in v. 10, with Ber., Bu., Mo. (SBOT.), No., La., Kit.,
•,• T

T

':

-;

* This stream has not been indicated in Map I.

+Theodoret (on Jer. 415) and Jerome (on Ezek. 48

18, and Am. 8 14 ) speak of
Paneas as occupying the site of Dan.
Why Smith (p. 473) should say that Banyas is 'scarcely an hour to tit, north'
of Tell el-~aq.y is not clear. His own maps, like the SWP. Gr,at Map, locate it
nearly due east.
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thing <that is) in the earth, [J and they were far from the
$idonians, and had no dealings with rAram 7. 8. E And they
came unto their brethren J to $or'ah and Eshta' ol: E and their
brethren said to them, 'What news fhave ye7 ?' 9. J And they
Cooke, Gress., in place of 111 Y1t9 i?1 C'?:;,r;,·r~1Here the
curious i:li C'S:Jr.i, which can only be understood as 'one insulting
(or humiliating) in a matter,' very early caused difficulty, and was
glossed by ;~¥. t!i".li' 'one usurping coercive power'* (omitted by
QJiA) which has crept into the text of 111- This explanation of the
latter phrase as a gloss is simpler and more natural than the view
of Bu. (based on (!JiL KA1Jpovoµ,os B'l<ravpov, F 'magnarumque opum')
that it is an integral part of the text, meaning ' possessing riches,'
i.e. either i¥i~ or i~l,' of which two readings 111 i~l,' represents an

amalgamation.

far from the ,$idonians ... A ram. Lying at the southern mouth
of the valley which runs between the Lebanon and l;Iermon ranges,
Laish was isolated from $idon by the Lebanon range to the northwest, and from Aram-Damascus t by the I;Iermon range to the
north-east. The reading Ci~ 'Aram,' which is offered by QJiA\ ;eh,
T-:

JL\ :s.,

is adopted by Bu., La., Kit., Gress., and is undoubtedly
superior to 111 C)tt-'had no dealings with mankind.' The reference to $idon requires a more definite antithesis.
8. What news have ye?

Reading C~J;ll:t

n9,

lit. 'what is with

you?' with Wellh. (Comp. 3 p. 365), No., Kit., in place of 111 C~tt n9
which offers an incomplete sentence, 'What ye?' For the use of n~
'with,' cf. z Kgs. 3 12, J er 27 18, where the word of Yahweh is said to
be with a prophet, i.e. revealed to him ; and the employment of the
preposition in the sense 'known to' in Job 12 3, 14 5.
(!Ji", making the words part of the speech of the spies, renders Kai
£i1l'OV ro'is af3£A.<po'is allrwv T[ VJ1,£LS ,ai8'7<TB£ ; i.e. cr-i~ nr.,
••• -

C':;i~'-

T

CM'n~s ~,r.,~,,
•••

••-:-

:

-

Such an inquiry, however, is redundant by the side of

C'~~~

C,!:1151 'and will ye be still?' in v. 9, apart from the fact that
we should e~pect n9? rather than n9. QJiA\ though agreeing with
* The subs.

i~f

is a a,ra~ X,yaµ,,vov, but the sense implied appears to be

sufficiently guaranteed by the usage of the verb

"'l~p.

:!: It seems probable that the narrator is thinking of the kingdom of
Damascus rather than of the small Aramaean states in the immediate· neighbourhood (Beth-reJ:tob and Ma·achah) to which Mo. alludes.
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said, 'Arise! and let us go up rto Laish7: for E we have seen the
land, and, behold, it is very good: and will ye be still? be not
slothful to go to enter in to possess the land. 10. J When ye
come, ye will come unto a people secure, and the land is broad :
E for God hath given it into your hand; J a place where there is
no want of anything that is in the earth.'
11. Then there set forth from thence of the clan of the
Danites, from $or'ah and from Eshta'ol, six hundred men girt
with weapons of war. 12. And they went up, and encamped in
~ in making the words an address to the spies, yet, like Q}r8, has the
reading 1<aB,,CTB• ; and Mo. deduces from this the possibility that
C':11!'1 may be the corruption of an original C':J't!ir.,-'What (news)
are ye bringing back?' Bu.'s suggestions Ct,t:t[7j ';,~ 'What have
ye seen?' or Cl)N[¥'?ri"ll? 'What have ye found?' are improbable.

9. Arise I The sing. ;,r.,~p is used as a stereotyped interjection in
place of the plur. (which Tappears in several Codd., probably as a
correction). Cf. i"l::li"l 'Come ! '-originally 'Give ! ' or 'Permit ! ' addressed to a pl~~ality of persons, Gen. 11 H 7 ; n::i, 'Come ! '
addressed to a woman, Gen. 19 32 ; i"l~") 'Behold!' a'.°tldressed to
Israel in the plural, Deut. 1 8.
·
let us go up. On the use of the verb 'ii/a ' go up,' in the general
sense of making a military expedition, c£ eh. I 1 note.
to Laish. Reading i"lW'' with No., in place of ~ Ci"l''l) 'against
them,' the suffix of which has no antecedent. l!JiA l1r av;;,·~~'z·.e. ;,,,v
may represent the first stage in the corruption.
T ·.-"
It is worthy of notice, however, that there exists a doublet in
l!JiAL ai., S:,h (marked by obelus) which may possibly contain the
original text. This runs in l!JiL as follows : £lCTry'A.Baµ.•v 1<a,
lµ.1r•p1erra-r;,uaµ.•v -r~v -yijv ,o,s ,ls Aai<Ta, 1<a, Eil'ioµ.•v -rov 'A.aov -rov
KQTOLKOVvTa Ev aVTfj E1r' EA1rla, KaTCl rb uV-yKptp,a rWv ~,awvloov Kai
µ.a1<pav a1rlxov-ras ii< I,awvos, l<UL M-yos OVI< ~v av-ro"is µ.•-ra Ivplas •
aAACl UVClCTT'JTE Kal ava{3wµ.,v lrr' av-rovs, on l<TA.
This is accepted
as original by La. in the following form : W;~·ip l'jt9 'lJ~iJ!)n m•t~

;,~·m

c1~, 1~ ~~~l?f n~~? :Jt.f1' i-lf")r~ i.~~ cp~-n~
~r.,~p c,~·cp cr}·r~ i?,11 0 1~,'~I? i"l'fi'.:I, in place of ~ i"l)?~P.
C1~1n'?

This provides us with the necessary antecedent to C~'?.P, ; but the
passage is somewhat unnecessarily tautological after v. 7, and may
have been constructed in imitation of that verse.
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I2.

.£5:_iriath-je' arim, m Judah : wherefore that place was called
12. l{iriath-je'arim. The name means 'woodland-town.' Eusebius
places the city nine (OS. 271 40 ) or ten (OS. 234 94 ) Roman miles from
Jerusalem on the road to Diospolis (Lydda). The site intended has
been identified, since Rob. (BR. 3 ii. pp. 11 f.), with ~uryet el-'Enab
(' town of grapes'), or el-~uryeh,* and the position suits the connexion
in which ~iriath-je'arim is mentioned in Josh. 9 17 among the
Gibe'onite cities Gibe'on, Kephirah, and Be'eroth ; and also the
description of the northern boundary-line of Judah as described in
Josh. r5 8 ff. P, where, after running just south of Jerusalem to the hill
to the west of the valley of I;Iinnom and north of the vale of Repha'im,
it continues in a north-westerly direction to the spring of the waters
of Nephtoal;t (probably Lifta t), Mount 'Ephron (unidentified), and
~iriath-je'arim (~uryet el-'Enab), where it takes a turn (JO~l v. 10)
south-westward to Mount Se'ir, and passing along the northern
shoulder of Mount J e'arim § where Chesalon (Kesla) is situated, it
descends to Beth-shemesh ('Ain-sems) and passes on to Timnah
(Tibneh). Cf. also the description of the southern boundary of
Benjamin in Josh. 18 14 ff. P.

* The village is often called Abil G6s after a celebrated family of bandits
which resided there during the earlier halt of the nineteenth century.
;\: The interchange between n and l, as seen in Nephtoal_i, Liftil., may be illustrated by Heb. nifka and lifka 'chamber,' Heb. nd!Jaf (root of nalfaf 'serpent')
and la!Jaf 'to hiss,' Bab. nefu and Heb. ldyif' lion,' New Heb. ndlfat and Bib.
Heb. ldlfat, Aram. n•ffat and l•lfat, 'to pick up,' Heb. ndthan and Aram. n•than
and n•thal' to give,' Heb. 'almdnd and Aram 'arm•la 'widow,' etc. The interchange is not confined to Semitic: thus the English Lincoln appears in Northern
French as Nicole; level is from Old French live!, which has become 11iveau in
modern French ; lilac comes ultimately from the Persian lilak, a variation of
nilak •blue'; etc.
If, as seems likely, then in Nephtoal_i is formative, and the root ispdthalf 'to
open,' in the sense of an opening in the rock.for the exit of water (cf. the use of
the verb in Isa. 41 18 , Ps. 105 41 ), the disappearance of the final guttural If in Lifta
may be illustrated by the fact that both pathalj and patha occur in Heb. in the
sense of opening. Liftil. possesses 'a large spring and the stones of some very
ancient buildings at the E. entrance to the village' (Baedeker, Palestine,3 p. 18).
§ i131~ ii1 'the hairy, i.e. scrubby, mountain' (cf. Ar, fa•ar, • tangled, or,
abundant and dense, trees')- and tl 1il/ 1 ii1 'the woodland-mountain' appear
respectively to denote the hill on which Saris stands to the north of the wil.dy
el-1:lamar, and the hill on which Kesla stands, south of the same wady. Both
hills are still covered by scrub and the remains of old woods: cf. S WP. Great
Map, xvii., and Buhl, Geogr. p. 91. Baedeker, Palestine," p. 16, in describing
the road from Jaffa to Jerusalem in the neighbourhood of Saris, says: • The hills
are overgrown with underwood ; besides the wild olives the carob-tree is frequently observed.' Similarly, Macmillan's Guide to Palestine, 5 p. 15: • On
either side of the road are rocky heights, with olive-trees occupying every point
of vantage, and amongst them may be seen many carob-trees, conspicuous by
their handsome· dark green foliage. There are also several fine oak and
terebinth trees.'
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Ma):ianeh-Dan, unto this day: RP behold, it is to the west of
1>Jriath-je'arim. 13. J And they passed on thence to the hillcountry of Ephraim; and they came as far as the house of
Micah. 14. E Then answered the five men that went to spy out
the land RJE Laish, E and said unto their brethren, 'Do ye know
The rival identification (proposed by Henderson and Conder,
S WP. Mem. iii. pp. 43 ff.) is the ruined site 'Erma, on the southern
side of the wady $arar about four miles east of 'Ain-Sems. This
suits the proximity to Beth-Shemesh, which is suggested by
1 Sam. 6 20 -21,* but is irreconcilable with the description of the
boundary of Judah as noticed above,t and (as Cheyne points out,
EB. 2680) is too near $or'ah and Eshta'ol to suit the present
narrative.
Maf:zaneh-Dan. Cf. note on eh. 13 25•
to the west of Lit. 'behind.' C£ the phrase 'behind (i.e. to the
west of) the wilderness' in Ex. 3 1 E, and contrast the phrase 'in front
of I;Iebron,' eh. 16 3 note.
14. the land Laish. On Laish (the dty) as a gloss inserted by the
redactor of the two narratives, c£ p. 413.
Now therefore consider, etc. Verbum sap. For the phrase, cf.
I Sam. 25 17 •
15-18. The two accounts, which are here interwoven, seem to
have been further confused by later glossing (c£ p. 414), but the
general situation is surely not so obscure as Mo. (who is closely
followed by Cooke) makes out. Some difficulty is caused by the
repeated reference (vv. 16· 17) to 'the entrance of the gate.' The term
Jd'ar 'gate ' is never applied to the door of a house ; yet it is clear
from vv. 14 -22 that Micah's house was one among a few others forming
a small village, certainly not surrounded by a massive wall with a
gate. Mo., while rightly remarking, upon v.14, that 'Micah evidently
lived in an open village,' yet explains v. 16 as meaning that 'the main
body [of Danites] halted without the village,' and speaks later on
of 'the armed men at the entrance of the village '-an expression

* The statement of Jos. {Ant. VI. i. 4) that ~iriath-Je'arim was in the
neighbourhood of Beth-sh~mesh is probably based merely upon this narrative.
;:: Leaving out of account the plausible identification of Nephtoal_,. with Liftil.,
the mere fact that ~iriath-je'arim occupies a position on the boundary-line
between the valley of I;Iinnom (Josh. 15 8 ) and Chesalon (v. 10 ) seems absolutely to
exclude the site 'Erma. How could the line run from I;lin11om to 'Erma (presumably along the upper course of the Wady Saril.r), strike north-east to Chesalon
(Keslil.) at an acute angle, and then return south-west at a still more acute
angle, over the shoulder of the hill on which Chesalon is situated, so as to reach
Beth-shemesh? As a matter of fact, we are told in v. 10 that, after reaching
~iriath-je'arim, the boundary (so far from striking north-eastward) turned
westward (;,01 'towards the sea') to Mount Se'ir and Chesalon,
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that there is in these houses RJE an Ephod, and Teraphim, E and
a graven image RP and a molten image? E Now therefore consider what ye will do.' 15. And they turned aside thither, and
came unto the house of the youth the Levite, RJE the house of
Micah, E and asked him of his welfare. 16. E?+Gl. And rthe1
six hundred men, girt with their weapons of war, that were of
the children of Dan, were standing at the entrance of the gate :
17. and the five men that went to spy out the land went up;
they went in thither, they took the graven image, RJE and the
adopted verbatim by Cooke. Neither of these scholars explains what
kind of 'entrance' he pictures an unwalled village as possessing ;
yet it is clear that the phrase 'the entrance of the gate' must postulate a real gate* ; and the natural inference seems to be that Micah,
as a man of some position, had a house surrounded by a courtyard,!
and that it was at the gate of this courtyard, and not outside the
village, that the men at arms were standing whilst their companions
slipped inside (cf. La.). If this was so, the difficulty does not seem
very great. The Danites might endeavour to distract the priest's
attention by parleying at the gate, yet it would still be possible for
him to observe the movements of the five spies, and to intervene with
his feeble protest as recorded in v. 18 •
16. the six hundred men, etc.
place of ~ t!11~ indefinite.

We must read

t!i'~~ as in v.17, in

17. went up. The precise significance with which the verb is used
is obscure. Ros. and Stu. assume from it that Micah's sanctuary
was an 'aliyya or upper chamber on the roof of his house, to which
the ascent would have been by an external staircase ; but such an
inference is precarious. It is not impossible that 'iila may be used
simply of an aggressive entry, in much the same way as it is frequently employed of making a hostile expedition (cf. eh. r I note),
without implication of an actual ascent.

they went in thither, they took, etc. The asyndeton is very harsh
in the Heb., and can hardly be the work of the original narrator.
Wel!h.§ (in Bleek, Einleitung 4, p. 198) and Bu suggest that the two
Perfects should be vocalized as Imperatives (~n~~

i1W~ ~~:al),

and

* Whether the statement of Ex. 32 26 J that Moses 'stood in the gate of the
camp' implies that the camp of Israel was surrounded with a zartba or barricade
with an actual gate is not clear; but in any case 'gate' by itself has not the same
definiteness as 1:S,t!'i1 nn!:l, lit. 'opening of the gate,' in our narrative.
Cf. Warren in DB. ii. p. 43za: 'In the villages there is usually a court
attached to the house, in which the cattle, sheep, and goats are penned.'
§ Wellh. retracts this suggestion in Comp. 3 p. 366.

+
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Ephod, and the Teraphim, RP and the molten image. J +Gl. And
while the priest was standing at the entrance of the gate, with
the six hundred men that were girt with the weapons of war,
18. J these others went into the house of Micah, and took
RJE the graven image, J the Ephod, and the Teraphim, Rr and the
molten image. J And the priest said unto them, 'What do ye? '
19. And they said to him, 'Hold thy peace, lay thy hand upon
thy mouth, and go with us; and be to us a father and a priest :
is it better for thee to be priest to the house of one man, or to
be priest to a tribe and to a clan in Israel?' 20. And the
priest's heart was glad, and he took the Ephod, and the
Teraphim, RJE and the graven image, J and went in the midst of
the people. 2 1. So they turned and departed, and put the little
ones and the cattle and the goods before them. 22. When they
were a good way from the house of Micah, the men that were in
the houses which were near to Micah's house were called to
arms, and followed hard after the children of Dan. 2 3. And
they cried unto the children of Dan. And they turned their
faces, and said to Micah, 'What aileth thee, that thou art up
in arms?' 24. And he said, 'My gods that I made ye have
that the words originally formed the continuation of tile spies' advice
in v. 14- ' Now, therefore, consider what ye will do : go in thither, take
the idol, etc.' This destroys the terse suggestiveness of v. 14 as it
stands in :/M. We might parallel the asyndeton in narrative by
eh. 20 31 (1pmi1), 20 43 (1i1!:1'1ii1 . . . 1iT1::l); but here again the
originality of the text may be questioned.
And while the priest, etc. Lit. 'And the priest was standing . . .
and these went in, etc.' For the construction, cf. Driver, Tenses, § 169.
with the six hundred, etc. Lit. 'and the six hundred.' The construction may be justified as an instance of 'wiiw of association' (cf.
BDB. p. 253a); yet it is not very natural, and tends to accent our
suspicions as to the state of the text.
19. lay thy hand, etc.
29 9, 40 4, Prov. 30 3!!.
21.

the goods.

Heb.

For the expression, cf. Mic. 7 16, Job 21 5,
i1"1~)!)
T

masc.

ib~ in Gen.

31 1,

only here; but cf. the usage of the

:

Isa. 103, al.

22. when they were, etc. Lit. 'They were a good way from
and the men that were, etc.'-a circumstantial construction similar to
that noticed in v. 3•
were called to arms. Cf. note on eh. 6 34•
23. art up in arms.

Lit. 'art called to arms' as in v. 22•
2E

The
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t18. 25. 27. 28. 30.

taken away, and the priest, and are departed, and what have I
more? and how then say ye unto me, " What aileth thee?"'
25. And the children of Dan said unto him, 'Let not thy voice
be heard near us, lest hot-tempered men fall upon you, and thou
lose thy life and the life of thy household.' 26. And the children
of Dan went their way: and when Micah saw that they were
stronger than he, he turned and went back unto his house.
27. And they took that which Micah had made, and the priest
that had belonged to him, and came unto Laish, unto a people
quiet an<l secure, and smote them at the edge of the sword,
and the city they burned with fire. 28. And there was no
deliverer, because it was far from $idon, and they had no dealings with rAram 7 ; RP and it is in the vale which belongeth to
Beth-rel:wb. J And they built the city, and dwelt therein. 29.
And they called the name of the city Dan, RP after the name of
Dan their father: howbeit Laish was the name of the city at the
first. 30. E And the children of Dan reared up for themselves
the graven image: and Jon a than, the son of Gershom, the son of
Mor 7ses, he and his sons became priests to the tribe of the
passive verb, which seems inappropriate as addressed to Micah who
was the mus~rer, of course contemplates the whole company as
mustered.

25. hot-tempered men. Heb. r!'tl~ •"lr., tl•r!!~~, lit. 'men bitter of
soul,' i.e. of fierce (or acrid, Mo.) temper, and so, easily roused. On
this use of the adjective mar, cf.footnote, p. 363.
27. that which Micah had made. Heb. ;,.:,,r., i1r!'l/ "lr!'~ n~
without expressed antecedent. The reference of course is to the
Ephod and Teraphim of the J source; and Mo. is perhaps right in
his suggestion that these originally stood in the narrative, but were
omitted by the redactor of the two sources in order to make the
· statement more general (including the graven image).
28. Aram. For the emendation, cf. v. 7 note.
Beth-re!zob. Cf. note.on Re]:iob, eh. r 31 • 'The vale' (Heh. ha-'eme/;')
in which the city was situated is the broad plain of el-Bul;-:a.' between
the two Lebanon ranges.
30. Moses. ffi ;,~~9 'Manasseh,' with Nun t'lztya ('suspended')
-a rabbinic device intended to spare the reputation of Moses by not
stating openly that he was the grandfather of a priest who practised
idolatry. The fact that the reference is really to Moses was, however,
acknowledged by early Jewish scholars : cf. e.g. the words of Rashi:
' Because of the honour of Moses was the Nitn written so as to alter

18. 31.]
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Danites Gl. up to the day when r the Ark1 went into captivity.
3r. And they set them up the graven image of Micah which he
had made, E all the time that the house of God was in Shiloh.
the name. The Nf'tn, however, is suspended to tell thee that it was
not Manasseh but Moses.' The name Manasseh was explained as
referring, not to the ancestor of the tribe bearing that name, but to
the idolatrous king of Judah of the 7th century B.C., on the ground
of likeness of character between him and Micah's priest : cf. Kimchi's
remarks on eh. 17 7• Three- other cases of a 'i;mspended' letter occur
in the Heb. Bible, viz. Ps. So 14, Job 38 13· 15• In many Heb. MSS. and
early editions nei~r., is written without Nz1n t•luya. Cf., for a full
conspectus of Rabbinic discussion on the subject, Ginsburg, Introduction to the Massoretieo-eritieal edition of the Hebrew Bible,
pp. 334 ff.
'Moses' is the reading of some QJiMSs., lL\ 1:T, and appears in the
conflate text of QJiMSs., .$h. 'Manasseh' appears in QJiBA\ .$P, m:.
the Ark. Reading lli1$~ in place of ~ fj~~ 'the land.' The
grounds upon which this emendation is adopted are explained on
p. 4 1 5·
31. all the time . .. in Shiloh. Shiloh is the modern Selun in the
hill-country of Ephraim, some nineteen miles north of Jerusalem and
twelve miles south of Shechem. It appears in I Sam. 1-4 as the site
of 'the House of Yahweh' ( I Sam. I 7·2", 3 15), which was apparently
not a mere tent but a solid structure (called hekal 'temple' in
I Sam. I 9, 3 3) with doors (1 Sam. 3 15) and door-post (1 Sam. I 9).*
This sanctuary had the custody of the Ark of Yahweh (1 Sam. 3 3,
4 3ff·), having apparently succeeded Bethel in this capacity (cf. note
on 'unto Bethel,' eh. 2 1). After the defeat of Israel and the capture
of the Ark by the Philistines ( I Sam. 4 lOff.) we hear no more of the
sanctuary of Shiloh; and though the narrative of I Sam. draws a veil
over its fate, the assumption that it was destroyed by the Philistines
seems to be justified, both from the allusions in Jer. 7 12-14, 266.0,i
Ps. 78 60ff., and from the fact that the Ark, when restored by the
Philistines, .did not return thither but remained in private custody
at ~iriath-je'arim (I Sam. 6 20· 21, 7 1) until brought up by David to
Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6), and that the principal centre ofYahweh-cultus
in Saul's reign was not at Shiloh but at Nob (1 Sam. 21.22).

* The passage in r Sam. 2 22 which refers to the sanctuary as 'the Tent of
Meeting' is not found in i!li, and is generally regarded by scholars as an interpolation: cf. NHTS.2 ad toe.
:t: The view which has been advanced by some scholars that Jer. 7 ll!.14, 26 6.9
does not refer to the destruction of the sanctuary at Shiloh in 'Eli's time, but to
a disaster (otherwise unmentioned) which was recent and still fresh in men's
minds when Jeremiah wrote, is purely gratuitous. The deep and lasting impression which was made by the tragedy of r Sam. 4 is sufficiently illustrated by
.Ps. 78 sou..

THE BOOK OF JUbGES
The meaning of the note of time 'all the time that, etc.' 1s very
obscure. We can scarcely be intended to infer a coincidence between
the cessation of the Dan-cultus and that of the Shiloh-cultus. The
view of Ber. that the allusion is to the rough correspondence in time
between the supersession of Shiloh by Jerusalem as the principal
seat of Yahweh-cultus, and the supersession of Micah's image by
Jerobo'am's costly golden bull and the merging of the particular
cultus of the Danites into that of the northern half of J erobo'am's
kingdom, does not commend itself as at all likely.* More probably
the reference is not to the cessation of either cultus, but to the fact
that the establishment of the sanctuary at Dan was of the same
antiquity as the establishment of the house of God at Shiloh.

THE ORIGIN OF THE LEVITES
(Cf. eh. 17 7 note)

The terms in which the Levite is introduced in the story of Micah
raise, in its most acute form, a difficulty with regard to the tribe of
Levi which appears, on present evidence, to be almost insuperable.
If Levi was, as is generally assumed throughout the 0. T., in origin
an independent Israelite tribe, possessing full tribal rights (the
third son of Le'ah ; Gen. 29 34 J), how can the Levite of our narrative
be spoken of as having clan-connexions with the tribe of Judah
(1"1'.;1~1"1; nti!,:l~~'?)? The distinction between the Levite's position in
Judah and in Ephraim is well marked; for it is stated that, whereas
he belonged to the clan of Judah, he was sojourning merely in
Ephraim, i.e. he was a ger or stranger enjoying certain rights of
protection whilst living with a tribe of alien origin to himself: cf. the
similar allusion to the Levite of eh. 19 1 (sojourning in the hill-country
of Ephraim). Hence it has been supposed by many that the Levites
were in origin not members of a separate tribe, but a priestly caste
marked out by a special ritual training handed down from father to
son. This view is thought to gain support from Ex. 4 14 RJE, where
Yahweh, in addressing Moses, speaks of 'thy brother Aaron the
Levite.' Driver (Camb. Bib. ad loc.) remarks, 'As Moses, equally
with Aaron, belonged to the tribe of Levi (Ex. 2 1), the term, as
applied distinctively to the latter, must denote, not ancestry, but pro-

* Even if we assume the very doubtful conclusion that the establishment of
Yahweh's seat at Jerusalem marks the close of the Shiloh-period, there still,
according to Biblical chronology (cf. 2 Sam. 5 5 , I Kgs. 211, n 42 ) remains a
difference of at least seventy years between David's bringing up of the Ark to
Jerusalem and the establishment by Jerobo'am of the bull-worship at Dan;
or, if we suppose that the Jerusalem-period dates from the completion of the
Temple in the seventh year of Solomon, a difference of at least thirty-three years,
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fession.' He thinks (citing MacNeile, West. Comm. ad loc.) that
'there must have been a period in the history of the "Levites" when
the term was "the official title of one who had received the training
of a priest, regardless of the tribe of which he was a member by
birth."' According to this view the name Lewi is rightly connected
in Gen. 29 34 J with the verb liiwii 'to be joined' or 'to attach
oneself' ; but originally in the sense of those who have attached
themselves to distinctively priestly functions, i.e., as we might say,
clen"cs as distinct from laymen: c£ the use of the verb in Num. 18 2· 4 P,
where they are spoken of as attached to Aaron for the service of the
Tabernacle (~l?~), ~l??)}, and in Isa. 56 6 which alludes to the strangers

who are attached (tl'~>!l,::i} to Yahweh to minister to him.

The

theory gains greatly in plausibility if we may assume a connexion
between Lewi and the term lawi"'u (fem. lawi'at) 'which, according to
Hommel (AHT. p. 278), is used in Minaean inscriptions to denote
priests and priestesses of the god Wadd. *
The outstanding objection to this theory, which has never been
met, lies in the fact that in the (in the main) very early poem :j: which
is known as the 'Blessing of Ja' cob,' Gen. 49, Levi appears as a purely
secular tribe, and, together with Sime'on, is censured for some act of
aggression and violence which is regarded as having brought a curse
upon them resulting in their dispersion among the other tribes (11v. 6· 7).
The event to which allusion is here made is naturally to be found in
the treachery practised by Sime'on and Levi upon the Shechemites, as
related in Gen. 34 CJ and P combined), which may very well have
led to such reprisals as decimated the two Israelite tribes and forced
their remnants to seek a new home in other parts of the land. As a
matter of fact, we know from Judg. I 3· 16·17 that, at a somewhat later
-but still, very early-period, Sime'on is found seeking a settlement
in the Negeb in the midst of Judah, with which tribe it seems ultimately to have become merged (cf. note on eh. I 3). It is by no
means improbable thanhe remnant of Levi may in like manner have
sought a home in this region; and such an hypothesis would sufficiently

* Professor Margoliouth suggests (privately) the comparison of Liiwi with
Ar. wely, the ordinary Mohammedan term for a saint-properly one who
is near to God, i.e. in intimate association with Him, from the root wala 'to
follow after, be near to.' For connexion ofwala with i1l~, cf. Ar. wa,a, Heh. i1l~,
both in Pi'el with sense 'to enjoin' ; Ar. wa!J.a, Heh. ;nn, both ' to declare or
reveal.'
According to Skinner (Genesis, ICC., pp. 5rnf.), 'the Blessing'is a composite production, the earliest portions (on Re'uben, Sime'on and Levi) referring
to events in the remote past, and probably composed before the Song of Deborah ;
those on Issachar, Dan, and Benjamin at any rate earlier than the establishment
of the monarchy; while that on Judah presupposes the existence of the Davidic
monarchy. The Joseph-section may be, in whole or in part, still later; but this
is a very disputed question,

+
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explain the fact that a Levite could be spoken of as 'of the clan of
Judah,' much as the clan of Caleb came to be regarded as belonging to
the tribe of Judah, though in origin distinct from it (cf. note on eh. 112).
In 'the Blessing of Moses,' Deut. 33, belonging probably to the
period of the divided monarchy, * Levi is regarded (in contrast to
Gen. 49 6·7) as entrusted with priestly functions; but still figures none
the less as a tribe, and on a par in this respect with the other tribes of
Israel. There seems no good reason to doubt that there may be
truth in the constant Israelite tradition that a tribe originally secular
came at a particular period to be invested with such functions, though
the tradition as to the circumstances which led to this may very well
have fluctuated.+ The one basic fact probably is that the Levites
inherited the privilege from Moses, who, according to Ex. 2 1 E, was
himself a member of the tribe, and who, in the only early account
which we possess of the Tent of Meeting (Ex. 33 7· 11 E), appears as
the sole intermediary between Yahweh and Israel.
What, however, are we to infer as to the relative periods to which
these events in the history of the tribe belong? To assume, as some
scholars have done, that the Shechem-incident of Gen. 34, though
placed by the narrator in Patriarchal times, properly refers to the
period of the Judges, is surely very wide of the mark. In the first
place, there is a sharp contrast between the antique tone of Gen. 34,
in which tribes figure symbolically in the guise of individuals, and the
vivid realism of the story of Abimelech in Judg. 9, which, while it
also centres round Shechem, is as true to the life as any historical
portion of the O.T. Again, while Gen. 34 brings Sime'on and Levi
into connexion with Shechem, the Book of Judges has nothing in this
connexion to tell us of these tribes, but pictures Manassite clans as
occupying the district-i.e. elements of the Joseph-tribes concerning
which tradition is strong that they invaded Cana'an from the east
under Joshua' at some period subsequent to the Exodus from Egypt.
Sime'on, however, is pictured, at the same period or earlier, as already
settled with Judah in the south (Judg. I 3·17 J); and a similar inference with regard to Levi may be drawn (as we have seen) from the
genuinely old story of Judg. 17, 18, according to which the Levite
was a native of Bethlel;tem in Judah, but a ger merely in Ephraim.
Lastly, the whole tone of Gen. 49 5· 7, which has nothing but a curse
for Levi as a predatory secular tribe which, with Sime'on, is regarded

*
!

Cf. the allusion to Judah in v. 7, with Driver's note, ICC. ad toe.
On the one hand, we have the tradition of Ex. 32 25 ff. (J and E comhined},
where the zeal of the Levites on Moses' side as against the bull-worshippers
appears as the cause of their selection ; on the other hand the allusion of ' the
Blessing' in Deut. 33 8 seems to point to a tradition which related the testing of
the fidelity of the tribe at Massah and Meribah (an explanation of the origin of
these names different from that which is given in Ex. 177 JE combined, Num.
20 13 P).
Deut. 10 8 alludes to the selection of the tribe by Yahweh for the performance of priestly functions without specifying the circumstances.
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as a disgrace to its kindred, stands, as we have noticed, in striking
antithesis to Deut. 33 8-11 ; and as surely as the latter reflects the work
and personality of Moses and the priestly privileges conferred by him
on his tribe, so does the former point to an age when the name and
reputation of Israel's great religious leader lay as yet in the bosom of
the future.
If, where all is vague and uncertain, it be possible to bridge the
gulf between the secular and sacred tribe of Levi by a structure of
which the outlines appear to offer an approximation to reality, we
may picture the Joseph-tribes as already settled in Egypt, possibly
for a considerable period, while the Le'ah-clans of Sime'on and Levi
-,vhich, after expulsion from central Cana'an, have, together with
clans of Judah,· settled in the far south, in close contact, and on
amicable terms, with their North Arabian neigl).bours-move across
the Egyptian frontier in time of drought and famine with that ease
with which we gather from Egyptian inscriptions that Semitic Bedawin
tribes were admitted even after the fall of the Hyksos and under
the restored Theban aristocracy of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Dynasties.* This would account for the birth of Moses of Levitical
parents in Egypt, and the subsequent events through which he escapes
from Egypt as a political refugee and settles in Midian,t receives a
revelation at Sinai, leads the tribes out of Egypt, and conducts them
to the scene of the Theophany, which lay probably in the neighbourhood of ~adesh-Barnea', south of the N egeb, which seems to
* Cf. the two Egyptian inscriptions given by Breasted, AR. iii.§§ ro ff., 636ff.
The first of these is attached to a mutilated relief depicting officials receiving instruction as to the reception of Asiatic refugees who, in time of distress, petition for
a home in the domain of Phara'oh 'after the manner of your fathers' fathers since
the beginning.' This, according to the inscription, is granted by Phara•ob.
This inscription belongs to the reign of I;IaremJ:teb, the first king of the Nineteenth
dynasty; or possibly, as Breasted prefers to think, to one of the later kings of
the Eighteenth dynasty under whom I;IaremJ:teb held the position of general. The
second inscription, which belongs to the reign of MineptaJ:t of the Nineteenth
dynasty (the assumed Phara'oh of the Exodus: cf. lntrod. p. civ), is a letter
from a frontier-official in which he informs his superior that certain Edomite
Bedawin have been allowed to pass the frontier and pasture their .flocks in the
Wady Ti'lmililt close to Pithom, i.e. in the district of Goshen.
That Sime'on at any rate joined the Joseph-tribes at a subsequent period is
perhaps to be inferred from the tradition embodied in Gen. 42 24 ,36 E.
The story of Moses' escape to Midian, where he marries the daughter of a
Midianite chieftain and settles down for a time, is remarkably paralleled by the
Egyptian tale of Sinnhe, who was a pohtical exile in the reign of Sesostris I. of
the Twelfth dynasty, some 700 years earlier. Sinuhe escapes from Egypt to a
region in or near Cana'an, and is hospitably received by the local sheikh, whose
daughter he eventually marries and becomes himself a sheikh of the tribe for
some years, after which he returns, like Moses, to Egypt. Cf. Breasted, AR. i.
~§ 486 ff.; Maspero, Popular Stories of Ancient Egypt, pp. 68 ff.; Alan Gardiner,
Notes on the Story of Sinuhe (translation pp. 168 ff.). The parallel shows how
well within the range of historical probability the Biblical story lies.

+
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have formed their headquarters during the wilderness-period (cf.
pp. 109 ff.).
Here we find h\m, according to the oldest tradition (cf. especially
Ex. 18 14 ff., 33 7·11 E) occupying the position of supreme, or rather sole,
exponent of religion as intermediary between Yahweh and Israel.
Nothing, according to this tradition, is said of any participation by
Aaron in these priestly functions-still less of his occupying the
supreme position in the priesthood. In the only instance, indeed, in
which Aaron is brought into connexion with the Tent of Meeting in the
old narrative, he goes there with Miriam to receive a sentence of condemnation and rebuke for having ventured to speak against Moses,
who is specified as God's servant with whom He is accustomed to
speak mouth to mouth (Num. 12 E). In view of these facts, it at
once becomes obvious that, in the expression 'thy brother Aaron the
Levite' of Ex. 4 14 J, which came under discussion at the beginning of
this note, either the specification 'the Levite' does not distinctively
denote priestly profession, or if (as seems more likely) it does do so,
it must represent the later point of view, according to which Aaron
and not Moses was the priest par excellence, and so is without value
as regards any bearing upon the question of the origin of the Levites.
It seems not unlikely that, after a period spent in the neighbourhood of ~adesh-Barnea' (the wilderness-sojourn), while the Josephtribes eventually broke off from this centre, and travelled round the
land of Edom in order to enter Cana'an from the east of Jordan,
bearing with them the Ark of Yahweh with its priestly (Levitical)
caretakers, the main part of the tribe of Levi, which, ex hypothesi,
had even prior to the Exodus possessed associations with the North
Arabian clans (subsequent elements of the tribe of Judah) inhabiting
the region south of the N egeb, preferred to throw in its lot with these
Judaean clans, and so moved up northward with them at their
conquests in the N egeb and the hill-country beyond it, which came
later on to be known as the heritage of the tribe of Judah (cf. Addit.
note, p. 44).
This theory appears satisfactorily to account for the tribal connexion of the Levites with Judah, as found e.g. in Judg. 17 m., 19 1•
It also offers an explanation of the story of the golden bull in Ex. 32,
in which (at any rate in the form of the narrative which has come
down to us) Aaron appears in an unfavourable light as the maker of
the image, and the Levites in a favourable light as uncompromising
adherents to the pure form of Yahweh-worship. The inference lies
near to hand that the narrative, in its present form, was intended as
a polemic against the bull-worship of the Northern kingdom.* The

* The narrative of Ex. 32 is composite, vv. 1·6· 15· 24-35 being assigned to E, and
vv. 25 ·34 (in which the Levites figure as champions on Moses' side against the
idolatry) to J; while vv. 9•14 exhibit marks of a later hand, and are usually
attributed to the redactor RJE. Both J and E ( written from the standpoint of the
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words, 'These be thy gods, 0 Israel, which brought thee up out of
the land of Egypt' (Ex. 32 4) are identically the same as are put into
the mouth of J erobo'am in I Kgs. 12 2s, in the account of this king's
institution of the bull-worship at Bethel and Dan. As spoken by
J erobo'am, the plural 'gods' naturally refers to the two images of
Bethel and Dan : but in the Exodus-narrative it is difficult, if not
impossible, to justify the plural as applied to the single image. If,
then, at the period at which the story of Ex. 32 took shape, 'Aaron'
stands as the representative of the bull-worship of the Northern
kingdom, we may infer that 'the sons of Levi' are the priestly
families of the kingdom of Judah, who are the champions of a purer
form of cultus.* It seems to follow that, while the 'sons of Aaron'
were connected with the early sanctuaries of the Joseph-tribes,
Bethel, Shiloh, and Nob, the main Levite stock supplied the priestly
needs of Judah in the days when this tribe lived in comparative
isolation from the central and northern Israelite tribes;+ though
single Levites might wander northward in search of a livelihood,
through exercise of the priestly functions which they were fitted to
discharge by birth as well as by training.§
prophetic schools of the two kingdoms) are keenly antipathetic to the bullworship. It is possible, however, 'that-although Jerobo'am himself appointed
non-Levitical priests (1 Kgs. 12 31 )-there may have been among the priests of
the calves some who traced their ancestry to Aaron, and claimed him as the
founder of the calf-worship in Israel. If this were the case, it would make
Aaron's condemnation the more pointed' (Driver, Camb. Bib. ad loc.).
* Jerobo'am's appointment of non-Levitical priests to his newly equipped
sanctuaries (1 Kgs. 12 31) may have been dictated by political motives, owing to
the close association of the Levites with the tribe of Judah.
:): It is worthy of notice that, though Samuel, who was an Ephraimite, held a
position at the sanctuary at Shiloh which we might have expected a Levite to fill,
he is nowhere termed a Levite; and this is surely a very surprising fact upon the
assumption that the term ' Levite' denotes official and not tribal status. His
example goes to prove that in northern Israel at that period it was not deemed
necessary that a priestly official should be a Levite by birth, rather than that a
man trained for the priesthood, whatever his tribe, ipso facto became a Levite by
profession.
§ If, as we have assumed, the remnant of the tribe of Levi found in early times
a home among the North Arabian (Judaean) clans to the south of the Negeb;
and if, again, members of this tribe came to adopt a wandering life in search of
a livelihood as priests; is it beyond the range of possibility that some of them
may have migrated southward into Arabia, and may thus account for the use of
the term lawi'u to denote a priest, which we have noticed as occurring in the
Minaean inscriptions from el-'Olil.?
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25. The outrage at Gibe'ah, with its consequences.

Besides the Commentaries, etc., cited throughout the book, cf. Giidemann,
Tendenz und Abfassungzeit der letzten Capitel des Buches der Richter, Monatschrift fiir Gesch. u. Wissenschaft d. Judenthums, xviii. (1869), pp. 357-368;
W. Bdhme, Richter c. 21, ZA TW. v. (1885), pp. 30-36.

In eh. 19 signs of duplication in the narrative are evident in vv. 1·15most strikingly in the speech of v. 9h, where repetition of statement is
combined with variation in number, the speaker using the plural in one
set of clauses and the singular in the other: 'Behold, prithee, the day
hath waned toward evening; prithee stay ye the night; and ye shall
arise early to-morrow for your journey' (tl:i:i,,, tlnt,:,l!';n . . . ~~'');
'Behold the day hath closed in ; stay thou the night here, and
let thy heart be merry . . . and thou shalt depart to thy home'
n:i,m . . . 1:i:i, ...
In vv. 4a. 9b the expression 'his
father-in-law, the damsel's father,' is inelegantly redundant; and we
observe that, while the former designation stands alone in v.7h, the
latter so stands in vv. Sb. 51J.eb.s. The expression 'the damsel's father'
(predicating no position of relationship to the husband on the father's
part) is suitable to the damsel's position as concubine merely and not
a full wife; whereas the term !zothen 'father-in-law' seems (at any
rate to us) somewhat -surprising in such a connexion, and it is reasonable to infer that it may belong to a version of the story in which the
girl held the full status of a wife. Possibly a trace of this may be
found in the statement of v. 1h, 'he.took to him a wife, a concubine,'

c,,n~,

r,).

where i11!'~ may be derived from one narrative, and l!'J,'£) from the
other.* Further, the father's offers of hospitality are couched in two
different phrases, each of which occurs twice-' Strengthen thine
heart,' vv. 51>.sa/l (in each case put into the mouth of ' the damsel's
father'); 'Let thine heart be merry,' vv. 6b/l, 9ha. We may notice also
v. 2b 'some time, four months '-a double (indefinite and definite) note
of time (cf. note ad loc.); v. 4", 'he abode with him three days,' but
v. 4h, 'and they stayed the night there '-i.e. apparently, the first
night; 'they (he) arose early in the morning,' vv. 5"/l- 8aa (cf. v. 9hll),
beside 'the man (he) rose up to depart,' vv.•aj3. 7a.9aa; 'he came over
against Jebus,' v. 10"/l, but 'they were near Jebus,' v. llaa, as though the
proximity to this city were now mentioned -for the first time; in v. 12 h
the man specifies Gibe'ah as the place at which they will spend the
night, but in v. 13 he again speaks (without any intervening response
from his lad), and proposes Gibe' ah or Ramah (here it is clear that,
while the response to v. 11 is contained in v. 12, v. 13-alien to this
account-is continued by v. 14, the question 'Gibe'ah or Ramah'?
* This inference is of course precarious. l!'J, 1£) i11!'~ may be a compound
term 'concubine-wife' (or simply 'concubine-woman,' like i1~'J~ i1t:-'~ 'prophetess-woman, eh. 4 4 ).: cf. tl't:-'J,£) tl't:-'~ 2 Sam. 15 16 , 203,
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being settled by the sun's disappearance whilst they are 'alongside of'
the former oity).
On the basis of these facts, we may make (somewhat tentatively)
the following distribution. To the main narrative may be assigned
v. 1b (omitting ilt.:'N 'wife'); vv. 2 -3 (omitting 'four months' in v. 2b);
'the damsel's father' in v. 4a; v. 4b; 'and they arose early in the
morning' in v. 5•; v. 6b (except 'unto his son-in-law') ; v. 6 (except 'and
let thine heart be merry';) v. 7bf3; v. 8 (except' on the fifth day'.); v. 9•/3;
in v. 9b 'the damsel's father,' and the portions of the speech which are
addressed to a plurality of persons (as noted above); vv.iob.ll.1 2-15•
This narrative, which runs almost continuously, seems to bear clear
indications that it is derived from J. We may notice the use of T'\Nip,
'to meet' in v. 3b of going to welcome a guest, as in the J passages
Gen. 18 2, 191, 29 13 ; t:inS T'\El 7JS iyc 'strengthen thine heart with a
morsel of bread,' v. 5 (so v. 8 without t:inS T'\El), which closely resembles
Gen. 18 5 J, t:l::iJS lil)Cl t:inS T'\El ilnpNl 'and let me take a morsel of
bread, and strengthen ye your hearts' ; the immediately following
1::i,n inNl 'and afterward ye shall depart,' compared with 1,Jyn inN
'afterward ye shall pass on' which immediately follows in Gen. 18 6
(cf. also 7,n inN Gen. 24 65 J); the use of ilOilOT'\il 'tarry' or 'delay,'

v. 8, as in Gen. 19 16, 43 10, Ex. 12 39, all J; t:i::i::i,,, ino t:lT'\O.:lt.:'ill 'and
ye shall arise early to-morrow for your journey,' v. 9, as in Gen. 19 2 J,
t:i::i::i,,, t:in::iSm t:lT'\O.:lt.:'ill 'and ye shall arise early, and shall depart
for your journey.' The phrase of v. 1h t:l 1,ElN iii 1n::i, 1J 'in the furthermost parts (lit. sides or flanks) of the hill-country of Ephraim' (so also
in v. 18 ) is most easily explicable from a J udaean point of view.
This J narrative is continued by the remainder of the chapter,
which reads as a single continuous narrative. Points which connect
vv.1 6-21 with J are as follows : N, 11 11) 131 NW'l 'and he lifted up his
eyes and saw,' v. 17, as in Gen. 13 10, 18 2, 24 63, 331, 43 29, Josh. 5 13, all

J, as against Gen. 22 4-13 E; 7Sn i!JN 'whither goest thou?' v.17, as
in Gen. 16 8, 32 17 (1!1 18 ) J ; NlJn )'NO 'whence earnest thou?' as in
eh. 17 9 J, cf. Gen. 29 4, 42 7 J (J ash. 9 8 doubtful, but assigned to J by
Holzinger); ~l!:lCO t:l) pn t:l) 'both straw and provender,' v. 19,
exactly as in Gen. 24 25 J, whilst the two substantives are similarly
coupled in Gen. 24 32 J, and the remaining occurrences of Nl!lCO
'provender' (Gen. 42 27 , 43 2l) are confined to this document; use of
t:l) . . . t:l) 'both . . . and,' v. 19, c£ CHJ No. 11 ; use of IC" 'there is,'

v. 19 twice, cf. CHJ No. 84; iJi S::i iicno l'N 'there is no want of
anything,' v. 19, as in eh. 18 7-10 J ; )Sn SN :Jlni:J p, 'only do not spend
the night in the market-place,' v. 20 , cf. Gen. 19 2 J, J'') :Jlni:J 'we will
spend the night in the market-place' ; t:lil 1S)i ii;n, 11 'and they washed
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their feet,'
c£ Gen. 18 4, 19 2, 24 32, 43 24 (all J).* The account of
the outrage, vv. 22 ff·, is parallel phrase by phrase with Gen. 19 4ft. J
in so remarkable a manner as to compel the conclusion that one
narrative must have been deliberately modelled on the other. The
action taken by the Levite after his return home is strikingly
paralleled by Saul's action when summoning the tribes to the assistance of Jabesh of Gile'ad, I Sam. l 1 J. The closeness of verbal
coincidence is exhibited in the comparison which follows :v. 21 ,

J udg. 19. 22 They were making merry,
when behold the men of the
Gen. 19.' They had not yet lain down, when
the men of the
J udg. 19. city, base fellows,
surrounded the house (n•::iil n~ l:lOJ)
Gen. 19. city, the men of Sodom, surrounded the house (n':lil ~l/ l:lOJ)
Judg. 19.
Gen. 19.

. . 5 'Where are the men who came unto thee to-night?

Judg. 19. 'Bring forth the man who came unto thine house, that we
Gen. 19. 'Bring them forth unto us
that we
J udg. 19. may know him.'
Gen. 19. may know them.'

23a
6

And the man, the owner of the house,
And Lot

Judg. 19. went forth unto them,
Gen. 19. went forth unto them, .

•7

and said unto them, 'Nay, my
and said,
'Nay, my

Judg. 19. brethren, do not act wickedly, I pray you.
Gen. 19. brethren, do not, I pray you, act wickedly.

21

8

Behold,
Behold, now,

Judg. 19.
my daughter, who is a virgin,
and his
Gen. 19. I have two daughters who have not known a man ;
Judg. 19. concubine; let me, pray, bring them forth
and hlimble
Gen. 19.
let me, pray, bring them forth unto you,
Judg. 19. ye them, and do to them
that which is good in
Gen. 19.
and do to them according to that which is good in
Judg. 19. your sight; but to this man ye shall not do a thing of this
Gen. 19. your sight ; only to these men
do not do a thing
J udg. 19. wantonness,
Gen. 19.

23 b

inasmuch as this man hath entered into my
forasmuch as they
have entered into the

Judg. 19. house.' . . .
Gen. 19. shadow of my roo£' . . .

7nr.,~ •thy handmaid,' is to be noted in v. '9.
this sense is ilil£1~.

* One characteristic E phrase,

J' s ordinary expression in
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juci.g.
And he entered into his house, and took a knife, and took
1 Sam. I I. 7 And he took a yoke of oxen,
J udg. 19. hold of his concubine, and cut her up(i1nm 1l), limb by limb,
1 Sam. 11.
and cut them up (li1Mm 1l),
Judg. 19. into twelve pieces,and sent her throughout all the border of
1 Sam. I I.
and sent them throughout all the border of
Judg. 19. Israel.
l Sam. 11. Israel.

20

1

And all the children of Israel came out
And they
came out

Judg. 19. (or were called to arms)
l Sam. l I. (or were called to arms)

. like one man.
like one man.

The second narrative in vv. 1•15 is fragmentary, and seems to have
been used merely as a supplement. It may be t,raced in the use of
i1~;:,t ' wife,' v. lb ; ' four months,' v. 2b ; 11. 4a (except 'the damsel's
father') ; v. 5a (except 'and they arose early in the morning'); 'and
let thine heart be merry' in v. 6b/l; v. 7aba; v. 9ao., and the parts of the
speech in v. 9b in which the man is addressed in the singular (as noted
above); vv. 1oa.i 3.u_ Since the other narrative has been identified as J,
it is natural to infer that the present narrative may be derived from E,
though there occur no characteristic E phrases to substantiate this
view. It may be noted, however, that Hosea', in alluding (9 9, ro 9 )
to 'the days of Gibe'ah' as marking the depth of depravity to which
Israel was capable of sinking, appears to have this narrative in mind,*
and also to assume that so allusive a reference will be sufficient to
recall it to those for whom he is writing ; and, if this is so, we must
conclude that the story formed part of the historical tradition of the
Northern Kingdom, whether in written (E) or oral form.
Redactional links, supplied by R1E, are probably to be seen in the
words 'unto his son-in-law,' v. 6, an explicative addition to J suggested
by ,~nn 'his father-in-law' of E; 'on the fifth day,' v. 8, with backreference to v. 5a. Lastly, v. 1a is obviously from the same hand as
17 6 , 18 !all, 21 25, viz. RP.
Passing on to chs. 20, 21, we are confronted by a far more intricate
problem. In clz. 19 the story, as we have it from J and (so far as we
can judge from its fragmentary remains) in the parallel source which
we have assigned to E, bears at least a superficial appearance of

* This is the only natural explanation of the allusion: cf. Cheyne's note
( Camb. Bib. ad lac.): 'The prophet's language is correct from his own point of
view. True, Israel as a people took summary vengeance on the Benjarninites
for the outrage of Gibe'ah. But the seed of wickedness remained, and developed
into evil practices worthy only of the Gibe' ah of old.' The interpretation of m: on
Hos. 10 9 finds reference to the election of Saul as king ; and this explanation
has been revived by Wellh., Comp. 3 p. 233, n I; Stade, GVI. i. p. 580; Nowack,
Handkommentar, ad loc. ; but it cannot be regarded as at all plausible. Cf. the
discussion by Mo., Comm. pp, 405 f.
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antiquity, and might, for ought that tells to the contrary, be assumed
to embody a genuinely historical tradition. In chs. 20, 21, the whole
atmosphere of the story is different. The tribes of Israel, when in
receipt of the Levite's gruesome summons, assemble 'as one man'
(20 1.s.u) and form themselves into ha-'l'dha 'the congregation' (20 1,
2 I 10.1 3. 16 )-a term which, in this connotation, is elsewhere characteristic of Pin the Hexateuch.* Their assembling is expressed by the
verb ni(ihal (20 1), i.e. 'assembled themselves as a (?aha!,' this substantive being the term employed in 21 5 ·8, and in the phrase 'the
assembly of the people of God,' 20 2-expressions which are nearly
confined to D and P.
Moreover, from this point onwards, a large part of the detail of the
story is manifestly unhistorical. Considering that the old narratives
of Judg. as a whole exhibit the tribes of Israel as for the most part
disunited and struggling to maintain their bare existence against
alien races, fighting each for its own hand, and only at the best
attaining a very limited measure of cohesion when it was a matter of
life or death in face of a common foe, it is impossible to entertain the
credibility of the picture of a judicially constituted assembly of all
Israel, mustered at short notice to sit in judgment upon Gibe'ah for
an outrage (however heinous) committed against a single individual.
Such an appeal as that made by the Levite may no doubt have
aroused a large measure of support (cf. 1 Sam. 1 I J), and resulted in
reprisals upon the guilty city, if not upon the tribe of Benjamin to
which it belonged, which may, as related, have rallied to its support ;
, but this can surely not have happened in tl;le form and on the scale
pictured in the narrative as it now stands. The huge numbers of the
narrative are certainly unhistorical. 25,000 Benjaminites + 700 men
of Gibe'ah are mustered to oppose 400,000 men of Israel (20 15- 17).
On the first day's battle the Benjaminites slay 22,000 Israelites,
apparently without themselves suffering a single casualty (20 19· 21 ).
On the second day the Israelites lose 18,000, while the Benjaminites
come off with the same immunity as before (20 24 · 25 ). On the third
day as the result of Israel's ruse the tables are turned, and the
Benjaminites lose 25,wo men (20 35 ; cf. v. 44 · 4"), the whole tribe being
exterminated with the exception of a bare 600 (20 47 ). Contrast with
these figures the statement of the Song of Deborah, which puts the
whole fighting force of "Israel at 40,000 (5 80). Again, if the fact that

* nivn

'the congregation' occurs 77 times in Ex., Lev., N um., and Josh. ;

s~"ll!''

nil) without def. art. once;
(•~:i) nil) 'the congregation of (the
children of) Israel' 37 times; Mln• i,il) 'the congregation of Yahweh' 4 times.
All these occurrences belong to P, the expression being wholly absent from
J, E, and D. Outside the Hexateuch the only occurrences of nivn are
1 Kgs. 85 RP=2 Chr. 56, 1 Kgs. 12 20 , and the four instances in Judg. 20, 21
noticed above. These calculations are based on Davidson's Hebrew Cqncordance
(with addition of 'I!!• •~:l l1il) Num. 13 26 , omitted by Davidson).
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Saul, a member of the tribe of Benjamin, was elected the first king
of Israel,_,does not necessarily cast doubt upon the story of the disgrace of the tribe, and its reduction to the verge of extinction at some
date not very long previous,* yet the account of the total destruction
of the inhabitants of J abesh of Gile'ad is at any rate rendered somewhat improbable by the fact that the city appears as a fortified city
of some strength in the narrative of 1 Sam. 1 x. Indeed, the conjecture lies near to hand that the whole story of Judg. 19-21 may have
taken its rise out of antipathy to the memory of Saul-his native city
Gibe'ah, his tribe Benjamin, and the men of.Jabesh of Gile'ad who
owed him a debt of gratitude ( l Sam. 11) which they were not forgetful to repay to the best of their ability (1 Sam. 31 llff.) being in turn
held up to execration by the narrator.t
Close examination of chs. 20, 21 reveals the presence of a mass of
discrepancies, repetitions, and dislocations which sufficiently proves
that the narrative in its present form must have resulted from a very
complicated process of combination and later working over. The
following points may be noted : According to 20 1 the Israelites gather unto Yahweh at Mz~pah.
Mi~pah may be assumed therefore to have been .the site of an important sanctuary: c£ 20 3•, 21 I.ob.sa. In spite of this, however, they
have, according to 20 18· 26, 21 2, to go up to Bethel to consult the oracle
of Yahweh.
20 3•, the mention of the fact that the Benjaminites heard of the
mustering of the Israelites, interrupts the sequence of the narrative
in the midst of which it stands, and does not receive its natural continuation until v. 14•
The gathering of all the men of Israel against Gibe'ah in 20 11
refers, as it stands, not to mobilization (already mentioned in v. 1), but to
the beginning of active hostilities. We should expect the negotiations

* On the assumption of the substantially historical character of the narrative
of Judg. 19-21, it is of course possible that the events narrated may have
occurred early in the period of the Judges, and so perhaps some two hundred years
before the days of Saul. Saul speaks of the tribe of Benjamin as 'the smallest
of the tribes of Israel' ( I Sam. 9 21 J), and the smallness of the tribe might be
explained by the circumstances narrated in J udg. 20 33.47rr. ; but it should be
remarked that the fact of the smallness of Benjamin is inherent in the whole
• tradition that he was Jacob's youngest son. The narrative of Judg. 20 does not
suggest that the tribe was originally a small one, but rather the contrary;
25,700 fighting men as against 400,000 men mustered from the rest of Israel
pictures Benjamin as not markedly smaller than the average of the other tribes.
It is possible therefore (in view of the suggestion put forward above that the
story is coloured by antipathy to Saul and his tribe) that, so far from the smallness of the tribe in subsequent times being due to the disaster which it suffered
in the days of the Judges, the story of the disaster may be a spiteful invention
suggested by its smallness in the narrator's day (in face of the genuinely old
tradition which implies that the tribe was small from the first, and not that it
became small after having previously been normal in size).
::: Cf. Giidemann, op. cit.; Wellh., Comp.s p. 232 f.; Kue. Ond. § 20 9.
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of vv.12.is to have Preceded, and not to have followed, so extreme
a measure, and to have taken place whilst the Israelites were still
assembled at Mi$pah, and prior to the investment of Gibe'ah.
The consulting of the oracle at Bethel, 20 18, as to which of the
tribes shall begin the attack, results in the specification of Judah;
but there is no allusion to this in what follows. It is Israel as a
whole, and not Judah simply, which offers battle to Benjamin and
meets with disaster on the first day (vv. 19· 21 ) ; and there is no mention
of the separate action of other tribes on the second and third days,
nor, on the other hand, of a change in the strategy resulting in the
combination of all the tribes as a new measure.
20 22, where the Israelites, in spite of the first day's disaster, take
courage and again join battle, should follow and not precede v. 23 in
which they are overwhelmed by the disaster (of the first day) and
consult the oracle as to whether they are to resume hostilities on the
second day (v. 24 ).
20 27 • must originally have been directly continued by it.:i~, 'saying'
of v. 28, and cannot, as at present, have been separated from it by the
lengthy and awkward parenthesis.
20 35 relates the smiting of 25,wo Benjaminites, z'.e. the whole of
their force except the 600 survivors of v.47, and in v. 36• it is stated
that the remnant of the Benjaminites realized that they were defeated;
yet in v. 36b we find the Israelites still giving ground to Benjamin with
the object of drawing them off from Gibe'ah, and it is not till v. 41
that the Israelites, at the appointed signal, face about and confront
the Benjaminites.
The account of the smiting of the 25,wo Benjaminites (20 35 ) is
repeated at a later stage in the narrative, vv. 4<1-46 (here in a round
number 25,000).
20 45•a -the flight of the survivors to the crag of Rimmon-is repeated in v. 47•, obviously as a resumption of the narrative after the
insertion of an interpolation. The purpose of this interpolation is
plain, viz., to square the 18,000 of v. 44• with the 25,100 of v.35a by
the addition of 5000 + 2000 in v. 45, resulting in the total given in v. 46 ,
The remorse of 'the people' at the practical extinction of one tribe
from Israel having been described with some detail in 21 ~-4, it is at
least strange that it should be mentioned again, as though it were a
fresh piece of information, in v. 6•
The inquiry of 21 5 anticipates that of v. 8• While v. 8 is clearly in
place, offering itself as it does as a possible solution of the question
put forward in v. 7, 'How shall we do for wives for them?' etc., v. 5 as
clearly comes too early in the narrative.
21 9 is redundant after v. 8b; and though it might be just possible
to refer both to the same narrator by explaining that v. 8b states that
as a matter of fact J abesh of Gile'ad was unrepresented in the army,
and that this was then found out by the numbering of v. 9, yet this
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repetition is most inelegant, and it is clear that, for the purpose of the
narrative, either v. Sb or v. 9 by itself is amply sufficient.
The question of 21 17, 'How shall a remnant be left to Benjamin,
etc.,' is strange if steps had already been taken to provide wives for
the major part of the surviving Benjaminites · and the inference at
once suggests itself that the sparing of the maidens of Jabesh and the·
rape of the maidens of Shiloh may have belonged to two different
accounts of the manner in which wives were obtained for the Benjaminites, and that these accounts have been harmonized in vv.1 3 -16
by the explanation that the former were not sufficient, and therefore
some further source of supply had to be found.
Iµ spite of this complication, there exists a clue, the following of
which seems to lead us far in the process of unravelling the• different
sources of the narrative. The Israelites are described by three distinct phrases. Thus we have (A) 'the children Qf Israel,' answering
to 'the children of Benjamin,' both terms naturally construed with a
plural verb ; (B) 'the men of Israel,' a collective term ('lltit!/1 t!l 111t),
corresponding to 'Benjamin' as a description of the Benjaminites ;
both of these terms are usually construed with a singular verb ;
(C) 'the people,' a term which appears to be used exclusively in
passages which are marked by phraseology and standpoint as belonging to the latest hand of all, and in short insertions of the character
of glosses in their context.*
Using this criterion, we may co"(lstruct two parallel and self-consistent narratives A and B. A is practically continuous, except for
omission of the account of the setting of the ambuscade (after v. 28 ),
and the ruse by which it captured the city (after v. 34a); while B,
which has been drawn upon for an account of these facts, lacks the
account of Israel's defeat on the first (after v.2°) and second (after
v. 25•) days, of the earlier stage of the battle on the third day (after
v. 33•), and of the escape of the surviving Benjaminites-details which
are sufficiently supplied by the narrative of At

* It is of course not implied that there is anything in the ordinary Heb.
usage of Cl/i1 'the people' which favours the view that it is a late usage, since
the fact is evident that the contrary is the case. Our postulate merely is that, as
used in the present narrative, its occurrences happen to stand either as manifest
glosses or in close association with phrases and ideas which manifestly belong to
the latest stratum.
! The division of the sources allows, in places, room for a small amount of
ambiguity. Is 2037b superfluous after 20 37•? Probably not. While the first
half of the verse mentions the onset of the amousca<le, the second half describes
the manner in which it was made (viz. by deployment), and its result. The
manner in which allocation is made of 20 45aa, 47 depends upon the assumption that
both A and B probably mentioned the escape of the surviving Benjaminites to
the crag of Rimmon, and upon the possibility that the difference ll0ii1
vv. 45aa,47•,

poi v,o v.

47b, 21 13

may mark the different sources.

2F

v,o

It is of course
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A
all the children of Israel
were called to arms as one man
unto Yahweh at Mi~pah. Sa And
the children of Benjamin heard
that the children of Israel had
gone up to Mi~pah ; 14 and the
children of Benjamin were
gathered together out of the
cities unto Gibe'ah, to go out to
battle with the children of Israel.
19 And- tbe children of Israel arose
in the morning, and encamped
against Gibe'ah. 21 And the children of Benjamin came out from
Gibe'ah, and felled of Israel
to the ground in that day
two and twenty thousand men.
23 And the children of Israel went
up, and wept before Yahweh
until the evening; and they
enquired of Yahweh, saying,
'Shall I again approach to battle
with the children of Benjamin
mybrother?' And Yahweh said,
'Go up against him.'
24 So the children of Israel
drew near against the children
of Benjamin on the second day;
25 and [ the children of Benjam in J
again felled to the ground of
the children of Israel eighteen
thousand men. 26 Then all the
children of Israel went up . . .
and wept, and sat down there
before Yahweh until the evening.
27a And the children_ of Israel
enquired of Yahweh, 28 saying,
1 Then

B
Then all the men of Israel
were gathered together against
the city as one man in confederacy.
11

20 And the men of Israel went
out to battle with Benjamin ; and
the men of Israel set the battle in
array against them at Gibe'ah ...

22
And the men of Israel took
courage, and again set the battle
in array in the place where they
had set it in array on the first
day. 2°" And Benjamin went out
to meet them from Gibe'ah on the
second day ...

impossible to regard v.4ll•a and v. 47• as being parallel accounts of the escape to
the crag from the two sources for the reason already given, p. 448), where it is
shown that v. 47• represents the redactor's resumption of v. 45•" after his interpolation. The B narrative as allocated contains two references to 'the children of
Benjamin,' in place of the ordinary 'Benjamin' or 'the men of Benjamin,' viz.
20 48, 21 13 ; but both these are rather different from the ordinary allusions,
referring, not to the army in the field, but in the first case to those who remained at home (old men, women, and children), and in the other to the
survivors specified as being on the crag of Rimmon.
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· ' Shall I again go out to battle
with the children of Benjamin
my brother, or shall I forbear?'
And Yahweh said, 'Go up; for
to-morrow I will deliver him into ·
thine hand ' . . .
30 And the children of Israel
went up against the children of
Benjamin on the third day, and
set themselves· in array against
Gibe'ah as aforetime. 31 And
the children of Benjamin went
out to meet them, and were drawn
away from the city; and they
began to smite and kill as aforetime in the field about thirty men
of Israel. 32 And the children of
Benjamin said, 'They are smitten
down before us as at the first' :
but the children of Israel said,
'Let us flee; and draw them away
from the city into the highways.'
33b And the ambuscade of Israel
burst forth from its place on the
west of Geba', 34• and they came
in front of Gibe'ah, even ten
thousand chosen men out of all
Israel. . . . And the battle was
sore, 36 and Yahweh smote Benjamin before Israel : and the
children of Israel felled of Benjamin on that day twenty-five
thousand, one hundred men.
36• And the children of Benjamin
saw that they were smitten ;
45ao. and they turned and fled toward the wilderness unto the
crag of Rimmon, 47 •8 even six
hundred men. . . .

29 And Israel set an ambuscade
against Gibe'ah round about.
33• And all the men of Israel
rose up from their place, and set
themselves in array at Ba'altamar . . .

34b

but they knew not that evil
was closing upon them. 36b And
the men of Israel gave place to
Benjamin, for they trusted in the
ambuscade which they had set
37 And the
against Gibe'ah.
ambuscade hasted and made. an
onset against Gib'eah : and the
ambuscade opened out, and smote
all the city at the edge of the
sword. 38 Now the appointment
between the men of Israel and
the ambuscade was, that when
they should make a beacon of
smoke to rise up out of the
city, 39 the men of Israel should
face about in the battle. And
Benjamin began to smite and
kill among the men of Israel
about thirty men ; and they said,
'Surely they are utterly smitten
before us as in the first battle ! '
40 Then the beacon began to
ascend from the city in a column
of smoke ; and when Benjamin
looked back, behold, the holocaust of the city rose up toward
heaven. 41 And the men of Israel
faced about; and the men of
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21. 6 And the children of Israel
were moved to pity for Benjamin
their brother, and said, ' One
tribe is cut off to-day from Israel.'
17 And they said, ' How shall a
remnant be left to Benjamin, that
a tribe be not blotted out from
Israel, 18 seeing that we are not
able to give them wives of our
daughters?' for the children of
Israel had sworn, saying, 'Cursed
be he that giveth a wife to· Benjamin.' 19 And they said, 'Behold, there is the feast of Yahweh
in Shiloh yearly.' 20 And they
commanded the children of Benjamin, saying, 'Go, and lie in
wait in the vineyards ; 21 and see,
and, behold, if the daughters of
Shiloh come forth to dance in the
dances, then come ye forth from
the vineyards, and snatch ye
every man his wife from the
daughters of Shiloh, and go to the

Benjamin were dismayed, for
they saw that evil had closed
upon them. 42 So they turned
before the men of Israel unto the
way to the wilderness; but the
battle overtook them, and they
that were from the city were
destroying them in the midst,
43 and they beat down Benjamin,
and pursued him from N o]:iah as
far as over against Geba' towards
the east. 44 And there fell of
Benjamin eighteen thousand
men . . . 47b And they abode on
the crag of Rimmon four months.
48 And the men of Israel turned
back unto the children of Benjamin, and smote them at the
edge of the sword, both inhabited
city, and cattle, and everything
that there was ; moreover all the
cities that there were they set on
fire.
21. 1 Now the men of Israel
had sworn in Mi~pah, saying,
'There shall not any of us give
his daughter to Benjamin to wife.'
••• 7 'How shall we do for wives
for them, seeing we have sworn
by Yahweh not to give them of_
our daughters to wives?' 8 And
they said, 'What one is there of
the tribes of Israel that came
not up unto Yahweh to Mi~pah?
And, behold, there had come no
man to the camp from J abesh of
Gile'ad. 10 So they sent thither
twelve thousand men of the most
valiant, and commanded them,
saying, 'Go, and smite the inhabitants of Jabesh of Gile'ad
at the edge of the sword, with
the women and the little ones ;
11 but the virgins ye shall save
alive.' And they did so. 12 And
they found of the inhabitants of
J abesh of Gile'ad four hundred
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22

virgin girls, that had not known
.land of Benjamin.
And when
their fathers or their brothers
a man ; and they brought them
come to complain unto you, ye
unto the camp. 13 Then they
shall say, 'Grant them graciously
sent, and spake unto the children
to us ; for we took not every man
of Benjamin that were on the
his wife in battle : for if ye had
crag of Rimmon, and proclaimed
given them to us, ye would now
peace to them. 14 And Benjamin
be guilty.' 23 And the children
returned at that time, and they
of Benjamin did so, and took
gave them the women that they
wives according to their numhad saved alive of the women of
ber of the dancers that they had
Jabesh of Gile'ad. . . . 24b And
forcibly carried off: and they
they went out thence every man
went and returned unto their
to his inheritance.
inheritance, and built the cities,
.tnd dwelt in them. 24 • And the
children of Israel departed thence
at that time, every man to his,
tribe and to his clan.
The occurrences of phrase (C) 'the people' are 20 2a.8a.10a.!6.22a.26a.3lb.*,
2 4 9 16
The fact that this phrase is an editorial gloss in 20 22•· 26•
· · · •
is obvious ; whilst in 20 2• it is associated with the phrase 'the
21

assembly of the people of God' ('1-t t:ll/ 'i1P) which is of a piece with
the late priestly conception of Israel as 'the congregation' (i11Yi1)
in v. 1 ; and in 20 26, 21 2-4 with the going up to Bethel and the offering
of sacrifices. Here Bethel is doubtless regarded, from the postexilic standpoint, as the single sanctuary for sacrifice at this time,
legalized as such by the presence of the Ark and the ministration of
Phinel;tas as Aaron's lineal descendant : c£ eh. 2 1· 5• The writer
accepts the allusion to Mi~pah in the two older narratives as the
place of muster, but does not recognize it as a sanctuary. in spite
of the fact that the expression 'unto Yahweh' and the allusion to the
oath taken there seem to imply that it was such. It is probable that
in 20 26 mention of Mi~pah as the place to which 'the children of
I_srael went up' was cut out by him when he inserted 'and all the
people, and came to Bethel' ; and a similar excision may have been
made in 20 23 .
The conception of all Israel acting together as a politico-ecclesiastical body ('edhii) seems to be based upon the expression 'as one
man,' which, if our analysis is correct, occurs both in A (20 1) and in
B (20 11 ). This latter expression, while not in itself a mark of postexilic date (see below), was admirably fitted to form the text of the:
post-exilic writer's expansion. The 'edhii is naturally conceived as
acting in accordance with a strictly judicial procedure, as appears

* The occurrence in 20 31& lll t:llli1 Mi-tip, disappears under our emendation
t:lMi-tip,. Cf. note ad foe.
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20 3b-l:i;

in
and it should not be doubted that this passage (though the
section vv. 3b-B is commonly assigned by scholars to the oldest narrative) belongs, at least in its present form, to the latest hand. The
fact that it breaks the connexion which must once have existed
between v. 3a and v. 14 favours the view that it is an interpolation.
Besides the two occurrences of' the people' (vv. Ba.IOa), we may notice,
as marks of this hand, the use of i1r.l! 'lewdness' in v. 6 (in this sense
a characteristic phrase of H and Ezek.), 'the country of the inheritance of Israel' in 11. 6, and the phrase lt1i1 i,11:i 'extirpate the
wickedness,' v. 13 (D and later). The details of the outrage as
described by the Levite are naturally drawn by the late hand
from the old narrative of eh. 19; but the statement of v. 5b 'me
they thought to have slain' is a softening down of the grossness
of 19 22\ which possibly marks the superior refinement of a later
age.
The account of the numbering of the two rival armies in vv. 15 -17
has been assigned, in its present form, to the late hand, the main
determining factor being the combination of the phrases 'the children
of Benjamin'· (v. 15), 'this people' (v. 16), 'the men of Israel' (v.17).
Both the narratives A and B, however, deal with large numbers in
their account of the battle, and may therefore be conjectured to have
made mention of the original numbers of the two hosts ; and fragments of their accounts may well have been incorporated by the late
hand. There is an obvious connexion between the 25,000 Benjaminites + 700 men of Gibe'ah, and A's account of the 25,100 who fell
in battle, leaving 600 survivors. The verb ip!:lni1, where used again
in the narrative (21 9) undoubtedly belongs to the late hand.
The account in v. 18 of the consulting of the oracle at Bethel as to
which tribe shall open the attack, and the designation of Judah-a
proceeding which, as we have already noticed (p. 448), seems to have
no effect whatever upon the subsequent course of action-is of great
interest. Clearly it has been taken straight from the J narrative
eh. l 1.2, without regard for its appropriateness; and since it was RP
who added the Introduction eh. l 1-2 5 to J udg., it is fair to assume
that the extract is due to this redactor, and that it is his handiwork
which we have been discussing as 'the late hand,' and not some
originally distinct and independent source. We have already observed
that the designation of Bethel as Israel's proper sanctuary goes back
to eh.21-5,
In 21 11 i:lt :l:ll!lr.l n,11, 1 and in v. 12 the addition i:lt :l:ll!lr.l' seem
to be derived directly from Num. 31 1us. 35 P. For the older narrative
the phrase 1!11~ i1,11i 1

~,

ir:,,~ suffices ; cf. eh.

1 r 39•

The remaining passages assigned to RP fall into the following
groups :-passages governed by the conceptions of the 'edha and of
Bethel as the sacrificial centre, and by reference to 'the people,' 20 26
in part.27b.28a in part, 2 I 2-5.9.(10.13. in part) 15.16; harmonistic links, 204f>a./lb.46.47aa,
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,::i, 20 25b. 35h. 44b

(so v. 46b

;

cf. 1it ,::i v. 16b, and for :l"IM l:')'C' vv. 2b.16a.17a.46b, eh. 8 IO); topographical
notes, 20 31 b in part, 21 12b/l- 19 in part (cf. eh. 18 12b/l.28a,B ; and for the descriptive phrase' which is in the land of Cana'an,' 21 J2b,B, cf. Josh. 22 9· 10 P) ;
21 26, cf. 17 6, 18 la, 19 la/l.
There still remains the question of identification of the sources
A and B. As regards B this seems sufficiently clear. The phrase
'the men of Israel' occurs in 19 30 as restored after (l]i, and this
passage is the continuation of the preceding J narrative in that chapter,
and may well have been the antecedent to our narrative B. The
account of the ruse by which the city of Gibe'ah was ambushed and
burnt, and the panic-stricken Benjaminites caught between two
forces of Israel, which has been assigned to B, bears close resemblance to the ruse by which 'Ai was captured 'and destroyed, as
related in Josh. 8 which is mainly from J. Cf. especially v. 34\ 'but

they did not know (Wi• ~, t:li1i) that evil was closing upon them,'
with Josh. 8 14\ 'but he did not know (111 1 ~, ~im) that there was an
ambush against him behind the city' ; v. 4ob 'and Benjamin looked
back, and, behold, the holocaust of the city rose up toward heaven, 1
with Josh. 8 20•« 'and the men of 'Ai looked back and saw, and,
behold, the smoke of the cjty rose up toward heaven' ; v. 42•« 'so they
turned . . . unto the way to the wilderness,' with Josh. 8 16 'and they
fled by the way to the wilderness' ; v. 42•,Bb 'but the battle overtook
them, and they that were from the city were destroying them in the
midst' (7in:l), with Josh. 8 21 1>· 22 , 'then they turned again and smote
the men of 'Ai. And the others came forth out of the city against
them; so they were in the midst of Israel (7ln:l
l'i1'1), some
on this side, and some on that side ; and they smote them, etc.' ;
v. 48 'and the men of Israel turned back unto the children of
Benjamin, and smote them at the edge of the sword,' with
Josh. 8 24b, 'and all Israel turned back unto 'Ai, and smote it at the
edge of the sword.' The description of the muster of the men of
Israel 'as one man' (20 11 ) and the large number of Benjaminites
slain (18,000 according to 20 H), cannot be said to be inconsistent
with J's authorship. In the narrative of l Sam. l 1, part of J's
account of the circumstances which led to Saul's election to the kingship, which is of acknowledged antiquity as compared with the
parallel narrative from E, and which, in 11 7, shows close affinity to
the J narrative in Judg. 19 (cf. p. 445), it is stated that, on the receipt
of Saul's summons, the Israelites were called to arms 'as one man,'
and the muster produces the incredible numbers of 300,000 Israelites
and 30,000 men of Judah. There is no ground whatever for the
assumption that exaggeration of numbers is peculiar to post-exilic
narrative. Any narrative, whether pre- or post-exilic, if committed

,~,eo•,
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to writing long after the events which it narrates, seems to have been
liable to this failing. We have already noticed (cf. p. 120) that, in
contrast to the modest assessment of 40,000 able-bodied men of
Israel given by the contemporary Song of Deborah, the narrative of
Jin Ex. 12 37 b, Num. 11 21 estimates the men who came out of Egypt
as 600,000. The very fact that our narrative in 19 23 states that the
Levite divided his concubine into twelve pieces, and sent her
throughout all the border of Israel, pictures Israel as already a
federated entity of twelve tribes, and paves the way for the description
of a unanimous response (contrast the historical account of the
merely partial response to Deborah's summons), and for an incredibly
high estimate of the muster. While, however, we assign the narrative
B to J, the fact cannot be overlooked that this narrative, in eh. 19 as
in chs. 20, 21, must belong to the latest stratum of J. The fact that
it exhibits throughout so close a verbal connexion with various other
parts of J (Gen. 19 1· 8, 1 Sam. 11 7, Josh. 8), proves that the dependence
is on its side and not vice-versa, and therefore that it has been constructed by a process of selective imitation, and must be much later
than the old narratives which it has employed, and, in its present
form at least, almost certainly unhistorical. On the other hand, the
fact that the author has employed J, and J only, as his model, and
that his phraseology is uncoloured by the influence of later literature,*

* Exception will doubtless be taken to our inclusion of 211.s.10.12-Ha (in the main)
as part of J, this being a narrative which many critics (e.g. Mo.) regard as the
latest part of the narrative, on the gruund that it is based on Num. 31 !ff,-the
carrying out of the ;.trem or ban upon Midian-a story which is assigned with
good reason to a secondary stratum of P. The striking points of connexion
between the two narratives which are adduced are (1) the fact that the number
of warriors sent to execute the IJ,trem is the same in each narrative, viz. 12,000,
awl (2) the phrase which occurs in Judg. 2111.1 2 to mark the distinction between
the married and unmarried women (1:l! ~:lt:!'t;j' t:!I•~ ill/1 1 ~,, 1:lt :l:lt:!'t;j nl/i 1),
as compared with Num. 31 17-18.35. It should be recollected, however, that the
custom of the ljtrem was very ancient ; and that, when this was practised, the
saving of the unmarried girls as slave-concubines must have been frequent, if not
regular (cf. Deut. 21 10 -14 ). The phrase noted under (2) does seem to ha\'e been
derived from the narrative of Num., as remarked above. On the other hand, we
should not overlook such distinctions between the two narratives as the regular and
exclusive use of J1i1 'kill' in Num.

(vv.7,Bbis.17bis.19)

'smite at the edge of the sword' in Judg.

2110,

as contrasted with :iin •~, i1:li1

t:1 11Mi1 'ban or devote to destruction'

t:1 11!'~.:l l:'\~i1 'the young among the women' in Num. 31 18 , but i1Sm:i i11l/~
'virgin-girls' in Judg. 21 1 2. The identity in number, 12,000, is, it may be
admitted, somewhat striking; but, if on this score we are to infer connexion
between the two narratives, the d•·pendeuce is quite as likely to he on the side of
the late narrative in Num. as vice-versa. The involving of Jabesh of Gile'ad in
the odium which falls upon Gibe'ah and upon the whole tribe of Benjamin fits in
so well with the theory that the story as a whole makes an attack upon the
memory of Saul (cf. p. 447) that it is difficult to suppose that the whole Jabeshnarrative was only inserted as a very late afterthought.
v. 11 ;
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seems to indicate that we are right in regarding him as pre- and not
post-exilic. *
The origin of the narrative A is far more dubious. If B is rightly
identified with J, it is natural to look for indications of the hand of E
in the companion-narrative, more especially as the second source in
19 1· 15 has been conjecturally assigned to E; and since the use of high
numbers in 20 2 1. 25 -35 does not (as we have just noticed) necessarily
imply a post-exilic point of view; there is no primd jacie reason why
this narrative should not date from pre-exilic times. No signs of E's
phraseology are, however, apparent in the narrative ; while, on the
other hand, there are several indications that it, like B, was acquainted
with J's account of the attack on 'Ai in Josh. 7, 8 : cf. eh. 20 23 -26 ,
'they wept before Yahweh until the evening,' with Josh. 7 6, 'he fell
on his face to the earth before the Ark of Yahweh until the evening';
20 31 a 'they were drawn away (,pmM) from the city,' v. 32b, 'Let us flee
and draw them away ('M')pm,) from the city,' witn Josh. 8 5b/J. 6•a, 'and
we will flee before them ... until we have drawn them away (')p 1rm 1l/
cmN) from the city,' 8 16h/l 'and they were drawn away (,pm 1,) from
the city' ; eh. 20 32 'And the children of Benjamin said, "They are
smitten down before us as at the first" (me.'Ni::l:1); but the children
of Israel said, "Let us flee, etc.,"' with Josh. 8 6 'for they will say,
"They are fleeing before us as at the first" (me.'Ni::l ie.'N:I) ; so we
will flee before them' ; eh. 20 3fa 'and they came over against (S 1Jm)
Gibe'ah,' with Josh. 8 11, 'and they came over against (1))) the city.'
These facts, together with the artificial appearance of the narrative of
the three days' battle (which, however, is scarcely more marked than
in E 2's narrative in eh. 7 2 · 8 ), and, especially, the fact that the combination of A and B appears to have been effected, not by a pre-exilic
redactor (such as R 1E), but by RP himself (cf. especially the redactional link 21 14h· 16), seem to favour the conclusion that we have in A
a post-exilic narrative of unknown provenance, possibly containing
some independent and relatively ancient elements (e.g. the story of
the rape of the maidens of Shiloh t), but otherwise perhaps ultimately
based upon the older J narrative with which it was eventually corn-

* lt may be noted that the J writer is characterized, in the account of the
battle, by an unusual fondness for placing the subj. before the verb when the

,::i,,

subj. changes in the sequence of the narrative :-cf. 20 33• ,r.ip ,Nie.' 1 e.' 1N
1):1', 20 40 nNeir.im
2037& ,ei 1 nM ::liNM,, 2038& M1 M ,:im::m, 2039b ,nM

rr.i

M,nM,
l/::ll!-').

20• 1•

7!:lM ,Nie.' 1 e.' 1N,,

2048•

,::iei 'Nie.' 1 .l!-11 N\,

21 1•

,Nil!-' 1 l!-' 1N\
.

:t The fact that this story is probably ancient bas been generally recogniztd.
Unlike other parts of the narrative which have the superficial appearance of
antiq,iity, but are really based on other narratives (cf. the foregoing discussion
of the J narrative), it appears, so far as we can judge, to be independent; and it
may well be that, if any part of chs. 19-21 is historical as it now stands, such an
histo~ical element may be contained in this story. It seems not impossible that it
may have been derived ultimately from the E source.
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bined by RP. The narrative A, as of unknown source, has been
marked in the text by the symbol X.*
* The foregoing analysis was worked out independently by tbe present editor
prior to consultation of the attempted analyses of other scholars, and differs very
widely from them. Chapters 20 and 21 have not unnaturally given scope for great
divergency of opinion among commentators in the past; but, speaking generally,
it may be said that in the main some agreement in the guiding principle of
analysis has been reached by the most recent writers, as represented, e.g., by Mo.
(Comm. and SBOT.), Bu. (Comm.), No., Driver (L0/'. 9, p. 170), Kent. This
principle appears to be that, since eh. 19 'is old in style and representation,' its
continuation in ehs. 20, 21 must have been similar, the assumption being that
such similarity should be found in absence of the element of exaggeration a.nd
incredibility. Thus, drastic elimination is made, not merely of the pas,ages
which picture Israel as organized as an 'iidhd (assigned by us to RP), but (in spite
of 1 Sam. I I 7.8 J) of all passages which speak of Israel as acting 'as one man,'
and which deal with incredibly large numbers. Mo. (SBOT.) assigns to J
20 laa.lb/l,3·8.14.19.29.36.37a.38.39 (om. , as in the first battle·) 40.4t.44a.47, 2 r l.15.16b•l9a«.20b,21.
2i!aa.22h, 23, and regards the rest of the narrative as a post-exilic Midrash, 20 11. 1s.e3.
2l.27M8•a.37b, 21 4.5.8 • nd (' unto the assembly') 19 (from ' which is north,' etc.) being
redactional. Driver (on the basis, mainly, of the analyses of Bu. and No.) assigns
to the earlier source (except a few words here and there) 20 1aa.lb/J.3·8,14.19.29.3l·34.36b.
37a.38.40·42.44a.47, 211.6-8.10-12 (in briefer form) 13-14 (with 'they' for 'the whole congregation ')1 5, 17· 25 • These analyses give us, as the oldest (presumably historical)
narrative, the account of the outrage as given in eh. 19, with the Levite's summons
to Israel ; the assembling at \li~pah and an enquiry into the circumstances of the
crime, followed by a one day's battle in which by aid of an ambuscade the Benjaminites are defeated and almost exterminated ; and, lastly, provision of wives
for the survivors [by saving the unmarried maidens of Jabesh, and] by capture of
the maidens of Shiloh.
The fallaciousness of an analysis which is based on the view that the older
narrative can be recovered by elimination of all that is patently unhistorical has
been sufficiently demonstrated by the foregoing discussion. The antiquity of eh.
19 is (as Wellh. rightly recogniz;s) more apparent than real, since, as we have seen,
this n'1.rrative (at least in part) is framed in close imitation of older J stories-a
fact which leads us with some reason to question its historical value. Why, e.g.,
sJ;iould we accept the account of the Levite's method of appeal to the tribes of
Israel, which is manifestly connected with 1 Sam. u7, and at the same time
reject both the allusion to the Israelites' assembling 'as .one man' (though this
identical phrase occurs in the same verse of r Sam. rr), and also the use of high
numbers (though this is paralleled by 1 Sam. I I 8)? Again, if, as cannot be
denied, the account of the ambushing of Gibe'ah (generally accepted as ancient)
depends on Josh. 8, why should not the account of success attained by this ruse
have been preceded by a narrative of two days' failure, on the analogy of Joshua's
first failure against 'Ai, as related by the J narrative in Josh. 7? Lastly, what
ground exists for the supposition that a narrative which bears strongly the stamp
of J phraseology, and is obviously modelled on earlier J elements, was continued
by the story of the rape of the Shilonite maidens, which contains no J phrases
and is independent of any earlier similar narrative?
On the other hand, the merit of the criterion for analysis which we ha"e
adopted (cf. p. 449) rests in the fact that, without any sleight of hand, it immediately resolves the confusion of the narrative as it now stands, and offers us two
parallel and nearly continuous narratives, together with the additions of a later
redactor, the object of which can easily be divined. The distinction in the usage.

19, r. 2.]
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I9. 1. RP Now in those days, when there was no king in
Israel, J there was a certain Levite sojourning in the furthermost
parts of the hill-country of Ephraim, who took to him E a wife,
Ja concubine out of Bethlel;tem of Judah. 2. And his concubine r was vexed1 with him, and went away from him unto
19. I. in those days. I.e. in the days of the Judges, rather than (as
Mo. thinks) 'loosely dating the following story in the period of the
Danite migration.'

When there was no king, etc.

Cf. p. 4w.

a certain Levite. Lit. 'a man, a Levite' ; so eh. 20 4 'the man, the
Levite,' eh. 18 3-16 'the youth, the Levite.' The man is only twice
described as a Levite, being elsewhere mentioned merely as 'the
man' : hence Bu. supposes that the words il 1,S ,· a Levite sojourning' are a late insertion under the influence of the preceding narrative
-but this hypothesis has little to support it.*
the furthermost parts. Heb. yark'tM, lit. 'sides' or 'flanks,' is
used of the innermost recesses of a cave, 1 Sam. 24 4, a house, Am. 6 10,
a ship, Jon. 1 6, the pit (i.e. She'ol), Isa. 14 16, or of the remote parts of
the north,· Isa. 14 13, al., or, of the earth, Jer. 6 22, al. Hence the
expression as here used is taken by Mo., Cooke to refer to the most
northerly parts of Ephraim, from the Judaean point of view. More
probably the reference is to the actual flanks of the hill-country,
whether to the east or west, which, lying away from the main route
from south to north (which then, as now, must have run along the
centre of the range) might, especially from the Judaean standpoint,
be viewed as somewhat remote.
2.

was vexed with him.

Reading 11,i,
;-i,1r-11 with Bottcher,
TT
- : • •

Houb., Gratz, Mo. (SBO T.), Kit. C£ (IJiA\ .S:h, lL Kai wpyiu0ri
avrcii (the root 1:\1'! is rendered by &pyi(nv in 2 Chr. 16 10). For
1:\1'! followed by
cf. Prov. 19 3• ~ 11,i, mrr-11 R.V. 'played the

,i,,

TT

•.•;

• _,

harlot against him,' can hardly be original; for (1) the context
of the phrases 'the men of Israel' and 'the 'children of Israel' was observed by
Ber. as one of his criteria ; thongh be does not work it out consistently, and also
fails to rlistinguish the redactional passages from the sources. His analysis is as
follows :-A 20 l.2b-l0,14.US).J0.2•-28.29-36a.47, 21 5-U.24; B 20 2a.11-13.15-17.20·'18.36b·44.45.46.48,
2 I 1-4.15-23.

*

Bu. finds fault with the constr. ')l j~ 11,
T

•••

ci*
•

1;,11
on the ground that we
• ;-

should expect i l ~~i1l ; but it is difficult to see any essential difference between
T

!

the participial usage in our passage and, e.g., Gen. 25 ! 7 ::1~1

t:I'?~~

'and Jacob was a simple man, dwelling in tents.'

t:ll'J ci 1~

::li'll:J.
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2.

her father's house, unto Bcthleqem of Judah, and was there
some time, E four months. 3. J And her husband arose, and
demands that the cause of estrangement should be a passing tiff and
not an act of unfaithfulness, and (2) the constr. i1Jf followed by Sy
of the person against whom the offence is committed is unparalleled
(the verb is regularly in this sense followed by lr.l 'away from,' by
itself or in combination with another prep., Syr.,, 1"1Ml:m, nnnr.i).
,SP ._.cr,~ Ll.....:!10 reproduces 1!! ; and it is probable that QJ;B
KUL <1rop,vB71 drr' avrov, '.ET 'quae reliquit eum,' JOS. (Ant. V. ii. 8)
KaraJ\mou,ra rilv avlipa, are merely paraphrases of the same reading:
cf. the comment of Levi hen-Gershon, who explains that the verb
must be taken to mean simply that the woman forsook him, and not
in its ordinary sense, otherwise it would have been unlawful for the
Levite to fetch her back. m: 1 mSl1 nio.:n, 'despised him,' may also
be a paraphrase, unless n-ioJ, represents i1tJJ:ll (Dathe); but here
again the following l''ll forms a difficulty -(~~-ly found in the late
passage, Neh. 2 19). The same objection is valid against the easy
emendation M}jf:11, adopted by Michaelis, Ewald (HI. ii. p. 352),
Stu., Wellh. (Comp. 3 p. 230), etc.; this verb being ordinarily (if not
exclusively*) transitive and followed by an accusative in the sense
cast (!ff or spurn a personal or impersonal object. Mo. suggests, as
another possibility, that the original of Kal &pyio·071 avr<p was l'?¥ ~~~1'.11,

~~~f:11 (' she committed adultery'),
which, again, was later on corrected into i12.!f:11 upon the ground that
that this verb was corrupted into

the woman was not a wedded wife. This suggestion (favoured by
Bu., No., La.) is almost too ingenious; and, as Mo. himself observes,
the 'prep. J (and not Sll) is regularly used after the verb ~JN.

some time, .four months.
8,

Heb.

t:J'l&in
•

TT:

i1l/~"1N t:J'r.ll,
T T

: -

• T

Here t:l 1r.l 1

r 5 1)

(as in eh. 14
seems to refer to a period of indefinite length,
which is then accurately defined by t:l'C'in i1l/J1N ; +and the natural
inference is that the latter definition is a gloss upon the former, or
rather (as assumed in our analysis) that it is derived from the parallel
source (cf. the precision of this source in vv.4.6, 'three days,' etc.).
The appositional relation between t:l'r.l' and t:l'C'in i1l/J1N is hardly
• It may, however, be possible that MJf, wiien used absolutely (cf. e.g. Ps.74 1 ,
77 8, Lam. 3 31 ) may possess the sense 'to be angry,' which regularly belongs to
the Bab. equivalent zint2. If this be so, it is not inconceivable that the verb
might be construed with Sll 'was angry against,' much as the Bab, ve.rb is construed with itti, ' be angry witk' ( cf. the illustration cited p. 59 ).

+ t:l 1C'in i1l/J"1Nl t:l 1r.l 1, I Sam. 277, is of course different; this meaning
'days (i.e., by usage, a year) and four months.'

19. 3. 5. 8.]
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went after her, to spe?-k kindly to her, to bring rher1 back again,
having his lad with him, and a couple of asses, and rhe came1
to her father's house : and when the damsel's father saw him, he
came joyfully to meet him. 4. E And his father-in-law, J the
damsel's father, E detained him; and he abode with him three
days: J and they did eat and drink, and stayed the night there.
5. E And on the fourth day J they arose early in the morning,
Eand he rose up to depart: J and the damsel's father said RJE urito
his son-in-law, J 'Strengthen thine heart with a morsel of bread,
and afterward ye shall depart.' 6. So they sat down, and did eat,
both of them together, and drank : and the damsel's father said
unto the man, 'Prithee consent, and stay the night, E and let
thine heart be merry.' 7. And the man rose up to depart: but
his father-in-law urged him, J and he stayed the night there
again. 8. And he arose early in the morning RJE on the fifth
day J to depart: and the damsel's father said, ' Prithee strengthen
thine heart'; so they tarrried 7 till the day declined, and did eat,
identical with the very idiomatic usage of tl'O' when it pleonastically
follows the statement of a definite period, as e.g. in 01,;,;
'a

l!',n

month of time' (lit. 'a month, days'). C£, on this latter usage, the
discussion in Ges., Tkes. 585b, where the analogous usage of zaman
'time,' in Ar. is cited.
3. to speak kindly to her. Lit. 'to speak to her heart.' Cf., for this
idiom, Gen. 34 3, 50 21 , 2 Sam. 197, J!l 8, Isa. 40 2, Hos. 2 14, J!! 16,
Ru. 2 13, 2 Chr. 30 2z, 32 6 t.
to bn·ng her back again. Reading }['re ;:9 1~~~' in place of

Kt. tJ'~i1~.
and he came.

Reading ~:J!! with QJiA\ .Sh, and modems, in place

of J!! ~i1~ 1~1'l1. Mo. plausibly suggests that the readings of J!I here
and in the preceding tJ't!'i1~-which he renders 'that she might win
him back '-are early alterations based upon the corruption i1~Tm in
v. 2, on the view that, since the man was the injured party, it was for
the woman to make the advances towards reconciliation.
5. Strengthen thine heart. Heb. '9::l~ ,110.
Here the Imperative
!
;

•

T

is to be pronounced s•'odh (not s''adh) the conjunctive accent Darga
which it bears being used as a substitute for J',fethegh: cf. G-K.
§ 64c, n 2•
8. So they tarried. Reading ~nr,,~r:ii;,~1 with La., in place of J!!
mononm which can only be an Imperative (so all Versions). Since,
ho~~~e=r: in v. 9 the father uses the fact that the day has declined as
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both of them. 9. E And the man rose up to depart, J he and
his concubine and his lad; E and his father-in-law, J the damsel's
father, E said to him, J 'Behold, prithee, the day hath waned to
setting, prithee stay ye the night: E behold, the day hath closed
in ; stay thou the night here, and let thy heart be merry; J and
ye shall arise early to-morrow for your journey, E and thou shalt
a reason why they should stay the night, and leave (presumably in
good time) on the morrow, he would scarcely in the first place have
urged them to tarry till the decline of day before starting on their
return. Mo. notes the fact that certain groups of (!Ii MSS. (cited by
him as (!]iMN) offer (in place of "10i10Ti1"11, which is rendered by (!]iAL
Kai o-rpauv0TJTL, (!]iB ml o-rpanv<TOV *) the reading tLE1rAava avrov or
a,,1r'J\arvv• avrov (cf. Field, Hex., ad loc.), i.e. ~i1r:i;J;1 ; whence he conjectures that the original text may have run

i-11;,~l;,J;l:1 -mr:i;i;L

'and

he persuaded him, and he lingered,' etc. This gives an excellent
sequence, and is accepted by Bu., No., Kit., with the modification
~i1','~7;,J;!:1 ; but the method of constructing a composite text from two
variant readings must be deemed somewhat questionable.
and did eat. (!]iAL adds Kal l1rwv (so i,h with obelus); cf. vv. 4·6•
9. the day hath waned to setting. Heb. ~i'iP,~ t:li 1 tJ i1~;, lit. 'the
day hath sunk down so as to set.' 'Day' is here used by metonymy
for 'sun,' as sometimes in English : cf. passages cited in the Oxford
'New Eng. Diet. s.v. 'set' II. 9 b. The use of riiphii may be paralleled
by Bab. rabit or rapit which is used of the sinking of the sun to the
Underworld: cf. Muss-Arnolt, Diet. p. 949, and note on· 'Teraphim,'
p. 421. There is no ground for substituting i1~) for i1tl., with Mo.

SBOT.
original.

(!Ii

,lr (rryv) lo-1ripav reads

~7¥?

for

~;-,P,~,

which may be

behold, the day hath closed in. Heh. t:li 1J::1 nbq i1fl, lit. 'behold,
the closing (declining) of day.' Heh. !zana, which is elsewhere used
in the special sense of encamping, is here a synonym of nii/ii (cf. v.B)
in the sense bend down or decline, which, as is shown by the cognate
languages (Ar., Syr.) is the original meaning of the root.
(!]iB, i\P omit t:ll'i1 Til)M i1)i1 ~) ))•:,, thus removing the duplication in
the invitation which probably marks the different sources (cf. p. 442).
(!]iAL Kara'J\vo-ov (Ll5ry) &lJ, ln o-ryp.•pov seems to have arisen through
combination with the preceding ~) l)':, and the reading of i1A1'.I as
* Mo. notices that the original

l!li reading is clearly

crrpa-y,vO'f/TL (for crrpa-y-

loilllo.

-yevOrJn) which is found in the HP. codd. 15, r8, 64, 65; £h
This
has become crrpanu()rJTL through the not uncommon confusion between rand T
in uncial writing ; and crrp&.rwcrov represents a grammatical correction.

19,
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IO. II. 12.]

depart to thy home.' 10. And the man would not stay tee
night; but he rose up and departed, and came over against
Jebus RP (that is Jerusalem) : J and with him were a couple of
asses saddled; his concubine was with him also. 1 r. When
they were near Jebus, the day rwas far spent1 ; and the lad
said unto his master, 'Prithee come, and let us turn aside into
this city of the Jebusites, and stay the night in it.' 12. And
his master said unto him, 'We will not turn aside into the city

~rt?.) ;

1"1)(:1 (apparently tli'1:'1 iil/ n~tt
but we are not justified in
looking to this '1lr rendering for the original text (as does Mo.,
should be followed by
'to-night,'
followed by Cooke), since
and not by or;, ' to-day.'

n,,,n

r>

to thy home. Lit. 'to thy tents' : c£ for this usage eh. 7 8, 20 8,
Deut. 167, Josh. 22 4-6-7-8, 1 Sam. 13 2, 2 Sam. 19 9,201. 22 , r Kgs. 8 66,
12 16•
According to Driver (on Deut. loc. cit.), 'the expression is a
survival from the time when Israel was a nomadic people and actually
lived in tents ; it remained in use long after the ''tents" had given
place to permanent "houses.'" Since, however, Heb. '6hel is the
philological equivalent of Ar. 'ahl 'community of settlers,' Bab. dlu
'city,' originally 'settlement,' it is perhaps truer to say that we have
in this Heb. usage a survival of the wider and more primitive usage
of the term.
ro. Jebus. Apart from the present narrative, this name is only
applied to Jerusalem in r Chr. rr 4·5 (a narrative expanded from
2 Sam. 5 6 ff. in which the name Jebus does not appear). The manner
in which it is explained here by the editorial addition 'that is J erusalem' seems to suggest that it was the more ancient name ; but that
this cannot be so is proved by the occurrence of the latter name in
the form Urusalim in, the T.A. Letters of the fourteenth century B.C.
(cf. Knudtzon, Nos. 287,289, 29o=Winckler, Nos. 180, 182+185,
183).
his concubine, etc. The addition ,cal o 1ra,r alirofi, found in some
MSS. of '1lr, is probably due to a precisionist.
11. was far spent.

Reading i'}: (lit. 'had gone down ') in place of

the inexplicable i:i of ~-

i'}:, however, does not occur elsewhere

of the decline of day,* the nearest parallel being 2 Kgs.20 11, where it
is used of the decline of the shadow on the step-clock of Al;iaz.
12. the city of foreigners who, etc.

Reading plur.

tl'1:it

for sing.

,,:,)
and masc. 1"111l1"1 for fem. m;, with several MSS. of~• !
T'

T ••

T ••

* Why Mo. (SBOT.) should cite r Kgs.

r25

as a parallel is inexplicable.
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of foreignerr s1, rwho1 are not of the chifdren of Israel, but we
will pass on as far as Gibe'ah.' 13. E And he said to his lad,
Gibe'ah. The name occurs elsewhere, as here, without the Def. Art .
. i1.l/JJ; and also, as in vv. 13· 14·15-al., with the Def. Art. i1.l/JJi1 'the Hill'

par excellence as being 0 1n,~n T'll/JJ 'the Hill of God,' i.e. the site of
an ancient sacred place, l Sam. 10 5.* The city is sometimes defined
as 'Gibe'ah of Benjamin' (1 Sam. 13 15, 14 16 ; 'G. of the children of
B.,' 2 Sam. 23 29 ; cf. 'G. which belongeth unto B.' in v.H of our
narrative), or 'Gibe'ah of Saul' (r Sam. II4, 15 31, Isa. 10 29 ). Some
confusion has arisen here and there in the 0. T. between Gibe'ah and
Geba' (a masc. form also meaning 'hill') ; but that the two site~ are
distinct is proved by Isa. ro 28 · 32, where both are mentioned. The site
of Geba' has been certainly identified in the modern Geba' south of
the wady Suwenit, five and a half miles north-north-east of Jerusalem.
We must read Geba' for Gibe'ah in eh. 20 43, 1 Sam. 13 2, 14 2 (cf.
13 16, 14 6); and, conversely,_ Gibe'ah for Geba' in eh. 20 10, 1 Sam. 13 3
(cf. IO 5.10).
The present narrative makes it clear that Gibe' ah lay close to the
road which runs north from Jerusalem to Nablus, and was reached
from Jerusalem rather sooner than Ramah (cf. v. 13 ); and, further
(eh. zo 31 ), that not far off from it the road divided, one branch going
to Bethel-i.e. the main northern road, and the other to Gibe· on (on
the reading, cf. note ad loc.)-i.e. the road by the two Bethl:10rons to
Joppa. Further evidence is furnished by the statement of Jos. (BJ.
v. ii. 1) that Titus, when advancing against Jerusalem from Gophna
(Gifna) on the road from Samaria, pitched his camp in the Valley of
Thorns, near a village called Gibe· ah of Saul, about thirty stadia (i.e.
rather over three miles) from Jerusalem, in order to await reinforcements coming from Emmaus (Nicopolis), i.e. 'Amwas, which would
naturally arrive by the Bethl;oron road. Similarly, Jerome t describes
how Paula journeyed from Nicopolis by the ascent to Upper and

* That O'i1,~i1 T'll/JJ is identical with i1l/:JJi1, which was Saul's native city,
is evident from the narrative of I Sam. 10 5-10-16• When Saul is seized with the
prophetic ecstasy. 'those who knew him before time' (v. 11 ). who, according to
this narrative, give rise to the proverb, 'Is Saul among the prophets?' are clearly
his fellow-townsmen; and when he ceases to prophesy (v. 13 ), we find him (vv. 1•ff·)
at home among his relatives without further travelling (read probaLly in v.Isb
i1T'l':Ji1 'he came home'-as in

I

Kgs. 137- 15 , al.-for JI! i1~:Ji1 'to the high-

place.' with which we should expect 'll'l 'he went up '-not ~:J'l: so Wellh.,
Driver, Kennedy, H. P. Smith, etc.). The identification of 0 1 i1,~i1 11ll:JJ
proposed by Smith, HG. p. 250, with Ram-Allah (meaning in Ar. 'the Hill of
God') a mile west of Blreh is therefore out of the question, since it is impossible that Gibe'ah of Saul can have lain so far to the north.
:): 'The Pilgrimage of the holy Paula' (translated in Palestine Pilgrims' Text
Society, i. (cf. § 6).
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Lower Beth}:ioron, beholding on her right Aijalon and Gibe' on, and
resting awhile at Gibe'ah before continuing her journey to Jerusalem.
It is clear from these facts that Gibe' ah must have lain close to the
junction of the two roads, and south rather than north of this junction ;
and adding the fact (derived from Jos.) that the distance of the city
from Jerusalem was not less than three miles,· the possibilities ·of site
are confined within nanow limits.
The site proposed by Rob. (BR. 3 i. pp. 577-579), following a suggestion made by Gross (Theo!. Stud. u. Kritiken, 1843, p. 1082) is
Tell (or Tulel) el-Ful, a high Tell crowned by the remains of a fortress
some three hundred or four hundred yards to the east of the north
road, a:bout three miles due norfh of Jerusalem and two miles due
south of Ra mah (er-Ram). This has been accepted by many modems.
Objection is raised to the identification by Federlin (Revue Biblique,
1906, p. 271) and Hagemeyer (ZDPV. xxxii., 190g, pp. i ff.) on the
ground that there exist no traces of an ancient village, such e.g. as
the rock-hewn cisterns which must necessarily have existed on such a
site. Federlin favours fiirbet e~-~oma', on a small eminence about
six hundred yards south of Tell el-Ful, where there are considerable
remains, among which are to be found about fifteen cisterns. This is
probably too far south of the junction of the two roads, and too close
to Jerusalem, unless we accept the variant statement of Jos. in his
account of the Judges-episode (Ant. v. ii. 8) where he gives the
distance as twenty stadia only (this, however, has not the same
appearance of comparative accuracy as the statement in BJ.).
Hagemeyer proposes the ruins called !:Jirbet el-I;Iawanit, five hundred
yards north-west of Tell el-Ful, and actually on the main road. Here
there are the remains of massive walls, and ancient cisterns, and the
upper part of the wady Bet I;Iannina to the west may represent the
Valley of Thorns. This identification, however, seems to be excluded
( r) by the fact that it is unconnected with a hill, and so could scarcely
have'borne the name i1,l)JJn, and (2) by the fact that it is actually on
the road, whereas the verb 11011 in v. 16 of our narrative implies that
the Levite's party had to 'turn aside' from the road for some little
way before reaching the city.
All things considered, the ruined site ijirbet Ras et-Tawfl, about
half a mile north-east of Tell el-Ful and three-quarters of a mile nearly
due east of the junction of the two roads, and also a little south of the
wady el-I;Iafy (which may have been the Valley of Thorns*), merits

* It is worthy of notice that the wady el-.f:-Iafy joins the wady es-Suweni\ a
few miles east of !jirbet Ras e\-Taw!l. Ar. es-Suwenl\ means 'the little acacias,'
i. e. thorny trees of the Mimosa tribe (of course distinct from the American tree
called acacia in England): cf. the name Seneh 'thorn-bush' applied to the
'tooth of rock' on one side of the wady in I Sam. 14 4 . "AKa.v0a. denotes the acacia
in Herod. ii. 96, and is used by 0. as the rendering of Heb. Ji{(ii 'acacia.' The
supposition is therefore plausible that in the time of Jos. the name 'Valley of
Thorns· ('AKav0wv a.vl\wv) may have been applied to botk branches of the wady~
the wady el-.f:-Iafy as well as the wady es-Suwen!\.
2G
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'Comre7 , and let us draw near to one of the places, and stay the
night in Gibe'ah or in Ramah.' 14. So they passed on and
went their way; and the sun went down upon them close to
Gibe'ah, which belongeth to Benjamin. 15. J And they turned
aside there to go in to stay the night in Gibe'ah; and he went
in, and sat down in the market-place of the city; and there was
no man that took them into his house to pass the night. 16.
And, behold, an old man came in from his work, from the field,
at evening: and the man was from the hill-country of Ephraim,
and was sojourning in Gibe'ah; but the men of the place were
Benjaminites. 17. And he lifted up his eyes, and saw the wayfaring man in the market-place of the city; and the old man
said, 'Whither goest thou? and whence comest thou?' 18.
And he said unto him, 'We are passing from Bethle!).em of
Judah unto the furthermost parts of the hill-country of Ephraim:
from thence am I, and I went as far as Bethle!).em of Judah;
and I am going runto my home 7 ; and there is no man that
further investigation as a possible site. This site is mentioned as an
alternative to Tell el-Ful by Sir C. Wilson (Smith DB. 2, s. v. 'Gibe' ah')
and by Mo. It is marked by ancient remains : cf. S WP. Mem. iii.
p. 124.
13. Come.

Ramah.

/{'re :,:,S
for Kt. 1~.
T!

Cf. eh. 4 5 note.

14. which belongeth to Benjamin. In distinction from other sites
bearing the same name, e.g. the Gibe'ah of Judah (Josh. l 5 57 ), and
the Gibe'ah of Phinel_ias in the hill-country of Ephraim (Josh. 24 33 ).

15. market-place. Heb. r•Mbh, lit. 'broad place,' was an open
space in the city, usually near the gate, which served as a meetingplace for business or social purposes. Cf. especially Job 29 7, 2 Chr.
32 6, N eh. 8 1. 3.!6_
16. and the man was, etc. The fact that the old man was merely
a sojourner in Gibe'ah is emphasized in order that his conduct may
by contrast bring the inhospitality of the Gibe'athites into bolder
relief. On the sacred duty of hospitality in the East, cf. Cheyne,
EB. 2128.

S~ with ~ .Zs rov otKov µ,ov
(cf.
in place of j!! :,l:,; n,~-n~, which has no doubt arisen
through a copyist's mistake of •n•:i for an abbreviated '' n'.:i, to which
18. unto my home.

Reading

'l'.l':;!

v. 29 ),

the fact that the man was a Levite may have been a contributory
cause. Cf. the errors of ~ in rendering rav Bvµ,ov µ,ov (•n~n) for

19.

21. 22.]
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taketh me into his house. 19. Yet there is both straw and
provender for our as~es, and there .is bread and wine also for me,
and for thine handmaid, and for the lad with thy servants : there
is no want of anything.' 20. And the old man said, 'Peace be
to thee; howsoever let all thy ~ants lie upon me; only do not
pass the night in the market-place.' 2 1. So he brought him
into his house, and foraged for the asses; and they washed their
feet, and did eat and drink. 2 2. They were making merry, when,
behold, the men of the city, men that were sons of Belial, surrounded the house, beating on the door, and spake unto the master

n1n 1 r,r.,n in J er. 6 11,

Bvµ.ov µ.ov (1!:l~) for

n1n1

I:}~ in J er.

25 37•

Cf._

NHTS. 2 p. lxix, n 2•
21. foraged.
Heb. balal, only used here, is a Denominative verb
from subs. b'lt/ 'fodder' (properly moistened or mixed fodder), with
the meaning 'to give fodder.' Thus the relation between the verb and
subs. is exactly reproduced by the English use of' forage' as subs. and
(hence) as verb.

men that were sons of Belia!. Heb. ~11-~:i-1):i
- -· : .. : 10)1:ot
.. : - 'men, sons
of B.', with Suspended Construct State: cf. G-K. § 130 e.*
The meaning of Belial, or rather, b'liyyd'al, is highly obscure. The
_form, as vocalized, is evidently a compound, the first element of
which is the negative b'li. It is in connexion with the second
element that difficulty arises. If we put aside the Talmudic explanation (Sanhedrin, l 11 b, 'sons who have broken the yoke of Heaven
from off their necks') which implies a different vocalization from ffl,
b'li + 'ol, 'without yoke '-adopted by Jerome in the present passage,
'filii Belial (id est, absque jugo) '-the explanations in debate at the
present day are two. (1) The second element yd'al is taken as a
subs. meaning 'worth,' which, though otherwise unknown in Heb. or
any other Semitic language, is assumed from the existence of the
verbal form in the Hiph'[l modification, ho'il, with the meaning 'to
be profitable.' B'li'yd'al is thus supposed to mean 'worthlessness';
and this is the generally accepted modern explanation, adopted ·e.g.
by BDB., and appearing in R.V. marg. (2) The explanation of
yd'al as an apocopated Imperfect fromya'ali '(that which) comes up'
is as old as Kimchi, who supposes that 'not coming up' has the
sense 'not prospering,' i.e. 'ne'er-do-well.' So H upfeld among
modems.
The objection that the context in which the term is regularly used
requires something much stronger than a merely negative term, e.g.
22.

* Perhaps, however, we ought to read C11!-')~ for
Deut. 13 u, 1 Kgs. 2110.

11!-')~,

as in eh.

2013,
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of the house, the old man, saying, 'Bring forth the man who
came unto thy house, that we may know him.' --23. And the
man, the master of the house, went out unto them and said unto
them, 'Nay, my brethren, do not wickedly, I pray you: seeing
malignity or dangerous wickedness may perhaps be met by the
parallels offered by other languages in which terms originally negative have come to assume a very definite positive meaning-e.g.
acr£{3~s, German 'Unheil,' Old Eng. 'naughty' (cf NHTK. p. 245).
A real objection is, however, advanced by Cheyne (cf. EB. 525 f., and
articles in ET. there cited) when he points out that neither explanation
suits the occurrence of the word in 2 Sam. 22 5· 6 = Ps. 18 4-5 (3!! 5-6) which
must be deemed crucial for its interpretation. This passage runs' Billows of Death encompassed me;
Torrents of B'liyyd'al o'erwhelmed me;
Toils of She'ol surrounded me ;
Snares of Death* confronted me.'
Here B'f;yyd'al is parallel to Death and She'ol, and Cheyne with
great plausibility suggests that it denotes the Abyss as '(the place
from which) one comes not up' ; cf. the Bab. mat la tdri 'the Land
of No-return,' a title of the Underworld. That there was, in Heb.
thought, a definite connexion between the ideas of the Abyss and
abysmal wickedness is proved by the use of the term hawwa, or
more frequently the intensive plur. hawwoth, as that which
characterizes the wicked man's 'inward part' (Ps. 5 9, 3'!! 10), or, which
he plots or meditates (Ps. 38 12, 3!! 13, 52 2.1, 3!! 4-9, 55 11 , 3!! u, al.).
Hawwa corresponds to Ar. hdwiya, 'a deep pit, hell,' Syr. hawth!l,
'gulf, chasm' (cf. BDB. p. 217 b), and its only satisfactory rendering
as used in the cases noted is Cheyne's 'engulfing ruin' (now generally
adopted). On this analogy it is reasonable to assume that b'liyyd'al,
as the Abyss from which there is no ascent, came to be applied to
wickedness of an appalling and catastrophic character. Lagarde has
acutely pointed out (Prof>hetae Chaldaice, p. xlvii) that in Ps. 41 s (3'!! 9)
the derivation of b'liyyd'al, as understood by the poet, seems to be
given. If we vocalize i:::J.":J for i:::J.":J the passage runs,

•,·

•••

-

:'

<

'A plague of b'liyyd'al is poured out upon him;
And now that he bath lain down he shall arise no more.'
Here stichos b indicates that dlbher b'liyyd'al in stichos a is to be
understood as 'a plague of not rising up' (i.e. 'from which one does
not arise'), or, as we should say, 'a mortal sickness.'

* The repeated nlr.> is suspicious. Possibl)l we should emend n~r.,~~ 'deep
darkness' with Cheyne, Book of Psalms 2, ad loc., who rendered the f~ur terms
'Deathland . . . Ruinland . . . She'ol . . . Gloomland."

19. 23. 24.]
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that this man hath come into my house, do not this wantonness.
24. Behold my daughter, who is a virgin, and his
concubine, let me, pray, bring them out, and humble ye them,
and do to them that which is good in your sight ; but to this
man ye shall not do any such wantonness.' 25. But the men
would not hearken to him : so the man laid hold on his concubine, and brought her out unto them outside; and they knew
her, and abused her all the night until the morning, and let her
go when the dawn arose. 26. Then came the woman at the
approach of day, and fell down at the doorway of the man's
house where her lord was, till daylight. 27. And her lord arose
In 2 Cor. 6 15 BEAmA or BEX,ap is used, as often in Apocalyptic
literature (cf. references in EB. 525), as a name of Satan.
23. wantonness. Heb. n'bhiila. The term denotes the action of a
person (called nabhal) who is morally insensible of the claims of
either God or man. In the present passage n'bhala is used, as most
often, of immorality viewed as a callous disregard of fhe rights of other
people. Cf. Driver's notes in Parallel Psalter, Glossary, p. 457 ;
NHTS. 2 p. 200.
AV., R. V., in rendering nabhal 'fool,' n'bhiila 'foolishness,' are
not only inadequate but misleading. Driver renders 'senseless,'
'senselessness'; but an objection to this rendering is that the English
terms would not naturally be understood (apart from explanation) to
convey the meaning of moral and religious insensibility. There
seems to be no English rendering of nabhal which suits all occurrences. Perhaps the best general rendering is 'impious,' if we may
use this adj. to denote one who lacks pietas in the full and wide
· sense in which the term is employed in Latin. When, however, the
term nabhal expressly contemplates a man's attitude towards his
fellowmen, the rendering 'churl' may be more appropriate. Cf.
Abigail's summary of the character of her husband in 1 Sam. 25 26. 'Churl (Nabhal) is his name, and churlishness (n'bhtila) is with him.'
The character of the nabhal is summarized in Isa. 32 of. (AV., R. V.
here 'vile person' ; n•bhiila v. 6 'villainy').

24. Behold my daughter, etc. The view of Ber. that this verse is a
later interpolation from Gen. 19 8 is improbable in view of the fact
that the whole narrative is closely modelled on Gen. 19 2 ff. in the first
place (cf. p. 444).*

* The abnormal suffix-form li1~h'El is doubtless an error for l~)~'El; cf.
vv. 2-25,27.29 (G-K. § 91d). For the masc. plur. suffixes ClT'llt-t (twice), Cli1~. we
should of course expect the fem. ; but such a use of masc. for fem. is frequent (cf.
instances collected by Konig, Syntax, § 14).

[19. 28. 30.
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in the morning, and opened the doors of the house, and went
out to go on his way, and, behold, the woman his concubine
was fallen down at the doorway of the house, with her hands on
the threshold. 28. And he said unto her, 'Up, and let us be
going'; but there was none that answered : then he took her
up upon the ass; and the man arose, and went to his place.
29. And he entered into his house, and took his knife, and laid
hold on his concubine, and divided her, limb by limb, into
twelve pieces, and sent her throughout all the border of Israel.
30. []<And he commanded the men that he sent, saying, 'Thus
28. but there was none that answered. The addition of (!JiMSS. tin
ijv v£1<pa adds an unnecessary explanation, and is clearly a gloss.

30. And he commanded . .. and speak. Reading '1~~ C1~J~~-ntt, l ¥;!
1,1

0,

ni,v ci 1

~,i,,
•• :
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This

••~;•

text follows (!JiA, at., which, after a text corresponding to 1!! in v. soa, offers
the doublet Kai EV£T£LAUTO TOIS avlipa<TLV ors ,ta1rio-u,}\.£v Xiywv Tall£
ip£1T£ 1rpor TrllVTU llvlipa Io-pa11'A. El yiyov£v KUTO. TO pijµ.a TOVTO a1ro rijr
qµ.ipas ava{3ao-£wS vlrov Io-pa11'A. ,t Aly111rTOV EWS Tijs qµ.ipas TaVT1/S; 0,o-0£
liq fovT01s {3ov'A.qv 1r£p1 avTijs 1<a1 'A.a'A;,o-au. That this rendering has a
genuine Hebrew text behind it is proved by the mistranslation 1rpos
rrilvTa llvlipa Io-pa11A, which clearly represents the collective expression
,N'1W1 W1N
(cf. eh. 20 11, al.). It is to be expected that the Levite
should have entrusted his envoys with a verbal message; and the
exhortation 'Take ye counsel,' etc., comes more naturally from him
than from those to whom the messengers are sent. In 1!!
i1 1i1l
')i '10Ni i1N'1i1 the tenses are difficult, and, if part of the original
narrative, can only be taken as frequentatives-' And it kept happening that everyone that saw would say,' etc. ; but such a use of
the frequentative is hardly natural. Assuming the text which we
adopt to represent the original, the corruption in 1!! may have arisen
as follows. The words 'And he commanded . . . men of Israel'
were omitted through homoeoteleuton, the preceding v. 29 ending with
'Israel.' The speech 'Hath there been,' etc. being thus disconnected,
and the spokesman undefined, attempt was made to solve the difficulty by insertio'n of' And it was so, that everyone that saw it said,'
the fact that this is a late gloss being indicated by the tenses
'10Ni . . . i1 1 i1l, which are to be regarded as Perfects with weak l,

,:i,

,:i

tt,

not i consecutive. The substitution of
for i1 interrogative at the
beginning of the speech may have arisen through dittography of the
final , of

,tt,wl.

19. 30. 20, I.]
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shall ye say to all the men of Israel), "rHath1 there been rsuch
a deed as this1 since the day that the children of Israel came
up from [] Egypt unto this day ~ Take ye rcounsel1 concerning
it, and speak." '
Then all the children of Israel rwere called to arms1
and the congregation was assembled X as one man, RP from

20.
RP

I. X

Bu., Mo. (SBOT.), No., La., Kit. BH., Cooke prefer to construct
a text from QJiA v. 30•, Qli\ 1t! v. 3ob, 1t! v. 30• ; i.e. after receiving the
Levite's message, the spectators respond by echoing it in substance.
Such repetition is, however, from the literary point of view, almost
intolerable; and it is difficult to justify the conflate text. We certainly cannot explain the omission of the injunction to the messengers in 1t! through homoeoteleuton (' unto this aay' in the words of
the messengers and in the response of the spectators) as is done by
Mo. and Cooke, since such homoeoteleuton would naturally result in
omission of the response of the spectators and not vice versd, the
scribe's eye passing from the first iltil tlWl iy to the second and
omitting all that came between. How could it pass from the second
to the first and omit all that came before the first? On the other
hand, the text of QJiA (i.e. the second reading which we take to be
original) might have omitted 1t! v. 30• by homoeoteleuton; but in this
case we should expect omission also of Qli\ 1t! v. 3ob which, as forming
. part of the Levite's message, must ex hypothesi have preceded
1t1 v. soa.

take ye counsel, etc.

The expression il~l/ ~r.,1f.:,, 'Apply (Ht. set)

counsel,' does not occur elsewhere : cf., ho~ever,· eh.

20 7b

c:i,
••• T

~:u,
T

tl~i1 ;:iii il~l/, 'Give here your advice and counsel,' with the same

Ethic D~tiv~··o:i, (it is possible that we should read ;:iii for ~;::iii
as in

20 7b).

1t!

~;::iii ~~l/ 111S31 o:iS-~r.,1it,, 'set [your mi;d) upo~--i~:
1•• - ;

'•

T

',"T

~•T

'

take counsel, and speak;' ·implies an ellipse of
Isa. 41

20•

o~:;i? after ~r.i1\!', as in

Houb., Stu., etc., read c:i::i, for o:iS . .. The verb l'W 'take
•••

: •

'."T

counsel' (for the normal l'l/1) occurs once again in Isa. 8 10•

20.

1t!

I.

were called to arms.

Reading ~i'l/l':ll\ with Bu. in place of
- : T •-

~~~-~! 'came out,' etc., to battle (Mo.). The e_mended verb is more

natur~l in connexion with the words following 'unto Yahweh at Mi~pah.' The same emendation is probably to be made in the parallel
passage I Sam. II 7 on the authority of Qli: cf. NHTS. 2 ad loc.

the congregation.

Cf. p. 446.
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[20.

2.

5.

Dan even to Be'er-sheba', and the land of Gile'ad, X unto
Yahweh at Mi~pah. 2. RP And the chiefs of all the people,
<out of) all the tribes of Israel, took their stand in the
assembly of the people of God, even four hundred thousand
footmen that drew sword. 3. X And the children of Benjamin
heard that the children of Israel had gone up to Mi~pah.
RP And the children of Israel said, 'Tell how this wickedness
was brought to pass.' 4. And the Levite, the husband of the
murdered woman, answered and said, 'To Gibe'ah which belongeth to Benjamin I came, even I and my concubine, to
spend the night. 5. And the citizens of Gibe'ah rose up against
me, and surrounded the house against me by night; me they
thought to have slain, and my concubine they humbled so that

from Dan, etc. So (defining the northern and southern limits of
the land of Israel) 1 Sam. 3 20, 2 Sam. 3 10, 17 11, 24 2-1 5, 1 Kgs. 4 20
(}!! 5 5). t With inverted order, 1 Chr. 21 2, 2 Chr. 30 5. t
the land of Gile'ad. Gile'ad is used here in its widest sense of all
the Israelite territory east of Jordan. Cf. note on eh. JO 17•
unto Yahweh. According to this narrative, Mi~pah seems to be
regarded as the site of an important sanctuary. Cf. the remarks
on pp. 447, 453.
Mi1pah. The accepted site is the modern Neby Samwil on a lofty
eminence (2935 feet) five miles north-west of Jerusalem, appropriately
named 'place of outlook' (cf. note on the eastern Mi~pah, eh. 10 17 ) as·
commanding the country round for a great distance. Neby Samwil
is about three and a half miles nearly due west of ijirbet Ras etTawil, and a little north of due west of Tell el-Ful (cf. note on
Gibe'ah, eh. 19 12). Cf. Map, p. 465.
2. the chiefs.
Heb. pinnoth ( 1 Sam. 14 38, Isa. 19 13, Zech. JO 4) is
explained as a figurative usage of the word meaning 'corner' (i.e.
'corner-stone') of a building. Cf. the usage of the Ar. rukn 'cornerstone,' and then 'noble.'
out of all the tribes, etc. Reading 't1:it&·S::ir;, with Gra., in place

of}!! 't'.l:Jt:i",::i '(even) all the tribes,' whi~h: as Ti~ stands, is awkwardly
"

;

•

T

explicative of tll/i1 'the people.' e!i\ l:T render 'and all the tribes.'
The r;, which..;/ insert may easily have fallen out through haplography after tll/i1.
four hundred thousand footmen. On the huge numbers, cf. pp. 446.
me they thought io have slain. On this statement as compared
with 19 22\ cf. p. 454.

5. they humbled.
as in eh. 19 26•

(!!;-A\

l.L,

1,h add

KU< i11i1ra,ta11 aury, i.e. ;:i:i-~,~11n1,
T

: -

: •-

20. _6. 8. 9. 10.]
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she died. 6. Then I took hold of my concubine, and divided
her, and sent her throughout all the country of the inheritance
of Israel, because they had committed lewdness and wantonness
in Israel. 7. Here ye all are, ye children of Israel; give here
your advice and counsel.' 8. And all the people arose as one
man, saying, 'We will not any of us go to his home, neither will
we any of us turn unto his house: 9. but now this is the thing
which we will do to Gibe'ah; <we will go up) against it by lot,
10. and will take ten men of an hundred of all the tribes of
Israel, and an hundred of a thousand, and a thousand of ten
thousand, to fetch victual for the people, that they may do [] to
Gibe'r ah1 of Benjamin according to all the wantonness that
6. lewdness. Heb. zimma, as applied to sins of unchastity, is
characteristic of H-Lev. 18 17, 19 29, 20 14 bf•, and of Ezek. where it is
used metaphorically of idolatry under the figure of whoredom and
adultery-Ezek. l6 2i.43.68, 22 9, 23 21.2;.29.36 44.48 bis.49, 24 1s; so also in
Jer. 13 27• Elsewhere of adultery, Job 31 11 • Scholars who hold
that vv. 3h-s belong to the oldest narrative are forced by these
facts to suppose that zimma is a later insertion, the original narrative running simply 'because they had committed wantonness in
Israel.'
·

1•,n~,

8. to his home. Lit, 'to his tent.' On the usage of the phrase, cf. eh.
19 9 note. Perhaps we ought here to read the plur.
as is usual,
rather than the sing.
T T
: '

i,nK,

T: T : •

9. we will go up, etc. Inserting
.,, KA~P'1'·

So Ros., Stu., Mo., etc.

n,l/)
·.·-:-

with eli dva/31Ju&,,_.0a l,r' avrqv

This verb may easily have fallen

n•,y.

1t! reads simply 'against it by lot,' which clearly
cannot be original. t!r: ~:::iiy:::i n,y •)~n) 'we will apportion ourselves
against it by lot,' ,SP 1~ en~ ~;J 'we will cast lots against
out before

it,' represent ·different attempts to fill the lacuna.

Bu.'s

,,b

n~•~~

is less probable than the emendations adopted. The reference of the
casting of lots appear to be to v. 18, where Judah is selected to begin
the attack, a statement which, as we have seen (p. 448), seems to
stand out of relation to the main narrative in which all the tribes take
part simultaneously in the battle.
ro. that they may do to Gibe'ah, etc.

Omitting c~i:::i, which is
T

: '

intruded in 1t! between rm~•y, and l/:::l),. R. V. renders lt!, 'that they
may do, when they come to Gibe'ah of Benjamin, according to all
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[20.

12.

fthey 1 have done in Israel.' I 1. J Then all the men of Israel
were gathered together against the city as one man, in confederacy. r 2. RP And the tribes of Israel sent men throug·h all
the triber1 of Benjamin, saying, 'What is this wickedness that is
brought to pass among you? Now therefore deliver up the
men, the sons of Belia!, that are in Gibe'ah, that we may put
them to death, and extirpate fthe 7 wickedness from Israel.' But
<the children of> Benjamin were not willing to hearken to the
voice of their brethren the children of Israel. 14. X And the
etc.'; but, apart from the extreme awkwardness of the position of
CNi:i,, the use of the prep. , in a temporal sense (in place of :) or :i)
is unparalleled.

CNi:i, is possibly a corruption of ny:iJ, .which has

come in from the margin, where it was noted as a correction of l):iJ,.
QJrA, reading c•~::i, for c~i:l, and placing it before nieiy,, renders
•

T -

T

:

'

This yields a tolerable
sense ; but may be suspected of being a correction of the text of
Qlr\ i\h, where we have the order of 1!/-l1r1r,"A.iuai ro'ir ,lu1rop,vo-

ro'ir ,l,nropwoµivo,r ,1r,r,"A.brai ri, I'a{3aa, 1<.rA.

µ,fro,r I'a/3aa, 1<.rA.

to Gibe'ah.

Reading

ny:p7

in place of ;!I l)~~?, which is an

obvious error : cf. note on eh. 19 12•
Reading plur. ~~}' with Qlr\ ,ilh, i\P, in place of

they have done.

1!1 sing. masc.

il~l/
T

T

Had the city been individualized, we should
•

have expected the fem. sing.: cf. G-K. §
12.

';??~

tribe of Benjamin.
of

Reading

122 h.

~~~

with the Versions for plur.

1!1, which probably arose through unintentional imitation of

,~,~•
•~:i~ at the beginning of the verse.
•• T: • •• : •

The same error is found

in I Sam. 9 21 • The Jewish commentators explain the plur. by the
assumption that 'tribes' is here equivalent to 'clans' (nin~~'?),
Kimchi referring to the term Benjaminite clans enumerated in
Gen. 46 21 ; but such a usage is very improbable.
sons

ef Belia!.

Cf. 19 22 note.

the wickedness. The Def. Art. is necessary before ill)i. Its
omission in 1!I is due to erroneous division of the words-ill)i niy:i~,
for ilY,il iy:i~i-or to haplography.
the children o.f Benjamin.

Kt. 'Benjamin' simply.

So l,<'re, many MSS. of

1!1, Qli, i\P,

m:.

20. 14, 15. 15b. 16.)
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children of Benjamin were gathered together out of the cities
unto Gibe'ah, to go out to battle with the children of Israel.
1 5. RP And the children of Benjamin were mustered in that day
from the cities twenty and rfive1 thousand men that drew sword,
not including the inhabitants of Gibe'ah, [] even seven hundred
14. out of the cities.
cities.'

"5:, i\P presuppose

Oijl'.'!¥!-? 'out of their

15. twenty and five thousand. So (!Ji:A\ i\h, F, Jn place of 11!!,
'twenty and six thousand.' The correction is necessary in view of
the statement that after 25,100 had fallen (v. 35) the survivors numbered
600 (v.47). The narrator is very precise in the matter of numbers,
and we are hardly justifjed in following Kimchi, who suggests that
the 1000 who are unaccounted for in comparison of the 26,700 of 11!!
with the numbers given in vv. 35 -47 combined may have fallen in the
battles of the first two days. According to the parallel account (J)
18,000 Benjaminites fell in battle (v. 44 ), and the redactor is content
(vv. 45f-) to raise this number to a round total of 25,000, ignoring the
odd 100.
15b. 16. not including, etc. The text adopted follows F, 'praeter
habitatores Gabaa, qui septingenti erant viri fortissimi, ita sinistra ut
dextra proeliantes, etc.' This differs from 11!! in omitting ,ipElTii1 in
v. 15b, and iln:i t:-' 111t n,iito ll:lt!' i1Ti1 Olli1 ,:io in v. 16•. So "5:, i\p,
except that in v. 15b they retain ,ip!lni1, which they treat as a relative
sentence ("1i:B o2 errECTK<rr71CTav, (!Ji:AL ofiroi errECTK<rr71CTm,, i\P ~Lh),
a course which is followed by A.V., R.V.; but illegitimately, since
such a rendering demands the insertion of .,~~ before the verb,
or (as Bu. suggests), of n~n.

As 11!! stands, the meaning of

,ip!lr,n i1l):l)i1 •:it:1•0 i:i, ea~ ~nly be 'not including the inhabitants
of Gibe'ah were they (the Benjaminites) numbered.' It is obvious,
however, that the inclusion of ,ip!lr,n in the text destroys the balanced
contrast between the openings of vv. 15 -17, • • • )'O'J:l 'J:l ,ipEln•,
,ip!lnM ,iitit!I' t:1 111t,, lit. 'and were numbered the children of
Benjamin . . . and the men of Israel were numbered '-a variation
of order which is very idioma1ic in Heb. (called by Driver, Tenses,
~ 160, Obs., 'the Hebrew equivalent of µ.<v ••• /'i, of the Greeks').
As for v. 16aa, omitted by 1T, "1i:, i\P-it is true that such omission
m£ght be due to homoeoteleuton (-i,n:i t!l'llt) ; yet it seems in the
highest degree unlikely that both the inhabitants of Gibe'ah and
the left-handed warriors should have been described originally by
identically the same phrase, '700 chosen men.' An alternative
emendation of the text, favoured by some scholars, is to end v. 15
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chosen men r 6. [] that were left-handed ; all of these were used
to sling a stone at a hair and not let it miss. 1 7. And the men
of Israel were mustered, not including Benjamin, four hundred
thousand men that drew sword ; all of these were men of war.
18. And they arose, and went up to Bethel, and enquired of
God, and the children of Israel said, ' Who shall go up for us
first to battle with the children of Benjamin?' and Yahweh
said, 'Judah first.' 19. X And the children of Israel arose in
the morning, and encamped aiaminst Gibe'ah. 20. J And the
men of Israel went out to battle with Benjamin_; and the men
of Israel set the battle in array against them at Gibe'ah.
2 I. X And the children of Benjamin came out from Gibe'ah,
and felled of Israel to the ground in that day two and
with ,ii,!lMil, making its subj. to be the children of Benjamin, and
to retain v. 16 as it stands in J!l, thus taking the genuine mention of
the 700 chosen men to be to the experts with the sling. The
objection to such a text (which has no support from the Versions)
is that it leaves us in ignorance of the number of the Gibe'athitesan omission which, in a tale which is so exact in its numbers, is very
unlikely.
. Adopting our text, it is the Gibe'athites who form the corps of
left-handed slingers ; and it is worthy of notice that the warriors
who, according to I Chr. 12 !ff., joined David at $i~lag, and who
'were armed with bows, and could use both the right hand and the
left* in slinging stones and in shooting arrows from the bow,' were
'of Saul's brethren of Benjamin,' and their leaders are stated to have
been Gibe'athites.
I 5. · chosen men.
Heb. 'ff ba!zur, i.e. young warriors in the prime
of manhood.
18. went up to Bethel. On the site of Bethel, cf. eh. l 22 note. It
lies eight miles to the north-east of Mi~pah (N eby Samwil). On the
introduction of the sanctuary at Bethel, here and in v. 26, 21 2, as alien
to the conception of the narrative which pictures the tribes as assembling 'unto Yahweh' at Mi.ypah, cf. pp. 447, 453 F takes Bethel to
refer to 'the house of God' at Shiloh, on the assumption that the Ark
was at Shiloh from the days of Joshua' (Josh. 18 10) to those of 'Eli
(cf. Mo. on vv. 27 -28 ).
enquired of God. Cf. note on eh. I 1. On the incident recorded in
this verse as modelled directly upon eh. I 1.2, cf. pp. 448, 454.
21. felled . . . to the ground.
Heh. ;,~,~ ..• ~r,,nt!i•t
The
rendering of A. V., R. V., ' destroyed dow~ 't~ the grou~'a:; accords

* Cf. the explanation of the phrase
'left-handed,' but 'ambidextrous.'

')'r.l' ,,

,~~

given by

"1;,

l:)-not simply
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twenty thousand men, 22. J And RP the people, J the men of
Israel, took courage, and again set the battle in array in the
place where they had set it in array on the first day. 23. X And
the children of Israel went up, and wept before Yahweh until
the evening; and they enquired of Yahweh, saying, 'Shall I
again approach to battle with .the children of Benjamin my
brother?' And Yahweh said, • Go up against him,' 24. So
the children of Israel drew near against the children of Benjamin on the second day, 25. J And Benjamin went out to
meet them from Gibe'ah on the second day, X and again felled
to the ground of the children of Israel eighteen thousand
men: RP all these drew sword.
26. X Then all the children
of Israel, RP and all the people, X went up, RP and came to
Bethel X and wept, and sat down there before Yahweh, RP and
fasted that day X until the evening, RP and offered burnt offerings
and peace-offerings before Yahweh. 27. X And the children of
Israel enquired of Yahweh, Rp(for the Ark of the covenant of
with the conventional rendering of his!zith, but offers an unnatural
expression in English. Ball points out (verbally) that in the present
use of hifftith we have a preservation of the original meaning of the
verb as seen in the Bab. Ia!Jatu of the T.A. Letters, which means 'to
fall,' and would therefore 'in the causative stem (Hiph'i!) naturally
signify 'to fell.' So vv. 25 · 35 (in the last case with om. of i1~1~, 'to the
ground'). C£ for the sense 'cause to fall' in Pi' el, Gen. 38 9•
23. And the children of Israel went up. We expect the place to
which they went up to be mentioned. Probably this was originally
specified as Mi~pah by the X narrator, and this name was cut out by
RP so as not to conflict with. his own conception of Bethel as the
central sanctuary. C£ v. 26, where the words 'and came to Bethel'
have been inserted by RP.
26. burnt offerings and peace-offerings. The burnt offering (wholly
consumed by fire on the altar) is here a piaculum, and is followed by
the peace-offering as a communion-feast shared by Yahweh and His
worshippers with the purpose of ratifying and strengthening the
covenant-bond. On the origin and conception of these two forms of
sacrifice, c£ the present writer's Outlines of 0. T. Theology, pp. 55 ff.
The precise meaning of Iele1n; conventionally rendered· 'peaceoffering,' is somewhat obscure. For different views, cf. BDB. p. 1023.
27. the Ark of the covenant of God. This form of allusion to the
Ark (' of the covenant, etc.') is due in the first place to Deuteronomic
influence. In ancient narratives it is called 'the Ark' simply, or
'the Ark of Yahweh ' (or 'of God '). C£ the conspectus of allusions
in NHTK. pp. 31 f.
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God was there in those days, 28. and Phine}:tas, the son of
Ele'azar, the son of Aaron, stood before it in those days,)
X saying, ' Shall I again go out to battle wifh the children of
Benjamin my brother, or sha11 I forbear?' And Yahweh said,
'Go up; for to-morrow I will deliver him into thine hand.'
29. J And Israel set an ambuscade against Gibe'ah round about.
30. X And the children of Israel went up against the children of
Benjamin on the third day, and set themselves in array against
Gibe'ah, as aforetime. 3 1. And the children of Benjamin went
28. Phineftas. There seems to be no doubt that the name is the
Eg. Pe-nftesi, 'the negro,' i.e. 'child of dark complexion' ; cf. Lauth,
ZDMG. xxv. (1871), p. 139; W. M. Miiller in EB. 3728, and, for the
general usage of the term n!tesi, AE. p. rr2. The Eg. origin of the
name is an important point in favour of the historical existence of
its bearer*; and this is strengthened by the fact that the name
reappears as the name of a descendant +-the second son of 'Eli
(r Sam. r 3, al.).
stood before it. The phrase, which is here employed of the service
of the Ark as the typical embodiment of Yahweh's manifestation, is
used elsewhere of the Levites' ministrations 'before Yahweh' (Deut.
ro 8, 18 7, Ezek. 44 15), and in the mouths, of the prophets to illustrate
their conception of their relation to Yahweh (1 Kgs. 171, 18 15, 2 Kgs.
3 14, 5 16). Standing in the presence of a master is the natural attitude
of a servant who is ready to execute his behests (cf. I Kgs. 1 2, 12 6,
Jer. 52 12, al.).
31. to meet them. Reading tlnNi;,, conjecturally in place of J!/
tl:l/iT nN"11'' 'to meet the people/onTthe ground (argued above, pp.
449, 453) that the use of Cl¥~ is elsewhere in the narrative characteristic of the redactor RP, and that the change which we here presuppose is a very easy one.
T

T

-

; •

* In the same way, the identity (generally accepted) of the name Moses (Heb.
MoJI) with the Egyptian Mosi, which appears as· an element in theophorous
proper names, e.g. AJ:imosi, +J:iutmosi, and also as a name by itself, is historically
important. Had Moses been merely a legendary national hero, Israelite historians would hardly have invested him with an Egyptian name.
:I: That the family of •Eli represented the ancient legitimate priestly line-therefore the line of descent from Ele'azar-seems to follow from 1 Sam. 2 27ff, The
theory of the Chronicler (1 Chr. 24 8) that ::,adolf was a descendant of Aaron's
firstborn son Ele'azar, and Abiathar ('Eli's great-great-grandson) a descendant of
his youngest (fourth) son Ithamar, is clearly a device intended to legitimitize the
claim of ~adol,.'s family to the highpriesthood. We note, however, that, according
to the earlier theory of 1 Sam. 2 35 , ~ado!,. (who is clearly hinted at: cf. 1 Kgs. z27 )
is to be raised up on account of his superior moral claims as representing the
mind of Yahweh, and nothing is said about his prior claim by birth, the contrary
being in fact implied by vv. 27-28 • Of ~adol,.'s antecedents prior to his appointment
by David we really know nothing. Cf. Wellh., Prolegomena, pp. 126, 138 f.

~o.
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rthem1,

47iJ

rand1

out to meet
were drawn away from the city; and
they began to smite and kill RP of the people, X as aforetime,
RP in the highways, of which the one goeth up to Bethel and the
other to Gibe'r on1, X in the field, about thirty men of Israel.
32. And the children of Benjamin said, 'They are smitten
down before us, as at the first' : but the children of Israel said,
'Let us flee, and draw them away from the city into the highways.' 33. J And all the men of Israel rose upr1 from their

and were drawn away. Reading -1pm11 with Ehr. in place of 1!!
~Pl;lt~, which is anomalous in form (we ~h~uldexpect ~Pl;l~) and also
awkward as an asyndeton. As Ehr. remarks, the i1 may ~asily have
arisen through a misreading of 11.

i"n the highways . . . Gibe'on. Reading m~:u in place of 1!!
'to Gibe'ah,' with Bu., No., La., Kit., Cooke'..

;,nv::u
TT

; "

•

Heb. me.filla denotes, not a mere beaten track, but a properly 'made'
highroad. Whatever view be taken as to the precise site of Gibe'ah
(cf. 19 12 note), there is no doubt that it was on (i.e. just .off) the main
northern road which led to Bethel : therefore, on the reading of 1!!,
the distinction here so clearly drawn between the two highroads is
hardly explicable. Half a mile north-west of Tell el-Ful and nearly
due west of Hirbet Ris et-Tawil the northern road forks, one branch
running north-west, and reaching Gibe'on (el-Gib) after three miles.
Both roads 'go up' on the whole. · The elevation at the fork is 2462
feet. The Bethel-road reaches Bireh (2824 feet) in some five miles,
and then makes a further continuous rise to Bethel (2890 feet), which
it reaches two miles further on. The Gibe'on-road falls at first in
crossing the wady ed-Dumm (2298 feet) at three-quarters of a mile,
and then makes a steady rise to Gibe'on (2535 feet) some two miles
further. A line drawn from Mi~pah (Neby Samwil) to t(irbet Ris
et-Tawil actually crosses the fork of the road: consequently a hostile
army approaching Gibe'ah (assumed to have been at the latter site),
and feigning a disordered retreat in order to draw the Gibe'athites
away from their city, would naturally be spread out over the two
roads. Cf. Map, p. 465.
in the field. According to our analysis of the sources, this is not a
description of the site of Gibe'on or Gibe'ah, but the direct continuation of 'began to smite and kill as aforetime,' in the narrative of X.
The object of the Israelites' feint of retreat was to draw the Benjaminites away from the city-precincts into the open country (cf. Josh.
8 24"), and thus to facilitate the capture of the city by the ambush.
33. And all the men of Israel rose up, etc. Here we have in J the
direct continuation of v. 29 • Having laid the ambush, the main army
makes a move to begin the attack. The order of the sentence,
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place, and set themselves in array at Ba'al-tamar: X and the
ambuscade of Israel burst forth from its place ron the west of1

s~,t::>

1 l!JI~ S::i,, with the subj. brought into prominence by being
11.:ii'
placed first, offers an intentional antithesis to v. 29 (the ambush was
laid thus, but the main army, etc.).*
The construction of~' ir.ij,71lr;, ~OR,, is hardly tolerable. We must

read sing. tlR, in agreement with the collective >~'11!'1 1!'1~, the narrative then continuing with the plur. verb 1Y1lJ11 as in vv. 20 -22 ; or,
accepting the plur. verb with the collective sing. subj., as in vv. 36b- 37.4 8,
adopt the plur. suffix tl~ipr.pr;,.

Ba'al-tamar. Unidentified. Eusebius (OS. 238 75 ) states that in
his day there still existed a Beth-tamar near Gibe'ah.
burstforth.

Heb. IJ 1~~-

The verbgza-!i is only used elsewhere in

the O. T. of water bursting .forth, Job. 38 8, 40 23 , Ezek. 32 2 ( doubtful)
-cf. Gzhon, 'the Gusher,' the name of the spring outside Jerusalem ;
or, of a child bursting forth from the womb, Mic. 4 10, Ps. 22 10 (doubtful), c£ Job. 38 8 already cited. The verb is frequent in Aram. in the
Aph'el, followed by the accus. :i, 'battle,' in the sense 'movere
1,

bellum.' The emendation IJl~~r;, 'l~oked fort~' (cf. ,SP 1001 .a... ~),
proposed by Gra., is much inferior to ~-

on the west of Geba'.

Reading ~

most modems, in place of ~ M'JlJ,~9.

:l'JP,~9

with

~A\ .Sb,

F, and

Ma'"ri (treated by R. V. text

as a proper name: cf. ~• am:i MapaayafjE) is rendered 'meadow' by
R. V. marg. (A. V. 'meadows'), on the assumption that it means a
bare, naked place t (i.e. devoid of trees ?) : c£ the rendering of {!'.;
'11!'1!:I 'plain.'§ Such a bare open space would obviously be the
last place which an ambush would choose for concealment. .S"

~~? )L~ ~ 'from the cave (n'Jf!p9) which is in Geba'),
* The hopeless difficulty in which this half-verse has involved commentators,
upon the ordinary assumption that it is a continuation of the narrative immediately preceding, is well set forth by Mo. Mo. himself hesitates upon the verge
of the conclusion which we have adopted:-' It might be suspected that the halfverse came from the older narrative, in which it would have a passable sense and
connexion after v. 29 , but the construction is so negligent, not to say ungrammatical, that the conjecture is hardly to be entertained.' Cf., however, the
remarks on the construction made above. With the slight emendation there
advocated it is perfectly idiomatic.
::: ni"1¥ 'bare places' (?) in Isa. 19 i, rendered by R. V. 'the meadows by the
Nile,' is itself too dubious to be quoted in support.
§ According to S WP. Great .Wap, xvii., there actually exists a Sahe[ Geba",
i.e. 'plain of Geba',' south-east of the village of Geba', but this appears too
remote from the scene of action. Cf. Map, p. 465.

20. 34.)
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Geba', 34. and they came in front of Gibe'ah, even ten thousand
and this is improved upon by Ar., the half-verse being rendered,
'and the ambuscades were in the caves of Geba', looking forth
(l:t1~~,;,) from their positions,' the plur. 'caves' being substituted for
the sing. probably on the ground that one cave would not suffice for
such a force (Ros.).*
Geba' is nearly two and a half miles north-north-east of !:Jirbet Ras
et-Tawil, and three miles from Tell el-Ftil; so that, if 'to the west of
Geba" is literally interpreted, the ambuscade must have been placed
at a considerable distance from the city. Not improbably, however,
we may think of it as concealed in the valley which runs from the
western side of Geba' down to I:Iizmeh (so La.), from which it could
rapidly proceed up the wady el-1:Iafy to Ras et-Tawil. Cf. Map,
p. 465.
Mo. effects a complete agreement with the Versions upon which we
base our emendation by reading 'west of Gibe'ah' ((!JiAL dm\ l!vcrµwv
rijs ra{3aa, F 'ab occidentali urbis parte ') ; but this surely cannot be
correct, since west of Gibe'ah was the very direction in which the
Benjaminites were advancing to the attack of the Israelite host.
The whole account of the stratagem seems to indicate that the
ambush attacked Gibe'ah from the east or north-east, while the
Benjaminites were being drawn off to the west.
34. in front of Gibe'ah.

Heb. i"ll/::l~~ ,rn~.
T

: • -

•,•••• •

The sense of irn:, is

somewhat obscure. It may be supposed that it denotes something
more definite than 'in view of,' and is intended to describe the quarter
from which the city was approached ; and, if this is so, we may conjecture that it has the sense often possessed by the analogous expres'before,' viz.' eastward of': c£ BDB. s.v. tl ~El, 7a (d). This
sion
is the quarter from which the city could be approached unobserved,
and from which it would naturally be approached from the southwest of Geba'. Such a meaning suits the use of ,~~ in the similar
description of the capture of 'Ai in Josh. 8. Here th~ ambuscade is
west of 'Ai (v. 9 ), and the main army of Israel, advancing from the
Jordan valley, would naturally come 'in front of the city' (i.e. eastward of it) before encamping on the north of it (v. 11 ). La. takes a
different view, holding that 'in front of' means that the ambuscade
placed itself between the Benjaminites and Gibe'ah so as to cut off
retreat-therefore, to the west of it. A different reading offered by
twenty-seven MSS. of ~ and presupposed by m: (ti,iio) is :i.~~'? 'to

1

1~~?

· the so~th of.' This might describe the position of a force coming up
the wady Zimry to attack Ras et-Tawil; yet the reading is hardly to
be preferred to that of~-

* Three caves are marked at Geba' in the SWP. Great Map, xvii,
ZH
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chosen men out of all Israel, and the battle was sore; J but they
knew not that evil was closing upon them. 35. X And Yahweh
smote Benjamin before Israel: and the children of Israel felled
of Benjamin on that day twenty-five thousand one hundred
men: R• all these drew sword. 36. X And the children of
Benjamin saw that they were smitten : J and the men of Israel
gave place to Benjamin, for they trusted in the ambuscade which
they had set against Gibe'ah. 37. And the ambuscade hasted,
and made an onset against Gibe'ah: and the ambuscade opened
out, and smote all the city at the edge of the sword. 38. Now
the appointment between the men of Israel and the ambuscade
was [] that when they should make a beacon of smoke to rise up
even ten thousand, etc. The reference is to the ambuscade.
but they knew not, etc. The subj. is clearly the Benjaminites who
are the victims of the ruse ; and the fact that they are not mentioned
in the earlier half of the verse is an indication that we are dealing in
this latter half with the other source (J). The antecedent statement
in J must have described how the Benjaminites sallied forth to meet
Israel at Ba'al-tamar (v. 33a); c£ Josh. 8 14, where the latter half of
the verse bears a marked resemblance to the present passage.
35. jelled. C£ note on v. 21.
twenty-five thousand one hundred men.
vivors mentioned in v. 47 • Cf. note on v. 15•
37. opened out.

I.e. deployed.

Heb.

I.e. all but the 600 sur-

';jbi)?:1- Cf. eh. 4 6 note.

38. appointment. Heb. m6'edh, lit. (here) 'appointed time' (as
very frequently; c£ BDB. s.v. xa). The signal of the smoke-beacon
indicated the m6'edh for Israel's volte-face, but was not itself the
m6'edh (we have no parallel for_ m6'edh ='appointed signal').
was, that when, etc. Omitting the vox nihili' :ii;, before oni,:im,
••• "."

T

-: - !

with some MSS. of Qli, ~•, l:T, and all recent commentators, as corrupt
dittography of the immediately preceding :ii~;, 'the ambuscade.'

~ ~po~, 1m:i 11i, lit 'that they should make ·~;eat to send up,' is
followed by R. V., 'that they should make a great cloud of smoke, etc.'
(A. V. is similar.) This rendering apparently regards :i,r as apocopated Imperat. Hiph'il of i1:li-a view which would be just possible if
the injunction were couched in the oratio recta (ni,:im, :ii;, 'make
-:

-:

... ·.·

great to send up,' i.e. 'send up as much as you can ! '), but is of course
out of the question when it is expressed obliquely with the suffix
form

oni,:im,.
T

-: - ;

Some MSS. of 1!? read :iin
'sword,' which appears
•,• •,•

in (!JiAL p.axaipq thrown into the sentence without any intelligible

20. 39· 40. 42.]
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out of the city, 39. the men of Israel rshould7 face about in the
battle. And Benjamin began to smite and kill among the men
of Israel about thirty men; rand7 they said, 'Surely they are
utterly smitten before us, as in the first battle.' 40. Then the
beacon began to ascend from the city in a column of smoke ;
and when Benjamin looked back, behold, the holocaust of the
city rose up toward heaven. 41. And the men of Israel faced
about; and the men of Benjamin were dismayed, for they saw
that evil had closed tipon them. 42. So they turnedr, before
connexion. ~ 8 Tijs µ.ax'ls (connecting with preceding µ.ETa
iv,apov) appears to represent an attempt to make sense of this.
a beacon. Heb. mas'eth, lit. 'an uplifting.'

Toil

39. the men of Israel should face about. Reading ';J~~1 after the
happy suggestion of Mo. (adopted by Driver, ET. xviii. p. 332, and
Cooke). The Perf. with , consecutive (idiomatically continuing the
Infinitive construction : cf. Driver, Tenses, § l 18) states the other side
of the pact. 1!! ";J£iq~1 'and the men of Israel faced about,' anticipates
v. 41 a, and makes the Israelites anticipate the appointed signal which
is not given till v. 40• The attempt of some scholars (e.g. Kit., La.) to
explain the verb as meaning here 'faced about in flight' (which they
had already done in v. 36h), and in v. 41 a 'faced about to make a stand,'
is obviously futile.
and they said. Reading ~i)?N 11 in place of 1!! ~it?~ 1f 'for they
said.' Obviously the conclusion drawn by the Benjaminites was the
result of their preliminary success in smiting Israel. The text of 1!!
can only be explained as meaning that they began to be successful
because they supposed that the same result was bound to ensue as
on the preceding days. This, however, is clearly not the intention
of the narrative. The confusion of , and ::i is not uncommon : cf. eh.
16 24, 1 Sam. 2 21 '1i'!:l 1:J for '1i'!:l1' ( ~ Kal t1r£crKlfarn), Jer. 37 16 ~:i 1:J
for tot:1 11 (~ Kai ij>.0,v); conversely I Kgs. 22 37 no1, foi: no 1::, (~ OTI
T£01''f/KEV), Isa. 39 1 11oei1, for l/r.lt:' 1::i (~ {fK.OV(TEI' yap, and so 1!! in
2 Kgs. 20 12 ).
40. The holocaust of the city.

Heb. i 1l/11
• T

>1>::i
•

; ,.

The rendering

17

adopted is that of Mo., who points to Deut. 13 for a similar use of
kalU in allusion to the destruction of a city by fire : 'And thou shalt
burn with fire the city and all its spoil as a holocaust to Yahweh thy
God.' R.V., rendering 'the whole of the city,' has to supply the
words 'in smoke' after 'went up.' The similar passage in Josh. 8 20
has 'the smoke of the city went up toward heaven.'
42. they turned. • Reading

1~'.1 in agreement with the singulars
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[20. 43.

the men of Israel unto the way to the wilderness; but the battle
overtook them, and they that were from rthe city1 were destroying them in the midstrl, 43. rand tl).ey beat down1 Benjamin,

,,,y

,n::i1i,
proceeding, and the sing. suffix of inni, 1::iin following, in
place of 1t! plur. ~)~~!. So Bu., No., Kit. BH.

from the dty.

Reading i•¥~1;l with F (' sed et hi qui urbem suc-

cenderant '), some MSS. of '1li, Mo. The reference is, of course, to
Gibe'ah. The ambuscade, having burned the city, now joined in the
attack of the Benjaminites in the field. Cf. Josh. 8 22• Jt! tl'':lf (;lt,;>,
'from the cities,' must have arisen through dittography of the initial
r.l of tl 1n1Mt!IP immediately following.

t"n the -mt'dst.
parte,'

Ji:P

Reading 'lJl,l;I~ with Mo., No., La. (cf. F 'ex utraque

lb.!.~, m: IIClr.ll N::!r.l), as in Josh. 8 2\

'And these others

[the ambuscade who had just burned the city] came out of the city
against them ; so they were in the midst of Israel [lit. they were, as
regards Israel, in the midst,' 'lltl;I~], some on this side, and some on
that side : and they smote them,' etc. The meaning of the phrase is
the same in our passage, viz. that the Benjaminites were 'in the
midst' of the Israelite forces, caught between the main army and the
ambuscade which has issued from the city. In 1t! bin~, R. V. 'in the
midst thereof,' the reference of the suffix is obscure, and we may ·
regard the l as properly the l consecu#ve belonging to the verb which
opens the next verse. Cf. note following.

l''?;t?l"n~ ~n.p!!
~n~_?/~1, in place of Jt! ~M~'':111:1 r'?;p·n~ ~1J;I~

43. and they beat down . . . Geba'.
V~.~ M~) 1).J i1~1l~
MV:llM M::!)
T:•-

-

iv
-

~n:,•iin
•,,•:•

MM~)r.l
T

:'

Reading

rendered by R. V. 'They enclosed

the Benjamites about, [and] chased them, [and] trode them down
at [their] resting-place, as far as over against Gibeah.' The text of
Jt! is undoubtedly very corrupt. ,,n:i, 'they surrounded,' is strange
in the description of a pursuit; and if the verb is preserved uncorrupted it seems almost necessary to regard the statement 'they surrounded Benjamin' as a marginal gloss upon i:iin:::i in the preceding
ve~se. Our emendation ~n.p!! (so Ehr.) is based on '1li 8 1<uL 1<uri1<01rrov,
,cul ,',co\ftuv ; cf. the use of the verb in a similar connexion in
Num. 14 46 (Qli 1<uL ,curi,co\f,uv uvrovs), Deut. I 44• The disappearance
of l consecuft've before the verb may. be due to the fact that it has
been taken as the suffix of the preceding i:iin:::i, which should be 7in::i
(cf. note preceding). The suggested emendations ~n.m1 or ~n,::i
: '
! IT
have not the same support in usage.
QJiAL

20. 43.]
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rand1

pursued him rfrom Nol].ah7 [] as far as over against
r7 Geba'rl towards the east. 44. And there fell of Benjamin

,nD1iin, ,n:i1,,n are suspicious as being asyndeta. The Hiph'il
of ~,, is otherwise unknown. The Hiph'il 11,,n can hardly mean
'trod down,' the sense which is assigned to it by A.V., R.V. (we
should expect !):al; cf. Isa. 63 3) ; but probably (as noted by Ros.)
the meaning intended is 'overtook,' as in the Ar. Conjugation iv. and
Syr. Aph'el of the verb. The close similarity between the two verbs
marks them as doublets ; and one of them at least must be deleted
from the text.* We read ~i1!:l"lii, with La., Ehr. on the assumption
··. : : ·that,, has been misread n (c£ note on 'and were drawn away,' v. 31 ),
and delete ,n:, 1-iin as a doublet.
n~~J7?, 'rest' or 'resting-place,' is treated by ~.V., Ber., Ke., Oet.
as an Accus. of place ; but such a usage would be quite without
parallel even if the subs. had the De£ Art. prefixed. The sense in
which the wor:d is used in its context has proved a crux to the Versions. Q!rA\ Kara1rav<Tm abrov Kara'll'aV<Ttv, treats it as a second Accus.
after the preceding verb. ~P (connecting with following verb)
regards nnm~ as an adverbial Accus., ....,a,Q.Q;..,,., ~ • 1 OC'l, 'and
quietly (easily?) slew him '-hence A.V. 'trode them down with ease,'
and similarly Ros., and Bottcher in Winer's Zeitschr. ll. i. p. 62 ;
but this is a misuse of the meaning of nnm~. F, m:, Qlr 8 treat the
initial Oof nn,JO as the particle )0 : so F somewhat paraphrastically,
'nee erat ulla requies morientium,' i.e. )0 of separatt'on, 'apart from
rest'; m: (connecting with preceding verb) 1,nn1J n1::io )mD,11, 'they
chased them from their resting-place'; Qlr 8 Kal ,/3/w~av abrov a'll'o
Nova, treating nnu as a place-name with JO as the terminus a quo.
This last explanation, adopted by Houb., is favoured by Mo., who
cites N ol,iah named in I Chr. 8 2 as the fourth 'son,' i.e. clan of Benjamin, and so possibly the name of a Benjaminite city or village.
This we have adopted in our text (with La., and Driver in ET. xviii.
p. 332) in default of a better solution; though, since it cannot be
maintained with Mo. (SBOT.) that the terminus ad quem 'as far as
over against Geba'' requires a terminus a quo (there is none e.g. in
Num. 14 46, Deut. I 44 ), it must be admitted that the emendation is
extremely precarious.t The only alternative seems to be to follow
Bu. (with No., Kit., Cooke) in omitting nmJo as due to dittography,
on the view that a scribe accidentally duplicated the words )I01J:l
,nD11,n and the duplication eventually became m:i1,,n nnuo.

* It is conceivable that both may be marginal variants of ,nnti 1::iin in the
preceding verse.
:J; Luther and Stu. treat nn,JO as a place-name defining the terminus ad quem,
'unto MenuJ:tah,' this being further defined by 'as far as, etc.' Cf. for this ck. 7 22 ,
' toward ~eredah, as far as the edge of Abel-meJ;tolah,'
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eighteen thousand men: Rr all these were men of valour.
45. X And they turned and fled toward the wilderness unto the
crag of Rimmon. RP And they gleaned of him in the highways
five thousand men, and they followed hard after him as far as
rGeba' 7, and they smote of him two thousand men. 46. So all
In 31:l 'as far as over against Gibe'ah to the east,' 'Gibe'ah' is certainly an error, since, as Mo. remarks, 'the Israelites clearly did not
desist from pursuit in the immediate vicinity of Gibe'ah, that is, at the
very start.' Since the fugitives had as their objective the crag of
Rimmon to the north-east (cf. note on v. 45 for the site), it is natural to
suppose that we should read 'Geba',' the two names (as noted on
p. 464) being often confused. So Mo., Bu., La., Kit., Driver (ET.
xviii. p. 332), Cooke. Why the pursuit ended at the point indicated
hardly calls for solution, the reasonable inference being that the ultimate survivors had at this stage succeeded in getting clear away.
Mo. remarks that 'Geba (Geba') lies in the line of flight from Gibeah
(Tell el-Fiil) toward Rammon, and the great wady es-Suweinit, with
its difficult passage between Geba' and Makhmas, would naturally
check the pursuit.' Similarly, Cooke-' Jeba' lies on the way to
Rammon ; but before the fugitives could reach their place of refuge
(Rimmon, v. 45 ) the narrow defile of the Wadi Suwenit (1 Sam. 14 4 ff,),
between Jeba' and Machmas would stop further pursuit.' The present writer can, however, state, from personal inspection of the wlldy,
that at any point at which it would naturally be encountered in a
flight from Tell el-Ful or Ras et-Tawil to Ramm6n it could be crossed
without much difficulty. Only if the fugitives had gone out of their
way towards the east, and then struck off northward at an angle,
would they have found the wlldy a formidable obstacle. Cf. Map,
p. 465.
44. all these, etc.

Heb. ,1n 1t&)N n~N-,.!l-nN here and in v. 46, with
"IT

••

;

-

',• ••

T

',•

nN introducing

the Nominative with some emphasis-a mark of late
and inferior style : cf. G-K. § 117 m.
45. the crag of Rimmon. Eusebius and Jerome (OS. 146 6 , 287 98 )
mention a village named Rimmon fifteen Roman miles north of
Jerusalem. The identification by Rob. (BR. 3 i. p. 440) with the
modern Ramm6n, three and a half miles east of Bethel, 'situated on
and around the summit of a conical chalky hill, and visible in all
directions,' is generally accepted. Cf., however, Addenda, p. xxi,
where the claims of a rival identification are discussed.

as far as Geba'.

Reading

v~rip

with Mo. (ra,Baa, ra{3a is the

reading of the group of (!Ji MSS. cited by Mo. as (!JiN), in place of 31:l,
c'v1~·ip which, as vocalized, can only be regarded as a proper

20. 48.)
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that fell of Benjamin were twenty and five thousand men that
drew sword in that day: all these were men of valour. 47. But
there turned and fled towards the wilderness unto the crag of
Rimmon X six hundred men; J and they abode on the crag of
Rimmon four months. 48. And the men of Israel turned back
unto the children of Benjamin, and smote them at the edge
name 'unto Gid'om '-a locality which is otherwise quite unknown
to us.
There should be no doubt that the emendation adopted is correct.
The -reference occurs in the redactor's interpolation, vv. 46 •/!h, 46, the
sole object of which is, not to supply fresh topographical information,
but (cf. p. 448) to cure the discrepancy between the figure 18,000 in
v. 44 (J), as compared with 25,100 in v. 36 (X). As ::i, means of accomplishing this, he had in his sources two scenes of action to which the
slaughter of further Benjaminites (making up, in round numbers,
25,000, v. 46 ) might be assigned: (a) the battlefield, which, as we
learn from vv. 3 1. 32 , extended over the m'silloth, 'highways,' west and
north-west 9f Gibe'ah (cf. note on v. 31 ); (b) the line of flight, which is
described in v. 43 as extending (from the battlefield) 'as far as over
against Geba'.' Thus, on the view that the 18,000 fell on the battlefield before the flight (a deduction implied by the placing of v. 44
before v. 46•"), he assigns (a) an additional 5000 as the result of a
grape-gleaning (for the use of the verb 'olel, cf. the subs. oleloth in
eh. 8 2 note), i.e. a careful going over the m'silldth a second time to
wipe ou,t stragglers; and (b)-2000 more as overtaken in the pursuit
before it was abandoned on reaching 'as far as Geba'.'
A casual suggestion thrown out (though not ad9pted) by Mo. in
a footnote in his Comm. (p. 444) is that we might vocalize the word
in 1!! as an Infinitive, CV;til? 'till they cut them off': cf. the use of
the verb in eh. 21 6, 'One tribe is cut off (V':!~;i) to-day from Israel.'
This has been adopted by succeeding commentators (so Bu., No.,
La., Kit., Cooke). Clearly the syntax will not admit of such a
reading. Considering that Benjamin is referred to in the sing. both
immediately before (\'in~) and immediately after (\mO), the writer's
choice, had he meant to use such an Infinitive, would have lain
between Wi!·iv (cf. 1 Kgs. 22 n, Ps. 18 38 ), and, preferably,
:

~n~

cviriV
T

: •

-

.

-

(cf. Jer. 9 15, 49 37, Deut. 7 24, 28 48, al.).

The reading of jbP, 'Gibe'on,' is adopted by Gra.; but this city lay
in the wrong direction.
48. turned back unto the children of Benjamin. The reference is
to the non-combatants (old men, women, and children) whom they
found at home in the cities and villages.

[21. 4.
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of the sword, both rinhabited1 city, and cattle, and everything
that there was ; moreover all the cities that there were they set
on fire.
21. 1. Now the men of Israel had sworn in Mi~pah, saying,
' There shall not any of us give his daughter to Benjamin to
wife.' 2 •. RP And the people came to Bethel, and sat there until
the evening before God, and lifted up their voice, and wept sore.
3. And they said, 'Wherefore, 0 Yahweh, God of Israel, hath
this come to pass in Israel, that there should be missing to-day
one tribe from Israel?' 4. And on the morrow the people rose
up early, and built there an altar, and offered burnt offerings
and peace-offerings. 5. And the children of Israel, said, 'Who

both inhabi"ted city.

as in Deut.

8
,

Vocalizing

3 Job
Mo., etc., in place of ;!Ill
2 34,

24 12,

oi:,9 -,1¥!;1, lit. 'both city of men,'

with several Heb. MSS., Stu., Wel!h.,
which, if genuine, would seem

oh9 -,1¥~,

to mean 'both city of entirety,' whence R. V. 'both entire city.' The
subs. oh~ only occurs again in Isa. 1 6, Ps. 38 3·7 (J!! 0 ) in a different
connexioii ('soundness' of body). Even with our emendation the
sequence (lit.) 'from city of men unto cattle, .unto everything, etc.' is
rather strange.

.foP reads

1i • ':,Q\ ~r-0 i.-,1

~

~'

which, if not merely
a paraphrase, presupposes '~l i1r.li1!1""'1:tll
O"'l~r.>
,
T " !
- !
TT ••
'from mankind to cattle, etc.' : cf. Gen. 6 7, 7 23, Ex. 9 26, 12 12,
Lev. 27 28, Num. 3 13, Jer. 50 3, 51 62, Ps. 135 8• This reading, which
is adopted by Gra., is certainly easier. Kit. oi:,rpr.i 'from men,'
omitting -,ip.
21, 4. and built there aii altar.
The statement is difficult to
explain in view of 20 26· 28 •, according to which Bethel was the scene
of the priestly ministrations of Phinel;ias, and the Israelites hiJ.d
already offered there the same forms of sacrifice as are mentioned
in the present passage-clearly (it is implied) on the ancient altar
pertaining to the sanctuary. Mo. and Bu. regard the statement
relating to the new altar as a gloss ; but, considering that the
Bethel-passages, here and in eh. 20, appear to emanate from the late
redactor RP, it is difficult to conjecture what purpose a still later
interpolator could have in view in making a fresh altar take the
place of the old and orthodox altar as pictured by the priestly writer.
May we conjecture that certain elements from one of the sources
underlie RP's work in vv. 2•5, and that among these there was an
allusion to the building of an altar at Mi1pah ?

21. 5. 6. 7. 8.)
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is there from among all the tribes of Israel tha,t came not up in
the assembly unto Yahweh?' For the great oath had been
pronounced concerning him that came not up unto Yahweh to
Mi~pah, saying, 'He shall surely be put to death.' 6. X And
the children of Israel were moved to pity for Benjamin their
brother, and said, 'One tribe is cut off to-day from Israel.
7. J How shall we do for wives for them, RP for the survivors,
J seeing we have sworn by Yahweh not to give them of our
daughters to wives?' 8. And they said, 'What one is there of
the tribes of Israel that came not up unto Yahweh to Mi~pah?'
And, behold, there had come no man to the camp from Jabesh
of Gile'ad RP unto the assembly. 9. And the people were
mustered, and, behold, there was not there a man of the
inhabitants of Jabesh of Gile'ad. 10. J So RP 'the congregation
5. for the great oath, etc. The definite form in which the reference
is couched seems to point to a recognized formula, the provisions of
which were well understood (Mo. compares I Sam. 14 24·26 · 28 ). Failing
this explanation of the Def. Art., we must infer that it points back
to an earlier mention of the oath-in which case it is probable that
here again we have an element from one of the sources. R.V.
'for they had made a great oath, etc.,' does not bring out the force of
the Heb.
.
6. is cut ojf. Lit. 'is hewn or lopped off,' like a branch from
a tree (so Mo., who compares Isa. 10 33, 14 12). In place of ll':!~;i
some MSS. read l)".)~;i 'is withdrawn or subtracted,' which, though
possible, is not so forcible as the accepted text.
7. for them, for the survivors. Here 'for them' originally found
its reference in a part of J's narrative which has been omitted by RP.
Thus, to make the allusion clear, RP has added 'for the survivors'
(cf. v,16a),
S. Jabesh of Gile'ad. The name is preserved in the wady Yibis,
which runs into the Jordan from the east about nineteen miles north
of the mouth of the Jabbo~; but the site of the city has not been
identified. Eusebius (OS. 225 98, 268 81 ) describes it as lying 'on the
mountain' (table-land) beyond Jordan six Roman miles from Pella
on the road to Gerasa. Rob. (BR. 3 iii. p. 319) proposes the ruined
site ed-Der on the southern edge of wady Yabis, six miles from the
Jordan ; but this site, though the right distance from Pella (tJ.
Fal_i.il), is off the road to Geras, and, according to Merrill, unmarked
by really ancient remains. Merrill (DB. ii. p. 524) favours the
ancient site Meryamtn on the northern side of wady Yabis; but
this, though stated by him to be 'about seven miles from Pella,'
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II. 12,

J sent thither twelve thousand men of the most valiant, and
commanded them, saying, 'Go, and smite the inhabitants of
Jabesh of Gile'ad at the edge of the sword, with the women
and the little ones. 11. RP And this is the thing that ye shall do;
every male, and every woman that knoweth cohabitation with a
male ye shall devote to destruction, J<but the virgins ye shall
save alive.' And they did so.) 12. And they found of the
inhabitants of Jabesh of Gile'ad four hundred virgin girls, that
had not known a man RP in respect of cohabitation with a male;
appears, as measured on the map, to be not more than two or three
miles distant.*
Jabesh is mentioned elsewhere in the O.T. solely in connexion
with the history of Saul. It was the rescue of the city from Nal)ash
the 'Ammonite which (according to the J narrative 1 Sam. II) gave
Saul the opportunity of proving his ability as a leader and led to his
election to the kingship ; and in grateful memory of this rescue the
inhabitants of Jabesh, after the death of Saul at the battle of Mount
Gilboa', recovered his body from the wall of Beth-she'an where it
had been hung by the Philistines, and buried it, together with the
bodies of his sons, in or near their city (1 Sam. 31 8•13 ). David, on
his suc,cession to the kingship at I:Iebron, sent a message of thanks
to the Jabeshites for this actioa (2 Sam. 2 4 ff·), and eventually brought
back the bones of Saul and his sons from Jabesh and buried them in
the ancestral tomb of }$:ish in the land of Benjamin (2 Sam. 21 12 ff-).
The selection of this city-so friendly and faithful to Saul-for a
shameful part in a narrative which deals with an atrocious deed
committed by Gibe'ah, Saul's native city, suggests with some reason
that the leading motive in the story may have been deep antipathy
to the memory of Saul and his adherents. Cf. p. 447.

r~

11. but the virgins ... did so. Adding
~t::JP,:1 ~1/JJ;l niS~n~;:i-n~n
after ~B ras lii 'lrapOivovs 'lrEpmo,~ruu-0£. i<al ,.,.o,71u-av ovrws. Cf. '.ET
'virgines autem reservate.' The addition is indispensable in view of
the fact that the saving of the virgin girls was the prime purpose of
the expedition.
12. four hundred virgin girls.
It is not unlikely that, according
to J, there were only four hundred surviving Benjaminites to be
provided with wives.

• There is a discrepancy in the position of Meryamin as given by the SmithBartholomew map and the EB. map, the former placing it barely two miles
south-east of g. Fal)il and three and a quarter miles north-west of deir Halaweh.,
(ed-Der), while the latter places it nearer the wady Ya.bis, three and a half miles
south-east of g. Fal)il and two and a half miles north-west of ed-Der. Smith's
Map VI. in HG. agrees more nearly with EB.

21. 15. 17.]
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J and they brought them unto the camp RP to Shiloh, which is in
the land of Cana'an.
13. J Then R• the whole congregation J sent, and spake unto
the children of Benjamin that were on the crag of Rimr:non,
and proclaimed peace to them. 14. And Benjamin returned at
that time, and they gave them the women that they had saved
alive of the women of Jabesh of Gile'ad; RP and yet so they did ·
not find enough for them. 15. And the people were moved to
pity for Benjamin, because that Yahweh had made a breach in
the tribes of Israel. 16. And the elders of the congregation
said, ' How shall we do for wives for the survivors, seeing that
women have been destroyed out of Benjamin?' 17. X And
they said, ' rHow shall1 a remnant rbe left 1 to Benjamin, that a
tribe be hot blotted out from Israel, 18. seeing that we are not

to Shiloh. Why the camp should be represented as transferred
from Mi~pah (or Bethel) to Shiloh cannot be divined. Mo. thinks
that the editor may be already shifting the scene to prepare for the
narrative of vv. 19 ff., though, as he adds, 'that story is really quite
incompatible with the presence of the Israelite encampment at
Shiloh.'
which is in the land of Cana'an. The same curious definition is
found in Josh. 21 2, 22 9, with reference to Shiloh, both passages
belonging to the Priestly source. The second passage, which relates
how the two and a half tribes leave Shiloh to return to Gile'ad, east
of Jordan, suggests that 'in the land of Cana'an' may be the equivalent of 'west of Jordan,' as distinct from east of it (cf. Josh. 22 10) ;
but in any case, the fact that the site of Shiloh has to be defined at
all indicates a very late date for the comment. Cf. the exact description of the site in v. 19•

15. Yahweh had made a breach. For the phrase, cf.
Similarly (verb )'1!:l) 2 Sam. 5 20, Ex. 19 22 -24 •
17. How shall a remnant be left.

Reading

;,~1,e
T

•• :

2

Sam. 6 8•

,~e:vr-l 'lj
"T

'

1~
••

as

suggested by some MSS. of (!Ji rrws <<T"rm K">..ijpos 3iauoo(oµ,•vos KTA.,
with Mo. (who offers the alternative verb PW~l:l), La., Kit., Driver

m

(ET. xviii. p. 332), Cooke.
'.:iS ;,~1,e nw,1 'An inheritance of a
remnant for (or pertaining to) Benjamin,' is freely expanded by A. V.,
R. V. into 'There must be an inheritance for them that be escaped
of Benjamin'; but even if we grant the legitimacy of this rendering,
there still remains the difficulty that the question deals with the
territory of Benjamin, whereas the context makes it clear that the
immediate concern was to secure that the tribe itself should not be
T

••

:

-

•,,;
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19. 20. 21.

able to give them wives of our daughters ? ' for the children of
Israel had sworn, saying, 'Cursed be he that giveth a wife to
Benjamin.' 19. And they said, 'Behold, there is the feast of
Yahweh in Shiloh yearly,' RP which is on the north of Bethel,
on the east of rthe1 highway which goeth up from Bethel to
Shechem, and on the south of Lebonah. 20. x And rthey1 commanded the children of Benjamin, saying, 'Go and lie in wait
in the vineyards ; 21. and see, and, behold, if the daughters of
Shiloh come forth to dance in the dances, then come ye forth
from the vineyards, and snatch ye every man his wife from the
daughters of Shiloh, and go to the land of Benjamin. 22. And
blotted out.

Oort reads ,~~):I 'let there be left, etc.,' following .s:\P

'-, ':-0, la\

..o.t::JCua..J? o~)o; while Bu., No., prefer

~i--9

ili 1~~) 'let us leave, etc.'
T

•:

-

19. Behold there is, etc. Bu. is doubtless right in regarding these
words as addressed to the Benjaminites, and as directly continued
by v. 20b in the original narrative. The insertion of the topographical
note in v. 19 has necessitated the resumption, 'And they commanded,
etc.'

the feast of Yahweh. The Heh. term !z,ag properly means 'a
pilgrimage' (cf. Ar. !z,afg); and though the description of the festival
suggests that it was local in character, it may have been attended by
pilgrims from the country round. Cf. the description of the position
occupied by Shiloh as the religious centre for festival-pilgrimages in
1 Sam. 1, 2.
which is on the north, etc. The modern Sellin (cf. eh. 18 31 note) is,
as described, nearly ten miles north-north-east of Betin (Bethel), two
miles east of the high road to Nablus (Shechem), and three. miles
east-south-east of el-Lubban (Lebonah).*
of the highway.
il~C~>.
T

•

Vocalizing
.

il~cr,i> with the Def. Art., in place of :ffl
T.

: -

: •

20.

And they commanded.

i{'re H¥;!, in place of Kt. 1¥;!.

21. zj the daughters of Shiloh come out. On the plur. masc. predicate before a plur. fem. subj., cf. G-K. § 145 p.

*

In the phrase ~ mi~~~ cf., for the Construct State before the prep., G-K.
:

T

:

•

§ r3oa, n 3 , and, for the i1 locative with the Construct State, G-K. § 90c.
normal phrase is

~ ji~~~,

cf. eh,

29,

al.

The

21. 22.]
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when theirrl fathers or their r1 brothers come to complain unto
ryou1 , rye1 shall say, 'Grant therm1 graciously to us; for we took
not every man his wife in battle : for rif1 y.e_ had given them
to rus1 , ye would now be guilty.' 23. And the children of
22.

thdr fathers or their brothers.

l!;1!'.1~,

Reading fem. suffixes

in place of the erroneous masc. suffixes of ~-

tJ:ib~,

Similarly we

rri;i~

must read
or lJ;I~ (Ezek. 16 64) for ci;,,N in the request' Grant
them graciously, etc.' With the mention of the brothers as likely to
be prominent in demanding satisfaction, cf. Gen. 34 7ff., 2 Sam. 1~ 2off.,

To complain.
normal

:ii,,

On Kt. :i~i?, cf. eh. 6 32 note.

J[•re

substitutes the

•T •

unto you.

Reading c~1~~ with (!!,BA, ~h, l:J', in ·place of~

w.~~

'unto us.' The aggrieved Shilonites would naturally complain
directly to the captors, rather than to Israel at large.

ye shall say. Reading CJ:;171;)~1 in place of~ ~)';i!;ll;t1 'we will say.'
The emendation is necessitated by that immediately preceding, and
by the words of the speech which follow (' to us,' 'for we took not
every man his wife, etc.').* The retention of ~)1t:IN' involves emen'dation of the speech : cf. notes following.
T

Grant them gradously . . . be guilty.
suggested by Stu.) and

~)? for CV?•

'

N,

I:('

Reading
for
(as
The Benjaminites ..are to appeal

to the complaisance of the Shilonites, adduci~g two reasons : ( 1) that
the Shilonites were not bound to a vendetta on account of the rape,
since the maidens had not been captured in battle; (2) nor, on the
other hand, had they gz'ven their daughters to the Benjaminites, and
so they were not guilty of infringing the oath (v. 18). The measure
adopted by the Benjaminites had in fact steered a middle course
between capture with bloodshed, which must have forced a quarrel
on the Shilonites, and request for the maidens as a voluntary gift,
which, if granted by the Shilonites, would have brought them under
the curse. The double Accus. in )nN ,mn is exactly paralleled by
Ps. 119 29 1~~~ ii:'J\r-1, 'Graciously grant me Thy law.' The Def.
Art. in nt:in,!!l:l
does not necessarily refer to any specific battle
T T; • (cf. 1 Sam. 26 10, 30 24, 2 Sam. 19 4 ), though it is possible to find in it
an allusion to the great battle of eh. 20.

*

The renderings of A. V., ' because we reserved not to each man his wife, etc.'

R. V., • because we took not for each man [ of them] his wife etc.' stand in daring
disregard of the meaning of the common Heb. idiom.
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[21. 23. 25.

Benjamin did so, and took wives according to their number, of
the dancers that they had forcibly carried off: and they went
and returned unto their inheritance, and built the cities, and
dwelt in them. 24. And the children of Israel departed thence
at that time, every man to his tribe and to his clan, J and they
went out thence every man to his inheritance. 2 5. RP In those
days there was no king in Israel: every man was used to do that
which was right in his own eyes.
A different text is represented by some MSS. of e!i, and by ,Sh,
EAE~UaTE aVro'Us, On. ol/1< £Aa/3Ev (or (Aa{jov) ii.v~p yvva'iKa aVroV £v rip 1ro ..

AEµ<f (~imilarly eJiL with omission of ollK), ,SP

l,!:i;.C.!:l 012.Lu1 ~ 0~? lh

~

\O~ ~ ;

cf. F ' miseremini eorum : non

enim rapuerunt eas jure bellantium atque victorum '; i.e. (retaining
~)ir.lN\ and putting the speech into the mouth of the Israelites)

;rr.in,~:a
T

T

:

•

-

i.r-it!iN t!i'N
:

'

'

~ni,,

: IT

N) '!I cniN •\]M 'Regard them favourably,
'

T

T

for they did not receive each his wife in the war.' This text is
adopted (with variations in the rendering of t:ln\N l)M) by Mo.,
Driver (ET. xviii. p. 332), Cooke. Here 'in the war' is taken to
refer to the raid on Jabesh, which had not sufficed to provide wives
for the Benjaminites in question. Since, however, the narrative of
Jabesh belongs (on our theory of the sources) to the other source, we
must (if ·we accept this text) trace in the verse the hand of RP,
harmonizing and connecting the two narratives-and this not simply
(with Mo.) as regards the words 'for they did not . . . in the war,'
but as regards the whole verse, since the conception of the carrying
of the grievance 'unto us' surely involves the Priestly theory of a
central judicial authority. Bu. regards the text of ~ as due to
variation in the sources, according to one of which the Shilonites
bring their complaint to Israel ('Jl In/') N' ,.::, t:lnlN l)M lY1r.lNl l)''N),
but, according to the other, bring it directly to the Benjaminites
('Jl l)ni,, N' ,.::, l)l)M t:lnir.lNl c.::i 1,N).
23. took wives, etc. Ros. and other commentators compare the
Roman legend of the rape of the Sabine women in order to provide
wives for the followers of Romulus (Livy, Hist. i. 9).

25. in those days, etc.

Cf. p. 4ro.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES
PLATE

l.

Two scribes taking note of spoils after an Assyrian victory. The
bearded man is writing Assyrian in cuneiform upon a clay tablet,
using an angular stylus which is held through the full of the hand to
impress the characters upon the soft clay. The other man, who is
marked by his shaven face as a foreigner, is writing with a pen upon
a roll of leather or papyrus, and employing, no doubt, the West
Semitic alphabetic script, to make his entry in a language which we
may conjecture to be Aramaic. It is interesting in this connexion to
note that a general list of titles and offices contained in ii. R. 31, 64b-65b
mentions together A.BA mat Assur-a-a and A.BA mat Ar-ma-a-a,
i.e., perhaps, 'an Assyrian secretary' and 'an Aramaean secretary'
(the honorific title A. BA=' elder' is here thought to correspond to
dupfarru 'tablet-writer,'* the Heh. (iphsar of N ah. 3 17, Jer. 51 27 ).
The representation is part of a large relief from Kouyunjik
(Nineveh) figured in Layard, Monuments of Nineveh, 2nd Sen·es,
Pl. 26, and is now in the British Museum, Kouyunjik gallery,
west wall, series Nos. 4-8. It dates from the seventh century B.C.
Similar pairs of scribes are figured in Layard, op. cit., Plates 26,
upper tier, 19, 29 (both with scrolls), 35, 37, 50. Cf. the remarks on
this Plate on pp. 255 £ of the Commentary.

PLATE

II.

Fip. I and 2. A figure described in pictographic writing as
ilu Samas (the Sun-god) contends with antelopes and lions.
Fig. 3. Gilgames contends with antelopes and lions. The
arrangement of the figures is identical with that of figs. 1 and 2, the
only difference being that Gi!games takes the place of ilu Samas.
That the figure on this seal is Gilgames is indicated by his full-face
representation, and the arrangement of his hair in six locks : cf.
Plate III. figs. 1 and 2. Cf. p. 400.
* Cf. Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 258; Beitriige zur Assyriologie, i. p. 218;
Sumerisches Glossar, p. 4.
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Fig. 4. Gilgames and Engidu struggling with a bull and lion
respectively. On the manner in which Engidu is tearing asunder the
hind legs of the lion, cf. note on Judg. 14 6•
Fig. 5. Three Gilgames-figures wrestling with similar figures.
The vanquished figure appears to have been thrown by impact of the
victor's thigh against his leg-a form of throw which may perhaps
be intended 'by the obscure phrase 111 !,l/ i'l~ 'leg upon thigh'
in Judg. 15 8 (cf. note ad loc.). Cf. also the seal figured by Hayes
Ward, The Seal Cylinders of Western Asia (1910), fig. 199.
The five figures included in this Plate are reproduced by permission from Delaporte's Catalogue des Cylindres orientaux ... de la
Bibliotheque Nati'onale.

PLATE

III.

Fig. r. Gilgames struggling with a lion. He appears to be
throwing it by impact of his knee against its back, or by turning it
across his thigh (cf. description Plate II. fig. 5), possibly in order to
break its back (cf. Hayes Ward, op. cit., fig. 157). This is the finest
figure of Gilgames in existence. Note especially the characteristic
arrangement of his hair in six locks. The seven locks or plaits
'(MlEl!,no) of Samson may perhaps be analogous. Cf. pp. 379 f.,
404-

Fig. 2. On the left, Gilgames and his friend Engidu contend with
the heavenly bull (the bull of Anu). On the right, Gilgames is represented in contest with a lion. . This seal illustrates very clearly the
fact that, in this and similar representations, we really have to do
with scenes from the Gilgames-epic (against the view of Sayce, as
quoted, p. 401, footnote). The description of the contest with the
heavenly bull (sent against Gilgames by the god Anu at the request
of Bitar, in revenge for the hero's rejection of her advances : cf. p.
397 of the Commentary) exists in a fragmentary state on Tab. VI. 11.
92 ff. of the Epic. Engidu is described as taking the bull 'by the root
(thick part) of its tail' (ina kubur zibbati'Ju, I. 147) and 'by its horns'
(II. 134 f.), exactly as he is doing on the cylinder-representation.
Engidu is always figured with the face and torso of a man, but with
the hind legs, tail, horns, and ears of a bull. When first introduced
in the Epic he is described as human, but dwelling among the
beasts of the field and sharing their characteristics (Tab. I. col. ii.
11. 35 ff.). Having been enticed away from their society, he becomes
the inseparable companion of Gilgames, and the sharer of his
adventures.
Fig. 3. The Sun-god (ilu Samas) issuing through the gates of
sunrise, which are held back by a.ttendants, and stepping on to a
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double~peaked mountain-probably the mountain of Mdsu (' twinmountain ') mentioned in the Gilgames-epic as standing at the gates
of sunrise. Cf. pp. 39 5, 399 f., 406 f.
The three figures in this Plate are reproduced by permission of
the Trustees of the British Museum from wax-impressions specially
made for the writer through the kindness of Dr. L. W. King.
All the figures in Plates II. and III. are examples of Sumerian or
early Semitic Babylonian art not later than the third millennium B.C.

PLATE

IV.

Gilgames with the lion as represented in Assyrian art. The relief
is from the palace of Sargon (reigned B.C. 722-705) at Khorsabad
(Dur-Sarrukin), and is now in the Louvre. From, a photograph
by Braun et Ci•.
PLATE

V.

Two reliefs from Carchemish, illustrating the spread of the
Gilgames-myth to the I;Iittites.
Fig. I. Two identical full-faced figures like Engidu as represented
on Babylonian seals, with hind quarters, tail, horns, and ears of a
bul~ but human face and torso, holding spear and advancing left and
right. Two lion-headed human figures behind, wearing short tunics.
One threatens Engidu with a weapon.
Fig. 2. A figure full-faced like Gilgames, but with I;Iittite cap,
kilt, and boots, holds a lion or lioness by the hind legs with his
right hand and a bull by the horns with his left hand. A stag and
two lion-cubs (?) are in the field. These figures of Gilgames and
Engidu are the only full-faced figures among the representations from
Carchemish.
Dr. D. G. Hogarth, who dates the reliefs about the ninth
century B.C., points out that, while Babylonian or Assyrian influence
is manifest, the technique is characteristically I_Iittite, the relief
returning quite steeply to the bed of the plane. Contrast the Assyrian
figure of Gilgames in Plate IV.
.
The figures are reproduced, by permission of the Trustees of the
British Museum, from Carchemish: Report on Excavations, 1914,
ed. D. G. Hogarth.
PLATE

VI.

A colossal figure from.Amathus in Cyprus: height 4 m., 20, breadth
of shoulders 2 m. The art is Phoenician ; and the figure, which
doubtless represents Herakles-Mel~art, illustrates the spread of the
21
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Gilgames-myth westward. M. Al. Sorlin-Dorigny, who describes the
figure in the Gazette Archeologique, 1879, pp. 230-236, states that it
originally had an ornament on the top of the head, inserted a little
behind the horns, in a hole measuring four centimetres in diameter
and twelve centimetres in depth. From the edge of this hole all the
locks of hair diverge, some, short and wavy, falling over the forehead,
others, long and smooth, forming six tresses (' ondulations ') in the
Assyrian manner, then dividing themselves into three great bunches
of curls which rest on the neck and shoulders. The two horns are
imperfect. Assyrian influence is very marked in the treatment of
the beard.
It will be observed that, while the figure generally suggests
Gilgames, especially as regards hair and beard, there is more than a
suggestion of Engidu in the horns and in the manner in which he is
rending the lion by tearing its hind legs asunder (cf. Plate II.
fig. 4).
The figure is reproduced from Perrot et Chipiez, Histoire de !'art
dans l'antiquitl, iii., fig. 386, by arrangement with Messrs. Chapman
and Hall, Ltd., who own the rights of reproduction in England.
On Plates IV.-VI., as illustrating the widespread influence of the
Gilgames-myth, cf. p. 401 of the Commentary.

NOTE ON THE MAPS OF PALESTINE
·The Maps of Palestine at the end of this volume have been prepared by Messrs. Bartholomew, who are responsible for the coloured
contours and all other physical features. The site-identifications have
been carefully weighed by the present editor, whose aim has been to
admit no identification which does not seem to him to be reasonably
assured upon historical and philological grounds.
The editor is indebted, in the first place, to the Map of Western
Palestine, in twenty-six sheets, from surveys conducted under the
auspices of the P EF. (scale one inch to the mile : cited in the Commentary as S WP. Great Map), and to the Arabic Name List prepared
for the Survey by Prof. Palmer: for the modern names in Map V. he
is chiefly indebted to the map of the Negeb in EB., and to Prof.
Guthe's Bibelatlas (19rr), as well as to the excellent map 1Jy Dr. Hans
Fischer in ZDP V. xxxiii (19w).
The identification of ancient sites depends upon the labours of a
number of investigators in the past, among whose works mention
may be made of Dr. Robinso~'s Biblical Researches in ,Palestine (a
work which, though based upon travels undertaken so far back as
1838 and 1852, still possesses very considerable value), the Memoirs
of the Survey of Western Palestine published by the PEF., Sir G. A.
Smith's Historical Geography of the Holy Land (first published in
1894), and Prof'. F. Buhl's Geographie des a/ten Paliistina (1896).

NOTE ON THE MAPS

The only British maps of Palestine marking ancient sites which are
thoroughly trustworthy are those contained in EE. ; and the help
afforded by these was usefully supplemented by Prof. Guthe's Bibelatlas already mentioned. Other British maps depend chiefly upon
the site-identifications contained in the S WP. Mem., and embodied
in the maps published by the P EF. which mark ancient sites ; and
these, while offering much that is valuable, are unfortunately vitiated
by many identifications which are highly dubious, and by some which
are positively misleading.* This stricture extends, unfortunately, in
some degree even to the folding map (scale four miles to one inch)
published under the direction of Mr. J. G. Bartholomew and edited
by Dr. G. A. Smith, which is in many respects the most useful general
map which can be employed. t
As occasion arose in the Commentary, the attempt has been made
to note and illustrate the modifications which ancient Biblical names
* Dr. Driver·s warning (NHTS. 2 p. xcv) may well be reiterat!'d :-' The
identification of a modern with an ancient site depends mostly, it must be
remembered, in cases in which the ancient name itself has not been unambiguously preserved, partly upon historical, but very largely upon philological considerations: and men who are admirable surveyors, and who can write valuable
descriptions of the physical features, topography, or antiquities of a country, are
not necessarily good philologists.'
:): Since the maps for the present Commentaty were printed, there has appeared
(1915) the long-expected Atlas of tke Historical Geography of tke Holy Land,
edited by G. A. Smith and J. G. Bartholomew. This is a work which takes first
rank among Biblical Atlases for beauty of execution, and which contains much
that is of first importance.to the student-notably the valuable maps of Jerusalem
at different periods, and modern Jerusalem illustrating recent discoveries, which
have already appeared in G. A. Smith's Jerusalem (1907), and the sectional maps
of Palestine on the scale of one inch to four miles which represent a revision of
the folding map to which allusion bas been made above. These latter maps will
naturally be the most consulted of all that are contained in the Atlas ; and it is
therefore to be noted with regret that they have not undergone tlie thorough
revision which was anticipated by Dr. Driver when he expressed the conviction
(NHTS.', p. xcv) that the forthcoming Atlas was 'likely to prove in all respects
adequate and trustworthy.' To take some points which strike the eye-sect. iii.
still contains the preposterous identification of Betsaanim with Sabel el-AJ:imil
which depends (cf.' note on ck. 4 n) upon A. V.'s erroneous rendering of 'elon
'terebinth' as 'plain.' In the Orographical map 11-12 the 'plain of Zaanaim ·
still stands; and here and in sect. map vii. we have the 'plain of Mamre' (A. V.'s
error for tereointks of Mamre_). In sect. vi. Gibe'ah is identified with Geba' and
both with the modern Jeba' (Geba'), in face of the cogent Biblical evidence noted
on ell. 1912 that Gibe'ah is distinct from Geba', and of Dr. Smith's own adoption
(Jerusalem, ii, p. 92, n 3) of the commonly received identification of the former
with Tell el-Fftl. Other impossible, or highly improbable, identifications (hardly
palliated by the fact that they are marked with a query) are 'Ain-I;Ielweh=Abel
Meholah (cf. ck. 722 note), 'Osh el-Ghurab=Rock 'Oreb (ck. 7 25 note), Kh. 'Erma
=~iriath-Je'arim (ck. 18 12 note), Tell Deir-'Allah, north of the JabboJc<=Succoth
(surely, in spite of the Talmudic identification with Dar·ala, to be looked for
south of the Jabbol!,: cf. p. 220). The identifications of Kefr l;fasan with Ashnah,
and of Ta'lat Heisa with the Ascent of Lul).ith, which are now (as contrasted with
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have undergone in their reproduction in modern Arabic form.* This
is a subject which needs, and would repay, more detailed and systematic study than it has as yet received, at any rate in this country.
The only scientific attempt to grapple with the subject (so far as the
present writer is aware) is that by G. Kampffmeyer in his articles
entitled Alte Namen in heutigen Paliistina und Syrien in ZDP V. xv.
(1892), pp. 1-33, 65-116; xvi. pp. 1-71, which well repay careful study.
Even a superficial examination of the site-identifications which have
so far .been fixed or proposed suggests that, while, on the one hand,
we have to be on our guard against conclusions which have been
drawn in ignorance of philology, yet, on the other hand, there is
danger lest we should be limited by too strict a regard for the philological laws, as ordinarily understood, which govern correspondence
between Hebrew and Arabic forms. When, as must have happened
in a multitude of cases, ancient names have been preserved for
centuries merely by oral transmission among ignorant peasants, it is
surely inevitable that they should sometimes have assumed a form
which, as compared with the original, would seem to be incapable of
being brought under the laws of correct philological interchange.
Further, there is evidence which indicates that, in some few cases at
least, the modern name as transmitted has assumed a form which
possesses no sort of philological connexion with the ancient name,
and has been suggested merely by a rough assonance with its original.
Such a case has been noted in the modern name of the }:Cishon, Nahr
el-Mu¼;atta', i.e. 'river of the ford,' which has almost certainly arisen
through assonance with the ancient city-name Megiddo of unknown
meaning in the near vicinity.+ Other instances are probably to be
seen in the modern name 'Aid el-Mi, 'the feast of water,' or, in a
variant form, 'Aid el-Miyyeh, 'the feast of the one hundred,' which
has been plausibly suggested as the modern equivalent of 'Adullam,
the folding map) marked with _a query in deference to Dr. Driver's stricture. in
ET. xxi. pp. 495, 563 f., should surely have been omitted altogether. We also
find, without so much as a query, the very questionable identifications el-Lejji\n
=Megiddo, instead of (as now established) Tell el-Mutesellim nearly a mile to
the north (cf. ck. 1 27 note), Ti\bas==Thebez (cf. ck. 9 so note), Tell esh-Sheri'ah
=Sharul).en, edh-Dhaherlyeh==Debir (an identification which, though generally
accepted, is really bas_ed upon a wholly false etymological conclusion drawn by
Conder, and is therefore at best nothing more than a guess at the site, apart
from any connexion in name: cf. ck. 1 11 note). On the other hand, the identification of Lifta with Nephtoal_i, which is philologically sound and also suitable
to the description of Josh. 15 9 , 18 15 (and which the present writer would have
included in his own map without a query, if he had made the investigation
embodied under ck. 18 12 before the completion of the map) is not noticed at all;
and ~uryet el-'Enab, which strong probability marks as the site of ~iriathJe'arim (cf. ck. 18 12 note) is simply marked (with a query) as the site of the
obscure ~iriath of Josh. 18 28 (where the text is very possibly at fault).
* Cf. the footnotes pp. 21, 23, 24, 27, 29, 282, 306, 377, 430,
Cf. note on 'the rills of Megiddo,' ck, 519.

+
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·and in 'Ain $irah for the well (or cistern) of Sirah (2 Sam. 3 26).
Doubtless a number of such cases might be collected.
Even when we find a satisfactory correspondence between a
modern and an ancient name, this in itself by no means settles the
problem of identification. It is clear that there has occurred a certain
amount of drifting of ancient place-names, the names being now
attached to modern villages or to remains which cannot go back so
far as 0. T. times. Instances of this may be seen in Eril,ii (=Jericho,
Heb. Y•riM) which is now the site of a modern village one and a half
miles south-east of the mound called Tell es-Sultin which undoubtedly represents the site of ancient Jericho; Umm Li¼:is, which
probably preserves the ancient name of Lachish,* though the ancient
site of this city is fixed with high probability at Tell el-r.Iasy, three
miles to the south-east ; Zer'in, which corresponds accurately with
Jezre'el, though, as Prof. Macalister has recently pointed out (cf. eh.
6 33 note), the modern site contains no remains of an antiquity
approaching the O.T. period.
To be ideally complete, the evidence for identification of an ancient
site should be threefold :-(a) The philological equivalence between
the ancient and modern names should be satisfactory. (b) The site
should be attested by the evidence afforded by Biblical and ex~raBiblical historians. (c) Examination in situ should be able to prove
the existence of remains of a sufficient antiquity.
The meaning of the geographical terms which occur in Arabic in
the maps is as follows :-

'Ain (plur. 'Ayun) = spring.
Btr or Btreh = well.
Geb. =Gebel= mountain.

Gi'sr= bridge.
lf. =lf.irbet=ruin (ruined site).
K ifr= village.
Nahr=river.
Rds=head (headland).

Sahe/= plain.
Ta'lat= ascent.
Tell=mound (usually formed by debris
, of ruined city).
W. = Wddy=watercourse (cf. p. 88).

* The interchange between k and If which is involved has been thought to constitute a difficulty. Cf., ·however, the converse interchange in the modern Kanah
as compared with the ancient J.5:anah (cf. p. 24).
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The following orthographical corrections of names in the maps
should be noted :MAP II.
For Hapharaim read I;Iapharaim.
,, Gilboa
,, Gilboa'.
MAP Ill.
ForWady ~anah(WJ<dnah) read Wady ~anah (W.Kdnah).
,, Kefr And read Kefr 'And.
Mukmas
Mu!Jmds.
" Ebal
" 'Ebal.
" ,;".or'ah
" $or'ah.
" Mifpeh " Mi~peh.
-"
"
,, er-Rummdneh read Rammon.
Before Lijtd add N ephtoal).
,, l:J. ,$dr add Ja'zer?
MAP IV.
For lf. Gdla read lf. Gdld.
,, Zi~lag
,, $i~lag.
,, Beth-fur ,, Beth-~ur.
,, Nezib (B# Nastb) read Ne~ib (Bet Nt¥tb).
MAP V.
For Bofrah read Bo~rah.
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Aaron, 436, 440 f.
Abd-Asirta, lxxii, lxxvi, lxxviii; lxxx,
xcii, 196.
'Abdi, 'Abdiel, 278.
Abdi-Tirsi, cxvii.
'Abdon, ciii, 289 f., 335.
Abel-ceramim, 32r.
Abel-mel)olah, 220 ff.
Abiathar, Iii, 239, 478.
Abi-eshu', !ix.
Abi'ezer, 134, 179, 187, 227.
Abimelech, xxxvii, xlix, cii, ciii, 76,
263, 26 5, 266 ff.• 290.
Abi-milki, 265.
Abishua', !ix.
Abram, Abraham, lxxiv, lxxx, lxxxv,
cix, ex, cxi, cxiv f., 9; meaning of
name, 250.
Acacia, 465.
tAcco, 28.
'Achsah, 13.
Achzib, xiii, 29.
Acre, 28.
Adad-Nirari I., lxxix.
Adad-sum-na~ir, ci.
Adam, city of, xiii, 219.
Adoni in compound names, 4.
Adoni-beze1>, 4.
Adoni-~ede1>, lxxxvi, cxvii, 5 f., 41, 81,
264.
Adonis. See ' Tammuz.'
'Adullam, 500.
Aegean pottery, xciv.
Aeginetans, 6.
Af1>a, 29.
Agag, execution of, 344.
AgbeMt, 231.
Agum-Kakrime, !xiv.
Al)ab, !iii, xcviii.
Al)aziah of Israel, !iii.
Al}etaton, lxx.
Al)ijah, Iii.
Ahiman, 9 f.
A~imelech, Iii.

Al)i\ub, Iii.
Al)lab, 28.
AIJ!a:mu, lxxix, lxxxiii.
AQ.mosi I., lxvi, lxvii, cxii, ~xv~ cxvi.
AlJ.naton, lxx, lxxii, lxxiii, lxxix, lxxxvii,
lxxxviii, cxii, cxiv, 253. See· also
' Amenl)otp IV.'
'Ai, cviii, 21.
'Aid el-Ma, 'Aid el-Miyyeh, 500.
Aijalon, 8, 32, 334.
'Ain 'A\an, 370.
'Ain Dilbeh, 14'Ain es-Sul\an, 15.
'Ain Ga.Hid, 205, 208 f.
'Ain Gid!, 16. .
'Ain Hegireh, 14.
'Ain el-J:Ielweh, 220.
'Ain el-J:Iod, 4o6.
'Ain ~udes, 34, IIO.
'Ain Mahi!, 27.
'Ain :;;arah, 50 r.
'Ain-sems, xciv, cvii, 340, 406, 430.
'A1>aywasa, xcii.
Akiya, lxx, lxxxvi.
'Akka, 28.
Akkad, !xii; Semitic dynasty of, Iv f., Ix.
•A1>rabbim, ascent of, 33 f.
Alasa, xcviii.
Aleppo, !xii.
Alphabet, names of letters in Greek and
Hebrew, 262. See also 'Writing.'
Alphabetic script, xcvii, 254 ff., 495.
Altar, primitive rock-, 19z, 349, 350;
built of stones, 192, 199 ; at Bethel,
488.
'Amale1>, 'Amale1>ites, Ii, lxxix, 17, 68,
IIO, 132, 185, 297.
Amarna Tablets.
See 'Tell elAmarna.'
Amathus, 'Amateb, 326,.
Amenl)otp I., lxvii.
Amenl)otp II., lxix, cxii, cxv, cxvi.
Amenl)otp III., lxix, lxx, lxxii, lxxiii,
lxxxiii, cxiii, cxvi, 253.
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See also
Amen]:iotp 1v., lxix, lxx.
'A\)naton.'
Amkaruna, 19.
Am~iditana,- lviii, lxii, lxxxi.
· Ammizaduga, !viii.
'Ammon, children of ('Ammonites),
!iii, ex, 297, 298 ff. ; land of, 305.
Ammonium, oasis of, 406.
Ammu or Ammi inpropernames lviii.
Amon, priesthood of, lxxxvii, lxxxviii,
xcvi; temple of, lxvii, xcix ; barge
of, xcvi, xcvii; •Amon-of-the-Way,'
xcvi.
Amor. See 'Amurru.'
Amorite Amorites, lviiiff. , Ix xiii lxxxvii,
cviii, 3, 30, 41, 297, 385.
'Amosi xxxviii.
Amraphel, !xii, ex.
Amurru, Amor, lvi, lix, lxi, lxii, lxiv,
lxvi, lxxiii, lxxix, lxxx, lxxxi, lxxxv,
lxxxvii, xc, xcv, cxiv, 41, r96; language of, lxi, 166. See also 'West
Semitic language.'
'Amwas, 464.
'Ana~ites, 9, 10, 20, 46.
'Anata, 30.
'Anath, 30, 76.
'Anath-bethel, 30.
'Anath-el, !xvi.
'Anath-yahu, 30.
'Anathoth, 30.
Anatolian strain in Assyrians, c.
Anatum, Antum, consort of Anu, 30;
hypocoristic form, 76.
Angel of Yahweh (of God), 35 f., 89,
151, 186, 192, 341, 346.
Antigone, 323 f.
Anu, 30, 76, 385, 397, 496.
Anum-pl-Sin, lxxxiii.
Aphi~, 29.
Aphrodite, 333, 402.
Apil-Sin, !viii.
Apollo, 406,
'Apuriu, 'Apriu, cxiv.
Aquarius, 399.
Arabia, central, early common home
of Semites, lvi, Ix; north, cviii, 9, 10,
439,441; south, !ix, lxi, 400.
Arabic language, exhibiting primitive
formations, Ix.
'Arad, 16, 44 f.
ARAD-ljiba, lxxiii, lxxiv, lxxv, lxxvii,
lxxviii, lxxxi, lxxxii, lxxxiY, lxxxvi,
cxvii, 256 ; nationality of, lxxxvi.
1

I

I

'Ara~ Isma'ln, 371.
Aram-Damascus, 428.
Aram-naharaim, lxxx, 66.
Aramaeans, lxxix f., ex f.
Aramaic language, influence of environment upon, Ix; a dialectical
form of the language of Amurru, lxi,
175 ; dockets in, on cuneiform tablets,
2 55•
Aramaisms, 129, 172 ff.
Arami the son of Gus, cii.
Arandfl.S, lxxxvC lxxxix.
Arawna (Araunah), Aranya, lxxxvi, 20.
Arbela, 43.
Arethusa, xiii c.
Arik-dl;n-ili, lxxix.
Arioch, !xii.
Ark
God (of Yahweh), 3, 37, 242,
344, 415, 435, 440, 477·
Armenians, lxxi.
Amon, 221, 305, 306, 312, 314.
Arnuanta, lxxxvi, xcix.
'Aro'er, 'Ara'lr (by Amon), 221, 316,
320; (in 'Ammonite territory), 320.
Artakhsatra (Artaxerxes), lxxxiv.
Artamanya, lxxxiv, lxxxvi.
ArtaSSumara, lxxii, lxxxvi.
Artata:ma, lxix, lxxxvi; (grandson),
lxxii, lxxiii.
Artemis, 85, 332.
Arumah, 281.
Arvad, lxviii xci, ci.
Aryans in Western Asia, lxxxiv f.
Arzawa, letters, lxxi, lxxxiii f. ; sons of,
lxxxii, lxxxiii f.
Asher, lxxxix, civ, cvi, cvii, 27 f., 29,
143, 197 f.
'Ashera, cvii, 195 ff.
Ash~elon, lxxiii f., xc, xcii, 19, 282,
366.
'Ashtar-Chemosh, 30, 59, 244, 248.
'Asbtart, 'Ashtarts, xxxv, cxxi, 58 f.,
332, 402, 407,
'Ashtoreth. See "Ash tart.'
Asiatic refugees in Egypt, 439.
Aslra, 196.
Asirtu, Asratu, 196.
'As~alan, 19, 282.
Ass, 124, 292.
Assur, !xii.
Assyria, Assyrians, !xvi, lxviii, lxix,
lxx, lxxix, xcv, xcviii, xcix, c f. ;
chronology, !iii; Biblical names in
Annals of, 99.
1

of

1

INDICES
Asurbanipal, 285, 400.
Asur-dil.n r., ci.
Asur-uballit, lxx, lxxix.
Athena, 332.
'Athtar, 59, 261.
A!irat, 196.
Atlantic, 400.
'Attar, 59.
Attila, 285.
Avaris, !xv f.
Awan, lv.
Ay, lxxxvii, lxxxviii.
Aziru, lxxiii, lxxvi, lxxviii, lxxxvii.
Ba'al, Ba'als, xxxv, cxx, cxxi, 57 f.
Ba'al a title of Yahweh, 201.
Ba' al-beri th, 266.
Ba'al-Gad, xcix, 63.
Baal-J:_ianan, 202.
Baal-I:Iermon, xcix, 63.
Ba'al-tamar, 480.
Ba'al-ya, 202.
Ba'al-yadha', 2or.
Baal-zebu!, 5, 385.
' Babel und Bibel' controversy, 244.
Babylonia, Babylon, Semites in, lv f.,
lvii ff. ; First Dynasty of, \viii ff.,
·lxi, lxiii, !xiv, lxxxv, 43, 76, 99, 196,
197, 243 ff. ; Second Dynasty of,
!viii, !xiv; Third Dynasty of, !viii,
!xv, lxxxii, ci (see also ' Kassites ') ;
struggle with Assyria, c f. ; names of
kings of First Dynasty, !viii f. ;
chronology, lvi, !viii, cxvi; language
(Semitic) in inscriptions of early
rulers of Akkad, \vii ; prevalence and
persistency of Semitic Bab. language
in Babylonia, Ix; influence of language upon Hebrew, \xii f. ; influence of civilization of, upon Cana'an,
lxiv ; theory of origin of alphabet
from linear script of, 262 ; rhythm of
poetry of, 97.
Badyra, Bod'el, xcvi.
Bai-ti-tu-pa-fra, 12.
Bala~, 299, 316.
Bil.nyas, 63, 427.
Bara~, xxxvi, cii, 78 ff., 85, 87.
Barbarossa, 285.
Bar-Gus, cii.
Barley-bread, n9.
Bar-rekub, inscriptions of, 173 f., 254,
264.
Bar-~ur, 264.

5o5

B~'annim, 82, 90.
Bashan, 306.
Bayawa, lxxviii.
Be'er, 276.
Be'er-sheba', ex, 43, 251.
Bees in carcase of lion, 359, 405.
Be'eshtera, 58.
Belia\, xl, 467 f.
Belit-UR.MA5.MES, lxxvii.
el-Bel~a, 306.
Benaiah, 403.
B•ne-I:Iamor, 269 f., 271, 280.
Ben-Hadad n., \iii, cii.
Ben-Hadad III., cii.
Benjamin, 20, 21, 133 f. ; smallness of
tribe of, 447.
Berossus, Iv.
Besan, 23, 219.
Be~~fim, 82, 90.
Bet-Degil.n, 384, 385.
Bet-Gibrin, 8.
Beth-'anath, xc, cvii, :,o.
Beth-Arbel, 43.
Beth-barah, 225.
Beth-Dagon, 384.
Bethel, xx, cviii, 21, 37, 441, 447, 448,
453, 476, 477, 479, 488.
Beth-l_ioron, cviii.
Bethle!_iem, of Zebulon, 290, 334 ; of
Judah, 422.
Beth-millo, 271 f.
Beth-rel_iob, 29, 428, 434Beth-she'an, xciii, 23, 24, 219, 220, ,222,
223, 490.
Beth-shemesh (in the north?), cvii, 30;
(in the south), cvii, 10, 340, 392, 406,
430.
Beth-shigah, 219.
Bethuel, lxxx.
Betln, 21.
Bet- Lal_im, 290, 334, 422.
Beze~, 4.
Bez~eh, girbet, 5.
Biblical sites, identification of, 499 ff.
Bilhah-tribes, cvii, ex.
Blreh, 276, 479.
Biridaswa, lxxxiv, lx:Xxvi.
Biridiya, lxxvii, lxxxii, lxxxiv, lxxxvi.
Bir-idri, \iii, cii.
Bit-Daganna, 385.
'Blessing ofJa'cob,' cvi, 437.
• Blessing of Moses,' 4, 438.
Blood-feud, 199.
Bochim, 37.
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Boghaz Keui, documents from, lxix,
lxxi, lxxii, lxxvi, lxxx, Ixxxiv, lxxxvi,
xci, xcix, 41, 84, 254.
• Book of the Wars of Yahweh,' xl,
I06.

Boundary-stones, 71.
Brand-Fuchs, 394,
Brant-fox, 394.
Buckthorn, 275.
el-Bu¼:a', xcix, c, 62, 434.
Bull of Anu, 397, 496; human-headed,
400.
Burnaburias, lxx.
Burnt offering, 477.
Caesura, in Hebrew poetry, 16o; in
Babylonian, 161.
Cain, 14.
Caleb, Calibbites, xl, 8, 9, 10, 12 f., 46,
341.
Cana' an, earliest settlement of Semites
in, Iv f. ; neolithic inhabitants of,
!vii ; language of, lxi ; influence of
Babylonian civilization upon, lxi ff. ;
events leading to invasion and conquest of, by.Egypt, !xv ff. ; at period
of T.A. Letters, lxxiii ff. ; non-Semitic
element in, lxxxiii ff. ; settlement
of Philistines in, xcii ff. ; decline of
Egyptian authority in, xcv ff. ; period
of freedom in, from external interference of any great power, xcviii ff. ;
Israel's settlement in, xxxiv f., lxxiv,
lxxx f., ciii ff., 1 ff. ; partition of, 3 ;
'seven nations• of, 63; kings of, lxx,
lxxiv, 144; king of, 84, 145.
Canianite, Cana'anites, lviii, lxxiii, 3,
30, 41, 297.
Cana'anite • glosses' in T.A. Letters,
lxi, 99, 166, 167, 168, 169.
Canon, Hebrew, xxxiv, cxxi.
Caphtor. See• Kaphtor.'
Carchemish, lxxix, lxxxii, xcix, ci, cii ;
bas-reliefs from, 401, 497.
Caria, Carians, xciv f.
Carmel, in Judah, 16; Mount, xciii, 28.
Carseoli, 393.
Cassites. See • Kassites. ·
Ceres, Festival of, 369, 393.
Chaboras, 66.
Chariots, 20, 151.
Chedorla'omer, !xii.
Chemosh, 299, 314 ff., 320.
Chemoshkan, 315.

Chemoshnadab, 316.
Chemosh~ede½:, 316.
Chemoshy•l)i, 316.
Chesalon, 430.
Chronology, of Judges, 1 ff. ; Biblical,
from Abraham to entry into Canaan,
cxii, cxv ff. ; early Babylonian, lvi,
lviii, cxvi.
Cilicians, xc.
Circumcision, 356.
Clay tablets, use of, in Cana'an, lxix f.,
253.
Cochineal, 29r.
Coleridge's Christabel, rhythm of, 96.
Commagene, xcix.
Concubinage, 265.
' Congregation · of Israel, 446.
Corn, rust in, 393 f. ; harvest in Syria
and in Italy, 394.
Cosmology of Gilgames-epic, 399 f.
Covenant, 6o; Book of the, -252, 329 f.
'Crag, the,' 34.
Creation-epic, Babylonian, !xiii, 161.
Crete, Cretans, xciv f.
Cross-buttock, 370.
Crypt, 286.
Cubit, 70.
Cuneiform script, in Syria and Cana'an,
!xiv, lxix, 253 ff. ; in Asia Minor,
lxix.
Cup-mafks, 192.
Cushan-rish'athaim, 64 ff.
Cybele, 85.
Cyprus, xcviii; Cypriote script, 263.
Daberath, Sr.
Dadi-kariba, 291.
Dagan, !xii, 244, 385 f.
Dagan-takala, lxxvii, lxxix.
Dagon, 384 ff.
Dagun, 385.
Dalil-(ilu)-IJtar, Dilil-(ilu)-/Jtar, 407.
ed-Dll.miyyeh, 219 f., 221, 223 f., 231,
326.
Dan, Danites, xx, xcix, cvi f., 31, 142 f.,
339,340,341,392, 4rr, 417,436.
Danauna, xciii, xcv.
Danonim, xcv.
Daphne, 427.
Dapur, xc.
Dardanians, xc.
Daroma, cviii.
David, xx, xciv, 68, 403; name, 291;
northern limit of kingdom of, xcix f.

INDICES
Death of Samson, 408.
Debir, conquest of, 8; site of, 10 f.
Deborah, xxxvi, xxxvii, cii, cvi, cvii,
78 ff., 85; Song of, xl, ciii, cxx, 29,
47, 78, 417; compared with Prosenarrative, 78 ff, ; literature on, xiv,
94 f. ; metrical form of, 96 ff., 158 ff. ;
strophic arrangement of, 101 f. ;
corrupt condition of text of, 102 ;
translation of, 103 ff. ; discussion of,
105 ff. ; ascriptio"'°f authorship to
prophetess,' u6; climactic para~lism
of, 169 f.; language of, 171 ff.
Debilriyyeh, 81, 88.
Delilah, 377, 407.
Delos, 4o6.
Delphi, xviii, 85.
Demeter, xvii ff., 85, 334•
'Deploy,' 87.
ed-D~r. 489 f.
Descent, through father, 264; through
mother, 265.
Deuteronomic editor (RD), in Joshua',
xliii ff., cv, 1 ; in Kings, xiv.
Deuteronomic hand, (D2) in Judges,
xlix, 55, 61.
_
Deuteronomic school, xii, xliii ff.
Deuteronomy (D), origin and promulgation of, xiv f.
Dibon, QiMn, 313.
Disarmament of Israelites, n9.
Dodo, Dodai, etc., 289, 291 f.
Dor, xcv, xcvi, 23 f., 384.
Drinking, different methods of, xiv f.,
2'10 ff.
Drone-fly, 359.
Dudqil.lia, !xii.
Dildu, cxiii, 291.
Ea, 30.
Ea-Oannes, 386.
Ear-rings, 235.
East, children of the, 68, 185.
'Ebal, Mount, 269.
Edom, Edomites, ex, 33, 34, 109, no,
3n, 341.
'Eglon, 67 ff., 297.
Egypt, domination of, by Hyksos, !xv,
cxii; expulsion of Hyksos from, !xvi,
cxv, cxvi; invasion and conquest of
Palestine and Syria by kings of the
Eighteenth dynasty of, lxvii ff. ; correspondence discovered at Tell el-Amar·
na in, lxix; relations of, with Mitanni,

lxviii, lxix; intrigues of l.fittites
against, !xxi f., lxxxvii; relations of
the Amorites Abd-Asirta and Aziru,,
with, Jxxiii, Jxxx; ljabiru and SA.
GAZ undermine authority of, in
Canaan and Syria, lxxiii ff.; loss of
hold on Asiatic dominions by later
kings of Eighteenthdyn~sty, lxxxvii f. ;
restoration of Asiatic empire by kings
of Nineteenthdynasty, Jxxxviii ff. : collision of, with Philistines and other
sea-peoples, xcii f. ; Exodus of Israelites fron1, liii, civ, cv, cvi; loss of
Asiatic empire by kings of Twentieth
dynasty of, xcv- ff. ; connexion of
Joseph-tribes with, cviii f. ; influx of
Semites into, during Empire-period,
cxiii f.
'
Egyptian, Semitic names in, Jxviii, xc,
cxiv; hieratic character, theory of
origin of alphabet from; 261 f.
Ehud, xxxvi, xxxvii, cii, 67 ff.
'E1!-ron, 19.
Elam, Elamites, Jxi, !xii, lxxxi, ci.
Elders surviving Joshua', xxxv, xxxviii,
Ii, 56.
Ele'azar, 478,
Elephantine, Jewish garrison at, 30.
Eleutheropolis, cviii, 8.
'Eli, xxxvi, xlix, !ii, 415; family of, Iii, 478.
Elisha"s fountain, 15.
Eloktm, preference of E narrative for
use of, xxxviii, 178, See also 'God,'
and Index of Hebrew terms, s.v.
Elohistic document. See 'Ephraimitic
document.'
Elon, Elonites, ciii, 289 f., 334.
Emmaus, 464.
Emutbal, lxi.
'En-gedi, 16.
Engidu, 107, 358, 395, 397, 398, 399,
400, 401, 407, 4g6, 497,498.
'En-ha1!--1!-6re, 375, 4o6.
Eniel, ciL
Enlil, Iv, 30, 385.
Enlil-kudur-u~ur, ci.
Ephah, 192.
Ephod, Iii, 3, 236 ff., 409, 415.
Ephraim, cvii, 25, 132, 222, 226, 327.
Ephraimitic document (E), xxxvii ff.,
xiii ff., cxxi, 3, 46, 52 ff., 67 f., 83,
177, 178, 179, 180, 181,182, 183, 184,
186,235,241,268,289,294,303,316,
415 f., 440, 445, 457,
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'Ephron, 293,
Erech, Iv, 397,398,400.
Ereskigal, xix, 257.
Eridu, !xii.
ErlJ:ia, 15, 501.
'Ermil., 43r.
Esagila, !xiv.
Esdraelon, 203,
Esh-ba'al, 201.
Eshmun' azar, Sarcophagus-inscription
of, cxiii, 153, 387.
Esh ta' ol, 339, 340, 353, 4r6.
EsO.a', 340, 353.
'E\am, 370.
Euphrates, 66.
Eurystheus, 408.
Evil spirit sent by God, 276 f.
Exodus, the. See 'Israel.'
Far'ah, 187, See also 'Wady Far'ah. •
Fil.ran, Gebel, rag.
Far'ata, 187, 335.
Fig, 273,
Fire, supernatural, 192,
First-born, sacrifice of, 329 f.
Flamen Quirinalis, 394.
Flavia Neapolis, 269.
Flood-narrative, xl, 396, 399, 403,
Fortuna, temple of, 238.
Foundation-sacrifice, 331.
Four, as divine title, 9, 43 f.
Foxes, 368 ; Samson's, 393 f.
Ga'al, 267, 278.
Ga'ash, Mount, 57.
Gad, cvii, 142, 197, 306.
Gades, 408.
Galilee, 30 ; Sea of, cviii.
Gil.10.d, Mount, 207 ff.
Gaza, Gazzeh, 19, 185, 375 f.
Ge, xix.
Geba', Geba', xxi, 464, 480 f., 486.
Gebal, xcvi. See also 'Rib-Adda.'
Gebalites, xcix, 63,
Gemini, 399,
Gera, 69.
Gerizim, Mount, 269, 272.
Gershom, xx, 415, 416, 422.
Geshur, 10.
Gezer, lxxiii f., xcii, xciv, xcviii, 25 f.;
airicultural calendar from, 253, 261.
el-Glb, 479.
Gibe'ah, xxi, xxxvii, ciii, 442 f., 464 ff.,
479, 481, 486.

Gibe on, 464, 465, 479.
Gideon, xxxvi, xxxvii, cii, ciii1 176 ff.
Gifna, 464.
GiTil.d, 6ebel, 307.
Gilboa, Mount, 205, 2o6, 208.
Gile'ad, cv, 142, 207f., 306 f., 318,472.
Gilgal, xxxiv, cv, 2, 36 f.
Gilgames, 358, 379, 391, 395 ff., 495,
496, 497, 498; Epic of, 97, 107, 161,
248, 380, 395-4~ 496, 497,
Gilu-~ipa, lxxii, .xvi.
God,"'moral government of, cxxi: not
to be seen by human eyes, 193; inciting men to their own ruin, 276 f.;
('elohim)as title of supernatural being,
36, 316, 350; as title of judges, n7.
See also 'Yahweh.'
Golden bull, 440 f.
Gophna, 464.
Goshen, cix, 439,
Graven image, 409, 415, 419.
Greek alphabet, See 'Alphabet.'
Grinding, possible significance of Samson's, 408.
{!abiraean (.ijabird), lxxxi, lxxxiii.
tJabiru, identity of, lxxiii ff. ; identification of, with Hebrews, lxxiv, lxxx f.,
lxxxiii, cxi. ; philological equivalence
of name, with 'ibhri, lxxiv f.; connexion of, with SA.GAZ, lxxv ff.;
'tJabiru-gods,' lxxvi, lxxvii; addition
of Kl to name, lxxviii, lxxxiii; aggressions of, in C3.nS:an, lxxiii, lxxvii,
lxxx f., lxxxii, civ, cxi, cxvi ff. ; con . .

nexion of, with SutO., lxxix; Aramaean
nomads, lxxx; early mention of, in
Babylonia, lxxxi, ex; called ~asu by
the Egyptians, lxxxviii ; proposed
identification of, with Kassites,
lxxxi f. ; proposed identification of,
with I:fittites, lxxxii f. ; literature
dealing with, Ixxxiii.
I:fabor, 66.
Hadad-Rimmon, mourning of, 333.
el-I:Iaqireh, 84Hair, worn long, 107 f. ; -offering, 343;
of Samson and of Gilgarnes, 404, 495,
496,498.
I:famath, cii, 63; Entry of, xcix f., 63.
tJammurabi, lviii, Ixi, lxii, lxiv, lxxxi,

lxxxiii, lxxxv, ex, cxv, 42, 196, 197,
330, 385 ; Code of, !xii, !xiii, 329, 385.
I:famor. See 'B•n~-I:famor.'

lNDICES
ijana, Banl (kingdom), !xiii, !xiv, lxxxv.
Handmaid-tribes, cvi f., cviii, 392.
l:Jani (deity), !xiii f.
I:Iaran, .ljarran, ci, ex, cxv, 24q, 250.
,ljarbisi\}u, lxxxi.
I;Iareml_ieb, lxxxviii, cxii, 439,
Har-l_ieres, 32.
el-Hi'lri!iyyeh, 78, 84.
I;Iarod, spring of, 205.
I;Iarosheth, 78, 84.
1:farri, !vii, lxxxiv.
ij:aru, lvii, lxxxviii, xcii.
I;Ia?or, cxvii, 78, 84.
I;Iat!_ior, 197, 261,
I;Iatsepsut, lxvii.
tJatti (city), lxix, lxxi.
.{Jattusili 1., lxxii.
ljattusili 11., lxxix, lxxxvi, lxxxviii,
xci, 84.
}:Iauran, lxxxviii, xci, 231.
I;Iavvoth-Ja'ir, 289, 293.
el-I;Iawi'lnlt, :§irbet, 465.
tJayi'ln, 174. See also 'tJyi'ln.'
'Heart,' as seat of intellect, 125, 274,
382.
Hebrew language, origin and connexions of, lxi; influence of Babylonian on, !xii f. ; words elucidated
from other Semitic languages, 171 ;
original pronunciation of, 99, 159;
alphabet. See 'Alphabet.'
Hebrew manuscripts, early, abbreviation in, 124, 149, 466; transposition
in copying, cxxiii, 124, 210, 417;
marginal glosses and doublets incorporated into the text of, cxxiii f., n3,
130, 232; confusion of letters in,
cxxiii, 123, 149, 225, 348 ; dittography in, cxxiii, 225, 423.
Hebrew poetry, rhythm of, 96 ff.,
158 ff., 272 f., 365, 366, 372, 388 ;
rhyme in, 388 f. ; Climactic paraJlelism in, 169 f.
Hebrews, identification of, with tJabiru,
lxxiv, lxxx f., lxxxiii, cxi; movements
of, westward, cii, cix f. ; supposed
identity of 'Apuriu ('Apriu) with,
cxiv. See also ' Israel.'
I;Iebron, site, 9; elevation of, 7, II ;
l;Iittites at, lxxxv f. ; conquest of, by
Judah (Caleb), cv, 8; in Samson,
narrative, 377.
I;Ielbah, 28.
Heliopolis, 32.

Hera, 408.
Herakles compared with Samson, 335,
358, 375, 391, 402, 403, 406, 408; -,
Herakles-Mell,rnrt, 497.
I;Iermon, 428; Little, 206.
I;Ieshbon,' J.Iesbi'ln, 306, 312.
ijesrum, 320.
'Hexameter,' term applied to Hebrew
poetry by Josephus, 98.
H-exateuch, xxxviii, xxxix, xl, xli, xlix.
!jipa, fi:epa, lxxxvi.
J.Iittites, invasion of Babylonia by, !xiv,
lxxxiv; Anatolian origin of, !xiv,
lxxi ; ·oldest references to, !xiv;
racial connexions of, lxxi ; language
of, lxxi ; foundation of empire of,
lxxii; excavation of capital city of,
lxxi; movements of, in Syria, lxxi f.,
lxxxvii ff. ; relations of, with Egypt,
lxviii, lxxxix ff. ; relations of, with
Mitanni, lxxii, lxxxvii; fall of empire
of, xcix ; a racial element in SyriaPalestine, lxxxiii ff. ; one of 'the
seven races' of Canaan, lxxxv f.,
63; connexion of Jebusites with,
lxxxvi f. ; at Hebron, lxxxv f. ; proposed conne;ion of :tjabiru with,
lxxxii f. ; principalities of, in Syria,
xcix f., ci, 23 ; ·southern frontier of,
in Syria, xcix f., 23, 62 f. ; relations
of, with Aramaeans, ci f. ; allusions
to, in Judges, 23, 62, 63; in the
Lebanon, xiii, 62 f. ; Hittite names
in Judges, 76, 84, II3; Gilgames
pictured by, 401, 497; literature
dealing with, lxxi f.
I;Iivvites, 6, 62, 293.
I;Iizmeh, 481.
I;Iobab, 14 f.
I:Ion1~ 1 xcix, c.
I;Iore b. See ' Sinai.'
Jforim, lvii.
I;Iormah, 18, 44, 45.
Horse, Sumerian name for, lxv; introduced into Babylonia by Kassites,
!xv ; introduced in-to Egypt by
Hyksos, lxvi; in ancient warfare,
151 ; gallop of, reproduced in rhythm,
151.
Hosea, religious standpoint and influence of, xlv, 184, 2{2,
I;Iribor, xcvi, 23.
ijuleh, Lake, 78.
tJumbaba, 380, 395, 400,
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{junusa, 285.
tlusham, 65.
I:Jyan, !xv, !xvi.
Hyksos, domination of Egypt by, !xv;
meaning of name, !xv ; racial character of, !xv f. ; expulsion of, from
Egypt, !xvi ; royal names of,- !xvi ;
chronology of, !xvi f.; supposed connexion of Israel in Egypt with, cxii,
cxv, cxvi.

lble'am, 23.
Ib~an, ciii, 289 f., 334.
Ibzi1>, tfirbet, 5.
Idin-Dagan, 385.
Idomeneus, 319.
i'ezer, 134.
Ilu-bi'di, cii, 245.
Indra, lxxxiv.
Iphigenia, 332.
Irgurnni, cii.
Isaac, lxxx, ex; story of Abraham's
projected sacrifice of, 330.
Ish-ba'al, 201.
Israel, migration of ancestors of, to
Cana' an, cix ff. ; settlement of tribes in
Cana'an, Ixxiv, lxxx f., cv ff., I ff.,
44 ff., 47 ff., 439 f. ; name displaces
earlier name Ja'cob, ex, cxi; handmaid-tribes of, cvi f., cviii, 392;
tribes of, personified as individuals,
cix; entry of tribes into Egypt,
cxi ff. ; duration of sojourn of tribes
of, in Egypt, cxii ; Exodus of, from
Egypt, xl, I, li, liii, civ, cv, cvi, cviii.
cxv, cxvi, cxviii, 439; wildernesswanderings of, I f., cix, 439 f. ; external allusions to tribes of, ciii f., ex f.,
cxv; mention of, by Mineptal.>, xcii,
civ, cv, cxi, cxviii; influence of Babylonian civilization upon, !xiv; conception of tribes as political unity in
early times, xxxvi, I, cvi, 235, 267,
446, 453 ; ideal northern limit of
kingdom of, xcix f. ; Divihe Inspiration guiding religious evolution of,
cxix.
See also 'Hebrews,' and
names of separate tribes.
Isme-Dagan, 385.
Issachar, cviii, 136, 289 f.
!star, 58 f. , 396, 397, 399, 402, 40 5,
407.
Itakama, lxxii.
Ithamar, 478.

Jabbo1>, 305, 3o6, 314.
Jabesh ofGi!e'ad, 447, 489 f.
J abin., cxvii, 78, 80 f., 84.
Ja' cob, lxxx, ex f.
Ja'cob-el (person~! name), !xvi, cm,
cxv; (place-name), lxviii, civ, cxi.
Ja'el, 79 f., 92 f., 113.
Jaha~, 313.
Ja'ir, ciii, 51, 135, 289 f., 292 f.
}'l,llles the Just, St., 343.
Ja'zer, 305 f., 314.
Jebus, 7, 463.
Jebusites, lxxxvi f., 7, 20, 21.
J ehoshapha\, xxxviii.
Jehovistic document.
See 'Judaean
document.'
Jephthal.>, xxxvi, xxxvii, xlix, cii, 226,
293, 295, 298 ff. ; daughter of, 321 ff.,
332 ff.
Jeral.>me'el, Jeral.>me'elites, cviii, 9, 12,
45, 136, 252 ; meaning of name, 252.
Jeremiah, xliii.
Jericho, xxxiv, cv, cviii, 3, 15, 69.
Jerobo'am 1., !iii, 4Jerobo'am II., xxxvi1i, xcix, 4.
Jerubba'al, 178, 201 f., 264.
Jerusalem, in time of T.A. Letters,
lxxiii, lxxviii, cxvii ; antiquity of
name, 463; racial character of Jebusite inhabitants, lxxxvi f. ; capture of,
6 f. ; elevation of, 7; Temple at, xx.
Jethro, 14 f., 251 f.
J ezre el, 202, 387 ; Vale of, 202 f.
J ogbehah, 231.
John the Baptist, St., 343.
Jonathan the priest, 415, 422, 434.
Jordon, fords of, 75, 225, 327.
.Joseph, story of, cix, cxiii; Josephtribes, cviii f., cxviii, 21, 49 f., 392,
439f.; in Egypt, cviii ff.
Joseph-el ?, lxviii, civ, cxv.
Joshua', xxxv, xxxviii, Ii, lxxiv, civ ff.,
cxvi ff., 1, 2, 22, 56, 438 ; Farewelladdress of, xiii f., xiv.
Jotham's parable, 272 ff.
Judaean document (J), xxxviii ff., cv,
cvi, cvii, cviii, 1, 46, 47 ff., 55, 67 f.,
83, 176, 177, 178, 180, 181, 182, 183,
184, 235, 268, 303, 316, 336 f., 415 f.,
440, 443 ff., 454, 455 ff., 458.
Judah, cviii f., 45 ff. ; northern bound•
ary of, 430; southern boundary of,
33 ff., Wilderness of, 15 f.
Judges, Book of, title, xxxiii; period

lNblCES
covered by, xxxm, cxx; place of, in
Hebrew Canon, xxxiv, cxxi; structure of, xxxiv ff. ; first introduction
to ( RP), xxxiv f., 1 ff. ; second introduction to (RE 2 ), xxxv, xxxvii,
xxxviii f., 52 ff. ; appendix to, xxxvii ;
religious pragmatism of, xxxv f., cxxi,
54 ; J & E in, xxxvii ff. ; continuation
· of in 1 Sam., xxxviii; editors of,
·'tn ff. (see also ' Redactors of
Judges ') ; date of redaction of, 1 ;
chronology of, I ff., civ, cxviii; permanent religious value of, cxviii ff. ;
Hebrew Text of, cxxii ff. ; Versions
of, cxxi v ff.
Judges of Israel, place of, in history,
xxxiii f. ; raised up by Yahweh,
xxxv ; local character of influence of,
xxxvi, liii f. ; historical character of,
cii f. ; achievements of, wrought by
divine strength, cxxii; meaning and
use of Hebrew term 'Judge,' xxxiii,
59, 66, 85.
Kadasman-Enlil II., lxxix.
Kadasman-tJarbe 1., lxxix.
}::.adesh on the Orantes, lxvii, lxviii,
lxxii, lxxxix, xc, xcv, xcix, c, 23, 63.
~adesh-Barnea, xl, cv, cviii, cix, 18,
34, 44, 68, IIO, 3II, 439 f.
}::.adls, 82.
.
Kalumu, In~cription of, ]xvi, xcv, 174,
254.
}::.amm, 293,
Kammusunadbi, 316.
}::.amon, 293.
Kamusu-sar-u~ur, 316,
Kaphtor, xciii f.
Kara-indas 1,, lxxxii.
Kardunias, lxix, lxxix, lxxx, lxxxii.
Kdrt, XCV.
}::.arl!:ar, battle of, !iii, cii, 230.
}::.arl!:or, 230.
}::.arn i;,ar\abeh, 220, 222, 224.
Karnak, lxvii, xci, xcix,

Kashsha-rishat, 64.
Kasi, lxxxii.
Kassites (Cassites), ]xv, !xvi, lxxix,
lxxxi ff., lxxxv, c, 64, 244,
KaMu, lxxx, lxxxii.
Kataonians, xc.
Katna, xci.
~attath, 27.
J:',edesh of Issachar, 82.

~edesh ofNaphtali, 78, 80 ff., 89.
Kefr I:Itl.ris, 57.
Kefr Isfta', 56.
Keftiu, Keftians, xciv.
~e'ilah, lxxxiv.
J:Cenaz, J:Cenizzites, 12 f.
~enites, cviii, c;ix, 14, 45, 251 f.
K•ritht, xciv.
Kesltl., 430.
~etlnlth, Ketcinlth, 27.
~e\urah, cix, 184.
Key, 74.
Kinal)l)i, 41.
Kinship, 265, 267, 270 f.
Kinza, Kidsa, lxxii.
~iriath-arba', conquest of, 8 ; meaning
of name, 9, 43 f.
~iriath-je'arim,341, 430, 431.
~ iriath-sepher, II f.
Kis, Iv.
Ki-SavaS, 10.
~isffon, 78, 79, 88, 147, 500.
~i\ron, 27.
Knossos, excavations at, xciv, 263.
~oa', lxxix.
Kore, worship of, xvii ff., 332, 334.
Kudur-Mabuk, lxi, lxxxi.
Kudurra, lxxxi, lxxxiii.
Kuman!, ci.
~umem, 293.
Kummul), xcix.
el-Kurmul, 16.
~uryet el-'Enab, el-~uryeh, 430.
Kus, 64.
KuSSar, lxxii.
~uteineh, ljirbet, 27.
~.utft, lxxix.
Laban, lxxx, ex, cxi, 416.
Labaya, lxxvii, lxxxiv; sons of, lxxiii,
lxxxii, lxxxiii.

Lachish, cxvii, 501 ; cuneiform tablet
from, 253; signs on potsherds from,
261.
Lagamal, !xii.
Laish, 412, 413, 427, 428.
Laodicea, sacrifice at, 332.
Lappidoth, 85.
Larsa, lxi, lxii, lxxxi, lxxxiii.
Le'ah-tribes, ex.
Leather as writing-material.
See
'Skin.'
Lebanon, Lebanons, xiii, lxviii, lxxii,
lxxx, lxxxiv, lxxxvii, lxxxix, xc,
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xcvi, xcix f., ci, cv, 62 f., 428 ; as Marriage-customs, 265, 354 f., ~56,
' twin-mountain' (Masu), 400; in360 f., 365.
Mas, 400.
scription from, 254.
MaSawaSa, xcv.
Left-handed, 69 f., 476.
Massah, 438.
• Leg upon thigh,' 369 f., 496.
Mass:>retic Text, vocalization of, 159.
LeJ::ii, 371, 406.
Leo, 401, 405.
Masu, 395, 399 f., 497.
Mattiuaza, lxxxiv, lxxxvii.
Lfsham, 427.
Levi, Levite, Levites, cix, 269, 409, Nl ea! ·offering, 349.
/
Mediterranean, 400; Mediterra~an
416, 459; · origin of, 436 ff.
origin of alphabet, theory of, 263.
Libyans, xcii, xcv.
Megiddo, lxvii, lxxviii, lxxxiv, 23, 78,
Liftil., XX, 430, 500.
82, 145, 203, 500; alphabetic letters
LiJ::iJ::iyan, 10.
Lion·, slain by Samson, xix, 357 f.,
from, 26r.
405 ; slain by Gilgames, ~or, 495, Mel½:art, 358, 391, 401, 402, 406, 497.
496, 497, 498 ; associated with Men!, ro.
Nergal, 405.
Merg 'Ayy~n, xcix.
'Lip' as a topographical term, 220 f.
Merg ibn 'Amir, 202, 204.
Loins, 264.
Meribah, no, 438.
Merib-ba'al, 201.
Loom, 381 f.
Merom, 78.
Lot, ex.
Meroz, 15r.
Lugal-banda, 397.
Luka. See' Lycians.'
Meryamin, 489 f.
Lunar worship, among early Hebrews, Mesha', lxi, 18.
See also 'Moabite
See also ' Moon-god' and
ex.
Stone.'
'Yahweh.'
Meshech, xcix.
Luz, 23.
Mesopotamia, 66.
Micah, xx, xxxvii, xlix, cii, ciii, cvii,
Lycia, Lycians, xc, xcii, xciv.
240, 408 ff.
Micay•hu, 417.
Ma'achah, Ma'achathites, 135, 428.
Midian, cix, no, 184, 297.
Mail.a, 298.
Mikmi'sh=Mu!}mil.s, xiii.
Machir, cvi, 134 f.
Milcah, 250.
MalJalliba, 28.
Milcom, 299.
MaJ::ianeh-Dan, 353, 43r.
el-Mi!J::i, 16.
Maher-shalal-J::iash-baz, 260.
Milkili, lxxiii, lxxvii, lxxxii.
Mahli'tl, 27.
Mill, millstone, 288.
el-MalJru½: (Makhrud), 222, 224.
Millo, 271 f.
el-Ma½:rah, Gebel, no.
Minaean language, !ix; inscriptions,
Malkatu, 250.
437, 441.
Mineptal:i-, liii, xci f., civ, cv, cxi, cxii,
Malki-~ede½: (Melchizedek), lxxxvii.
Ma'li'tl, 27.
ex viii, 26, 439.
Minnith, 320.
ManalJtites, 34r.
Manasseh, cv f., 24, 50, 134 f., 222, Minoans, xciv; Minoan script, 263.
318; substitution of, for Moses, 434 f. Minor Judges, the, xxxvi, 289 ff.,
Manetho, !xv, !xvi.
334 f.
ManoalJ, 341.
Minos 1 xciv.
Manothu, 10.
Miriam, 440.
Manya, lxxxiv.
Mish6r, 306, 307.
M:ion, 16.
Mi~pah, in Gile'ad, ex, 307, 319; in
Ma'onites, 298.
Benjamin, 447, 453, 472, 477, 479,
Maps of Palestine, 498 ff.
488 ; Land of, 62.
Marduk, !xiv.
Mitanni, Mitannians, lxviii, lxix, lxx,
lxxii, lxxiii, lxxx 1 lxxxiv f., lxxxvii,
Marmita, tJirbet, 371.

INDICES
cii ;. language of, lxxxv ; kingdom of,
lxxxv.
Mitra, lxxxiv.
Moab, ex, 68, 298 ff. ; Moabites spoke
Hebrew, lxi.
Moabite Stone (inscription of Mesha),
lxi, !xiii, 18, 30, 59, 155, 174, 253,
291, 313, 315, 316.
Molech, child-sacrifice to, 331.
Molten image, 409.
Money, primitive, 145, 378,
Monolatry, 314 f.
Moon-god, cvii, 9, 44, 196 f., 249 ff.
Moreb,. 206.
Mortar, the, 374.
Moses, name of, cix, 478 ; connexion
of, with Levites, cix, 438 ff. ; at
Midian, 439; father-in-law of, 15,
251 ; Theophany made to, 189, 248 f. ;
leads tribes out of Egypt, cvi, cviii;
connexion of, with J01,hua', cxvi ;
religious influence of, cvii, cix, cxx f.,
329 f. ; as typical intercessor, xliii ;
Blessing of, 4, 438 ; descendant of,
415, 416, 434 f.
Mug/iret el-Gay, xxi.
M11ra~~a~, 151.
Mursili, lxxxix, xci, 84.
Mfts/1, Gebel, no.
Muskaya, xcix.
Must, 274.
Muwattalli, lxxxix, xc, xci.
Mylitta, 59, 198.
Mysians, xc.
Naba\aeans, 34.
N/iblus, 26g.
Nabonidus, lvi.
Nahalol, 27.
Naharin, lxvii, lxviii, lxix, lxxii, lxxviii,
lxxxv, lxxxix, xci, 66.
Na.J;i.or, lxxx.
Nahr el-' Auga, 24.
Nahr G/ilftd, 206.
Nahr el-Kelb, lxxxix.
Nahr el-Mu)f.a\\a', 145, 500.
Na1Jrima, Narima, lxxviii, 66.
Namyawaza, lxxvii, lxxix, lxxxiv.
Naphath (Naphoth) Dor, 24.
Naphtali, cvii, 29, 79, 81, 137.
Nar/im-Sin, lvi.
N/isatya-twins, lxxxiv.
' Navel' as a topographical term, 283.
N azirite, 337, 338, 342 ff., 404.

Neby Dal;iy, Gebel, 206.
Neby Samwll, 47:2, 479·
Nebuchadne~~ar, xlvi.
Necromancy, 421.
Nefertiti, lxxii.
Negeb, cviii, 7, 16, 439; conquest of,
xl, cv, 44 ff.
Nemaean lion, 358, 403.
Neolithic inhabitants of Palestine, !vii.
NephtoaJ;i, xx, 430, 500.
Nergal, 405.
Nerigal and Ereskigal, story of, 257.
Nesubenebded, xcv ff.
Nicopolis, 464.
Nimrod, 401.
Nineveh, lxii.
Ninib-tukulti-Asur, lxxxi.
Nisaba, !xiii.
Nlsin, Iv, 385.
Nob, 441.
Nobal;i, 51, 135, 231.
Nubia, lxxxvii f.
Number, exaggeration of, 120, 446,
455 f., 458.
Oath, 418, 489.
'Obed, 278.
Oeta, Mount, 408,
el-'O1/i, 10, 441.
Old Testament, religious value of,
cxviii ff.
Olive, 273.
Onesilus, 359.
'Ophrah, 187.
'Oreb, 225 f.
Origen,
transliterations of, from
Hebrew, 166, 167, 168.
el-'Ormeh, 282.
Ortygia, 406.
'Othniel, xxxvi, ciii, 12 f., 64 ff.
Ox-goad, 77.
Paddan-Aram, lxxx.
Palms, city of, xxxiv, 15, 69.
Panammu, inscription of, 173 f., :254.
Paneas, 63, 427.
Papyrus, use of, as writing material,
xcvii, 255, 258, 259, 26o.
Papyrus Anastasi I., xci.
Papyrus Golenischeff, xcvi.
Parallelism, Climactic, 169 ff.
Paran, ro9.
Partridge, 375.
Paula, pilgrimage of, 464.
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Peace-offerings, 477.
Peg, 93, r52.

Pe-kanan, xcii, 41.
Pe-nhesi, 239, 478.

Pent~meter, term applied to Hebrew
poetry by Josephus, 98.
Penuel, 223 f., 228, 233.
Perizzites, 6.
Persephone, xviii, xix, 334·
Persian, old, cuneiform writing of, 262.
Perversion of proper names, 5, 58, 64,
65 f., 228 f., 434.
Petra, 34.
Phaestos disk, xciv.
Philadelphia, 306.
Philistines, invasion of Cana' an by, xcii
f. ; origin of, xciii f. ; connexion of,
with Minoans of Crete, xciv; headdress of, xciv ; connexion of, with
Lycians and Carians, xciv f. ; ' Lords
of,' 62 ; Dagon, deity of, 384 ff. ;
theory of introduction of alphabetic
script to Cana'an by, 263; oppression
of Israelites by, Iii, !iii, 295 ff., 335 f. ;
Samson's relations with, 335 ff. ; uncircumcised, 356.
PhineJ:,as, Iii, 32,, 478.
Phoenicia, Phoenicians,lxviii, lxxiii, lxxv,
lxxviii, lxxxii, lxxxviii, lxxxix, xciiC
xcvi ff., 28, r43, 400; inscriptions,
lxi, 254.
Pictographic script, 255.
Piers Ploughman, rhythm of, xiv.
Pig, relation of, to Tammuz, xvii f.
Pillars of Hercules, 400, 408.
Piping to flocks, 141.
Pir'athon, 335.
Pithom, civ, cxvi.
Poetry, Hebrew.
See
• Hebrew
poetry.'
Polydector, Polydegmon, 334,
Polyxena, 334.
Porta Catularia, 393.
Priestly redactor. See • Redactors.'
Promontorium album, 28.
Prophets, teaching and spiritual appeal
of, cxviii f., cxxi; Prophetical schools,
xxxiv, xl, xii ff.
Ptolemais, 28.
Pu'ah, 289, 291,
Pudu-tJipa, lxxxvi.
Pulasati. See ' Philistines.'
Pulydamas of Scotusa, 358.
Puppies, sacrificed, 393.

Quail, sacred to Herakles, 375, 406.
Raamses (store-city), civ, cxvi.
Rabbah, Rabbath-'Ammon, 306.
Rabbinic exegesis, 73.
Rachel, ex, 416.
Ramah, er-Ril.m, 86, 465.
Ramath-leJ:ii, 75, 374, 405.
Rimesse 1., lxxxviii.
Ra'messe u., liii, lxxxix ff., civ, cxii,
cxiv, cxv, cxvi, cxviii, 27.
Ra'messe III., xcii ff., xcviii.

Ra'messe

IX.,

xcviii.

Ra'messe XII., xcv.
Ramm6n, xxi, 486.
Ril.s el-Abyag, 28.

Ril.s et-Tawil, {jirbet, 465, 472, 479,
481, 486.
Ril.s 'Umm el-tJarrubeh, 222.
Rebel!'ah, lxxx, ex.
Rechabites, 343.
Redactors of Judges:RJE, xii, xlix f., 55, 63,181,182,194,
226, 268, 294, 295, 298, 301, 303,
338,345,410, 445•
RE2, xxxiii, xli ff., 52 ff., 59, 61, 176,
184, 266, 268, 293 f., 295, 298, 338.
RP, I, l, 2, 55, 76, 263, 268, 290, 304,
339, 4ro f., 424,454, 457, 458.
Reed-pen, 258, 260.
ReJ:,ob, 29.
Rel).obo'am, liii, xcviii.
Rephidim, li, 68.
er-Restan, xiii, xc, c, cii.

Retenu, Upper, lxvii, xciv.
Re'uben, cviii, 306.
Re'uel, 15.
Revelation of Yahweh, progressive, 189.
Revised Version, criticism of renderings
of, 25, 75, 86, 90, 106, 108, n6, n7,
123, 139, 147, 148 f., 157, 189, 190,
205, 212, 229 f., 234, 32r /Jis, 325,
347, 348, 350 bis, 367, 368, 372, 377,
378, 418, 423, 476, 485; 493; margin,
93, 148 f., 205, 207,390,480.
Rhyme. See ' Hebrew poetry.'
Rhythm. See • Hebrew poetry.'
Rib-Adda, lxxiii, lxxv, lxxviii, lxxix,
lxxx, lxxxii.
Riblah, c.
Righteous acts of Yahweh, 129.
Rimmon, xxi, 448, 486.
Rim-Sin, lxi, lxxxi, lxxxiii, ex,
Robigalia, Robigus, 393 f.

INDICES
Rock-altar. See ' Altar. '
Romulus, 494.
Roof-chamber, 7r.
Rosse, rosser, 373.
Ruhizzi, lxxxiv.
Ru;manya, Ixxxiv.

Rust in corn, 393 f.
Sabaean kingdom, 400 ; language, !ix.
Sabbath, 25r.
$abians, pseudo-, 42r.
Sabine women, rape of, 494.
Sacrifice, r9r, 477; human, 320, 329 ff. ;
of firstborn, 329 f. ; child-sacrifice to
Moloch, 33r ; foundation-, 33r ; virgin-, 332 ff. ; of red puppies, 393 ;
of pigs, xviii.
$ado1!:, 478.
e~-$afa, na1!:b, r7, 33, 35.
e~-$afiyyeh, 35.
Safraneh, c,
Sagalassos, xcii.
SA. GAZ (people), lxxv ff., lxxxviii, cxi,
cxvii f., 26.
Sagittarius, 399.
$aida, 28.
l!;akalusa, xcii, xciii.
Sakere, lxxxvii.
Salitis, !xv.
$aim, 229.
Salma, 34r.
$almon, Mount, 286.
$almunna, 228.
Salt, City of, r6; covenant of, 42; symbolical use of, 285.
Salt Sea, 34.
Sam'al, cii, r73.
Samaria, capture of, by Sargon, xlvi ;
ostraka from, 253, 258.
Samas. See 'Sun-god.'
Samsanu, 352.
Samsi-Adad vn., 385.
Samsoll, xxxvi, xxxvii, xl, xlix, Iii, liv,
cii, to, 75, 293, 294, 335 ff.; meaning
of name, 352, 391 ; solar-mythological
element in story of, xix, 337, 338, 377,
38o, 384, 391 ff.
Samsu-ditana, !xiv.
Samsu-iluna, !ix, !xiv.
Samuel, judge, xxxvi, xlix; last address
of, xiii f., xiv; as typical intercessor,
xliii ; length of judgeship of, Ii f. ; a
Nazirite (?), 343, 344; not a Levite,
441.

Sangara, 76.
$aphon, 326.
$ar, Jjirbet, 305 f., 310, 314.
Sarah, 250.
$ar'ah, xix, 340, 349·
Sardina, Sardis, Sardinia, xcii, xciii.
$arethan, 219 ff.
Sar-Gani-sarri, Iv, lvi.
Sargon of Akkad, Iv f., Ix.
Sargon of Assyria, xlvi, 385.
Saris, 430.
$arpanitum, !xiv.
Sarratu, 250.
~arru-kln, Sarru-ukln. See' Sargon.'
Sasu, !xv, lxxix f., lxxxviii.
Saga, 219.
.
Saul, Iii, lxxix, ciii, 444, 447, 455, 490•
Scorpio, 399. ·
Scorpion-men, 395, 399·
Scribes, Assyrian and West Semitic,
256, 495.
Sea-country, people of, !xiv.
Seafaring life adopted by Israelite
tribes, 143.
Seals, Hebrew inscribed, 253.
Sebaita, xiii, 17.
$edad, c.
$ede1!:, 41 ff.
$efft'lriyyeh, 27.
S~IJ Sa'd, xci.
Seil ed-Di!beh, 14.
Se'ir, !vii, cxx, 109; in Judah, 430.
Se'irah, 74.
Sela', 34.
Semites, early movements of, Iv ff. ;
early common home of, lvi.
Semitic languages, development of,
from a common original, Ix ; influence of environment upon, Ix; primitive connexion with Sumerian, !vii.
Seneh, 465.
Sennacherib, Prism-inscription of, 28,
385.
$ephath, xiii, 17, 45.
Serabit, inscription from, 261.
Serbal, Gebel, nr.
Serdanu (amnu Jerdani), lxxix, xcii,
$eredah, 219 ff.
Serpent, relation of, to Earth-goddess,
xix.

Servant of Yahweh, the, 56.
Sety I., lxxxviii f., civ, cvi, cxviii, 27.
Seven as divine title, 9, 43 f., 251.
Seventy, as large round number, 264.
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Sha'albim, 33.
Shalmaneser 111., xcviii, cii, 71, 230.
'Shameful thing' substituted in text
for Ba'al, 5, 58, 202.
Shamgar, xxxvii, ciii, 75 ff., n3, 290.
Shamir, 292.
Shammah, 75, 77.
Sharon, lxxxiv.
SharuJ:ien, !xvi.
Sha vsha, 10, 352.
She'ar-yashub, 250.
Shechem, xxxv, lxxiii, lxxviii, lxxx,
lxxxi, cviii, cix, cxi, 4, 56, 134, 269 f.,

f;,or'ah, xix, 339, 340, 416.
Sore½:, Wady of, 340, 377.
'Soul,' as principle of life in man, 390.
Spirit of Yahweh. See 'Yahweh.•
Springs, in solar mythology, 405 f.
'Stand before,' 478,
Stone, as place of execution, 271 ;
standing-, 272.
Stylus, for writing cuneiform, xvii,
254 f. ; Hebrew terms for, 259 f.
Subandu, lxxxiv.
Subbiluliuma, lxxii, Ixxxvii, Jxxxviii,
xci.
Succoth, 220, 228.
437 f.
She½:el, 236, 378.
Sudanese mercenaries, Ixxxii.
Shephelah, 7 f., 20.
Sumer, Sumerians, lvi, lxii, lxiv, c,
Sheshai, 9 f., 352.
385, 386; deities of, !vii; influence
Slt.ibboleth, 328.
of civilization of, !xiii f. ; language,
ultimate connexion of Semitic biliShiloh; 37, 415, 435 f., 441, 476, 491,
terals with, !vii ; legal code of, !xiii.
492.
Shin'ar, !xii, lxviii.
Sumu-Ia-ilu, !ix.
Shlsha, 10.
Sun, supposed effect of, on corn, 394 ;
Shisha½:, xcviii.
course of, in the heavens, 395 f.,
Shobal, 341.
399 f. , yearly phases of, 396 f., 399 ;
Sibitti, 43 f., 251.
chariot of, 397.
Sicilians, xciii.
Sun-god, cvii, 42, 333, 392, 395, 396,
f;,id½:a, 377.
400, 406, 407, 421, 495, 496.
f;,idon, 28; f;,idonians, 297, 428.
Sftrl½:, cjirbet, 377.
Siduri-Sabltu, 396, 398, 400.
SO.Sltha, 308.
Si]:ion, 306, 310, 312 f.
SO.siyyeh, 308.
f;>i½:Iag, 68.
Sutarna, Ixxxiv.
f;,ilbel, 377.
Sutatarra, lxxii.
Siloam-inscription, 253.
SutO., SutO., Ixxvii, Ixxix f., Ixxxiii, cxi.
Sime'on, lxxv, civ, cviii f., 4, 46, 269, ~uwardata, lxxvii, Ixxxiv.
Synchronistic History of Babylonia and
437 ff.
Simyra, lxviii.
Assyria, c.
Syria, Semites in, lvi, !viii; inclusion
Sin. See ' Moon-god.'
Sin-muballit, !viii, lxi.
of, under name Amurru, !ix ; connexion of Hyksos with, !xvi; influx
Sinai, cxx, 68,109 ff., rr2, 251,311.
Sing"ar, Gebel, Ixviii.
of J:Iittites into, !xvi, lxxi ; invasion
Singara, lxviii.
and conquest of, by Egyptian kings,
Ixvii ff. ; sons of chieftains of, eduSinuhe, tale of, 439.
f;,ipporl, 27.
cated in Egypt, !xviii ; condition of,
Sirah, well of, 501.
at period of T. A. Letters, lxx ff. ;
Sisera, lxvii, 78 ff. , 84.
caravan-service through, Ixx ; nonSiweh, 406.
Semitic element in population of, ,
e~-f;,iyyag, 371.
Ixxxiii ff. ; struggle of Egypt with
Skin, use of, as writing material, 255,
J:Iittites in, lxxxix ff. ; J:Iittite principalities in, xcix ; Aramaeans in, ci f. ;
259.
f;,obah, c.
Syrian desert, lxxix f.
See also
Solomon, date of accession of, !iii, cxv ;
• Cana'an.'
kingdom of, xcix.
e~-f;,oma', Uirbet, 465.
Taanach, Ta'annuk, 23, 79, 82, 131.
Soothsayer, 283.
Tab'al, Tab'el, 66.

INDICES
Tabbath, 223.
Tablet for writing, 259.
Tabor, xc, 79 f., 87, 234.
'.!'akkara, xcii ff., xcvi, xcviii, 24, 384.
Talmai, 9f.
Tammuz, xvii ff., 333 f., 397.
Tanturah, 24.
Tarl:)ulara, 84.
Tarl:)undaraba, lxxxiii.
Tadu-ljipa, lxxii, lxxxvi.
et-Tayyibeh, 308.
Tebe~, 234, 287.
Tell Abil i:;:_udls, 82.
Tell' el-Amarna Letters, lxi, lxix ff.,
lxxxviii, ci, cxi. cxii, cxiii, cxvi, cxvii,
cxviii, 20, 26, 41, 66, 76, 99, 144, 253,
256 ff., 265, 463, 477.
Tell' Ar/id, 16.
Tell (Tu!i,l) el-Fill, 465, 472, 479, 481,
486.
Tell Gezer, 25.
Tell el-I;Iasy, 501.
Tell el-i:;:_il.gy, xcix, 427.
Tell Ma'!n, 16.
Tell el-Masl:)O.ta, civ.
Tell el-Mutesellim, 23, 82.
Tell e~-:;iil.fiyyeh, xciv.
Tell es-§ihil.b, lxxxviii.
Tell es-Sultil.n, 15.
Tell el-Yabudiyyeh, !xv.
Tell Zlf, 16.
Temple, building of, by Solomon, I.
Tentamon, xcvi, xcvii.
Tent of.Meeting, 440.
Tent-peg. See' Peg.'
'Tents·=' home,' 463.
Teraphim, n7, 409, 416, 420 f., 426.
Terebinth, 187.
Teuwatti, Jxxxiv.
Thebes, lxx, lxxxvii, xcvi.
Theocracy, conception of, 183.
Thesmophoria, xviii f.
Thirty, as title of Moon-god, 44.
Threshing-board, 229.
Threshing-floor, 204.
Thutmosi I., Jxvii, lxxxv.
Thutmosi II., lxvii.
'f~utmosi III., lxvii f., Jxxxv, lxxxix,
cxii, cxiv, 26.
Thutmosi IV., lxix, Jxxii.
Tibneh (N. W. of Bethel), 56; (in
Shephelah), 355, 430,
Tidal, !xii.
Tiglath-Pileser I., Jxxix, xcix, ci, 28 5.

Tiglath-Pileser IV., cii, 415.
Tii, lxxii.
'
Timnah (N.W. of Bethel), 56; (in'
Shephelah), 355, 430.
Timnath-1:)eres, Timnath-sera];i, 56.
Titus, 464.
Tob, land of, 308.
To'i, To'u, cii.
Tola', ciii, 289 f.
Torches in pitchers, 216.
Totemism, xviii, 225, 291.
Tribal names transferred to places or
districts, cxi.
Trumpet, 215.
Tubil.s, 287.
Tubi, 308.
Tul:)i, cii.
,
Tukulti-Ninib 1., ci.
Tunip, lxxxv, xci.
TuruSa, xcii.

Tusratta, lxxii, lxxxvii.
Tufanhaton (Tut'anl:)amon), lxxxvii.
Tuw~l ei-liyab, 226.
Tyie, xcvi, 402.
Tyrrhenians, xcii.

Umman Manda, !xii.
Ur, lv, lxxxiii, ex, 249, 250.
Urim and Tummim, 3,239 f.
Ur-Sanabi, 396, 398, 400.
Urtas, 370.
Urukagina, !xiii.
Urusalim, 20, 463 .
•Uss e!-Guril.b, 226.
Uta-napistim, 396, 398, 401.
Vale, the, 19, 203 f.
'Valley of Thorns,' 464, 465.
Vandalian Church, 77.
VartiM, 406.
Varuna, lxxxiv.
Vine, 273.
Virgin-sacrifice, 332 ff.
Virgo, 399.
Wadd, 437·
Wady el..'. Aris, 34.
Wll.dy Befameh, 23.
Wady Bit I;Iannlna, 465.
Wady ed-Dumm, 479.
Wll.dy Far'ah, 207, ·220, 222, 223, 224,
225.
Wady el-Fi1!:rah, 33 f.
Wll.dy eg-Gozeleh, 225.
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Wil.dy el-l:Iafy, 465, 481.
Wady I:Iesban, 306.
Wady of Jezre'el, 185.
Wady J:::ana, 24.
Wady e!-J:::elt, 15, 88.
Wady el-Ma!iJ:i, 220.
Wady M6g'ib, 310.
Wady e!-Munal), 341.
Wady Ragib, 326.
Wady e~-~arar, 340.
Wady Serrar, 185.
Wady e~-~uw~nlt, xxi, 465, 486.
Wady 'fi'lmilat, !xv, civ, cix, 439.
Wady Ya.bis, 222, 489.
Wady ez-Zerka, 310.
Wady Zimry, 481.
Warad-Sin, lxi, !xii.
WaSaSa 1 xciii.

Watches, night-, 216.
Weaving, 381.
Wenamon, narrative of, xcv, xcvi ff.,
23, 24, 258.
West Semitic language (languagegroup), 253; Arabian affinities in,
!viii f., Ix ; alphabet, 254 ff.
Wheat-harvest in Palestine, 367, 394.
Whistling, effect of, on animals, 141 f.
Wilderness-journey, Israel's, 3n.
Wine, new. See• Must.'
Wine-press, 187, 274.
Witch of'Endor, 426.
Writing, reference to, in Judges, 232;
use of cuneiform in Cana' an, lxix f.,
253 ; earliest known documents in
West Semitic language, 253 f.; development of cuneiform from pictographs, 254; cuneiform script and
alphabetic script possibly co-existent
in Cana'an in early times, 254 f. ;
explanation of paucity of written
documents from Palestine, 255 ;
method of writing cuneiform, xvii,
255, 495 ; Aramaic dockets on cuneiform tablets, 255 ; T. A. Letters
written by West Semitic scribes, 256;
use of alphabetic script in Assyria,
256, 495; exercises in writing cuneiform script, 257; West Semitic alphabet really a syllabary, 258; early
use of papyrus in Cana'an, xcvii, 258;
terms used in 0. T. in connexion
with writing, 258 ff. ; earliest traces
of West Semitic alphabet, 261 ;
theories as to origin of West Semitic

alphabet, 261 ff. See also • Alphabet,' • Papyrus,' • Stylus,' 'Cana'anite
glosses,' • Hebrew MSS.'

X, unknown source, 458.

Yabni-el, cxvii.
Ya'di, lxvi, xcv, 173 ff.
Yahweh, predilection of J narrative for
use of name, xxxviii ; Yahweh ~bha'6th, xl; Sinai, ancient seat of, cxx,
109, 251 ; Mosaic Yahwism in conflict with naturalistic Yahwism, cxx,
330; covenant of, cxxi, 60; spirit of,
inciting men to action, cxx, cxxii, 66,
203,317, 337f., 357,372; Israel's leader
in battle, cxx, cxxii, 91, 109; consultation of oracle of, 3, 239 f., 425 f.,
476 f. ; sacred ban of, 18, 231, 456;
mentioned on Moabite Stone, 18 ;
Angel of, 35 f., 89, 151, 192, 346 ;
title • Servant of,' 56 ; strengthening
Israel's foes, 68 ; connexion of, with
phenomena of the storm, 91 ; • arm
of,' 129 ; • righteous acts of,' 129 ; as
King of His people, 183; name as
denoting progressive revelation, 189 ;
Y akwek skal/Jm, 193 ; relation of
Ashora-cult to worship of, 196 f. ;
Asher possibly a surname of, cvii,
198; title • Ba'al' applied to, 201 f. ;
originally an Amorite deity, 243 ff. ;
name revealed to Moses with uniquely
new significance, 248 f. ; early identification of, with Moon-god, 249 ff. ;
as national God (in restricted sense),
314 f. ; human sacrifice to, 319 f.,
329,f.; Teraphim in connexion with
worship of, 330, 426. See also
'God.'
Ya.16, 32.
Yanl)amu, lxxviii, cxiii.
Yapal)l, lxxix, cxvii, 26.
Yaphia', cxvii.
Yatimuta, cxiii.
Yarmu¼:, 306.
Yarmuth, cxiii.
Yasdata, lxxxiv.
Ya-u, Ya-u-tum, etc., in proper names,
243 ff.
Ya'u-bi'di, cii, 245, 246.
el-Yemen, na¼:b, 33.

INDICES
Yenaam, xcii.
Yerlmc\th, cxiii.
Zabum, !ix.
e~-~il.hari yyeh, 10 f.
Zakar-ba'al, xcvi ff., 258.
Zakir, Inscription of, !xiii, cii, 173 f.,
2 54•
Zamama-sum.iddin, ci.
ZebaJ;t, 228.

Zebu!, 279 f., 281, 284.
Zebulun, cviii, 26, 79, 81, 289.
Ze'eb, 225 f.
ez-Zib, xiii, 29.
Zilpah-tribes, ex.
Zimrida, cxvii.
Ziph, 16.
Ziphron (Zifril.n), c.
Zirdamyasda, lxxxiv.
Zodiac, 399.
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II. INDEX OF GRAMMATICAL
AND PHILOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
(The reference is to Hebrew unless otherwise sjJecijied)
Accusative, adverbial, 149.
Arabic Place names, modern, 499 ff. ;
modification of consonants in, xx, 24,
27, 29, 282, 306, 500, 501 ; modification of final -ii to -zn in, 21;
dropping of final syllable in, 23;
dropping of preformative I in, 23,
306 ; formation of, by assonance
with ancient names, 85, 145, 500.
Article, Definite, idiomatic usages of,
213, 287, 346, 489 ; with Construct
State, 231 ; omission of, with Adjective, 378.
Asyndeton, 432.
Babylonian Permansive compared with
Hebrew Perfect, !xiii.
Babylonian Praeterite compared with
Hebrew Imperfect with Waw consecutive, lxiii.
Biliteral roots, xiii, xvi, 40, 69, 92.
Case-endings, 167.
Circumstantial clause, 324, 326, 384,
425, 433.
Construct State, before Preposition,
136 ; Suspended, 150.
Darga, as substitute for Metkegk,
461.
Dativus incommodi, 67, 277.
Diminutives, 27, 352.
Egyptian expression of Semitic Dualending, 66.
Egyptian ,- representing / in another
language, 84; cf. lxxxviii, lxxxix
bis, xci, xcii, xciii.
Emphasis, expression of, 321, 357, 367,
372, 419, 425.
Hypocoristic affixes in Babylonian, 76,
246.
Hypothetical sentence, virtual, 347.
Imperative, original form of, in ~al,
166 ; 2nd pers. sing. masc. as Interjection, 429.
Imperfect, anomalous use of, 38; in
pictorial description, 148; describing recurrence, 176, 185, 325, 327;

emphatic form of, 152 f.; masc.
form of 2nd -pers. plur. referrillg to
fem. subject preceding, 129, 237.
Infinitive Absolute, usage of, 73 f.,
367; misunderstood by R. V., 25,
367, 372.
Infinitive Construct with ::!, 105 f. ;
with~' 423.
Interchange of Consonants in Semitic
languages, III, 174, 430.
Iphtda] in Hebrew, 353.
Jussive in place of Imperative, 149.
Modus energicus in Arabic, 152, 169.
Nt2n t"lt2ya, 434.
Order of Sentence, 212, 457, 475, 479•
Participle, usage of, 213, 227, 368, 384;
Active ~al, original form of, 166;
Pu'al, dropping of preformative O
in, 228.
Paslfti in :Ill!!, 38.
Pausal forms, antiquity of, 168.
Perfect, idiomatic usages of, 368, 369,
418; with Waw consecutive after
Infinitive, 483 ; with weak Waw,
73, 2r4, 470 ; 2nd ·pers. fem.
sing. of, with archaic termination,
u6.
Permansive. See ' Babylonian.'
Phonetic Complement in cuneiform,
lxxvi.
Plel, final vowel of, 167.
Pluralis excellentiae (intensive plural),
32r, 323.
Pronoun, Personal, 2nd pers. fem.
sing., 418,
Segholate Nouns, original pronunciation of, r67.
Sibilants, interchange of, in Semitic,
III, 3o6, 328, 377•
Substantive in place of Adjective, 193,
23r.
Substantives ending in -t2tk, 153,
Tenses, sequence of, 176, 328.
Tone in Arabic, 159.

INDICES
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Transposition of Consonants in Semitic i"l locative, 72, 224,
Roots, xv, 437.
1:1 1, usage of, 204.
Triliteral Roots, modification in, 69, n6. 1::i introducing direct narration, 190.
Verb 11 doubled, weakened forms of,
, of norm, 7.
ll2,
Vocalization, original form of, in 11, harder form of, represented by r in
Greek, xix, 376 ; softer form of,
Hebrew, 166 ff.
represented by ff in cuneiform, lxxv,
Waw consecutive, usage of, 93, 227,
386.
483.
ill, usage of, 200, 224, 225.
Waw explicative, 1 9 4.
Waw introducing sentences with sar- Cll, usage of, 42 5.
castic turn, 187, 317.
i originally doubled in Hebrew, 168.
Waw of association, 326, 433.
Wpreformative in verbal forms, xvi.
ntfintroducing Nominative, 486.
:l, usage of, 230, 321.
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III. INDEX OF FOREIGN TERMS
( The order of the English alphabet is followed)
HEBREW (INCLUDING CANA' ANITE 'GLOSSES'
FROM THE

'abbir, 151.
abhar, 318.
akhar, 321.
'ala, 418.
'ala, 3, 429, 432.
'aliyya, 71, 432.
'alld, 'all01t, 86.
'ama, 276.
'amiil, 153.
'amelim, 153.
'antif, 20.
anan, 283.
'aphudda, 237, 241.
'ti.ralJ,

114.

'arakh, 198 f.
'aJt"riJth ,iJnekha, 58.
'az, 363.
badiu, 166.
balal, b9lil, 467.
bar1'anim, 230.
basar, 390.
bti{ar, 278,
bapiu, 167.
b•liyd' al, 467 f.
M,d, 145.
6e_tal;, 231.
bifa, 62, 203.
boJeth, 5, 58, 202.
dagh, 385.
daghan, 386.
Daleth, 262.
dariJm, cvii f.
d•lath6th, 259.
dorbhan, dorbhona, 77,
dt2J, 229 f.
'edha, 446, 453.
'ekyek, 189.
'ela, '/JliJn, 'elim, 86, 90, 187.
'elepk, 189.
'lloMm, 36, u7, 346, 350, 421, 425 f.
'Cmelf, 19, 112, 144, 202, 203 f.
'eph6dk badk, 238.
'eJnabh, 155.

T.A.

LETTERS)

'et, 26o.
gala/, galgal, 37,
garaph, 146.
gath, 187, 274.
g"dheriJthdyim, 141.
Ge!U kag-g/Jytm, 29.
ger, 422, 436, 438.
gzal;, 480.
gi/JayiJn, 2 59 f.
gily/Jn, 26o.
Gzmel, 262.
g6medh, 70.
gullath, 13.
gt2r, 357•
J;abhat, 187,
J;ag, 492.
!;a1'a1', 258.
};alapk, 154, 379 f.
1;attpk/Jtk b•ghadMm, 362.
kalmt2tk, 153.
1;am&r, l;amar, 372 f.
lf}"mUJtm,

213.

};aram, heJ;•rim, 17 f., 144.
};araJ, 258.
};aratk, 258.
!Jarri, 168.
has, 71.
1;a,1J,era, 215.
J;atkan, 15.
};awwa, };awwoth, 468.
M•bhfr ba'ef, 331.
J;em'a, 93.
J;trem, 18, 44, 286, 456.
J;eri!ph, 143.
};ere(, 259 ; };ere( 'en6J, 260.
J;eJebk, 237.
hnekk, 382.
l;zdha, 361.
hillt2lzm, 278.
hipkl;iz, 271.
kiJl;itk, 477,
hithnaddi!bh, 106, mg.
l;izzef, 68.

INDICES
M'il, 25, 424.
J;~mer, 192.
};ores, 84.
k6ris, xliv, 19, 316.

h6ffa', m6ffd, xxxiii, 59.
/jothen, 15.
'£son, 352.
'iHa, 356.
'iffer, 69.
kaddtm, 215.
lfadhm6n, 352.
#hat, ni!fhal, 446.
kaltl, 483.
ktira' ,, xiv f.

!f'4£n, 309·
kathabh, 258.
lf,!dhem, lfilldem, 147.
lf"dheftm, 1f•dhes6th, 58, 407.
lf"dMmim, 147.
Mn, 137.
k'pkir, 357.
kerem, 278.
lfesem, 421.
¥,6tham, 425.
k'thabh 'asMr£, 262.
kikk'r8th lt!~m, 228.
/fifM'£m, 363.
/f6l, 425.
lilfet, 227.
Lewi, lawa, 437.
timmedh, 77.
Mai;, 259.
ma'"rakha, 198 f.
madd£m, 70.
madk, middtn, 122.
ma};a, 259.
ma~/f. 154.
ma};atapha, 379 f.
ma};ant!, 219.
maff,u, 168.
makhtes, 374,
malmedh, 77.
mdOz, I98.
mas, 25.

mas' abb£m, 129.
masak, 87, 136.
mas'eth, 483.
ma,,ebha, mauebkot1', 197, 272.
massekha, 'graven image,' 242, 419.
masst!kheth, massekha, • web,' 381 f.
maua/6th, 146.
md&.ra, xix.
m•bM, 22.
m•gilla, 259.

m'l;,61f•lfim, 122, 136.
md£I, 238.
mt!lekk, 265.
md6nen, 283.
m2sar, 42.
m•sil/a, 479.
mille yadk, 421.
mil/(l'tm, 422.
mima, m2ma, 168.
min};a, 70, 191, 349.
minhar6th, 185.
mipkra,, 143.
miSderOna, 73.

mts6r, 203, 306, 307.
mispa};a, 189.
mispaf, 347.
milp'thdyim, 141.
mistt!, 344.
m/Jedk, 482.
mdhar, 354, 356.
m6/fes, 39 f.
m6ragh, 229.
m6theth, 288.
m(/litha, 272.
na, 190.
ntfar, Ii.
na'ara, 356.

nd};at, xiii, 88.
nalfas, 40.
nalf,apu, na!f,apti, 169.
nasakk, • weave,' 382.
nasakh, • cast,' 419.
naztr, 34~.

n•Mata, nabkal, 469.
nepkes, 122, 390.
nesem, 235.
nilflfa, 368.
n6lfa};, 426.
n(/a', 273.
'6bh, 425.
'6hel, 463.
'6lel6tk, '8tet, 227, 487.
'or"};a, II4.
pitam, 353.
pa'amJ, 155.
pal;, 39 f.
para', pt!ra', 107 f.
paras, II6.
pars•dh8nti, 72.
pa,a, 322.
ptisaf, 282.
pt!, 284.
petaggotk, p•tugg6tk, 139.
petal; rekkebh, 288.
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?l£t£m, piilat, 327.
p'razt, 6.
j>'raz6n, n5.
p•raz6tk, u5.

pesel, 419.
j)'Jtltm, 71.

pil't, 349, 350.
pinn6tk, 472.
polfaztm, palfazf2tk, palfaz, 271.

seblter, xvi, 214.
Jeb!tet, 136.
!'lf6r6tlt, 124.
Je/t2l, Jeltl, 213.
s"mtkltti, 92.
Jep!tel, I 52.
sep!ter, 259.
i Stren, 62.
!'rtalf, 286.

rt1a.f, 295.

J•rtkiJtlt 'adltarim, 141 f.

rdlfam, 155.
rtimti, 374•
rtipkti, xx, 462.
dlfayim, 288.
r'lf6bk, 466.
r2/jtm, rV1am, 308 f.
r'pkti£m, 421.
RU, 262.
ribk, 201.
r0rtn£m, 109.
rttalf, 227, 374.
rtidk, 323.
ruJunu, 169.
Jii'al b•, 426.
sitar, 431.
~tide, 262.
stidkar, 73.
stidlte, III f., 144.
Jtidlttn, 362.
Jadlttidk, 154.
sak"r6n£m, 235.
Ia!J-ri, 167.
Jalfal, 378.
1alalf, 66, 357·
1atam, 287.
1ap!tti, 307.
Japkat, 59, 85; Jop!tet, Jop!t'{im, xxxiii,

stalf,, 125.
fiisa', Ilia', 357.
fippuy, 241.

Iitta, 465.
J6lf, 369.
J6phtir, 215.
ftJfr£1n, 259.
1u'ru, 167.

f'rtipMm, xx, 421.
(ibbttr, fabbur, 283.
tinnti, 129, 325.
(ipksar, 495.
ttroJ, 274.
16/itatlt, 291.
tJmer, 86,
t6rti, 206.
torma, 281.
tur, 22,
'tigabk, 142.
ytilfaJ, 40.
yarek!t, 264, 370.
yark•tkt, 459.
ytiJabk, 86, 123.
yathedh, Bo, 381 f.
yazkur, 169, 386.
yelfebk, 187, 274.
yetlter, 378.
yibbeblt, 154.
yukabid, 168.
zanalf, 460.
z•Jfentm, 232.
zimmti, 473.
zuru!J-, 168.

I.

Jaralf, 142.
ftirap!t, 208.
stirtm, 232.
Jasti, lxxix.
Jat2, 167.

BABYLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN (INCLUDING SUMERIAN).

A.BA, 495·
ADDA, lxi.
tllu, 463.·
AMA. u§UMGAL.ANNA, xix.
amUu, lxxiv.

• ANSU.KURRA, !xv.
Arba'ilu (Jiu), 43.
! bald(u, 327.
'. BAR, PAR, xvi.
belittafl,azi, 59.
J

INDICES
DA, 262.

muallidat, 59, 199.
mult2, 272.
nimtlu, 154,

dadu, 291.
danu, 392.
da!u, 229.

PA, 263.

DUMU.ZI, Du't2zu, Dt2zu, xvii.
dupt,u, 259,
dupJarru, 495,
el.ipu, 380.
galadu, 209,
GAM, 262.
GARZA, n6,
{J,abbatum, {J,abdtu, lxxvi.
{J,aldpu, na{J,laptu, 362.
{J,arimtu, 58, 407,
.ffarranu, 249.
{J,a{tu, {J,a{a{u, 260.
lfazan.(n)u, lfazianu, Jxxiv.
{J,urfu, {J,ursu, 85.
ibru, lxxxiii.
iJtardti, 59.
/fadddu, 262.
KA.DI, xix.
~adiftu, 58, 407.
kapdru, kuppuru, xvi.
lfarittu, 59.
kazratu, 407.
kenu, 137.
kettu, 42.
KI, lxxviii.
Kimta rapaJtum, !viii.
Kimtum kettum, !ix.
KIRRUD.DA, 72,
KIS, Iv.
/fudmu, 147.
KUR, 112.
luld amelu, 399.
manzazu, manzaltu, 146,
MAR.TU, !ix, 41.
MAR.ZA, II6,,
mat la tdri, 468.

paraJdinnu, 72.
parasu, u6.
parsigu, 404.
par,u, 116.
pasatu, 282.
piristu, n6.
pirtu, 107.
pt2, 284.
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